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ORDNANCE GAZETTEER
OF

SCOTLAND.

MAAM-RATAGAIN, a mountain -pass (1072 feet)

on the mutual border of Inverness and Ross
shires, leading from Glenshiel to Glenelg, 3%
miles WNW of Shiel Inn. A zigzag road,

formed in 1815 over the pass, commands from the

highest point a very grand view.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 72,

1880.

Maam-Suil or Mam-Sodhail, a mountain on the

mutual border of Kintail parish, Ross-shire, and Kil-

morack parish, Inverness-shire, 2J miles NNW of the

head of Loch Affric. It rises to an altitude of 3862 feet

above sea-level ; has remarkably numerous species of

plants ; is believed to retain more perennial snow than
any other mountain in Great Britain ; and commands
an extensive and very impressive view.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

72, 1880.

Maar or Park Burn, a rivulet of Durisdeer parish,

Dumfriesshire, running 5} miles southward and east-

south -eastward—for the last 2 miles along the Penpont
boundary—till it falls into the river Nith at a point 2

miles NNW of Thornhill. It traverses the beautiful

grounds of Drumlanrig Castle ; and the diversion of its

course, at the time that the castle was built, forms the

theme of an old-world rhyme.—Ord. Sur., shs. 15, 9,

1864-63.

Maberry, Loch, a lake on the mutual border of Col-

monell parish, Ayrshire, and Penninghame and Kirk-
cowan parishes, Wigtownshire, 5J miles SSE of Ban-hill

station. Lying 405 feet above sea-level, it extends 1J
mile south-south-eastward ; has a maximum width of

3 furlongs ; is gemmed by eight little islets, one of them
with vestiges of a castle ; contains large pike and trout

;

and sends off the Bladenoch to Wigtown Bay.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 8, 1863.

Mabie, an estate, with a mansion, in Troquecr parish,

Kirkcudbrightshire, 4£ miles SSW of Dumfries. Its

owner, Robert Kirkpatrick Howat, Esq., holds 2566
acres in the shire, valued at £2140 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 9, 1863.

Macallan. See Knockando.
Macarthur's Head, a headland on the E coast of Islay

island, Argyllshire, flanking the W side of the S end or
entrance of the Sound of Islay. A lighthouse on it

shows a fixed white light up the Sound of Islay to about
N half E, a fixed red light from N half E to about E,
and a fixed white light to the S of E as far as the land
allows, visible at a distance of 17 nautical miles.

Macbeth's Castle. See Oaiknbeddie. Dunsinane,
and Manor.
Macbie Hill, an old but modernised mansion, with a

well -wooded park ami a small lake:, in N<iwlaiids parish,
Peeblesshire, 3 miles E by S of West Linton, and 9 fur-

longs S of Macbie Hill station on the Dolphinton branch
of the Nortli British, this being 21J miles S by W of
Edinburgh. Its owner, the Very Rev. John Maunsell-
Massy-Beresford (b. 1823; sue. 1871), holds 3875 acres
in the shire, valued at £3079 per annum.—Ord. Sur.,
sh. 24, 1864.

73 a

Macduff, a seaport town and a quoad sacra parish in

the quoad civilia, parish of Gamrie, Banffshire, 14; mile E
of Banff. It is the terminus of the Turriff and Macduff
branch of the Great North<of Scotland Railway
system, thestation being 49 J miles NNW ofAberdeen and
29£ N by W of Inveramsay Junction, where the branch
leaves themainline. The town, which consists of a number
of well planned streets with good houses, and has one of

the best harbours along the Moray Firth, is situated on
an irregular rising-ground sloping northward and north-

westward towards the sea-shore. Previous to 1732 it

was but a small fishing hamlet, and owes its great pro-

gress since to the fostering care of successive Earls of

Fife, and to its situation. The hamlet was known as

Down or Doune, but in 1783 James, second Earl of Fife,

changed it to Macduff (the family name being Duff) and
obtained for the place a charter of dc novo damns from
George III., by which it was erected into a 'free and
independent burgh-of-barony.' The lower harbour rates

and the better position of the harbour diverted a con-

siderable amount of traffic from Banff, and the growth
of trade has been still more rapid and important since

the opening of railway communication in 1860. The
station was then at the SAV side of the town, and was also

intended for the partial accommodation of Banff, but in

1872 a prolongation of J mile took place, bringing the

station into a central position, while accommodation is

still provided for Banff, from this side, by the Banff
Bridge station. The climate is good, and as the beach
affords excellent bathing ground, the place is frequented

during the summer months by visitors. There were
great rejoicings on the occasion of the arrival of the
Prince of Wales on a visit to the Earl of Fife on 13

Nov. 1883, when the town was gaily decorated ; the

trades, fishermen, and various public bodies walked in

procession to Duff' House ; and an address was pre-

sented to His Royal Highness. The harbour was
constructed by, and belongs to, the Earl of Fife, and
the formation of an outer harbour was attempted so

long ago as 1821-22, but the works then constructed

were almost at once shattered by storms. It was greatly

enlarged and improved in 1877. The trade consists

chiefly of exports of grain and cured herrings and other

fish, and the imports are coal, and bone and other

manures. Over a hundred fishing boats, of which about
three-fourths are first-class boats (i.e., withkcels of 30 feet

or upwards), belong to the port, but many of them
prosecute the fishing at other stations, and during 1883
only 83 fished from Macduff, these having a total catch

of 9754 erans. The Established church, a large building

on an eminence at one end of the town, was erected at

the expense of the third Earl of Fife. The Free
church was built soon after the Disruption. A new
Congregational church was erected in 1881 at a cost of
£1250 ; and a Salvation Army Hall, with 700 sittings,

in 1883. Murray's Institution was founded in L849 by
Mr Murray of London, a canvas manufacturer, and a
native of the burgh, for the education of poor children,

1



MACHANY WATER MACHARS
uiul hu accommodation for ioo, whilst l ho public.

n Itool accommodates 700. By the Rofonn BUI, Macduff
was. lor ji:>rli:iiuontnry purposes, included within the
i ri ! ni. - of the burgh of lianll', hut its municipality

remained distinct, and municipal matters are managed
by a provost, 2 bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and
I councillors : while police matters are attended to by
a board of six commissioners of polieo. The weekly
market is on Tuesday. Water was introduced in 1883.

Then is a post office, with money order, sayings'

bank, and telegraph departments, branches of the

Union and North of Scotland Hanks, a branch of

the National Security Savings' Hank, and agencies

of 11 insurance companies. There are also a town-

house, meal and saw mills, baths, a hall, a gas
company, a masonic lodge (St James, No. 653), a

lodge of Oddfellows, a club, two ladies' schools, and a

number of tho usual charitable, etc. institutions. The
' across the 1 )cveron to tho W, on the road to Band',

was designed by Smeaton. Tho quoad sacra parish,

which extends beyond the town, is in the presbytery of

Turriff and synod of Aberdeen. Pop. of parish (1871)

3912, (1881) 4104 ; of burgh (1831) 1819, (1861) 3067,

(1S71) 3410, (1881) 3650, of whom 1992 were females.

Houses (1881) 728 inhabited, 25 vacant, 4 building.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 96, 1876.

Machany Water, a troutful stream of Muthill and
Blackford parishes, Perthshire, flowing 134. miles east-

ward till it falls into the Earn at a point 2| miles NNW
of Anchterarder.—Ord. Sur., sh. 47, 1869.

Machar, New, a parish of SE Aberdeenshire, to the

N i-ontaining Summerliill village, which stands, 310
feet above sea-level, 5 furlongs SSW of New Machar
Btation on the Formartine and Buchan section of the

Great North of Scotland railway, this being 5J miles N
of Dyce Junction and 11£ NNW of Aberdeen. Summer-
bill has a post office under Aberdeen, with money order

and savings' bank departments ; and close to the station

i- New Machar Inn, where cattle and horse fairs are

held on the third Thursday of January, March, May,
and November, and the second Thursday of July.

Containing also Parkhill station, 4 miles S of that of

N u Machar, the parish is bounded NW and NE by
I

:
. F, bv Helhelvie, SE and S by Old Machar, SW

by Dyce, and W by Fintray. Till 1621 it formed part

of Old Machar parish, and, after being disjoined, was
known successively as the Upper Parochine of St

Machar, Upper Machar, and, finally, New Machar. Its

utmost length, from N by W to S by E, is 5£ miles
;

its utmost breadth, from E to W, is 3& miles ; and its

area is 9047 acres, of which 45 are water, and 2088J
belong to the Straloch or north-western detached

portion (2J x 1^ mile), separated from the main body by
a strip of Udny, 300 yards wide at the narrowest, and
also bounded by Kinkell and Fintray. This Straloch

portion belongs politically to Banffshire (detached), but
ecclesiastically ranks as part of New Machar, and for

rating and other purposes is treated as part of Aberdeen-

shire. The Don flows lg mile south-south-eastward

along all the Dyce border ; and Elrick Burn, rising in

the Straloch section, runs 7| miles south-south-eastward,

partly along the Fintray border, but mainly through

the interior, till it falls into the Don at a point 2§ fur-

longs SW of Parkhill station. Corby Loch (2f x 2 furl.

;

251 feet) lies mostly beyond the south-eastern boundary,

near which are Lily Loch (1 x £ furl. ) and Bishop's

Loch (2x J furL). At the Bridge of Dyce the surface

declines to 128 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises

gently to 299 feet at Highlands, 400 at Kosemount, 500

at Upper Rannieshill, 620 at Changehill, and 543 at the

Hill of Clyne. Granite abounds in the southern dis-

trict, and limestone is found on the estate of North
Kinmundy. The soil of the southern district, near the

Don, is a gravelly loam ; of the middle district, is a

good loam ; and of the northern district, is very various,

and much of it poor. About two-thirds of the entire

area are in tillage
;
nearly one-tenth is under wood

;

and the rest is either pastoral or waste. Antiquities,

other than those noticed under Bishop's Loch, are

remains of thrco pro-Reformation chapels—St Colm's at
Monykebbock, St Mary's at Clubsgoval, and St Mary's
at Straloch—tho first of which is mentioned as early as
12.r.6, and still is represented by a tine old burying,
ground. At Parkhill, in 1804, was found a silver chain
of double rings, 17& inches in length and 44 oz. in
weight, with a penannular terminal ring, engraved
with one of the symbols of the sculptured stones." It is
now in tho Edinburgh Antiquarian Museum. A moor
within the parish was the scene, in 1647, of a defeat of
the Royalists by tho Covenanters. Robert Gordon of
Straloch (1580-1661), tho distinguished geographer and
antiquary, was born at Kinmundy ; and Dr Thomas
Reid (1710-96), the eminent moral philosopher, was
minister from 1737 till 1752. Mansions, noticed sepa-
rately, are Elrick, Parkhill, and Straloch ; and 6
proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 2 of between £100 and £500, and 3 of from
£20 to £50. New Machar is in the presbytery and
synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £335. The
parish church at Summerliill was built in 1791, and
contains 650 sittings. There is also a Free church ; and
three public schools—Parkhill girls', Summerliill boys',
and Whiterashes—with respective accommodation for

95, 205, and 90 children, had (1883) an average attend-
ance of 51, 146, and 76, and grants of £47, 5s. 6d.,

£115, 10s., and £71, 13s. Valuation (I860) £6963,
(1884) £10,752, of which £1928 was for the Straloch
portion, and £1227 for the railway. Pop. (1801) 925,
(1831) 1246, (1861) 1511, (1871) 1483, (1881) 1505, of
whom 238 wore in the Straloch or Banffshire section.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.
Machar, Old, a parish of SE Aberdeenshire, contain-

ing great part of Aberdeen city, with all Old Aber-
deen, Woodside, and other suburbs. Down to the 17th
century it comprehended the present parishes of New
Machar and Newhills ; and now it is bounded NW by
New Machar, N by Belhelvie, E by the German Ocean,
S by St Nicholas and Nigg, SW by Banchory-Devenick,
and W by Newhills and Dyce. Its utmost length, from
N by W to S by E, is 7£ miles ; its utmost breadth is

4$ miles ; and its area is 12,595^ acres, of which 285
are foreshore and 167J water, whilst 5283J fall within
the parliamentary burgh of Aberdeen. The Don, after

flowing 3| miles south-south-eastward along the Dyce
and Newhills boundary, winds 3J miles eastward across
the interior to the sea ; and the Dee, in a run of 1T

5
X

mile, traces the southern boundary. The district

between the two rivers, comprising two-fifths of the
entire area, is described in our article on Aberdeen

;

and, as to the district N of the Don, it need only be
said that the surface rises gradually from the shore to a

summit altitude of 313 feet at Perwinnes Hill, J mile
N of which, at the New Machar boundary, is Corby
Loch (2| x 2 furl. ; 251 feet). The predominant rock is

granite ; and the soil ranges from fertile loam to barren
peat-earth. In the presbytery and synod of Aberdeen,
this parish is divided ecclesiastically into Old Machar,
Ferry Hill, Gilcomston, Holburn, Rosemount, Rubislaw,
and Woodside, with part of John Knox. Old Machar
itself is a collegiate charge, the stipend of the first

minister being £386, of the second £340. Eight schools,

all public but one, with total accommodation for 2220
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 2224, and
grants amounting to £2002, i9s. 2d. Landward valua-

tion (1873) £12,099, 0s. 6d., (1884) £14,352, 2s. Pop.

of entire parish (1801) 9911, (1831) 25,107, (1861) 33,236,

(1871) 42,477, (1881) 56,002, of whom 8388 were in the
ecclesiastical parish of Old Machar, and 1451 in the

landward portion of the parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Machars (Celt, machair, ' a plain '), one of the three

districts of Wigtownshire, being the broad-based, tri-

angular peninsula between Wigtown and Luce Bays. It

has ill-defined boundaries, but it may be viewed either

as comprehending the parishes of Whithorn, Glasserton,

Sorbie, Kirkinner, and most of Mochrum, amounting to

100 square miles, or as comprehending also the rest of

Mochrum and parts of Old Luce, Kirkcowan, and Pen-
ninghame, amounting, with these additions, to nearly
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150 square miles. Its surface, as implied in its name,

is prevailingly low and flat, yet has considerable diversi-

ties, and will be noticed in our article on Wigtown-
shire.
Machermore Castle, an old square tower in Minnigaff

parish, W Kirkcudbrightshire, near the left bank of the

Cree, 1£ mile SE of Newton-Stewart. Its owner, Robert

Lennox Nugent-Dunbar, Esq. (b. 1864 ; sue. 1866),

holds 1013 acres in the shire, valued at £1353 per an-

num.— Ord. Sur., sh. 4, 1857.

Machline. See Mauchline.
Machxihanish Bay, a bay on the W coast of Kintyre,

Argyllshire. It is flanked on the N by Glenacardoch

Point, 5 miles SSE of Cara island, on the S by Earadale

Point, 6| miles N of the Mull of Kintyre ; and the dis-

tance between these points is 13| miles. It nowhere,

however, penetrates the land to an extent of more than

2£ miles from the entrance line, and that at the mouth
of Machrihanish Water, 4| miles W of Campbeltown ;

so that it lies all open to the W, and has an unindented

and unsheltered coast. ' The long crescent of Machri-

hanish, ' to quote from the Life of A'orman Maclcod

(1876), 'girdled by sands wind-tossed into fantastic

hillocks, receives the full weight of the Atlantic. Woe
to the luckless vessel caught within those relentless

jaws,' etc.—Ord. Sur., shs. 20, 12, 1876-72.

Machry. See Mauchey.
Mackinnon's Cave, a cavern on the W coast of Mull

island, Argyllshire, in Gribon promontory, 8 miles NE
of lona. Opening from the shore, and obstructed by
fragments of rock, it penetrates to an unknown extent

—

the common people say quite across the island. It got

its name, or is said to have got it, from the disappear-

ance within its depths of a gentleman called Mackinnon,
who went in to explore it, and never was heard of more.

Its accessible parts, which were long a retreat of the

clansmen, at once for safety and for strategy, are for

some way inward invaded by the tide and encumbered
with stones ; but it opens afterwards into an arched

chamber 45 feet wide and 30 high, where is a square

stone called Fingal's Table, on which the clansmen

frequenting it are said to have taken their meals. On
19 Oct. 1773 it was explored, to the extent of about 480

feet, by Dr Johnson and Boswell, the former of whom
pronounced it ' the greatest natural curiosity he had
ever seen.' Once it competed with Staffa for attracting

tourists; but, except for its vastness and its associations,

it possesses little real interest.

Mackinon's Cave. See Staffa.
Mackiston. See Maxton.
Maclellan's Castle. See Kirkcudbright.
Macleod's Castle, an ancient fortress in Stornoway

parish, Lewis, Outer Hebrides, lioss-shire, at the entrance

of Stornoway Bay. Built by the ancient proprietors of

Lewis to protect the bay, and dismantled by the troops

of Oliver Cromwell, it is now represented by only a

fragment of wall 12 feet high and 4 thick.

Macleod's Maidens, three insulated basaltic pillars of

Duirinish parish, Isle of Skye, Inverness-shire, a few

hundred yards W of Idrigill Point. Rising vertically

from the sea, one of them to a height of 200, and the

other two to a height of 100, feet, they are called, by the

country people, 'the mother and her two daughters,'

and by Sir Walter Scott were compared to the Nor-
wegian riders of the storm. Indeed, from a distance

they are not unlike gigantic women clad in cloaks and
hoods ; and they have been described as 'three spires of

rock rising sheer out of the sea, shaped like women,
around whoso feet the foaming wreaths are continually
forming, floating, and disappearing.' A fourth pillar

once stood adjacent to them, but was overwhelmed by
the storms and waves. See Dunvegan.

Macleod's Tables. See l)i;ii;i\isir.

Macmerry, a village, with a post olliee and iron-works

(now stopped), Ln Gladsmuir parish, Haddingtonshire,
at the terminus of a branch lino of the North British,

2 miles E by S of Tranent. Pop. (1871) 330, (1881)
352.—Ord Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Madderty, a parish in Strathearn district, Perthshire,

with a station on the Perth, Methven, and Crieff sec-
tion of the Caledonian railway, Hi miles W by S of
Perth and 6£ E by N of Crieff, under which it has
a post and telegraph offiee. Containing also Aber-
cairney station, St David's village, and the hamlet
of Bellycloau, it is bounded N by Fowlis-Wester, NE
by Methven, SE by Gask, S by Trinity Gask, SW by
Monzie (detached), and NW by Crieff. Its utmost
length, from ENE to WSW, is 5§ miles ; its utmost
breadth is 2| miles ; and its area is 4863^ acres, of
which 2 \ are water. The surface is all a portion of the
low flat lands of the valley of the Earn, sinking little

below 200 and little exceeding 300 feet above sea-level.

All the northern and north -western boundary is traced
by sluggish Pow Water, which traverses an artificial

cut 6 feet deep and 4 feet wide, and which formerly
flooded the adjacent lands, but is now restrained by
embankments ; and all the south-eastern boundary is

traced by Cowgask Burn, another tributary of the river
Earn.

_
The prevailing rock is Old Red sandstone ; and

the soil is partly alluvial, partly loamy. About one-
eighth of the entire area is under plantation, and
nearly all the remainder is in tillage. James Burgh
(1714-75), a voluminous but forgotten writer, was a
native. Inchaffray Abbey is noticed separately, as
likewise are the mansions of Woodend and Dollerie.
The landed property is divided among 8. Madderty is

in the presbytery of Auchterarder and the synod of

Perth and Stirling ; the living is worth £317. The
parish church, 5 furlongs SW of Madderty station, is

modern and amply commodious. There is also a Free
church; and a public school, with accommodation for 70
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 58, and a
grant of £57, 10s. Valuation (1860) £5754, (1884) £6421,
17s. lid. Pop. (1801) 560, (1831) 713, (1861) 536, (1871)
523, (1881) 527.—Ord. Sur., sh. 47, 1869.

Maddiston, a village in Muiravonside parish, Stirling-

shire, li mile SE of Polmont Junction. It has a post
office under Linlithgow.

Maddy. See Lochmaddy and Dollar.
Maeshowe or Maiden's Mound, a tumulus in Stcnness

parish, Orkney, near the head of the Loch of Harray, 9
miles WNW of Kirkwall and 5J NE of Stromness.
Conical in shape, it rises to the height of 36 feet above
the level of the circumjacent plain, and is engirt at a
distance of 80 feet from its base by a moat of consider-

able breadth. On the W side it is entered by a narrow
passage, 62 feet long and from 2| to 4J feet high, the
whole being mostly constructed of huge blocks of stone.

It was first opened in 1861, and was then found to con-

tain a central chamber, 15 feet square, converging to a
vaulted roof originally 20 feet high. Three little cham-
bers branch off from the one in the middle ; and on the
stones are a series of Runic inscriptions, supposed to

date from the middle of the 12th century, and thus

affording no clue to the origin of the tumulus itself.

See James Fergusson's Rude Stone Monuments (1872) ;

and vol. i., pp] 101-104, of Dr Hill Burton's History of
Scotland (ed. 1876).

Magbiehill. See Macbie Hill.
Magus Muir, a tract, reclaimed and cultivated now,

but formerly bleak and wild, in St Andrews parish, Fife,

3^ miles WSW of the city. A spot on it, marked now
by the Bishop's Wood, was the scene, on the night of 3

May, of the murder of Archbishop Sharp (1618-79) by
twelve Fife Camcronians. He was travelling from Edin-
burgh with his daughter, and, after a halt at Ceres to

smoke a pipe with tho parson, was driving on again,

when a horseman, spurring towards them, fired right

into the carriage. Others rode up, and shot after shot

was fired, but never one took effect, and ' Judas, come
forth !

' was their cry. So they dragged tho old man
out of the lumbering coach, and hacked him to death
on the heath. ' Upon tho opening of his tobacco-box,

a living humming-bee flew out. This cither llaekston

of Ratnillet or Balfour of Burley called his "familiar ;"

and, somo in the company not understanding tho term,
they explained it to be " a devil." ' Guillan, a weaver
lad, one of tho murderers, was, four years later, hung in
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chains on the spot, as nlso were fivo of the prisoners
from I Ik battle- of ISoi'llWKi.i. [Srinj. Tho broken head-

tone to Guillen's memory bore inscription

:

' A faithful! martyr hen doth lye,

\\ Isoeun ill" |'mV Ileal h
To gratify proud prelate's wrath ;

They < ut his bands ere he was dead,
Ami sifter tlisit struck off Iiis heiul

;

To Magus Muir then ili.l liiin bring,
His< bod] on si pole did lung;
His Wood under the siltsir cries

Fur vengeance on Christ's enemies.'

Soe vol. vii., pp. 207-221, of Dr Hill Burton's History

of Scotland (oil. 1876).—Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Mahaich or Maghaig, Loch. Seo Kilmadock.
Maich Water, B rivulet of Loehwinnoch parish, Ren-

frewshire, rising on Misty Law M'lir at an altitude of

1250 foot, and running 5J miles south-south-eastward

—

t.ii the la--! I miles along the boundary with Kilhirnie

parish, Ayrshire— till, after a total descent of 1145 feet,

vt falls into the N end of Kilbirnie Loch. It is mostly
,i moorland stream, traversing a deep channel, but occa-

sionally fringed with copeswood.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 30, 22,

1866-65.

Maidenkirk. See Kirkmaiden.
Maiden-Paps. See Cavers.
Maidens, a village in Kirkoswald parish, Ayrshire, 6J

miles WSW of Maybole.
Maiden's Leap. See Huntinotower.
Maines, a mansion of 1835 in Chirnside parish, Ber-

wickshire, 1 mile E by N of the village.

Mainhill, a solitary, low, white-washed cottage in

Hodilam parish, Dumfriesshire, 3 miles NW of Eccle-

fechan. From 1814 to 1826 it was the home of Thomas
Carlyle (1795-1881). Here he ' first learned German,
studied Faust, in a dry ditch, and completed his trans-

lation of Wilhchn Meister. . . . The situation is high,

utterly bleak, and swept by all the winds. Not a tree

shelters the premises. . . . The view alone redeems the

dreariness.'— Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864. See chap. iii. of

Fronde's Life of Carlyle (1882).

Mainhouse, an estate, with a mansion, in Eckford
parish, Roxburghshire, 4 miles SSE of Kelso.

Mainland. See Pomona and Shetland.
Mains and Strathmartine, a parish of S Forfarshire.

The two ancient parishes of which it consists were united

in 1799, but still are separate registration districts.

Mains, the eastern portion, is said to be so called from
the Mains of Fintry, now belonging to the proprietor of

Linlathen. The largest village is Downfield, 2 miles

N by W of the post-town, Dundee ; and large popu-
lations are also concentrated at Dundee Bleachworks
(Parkhead), Claverhouse, Trottich, Baldovan, Strath-

martine, Rosemill, and Fallows. There are two stations

on the Dundee and Newtyle railway within the parish

—Baldovan (at Downfield) and Baldragon. The parish

is bounded N by Tealing, NE by Murroes, E, SE,
and S by Dundee, SW by Liff and Benvie, and W by
Auchterhouse. Its greatest length, from WNW to

ESE, is h\ miles ; its breadth varies between \ mile and

3J miles ; and its area is 6321 acres, of which 20 are

water. Fitiiie Water, for a distance of 3 miles, traces

the northern boundary ; and Dichty Water, running
east-south-eastward, goes from end to end of the in-

terior. In the SE the surface sinks to 120 feet above
sea-level ; and thence it rises to 536 near Hilltown of

Balrnuir, 526 near Strathmartine Castle, and 533 at

Clatto Moor. A beautiful strath extends along the

course of the Dichty, on the sides of which extensive

woods pleasantly alternate with cultivated fields. The
bogs and marshes, which formerly occupied some hol-

lows, have all been drained. A very copious spring of

excellent water, called Sinavey, rises perennially from

a crevice in a perpendicular rock at Fintry Castle. Trap
and Old Red sandstone are the prevailing rocks ; and
the latter has been largely quarried. The soil in some
parts adjacent to the Dichty is alluvial, and on numerous
ridges near the stream is gravel or sand ; almost every-

where else it is a black loam, incumbent on clay, gravel,

or rock. Nearly 400 acres are under wood ; about 130
are moorland or rocky hillock ; and all the rest of the
land is in tillage. Baldovan Imbecile Asylum and Or-
phanage was founded by Sir John Ogilvy, Bart., in
1854 ; and the Baldovan Institution, or Boys' Industrial
School of Dundee, was opened in 1878. Two obelisks
and some vestiges of a Roman cam]) are the only extant
antiquities. Fintry Castle and Claverhouse are
noticed separately, as also is the present mansion of

Baldovan. Eight proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards, 7 of between £100 and
£500, 3 of from £50 to £100, and 8 of from £20 to £50.
Mains and Strathmartine is in the presbytery of Dundee
and the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the living is worth
£325. The parish church was built in 1800, and con-
tains 800 sittings. There is also a Free church ; and
three public schools—Downfield, Mains, and Strath-
martine—with respective accommodation for 148, 109,
and 150 children, had (1883) an average attendance of

107, 87, and 93, and grants of £89, 16s. 6d., £72, 18s.

6d., and £74, 3s. Valuation (1857) £13,982, (1884)
£25,730, 9s.

,
plus £1787 for railway. Pop. (1801) 1442,

(1831) 2011, (1861) 2181, (1871) 2749, (1881) 3490.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 49, 1868-65.

Mains Castle. See Kilbride, East.
Mains House, a mansion in New Kilpatrick parish,

Dumbartonshire, 1J mile WNW of Milngavie. Its

owner, Archibald Campbell Douglas, Esq. (b. 1841 ; sue.

1857), holds 1581 acres in Dumbarton and Stirling

shires, valued at £2226 per annum, his ancestors having
possessed the estate since 1373.

—

Ord. Stir., sh. 30, 1867.

Mainsriddle, a village on the mutual border of Kirk-
bean and Colvend parishes, Kirkcudbrightshire, 10 miles

ESE of Dalbeattie. It has a U.P. church.
Main Water of Luce. See Luce.
Makerstoun, a rural parish on the N border of Rox-

burghshire, whose church stands 5 miles S by W of

Kelso, under which there is a post office. It is bounded
N by Smailholm, E by Kelso, S by Roxburgh and
Maxton, and W by Mertoun. Its utmost length, from
ENE to WSW, is 3 miles ; its utmost breadth is 2 miles ;

and its area is 2913 acres, of which 48 are water, and
80 are under wood. The Tweed flows 3& miles east-

north-eastward along all the southern boundary ; and,

where it quits the parish, the surface declines to 185

feet above sea-level, thence rising gently to 459 feet at

a point 3-J furlongs W by N of the church. The soil is,

generally speaking, rich and well-cultivated, and the

prevailing rock is Old Red sandstone. The chief

natural feature in the parish are the Trow Crags.

These are a series of projecting rocks, rising from
the bed of the Tweed ' like the sides of a man's
hands.' At one time, they were so close together, that,

when the river was low, it was possible to pass by means
of them from one bank to the other. An accident, how-
ever, occurred, and in consequence, the middle rock was
blown up to prevent the recurrence of a like mishap.

When the river comes down in flood, its waters break

over the rocks with very fine effect. It is said that the

best salmon-fishing in all the Tweed is to be had in this

reach of the river. The two proprietors are the Duke
of Roxburghe, who possesses one large farm, and Miss
Scott-Makdougall of Makerstoun, to whom the rest of

the parish belongs. Her residence, Makerstoun House,

is a square three-storied building, situated on the N
bank of the Tweed, and standing in grounds that are

extensive and well-wooded. The park contains about

100 acres. An observatory, erected by General Sir

Thomas Brisbane (1773-1860) in the park at Makers-

toun, was demolished after his death. He was the

husband of the eldest daughter of Sir Henry Hay Mak-
dougall, so that the estate came to him through his wife.

The interesting ruin of what was first a Roman Catholic

chapel and then a Protestant church is still used by the

MakdougaU family as a place of interment, and stands

a little way from the house, entirely shut in by trees.

The estate of Makerstoun will eventually pass to the

Scotts of Gala. This parish is in the presbytery of

Kelso and the synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the
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|

living is worth £372. The parish church is a plain

J building, erected in 1807, and having accommodation

for 150 people. A Free church, with 250 sittings, was

j

built by the late Miss Elizabeth Makdougall, who also

|| left £1500 towards its endowment, and built, at her

I own expense, an excellent manse. The public school,

j

with accommodation for 103 children, had (1883) an

I
average attendance of 76, and a grant of £48, lis.

i| Valuation (1864) £5001, Is., (1884) £6809, 9s. Pop.

(1801) 248, (1831) 326, (1861) 380,(1871) 361,(1881)

|
381.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Malleny, an estate, with a mansion, in Currie parish,

I
Edinburghshire, close to Balerno village and station.

I The house is old and ivy-mantled, with Dutch gardens,

I
and fine old yews and plane-trees. The estate from the

middle of the 17th century was held by a branch of the

Scotts of Murdieston, one of whose members was General

Thomas Scott (1745-1841). By his grand-nephew, Col.

Francis Cunningham Scott, C.B., it was sold in 1882

for £125,000 to the Earl of Rosebery. With a rental of

i
£4351 it comprises 2972 acres, of which 2127 are arable,

i 630 hill-pasture, and 190 woodland and plantations.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See Dalmeny, and John
Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb.

1883).

Maltan Walls. See Ancrum.
Mam-Ratagain. See Maam-Ratagain.
Mam-Suil. See Maam-Suil.
Manar, a commodious mansion, with finely-wooded

}l grounds, in Inverurie parish, Aberdeenshire, near the

i| left bank of the Don, 3i miles WSW of Inverurie town.

||
Its owner, Henry Gordon, Esq. (b. 1848 ; sue. 1874),

jj
holds 2260 acres in the shire, valued at £2115 per an-

| num.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Manderston, a fine modern mansion in Duns parish,

Berwickshire, If mile E by N of Duns town. Its owner,
i Sir William Miller, Bart. (b. 1809 ; ere. 1874), was
I Liberal M.P. for Leith 1859-68, and for Berwickshire

j

1873-74. He holds 961 acres in Berwick and 172 in

I Haddington shires, valued at £2970 and £923 per annum.
I —Ord. Sur., sh. 34, 1864.

Manner. See Manor.
Mannofield, a village at the boundary between Old

: Machar and Banchory-Devenick parishes, Aberdeen-
shire, 2 miles SW of Aberdeen, under which it has a

|

post office. Its Established church was raised to quoad
sacra status in 1882.

Manor, Aberdeenshire. See Manar.
Manor (in 1186 Maineure; Cymric maenawr, ' a manor

' or district enclosed in a stone boundary ;
' maen, ' stone '),

J a parish of Peeblesshire, whose church stands on the left

J bank of Manor Water, 3 miles SW of the post-town,

Peebles. It is bounded NW by Stobo, N and E by
Peebles, SE by Yarrow in Selkirkshire, S by the Megget
section of Lyne, and W by Drummelzier and Stobo. Its

! utmost length, from N to S, is 11 miles; its utmost breadth

|
is i\ miles ; and its area is 16,671jf acres, of which nearly

50 are water. Manor Water, rising in the extreme S
at an altitude of 2000 feet above sea-level, runs 10§

! miles north-by-eastward—for the last 5J furlongs along
the Peebles boundary— till, after a total descent of 1400
feet, it falls into the Tweed at a point 1| mile WSW of

I] Peebles, and 1 furlong below one-arch Manorfoot Bridge

(1702). It is joined by Gleneath Burn and nearly

|
a dozen more little affluents, most of which, like itself,

afford capital trout-fishing. The Tweed curves 2|
miles east-by-northward along all the north-western

|i and northern boundary, and just above Manorfoot is

spanned by a handsome five-arch stone bridge, 260 feet

|
long, erected in 1881-83 at a cost of £3000. At the

influx of Manor Water to the Tweed the surface

| declines to 600 feet above sea-level ; and chief eleva-

tions to the W of the Manor, as one goes up the

\
vale, are Whitelaw Hill (1521 feet), the "Scrape (2347),
Posso Craigs (1817), Tykestone Hill (2414), *Dollau

I Law (2680), and *Norrnan Law (2408) ; to the E,
Canada Hill (1716), *Hundleshope Heights (2249),

I Glenrath Hill (2049), * Blaokhouse Heights (2213),
•Black Law (2285), and *Sbielhope Head (2110), where

74

asterisks mark those summits that culminate on the
confines of the parish. The great green hills, their
summits clothed with heather, have mostly a rapid
ascent

; beyond Posso they closely approach, and grow
wild and towering. The rocks are Lower Silurian, and
the soil is generally light. At an early period cultiva-
tion was carried far up the vale, perhaps to its very
head ; but later tillage was abandoned, especially in the
upper reaches, which may account for the old rhyme

—

' There stand three mills on Manor Water,
A fourth at Posso Cleugh

;

Gin heather-bells were corn and bere,
They wad get grist eneugh.'

In the lower half of the parish the cultivation of cereals

and green crops, always more or less followed, is now
the principal industry. The parish is rich in antiqui-
ties and objects of interest, comprising hill-forts, of

which there are several well defined
;
peel-towers, that

of Castlehill being the most prominent, and that of
Barns (1498) the best preserved ; the site of ' Macbeth's
Castle ;

' the site of St Gordian's Kirk, far up the vale,

in Kirkhope, marked by a granite runic cross, with the
old font stone at its base ; the Ship Stone, under Posso
Craigs ; a tumulus known as the ' Giant's Grave, ' in Glen-
rath Hope ; a cup-marked fallen monolith, near Bellan-
ridge (an old woman, 'tis said, whom the devil turned into
stone) ; and traces ofthe old ' Thief's Road, ' or freebooters'

mountain bridle-way. One and all are surpassed in

interest by the lowly cottage (1802) of the ' Black
Dwarf,' 1 Bowed Davie ' Ritchie (1740-1811), near Wood-
house farm, 1 mile SW of the Kirkton. Here in 1797
he received a visit from Sir Walter Scott, who was stay-
ing at Hallyards with Professor Ferguson. His chair,

scarce as high as a hassock, is still kept at Woodhouse
;

and a tombstone in the churchyard, erected by Messrs
Chambers in 1845, marks the spot where they laid him
to rest. A rest soon broken, for his legs no longer than
a two-year child's, and his ape-like arms, so marvellously
strong, proved too strong a temptation to resurrec-
tionists, as one learns from Dr John Brown's Harm
Subsecivm. Mansions, are Barns, Glenternie, and
Hallyards ; and 5 proprietors hold each an annual
value of more, 2 of less, than £500. Manor is in
the presbytery of Peebles and the synod of Lothian
and Tweeddale ; the living is worth £309. The parish
church is a handsome Gothic edifice of 1873-74, with
188 sittings and two memorial windows. Within the
vestry is a table made of oak that had been used for

church building purposes not later than the 13th
century ; and a bell in the belfry bears the Latin in-

scription, 'In honore Sanct. Gordiani, mcccclxxviii.'
The public school, with accommodation for 59 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 46, and a grant of

£60, lis. Valuation (1860)£4201, (1884) £6109, Is. 9d.

Pop. (1801) 308, (1831) 254, (1861) 247, (1871) 271,
(1881) 277.— Ord. Sur., shs. 24, 16, 1864.

Mansfield Eouse, a mansion in New Cumnock parish,

Ayrshire, 1£ mile E by N of New Cumnock village.

It is the seat of Sir James Stuart -Menteth, third
Bart, since 1838 (b. 1841 ; sue. 1870), who holds 2846
acres in the shire, valued at £1898 per annum,
and whose grandfather, Sir Charles G. Stuart-Menteth,
Bart, of Closeburn (1760-1847), a distinguished agri-

cultural improver, acquired the estate by purchase.
It is rich in coal and limestone

;
and, after coming into

Sir Charles's possession, it underwent vast improve-
ment at once in agriculture, in milling operations, and
in the opening up of railway transit.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

15, 1864.

Manuel House, a mansion in Muiravonside parish,
Stirlingshire, near the left bank of the Avon, 2^ miles
WSW of Linlithgow. Manuel .1 unci ion, on the North
British railway, at tho intersection of the Edinburgh
and Glasgow with tho Slamannan and Bo'ncss lines, is

2 miles W of Linlithgow. Manuel or Emmanuel I 'riory,

near the mansion, was founded for Cistercian nuns in

1156 by Malcolm IV., and received considerable endow-
ments and donations, at different periods, from various
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distinguished persons, it was dedicated to tlio Virgin
Mary, tnd Menus to have been in tho First Pointed
Style, The chapel was fairly entire in 1739 ; but in

17SS a sputi< <>l the Avon swept away part of tho walls ;

and now it is represented by only the wostern gable,

thickly clothed with ivv. Edward I. was hero in 1301.—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 18C7.
Mar, an ancient district of SW Aberdeenshire, sub-

divided into Braemar, Midmar, and Cromar. A Mor-
m tei of Mar was present at tho battle of Clontarff

(1014) ; and Kuadri or Rothri, Mormaer of Mar, figures

in the foundation charter of Scone priory (1115) as
• oomi 9

' or earl. The male lino of tho Celtic Earls of

Mar expired in 1877 withThomas, thirteenth Earl, whoso
sister, Margaret, married William, first Earl of Douglas

;

and their daughter, Isabel, in 1404 married Alexander
Stewart, the ' Wolfe of ISadcnoch,' who, after her death
in 1419, was designated Earl of Mar. The earldom by
rights should have gone to Janet Keith, great-grand-
daughter of tho eleventh Celtic Earl, and wife to Sir

Thomas Erskine ; but it was not till 1565 that it was
restored. /- / iiiailiim justitioc, to their sixth descendant,

John, fifth Lord Erskine. Into the present vexed
question of this peerage, it is not possible here to enter;

enough, bhat there are now two bearers of the title

—

Walter Benry Erskine, Earl of Mar and Kellie, whose
Beat is Alloa Park; and Francis Erskine Goodeve-
Erskine, whose seat is "Wilton Hall, in Herefordshire.

The former is Earl de facto, according to judgment of
the House of Lords (1875) ; but tho latter is Earl de
jure, according to the late Earl of Crawford's Earldom
of Mar in Sunshine and Shade during Five Hundred
Years (2 vols., Edinb. 1882).

Mar. See Mar Lodge.
March, Berwickshire. See Merse.
Marchfield. See Ceamond.
Marchmont House, a mansion in Polwarth parish,

Berwickshire, f mile SW of Marchmont station on the
Berwickshire loop-line of the North British, this being
32 miles NE of Greenlaw and SW of tho post-town
Duns. It is the seat of Sir Hugh Hume-Campbell,
seventh Bart, since 1665 (b. 1812; sue. 1833), who
holds 20,180 acres in the shire, valued at £17,977 per
annum. His father, Sir William Purves, inherited the
property from his great-uncle, the third and last Earl
of Marchmont (1708-94), whose ancestors, the Humes,
possessed the lands of Polwarth for three centuries.

The most famous of them, Sir Patrick Hume (1641-

1724), distinguished as a patriot and statesman, was
created Lord Polwarth in 1690 and Earl of Marchmont
in 1697. (See Harden.) The mansion was built about
1754 by the last Earl to supersede Bedbraes Castle,

situated 200 yards to the E. A semi-Palladian edifice,

from designs by the celebrated Robert Adam, it stands
in a large and finely-wooded park, whoso trees, how-
ever, suffered great damage from the gale of 14 Oct.

1881, when the majestic beech avenue, nearly 1 mile
long and 100 yards broad, was wrecked.

—

Ord. Sur.,
sh. 25, 1865.

Maree, Loch, a magnificent fresh-water lake of Gair-
loch parish, W Ross-shire. Commencing at a point
11 g miles WNW of Auchnasheen station, and lying 32
feet above sea-level, it extends 12| miles north-west-
ward, with a varying breadth of from 3 furlongs to 2£
miles, a general depth of 360 feet, and an area of 11
square miles or 7090| acres. On all sides it is over-
looked by mountains of great height and beautiful
contour, so that its shores present an inexhaustible
variety of the most romantic ami interesting scenery.
The loftiest are Bkn Sleoch (3217 feet) to the NE, and
Ben Eay or Eighe (3309) to the SW. From the
former of these the Lewis, with the town and bay of
Stornoway, can be distinctly seen. The effect of this

superb mountain, seen at once from its base to its

summit, is, perhaps, more striking than that of any
other mountain in the Highlands. At the western
extremity, Ben Lair (2817 feet) is a principal feature
in the landscape—graceful, solid, broad ; and where its

skirts descend steep into the water, the scenes are

peculiarly original and grand. The northern margin of

Loch Marco presents a great variety of scenery, consist-

ing of rocky and wooded bays, and creeks rising into

noblo overhanging dill's and mountains ; here also are

displayed some of the finest general views of the lake.

But there is one portion of tho margin of the lake so

peculiar as to deserve the most minute description, and
that of Dr M'Culloch is so vivid and so true, that we
cannot refrain from extracting it : 'In one place in

particular, the remains of a fir forest, in a situation

almost incredible, produce a style of landscape that
might bo expected in tho Alps, but not among the more
confined scope and tamer arrangements of Scottish
mountains. Immediately from the water's edge, a
lofty range of gray cliffs rise to a great height, so steep

as almost to seem perpendicular, but varied by fissures

and by projections covered with grass and wild plants.

Wherever it is possiblo for a tree to take root, there firs

of ancient and noble growth, and of the most wild and
beautiful forms, are seen rising above each other, so

that the top of one often covers the root of the succeed-

ing, or else is thrown out horizontally in various fan-

tastic and picturesque modes. Now and then some
one more wild and strange than the others, or some
shivered trunk or fallen tree, serves to vary the aspect
of this strange forest, marking also the lapse of ages,

and the force of the winter storms which they have so

long braved.'

The bosom of Loch Maree is gemmed with islands of

varied size and appearance. They are 27 in number,
and lie chiefly in a cluster on tho middle of the lake,

where it is broadest. The chief of these, all noticed

separately, are Ellan-Subhainn, Ellan-Maree, and
Ellan-Rorymore or Ruairidh-Mor. The lake is sup-

posed at one time to have had a much lower level than
it now has, and to have been raised to its present level

by the accumulation of sand and gravel at the lower

end, by which the water was dammed in. Indeed
there is reason to think, that Lochs Maree and Ewe
originally formed one lake, under the name of Loch
Ewe, as the village near the head of Loch Maree is

named Kinlochewe or 'head of Loch Ewe.' Loch Maree
contains salmon, sea-trout, yellow trout, and char,

though the first are very seldom caught ; and the river

Ewe, flowing from it, is almost the best angling water

on the W coast of Scotland, abounding with salmon of

princely size and quality. A steamer was launched on

the lake in 1883. The Talladale or Lochmaree Hotel,

on the SW shore of the lake, opposite the group of

islands, and 9 miles NW of Kinlochewe, is an excellent

establishment, erected in 1872, and honoured from the

12th to the 18th of September 1877 by a visit from

Queen Victoria and the Princess Beatrice. A rock of

pale red granite bears a Gaelic inscription recording

this visit, which is fully described in More Leaves from
the Journal of a Life in the Highlands (1884). There

is a post and telegraph office of Lochmaree under Ding-

wall.—Ord. Sur., shs. 92, 91, 1881-82.

Margaretsfield, a village in Euthwell parish, Dum-
friesshire, 8 miles W by N of Annan.
Markinch {mark-inch, 'the forest island'), a small

town and a parish in the Kirkcaldy district of Fife.

The town has a station (the junction for Leslie) on the

Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee section of the North
British, 22J miles N by E of Edinburgh, 11$ SSW
of Cupar, 7i N by E of Kirkcaldy, and 4| E of

Leslie. It is built on the top and sides of a low

ridge, which, according to tradition, was once an

island in a lake. This is supposed to explain the

derivation of the name Markinch. Tho height of this

ridge is greater at its northern and southern ex-

tremities than at the centre. The northern was at

one time occupied by a Culdee cell ; and the southern,

known as Markinch Hill, has six terraces, each

20 feet broad, and rising one above the other, cut out

from it. By some, these terraces have been ascribed

to the Romans, while others have thought it probable

hat they were intended for an amphitheatre, from which

games, etc., engaged in below, might easily bo viewed.
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It is nov* hardly possible to make out tlie terraces,

owing to the ridge being overgrown with trees, plauted

by the late General Balfour. When the parish church
was built is unknown ; it was, however, enlarged and
repaired in 1806, and has now 1050 sittings. The Free

church was renovated, and two stained-glass windows
were inserted, in 1883 ; and there is also aU.P. church.

Markinch has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, a branch of the

Commercial Bank of Scotland, agencies of 10 insurance

companies, a town-hall (1857), a subscription library,

2 hotels, a gas company, a water company, bowling
and curling clubs, and a cottage gardeners' society.

Fairs are held on the second Tuesday of February, on
the last Tuesday of March, on the second Tuesday of

May, on the second Friday of October, and on the third

Tuesday of December. The town contains a number of

good shops, which draw their custom from the surround-

ing district, in which are situated the mills and bleach-

fields which give employment to the inhabitants (see

under the parish). Population of Markinch town (1861)

1230, (1871) 1237, (1881) 1273, of whom 686 were
females. Houses (1881) 300 inhabited, 13 vacant, 2

building.

Markinch parish is bounded NW by Falkland, N by
Kettle, E by Kennoway and Scoonie, SE by Wemyss,
SW by Dysart, and W by Kinglassie and Leslie. With
a very irregular outline, it has an utmost length from
N to S of 5| miles, a varying width from E to W of |
mile and 5J miles, and an area of 9876J acres, of which

48f are foreshore and 1\ water. The parish consists

of two separate parts, the larger of which approaches
near Cameron to within 7 furlongs of the Firth of Forth

;

while the smaller, with a land area of only 67£ acres,

lies along the Firth and the right bank of the river

Leven, between Wemyss and Scoonie. ' The general

aspect of the parish,' says one writer, 'is varied and
picturesque. From the Lomond Hills as a background
on the N, it slopes gently towards the S and E. The
parish is intersected by four fertile valleys, watered by
as many streams, which unite towards the eastern

extremity. The valleys are separated by corresponding
low ridges, each rising gradually above the other in the
direction of the summit level'—516 feet at Kirkforthar,

close to the northern boundary. The chief streams in

the parish are the river Leven, Lochty Burn, and the
Ore. The first divides the inland section into two
pretty equal parts. Lochty Burn runs 1\ furlongs east-

ward to the Ore, which itself flows 4| miles north-east-

ward to the Leven, partly along the Dysart boundary,
but mainly through the south-eastern interior ; and the
Leven goes 6 J miles eastward, partly along the Leslie

and Wemyss boundaries, but chiefly across the middle of
the parish. The rocks are mainly of the Carboniferous
formation, and mining has been long carried on on a
large scale. Ironstone is also found in abundance. At
first it was smelted on the spot, but was afterwards
exported to the Tyne to be smelted there. In the
northern part of the parish the soil is either clay, loam,
or gravel ; in the district between the Lochty and the
Ore, it is clay, loam, or sand of a wet character; and
in the southern part it is wet clay, loam, or sand. A
considerable portion is under wood, and there are about
100 acres of bog-land. The parish is traversed by a
section of the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway,
which has a junction station at Thornton, where the
Leven and East of Fife, and the 15uc.kha.ven lines break
off, and at Markinch where the Leslie branch separates
from the main line.

Besides the small town of Markinch, the parish con-
tains the following villages and hamlets, Milton of
Balgonie, Coaltown, Windygates, Woodside, Inverleven,
Balcurrie, Jlaughmill, Burns, Rothes, Auchmuty, Bal-
birnie, Gateside, Kirkforthar, Scythrum, Cameron-
Bridge. In these, and in the country round about them,
are conducted the various mills, bleaehfields, etc., which
form the indirsfrics of flic parish. At Cameron-Bridge
there is a very large distillery ; and at Bothes, Balbirnie,
and Auchmuly there are paper-mills. The parish also

contains 4 bleaehfields at Rothes, Lochty, Balgonie,
and Haugh, 3 collieries, and 2 flaxspinning mills.

The chief resident landowners, with their estates,
are:—Balfour of Balbirnie, Admiral Bethune, C.B., of
Balfour, Landale of Woodbank, Lawson of Corristou,
Simpson of Brunton, Greig of Balcurrie, Mrs Grant of
Durie Vale, Inglis of Ballinkirk. The following are
non-resident : — The Countess of Rothes, Balfour of

Balgonie, Wemyss of Wemyss, Ramsay of Balcurrie,

Christie of Durie. The United College of St Andrews
also holds property in the parish. Markinch contains
several objects of antiquarian interest. The House
of Orr (Balfour House) may be noticed, because in it

was born Cardinal Beatoun (or Bethune), who played
so large a part in Scottish history of the 16th century.
The old House of Orr was situated at the junction of
the Orr with the Leven, but the present house is near
the Milton of Balgonie. An interesting portrait of
the cardinal may be seen in the gallery of Balfour
House, which also contains a portrait of James Bethune,
Archbishop of Glasgow (b. 1517), a nephew of the
cardinal, and another of Mary Beatoun (b. 1566), well
known as one of the 'Queen's Maries,' and mentioned
in the old song, supposed to be sung by the hapless
Mary on the eve of her execution :

—

' Yestreen the Queen had four Maries,
The nicht she'll hae hut three ;

There was Man IJeatomi ami Mary Seaton,
And Mary Cariuiehael aud me.'

Balgonie Castle, \\ mile ESE of Markinch, stands on
the summit of a bank, which rises from the Leven.
' The Old Red sandstone keep of Balgonie was both a
palace and a prison.' It is about 80 feet high, with a
battlement at the top, and is 45 feet in length and 36
in breadth over the walls. The walls of the two lower
stories, which are arched with stone, are 8 feet thick.
Balgonie belonged originally to the Sibbalds, a well-
known Fifeshiro family, from whom it passed to the
Lundins. The famous Scottish general, Sir Alexander
Leslie— ' Crook-back ' Leslie, as he was called—acquired
it from them about 1640. There he spent the closing
years of his life, and there he died in 1661, as Lamont
relates :—' Old Generall Leslie in Fyffe, the Earle of
Leven, depairted out of this life at his own house in
Balgonie, and was interred at Markinshe church in his
own iyle, the 19 of Apr(il), in the evening.' Another
account says that his remains were borne to the vault at
midnight, by torch-light.

The ruined tower of Bandon, in the western part of
the parish, was one of Beatoun's many possessions.
Other antiquities are the ruined church of Kirkforthar,
the tower of Markinch parish church, and an old cross,

7 feet high, erected to the N of Markinch, near the
garden entrance to Balbirnie. What remains of it is now
merely a broad slab, either quite plain at first, or so
weather-beaten in the courso of years, as to have lost all

traces of carving upon it. Stone coffins and other
remains of an antiquarian nature have also been found
in the parish.

Men of note, who have been connected with Markinch,
are:—Dr Drew, who became Principal of St Leonard's
College, St Andrews, in 1708, after having been minister
of Markinch parish church ; Mr Tullidolph, minister of

Markinch, who was appointed Professor of Divinity in
St Mary's College, St Andrews, in 1734 ; Dr Sievewright,
who was first minister of the parish church, and after-

wards of the Free church of Markinch. When lie left

the Established Church, most of his 'people' 'camo
cut' with him. He was Moderator of the Free Church
General Assembly in 1846, and died in 1852.

This parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy and tho
synod of Fifo. Tho stipend is 20 chalders, and tho
living is worth from £300 to £400. Besides the parish
church thero aro also quoad sacra parish churches at
Milton of Balgonie and Thornton. Tho former has
accommodation for 650 and tho latter for 400 persons.
There is a Free church at Markinch, and 2 U.P. churches,
one at Markinch and the other at Inverleven. No special
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interest, of an eeolesiastioa] Datura, is attached to the

oharob of Markim-h. In the lotli century it was con-

veyed by Klaldrumua, Bishop of St Andrews, to tho
Ouldocs of Lochlovon. Tho men of Markinoh, it has
1.. ,11 shown from tho Kirk Session Records, were warmly
attached to the Covenanting causes in defence of which
they spent 1

lives, land, and gear.' Seven public schools,

with total accommodation for 1061 children, had (1883)
an average attendance of N.r>(i, and grants amounting
to £73ii, Sa 7d. Valuation (1860) £23,047, (1884)

i 80,206, 5a EdL Pop. (1801) 8180, (1831) 49G7, (1861)

6876, (1871 )5413, (1881)5863.— Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Marlee Loch. Seo Dkumellie.
Marlefield. Seo Eckfoud.
Mar Lodge, a deer-stalking lodge of the Earl of Fife,

in Crathie and Braemar parish, SW Aberdeenshire,

near the S bank of tho Dee, 3 miles WSW of Caatleton.

It is picturesquely seated on the steep wooded side of

the Eagle's Craig, 1250 feet above sea-level, and is tho

highest inhabited gentleman's seat in Great Britain. A
rambling structure, between a Swiss chalet and an

Indian bungalow, it once was simply a keeper's lodge,

bnl has been added to from time to time, till now the

series of buildings can hold above 100 visitors and
retainers. In Sept. 1881 the princely hospitality of the

Earl entertained that number to do honour to the
1'rinec til Wales; and on 10 Sept. 1852 the Queen and
Prince Albert were present here at an open-air torch-

light ball. See Duff House.—Ord. Stir., sh. 65, 1870.

Marnoch, a parish of NE Banffshire, with a post
oflicc (Bridge of Marnoch), 8£ miles NNE of its post-

town, Huntly, and 2 SSW of Aberchikder. Contain-

ing also that thriving village, it is bounded N by
Boyudie and Banff, NE by Alvah, E by Forglen, SE by
Turriff in Aberdeenshire, S by Inverkeithny andRothie-

may, W by Rothiemay and Grange, and NW by Ordi-

quhill. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 6^ miles
;

its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 5J miles ; and its

area is 14,954 acres. The Devekon, here spanned by

the two-arch Bridge of Marnoch (1806), winds 9^ miles

eastward along all the southern and south-eastern

boundary, though the point where it first touches and
that where it quits the parish are only 54; miles distant

;

and Crombie, Auchintoul, and other burns rise in the

N, and flow to it southward across the interior. Along
the Deveron the surface declines to 190 feet above sea-

level ; and thence it rises to 600 feet at Clunie Hill, 851

at Catstone Hill, 767 at *Mcikle Brown Hill, 890 at
* Wether Hill, and 740 at Gallow Hill, where asterisks

mark those summits that culminate on the western and
north-western confines of the parish. Granite is the

predominant rock, and has been largely quarried. Lime-
stone also occurs, and was at one time worked. The
soil is variously alluvium, rich loam, clay, moss, and
humid moor. Kinairdy and Crombie Castles have been

noticed separately. Mansions are Ardmellie, Auchin-
toul, Cluny, Culvie, and Netherdale ; and 8 proprietors

hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 7 of

between £100 and £500. Giving off a portion to Ord
quoad sacra parish, Marnoch is in the presbytery of

Strathbogie and the synod of Moray ; the living is

worth £351. The parish church, on a rising-ground

near the left bank of the Deveron, a little NW of the

Bridge of Marnoch, was built in 1792, and is a plain

barn-like edifice, containing 837 sittings. It stood in

the midst of a Caledonian stone-circle, two large stones

only of which remain ; and in the churchyard are a por-

tion of its ancient predecessor and the finely-sculptured

monument of George Meldrum of Crombie (1616-92),

Episcopal minister of Glass. The successive presenta-

tion of Mr .1. Edwards in 1837 and of Mr D. Henry in

1838 gave rise to one of the stiffest Disruption contests

under the Veto Act ; and led, to the erection at Aber-

chirder of New Marnoch Free church, which, costing

over £2000, contains 1000 sittings. Other places of

worship are noticed under Abekchirder ; and Aber-

chirder Episcopal and four public schools—Aberchirder,

Blacklaw, Marnoch, and Netherdale—with respective

accommodation for 75, 400, 78, 120, and 60 children,

S

had (18S3)an averago attendance of 75, 210, 73, 124,
and 42, and grants of £59, 8s., £183, 15s., £67, 17s. 6d

'

£110, 19s., and £39, 19s. Valuation (1865) £10 101
(1882) £18,350. Pop- (1801) 1687, (1831) 2426, (1861)
3289, (1871) 3294, (1881) 3230, of whom 3141 were in
tho ecclesiastical parish.—Ord. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.
Marnock. See Inohmarnock.
Maronnan. See Kilmaronock.
Marr. See Mar.
Marr or Mar Burn, Dumfriesshire. See Maar.
Marrel. (See Helmsdale.
Marshadder, a village in the NW of the Isle of Skye,

Inverness - shire. Its post-town is Kilmuir, under
Portree.

Mar's Hill. See Alloa.
Martin. Seo Lsle-M artin.
Martnaham, Loch, a lake on the mutual border of

Coylton and Dalrymple parishes, Ayrshire, 4| miles SE
of Ayr. Lying 290 feet above sea-level, it has an
utmost length and breadth of 1| and £ mile ; contains
a wooded islet, with ivy-clad ruins of an ancient manor-
house ; abounds in pike and perch, with a few trout

;

is frequented by wild geese, wild ducks, teals, and
widgeons ; receives two streamlets, one of them from
Lochs Fergus and Snipe to the NW ; and sends off a
third 3 miles south-westward to tho river Doon near
Dalrymple church.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.
Marwick Head. See Birsay.
Maryburgh, a small village in Cleish parish, Kinross-

shire, 4 miles S by E of Kinross.

Maryburgh, a village on the mutual border of Fod-
derty and Dingwall parishes, Ross-shire, on the left bank
of the river Conon, where it opens into the Cromarty
Firth, If mile S by W of Dingwall town, and 1J N of

Conon station. It is a modern place, inhabited chiefly

by crofters and mechanics ; and has a post office under
Dingwall, a Free church, and a public school. Pop.
(1841) 403, (1861) 503, (1881) 420, of whom 7 were in

Dingwall parish.—Ord. Sur., sh. 83, 1881.

Maryburgh. See William, Fort.
Maryculter, a parish, with a hamlet of the same name,

in the NW of Kincardineshire, bordering on the Dee.
It is bounded E by Banchory-Devenick parish, S by
Fetteresso parish, SW by Dun-is parish, and NW by
Aberdeenshire. Except for ^ mile upward from the mouth
of the Crynoch Burn, where the parish of Peterculter

crosses to the S bank of the river, and for § mile below
the mouth of the burn, where Maryculter crosses to the
N side—the line in both cases following an old channel
—the boundary along the whole of the NW side is

formed by the Dee, which has here a course, inclusive

of these portions, of 6 miles. Elsewhere the line is

artificial. The greatest length of the parish, from the Dee
at Ardo House (Banchory-Devenick) on the extreme NE,
to the SW corner, 5 furlongs beyond Muirskie, is 5J
miles ; the average width about 2J miles, and the area

7923-356 acres, of which 142-603 are water. Tho
surface slopes upwards from the Dee, reaching a height
of 545 feet near the SE corner, and 558 at Berry Top,
near the centre of the S side. Some small haughs lie

along the banks of the river, but the rest of the surface

is uneven and rocky. The soil on the side of the river

is naturally thin and sandy, but in the central districts

it becomes deeper, and is in many cases a good black

loam on a clay bottom. On the S and SE there is much
damp pasture and moss lying on a subsoil of clay. The
underlying rocks are granite and gneiss. Of the land

area about half is under tillage, and some 900 acres are

under wood, while the rest is pasture land or waste.

The drainage of the parish is effected by three burns, in

the E, centre, and W of the parish, all flowing to the

Dee ; the chief is Crynoch or Maryculter Burn, in the

centre. The Dee did great damage during a flood in

1768, and again in the more famous one of 1829, wheu
the river rose from 13 to 16 feet above its ordinary

level. The parish takes its name from its having been

a chapelry in the lands of Culter (Gael. Oul-tir, ' tho

back-lying land ') dedicated to St Mary, and dependent

on the church of St Peter Culter, now Peterculter. The
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old churchyard is near the mansion-house of Culter, near

the river Dee. Of the old church almost nothing now
remains but the foundations, which show that it was

about 82 feet long, 28 wide, and had walls about 3 feet

thick. It seems to date from about the_ sixteenth

century, and contained a number of curious wood
carvings, which were all dispersed, and most of them

lost or destroyed, when the new church was built, a mile

to the S, in 1782. Carved effigies of a knight and his

lady are supposed to be those of Thomas Menzies of Mary-

culter and his wife Marion Reid, heiress of Pitfoddles,

who lived in the first half of the 16th century. The
Menzies family acquired the estate of Maryculter early

in the 14th century ; and the last of the family was Mr
John Menzies, the founder of Blairs College. The
family burial ground was at St Nicholas in Aberdeen,

and these figures are supposed to have been brought here

for safety when the West Kirk of Aberdeen was rebuilt

in 1751-55. The late Mr Irvine-Boswell of Kingcaussie

(1785-1860), who did so much for the improvement of

the agriculture of the parish, is also buried here. The
Irvines of Kingcaussie are a branch of the Irvines of

Drum ; and the line ended in an heiress who married the

well-known Lord Balmuto. Their son was the Mr
Irvine-Boswell just mentioned. The mansions, besides

Maryculter House and Kingcaussie House, are Altries

House, Auchlunies House, and Heathcot, the last of

which has been converted into a hydropathic establish-

ment. The clock tower of Maryculter House is old, and

is said to have been used by the Menzies family as an

oratory, but the rest of the house is modern. Near the

mansion-house is an oval hollow, measuring some 80

yards across, and about 30 feet deep, which bears the

name of ' The Thunder Hole.' Within the last 80 years

the depth has been considerably reduced. Traditionally

it was formed by the fall of a thunderbolt, and the spot

was reckoned not exactly ' canny. ' The church and most
of the lands of the parish were in the possession of the

Knights Templars, and on their downfall passed under

the control of the Knights of St John of Jerusalem, who
held them in regality. In 1540 we find Sir Walter

Lyndesay, the Preceptor of Torphichen, granting the

lands of Essintully (now Ashentilly), 'jaeentes in baronia

nostra de Maricultir,' to his beloved 'germano fratri

Alexandre Lyndesay ; ' and in 1545 he leased to him
also the Mains of Maryculter, part of the rent to be

paid being ' thre barrell of salmont yeirlie for the Weill

Watter anentis Furd,' where salmon-fishing is still

carried on. In 1547 Sir James Sandilands, Lord St

John and Preceptor of Torphichen, leased the 'teynd

schawis' of Easter Essintully and the Mains of Mary-
culter, ' lyand within the barony of the samyn,' to the

same Alexander Lyndesay ; and in 1548 the Lords

of Council and Session found, in an action raised

by the preceptor, that ' the haill landis and barony
at Maricultir ' belonged ' to his sayd preceptorie in

fre regalite,' having been 'in tymes bypast replegit

fra the Schiref of Kincardin and his deputis to the

frcdome and privelcge of the sayd regalite and baillies

eourttis thairof.'

The portion of the parish bordering the Dee is traversed

by a fine road formed about 1836-37, and leading from
ABERDEEN to Banchory by the S side of the river.

From this, near Maryculter House, a road passes south-

ward to a bridle-path across the Grampians to near
Drumlithie, and so to the coast road. Railway com-
munication is afforded by Milltimberand Culter stations,

on tho Deeside section of the Great North of Scotland

railway system. These are, however, on the N bank of

the Dec, outside the parish, and each about If mile from
its centre. The hamlet is beside the church, and is

merely the Kirktown. It is by road 7 miles WSW of

Aberdeen, under which it has a sub-post office. The
parish of Maryculter is in the presbytery and synod
of Aberdeen. Tho parish church, built in 1782, and
repaired when an organ was introduced in 1881, con-

tains 460 sittings. There is a Free church ; and tho

Roman Catholic College and chapel at Bl/AIBS are

neparately noticed. Three public schools—the boys'

and the East and West girls' and infants'—with respec-
tive accommodation for 75, 60, and 60 children, had
(1883) an average attendance of 36, 30, and 42, and
grants of £35, Is., £28, 16s., and £34, 14s. The
principal landowner is Mr Kinloch of Park. Valuation
(1856) £4879, (1884) £7691, 6s. 7d. Pop. (1801) 710,

(1831) 960, (1861) 1055, (1871) 1110, (1881) 1072.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 77, 67, 1873-71.

Marydale, a place in Kilmorack parish, Inverness-
shire, on the left bank of the Glass, near Inver-
eannich and the Glenaffric Hotel, 20 miles SW of
Beauly. Its Roman Catholic church of Our Lady
and St Bean was built in 1868, and contains 400
sittings.

Maryhill, a police burgh in Barony parish, NW
Lanarkshire, on the left bank of the river Kelvin, 3^
miles NNW of the centre of Glasgow, with which it is

connected by tramway and by the Glasgow and Helens-
burgh section of the North British railway. It occupies

a brae descending to the picturesque and romantic dell

of the Kelvin, which dell is spanned by the four-arch
viaduct, 83 feet high and 400 long, of the Fokth and
Clyde Canal. Maryhill possesses in itself and in its

environs such strong attractions of scenery as draw many
visitors from Glasgow, and exhibits for the most part a
well-built, pleasant appearance. It has a post office

under Glasgow, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, branches of the Royal and Union
Banks, an hotel, 3 Established churches, 2 Free churches,

a U.P. church, a Roman Catholic church, 4 public and 2
Roman Catholic schools, iron, bleach, glass, and print
works, etc. Under Glasgow are noticed the Maryhill
Barracks and the Dawsholm gasworks. The burgh is

governed by a senior and 2 junior magistrates and 9
other police commissioners. Valuation (1875) £30,939,
(1884) £65,637. Pop. of quoad sacra parish (1881)
39,980 ; of town (1841) 2552, (1861) 3717, (1871) 5842,

(1881) 12,884, of whom 6525 were males. Houses in
town "(1881) 2240 inhabited, 691 vacant, 5 building.—
Ord. Sitr., sh. 30, 1866.

Marykirk, a village and a parish of S Kincardineshire.

The village, in the SE corner of the parish, is beautifully

situated near the left bank of the river North Esk (hero
spanned by a four-arch bridge of 1813), 7 furlongs N by
W of Craigo station, 1$ mile S of Marykirk station,

and 6 miles NNW of Montrose, under which it has a
post office.

The parish, containing also Luthermuir village,

till at least 1721 was known as Aberluthnott (Gael.
' meeting of the waters where the stream is swift '). It

is bounded N by Fordoun, NE by Laurencekirk, E by
Garvock, SE by St Cyrus, S by Logie-Pert in Forfarshire,

and W by Fettercairn. Its utmost length, from NNE to

SSW, is 5£ miles ; its breadth varies between 2| ami 4 ;-

miles ; and its area is 9912 acres, of which 72 are water.

The North Esk flows 4 miles east-by-southward along
all the Forfarshire boundary, and opposite the village is

spanned by a thirtcen-arch viaduct, of fine appearancs
and erected at great cost ; Lutheu Water runs 4J
miles south-south-westward through the middle of tho
interior to the North Esk ; and Black and Dom ic Burns,
Luthnot and Balmaleedy Burns, drain the side dis-

tricts into the larger streams. The surface, comprising
much of the SW extremity of the Howe of Mearns,
declines along tho North Esk to 80 feet above sea-level,

and W of the railway at no point exceeds 264 feet ; but
to the E it attains 555 at Kirktonhill Tower and 700 at

the meeting-point with Garvock and St Cyrus. Eruptive
rocks occur in the hills; but Old Red sandstone pre-

vails throughout the low grounds, and is quarried;
whilst limestone also is plentiful, and was formerly
worked. Tho soil is much of it good sound fertile loam,
incumbent on decomposed red sandstone. About 615
acres are in pasture; plantations, chiefly of Scotch Br,

cover rather more than 1600 acres ; and the rest of tho
land is in tillage. Mansions, noticed separately, arn
Balmakkwan, Hatton (Viscount Arbuthnott), INOLIS-
maldih (Earl of Kintore), KlKKTONHILL, and Thornton
Castle ; and 6 proprietors hold each an annual value of

9
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£600 tad ttpwwda, 2 of from £50 to £500, and 4 of from
£80 to £60. Mwykirk, dedioated to the Virgin, is in
the presbytery of b'ordouu ami t ho synod of Angus and
M. una : the living is worth £370. Tho parish chinch,
at the village, was built in 1806, and contains 638 sit-

tings. There are nlso a Froo church of Marykirk and
a (LP. church at Muirton (1824 j 430 sittings). Two
public schools, Luthermuir and Marykirk, with respec-
tive accommodation for 155 and 180 children, had (18S3)
an avi ra ;e a: tendance of 5 I and 119, and grants of £56,
15a and £111, 13s. 6d. Valuation (1856) £8577, (1884)
£11,450, pltis £-2177 for railway. Pop. (1801) 1530,

(1841) 8887, (1861) 2068, (1871) 1771, (1881) 1461.—
On/. SWT., shs. 57, 66, 1868-71.
Marypark, a post offico in Invcravcn parish, Banff-

shire, 8 miles NE of Ballindalloch.

Mary's Loch or Loch Morie, a pretty, troutful lako
in the Upper part of Alness parish, Ross-shire, 9J miles

WW W oi Aim ta village. Lying 622 feet above sea-level,

it has an utmost length and breadth of 2 miles and 4J
furlongs; is flanked to the SW by Mcall Mor (2419
feet) ; took its name from an ancient chapel at its head,
dedicated to tho Virgin Mary; is very deep, and has
never been known to freeze further than a few yards
from its banks ; receives at its head the Abhuinn nan
Glas; and from its foot sends off tho river Alness, 11

J

miles east-south-eastward to the Cromarty Firth.

—

Ord.
Snr., sh. 93, 1881.

Maryton, a parish in Forfarshire, bounded on the N
by the river South Esk, parish of Dun, and the Montrose
Basin, E by Craig, S by the German Ocean and Lunan,
and W by Farnell. It consists of three detached por-
tions—Maryton proper, Dysart, which is separated by
a part of Craig, and Grahamsfirth, which lies to the

W "1 Farnell Its extreme length, from N to S, includ-

ing the interjecting part of Craig, is about 4 miles ; and
its breadth, exclusive of Grahamsfirth, about 2 miles

;

the area is 3687 acres, of which 41 are water and 84
foreshore. The soil partakes of all the varieties of
strong clay, rich loam, and land of a lighter character.

The rocks along the sea-coast aro precipitous and pic-

turesque ; and intersecting the parish is a ridge of hills

extending from E to W, the highest of which is Maryton
Law (335 feet), believed to have been formerly a site for

the administration of justice, from which there is a mag-
nificent view of the district. The land is well adapted
for all the usual crops, and, as a rule, a system of nigh
farming prevails. This is especially tho case on Old
Montrose in the hands of Mr Charles Lyall, whoso
ancestors for many generations have been among tho
most distinguished agriculturists of Forfarshire, and
who is himself one of the best known and most enter-

prising farmers in Scotland. Tho landed proprietors

are the Earl of Southesk, who owns the whole of

Maryton proper, and the Misses Carncgy of Craigo,

who are in possession of the Dysart estate, excepting a
small part held in feu by the joint proprietors of the
neighbouring estate of Dunninald.
The ancient divisions of the parish were, about the

13th century, the lands of Old Montrose, which were
erected into a barony in 1451, and into an earldom in

1505 ; the 1 n u < 1 s of jlon niton or J'.on ninifion, erected into

a barony in 1666 ; the lands of Anemic; the lands of

Fullerton ; the Abthen of St Mary's, consisting of the
lands of Over and Nether Maryton ; the lands of Drum,
and of Balnanon. These lands formed the parish of

Maryton proper. Dyscrth, including Over and Nether
Dysart, constituted a separate parish which was first

annexed to Brechin and afterwards disjoined in 1649
and added to Maryton. A romantic account has been
given of the annexation of Grahamsfirth, there being

a legend that it was given as pin-money to tho Hon.
Magdalene Carnegie when espoused to the Earl (after-

wards Marquis) of Montrose, but it is more likely to

have come into the possession of the Grahams as their

share in the division of Monrommon Muir, of which
it forms a part. There is a tradition that Hospital
Shiells, a farm in Marykirk, belonged to Maryton
parish, having probably been gifted to St Mary's of

Old Montroso. Tho namo of Ananie, unfortunately,
is losl to the parish, though it lingered until the
present century in the Den of Ananise, by which name

added at. dilli'i'i'iu. limes to Bonniton, Fullerton, and
Old Montrose.
Tho most distinguished of the families connected with

the parish have been the Grahams of Old Montrose (1325-

1668). Tho several titles of tho family were derived
from Old Montroso, and not from tho town of Montrose,
with which tho cstato had not the slightest connection,

the identity of namo (Alt Munross) being purely acci-

dental. Sir David Graham, a devoted follower of
Robert the Bruce, received from the King the lands of
Old Montrose in exchange for those of Cardross. James,
fifth Earl of Montrose, who is best known as the Great
Marquis, was born at Old Montrose, and there remains
a fragment of tho house in which the birth took place.

Tho next family in point of fame is that of the Melvilles

of Dysart. The first whose name is found in connection
with tho parish is Sir Robert Melweill of Dysert, who
perished at Harlaw in 1411. Tho last mention of the
family is also in the case of a Robert Melville, whose
name appears in a retour of the dominical lands of the
Mains of Meikle Dysart in tho barony of Dysart. Their
interest in the parish soon afterwards ceased. The
Woods of Bonniton were a notable family, connected
with the parish from 1493 to the beginning of the 18th
century. There wore several knights in the family, and
its representative was created a baronet in 1666, for

service rendered to Charles II. The famous Earl of

Middleton succeeded the last Marquis of Montrose in

possession of the estate, and it was forfeited along with
the titles when the second Earl was outlawed in 1695.

The first Fullerton of that ilk was Geoffrey, falconer to

Robert Bruce, whose name appears in connection with
the estate (Fowler-town) in 1327. It was held in the
family for at least 120 years, after which they trans-

ferred themselves and their name to the lands in Meiglo
parish still called Fullerton. Other noted fa:nilies

having an interest in the parish were the Cranes and
Schakloks of Annanie, Arrats of Balnanon, Inverpeffers

and Tullochs of Bonniton, Crawmounts and Durhams of

Fullerton (the latter being of the Durhams of Grange),

Wisharts of Drum, Lyells, Guthries, and Mills of

Dysart ; Mills of Bonniton, and Hays (Dupplin) ;

Stratons, Mills, and Stirling of Old Montrose. The
Abthen seems to have continued mainly in the hands of

the ecclesiastics. There is evidence, indeed, that the

Fullertons more than once obtained some interest in it,

but the right was held of 'tholance' of the bishop.

After the Reformation, Bishop Alexander Campbell
made over the whole lands of Maryton to his kinsman
and chief, the Earl of Argyll. They were transferred

eventually to the owner of Old Montrose, and have since

continued to be a portion of that estate. By-and-by
portions of Ananie and Fullerton were added, the re-

mainder being annexed to what became the barony of

Bonniton. Towards the end of the 18th century the

two estates were purchased by Sir David Carnegie, and
have been included since in the fertile domain of the

lords of Kinnaird.

The ecclesiastical history of the parish is interest-

ing. The church of Dyserth, belonging to the priory

of Rostinoth, is mentioned in early charters, but thero

is no trace of where it stood. Until 1649 the in-

habitants communicated at the kirk of Brechin ' quilk

was thair paroche kirk.' At their own request they

were transferred by Act of Assembly to the kirk of

Maryton.
The kirk of Marinton was a vicarage of the cathedral

of Brechin, and it was gifted (1178-98) to the abbey of

Arbroath. It was dedicated to the Virgin, and named
St Mary's of Old Montrose. There is a St Mary's Well
in the parish, but on the western border. The first

Protestant minister was Richard Melville, who was also

laird of Baldovio. His father, younger son of Melville

of Dysart and laird of Baldovie, had fallen at Pinkie,
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leaving a large family, of which Richard was the eldest,

and Andrew Melville, the distinguished Reformer, was
the youngest. James Melville was the younger son of

Richard. In the 17th century two of his descendants
by the elder son were successive lairds of Baldovie and
ministers of Maryton, viz., Richard (1613-1639) and
Andrew (1639-41). The brother of the latter, Patrick,

was probably the last laird ; he was served heir in 1642
;

and he was one of the followers who accompanied the

Marquis of Montrose in his exile. The next parish
minister was John Laramie (1642-1673), who was tutor

and servitor of the Marquis of Montrose. When the

house of Old Montrose was searched for ' wreitis ' to

serve as evidence, ' they took to Edinburgh with thame
also the erllis secretar, callit Lamby (the minister), to

try what he kend. ' The bell of the church is dated
1642, and that is understood to be the date of the
erection of the previous church. An aisle of the old

church was the burying-place of the Wood family, and
the church contained a monument, which has been
transferred to the present one, to David Lindsay (1673-

1706), minister of the parish. The present church,
built in 1792, is a plain but neat structure, the walls

covered with ivy, and a well-kept graveyard surrounding
it. It has been renewed in the internal arrangements
more than once, the last occasion being 1883, when the
area was fitted with handsome and substantial pews.
Stipend, £205

;
manse, £25 ; and glebe, £24. There is

a Free church at Barnhead, a handsome building with a
fine exposure, which serves for the parishes of Maryton,
Dun, and Farnell. Stipend, £198 ; and manse, £25.
The public school is a commodious building, with a
handsome and convenient schoolmaster's house in im-
mediate proximity. The average number of scholars

on the roll is 75, and in actual attendance 60. For a
series of years the average Government grant has
amounted to £64. The valuation in 1857 was £5245 ;

in 1881, £6079 ; and in 1884, £5800, plus £899 for

railway. Pop. (1755) 633, (1801) 596, (1831) 419,

(1861) 417, (1871) 396, (1881) 389. See Maryton
Records of the Past, by Rev. William R. Fraser, M.A.
(Montrose, 1877).

Marywell, a village in St Vigeans parish, Forfar hire,

2 miles N of Arbroath.
Mashie Water, a rivulet of Laggan parish, Inverness-

shire, rising at an altitude of 2650 feet, within 1 mile
of the NW shore of Loch Ericht, and running 9\ miles
north-by-eastward, till, after a total descent of 1825
feet, it falls into the Spey at a point lh furlongs above
Laggan Bridge. On 28 Aug. 1847 the Queen and
Prince Albert drove from Ardverikie to the small farm
of Strathmashie, where Col. Macpherson was then living.—Ord. Sicr., sh. 63, 1873.

Masonhall, a village of NW Fife, 4 miles WSW of
Strathmiglo.

Masterton, a village in Dunfermline parish, Fife, 2A
miles NNW of Inverkeithing. Standing high, it com-
mands a fine view over the waters and screens of the
Firth of Forth, and has a hospital for poor widows,
founded and endowed in 1676 by Sir Henry Wardlaw of
Pitreavie.

Mattocks, a village in Monifieth parish, Forfarshire,

6} miles XE of Dundee.
Mauchline (anciently Machlein, Machlenc, or Mar/h-

line, Gael. mayh-linne, 'plain with the pool'), a town
and a parish nearly in the centre of Kyle district, Ayr-
shire. The town stands, 460 feet above sea-level, on
the Glasgow ami Dumfries high-road, 14 mile N of the
river Ayr and 4 mile N of Mauchline Junction on the
Glasgow and South-Western railway, this being G\ miles
NW of Cumnock, 1 1 } KNK of Ayr, <••' SSN of Kilmar-
nock, and 334 S by W of Glasgow. Mauchline is built

on a southward slope, in the midst of a highly cultivated

country, which, abounding in springs, must at ono time
have presented the appearance indicated in its name. It

has a neat and pleasant appearance, and looks busy and
prosperous in proportion to the number of its inhabitants.

There are no principal buildings in the usual sense of the
term. The barn-like edifice which served as the church

in Burns-s time was replaced in 1829 by the present
building. This, occupying a site in the centre of the
town, rises from the churchyard, round which crowd
many old houses, and it is considered to be one of the
handsomest churches in Ayrshire. Mainly Gothic in

style, it is built of red sandstone, and has at its eastern

end a tower, 90 feet high, surmounted with turrets. It

has sittings for about 1100 persons ; and an organ was
introduced in 1882. Its predecessor, well known as the
scene of Burns's Holy Fair, stood for six centuries on
the same site. In May 1884 both the Free church and
the United Presbyterian church were about to be rebuilt.

The schools under the school board are noted in connec-
tion with the parish. The New Educational Institution,

founded and endowed in 1847 by the late James Stewart,

Esq., is not under the board. Of its scholars 50 are

educated gratis, and the remainder pay fees. It is con-

ducted by two masters, with salaries respectively of £40
and £20, and one female teacher with a salary of £20.
A monument, placed in 1830 on the public green at the
town-head of Mauchline, marks the spot where five

Covenanters were executed and buried in 1685, during
the reign of James VII. The following lines were trans-

ferred to it from the original tombstone which it re-

placed :

—

' Bloody Dumbarton, Douglas, and Dundee,
Moved by the devil, and the Laird of Lee,
Dragged these live men to deatli with gun and sword,
Not'sufiering them to pray nor read God's word

;

Owning tile work of Cxi was all their crime.
The Eighty-five was a saint-killing time.'

A fine new cemetery has recently been opened near the

scene of the brush between Middleton's troopers and the
Clydesdale yeomen in 1648. The town has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments, a public library, an office of the Commercial Bank,
agencies of 5 insurance companies, a gas-light company,
2 hotels, a temperance hall, and various other institutions

and associations. It carries on extensive manufactures
of woodeu snuff-boxes, cigar-cases, card-cases, orna-

ments, and knick-knacks of various kinds in white
varnished or tartan-painted wood. The trade began
at Cumnock with the fine hinge of the snutf-box, but it

was afterwards much extended and developed by the

introduction of the painting, and it now occupies three

firms at Mauchline, carrying on a large and far-reaching

trade. This town has for a very long period been noted

as a market for cattle and horses. Fairs formerly

were held for cows, horses, and hiring, on the first

Thursday after 4 Feb. ; for general business and races,

on the second Thursday of April ; for cows and horses,

on the first Wednesday after 18 May, the fourth

Wednesday of June, the first Thursday after 4 Nov.,

and the fourth Wednesday of I teeember ; for cows, horses,

and shearers, on the first Wednesday of August ; and for

cows, horses, ewes, and lambs, on 26 Sept. and the first

Thursday thereafter. An omnibus plies to Catrine (2

miles) twice daily, except Sunday. A carrier goes to

Glasgow and back on Tuesday and Friday ; to Kilmar-

nock and Catrine on the same days ; and to Catrine

and Ayr on Tuesday.
Mauchline was created a free burgh of barony by

charter of James IV. in 1510, and so remained till after

the Reformation. In 1606, along with other lands and
lordships, it passed by Act of Parliament into the hands
of Hugh, Lord of Loudoun, on which occasion Mauchline
received another charter creating it a free burgh of

barony, with a weekly market and two fairs yearly.

This, however, was unfortunately lost in tho conflagra-

tion of the Register OHico at Edinburgh towards tho

beginning of the 18th century ; and tho village has not

reacquired power to elect its own magistrates. Its

affairs are managed by justices of tho peace. Pop. of

the village (1831) 1364, (1861) 1414, (1871) 1574, (1881)

1616, of whom 7-"'l were males. Houses (1881), occupied

372, vacant 16, building 5.

Tlie civil history of Mauchline has been carried so far

back as 681, when an invasion of Cruithne from Ireland

11
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is said to hive been rapulBed at the town, or on its site.

In I f.4-1 tho celebrated reformer and martyr, Georgo
\\ ishiirt, was invited to preach in tho church of Mauch-
line ; but on hia arrival lie found tho plaoe guarded by
a party of soldiers, under tho sheriff or Ayr. Wishart
restrained his adherents from violence, and induced them
to follow him to Maurhlino Moor, where ho preached to

thrill for three hours. The parish was situated in tho
very heart of the Covenanting district of Ayrshire, and
much of its history is interwoven with that of tho west-
ern Covenanters. In 1661 Mauchline Moor was tho

halting-place ol western Covenanters, previous to their

march, « liich ended in the battle of the Pentlands. The
more modern historical interest of Mdiiehlino centres

wholly in its connection with Robert Burns (1759-96)

during one of the most prolific periods of his poetic

genius The farm of MoSSOIBL, on which the poet lived

From 1 7S4 to 1788, and which lie subleased from Mr
Gavin Hamilton, a writer in Mauchline, lies H mile NW
of the town, Mr Hamilton's residence, an old relic of

i ii form* t priory, and known as Mauchline Castle, con-

t ins the room in which Burns wrote his parody-sermon
called The Calf, and that in which he is said to have

married his 'Bonny Jean.' The cottage or change-house
of 1 l'oosic Nancy ' or Agnes Gibson, the scene of the piece

called The Jolly Beggars, stands nearly opposite, the

church-yard gate. 'It was,' says Allan Cunningham,
' the favourite resort of lame sailors, maimed soldiers,

wandering tinkers, travelling ballad-singers, and all such
Ioom- ripinpaiiions as hang about the skirts of society ;

'

but, though Burns had visited it, it was by no means one

of his haunts. Separated from the gable of this house

by an intervening lane, called the Cowgate, stood ' The
Wbitefoord Arms,' a plain thatched building of two
stories, a favourite resort of Burns, and kept by John
Dow or Dove, upon whom the poet wrote the absurd

epitaph, beginning, ' Here lies Johnnie Pigeon.' It was
along the Cowgate that ' Common Sense ' or the poet's

correspondent, Dr Mackenzie, escaped, when a certain

minister approached the tent in The Holy Fair. In

the Cowgate also stood the house in which Jean Armour
lived before she was married to Burns. It was separated

from the Whitefoord Arms by a narrow cross street, and
is now replaced by a two-story building. Beside the

churchyard was the house of Nance Tinnock. We have

already adverted to the church as the scene of The Holy
Fair. In the grave-yard are to be seen, besides the

graves of two of Burns's children, those of the liev. Mr
Auld, Nance Tinnock, etc. 'Holy Willie,' renowned
for the prayer which Burns puts into his mouth, was a

member of Mauchline Kirk-Session. The Belles of
Mauchline celebrates six young ladies of the town,

with whom Burns was acquainted. There are numerous
allusions to persons and events connected with Mauch-
line in Burns's other poems ; and the scenes of some
of his most exquisite lyrics are laid on the banks of the

river Ayr.

The parish is bounded N by Riccarton (detached) and
Galston, E by Sorn and Auchinleck, S by Auchinleck,

SW by Ochiltree and Stair, and W by Tarbolton and
Craigie. Its greatest length, from NNW to SSE, is 6J
miles ; its breadth varies between \ mile and 3g miles

;

and its area is 8907 acres, of which over 70 are water.

The river AYB winds 5£ miles west-by-southward, mainly

along the southern and south-western boundaries, but

for 1| mile across the southern interior ; Lugar Water,

its affluent, curves 2J miles north-north-westward along

the Ochiltree and Stair boundaries ; and Cessnock
Water, a tributary of the Irvine, meanders 4| miles

north-north-westward through the interior, then 2g

miles west-north-westward along the northern boundary.

The surface undulates gently, sinking along the Ayr to

190, along Cessnock Water to 220, feet above sea-level

;

and rising thence to524 feet near Mossgiel, G06 nearGrass-

yards, 426 at Friendlesshead, and .080 near North Auchen-
brain. A large tract of land, formerly called Mauchline

Moor, exhibits now no trace of its ancient condition, but

shows the generally well-cultivated, arable nature of by

far the greater part of the palish. The soil near the town

is light and sandy ; in a few places it is a rich loam ; but
in general it is clayey. Thin strata of coal, ironstone,
and limestone aro found, but not worked; but both
white and red sandstone is quarried within the parish.
Tho river Ayr Hows between steep red sandstone cliffs,

40 or 50 feet high, and beautifully overhung with wood.
A cave cut out of tho rocks on tho banks of the Lugar
is called Pedon's Cavo, and is said to have been a
hiiling-placo of the celebrated Alexander Peden dur-
ing tho persecutions. Barskimming Bridge, across
tho Ayr, with a span of 100 and a height of 90 feet,

was built towards the close of last century by Sir
Thomas Miller, Lord President of the Court of
Session ; a railway viaduct, near Howford Bridge,
across the Ayr has a span of 175 and a height of 180
feet. The only lake in tho parish was Loch Brown,
called Duveloch in old charters, which formerly covereel

60 acres ; but this has been drained for many years, and
its bed is occupied by cultivated fields, and traversed
by the railway.

Besides the town of Mauchline, the parish contains
the village of Haugh. It is traversed by the Glas-

gow and South- Western railway between Glasgow
and Carlisle

;
by the high roads between Glasgow

and Dumfries, and between Edinburgh and Ayr,
wdiich intersect at the town ; and by other thorough-
fares. The principal mansions are Netherplace, Bal-

lochmyle, Rodinghead, Viewfield, and Beechgrove.
M ossgiel Farm deserves mention also. The chief pro-

prietors are Alexander of Ballochmyle, the Duke of

Portland, Boswell of Auchinleck, and Campbell of

Netherplace.

Mauchline parish is in the presbytery of Ayr and
the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the living is £280,
including manse and glebe. The public schools of

Crosshands and Mauchline and the New Educational
Institute, with respective accommodation for 83, 250,

and 211 children, had (1883) an average attendance
of 30, 174, and 179, and grants of £41, 17s., £209,
17s. 4d., and £215, 3s. 4d. Valuation (1860) £9717,

(1884) £12,875, lis. lid., plus £4502 for railways.

Pop. of both civil and ecclesiastical parish (1801) 1746,

(1831) 2232, (1861) 2303, (1871) 2435, (1881) 2504, of

whom 1186 were males and 3 Gaelic-speaking. Houses
(1881) occupied 527, vacant 24, building 5.— Oral. Sur.,

shs. 14, 22, 1863-65.

The parochial records go back only to 1670. The
ancient parish of Mauchline comprehended also the

territory now forming the parishes of Sorn and Muir-

kirk. Chalmers, in his Caledonia, says, that in 1165,

during William's reign, Walter, son of Alan, granted to

the monks of Melrose the lands of Mauchline, with cer-

tain privileges. The monks established a priory of their

own order at Mauchline, which remained a cell of Mel-

rose till the Reformation. An old tower, already men-
tioned, is the sole relic of this building. The power
and property of the monks gradually expanded about

the nucleus of Mauchline; and 'they contributed greatly

to the settlement and cultivation of the district.' Their

estates of Mauchline, Kylesmure, and Barmure were

afterwards formed into a regality, whose court met
at Mauchline village, erected into a free burgh of

barony in 1510 by James IV. After the Reforma-
tion the ecclesiastical lands, etc., about Mauchline
were formed into a temporal lordship in favour of

Hugh, Lord Loudoun, whose original grant was dated

1606. The town of Mauchline was at the same time

made a burgh of barony. In 1631 what is now
Muirkirk, arid in 1636 what is now Sorn, were detached

from Mauchline parish, which was 'thus reduced to

less than a fifth of its former magnitude.' Before the

Reformation there had been a chapel on each of these

portions. One was on Greenock Water ; the other

on the Ayr, dedicated to St Cuthbert, stood E of the

present village of Catrine, on a field known as St Cuth-

bert's Holm.
Besides tho relics of the priory in the town, the old

tower of Kingancleugh may be mentioned among the

antiquities. The Braes o' Ballochmyle, and indeed tho
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whole course of Ayr, is classic ground in Scottish poetry,

from its connection with Burns.

Maud or New Maud, a village on the mutual border

of New and Old Deer parishes, Aberdeenshire, with a

junction on the Great North of Scotland railway (1861-

05), 16 miles SSAV of Fraserburgh, 13 W of Peterhead,

and 31J N by W of Aberdeen. Of recent erection, it

has a post and telegraph office under Aberdeen, a branch

of the North of Scotland Bank, an hotel, a Gothic

Established chapel of ease (1876 ; 420 sittings), the

Buchan Combination Poorhouse (with accommodation

for 138 inmates), and cattle-markets on the last Monday
of every month.—On*. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Maudiston. See Maddiston.
Mauldslie Castle, a mansion in Carluke parish, Lanark-

shire, near the right bank of the Clyde, 3 miles W of

Carluke town. Built for the fifth Earl of Hyndford in

1793, after designs by Adam, it is a large two-story

edifice, with round flanking towers, and stands in an

extensive, richly-wooded park. Its owner, "William

Wallace Hozier, Esq. (b. 1825 ; sue. 1878), holds 517

acres in the shire, valued at £1909 per annum. The
barony of Mauldslie, a royal forest once, was held by

the Danyelstowns from the middle of the 14th century

till 1402, by the Maxwells from 1402 till the first half

of the 17th century, and from 1649 till 1817 by the

Garmichaels, its two last holders being fifth and sixth

Earls of Hyndfoud.—Orel. Svr., sh. 23, 1863.

Maulesden, a mansion in Brechin parish, Forfarshire,

near the South Esk's left bank, 2 miles W by S of the

town. A Scottish Baronial mansion, built in 1853 for

the Hon. W. Maule from designs by the late David
Bryce, R.S.A., it is now the seat of Thomas Hunter
Cox, Esq. (b. 1818), who holds 97 acres in the shire,

valued at £461 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Maulside, a mansion in Dairy parish, Ayrshire, 2

miles SSW of Berth.

Mauricewood, a mansion in Glencorse parish, Edin-

burghshire, 1£ mile N by W of Penicuik.

Mavis-Grove, a mansion in Troqueer parish, Kirkcud-

brightshire, near the right bank of the Nith, 2£ miles S

of Dumfries.

Maw, a hamlet in Markinch parish, Fife, 1 mile SSW
of Windygates.
Mawcarse, a station nn the Fife and Kinross section

of the North British railway, 3| miles NE by N of

Kinross.

Maxton (anc. Ma ecus-ton), a village and a parish on

the N border of Roxburghshire. The village, which
consists of a short double line of houses, built on either

side of the Kelso road, is situated in the W part of the

parish within \ mile of the S bank of the Tweed, 1£
ESE of Newtown St Boswells, and J NW of Maxton
station on the North British line from Newtown
St Boswells to Kelso, this being 3 miles ESE of

Newtown St Boswells, 8h WSW of Kelso, 12| NNW
of Jedburgh, and 43$ SE of Edinburgh. Although
the village is at a little distance from the Tweed,
the church, manse, and burying-ground are close

beside tho river. Maxton church was dedicated

in the 12th century to St Cuthbert, and eventually

became the property of the monks of Dryburgh,
who held it until the Reformation, when it was placed

under the charge of a minister, along with Mer-
toun, St Boswells, and Smailholm, and had a 'reader'

attached to it with a stipend of £20 Scots. In 1792 the

church was thatched ; but in 1812 and 1866 it was
restored and enlarged, and is now as neat and well-built

a country church as any in the district. Beneath
it is the burial-place of the Ivors of Littledean. A
memorial-tablet to Lieutenant-General Ker, interred

there in 1833, was recently placed in tho church by a

descendant. The old shaft of the village cross still

remains to point out the spot 'where 1000 men of tho

barony were wont to assemble for war.' It was restored

in 1882 by Sir W. R. Fairfax at considerable expense.

Maxton parish is bounded N by Mcrtoun in Berwick-

shire, NE by Makerstoun, E and SE by Roxburgh, SW
by Ancrum, and W by St Boswells Its utmost length,

from E by N to W by S, is 4f miles; its breadth varies
between 1 mile and 2J miles ; and its area is 4494f acres,

of which 72^ are water. Besides the village of Maxton,
it contains the railway station of Rutherford, 2£ ndles
from Maxton. The Tweed curves 4| miles east-north-
eastward along all the northern boundary through very
fine scenery. Beside it the surface sinks to close on 200
feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises to 579 feet at
Muirhouselaw and 563 at Lilliard's Edge, on tho
Ancrum border. Tho ground is generally productive,
especially near the Tweed, where it is a rich clay loam.
A considerable part of the ground is under wood, a
small portion is bog land, and the rest is almost entirely

in tillage.

The most interesting ruin in the parish is Littledean
Tower, which stands on a lofty crag overlooking the
Tweed, 1J mile NE of the village. From the re-

mains of the circular tower, the extreme thickness
of the walls that still remain, and the vestiges of other
walls, it is plain that Littledean was an important strong-
hold, the ' Keep ' of the noted family of Ker of Little-

dean. The parish is partly traversed by a Roman road,

and there are vestiges of a Roman camp on Muirhouse-
law. The chief landowners in Maxton parish are the
Duke of Roxburghe, Lord Polwarth, SirEdmund Antrobus
of Rutherford, Sir William Ramsay Fairfax, and C. J.

Cunningham, Esq. of Muirhouselaw. None of them are

resident. Maxton is in the presbytery of Selkirk and
the synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth
£421. The public school, with accommodation for 92
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 67, and a

grant of £48, 9s. 6d. Valuation (1864) £5431, 4s.,

(1884) £6560, 2s. Bop. (1801) 368, (1831) 462, (1861)
497, (1871) 481, (1881) 456.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1805.
Maxwell. See Kelso.
Maxwellheugh. See Kelso.
Maxwell's Cross. See Coldstream.
Maxwell Thorns. See Duyfe.
Maxwelltown, a burgh of barony in the parish of

Troqueer, Kirkcudbrightshire. It stands on the right
bank of the curving Nith, at the eastern verge of Kirk-
cudbrightshire, directly opposite Dumfries, and is in-

cluded within the parliamentary boundaries of that
burgh. Its site is a bank or low ridge circling along
the margin of the river, and it is connected with Dum-
fries by three bridges. The older parts of the burgh
are poorly built and badly aligned ; but tho new are

pleasant, neat, and airy. A narrow street or alley,

immediately on the Nith, N of the uppermost bridge,

inhabited mainly by families of the working classes,

leads out to the ruins of Lincluden, and bears the name
of College Street. A street parallel to this brings down
the Glasgow and Dumfries turnpike, is straight and
spacious, has several good houses, and, near the middle,
on its W side, exhibits a small court-house of neat
exterior. A street at right angles with these, and on a
line with the bridge, carries westward the Dumfries and
Portpatrick road, is also straight and spacious, and at
its W end passes off into the country in a series of villa-

like houses. A wide brief street forking into two
between the bridges, a street somewhat parallel to it on
the W, and one or two other thoroughfares are in
general of mixed or poor appearance, but slightly

relieved of their plain, low, dingy aspect by a sprinkling
or occasional series of tolerable houses. Corbelly Hill,

swelling up at the S end bnt a brief distance from tho
brink of the river, bears aloft tho fine convent and
church (1881-84) of the Immaculate Conception, whilst
a little lower down is a picturesque building, which,
originally a windmill, sinco 1838 has served the
double purpose of an observatory and a museum.
Along the face of this fine rising-ground, fronting Dum-
fries, stands a rango of elegant houses. On the brink
of tho stream, with but a narrow belt of plain interven-
ing from tho base of the hill, stands a complete suite of
largo grain mills, each mill supplied witli water-power
in one of several parallel dams, extending from a strong
high -water weir built diagonally across the whole breadth
of tue river. The entire town, exclusive of its burgh
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roods, is about two-tbirdfl of a mile in longth, and
nearly tho s;mu< in breadth. Maxwolltown lias a .station
on the linr to Castle -Douglas, tho largo Troquocr twood
mills (1S06-70), a ilyo work, 2 saw-mills, nursery-
grounds, etc ; and it shams considerably in tho trade
Uld oommeroe of Dumfries. Tho Established church of
Maxwolltown quoad sacra parish is a Gothic edifice, with
a spiW and SOU sittings, built at a cost of .£2000 in lieu

of a previous chapel of ease, which was burned on 28
9

]
1842. A handsome I'rco church was built in

1886, and a public school in 1870, tho latter costing
£2200, and accommodating 850 children. The town
originally bore the name of Bridgend, and was such a
disorderly village, that, according to the byword, 'You
might trace a rogue all over the kingdom, but were suro
i • lose him at the Bridgend of Dumfries.' But in 1810
it was erected into a free burgh of barony, under tho
name of Maxwelltown, in honour of Mr Maxwell of

Nithsdale, its superior, and was placed under the
government of a provost, 2 bailies, and 4 councillors

;

and it speedily underwent great improvement, as to at
once its police, its trade, the condition of its houses, and
the manners of its people. Tho general polico act has
also been adopted with good effect ; and tho manage-
ment of this is reposed in 12 commissioners, 3 of whom
are police magistrates. Sheriff circuit small debt courts
are held on tho second Tuesday of January and June,
the third Tuesday of March, and tho fourth Tuesday of

September, and justice of peace small debt courts on tho
first Thursday of every month. Valuation (1884)
£15,142. Pop. (1831) 3230, (18G1) 3599, (1871) 4198,

(1881) 4455, of whom 2425 were females, and 2070 were
in the quoad sacra parish. Houses (1881) 965 inhabited,

64 vacant, 5 building.—Ord. Sur., sh. 9, 1863. Seo
also Dumfries and Tuoqueer.

Maxwelton, a village in East Kilbride parish, Lanark-
shire, i mile E by N of East Kilbride town.

Maxwelton, a mansion in Glcncairn parish, Dumfries-
shire, near the left bank of Cairn Water, 3J miles ESE of

Moniaive. The estate—1810 acres, of £1531 annual
value—has long been held by the Laurie family, one of
whom was tho 'Annie Laurie' of song.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

9, 1863.

Maybole, a town and a coast parish of Carrick, Ayr-
shire. Tho town, lying 3£ miles inland, and 200 to

350 feet above sea-level, has a station on the Ayr and
Girvan section (1857-60) of tho Glasgow and South-
Western railwav, 9 miles S by W of Ayr, 49i SSW of

Glasgow, 87 SW of Edinburgh, ami 674 NNE" of Port-

patrick. It stands on the slope and partly along the
skirts of a broad-based, flattened hill, with south-east-

ward exposure, the summit of the hill intervening
between it and the Firth of the Clyde ; but it com-
mands a pleasant and somewhat extensive view over
one-half of the points of the compass into the interior

of Carrick. An old rhyme, using one of several obsoleto

variations of the town's ancient name, says

—

' Minnibolc'a a dirty hole,

It sits aboon a mire.'

The notion conveyed by these words, of the town being
situated on miry ground, is now, and probably was
always, incorrect. A broad belt of deep green meadow,
nearly as flat as a bowling-green, stretches along tho
base of the hill, and anciently seems to have been a
marsh ; but it could not have been a marsh of a miry
kind, or otherwise than green and meadowy ; nor does
it, even at present, form the site of more than a very
small and entirely modern part of the town. The
ancient site is everywhere declivitous, abounding with
copious springs of pure water ; and not improbably was
clothed in its natural state with heath. Two sets of

names, both very various in their orthography, but
represented by the forms Maiboil and Minnybole, were
anciently given to the town. They have greatly per-

plexed etymologists ;
but, according to Col. Robertson, are

derived from the Gaelic mar/h-bailc, ' town of the plain

or field.' The lower streets of the town, called Kirk-

lands, Newyards, and Ballony, are not within the limits
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of tho burgh cf barony, and consist almost wholly of
artisans' houses and workshops, tidier and better than
similar buildings in many other towns. Tho main street

runs nearly duo NE, and—-with exception of a short
thorough fare striking oil' westward at right angles from its

middle—occupies the highest ground within the burgh.
A considerable space, sloping between it and the low-
lying suburbs, is disposed to a small extent in the
ancient burying-ground with tho relics of the collegiate

church; to a greater extont in four or five incompact
and irregularly arranged streets ; and to a yet greater
extent in fields and gardens which give all the intersect-

ing thoroughfares a straggling or detached appearance,
and impart to the whole town a rural, airy, and health-

ful aspect.

The only parts of the town which draw the attention
of strangers are Main Street and what is called Kirk
Wynd. These are narrow and of varying width, quite
destituto of every modern adornment, and guiltless of
all tho ordinary graces of a fine town ; yet they possess

many features of antique stateliness, decayed and
venerable magnificence, which strongly image the aristo-

cratic parts of Edinburgh during the feudal age. As
capital of Carrick, the place anciently wielded more
influence over its province than the modern metropolis
does over Scotland, and contained the winter residences

of a large proportion of the Carrick barons. As seat,

too, of tho courts of justice of Carrick bailiary—the place

where all cases of importance in a roistering and liti-

gating ago were tried—it derived not a little outward
respectability from the numbers and wealth of the legal

practitioners who made it their home. In connection,
too, with its collegiate church and its near vicinity to

Crossraguel Abbey, it borrowed great consequence from
the presence of influential churchmen, who, in a dark
age, possessed more resources of power and opulence than
most of the nobility. No fewer than 28 baronial man-
sions, stately, turreted, and strong, ai

-
e said to have

stood within its limits. Out of several of these which
still remain, two figure in association with such inte-

resting history that they deserve to be specially noticed.

The chief is the ancient residence of the Ailsa or

Cassillis family, tho principal branch of the Kennedys.
This, standing near the middle of the town, bears the
name of the Castle par excellence, and is a lofty, well-

built, imposing pile, one of the strongest and finest of

its class. It is said to have been the place of confine-

ment for life of the Countess of Cassillis, who eloped

with the Gipsy chieftain, Johnny Faa. (See Cassillis.)

The Earls of Cassillis, directly and through collateral

branches of their family, wielded such power over the

province that they were known as the ' Kings of Carrick
;'

and they used the castle of Maybole as the metropolitan
palace of their ' kingdom,' whose limits were thus defined

in an old-world rhyme :

—

' 'Twixt Wigtown and the town o' Ayr,
Portpatrick and the Cruives o' Cree,

You shall not get a lodging there
Except ye court a Kennedy.'

Gilbert, fourth Earl, who lived in the unsettled period

succeeding tho commencement of the Reformation,

pushed his power into Galloway, and in 1575 acquired

the large possessions of the Abbey of Glenluce, just

five years after his roasting of Allan Stewart, the com-
mentator of Crossraguel. A feud, arising from or

aggravated by that crime, between the Earls of Cassillis

and the Lairds of Bargany, issued at last in very
tragical events. In Dec. 1601 tho Earl of Cassillis rodo

out from Maybole Castle at tho head of 200 armed fol-

lowers to waylay tho Laird of Bargany as he rode from
Ayr to his house on the Water of Girvan ; and on the

farm of West Enoch, near the town, he forced on tho

Laird a wholly unequal conflict. The Laird, mortally
wounded, was carried from the scene of the onset to

Maybole, that there, should he show any sign of re-

covery, he might be despatched by the Earl as ' Judge
Ordinar ' of the country ; and thence he was removed to

Ayr, where he died in a few hours. Flagrant though
the deed was, it not only—througu bribery and state
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influence—passed unpunished, but was formally noted
by an act of council as good service done to the King.
The Laird of Auchendrane, son-in-law of the slain baron,

was one of the few adherents who bravely but vainly

attempted to parry the onslaught ; and he received some
severe wounds in the encounter. Thirsting for revenge,

and learning that Sir Thomas Kennedy of Colzean in-

tended to make a journey to Edinburgh, he so secretly

instigated a party to waylay and kill him, that no wit-

ness existed of his connection with them except a poor
student of the name of Dalrymple, who had been the
bearer of the intelligence which suggested and guided
the crime (1602). Dalrymple now became the object of

his fears ; and, after having been confined at Auchen-
drane and in the Isle of Arran, and expatriated for five

or six years as a soldier, he returned home, and was
doomed to destruction. Mure, the Laird, having got a
vassal, called James Bannatyne, to entice him to his

house, situated at Chapeldonan, a lonely place on the
GntVAN shore, murdered him there at midnight, and
buried his body in the sand. The corpse, unearthed by
the tide, was next by the murderers taken out to sea at

a time when a strong wind blew from the shore, but
was soon brought back by the waves, and cast up on the

very scene of the murder. Mure and his son, who had
aided him in this horrid transaction, fell under general
suspicion, and now endeavoured to make away with
Bannatyne, the witness and accomplice of their guilt

;

but he making full confession to the civil authorities,

they were brought to the bar, pronounced guilty, and
put to an ignominious death (1611). These dismal
transactions form the ground-work of Sir Walter Scott's

dramatic sketch, Auchendrane, or the Ayrshire Tragedy.
The house lately occupied as the Red Lion Inn was

anciently the mansion of the provost, and is notable as

the scene of a set debate between John Knox, the
Reformer, and Quentin Kennedy, Abbot of Crossraguel,
28 Sept. 1561. An account of the controversy, written
by Knox himself, was republished in 1812 by Sir Alex-
ander Boswell, from a copy—the only one extant—in
his library at Auchinleck. Occasioned by a challenge
from the abbot in the church of Kirkoswald, the debate
was conducted in a panelled apartment, in the presence
of eighty persons, equally selected by the antagonists,
and including several nobles and influential gentlemen.
It lasted three days, and was then broken off through
want of suitable accommodation for the persons and
retinues of the auditors ; but it did good service in
arousing public attention to the doctrines of the Reforma-
tion. The members of a ' Knox Club,' instituted in
1824 to commemorate the event, and consisting of all

classes of Protestants, used to hold a festival to demon-
strate their warm sense of the religious and civil liberties

which have accrued from the overthrow of the Papal
domination.

Other noteworthy buildings are the ancient town-
residences of the Kennedys of Knockdow, Colzean,
and Ballimore ; of the abbots of Crossraguel (called the
Garden of Eden), etc., and the Town Hall, a cumbrous
old pile with a low, heavy tower, situated at the Cross.
Though the town has not one modern public civil
building, it abounds in commodious and comfortable
dwelling-houses, greatly superior, for every domiciliary
use, to even the best of its remaining baronial mansions.
In 1371 Sir John Kennedy of Dunure, founding a
chapel lor one clerk and three chaplains, dedicated it to
the Blessed Virgin, and endowed it with the live-mark
lands of Barrycloych and Barrelach, the six-mark lands
of Treuchan, and various other sources of revenue.
This collegiate chapel seems to havo been the earliest of
its kind in Scotland; and afterwards, when similar
ones arose, it was called a collegiate church, and its

Officials were styled the provost and prebendaries. The
ground on which the town is built belonged to this
church, which now is the burying-placo of the Ailsa and
other families, whose ancestors stayed its impending
ruin. On 19 May 1563 Mass was last sung within its

walls to 200 Kennedys, armed with jacks, spears, guns,
and other weapons. The present parish church, at the
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NE end of the town, is a plain edifice of 1S08, with 1192
sittings. The West quoad sacra church, at the SW end,

was built as a chapel of ease about 1840 at the cost of

Sir C. D. Fergusson, Bart. The Free church dates from
Disruption times ; and a new Gothic U.P. church, with
spire and large stained-glass window, was built in 1880,
as successor to one of 1797. An Episcopal mission is

worked in connection with Girvan ; and the fine Roman
Catholic church of Our Lady and St Cuthbert was
erected in 1876-79 at a cost of £3000, which was mainly
defrayed by D. Hunter- Blair, Esq. Second Pointed in

style it is closely modelled on the ruined church of

Crossraguel Abbey, and consists of a nave, with a semi-

octagonal apse, stained-glass windows, richly sculptured

bosses, etc. The public school, whose cost exceeded
£5000, is a handsome two-story structure of recent

erection ; and a Roman Catholic school was built in

1882 at the cost of the Marquis of Bute and Mr Blair.

Maybole, besides, has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments ;

branches of the Royal and Union Banks ; offices or

agencies of 15 insurance companies, 3 hotels, a mechanics'
institution, a working men's club, a combination poor-

house for six of the Carrick parishes, farmers' and
horticultural societies, water and gas companies, etc.

Thursday is market day ; and fairs are held on the third

Thursday of April and October. Handloom weaving has
declined ; and boot and shoe making and the manufac-
ture of agricultural implements are now the staple

industries. Five large shoe factories turn out 200,000
pairs per annum, representing a value of nearly £90,000.
Immigrants from Ireland and their offspring have long
been so numerous as almost to outnumber the native
inhabitants, and to give law to the place. As a burgh
of barony since 1516, the town is governed by a senior

and a junior magistrate ; whilst as a police burgh it is

governed by a provost, 2 magistrates, and 9 commis-
sioners. The police force is a detachment of the county
police. The burgh court sits on the first Thursday, and
a justice of peace court on the first Wednesday, of every
month. Pop. (1851) 3862, (1861) 4115, (1871) 3797,

(1881) 4494, of whom 2284 were females. Houses (1881)
602 inhabited, 26 vacant, 3 building.

The parish of Maybole, containing also the villages or

hamlets of Culroy, Dunure, Fisherton, and Mini-
shant, comprises the ancient parishes of Maybole
and Kirkbride, the former to the S, the latter to the N.
It is bounded W and NW by the Firth of Clyde,

NE by Ayr, E by Dalrymple and Kirkmichael, SE
by Kirkmichael, and S and SW by Kirkoswald. Its

utmost length, from N to S, is 8| miles ; its

utmost breadth, from E to W, is 5g miles ; and its

area is 35£ square miles or 22,720| acres, of which
613^ are foreshore and 114| water. The ' bonny Doon '

winds 6J miles north-north-westward to the firth along
the Dalrymple and Ayr borders ; the Water of Girvan
flows If mile south-south-westward along the south-
eastern boundary ; several rivulets rise in the interior,

and ran to one or other of these two streams ; and half-

a-dozen others go direct to the firth. Of four or fivo

tiny lochlcts, the only noticeable one is Heart Loch,
whose outline is exactly designated by its name, and
whose appearance in a wooded hollow is softly beauti-

ful. Perennial springs of excellent water are numerous,
especially on the site and in the vicinity of the town ;

and one of them, called the Well-Trees' Spout, emits a

Btream powerful enough to drive a mill wheel, or between
160 and 170 imperial gallons per minute. Of various
mineral springs, once of medicinal repute, but all

neglected now, St Helen's Well, 2£ miles N of the
town on the high road to Ayr, was anciently reputed
to have the power on May Day of healing sick or

delicate infants. The coast-lino, 8& miles in extent,

towards the mouth of the Doon is low and flat, but
elsewhere is mostly bold, though but little diversified

with cither headland or bay. At the Head of Ayr
it rises rapidly to 258 feet above sea -level. The
eastern and south-eastern districts are an undulating
plain, very diversified in surface, never subsiding long
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into n level, nor over rising into decided upland.
'I'l... other districts an <\ sou of heights, partly arable

and partly pastoral, .mo pleasingly diversified in super-

ficial outline as to want nothing but intorsporsion of
wood to render them delight fill rambling-ground to a
l.'V. i of lino scenery. Along tlio middle of tlio hill

district, parallel w ith the tilth, and H mile distant from
it. stretches a range of summits nearly 4 miles long,

attaining a maximum altitude of 910 feet ahovo sea-

level, and hearing the name of BltowN CaBRIOK Hill.

This range, though heathy in itself, and rising liko a

screen to intercept a view of the firth and its frame-

work from the interior, commands one of the lincst

pr.>-peets in Scotland. On the SE and S tho surgy
mii lace of Carrick Btretches away in alternations of green

beighl and hold brown upland till it becomes lost among
th.- blue peaks ..f the Southern Highlands ; on the Sw
and W are the broad waters of the Firth of Clyde, with
many a sail like a sea-bird skimming the surface, and
Ails i Craig riding liko an ark on the wave, while behind
an the serrated mountains of Arran veiled in mist or

curtained with clouds of every form and hue ; on the

N, immediately under the eye, extends the deep sylvan

furrow of the Doon, with the Burns' Monument glittering

like a gem on its margin ; and away thence stretches

the great luxuriant plain of Kyle and Cunninghame,
prrsM d inward in a long sweeping segment by the firth,

dotted with towns which look like cities in the distance,

( In
1

1 in -reel also with a profusion of mansions and demesnes,

and gliding dimly away in the perspective into tho

gentle heights of Renfrewshire, overlooked in the far

horizon by the blue summit of Ben Lomond. The same
prospect, in much of its extent and most of its elements,

sec n from a thousand vantage-grounds of this land of

beauty ; but nowhere are its scope so unbroken, its

groupings so superb, and its effect so striking. Should
any one wonder that Burns grew up on the threshold of

this home of romance, and for many years might daily

have gazed upon its gorgeous visions, and yet has made
no allusion to it in his writings, he must remember that

the bard, though possessing a keen eye for the beauties

of nature, was the painter rather of manners than of

landscape—the type in poetry not of Salvator Rosa, but

of Hogarth and the limners of Holland.
The geological structure of the coast presents an

interesting correspondence in its strata with those of

the confronting coast of Arran. The predominant rocks

of the interior are Old Red sandstone and trap. The
sandstone, in a quarry at St Hurray's, often affords

beautiful specimens of arborescenee, from the presence

of the black oxide of manganese, and is traversed by
veins of lead ore. The soil of the arable lands is partly

light, and partly of a strong, clayey character. Three-

fourths of the entire area are in tillage ; nearly 1000

acres are under plantation ; and the rest is meadow,
hill-pasture, or moorland. In feudal times there were
within the parish at least fifteen towers or castles, the

residences of brawling chiefs. Of these, Dunuke and
GbEEKAM have been noticed separately. The castles of

Newark and Kilhenzie have undergone renovation or

repair ; but all the others—Auchendrane, Smithstown,

Bcoch, Craigskean, Garryhorne, Doonside, Dalduff,

Glenayas, Sauchrie, and Brochloek—are much dilapi-

dated, or have left but a few vestiges. Numerous
camps occur, so small and of such rude construction, as

evidently to have been thrown up by small invading

bodies of those Irish who subdued the Romanised
British tribes. Tumuli, the hurying-places of a field of

carnage, are frequent. Kirkhride church is still repre-

sented by ruins, \ mile E of Dunure ; another pre-

Reformation place of worship stood on the lands of

Auchendrane ; and traces of several others were extant

towards the close of the 1 7th century. Twelve proprietors

hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 11 of

between £100 and £500, 14 of from £50 to £100, and 49

of from £20 to. £50. In the presbytery of Ayr and
synod of Glasgow and Ayr, the civil parish includes

nearly half of Alloway quonrt sacra parish, a small part of

Crossbill, all Fisherton, all Maybole proper, and nearly

all West Church quoad sacra, parish ; the livings of the
I wo last being worth £135 and £224. Three public schools

Fisherton, May bole, and Minishant—with respective
accommodation for 100, 650, and 90 children, had
(1883) an avcrago attendance of 94, 640, and 84, and
grants of £82, £600, 6s., and £58, 3s. 8d. Valuation
(1860) £29,023, (1884) £35,470, 17s. 6d., phis £5848
lor railway. Pop. (1801) 3162, (1841) 7027, (1861)
6713, (1871) 5900, (1881) 6628, of whom 2935 were in
Maybole ecclesiastical parish, 2625 in West Church,
609 in Fisherton, 421 in Alloway, and 38 in Crossbill.— Oral. Sur., sh. 14, 1803.
Mayen House, a mansion in Rothiemay parish, Banff-

shire, near tho left bank of the winding Deveron, 5
miles ENE of Rothiemay station. Its owner, Adam
II ay-Gordon, Esq. (b. 1840), holds 2171 acres in the
shire, valued at £1529 per annum.—Oral. Sur., sh.

86, 1876.

May, Isle of, an extra-parochial island of Fife, in the
mouth of tho Firth of Forth, 5J miles SSE of Crail and
10| NE by N of North Berwick, its utmost length,
from NW to SE, is 1 mile ; its utmost breadth is 1\
furlongs; and its area is acres, of which 14J are

foreshore. The prevailing rock is greenstone ; and the
shores are precipitous and rocky, the highest point in

tho island attaining 150 feet above sea-level. On tho
NW the coast presents some semi-columnar cliffs over
100 feet high ; and at tho SE it sinks into a low ridge
or reef. There are a spring of excellent water and a
small lake ; and there is good pasturage for sheep.
Several kinds of sea-fowl build on the island. The
May contains the ruins of a 13th century chapel, nearly
32 feet long, which was cleared of rubbish and repointed
in 1868. It was dedicated to St Adrian, who, with
6006 other Hungarians, is said to have been killed by
the Danes about 870 and buried here. St Monan, one
of his alleged followers, by Skene is identified with
Moinenn, Bishop of Clonfert in the 6th century, whose
relics were probably brought from Ireland to Fife by a
body of clerics and laymen expelled by the Danes
(Celtic Scotland, ii. 311-317, 1877). St Adrian's
shrine was formerly resorted to in cases of barrenness.

David I. founded a monastery here before the middle of

the 12th century, and granted it to the Benedictine
abbey of Reading in Berkshire on condition that they
should place and maintain twelve priests therein, to say
mass for himself and his predecessors and successors.

In 1318 all the rights to the Priory of May were trans-

ferred to the canons of St Andrews, when a priory at

Pittenweem appears to have been substituted for that

on the island. After the Reformation the island came
into the possession of the Balfours of Montquhandie,
and afterwards of Allan Lamond, who sold it to Cun-
ningham of Barns. Alexander Cunningham obtained

from Charles I. a charter of the island, with liberty to

build a lighthouse, for wdiich a tax was imposed on all

ships passing up tho Firth. In 1635 he erected a tower
40 feet high, on tho top of which a fire of coals was con-

stantly kept burning. With the estate of Barns, the Islo

of May passed to Scot of Scotstarvet by purchase, and
came to General Scott of Balcomie, by whose daughter,

tho Duchess of Portland, it was sold for £60,000 to the

Commissioners of Northern Lights. In 1815-16 they

rebuilt the tower. The present lighthouse, 240 feet

high, shows two fixed lights, visible respectively at dis-

tances of 22 and 16 nautical miles ; the leading light

being 130 feet bolow the other. Formerly about 15

fishermen with their families lived on the island ; and
at the end of the fishing season the fishermen of the

Pifeshire coast used annually to hold a merry-making
on the May. But the wreck and total loss of a boat

full of women, on its passage to the island for this pur-

pose, threw a cloud over this custom, and it has now
become obsolete. There are three houses on the island

;

one used as a pilot station, the others connected with

the lighthouse. Pop. (1861) 17,(1871) 17,(1881) 22,

of whom 4 were females.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 41, 1857. See

John Jack's Key of the Forth (1858) ; an article in Good
Words (1864) ; Dr Jn. Stuart's Ikcords of tlie Priory of
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tlie Me of May (1868) ; and an article in vol. vii. of

Procs. Soc. Ants. Scotl. (1870).

Mayville, an estate, with a mansion, in Stevenston
parish, Ayrshire, 5 furlongs NW of the town.

May, Water of, a small river of the Ochil and Strath-

earn districts of Perthshire. Rising on John's Hill, at

an altitude of 1250 feet, and near the meeting-point of

Auchterarder, Dunning, Glendevon, and Fossoway
parishes, it runs 11^ miles east-north-eastward and
north-north-westward through or along the boundaries

of Dunning, Forgandenny, and Forteviot parishes,

till, after a total descent of 1217 feet, it falls into the

Earn at a point 5 furlongs S by W of Forteviot church.

It receives numerous small tributaries from among
the Ochils ; traverses a wooded glen, rich in picturesque

close scenes ; makes two beautiful falls called Muckersie
Linn and the Humble Bumble

;
passes the ' Birks of

Invermay,' celebrated in song ; and is a first-rate trout-

stream, but very strictly preserved.—Ord. Sur., shs.

39, 40, 48, 1867-69.

Meadowbank House, a mansion in Kirknewton parish,

Edinburghshire, 7 furlongs SE of Midcalder Junction.
A plain edifice of the close of the 17th century, it has
been thrice enlarged since 1795, and stands in a finely-

wooded park of 200 acres. Possessed by his ancestors
for nearly 200 years, the estate now is owned by Allan
Alexander Maconochie Welwood, Esq. (b. 1806; sue.

1861), who holds 15S3 acres in Edinburghshire and 724 in

Fife, valued at £1777 and £1688 per annum.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857. See Kirknewton, and John Small's
Castles and Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).
Mealfourvounie (Gael. Mcall-fuar-mhonaidh, ' moun-

tain of the cold moor'), a mountain in Urquhart parish,

Inverness-shire, 11 miles NNE of Fort Augustus.
Situated at the foot of Glen-Urquhart and Glen-
Moriston, and forming a conspicuous feature on the
NW flank of Loch Ness, it is broad-based and round-
backed, and sends up from a stage at two-thirds of its

whole elevation a dome-shaped peak, which attains an
altitude of 2284 feet above sea-level. The great mass of
the mountain, from the summit downward, consists of
coarse conglomerate, whose abraded portions are gneiss,

granite, quartz, mica-schist, and sandstone, cohering
with extremely little cement ; and its lower declivities,

including seemingly the entire base, consist of a hard
compact splintery rock, which has usually been described
as primary red quartz, but which may be stratified sand-
stone completely indurated, and in great measure divested
of its stratification by the subjaceney of granite, and
which is so hard and crystalline as to be quarried and
regularly used for causewaying the streets of Inverness.
The upper stage or peak of the mountain is very steep
on the W, and almost mural on the N and S

;

and it is connected with the rest of the mountain, on
the E, by a long tapering ridge. On the western side,

at the bottom of the peak, is Loch nam Breac Dearga
(6 x14 furl. ; 1500 feet), whence a streamlet runs 4£
miles south-south-westward and eastward to Loch Ness,
tumbling along a broken channel down the face of a
frontlet of rock, overshadowed by trees in its lower
course, and forming two beautiful waterfalls amidst
foliage of the richest tints. On the W side of this
rill, near its source, is a rocking-stone 20 feet in circum-
ference, which is moveable by two persons. The view
from the summit of Mealfourvounie is grand and exten-
sive, and comprehends the whole of the Glenmore-nan-
Albin, from Fort George on the NE to Fort William on
the SW, a distance of more than 70 miles. On the N
the eye wanders over various scenery away to the moun-
tains of Ross and Caithness ; and on theS it takes in the
whole of Stratherrick and the country watered by the
head-streams of the Spey. Right below is Loch Ness,
like a narrow ditch, sunk deeply within steep banks

;

and at 3 miles' distance the Fall of Foyers glitters in its

belt of shining spray between sheets of dark-brown
mountain, like a glint of sky struggling through a
vertical fissure in the cliffs. Mealfourvounie is noted
for being the first landmark seen by mariners after they
pass the Moray Firth round Kinnaird Head, or from the

S, and for guiding their navigation over most of that

vast gulf.—Ord. Sur., sh. 73,'l878.

Mealista or Eilean Mhealastadh, an uninhabited
island of Uig parish, Outer Hebrides, Ross-shire, on the

N side of the mouth of Loch Reasort, and J mile from
the W coast of Lewis. With an utmost length and
breadth of 7J and 6 furlongs, it rises to a height of 200
feet above sea-level.—Ord. Sur., sh. 98, 1858.

Meall Horn. See Durness.
Meall Meadhonach. See Durness.
Mearnaig. See Castle-Mearnaig.
Mearns, a village and a parish of SE Renfrewshire.

The village, called Newton-Mearns (a name as old at

least as 1306), is pleasantly situated on a rising ground,
410 feet above sea-level, 3i miles WSW of Busby and
7 SSW of Glasgow. A burgh of barony, with the right

of holding a weekly market and two annual fairs, it

chiefly consists of a single street on the Glasgow and
Kilmarnock highroad, and has a post office under Glas-

gow, a branch of theUnion Bank, gas-works, and an hotel.

Pop. (1841) 629, (1861) 718, (1871) 776, (1881) 900.

The parish, containing also three-fourths of the town
of Busby, is bounded N by Neilston, Eastwood, and
Cathcart, E by East Kilbride and Cathcart in Lanark-
shire, SE by Eaglesbam, S by Fenwick and Stewarton
in Ayrshire, and NVV by Neilston. Its utmost length,

from NE to SW, is 7J miles ; its utmost breadth is 3|
miles ; and its area is 10,607 acres, of which 325^ are

water. Earn Water runs 6 miles north-eastward along

the south-eastern boundary to the White Cart, which
itself flows 7i furlongs along all the Lanarkshire border,

and several more of whose little tributaries take a north-

north-easterly course through the interior. On the

Neilston boundary lie Long Loch, Harelaw Dam,
Walton Dam, Glanderston Dam, Balgray Reservoir,

Ryat Linn Reservoir, and Waulkmill Glen Reservoir

;

and in the interior are Black Loch, Little Loch, Brother
Loch, and South Hillend Reservoir. The surface sinks

at the northern boundary to 280 feet above sea-level, and
rises thence south-westward to 783 feet at Bat-ranee Hill,

895 at Dod Hill, and 928 at James Hill, moorland occupy-

ing a good deal of the south-western district. Trap
rock, chiefly an early disintegrate greenstone, prevails

throughout nearly all the area, but gives place to rocks

of the Carboniferous formation about the boundary with
Eastwood. The soil in patches of the lower district is

stiffish, and lies on a clay bottom, but elsewhere is

mostly light, dry, and sharp, incumbent on porous,

fractured, rapidly decomposing trap. Mearns has always
been distinguished for its fine pasture, and even in the

present times of extended cultivation it is very largely

devoted to sheep and dairy farming. The earliest name
on record in connection with this parish is that of

Roland of Mearns, who is mentioned as a witness to the
donation which Eschina, wife of Walter the Steward,

gave to the monastery of Paisley in the year 1177.

Robert of Mearns appears in the same capacity in a

grant made to that establishment in 1250. In the 13th
century, the barony of Mearns came by marriage to the

Maxwells of Cacrlaverock, afterwards Lords Maxwell and
Earls of Nithsdale. About the year 1648 it was sold

by the Earl of Nithsdale to Sir George Maxwell of

Nether Pollock, from whom it was soon afterwards

acquired by Sir Archibald Stewart of Blackball, with
whose descendants it has since remained. (See Ard-
gowan.) The castle of Mearns is a large square tower
situated on a rocky eminence, 1 mile E by S of the

village of Newton-Mearns. It is surrounded 'by a strong

wall, and seems to have been secured by a drawbridge.

It has long been uninhabited. Caplerig was anciently

a seat of the Knights Templars. Professor John Wilson
(1785-1854) received his early education in the manse of

Mearns, and so often in his writings does he allude to

theso scenes of his boyhood that the ' dear parish of

Mearns ' is nearly as much associated with his great

name as if it had been tho place of his nativity. Thus
opens one of his many apostrophes to Mearns: 'Art
thou beautiful, as of old, O wild, moorland, sylvan, and
pastoral Parish ! tho Paradise in which our spirit dwelt

17
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beneath the glorious dawning of life—era It bo, beloved
world of bo_vluH.il, that thou art indeed beautiful as of

did I Though round and round thy boundaries in half

an hour could My the Mapping dove—though the martins,

wheeling to and Pro that ivied and wall-flowered ruin of

a Castle, central in its own domain, seem in their more
distant Might to glance their crescent wings over a vale,

rejoicing apart in another kirk-spire, yet how rich in

Streams, and rivulets, and rills, each with its own po-

ouliar murmur—art thou with thy bold bleak exposure,

Bloping upwards in ever lustrous undulations to tho

portals of the Bast I How endless the interchange of

woods and meadows, glens, dells, and brooiny nooks,

without number, among thy banks and braes! And
then of human dwellings—how rises tho smoke, ever

and anon, into tho sky, all neighbouring on each other,

so that the cock-crow is heard from homestead to home-
Mead ; while as you wander onwards, each roof still

rial B um cpectedly—and as solitary as if it had been far

r> mote, fairest of Scotland's thousand parishes—neither

Highland, nor Lowland—but undulating—let us again

use the descriptive word—like the sea in sunset after a

day of storms—yes, Heaven's blessing be upon thee !

Thou art indeed beautiful as of old !
' Pollok Castle,

noticed separately, is the principal mansion ; and Sir

Hew Crawlurd-Pollok, Bart., is the largest proprietor, 9
others holding each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 31 of between £100 and £500, 20 of from £50
to £100, and 24 of from £20 to £50. Mearns is in the
presbytery of Paisley and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr

;

the living is worth £479. The parish church, £ mile

SE of Newton-Mcarns, is a very old building, altered

and enlarged in 1813, with 730 sittings, clock-tower,

and spire. A neat U.P. church, rebuilt about 1840,

and containing 490 sittings, is at Newton-Mcarns ; and
three other places of worship are noticed under Busby.
Two public schools, Busby and Mearns, with respective

accommodation for 540 and 288 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 240 and 215, and grants of £227, 7s.

and £209, 2s. 6d. Valuation (I860) £18,065, (1884)

£25,248, 17s. 6d. Pop. (1801) 1714, (1831) 2814, (1851)

3704, (1871) 3543, (1881) 3965, of whom 1535 were in

Bushy.—Ord. Sur. , sh. 22, 1865. See the Rev. Dr Ross's

Busby and its Neighbourhood (Glasgow, 1883) ; and chap,

i. of Mrs Gordon's Memoir of Christopher North (new ed.

1879).

Mearns, The. See Kincardineshire.
Meathie. See InTERARITY.
Medwin, a troutful rivulet of tho Middle Ward of

Lanarkshire, formed by the confluence of the North
Medwin and the South Medwin at a point 14; mile

SSE of Carnwath village, and winding 1£ mile west-

ward along the boundary between Carnwath and Lib-

berton parishes to the Clyde. The North Medwin,
formed by the confluence of Dry and Greenfield Burns,

runs 6£ miles south-south-westward, chiefly within Carn-

wath parish, but partly along the Dunsyre boundary.

The South Medwin, rising at an altitude of 1230 feet,

runs 13g miles south -by-eastward and west-south-west-

ward, chiefly along the boundary between Dunsyre
and Carnwath parishes on the right, and Linton,

Dolphinton, Walston, and Libberton parishes on the

left.—Ord. Sur., shs. 24, 23, 1864-63.
_

Medwyn, an estate, with a mansion, in Linton parish,

N\V Peeblesshire, on the right bank of Lyne Water, 1

mile NW of West Linton. Purchased in three lots

since 1812 for upwards of £25,000, it is tho property of

William Forbes, Esq. (b. 1803 ; sue. 1854), who holds

2600 acres in the shire, valued at £2022 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Meethill, a conical eminence (181 feet) in Peterhead

parish, Aberdeenshire, 14, mile SSW of the town. It

seems to be partly artificial, and in feudal times was
probably a seat of justice ; but in digging the foundation

of a tower, which was built upon it to celebrate the pass-

ing of the Reform Bill of 1832, a stone crypt was found
on its summit, containing a funeral urn.

—

Ord. Sur.,

eh. 87, 1876.

Meggernie Castle, a mansion in Fortingall parish,

18

Perthshire, on the left bank of tho river Lyon, near the
hea.l of the inhabited part of Glenlyon, 22 miles W by
S of Aberl'eldv. Approached by a stately lime-tree
avei

,
(lie finest in Scotland, it comprises, with later

ad. Hi ems, a lofty square baronial tower of the 15th
century, with high-peaked roof, four corner bartizans,
and walls 5 feet in thickness. The estate, with a rental
of £4500, extends over 32,000 acres—all hill-grazing,
with fine grouse moors, and 13,000 acres of it deer
forest. In Sept. 1883 it was sold by W. G. Steuart-
Monzies, Esq. of Culdares, for £103,000 to John Bul-
lough, Esq. of Accrington.—Ord. Sur., sh. 54, 1873.
See a long article in The Times for 27 Sept. 1883.
Megget. See Lyne and Megget.
Megget Water, a troutful rivulet of Westerkirk parish,

NE Dumfriesshire, rising, close to the Roxburghshire
boundary, at an altitude of 1200 feet, and running 7£
miles south -by-westward, till, after a total descent of
nearly 800 feet, it falls into the Esk at a point 7 miles
NW of Langholm.—Ord. Sur., shs. 16, 10, 1864.
Megginch Castle, a mansion in Errol parish, Perth-

shire, 6J furlongs WNW of Errol station, this being 11J
miles E of Perth. Built by Peter Hay in 1575, it is the
seat of John Murray Drummond, Esq. (b. 1803 ; sue.

1849), who holds 1000 acres in the shire, valued at
£2041 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Meigle (Gael, maigh-dhail, ' field of the plain '), a
village and a parish of E Perthshire. The village,

lying within % milo of the left bank of the Isla, has
a station on tho Alyth branch (1861) of tho Caledonian
railway, 1£ milo NNW of Alyth Junction, this being
20£ miles NE of Perth and 17| NW of Dundee.
A seat once of considerable trade, with a weekly market,
it still has fairs on the second Wednesday of Jan. , Feb.

,

March, April, and Dec, the second Monday of May,
and the last Wednesday of June and Oct., as also a
post office, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, branches of the Commercial and
Royal Banks, and an hotel. The parish church, gutted
by fire in 1869, has since been well restored, and con-
tains 600 sittings. A very remarkable group of sculp-

tured stones—the largest of them 8 feet high, and 3

J

broad—was said to mark the sepulchre of Wander,
Vanora, or Guinevere, King Arthur's unfaithful queen,
who, according to tradition, was imprisoned on Barry
Hill in Alyth parish. With the exception of two,
w hich retain their original position in the churchyard,
they were all removed in 1882 into the old parochial
school, itself now included in the churchyard. They are

fully described in Mr Anderson's Scotland in Early
Christian Times (2d series, 1881). There are also a Free
church and an Episcopal church, St Margaret's (1852).

The parish is bounded W by Coupar-Angus, NAV by
Alyth, and on all other sides by Forfarshire, viz. , N by
Airlic, E by Eassie, and SE by Eassie and Newtyle.
Its utmost length, from NE to SW, is 5§ miles ; its

breadth varies between 2J furlongs and 2| miles ; and
its area is 401 3| acres, of which 33 are water. Sluggish

Dean Water meanders 5\ miles west-south-westward

—only 3£ miles in a direct line—along the Airlie

border, till, at a point £ mile NNW of the village, it

falls into tho Isla, which itself winds 2| miles west-

south-westward along the Airlie boundary. The sur-

face, all in the very heart of Stratumore, is almost a

dead level, at no point sinking to 100, or much exceed-

ing 200, feet above the sea. Old Red sandstone, suit-

able for building, has been worked in two quarries ; and
marl, covered with peat earth, was dug in great abund-
ance at a place near the southern border. The soil, in

some places sandy, in others clayey, is mostly a rich

dark loam. Some 200 acres are under wood, 130 are

in pasture, and the rest of the land is iu tillage. A
tumulus and a large boulder in Belmont Park aro

traditionally associated with the death of Macbeth,
who really was slain at Lumphanan ; and Meigle in

pre-Reformation days was an occasional residence of the

Bishops of Dunkeld. The late Sir George Kinloch of

Kixlocii, Bart. (1800-S1), bought the line estate of

Meigle from the Earl of Strathmore for £73,000. Other
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estates, noticed separately, are Belmont (whose mansion,

Belmont Castle, was burned on 21 April 1884) and Drum-
KILBO; and 4 proprietors hold each an annual value of

£500 and upwards. Including ecclesiastically the Kin-

loch portion of Coupar-Angus parish, Meigle is the seat

of a presbytery in the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the

living is worth £314. At Ardler or Washington village,

a handsome Established mission church was erected in

1883 by Peter Carmichael, Esq. of Arthurston. Two
public schools, Meigle and Washington, with respective

accommodation for 200 and 110 children, had (1883)

an average attendance of 164 and 69, and grants of

£170, 7s. and £60, 7s. 6d. Valuation (1865) £7953, 8s.

2d., (1884) £10,111, 5s. 3d. Pop. of civil parish (1801)

946, (1831) 873, (1861) 835, (1871) 745, (1881) 696 ; of

ecclesiastical parish (1871) 1003, (1881) 966.—Ord.
Sur., shs. 56, 48, 1870-68.

The presbytery of Meigle comprises the quoad civilia

parishes of Airlie, Alyth, Bendochy, Blairgowrie, Coupar-

Angus, Eassie and Nevay, Glenisla, Kettins, King-

oldrum, Lintrathen, Meigle, Newtyle, and Ruthven, and
the quoad sacra parishes of Kilry, Persie, and St Mary's
(Blairgowrie). Pop. (1871) 18,564, (1881) 18,269, of

whom 4821 were commnnicants of the Church of Scot-

land in 1878.—The Free Church also has a presbytery

of Meigle, with 2 churches in Blairgowrie, and 8 in

Airlie, Alyth, Coupar-Angus, Cray, Glenisla, Meigle,

Newtyle, and Rattray, which 10 churches together had
2624 communicants in 1883.

Meigle Hill. See Galashiels.
Meikle Bin, a hill (1870 feet) in the SE of Fintry

parish, Stirlingshire, adjacent to the meeting-point

with Campsie and Kilsyth. A central summit of the

Lennox Hills, it occupies such a position as to unite the

Fintry, Campsie, and Kilsyth sections of these hills ; is

adjoined on the NE by Little Bin (1446 feet) ; sends off,

from its SW side, a torrent called Bin Burn, running
northward as a head-stream of the river Canon ; is seen

from a great distance in the direction of Lanark ; and
forms a conspicuous landmark from the Firth of Forth.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Meikle-Earnock. See Eaknock, Meikle.
Meikle-Ferry. See Dornoch, Firth of.

Meiklefolla. See Fyvie.
Meikle Greinord. See Greinokd.
Meikle Law. See Longformacus.
Meikleour House, a mansion in Caputh parish, Perth-

shire, near the left bank of the river Tay, £ mile above
the Isla's influx, 2 miles MW of Cargill station, and
4 S by W of Blairgowrie. As greatly enlarged in 1869
from designs by the late David Bryce, R.S.A., it is a

stately chateau-like building, with extensive vineries

and finely wooded grounds, its great beech hedge (1746)
being 80 feet high and J mile long. It is the seat of the
Dowager Marchioness of Lansdowne (b. 1819 ; sue.

1867), who in 1874, as sixth descendant of the first

Lord Nairne (ere. 1681), was declared heir to the title

of Baroness Nairne. She holds 9070 acres in the shire,

valued at £8026 per annum. (See Auchtergaven.
)

Meikleour village, 5 furlongs N by E of the mansion,
has a post office under Perth, an inn, a 'tron and
jougs,' a cross (1698), and fairs on the fourth Friday
of June, the third Friday of August, and the fourth
Friday of October.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868. See
chap. xxxi. of Thos. Hunter's Woods and Estates of
Perthshire (Perth, 1883).
Meikle Roe, an island of Dclting parish, Shetland, in

St Magnus Bay, 27 miles NNW of Lerwick. Separated
from the mainland by Roe Sound (200 yards wide at
the narrowest), it has a somewhat circular outline, with
a diameter of 3£ miles. It contains eighteen little fresh-

water lochs, and rises in South Ward at the centre to

557 feet above sea-level. Pop. (1851) 290, (1871) 216,

(1881) 230.

Meikle Warthill or Wartle, a village in Rayne parish,
Aberdeenshire, 3A furlongs N by W of Wartle station.

Cattle and horse" fairs are held hero on the Thursdays
before 26 May and 22 Nov.—Ord. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

Meiklewood House, a handsome modern mansion in

Gargunnock parish, Stirlingshire, on the right bank of

the winding Forth, 1^ mile NE of Gargunnock station.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Meiklie, Loch, a lake in Urquhart parish, Inverness-
shire, 6 miles W of Druninadroehit. An expansion of
the river Enrick, it lies at an altitude of 372 feet ; has
an utmost length and breadth of 9 and 3 furlongs ; con-
tains salmon, trout, and big pike

;
has, on its banks,

the mansions and pleasure-grounds of Lochletter and
Lakefield ; and is so flanked with picturesque mountains
as to form one of the most captivating scenes in the
Highlands.—Ord. Sur., sh. 73, 1878.

Mein Water, an impetuous rivulet of Annandale,
Dumfriesshire, rising at an altitude of 780 feet on the
northern border of Middlebie parish, and running 8£
miles south-south-westward through that and Hoddani
parish, past the town of Ecclefechan, till, after a total

descent of 690 feet, it falls into the Annan at a point H
mile SSW of Ecclefechan.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

Melby, a mansion in Walls parish, Shetland, on the
W coast, nearSaudness, and 32 miles WNW of Lerwick.
Meldrum (Gael, mcall-droma, ' hill of the ridge '), a

village and a parish of Garioch district, central Aber-
deenshire. The village of Old Meldrum stands, 378 feet

above sea-level, near the southern boundary of the parish,

at the terminus of a branch line (1856) of the Great
North of Scotland railway, by rail being 5| miles NNE
of Inverurie Junction and 22 (by road 19) NNW of

Aberdeen. Erected into a burgh of barony in 1672, it

offers a very irregular alignment, but contains some
good houses, and has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments, branches of
the North of Scotland and the Aberdeen Town and
County Banks, 9 insurance agencies, 4 hotels, a gas
company, a water supply, a new public hall (1877),
horticultural, Bible, and clothing societies, a young
men's Christian association, a brewery, a distillery, and
cattle markets on every third Tuesday throughout the
year. The antique parish church of 16S4 was enlarged
in 1767, and, as reseated in 1810, contains C74 sittings.

Other places of worship are a Free church, a U.P. church
(1822 ; 312 sittings), and St Matthew's Episcopal church
(1863), the last an Early Decorated edifice, with nave,
chancel, organ chamber, vestry, and spire. Pop. (1841)
1102, (1861) 1553, (1871) 1535, (1881) 1494, of whom
817 were females. Houses (1881) 309 inhabited, 14
vacant, 2 building.

The parish, called Bethelnie till 1684, is bounded NE
and E by Tarves, SE and S by Bourtic, W by Daviot
and Fyvie, and N by Fyvie. Its utmost length, from
NW to SE, is 6g miles ; its breadth varies between 4J
furlongs and Z\ miles ; and its area is 8111& acres, of
which 9 are water. Streams there are none of any size,

but the drainage is carried mainly to the Ury and partly

to the Ythan. Along the southern boundary the sur-

face sinks to 270 feet above sea-level ; and thence it

rises in easy gradient to 564 feet near Chapelhouse, 567
near Bethelnie, and 804 at Core Hill in the NW corner
of the parish. The central district presents a diversity

of rich well-cultivated table-land, sloping southward,
eastward, and westward, and commanding from many
standpoints extensive views, on the one hand over
Formartine and Buchan, on the other over Garioch to

Bennochie. Hornblende rock of a quality that admits
of its taking a polish like marble occurs in large detached
masses ; rock crystal is found on the Core Hill of

Bethelnie ; limestone occurs on the NE border, and was
for some time worked ; and eruptive rocks are predomi-
nant. The soil of the northern district is mossy, heathy,
and nowhere deep or fertile ; but elsewhere, especially

on the south-westward and southward slopes, is a deep
loam. Nearly three-fourths of tho entiro area are in
tillage ; moro than 500 acres aro under wood ; and the
rest is cither pastoral or waste. A small so-called
' Roman camp ' on Bethelnie farm has been erased by
the plough ; a graveyard, around the site of tho ancient
parish church, St Nathalin's, is at Bethelnie ; and
another graveyard, with foundations of a small pre-

Rel'orination chapel, is at Chapelhouse, J mile from
19
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which some ancient BopulohraJ remains were exhumed in

1837. William Forsyth (1737-1801), the arboriculturist,

« .1- .1 native. Mcldruni House, 1 milt- N by E of tbo
village, is a largo modern Grecian mansion, with finely

wooded policies. From the Scions the property passed
b\ iinmagc in 1(510 to tho Uri|ulmrls ; and its present
owner, licuuchainp Colelough llrqulmrt, Esq. (b. 1830;
mi. . 18(11), holds .18H7 i . - in the shire, valued at £0707
per annum. Another mansion is Tnlloch Cottago

;
and,

in all, 4 proprietors hold each an annual value of £.100

and upwards, 6 of between £100 and £500, 8 of from
£60 t<> £100, and 40 of from £20 to £50. Since 1875
giving off a portion to tho quoad sacra parish of Barthol
Chapel, Meldrum is in the presbytery of Garioch and
the synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £335.

Three public schools—Commercial Road, Kirk Street

infant, and Tullooh—with rcspoetivo accommodation
for 416, 126, and 70 children, had (1883) an average
attendance of 234, 89, and 42, and grants of £212, 14s.,

£61, 16s., and £33, 16s. Valuation (1860) £8528, (1884)

£11,710, 6s. 3d., plus £303 for railway. Pop. (1801)

1584, (1831) 1790, (1861) 2343, (1871) 2330, (1881)

2254, of whom 2136 were in the ecclesiastical parish.—Ord. Sur., shs. 76, 77, 86, 87, 1873-76.

Melfort, a sea-loch of Kilninver and Kilmelfort parish,

Argyllshire, opening between Points Dcgnish and
Ashnish, opposite the middle of Luing island. With a
width of 1 j mile at the entrance, it penetrates the land

8J miles east-north-eastward; is sprinkled with islets;

and takes its name from Gaelic words signifying 'the

lake of the strong eminence,' and alluding to the hill-

ranges that flank its shores. It is fed by streams
flowing From fresh-water lakes at distances of from 2 or

3 to 7 miles ; has on its N side, at a secluded spot amid
thick environments of wood, a cave, traditionally said

to have been inhabited for a time by the first settlers in

Lorn ; is overlooked, at the head, by Melfort House
;

and gives the titles of Viscount and Earl in the peerage
of Scotland, and that of Duke in the peerage of France,

to the Earl of Perth.

Melgam Water, a rivulet of Lintrathen parish, W
Forfarshire. Rising as the Back Water, at an altitude

of 1970 feet, in the northern extremity of the parish,

it winds 15 miles south-by-eastward—for the last 2
miles along the Kingoldrum and Airlio boundary

—

till, after a total descent of 1600 feet, it falls into the

Isla opposite Airlie Castle. It abounds in trout ; and
salmon ascend it for 2 miles, as far as the Loups of

Kenny.—Ord. Sur., sh. 56, 1870.

Melgund, an ruined castle in Aberlemno parish,

Forfarshire, 3g miles N by E of Auldbar station. Built

according to tradition by Cardinal Beaton, it appears to

have been a strong and superb edifice of great extent,

with a magnificent banqueting hall. It is still repre-

sented by large and interesting remains ; and it gives

to the Earl of MlNTO the title of Viscount (ere. 1813),

the first Earl's father, Sir Gilbert Elliot, having married
Agnes Murray Kynynmound, heiress of Melgund.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Melista. See Mealista.
Mellerstain, a seat of the Earl of Haddington in the

E of Earlston parish, Berwickshire, on a rising-ground

near the right bank of the lake-like Eden, 7 miles NW
of Kelso. It is a fine mansion, with beautifully wooded
grounds. About 1719 Rachel, daughter and heiress of

George Baillie of Jeiiviswood and Mellerstain, married
Charles, Lord Binning, eldest son of the sixth Earl of

Haddington. Their second son took the name of Baillie

on inheriting the estates of his maternal grandfather
;

and his grandson in 1858 succeeded his cousin as tenth
Earl of Haddington.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865. See
Tyxin'ghame.

Melloncharles, a village in Gairloch parish, Ross-

shire. Pop. (1871) 313.

Melmont or Molmont. See Galston.
Melness, a hamlet in Tongue parish, Sutherland.

The hamlet lies on the W side of Tongue Bay, 34 miles

N by W of Lairg station. It has a Free church.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 114, 1830.
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Melrose (Brit. Mdl-Wios, 'tho projection of the
meadow'), a parish, containing a post-town of the same
name, at the extreme northern corner of Roxburghshire.
It is bounded N and E by Berwickshire, SE corner by
St Boswolls parish, S by Bowden parish, at the SVV
corner by tho part of Galashiels parish in Roxburgh-
shire, oil the rest, of the SW side by Selkirkshire,

and W by Edinburghshire. The boundary is largely

natural. Starting at the point at the NW corner where
the counties of Edinburgh, Berwick, and Roxburgh
meet, it follows the watershed between Leader Water
and Allan Water, until it reaches the upper part of

Lauder Burn, whence it passes irregularly first NE and
then SE, till it reaches tho Leader near the Bluecairn

Burn. It passes up the latter to the road westward from
Bluecairn Farm, ami follows this road to a small burn
that Hows past Kedslie, which it follows downward for

about i mile, and then strikes irregularly ESE to tho
Leader Water N of Leadervale House, and follows the

course of that stream for 4|- miles to its junction with tho

Tweed, and thereafter tho course of the Tweed downward
for 3§ miles. Along the S side the line follows an
irregular course westward over the top of the centre peak
of the Eildons (1385 feet), along the S side of Cauldshiels

Loch, till it joins the Tweed at Abbotsford Ferry station.

It follows the course of the river downward 1J mile to

the junction of Gala Water, whence it follows, in the

main, the course of the latter stream to the point where
the counties of Selkirk, Edinburgh, and Roxburgh meet,

and then strikes along tbo high ground E of Gala Water
to the starting-point. The greatest length of the parish,

from NW at the point where Edinburghshire, Berwick-

shire, and Roxburghshire meet, to the lowest point on
the Tweed that the parish reaches, is 11 miles-; the

average breadth is about 5 miles ; and the ares is

26.058J acres, of which 264\ are water. From the

mouth of Gala Water to the mouth of Leader Water,

the Tweed flows 4J miles across the parish, dividing it

into two very unequal portions, that to the S of the river

being only about J of the whole. In both portions the

surface is hilly, and rises for the most part rapidly

from the bed of the river Tweed, which is a little

under 300 feet above sea-level. On the S the height

rises, in the course of £ mile, to 508 feet near Hunfly-

burn House, 540 W of Viewbank, and 510 E of Oaken-

dean House. From the first point the rise is continued

south-westward to 876 feet above Cauldshiels Loch ;

and from the other two more rapidly southward to

the summit of the Eildon Hills, of the three tops of

Which the E (1327 feet) and the centre (1385) are in this

parish. To the N of the Tweed the ground again rises

rapidly to an elevation of over 700 feet, and then passes

northwards in two ranges of heights, of which that to

the E, between the valleys of the Leader and Allan, is

876 feet high near Avenel plantation, 929 between

Housebyres and Mosshouses, 979 near Jeanfield, 829

near the border W of Blainslie, and 1057 farther to the

W between Newhouses and Threepwood ; that to the W,
between the valleys of the Allan and Gala, is 1018 feet

(S) and 1031 (N) at Langlee, 1064 at Buckholm Hill,

1315 at William Law, 1219 at Hawkshawhead, and
1126 at Allanshaws. The lower districts are cultivated,

and the upper afford excellent pasture, while planta-

tions and belting of trees are to be found all over tho

parish, and cover about 3000 acres. The soil in the

southern district is chiefly a strong clay, well adapted

for wheat. Along the valley of the Tweed—where there

seems to have been at one time a great lake, and

where, even within the last two centuries, the river

course has evidently in places been changed ; since a

fine rich haugh, now on the S side of the river, is called

Gattonside Haugh, and its feudal tenures show that it

once actually formed a part of the Gattonside lands,

which are on the N side of the river—it is a rich alluvial

earth ; while tho northern district varies from light loam

mixed with sand on a gravelly bottom, to strong wet

clay full of springs, and moss which sometimes overlies

marl. The underlying rocks are Lower Silurian, above

which, in the £ and SE, are sandstones of later age.
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These are quarried for building purposes, but ihe rock

is of inferior quality, and most of the building-stone

used is brought from adjoining parishes. The drainage

of the parish is effected on the W by the Gala and the

burns flowing into it, of which the Halk Burn is the

chief ; in the centre by Allan Water, which, rising at

the NW corner at Blinkbonnie, flows southward for 9

miles to the Tweed, a short distance above Pavilion, 1^

mile above Melrose. It receives a number of smaller

burns, of which the chief is Threepwood Burn. The
lower part of its course is prettily wooded, and the

valley is the prototype of the ' Glendearg ' of Sir Walter

Scott's Monastery. The drainage on the E is carried off

by the Leader and the various burns entering it, of

which the Clackmae and Packmans Burns are the chief.

In the portion of the parish to the S of the Tweed are

Huntly Burn, entering the Tweed opposite Gattonside ;

Maltkouse or Dingle Burn, flowing past the town of

Melrose ;
Bogle Burn, rising on the SE side of the

Eildon Hills, and entering the Tweed at Old Melrose ; a

burn joining the Tweed near Langlands ; and the lower

part of the course of Bowden Burn. Huntly Burn is

closely associated with Thomas the Rhymer (see Earls-

ton), and one finely-wooded hollow on its course—

a

favourite resort of Sir Walter Scott—is known as The
Rhymer's Glen. Bogle Burn also is said to take its

name from the Bogles or Goblins with whom Thomas
was so familiar. The parish is traversed by the main
inland road from Edinburgh to Berwick, which winds
along the N side of the Gala, crosses the Tweed by a good
stone bridge W of Darnlee, passes through the town of

Melrose, and then south-eastward by Newtown till it

joins the road from Selkirk to Kelso, and thence to Ber-

wick. From N to S, on the E border, along the valley

of the Leader, is a main road, leaving the south coast-

roa' 1 at Musselburgh, traversing Lauderdale, crossing the

Tweed close to the mouth of the Leader, and joining the

first main road f mile N of Newtown. The main section

of the North British railway, worked in connection with
the Midland railway, and known as the Waverley route,

passes through the parish, keeping closely to the line of

the first-mentioned main road ; while 2 miles beyond
Melrose station it is joined by the Berwick and Duns
branch of the same system, which crosses the Tweed at

Leaderfoot, and follows the line of the second road for

2j miles to the northward, till crossing the Leader it

enters Berwickshire. Half-a-mile SE of the mouth of

the Leader, and 1\ miles E of the modern town of

Melrose, is a promontory formed by a loop of the Tweed,
and measuring 4 furlongs by 2, which is known as Old
Melrose, and which is the ' projection ' from which the

name of the parish is said to come. The banks of the river

all round are lofty, wooded, and rocky, and from them the

ground rises in a smooth grassy ascent to a small plateau

occupied by the modern mansion of Old Melrose. Old
Melrose was the site of one of the earliest Columban
establishments on the mainland of Scotland. It owed
its foundation to St Aidan, who, with a number of

brethren from Iona, had, about 635, on the invitation

of Oswald, King of Northumbria, established a monas-
tery at Lindisfarne for the purpose of instructing the
Saxons in Christianity. Aidan seems to have chosen
twelve Saxon youths to be trained and sent out to

preach and teach, and one of these, Eata, became,
aboul tin' middle of the 7th century, the first abbot
of tho Columban monastery of Melrose. The prior

during part of tho time, and subsequently his successor,

was that St Boisil or Boswell who has given name to

the adjoining parish, and he in turn was succeeded by
his pupil St Cuthbert. In 839 tho monastery was
burned by Kenneth, King of Scots, but reappears again
rebuilt, and the temporary resting-place of the body of

St Cuthbert, which had been removed from Lindisfarne
on account of the invasion of the Danes. It seems to

have declined about the samo time as the parent
monastery in Iona, and to have become, in the latter

part of the 11th century, ruined and deserted, for when
between 1073 and 1075 Aldwin, Turgot—afterwards
Bishop of St Andrews and confessor to St Margaret the

75

queen of Malcolm III.—and other monks came from
' Girwy to what was formerly the monastery of Mailros'
they found it ' then a solitude,' and they, being per-

secuted on account of their opinions and threatened
with excommunication if they remained, had also soon
to withdraw. From this time onward the place was
never again the site of a monastery, but there was a
chapel dedicated to St Cuthbert, and, till between 1126
and 1136, when David I. exchanged it for the church at
Berwick, dependent on the priory of Durham, as the
former church had been dependent on the abbey of
Lindisfarne. This chapel seems to have been held in

great esteem, for when it was burned by the English in

the reign of Robert Bruce, in 1321, Symon, Bishop of

Galloway, describing the chapel as recently burned by
the English, grants ' a relaxation of forty days' penance
to all truly penitent and confessed who should, with
consent of their diocesan, devoutly visit the chapel of

Saint Cuthbert of Old Melros, where that saint lived a
monastic life and was celebrated for his miracles ; or
should contribute of their goods' ; while between 1417
and 1431 we find Pope Martin V., at the instance of

John, dean of Cavertoun, one of the monks of Melrose,
granting to all who should make pilgrimage to, or con-
tribution to, the same chapel ' a remission of penance for

seven years and seven Lents on all the festivals of St
Cuthbert and on certain other holidays.' The place

where the chapel stood continues to be called Chapel-
knowe, and adjacent portions of the Tweed still bear the
names of Monk-ford and Haly-wheel—the holy whirl-

pool or eddy. Pilgrims from the north approached by a
road known as the Girthgate, which led from Soutra
hospice by Colmslie, near the centre of the northern
portion of the parish and across the Tweed to the bond.
It seems to have had the privilege of sanctuary. It

crossed the river at Bridgend, about 1 mile W of Dar-
nick, where a bridge with stone piers and wooden beams
seems afterwards to have been built. Considerable re-

mains of the latter are mentioned by Pennant in 1772
as having been standing when he visited the place. The
early monastery seems to have been protected by a wall
running across the neck of the peninsula, traces of
which remained in 1743, when Milne rmblished his

account of Melrose. There are traditions of an abbey
called the Red Abbey having stood near the village of

Newstead, midway between Old and modern Melrose.
In the district N of the Tweed there were chapels at

Chieldhelles, at Blainslie on the extreme NE, and,
according to Milne, also at Colmslie on Allan Water

—

said to take its name from the patron, St Columba

—

and at Gattonside. The present name of the parish

seems to have been assumed from the old Culdee settle-

ment, by the monks, when the modern abbey was founded,
and applied by them to the whole district occupied by
their early possessions, the boundaries of which corre-

spond pretty nearly with the present limits of the
parish. At the Reformation, and for a considerable time
afterwards, down to about 1584, Melrose, Liowden,
Lilliesleaf, and Langnewtoun were under the charge of

one minister, with a reader at Melrose. In the year
just mentioned it is noticed as a separate charge, and
that state of matters continued. The earliest mini-
ster was John Knox, whose tombstone still remains
in the abbey churchyard, and who was a nephew and
namesake of the great Reformer. Ho died in 1623, and,

under the modified Episcopacy of the time, was succeeded
by Thomas Forrester, a poet, who was bold enough to

introduce into the litany the special prayer, ' From all

tho knock-down race of Knoxes, good Lord, deliver us.'

Besides this ho also declared that the Reformation had
done incalculable harm to Christianity ; that the liturgy

was better than sermon ; and that bringing corn in from
the fields on tho Sabbath was a work of necessity—tho
last of which propositions he practically exemplified.

For these and other delinquencies he was deposed by the
Glasgow Assembly of 1638.

The principal antiquities, besides thoso already men-
tioned and those noticed in tho following article, and
in the account of the Eildon Hills, are remains of

21
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amps between Kittyfield and Leaderfoot; Nof Kaeaide,
near Abbotaford ; and nt Mars Loo Wood ; and border
peek at Buokholm on the Gala, in the valley of the
Allan, and at Darniok. The principal mansions, most
of which are separately noticed, are Abbotaford, Allerly,

Ohlefswood—once the residence of Lookhart, Scott's son-
in-law—Drygrange, Eildon Hall, Huntly-burn House—
( nee the residence of Scott's friends, tho Fcrgussons,
and the name itself of Sir Walter's choosing—Gatton-
aide Honse, Ladhope House, Langhaugh, Lowood,
Abbey Park, Tlio Pavilion, Tlio Priory, Prior Wood
formerly Trior Bank—once the residence of tlio well-
known Edinburgh ])nblislier, Tait, tlio founder of Tail's

MaganiiM, which was established to oppose Blackwood's
Magcuitu—Baven8Wood,Sunnyside,Tnreepwood, White-
li a, w > Bter Langlee, andWooplaw. Besides the town of
Melrose, which is noticed in tlio following article, tho
|>ari>li contains also tlio villages of 1!i.ainsi.ik(N E), Dai;-
M' k S

. (Iai idNsllin (S), NHWSTKAI) (SE), NlCWTOWN
(i rtn me SE), and part of tho town of Galashiels—all

of whic h are separately noticed— and the hamlet of
Eildon, Except in Galashiels there are no industries,

and the population of the parish are mostly engaged in
agriculture. In suitable spots there arc excellent
orchards—legacies of the monks—some of which are
very productive, those in the Gattonsido district

being said to produce more fruit than all tho others
in the vale of Tweed. About £ mile WSW of
the town of Melrose, on Bowdcn Moor, is the
dist rid lunatic asylum for the counties of Roxburgh,
Selkirk, and Berwick, which with its grounds covers a
space of 25 acres. The buildings occupy three sides of
a m tangle ; the principal front to tho SW being 377
feet long, and the wings each 148 feet. They are
mostly two stories in height, and two towers are 100
feet high. The asylum was erected in 1870-72, after

designs by Messrs Brown & Wardrop of Edinburgh, at
a cost, inclusive of site, of £46,500, and there is accom-
modation for about 150 patients. To tho N of Darnick,
and about 1 mile W of the town of Melrose, is a rising-

ground, called Skinners or Skirmish Hill, tho name
being taken from the last great battle among the
borderers proper in 1526. In that year, James V.,
tired of the dominion of tho Douglases, sent word,
privately, to Scott of Buecleuch to como to his rescue.

This Scott did, but the forces of Angus, Home, and the
Kerrs proved too strong for him, and his men fled.

Pitscottie tells the story at length. The place is now
the site of the Waverley Hydropathic Establishment.
Erected in 1871, and enlarged in 1876, this is a fine

edifice, with accommodation for 150 visitors. Its din-
ing and drawing rooms each are 84 feet long ; and there
are also a news-room, library, two billiard rooms, etc.,

besides every variety of bath. The grounds, 40 acres in
extent, arc tastefully laid out ; and tho view around is

of singular beauty.

In common with the whole district, the parish suffered

severely from the ravages of the English during Here-
ford's invasions in 1544-45, and at a later date, Oliver
Cromwell gets the credit of having pounded the ruins
of the abbey from the heights above Gattonside. Besides
the churches in the town, which aro noticed in the
following article, there are also Established and Free
churches in Galashiels, on the Melrose side of the Gala
(Ladhope), and there is a U.P. church at Newtown.
The civil parish contains the quoad sacra parish of Lad-
hope, which includes part of Galashiels. Ecclesiastically

the parish is in the presbytery of Selkirk and the synod
of Merse and Tcviotdale, and the living is worth £482
a year. In 1883 the following were the schools—all

public but the last—under Melrose school-board, with
their accommodation, average attendance, and Govern-
ment grant :—Blainslie (110, 64, £50, 17s.), Gattonside
(87, 46, £37, 19s.), Glendinning Terrace (300, 342, £316,
13s.), Langshaw (51, 35, £40), Melrose (300, 177, £165,
0s. 6d.), and Newstead Subscription (86, 68, £46, 6s).

Valuation (1864) £42,344, 8s. 2d., (1882) £43,757,
16s. 8d., (1884) £39,900, 12s. 5d. Pop. (1801) 2654,
(1831) 4339, (1861) 7654, (1871) 9432, (1881) 11,131, of

whom 4555 were in the ecclesiastical parish, and 6576
in Ladhope quoad sacra parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 25,
1865.

Tho U.P. Church has a presbytery of Melrose, which
holds it meetings in the town, and includes 2 churches
at Earlston, 3 at Galashiels, 3 at Hawick, 2 at Selkirk,
and thoso at Innerleithen, Lauder, Lilliesleaf, Melrose,
Newtown, and Stow.

Melrose, a post town and burgh of barony, in the
southern section of tho parish just described, between
the Tweed and tho northern base of the Eildon Hills.

Tho station, on the Waverley section of the North
British railway system, is 3J miles ESE of Galashiels,

15J N by E of Hawick, and 37.{ SE by S of Edinburgh.
By road, tho place is 7 miles NE by N of Selkirk, 11
NW of Jedburgh, and 35 SE by S of Edinburgh. The
situation and surroundings aro very beautiful. Looked
at from about tho town, tho heights that border the
Tweed seem to closo in at either end, so that the place

nestles in tho long hill girt hollow known as the Vale
of Melrose. Tho town, which dates from very ancient
times, was originally a small village called Fordel, and
the present name was transferred to it from Old Melrose
at or shortly after tho foundation of the abbey in 1136.

It shared largely and constantly in the fortunes of tho
monks. During Hertford's invasion, in 1544-45, it was
twice plundered and destroyed ; and though, after the
Reformation it struggled on for a time as the seat of a
small trade, it ultimately fell into poverty and decay, a

stato of matters that lasted well into tho present century.

Then tho revival of the taste for Gothic architecture

brought the ruins of the abbey into prominence, and
this, and the associations of the district with Sir Walter
Scott, made it a tourist centre. The tourists were
followed by people of independent means, who were
led by the beauty and amenity of the neighbourhood to

take up here their occasional or permanent residence,

and all these causes combined have given Melrose a

fresh start in prosperity. The town proper, which is

the Kennaquhair of the Abbot and the Monastery, con-

sists of 3 streets, branching off from the coraeis of an
open triangular space, known as the market place, close

to the station. The street leading northward to Gatton-

side, and that passing southward by Dingleton, are both
narrow and old, but High Street, which leads north-

westwards towards Galashiels, has been widened and
improved as new buildings have replaced old. The
suburbs are principally lines and groups of villas, ex-

tending about a mile westward from the end of High
Street, by Weirhill and High Cross. Many of the older

houses of the town show, amid the general plainness ot

their walls, stones whose carvings prove that they have
como from the ruins of the abbey, at a time when its

walls were deemed of so little importance as to be
practically a quarry for whosoever chose. In the centre

of the market place, supported by five courses of steps,

stands the market cross, bearing the date of 1642, and
surmounted by the unicorn of the Scottish arms with
mallet and rose. It seems to have replaced an older cross

of some sanctity, which was destroyed in 1604. A
patch of land, called 'the Corse Rig,' in a field near the

town, is held by the proprietor on the condition of his

keeping the cross in repair. Another cross, which
anciently stood on a spot about | mile to the W, bore

the name of the High Cross, which it has bequeathed

to the modern suburb around its site. The so-called jail

has long ceased to be used for that purpose, and the lower

part is now a store for the victual feu-duties payable by
tho Duke of Buccleugh's vassals, while the upper is occa-

sionally used as a public hall. It stands on the site ofan
olilcr jail, on a stone of which, that is still preserved,

thero is sculptured one of those anagrams that were from

two to three centuries ago somewhat common, viz. :—

a

mason's ' mell' and a 'rose,' representing the name of the

place. In an old gabled house, bearing the date of 1635,

which projected into the street opposite the King's Arms
Hotel, but which is now demolished, General Leslie

slept on the night before the battle of Philipiiaugh. A
suspension bridge (iS26) for foot-passengers crosses the
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Tweed to the N of the town, behind and a little below the
Weirhill, and connects Melrose with Gattonside. The
parish church, a plain and indeed somewhat ugly build-

ing, with a spire and clock, was erected in 1810, and
stands on a rising ground—the Weirhill proper, the
Weir being behind it—in the Weirhill suburb. The
Free church, which stands on the same eminence, is a
handsome building in the Early Euglish style, with a
well proportioned spire, and containing 550 sittings.

The U. P. and Congregational churches call for no special

notice. The former, which was built at High Cross in

1872 to replace a small barn-like structure in the town,
contains 500 sittings ; the latter contains 250 sittings.

Trinity Episcopal church, in the western part'of Weirhill,

was built in 1849 after designs by Sir George Gilbert

Scott. It is a tasteful building in the Early English style,

with a good eastern window and a stone pulpit. It con-

tains 175 sittings. The cemetery is to the S of the
Free church. The Corn Exchange, in the market
place, was erected in 1862-63, after designs by Cousin,

at a cost of about £3000, and is a large handsome struc-

ture, serving not only for sales and similar purposes,

but also for lectures, concerts, and public meetings.

The hall has accommodation for 500 people. The public

schools have been already noticed under the parish. The
water-works belong to a joint-stock company (1838), and
the water, which is very pure, is obtained from springs

on the Eildon Hills. The reservoir has a capacity of

about 35, 000 gallons. Gas is also supplied by a joint-stock
company (1836) ; and the drainage system, which is by no
means complete, and does not include the whole of the
town, was carried out by voluntary assessment. There are

now no industries, but the place was long famous for the
manufacture of a fabric called Melrose-land linen, for

which there was a demand in London as well as in

foreign countries. So early as 1668 the weavers were
incorporated under a seal-of-cause from John, Earl of
Haddington, the superior of the burgh, and for a con-
siderable period preceding 1766 the quantity of linen

stamped averaged annually between 23,000 and 24,000
yards, valued at upwards of £2500. Towards the end
of last century, however, the manufacture rapidly de-

clined, and long ago became quite extinct. Cotton-
weaving for the manufacturers of Glasgow which followed
had a short period of success, but soon also became
extinct. A bleachiield for linen, wdiich still gives name
to a spot on the W slope of the Weir Hill, was also tried

but failed, and even the woollen trade, so singularly

prosperous in some of the other Border towns, though
tried, proved also a failure.

Melrose, under the abbey, was a burgh of regality

;

but in 1609, when the Abbey and lands were erected
into a temporal lordship, it was made a burgh of barony,
which status it still retains. There is a baron-bailie

appointed by the present superior, the Duke of
Buccleuch, but there aro no burgh courts and no burgh
property, income, or expenditure. An ancient fair,

held in spring, called Kier or Scarce-Thursday fair, was
long a famous carnival season ; but afterwards became
merely a business market, and then died out altogether.
The weekly corn and general market is on Monday:
lairs for hiring are held, for hinds on the first Monday
of March, for young men and women on the first Mon-
day of May and the first Monday of November, and for

harvest hands on the first Monday of August ; for cattle

and horses on the first Wednesday of June and 22
Nov., unless that day fall on Saturday, Sunday,
or Monday, and then on the Tuesday following; for

lambs—the largest fair in the Border counties—on
12 Aug., unless that day be a Saturday, Sunday, or
Monday, and then on the Tuesday following ; and for

ewes and other stock on the Saturday after the first

Tuesday of October. These markets have now, how-
ever, almost disappeared, owing to the establishment of

weekly cattle sales at Newtown St Boswolls.

The town has a head post office, with money order,
savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments

;

branches of the British Liuen Company and Royal
banks, agencies of 15 insurance companies, and 6 hotels.

A justice of peace court is held on the first Wednesday
of every month, and sheriff small debt courts on the
Saturdays after the second Monday of February and
May, after the first Monday of September, and after

the second Monday of December. Among the miscel-

laneous institutions are two boarding schools for

young ladies, a masonic hall, a public library,

bowling, curling, and cricket clubs, a company of rifle

volunteers, a horticultural and floral society, a branch
of the Bible Society, and a branch of the Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The
members of the masonic lodge (St John's—not, however,
in connection with the Grand Lodge) have, every year, on
St John's Eve, a torchlight procession round the abbey,

and on Fastern's E'en a football match between the
married and unmarried men of the town is kept up
along the main street from early afternoon till evening.

Pop. of town (1841) 893, (1861) 1141, (1871) 1405,

(1881) 1550, of whom 913 were females. Houses (1881)
321 inhabited, 15 vacant, 7 building.

The Abbey of Melrose, which is the great centre of

attraction in the town, stands on low level ground to

the E, almost midway between the Eildons and the

Tweed. Coming in succession to the Columban establish-

ment already noticed, but moved to a better site, it was
founded by David I. in 1136, the monks, who were of

the Cistercian order, having been brought from Rievale

in Yorkshire. To them, and ' to their successors, for a

perpetual possession,' David granted 'the lands of

Melros, and the whole land of Eldune, and the whole
land of Dernwic ... all the fruits,fand pasture,

and timber in my land, and in the forest of Selkirk and
Traquhair, and between Gala and Leadir Water, besides

both the fishery on the Tweed everywhere, on their side

of the river as on mine, and ... in addition, the
whole land and pasture of Galtuneside.' The original

buildings were not finished till 1146, in which year, on
28 July, the church was, with great solemnity, con-

secrated and dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Malcolm
IV. confirmed the grants of his predecessor, and added
fresh lands, as also did William the Lyon, in whose
reign the monastic possessions increased greatly by gifts

from the king, from Alan, his steward, and from the

powerful family of De Moreville ; and Laurence, Abbot
of Melrose, was one of those who, along with the king,

swore fealty to Henry II. at York in 1175. Standing
near the border, the Abbey could hardly fail to figure

in many of the historical transactions of this troublous

time. It was in its chapter-house that the Yorkshire
barons, united against King John, swore fealty to

Alexander II. in 1215. In 1295 Edward I. gave formal
protection to its monks, and in 1296, while resting at

Berwick, after the apparent general submission of Scot-

land to his usurpation, he issued a writ ordering a
restitution to them of all the property they had lost in

the preceding struggle. In 1321 or 1322 the original

structure was burned by the English under Edward II.,

and probably reduced to a state of entire ruin, while
William de Peebles, the abbot, and a number of the

monks were killed. This led to a grant from Kiug
Robert I., in 1326, of £2000, to bo obtained from his

wards, reliefs, maritages, escheats, fines, etc., in the
sheriffdom of Roxburgh, and to be applied to the re-

building of the church. The sum was a large one for

that time, and the whole amount was not realised till

long after. In 1329, a few months before his death,

Robert wrote a letter to his son David, requesting that

bis heart should bo buried at Melrose, and commending
the monastery and the church to Ins successor's especial

favour—favour which was certainly given, for so late as

1369 wo find David renewing his father's gift. It is to

this grant that we owe a considerable part of the present
building. The community, too, enjoyed the favour of

some of the English kings, no less than that of its own
native monarchs, for in 1328 Edward III. ordered Hie,

restoration to the abbey of pensions and lands which it

had held in England, and which had been seized by
Edward II. In 1334 the samo monarch gnnled a pro-

tection to Molroso in common with the other abbeys of
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thi Scottish border; In 1841 ho camp herefrom New-
c:blli' to spend Christinas ; ami in 13-18 ho issued a writ,

•d« tenia liberandia abbati de Meaurose,' ordering tlio

giving>up of certain landa to tho abbot. In 1378,
Kichnrd II., following the example of Edward, again

renewed tho protection, but his fruitless expedition into

S otland in 138.1 so exasperated him, that, in that year,

after spending a night in the Abbey, he caused it to bo

burned. His conscience would, however, soom to have

troubled him on the subject, for four years afterwards

the monks wore indemnified for tho damago ho did

them by tho grant of two shillings on each of 1000
sacks of wool exported by them from Berwick—a privi-

lege revoked, however, in 1390, in consequenco of an
I'li'orl to export '200 sacks more than tho fixed number.
Notwithstanding theso many disasters tho placo in-

creased in wealth and architectural splendour, and it

nil the more severe damage and dilapidations

thai P 1 it during the reigna of Henry VIII., Edward
VI. .and Elizabeth; that ruin began finally to impend. In

1644 the English penetrated to Melrose, destroyed a

rl of the Abbey, and defaced the tombs of the

Douglases; and in 1545 they again, under tho leader-

ship of Lord Evers and Sir Brian Latoun, returned

to tho work of pillage, and on their retreat tho

Earl of Angus and Scott of Buccleuch avenged
I In- ravaged country and the defaced tombs at the battle

oi AJJOBUM Moor. The Reformation was rapidly

approaching, and though donations were given by
various individuals for rebuilding, the Abbey never

recovered the damage then suffered. In 1541 James V.

obtained from the Pope the Abbeys of Melrose and
Kelso to be held in commendam by his illegitimate son

James, who died in 1558. In 1560 all tho 'abbacie'

nexed to the Crown without power of alienation,

but this was altered by subsequent Acts of Parliament,

and in 1506 Queen Mary granted the lands to James,
Earl df Bothwell. On his forfeiture in 1568 they again

reverted to the Crown, and were, by James VI., at the

instigation of the Earl of Morton, bestowed in com-

mendam on James Douglas, second son of William
Douglas of Loch Leven. Douglas took down part of

the walls to build for himself the house which still

stands to the N of the cloisters, and which bears the

date 1590 ; but in 1606 the commendator resigned the

monastery, with all its pertinents, into the hands of the

king, to be erected into a temporal lordship, in favour

of William, Earl of Morton. In 1608 the resignation

was repeated, but without qualification, the property to

be disposed of as 'his hienes sail think expedient,' and
so, in 1609, the lands were, with some exceptions, erected

into a lordship in favour of Sir John Ramsay, who had
assisted King James at the time of the Gowrie con-

spiracy, and who had already, in 1606, been rewarded

with the title of Viscount Haddington. He died,

without issue, in 1625, and the estates reverted to the

Crown. Sir Thomas Hamilton, a celebrated lawyer,

familiarly known as Tam o' the Cowgate, who had, in

1619, been created Earl of Melrose, and who afterwards

changed that title for that of Earl of Haddington,

eventually obtained the Abbey and the greater part of

its domains, and, in more recent times, he has been

succeeded in the splendid heritage by the family of

Buccleuch.
The monks of this abbey were the first Cistercians who

obtained footiDg in Scotland, and they always held the

foremost place among their order throughout the king-

dom. In their earlier days they seem to have been frugal

and industrious, careful of their rights in opposition to

the neighbouring barons,* diligent in the cultivation of

* Many accounts have been preserved of their quarrels with their

neighbours. So long and pcrti urinous was tin.- contest between
them and the people in the vale of Gala Water—then called Wedale
—about pannage and pasturage, that in 1184 a formal settlement,

known as 'the Peace of Wedale,' was made by William the Lyon,

assisted by his bishops and barons; and even this does not seem
to have been finally successful, for in 1209 w e again find that John
of Edenham, the abbot, and many of the brethren were excom-
municated for violating the Peace of Wedale, attacking Home houses

of the Bishop of St Andrews, and slaying one ecclesiastic and
wounding others.
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their land, iii their attention to the building of the
church and monastery, and in the promotion of such
arts as wore known at the time. How they had fallen
oil' before tho period of tho Reformation is seen in the
ellbrts made for their reform during tho 15th century
by Innocent VIII., and in tho 16th century by the
gonoral chapter at Cisteaux, even if we do not accept as
necessarily true the declaration of the old words of
Galashiels:—

' The monks of Mclroso made gudo kail,
On Fridays when they fasted

;

They wanted neither beef nor ale
As long as their neighbours' lasted.'

The regard in which they were held by Bruce and his
successors was probably due to the fact that, although
exempted by charters and by custom from rendering
military service to the Crown, yet they fought under
James the Steward of Scotland during the war of the
Succession, and again under Walter the Steward, in
strenuous support of tho infant prince David Bruce.
Thus during the invasion of Edward II. in 1322, when
Douglas and his band were in the neighbouring forest,

watching for an opportunity to molest the English, he
was, with a picked body of men, admitted within the
precinct of Melrose, whence, according to Barbour,

'A rycht sturdy frer he sent
With out the yate thair come to se.'

And the friar, 'all stout, derff, and hardy,' set forth
accordingly in somewhat warlike array, for although
'hys niekill hud helyt haly ' was all ' the armur that he
on him had,' yet

'Apon a stalwart horss he rad,
And in his hand he had a sper."

When the scout gave the signal, Douglas rushing out
beat back this English advanced guard, and Barbour
makes the English return home again ; but Fordoun
says that it was in revenge for this that Edward burned
the abbey in 1322, slew many of the monks, and pro-

fanely carried off the silver pix. Declarations were
afterwards made by both Stewards, and subsequently
confirmed by the Duke of Albany on the day of tho
Feast of James the Apostle in 1403, that the military
service of the monks, having been rendered by the
special grace of the abbot and convent, and not in terms
of any duty they owed to the Crown, should not be
regarded as any precedent for their future conduct.
The only part of the buildings that now remains is

the ruin of the church, which, though it wants the
dignity of Elgin Cathedral, is yet, from its richness

and symmetry, one of the finest pieces of architecture in

Scotland. ' In some buildings,' says Dr Hill Burton,
writing in Billings' Baronial and Ecclesiastical Anti-
quities of Scotland, ' the plan is massive, and the decora-

tions, as if in contrast to it, light and rich ; in others a
building comparatively meagre is enriched by the massive-
ness of the decorations, but here the art both of the
designer and the decorator—whether the same person or

different—has been employed to the utmost in divesting

the material of its natural character of ponderosity, and
rearing high overhead a fane such as aerial beings might
be supposed to create with the most ductile and delicate

material ;
' and he goes on to compare some of the archi-

tectural features with those of the cathedrals at Strasbourg
and Antwerp. The style is generally given as Perpen-
dicular, but, as the same writer points out, after the war
of Independence, Scottish art agrees with Continental and
not with English types, and in no ecclesiastical building

in Scotland will the depressed four centre arch, charac-

teristic of the true Perpendicular, be found. The
ogee canopy or hood, which is its counterpart, is

to be found at Melrose, but the arch it surmounts
is purely Pointed. How carefully and with what con-
scientious regard for the dignity and worth of labour the
craftsmen toiled, is shown by the beauties only discover-

able on close examination, and by finding details high
up in air as well finished as if they were where they
could be constantly looked at. The monastery buildings

stood to the N and NW of the church, but they are
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entirely gone, and nothing can now be ascertained as to

their extent. A large portion of them must have been
removed to provide materials for the house that Com-
mendator Douglas erected in 1590, and subsequently the

walls were, no doubt, used pretty much as a quarry for

whosoever chose. The stones of the vaulted roof con-

structed over part of the nave in 1618 were obtaiued from
the same source, as were also those of the old town jail,

and materials for repairs at the mills and sluices—and in-

deed there is an old tradition that there is not a house in

the village but has in it stones taken from the monastery.
The author of the Monastic Annals of Teviotdale speaks

of a lofty building of excellent masonry that was taken
down in 1695, and says it was supposed to have been
the bakehouse, as ' it contained several well-constructed

ovens, one over another in the different stories.' He
also mentions as having then been laid bare, ' a vaulted

passage or drain, of such dimensions that two or three

persons might easily walk in it abreast,' and passing

underground from this place to several other parts of the

convent. Milne, who was parish minister, and whose
Account of Melrose was published in 1743, says that the
whole buildings were enclosed by a high wall about a

mile in circuit, and describes bases of pillars and other

traces of a building to the NE of the church. This was
probably the chapterhouse.

The present ruins of the church are evidently, in the
main, those of the building erected in 1322, though there

have been many subsequent alterations, and indeed the

windows and upper walls to the E are probably sub-

sequent to the English devastation in 1385, while portions

may date even as late as 1505. "We have already seen

that the building suffered great damage during Hertford's

invasions, and the Reformation happening very shortly

thereafter, there was no opportunity for the monks to

repair it before they had to quit altogether. Far from
a centre of population, no actual harm seems to have
been done to it, as to some of the other buildings of the
Old Church, in the actual progress of the Reformation

;

but after its desertion by its inmates, and its partial

destruction, wind and weather probably did still more
injury. In 1618, when part of the nave came to be used
as a parish church, the roof had to be closed up by the
unsightly vault of modern masonry that extends from
the crossing some 60 feet westward.* A great number
of the stone images of saints which filled the numerous
niches that adorn the walls, were left untouched till

1649, when they were almost all thrown down and
destroyed, why or by whose order is not known.
The church is cruciform, and stands E and W, the

total length in that direction being 258 feet while the
breadth is 79 feet. The transepts measure 130 feet

from N to S, and are 44 feet wide, while the one wall of

the square central tower that is still standing is 84 feet

high. The nave has had an aisle on each side, and to the
S of the south aisle there are eight small chapels separated
one from another by walls. The line of the pillars sup-
porting the arches dividing the nave from the aisles has
been continued by other two columns on each side, along
the sides of tho choir, to the chancel and lady chapel.
Of these the two to the W, of which only the bases now
remain, supported the E wall of the centre tower, and
in a line with these a row of pillars has run along from
N to S, separating the transepts from, E of the S tran-
sept, the chapel of St Bridget, and, E of tho N transept,
the chapel of St Stephen. Square projections from
these, at tho NE and SE angles of the choir, have also

formed chapels. Except at tho corner of that to tho
NE, tho walls of the transepts, chancel, and chapels are

still pretty entire, and several of the slender Hying
buttresses remain. Of the pillars between the aisle and
nave only the four next the nave now remain, and along
these the elaborate groining of tho roof over the S aisle

is intact. On the N side of tho nave the bases of three

* When the present parish church was built 111 1S10, it was in-

tended that this vault he,' should he removal, as will as the modern
wall at, the W end of it ; hut as this would have Riven increased
play to wind.it was thought heller, in the interests of the delicate
tracery of the E and a Windows, tu allow it to remain.

pillars farther W are visible, while the nave itself is

covered over by the unsightly 17th century arching
already noticed. A small doorway, opening oil' the N
aisle, is the 'steel-clenched postern door' by which Scott

in the Lay of the Last Minstrel makes the old monk
introduce William of Deloraine to the church. It leads

out into the space where the cloisters have been, where,

on the walls, there are a number of false Gothic arches

of great beauty. The carving of the ornaments of these

is particularly well preserved and beautiful. ' There is

one cloister in particular,' says Lockhart, 'along the

whole length of which there runs a cornice of flowers

and plants, entirely unrivalled, to my mind, by any-
thing elsewhere extant. I do not say in Gothic archi-

tecture merely, but in any architecture whatever. Roses
and lilies, and thistles, and ferns, and heaths, in all

their varieties, and oak leaves and ash leaves, and a

thousand beautiful shapes besides, are chiselled with
such inimitable truth and such grace of nature, that

the finest botanist in the world could not desire a better

hortus siccus, so far as they go.' The roof is quite gone,

but there are holes along the walls for the beams. The
carving of the doorway itself that leads into the cloister

is particularly worthy of notice for its exquisite under-

cutting. Over tlte chancel and lady chapel the beauti-

ful groining remains, and in the wall, above the site of

the high altar, are the remains of the tracery— still

pretty entire—of the beautiful E window where Scott

has described the moon as shining

' Through slender shafts of shapely stone,
By foliated tracery combined;

Thou would'st have tlx Might some fairy's hand,
Twixt poplars straight, the osier wand,
In many a freakish knot, had twined;

Then framed a spell, when the work was done,

And changed the willow-wreaths to stone.'

t

This window, which is 36 feet high and 16 wide, has

five mullions each 8 inches wide, with transoms, and
interwoven towards the top with very light and elegant

tracery. With this window is here associated the legend

connected in most of the other old ecclesiastical build-

ings with some of the pillars (see Roslin). Immediately
beneath the site of the high altar is the resting-place of

the heart of Robert Bruce, and to the S of it is a dark-

coloured slab of polished encrinital limestone, said to

mark the grave of Alexander II., who was buried near

tho high altar in 1249. Other authorities, however,

maintain that it marks the burial-place of St WaltheofJ
or Waldeve, who was the second abbot of the monastery
founded by King David, and that it is the slab placed

here by Ingram, Bishop of Glasgow (1164-74) who came
to Melrose, according to the Chronica de Mailros, to

open the grave after Waltheof had been buried for

twelve years, and found the body in perfect preservation.

Scott makes the old monk and William of Deloraine

seat themselves on it while waiting till the exact moment
for opening the tomb of Michael Scott should arrive.

t The description of Melrose by moonlight, with which the
second canto of the Liiii o/' the Lust Minxtni commences, is now
generally admitted to have heen purely imaginary. Some of tho
details, if real, could only have heen descrihed by one who had
heen actually about the building at night, and this in Scott's case

does not seem to have heen so. Old John Bower who was so long

the keeper of the abbey always stoutly maintained that Scott

never got the key from him at night, and so could never possibly

have heen about the ruin by moonlight, and the 'great wizard'

is said himself to have once appended to the lines the additional

ones—somewhat apocryphal :

—

' Then go and muse with deepest awo
On what the writer never saw,

Who would not wander 'ncath the moon
To see what he could see at noon.'

Moore Indeed maintained that Scott was much too practical a man
logo poking about the ruins by moonlight. Bower himself is

said in dark "nights to have accommodated poetry struck visitors

by means of a lantern set on the end of a pole. Latterly he even
preferred his double tallow -candle to the moon itself. 'It docs 11.1

Qcht up a' the Abbey at ainee, to be sure,' he would say, 1 hut
then you can shift it about, and show tho auld ruin bit by bit,

whiles the moon only shines on one side.'

} St Waltheof was a son of the wife of David I. by her first

husband, Simon, Earl of Huntingdon, and so the grandson of

Siwaid, Saxon Count of Northumberland.
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The . li.unvl was also the burinl-pliirc of tlio Donsdases,
mul tombe an pointed oul said to bo those of William
1

1 the Dark Knight of Liddesdale-r-whose murder
of Sir Alexander liamsny (sco Huhmitaoe) and subso-

queul .l.ath in Bttrick Forest at the hands of Ins own
chief, William. Bar] of Douglas, am well known—and of

James, second Karl of Douglas, the heroof Ottcrburn. Tho
Dongas tombs were all ded'nocd by Sir lialph, afterwards

Lord, Kvers in 1541, and after i ho battle of Ancruni,
Evcrs himself was buried here, his tomb being pointed

out in the corner chapel just outside the chancel. Hero
also is a slab covering the grave pointed out by John
Bower the elder as tho place that Scott had in mind
when describing the burial-place of tho 'wondrous
Michael Scott.' It is doubtful, however, whether Scott

had any particular gravo in view, and it is of course un-

necessary to point out that tho tomb hero can havo no
connection whatever with tho real Sir Michael, whoso
introduction into the Lay at that date is merely a piece

of poetical licence (sco Balweaiuk). At the northern

end of the N transept a small doorway leads into tho

sacrist}' in which is tho tombstone of Johanna, Queen
of Alexander II., with tho inscription Hie jacct Johanna
d. Boss. Higher up is a door which has been reached

by a flight of steps, and which has probably led to the

dormitory. Tho threshold of this doorway is formed
by a part of a very old tombstone : tho steps were
removed in 1730. Higher up in tho wall still is a small

circular window, said to represent a crown of thorns.

The arches here seem to be those from which tho

description in the Lay has been taken :

—

' The darken'd roof rose high aloof

On pillars lofty, ami light and small

;

The key-atone that locked each ribbed aisle

Was a lleur-de-lys, or a quatre-feuille

;

The corbells wen' carved grotesque and grim,
And the pillars, with elustcr'd shafts so trim,

With have and capital llourish'd around,
Scem'd bundles of lances which garlands had hound.'

On the W side, in elevated niches, are statues repre-

senting St Peter with his book and keys, and St Paul

with a sword. In the S transept part of the groined

roof still remains. In the W wall is a small door giving

access to the triforium passages. Over the centre is a

shield bearing a pair of compasses and fleurs-de-lis in

reference to the profession and native country of the

designer. Beside it is the inscription in old English

letter :—
' Sa gays ye eompas evyn ahout
sa truth and lauto do, but doute,
behaulde to ye hende q Johne Morvo.'

Higher up to the left is also tho following in similar

characters :

—

'John Morow sum tym callit

was I and born in Parysse
certainly and had In kepyng
al mason werk of Santan-
drays ye hye kirk of Glas-

gw Melros and Paslay of

Nyddsdayll and of Galway.
I pray to God and Man bath
and sweet .Sanct John keep this haly kirk

fra skaith.'

This is the division of lines as given on the stone. A
alight alteration converts the inscription iuto the rude

rhyme which no doubt it was meant to be. The upper

part of the S wall is occupied by a very fine window,

24 feet high and 16 wide, with five lights and ela-

borate wheel tracery over ; beneath the window is a

doorway. On the outside the window is surmounted by

nine niches, of which the centre one, which is highly

wrought, is said to have contained an image of Christ.

The eight others and four more on the side buttresses

held figures of the Apostles. Over the doorway is a

figure supposed to be that of John the Baptist, so placed

that the eye is directed upwards as if to the figure of

Christ above, and bearing a scroll with the inscription,

Ecce fdiut Dei. Beneath this is a shield with the royal

arms of Scotland. The pedestals and canopies of the

niches on the buttresses are richly carved. One of the

pedestals on the W is supported by a monk bearing a
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scroll with tho inscription, En venit Jes. seq. ccssalit

umbra, and ono on tho E by a monk having a scroll in-

scribed /'ussiis r. q. -ipse, vol'ait. Over tho E window there
aro also niches, somo of which contain broken statuettes.

That over tho ccntro of tho window has two sitting

figures with open crowns, said to represent David I. and
his queen Matilda. There are many more of theso
niches on tho S side, and in connection with a fine one,
containing a statue of tho Virgin holding tho infant

Jesus in her arms, Mil no relates a tradition, how, when
the person employed to destroy tho statues in 1649
struck at this one his first blow knocked off the head of
tho infant, which, in its fall, struck his arm and per-

manently disabled him, so that neither he nor any one
else cared to recommence tho work of destruction.*

Somo of the gargoyles are curious, and one—a pig
playing on tho bagpipe, close to the niche just men-
tioned—has acquired some celebrity.

Of the eight chapels to the S of tho south aisle the fivo

farthest to tho E aro roofed ; the others are now open.
Each of them is lit by a finely tracoried window, and in

the wall of each is a piscina. In the one next the transept

is a stone inscribed ' Orate pro anima fiat. Petre acrarii.'

In tho third is a monument to David Fletcher, minister
of Melrose, who, on the establishment of Episcopacy,

was made Bishop of Argyll. The others have long been
used as the burial-places of the Pringles of Whitebank
and Galashiels. Another branch of the Pringle family
had their burying-place, near the cloister door, marked
by the simple inscription ' Heir lyis the race of the hous
of Zair.' Few of the stones in the churchyard round
the church call for particular notice. That of John
Knox, minister of Melrose, has been already noticed.

Sir David Brewster (1781-1868), who died at Allerly, in

the parish of Melrose, is buried under the fifth window
counting from the W end of the nave. Near the SE
corner of the churchyard is the stone erected by Scott

—

with an inscription written by himself—over the grave
of Tom Purdie, long his forester, favourite, and general

manager at Abbotsford. On a small red tombstone in

the SE, without date but evidently more than 200 years

old, is the inscription :

—

' The earth goeth
on the earth
glistring like

gold:
The earth goes to
the earth sooner
then it wold

;

The earth builds
on the earth cast-

les and towers

:

The earth says to

the earth all shall

be ours.

This was, in 1853, published in Notes and Queries as an
epigram by Sir Walter Scott, but this was soon contra-

dicted. Inscriptions differing but little from it aro

found in several English churchyards, and the original

lines probably date from the time of Edward III. (seo

Wheler's History and Antiquities of Stratford-upon-

Avon).

The ruins were repaired in 1822 at the expense of tho

Duke of Buccleuch, and under the superintendence of

Sir Walter Scott. Washington Irving has charged the
latter with having carried off ' morsels from the ruins

of Melrose Abbey ' to be incorporated in Abbotsford ;

but in reality what Irving saw was probably a number
of the plaster casts of various ornaments that were made
at this time. The proprietor cares diligently for the

ruins, and makes repairs whenever necessary. The
abbey has been painted or drawn by almost every

eminent British landscape painter from Turner down-
wards, and has been and is every year visited by a

very large number of visitors. Burns, who came here

* This * miracle ' is said to have been talked of at Rome, with the
additional marvel that the man—known as ' Stumpy Thomson '—

was dragged ignominiuusly t.i his grave at a horse's heels. This
last circumstance is so far true that, the individual in question
having died during a severe snowstorm, his cotlin was dragged to

the churchyard on a horse sledge.
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in 1787 during his Border tour, a little before his time in

admiration of Gothic architecture as in so many other

things, calls it 'that far-famed glorious ruin,' and yet

he must have seen part of it when it was by no means

at its best. 'On opening the door,' says Grose, or

rather Mr Hutchinson for him, 'it is not to be ex-

pressed the disagreeable scene which presents itself ; the

place is filled with stalls, in the disposition of which

irregularity alone seems to have been studied ; some are

raised on upright beams, as scaffolds, tier above tier

;

others supported against the walls and pillars ; no two

are alike in form, height, or magnitude ; the same con-

fusion of little and great, high and low, covers the floor

with pews ; the lights are so obstructed that the place

is as dark as a vault ; the floor is nothing but the damp
earth ; nastiness and irregularity possess the whole

scene.' Dorothy Wordsworth, who visited Melrose

with her brother during their Scottish tour of 1803,

when they were guided over the ruins by Scott himself,

makes similar reference to the want of neatness about

the church, and indeed she seems to have thought the

ruin overrated. It ' is of considerable extent, but

unfortunately it is almost surrounded by insignificant

houses, so that when you are close to it you see it

entirely separated from many rural objects ;
and even

when viewed from a distance the situation does not

seem to be particularly happy, for the vale is broken

and disturbed and the abbey at a distance from the

river, so that you do not look upon them as companions

to each other.' This is somewhat captious, but it is

probably a vague expression of the disappointment felt

by most on a first visit to the place. This disappoint-

ment is an undoubted fact, though why it should exist

it is more difficult to say. Possibly it may partly arise

from too great expectations, but probably more from

the surroundings and the heavy and ungainly 17th

century vaulting of the nave. It is only by closer study

and familiarity with all the beautiful details— quite lost

in a general first view—that the feeling is removed.

The Queen visited the Abbey in 1867, during her

stay with the Duke of Roxburghe at Floors Castle.

The visit is thus described in More Leaves from the

Journal of a Life in the Highlands ;— ' We went by the

side of the Eildon Hills, past an immense railway

viaduct, and nothing could be prettier than the road.

The position of Melrose is most picturesque, surrounded

by woods and hills. The little village, or rather town,

oiNewstead, which we passed through just before coming

to Melrose, is very narrow and steep. We drove straight

up to the Abbey through the grounds of the Duke of

Buccleuch's agent, and got out and walked about the

ruins, which are indeed very fine, and some of the

architecture and carving in beautiful preservation.

David I., who is described as a " sair Saint," originally

built it, but the Abbey, the ruins of which are now
standing, was built in the fifteenth century. We saw

where, under the high altar, Robert Brace's heart is

supposed to be buried ; also the tomb of Alexander II.,

and of the celebrated wizard, Michael Scott. Reference

is made to the former in some lines of Sir Walter Scott's,

in the Lay of the Last Minstrel, which describes this

Border country :

—

" They sat them down on a marble stone

;

A Scottish monarch slept below."

And then when Dcloraino takes the book from the dead
wizard's hand, it says

—

" He thought, as he took it, the dead man frowned."

Most truly docs Walter Scott say

—

"If thou wouldst view fair Melrose aright,

Go visit it by the pale moonlight."

It looks very ghostlike, and reminds me a littlo of

Holyrood Chapel. We walked in tho churchyard to

look at tho exterior of the Abbey, and then re-entered

our carriages.

'

Seo also Milne's Description of the Parish of Melrose

(1743); Grose's Antiquities of Scotland (1791) ; Bower's

Deicriplion of the Abbeys of Melrose (Kelso, 1813) ; Mor-

ton's Monastic Annals of Tcviotdale (1832); Chronica
de Mailros (Bannatyne Club, 1835) ; Liber Sanctc Marie
de Metros (Bannatyne Club, 1837); Scott's Lay of the

Last Minstrel, Monastery, and A bbot; Washington Irving's

Abbotsford and Newstcad Abbey; Mrs H. B. Stowe's
Sunny Memories ofMany Lands ; Billings' Baronial and
Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scotland (Edinb. 1852); J.

D. Wade's History of St Marys Abbey, Melrose, etc.

(Edinb. 1S61); and F. Pinches' The Abbey Church of
Melrose, Scotland (Lond. 1879).

Melsetter, a mansion in Walls parish, Hoy island,

Orkney, at the head of Longhope Bay, 18 miles SW of
Kirkwall. Its owner, John George Moodie-Heddlc,
Esq. (b. 1844 ; sue. 1869), holds 50,410 acres, valued at

£3527 per annum.
Melvich, a scattered village in Rcay parish, Sutherland,

on the left side of the mouth of the Halladale, near the
head of a small bay, 17 miles W by S of Thurso. It

has a post and telegraph office under Thurso, a good
inn, and a public school. Immediately NNW is the
fishing-village of Portskerra. Pop. of the two villages

(1871) 414, (1881) 646, of whom 259 were in Melvich.—
Orel. Sur., sh. 115, 1878.

Melville Castle, the seat of Viscount Melville, in

Lasswade parish, Edinburghshire, on the North Esk's
left bank, 1 mile NNE of Lasswade village and 1^ W by
N of Eskbank station near Dalkeith. Built in 1786 from
designs by John Playfair, it is a castellated three-story

edifice of fair white stone, with round corner towers and
two-story wings. The grounds are of great beauty.
'Melville's beechy grove' is celebrated in Sir Walter
Scott's Grey Brother; and 11 of its beeches, 9 of its oaks,

are described in Trans. Hirjhl. and Ag. Soc. for 1881 as

among the ' old and remarkable trees of Scotland. ' Mel-
ville barony, originally called Male-ville, from Male, an
Anglo-Norman baron, who was governor of Edinburgh
Castle in tho reign of Malcolm IV., remained in posses-

sion of his family till the time of Robert II., when it

passed by marriage to Sir John Ross of Hawkhead.
With his descendants, the Lords Ross, it continued till

1705 ;
and, being afterwards purchased by David Rennie,

it passed, by his daughter's marriage, to the eminent
statesman Henry Dundas (1742-1811), who was created

Viscount Melville in 1802. His grandson, Robert Dun-
das, fourth Viscount (b. 1803 ; sue. 1876), holds 1158
acres in Midlothian, valued at £3618 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See Lasswade, and John Small's
Castles and Mansions if tin: Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Melville House, a four-story mansion of 1692, with ex-

tensive and beautiful grounds, in Monimail parish, Fife,

3 miles N by W of Ladybank. It contains portraits

of Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, and Sir Alex-
ander Leslie, General of the Covenanters, Field-Marshal
of Sweden, and first Earl of Leven. Sir Robert Mel-
ville (1527-1621), a distinguished diplomatist in the
reigns of Mary and James VI., in 1616 was raised to the
peerage as Lord Melville of Monimail ; and George,
fourth Lord Melville, who played an active part in the
Revolution times, in 1690 was created Earl of Melville

—a title conjoined with that of Leven since 1713. At
the death in 1860 of the eighth Earl of Leven, the estate
—2157 acres, of £3090 annual value—went to his eldest

daughter, Lady Elizabeth Jane Leslie-Melville, who in
1858 had married Thomas Cartwright, Esq. An ancient
standing stone, £ mile SW of the house, rises upwards of

9 feet from tho ground, and measures 6 feet in circum-
ference.—Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 40, 1868-67.

Memsie, an estate, with a 17th century mansion (a

farmhouse now), in Rathen parish, NE Aberdeenshire, 4
miles SSW >•( Fraserburgh. The estate, which belonged
for more than three centuries to tho Fraser family, was
sold in tho early part of the present century to Lord
Saltoun. Three cairns stood on Memsie Moor, to the N
of the mansion. One of them, now removed, had a con-
siderable extent of vitrified baso

;
another, also removed,

contained a peculiarly shaped funereal urn and a short
iron-handled sword ; whilst tho third, still standing,
rises to a height of 15 feet, and measures 60 feet in cir-

cumference at tho base.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.
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Momun, plaoo, with a Free ohuroh, in Tannadice
parish, l-'urfurshire, 5} miles NE of Kirriemuir.

Menunuir, » humid inula j>ni ish of NIC Forfarshire.
Tlu- hamlet li.-s 5 miles WNW of Brechin, under which
it has a post office.

The pariah is bounded NW by Lethnot, NK by
Str.i.-athro, S by lii.-chin and Careston, and W by
Fearn. Its utmost length, from E to W, is miles

;

its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 3.T miles; and its

area is 10,110J acres, of which 10 aro water. Paphrie
Born, Mining in from Fearn, first crosses a narrow wins
of the interior, and then runs 2g miles east-north-east-
ward *long the Lethnot boundary to West Water,
which its. Il ion s 9 furlongs along the rest of the northern
boundary

; CRTJIOK Wateu, coming in from the SW,
winds 6j miles east-by-northward near to or along the
southern boundary; and Menmuir Burn, rising 14,

mile NW of Menmuir hamlet, runs 4£ miles east-by-
southward to Cruick Water. Along the last-named
stream the surface declines to 200 feet above sea-level

;

and thence it rises to 978 feet at White Caterthun,
943 at Brown Caterthun, 880 at the Hill of Menmuir,
1009 at Mansworn Rig, and 1579 at Peat Hill. The
district S of the hills, comprising about one-half of the
entire area, and forming part of Strathmore, lay mostly,
till a comparatively recent period, in a marshy condition

;

and, though retaining some patches of marshy ground, is

now nearly all of it well-reclaimed arable plain. The
predominant rocks are greywackc and Old lied sand-
stone. A neglected chalybeate spring on Balhall Farm
was once in much repute. The soil of the lands adjacent
to Cruick Water is sharp and gravelly, on the parts of
the plain further N is loamy, and on the hill-slopes is

deep sandy clay. The chief antiquities arc described in
our article on the White and Brown Caterthun.
Balnamoon, noticed separately, is the only mansion

;

but 4 proprietors hold each an annual value of more, 2
of less, than £500. Menmuir is in the presbytery of
Brechin and the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the
living is worth £208. The parish church was erected
in 1842. There is also a Free church; and a public
school, with accommodation for 118 children, had (1883)
an average attendance of 89, and a grant of £93, 0s. 6d.
Valuation (1857) £5833, (1884) £7993, 18s. Pop. (1801)
949, (1831) 871, (1861) 796, (1871) 761, (1881) 755.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Menock Water. See MrNNICK.
Menstrie, a village in the Clackmannanshire portion

of Logic parish, 2J miles W of Alva, 4 NW by N of
Alloa, and 4g NE of Stirling. It stands, 75 feet above
sea-level, on the left bank of Menstrie Burn, at the
southern base of the Ochils, with Dunmyat (1375 feet)

to the NW, and Myreton Hill (1240) to the NE. Power-
looms, for weaving Scotch blankets and other woollen
goods, were introduced early in the present century ; and
to the factory of Messrs Archibald the larger Elmbank
Mill was added in 1864, which is worked by a steam-
engine of 90 horse-power, and yearly consumes raw wool
material to the value of £33,000. The Dolls or Glen-
OCHU Distillery (1760) stands 1 mile ESE ; and Menstrie
besides has a post and telegraph office, a station on the
Alva branch (1863) of the North British, gasworks, an
Established chapel of ease (1880), and a handsome pub-
lic school (1875). A quaint old house in the village is

pointed out as the birthplace of the poet Sir William
Alexander (1580-1640), first Earl of Stirling, and also of
Sir Ralph Abercrornby (1734-1801), the hero of Aboukir
Bay. The beauty of the landscape is celebrated in the
old-world rhyme, ascribed to a miller's wile, whom the
fairies had sprited away

—

' Oh ! Alva woods arc bonny,
Tillycoultry hills are fair;

But when I think o' the bonny braes o' llenstrie,
It maks my heart aye aair.'

Pop. (1841) 518, (1861) 455, (1871) 658, (1881) 918, of
whom 462 were females. Houses (1881) 185 inhabited,
9 vacant, 1 building.— Orel. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Menteith, See M.ONTEITH.
Menzies. See CASTLE-MENZIKa.
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Menzion Burn, a rivulet of Tweedsmuir parish, SW
Peeblesshire, running •! miles north-westward to the
Tweed, a1 a point 7 furlongs SSW of Tweedsmuir church.

Merchiston. See Edinburgh.
Merchiston Hall, a mansion in Falkirk parish, Stir-

lingshire, 1 mile WNW of the town. It was the birth-

place of Admiral Sir Charles Napier (1786-1860), tho
horo of St Jean d'Acre.—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Merchiston House, a mansion in Kilbarchan parish,

Renfrewshire, 1J mile NNW of Johnstone.

Merkinch. See Inverness.
Merkland Cross, an old monument in Kirkpatrick-

Fleming parish, SE Dumfriesshire, 2& miles WNW of
Kirk patrick village. It comprises a base or socket 2-.V

fect high, and a slightly tapering octagonal pillar 9 feet

high, and is supposed to commemorate a Master of Max-
well, Warden of tho Marches, who, after a victorious

skirmish with tho Duke of Albany and the Earl of Doug-
las, was hero assassinated in 1484.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 10,

1864.

Merkland, Loch, a lake on the mutual border of Ed-
drachillis and Lairg [lavishes, Sutherland, 4J milesNNW
of Overscaig Inn on Loch Shin, and 21| NW of Lairg
station. Lying 367 feet above sea-level, it extends 2J
miles south-south-eastward ; has a maximum width of

1\ furlongs ; sends off its superfluence southward to

Loch Griam, aud through that to the head of Loch
Shin; and contains line large red -fleshed trout.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 108, 1880.

Merrick, a mountain near tho northern border of

Minnigaff parish, NW Kirkcudbrightshire, 18 miles N
byW of Newton-Stewart. Rising to an altitude of 2764
feet above sea-level, it is the highest summit in southern
Scotland, ' while in the grandeur and desolation of its

scenery, in its crags and precipices and deeply-scored

gullies, it almost approaches the mountains of the
North.'—Ord Sur., sh. 8, 1863.

Merryston, West, a village in Old Monkland parish,

Lanarkshire, close to Easterhouse station, and 3| miles

W of Coatbridge. Pop. (1861) 627, (1871) 541, (1881)
534.

Merse, a district on the eastern part of the Scottish

Border. In modern territorial arrangement it is the
largest and most southerly of the three divisions of

Berwickshire, and has been computed to comprise

129,600 acres; in loose popular phraseology it is the

whole of Berwickshire, including both the Lammer-
muir and Lauderdale districts ; in proper topogra-

phical nomenclature, based on strict reference to

geographical feature, it is all the low country be-

tween the Lammermuirs and the river Tweed, and
includes all tho Mcrse district of Berwickshire, with all

the parts of Roxburghshire northward of the Tweed
;

and in ancient political designation it was the entire

champaign country between the Lammermuirs and the

Cheviots, included all the lowlands of Teviotdale, and
was regarded as having Roxburgh town and castle for

its capital. It forms, in any view, the eastern part of

what were formerly termed ' the marches ; ' was anciently

called March, as being the most important part of the

marches ; and gives the title of Earl of March to the
Earl of Wemyss. The champaign portion of it, whether
understood in the widest sense or restricted to Ber-

wickshire, is the largest and richest tract of low
country in Scotland ; admits some comparison with tho
champaign of the Lothians, but claims superiority in

consequence of that champaign being intersected by the
Garleton, Edinburgh, and Pentland Hills

;
and, as seen

from any of multitudes of high vantage grounds, looks

to be a continuous expanse of parks and arable farms,

yet is much diversified by gentle undulations and by a
few considerable isolated heights.

The synod of Merse and Teviotdale ranks as second
in the General Assembly's list ; comprehends tho

presbyteries of Duns, Chirnside, Kelso, Jedburgh,
Earlston, and Selkirk ; and holds its meetings at Kelso

on the second Tuesday of October, and at Melrose on
the second Tuesday of April.

Mertonhall, a line old house, with a large and well-
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wooded park, in Penninghame parish, Wigtownshire, 3

miles WSW of Newton-Stewart. Its owner, Campbell
Boyd, Esq. (b. 1842 ; sue. 1882), holds 1524 acres in the

shire, valued at £814 per annum. His uncle, Mark
Boyd, Esq. (1805-79), was author of two amusing autobio-

graphical works. An ancient military road traverses

the estate ; and a ' Roman ' spear-head, 9 inches long,

was exhumed on it in 1813.— Orel. Sur., sh. 4, 1857.

Mertoun, a Tweedside parish in the extreme SW of

Berwickshire, containing Clintmains hamlet, 1J mile E
by N of St Boswells, under which it has a post office.

It is bounded N by Earlston, and on all other sides by
Roxburghshire, viz., NE by Smailholm, E by Maker-
stoun, S by Maxwell, SW by St Boswells, and W by
Melrose. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 4§ miles

;

its breadth varies between 10^- furlongs and 4J miles
;

and its area is 6536 J- acres, of which 161f are water.

The Tweed—from the influx of Leader Water to Dal-
cove Ferry—meanders 10£ miles south-south-eastward
and eastward along all the boundary with Melrose, St
Boswells, and Maxton, though the point where it first

touches and that where it quits the parish are only b\
miles distant as the crow flies. This part of its course

is very winding, the river making several large sweeps,

especially at Old Melrose, at Dryburgh, and between
Mertoun Mill and the new Suspension Bridge (erected

by Lord Polwarth in 1880). The Mertoun bank, which
is generally high, steep, and well wooded, furnishes some
fine bits of cliff scenery. Along the Tweed the surface

declines to 190 feet above sea-level, and rises thence to

425 feet near Dalcove Mains, 542 near Clinthill, 588
near Bemersyde House, 747 near Gladswood, and 871

near Brotherstone. Bemersyde Loch, situated in the NW
part of Mertoun, is almost dry in summer, but in winter
it affords fair wild-fowl shooting. The soil is mainly a

stiff, reddish clay, and, although difficult to work, is

productive and highly cultivated. Red sandstone
abounds along the Tweed, and was formerly quarried.

Mertoun is a well-wooded parish, especially in the S
part, which contains the Hexsides beech-wood and Mer-
toun woods. Dryburgh Abbey and Bemersyde have
been noticed separately. Mertoun House, a seat of

Lord Polwarth, stands close to tho Tweed's left bank, 2
miles E of St Boswells. It was built in 1702 from
designs by the celebrated architect, Sir William Bruce.

(See Harden.) Gladswood, in the NW of the parish,

3 miles E of Melrose, is the seat of Miss Meiklam (sue.

1882), who holds 258 acres in the shire, valued at £426
per annum. The Queen stopped here on 22d August
1867 as she was driving from Melrose to Floors Castle.

In all, there are five landowners. Mertoun is in the
presbytery of Earlston and the synod of Merse and
Teviotdale ; the living is worth £377. Its church,
built in 1658 and restored in 1820, stands in a wood
near Mertoun House, A mile SSE of Clintmains. It has
accommodation for 200 people ; and a pair of ' jougs

'

hang beside the main entrance. The public school, built

in 1839, and enlarged in 1872, with accommodation for

121 children, had (1883) an average attendance of 64, and
a grant of £69, Is. Valuation (1860) £8768, 5s. 8d.,

(1884)£1 0,200, 8s. 6d. Pop.(lSOl) 535,(1S31) 664, (1861)
729, (1871) 734, (1881) 682.— Orel. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.
Meshie Water. See Mashie.
Methil, a seaport village in Weniyss parish, Fife, on

the Firth of Forth, 1 mile SW of Leven, and 1£ NE
of Buckhaven. Constituted a burgh of barony in 1662
by the Bishop of St Andrews, it has long possessed
commercial importance, in consequence of its harbour
being one of the best on the S coast of Fife. The E
pier was greatly injured by a storm in 1803, with tho
eilrct of choking tin- c-nt r:iii<-<i L<» the harbour, but was
restored in 1 838 at a cost ot more than £6100 ; and anew
wet dock, principally for facilitating the shipping of
coals, was constructed in 1875. An Established church,
built in 1837-38 at a cost of £1030, and containing up-
wards of 800 sittings, in 1875 was raised to quoad sacra
status. Pop. of village (1836) 508, (1861) 522, (1871)
648, (1881) 754; of q. s. parish (1881) 2342, of whom
501 were in Markineh.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Methil Hill, a village in Wemyss parish, Fife, 1 mile

WNW of Methil. Pop. (1871) 480, (1881) 466.

Methlick, a village and a parish of Aberdeenshire.

The village stands, 87 feet above sea-level, on the right

bank of the river Ythan, 5 miles W by N of Arnage
station, 6| E by S of Fyvie, and 8\ NW of Ellon. It

has a post and telegraph office under Aberdeen, branches

of the North of Scotland and the Aberdeen Town and
County Banks, a Temperance Institute, with reading

and recreation rooms, and fairs on the Thursday after

11 May and the Wednesday after 18 Nov.
The parish is bounded N and NE by New Deer, E and

S by Tarves, and W by Fyvie and Monquhitter. Its

utmost length, from N to S, is 7J miles ; its utmost
breadth, from E to W, is 4f miles ; and its area is

14,9122 acres, of which 70J are water, and 881J
belong to a small triangular detached portion sur-

rounded by Ellon and Tarves. In the main body of

the parish the Ytiian flows 2j? miles east-north-east-

ward along the Fyvie boundary, 3| miles south-east-

ward through the interior, and 1£ mile south-east-

ward along the Tarves boundary ; 1| furlong lower

down it continues 2 miles south-eastward along all tho

south-western border of the detached portion, whose
eastern boundary is traced by Ebrie Burn. At the

Ebrie's and Ythan's confluence the surface declines to 38

feet above sea-level, and thence it rises gently to 409
near Cairn in the south-western division of the main body,

and in the north-eastern to 485 at Skillmanae Hill and
579 at Belnagoak. The tract along the Ythan is mostly

clothed with wood ; the south-eastern corner of the main
body is occupied by the extensive and beautiful policies

of Haddo House ; other portions are low country finely

diversified with undulations ; but much of the north-

eastern division is reclaimed moor. Gneiss and syenite

are the predominant rocks, and limestone occurs in

the detached portion, and was formerly worked. The
soil on the lands within 1J mile of either bank of the

Ythan is a yellow loam incumbent on gravel or rock ; but
further back becomes poorer, being chiefly a light black

mould or moorband pan ; and over a considerable aggre-

gate area is peat moss. About 2500 acres, formerly waste,

have been brought into cultivation since the commence-
ment of the present century ; and nearly as many acres

have been planted with Scotch fir and larch. A pre-

Reformation chapel stood at a place still known as

Chapelton ; and another at Andet, dedicated to St Ninian,

has bequeathed the name of Chapel Park to a neighbour-

ing farmhouse. Dr George Cheyne (1671-1742), author

of a treatise on tho Philosophical Princi/ihs of Natural
Peligion, and Dr Charles Maitland (1 668-1748), tho intro-

ducer of vaccine innoculation into Britain, were natives

of Methlick. Haddo House, noticed separately, is the

only mansion ; and the Earl of Aberdeen is sole pro-

prietor. In 1875 a small portion was given olf to the quoad
sacra parish of Barthol Chapel. Methlick is in the pres-

bytery of Ellon and the synod of Aberdeen ; the living is

worth £342. The parish church at Methlick village was
originally dedicated to St Devenick, and, as last rebuilt

in 1866, is a handsome Gothic edifice, containing 894
sittings. There is also a Free church ; and three public

schools—Cairnorrie, Inverebrio, and Methlick—with
respective accommodation for 129, 68, and 210 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 120, 65, and 157,

and grants of £99, 7s., £53, 15s., and £144, Is. 6d.

Valuation (1860) £5818, (1884) £10,759, 7s. 4d. Pop.

(1801) 1215, (1831) 1439, (1861) 2157, (1871) 2084,

(1881) 2162, of whom 2127 were in the ecclesiastical

parish.—Ord. Sur., shs. 87, 86, 1876.

Methven, a villago and parish of Perthshire. Tho
village, standing 300 feet above sea-level, has a station

on tho Almond Valley section (1858) of tho Caledonian,

lJmileN by W of Methven Junction, this being 6&
milesWNW of Perth and 114 ENE of Crieffi A pleasant,

neatly built place, it consists of houses hold partly on
feus, partly on long leases from tho lordship of Methven,
and has a post office under Perth, with money order,

savings' bank, and railway telegraph departments, a
local savings' bank (1815), a gas company, a subscription
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library (1700), curling and bowling clubs, and a jute and
linen factory, [a IMS a ooUegiate church, for a provost

and live prebendarieB) was founded at Methven by Walter

Stewart, Karl of Athole, who four years later was tor-

tared to death at Edinburgh for tho murder of bis

i). phi u, James I. An extant aisle, now tho burying-
place of t ho Bmythes of Methven, is thought to havo
(ecu added ill the rally part of the succeeding century,

1 \ Margaret, queen-dowager of James IV., as one of its

Stones is s, oiptured with the royal lion of Scotland, sur-

mounted by a crown. Tho present parish church is a

plain building of 1783, enlarged in 1825, and containing
lOdii sittings. In the churchyard is the tomb of General

Sir Thomas Graham, Lord Lynkdoch (1750-1813), tho

held nl I'.arossa, who was bom at llalguwan. There are

also Fire and U. P. churches, Fop. of village (1861)

950, (1871) SG7, (1881) 751.

The parish, containing also tho villages of Almond-
hank and Schoogieiiill, is bounded N by Monzio
(detached), NE by Moneydie and Redgorton, SE by
Tibbermore, S by Tibbermore, Gask, and Madderty,

and W by Fowlis-Wester. Its utmost length, from E
by N to W by S, is C J miles ; its breadth varies between

1 milo and 3jj miles; and its area is 12,983.?: acres, of

which 721 are water, and 2823J belong to the Tully-

beogles or detached section (4J x 1.J miles), which, lying

t; miles N of Methven village and 3 W of Bankfoot, is

bounded KTW by Little Dunkeld, and on all other sides

by Anchtergaven. Tho Almond winds 3J miles east-

ward along all the northern boundary, next lg mile east-

south-eastward across a north-eastern wing (the Lyne-
doch property), and lastly 2| miles south-eastward along

the Redgorton border. Its rapid course between bold,

rocky banks, here bare, there wooded, offers many
beautiful views. Pow Water rises in two head-streams

which unite at tho SW corner of the main body, and
pass away towards the Earn ; whilst another stream,

rising near tho sources of the Pow, meanders 4£ miles

eastward through the interior past Methven village, and
then goes 3 miles east-north-eastward along the southern

boundary to the Almond. Methven Loch (If xg furl.)

lies to theW of Almondbank village. The surface of tho

main body of the parish is agreeably diversified with hol-

lows and wooded slopes, sinking in the extreme E to close

on 100 feet above sea-level, and rising thence west-north-

westward to 431 feet near Drumcairn, 483 near Wester
Carsehill, and 653 near Monabuie. The hilly detached

district, which by Ordie and Garry Burns is drained to

the river Tay, has likewise a west-north-westward ascent,

from 290 feet above sea-level to 1263 at Craig Gibbon
and 1399 at Creag Liath. Trap and Old Red sand-

stone are the predominant rocks. A greenstone variety

of the trap, well suited for road metal, and a fine-

grained pale grey variety of the sandstone, adapted for

building, have both been quarried. The soil of the

lower grounds, for the most part argillaceous, is

if either loam or gravel; that on some of the

high grounds of the main body, and on those of the

detached district, is moorish. About four-fifths of the

entire area are regularly or occasionally in tillage
;
nearly

one-sixth is under wood ; and the rest is either pastoral

or waste. Of many fine old trees the ' Pepperwell Oak '

in front of Methven Castle is the finest, its height being

82 feet, and its girth 23 at 1 foot from the ground.

Prior to 1323, the lands of Methven belonged to the

Mowbrays, whose ancestor, Roger Mowbray, a Norman,
accompanied William the Conqueror to England. 'A
branch of this family,' says the Old Statistical Account,

'afterwards established itself in Scotland, and became
very flourishing. To Sir Roger Mowbray belonged the

baronies of Kelly, Eckford, Dalmeny, and Methven, lying

in the shires of Forfar, Roxburgh, Linlithgow, and Perth;

but, for adhering to the Paliol and English interest, his

lands were confiscated by Robert I., who bestowed Eck-

ford, Kelly, and Methven on his son-in-law, Walter, the

eighth hereditary lord-high-steward of Scotland, whose

son succeeded to the crown in 1371, as Robert II., in

right of his mother, Marjory Bruce, daughter of Robert

I. The lordship of Methven was granted by him to
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Walter Stewart, Eavl of Athole, his second son, by
Kupheinia Ross, his second wife; and after his forfeiture

(1437), remained in the Crown a considerable time. It

became part of tho dowry lands usually appropriated for

the maintenance of tho queen-dowager of Scotland, to

aether with the lordship and castlo of Stirling, and the
lands of Balquhidder, etc., all of which were settled on
Margaret, queon-dowagor of James IV., who, in the year

1525, having divorced her second husband, Archibald,
Earl of Angus, married Henry Stewart, second son of

Andrew Lord Evandalc, afterward Ochiltree, a descend-
ant of Robert, Duke of Albany, son of King Robert II.

Margaret was the eldest daughter of Henry VII. of

England, in whose right James VI. of Scotland, her
great-grandson, succeeded to that crown on the death of

Queen Elizabeth. She procured for her third husband a
peerage from her son, James V. , under tho title of Lord
Methven, anno 1528

;
and, on this occasion, the barony

of Methven was dissolved from the Crown, and erected

into a lordship, in favour of Henry Stewart and his

heirs male, on the Queen's resigning her jointure of the
lordship of Stirling. By Lord Methven she had a
daughter, who died in infancy, before herself. The
queen died at the castle of Methven in 1540, and was
buried at Perth, beside the body of James I. Lord
Methven afterwards married Janet Stewart, daughter of

the Earl of Athole, by whom he had a son, Henry, who
married Jean, daughter of Patrick, Lord Ruthvcn, and
was killed at Broughton by a cannon-ball from the
castle of Edinburgh, in 1572, leaving a son, Henry,
who died without issue, wdien the lands reverted to

the Crown. This third Lord Methven is mentioned
on the authority of Stewart's Genealogical Account

of the House of Stewart. In 1584 the lordship of Meth-
ven and Balquhidder was conferred on Ludowick, Duke
of Lennox, in whose illustrious family it continued till

it was purchased from the last Duke, in 1664, by Patrick

Smythe of Braco.' His great-grandson, David (1746-

1806), assumed the title of Lord Methven on his eleva-

tion to the bench ; and his son, William (b. 1803 ; sue.

1847), holds 5128 acres in the shire, valued at £6470
per annum. His seat, Methven Castle, on a bold acclivi-

tous rising-ground, 1£ mile E of Methven village, is a
stately baronial pile of 1680, with extensive modern
additions. Not far from the manse, on 19 June 1306, was
fought the Battle of Methven, in which a small band,
under Robert Bruce, was surprised and scattered by
Pembroke, the English regent. Balgowan, Lynedoch,
and Dronach Haugh—the last with the grave of ' Bessie

Bell and Mary Gray'—are noticed separately. Five
proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and up-
wards, 3 of between £100 and £500, 3 of from £50 to

£100, and 15 of from £20 to £50. Giving off its

detached section to Logiealmond quoad sacra parish,

but taking in part of Monzie, this parish is in the pres-

bytery of Perth, and the synod of Perth and Stirling
;

the living is worth £361. Almondbank public, Methven
public, and Methven female industrial schools, with
respective accommodation for 152, 134, and 119 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 72, 61, and 56, and
grants of £69, 4s., £59, 16s., and £41, 16s. Valuation

(1860) £12,165, 5s. 2d., (1884) £13,335, 2s. Pop.

of civil parish (1801) 2073, (1831) 2714, (1861) 2347,

(1871) 2115, (1881) 1910 ; of ecclesiastical parish (1881)

2041.—Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 47, 1868-69.

Mey, a hamlet in Canisbay parish, Caithness, on the

coast road from Thurso to Huna and Wick, 13 miles

E by N of Thurso, and 23 NNW of Wick, under which
it has a post office. Mey Head, a small promontory
on the coast, terminating 2 miles SW of Stroma island,

was the site of tho ancient chapel of Mey
;

and, in

consequence of that chapel having been dedicated to St
John, is sometimes called St John's Point. The Men of

Mey are jagged rocky islets, in a dangerous sweep of sea,

immediately oil' Mey Head, and lie submerged at full

and half tide. The shallow Loch of Mey (4x 2% furl. ;

43 feet) lies on the mutual border of Dunnet and
Canisbay parishes.—Ord. Sur., shs. 116, 117, 1878-84.

Meyrick. See Mekrick.
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Mhorgay, a small island of North Uist parish, Outer
Hebrides, Inverness-shire. Pop. (1871) 8, (1881) 6.

Miavaig, a hamlet in Harris parish, Outer Hebrides,

Inverness-shire, on the N coast of West Loch Tarbert, 32

miles SW by S of Stornoway, under which it has a post

office, with money order and savings' bank departments.

Midbrake, an estate, with a modern mansion, in the

northern section of Yell island, Shetland, 2 miles from

Cullivoe.

Midcalder. See Calder, Mid.
Mid Clyth, a hamlet in Latheron parish, Caithness,

near the coast, 3£ miles NE of Lybster. It has a post

office under Wick.
Middlebie, a parish of SE Dumfriesshire, at its

southern boundary containing Kirtle-Bridge village,

with a station on the Caledonian railway, 5-?t miles NNE of

Annan, 16f NW of Carlisle, and 3£ ESE of Ecclefechan,

under which it has a post and telegraph office. Con-
taining also Eaglesfield and Waterbeck villages, 7

furlongs and 3 miles NNE of Kirtle-Bridge station, and
each with a post office under Ecclefechan, it comprises

the ancient parishes of Middlebie, Pennersax, and
Carruthers, united in 1609 ; was the seat of a presbytery

from a period some time after the Reformation till 1743;

and took its name, signifying the 'middle dwelling,' or

'middle station,' from a Roman camp, 5 furlongs SSE
of the parish church, and midway between Netherbie in

Cumberland and Overbie in Eskdalemuir, each about 10

miles distant. It is bounded NW by Tundergarth, E
by Langholm and Canonbie, S by Half-Morton, Kirk-

patrick- Fleming, and Annan, and W by Hoddam. Its

utmost length, from E to W, is 7J miles ; its breadth,

from N to S, varies between 7 furlongs and 5g miles ; and
its area is 17,592 acres, of which are water. Formed
by two head-streams at an altitude of 570 feet, Kirtle
Water flows 24 miles southward through the interior,

and then winds 5$ miles south-south-westward along
the Kirkpatrick-Fleming boundary ; whilst Mein
Water, rising at an altitude of 780 feet, meanders 7

miles south-south-westward till it passes off into Hoddam
on its way to join the Annan. Several burns, also

rising on the northern border, run to either Kirtle or

Mein Water; and Woodside or All-for-nought Burn,
which traces the Half-Morton boundary, is one of the
head-streams of the river Sark. Along Mein Water the
surface declines to a little below 100, along Kirtle Water
to a little below 200, feet above sea-level ; and thence it

rises, first gently, then more steeply, to 320 feet at the
parish church, 809 at Howats Hill, 904 at Risp Hill,

1029 at Muckle Snab, and 1412 at Haggy Hill, whose
summit, however, is 300 yards beyond the NE corner of

Middlebie. The land thus, along the S and SW, is low
and undulating ; in the centre has considerable rising-

grounds ; and along the N and E is wild and hilly,

terminating in lofty watersheds with Tundergarth and
Langholm, and forming a transition tract between the

agricultural valley of Lower Annandalo and the pastoral

heights of Upper Eskdale. The rocks include sandstone
and great abundance of limestone, and were long sup-
posed to include coal. The soil of the lower grounds is

mostly clayey, but partly loamy or gravelly, and partly
of many kinds in close proximity to one another ; that
of the higher grounds is chiefly of qualities best adapted
for sheep pasture. Less than one-fourth of the entire

area is in tillage ; about 280 acres are under wood ; and
the rest of the land is either pastoral or waste. The
Roman camp, which lias given name to the parish, is at

Birrens, 3 miles SE of the famous Roman station on
Brunswark Hill ; and it has left distinct remains of

its fossae, aggeres, and pra;torium. In the Edinburgh
Antiquarian Museum are five Roman altars, a sculptured
figure of the goddess Brigantia, and threo other Roman
relics, found at Birrens ; as well as threo circular mediaival
silver brooches, discovered in 1849 in the ruins of the
old church of Middlebie. Several peel-houses stood
within tho parish ; and ono of them, Blacket Houso,
still stands, in a ruinous condition, with tho date 1404
and tho initials Wfilliam] B[ell1 above its outer door-

way. Families of the namo of Bell long predominated

in the population of the parish, insomuch that the ' Bells

of Middlebie' was a current phrase throughout Dumfries-
shire, and one of the Bells of Blacket House figured in
the tragical story of 'Fair Helen of Kirkconnel Lee,'

noticed in our article on Kirkconnel. Burns's biographer,
James Currie, M.D. (1756-1805), of Liverpool, received
the rudiments of education at the parish school of
Middlebie. Seven proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards, 13 of between £100 and
£500, 4 of from £50 to £100, and 7 of from £20 to £50.
Middlebie is in the presbytery of Annan and the synod
of Dumfries ; the living is worth £283. The parish
church, 1J mile NNW of Kirtle-Bridge station and 1J
NE of Ecclefechan, was built in 1821, and contains 700
sittings. At Waterbeck is a U.P. church (1792 ; 490
sittings) ; and Hottsbridge public, Middlebie public,

Waterbeck female public, and Eaglesfield General
Assembly's schools, with respective accommodation for

64, 63, 71, and 155 children, had (1883) an average
attendance of 50, 37, 26, and 88, and grants of £47, 18s.,

£44, 9s., £21, 14s., and £67, 7s. Valuation (1860)
£10,047, (1884) £15,258, 19s. 7d. Pop. (1801) 1507,

(1841) 2150, (1861) 2004, (1871) 2000, (1881) 1927.—Orel.

Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

Middle-Bridge, a small village in Blair Athole parish,

Perthshire, 1£ mile N by E of Blair Athole village.

Middledean, a hamlet in Dunfermline parish, Fife,

If mile N by W of Inverkeithing.

Middleton, a small village in Orwell parish, Kinross-
shire, 1| mile N by E of Milnathort.

Middleton, Kincardineshire. See Fettercairn.
Middleton Hall, a mansion of 1707 in Uphall parish,

Linlithgowshire, near the right bank of the Brox Burn,

i mile SSE of Uphall village.

Middleton House, a mansion in Borthwick parish,
Edinburghshire, 3£ miles SE by S of Gorebridge. Stand-
ing 770 feet above sea-level, in a well-wooded park of
100 acres, it comprises a square central block of 1710,
with later projecting wings, and fine gardens. The
estate, which was bought by his father in 1842, is held
now by William Ritchie, Esq. (b. 1842 ; sue. 1856),
owner of 2652 acres, of £3137 value per annum.
Middleton Inn, a dwelling-house now, on the old road
from Edinburgh to Galashiels, 1^ mile E by S of Middle-
ton House, was formerly a somewhat important coach-
stage—the occasional meeting place of Scott and Lord
Cockburn. Old Middleton village, 3 furlongs SW of
Middleton House, was once a chief seat of the Tinklers
or Gipsies.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Middleton House, a mansion in Kirkden parish, For-
farshire, 1J mile SSW of Friockheim. Its owner,
Thomas Macpherson Bruce-Gardyne, Esq. (b. 1831 ;

sue. 1846), holds 1395 acres in the shire, valued at
£2131 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.
Midholm. See Midlem.
Midhope Tower, a well-preserved ancient castle in

Abercorn parish, Linlithgowshire, near the left bank of
Midhope or Pardovan Burn, 4 milesW of South Queens-
ferry. The residence of the Earls of Linlithgow, it

consists of a square turreted tower, with an unsightly
addition on its E side ; and over the doorway is a coronet,
with tho initials J. Livingstone].

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32,
1857.

Midlem or Midholm, a village in Bowdcn parish, Rox-
burghshire, 4A miles E by S of Selkirk. It has an Original
Secession church with 100 sittings, and a public school.
Midlock Water, a burn of Crawford parish, Lanark-

shire, rising, at an altitudo of 1480 feet, close to tho
Peeblesshire boundary, and running 5^ miles west-north-
westward, till, after a total descent of 600 feet, it falls

into tho Clyde, opposite Crawford village.

—

Ord. Sur.,
shs. 16, 15, 1864.

Midlothian. Sec, Ki.iNnri:cHsiiii:i-: and I.othiam.
Midmar, a parish of S Aberdeenshire, whose church

stands 615 feet above sea-level, 5 miles S by E of Mony-
musk station, 3 W by N of Eeht, and 15 W of Aberdeen,
under which thero is a post office of Midmar. It is

bounded N by Cluny, E and SE by Edit, S by lianehory-
Ternan, and W by Kincardine O'Neil and Cluny (de-
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tubed). Its utmost length, from E to W, is 7J miles
;

its utmost breadth is -IS miles; and its area is 10,872$
tons, of which li are water. Streams there aro none
ol any site ; but the drainage is carried partly to tho Deo
an. I partly to the Don. In tho SE the surfaco declines
to 803, in the N to 333, feel abovo'sea-level ; and thenco
[( riaea to IC07 at Green 1 1 i 1 1 on the Cluny boundary in

the N\V, to 773 a little way N of the church, and to 1332
at Craigour near the southern boundary, this last being
one of the summits of tho broad-based Hill of Fare,
whoso highest point (1646 feet) is just 3 furlongs boyond
the S\V corner of the parish. Granite and trap aro tho
predominant rooks, the former of beautiful texture and
capable of taking a lino polish. Tho soil on tho slopes
of the hills is Bandy loamy, or clayey, in much of tho
hollows is reclaimed peat-earth. Rather less than one-
half of the entire area is in tillago

; nearly one-twelfth is

under plantation ; and tho rest is either pastoral or
waste. On Sunboney farm is a largo stone circle,

quite entire ; and a smaller one stands close to the E
of tho church ; whilst near the old church is the
'Coningar,' an entrenched artificial mound 30 feet high.

Midmar Castle stands on the N side of the Hill of Fare,

1 mile SSE of the parish church ; is said by tradi-

tion to have been founded by Sir William Wallace
;

and seems indeed to date from times comparatively
remote. It was inhabited till the middle of the present
century, and is tho seat of tho most extensive estate in

the parish ; and commands an extensivo and very
beautiful view to tho N and the NE. Dalherrick Muir
is said to have been tho scene of a battle between Sir

William Wallace and the Comyns ; and Douglas Burn,
which traverses the Muir, is said to have got its name
in commemoration of a hero who fell in the battle.

William Meston (1688-1745), the burlesque poet, was a
native, the son of a Midmar blacksmith. The property
is mostly divided between two. Midmar is in the
presbytery of Kincardine O'Ncil and the synod of Aber-
deen ; the living is worth £281. The parish church was
built in 1787, and contains 428 sittings. Its ancient
predecessor was dedicated to St Nidan, a dedication
that must have proceeded from a Welsh source. A
Free church stands close to the western, a U. P. church
to the north-eastern, boundary ; and Midmar public

school, with accommodation for 173 children, had (1883)
an average attendance of 103, and a grant of £96, 5s. 6d.

Valuation (1860) £5716, (1884) £7063. Pop. (1801)

803, (1831) 1056, (1851) 1166, (1871) 1127, (1881) 1041.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Midsannox. See Sannox.
Migdale, Loch, a pretty lake in Creich parish, Suther-

land, 1 mile E of Bonar-Bridge. Lying 115 feet above
sea-level, it has an utmost length and breadth of 1£
mile and 3^ furlongs ; and contains good trout, with
great abundance of pike.—Ord. Sur., sh. 102, 1881.

Migvie. See Tarland.
Milburn. See Millburn.
MileBmark, a village on the mutual border of Dun-

fermline parish and In verkeithing (detached), Fife, If
mile WNW of Dunfermline town. It stands conjoint
with Parknook or Blackburn village, and adjoins the
Elgin Colliery. Pop. of the two villages (1861) 755,

(1871) 668, (1881) 439, of whom 194 were in Inverkeith-

ing—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.
Milfield. See Millfield.
Milheugn. See Millheugh.
Milhouse. See Millhouse.
MiLk, Water of, a rivulet of Annandale, Dumfries-

shire, rising in Wosterkirk parish, at an altitude of 780
feet, and winding 17| miles south-south-westward,
chiefly along the boundary between Tundergarth on the
left, and Hutton, Dryfcsdale, and St Mungo on tho
right, till, after a total descent of 640 feet, it falls into
the Annan near Hoddam Castle, 3J miles WSW of
Ecclefechan. It is fed by Con ic Water and a score of
lesser burns ; in its upper reaches traverses an upland
vale, abounding in picturesque close scenes ; and in its

lower ones shares largely in the mild and gentle beauties
of the Howe of Annandale.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.
82

Millarston. See Millerston.
Mill Bay, a bay on tho E side of Stronsay island,

Orknoy. Opening from tho ENE, between G rice Ness
and Odin Ness, it measures If milo across tho entrance;
penotrates tho land 15 mile west-south-westward ; is

separated by an isthmus I milo broad from St Catherine's

Bay on tho W side of tho island ; makes a demi-semi-

circular sweep around its head ; is belted with sandy
beaches and bonty links ; and presents a beautiful

Millbrex, a post-office village in Fyvie parish, Aber-
deenshire, miles NE of Fyvie station. The quoadsacra
parish of Millbrex is in tho presbytery of Turriff and the

synod of Aberdeen ; tho minister's stipend is £120.

Its church was built in 1833 and enlarged in 1836, and
contains 500 sittings. Pop. (1871) 1484, (1881) 1406,

of whom 320 were in Monquhitter parish.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 86, 1876.

Millbuie. Seo Ardmeanaoh.
Millburnbank, a hamlet in Colvend parish, Kirkcud-

brightshire, 8 miles ESE of Dalbeattie.

Millburn House, a mansion in Dalserf parish, Lanark-
shire, immediately S of Dalserf village.

Millburn Tower, a mansion, with extensive wooded
grounds, in Katho parish, Edinburghshire, £ mile

NNW of Gogar station and 5£ miles WSW of Edin-
burgh. A castellated tower, with a long range of lower
building attached, it was built by the Eight Hon. Sir

Robert Listen, G.C.B., who lived here from 1821 to 1836.

His grandniece married Sir William Foulis, Bart, of

Woodhall ; and their son, Sir James Liston Foulis,

ninth Bart, since 1634 (b. 1847 ; sue. 1858), holds

2804 acres in the shire, valued at £2164 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See John Small's Castles and
Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Millearne House, a handsome modem mansion, with
fine grounds, in Trinity-Gask parish, Perthshire, near

the left bank of the river Earn, 3J miles NNW of Auch-
tcrarder.—Ord. Sur., sh. 47, 1869.

Millerhill. See Newton, Edinburghshire.

Millerston, a village at the mutual border of Shettle-

ston and Springburn parishes, Lanarkshire, near the
Caledonian railway, 3J miles ENE of Glasgow. It

stands, conjoint with Hogganfield village, on the NW
shore of Hogganfield Loch ; and has a post office under
Glasgow, a chapel of ease, and a Free church. Pop. of

Millerston and Hogganfield (1861) 532, (1871) 633,

(1881) 625, of whom 75 were in Springburn.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 31, 1867.

Millfield, a mansion in Polmont parish, Stirlingshire,

\ mile SW of the village.

Millguy. See Milngavie.
Millhead or Milnhead, an estate, with a mansion, in

Kirkmahoe parish, Dumfriesshire, 4 miles N of Dum-
fries.

Millheugh, a mansion in Blantyre parish, Lanark-

shire, on the left bank of the Rotten Calder, \ mile N
by W of High Blantyre.

Millhouse, a hamlet in Kilfman parish, Argyllshire,

3 miles SSW of Tighnabruaich. It has a post office

under Greenock.
Milliken, a mansion in Kilbarchan parish, Renfrew-

shire, \\ mile WNW of Johnstone. Built in 1829, it is

a handsome edifice in the Grecian style, with extensive

and beautiful grounds. The estate, which formed part

of the ancient barony of Johnstone, belonging to a

branch of the Houstoun family, was purchased in 1733

by James Milliken, Esq. , whose daughter and heiress

married Gen. William Napier, a lineal descendant of the

inventor of logarithms ; and their great-grandson, Sir

Robert John Milliken-Napier, ninth Bart, since 1627

(b . 1818 ; sue. 1852), holds 1280 acres in the shire, valued

at £4386 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Millikenpark, a village, with a railway station, at the

mutual border of Kilbarchan and Abbey-Paisleyparishes,

Renfrewshire, on Black Cart Water and the Glasgow
and South- Western railway, 1$ mileWSW of Johnstone
station, and 4$ W by S of Paisley.

Mill Loch. See Locumaben.
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Millnain, a village in Fodderty parish, SE Ross-shire,

3 miles W by N of Dingwall.
Mill-of-Co'nveth. See Laurencekirk.
Millport, a watering-place on the island of Big Cum-

brae, Buteshire. It stretches round a pleasantly shel-

tered crescent-shaped bay at the S end of the island, and
partly overlooks the Little Cumbrae, partly commands
the opening through Fairlie Roads to the Bay of Ayr,

on the E side of the Firth of Clyde. By water it is

miles NW of the nearest point of the Ayrshire coast,

5i SSW of Largs, 13 SE of Rothesay, and 24 SSW of

Greenock. Built in a crescent following the curve of

the bay, and ascending the low heights, the town con-

sists chiefly of neat two-storied whitewashed houses,

among which are numerous excellent shops, and some
ornamental public buildings. Were the environs only

a little less bare of trees, Millport would be one of the

prettiest spots on the Clyde. As it is, it commands a

lovely panorama over the Clyde and the adjacent shores

of Buteshire, Ayrshire, and Argyllshire ; while its

sheltered bay and beach help to make it one of the

favourite West Coast watering-places.

In the middle of the curve, fronting the shore, is

the Garrison, the beautiful marine pavilion of the Earl

of Glasgow, who owns two-thirds of the entire island,

the remainder belonging to the Marquis of Bute. The
parish church, a handsome building surmounted by a

low square tower, is situated on the rising ground behind
the town. Built in 1837, it has upwards of 750 sit-

tings. There are Free, U.P., and Baptist churches, and
a Scottish Episcopal church, St Andrew's (1848). But
the finest and most conspicuous edifice in Millport is the

Episcopal Cathedral and College, founded and endowed
by the Earl of Glasgow. The cathedral, dedicated to

the Holy Spirit, was built in 1849-51 from plans by
Butterfield ; and in 1876 it was declared the Cathedral
of Argyll and the Isles. In the Gothic style of the
13th century, it consists of a nave and chancel, divided

by an open stone screen, and has an organ, good stained

glass, 150 sittings, a graceful spire, three bells, etc.

Immediately adjoining, and built of the same light-

coloured freestone of the island, are a chapter-house and
college. The whole range of buildings is situated in

beautifully laid-out grounds. According to The Scottish

Church and University Almanac for 1884, 'The chief

objects for which this church and college are founded
are : to place at the bishop's disposal a certain number
of clergy who shall minister in places where a resident

pastor cannot be supported ; to afford a retreat to a
small number of aged and infirm clergymen ; to afford

education and maintenance to two or three students of

divinity ; and to assist in their studies a certain number
of young men before and during their university course,

and to such as desire to read in the college in prepara-

tion for holy orders.

'

Millport has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, a branch of the
Union Bank, 5 insurance agencies, a public hall (1872),
a town-hall (1879), a public library, a reading-room, a
gas company, a harbour company, 5 hotels, including
3 temperance hotels, public and Episcopalian schools,

an academy, and various other institutions. The har-
bour is a creek under Greenock, and is of small
capacity. The stone pier, built chiefly at the expense
of the Marquis of Bute, stands in 6 feet water at ebb,
and 14 feet water at flood, tide. It has! been largely
superseded by an iron pier, built in 1871-72 by the
Earl of Glasgow, on piles driven 5 or 6 feet into the
ground. This pier is 275 feet long by 18 broad, and
has a T-shaped head 80 feet by 25. Close by is good
anchorage, fully protected by two small rocky islets

known as the Allans. Steamer communication is main-
tained regularly with Wemyss Bay and Largs all the
year round, and with other places on tho Clyde less

regularly, and chiefly in summor. Tho prosperity of
the town depends chiefly on tho summer visitors,

several thousand of whom visit it annually during
the season. Some of tho inhabitants carry on fishing
and a few minor industries. Millport, ranking as a

police burgh since 1864, is governed by a senior and 2
junior magistrates and 6 police commissioners. Sheriff
small debt courts are held in the town in March and Sep-
tember. The municipal constituency numbered 720 in
1884, when the annual value of real property was£14, 616,
whilst the revenue including assessments, amounts to
£659. Pop. (1839) 932, (1861) 1104, (1871) 1523, (1881)
1749, of whom 758 were males. Houses (1881) occupied
344, vacant 67, building 5.—Ord. Sur., sh. 21, 1870.

Millseat, a hamlet in King Edward parish, Aberdeen-
shire, 6 miles NE of Turriff. It has a Congregational
chapel built in 1831, and containing 210 sittings.

Milltimber, a station in Peterculter parish, Aberdeen-
shire, on the Deeside railway, 6J miles WSW of Aber-
deen.

Milltown. See Milton.
Milnathort, a little market town in Orwell parish,

Kinross-shire, lying 400 feet above sea-level, near the
left bank of North Queich Water, and within 1 mile of
the NW corner of Loch Leven. Its station on the North
British railway is If mile N by E of Kinross station, and
13j miles WSW of Ladybank Junction. It stands amid
a fine tract of country, screened by the Lomond Hills on
the E, and by the Ochils on the N and W ; and com-
prises fine well-built streets, which are lighted with gas
from the Kinross and Milnathort gas-works (1835).
There are a post office, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments, a branch of the Clydesdale
Bank, 3 hotels, a town-hall, 2 schools, a library (1797),
etc. A handsome bridge across the Queich was built

about 1850, in place of a crazy, shabby, old structure.

Orwell parish church, on a neighbouring eminence, was
built in 1729, and completely renovated a few years ago,
being now all that can be desired as regards accommo-
dation and comfort. It has two large and very hand-
some stained-glass windows. There are also a Free
church and a U.P. church, the latter of which, erected
in 1869 at a cost of £3000, is a fine Gothic building
with 700 sittings and a spire 125 feet high. The poet
Walter Chalmers Smith, D.D., LL.D., was Free Church
minister from 1853 till 1858. Wednesday is market-
day ; and four old cattle fairs have been superseded by
weekly and monthly live-stock sales, which are largely
attended, as the only sale of the kind in the county.
Cotton-weaving was long carried on, but went into de-
cline ; but the manufacture of tartan shawls and plaids,

introduced in 1838, has always continued to prosper,
and was extended about 1867 by the erection of a largo

factory. Pop. (1801) 959, (1831) 1772, (1861) 1476,
(1871) 1312, (1881) 1269, of whom 733 were females.

Houses (1881) 344 inhabited, 25 vacant, 2 building.—
Oral. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Milnearn. See Millearne.
Milnefield. See Mylnefield.
Milne-Graden, a modern mansion, with extensive

grounds, in Coldstream parish, Berwickshire, on the
left bank of the river Tweed, 8| miles NNE of Cold-
stream town. Anciently held by the Gradens, and after-

wards by the Kers, the estate now belongs to David
Milne-Home, Esq., LL.D. (b. 1805 ; sue. 1845), who
holds 843 acres in the shire, valued at £1716 per
annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 26, 1864. See Paxton.
Milngavie (popularly Millyuy), a small town in the

Stirlingshire section of New Kirkpatrick parish. It
stands, 190 feet above sca-level, on Allander Water, at
the terminus of the Glasgow and Milngavie branch (1863)
of the North British railway, by road being 5| miles
ENE of Duntocher, i£ N by W of Maryhill, and 7 (9$
by rail) NNW of Glasgow. It presents an irregular

and somewhat straggling, yet cheerful and prosperous
aspect ; consists chiefly of plain, two-story houses, many
of them whitewashed ; contains more respectable shops
than are found in most towns of its size ; carries on ex-
tensive and vigorous industry in a print-work, a paper-
mill, two bleach-fields, etc. ; and has a post office under
Glasgow, with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph
departments, an hotel, gas-works, a mechanics' institu-

tion, a public library, etc. A. B. Stirling (1811-81),
the self-taught naturalist, was a native. An Established
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ehnnh) built ns a shape] ol ease about 1840 at a cost of

£1500, in 1878 was raised to ,,„oad sacra status. There
nr<> also i\ U.P. church (1799 ; r>l 7 sittings) and St
Joseph's Koman Catholic church (1872; 800 sittings). A
public and a Soman Catholic, school, with respective

aooommodation fox tOO and 109 children, had (1882) an
average attendance of 319 and 05, and grants of £290,
7-. lid. and £51, 18s. Milngavio is a police burgh under
the (icncral I'olice and Improvement Act (Scot) of 1802.
Its municipal constituency numbered 430 in 1884, when
the annual value of real 'property was £0804, and the
revenue (including assessments) amounted to £394. Pop.
of town (1831) 1162, (1801) 1895, (1871) 2044, (1881)
2030, in 518 houses; of quoad sacra parish (1881) 2927,
ol whom 107 were in Dumbartonshire.

—

Old. Sur., ah.

30, 1806.

Milnhead. See Mii.liiead.

Milnholm Cross. See Canti.f.ton, Roxburghshire.
Milntown or Milton of New Tarbat, a villago in Kil-

nniir-Eastcr parish, NE lioss-shire, 3 furlongs SSE of

Kildarv or 1 'arkhill station. It has fairs on the first

Tuesday of January, the second Tuesday of March, the
: ..mi Tue-dav.-f Mav, and t ho last Tuesday of October,

all old style.— Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Milrig, an estate, with a mansion, in Eiccarton parish,

A\ rshirc, '2\ miles S of Galston. Its owner, John Sprot
'fait, Es([. (b. 1843 ; sue. 1881), holds 183 acres in the
shire, valued at £266per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Milton, a village in Old Kilpatrick parish, Dumbar-
tonshire, adjacent to the SE side of Duntocher. It has
a large cotton-factory, built in 1821 on the site of the

Dalnotter iron-works; and it shares generally in the
of Duntocher. Pop. (1861) 366, (1871) 420,

(1881) 499.

Milton, a village, with print-works, in Old Kilpatrick
paiish, Dumbartonshire, at the E base of Dumbuck
Hill, 2 miles E by S of Dumbarton.

Milton or Milton of Campsie, a village in Campsie
parish, S Stirlingshire, on the banks of the Glazert, with
a station on the Campsie and Blano Valley section of the
North British railway, 1£ mile N of Kirkintilloch, 2
miles ESE of Lennoxtown, and 9J NNE of Glasgow. It

is in the near vicinity of two print-works, Kincaid (1785)
and Lillyburn (1831); shares in the industry of a populous
and productive district ; and has a post office under Glas-

gow, with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph

departments. Pop. (1861) 502, (1871) 714, (1881) 555.— Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Milton, a fishing village in St Cyrus parish, Kin-
cardineshire, If mile SW of Johnshaven. It once was
a place of some importance, but since about 1790 has
suffered much injury from encroachment of the sea and
other causes, and now is both small and ruinous. A

• i ' ] M ]\l,.;ife spring in its vicinity enjoyed, for

some time, considerable medicinal repute.

Milton, a hamlet in Fowlis-Wester parish, Perthshire,

3 miles ENE of Crieff.

Milton, a village in Urr parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, 7
X by E of Dalbeattie. Milton Loch, 3 furlongs

WNW, lies at an altitude of 420 feet ; is f mile long,

and varies in breadth between 1J and 3f furlongs
;

tbounds with pike and perch ; and sends off a streamlet
southward into confluence with Kirkgunzeon or Dal-
beattie Burn.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 9, 1863.

Milton, an estate, with a hamlet, in Carmyllie parish,

Forfarshire, 6 miles W by N of Arbroath. It forms
part of a district which was disjoined from St Vigeans
in 1606.

Milton-Bridge, a hamlet in Glencorso parish, Edin-
burghshire, 2 miles NNE of Penicuik. It has a post
office, with money order and savings' bank departments.

Milton-Eridge. See Milton-Lockhart.
Milton-Brodie, a quadrangular mansion, sheltered by

tall trees, in Alves parish, NW Elginshire, If mile NE
of Kinloss station and f>\ miles SSW of Burghead. Its

owner, the Rev. John Brodie-Innes (b. 1816 ; sue. 1861),
holds 1237 acres in the shire, valued at £1755 per
annum — Ord. Sur., sh. 95, 1876.

Milton-Lockhart, a mansion in Carluke parish, Lan-
34

arkshire, near the right bank of tho winding river Clyde,
3 miles WSW of Carluke town. A modern edifice, in the
old Scottish Baronial style, after designs by W. Burn,
it has grounds of singular beauty, backed by deep ravines

and wooded hills. Tho estate, which belonged to the

Whitefords in the 16th and 17th centuries, is hold now
by Major-Gen. David Blair Lockhart (b. 1829 ; sue.

1876), owner of 1059 acres in the shire, valued at £2582
per annum. Milton Bridge, over the Clyde, is a three-

arch structure, on the model of the old bridge of Both-
woll, and was erected early in the present century.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Milton, New, a hamlet in Glencorse parish, Edinburgh-
shire, 1£ mile NNE of Auchendinny station.

Milton of Balgonie. See Balgonie.
Milton of Dunipace. See Dunipace.
Milton, Whins of, a village in St Ninians parish, Stir-

lingshire, 2 miles S of Stirling. Pop. (1871) 481, (1881)

487.

Minard Castle, a mansion, with picturesque grounds,

in Kilmichael-Glassary parish, Argyllshire, on the W
side of Loch Fyno, 8 miles NE of Lochgilphead and 13f
SSW of Inveraray. There are a post office of Minard,
with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments, a Free church, and a large and elegant public

school, erected in 1871 by the late proprietor, John
Pender, Esq., M.P. The estate— 5285 acres, of £1475
annual value—now is owned by Thomas Lloyd, Esq.

(b. 1835).—Ord. Sur., sh. 37, 1876.

Minch or North Minch, the belt of sea between the

mainland of Scotland and the northern portion of tho

Outer Hebrides. Extending in a north-north-easterly

direction, and forming a continuation of the Little

Minch outward to the North Sea, it connects at the

SE corner with the channels between the mainland and
Skye ; has a width of from 23 to 45 miles ; and is

flanked, on all the E side, by the mainland parts of

lioss-shire and Sutherland, on all the W side by Lewis
island, inclusive of the northern part of Harris. Its

name signifies 'the stormy sea;' its currents are regular

and very rapid ; its depths are mostly great, and gene-

rally so variable as to indicate a very rugged bottom ;

and its water is exceedingly salt

Minch, Little, tho belt of sea between Skye island

and the middle portion of the Outer Hebrides. It

opens from the expanse of the Atlantic between the

mainland of Scotland and the southern portion of the

Outer Hebrides ; extends north-north-eastward into

junction with the Minch ; has a breadth of from 14 to

20 miles ; and is flanked, on the W side, by Benbecula,

North Uist, and the southern part of Harris.

Minchmoor, a broad-based, heather-clad mountain on
tho mutual border of Traquair parish, Peeblesshire, and
Kirkhope parish, Selkirkshire, 2 miles SE of Traquair

village. It rises to a height of 1856 feet above sea-

level, and forms part of the watershed between the

Tweed and the Yarrow. By the wild old road across it,

from Selkirk to Peebles—long traversed by the mail—
Montrose's cavaliers fled helter-skelter from Philip-

haugh ; and near the top, on the Tweed side, is the

famous Cheese Well, where every passer-by of old was
wont to drop in bits of his provisions as votive offerings

to the fairies who made this their favourite haunt. The
view from the top and its many associations form the

theme of the late Dr John Brown's delightful Minch-
moor (Edinb. 1864).— Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Mindork Castle. See Kirkcowan.
Mingala, an island of Barra parish, Outer Hebrides,

Inverness-shire, f mile NNW of Bernera, If mile SSW
of Pabba, and 9 miles SSW of the nearest point of Barra

island. It extends 1\ miles north-north-eastward

;

measures If mile in extreme breadth
;

rises, along the

W side, in almost mural clilfs, the retreat of innumer
able sea-fowl, to an altitude of 900 feet above sea-level

;

and is mostly pastoral, but contains some arablo land.

Pop. (1861) 139, (1871) 141, (1881) 150, of whom 146

were Gaelic-speaking.

Mingary Castle, an ancient fortalice in Ardnamur-
chan parish, Argyllshire, on the S shore of the Ardna-
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mnrchan peninsula, at the mouth of Loch Snnart,

looking along the Sound of Mull, and confronting the
north-western extremity of Mull island, 6 miles N by
W of Tobermory and 20 WSW of Salen. Crowning a

scarped rock, which rises 24 feet murally from the
sea, it measures more than 200 feet in circumference

;

and has an irregular hexagonal outline, adapted to the
configuration of the ground, being broadest on the land-

ward side, where it is defended by a dry ditch. Its high,

strong, battlemented, outer wall is seemingly of ancient

construction, little fitted to resist artillery ; but a

three-story house and some offices are said to have been
erected so late as the beginning of last century. An-
ciently the seat of the Maclans, a clan of Macdonalds,
descended from an early Lord of the Isles, it twice was oc-

cupied by James IV.—first in 1493, when he issued a
charter hence ; next in 1495, when he received the sub-

mission of the chieftains of the Isles. It was, partly at

least, demolished, in 1517, by the Knight of Lochalsh
;

sustained a siege, in 1588, by the Macleans, but was re-

lieved by a Government force ; and was captured, in

1644, by Colkitto, who made it the prison of a small
body of Covenanters, including three ministers. Now,
though strictly a ruin, it is still in a state of tolerable

preservation.

Minginish. See Bracadale.
Minishant, a hamlet in Maybole parish, Ayrshire,

miles NNE of Maybole town, under which it has a post
office.

Minnick Water, a rivulet of Sanquhar parish,

Dumfriesshire, rising at an altitude of 1740 feet, on
the north-western slope of Lowther Hill, close to the
Lanarkshire boundary, and 9 furlongs SSE of Wanlock-
hcad. Thence it runs 6£ miles west-south-westward,
receiving in its progress three tributaries, each nearly
equal to itself in volume, and falls into the Nith, just

below Minnock-Bridge village, 2 miles SE of Sanquhar.
Some wildly romantic spots, interesting both for their

own scenery and for association with traditions of the
Covenanters, are on its banks ; and a road goes up all

its vale to Wanlockhead, leading thence to Leadhills
and Upper Strath clyde. —Ord. Sur., sh. 15, 1864.

Minnick, Water of. See Minnoch.
Minniehive. See Moniaive.
Minnigaff (Gael, monadh-dubh, ' dark mountainous

region'), a hamlet and a parish in the extreme W of
Kirkcudbrightshire. The hamlet stands on a low piece

of ground at the influx of Penkill Burn to the Cree, |
mile N of the post-town, Newton-Stewart. Before that
town had come into existence this was a place of some
importance, for Symson describes it in 1684 as having 'a
very considerable market every Saturday, frequented by
the moormen of Carrick, Monnygaffe, and other moor
places, who buy there great quantities of meal and malt.'

The parish, containing also Blackcraig village and
the Creebridge suburb of Newton-Stewart, is bounded
NW and N by Barr in Ayrshire, NE by Carsphairn and
Kells, SE by Girthon and Kirkinabreck, and SW by
Penninghame in Wigtownshire. Its utmost length,
from N to S, is 16| miles ; its utmost breadth, from E
to W, is 13g miles ; and its area is 139g square miles
or 89,451£ acres, of which 1312 arc water. Issuing
from Loch Moan (6£ x 3 furl. ; 675 feet), the Cree
winds 30J miles south-westward and south-south-east-
ward along the Ayrshire and Wigtownshire border to

within 2£ miles of the head of Wigtown Bay. During
this course it is joined by the Water of Minnoch,
entering from Ayrshire, and running 10£ miles south-
ward ; Penkill Burn, rising at an altitude of 1970 feet,

and running 8§ miles south-south-westward ; and Pal-
nuro Burn, rising at an altitude of 612 feet, and running
Hi miles south-south-westward (for tho last lg milo
along the Kirkinabreck boundary). The Water of Trooi.
flows lg mile west-south-westward from wooded Loch
Trool (lg mile x If furl. ; 250 feet) to the Water of
Minnoch; and the Dee, issuing from lone Loch Deo
(7x4 furl. ; 750 feet), runs first £ mile north-eastward
through tho interior, then 6g miles east-south-eastward
along tho boundary with Kells Lakes, other than

those already noticed, are Loch Grennocii (2 miles x 3

furl. ; 680 feet) at the Girthon boundary, Loch Enoch
(6| x 4J furl. ; 1650 feet) at the Ayrshire boundary, the

three Lochs of the Dungeon, Loch Neldricken, Loch
Valley, etc. ; and streams and lakes alike afford capital

angling. The surface is everywhere hilly or mountainous,
chief elevations from S to N being Cairnsmore of
Fleet (2331 feet), Larg Hill (2216), Lamachan Hill

(2349), Benyellary (2360), Mekuick (2764), and Kirrie-

reoch Hill (2562), of which Merrick is the loftiest

summit S of the Grampians. The general landscape is

described by Dr A. Geikie as 'one wild expanse of

mountain and moorland, roughened with thousands of

heaps of glacial detritus, and "dotted with lakes enclosed

among these rubbish mounds.' Indeed, with the excep-

tion of a warm nook of about 6 square miles in the

extreme S, and of some narrow strips of carse-land along

the principal streams in the W, the whole region is one

vast sheep-walk, where 'heath and moss, rocks and
stones without end, and jagged hills, with here and
there bright verdant patches on their rugged sides,

form"'the chief features of the scenery.' Large part of

this wild district at one time formed part of the far-

reaching Forest of Buchan—a name preserved in that

of Buchan farm, the house of which stands on the N
bank of Loch Trool, and which to the shepherds is

known as the 'Four Nines,' from its erroneously esti-

mated area of 9999 acres. The prevailing rocks are

clay slate and greywacke, of Upper Silurian age, with

intrusive masses and boulders of granite ; and nowhere
in the South of Scotland are the traces of glaciatiou to

be witnessed on a grander scale than in the Merrick

uplands. Veins of lead ore, from 2 to 5 feet thick,

occur on the estates of Machermore and Kirroughtree ;

and at East Blackcraig, on the former property, lead

and zinc still are mined, though in much less quantity

than formerly. The soil of the low grounds along the

Cree and Palnure Burn is mostly a tenacious clay, inter-

spersed with patches of moss ; on the other low grounds
is dry and gravelly, abounding with stones ; and else-

where is very various. Little more than one-fifteenth

of the entire area is in tillage ; some 600 acres are under
wood ; and the rest of the land is pastoral or waste.

The chief antiquities are Garlies Castle, three mote
hills, several sepulchral tumuli, a standing stone, and
some cairns. In 1306 Robert Bruce, with 300 followers,

is said to have routed 1500 English under the Earl of

Pembroke near the head of Loch Trool, at whose foot a

small party of Covenanters were surprised and slain by
a troop of dragoons on a winter Sabbath morning of

1685. Alexander Murray, D.D. (1775-1813), the self-

taught Orientalist, was the son of a Minnigaff shepherd ;

Lieut. -Gen. the Hon. Sir William Stewart, who served

in seventeen campaigns under Nelson and Wellington,

and died in 1827
;

resided for several years at Cumloden,
and is buried in the churchyard, along with John
Mackie, Esq. of Bargaly, and James, his son, both

Liberal M.P.'s for the county; and Lieut. -Col. Patrick

Stewart, C.B. (1832-65), was born at Cairnsmore.

Mansions, all noticed separately, are Bargaly, Cairns-
more, Cumloden, Kirroughtree, and Machermore ;

and the Earl of Galloway owns more than half of

the parish, 4 other proprietors holding each an annual

value of £500 and upwards, 2 of between £100 and
£500, 3 of from £50 to £100, and 9 of from £20 to

£50. Giving off a portion to Bargrennan quoad sacra

parish, Minnigaff is in the presbytery of Wigtown
and the synod of Galloway ; the living is worth £351.

Tho parish church, on a lovely spot overlooking Minni-
gaff hamlet, the town of Newton-Stewart, and the con-

fluence of the Cree and the Water of Minnoch, is a

good Gothic edifico of 1836, with tower, organ, three

tine memorial stained-glass windows, and 850 sittings.

Creebridge and Stronord public schools, with respec

tive accommodation for 116 and 100 children, had
(1883N an average attendance of 76 and 65, and grants

of £72, 18s. and £69, 15s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£12,097, (1884) £18,174, 5s. 7d. Pop. (1801) 1609,

(1831) 1855, (1861) 1804, (1871) 1529, (1881) 1587, of
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whom (25 wan La Cnebridge, and 13S4 in tho
ecclesiastical parish. Onl. Stir., shs. 4, 8, 1857-63.

Minuishant. See Minikiiant.
Minuoch, Loch. Baa Kblls,
Minnocu, Water of, a troutful rivulet of Ayr mul

Kirkcudbright shires, rising, at an altitude of 1980 foot,

on the western slope of Shalloeh of Minnoeh (2520 feet),

and running U| miles aouth-by-westward through Barr
an,l Mimiigalf parishes, till, alter a total descent of 1850
feet, it tails into the C'ree at a point 7:,' miles NNW of
Newton Stewart. Its course, except near tho end, lies

through a moorish upland country.

—

(Jrd. Sur., sh. 8,

1SG3.

Miunock Water. Seo Minnick.
Miunyhive. Seo Moniaive.
Minsh. See Mincii.

Mintlaw, a villago near tho western border of Long-
side pariah, Aberdeenshire, ?r mile E by S of Mintlaw
station on tho Peterhead branch of the Great North of
Scotland railway, this being 9 miles W by N of Peter-

head, 4 E by N of Maud Junction, and 35J N by
E of Aberdeen. Founded during the first quarter of the
present century, it has a post ollice, with money order,

savings' bank, and railway telegraph departments, a

branch of the Aberdeen Town and County Bank, two
hotels, two schools, and a market on the second Tuesday
in every month. Top. (1831) 222, (1861) 240, (1871)

413, (18S1) 435.— Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Minto (Cym. maen-tal, 'the high stono'), a village

and a parish of Roxburghshire, The village lies 1J milo

N by W of Denholm, the birthplace of the poet Lcyden,
and 13 mile E of Hasscndean station, on the 'Waverley
route ' of the North British, this being 4J miles NNE
of the post-town, Hawick. The parish church here,

built in 1831 from designs by William Playfair, is a
handsome Gothic building, with 360 sittings, a square

tower, and an harmonium presented in 1880 by the late

Countess of Minto. The manse, 1 mile SSW, was built

at the same time as the church, from designs specially

I
to suit the taste of the then holder of the living

—Dr Aitken. It is in the Italian or Tuscan villa style.

Minto parish is bounded N by Lilliesleaf, NE by
Ancrum, SE by Cavers, and SW by Wilton. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 4§ miles ; its utmost breadth

is 3J miles ; and its area is 5620J acres, of which 19J
are water. It embraces a considerable portion of the

suppressed parish of Hasscndean. The river Teviot
flows 4J miles north-eastward along or close to the

Cavers boundary, and from Minto is joined by Hassen-
dean and Grindin Burns. Along the riverside extends

a strip of haugh, from 1 to lk furlong in breadth, and
less than 300 feet above sea-level. It is flanked by
a steep bank, behind which tho ground slowly rises to

the northern boundary. Towards the western extremity

of the parish is Hassendean Glen, near the foot of

which is a fine petrifying spring. It also contains the

spacious and recently enlarged mansion-house of Colonel

Dickson of Hassendeanburn and Chatto. Towards
tin- eastern part of the parish there is another dell

—Minto Glen—of great and attractive beauty. It is

intersected throughout its entire length by well-kept

walks, and contains many larch trees of so great a size,

that they are only rivalled by those in the Duke of

Athole's plantations at Dunkeld. These larches were
among the first imported into Scotland. At the head
of Minto Glen, an artificial lake was formed in 1735, and
upon a bank rising from its margin, Minto House is

situated. Opposite the mansion-house stood the old

parish church and churchyard ; but when the present

church was built, the burial-ground was converted into

a flower-garden, which is yearly admired by visitors

who come from all parts to view the beauties of Minto.

To the W of Minto House rise the Hills of Minto,

'as modest and shapely and smooth as Clytie's should-

ers.' They are 905 and 836 feet high, and, owing to

their position, are easily seen from almost every point.

Minto Crags, which form the chief natural feature of

the parish, lie E of the Minto Hills. They are a large

mass of trap rock, rising from a fairly level piece of
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ground, and at taining a height of 729 feet. The top is

most irregular in outline, while tho face, overgrown
With ivy, grass, and wild-ilowers, is formed of shelving
projections, ono above tho other. Hugo blocks, de-
tached from tho cliffs above, lie scattered along tho
bottom of the Crags. Clumps of treos grow, both at
the top and loot of the cliff, as well as on the face,

wherever they can obtain root-hold. 'The view from
the Crags is highly diversified and beautiful. The wind-
ings of "the silver Teviot," through a pleasing vale, can
bo traced for many a mile, tho prospect on one side
being terminated by the fine outline of the Liddesdale
hills, along with those on the confines of Dumfriesshire,
and in the opposite direction by the smoother and more
rounded forms of the Cheviots. Kuberslaw rises imme-
diately in front, with Dcnholmdean on the right, and
tho narrow bed of tho Rule on the left; while behind, to
the N, are distinctly seen tho Eildon Hills, the Black
Hill, Cowdenknovvcs, Smailholm Tower, Hume Castle,

and the Lammermuirs.' The summit of the Crags is

crowned by a ruin, called Fatlips Castle, which is supposed
to havo been the stronghold of Turnbull of Barnhills, a
well-known Border freebooter. A small platform, a
little way below the top, is called Barnhill's Bed. It
was used, in all probability, as a point of outlook. Sir
Walter Scott alludes to it in the following lines from
Tlie Lay of the Last Minstrel :

' On Minto Cr.ijrs the moonbeams glint
Where Bamhill hewed his heel of Hint;
Who flung liis outlawed limbs to rest
Where falcons ban"; (heir giddy nest
'Mid cliffs from whence his eagle eye
For many a league his prey could spy;
Cliffs, doubling, on their echoes borne
The terrors of the robber's horn.'

Nearly two-thirds of the parish are in tillage, the
other one-third being pasture land. In tho E part of

Minto are many plantations, the property of the Earl of

Minto. Near the Teviot the soil is light loam ; to-

wards tho N it is clay. Tho Crags are formed of erup-
tive rocks, and in Hasscndean Glen is coarse red sand-
stone conglomerate. The North British railway traverses

the parish for 3 J miles, and has a station at Hassendean.
The chief landowners are the Earl of Minto, to whom

belong two-thirds of the parish ; the Duke of Buccleuch,
Heron Maxwell of Teviotbank, and Colonel Dickson of
Hassendeanburn. Tho principal residences are Minto
House, Teviotbank, and Hassendeanburn. The first of
these ia the seat of Lord Minto, to whom this property
gives the title of Baron and Earl in the peerage of the
United Kingdom. Some time before his elevation to

the bench as Lord Minto in 1705, Gilbert or 'Gibbie'
Elliot (1651-1718), a grandson of Gilbert Elliot of Stobs,
purchased the Minto estate. He had been created a
baronet in 1700. The second Sir Gilbert (1693-1766),
lord justice-clerk, was an accomplished Italian scholar,

and formed a large library at Minto House. The third

Sir Gilbert (1722-77) sat as member of Parliament,
first for Selkirkshire and then for Roxburghshire. He
was a poet of some merit ; and his sister, Jean Elliot

(1727-1805), was author of that immortal lyric, The
Mowers of the Forest. The fourth Sir Gilbert (1751-

1814) held several political and diplomatic posts, and,

on account of his services, was raised to the peerage as

Baron Minto in 1797, and as Earl of Minto and Viscount
Melgund in 1813. William -Hugh Elliot - Murray

-

Kynynmound, present and third Earl (b. 1814 ; sue.

1859), from 1857-59 acted as Chairman of the General
Board of Lunacy for Scotland, and in 1870 was created

a Knight of the Thistle. His countess, Emma-Eleanor-

Elizabeth Hislop (1824-82), was author of Memoirs of the

Right Hon. Hugh Elliot ; Life and Letters of Sir Gilbert

Elliot, first Earl ofMinto ; Lord Minto in Lndia ; Border
Sketches, etc. The Earl owns 16,041 acres, valued at

£15,857, Is. per annum, viz., 8633 acres in Roxburgh-
shire (£6884, 4s.), 1032 in Selkirkshire (£264, 5s.), 2930
in Fife (£5400, 10s.), and 3446 in Forfarshire (£3308,

2s.). See Lociigelly and Melgund.
Minto House, \ milo NE of the village, is a handsome
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four-storied building, erected in 1814 from designs by-

Archibald Elliot, Esq., architect. It contains a valu-

able library and an interesting museum. One of its

chief attractions is the beauty of its site
;
another, the

wide and magnificent view which it commands, especi-

ally from its upper windows.
The earliest notices of the barony of Minto occur in

the 14th century, at which time it was in the possession

of the ancient and powerful family of the Turnbulls.

It passed from them to the Stewarts, and at length was

sold to Sir Gilbert Elliot, the great ancestor of the

present family of Minto. A curious circumstance re-

garding the church of Minto is, that in 1374 it belonged

to the diocese of Lincoln. Minto is in the presbytery

of Jedburgh and synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the

living is worth £469. The public school, with accommo-
dation for 69 children, had (1883) an average attendance

of 29, and a grant of £17, 7s. Valuation (1864) £4667,

13s. 8d., (1884) £5716, 5s. lid. Pop. (1801) 477, (1831)

481, (1861) 430, (1871) 431, (1881) 425.— Orel. Sur., sh.

17, 1864.

Mistylaw Hills. See Lochwinnoch.
Miulie, Loch, or Loch a' Mhuilinn, a small lake in Kil-

morack parish, Glenstrathfarrar, NW Inverness-shire,

15 miles WSW of Beauly. An expansion of the river

Farrar, it lies at an altitude of 416 feet, has an utmost
length and breadth of 7 and 3 furlongs, affords good
trout-fishing, and has near its foot a shooting-lodge of

Lord Lovat. To an islet in it the old Lord Lovat is said

to have retired after the Battle of Culloden, and from a

neighbouring mountain to have surveyed the conflagra-

tion of his mansion and the houses of his clansmen.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 82, 83, 1882-81.

Moan, Loch, a lake on the mutual border of Barr
parish, Ayrshire, and Minnigaff parish, Kirkcudbright-

shire, 7| miles ENE of Barrhill station. Lying 675 feet

above sea-level, it has an utmost length and breadth of

6h and 3 furlongs; is deeply indented in outline and
studded with four islets ; contains large pike ; and sends

off the river Cree to the head of Wigtown Bay.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 8, 1863.

Mochnun (Gael, magh-dhruim, 'ridge of the plain '),

a village and a coast parish in Machers district, SE
Wigtownshire. The village, 2 miles NNE of Port-

William and 8 SW of Wigtown, is a pleasant little

place, with two inns, a post office, the manse and
parish church, a good school, and a row of some twenty
houses.

The parish, containing also Port-William and Eldrig
villages, is bounded NW by Old Luce, N by Kirkcowan,
E by Kirkinner, SE by Glasserton, and SW by Luce
Bay. Its utmost length, from NNW to SSE, is 11J
miles ; its utmost breadth is 5£ miles ; and its area is

40 square miles or 25,601 acres, of which 863| are fore-

shore and 666J water. The coast-line, 9f miles long,

over the first mile from the Glasserton boundary rises

steeply to a height of 100 feet sheer out of the water,

but elsewhere is fringed by an old sea-margin of flat

smooth gravel, 50 yards broad, with high grassy braes

beyond. A number of burns rising in the interior run
south -south-westward to Luce Bay ; but the drainage is

partly carried eastward to the Bladenoeh by head-streams
of the Water of Malzie. Of eleven lakes and lakelets,

mostly in the N and NW, the principal are White Loch
(4 J x l£ furl. ), Eldrig Loch (4x1 furl. ), Mochrum Loch
(l| mile x 3 furl.), and Castle Loch (1$ x h mile). The
two last, 6J and 8 miles NNW of Port- William, contain
a number of islets, with which, and its wooded head-
lands, Mochrum Loch has no common beauty. The
surface is everywhere hilly, chief elevations from N to

S being Craigeach Fell (426 feet), tho Doon of May
(457), Mochrum Fell (646), Bennan Hill (500), Eldrig
Fell (432), Milton Fell (418), and East Bar (450)—
heights that command a far-away view to the Isle of

Man and the mountains of Ireland and Cumberland.
Thus, with but small aggregato of level land, Mochrum
comprises largo tracts of rocky eminence and mossy
swamp, bleak and barren in aspect, and thinly inter-

spersed with patches of good dry arable laud. The
76

predominant rocks are Silurian, and the soil along much
of the seaboard is very fertile loam, either light or strong
and deep ; on the lands towards the centre is thin and
stony; and on the higher grounds is moorish. Some 200
acres are under wood ; and a large extent of moorland has
been brought into cultivation. In 1832 a bone-crushing
mill was opened at Eldrig village, and from that date the
' Old Mill of Mochrum '"has been quite an institution in

the county. The lands of Mochrum were given in 1368
to Thomas Dunbar, second son of Patrick, Earl of March.
The Dunbars, his descendants, who took title from
Mochrum, and had their seat at the Old Place of

Mochrum, were a somewhat distinguished family.

Cadets of the house founded the families of Dunbar
of Clugston and Dunbar of Baldoor, the latter now
represented by the Earl of Selkirk. Gavin Dunbar, son
of Sir John Dunbar of Mochrum, became prior of

Whithorn about the year 1504, was afterwards made
preceptor to James V., and became in 1524 Archbishop
of Glasgow, in 1528 Lord-Chancellor of Scotland, and
in 1536 one of the Lords of Regency during the king's
visit to France. The family was raised to the baronetcy
in 1694, and is now represented by Sir William Dunbar,
seventh Bart. (b. 1812; sue. 1841), Liberal M.P. for

Wigtown 1857-65. Since the close, however, of the
17th century, the Old Place and the estate of Mochrum
have been held by the Earls of Dumfries arid Marquises
of Bute. Engirt with ash-trees, and standing near the
NE end of Mochrum Loch, the Old Place consists of
two square four-story towers, and dates from the last

quarter of the 15th century. Since 1873 it has been
carefully restored by the present Marquis. On an islet

in Castle Loch are remains of an older castle ; and the
ruins of Myrtoun Castle, the seat of the M'Cullochs,
crown a mote-hill near the shore of the White Loch.
Other antiquities are a large double-dyked fort on
Barsalloch Brae, the Mote of^Boghouse near Mochrum
village, the Carlin Stone near Eldrig Loch, a vitrified

fort on the Doon of May, remains of Chapel Finian
(by the country people called ' Chipper-Finnan ' or ' the
Well of Finnan ') on the shore 5^ miles NW of Port-
William, Cairn Buy still further NW, etc. Monreith,
noticed separately, is the principal mansion; and Sir

H. E. Maxwell, Bart., M.P., divides most of the parish
with the Marquis of Bute, 2 lesser proprietors holding
each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 5 of between
£100 and £500, 1 of from £50 to £100, and 16 of from
£20 to £50. Mochrum is in the presbytery of Wig-
town and the synod of Galloway ; the living is worth
£216. The parish church is a plain edifice of 1794,
and, as enlarged in 1832 and 1878, contains 800
sittings. Free and U.P. churches are at Port-
William ; and four public schools—Culshabbin, Eldrig,

Mochrum, and Port-William—with respective accom-
modation for 60, 80, 119, and 220 children, had
(1883) an average attendance of 31, 54, 56, and 122,
and grants of £41, 15s., £39, 12s., £40, 12s., and
£102, 16s. Valuation (1860) £12,250, (1884) £16,003,
19s. 4d. Pop. (1801) 1113, (1831) 2105, (1861)
2694, (1871) 2450, (1881) 2315.—CW. Sur., shs. 4, 2,

1857-56.

Mochrum Loch. See Kirkoswald.
Moffat (Gaelic una- cut, 'a long, deep, mountain hollow,'

or Irish mat-fad, 'a long plain '), a town in the N of the
Annandale district of Dumfriesshire, and a parish, partly

in Dumfriesshire and partly in Lanarkshire. The town
is situated at tho southern base of the Gallow Hill

(832 feet) * on the left bank of the river Annan, 2 miles
NNW of the point at which Mollat and Evan Waters
flow into that river. It is distant 51 miles by road, but

63i by rail, SSW of Edinburgh ; 54 by road, but 6G| by
rail, SK of (

i lasgow ; 21 by road, but 30J by rail, NNE
of Dumfries ; 15 J by road N by W of Lockerbie, and 2
NNE of Beattock station on tho main line (1848)
of the Caledonian. A railway line, 1| mile long,

* Prof. Gcorjfc Sinclair of Glasgow, who died in lOOfi, ascertained
tlio height of this hill by means of the barometer—-the earliest
instance probably of itd application in Great Britain to this pur-

I,USC
'
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which was opened In April 1S83, oonneota Moffat with
Beattock. The oompamyhaa a capital of £16,000 in
£10 shares. The new line, which is worked by tho
I'll' Ionian Railway Company, has proved a groat boon
to Motl'at, as it has made it nmeh easier of aeeoss than
it was when tho nearest station was at Beattock.
Omnibuses run between tho hotels and tho mineral well,

and a coach goes thrieo a week in tho season to tho
famous Qrey Mare's Tail and St Mary's Loch.
The town is built upon a gentle slope, which rises

slowly northward from 840 to 400 feet above sea-lovol.

The High Street is tho chief street, or rather 'placo,'

being 300 yards long and 50 broad. It is thus described
in the BtOUtita of Scotlond(1805): 'The street is widoand
spacious, handsomely formed and gravelled, exceedingly
smooth, clean, and dry in an hour after the heaviest rains,

and is a n'os't agreeable walk to the inhabitants, and to

the oinpany that comes for goats' whey or the mineral

waters.
1 Since that time tho High Street has been

modernised by tho erection of new, and the remodelling
of old, buildings. It contains the principal public
edifices, hotels, etc., and at one time, with the closes

branching from it, composed tho town of Moffat. Of
late years, however, owing to the number of people
visiting Moffat annually, the building of villas has been
••!. at I v < 1 1

1
< mi .

i i < 1 , and several new streets have sprung
on. Such are Well Road, Old Well Road, Beechgrove,
Havelock Crescent, Academy Road, Hopetoun Place,

Ballplay Road, etc. A number of villas have also been
erected at the foot of the Gallow Hill.

There are in the town four places of worship belong-
in,' to the Kstablishcd, Free, United Presbyterian, and
Episcopal Churches. The parish church, situated in the
S part of the town, was built in 1790, and contains 1000
sittings. It is surrounded by fine old trees, and has a
handsome spire, surmounted by the 'Plying Spur,' the
m-st of the Johnstones of Annandalo. The Free church,
erected in 1843, is a large but unadorned edifice,

not far from the parish church. A small spire, added
later on, greatly improved its appearance. The U.P.
church, in Old Well Road, was erected in 1863, and cost
£3000. It is in the Decorated English or Second
Pointed style, consists of nave and aisles, and has a lofty

tower and spira. From its position it may be seen from
almost every point of view. The Episcopal church,
situated upon the Kiln Knowes, Milllmrnside, was
built in 1872 at the expense of J. Toulmin Laurence,
Esq. of Liverpool, who resided at that time in Craigie-

bnrn House. It is an iron church, but, in spite of that,

is not devoid of style. Its main attraction is a beauti-

ful stained-glass E window, erected to the memory of
the Rev. W. B. Mackenzie, who was wont frequently to
conduct service in the chapel.

Moffat is well supplied with schools. Tho Academy
arose out of the union (1834) of the parish school with
the old grammar school, which was founded by Dr
Robert Johnstone (1557-1639), George Heriot's brother-
in-law. The building, which may lay claim to some
beauty, is situated at the foot of the Gallow Hill.

With accommodation for 286 children, it had (1883)
an average attendance of 173, and a grant of £165,
18s. 6d. The Academy furnishes a good classical edu-
cation. Morison's Endowed school, in Well Road,
is a simple yet pleasing building. William Morison
(1796-1837), a native of Moffat and afterwards a Cal-

cutta merchant, left £2000 to be spent in building and
endowing a school, in which, in return for a nominal
fee, a substantial English education might be had.
It has accommodation for 88 children, an average
attendance of 52, and a grant of £26, 19s. Annan
Water and Moffat Water public schools, with respec-

tive accommodation for 44 and 53 children, had (1883)
an average attendance of 40 and 24, and grants of £44,
9s. and £32, 2s. There are also an industrial school
and a private school.

For its size Moffat possesses a fair proportion of public
buildings. The court-house, at the corner of High Street
and Well Street, dates from 1772 ; but the bell in the
turret has inscribed upon it the date 1660, along with

the Johnstone arms and an carl's coronet. Some timo
ago tho ground-floor of tho court-houso was turned into

shops, but tho upper rooms aro still used by the Town
Commissioners for holding courts and discharging other
business in, Moffat House, beside the baths, was
erected by tho second Earl of Hopetoun in 1751. As
tho third Earl died in 1817 without heirs male, the
house passed into tho possession of Lady Anne John-
stone, his eldest daughter, and great-grandmother of the
present holder of the house and property—Mr Hope
Johnstone. (See Raehills. ) It was in Moffat House that

Macpherson was residing (1759) when he entered on that
literary forgery which made so great a stir in the latter

half of the 18th century— the fabrication of the
Ossianic epics. A fine public fountain, in the upper
part of tho High Street, was erected by Mr Colvin
of Craigielands in 1875 at a cost of £500. The
design is somewhat pastoral. Upon a pedestal of rough-
hewn Corncockle red sandstone blocks, 16 feet in height,

stands a ram in bronze, designed by the late William
Brodie, R.S.A. Round the base are 4 basins of polished

granite Other buildings, which improve the appear-

ance of tho town, are the chief hotels and the banks.

Tho baths, on tho W side of High Street, beside the
Annandale Arms Hotel, were erected in 1827. The
front part of the building is taken up with assembly,

reading, and billiard rooms, while the rear part contains

the baths, which are of various descriptions—vapour,

mineral, etc. The entrance to the baths is through a

Doric portico. The Beechgrove grounds, laid out in

1870 at a cost of £600, comprise bowling, croquet, and
lawn -tennis grounds, with an excellent pavilion. Per-

haps the most striking building in Moffat is the Hydro-
pathic Establishment, erected in the Renaissance style

by Messrs Pilkington & Bell, of Edinburgh, in 1875-

77, at a cost of fully £40,000. It is of immense size,

comprising a centre and two wings, the former having
turrets at either end. There are 5 floors, including the

basement, and 300 bedrooms. The dining-hall can

accommodate comfortably 300 guests, and the drawing-

room, recreation-room, etc., are all on an equally large

scale. The baths are of a very perfect description,

embracing Turkish, vapour, etc., and the grounds, 25

acres in extent, are beautifully laid out. There are

lawns for tennis and croquet, as well as a bowling-green.

Moffat has a head post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments

;

branches of the Bank of Scotland, the Union Bank, and
the British Linen Company's Bank, offices or agencies of

14 insurance companies, 3 chief hotels, numerous lodging-

houses of all classes, a subscription library, with over

4000 volumes, and a Saturday newspaper

—

The Moffat

Times (1857). During the season concerts, lectures, etc.

,

are given in the Baths Assembly Hall, which is also

used for public meetings and by the band of the Upper
Annandale Rifle Volunteers. The building which
served as the Episcopal chapel before the new chapel

was built in 1872 is now used as an Oddfellows' Hall,

and there is also a Mechanics' Hall in Well Street. A
weekly market is held at Moffat every Friday ; a lamb
fair is held on the Friday of July after Langholm fair

;

a fair for sheep and cattle, held on the Friday of Sep-

tember after Falkirk Tryst, is known as the Tup Fair ;

and hiring fairs are held on tho third Friday of March
old style, and the Friday after 19 Oct. Shows of

sheep, cattle, flowers, etc. , are connected with the Tup
Fair, and draw many to Moffat owing to the high

class of the exhibits. The great annual sale of Cheviot

rams, at the Beattock Bridge Hotel, on the day
before the Moffat tup fair, may also be mentioned.

The shops in Moffat are, as a rule, of a superior

class, the shopkeepers being induced to deal in luxuries

as well as necessaries to meet tho wants of visitors.

The wells in tho neighbourhood of Moffat are three

in number—Garpol Spa, 3 miles SW ; Hartfcll Spa,

5 miles NNE ; and Moffat Well, 1J mile NNE of the

town of Moffat. The first two are separately described.

According to the commonly received story, Moffat Well
was found in 1633 by Miss Rachel Whiteford, only
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daughter of Dr Whiteford, bishop of Brechin, who held
a considerable amount of property in the parishes of
Moffat and Kirkpatrick-Juxta. But, in a work entitled

Pons Moffetensis, sea Dcscriptio Topographico-Spagyrica
Fontium Mincralium Moffetens&wm in Annandia, pub-
lished in 1659, the author, Matthew Mackaile, asserts

that the wells were first discovered in 1653 by a 'vale-

tudinary rustic. ' The mineral qualities of the well were
also noted by Sir Robert Sibbald in 1683 ; by George
Milligan and Andrew Plummer, M.D.

,
professor of

medicine, University of Edinburgh, in 1747 ;
by Dr

Garnett in 1800
;
by J. Erskine Gibson in 1827 ;

by Dr
Thomas Thomson, of Glasgow, in 1828

;
by Dr John

Macadam, of Glasgow, in 1854
;
by Mr William John-

stone, of Edinburgh, in 1874 ; and by others.

The following analysis is that of Dr Murray Thomson,
which is among the latest and most trustworthy :

—

' 1'37 cubic inches of sulphuretted hydrogen gaa.
4 46 „ carbonic acid gas.

90 10 grains of solid residue on evaporation.

carbonate of lime,

chloride of calcium,
chloride of magnesium,
chloride of sodium.

96 06
Traces also exist of carbonate of iron, alumina,

chloride of magnesia, sulphuret of sodium.

' 0-35 cubic inch of sulphuretted hydrogen gas,
traces of carbonic acid gas.

54'60 grains of solid residue on evaporation.

8-32
, chloride of calcium.

146 , chloride of magnesi
34 11 , chloride of sodium.
356

,
sulphate of soda.

1-81
, silica.

470 , organic matter.

53 96
Traces also exist of oxide of iron and oxide of copper.

The temperature of the Moffat mineral water is very
steady, as was proved by experiments made in 1852-53.
From these it appeared that the temperature at all

seasons of the year, and under all changes of the atmo-
sphere, is 49£° Fahr. With regard to the smell, taste,

and appearance of the water opinions vary. One writer
describes the smell and taste as resembling 'bilge-water,

or the scourings of a foul gun . . . like sulphureous
water of Harrowgate, but not quite so strong.' Another
compares them to the smell and taste of a 'slightly

putrescent egg.' The taste is almost invariably dis-

agreeable at first, though, it is said, some grow to like

it after a time. The appearance is described in one
account as 'sparkling beautifully, especially when first

taken from the spring;' in another as 'like champagne;'
and a third says, ' the water is never decidedly sparkling.
It does assume a certain degree of cloudiness from the
uniform diffusion through it of very minute gaseous
globules.' The Moffat water has been pronounced by
doctors a powerful remedy in diseases of the skin, on
account of the sulphur and salts held in solution in it.

It is also valuable as a means of cure in affections of
the lungs, in gravel, rheumatism, dyspepsia, bilious-

ness, etc.

The Moffat Well has enjoyed a growing popularity as
is shown by the number of people who visit the town
annually ' to drink the waters.' The favourite time for
doing so is between seven and nine o'clock in the morning,
when the road between the town and the spa is covered
with people on foot, in carriages, and omnibuses. It is

almost the invariable custom to partake of the waters
at the well itself, since the gases, with which they arc
impregnated are of so volatile a nature that even the
most careful corking is unable to retain them. The
well is situated on the slope of one side of a small
valley, down which Hows the Well Burn, a small stream,
so named from the well beside it. It consists of two
springs, an upper and a lower, the latter of which, more
strongly impregnated with sulphur and salts, is used for

drinking purposes, while the water of the former, con-
veyed to the town in pipes, is employed in the mineral
baths, recommended in certain cases. The well is

covered by a small stone building, near which are the
cottage of the keeper, a building in which balls and
public breakfasts used to be held, and a wooden erection

with a verandah, built for the convenience of visitors.

The appearance of the well is thus described by Turnbull
in his History of Moffat

:

—
' On reaching the well, many

circumstances strongly indicate the sulphureous nature

of the water. The water itself has the characteristic

odour of such waters, while the metal stop-cock attached

to the pipe, which delivers the supply, is coated with a

black shining sulphuret. . . . The small openings

in the rock, from which the water of the upper well

issues, are alone visible ; those of the lower being built

over with a fixed pipe, communicator, and stop-cock, to

draw off the water at pleasure. The upper apertures

are encrusted with a yellowish-white substance, which,

when ignited, yields a blue flame, and has the same
smell as burning sulphur.' The water oozes out of a

rock of greywacke, containing pyrites. It was thought
at one time that the taste of sulphur was so far due to a

bog in the neighbourhood, but the fact that the bog has

disappeared and the sulphur taste still remains, is

sufficient to discredit that theory. The presence of

sulphur, in the form of iron pyrites, in the rocks that

surrounded the well, as also in that form which the

mineral spring flows, is enough to account for the way
and the extent to which the water is impregnated.

Moffat became a burgh of barony and regality in 1635.

There is still in existence a burgh charter, dated 1662,

by which the barony and regality of Moffat, and of the

burgh which stood within it, are transferred to James,

Earl of Annandale. This charter was ratified by an
Act of Parliament in 1669. When the rights of lords

of regalities were done away with, some supposed

that Moffat ceased to enjoy those rights which, as a

burgh, it had possessed. This was a mistake, however,

as was shown by the proprietors of the Moffat Times
and others (1857), and, as a result, the boundaries of

the burgh, as well as its common lands, were marked
on the Ordnance Map. Moffat adopted the General

Police and Improvement Act in 1864, and, under it, is

governed by a senior magistrate, 2 junior magistrates,

and 6 commissioners. The burgh court sits on the first

Saturday of every month, and sheriff small debt courts

are held on the first Friday of April, August, and
December. Pop. (1841) 1413, (1861) 1463, (1871) 1730,

(1881) 2161, of whom 1231 were females. Houses (1881)

471 inhabited, 32 vacant, 11 building.

Wheu Moffat was founded is not known, but it must
have been at a somewhat early date, as mention is made
of the town in the 11th and 12th centuries. From one
notice, it would appear that the present town was pre-

ceded by another, called Auldtoun, but this is doubtful.

The town is named, however, in a charter granted by
Robert I. (1306-29) to Adae Barbitonsone, and in

another granted by David II. (1329-71) to Robert Lage.

In Dec. 1332, the army of Edward Baliol, who had been
crowned King of Scotland about two months before,

encamped at Moffat. Baliol remained there for a time,

attempting to win over the lords of that district of

Annandale. From Moffat he passed with his army to

Annan Moor, and was attacked by night, surprised, and
defeated by Sir Archibald Douglas, who had gathered
1000 horsemen at Moffat, and had come suddenly down
upon his encampment. Many Scottish knights and
nobles were slain ; Baliol's army was dispersed in all

directions ; and ho himself was compelled to flee to

England. The well-known 'Three Stan'in' Stanes' on
the I'.rattock road, 1 mile S by W of Moffat, have Immmi

supposed to indicate either the place where the battle

took place, or the spot where three officers fell. Both
suppositions are improbable, and it is more likely that

they are of Druidic origin. In 1448, while William,
seventh Earl of Douglas, warden of the West Marches,

was absent, tho burgh of Dumfries was burned. As a
consequence, ho convened 'a mooting of the whole lords
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freeholders, and heads of Holder familiea within tho

Wurdemy,' in order that stops might ho taken to pre-

vent a surprise occurring again. One way, proposed and
tarried out, was thai 'bnlcliros ' should ho kindled on
suitable hills in Annandale and Nithsdalo. Tho Hal-

low Mill at Moffat was chosen as ono of these hills, as

is recorded ill the Aets of tho Scottish Parliament, vol.

i.. 'AM bail! sail he hrynt on Gallowhill in Molfat

Parochin.
1

In this connection, tho war-cry of tho

nili .bit.mts „f Moltat— 'Aye ready, aye ready '—may bo

mentioned,
tppears in the history of Scotland in tho

time ol the Covenanters. The district round ahout it. is

full of memories of that period and of thoso who lived

in it. Claverliousc, afterwards Viscount Dundee, sent

a nporl from Motlat, dated 28 Dec. 1678, to the Earl

of Linlithgow, Commander-in-chief of His Majesty's

Forces, in which lie described that town as among ' tho

most convenient places for quartering dragoons. . . .

whereby the whole country may bo kept in awe.' In

the mountains and valleys in the neighbourhood of

Moll.it the Covenanters were accustomed to lie hid, to

bold conventicles, and to elude the pursuit of their

enemies. In quieter times, and with the growing popu-

larity of tho Wells, Motlat made rapid advances. In

1704 it is spoken of as 'a small straggling town' to

which people come to drink the waters. The writer,

how, v . r, goes I'll to say— ' Hut what soil of people they

are, or where they get lodgings, I can't tell, for I did

not like their lodgings well enough to go to bed, but

got such as I could to refresh me, and so came away.'

In 171."i it must have contained better accommodation,

as it was then the favourite summer resort of two well-

known Edinburgh physicians, who visited it in turn

y. arlv, and, by their presence, attracted many of their

patients to the town. The names of these doctors were

Dr Sinclair and Dr John Clerk.

In the latter half of tho 18th century, however,

MolFat became more conspicuous. It was visited by

mi n like John Home, author of the play of Douglas;

David Hume, philosopher, historian, and agnostic

;

James Macpherson, the fabricator of Ossian's poems
;

Dr Alexander Carlyle, of Inveresk ; James Boswell, the

famous biographer
;
Joseph Black, the well-known pro-

I- --..r ui chemistry in Edinburgh University ; Dr Black-

lock, the blind poet ; Hugh Blair, the divine ; and

many others, whose presence and whose name were

sufficient to draw others to the place where they

happened to be. An interesting event connected with

the visit to Molfat of Home and Macpherson is narrated

in the Account of the Life and Writings of John Home,

by Henry Mackenzie (Edinb. 1822). Mackenzie's work

contains a letter of Dr Adam Ferguson, which tells how
that Home and Macpherson met at the bowling-green,

and soon became int imate. The subject of traditionary

poetry in the Highlands was discussed, and Macpherson

promised to translate some fragments which were in his

possession. These, according to the letter, ' were after-

wards printed in a pamphlet, and drew that public

attention which gave rise to the further proceeding on

the subject.' The name of Burns is also connected with

the town. He visited it frequently, aud in it ho wrote

the famous song

—

' 0, Willie brewed a peck o' maut
And Kab anb Allan cam' to pree,

Three blither hearts that leclang night

Ye wadna find lu Christendee.

And here he composed, in addition to many other

poems, &c, the epigram called An Apology for Scrimpit

Nalure.
Since the 19th century began, the progress of Moffat

has been both rapid and continuous. New buildings

have been erected ; fine streets have been laid out ; a

water supply of 288,000 gallons per diem was brought

in to the town at a cost of £5000 in 1867 ; a new system

of sewerage was then also carried out ; a cemetery, 3_aeres

in extent, and f mile NW of the town, was beautifully

laid out in 1872 at a cost of £700 ; and the town has

been lighted with gas. These and other improvements
40

havo tended to mako Moffat very popular, and have
given it almost a right to tho names which have been
applied to it of the Cheltenham or Baden of Scotland.*
A proof of tho healthiness of Molfat may bo found in the
fact that, when Asiatic cholera was raging at Dumfries
(only 21 miles distant), Molfat was practically entirely
spared.

Molfat has been the place of birth and of residence of
some distinguished Scotchmen. Among those born
there, the following may bo mentioned :—Sir Archibald
Johnstone, Lord Warriston (1610-63), is described by
M'Crie as 'a profound and accomplished lawyer, an
eloquent speaker, and a man of the most active habits,'

who ' took a prominent share in tho proceedings of the
Covenanters, and was among tho chief leaders in pro-

moting tho league between Scotland and England.' He
was created Lord Advocate (1646), Lord Register (1649),
and one of Cromwell's peers ; at the Restoration took
refuge in France ; but was brought back to Edinburgh
and executed. William Dickson, LL.D. (1749-1821),
actively assisted Wilberforce in his attempt to do away
with slavery. Dickson was the translator of Carnot's

Treatise on the Calculus (1801), and the editor of a
reprint of Gamett's Observations on the Moffat Waters
(1820). He died in London, and left a collection of

scientific works to the Molfat Library. David Welsh,
D.D. (1793-1845), was Frofessor of Church History in

Edinburgh University (1831). He wrote the Life of Br
Thomas Brown and An Introduction to the Elements of
Church History. Walter Boyd (1760-1842) was the chief

partner of the firm of Boyd, Benfield, & Co., bankers,

London and Paris. He sat as M. P. for Shaftesbury in

the first Imperial Parliament.

Among those connected with Moffat by residence we
may note the following :—John Rogerson, M.D. (1741-

1823), a famous physician, who acted as first medical

adviser to the Empress and court of Russia, purchased
in 1805 the estate of Dumcrielf, and resided upon it

from 1816 till his death. John Loudon Macadam (1756-

1836), the inventor of that process of road-making,

known as 'macadamising,' resided at Dumcrieff for some
time, and after a life of hard work, died at Molfat, and
was buried in its churchyard. John Finlay (1782-1810),

author of Wallace, or the Vale of Ellcrslic, Historical

and Romantic Ballads (1808), etc., was a poet of great

promise, whose life was cut short by a sudden illness at

Moffat, where he lies buried. John Walker, D.D.,

known, owing to his eccentricities, as the ' mad minister

of Moffat,' was a churchman of some note in his day.

He was presented to Moffat parish in 1762, was trans-

lated to Colinton parish in 1783, and died in 1803. Dr
Walker wrote several books, his favourite subject being

natural history.

The parish of Moffat is bounded N by Tweedsmuir in

Peeblesshire, NE by Lyne and Megget in Peeblesshire

and Ettrick in Selkirkshire, E by Ettrick and Eskdale-

muir, SE by Wamphray, SW by Kirkpatrick-Juxta, and
W and NW by Crawford in Lanarkshire. Its utmost

length, from ENE to WSW, is 14| miles ; its utmost
breadth is 8£ miles; and its area is 43,170 acres, of

which 3119 are in Lanarkshire and 40,051 in Dumfries-

shire, whilst 205 are water. The parish is traversed by
three roads, leading respectively to Edinburgh, Glas-

gow, Selkirk, and by a section of the Caledonian rail-

way, as well as by part of the Beattock and Moffat

branch. Moffat is rich in features of natural beauty.

River, loch, mountain, valley, combine to render it one

of the most picturesque parishes in the South of Scotland.

* William Black, in his Strange Adventures of a Phaeton (1S72),

observes that, ' it Moffat is to ho likened to Baden-Baden, it forms

an exceedingly Scotch and respectable Baden-Baden. The build-

ing in which the mineral waters arc drunk looks somewhat like

an educational institution with its prim white iron railings.

Inside, instead of tin: splendid saloon of the Conversationshaiis,

we found a long and sober-looking reading-room. Moffat itself is

a white, clean," widc-st reeled place, and the hills around it are

smooth and green ; but it is very far removed from Baden-Baden.

It is a good deal more proper, anil a great deal more dull. Per-

haps we did not visit it in the height of the season, if it has got a

season ; but we were at all events not very sorry to get away from

it again, afld out iuto the hilly country beyond.'
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The Annan, rising at an altitude of 1270 feet on the

northern border, near the meeting-point of Peebles,

Lanark, and Dumfries shires, and not far from sources

of the Tweed and Clyde, flows 8§ miles south-south-

eastward—for 3J miles through the north-western in-

terior, and then along or close to the boundary with
Kirkpatrick-Juxta. It is fed by several small streams

—Birnock Water, Frenchland Burn, etc., and is joined,

2 miles below Moffat, by Moffat Water on the E and
Evan Water on the W. Moffat Water, rising at an
altitude of 1800 feet in the north-eastern corner of the

parish, close to the Selkirkshire boundary, flows 12$
miles south-westward through the parish. It is fed by
the following streams :—on the right bank, Tail Bum,
flowing from Loch Skene, and Carrifran, Blackhope,
andCraigie Burns ; on the left hank, Bodesbeck, Sailfoot,

Selcoth, Crofthead, and Cornal Burns. Evan Water,
which rises in Lanarkshire, flows for 3J miles south-

south-eastward through the western wing of Moffat, and
then passes off into Kirkpatrick-Juxta. Gakpol Water,
too, flows 2J miles eastward on the boundary with Kirk-

patrick-Juxta. The only lake in the parish is ' dark

Loch Skene' (6xl§ furl. ; 1700 feet), 11J miles NNE
of Moffat.

Moffat parish is very mountainous. The chief moun-
tains are—on the Peeblesshire boundary, Great Hill

(1527 feet), Spout Craig (1842), Barrv Grain Pug (2012),

Hartfell (2651), Hartfell Rig (2422), Raven Craig

(2246), Lochcraig Head (2625) ; on the Selkirkshire

boundary, Andrewhinney Hill (2220), Ben Craig (2046),

Bodesbeck Law (2173), Capel Fell (2223), Wind Fell

(2180); on the boundaries with Eskdalemuir, Warn-
phray, and Kirkpatrick-Juxta parishes, Loch Fell (2256),

Crofthead (2085), Gateshaw Big (1853) ; on the Lanark-
shire boundary, Mosshope Fell (1567), Beld Knowe
(1661), Campland Hill (1571), Black Fell (1528). The
parish of Moffat is thus girdled with mountains of

higher or lower elevation. The interior of the parish,

especially in the N, is, however, almost as mountainous
as are the parts bordering on other parishes. Carrifran

(2452 feet), Saddle Yoke (2412), Arthur's Seat (2398),

Swatte Fell (2388), and White Coomb (2695), may be
cited as among the loftiest. The Southern Alps, as the

mountains in Moffat parish and the surrounding dis-

trict are sometimes called, differ from the Highland
mountains in being, as a rule, covered with grass up to

the very summit. This naturally gives them the
appearance of being less rugged and bare than the

ranges in the north of Scotland. The valleys through
which the Annan and Moffat [and Evan Waters flow

are very narrow, especially in their upper parts. In
some places there is barely room for the roads to

pass along the bottom of the valleys. As might be
expected, they are extremely picturesque. To quote
once more from the Strange Adventures of a Phaeton,
Mr William Black gives a fine description of the vale of

the Annan above the town. 'That was a pretty drive

up through Annandale. As you leave Moffat the road
gradually ascends into the region of the hills ; and down
below you lies a great valley, with the river Annan
running through it, and the town of Moffat itself

getting smaller in the distance. You catch a glimmer
of the blue peaks of Westmoreland lying far away in the

south, half hid amid silver haze. The hills around you
increase in size, and you would not recognise the bulk
of the great round slopes but for those minute dots that
you can make out to be sheep, and for an occasional

wasp-like creature that you suppose to be a horse. The
evening draws in. The yellow light on the slopes of

green becomes warmer. You arrive at a great circular

chasm which is called by the country-folks the Devil's

or Marquis of Annandale's Beef-tub—a mighty hol-

low, the western sides of which are steeped in a soft

purple shadow, while the eastern slopes burn yellow in

the sunlight. There is no house, not oven a farmhouse
near ; and all traces of Moffat and its neighbourhood
have long been left out of sight. But what is the

solitude of this place to the wild and lofty region you
enter, when you reach the summits of the hills?' etc.

In Moffat parish the soil in the valleys is mainly
alluvial ; on the lower slopes of the hills it is light, dry
gravel. A considerable part of the land is in tillage

;

but the main part is pasture land. There are a few
woods of some extent—the Craigieburn, Bellcraig, and
Dumcrieff woods may be mentioned. In the uplands the
rocks are Silurian

;
greywacke, containing quartz, sand-

stone, and gypsum are found ; but coal, copper, and
limestone, though sought for, have not been discovered.

The pjarish contains several objects of antiquarian
interest. There is an old British fort, 2i miles from
Moffat, on the top of Beattock Hill, and two other
forts, not far distant from the town. Cornal Tower,
the 'keep' of the Pocornal estate, is a small ruin.

Blacklaw Tower is a good example of a border peel-

house. Portions of the walls remain, and attest to the
strength of the building. In addition to these, the
parish also contains other border towers of a like

character. Places, noted for their beauty or wildness,

are the glen of Bell Craig, in which many rare ferns

grow ; the Basin of Blackshope, the Deil's Beef-tub, or,

as it is sometimes called, the Marquis of Annandale's
Beef-Stand ; the famous waterfall, called the Grey
Mare's Tail ; Loch Skene, Erickstane, etc.

Mansions, noticed separately, are Craigieburn and
Dumcrieff ; and Mr Hope Johnstone is chief pro-

prietor. Moffat is in the presbytery of Lochmaben
and synod of Dumfries ; the living is worth £460.
The ancient church of Moffat was transferred in 1174
by Robert de Bruce to the bishop of Glasgow, and
was afterwards constituted one of the prebends of the

see. A chapel once existed between the Annan and the

Evan, at the place still called Chapel. Valuation (1860)

£13,251, (1884) £30,071, 5s. lOd. Pop. (1801) 1610,

(1831) 2221, (1861) 2232, (1871) 2543, (1881) 2930, of

whom 21 were in Lanarkshire.

—

Orel. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

See W. R. Turnbull's Histori/ of Moffat (Edinb. 1871);
Black's Guide to Moffat (4th ed. 1882) ; and Fairfoul's

Guide to Moffat (Moffat, 1877).

Moll. See Morebattle.
Mollance, an estate, with a mansion, in Crossmichael

parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, 2$ miles NNE of Castle-

Douglas.

Mollart. See Naver.
Mollinburn, a village in the NE corner of Cadder

parish, Lanarkshire, 6 miles NNW of Airdrie.

Molmont. See Galston.
Monach, a group of islets in North Uist parish,

Outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire, 6 miles SSW of the

western extremity of North Uist island, and 9i WNW
of the north-western extremity of Benbecula. A
lighthouse on Shillay, the most western islet of the

group, shows a white light, flashing every ten seconds,

and visible all round the horizon at a distance of 18

nautical miles. Pop. (1871) 11, (1881) 13.

Monadhliath (Gael. ' grey hills '), a chain of mountains
in Inverness-shire, extending north-eastward between
Glenmore and Strathspey, and culminating in Cam
Mairg (3087 feet), 16| miles E by S of Fort Augustus.

Heavy, rounded, and barren, its mountains exhibit no
grandeur of form. They chiefly consist of granite and
quartzite, and rest on an elevated base or plateau of

desolate heathy moor. Great herds of black cattle feed

amongst their glens, and large flocks of sheep are

pastured on their slopes; but their irksome solitudes,

their vast and dreary wastes, are abandoned to the

grouse, the ptarmigan, the roc, and the red deer.

—

Ord.

Sur., shs. 73, 74, 1878-77.

Monaeburgh. See Kii.sytit.

Monaltrie House, a commodious mansion in Glen-
muick parish, Aberdeenshire, 1 mile N by E of Ballater.

11, was formerly called Ballater House, and belong in

Mr Farquharson of Invercauld.
Monar, Loch, an alpine lake on the mutual border of

Inverness and Ross shires, 25 miles WSVV of Bcauly.

Lying at an altitude of 663 feet abovo sea-level, it

extends 4 \ miles cast-by-northward, has an utmost
breadth of 3.^ furlongs, and from its foot sends off the

I

river FABBEB. It occupies a wild hollow, overhung to
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tho B by peaked Sgurr na Lapni.-h (3773 foot); con-
t tins good trout nml pike ; and at its K end has Monar
shooting-lodge.—Ord. Sur.. sh. 82, 18S2.
Mouboddo Houbo, an old mansion, amid pleasant

plantations, in Fordoun parish, Kincardineshire, i\ milo
E by S of Anohinblae, and 24 miles NNW of Fordoun
Btanoa It was the birthplace of tho judge, James
Burnett, Lord Mouboddo (1714-99), who anticipated
Darwin in an evolution theory—of monkoys whoso tails

wore "il with constant sitting. His descendant, James
Cumine Burnett, Esq., holds 3000 acres in tho shire,

valued at £2640 per annum.—Ord, Sur., sh. 66, 1871.
Moncreiffe House, a mansion in Dunbarny parish,

Perthshire, at the southern baso of Moncrcill'e Hill, on
theli it side ofthe river Barn, 1 mileNNE of Bridge-of-
Earn, and ::\ miles SSK of Perth. It is a lino old edifice,

built in lt>7'.t from designs by the celebrated architect, Sir
William Bruce of Kinross; and its grounds are beauti-
fully wooded, tho older trees appearing to have been
mostly planted about tho time of the erection of the
house. There is a grand beech avenue, more than 600
yards long, with a small stone-circle in tho middle ; and
one horse-chestnut, girthing 20 J feet at 1 foot from the
ground, is supposed to be tho largest of its kind in
Scotland, if not indeed in Britain. A roofless chapel
(80 x 18 feet), with a N aisle and a small E belfry, stands
300 yards SE of the mansion, thickly embosomed in
wood ; and since 1357 or earlier has served as the

place of the Moncreiffe family. Moncreiffe or
Moredun Hill, at the meeting-point of Dunbarny,
Rh] ad, and East Perth parishes, 3 miles SSE of Perth
city, occupies much of the peninsula between the Earn
and the 'fay, and forms the connecting link between the
O.'ln'K and the Sidlaws, except as isolated from them
by those two rivers. It chiefly consists of greenstone,
displaying on the S side a steep, high precipice of
columnar formation ; and attains an altitude of 725 feet

above sea-level. Its slopes are clothed with many-
tinted trees, planted mostly during the last hundred
years ; and its summit and E shoulder command one of
the noblest prospects in Britain—pronounced by Pen-
nant 'the glory of Scotland.' The high-road from
Edinburgh to Perth passes at a height of 182 feet over
its W shoulder, which is pierced by the conjoint tunnel
(990 yards long) of the Caledonian and North British
railway systems. The Roman legionaries, when they
gained the top, cried out 'Behold the Tiber, behold the
Field of Mars !

' and Queen Victoria, driving from
Duppliu Castle to Perth on her first progress to the
Highlands (6 Sept. 1842), made a halt to gaze on the
sunset-illumined scene. Not far from the flagstaff on
the summit is a Pictish hill-fort, whose circular fosse,

16 yards in diameter, is still traceable. From 1248 and
earlier the lands of Moncreiffe have been held by the
Moncreiffe family ; but in 1663 Sir John Moncreiff—
represented by Lord MoncreifF of Tulmebole—was
forced to sell the estate to his cousin, Thomas Mon-
creiffe, who in 1685 was created a baronet. Sir Robert
Drummond Moncreiffe, present and eighth Bart. (b.

1856 ; sue. 1879), owns 4673 acres in Perthshire, valued
at £6758 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868. See
chap. x. of Thomas Hunter's Woods and Estates of
Perthshire (Perth, 1883).

Moncur Castle, a ruined fortalice in Inchture parish,
Perthshire, embosomed in wood, within the grounds of
Rossie Priory, 5 furlongs NNE of Inchture village. It

is said to have been destroyed by fire about tho begin-
ning of last century.

Mondynes (anc. Monachedin), a farm in Fordoun
parish, Kincardineshire, 1J mile SSW of Drumlithie
station. A monolith here, 6 or 8 feet high, and called
the Court-stane or King-stone, perhaps commemorates
the murder of Duncan II. in 1094.
Monearn. See Cairnmonearn.
Moness Burn, a stream of detached portions of Dull

and Fortingall parishes, Perthshire, rising at an altitude
of 1970 feet, and running 5£ miles north-by-eastward,
till, after a total descent of nearly 1600 feet, it falls

into the Tay at a point 3 furlongs N by W of Aberfeldy.

It traverses, in tho lower part of its course, a deep,

narrow^ wooded ravine ; and makes thero two romantic
waterfalls, which are celebrated in Burns's Birks o'

Abi-rfcldii ; whilst Pennant characterised them as 'an
epitomo of everything that can be admired in waterfalls.'

The ii|>|ht r.w;i.;<> occurs U mile above Aberfeldy, and
consists of a sheer leap of 50 feet ; the second, a short

way lower down, consists of a series of leaps to the
aggregato of at least 100 foot ; and the third, at the
influx of a tributary, is more picturesque than either

of the others, and consists of brilliant rushing cateracts.

A rustic bridge crosses the ravine ; traces of a Roman
rodoubt are in its mouth ; and Moness House adjoins

it in the vicinity of Aberfeldy.— Ord. Sur., sh. 55, 1869.

Moneydie, a parish of Perthshire, whose church
stands on the right bank of Shocbie Burn, 2 miles W of

Luncarty station and 6 NNW of the post-town, Perth.

It is bounded NW by Auchtcrgaven, NE by Auchter-
gaven and Redgorton, SE and S by Redgorton, SW by
Methvcn, and W by Monzio (detached). Its utmost
length, from WNW to ESE, is 4$ miles ; its utmost
breadth is 3 miles ; and its area is 4464 acres, of which
25 lie detached, and 25J are water. Shochie Burn
wt'ids 5f miles east-south-eastward and north-eastward,

partly along the Monzie and Redgorton boundaries, but
mainly through the interior, and passes off from the

parish at a point § mile from the Tay ; whilst Ordie
Burn, its affluent, runs 2g miles south-eastward along or

close to the north-eastern border. Sinking in the
extreme E to close upon 170 feet above sea-level, the

surface thence rises gently to 236 feet near Coldrochie,

237 near Tophead, 452 near Millhole, and 482 near

Ardgaith. A very fine grey freestone has been quarried.

The soil of the low flat lands is partly a light loam,

partly of gravelly character resting on dry, hard, deep
gravel ; of the lower slopes is a rich loam, incumbent
on strong deep clay ; and of the highest grounds is a

cold wet till, naturally moorish, but now mostly
drained and cultivated. A small portion of the entire

area is pastoral ; 400 acres or so are under wood ; and
the rest of the land is in tillage. Alexander Myln, who
died in 1542, and wrote the lives of the Bishops of Dun-
keld, was priest of Moneydie. The Duke of Athole and
the Earl of Mansfield are chief proprietors, 3 others hold-

ing each an annual value of between £100 and £500.
Moneydie is in the presbytery of Perth and the synod
of Perth and Stirling ; the living is worth £278. The
parish church, built in 1813, is a handsome edifice,

containing 460 sittings. The public school, with accom-
modation for 61 children, had (1883) an average attend-

ance of 52, and a grant of £73, 2s. Valuation (1860)

£4330, 16s., (1884) £4471, 0s. 6d. Pop. (1841) 315,

(1861) 252, (1871) 244, (1881) 233.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48,

1868.

Moneypool Burn. See Kirkmabreck.
Moniabrugh. See Kilsyth.
Moniaive, a village in Glencairn parish,W Dumfries-

shire. A burgh of barony under charter of Charles I.,

it stands, 350 feet above sea-level, between confluent

Dalwhat and Craigdarroch Waters, 7i miles WSW of

Thornhill and 16.^ NW of Dumfries. With pretty sur-

roundings and a good many neat houses, it has a post

office under Thornhill, with money order, savings' bank,

and telegraph departments, a branch of the Union Bank,
2 hotels, gas-works, a library, a market-cross (1638), a

bowling green, Free and U.P. churches, 2 public schools,

and fairs on 25 June o. s. (if a Tuesday, if not, on the

Tuesday after), on the Friday in August before Lockerbie

(lambs), and on the Saturday in September before

Lockerbie (lambs, cattle, hiring, etc.). Pop. (1841)

667, (1861) 817, (1871) 767, (1881) 699, of whom 389
were females. Houses (1881) 184 inhabited, 17 vacant,

3 building.—Ord Sur., sh. 9, 1863.

Monich. See Monach.
Monifieth (Gael, monadh-feidh, ' hill of the deer '), a

village and a coast parish of S Forfarshire. The village,

built along a southward brae, within 300 yards of the

Firth of Tay, has a station on tho Dundee and Arbroath
Joint line, 11 miles WSW of Arbroath, 24. ENE of
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Broughty Ferry, and 5f ENE of Dundee, under which
there is a post office, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments. It is a thriving place, with
a good many very fine villas, a large jute mill, two
machine works, an inn, a cemetery, etc. The parish

church, rebuilt in 1813, is a plain but conspicuous build-

ing, with 1100 sittings; and the graveyard around it

contains some beautifully sculptured antique tomb-
stones, more tasteful than are usually found in a country
cemetery. One of two Free churches, standing
miles NW of the village, was erected soon after the

Disruption, and is a plain structure ; the other, in the

village, was founded with much ceremony in Novem-
ber 1871, owed much of its origin to the munificence
of the eleventh Earl of Dalhousie, and is a neat edifice

in the Gothic style, with 400 sittings. In the month
of Feb. 1882 the congregation connected with the parish

church commenced the erection of a Sunday school

hall, built and fitted after the best models now in use

in America. This building was finished and opened on
Saturday, 23 Dec. 1882, and has since been used, not
only for Sunday school instruction, but also for lectures,

public meetings, and purposes of general utility. It is

seated, when used as a lecture-room, for 600 persons,

and has two class-rooms, one of which is used as a
library ; a keeper's house is also attached. This build-

ing is the first, or one of the first, of the kind which has
been built in Scotland, and several other halls on the
same plan have since been built, or are in the course of

building. The idea of the hall was suggested by the
Eev. Dr Young, minister of the parish, who had been
for upwards of twenty years Convener of the General
Assembly's Committee on Sabbath Schools, at a congre-
gational meeting held on the occasion of the twenty-first
anniversary of his ministry, and the idea was realised

by the cordial and generous contributions of the congre-
gation. The total cost was £2100. Pop. of the village

(1861) 558, (1871) 919, (1SS1) 1564.
The parish, containing also the villages of Drum-

sturdy and Barnhill, with four-fifths of the town of

Broughty Ferry, is bounded N and NE by Monikie,
E by Monikie and Barry, SE and S by the Firth of Tay,
and W by Dundee and Murroes. Its greatest length,
from N by E to S by W, is 4| miles ; its breadth increases

southward from 9 furlongs to 3J miles ; and its area is

6767i acres, of which 780 are foreshore and 15^ water.
Dichty Water, coming in from the W, winds 2f miles
east-by-southward to the Firth at Milton ; Murroes
Burn runs Ig mile south-by-westward along the western
boundary to the Dichty ; and Buddon Burn first runs 2£
miles east-south eastward across the northern interior

and along the Murroes and Monikie boundaries, and then,
alter a divergence into Monikie, flows 3 furlongs along
all the Barry boundary to the Firth of Tay. The coast,

3| miles in extent, consists chiefly of low sandy ground,
with considerable extent of light downs or links, and
long has suffered gradual encroachment by the sea. An
almost level plain extends behind the links in the sec-

tion E of the Dichty ; and an elongated swell or low
ridge, bold on the S but gently sloping on the N,
extends behind the links in the section W of the Dichty.
The rest of the land has mostly a southward exposure,
attaining 320 feet near Balmossio, 431 at Laws Hill, 357
near Mattocks, and 500 at the north-eastern boundary

—

eminences that command an extensive and charming
view. The sedimentary rock, yielding what is known
as 'Arbroath pavement,' has been quarried in the N ;

and eruptive rocks occur in the S. The soil on
the seaboard is partly light and sandy, partly a
rich black loam, and generally very fertile; of the
central tracts is mostly an excellent black loam, highly
cultivated, and bearing heavy crops ; but towards the
N is tilly and moorish. About 545 acres are under
wood ; 910 are pasture (chiefly links) ; and the rest of
the land is in tillage. Antiquities other than thoso
noticed under BROUGHT? Furry and Laws, are Cairn
Greg, the Gallow Hill of Ethiebeaton, a stone circle

known as 'St Bride's Ring,' and sites or vestiges of
live pre-Reformation places of worship, at Moiiitieth

village, Chapel-Dockie, Eglismonichtv, Kingcnnie, and
Broughty Ferry. David Doig, LL.D. (1719-1800), a

writer in the Encyclopaedia Britannica and rector of

Stirling grammar school, was a native. Estates, noticed

separately, are Grange, Laws, and Linlathf.n ; and
10 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 35 of between £100 and £500, 46 of from £50
to £100, and 137 of from £20 to £50. Giving off the

whole of Broughty Ferry quoad sacra parish and part

of that of St Stephen, Monifieth is in the presbytery of

Dundee and the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the living

is worth £3S2. Two public schools, Mattocks and
Monifieth, with respective accommodation for 100 and
507 children, had (1883) an average attendance of 52

and 218, and grants of £45, 17s. and £202, 8s. Valua-

tion (1857) £18,332, (1884) £52,423, lis., plus £6160 for

railways. Pop. (1801) 1407, (1831) 2635, (1861) 5052,

(1871) 7252, (1881) 9521, of whom 3608 were in the

ecclesiastical parish of Monifieth, 5559 in that of

Broughty Ferry, and 354 in St Stephen's.— Ore?. Sur.,

sh. 49, 1865.

Monigaff. See Minnigaff.
Monikie, a hamlet and a parish of S Forfarshire. The

hamlet stands near a station of its own name on the

Dundee and Forfar Direct section of the Caledonian,

llf miles NE of Dundee.
The parish, containing also the villages of Craigton

(with a post office under Carnoustie), Guildy, and New-
rigging (with a post office under Dundee), is bounded
N by the Kirkbuddo section of Guthrie, NE by Car-

myllie, E by Panbride, SE by Barry, SW by Monifieth,

W by Murroes, and NW by Inverarity. Its utmost
length, from NNW to SSE, is 6g miles ; its utmost
breadth is 5 miles ; and its area is 9027J acres, of which
106 are water. By Buddon, Pitairlie, Monikie, and
other burns the drainage is carried south-south-east-

ward or east-south-eastward to the Firth of Tay or the

German Ocean ; and the surface has a general north-

north-westerly ascent, attaining 118 feet at Mains, 204
near Templehall, 500 at Cambustane, 800 at the Inver-

arity boundary, and 693 at Gallow Hill. Two ranges

of hills, which cross the parish from E to W, divide it

into three districts of three different characters. The
southern, containing in the extreme S a small tract of

sandy downs, approaches within 3 furlongs of the Firth
of Tay, and rising thence to the first range, called

Downie or Cur Hills, presents a warm and pleasant

appearance. The middle district, which forms a valley

between the two ranges, at an elevation of about 300
feet above sea-level, produces inferior crops in every-

thing but oats, and during great part of the year has a
cold and damp climate. The northern district is chiefly

swampy and moorish, and, though partially reclaimed,

continues to be better for pasture than tillage. A fine

trap rock, admirably suited both for building and for

road metal, forms the greater part of the Downie Hills,

at whose western extremity is an excellent sandstone,

well suited for masonry ; whilst the rock yielding what
is known as 'Arbroath pavement,' abounds in the N ;

and all three have been quarried. Beautiful specimens
of agate, jasper, and spar are found in the trap of the
Downie Hills. The soil of the southern district is rich,

sharp, and productive ; of the middle district is chiefly

a thin black loam, incumbent on cold wet till ; and of

the northern district is either reclaimed or unreclaimed

moss. Denfind, a deep and winding ravine, bisecting

the Downie Hills, is traversed by Pitairlie Burn, and
spanned by a massive one-arched bridge. To the N
aro reservoirs of tho Dundee waterworks, forming
artificial lakes of considerable extent and beauty.

Bather more than half of tho entire area is in regular

cultivation, and some 500 acres aro under wood. Cam-
bustane, with the 'Live and Let Live Testimonial,'

and Affleck Castlo are noticed separately; other
antiquities being vestiges of Hynd Castlo and the Hair
Cairn on the westorn border, only survivor of several

cairns which appear to have been raised there as monu-
ments of some ancient battle. The property is divided

among live. Monikie is in the presbytery of Dundeo
43
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and the synod of Aliens and Mearns ; the living

) worth i'400. Tho parish church, at the hamlet,
was built in 1812, ami contains 921 sittings. Thoro
iii!' :ilsn a Pre* church of Monikio niul a U. 1'. church
• •I Ncwhigning ; ami Bankhead public, Monikio public,

nod Mniukie female Free Church schools, with rc-

apeotiye aooommodation for 66, 100, and 79 children,

had (1888) an average attendance of 48, 71, ami 82, and
grants of £49, £65, 17s., and £70, 16s. Valuation (I8.r)7)

£8411, « 1 SSI) £19,624, 9s., plus £2884 for railways.

Pop. il>01) 1236, (1S31) 1322, (1861) 1460,(1871) 1397,

(1881) 1412.—Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Monimail (Cad. numadh-maol, 'bare hill'), a village

and a pariah of Fife. Tho villago is 9 furlongs NE of
(
'nil, s ic -! ition, 5 ; miles W by S of Cupar, and 4 M by

W of tho post-town, Ladybank.
Tlio parish, containing also the post offices of Lctham

(under Ladybank) and Bow of Fife (under Cupar), is

)i milled N bv DunlioL,', Creieh, and Moonzic, E by

Cnpar, S by Cults and Collessie, and W by Abdie. Its

utmost length, from E to W, is 41 miles; its utmost
breadth, from N to S, is 3J miles ; and its area is 6554
acres. Streams there arc none of any size, but the

drainage is carried eastward to tho Eden. The southern

jiortion of the i>arish is tolerably level, nowhere sinking

below 140 or exceeding 287 feet above the sea ; but the

northern is hillier, attaining 649 feet near Gowdio and
600 at Mount Hill. In the N tho soil is mainly com-
posed of clayey loam and decomposed trap, while in the

S it is a light, thin alluvium, resting upon gravel. The
parish is fairly well-wooded, containing, among others,

the Connoquhic and Springfield woods. The Mount
was the site of tho house of tho famous satirical poet,

Sir David Lindsay (1490-1555), whom the late David
Laing, ImweviT, considered to have most likely been

born at Garmylton or Garleton near Haddington. The
house stood on the S side of the hill, and its place is

still marked by some old trees. 'Sir David's Walk,'
where, it is said, he was wont to pace up and down
while composing his satires, is still pointed out on the

top of the hill, which is crowned by the Hopctoun
Monument, a Doric column 92 feet high, with a capital

of 15 feet, erected to the memory of John, fourth Earl

of Hopctoun (1766-1823), the Peninsular hero. A spiral

staircase leads to its summit, which commands a very

fine view. The following well-known Scotsmen have
been connected with Monimail, all but the first being

natives:—Sir Robert Sibbald (1641-1712), physician,

naturalist, and antiquary, who resided at Upper Ran-
keillour; Gen. Robert Melville, LL.D. (1723-1809),

an eminent military antiquary ; David Molyson (1789-

1834), a minor poet ; and the two brothers, both
'literary peasants,' Alexander Bethune (1804-43) and
John (1802-39). An ancient castle is said to have stood

at Balgarvie, but no vestige of it now remains. With re-

ference to it, Sir Robert Sibbald writes :
' It is said that

there was here a strong castle, which was taken and
levelled by Sir John Pettsworth, as he was marching
with the English forces to the siege of the castle of Cupar
in the reign of King Robert I.' The lands of Monimail
anciently belonged to the Archbishop of St Andrews,
who had a castle here, which stood to the N of Melville

House. It was originally built by Bishop William
Lainberton who died in June 1328, and appears to have
been enlarged and improved by Cardinal Beaton, as a

head with a cardinal's cap was carved on different parts

of the walls. Archbishop Hamilton resided at the

castle of Monimail during a severe illness, when he was
attended and cured by the famous Italian physician,

Cardan. Fernie Castle is noticed separately, as also are

the mansions of Balgarvie, Melville, and Rankeillour.

Monimail is in the presbytery of Cupar and the synod
of Fife

;
stipend and communion elements have a value

of £320. The parish church is a handsome edifice of

1796, with a tower and 600 sittings. There is also a

Free church; and two public schools, Easter Fernie

and Lethatn, with respective accommodation for 54 and
75 children, had (1883) an average attendance of 27
and 48, and grants of £21, 6s. and £37, 6s. Valuation

(1866) £11,480, 18s., (1884) £11,564, 4s. lOd. Pop.
(1801) 1060, (1831) 1230, (1861) 1054, (1871) 918, (1881)
884.—Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 40, 1868-67.

Monkland, an ancient barony in the Middle Ward of
Lanarkshire. It long constituted ono district or parish

;

but in 1640 it was divided into tho two parishes of Old
or West Monkland and New or East Monkland. The
name of Monkland was obtained from the district having
been the property in early times of the monks of New-
bait Ic. in the early part of tho reign of Malcolm IV.
(1153-65), that monarch granted to these monks a largo

tract of territory, which extended from the boundaries
of Lothian on tho E to the Clyde on the W, and which
constituted a hundred pounds lands of the ancient
extent, the monks having ample jurisdiction overall of

it. Excepting tho lands and manor-place of Lochwood,
which belonged to the Bishops of Glasgow, the monks
of Nevvbattlo possessed every acre of territory in what
are now Old and Now Monkland, a considerable part of

which they held in their own hands for cultivation,

letting out the remainder in lease. From documents
still extant it appears that they obtained permission
from the landed proprietors of the west of Scotland, as

well as those in the Lothians, for free passage for them-
selves, their servants, cattle, and goods, from their

monastery of Newbattle to their domains in Clydesdale
;

and from King Alexander II. they obtained similar

grants of free passage by the usual ways, with permis-
sion to depasture their cattle for one night, on every
part of the route, excepting upon the meadows and
growing corn. The rectorial revenues of Monkland were
joined to those of Cadder in forming a rich prebend,
which was held as the appropriate benefice of the sub-

dean of Glasgow ; and, although the period of this

arrangement is not known, it continued till the Refor-

mation. Previous to this era a chapel was erected at

Kipps, on the borders of the present district of New
Monkland, which was the property of the Newbattle
monks ; and the abbots are said to have held annua]
courts at it, when they levied their rents and feu-duties,

and transacted the other business pertaining to their

barony of Monkland. This chapel was destroyed at the
stormy period of the Reformation, and its site can
scarcely now be pointed out. About the same time the

monastery of Newbattle was overthrown, and all the
fair domains which had so long remained in the posses-

sion of the monks were wrested from them.
In 1587 the barony of Monkland was granted in fee

to Mark Ker, the commendator of the abbey, who four

years later was created Lord Newbattle ; but afterwards

the barony was divided, and parcelled out into various

hands. A portion called Medrocs fell to the share of

Lord Boyd ; but a still larger share of the barony was
acquired by the wily and hoarding Sir Thomas Hamilton
of Binning, King's advocate under James VI. He ob-

tained a charter for it from that monarch in 1602, and
at the same time a grant of the patronage of the churches

of Cadder and Monkland. Sir Thomas subsequently
sold the barony to Sir James Cleland, whose son and
heir, Ludovick, disposed of it to James, Marquis of

Hamilton. In 1639 the Marquis secured his purchase

by a charter from the King, granting him the lands and
barony of Monkland, with the right of patronage of the

churches of Cadder and Monkland, to be held of the

King in fee for the yearly payment of a trifling sum in

the name of bleach-ferm. In the reign of Charles II.,

the College of Glasgow purchased from the Duchess of

Hamilton the patronage and tithes of the sub-deanery

of Glasgow, as well as of the churches of Cadder and
Monkland ; and fortius a charter was also obtained from
the King, which was ratified by act of parliament in

1672. Subsequently to this period the heritors of the

parishes of New and Old Monkland purchased the right

of presentation to both these parishes from the College,

under authority of the act 1690 respecting the purchase

of church-patronage.

Monkland is famous for its abundance of coal, iron,

and other valuable minerals. Its coal has long been

worked, and continues to be worked increasingly
;
bu(
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iron-mining, its staple industry, is less than a century-

old. The increase in mining since the iron began to be

worked has been almost magical, changing the face of

the whole district, chequering it everywhere with towns
and villages, rendering it all a teeming scene of popula-

tion and industry, drawing through it a network of

communications in road and railway and canal, and
giving it, through its iron furnaces and coal-pits, a con-

spicuous or almost distinctive character for streams of

flame and clouds of smoke. Its population rose from
8619 in 1801 to 65,139 in 1881. Its economic condition

has, in consequence, become peculiar ;
presenting a

medium character between that of an open country and
that of a manufacturing city. The following official

report upon it, drawn up in 1850, is still interesting :

—

' The large mining villages now no longer exhibit the

aspect of extreme filth and neglect for which they were

formerly conspicuous. It requires time to bring a

population, not yet accustomed to habits of cleanliness,

to regard it for its own sake ; the masters are, therefore,

obliged to employ men and carts expressly to keep the

spaces about the houses free from accumulations of

refuse, and to look to the drainage, etc. The effect

has been salutary in many respects. The agents also

occasionally inspect the houses themselves, prevent
over-crowding, and fine or dismiss dirty and disorderly

families. In many places proper drains have been
made, either covered or laid with stone or brick, and
hard and dry road-ways have taken the place of the

natural soil, which in wet weather was often deep with
mud. Much, therefore, has been done towards placing

the population in circumstances in which the decencies

and comforts of domestic life are possible
;
though the

original arrangement of the majority of the mining
villages in large squares or long unbroken rows must
still remain an obstacle; and it has been so far recog-

nised as such, that in most of the more recent works it

has been abandoned, and the cottages have been built

fewer together, larger, and with more rooms, and with
garden-ground and all proper conveniences nearest hand.
The number of schools, formerly so inadequate, is now
increasing yearly, and there is every disposition to make
them efficient, by appointing and paying well-qualified

masters and mistresses. The Messrs Baird of Gart-
sherrie, who began these salutary measures some years

ago, for their own immediate neighbourhood, by build-

ing a church and a magnificent establishment for all the
branches of elementary education, have followed it up
by opening other schools in some of the mining villages

;

and they speak with satisfaction of the good effects pro-

duced upon the habits of the population, and especially

of the children, by the frequent supervision, advice, and
instruction of resident clergymen and able teachers. Mr
Wilson of Dundyvan also has entered very cordially into

the improvement of the education at the four schools he
has now established in connection with his extensive
works

;
lending-libraries likewise are to be set on foot

;

and much has been done in the neighbourhood, and at
his works especially, by the zeal of the minister of the
Episcopal chapel at Coatbridge, to diminish excessive
drinking. The excellent schools at the works of Mr
Murray, Mr Stewart, and elsewhere, are increasing in
numbers. A handsome [school, with a master's house
attached, is now being built at Airdrie by Mr Alexander,
the proprietor of a large portion of the mineral dues of the
district. An act of parliament was obtained two years ago
ior establishing a rural police in the mining portion of
the county, the effect of which has been to produce much
more general quiet and order and respect for the law in the
mining villages. The administration of justice has been
rendered more complete by the appointment of the proper
staff of law officers to reside and hold their courts in the dis-

trict. A water-company, which procured an act of parlia-
ment last year, has made good progress with their arrange-
ments for supplying the town of Airdrie with water, the
deficiency of which was great, and iu all probability it

will, before long, extend its supply to some of the large

villages around, and to the great collections of houses
near the principal works.'

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Monkland Canal, an artificial navigable communica-
tion between the city of Glasgow and the district of

Monkland in Lanarkshire. It commences in the northern

suburbs of Glasgow, or rather is prolonged westward
there into junction at Port-Dundas with the Glasgow
branch of the Forth and Clyde Canal ; and it proceeds

east-south-eastward, through the Barony parish of Glas-

gow, and the parish of Old Monkland, to North
Calder Water, at the boundary with Bothwell parish.

It sends off four branches, one about a mile in length, to

Calder Ironworks, near Airdrie, in the parish of New
Monkland ; one, about a mile in length, to Gartsherrie

Ironworks ; one, about \ mile in length, to Dundyvan
Ironworks ; and one, also about J mile in length, to

Langloan Ironworks—the three last all in the parish of

Old Monkland.
The project of the Monkland Canal was suggested in

1769, as a measure for securing to the inhabitants of

Glasgow, at all times, a plentiful supply of coals. The
corporation of the city immediately adopted the project,

employed the celebrated James Watt to survey the

ground, obtained an Act of Parliament for carrying out

the measure, and subscribed a number of shares to the

stock. The work was begun in 1761 ; and the opera-

tions were carried on till about 10 miles of the canal

were formed. The first 2 of these miles, extending from
the basin to the bottom of Blackhill, are upon the level

of the upper reach of the Forth and Clyde Canal ; the

other 8 miles, beginning at the top of the Blackhill, are

upon a level 96 feet higher. The communication between
these levels was at that early time carried on by means
of an inclined plane, upon which the coals were lowered

down in boxes, and re-shipped on the lower level. The
capital which had been declared necessary to complete
the undertaking was £10,000, divided into 100 shares;

but this sum was found to be altogether insufficient

;

for, in addition to expending it, a debt of some amount
was contracted in executing the above part only of the

operations. The concern, in this unfinished state, pro-

duced no revenue, and the creditors naturally became
pressing. A number of the stockholders, too, refused to

make advances either for the liquidation of the debt, or

for the completion of the plan. The whole stock of the

company was consequently brought to sale, and pur-

chased, "in 1789, by Messrs William Stirling & Sons of

Glasgow. These gentlemen, immediately after acquiring

the property, proceeded to complete the canal
;
and, in

1790, having, in conjunction with the proprietors of the

Forth and Clyde Canal, procured a second Act of Par-

liament, empowering the latter to make a junction

between the navigations, by a cut from their basin at

Port-Dundas in Glasgow to the Monkland Canal basin,

they built locks at Blackhill, and extended the Monk-
land Canal to the river Calder. On these operations

the Messrs Stirling are understood to have expended
£100,000.
The Monkland Canal is 35 feet broad at the top and

24 at the bottom. The depth of water upon the lock-

sills is 5| feet. To connect the upper and lower levels,

at Blackhill, there are two sets of four double locks of

two chambers. Each chamber is 71 feet long from the

gates to the sill, and 14 feet broad ; the ascent in each

being 12 feet. The level at the top of the Blackhill is

continued to Shecpford, 8 miles, where there are two
single locks of \\\ feet each, after which the canal goes

on upon the level it has then gained to the river Calder.

The supplies of water for it are derived from the con-

tiguous streams, from the river Calder, and from the
reservoir at HlLLEND, beyond Airdrie, which covers

300 acres of ground near the source of that river, and
was formed at the expense of the proprietors of the
Forth and Clyde navigation. From the advantage
which the canal offers of easy communication with both
the eastern and western seas, and from its unlimited
command of coal, the vicinity of it has ahvajvs been cohs

sidered favourable for the establishment /gP.manu-,-
factures, especially of a bulky nature. B39 a/jom; 91 1; 1

.
,

,

of years the revenue of the canal wasNjrfioljtajfe-uijlied

by the expenses of its extension and iniprovljsnittit./. li^'j

e>\ , is «
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1S07, when a dividend lirst began to be made, Hie gross

revenue amounted to £4725 ; Hid in 1814 it was £5087,
although llu> navigation during this year was stopped
tor eleven weeks, prineipnlly by the severe frost, but
partly on account of necessary repairs. From 1814 or

1816 Hp to the year 1825 the" traffic continued without
much variation, 'but about the last-mentioned date a
great impulse was given to it by the establishment of

ironworks in the district of Monkland. When the
project of opening UP that district by railways to Glas-
gow and Kirkintilloch was first started, it created much
alarm in the Canal Company, lest the traffic should
be entirely dive rted from their navigation to the now
channels. The alarm was not unfounded, but it only

induced the company to reduco their dues to about one-

third of the rate which had been charged up till that

time, and also to expend largo sums in making such

improv intson the canal, and on things connected with
it. a* m i no d fitted to facilitate its traffic. One of these

improvements was the making of additional reservoirs

in the parish of Shotts, all uniting in the river Calder,

which Hows into the canal at Woodhall, near Holytown,
thereby insuring an increased supply of water. Another
improvement was the forming of extensive loading basins

and wharves at Gartsherrie and Dundyvan, for the

OH of traffic from the mineral railways in the

I icinity. A third improvement was the making of new
locks at Blackhill, near Glasgow, of such character as

to excel all works of their class in Great Britain. These
locks now comprise two entire sets of four double locks

each, either set being worked independently of the other

;

and they were formed at an expense of upwards of

£30,000. In 1850 the increase of traffic still going on,

the supplies of water had again fallen short, and even
the Dew locks at Blackhill could not pass the boats

without undue delay. An inclined plane with rails was
now formed at these locks, 1040 feet in length, and 96

fa t in total ascent, at an expense of £13,500, by which
empty boats are taken up at a saving of five-sixths of

water, and about nine-tenths of time. Each boat is con-

veyed afloat in a caisson, and the traction is done by
steam-power and rope-rolls. The plan is unique, was
contrived by Messrs Leslie & Bateman, and has answered
admirably. In 1846, under parliamentary sanction, the

Monkland Canal became one concern with the Forth and
Clyde Canal. The purchase price of it to Messrs Stirling

and Sons in 1789 is said to have been only £5 per share

;

but the purchase price to the Forth and Clyde Company
in 1846 was £3400 per share. As part of the Forth
ami Clyde navigation, the Monkland Canal was taken

ovi i by the Caledonian Railway Company in 1867.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Monkland, New, a village and a parish of the Middle
Ward, NE Lanarkshire. The village stands \\ mile

NNW of the post-town, Airdrie, adjoining Glenmavis,

and is the seat of the parish church (1777 ; 1200 sittings)

and a public school. Pop., with Glenmavis, (1871) 339,

(1881) 369.

'J be parish contains also the town of Airdrie and
the villages of Avonhead, East Langrigg, Greengairs,

Longriggend, Plains, Riggend, Roughrigg, Wattston,
V.V-t Langrigg, Clarkston, and Glenboig, with one-

eighth of Coatdyke. It is bounded N by Kirkintil-

loch and Cumbernauld in Dumbartonshire (detached),

E by Slamannan in Stirlingshire and Torphichen
in Linlithgowshire, SE by Shotts, SW by Old Monk-
land, and W by Old Monkland and Cadder. Its

utmost length, from E to W, is 9J miles; its utmost
breadth, from N to S, is 5$ miles; and its area is 31 f
square miles or 20,117 acres, of which 232 are water.

Black Loch {\ x { mile) lies right on the Stirlingshire

border ;
and, issuing from it, North Calder Water

winds 2? miles south-westward along the Slamannan,
Torphichen, and Shotts boundary, till it expands into

Hillend Reservoir (10Jx4| furl.), after which it

meanders 5J miles south-westward along all the rest of

the Shotts boundary, and at Monkland House passes

off from this parish on its way to the river Clyde.

Luggie Water, a feeder of the Kelvin, flows 6£ miles
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westward along tho Dumbartonshire border ; but some
littlo head-streams of tho river Aven drain the north-
eastern corner of Now Monkland towards the Firth of
Forth. Along both tho Calder and Luggie the surface
declines to less than 300 feet abovo sea-level ; and thence
it rises very gradually to 577 feet nearGartlee, 672 at

Knowehead, 678 at the Hill of Drumgray, 763 near Little
Druinbrcck, and 771 at Lochend. Though much of the
parish lies more than 600 feet above the sea, yet the dorsal

ridge that runs through it from end to end ascends from
so broad a base, so gently and continuously, as nowhere
to form any height which, properly speaking, can be
termed a hill. Much of the highest grounds is covered
with moss, and could not be reclaimed except at great
expense ; but the lower tracts, on the banks of the
streams and along the western border, present an agree-
able diversity of vale and gently-rising ground, and are

in a high state of cultivation. The soil of the arable
lands in the eastern and central parts is mossy and late

;

but that of the northern and western divisions is partly
of a dry character, partly a strong clay. The parish, for

a long period, particularly during the Continental war,
was famous for its culture of flax. In some years as
much as 800 acres were under this species of crop ; but
the welcome advent of peace, and still more the
cheapness and universal introduction of cotton, rendered
flax-cultivation hero, as elsewhere at that time, unprofit-

able. The present agriculture of the parish has no
peculiar features. Its mining industry, however, as

noticed in our articles Airdrie and Monkland, is

pre-eminently great, or almost distinctive. The rocks
are partly eruptive, partly carboniferous ; and so far

back as the writing of the Old Statistical Account, it is

stated that ' coal and ironstone are, or may be, found on
almost every farm.' Since then, the working of these

minerals has been most extensive, and is still in the
course of rapid increase. The quality is only equalled

by the abundance of the coal, which in many places is

found in seams from 9 to 10 feet thick. The ironstone

is found both in balls and in seams ; and much of it is

of the valuable kind called blackband, which is so abun-
dantly mixed with coal as to require little addition of

fuel in the burning. Many of the extensive ironworks
in the neighbourhood, or even at a distance, particularly

those of Calder, Chapelhall, Gartsherrie, Clyde, and
Carron, are supplied with ironstone from New Monk-
land. Limestone also is worked, particularly in the
northern district, but not to a great extent. Several

mineral springs, too, exist, chiefly of the chalybeate

kind. The Monkland Well, near Airdrie, is the most
famous, and at one time enjoyed so high a repute for its

efficacy in the cure of scorbutic and other cutaneous
diseases, as well as for complaints in the stomach and
eyes, as to be a favourite resort even for the wealthy and
fashionable citizens of Glasgow and its neighbour-

hood ; but its character as a watering-place has long

departed from it, both from a falling off—undeserved,
it may be—in the reputation of the springs, and from
tho lack of features of rural beauty, which have been
borne down by a network of railways and by the onward
march of a mining and manufacturing population. Alex-
ander Macdonald, M.P. (1821-81), the miners' advocate,

was born at Dalmacouther farm. Mansions, noticed

separately, are Auchingray and Rochsoles ; and 16
proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and up-
wards, 65 of between £100 and £500. Including the
quoad sacra parishes of Airdrie and Flowerhill,
with most of Clarkston, New Monkland is in the

presbytery of Hamilton and the synod of Glasgow and
Ayr ; the living is worth £525. The parish poorhouse
accommodates 155 inmates ; a hospital was built in

1881-82 at a cost of £1200; and seven public and two
Roman Catholic schools, with total accommodation for

1700 children, had (1883) an average attendance of 1158,

and grants amounting to £883, 7s. 4d. Valuation (I860)

£49,743, (1884) £88,454. Pop. (1801) 4613, (1831)

9867, (1841) 20,515, (1861) 20,554, (1871) 22,752, (1881)

27,816, of whom 14,367 were males, and 8284 were in

the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.
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Monkland, Old, a parish of the Middle Ward, N
Lanarkshire. It contains the towns of Baillieston, Coat-

bridge, and Whifflet and Eosehall, with two-thirds of

Cakier, seven-eighths of Coatdyke, and one-seventh of

Tollcross, as also the villages of Bargeddie and Dyke-
head, Braehead, Broomhouse, Calderbank, Carmyle,

Clyde Iron-works, Faskine, Mount Vernon, Swinton,

West Maryston, etc. In shape resembling a rude

triangle with northward apex, it is bounded NW by
Shettleston, Cadder, and New Monkland, NE by New
Monkland, and S by Bothwell, Blantyre, Cambuslang,
and Rutherglen. Its utmost length, from E by N to

W by S, is 9^ miles ; its utmost breadth is 4| miles
;

and its area is 17§ square miles or 11,281$ acres, of

which 345g are water. From Monkland House, North
Calper Water meanders 10 miles west-south-westward

along all the Bothwell boundary, till at Daldowie it

falls into the Clyde, which itself curves 4 miles west-

ward along all the boundary with Blantyre, Cambus-
lang, and Kutherglen. Lochend Loch (3$xl4 furl.)

communicates with Woodend Loch ($ x £ mile), and
this again with Bishop Loch (1 x J mile), which lies on
the Cadder boundary, and is one of the principal reser-

voirs of the Forth and Clyde Canal. The banks of all

three are tame, with little or no beauty ; but their waters

contain some large pike. The surface of the parish is

generally flat or gently undulating. Along the Clyde,

in the extreme SW, it sinks to 32 feet above sea-level
;

and thence it rises gradually to 207 feet near Mount
Vernon House, 356 near Vesterhouse, 321 at Shaw-
head, 345 near Gartsherrie House, and 360 at Castles-

pails. Whether the fertility of its superficies, or the

wealth of its mineral treasures be considered, Old
Monkland is one of the most important and wealthy
parishes in Lanarkshire. To quote the writer of the

Old Statistical Account:—'A stranger is struck with
the view of this parish. It has the appearance of an
immense garden.' This account, penned nearly a

century since, is still generally true, if we except the

fact that improved culture has vastly increased the pro-

duction of the soil, and that the rapid advance of

population, the enormous progress of the mineral trade,

and a perfect network of railways, have sadly marred
those features of rural loveliness for which the district

was formerly celebrated. Withal, there are few dis-

tricts which combine so much of the attributes of

country-life with the bustle and stir of manufactures
;

for the soil of Old Monkland is dotted at every little

distance with the villas of the aristocracy of the western
capital, with the blazing furnaces and tall chimneys of

the iron and coal works, with belts of thriving planta-

tion and clumps of old wood, with orchards, grassy

holms, or waving grain, and with the homely farm-

steading or lowly dwelling of the cottar. From the
facilities of obtaining lime and manure, both by canal

and railway, a soil—which is naturally fertile—has
been improved to the highest degree ; and the yearly
value of the agricultural produce of the arable lands of

the parish is superior to that of an equal extent of
arable lands in most other parts of Scotland. The soil

here, on the whole, is much more fertile than the soil

above the coal measures in other parts of the country.

The arable soil is of three kinds. That along the
Calder and the Clyde is a strong clay, changed by
cultivation into a good loam ; that of the middle districts

is a light sand, very fruitful in oats and potatoes ; and
that towards the N is mainly reclaimed bog or other-

wise mossy. In the northern district, the coal crops
out, and there are some 1500 acres of peat-moss. In
Old, as in New, Monkland, flax used to be largely

cultivated, some of the farmers having each as much as

from 20 to 30 acres annually under that crop ; but the
system of agriculture now pursued on the best farms is

a four-year rotation of potatoes or turnips, wheat, hay,
and oats, with sometimes one yoar or two of pasture be-

tween the hay and the oats.

The parish, however, is chiefly remarkable for its

working of coal and iron. In an account of it pub-
lished before the beginning of the present century, one

MONKLAND, OLD

reads: 'This parish abounds with coal; and what a
benefit it is for Glasgow and its environs to be so amply
provided with this necessary article ! There are com-
puted to be a greater number of colliers here than in
any other parish in Scotland.' The progress in the
coal-trade, since the period alluded to, has been almost
magical ; and as scarce a year passes without new pits

being sunk, while the old ones continue in vigorous
operation, it would seem that scarcely any limits can
be set to the vast aggregate production. The pits have
a depth of from 30 to 100 fathoms ; and the principal
working seams, according to the New Statistical Account,
are as follow :

' 1. The Upper coal
;
coarse, and seldom

workable ; its average distance above the Ell-coal from
14 to 16 fathoms. 2. The Ell or Mossdale coal ; 3 to 4
feet thick, of inferior estimation in this parish, and
generally too thin to work ; but in places a thick coal,

and of excellent quality. 3. The Pyotshaw, or P.ough-
ell ; from 3 to 5 feet thick, and from 7 to 10 fathoms
below the Ell-coal. 4. The Main coal. It often unites
with the above, and forms one seam, as at Drumpellier
in this parish. These two seams are thus sometimes in
actual contact, and in other instances separated by a
wide interval of 6 or 7 fathoms. 5. Humph coal

;

seldom thick enough to be workable in this parish, and
generally interlaid with fragments of freestone, about
10 fathoms below the main coal. 6. Splint-coal ; about
4 fathoms below the Humph, and of very superior
quality. It varies from 2 to 5 feet in thickness, and is

mostly used for smelting iron. This seam, when of
any considerable thickness, is justly esteemed, when
got by the proprietors here, a great prize. 7. Little

coal
;
always below splint, the distance varying from 3

fathoms to 6 feet. It is from 3 to 3$ feet in thickness,
and is a free, sulphury coal of inferior quality. 8. The
Virtue-well or Sour-milk coal, from 2 to 4 feet thick,

occurs from 26 to 28 fathoms below the splint. 9. The
Kiltongue coal lies 22 fathoms below the Virtue-well,
and, like it, is from 2 to 4 feet in thickness. 10. The
Drumgray coal lies 6 fathoms below the Kiltongue, and
perhaps from 60 to 100 fathoms above the first or upper
band of limestone. It is seldom more than 18 or 20
inches thick. There are, besides these 10 seams, about
23 smaller seams between them, none of which are of
workable thickness. The total thickness of the coal-

measures above the lime may be about 775 feet.' The
same account adds :

' This large and important coal-

field is much intersected with dikes, and a knowledge
of these is a knowledge of the strata, and of the manner
in which they are affected by them.'

Still more than to its coal, however, is the parish of
Old Monkland, in recent times, indebted to its iron-

stone and iron-works
;
although it is proper to mention

that the ore for the supply of the latter is, to a great
extent, drawn from New Monkland. The introduction
of the hot air blast (1828), the increasing demand for

iron for railway and other purposes, but, above all, the
abundant possession of the most valuable of all the iron
metals—the blackband—which contains so much coal
as nearly to burn itself—are the main causes which have
contributed to the almost unparalleled advance of Old
Monkland in population and prosperity. To the burn-
ing of ironstone were added, in 1830 and the following
years, works and machinery for the manufacture of

malleable iron ; and these have already risen to compare
with the pig-ironworks, in the proportion of about 30
to 100 in the yearly value of their produce. Everywhere
are heard the brattling of machinery, the sonorous
stroke of mighty hammers, and the hissing and clank-
ing of the steam-engine; and the flames which psr-
petually belch from the craters of its numerous furnaces,
and for miles around light up the country on the darkest
eights, have not inappropriately earned for Old Monk-
land the title of the ' Land of Fire.' Fortunes have here
been realised in the iron trade with a rapidity only
equalled by the sudden and princely gains of the adven-
turers who sailed with Pizarro to Peru. It is understood,
for example, that the profits of a single establishment
in this line during the year 1840, were nearly £60,000;
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while littlemore than twenty yean before the co-partners
of thia oompain wan earning their bread by the sweat
of their brow, in following the agricultural vocation of
their fathers. The principal iron-works in the parish,
or Immediately adjacent to it, nro those, of Gartsherrio,
Mmidvv.m. Monki. m,l, ('aider, Clyde, Siimmniee, Cain-
hroe, and Langloan. The ironstone strata in Old and
New Monkland—the strata from which the Monkland
furnaces have their supply—nro described in the Nav
Statistical as follows :

* 1. The Upper blackband. It lies

about 24 fathoms above the Ell-coal, ns indicated in the
.succession of strnta given above. It is of very local

occurrence, like all the ironstones, and has only been
found worth working at Palncccraig. It is of inferior

quality, and only about 18 inches thick. 2. The black-
band, also called Mushet's blackband, from the name of
its discoverer, Robert Mushct (1805). This is the great
staplo commodity for the supply of the iron-market, and
when fonnd to any extent is a certain source of wealth
to the proprietor. Its averago depth below the splint
is about 15 or 16 fathoms ; and it varies in thickness
from 14 to 18 inches, and occupies an area of from 8 to

10 square miles. 3. Airdriehill blackband. In this

property, which is in New Monkland, there is a band of
ironstone, varying from 2 to 4 feet in thickness, lying
about 3 feet below the blackband. It is found only in
part of the lands of Airdriehill, and is by far the most
local of all the ironstones.'

Several kinds of sandstone, and several varieties of
trap, within the parish, are in great request for local

building purposes, and have been largely quarried. The
facilities of communication by road, railway, and canal,

are remarkably great, having been multiplied and rami-
fied in proportion to the large and rapidly increasing
demands of the district for heavy traffic. The principal
of them will be found described or indicated in our
articles Caledonian Railway, Monkland Canal,
and North British" Railway ; whilst fuller informa-
tion as to the various industries is furnished under
Baillieston, Coatbridge, Gartsiierrie, Garturk,
etc.

Giving off the quoad sacra parishes of Baillieston, Bar-
geddie, Coats, Gartsherrie, and Garturk, Old Monkland
is in the presbytery of Hamilton and the synod of

Glasgow and Ayr ; the living is worth £500. The parish
church, 1J mile SSW of Coatbridge, was built in 1790
at a cost of only £500, and, as since enlarged, contains
902 sittings. A chapel of ease to it stands at Calder-
bank. The parish poorhouse accommodates 276 inmates

;

and 18 schools, with total accommodation for 6237 chil-

dren, had (1883) an average attendance of 4917, and
grants amounting to £4448, 13s. 9d. Valuation (1860)
£195,857, (1881) £160,013, lis. 8d., (1884) £167,683,
2s. 6d. Pop. (1801) 4006, (1831) 9580, (1841) 19,675,

(1861) 29,543, (1871) 34,073, (1881) 37,323, of whom
20,202 were males, and 13,471 were in the ecclesiastical

parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867. See Andrew Miller's

Rise, and Progress of Coatbridge and the Surrounding
Nciqhhourlwod (Glasg. 1864).

Monkland Well See Monkland, New.
Monklaw. See Jedburgh.
Monk Myre, a lake (4x1 furl.) in Bendochy parish,

Perthshire, 2g miles SE of Blairgowrie. Originally a
shallow reedy pool, covering a bed of rich marl, it was
deepened into a lake by extensive digging for removal of

the marl.

Monkrigg, an estate, with an elegant modern mansion,
in Haddington parish, Haddingtonshire, \\ mile SSE of

the town.

Monks Burn, a brook in Penicuik parish, Edinburgh-
shire, rising among the Pentland Hills at an altitude of

1480 feet, and running 2* miles south-by-eastward, till,

after a total descent of 770 feet, it falls into the North
Esk near Newhall, at the boundary with Peeblesshire,

4^ miles SW by W of Penicuik town. It enters the
glen of the Esk in several considerable falls, amidst land-

scape of much beauty ; is overlooked at its mouth,
from the opposite side of the Esk, by a height called

the Steel, said to have been so called from a skirmish on
48

it with a straggling detachment of General Monk's
army ; and seems to have got its own namo from some
association with General Monk.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32,1857.
Monks Island. See Inohtavannach and Muck.
Monkstadt, an old mansion in Kilmuir parish, Isle of

Skye, Inverness-shire, near Columbkill Lake, 2J miles

S of Duntulm Castle. It was the seat of the Mac-
donalds, subsequent to their removal from Duntulm
Castle ; was occupied by Sir Alexander Macdonald at

the time of Prince Charles Edward's disasters after the

battle of Culloden ; and was the place to which Flora

Macdonald conducted the Prince, in the disguise of a
maidservant, from the Outer Hebrides.

Monkton, a mansion in Invoresk parish, Edinburgh-
shire, 2 miles SSW of Musselburgh. Its oldest part, now
used as offices, is said to have been built by General
Monk, who made it his favourite Scottish residence.

Monkton, a village and a coast parish of Kyle district,

Ayrshire. The village stands 1 mile inland, and £ mile

E by N of Monkton station on the Glasgow and South-
Western railway, this being 44 miles N of Ayr, under
which there is a post office. Pop. (1861) 403, (1871)

467, (1881*) 354.

The parish, containing also the watering-place of Prf.rt-

wick and half of the village of New Prestwick, since the

close of the 16th or the beginning of the 17th century
has comprehended the ancient parish of Prestwic Mona-
chorum or Monkton, part of the ancient parish of Prestwic

de Burgo, and the ancient chapelry of Crosby. Monkton
proper lies in the middle, Prestwick in the S, and Crosby
in the N ; and the first got its name from its belonging

to the monks of Paisley Abbey, the second from its

being the ' habitation of a priest,' and the third from its

having 'a dwelling at a cross.' The united parish of

Monkton and Prestwick is bounded NW by Dundonald,
NE by Symington, E by Craigie, SE by Tarbolton and
St Quivox, SW by Newton-upon-Ayr, and W by the

Firth of Clyde. Its utmost length, from N by E to S
by W, is 4| miles ; its utmost breadth is 3 miles ; and
its area is 3971J acres, of which 182 are foreshore and
20A water. Rumbling Burn flows south-south-westward
to the sea along all the Dundonald boundary, and a

little above its mouth is joined by Pow Burn, which,

after tracing part of the St Quivox boundary, strikes

north-westward across the interior. The coast, 2£ miles

in extent, consists of low flat sands, diversified only

with sandy bent-covered knolls. The interior rises

gently from the shore to 200 feet at the eastern boundary,
but looks to the eye to be almost a dead level. Coal

has not been worked for forty or fifty years ; and sand-

stone is no longer quarried. The soil on the coast and
over a considerable part of the southern district is light

sand incapable of tillage ; of the central district is deep

rich loam ; and of the N and NE is strong earthy clay.

Nearly one-fourth of the entire area is pastoral or waste ;

some 65 acres are under wood ; and the rest of the lands

is in tillage. The roofless old church of Monkton, St

Cuthbert's, is a structure of high antiquity, with walls

nearly 4 feet thick, and is said to have been the building

near which Sir William Wallace had the singular dream
recorded by Blind Harry ; the old church of Prestwick,

St Nicholas, as ancient probably as that of Monkton, has

stone buttresses at the E end, and serves as a landmark to

sailors. St Ninian's leper hospital, at Kingcase, between

Prestwick and New Prestwick, was founded by King
Robert Bruce ; but only a well remains to mark its site.

Mansions are Adamton, Fairfield, Ladykirk, and Orange-

field ; and 4 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500
and upwards, 7 of between £100 and £500, 6 of from £50
to £100, and 26 of from £20 to £50. Monkton and Prest-

wick is in the presbytery of Ayr and the synod of Glas-

gow and Ayr ; the living is worth £441. The parish

church, midway between Monkton and Prestwick

villages, was built in 1837, and then superseded the

two old churches. One of the earliest efforts of the late

David Bryce, R.S.A., it is a very handsome and con-

spicuous edifice, containing 825 sittings. Other places of

worship are Monkton and Prestwick Free churches and

PrestwickU. P. church (1884). Two public schools, Monk-
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ton and Prestwick, with respective accommodation for 160
and 320 children, had (1883) an average attendance of

88 and 159, and grants of £64, lis. and £120, 9s.

Valuation (I860) £6985, 3s. 3d., (1884) £14,267, 8s. 4d.,

plus £2157 for railway. Pop. (1801) 986, (1831) 1818,

(1861) 1973, (1871) 1744, (1881) 2121.—Ord. Sur., sirs.

14, 22, 1863-65.

Monktonhall, a hamlet in Inveresk parish, Edinburgh-
shire, near the left bank of the river Esk, 1 mile SSW
of Musselburgh.
Monkwood, a modern mansion in Maybole parish,

Ayrshire, on the left bank of the Doon, 4J miles NNE
of Maybole town.

Monquhitter, a parish of N Aberdeenshire, containing
the villages of Cuminestown and Garmond, 6 miles

E by N and 7 ENE of Turriff, under which the former
has a post office. It is bounded N by King-Edward, E
by New Deer and Methlick, S by Fyvie, and W by
Turriff, from which last it was disjoined in 1649. Its

length, from NNW to SSE, varies between 2| and 9|
miles ; its utmost width is 5J miles ; and its area is

17,4551, acres, of which 22J are water. Entering from
King-Edward, the Burn of Monquhitter or Idoch Water
flows 54 miles south-westward till it passes off into

Turriff on its way to the Deveron ; whilst Asleed or
Little Water runs 7J miles southward along the eastern
boundary on its way to the Ythan. Along Idoch Water
the surface declines to 158 feet above sea-level ; and
thence it rises northward to 577 feet at the Hill of

Cotburn, eastward to 586 at Waggle Hill, from which it

again sinks south-south-eastward to 180 feet along
Asleed Water. Much of Monquhitter is hilly, bleak,
and barren of aspect, and even the rest presents a
monotonous appearance, though culture and reclamation
have done their best to render it pleasing and produc-
tive. Moors, bogs, and morasses were formerly very
extensive, but have been greatly curtailed, and, with
the exception of the deeper and firmer bogs, are fast

approaching exhaustion as a source of fuel. Red
sandstone abounds, and has been largely quarried, but
does not form a good building material. The soils of
the arable lands are a reddish loam and a deep black
mould, both incumbent on boulder clay. But a small
proportion of the parish is under wood, which does
not thrive in any part of Buchan. Lendrum, in the
SW corner, is the traditionary scene of a three-days'
battle between Donald of the Isles and the ' Thane ' or
Mormaerof Buchan in the latter half of the 11th century,
when the Comyns are said to have won the victory.
Down to at least 1793 it was firmly believed that corn
growing on the ' bloody butts of Lendrum ' could never
be reaped without strife and bloodshed among the
reapers. At Finlay's Mire some Covenanters were cut
off by the Ogilvies. Tillymaud and Northburn, with a
rental of £1013, were vested in trustees by the late

Messrs Chalmers for charitable purposes in Monquhitter
and the city of Aberdeen. Auchry House (1767) is the
chief mansion ; and 4 proprietors hold each an annual
value of £1000 and upwards, 6 of between £500 and
£1000, 8 of between £100 and £500, and 3 of from £45
to £70. Giving off a portion to Millbrex quoad sacra
parish, Monquhitter is in the presbytery of Turriff
and the synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth
£315 (21 chalders). Previous to the Anti-patronage
Act coming into operation, the Earl of Fife was patron
of the church and parish ; and Monquhitter was the
last parish in which the right of presentation was
exercised, on 29 Dec. 1874. The parish church, a plain
edifice of 1868, stands on a slope to the N of Cumines-
town, and contains 1050 sittings. A Free church
(358 sittings) stands in a hollow to the S of Cumines-
town, near whose centro is St Luke's Episcopal church
(1844 ; 130 sittings). Three public schools—Garmond
female, Greeness, and Monquhitter—and Balquhindachy
proprietary school, with respective accommodation for

66, 120, 206, and 68 children, had (1883) an average
attendance of 62, 82, 192, and 27, and grants of £54, Is.,

£75, 4s. 8d., £181, 15s., and £18, 9s. 6d. Valuation
(1860) £6185, (1884) £12,903, 2s. lOd. Pop. (1801) 1710,

|

(1831) 2004, (1861) 2580, (1871) 2949, (1881) 2794, of

whom 2474 were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Oral. Sur.,

sirs. 86, 87, 1876.

Monreith, an elegant modern mansion in Mochrum
parish, SE Wigtownshire, \\ mile ESE of Port- William.
White Loch (4f xl§ furl.) lies within the large and
finely wooded park ; and a 16th century cross, 7 feet

high, has been placed in front of the house. Held by a
younger branch of the Maxwells of Caerlaverock since

1481, Monreith is now the property of Sir Herbert
Eustace Maxwell, seventh Bart, since 1681 (b. 1845 ; sue.

1877), who has sat as Conservative member for Wigtown-
shire since 1880, and who owns 16,877 acres in the

county, valued at £15,290 per annum. The small village

of Monreith is in Glasserton parish, at the head of little

Monreith Bay, 2| miles SSE of Port-William and 5iW of Whithorn.—Ord. Sur., shs. 4, 2, 1857-56.

Mons. See Dalmeny.
Montagu's Walk. See Kinnoull.
Montblairy, an estate, with a mansion, in Alvah

parish, Banffshire. The mansion, on the left bank of

the Deveron, 4$ miles NNW of Turriff, was built in

1791 and enlarged in 1825. A handsome three-story

edifice, it contains some interesting portraits, and has

well-wooded grounds sloping down to the Deveron. The
estate, which belonged in remote times to the Earls of

Buchan and Mar, was sold by Major-General Andrew
Hay (1762-1814) to the uncle of the late proprietor,

Alexander Morison, Esq. (1802-79), who held 4154 acres

in Banff and Aberdeen shires, valued at £3002 per

annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

Montcoffer, a seat of the Earl of Fife in the detached
section of King-Edward parish, Aberdeenshire, on the

right bank of the Deveron, 3 miles S of Banff. A fine

old residence, it stands on the southern declivity of

wooded Montcoffer Hill (346 feet).—Ord. Sur., sh. 96,

1876. See Duff House.
Monteith, a district of SW Perthshire. Excepting

Balquhidder parish, which anciently belonged to the

stewartry of Stratheam, the district of Monteith com-
prises all the lands W of the Ochils in Perthshire, whose
waters discharge themselves into the Forth. The vale

of the Teith, whence the name is derived, occupies the

central and larger part, but is flanked on the one side by
the Perthshire section of the upper vale of the Forth,

and on the other side by the lower part of the vale of

Allan Water. The entire district measures about 28 miles

in length from E to W, and 15 in extreme breadth ; and
includes the whole of the parishes of Callander, Aber-
foyle, Port of Monteith, Kilmadock, Kincardine, and
Lecropt, with part of the parishes of Kippen, Dunblane,
and Logie. Large tracts of it are eminently rich in the

finest elements of landscape. Previous to the abolition

of hereditary jurisdictions, Monteith was a separate or

independent stewartry. Forming with Strathearn the

ancient province of Fortrenn, Monteith was the seat of

an old Celtic earldom, whose first earl, Gilchrist, appears

in the reign of Malcolm IV. (1153-65), and which, about

the middle of the 13th century, passed by marriage to

Walter Comyn, second son of the great Earl of Buchan.
He was one of the regents of the kingdom at the time

of his death in 1258, when the earldom was obtained by
his brother-in-law, Walter Stewart, third son of the

third High Steward of Scotland. Walter's great-great -

granddaughter, Margaret, conveyed the earldom by
marriage to Robert Stewart, Duke of Albany and Regent
of Scotland, whose son and successor, Murdoch, was
beheaded at Stirling in 1425. Two years later tlio

earldom of Monteith was granted to Malise Graham,
formerly Earl of Strathearn. His seventh descendant,

William, for nearly two years was styled Earl of Strath-

earn and Monteith
;
but, on being deprived of those titles,

in 1633 was created Earl of Airth and Monteith—a title

dormant since 1694, but claimed by the Barclay-Allardice

family. Sco Dr Win. Fraser's lied Book of Monteith (2

vols., Edinb. 1880).

Monteith, Lake of, a placid sheet of water in the
middlo of Port of Monteith parish, SW Perthshire.

Lying 55 iect above sca-level, it has an utmost length
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from B to W of 14 mile, an utmost breadth from N
to 3 »f 1 mil.', iiml » depth in places of 80 foot;

and it sends off QoowbWatbb 81 miles east-south-

eastward to the Forth. Its shores display nono of the
nulr magnificence and grandeur that is characteristic

of BOffhuad Boenery; but, on tho other hand, tlioy

present nu aspect of soft pastoral beauty which soothes

the soul, and tills the contemplative mind with thoughts
calm mul quiet as its own transparent waters. Tho
northern shore is beautifully adorned with oak, Spanish

chestnut, and plane trees of ancient growth—survivors

of those which adorned the park of the Earls of Mon-
teith. On tho same side, the manso and church of

Port of Honteith, with the elegant mausoleum of the

Gartmore family, seated close on tho margin of the lake,

increase the interest of the scene. The lake contains

three islands, two of which, from the noblo wood that

adorns them, add greatly to the beauty of its expanse ;

whilst a long, narrow, wooded promontory running far

into the water diversifies the southern shoro. The
Largest island, called INOHMAHOME, has been noticed

separately ; that immediately to the W bears the name
of Inch Tails or Karl's Isle. Hero, from 1427, the Earls

of Honteith had their feudal stronghold, the ruins of

which still exist, comprising an ancient tower and some
domiciliary buildings. Tho smallest island is called the

Dog Isle, where the earls had their dog-kennel • while

the stables were situated on the western shore of the

lake. Twice in Sept. 1869 Queen Victoria drove

here from Invertrossachs. The trout-fishing is ruined

by the pike.—Ord. Sur., sh. 38, 1871. See P. Dun's
Summer at the Lake of Monteith (Glasg. 1866); chap,

xxv. of Thos. Hunter's Woods and Estates of Pcrth-

Edinb. 1883); and other works cited under

INOHMAHOME.
Monteith, Port of, a hamlet and a parish of SW

Perthshire. The hamlet lies on the NE shore of the

Lake of Honteith, 6 miles SSW of Callander, 4£ E by
N of Aberfoyle, and 4 NNW of Port of Monteith station,

in Kippcn parish, on the Forth and Clyde junction

section of the North British railway, this being 13

miles W by N of Stirling, and 17£ NE of Balloch.

Erected into a burgh of barony by James III. in 1467,

it long was called simply Port, as being the land-

ing-place from Inch Talla and Inchmahome ;
* and

has a little pier, a good hotel, and a post office under

Stirling.

The parish, containing also the village and station of

Gartmore, since 1615 has comprehended the ancient

parish of Port and a portion of that of Lany. It is

bounded N by Callander, NE by Callander and Kil-

madock, E by Kincardine (detached), S by Kippen and
Drymen in Stirlingshire", SW by Drymen, and W by
Aberfoyle. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 7J
miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 5 miles ; and
its area is 36J miles or 23,599£ acres, of which 1361

J

arc water. The Forth has here a winding course of 13|

miles—viz., 7 furlongs southward along the western

border, 2J miles south-eastward across tho south-western

interior, and 10 J miles eastward along all the southern

border—though the point which it first touches and
that where it quits the parish are but 7j miles distant

as the crow flies. Kelty Water flows 1\ miles east-by-

northward along part of (he Drymen boundary to the

Forth, another of whose affluents, Goodie Water, goes

4 miles eastward from the Lake of Monteith (1 J x 1 mile

;

55 feet) till it passes off into Kincardine. Loch Drunkik
(9 x 7J furl. ; 450 feet) lies on the boundary with Aber-

foyle, and Loch Vennachau (32 miles x 5 furl.; 270

feet) on that with Callander ; whilst in the NE interior

are Loch Ruskie (2 x 2| furl. ; 400 feet) and Lochan
Balloch (2£ xl furl. ; 1180 feet). The surface of the

southern district is low and flat, sinking to 45, and
rarely much exceeding 100, feet above sea-level ; but N
of the Lake of Monteith rise the Monteith Hills (1289

feet), Ben Dearg (1401), Ben Gullipen (1344), and Meall

• The present minister, however, inclines to refer Port to the

: pass, or defile,' this parish being indeed a

gate of the Highlands.
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Dan Gobhar (812). This upland district, comprising
one-third of the wholo aroa of tho parish, consists of a
congeries of rocky and mountainous elevations, chiefly

covered with heath, and admitting cultivation only in

some confined hollows and along some narrow skirts.

Tho SE corner comprises part of Flanders Moss, in all

rospocts similar in character to the famous one of Kin-
cardine. The rest of the parish, including the district

along tho Forth, consists of rich cars© land towards the
river, of ' dryfiold ' towards the hills, and presents an
appearance of much fertility and high culture. The
transition from tho uplands to the lowlands of the parish
is sudden and perfect. In the mountains is limestone of
the quality of marble, having a blue ground streaked
with white, which, when calcined, affords a quicklime
of the purest white. A bluish grey sandstone occurs in
the champaign district, close in texture, and very suit-

able for jiavemcnts and staircases. The soil of the carse

lands is rich argillaceous alluvium ; on most other lands
of the champaign district is either a very fertile shallow
loam, a stiff, intractable, tilly clay, a ferruginous and
comparatively barren gravel, or a more or less fertile

reclaimed swamp or meadow ; on Flanders Moss and on
two other smaller tracts is moss ; and on the cultivable

part of the uplands is chiefly reclaimed moor. An
island in Loch Ruskie is the traditional site of a castle

belonging to Sir John Menteith, Wallace's gaoler at

Dumbarton. Other antiquities are traces of a Roman
road, deflecting from the great Roman road to Brechin ;

vestiges of a Roman castellum at the north-western
extremity of Flanders Moss ; traces of an ancient
military post on Keirhead, 1 mile NE of the castellum

;

and the ecclesiastical and baronial ruins on the islands

in the Lake of Monteith. Tullimoss, to the NW of

the Lake of Monteith, was the scene of a skirmish in

1489 between James IV. and the Earl of Lennox ; and
a spot called Suir, near Gartmore House, was the place

where Rob Roy is said to have taken from the factor of

the Duke of Montrose his collection of rents. From 1

to 10 Sept. 1869, the Queen, with the Princesses Louise
and Beatrice, stayed at Invertrossachs, ' the recollection

of the ten days at which—quiet and cozy—and of the

beautiful country and scenery I saw in the neighbour-
hood, will ever be a very pleasant one' (pp. 116-147 of

More Leaves from the Journal of a Life 'in the High-
lands, 1884). Mansions are Blairhoyle, Cardeoss,
Gartmore, Invertrossachs, Lochend (1715), and
Rednock ; and 6 proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards, 8 of between £100 and
£500, 1 of from £50 to £100, and 5 of from £20 to £50.

Giving off portions to the quoad sacra parishes of Gart-

more, Norriston, and Trossachs, this parish is in the pres-

bytery of Dunblane and the synod of Perth and Stirling

;

thestipend and communion elements haveavalueof £330.
The parish church, at Port of Monteith hamlet, was built

in 1878 in the Gothic style of the 13th century, and has

a stained E window. Three public schools—Dykehead,
Port of Monteith, and Ruskie—with respective accom-
modation for 66, 47, and 66 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 20, 26, and 33. and grants of

£25, 17s., £32, 4s., and £38, 2s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£10,906, (1884) £12,649, 3s. 6d. Pop. (1801) 1569,

(1831) 1664, (1861) 1375, (1871) 1243, (1881) 1175, of

whom 60 were Gaelic-speaking, and 654 were in the

ecclesiastical parish.—Ord Sur., shs. 38, 39, 1871-

69.

Monteviot, a scat of the Marquis of Lothian, in Crail-

ing parish, Roxburghshire, 2 miles E by N of Aucrum
and 3 N by W of Jedburgh. It stands near the left

bank of the winding Tweed, at the southern base of

Peniel Heugh (774 feet), in a park of singular beauty,

and is itself an imposing Gothic edifice, rebuilt in the

course of the present century. At Monteviut died Miss

Jean Elliot (1727-1805), author of the Flowers of tlie

Forest, it then being occupied by her brother, Admiral
Elliot. At Harestaues, within the park but in Ancrum
parish, were remains of a stone circle till towards the

close of last century ; and a neighbouring ' serpent-

mound,' being explored by Mr J. S. Phene, F.S.A., in
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1872, was found to entomb two skeletons. See New-
battle and Crait.ing.—Ord. Sur., sh. 17, 1864.

Montgomerie. See Coilseield.
Montgreenan, an estate, with a mansion and a rail-

way station, in Kilwinning parish, Ayrshire, 3| miles

ENE of Kilwinning town. Its owner, Robert Bruce

Robertson-Glasgow, Esq. (b. 1842 ; sue. 1860), holds

2645 acres in the shire, valued at £2576 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Mont-Quhanie. See Mottnt-Qithanie.
Montrave, a mansion of 1836 in Scoonie parish, Fife,

4 miles N of Leven. Its owner, John Gilmour, Esq.

,

jun., of Lundinand Montrave, holds 2728 acres in the

shire, valued at £5244 per annum. In 1877 a metal
pot was found on the estate, containing 9615 silver

coins—8675 of them English, of Edward I. and III.

See Largo.—Ord Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Montrose, a parish containing a royal burgh of the

same name, on the coast, at the NE corner of Forfar-

shire. It is bounded N by Logie-Pert parish and by
Kincardineshire, E by the North Sea, S by Craig

parish, and SW by Dun parish. The boundary with
Kincardineshire has evidently followed the course of the

North Esk river, but now, both above and below the

bridge by which the coast road from Dundee to Aber-
deen crosses the river, the line follows an old channel,

in the former case to the S, and in the latter to the N,
of the modern one. The boundary on the S is the river

South Esk, and on the SW the eastern foreshore of the

Montrose Basin, along the track of Tayock Burn, which
enters itW of Newmanswalls House, and then it follows

the course of this stream for almost a mile to a point E
of Newbigging. Elsewhere it is artificial. In shape
the parish is, roughly speaking, a triangle with blunted
corners, the sides being on the N, E, and SW. The
greatest breadth across the N end, from the point on
the W where Dun, Logie-Pert, and Montrose parishes

meet to that on the E at the old mouth of the North
Esk river, is 3| miles ; the breadth, from the North Esk
opposite Stone of Morphie (Kincardineshire) on the N
to the South Esk at Montrose harbour on the S, is 3|
miles; and the area is 4722'415 acres, of which 95"855

are water, 492 -172 foreshore, and the rest land. All
along the coast, between the rivers, a flat sandy beach
is bounded by a line of sandhills from 20 to 30 feet high,

covered with bent. Immediately within these is a belt

of sandy undulating ground, with close short herbage,

known to the N as Charleton and Kinnaber Links, and
to the S as Montrose Links. From this the ground rises,

at first gradually, but afterwards more steeply, to the W,
the greatest height (317 feet) being reached near the W
corner, to the W of Hillhead of Hedderwick. From
this rising ground, sometimes known as Montrose Hill,

along the lower slopes of which are the numerous villas

and houses forming the village of Hillside, there is an
excellent view of the Forfarshire and Kincardineshire
Grampians ; of the end of the vale of Strathmore, with
its mansions and woodland ; of the round tower and
spires of Brechin, and the windings of the South Esk,
down past the basin and on to the mouth below the
town of Montrose. In the N, along part of the course
of the North Esk, there are high wooded banks, while
thriving plantations extend along the W side of the
Links of Charleton and Kinnaber The soil all over the
links is sandy, and the shells show that the deposit is a
modern one, so that within the recent period Montrose
Basin must have been a bay. On the W side of the links
is a raised beach of shingle, and to the W of this the soil

is very fertile, being a strong clayey loam. A stiff

underlying clay of marine origin, and containing remains
of starfishes, is worked for the manufacture of bricks and
tiles at Dryleys and Puggiestoii. The underlying rocks
belong to the Lower Old Red sandstone formation. The
drainage of the parish is carried off by the North Esk
and the South Esk. The north-western part of the
parish is traversed for over 2£ miles by the Perth and
Aberdeen section of the Caledonian railway system,
and from Dubton Junction station a branch line, 3
miles in length, communicates with the town of Montrose

through the SW part of the parish. The Montrose and
Arbroath section of the North British system, crossing
the South Esk by a viaduct over J mile long, passes
by the NW side of the town, and, after a course of 2^
miles, unites with the Caledonian system at Kinnaber
Junction to the N. From this the Montrose and Bervie
railway, also belonging to the North British system,
branches off and runs parallel to the coast along the
W edge of Montrose and Kinnaber Links, for a distance
of 2 miles, till it crosses the North Esk. The parish is

also traversed by the main road along the coast from
Dundee to Aberdeen, which, entering at the SW corner
of Montrose, passes through the town, and then along
theW edge of Montrose and Kinnaber Links, parallel to

the Montrose and Bervie railway, till it reaches Kin-
cardineshire at the North Esk, which it crosses by a
good stone bridge erected in 1775-80. There are also a
number of good district roads, of which the principal are

those to Brechin and to Fettercairn. Near the centre of
the N border of the parish, 2 miles NNW of the town of
Montrose, is Sunnyside Lunatic Asylum, erected at a
cost of over £20,000, and subsequently enlarged, and
with accommodation for over 400 patient's. This institu-

tion originated with a Mrs Carnegie of Charleton, and
the original building on the links, near the town, was
erected in 1780-82. A royal charter of incorporation
was obtained in 1810, and the present building was
erected in 1860. It is supported by endowments and by
fees received for patients, of whom the average number is

about 470, about -J being pauper lunatics. The asylum,
which is managed by a medical superintendent, a medical
assistant, a steward, a matron, and a lady superinten-
dent, is considered one of the best establishments of the
kind in the country. Kinnaber, in the NE of the parish,

is associated with the story of George Beattie, author
of John o' Arnha [see St Cyrus]. The industries are

mostly connected with the town, but there is a bleach-
work and mills on the North Esk, and brickworks at
Dryleys and Puggieston. Besides the town of Mon-
trose the parish has also, close to Dubton station, on
the NW, the village of Hillside, which is mainly com-
posed of villas. The mansions are Charleton House,
Newmanswalls House, and Rosemount House. Ten
proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 or

upwards, 49 hold each between £500 and £100, 99 hold
each between £100 and £50, and there are a large

number of smaller amount. The parish is in the
presbytery of Brechin, in the synod of Angus and
Mearns. The charge is collegiate, with two ministers ;

and the living is worth £530 a-year. The civil parish
includes also the quoad sacra parishes of Melville (in the
town of Montrose) and Hillside. Besides the church at
the latter place, and those mentioned in connection with
the burgh, the Free church of Logie-Pert is also just
within the border of the parish, on the N. The land-
ward school-board has under its charge Loanhead
public school, which, with accommodation for 210
pupils, had (1883) an average attendance of 116,
and a grant of £91, 15s. Landward valuation (1857)
£5853, (1884) £9151, 13s., plus £3521 for railways.

Pop. of parish (1755) 4150, (1801) 7974, (1831) 12,055,

(1861) 15,668, (1871) 15,783, (1881) 16,303, of whom
7352 were males and 8951 females. Of the total

population in the civil parish in the latter year
11,746 were in the ecclesiastical parish, while 3077
were in the Melville quoad sacra parish and 1480 wero
in Hillside ij/imii/. surra parish.

—

On/. Stir., sh. 57. 1S68.

Montrose (Gael. AU-moine-ros, ' the burn of the mossy
point '), a seat of manufacture, a seaport, and a royal
burgh in the parish just mentioned, at the mouth of the
South Esk. It is, by the Caledonian railway, 9f miles
E of Brechin, 2H NNE of Arbroath, 38 NE of Dundee,
42', SSW of Aberdeen, 53.1 ENE of Perth, 1 1f.? ENE
of Glasgow, and 123 NNE of Edinburgh vid Stirling.

By the North British railway it is 132 miles from
Arbroath, 30^ from Dundee, and 76 from Edinburgh
vid Broughty Ferry and Burntisland. It is the terminus
of the Caledonian branch line from Dubton, and of the
Montrose and Bervie lino as well as u main station ou
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tho Montrose and Arbroath railway. Tho site of tho
town is u peninsula jutting southwards, bounded on tho
K by th« sea, and on thcS and W by tho waters of tho
South Ksk. Bzoept for tho low sand-bank along tho
edge of the links, the ground is almost entirely level.

To ill" W of tho town tho river expands into a broad
tidal loch known as the Montrose liasin and measuring
8 miles by If mile. At high water tho wdiolo area is

covered, but at low water by far tho greater portion
becomes an anaightly expanse of mud. As tho channel
to the N K of the town is only from 115 to 180 yards
wide, tho tidal current sets up and down with great
.swiftness—often from 6 to 8 miles an hour; but this
rush of water is beneficial, as its force clears ofT deposits
from the town, and prevents the formation of any con-
siderable bar across tho mouth of tho river. In 1670,
by running a dyke from near tho Forthill along the
bank of the South Ksk towards Dun, an attempt was
made to drain and add to that estate some 2000 acres,

but tho bulwark— known as tho 'Drainer's dike'

—

had hardly been completed when it was breached and
di troyed by a violent storm, traditionally said to have
been raised by Meggio Cowio, one of the last local

witches. A small portion of the area has, within the last

five years, been reclaimed by the Montrose and Arbroath
railway company. The basin is frequented by wild
geese, ducks, and other aquatic birds. Although com-
plaints of damp sometimes arise, neither the llatness of
the site nor the large expanse of water around seem to
have an injurious elfecton the health of the inhabitants.

The almost insular situation makes the climate very
mild ; and the basin at high water adds materially to

the beauty of the neighbourhood.
History.—The origin of the name of Montrose has

given rise to many conjectures

—

Mons Eosarum, the
French Mons-trois ('three hills '), the British Manterrose
(' the mouth of the stream '), the Gaelic Mon-ross (' the
promontory hill'), Moin-ross ('the promontory of the
moss'), and Meadh-an-ross ('the field or plain of the
moss'), have all been brought forward, but the most
likely seems to be that at the beginning of the article,

which connects the name first with Old Montrose and
so with Montrose, and seems also to account for the
tradition (certainly unfounded), that the town at first

stood at the former place. According to Boece the
original name of the town was Celurca, but this seems
rather to have been a contiguous place, as both Montrose
and Salork are mentioned in a charter in the time of
Malcolm IV., and again in the time of William the
Lyon. All trace of the latter is now gone, but it was
possibly higher up the basin than Montrose. Of the
origin of the town nothing is known, but it has a high
antiquity, for as early as the 10th century, when the
Danes found the estuary a convenient anchorage, there
was, according to Boece, a town here, and in 980 the
inhabitants were massacred by a band of these sea-

rovers. In the 12th century, under Malcolm IV., we
find that mills and saltpans had been established, and
his successor, William the Lyon, lived in the castle

from time to time between 1178 and 1198. In 1244 the
town was burned, and at that time it seems to have been
one of the considerable places of the kingdom. When it

obtained burghal privileges is not known, but probably
in the time of David I. At any rate, burgesses of
Montrose are mentioned in 1261-62, and in 1296 twelve
burgesses went to Berwick, and in presence of Edward I.

took the oath of allegiance on behalf of themselves and
the burgh. Edward himself was in Montrose the same
year, from the 7th till the 12th July, when he lived at
the castle which then stood on the Forthill. According
to Wyntoun, Blind Harry, and Balfour, it was here that
John Baliol ' did render quietly the realme of Scotland
as he that had done amis.'

' This John the Baliol, on purpna
He tuk and hrowclit hym til Munros,

That then was famous in renown,
This John the baliol dyspoyled he
01 all his robya of ryaltie.'

£2

But this is a mistako, for, though the ceremony took
place while Edward was here, the scene was at Stra-

cathro, whither Edward went for the purpose, returning

the same day. Tho castle was captured by Wallace in

tho following year, and seems to have been completely

destroyed, for there is no more word of it.* Wallace
landed horo on his return from France :

—

I Villi Korth and Tav llia.i left and passyt by
(In tho north eost \x\n\ \

(Jut loo was tharfry,
In Munrosa hawyn thai broelit hym to the land;

'

and, according to Froissart, Montrose was the port

whence Lord James Douglas, at the head of a brilliant

retinue, embarked in the spring of 1330 to fulfil the last

charge of King Robert Bruce to carry his heart to Jeru-

salem and deposit it in the holy sepulchre. This, how-
ever, is against the testimony of the Scottish historians,

particularly Barbour, who says Douglas sailed from
Berwick. In the rolls of tho parliament, held in Edin-
burgh in 1357 to arrange the ransom of David II.,

Montrose occupies the central position among the royal

burghs, eight preceding and eight following it, and
would therefore appear to have, at that period, at-

tained considerable consequence. Subsequently, in

the same year, John Clark, one of the magistrates, was
among those who became hostages for the payment of

tho ransom. In 1369, David himself visited the town ;

and when the truce made between France and England
in 1379 was renewed in 1383, with the stipulation that

Scotland should be included if that country wished, a band
of thirty distinguished French knights, who came to Scot-

land in the hope of the war going on, landed at Montrose
and passed S by Perth to Edinburgh. During the 15th
century the inhabitants had a bitter feud against the

Erskines of Dun, seemingly on account of oppression

endured at their hands, but this was changed by the

well-known laird who figured among the Reformers, and
who possessed great influence in the town, and estab-

lished there a school where the Greek language was
taught for the first time in Scotland by Pierre de

Marsiliers, who had been brought by Dun from France
in 1534. In 1548 the English fleet, which was sailing

along the coast doing whatever mischief was possible,

made a night attack, but the landing parties were, after

a stiff struggle, beaten back by the inhabitants with
Erskine at their head. Influenced, no doubt, by such
a leader, and probably also prepared for the reception of

the new views by their trading intercourse with the

Continent, and particularly with Holland, the people

early embraced the doctrines set forth by the Reformers.

Tho spread of these must have been greatly aided by the

teaching of George Wishart, who seems to have been
first a pupil of, and then assistant to, Marsiliers, and
who taught and circulated the Greek Testament so

extensively among his pupils, that in 1538 the Bishop
of Brechin summoned him to appear on a charge of

heresy, and he had to flee to England. He returned

in 1543, and for a time preached and taught openly

'in Montrois within a private house next unto the

church except one.' When he had again to flee, the

people, determined to have what they wished, got

another preacher named Paul Methven, originally a

baker in Dundee, who, we are told, having administered

the sacrament ' to several of the lieges in a manner far

different from the Divine and laudable use of the faith-

ful Catholic church, was denounced rebel and put to the

horn as fugitive' in 1559, while the inhabitants were
ordered to conform to the old state of things and to

attend mass. Andrew Melvil, who was born at Bal-

dowie in the adjoining parish of Craig, was one of

Marsiliers' later pupils, and his nephew James Melvil,

who has in his Diary left an interesting account of his

* The castle seems to have been the royal residence when
William the Lyon was at Montrose, and Edward I. lived there,

but there is no record as to where David II. resided. In 14SS the
grant by James III. to David Lindsay, Earl of Crawford, of 'the
loftier title ' of Duke of Montrose, mentions no castle but only
the ' Castlestcd,' which would seem to imply that the castle was a
ruin, or had altogether disappeared. The site was at the Forthill,

near where the Infirmary now stands.
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studies, was also educated here, but the teacher then
(1569) was Mr Andrew Milne. The first minister, after

the Reformation, was ' Mr Thomas Andersone, a man of

mean gifts bot of singular guid lylfj'and the second
was John Durie, who would seem to have been one of

the stirring men of the time, for his future son-in-law,

James Melvil, describes him on the occasion of their

first meeting, when Durie was miuister of Leith, as 'for

stoutness and zeall in the guid cause mikle renouned
and talked of. For the gown was na sooner af, and the

Byble out of hand fra the kirk, when on ged the corslet

and fangit was the hagbot and to the fields !
' Before

his death, too, in 1600, he had received in favour of

himself, his wife, and his son, or the longest liver of

them, a pension in consideration of ' the greit lang and
ernesttravellis and labouris sustenit in the trew preach-

ing of Goddis word, besydes the greit charges and
expenses, maid be him thir mony zeiris bygane in

advancing the publick affayres of the kirk—thairwithall

remembring the greit househald and famelie of bairnis

quhairwith he is burdynit.' His death took place just

immediately before the meeting of the General Assembly
of 1600, which was held at Montrose in March in pre-

sence of the king, who was busy trying to force on his

scheme of Episcopacy. One of the great struggles was
about the sitting of the bishops in parliament, but on
this and other points the Episcopal party were worsted,

chiefly by the influence of Andrew Melvil, who 're-

meanit in the town all the whyll, and furnisit arguments
to the Breithring, and mightelie strynthned and in-

curagit tham. ' When reproached by the king for

coming, he, ' eftir the auld maner dischargit his con-

science,' and said, 'Sir, tak yow this head, and gar cut

it af, gif yie will
;
yie sail sooner get it, or I betray the

cause af Chryst.'

The great Marquis of Montrose was born at Old
Montrose in Maryton parish ; but some of his dealings

with the neighbouring town of Montrose wore of doubt-
ful advantage thereto. In 1644, while he held Aberdeen
for the king, a party of his men, headed by Alexander
Irvine, younger of Drum, 'passit all over Die, intending
onlie to go to Montroiss and to tak the tua brassin cartowis
lying thair, if thay war not impedit ; . . . and
upone Wednisday the 24th of Aprile, be tua houris in

the morning, with sound of trumpet thay cam to the

toun, who had set on fyres upon thair stepill to walkin
the countrie, and wes in armes thame selffis, and rang
the commoun bell, bot all for nocht. Thay boldlio

euterit Montross, dang the toune's people fra the calsey

to thair houssis, and out of the foirstaires thay schot
desperately, bot thay war forssit to yeild by many fcirfull

schotes schot aganes thame
;
quhair unhappelie Alex-

ander Peirsone, aneof thair balleis, wesslayne, sum sayes
by Nathaniell Gordoun, utheris holdis by ane hieland
man, whom the said baillie also slew. Thairefter, it

wes said, thay intendit to schip thir cartowis in ane
schip lying in Montroiss water, pertcning to Alexander
Burnet, elder in Abirdene, be consent of Alexander
Burnet, his sone, who hapnit to be thair, and had pro-
mesit no less, being ane antecovenanter. Bot, by this

Burnetts knouledge, James Scot, now prouest of Mont-
ross, with certane of his neightbouris, had quietly con-
voyit thame selffis with thair best goodis into the said

schip. When scho began to licit, scho drawis nar the
schoir, quhair young Drum and his men war thinking
to schip thair cartowis, according to Alexander Burnetts
promeiss foirsaid, and to haue had thame about be sea
to Abirdene. Bot, for by thair expectatioun, this schip
schot fyve or six peice of ordinans disperatlie amongis
thame, with about fourtie muscattis, quhair, by the
gryte providens of God, thair wes bot onlie tuo men
kiilit and sum hurt. Drum seeing this, thay returnit

thame selffis, brak the quheillis of the cartowis, for moir
thay culd not do, nor brak them thay micht not, and
throw thamo over tho schoir, to male them unservice-

able. Drum returnis to tho toune, and beginis to brak
wpmerehand boothis, plunder, and cruellie spolzie ritche

merchandiee, clothis, silkis, velvotis, and uther costlie

wair, silver, gold and silver walk, armes, and all uthcr
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thing, quhairat the hieland men wes not slow. Thay
brak wp a pype of Spanish wyne and drank hartfullie.

Thay took Patrik Lichtoun, lait prouest, and Androw
Gray, prissoneris. Thay left Montroiss in woful cace,

about tuo efternone. . . . Thair wes takin 32
hieland men—sum sayis 52—who had unwyslie biddin

behind the rest, plundering the Montross goodis, and is

takin, schaklit, and sent to Edinbrugh to pay for thair

faultis. It is heir to be nottit that, notwithstanding of

the many schotis schot within the toune and out of the

schip, yit it pleissit God that few wes kiilit to Drumis
syde, except tua or thrie persones, mervallous to sie !

and als few to the other syde, except Alexander Peir-

sone, bailie, who wes schot be Nathaniell Gordoun.
Thair intentioun wes to haue schippit thir cartowis

within the foirsaid schip, to have brocht about when
scho cam with hir ladning to Abirdene ; bot thay gat

ane cruell assault, as ye have befoir, and wes michtellie

disapoyntit. The Tutor of Struan, with sum hieland men,
did brave service with thair schort guuis. It is said that

Drum causit raiss fyre tua severall tymes in Montross,

yit Major Gordoun still quenshit and pat out the samen.'

Again, in 1645, while the marquis and Bailie were keep-

ing one another, so to speak, in sight, the royalist cavalry

were ordered to Montrose, ' with charge to tak thair inter-

tynnement, bot no moir. Thay took the same, and wyno
aneuche, but did no moir harme to the toun.

'

James Melvil mentions ' a pest quhilk the Lord, for

sinne and contempt of his Gospell, sent upon Montros

'

in 1566 ; and from May 1648 till February 1649 the

plague again desolated the town, driving crowds to the

country in panic, and making such fearful havoc among
those who remained, that a large tumulus is pointed out

on the links, immediately NE of the town, as the place

where many victims to it were interred. In spite of all

these misfortunes, the place continued to prosper ; the

enumeration of the articles in the merchants' booths

plundered by Montrose's men, and mentioned above,

would indicate a considerable trade ; and a long, con-

temporary account of it, in the 17th century, describes it

as ' a very handsome well-built toune, of considerable

trade in all places abroad ;
good houses, all of stone,

excellent large streets, a good tolbuith and church, good
shipping of their own, a good shore at the toune, a mylo
within the river South Esk. . . . It is a very cheap

place of all things necessary except house-rent, which is

dear, by reason of the great distance they are from
stones, and makes their buildings very dear.' There

were then on the outskirts ' malthouses and kilns and
granaries for cornes, of three storeys high, and some
more, and are increased to such a number that in a

short time it is thought they will equall if not exceed

the toune in greatness. . . . They have a good
public revenue, two wind-milnes, ane hospitall with

some mortifications belonging to it
;

they are mighty
fyne burgesses and delicate and painfull merchants.

There have been men of great substance in that toune

of a long time, and yet are, who have and are purchas-

ing good estates in the countrey. Tho generalitie of tho

burgesses and merchants do very far exceed these in any
other toune in the shire.'* About this time, too, the

neighbourhood was highly esteemed for its beauty, which
was celebrated in Latin verse by John and Arthnr
Johnston ; while Franck, in his Northern Memoirs
(1658), declares (he must surely have found the fishing

in the neighbourhood very good) that it is 'a beauty

thai. lb's iMHirralnl ;i ; il wore m the bosom of Scotland,

most delicately dressed up and adorned with excellent

buildings, whose foundations are laid with polished

stone, and her ports all washed with silver streams that

trickle down from tho famous Ask.'

* The 'wind-milnes' must have been deemed of some impor-
tance, (or in the be^inninu' of tin,' 1Mb century one of the citizens

named John Young was sent by the magistrates to Holland to learn

the best known methods of constnielinir and working windmills ;

and after bis return he was the only person to be found in Scotland
who understood the management of pumps in coalworkg. In an
18th century printa windmill standing to the S of the Steeple, pro-

bably about the site of the present Infirmary, forms a prominent
feature.
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The church became n collegiate i harpo shortly boforo

the Involution, tho inhabitants agreeing to tax thoni-

selvos for a stipend to tho second minister. This was
during tho timo of tho last F.piscopal clergyman, David
I. v. U, who h id been presbyferian, but had conformed.
II. doos not soom to havo found his conscience quite oasy

under tho change, or at any rato must havo harped
uncomfortably over it, for, ' some days boforo his death,

as ho was walking in tho links about the twilight, at a
pretty distance from tho town, ho espyed, as it wor, a
worn. in all in white standing not far from him, who
immediately disappeared, and ho, coming up presently

to th.. piece, saw nee person there, though the links bo
very plain. Only casting bis eye on tho place whero
shoo stood, ho saw tuo words drawn or written, as it

bad been with a stall' upon tho sand, "Sentenced and
condemned;" upon which he came home pensive and
melancholy, and in a little sickens and dyes.'

On 21 Dec. 1715 the vessel in w hich tho Chevalier had
sailed from France made its appearance oil' Montrose,
where probably a landing would have been made had it

not been for the appearance of a ship which was sus-

pected to be a man-of-war. On this account sail was
made to the northward, and the actual disembarkation
took place at Petekhkad. In tho following year, how-
ever, when all hope of success had vanished from tho

minds of the Jacobites, their forces in tho retreat from
Perth reached Montrose, where previous arrangements
bad been made for James to escape to Franco. Though
the matter was kept a profound secret, a rumour of it

had got spread abroad among the soldiers, and in order
to allay suspicion, tho royal baggage had to be sent

forward with the main body of the army during a night

march towards Aberdeen. James himself had his usual

guard paraded before the door of the house where he
W98, as it for his departure, but slipping quietly out by
a back door, he joined the Earl of Mar, and both passed

through the gardens to the water's edge, where a boat
was ready to carry them on board ship. The house
where he had spent the day—and which is said to have
been the same as that in which the Marquis of Montrose
was born—has long been gone. It was the town house
of the Duke of Montrose, and stood behind Peel's

monument at the S end of High Street. It was
here that James wrote to the Duke of Argyll expressing

his regret at the misery caused by some of his

operations, and telling how he had left a sum of

money to make good the losses sustained. 'Among
the manifold mortifications I have had in this un-

fortunat expedition, that of being forced to burn
several villages, etc. as the only expedient left me for

the publick security was not the smallest. It was
indeed forced upon me by the violence with which my
rebellious subjects acted against me, and what they, as

the first authors of it, must be answerable for, not I

;

however, as I cannot think of leaving this country

without making some provision to repair that loss, I

have therefore consigned to the Magistrats of the

sum of desiring and requiring of you, if not as an

obedient subject, at least as a lover of your country, to

take care that it be employd to the designd use, that I

may at least have the satisfaction of having been the

destruction and ruin of none, at a time I came to free

all.' The letter was given to the oflicer left in command
of the army, General Gordon, with instructions to fill

up the blanks with the name of the town and the sum,

before forwarding it to the Duke of Argyll, the money
being the amount left over after providing for the sub-

sistence of the army.
For a short time in 1745 the Royalists had their

quarters here, but they were driven out by the Jacobites,

whose influence in the neighbourhood seems then to have
been considerable. The 'Hazard,' a sloop-of-war of 16

guns and 80 men, was then sent to regain the position,

and entering the basin commanded the town with her

guns, so that the anti-Government party were compelled

to retire. Captain David Ferrier of Brechin, the

Jacobite deputy-governor, was not, however, so easily

dispossessed of his prize, tor entering the town at night

ho took possession of the island of Inchbrayock, and
ci. . lid mi earthwork to protect his men. The samo
afternoon a French vessel, which was coming in with
troops, was run on shore out of reach of the ' Hazard's'
guns, her cannon wore dragged to land and mounted at

the island, and the lire opened from these at last com-
pelled tho government ship to surrender. The 'Hazard'
prov ed for a lime serviceable to Prince Charles Edward,
but early in the, following year she was driven ashore at

the Bay of Tongue and lost to tho Jacobites, as was also

a largo sum of money then on board. Admiral Byng
came to avenge her capture, but had to confine himself

to sinking the long boat of a French vessel that was
lying off the coast. In 1746 the Duke of Cumberland
passed through tho town— the site of the house
where he slept being now occupied by the National
Bank—and a garrison was posted at the place, not-

withstanding which, on 10 Juno (the anniversary of

tho old Chevalier's birthday), the Jacobite ladies showed
their constancy by wearing white gowns, while the boys
made bonfires along the streets. The officer in com-
mand of the station overlooked the matter, as he had
no wish to punish ladies and children, but Cumberland
with his usual vindictive cruelty had him deprived of

his commission, and threatened to cause the children to

be whipped at the cross to frighten them from their

bonfires, a threat which he is actually said to have had
carried into execution in some cases, it being alleged

that one of the culprits so treated was Coutts, afterwards

the great London banker.

In 1773 Montrose was visited by Dr Johnson and
Boswell on their way from Edinburgh to the Hebrides.
' We found,' says Boswell, 'a sorry inn where I myself
saw another waiter put a lump of sugar with his fingers

into Dr Johnson's lemonade for which he called him
" Rascal !

" It put me in great glee that our landlord

was an Englishman. I rallied the Doctor upon this,

and he grew quiet. . . . Before breakfast [the next
morning] we went and saw the town-hall, where is a
good dancing-room and other rooms for tea-drinking.

The appearance of the town from it is very well ; but
many of the houses are built with their ends to tho
street, which looks awkward. When we came down
from it I met Mr Gleig, a merchant here. He went
with us to see the English chapel. It is situated on a
pretty dry spot, and there is a fine walk to it. It is

really an elegant building, both within and without.

The organ is adorned with green and gold. Dr John-
son gave a shilling extraordinary to the clerk, saying,

"He belongs to an honest Church." I put him in

mind that Episcopals were but dissenters here
;
they

were only tolerated. "Sir," said he, "we are here as

Christians in Turkey.'" The Doctor himself records his

impression briefly. ' We travelled on to Montrose
which we surveyed in the morning, and found it well

built, airy, and clean. The town-house is a handsome
fabric with a portico. We then went to view the

English chapel, and found a small church, clean to a

degree unknown in any other part of Scotland, with
commodious galleries ; and what was yet less expected,

with an organ.' The town in those days seems to havo
had a number of beggars, for in the passage immediately
following, Johnson remarks that when he had proceeded

thus far he had opportunities of observing what he had
never heard, 'that there are many beggars in Scotland,'

though, to their credit be it said, that they solicited
' silently or very modestly.' The English Episcopal

Church that is mentioned is St Peter's, which was
founded in 1722, but was unfortunately burned down
in 1857, just after it had been repaired.

Except a visit from Burns in 1787, and another from
the Queen, who took train to Perth from a temporary
station near the present Victoria Bridge, on her return

from Balmoral in 1848, the town may bo said to havo

no later history. Although since the latter part of last

century it has had less increase of population and less

growth of trade and industry than most towns of its

class and in its position, it has yet thriven in a steady

way that is perhaps better than sudden bursts of pro-
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spcrity would have been, and there is but little sign of

the fulfilment of the old rhyme :

—

' Bonnie Munrosa will be a moss

:

Dundee will be dinn; doun :

Forfar will be Forfar still

:

And Breehin a braw bunjh toun.'

The town was the birthplace of Robert Brown (1773-

1858), the eminent botanist; Joseph Hume (1777-1855),

politician and reformer; Sir Alexander Humes (1805-41),

Asiatic scholar and traveller; Sir James Burnes, his elder

brother, who also distinguished himself in India ; Sir

James Duke (1792-1873), Lord Mayor of London in

1848-49 ; Sir William Burnett, the inventor of the

process known as ' Burnettising ' for deodorising bilge

water and preserving timber from rotting ; and George
Paul Chalmers, R.S.A. (1836-78). Alexander and
James Burnes were sons of a cousin of Robert Burns,

and the former was killed at Cabul, where he was
political resident. Old Montrose has given to the

family of Graham the successive titles of Earl (1505),

Marquess (1644), and Duke (1707) in the peerage of

Scotland. This family can be traced back to 1128,

when William de Graham witnessed a charter of King
David I. to the monks of Holyrood. The early members
of the race were all distinguished for their bravery.

The first of them connected with Forfarshire was Sir

David Graham, who obtained a grant of Old Montrose
from Robert I. The first Earl was killed at Flodden,

and the third was appointed Viceroy of Scotland in

1604. The first Marquess was James, who figures so

prominently in the time of Charles I. His son and
successor, who was restored to the title and the estates

in 1660, was known as the 'Good Marquiss.' Viscount
Dundee was sprung from a branch of the same family.

The dukedom was conferred on the fourth Marquess as

a reward for his steady support of the Union. The
family has long ceased to have any connection of

interest with either the town or neighbourhood. Their

present seat is Buchanan Castle, Stirlingshire.

Streets and Public Buildings.—The town has two
principal lines of street running in a general direction

from N to S. That to the W is the principal, and from

N to S has the names of Northesk Road, The Mall,

Murray Street, and High Street ; that to the E is

known to the N as Mill Street, and to the S as Baltic

Street and Apple Wyud, and is mostly very irregular

and narrow. On the W side of High Street a fine wide
street—Hume Street—was formed in 1880 to give access

to the new station of the Montrose and Arbroath section

of the North British railway system. High Street is

continued westwards to the river by Castle Street and
Upper Fishergate, much improved in recent years, but
still of unequal width, narrow, and winding. To the W
of this, branching off also from High Street, is the wide
modern Bridge Street. Along the side of the river is

"Wharf Street, eastward of which, towards the old station

and harbour, are Hill Street, Commerce Street, Ferry
Street, and River Street. Eastwards of Baltic Street and
Mill Street is an open space, partly laid out as

public gardens, which is known as The Middle Links,

about which are a number of excellent houses. The
chief cross streets from E to W are Broomfield Road at

the extreme N end of the town, Rosehill Road at The
Mall, and John Street oil' High Street and continued
across the Middle Links by Union Street. The line by
Bridge Street or Castle Street, High Street, Murray
Street, The Mall, and Northesk Road lies along the

main coast road from Dundee to Aberdeen.

Till near the end of last century the traffic was
conveyed across the South Esk by ferry-boats crossing

the river between Fberyden aud the harbour, but the

road was then diverted to the westward, and bridges

constructed between Montrose and Inchbhayock,* and
across the south channel between lnchbrayock and thoS
bank of the river. The bridge over the south channel

was a substantial stone structure and still remains,

that over the main channel was a heavy timber bridge,

erected in 1793-96, and deemed a wonderful structure.

• So named from an old Church dedicated to St Brooch.

One of the openings was moved like a drawbridge, in

order to allow of the passage of ships up the river. In
consequence, however, of an ill-advised narrowing of the
channel at its site, the rapid current soon carried away
the old bed of the river, and threatened to sweep away
the foundations of the bridge ; and after various expe-

dients had been tried to prevent its destruction, it

eventually became a piece of mere shaking patchwork,
and was condemned. In its place it was determined to

erect a suspension-bridge, and this, designed by Sir

Samuel Brown, R.N., and founded in Sept. 1828,

was finished in Dec. 1829 at a cost of £23,000. The
distance between the points of suspension is 432 feet,

and the total length, including approaches, is about 800
feet. The towers are 23J feet high from foundation to

roadway, and 71 feet high altogether
; 39^ feet wide at

the roadway ; and each is pierced by an archway 18 feet

high aud 16 wide. At a distance of 115 feet from the

towers are the chambers where the ends of the chains

are secured. The chains themselves, which are double,

and 1 foot apart, are made of the best cable iron, with
bars 8 feet 10 inches from centre to centre, and the
joints of the upper main chains over the middle of the
bar in the lower. The suspending rods are 5 feet apart.

In 1838, on the occasion of a boat-race in the river, a
large crowd on the bridge rushed from one side to the
other, and the sudden strain, owing to some imperfection

iu one of the saddles on the top of the north tower,

causing the upper chain on one side to give way, it

fell on the lower chain, killing several people. Hail not
the under chain proved sufficiently strong to support
the sudden strain, the whole crowd would have been
precipitated into the water. The bridge was speedily

repaired, but in October the same year a violent south-
westerly gale produced such violent vibrations as to tear

up, destroy, and throw into the river about two-thirds
of the roadway. The main chains, however, remained
uninjured, but repairs were necessary to the amount of

£3000. Hitherto the lateral oscillation in the centre had
been as much as from 3 to 4 feet, but now, by the intro-

duction of new supports, designed by J. M. Rendal, Lon-
don, this was reduced so as not to exceed 3 or 4 inches.

A portion of the roadway at each side, reserved for foot-

passengers, is railed off from the carriageway by longi-

tudinal timber traverses, which so abut upon the towers,

and extend above and below the roadway, as to thoroughly
stiffen the whole structure. When this bridge was first

erected, the centre span of the stone one, across the
south channel, was ta!ken down and replaced by a draw-
bridge to allow vessels to pass up to Old Montrose, but

it is hardly ever used. Financially the suspension-

bridge has always been in difficulties, for, notwithstand-
ing the pontage income, there still in 1871 remained a

debt of more than £18,000, and as the revenue derived

from tolls was then threatened with a great reduction,

should the proposed formation of a direct Montrose and
Arbroath railway be proceeded with, the company pro-

moting that line became bound to pay annually £983, 6s.

in perpetuity as compensation for the anticipated loss.

When the Roads and Bridges Act came into operation

in 1883 the pontage was finally abolished. Whilst the

foundations of the northern towers were being dug, a
largo number of human bones were found in the .small

eminence close by, on which the castlo stood, and which
is known as the Castlchill or Fortbill. A short distance

up the river from the suspension-bridge is the viaduct

by which the Arbroath and Montrose railway crosses

the South Esk. It was designed by Mr W. R. Galbraith,

and is 475 yards long. There are 16 spans, the one at

the S side being 63 feet wide, the two at the N side

respectively 54 feet and 57 feet 6 inches, and the others

96 feet. The girders are supported on double cylindrical

piers sunk in the bed of the river to an average depth
of 18 feet, 7 feet 6 inches in diameter up to low water,

and thence 5 feet in diameter. It was erected in 1882-

83 to replace the original viaduct constructed in 1878-80,

somewhat on the same plan as the Tay Bridge; but after

the disaster to that structure, although it was used fo_*

goods traffic, the Board of Trade refused to grant it tin
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DOOeSMUn certificate for passenger traffic, and it was
|

removed. A.orou tho south channel thoro is a brick
viaduct of 16 arches.

Tha Infirmary, near the N end of the suspension-bridge,
wu originally connected with the old lunatic asylum
DOtioed in the account of the pariah. It afterwards be-
came separate, ami tlie present building, erected in 1837
al .1 est „| fj.",00 and enlarged in lMi.'., includes a fever
ward, a smallpox ward, and a dispensary. It is under
tin charge of the sumo directors as tho lnnatic asylum,
and the average annua] number of patients is over 400.

High Street was, till 17-18, divided along tho centre
int.

i two streets by a row of houses called Rotten Row,
but it is now a wide handsome open thoroughfare. Many
of the houses still present their gables to the street, but
these older features are slowly disappearing. Projecting
into the street towards tho S end is the town-hall.
Bit in 1763, and with an upper story added
hi IM'.i, a plain building, with arcaded basement
ad a pediment containing an illuminated clock. It
contains a council-room, a guild-hall, a court-room,
a colTee-room, a reading-room, and a large apartment
used as a public library (founded in 1785 ; annual
subscription one guinea). There is an extensive

collection of books amounting to over 19,000 volumes.
Besides this there is a trades' or mechanics' library

with 7000 volumes (founded 1819; annual subscrip-

tion 4s. 4d.) and a grammar school library, founded in

1686, and containing many old and rare books. The
old Trades' Hall on' the E side of High Street, a short
distance N of the town-hall, is now known as the Albert
Hall. The statues close by are those of Sir Robert
Peel, erected in 1855; and of Joseph Hume, M.P.—

a

native and for some years member for the Montrose
district of burghs—erected in 1859. The prison to the
S of the town-hall superseded a disgraceful old jail in

the Steeple with only two or three miserable cells.

Built in 1832, it has become almost useless in conse-

quence of the transference of all long-sentence prisoners

to the prison of Dundee, though those with sentences of

not more than 14 days are still kept here, and part of
it is used as a police court-room.

There seems to have been a parish church as early as

the 13th century, but the present building, which is

immediately E of the town-hall, was erected in 1791 on
the site of an older church, and measures 98 by 65 feet.

It is one of the largest in Scotland, the double tier of

galleries and area containing 2500 sittings. The square

steeple of the older church with its octagonal spire

formed a prominent feature in old views of the town.
The spire was of later date, having been added in 1694—
the date on the vane now in the museum. It was in it

that Thomas Forster, a priest, met his death at the hands
of John Erskine of Dun, a circumstance that led to the

young laird's retirement to the Continent for a season,

and thus to his adherence to the doctrines of the Refor-

mation ; and on it ' a fyre of joy ' burned in June 1566
on the reception of the news of the birth of James VI.
The steeple having become somewhat rickety was taken
down in 1831, and the present one, 200 feet high,

erected in 1832-34 after designs by Gillespie Graham at

a cost of £3500, the gable of the church being altered

and improved at the same time. There is a tine brass

chandelier which belonged to the old church. Round
the building is the old burial ground, which contains

the grave of Maitland the historian. There is a new
cemetery at Rosehill Road on the NE of the town.
Melville Established church, built in 1854 as a chapel
of ease, is now a quoad sacra parish church. It has
800 sittings. St John's Free church, in John Street, a
Grecian building, was erected in 1829 as a chapel of ease

at a cost of £3969, and contains 1370 sittings. St
George's Free church, built soon after the Disruption,
contains 1300 sittings ; and St Paul's Free church, a
plain Gothic building with a spire (1860), has 520
sittings. Mill Street U.P. church, built in 1830 for a
congregation formed in 1750, contains 500 sittings

;

John Street U.P. church, built in 1824 for a con-

gregation formed in 1787, has accommodation for 750
56

persona ; and Knox U.P. church, in Castle Street,

built in 1860, for 300. Tho Independent church, in

Baltic Street, was built in 1844 in place of a previous

chapel, and contains 700 sittings. The Evangelical
Union church (1849) has accommodation for 400 ; and
tho Wcsleyan church at the foot of Now Wynd, built in

1873 in room of an older church dating from 1814,

accommodation for 330. The Scottish Episcopal church
(St Mary), in Panmure Place, was built in 1844, partly

with a donation of £1000 from H. Scott, Esq. of

Brotherton, and, as restored and enlarged in 1878, is a

good Early English edifice, with organ, fine stained-

glass windows, and 350 sittings. The English Episcopal

church (St Peter), whose early history has been already

referred to, was rebuilt in 1859, and contains 500 sittings.

Within garden ground on the W side of Murray Street

there were, till the beginning of the present century,

remains of a Dominican monastery. The original build-

ing, ' biggit and foundit ' and dedicated to the Virgin
Mary in 1230 by Allan tho Durwajd, last male repre-

sentative of the De Lundins, seems to have stood on tho

portion of the links known as St Mary's, near Victoria

Bridge, but in 1516 the monks removed to new buildings

in the position first mentioned. Almost nothing more
is known of their history except that they found them-
selves disturbed in their new abode by the noises in the

streets, and were, in 1524, allowed to return to their

first dwelling.

Montrose Academy stands on the Links, and was, as

we have already seen, in existence as early as the middle
of the 16th century at least. Its early fame and its

connection with Wishart and the Melvils has been
already noticed. One of the teachers in the 17th

century was David Lyndsay, a cadet of the Edzell

family, who became Bishop of Brechin, and was after-

wards Bishop of Edinburgh when Jenny Geddes threw her
stool at Dr Hanna's head. ' The bischop of Edinbrugh,
named Mr David Lyndsay, cuming to preiche, heiring

of this tumult cam nevertheles to Sanct Geillis kirk and
teichit, but inquietatioun. Sermon endit and he going
out of the kirk dur, these rascall wemen cryit out aganist

bischopis, reddie to stane him to the death, but being a

corpulent man wes haistellie put in the Erll of Rox-
brughe coache, standing hard besyd, and was careit to

his lodging ; the samen rascallis still following him and
throwing stones at the coache, so that he escaipit

narrowlie with his lyf.' Among the later pupils were
Joseph Hume and Sir James and Sir Alexander Burnes.

The present building, which is surmounted by a low
dome, was erected in 1820, and contains accommodation
for over 700 pupils. The average attendance is about

300, and the work, embracing the usual secondary
subjects, is carried on by a rector, six masters, and
three assistants. There is a very small endowment,
so that the income is to a large extent dependent on fees.

From funds bequeathed by Mr John Erskine, of Jamaica,

in 1786, education is provided at this school for eight

poor boys, and a salary of £50 is paid to one of the

assistant masters. Dorward's Seminary — near the

Academy, erected in 1833 partly at the expense of tho

Incorporated Trades and partly by subscription, and
afterwards transferred to the management of Dorward's

Trustees—gives instruction in English, writing, arith-

metic, navigation, Latin, and French, and the work is

carried on by a master and mistress. In 1883 thirteen

schools, with accommodation, average attendance, and
Government grant, were :—Erskine Street (152, 135,

£114, 13s. 4d.), High Street (73, 119, £100, 10s. 6d.),

Lochside (120, 74, £57, 4s.), Montrose (384, 291,

£232, 6s.), Townhead junior (180, 109, £80, 0s. 6d.),

Townhead senior (207, 206, £193, 14s.), White's Place

(204, 191, £88, 17s. 6d.), White's Place infant (163,

154, £114, 18s.), Castle Street mission (242, 193,

£115, 18s. 9d.), Dorward's Seminary (136, 61, £42, 15s.),

Dorward's Lower Seminary (123, 60, £27, 3s. 7d.), St

John's Free Church (320, 179, £106, 3s.), and Union
Street Works (83, 32, £29, 14s.).

Dorward's House of Refuge, at the N end of tho

Middle Links, was erected in 1839, and is endowed from
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a fund of £29, GOO bequeathed by William Dorward,
merchant in Montrose. It is a neat Elizabethan building,

affording accommodation for 150 inmates, but has gene-

rally only about 80. In 1882 these were 23 men, 15
women, 25 boys, and 15 girls. It is managed by
trustees from various public bodies. The Museum of

the Natural History and Antiquarian Society is a neat

building in Panmure Place, erected in 1837. It con-

tains valuable collections of natural history objects, and
a fine collection of coins and other antiquities. On
Saturday it is accessible for the very small charge of one
penny. The Barracks, to the NE of the harbour, were
originally the buildings of the lunatic asylum, which
were transferred to Government in 1860 to be con-

verted into a depot for the Angus and Mearns militia,

officially the 5th Brigade Scottish division R.M.
Artillery.

Commerce and Trade, etc.—The manufacture of linen

yarn and thread was introduced at a comparatively

early period, and has been vigorously carried on. An
annual market for these products was held in the early

years of last century, and drew to it manufacturers from
all parts of Forfarshire and Kincardineshire and from
some parts of Aberdeenshire, to dispose of their goods.

The making of sailcloth was begun in 1745 ; but after a

short burst of prosperity it fell off, so as almost to become
extinct. It has, however, now again revived and become
very extensive. The manufacture of sailcloth, fine linen,

lawns, and cambric was so prominent at Pennant's visit

to the town in 1776, as to draw from him a eulogy on
the skill and industry employed, as well as the beauty
of many of the fabrics produced. Flax-spinning, with
newly-invented machinery worked by one of Bonlton
and Watt's engines, was commenced in Ford's Mill,

a factory built for this in 1805 ; and in 1805-6 the

engineman who had charge of the machinery of this

work was the great inventor of the locomotive engine,

George Stephenson. An engineman's wages in those

days could not have been large, but during the
year Stephenson was in Montrose he saved a sum
of no less than £28. Flax-spinning is now the

principal industry, and gives employment to a large

number of hands, both in the town and in its neigh-

bourhood, as does also the weaving of part of the yarn
into floor-cloths, ducks, sheetings, dowlas, canvas, and
other fabrics, and the bleaching operations therewith
connected. There are also extensive rope-works, tan-

works, mills, machine-making establishments, breweries,

starch-works—dating from 1798—soap-works, and an
artificial manure and chemical work. Shipbuilding was
once extensively carried on, but is now extinct, though
there is still a good deal of boatbuilding. The
registration or custom-house port used formerly to

comprehend the whole coast from Buddon Ness on
the S to Bervie-brow or Todhead on the N, and in-

cluded Westhaven, Easthaven, Arbroath, Jolmshaven,
and Gourdon ; but it is now restricted to the reach
from Redhead to Todhead, and therefore includes now
only Johnshaven and Gourdon. The number of vessels

within the smaller range, with their tonnage, has been
at various dates as follows:

Year.
Sailing

Ships.
Tons. Steamers. Tons.

Total
Vessels.

Total
Tons.

1808 112 17,320 2 40 114 17,360
1*7 r> 78 13,529 4 1156 82 i i,o-,-,

1 -2 60 9,287 7 2053 67 11,340
1833 44 8,250 8 1840 62 10,090

By far the greater part of the ships belong to Montrose
itseif.

The harbour comprises the whole reach of the South
Esk from the bridge to the sea, but is occupied prin-

cipally in tho upper part of that reach. It is naturally
v<ry good, and has been well cared for. The entrance
is somewhat narrow, and cannot easily be taken, with tho
wind from certain points ; but the depth over tho bar is

18 feet at low water of spring tides, and it is therefore

accessible at all hours to vessels of large draught. To
the N of the fairway is a dangerous bank called the Annet
Sands. There are leading lights, and on the promontory
at the S side of the mouth of the river is Montroseness or

Scurdyness lighthouse(lS70), with—sincel881—a double
intermittent or occulting light, its periods of light being
always four seconds, and its periods of darkness

two seconds and eight seconds alternately. The light

is visible at a distance of 17 nautical miles. The quays
are well constructed and commodious. A wet dock,

measuring 450 by 300 feet, with a depth of 19 feet at

spring tides and 15 at neaps, and capable of accom-
modating 6000 tons of shipping, was formed in 1840 at

a cost of £43,000. There is a patent slip, capable of

raising vessels of 400 tons. Tramways connect the

harbour with both the Caledonian and North British

railway stations. The present trustees are 5 elected

by the county, the sheriff of the county, the provost

and senior bailie of Montrose, 2 members elected by
the town council, 9 chosen by the municipal electors,

and 4 elected by the town council of Brechin. It was
acquired by this body from the town council in 1837,

under act of parliament, by which a payment of £600 a

year in perpetuity is to be made to the latter body. Tho
following table shows the tonnage of vessels that entered

from and to foreign ports and coastwise, with cargoes

and ballast, at various dates :

—

Year.
Entered. Cleared.

British. Foreign. Total. British. Foreign. Total.

1860
1874
1881
18S2

4S..wJ

66,915
71,319
65,998

2\4I4
21,426
2S.041

60. 520

92,329
92,745

94,039

33,790

67)450

17.061;

22,479
20,9)7

26,214

50, S50
S9.3.S1

93' 064

The foreign trade is chiefly with the Baltic and
Canada. The chief exports are grain, manufactured
goods, and fish, and the chief imports are timber, coal,

flax, hemp, and wheat. The trade in wood is second
only to that on the Clyde, and more unmanufactured
tobacco is imported here than is brought into any other

port in Scotland except Glasgow and Leith. The amount
of customs in 1866 was £3154, in 1874 £1787, in 1881

£1305, and in 1S82 £1093. Montrose fishery district

embraces the coast from Broughty Ferry to Gourdon,
and on 1 Jan. 1883 had a total of 182 first class boats,

244 second class boats, and 193 third class boats, with a

total tonnage of 4954, and 1180 resident fishermen and
boys. Of these, however, only 1 first class boat, 4 third

class boats, and 8 men and boys belonged to Montroso

itself. In the year before the value of the boats was

£37,012, of the nets £25,500, and of the lines £7624.

The total persons employed in connection with them
were 2882, the number of barrels of herrings Baited or

cured 39,199, and the number of cod, ling, or hake
taken 110,392. Of the whole number of boats, about a
quarter belongs to the small fishing-village of Feiiry-

den, on the opposite side of tho South Esk from Mont-
rose. But few of the boats fish at home, the number in

1883 being 174, which had a total catch of 15,344

crans.

Municipality, etc.—As already noticed it is uncertain

when Montrose became a royal burgh, but in the charters

of confirmation and renovation granted by David II. in

1352, and by Robert II. in 1385, there is a rescript of a

charter believed to have been granted by David I. Sub-
sequent extension of privileges was granted by James
IV. Municipal matters are attended to by a provost,

3 bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, a hospital master,

and 12 councillors, and this corporation is probably the

only one in Scotland that can boast of ever having had
female burgesses, since in 1751 tho ladies Jean, Mary,
and Margaret Falconer, daughters of Lord Falconer of

Halkerstone, were raised to that dignity. The council

acts also as tho police commission, and the police force

consists of 12 men (one to every 1247 of tho population)
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nith a superintendent, whose salary is £1 50. The
DUinbor of poisons tried ut the instance of tho police in

Is;*;: was 2;;7, tho number of those convicted was 234,

tiic number committed tor Farther proceedings 5, and
the iiiiinher not dealt with 21. The corporation pro-

perty i- rained at ibonl £72,000, and the liabilities to

he charged againal it to about £38,000. Tho annual

revenue is about £2900. Gas is supplied by a company
formed in 18S7, whose works aro in Lower Hal] Street.

Wat. n was brought lirst from (ilenskenno in 1741 at a

0081 of £1800: and the present supply, which comes from
the North Ksk above Kinnalier, was introduced in 1857
at a cost of about £8800. A thorough scheme of

drainage was carried out subsequent to 1S73. Tho in-

001 p rated trades aro blacksmiths, wrights, shoemakers,

weavers, masons, and tailors.

Under various trustees there

are 23 chi

queathed b

1882 with
from £50 t

rests being
the assistan

Sr:.l nt Molltl-uco,

table funds be-

iveen 1744 and
japitals varying

£4000, the infc-

liefly applied to

of indigent per-

sonsnot paupers. The hospital

fund granted by King James
VI. in 1587 gives assistance

to about 150 persons, who
receive quarterly allowances

from it. The burgh arms are,

On a shield argent, a rose

seeded and barbed proper : the

supporters are two mermaids proper ; the crest a hand
sinister issuing from clouds, and holding a branch of

laurel, with the motto, Mare ditat, rosa decorat.

The town has a head post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments,

and offices of the Bank of Scotland, British Linen Com-
pany, Clydesdale, Commercial, National, North of Scot-

i. Royal, and Town and County Banks. There is

also a National Security Savings' Bank, agencies of 49

insurance companies, and 8 hotels. Tho newspapers are

the Liberal Montrose Review (1811) and the Conservative

Montrose Standard (1837), and are both published on
Friday. There are three Masonic lodges—Kilwinning, St

Peter's (No. 120), and Incorporated Kilwinning (No. 182).

Among the miscellaneous institutions may be noticed

the Rossie Pleasure-Grounds (to the S of the town, laid

out in 1868-70, and open to tho public), the Rossie

Boys' Reformatory (1857)—with about 65 inmates—in

Craig parish, a public coffee house and reading-room (1880)

in Castle Street, a model lodging-house in South Esk
Street, the Temperance Hall in Market Street, the

Assembly Hall in High Street, the Lifeboat station, the

Natural History and Antiquarian Society, the Scientific

and Field Club, a Young Men's Christian Association, a

branch of the Bible Society, a Town Mission, a Society

for Improving the Condition of the Poor, a Destitute

La Clo Society, a Temperance
is, a Court of Foresters,

dges of Free Gardeners,

Society of Seamen, a

hermen and Mariners'

irticultural Society, an
Union, a Tonic Sol-fa

links affording one of

Sick So
Society, six Good Templar Loc

two Lodges of Oddfellows, two
a St Crispin Lodge, a Unite

branch of the Shipwrecked ]

Royal Benevolent Society, a

Orchestral Society, a Harmon
Association, six golf clubs—

t

the best golfing greens in Scotland—a curling club, two
bowling clubs, three cricket clubs, and five football

clubs. The volunteer hall was opened in 1883 ; and
there are an artillery and two rifle volunteer corps,

in connection with which the Angus and Meatus
Rifle Association (1860) holds a meeting on Montrose
Links annually in August. Sheriff small debt courts for

the parishes of Craig, Dun, Logic-Pert, Lunan, Maryton,
and Montrose are held on the third Friday of January,

March, May, July, September, and November; and there

is a jmrtice of peace small debt court on the first Monday
of every month. The weekly market is on Friday, and
there was formerly an annual fair—which figures in

Mm o' Arnha— on 3 May, Rood Day, whence the name
£8

Rtlid or Rood Fair. This and another old fair held in

July, and lasting lour days, me now abolished, and fairs

arc held on the Fridays al ter Whitsunday and Martinmas
(O.8.).

Montrose unites with Arbroath, Brechin, Forfar, and
Bervie in returning a member to parliament (always a
Liberal since 1837), and is tho returning burgh. Parlia-

ntary constituency (1883-84) 2050, municipal con-
stituency 2412. Valuation (1876) £51,144, (1883-84)

£57,142, His. 6d., including £4399 for railways. Pop. of

parliamentary burgh (1831) 12,055, (1841)13,811, (1851)

15,238, (1861) 14,563, (1871) 14,548, (1881) 14,973, of

whom 6705 were males and 8268 females. Houses
(1881) 2777 inhabited, 66 vacant, 6 building. Of the

total population at last census 3023 men and 1908
women were engaged in connection with industrial

handicrafts or dealing in manufactured substances,

while 2522 were boys and 2394 were girls under 15

years of age.

See also Jcrvise's Memorials of Angus and Mcarns
(Edinb. 1861) ; and Mitchell's History of Montrose
(Montrose, 1866).

Montrose, Old. See Maryton.
Monymusk, a village and a parish of central Aberdeen-

shire. The village stands, 302 feet above sea-level,

within 3 furlongs of the Don's S bank, and f mile N by
W of Monymusk station on the Alford branch of the

Great North of Scotland railway, this being 8J miles K
by S of Alford, 7£ WSW of Kintore Junction, and 20£ (19

by road) WNW of Aberdeen. A place of high antiquity,

it was almost entirely rebuilt about 1840, and now
forms a neat square, with some fine old trees in the
centre. It has a post and railway telegraph office and
an hotel.

The parish is bounded N by Oyne, NE by Chapel-of-

Garioch, E by Kemnay, S by Cluny, and W by Tough
and Keig. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 5 miles

;

its breadth increases westward from J mile to 4J miles
;

and its area is 10,816 acres, of which 874 are water.

The Don winds 10 miles east-south-eastward, partly

along the Keig, Oyne, and Kemnay boundaries, but
maiuly through the north-eastern interior ; and Ton
Burn, its affluent, traces all the southern and south-

eastern boundary. Sinking along the Don to 250 feet

above sea-level, the surface thence rises westward to

1244 feet at Pitfichie Hill, 1469 at Cairn William, and
1306 ai Green Hill. Granite is the predominant rock
in the hills, and is largely quarried. Felspathic rock,

of quality suitable for pottery purposes, also occurs, and
was for some time worked by an agent of one of the

Staffordshire potteries. Iron ore, containing 65 per

cent, of iron, has long been known to exist, but has not
been worked on account of the dearth of fuel. The soil

of the arable lands is partly clayey, but principally a
light loam. About three-sevenths of the entire area are

in tillage ; nearly one-third is under wood ; and the
rest is either pastoral or waste. The proportion under
wood, it will be noticed, is very large, the planting of

larches, spruces, Scotch firs, and hardwood trees having
been begun in 1716, and carried on constantly to tho

present time. A field beside the Don, $ mile E of

Monymusk House, is said to have been the camping-
ground of Robert Bruce's army before the Battle of

Barra (1308), and bears the name of Campfield. An-
tiquities are vestiges of two ancient Caledonian stono
l iivlrs, a sculptured standing-stone and Latin cross, tho
roofless ruin of Pitfiehio Castle, and vestiges of a chapel,

which was one of the earliest seats of the Culdee mis-

sionaries in the North of Scotland. Malcolm Ceannmor
in 1078, proceeding on a military expedition against

the rebels of Moray, arrived at Monymusk
;
and, finding

that its barony belonged to the Crown, he vowed it to

St Andrew, in order to gain the victory, and is said to

have marked out the base of the church tower with his

spear. In 1170 we hear of the Keledei or Culdees of

'Munimusc,' for whom thirty years later Gilchrist,

Earl of Mar, appears to have built a priory, whilst

enforcing on them the canonical rule. Disputes arose

between them and the Bishops of St Andrews, and
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by 1245 the Culdees had quite given place to ' the

prior and convent of Munimuse, of the order of St

Augustine ' (Skene's Celtic Scotland, ii. 389-392, 1877).

The very foundations of the priory were dug up about

1726. Alexander Nicoll, D.C.L. (1793-1828), an eminent
Orientalist and Regius Professor of Hebrew in the

Universitv of Oxford, was a native. Monymusk House,

on the left bank of the Don, 3 furlongs NE of the

village, is a large old building, with a valuable library

and a good collection of paintings. In 1712 the

estate was purchased from Sir William Forbes, Bart,

of the Pitsligo family, for £116,000 by Sir Francis

Grant, Bart. (1660-1726), who, on his elevation to the

bench in 1709, had assumed the title of Lord Cullen.

His fifth descendant, Sir Archibald Grant, seventh Bart,

since 1705 (b. 1823 ; sue. 1863), holds 14,881 acres in

the shire, valued at £7698 per annum. Monymusk is in

the presbytery of Garioch and the synod of Aberdeen
;

the living is worth £254. The parish church, St Mary's,

on the E side of the village square, is a very old building,

parts of it being doubtless coeval with the priory. Com-
prising the Norman basement of a W tower (17| x 15TV
feet ; 50 high), a nave (48§ x 20^ feet), and a choir (16g

x 143 feet), with a later polygonal apse, it was enlarged

by a N aisle, reroofed, and reseated for 580 worshippers

in 1822, when the spire was also renewed. Its two pure

Norman arches of Queen Margaret's time are objects of

much interest. An Episcopal church, containing 130

sittings, was converted from secular purposes in 1801
;

and the public school, with accommodation for 164

children, had (1883) an average attendance of 107, and
a grant of £92, 2s. Valuation (1860) £5472, (1884)

£6989, 15s. 5d., plus £1288 for railway. Fop. (1801)

900, (1831) 1011, (1861) 988, (1871) 996, (1881) 1155.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Monynut Water, a rivulet of Haddington and Berwick
shires. Rising among the Lammermuir Hills at an
altitude of 1112 feet, and running 7| miles south-south-

eastward, through or along the borders of Innerwiek,

Oldhamstocks, and Abbey St Bathans parishes, it falls

into Whitadder Water at Abbey St Bathans hamlet.

—

Ord. Stir., sh. 33, 1863.

Monzie, a hamlet and a parish of central Perthshire.

The hamlet stands on the left bank of Shaggie Burn, 3

miles NNE of the post-town, Crieff.

The civil parish consists of a main body (containing

the hamlet) and of three detached portions—the Inner-

peffray, Auchnafree, and Logiealmond sections. Its

total area is 33J square miles or 21,592^ acres, of which

104J are water, and 3849jV belong to the main body.

This, with an utmost length from NNW to SSE of 4f
miles, and an utmost breadth of 2 miles, is bounded
NE and E by Fowl is-Wester, and S, W, and N by
Crieff. Shaggie Burn, rising on the NE border at an
altitude of 2050 feet, runs 5J miles south-south-eastward

and south-south-westward, mainly along the north-

eastern and southern boundaries, but for 1-J mile across

the interior, till it passes oil' into Crieff, j mile above its

influx to Turret Burn ; and Keltie Burn, rising at an
altitude of 2200 feet, runs i\ miles south-south-eastward
along the western border, till it falls into Shaggie Burn
at the SW corner of the parish. The surface sinks hero
to 250 feet above sea-level, and rises to 700 feet on the
'northern slope of the Knock of Crieff (911), 1153 at

•Milquhanzie Hill, 1461 at Cnoc Beithe, and 2255 at

*Mcalneveron, where asterisks mark those heights that

lie upon the boundaries.

Of the three detached sections, the smallest (l£xlf
mile) contains the ruins of Innerpeefray Castle, 4

miles SE of Crieff, and is bounded NE by Madderty,
E and SE by Trinity-Gask, SW by Muthill, and W and
NW by Crieff. The Earn flows 1£ south-eastward
along all the Muthill boundary ; and the surface sinks

nowhere much below, and nowhere much exceeds, 100
feet above sea-level. Of the two Glenalmond sections,

the upper (4J x 4 j milst) contains Auchnafree Lodge, 7
miles WSW of Amulree, and is bounded SE by Crieff,

S by Monzievaird and Comris, W and NW by Kenmore,
and N and B by detached portions of Dull, Weein,

Kenmore, and Fowlis-Wester. The new-born Almond
has here an easterly course of 4 miles ; and along it the
surface declines to 880 feet, chief elevations being Ben
Cmonzie (3048 feet) at the SW corner, and a nameless
summit (2838) on the northern boundary. The Logie-
almond section (5f x 4J miles) in its SE corner contains
Glenalmond College, 9£ miles NE of Crieff and llf
WNW of Perth, under which there is the post office of
Heriotfield. It is bounded NE by detached portions
of Methven and Redgorton, E by Auchtergaven and
Moneydie, S by Methven and Fowlis-Wester, W by
Fowlis-Wester, and NW by Little Dunkeld. The
Almond winds 6 miles eastward, mainly along the
southern border ; Milton Burn runs to it 4 J miles south-
south-eastward along the western border ; and Shochie
Burn, another of its affluents, runs 1\ miles south-east-
ward along the Auchtergaven and Moneydie boundary.
The surface sinks to 450 feet along the Almond, and
rises to 654 feet near Saddlebank, 773 near Montreal,
and 1913 at Meikle Crochan on the Little Dunkeld
boundary.
Such are the general features of this large and

scattered parish, whose rocks include excellent slate,

red sandstone compact and durable, and limestone of

indifferent quality. The soil of most of the arable lands
is light, dry, and fertile. There are several hundred
acres of thriving plantation ; but fully two-thirds of the
entire area are desolate upland, partly green, mostly
heathy, and good only for the grazing of Highland or

blackfaeed sheep. ' Weems,' or subterranean dwellings,

have been discovered in Monzie Park, where also are

remains of several stone circles. Monzie Castle, 5 fur-

longs SSW of Monzie hamlet, bears date 1634, and is a
square, three-story, battlemented pile, with a western
two-story wing, and round towers flanking the angles.

In its beautiful grounds are four out of five larches,

coeval with those of Dunkeld (1738), and one of them
18 feet in girth at 3 feet from the ground. The estate

belongs to George Johnstone, Esq. of Lathrisk, his

father having purchased it from Alex. Cameron-Camp-
bell, Esq., who died in 1869, and who from 1841
to 1843 was Conservative member for Argyllshire.

(See Inverawe. ) Another estate, with a mansion, is

the Cairnies in Logiealmond ; and altogether 5 pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of more than £500,
and 3 of less than £100. Ecclesiastically, the parish,

as redistributed at various periods between 1702 and
1871, takes in part of Fowlis-Wester, and gives off its

own detached sections to Muthill, Amulree, Methven,
and Logiealmond. Monzie itself is in the presbytery
of Auchterarder and the synod of Perth and Stirling

;

the living is worth £200. The parish church, at the
hamlet, was built in 1831, and contains 512 sittings.

There is also a Free church of Monzie; and Monzie
public school, with accommodation for 133 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 50, and a grant
of £58, 10s. Valuation (1860) £7753, (1884) £8868,
Is. Id. Pop. of civil parish (1801) 1157, (1841)

1261, (1861) 972, (1871) 803, (1881) 753; of ecclesi-

astical parish (1871) 324, (1881) 304, of whom 208
were in Fowlis-Wester. — Ord. Sur., shs. 47, 48,

1869-68.

Monzievaird and Strowan, a parish of Upper Strath-

earn, central Perthshire, whose church, J mile from the

Earn's N bank, is 3| miles ENE of Connie and 3JWNW of the post-town, Crieff. It comprises the
ancient parishes of Monzievaird and Strowan, united
prior to 1662, and consists of a main body and three

detached sections, the area of the whole being 26,493.^
acres, of which 5988 belong to those sections, and 400.^

are water. The main body is bounded N by Monzie
(detached), NE and E by Crieff, S by Muthill, and W
by Comrie. Its utmost length, from N to S, is 75
miles ; its utmost width, from E to W, is 5g miles ; and
its area is 20,505^ acres. From Comrie village to near
Crieff town the Earn flows 5J miles east-by-southward,

partly along the Comrie boundary, but mainly across

the interior ; Turret Burn, rising on tho eastern side

of Bon Chouzie at an altitude of 2000 feet, runs 8J miles
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Krath-eastvmrd and southward for the last 2 miles
along the Orleff boundary, till, after a deaoent of 1900
feet, it r.ills into the Barn at a point J mile W of tho
town of Ciirlf; :unl tho Lei-nock, over tho last 3g
lml. s of its OOnrM, ratta Math-south-eastward along the
Oomrie boundary to tho Earn at Oomrie village. Tho
largeel sheets 01 water are Lochan Uaine (1x4 furl.

;

1628 feet) and Looh Turret (l milex2j furl.; 1127
If. 1

i
towards tho lioail of Ci.i.n i i>i;ui;r

;
Oohterlyre Like

(4J x 1J furl.); and St Serf 'a Water (14 x | furl.).

Along the Bain the surface deolinea to closo on 100
feel aboTe Ma-level ; and thence it rises southward
to wooded •Torluin (1291 feet), northward to Toma-
ehaiatal (484), Drumachargan (512), Creag Each (988),
Creag Chaisean (1809), Cam Chois (2571), *Auchnafrco
Bill [2665), and "Hen Chonzir (3018), where asterisks
mark those summits that culminate on tho confines of
the parish.

Of the threo detached sections, all lying in Glen-
am my, the largest, containing Auchnashelloch and
Findhuglen farms, 6J miles SW of Comrie, is bounded
NW and N l, v Connie, K l, v Mnthill, SK by Dunblane,
S by Eilmadock, and SW by Callander. Its utmost
Length, from NE to SW, is 3J miles; its utmost breadth

nd its area is 4570J acres. The Water of
Rucuill flows 2 miles north-eastward along all the
north-western boundary, and Findhu Glen descends to
it for 2J miles in a north-westerly direction. In the
extreme N the surface declines to 600 feet above sca-
lcvcl, thence rising southward to *Uamh Bheag (2179
feet). The next largest section (1352 acres), containing
Hi iggara farm, 3 miles S of Comrie, is bounded E by
Mnthill, and on all other sides by Comrie. The Water
of Ruchill flows 5 furlongs along the north-western
boundary

; and the surface rises from 400 to 1250 feet.

The smallest section (64§ acres), 1\ miles S by W of
Comrie, is bounded or traversed for 4 mile by the Water
of Ruchill.

The line of junction between the clay slate and the
Old Red sandstone passes north-eastward from Glen-
artney to Glenturret ; and both slate and sandstone
have been quarried. The soil of the low grounds is

light, gravelly, and fertile ; that of the hills is much of
it moorish. Barely 3500 acres are in tillage ; about
2400 are under wood ; and the rest of the parish is

pastoral or waste. Much of the woodland is natural
forest

; and, as an old song tells, the oak is a favourite
tree :

—

' By Auchcrtyrc there grows the aik.'

The remains of Castle Cluggy, comprising a tower 18
feet square within the walls, stand on a gentle rising-

ground, which runs into the middle of Ochtertyre Lake,
and must anciently have been an island, or nearly so,

accessible only in one place by a drawbridge. Formerly
of much greater extent than now, the castle is tradi-

tionally said to have belonged to the Red Comyn, the
rival of Bruce, who here, about 1306, besieged Malise,
Earl of Strathearn. It is called ' an ancient fortalice

'

in a charter of the year 1467 ; and it was inhabited for

some time about the middle of the 17th century by Sir
William Murray, first baronet of Ochtertyre. Towards
the head of the lake is an artificial crannoge. An
ancient castle of the Earls of Strathearn stood on the
summit of Tomachaistel, a beautiful eminence 3 milesW of Crieff, commanding very romantic prospects, and
possessing the greatest capabilities of military defence
in days before the invention of gunpowder. The foun-
dations of this castle were still visible in 1832, when
they were removed to give place to a monument in

memory of General Sir David Baird. of Fern-Tower
(1757-1829), the hero of Scringapatam. This monument
still is a conspicuous feature in the general landscape of
Upper Strathearn, though the damage caused by a
thunderbolt in 1878 has not yet been restored. It is

an obelisk 82 feet high, an exact imitation of Cleopatra's
Needle, and is formed of blocks of Aberdeen granite,

some of thern weighing 5 tons each. In 1511 eight
core of the Murrays, with their wives and children,
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wove massacred by a body of Drummonds and Campbells,

the former having taken refuge in tho heather-thatched

church of Monzievaird, while the latter, who were at

feud willi them, set fire to tho church, and prevented
their escape from the flames. The mausoleum of the
Murrays of Ochtertyre now stands on the site of the

church, a.n<l is a Gothic building of 1809, with stained-

glass windows. On the estate of Ochtertyre are vestiges

of two Roman posts of observation, commanding views
of the camps at Dalginross and on the Moor of Orchil.

Many sepulchral cairns near the Earn have been
removed as material for stone fences ; but a very large

one, called Cairn Chainichin, 'the monumental heap of

Kenneth,' still exists, and is supposed to have been
raised to tho memory of Kenneth, King of Alban, who
was slain at ' Moeghavard ' in 1004. Vestiges of a pre-

Reformation chapel exist to the S of Lawers House ; and
an ancient cross, bearing the sacred initials I. N. R. L,
stands a little to the SW of Strowan, on a spot where
markets used to be held. Among distinguished natives

may be mentioned the two Colonels Campbell of Lawers,

who figured in the 16th and 17th centuries; Colonel
Alex. Dow (d. 1779), author of a History of Hindostan

;

Sir Patrick Murray (1771-1837), judge and statesman
;

and Sir George Murray (1772-1846), quarter-master-

general to the British army throughout the Peninsular
War, and afterwards statesman and cabinet minister.

Mansions, noticed separately, are Clatiiick, Laweks,
Ochtertyre, and Strowan. Giving off portions to

Comrie and West Church (Crieff), this parish is in the
presbytery of Auchterarder and the synod of Perth and
Stirling ; the living is worth £265. The old church of

Monzievaird (Gael, monadh-a-bhaird, 'the bard's hill')

was dedicated to St Serf, and that of Strowan to St
Ronan or Rowan, whence the name Slroioan itself.

Both were in use on alternate Sundays till 1804, when
the present church was built, containing 400 sittings.

The public school, with accommodation for 134 chil-

dren, had (1883) an average attendance of 68, and a

grant of £81, 12s. Valuation (1865) £10,502, (1884)

£11,613, Is. 2d. Pop. (1801) 1033, (1831) 926,

(1861) 782, (1871) 744, (1881) 700, of whom 547 were

in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord, Sur., shs. 47, 39,

1869.

Moodiesburn, a village in Cadder parish, Lanarkshire,

64 miles ENE of Glasgow, and 1J mile NE of Garnkirk
station.

Moonzie, a very small parish of N Fife, whose church
stands 3 miles NW of the post-town, Cupar. It is

bounded W and NW by Creich, NE by Kilmany, SE
by Cupar, and SW by Monimail. Its utmost length,

from NNW to SSE_, is 2 miles ; its utmost breadth is If
mile ; and its area is 1257f acres. Sinking to less than
200 feet above sea-level along the boundaries, and rising

to 453 feet near the church and 430 at Colluthie Hill,

the surface presents a pleasing diversity of hill and dale.

A considerable loch or marsh on Lordscairnie farm was
drained about the beginning of the century ; and
Moonzie Burn, issuing from what was once its bed, runs

eastward to the river Eden's estuary. Trap tufa is the

predominant rock. A few acres on the top of Colluthie

Hill are under plantation ; about 36 acres on Lordscairnie

farm are reclaimed moss, under the plough ; and all the

rest of the parish has excellent soil, partly a strong clay,

chiefly a black loam, and is in a state of high cultiva-

tion. An interesting antiquity is Lordscairnie or ' Earl

Beardie's ' Castle. This is said to have been built about

the middle of the 15th century by Alexander, fourth

Earl of Crawford, commonly called ' Earl Beardie ' from
his great beard, or the ' Tiger Earl ' from the fierceness

of his disposition. All that remains of it is the keep
or donjon, and a round tower which formed a defence

for the wall that surrounded the courtyard. This ruin

is four stories high, and appears to have lost nothing of

its original height, with the exception of the bartizans.

It is 53 feet lung and •12 broad without the walls. The
walls are strongly built, and between five and six feea

thick. The ground-floor—as is common in such struc-

tures—appears to have been wholly occupied by cellars
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Laving arched stone roofs. The second floor was
occupied entirely with the great hall, which is 40 feet

long and over 20 feet broad. The defence of the castle

and its outworks was anciently strengthened by a broad
morass, which appears to have entirely surrounded the
slight rising ground on which they were situated.

Colluthie, noticed separately, is the only mansion
;

and the Earl of Glasgow divides the parish with two
lesser proprietors. Moonzie is in the presbytery of

Cupar and the synod of Fife ; the living is worth £225.
The church, which from its elevated position serves as a

landmark to mariners entering the Firth of Tay, is a

small old building, containing 171 sittings, and greatly

improved by extensive repairs in 1 882. Although it were
impossible to ascertain the exact date of the present

structure, there can be no doubt as to its great antiquity.

The church and tenuis of the parish of Moonzie were
gifted in 1238 by Bishop Malvoisin to a religious frater-

nity at Scotlandwell in Kinross-shire. About 1564
Moonzie was conjoined with Cupar, but this arrange-

ment lasted only a few years, after which it was again
made a separate parish. After the Revolution, we find

it stated in the Kirk Session records, that, when the

minister was ' outed,' the great hall of Earl Beardie's

castle was fitted up as a meeting-place for him and his

adherents ; and in 1693 ' the Session appoynts that the

seats now standing in the meeting-house at [Lords-]

Cairnie be transported with all conveniency to the Kirk.'

The public school, with accommodation for 54 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 40, and a grant of

£49, 5s. Valuation (1866) £2338, 4s. 3d., (1884) £2614,
7s. Pop. (1801) 201, (1831) 188, (1861) 179, (1871) 154,

(1881) 148.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Moorbeck, a hamlet on the coast of Cummertrees
parish, Dumfriesshire, 2J miles SW of Annan.

Moorfoot, a double range of moorish hills, chiefly on
the eastern part of the southern border of Edinburgh-
shire, and partly on the mutual border of Edinburgh and
Peebles shires. Commencing on the W side of the head
of the vale of Gala Water, and hindered only by that
vale from being continuous with the Lammermuirs, it

extends south-westward in two mutually divergent lines

to the E flank of the vale of Eddleston. With a
roughly triangular outline, about 10 miles in length
and 6 in mean breadth, it comprises masses and sum-
mits, generally rounded, sometimes isolated, and no-
where linked into continuous ridge ; culminates in

Blackhope Scar (2136 feet) ; consists of Lower Silurian
rocks ; and has mostly a bleak and pastoral character.—Ord. Stir., shs. 32, 24, 1857-64.

Moorhouse. See Eaglesham.
Moorkirk. See Muirkirk.
Moor of Ord, etc. See Ord, etc.

Moral Fall. See Enrick.
Morange. See Inveraven.
Moranside. See Muiravonside.
Morar, a territorial district and a lake of W Inverness-

shire. The district is bounded N by Loch Nevis, E
by the district of Lochiel, S by Arasnig, and W by the
Sound of Sleat. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 19
miles

; and its breadth varies between 4 and 9. Loch
Morar bisects a great part of it lengthwise, and divides
it into two nearly equal sections, which are called re-

spectively North and South Morar. The lake, which is

llf miles long and from 5 furlongs to li| mile broad, is

overhung nearly all round, and, at a very brief distance,
by water-shedding Highland heights. Its foot is 'verv
prettily wooded a pleasant contrast, to the wilde'r

scenery of the upper end. The shore hero is much
indented ; and there are two or three picturesque
islands, on the largest of which, in the hollow of a
tree, Simon Eraser, Lord Lovat, found a hiding-place
in June 1746.' On the E Loch Morar is fed by
streamlets coming from the lochlets Beoraich and
Anamack ; and it discharges its suporfluence on the W
by a stream of only a few furlongs in length into a small
bay. Its waters contain good store of salmon, sea-trout,
and loch trout. North Morar belongs to the parish of
Glenelg, South Morar to that of Ardnamurchan

; and

both are included, in a large sense, in the comprehensive
district of Lochaber. Morar is mainly peopled by
Roman Catholics ; and in 1837 was provided, by volun-

tary subscription, with a new Roman Catholic chapel at

Bracara. Morar, 43 miles WNW of Fort William, is the
seat of Eneas Ronald Macdonell, Esq. (b. 1822), who
holds 3000 acres in Inverness-shire, valued at £671 per
annum. See an article by Capt. T. P. White on p.

634 of Good Words (1874).

Moray Firth, the largest and most regular arm of the

sea indenting the coast of Scotland, and the largest

opening on the E coast of Great Britain. Taking it

in its widest sense it may be roughly described as a
triangle with one angle at Duncansbay Head in

Caithness ; another at Cairnbulg Point, 3 miles E of

Kinnaird's Head, in Aberdeenshire ; and the third at

the mouth of the Beauly river. From Duncansbay
Head to Cairnbulg Point across the mouth of the Firth

the distance in a straight line is 78h miles, while, in a

straight line, the distance from Duncansbay Head to the

mouth of the Beauly is 96 miles, and from the mouth of

the Beauly to Cairnbulg Point 95 miles. The coast-line

along the NW side—which is bounded by the counties

of Caithness, Sutherland, and Ross—is considerably

broken, first by Sinclair Bay N of Wick, next by the

Dornoch Firth, and again by the Cromarty Firth.

The coast-line on the S—which is formed by the

counties of Inverness, Nairn, Elgin, Banff, and Aber-
deen—is much evener, the largest breaks being at

Burghead Bay and Spsy Bay. The principal rivers

flowing directly into the firth are the Wick and Berrie-
dale from Caithness, tho Helmsdale and Brora from
Sutherland, the Beauly and Ness from Inverness-shire,

the Nairn from Nairnshire, the Findhorn, Lossie, and
Spey from Elginshire, and the Deveron from Banffshire.

The depth near the mouth is about 60 fathoms at the

deepest part. All along the bottom of the firth near

the centre is a deep trough or channel known among the

fishermen as the 'Trink'

—

i.e., Trench. Its width and
depth vary, but where the bottom is not rocky the

hollow is about \ mile wide and sinks to a depth ol

some 15 fathoms below the ordinary bottom level.

Where it passes through rocks the sides become more or

less perpendicular and the channel narrower. It marks
the former course of a large river, which must—in the

pleistocene period of British history when the country
was united to the Continent—have had its main source

in the Beauly, and which, after receiving all the

present rivers of the firth as tributaries, flowed NW to

join an enormous stream which, formed by the joint

waters of all the rivers that now flow into the North
Sea, poured its mighty volume into the Atlantic Ocean
to the NE of the Shetland Islands. At the bottom of

the Trink there is a thick deposit of mud, and in some
places it is a favourite habitat for skate and ling. The
waters of the firth abound with fish, and the coasts are

studded with small fishing villages, while Wick, Helms-
dale, Banff and Macduff, and Fraserburgh arc four of

the chief stations in the north for the prosecution of tho

herring-fishing by first-class boats. Of the 26 fishery

districts into which Scotland is divided the Moray Firth

has the 6 entire districts of Banff, Buckie, Findhorn,

Cromarty, Helmsdale, and Lybstcr, and portions of

Fraserburgh and Wick. As regards general fishing, in

1882 out of a total of 5101 first-class, 4423 second-class,

and 5449 third-class boats, or a total of 14,973 boats in

all the fishery districts of Scotland, 2305 first-class, 487
second-class, and 717 third-class boats, or a total of 3509
belonged to Moray Firth ports ; while of a total of

99,396 persons employed in connection therewith, 29,171
were employed among the Moray Firth villages; and
the value of the boats, nets, and lines was calculated at

respectively £230,732, £261,082, and £37,254, out of

totals for all Scotland of £646,883, £711,039, and
£114,278. The largo increase, proportionally, in the
value is due to the fact that by far the larger number of

the Moray Firth boats arc of the first-class, the total being
2305 out of 5101 for all Scotland. Of 1,282,973$ barrels

of herring caught and cured in Scotland in tiie same year,
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189,999 bunk were brought into Moray Firth porta;

the mailer proportion being explained by the number
ol I .....is t hit leave ill., district to fish at other stations.

Of 8,888,690 ood, ling, ami hake caught in 1882—of

which, however, 9.089,174 are from Shetland alone

—

•jr..'.:; :; \\< re brought int. i ports along this coast.

The description and limits already given applies to the

firth in its widest extent, but the namo is sometimes
more particularly confined to that portion which lies to

the S\V of a line drawn from Tarbetness in Ross-shiro

toSlotlield Head near Lossiemouth in Elginshire. This

inner ]>ortion of the til th measures 21 miles along the

line just mentioned, and 39 miles in a straight line

thenoe to the mouth of the Beauly river. It consists

of three portions, the outer running up as far as the

projecting points of Chanonry (Ross) and Ardersier

(Inverness), and forming a triangle 21 miles across the

mouth, 2:> in a straight line along the Ross-shiro

side, end 82 in a Btraight lino along the Inverness-shire,

Nairnshire, and Elginshire side. The points just men-
tioned project about 1J mile beyond the general

line of the coast on each side and overlap one another,

but so as to leave a passage at right angles to the main
line of the firth and J mile wide. This strait gives

admission to the much shallower portion known as the

Inner Moray Firth or Firth of Inverness, extending

from Fort George 8 miles south-westward to the mouth
or the Ness, with an average breadth of from 2£ to 3

miles, with Mnnlochy Bay running oil' on the NW side

and 1'. th I'.av on the SE* side. Immediately to the W
of the mouth of the Ness the waters of the firth are

narrowed by the projecting point at Kessock to 650

yards, but "they broaden out again into the Beauly

Firth, which extends westward for 6$ miles, with a

lireadth of from 1£ to 2 miles. This portion of the

firth is very shallow, and nearly the half of its whole

area is laid bare at low water. The fishing in the Inver-

ness and Beauly basins is very poor except as regards

the capture of garvics or sprats, which are found there

in immense numbers, about 10,000 crans being sent to

the south markets every year. The three portions of

the firth just described correspond to the JEstuarium
Vararis of the ancient geographers.

The coast-line along the lirth varies considerably.

From Dnncansbay Head to Helmsdale, on both sides of

the Cromarty Firth, between Burghead and Lossie-

mouth, between Buckie and Banff, and along a con-

siderable portion of the Aberdeenshire coast, it is rocky,

but elsewhere low. It is well cultivated, and the reaches

to the W of Fort George are finely wooded.

Moray, Province of, an extensive district lying to the

S of the inner portion of the firth just described. It is

almost co-extensive with one of the seven provinces into

which, during the Celtic period, we find the whole of

II.-;. in Scotland divided. The northern boundary was

the Moray Firth and the river Beauly as far as Kil-

mokack ; from this point the line passed to the S along

the watershed between Glen Farrar and the streams

flowing to Loch Ness. After rounding the upper end of

Glen Clunie it tinned eastward along the watershed

between Glen Loyne and Glen Garry, and between the

river Garry and the streams flowing to the river Oich
;

then SE by the lower end of Loch Lochy, as far as the

SW end of Loch Laggan, and on to Beinn Chumbann,
whence it followed the line between the modern counties

of Inverness and Pekth, by Loch Ericht, the Athole

Sow, and Carn-na-Caim, to Cairn Ealar. From that hill

it followed the boundary ofINVERNESS-SHIRE and Banff -

SHIBS, along the Cairngorms, and down the Water of

Ailnack Here, however, it left the county boundaries

and followed this stream to the Aven above Tomintoul,

and then followed the course of the Aven to the Spey,

and the latter river back to the Moray Firth. The
province thus included within its limit the whole of the

counties of Elgin and Nairn, the greater part of the

mainland division of the county of Inverness, and a

portion of the county of Banff. In later times the

signification has sometimes been considered as rather

co-extensive with the sway of the Bishop of Moray, and
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so with tho jurisdiction of the modern synod, but this

must hold true as applying more to ecclesiastical

authority than to territorial limits. At one time the
province must have stretched across the island from sea

to sea, for, in one of the statutes of William the Lyon.
Ergadia, i.e., Arregaithel, or the whole district W of

the watershed between the Gorman Ocean and the
Atlantic Ocean, and extending from Loch Broom on the
N to Cantyre on the S, is divided into ' Ergadia, which
bolongs to Scotia,' and 'Ergadia which belongs to

Moravia.' This part afterwards fell into the hands of

tho Earls of Ross. Tho Highland line, marking tho
division between the Highlands and the Lowlands,
passed across the provinco in a general north-westerly
direction from the junction of the Aven and Spey to the
mouth of the river Nairn ; the part to the NE of this

line being peopled with Lowlandcrs, who suffered con-
tinually from the peculiar ideas entertained by their High-
land neighbours regarding meum and tuum. Peopled
by an alien race, whose introduction will be noticed
afterwards, greatly more peaceable, and less acquainted
with the use of arms than the inhabitants of the High-
land districts, tho rich and fertile plain of Moray was
regarded by the Highland Caterans as open and ever
available spoliage ground, where every marauder might,
at his convenience, seek his prey. So late in fact as the

time of Charles I., the Highlanders continually made
forays on the country, and seem to have encountered
marvellously little resistance. In 1645 we find Cameron
of Lochiel apologising to the laird of Grant for having
carried off cattle from the tenant of Moyness, and giving
the reasons that he 'knew not that Moyness was ane
Graunt, but thocht that he was ane Moray man,' and
that the spoilers did not intend to hurt the laird of

Grant's friends but to take booty from ' Morray land
quhare all men take their prey.' The Moray people, it

has been remarked, appear to have resembled the quiet

saturnine Dutch settlers of North America who, when
plundered by the Red Indians, were too fat either to

resist or to pursue, and considered only how they might
repair their losses ; and the Celts, looking on the Low-
landers as strangers and intruders, thought them quite

fair game, and could never comprehend how there could

be any crime in robbing a 'Moray man.' So late as

1565, as appears from the rental of the church-lands in

that year, the inhabitants of the ' laich ' remained
entirely a distinct people from the Highlanders, and all

bore names of purely lowland origin. Nearly all the

interest of Moray as a province, and often all the
associations of the name are connected with its lowlands
in the N. These have long been famed for mildness
and dryness of climate, though the rivers that wind
through them, having their sources among mountains
high enough to arrest the moisture brought in from the

Atlantic by the south-west winds, are sometimes liablo

to sudden freshets. The great floods of 1829, so admir-
ably recorded in Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's The Moray
Floods, form an extreme example. Probably no part of

Scotland, not even East Lothian, can compete with
Moray in regard to the number of spontaneous testi-

monies which have been borne to the richness of its

soil. An old and common saying asserts that Moray
has, according to some versions, 15, according to others,

40 days more of summer than most other parts of Scot-

land. Holinshed (practically an Anglicised form of

Bellenden's translation of Boece's Chronicle) says, 'In
Murrey land also is not onclie great plentie of wheat,

barlie, otes, and suchlike graine, besides nuts and
apples, but likewise of all kinds of fish, and especially

of salmon.' George Buchanan extols the province as

superior to any other district in the kingdom in tho
mildness of its climate and the richness of its pastures.

'So abundant,' he says, 'is this district in core and
pasturage, and so much beautified as well as enriched

by fruit trees, that it may truly be pronounced the

first county in Scotland.' Whitelock, in Cromwell's

time, says, 'Ashfield's regiment was marched into

Murray-land, which is the most fruitful country in

Scotland.' William Lithgow (1583-1645), after glancing
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at Clydesdale and the Carse of Gowrie, says, 'Tlic third

most beautiful soil is the delectable plain of Moray,

whose comely gardens, enriched with cornes, plantings,

pasturage, stately dwellings, overfaced with a generous

Octavian gentry, and toped with a noble Earl, its chief

patron, may be called a second Lombardy, or pleasant

meadow of the north.' Sir Robert Gordon of Straloch,

describing the province in 1640, says, ' In salubrity of

climate, Moray is not inferior to any, and in richness and
fertility of soil it much exceeds our other northern pro-

vinces. The air is so temperate, that when all around

is bound up in the rigour of winter, there are neither

lasting snows nor such frosts as damage fruits or trees.

There is no product of this kingdom which does not thrive

there perfectly, or, if any fail, it is to be attributed to the

sloth of the inhabitants, not to the fault of the soil or

climate. Corn, the earth pours forth in wonderful and
never-failing abundance. Fruits of all sorts, herbs,

flowers, pulse are in the greatest plenty, and all early.

"While harvest has scarcely begun in surrounding dis-

tricts, there all is ripe and cut down, and carried into

open barnyards, as is the custom of the country
;
and,

in comparison with other districts, winter is hardly felt.

The earth is almost always open, the sea navigable, and
the roads never stopped. So much of the soil is occupied

by crops of corn, however, that pasture is scarce ; for

this whole district is devoted to corn and tillage. But
pasture is found at no great distance, and is abundant
in the upland country, and a few miles inland ; and
thither the oxen are sent to graze in summer when the

labour of the season is over. Nowhere is there better

meat nor cheaper corn, not from scarcity of money but

from the abundance of the soil.' Notwithstanding,

however, this fertility, years of comparative scarcity

were by no means infrequent. During the summer of

1743, 'the dear year,' so memorable all over Scotland,

thousands of the people of Moray wandered among the

fields devouring sorrel, the leaves and stems of unfilled

pulse, and whatever could mitigate the pangs of hunger,

while many died of actual starvation or diseases brought

on by want of food. Even so late as 1782, the noted

year of the 'frosty har'st,' or harvest, the province

suffered severely from famine. When the era of agri-

cultural improvement set in, and many districts, becom-
ing aware of their poverty, made a sudden and strenuous

movement towards wealth, Moray was content to live on
its fame, and so soon lost its pre-eminence, which it has,

however, since regained, as may be seen from the notices

of the agricultural condition of the counties of Elgin,

Nairn, and Inverness. Some portions were long rendered

barren by a curious layer known as ' Moray Coast ' or

'Pan.' This was a thin stratum of sand and gravel

which, by the infiltration of black oxide of iron, had
become a hard compact mass, capable of damaging
ploughs when brought into contact with it. It at the

same time occurs at the distance of about a foot from
the surface, and offers unconquerable resistance to the
attempts of trees or shrubs to penetrate it with their

roots. The only method of dealing with it is to lay it

bare, break it up with a pickaxe, and expose the frag-

ments to the slow influence of the weather. The
physical characteristics and present condition of the
province are discussed in the articles on the counties of

Inverness, Elgin, Nairn, and Banff, and it remains hero
to notice historical details connected rather with the
district as a whole than with the individual counties
into which it has been broken up.

At the beginning of the Christian era we find the
eastern part of Moray inhabited by the Vacomagi, to

the W of whom were the Caledonii with, according to

Ptolemy, a town called Banatia, on the E side of the
river Ness ; another called Ptoroton, on the promon-
tory where Burghead now stands ; and a third called

Tue.ssis, on the bank of the Spey ; and subsequently we
find the district included in Northern Pictavia, of
which the capital was situated somewhere near Inver-

ness. The Pictish nation seems to have been formed
by a union of various Celtic tribes or tuatlus which
united to form mortuaths or confederations, and these

mortuaths again to form a larger confederation embrac-
ing the whole realm. The mortuaths were governed by
Mormaers, and seem to have corresponded to the dis-

tricts that afterwards became the provinces governed by
the original great territorial Earls of Scotland. That
the country N of the Firths of Forth and Clyde was,

during the Celtic period of its history, divided into

seven provinces is certain, and there are, in the older

records, accounts of them by name. One dating from
the 12th century tells us that the region formerly known
as Alban, was divided by seven brothers into seven
parts. 'The principal part was Engus and Moerne, so-

called from Engus, the eldest of the brothers. The
second part was Adtheodhle and Gouerin. The third

Strathdeern and Meneted. The fourth Fif and Fothreve.

The fifth Mar and Buchen. The sixth Muref and Ros.

The seventh Cathanesia Cismontane and Ultramontane.'
The seven brothers were the seven kings of these dis-

tricts, and are regarded by Dr Skene as the Eponymi of

the people of the seven provinces. The tuaths them-
selves seem to have corresponded with the smaller

divisions that appear as thanages, and so we may identify

the localities of some of them by the thanedoms of Dyke,
Brodie, Moyness, and Cawdor, along the shore of the

Moray Firth between the river Nairn and the Burn of

Lethen ; the great district of Moravia proper between
the Lethen and the Lossie; and along the Lossie farther

E was Kilmalemnock, the greater part of which now
forms the parish of St Andrews-Lhanbryd and Essy.

Cromdale and Rothiemurchus seem also to have been
thanedoms. The Mormaers were also styled Ri or

King, and one, termed the Ardri, always held a loose

sway over all. The succession was tanistic, that is,

hereditary in a family but elective as to the person, the
senior male capable of ruling being chosen in preference

to the direct descendant ; and it seems even to have
been regulated by that particular form where the
supreme power passed alternately from one to the other
of two branches of a family. It will be seen from what
has been said already, that at this early date Moray
and Ross were united and formed but one province.

The oldest form of the name seems Moreb or Muireb,
and Morovia and Moravia also occur.

In the latter part of the 9th century Harald Harfager
having swept the northern seas of the Vikings, made
offer of the Jarldom of Orkney to one of his most noted
warriors Rognvald, who, however, preferring to return
to Norway, obtained Harald's consent to making over
the dignity and dominion to his brother Sigurd. Though
the tenure of the Jarldom was conditional on his sup-
pression of Viking plundering, this ruler seems to have
had somewhat elastic notions as to how far this was
binding in the case of raids made on other countries

than Norway, and consequently we find him invading
Scotland, and making himself master of a considerable

portion of the North. According to one account, ho
held ' all Caithness and much more of Scotland

—

Maerhaefui (Moray) and Ross— and he built a burg
on the southern border of Maerhaefui.' He did not,

however, long enjoy his conquests, for, as has been
noticed in the article Forres, he died of a wound in-

flicted by the tooth of the dead Mormaer Mcllirigda or
Malbride, whose head he was carrying fastened to his

saddle. On Sigurd's death the Jarldom reverted to tho
descendants of Rognvald, and they were, for long, so

much occupied with family feuds that probably they
were unable to bestow much thought or attention on a
turbulent province, and so, during the greater part of

the 10th century, Moray must have been more or less

free from tho Norse dominion and under the independent,

rule of its native Mormaers. According to the Land
namabok, Thorstein conquered the whole of tho north,

and forced more than half of Scotland to acknowledge
him as king, but his conquest, if ever firm, must have
been of but short duration. The people of Moray wcro,
however, only relieved from attack on the N to have
to meet it from the S. Tho kings of Alban had begun
to dream of a united Scotland under ono ruler, and in

the beginning of the 10th century Donald II. was slain

C3
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«• Poms, whither he seems to havo penotrated on a
military expedition. Mis son, Malcolm I., was, aocord-
iiii; t.) tlio fitter Annals, slain at Fotteresso by the men
ol tlu> Mearns in 95 I, but later annalists attribute his

death to the men of Moray, and lix it at Ulcrn or Vlern
near Forres, which used formerly to be identified with
Auldearn, but which is more probably Blorvio, which is

close to Forres. The locality was very fatal to tho
family, for Dull', Malcolm's son and successor, is also said

to have been killed at Forres by tho governor f t,]10

caMle in 9(57. His body was concealed in a deep pool

under a bridge near at hand, and till it was found tho

sun did not shine on tho spot.

Towards the end of tho century, however, matters

onoe more changed as regarded the Norse. The Mor-
maer then was Melbrigda, son of Ruaidhri, who in the
quarrel for power between Liotr and Skdli, tho great-

grandsona of Rbgnvald, seems to have sided with the

latter. Both leaders were slain, but Liotr"s party
triumphed. That ruler was in 980 succeeded by his

in phew, Sigurd the Stout, who, either from a desire to

avenge his kinsman's death, or from wish for greater
power, proceeded vigorously to assert the old rights, and,
.i!t- ra Bevere struggle, succeeded in wresting the province
from ' Findlaec, son of Ruadri, Mormaer Moreb,' brother
of the Melbrigda just mentioned, and the Finnlcikr
Jar] of the Sagas. Sigurd fell in 1014 at the battle of

Cluantarbh or Clontarf, lighting against Brian Boroimc,
King of Munster, and alter his death, Findlaec once
more became ruler of Moray, and reigned till 1020,
when it is recorded that he was slain by the sons of his

brother Melbrigda, one of whom, Malcolm, succeeded
to power and ruled till his death. As both he and
Findlaec are, in the Ulster Annals and in Tighcrnac,
designated as Ri Albain, their dominion probably ex-

tended at this time beyond the limits of Moray proper,

a supposition which is confirmed by the Book of Deer,
in which it is recorded that this Malcolm gave to the
clerics of Deer lands, situated, probably, in the neigh-
bourhood of their monastery, and so in a district usually
under the rule of the Kings of Alban. Malcolm was
succeeded by his brother Gilcomgan, who was burned
in his rath in 1032, probably by Maelbaethe, who is

better known to us as Macbeth. From a notice in the
$ '' < ' V. (•..«/••/»

1 lie province was I lien quite independent,
and the Mormaer had the power of a Ri or King. It is

there stated that King Cnut in 1031 invaded Scotland,

and received the submission not only of the King of

Scots but also of two other Kings, Maelbaethe and
Iehmarc ; and as Drumalban and the river Spey formed
the boundaries of Scotland proper these two rulers would
represent the districts lying beyond.
What was the real cause of the great contest that

arose on the death of Malcolm II. in 1034 will probably
never be exactly settled, but, the male line being ex-

tinct, it in all probability originated in rival claims set

up by Malcolm's grandsons. A daughter of Malcolm
was the second wife of Sigurd the Stout, and the mother
of his youngest son Thorfinn, who was, at his father's

death in 1014, a boy of five years old. His grandfather
created him Earl of Caithness, and by 1034 he held
considerable power in the Orkneys besides. When
Malcolm died, Duncan, who was the son of his eldest

daughter, claimed the kingdom, and his claim was
admitted by the southern part of the realm, but
Thorfinn disputed his right to any part of the north.

According to the sagas, Duncan, who there figures as

Karl Hundason, desired to exact tribute and homage
from Thorfinn, and on his refusal to render either,

bestowed the title of Earl of Caithness on his nephew,
or one of his leading supporters called Moddan, and
about 1040 sent him northward with a large army to

take possession of the region. Thorfinn, supported by
Thorkel Fostri his foster-father and by his Norsemen,
defeated Moddan, and driving him back beyond the

Moray Firth, made war 'far and wide in Scotland.'

Duncan, bent on vengeance, got together a fleet and
collected a very large army, ' as well from the south as

the west and east of Scotland, and all the way south from
64

Satiri [Kintyre]; and the forces for which Earl Modan
bad sen I also came to him from Ireland. Ho sent far

and near to chieftains for men, and brought all this

army against Earl Thorfinn.' The fleet was defeated

in the neighbourhood of Duncansbay Head; and no
better fortune awaited tho army in the great struggle

that took place somewhere between Burghead and
Forres when

' Tho wolves' bit [sword] reddened its edges
In the place called Torfness.
A young ruler was the cause.
This happened on a Monday.
In this congress south of Eckial,

The thin [widl-sharpcned] swords sung,
When the valiant prince fought
Against tho ruler of Skotland.'

Torfness seems to have been Burghead, where was pro-

bably tho burg already referred to as having been built

by Sigurd ; while Eckial or Ekkial, which was by
Worsaae, and afterwards by Dr Joseph Anderson in his

edition of tho Orlceyinga Saga, identified with the
Oykel on tho border of Sutherlandshire, is now by Dr
Skene, and with much greater probability, considered

to be the Findhorn—and indeed some of the accounts
expressly say that tho battle was fought ' south of

Breidafiord,' the Norse name for the Moray Firth. The
Irish division was defeated almost at once ; and a long
and fierce contest between the Norwegians and the Scots,

headed by Duncan himself, ended in the victory of

Thorfinn and the flight of the Scottish king. What the
fate of the latter was the writer of the saga does not seem
to have known, for he adds doubtfully, ' some say he
was slain,' but by other writers it is recorded that he
died at or near Elgin, and some of them even fix the

place at Bothgouanan, which Dr Skene identifies with
Pitgaveny. In the Register of St Andrews it is recorded

that ' Donchath Mac-Trim abbatis de Dunkeld et Bethoc
filiae Malcolm-Mac-Kinat interfectus a Macbeth-Mac-
Finleg in Bothgouanan et sep. in Iona ;' but whether he
died of his wounds or was murdered may be left some-
what doubtful, though tho probabilities seom in favour

of the latter. Be that as it may, Macbeth, who as

Mormaer of Moray fought on the side of Duncan against

the old enemies of his lands, at once after his defeat

passed over to the side of the conqueror ; and the new
aUies overran the kingdom as far S as the Firth of

Forth, whereby Macbeth became able to style himself

King of Moravia and of Scotland.

When Malcolm Ceannmor, the son of Duncan, came
to his own again, Macbeth was slain in 1056 or 1057,

ami Lulag, son of the Gilcomgan already mentioned,

succeeded as Mormaer of Moray, and for a short time
maintained a claim to be styled King of Scotland. He
does not seem to have been able to hold the lowlands

against Malcolm, but to have retired to the mountain
fastnesses of Lochaber, to a stronghold on Loch Deabhra,

the glen leading to which is still known as Glen-Ri,

near which ho was slain in 1058. He was succeeded by
his son Maelsnechtan or Maelsnechtai, who still main-

tained the independence of his native district, and who
appears in 1078 again opposing Malcolm, who after the

death of the great Thorfinn in 1064 seems to have made
another powerful effort to gain a firm hold of the north.

According to the Ulster Annals, and contrary to the

usual fate of his race, Maelsnechtan died ' in peace ' in

1085 or in 1086. During the troubles that took place

between the death of Ceannmor and the accession of

Alexander I., tho semi-independence of the province

probably became more or less complete ; and so it is not

to be wondered at that we find the latter king, some-

where between 1114 and 1120—the Ulster Annals say

1116—compelled to assert his power by force of arms,

and with such vigour and success that the Mormaer

—

probably Angus—was driven across the Firth into the

mountain fastnesses of Ross and Sutherland. The death

of Alexander and the accession of David I. provoked a

fresh outbreak, headed by Angus, with whom was
associated Malcolm, his brother, or, according to other

accounts, an illegitimate son of Alexander I. This
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Angus was the son of a daughter of Lulag, who succeeded
Macbeth, and therefore a nephew of the Maelsnechtan
already mentioned, but, in accordance with the new
feudal system, then slowly developing, he appears as

Earl of Moray, so that Maelsnechtan was the last of the

Mormaers. The leaders probably relied somewhat for

success on the fact that, at the time (1130), David was in

England, and that therefore much might be accomplished
before he had time to oppose them ; but in this they
were deceived, for David's cousin, Edward, son of
Siwavd, Earl of Mercia, raising a force, met and defeated
them in the parish of Stracathro in Forfarshire, on the
SW bank of the West Water, a little above its junction
with the South Esk, and, following up his success,

entered Moray and obtained possession of the whole
district. Angus was slain in the battle, and with him
became extinct the line of the old Celtic Mormaers.
From his title of earl, and the fact that the Saxon
Chronicle, in noticing the event and recording his death,

declares that ' there was God's right wrought upon him,
for that he was all forsworn,' it may be inferred that he
had previously sworn allegiance to David. For the next
two hundred years the district seems to have been con-
sidered too fiery and dangerous to be entrusted to the
control of any single ruler; and, though various
Custodes Moravia? are mentioned in the intervening
period, not till the reign of Robert Bruce was there
another Earl of Moray. The hold thus acquired David
vigorously confirmed by the erection of royal castles and
the creation of king's burghs, while an equally powerful
agent in the work of civilisation and pacification was
brought into play by the establishment of the Priory of
Ukquhakt and of the Abbey of Kinloss. He seems
also to have resided in the district at different times,

and to have been successful in personally winning the
favour and allegiance of his turbulent northern subjects,

for at the Battle of the Standard in 1138, the rearguard,
led by the king himself, consisted of Scots and Moray
men.
The death of David was the signal for fresh troubles,

and on the accession of his grandson, Malcolm IV.,
Malcolm Macbeth, who claimed to be sprung from Earl
Angus, raised the Celtic population in revolt, and aided
by the petty prince of Argyll, to whose daughter he was
married, made a vigorous effort to regain his patrimony.
Somerled was, however, compelled to make peace in 1159,
and in 1160 Malcolm entered Moray and inflicted signal
punishment on the rebels. Many of the inhabitants of
David's burghs were probably strangers, and now his
successor determined to carry this policy still farther by
dispossessing large numbers of the natives, scattering
them throughout the country, and giving their posses-
sions to settlers on whose fidelity he could rely. For-
dun speaking of his treatment of the inhabitants, says
that he ' removed them all from the land of their birth,

and scattered them throughout the other districts of
Scotland, both beyond the hills and on this side thereof,

so that not even one native of that land abode there, and
he installed therein his own peaceful and peculiar people,'
who would seem to have been Flemings. This must,
however, be somewhat of an exaggeration. ' Such a
story of wholesale transmigration,' says Cosmo Innes,
' cannot be true to the letter. Some old institutions
unquestionably survived the measure ; and a native
rural population in the condition of that of Scotland in
the 12th century could have no political sentiments,
nor be called to account for political conduct. That
there was some revolution, however, seems proved by
charter evidence, and by the sudden appearance at that
time, in the records of the province, of a great number
of Southerns obtaining grants of land in Moray, for
whom room must have been made by some violent dis-
placement of the former lords of the soil, . . . and
thus it came to pass that Berowald of Flanders obtained
the lands of Innes all from Spey to Lossie, except the
priory lands of Urquliart.' This clearance would .seem
to have affected the low district along the shore of the
Moray Firth more than tho other districts, and the
latter were from 1174 to 1187 in a chronic state of dis-

affection and rebellion, part of the Celtic population and
the Norse settlers claiming that the family of Macbeth
should be restored to their former position, and that a
northern chief, Donald Ban or MacWilliam, descended
from Malcolm Ceannmor and the Norwegian princess

Ingibiorg, was of the nearer line of the royal family, and
therefore the rightful sovereign ; while those who cared

but little for this were alienated through anger at the

disgraceful bargain of William the Lyon with tho

English. Though the first active outbreak seems to

have taken place in 1181, it was not till 1187 that

the King found time to attend to the North, but in that

year he entered Moray at the head of a large army, and,

fixing his headquarters at Inverness, detached a body of

troops to lay waste the western parts of the province.

In the decisive battle, which^ took place in the upper
valley of the Spey, at a place called Mamgarvia, pro-

bably in Laggan, MacWilliam was slain. From the

number of charters granted by William at different

times and different places in Moray, he seems to have
been often in the north, and, as he followed up his

success by reducing Boss to subjection, and bringing

Sutherland and Caithness directly under the power of

the crown, he kept the North quiet for the rest of his reign.

Hardly, however, had Alexander II. succeeded, when,
in 1215, Donald Ban, son of the Donald who was killed

at Mamgarvia in 1187, having obtaining assistance from
Ireland, rebelled and burst into Moray at^the head of a

large army. He was, however, attacked and defeated

by Ferquhard Macintagart, the lay possessor of the ex-

tensive lands of the old monastery at Applecross, and
the pretensions of both the MacWilliams and the Mac-
heths were finally extinguished by Alexander in 1222,

from which time onward the historical events are all

connected with national matters. Alexander seems to

have had a great liking for the 'Laich of Moray,' and
we find him keeping Yule at Elgin in 1231 ; and again in

1242,
' The Kyng and the Qwene alsua,

And ane honest court wyth tha.

That ilk yhere in Murrawe past.'

He founded and endowed many of the religious houses

in the district, and was a great benefactor to several of

the burghs. Alexander III. does not seem to have

visited the province very often, though he appears to

have been here shortly before the battle of Largs. One
of the claimants for the crown, after the death of

Alexander III., was John Cumyn, who had, on the

death of his uncle, Walter, Earl of Menteith, in 1258,

become Lord of Badenoch, but otherwise Moray does

not seem to have been connected with the contest of

succession that then arose, nor with events in the in-

glorious reign of John Baliol. After that ' Tulchan '

monarch was deprived of the crown, Edward I., having

set himself to subdue the kingdom, marched north

with a large army, and, crossing the Spey on 25 July
1296 near Bellie, entered the province and advanced as

far as Elgin, whence detachments of his force were sent

to occupy the castles of Forres, Nairn, Inverness,

Dingwall, and Cromarty. Finding, however, that tho

country was quiet, and that all the leading nobles

were favourably disposed towards his rule, he ex-

tended his march no farther, but returned southwards

by Rothes and so through Banffshire and Aber-

deenshire. Traditionally, Wallace passed along tho

sea-coast and crossed thence to Cromarty where ho
destroyed the castle, but it seems doubtful whether ho
was everso far north, though a revolt against the English

rule was stirred up by Sir Andrew Moray, the younger
of Petty and Bothwell, and seems to have spread over

the whole district. This was in May and Juno in 1297,

and wo find him associated with Wallace down to tho

close of the year, after which he disappears from history

during the rest of tho reign of Edward I. On tho

second English invasion in 1303 Edward aeain pene-

trated to Moray, but this time advanced to Kinloss and
thence southward into Badenoch where he spent some
time at Loch in noun Castle.

After tho close of the war of independence we find
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lirucc erecting tin- «1 i-.t rii t onoo moro into an Earldom,
in (avour of bis nephew, Thomaa Randolph, and the
King himself seems to have boon several times in the
north, bnl almost nothing i- Known of his movements,
Daring the troubles that followed Ids death Moray
remained stanch to his son, and seems to have boon

party held by Sir Andrew Moray on his behalf; and
later David II. himself eame to Inverness in 1869 in

Ordei I<> have an interview with John, Lord of the Isles,

home of whose turbulent subjects had been in rebellion.

In 1871 King Robert II. granted to Alexander, Ins

fomth son by his First w ile, Elizabeth Mure, the whole

lands ol Badenooh which had belonged to the Comyns,
and at a later date in the same year ho was appointed

King's Lieutenant in the north. Two years later ho

was made Kill ..| liuehan, and as lie was Karl ol' Ross
in right ol" his w ile, ho was lor a time the most power-

ful noble in the country. Ho scarcely, however, main-
tained the dignity of his position, for, better known
as the Wolf of liadenoch, he thoroughly deserved the

title, and some of his exploits will be found noticed in

tli,' articles on Kk'in. Forres, and I.ochindorb.* Hardly
recovered from the effects of the Wolf's deeds the lower

part of the province again Buffered in 1402 from an
inroad of Alexander, third son of the first Lord of the

Isles, at the head of a large following ; and in 1411 his

brother D lid, second Lord of the Isles, passed through
on his way to the battle of Haiilaw. Afterthe progress

ol . I aincs I. through Moray in 1427 (see Inverness)
Donald, the then Lord of the Isles, assembled a force

and advanced with it as far as Lochaber, but there he
was met by the royal forces and his army dispersed.

He afterwards made submission, but his lieutenant,

Donald Balloch, in 1431, again advanced to Lochaber
with a large body of followers. This led to another

royal visit to the north, but the route is not clear. The
time indeed docs not seem to have been a pleasant one

in the regions, for a writer in the Chartulary of Moray
says that ' in these days there was no law in Scotland,

but the more powerful oppressed the weaker, and all the

realm was one mass of robbery. Murder, plundering,

fire-raising went unpunished, and justice was banished

from the land.

'

One of the Douglases being Earl of Moray, we find the

province concerned in the contests that arose in 1452
with the ' banded earls ' (see Elgin). The earl did not

succeed in getting bis vassals to join him in any number
when he took part in the Douglas rebellion of 1454-55, but

after his death James Douglas stirred up Donald, Lord of

the Isles, with whom he had taken refuge, to invade the

mainland, where ' at last he past to Lochaber, and there-

from to Murray, where he invaded . . . with great

cruelty, neither sparing old nor young, without regard

to wives, old, feeble, and decrepit women, or young
infants in the cradle, which would have moved a heart

of stone to commiseration ; and burned villages, towns,

and corns, so much thereof as might not goodly be

carried away, by the great prize of goods that he took.'

These disorders caused James II. to come north in 1455

and set the Earldom of Moray, which was now bestowed

on his infant son David, in thorough order. He
remained here for two years, and part of the country

was thrown waste to provide a forest for his hunting.

In 1464 James III. was here ; and in 1474 or 1475 John,

Lord of the Isles, surrendered to the Crown the sheriff-

doms of Inverness and Nairn, which werein 1492 granted

to the Earl of Huntly, whose influence in the north was
supreme from this time till the Reformation. James IV.

must frequently have passed through the province on

his way to and from the shrine of St Duthac at Tain,

which he often visited ; and in the Treasurer's accounts

for 1504 we find payments recorded to 'the maidens of

Forres that dansit to the king,' and others ' that dansit

'

to him at Elgin arid Darnaway. During the time of

James V. and the minority of Queen Mary, the whole of

the north and north-west wa3 in a very disturbed state,

and the portions of Moray about Badenoch and Lochaber

The Inscription on his tomb in Dunkeld Cathedral was made
to record that he was a man ' bonm memoria: !

'
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and to tho NW of the Great Glen were in an almost con-
tinual state of warfare; and in 1556 the Queen Regent,
Mary of Guise, advanced to Inverness to try to settle

matters, but her attention on her return to the south
being almost immediately drawn off by the beginnings
of tho Reformation, matters were but little improved,
the cause being in part the disturbances created by the
Lord of the Isles, in part tho quarrels among the
clans themselves, and in part tho bad government of
Huntly.
No sooner, however, had Queen Mary assumed the

government, than, acting probably under the advice of
tho great Earl of Murray, she determined to adopt severe
measures, and, setting out in 1562, reached Elgin on 6
Sept. Her doings at Inverness, whore she was from
tho 11th to the 15th of the samo month, are noticed in
that article ; and Huntly's power was broken almost
immediately afterwards at the battle of Corrichie in Aber-
deenshire. Fresh feuds again broke out in consequence
of the murder of ' tho bonny Earl of Moray ' by the Earl
of Huntly at Donibristle in 1592, and these were pro-
longed and intensified by tho proceedings in 1594 against
the Earls of Huntly, Angus, and Errol, who were charged
w ith plotting with Philip of Spain for the restoration of
the Catholic religion in Scotland. It was on this occa-

sion that mass was said for the last time in Elgin
Cathedral, though groups of worshippers of the old

faith are said to havo by stealth frequented corners of

it down to the reign of Queen Anne.
In 1603-4 tho district seems to have suffered severely

from plague, for the magistrates of Elgin sent to

Edinburgh for Thomas Ahannay and two servants ' for

clenging of the infected parts, together with the bodies
of the persons infected,' and the sherilfs of Elgin, Nairn,
and Inverness were authorised by the Lords of Council
to assess for the expenses, amounting to 600 merks.
The province suffered considerably during the civil

wars in the time of the Stewart kings, partly in conse-

quence of the people generally declaring for the cause
of the Solemn League and Covenant, and partly from
the district becoming the scene of one of the campaigns
of Montrose and his ally, Lord Lewis Gordon, who
indeed obtained the unenviable notoriety of being classed

by a rhymer of the period with two of the worst plagues
of an agricultural country:—

' Tho gule, the Gordon, and the hoodie-craw
Are the three warst evils Moray ever saw.'

Probably, however, the author had more than Lord
Lewis in his mind when he thus irreverently spoke of

the descendants of the ' Cock of the North.' In Sept.

1644 Montrose came northward by Aberdeen, and ' begins

to marcho touardis Spey side, bot could not win over the

water, the boitis being drawin on the uther side, and
Moray convenit in armes ;

' and so he turned back, only,

however, to return again after his victory at Inveiiochy.

In tho following year he marched rapidly on the low
country, and ' merehit bak throw Lochqubaber with
display-it bancr touardis Innorniss with incredibill

diligens ; and fynding the toune stronglie fortifeit and
garisonis lying about or rather within the toune, . . .

thairfoir merehit peceablie by Innerniss doun throw the

eountrie of Moray;' and of such of the proprietors as

would not join him he ' plunderit, spolzeit, and brynt

'

the houses and lands, and ' sent out pairteis throw the

eountrie with fyre and plundering.' The Committee of

Estates sitting at Elgin broke up, and many of the
townspeople fled, with ' thair wyves, barnes, and best

goodis,' to Spynie and other strongholds. The Marquis
reached Elgin on 19 Feb., and was joined by Lord Lewis
Gordon shortly after. He received 4000 merks to save the

town from being burned; 'bot his soldiouris, especiallie

the Laird of Grantis soldiouris, plunderit the toun piti-

fullie, and left nothing tursabill oncareit away, ami brak
doun bedis, burdis, insicht, and plenishing. ' Thereafter

he marched southward, but returned again in May,
following up Hurry and his Covenanters, who preceded

him by two days, and whom he shortly afterwards

defeated at the battle of Auldeaun. This victory to
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but the prelude to fresh plundering and spoiling, during

which Elgin was partially burned, and then the Royalist

army passed on its way southward to the final disaster

at Philiphaugh. Much, however, as the district thus

suffered, the adherence of the men of Moray to Presby-

terianism was political rather than religious, and they

consequently never showed that zeal for the cause which
marked the people of the southern and western counties

of Scotland. The other historical events connected with

the province, such as the landing of Charles II. at Gar-

mouth and the battle of Ckomdale, are noticed in detail

in conjunction with the different places with which they

are more particularly connected, and need not now be

further alluded to. In 1746 the Highland army on their

northward retreat broke up into three divisions, one of

which followed the Highland road by the upper waters

of the Spey, and by Duthil on to Inverness ; a second

marched by the braes of Angus and Strathdon to Elgin,

where they were joined by a third body, which had retired

along the great coast road ; and the whole army was

reunited at Inverness. The Duke of Cumberland entered

the province on 12 April, and on the 16th was fought the

Battle of Culloden, the last in which opposing armies

met in array on British soil. After their defeat the High-

landers retired south-eastward by Moy and Badenoeh to

the place of their final dispersion at Clova. The clan

distribution to the SW of the Highland line was: the

Grants, Shaws, and Macphersons along Strathspey

;

the Mackintoshes along the upper portions of the

valleys of the Findhorn and Nairn ; the Frasers to the

SE and N of Loch Ness, and also in Strath Affric and
Glen Cannich ; the Chisholms in Strath Farrer and
Strath Glass ; the Grants to the NW of Loch Ness; and
to the S of them the Glengarry Macdonalds.

The division into the present shires seems to have
taken place in the second half of the 13th century, but

for long after that their boundaries were somewhat
variable. From the time of Queen Mary no Scottish or

British sovereign visited the province till 1872, when
Queen Victoria passed through on her way to Dunrobin
Castle on a visit to the Duke of Sutherland, and she

again traversed the ' laich ' on her way to Loch Maree
in 1877.

The Earldom of Moray was long one of the most
important in Scotland. The first Earl, Angus, was, as

we have seen, in direct descent from the old Celtic

Mormaers ; but after his death in 1130 no Earl was
allowed to exist for nearly two centuries, the manage-
ment of the province being kept in the hands of the

Crown, or committed for briefperiods to different Scottish

nobles, as when, during the early part of the 13th
century, we find Malcolm, Earl of Fife, thus acting at

one time, and William Cumyn at another, each being
simply styled Custos Moravioe. This state of matters

came to an end about 1313 or 1314, when Robert Bruce
granted the whole of the province to his nephew and
trusted friend Sir Thomas Randolph. The charter,

which bears no date, but which must have been granted

shortly before the convention at Ayr in 1315, defines

the estate as including the lands of Fochabers and
Boharm beyond the Spey, thence extending up that

river to Badenoeh, including Kincardine, Glencairn,

Badenoeh, Maymez, Locharkedh, Glengarry, and Glen-

elg, passing along the NW border of Argyllshire to the

western sea, bounded on the N by the Earldom of Ross
to the river Farrar, and thence down that stream and
the Beauly to the Moray Firth. The estate and the

title of the Earldom were, according to the original

principle of peerages, inseparable, the title becoming
extinct upon the alienation of the estate. liaudolph

died in 1332, and was succeeded by his eldest son,

Thomas also, who was killed at Dupplin in 1332,

28 days after his succession. The second son, John,
who then succeeded, was taken prisoner by the English
at the battle of K.ILBLAIN in 1335, but was oxchanged
for the Earl of Salisbury in 1341. Becoming Warden
of the West Marches, he accompanied David II. on his

expedition into England, and was killed at the battlo

of Durham in 1346. There being no male heir the

Earldom then reverted to the Crown, but Patrick
Dunbar, who was married to the daughter of the first

Earl—Black Agnes, whose name is well known in con-
nection with her defence of Dunbar Castle—was generally
styled Earl of Mar and Moray. His second son, John
Dunbar, who was married to Marjory, daughter of
Robert II., was made Earl of Moray in 1372 ; but his

domains were lessened by the large districts of Bade-
noeh, Lochaber, and Urquhart, which were constituted
into a lordship for the King's son, Alexander, better

known as the Wolf of Badenoeh. The succeeding
Earls were Thomas, the son of John, his son also called

Thomas, and James, the cousin of the third Earl, with
whom the male line became again extinct,* and the
succession passed to Archibald Douglas, the husband of
the younger of the two daughters left by Thomas
Dunbar. Supported by the influence of his brother,

the Earl of Douglas, he obtained the Earldom in 1446 ;

but having joined the family rebellion of 1452, and
being killed in 1455, the title and possessions again
passed to the Crown, with whom they remained till

1501, when the honour was granted to James Stewart,

an illegitimate son of James IV., who died in 1544
without issue. From 1548 to 1554 the Earldom was
granted to the Earl of Huntly, but was again, from
1554 to 1562, in the possession of the Crown. In the
latter year it was bestowed on James Stewart, afterwards
the well-known Regent, and in his line it still remains.
Iii 1563 he obtained a second charter limiting the
succession to heirs male, in 1566 a fresh one opening
the succession to heirs general, and in 1567 a ratifica-

tion by the Estates of the deed of 1563. At his death ho
left two daughters, and James Stewart, Baron Doune, who
married the eldest, Lady Elizabeth, assumed the title of
Earl of Moray. This Earl figures in history as the Bonnie
Ear] of Moray, and is the hero of the ballad of that name.

' He was a braw g-allant,

And he played at the e;luve

And the bonnie Earl of Moray
He was the Queene's luve.'

He was in 1592 murdered at Donibristle by the Earl of

Huntly, who was nominally acting on a commission to

pursue the Earl of Bothwell and his associates, of whom
Moray was alleged to be one, but is supposed in reality

to have been instigated to the deed by King James VI.
'It was,' says Sir James Balfour, 'given out and
publickly talked that the Earle of Huntly was only the
instrument of perpetratting this facte to satisffie the
Kinges jelosie of Murray, quhom the Queine, more
rashlie than wyslie, some few dayes before had com-
mendit in the Kinges heiringe, with too many epithetts

of a proper and gallant man. ' His son and successor

was by the King's special efforts reconciled to Huntly,
and married his daughter, Lady Anne Gordon. He
obtained in 1611 a fresh charter of the Earldom with
entail to male heirs only. His grandson, Alexander,
fifth Earl, was Secretary of State and Lord High Com-
missioner between 1680 and 1686. Francis, the ninth
Earl (1737-1810), was noted as an agriculturist, and is

said to have planted on his estates upwards of thirteen

millions of trees. The present Earl, George (b. 1814),
succeeded in 1872. The other titles are Baron Douno
(1581) and Baron St Colme (1611), both in the peerage
of Scotland, and Baron Stewart of Castle Stewart (1796)
in the peerage of Great Britain. The family seats are

Darnaway Castle in Elginshire, Donibristle Castle in

Fifeshire, Castle Stewart in Inverness-shire, and Douno
Lodge in Perthshire.

Of the early religious state of the province almost
nothing is known. St Columba's visit to Inverness is

noticed in that article, and other traces of the Culdco
church and its influence remain in the gilts already
mentioned made by some of the early Mormaers to the
clerics of Deer as well as in the associations of the names

" The fourth Earl bad a son. Sir Alexander Dunbar of Wcstfleld.
by his first marriage with his cousin Isabella Inncs of Inncs. hut
as she was within the forbidden decree, and died before a l'a.|.;il

dispensation eould be procured, this son was deemed illegitimate,
und very wrongly haired from the succession.
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of SI G< nu.lius. St Koran, and St Bride, and other early
dories, with different localities, There are aho accounts
Of old Ohnrohea not OOnneoted with any saint's name at

Biinie, Elgin, and Kintrae, oearthelatter ofwhich is also
In.'hug.irty or 'the priest's island.' The ancient DIOOEBB,
of later date, lias been already noticed in tho article

Elgin. With it the modern Synod of Moray is nearly

00 i'\t. nsivo. Tho latter body meets at Elgin and Forres
alternately, on tho fourth Tuesday of April, and in
either of those towns, or in some place fixed by tho
members, on the last Tuesday of September. It in-

cludes the presbyteries of St ratlibogie, Abcrnetliie, Aber-
lonr, Elgin, Pones, Inverness, and Nairn, and contains
62 quoad cin/ia parishes, 9 quoad sacra parishes, and 3
mission church. 's. There is also a synod of Moray in

connection with the Freo Church, including the same
01 ties a- in the Established Church. It contains
57 chmch. s. The Episcopal Church has a united diocese
of Moray, Koss, and Caithness, with the cathedral and
bishop's residence at Inverness, and churches at Aber-
ohirder, Arpafeelie, Craigellachie, Dingwall, Elgin,
Fochabers, Forres, Fortrosc, Glen Urquhart, Highlield,

Huntly, Inverness, Keith, Nairn, Strathnairn, Thurso,
and Wick.

See also tho works cited under Elgin and Inverness;
Cordiner's Antiquities and Scenery of the North of Scot-

la 1 :17S0 and 1787); Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's
Account of the Great Floods in the Province of Moray in
I • Edinb. 1830, 3d and 4th ed. ;

Elgin, 1873);
Gregory's History of tlie Western Highlands and
Isles of Scotland (1st ed., Edinb. 1836; 2d, Glasgow,
1881) ; Skene's Chronicles of the Picts and Scots ( Edinb.
18G7), and his Celtic Scotland (Edinb. 1876-80); A
Genealogical Deduction of the Family of Jlose of Kilravock
[edited by Cosmo Innes for Spalding Club, 1848); Spald-
ing's Memorials of the Trubles in Scotland (Spalding
Club, 1850) ; The Book of the Thanes of Cawdor (Spald-
ing Club, 1859) ; Ane Account of the Familie of Innes
(Spalding Club, 1864) ; and Dr William Fraser's The
CJticfs of Grant (1884).

Moraylaws, a village near Auldearn, in Nairnshire.
Moray's Cairn, a quondam large stone tumulus,

supposed to have been commemorative of a battle,

in Alves parish, Elginshire.

Morayshire. See Elginshire.
Mordington, a hamlet and a coast parish of SE Ber-

wickshire. The hamlet lies 4 miles WNW of the post-

town, Berwick-on-Tweed. The parish, containing also

the fishing hamlet of Boss, since 1050 has comprehended
the ancient parishes of Mordington and Lamberton.
It is bounded NW by Ayton, NE by the German Ocean,
SE by the Liberties of Berwick, SW by Hutton, and W
by Eoulden. Its utmost length, from NNE to SSW, is 5 J
miles; its breadth varies between 1 J furlong (at the glebe)

and 2§ miles ; and its area is 3069jj acres, of which 114J
are foreshore and 16 water. Whitadder Water winds
2£ miles south -south -eastward along all the Hutton
boundary, though the point where it first touches and
that where it quits the parish are only 1£ mile distant.

Its serpentine folds and steep rocky wooded banks are

singularly picturesque. One burn rises and runs 3 fur-

longs in tne interior, and then goes 2 miles south-south-

westward to the Whitadder along the Foulden boundary

;

and another, running J mile north-eastward to the sea

along the north-western border, in the last part of its

course makes a series of waterfalls down the gully cut by
it in the precipitous cliff. The coast, 2g miles in extent,

and trending in a south-south-easterly direction, rises

steeply from the sea to a height of 200 feet, and is all a
bold breastwork of rugged sandstone, pierced with many
caverns, where smugglers once hid their stores. Here
and there huge masses of detached rock stand out into

the sea ; and only in the extreme N is there a small

recess, Ross Bay, with the conjoint fishing village of

Ross and Bdt.nmotjth, the latter in Ayton parish The
North British railway skirts the brink of the cliff's ; and
beyond it the surface rises westward to 614 feet at Lam-
berton Moor, 712 at Hab or Habehester near the meet-
ing-point with Foulden and Ayton, and 619 at the

Witches' Knowc—heights that command a magnificent
view of tho Eildons, the Lammcrmuirs, tho Ocean, and
Bambrough Castle. Sandstone and poorish limestone

are plentiful; coal has been worked; and ironstone
.veins in small veins. The soil for some distance from
tho Whitadder is a still' clay, yielding good crops of

w heal, and beans, and thence to the coast is mostly a

light loam, well suited for turnips, and for sheep-graz-

ing ; but that of the loftiest parts of the high grounds
is mostly thin and poor, and partly heathy or boggy.
Somo 25 acres, all in the southern district, are under
plantation ; about one-fourth of the entire area is pastoral

or waste ; and all the rest is in tillage. The barony of

Mordington, which at one time belonged to a family of

its own name, by Robert Bruce was granted to Thomas
Randolph, Earl of Moray ;

and, passing at the third

Earl's death to his sister, Black Agnes, Countess of

Dunbar, was given as a dowry to her daughter Agnes,
who married Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith. It con-

tinued to be held by his descendants, the Earls of Mor-
ton, till 1581, when it reverted to the Crown ; but in

1634 tho lands and barony of Over Mordington were
conferred on another James Douglas, the second son of

the tenth Earl of Angus ; and in 1641 he was created

Baron Mordington in the Scottish peerage—a title which
became dormant in 1791. Mordington House, on a
rising-ground to the NE of Mordington hamlet, was
Cromwell's headquarters when he first passed the Tweed
in July 1650 ; and now is the seat of Major Charles
Frederick Campbell Renton of Lamberton (b. 1819 ; sue.

1866), who holds 2487 acres in the shire, valued at

£3560 per annum. Edrington Castle and Edrington
House have been noticed separately. A sequestered

glen, the scene, it is said, of the famous song of Tibbie

Fowler o' the Glen, lies in the southern district, not far

from Edrington House. On Habehester are vestiges of

a so-called Danish camp, consisting of two trenches

whose mounds, 18 or 20 feet high, appear to have been
faced with stones brought toilsomely from the bed of

tho Whitadder ; and on the abrupt Witches' Enowe a

woman is said to have been burned for sorcery so lato

as the beginning of last century. Mordington is in the
presbytery of Chirnside and the synod of Merse and
Teviotdale ; the living is worth £261. The parish

church, at Mordington hamlet, was built in 1869, and
contains 173 sittings. A Free church, a little S of the

parish church, contains 172 sittings ; and the public

school, with accommodation for 57 children, had (1883)

an average attendance of 34, and a grant of £38, 10s.

Valuation (1865) £3717, 6s., (1884) £5323, 10s., plus

£1146 for the 2i miles of railway. Pop. (1801) 330,

(1831) 301, (1861) 377, (1871) 402, (1881) 367.-0;^.
Sur., shs. 34, 26, 1864.

Morebattle, a Border village and parish of E Rox-
burghshire. The village stands, 320 feet above sea,

level, on a gentle eminence, not far from the left bank
of the winding Kale, 4J miles SW of Yetholm and 7^
SSE of Kelso, under which it has a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments.

Pop. (1871) 327, (1881) 322.

The parish, comprising the ancient parish of Mow, is

bounded NW by Linton, NE by Yetholm, E and SE by
Northumberland, SW by Hounam, and W by Eckford.

Its utmost length, from NNW to SSE, is 9| miles ; its

utmost breadth is 7 miles ; and its area is 35J square

miles or 22,518 acres, of which 183$ are water. Kale
Water flows 4J miles northward and westward, partly

along the Hounam and Linton boundaries, partly across

the western interior ; and Bowmont Water, formed at

Cocklawfoot (780 feet) by head-streams that rise among
the Cheviots on the English Border at altitudes of from

1700 to 2350 feet, runs 7§ miles north-westward and
northward till it passes oil' near Hayhope into Yetholm
parish. Yetholm or Primside Loch (3xlg furl.) lies

just on the Yetholm boundary. Along Bowmont Water
the surface declines io 385, along Kale Water to 220, feet

above the sea ; and chief elevations, from N to S, are

*Linton Hill (926 feet), Clifton Hill (905), *Windshaw
Hill (1067), Morebattle Hill (719), the Cvkk (1849), the
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•Schcl (1079), *Auchopecairn (2422), and 'Windygate
Hill (2034), where asterisks mark those summits that
culminate on the confines of the parish. Indeed,
excepting two small tracts in the extreme NW and N,
all Morebattle consists of hills and narrow valleys, and
runs up along the whole boundary with England to the
highest summits of the Cheviots. Its heights com-
mand, in many instances, very grand and map-like
views of Teviotdale, Merse, and Northumberland,
fringed on the E by the German Ocean ; and generally
have a graceful outline and a deep verdure, unlike the
usual stern features of a mountainous district. Only a
fair proportion of wood is wanted to complete that
blending of grandeur into beauty which is due to the
district's natural form and clothing. The predominant
rocks are eruptive ; and the soil of the arable lands is

mostly light, well suited to the turnip husbandry. The
higher grounds are chiefly disposed in pasture. Corbet
Tower, near the Kale's left bank, 1 mile SSE of the
village of Morebattle, was burned by the English in
1522 and 1545. Rebuilt in 1575, it gradually fell into
decay, till early in this century it was renovated by Sir
Charles Ker of Gateshaw, though never inhabited.
Whitton Tower, 1J mile SSW of the village, was
sacked by the Earl of Surrey in 1523, and burned by
Hertford in 1545, and is now in a ruinous condition.
Other towers and peel-houses of the parish which figure

in Border records have disappeared ; but on many of the
heights are encampments. The church of Merebotle
or Morebattle ('village on the mere or lake')
belonged to Glasgow cathedral as early as the 12th
century, but was the subject of pertinacious controversy
regarding the right to its temporalities ; and eventually,
in 1228, was declared to be a prebend of Glasgow, whose
archdeacon should receive thirty merks a year for a
mansion, but should claim nothing of the rectory.
There were two pre-Refonnation chapels in the parish

—

the one at Clifton on Bowmont Water, and the other at
Whitton, now called Nether-Whitton. Mow or Moll
included the highest grounds or southern and south-
eastern parts of the united parish. Its village stood on
Bowmont Water near Mowhaugh, 5^ miles S of Yetholm

;

and its church stood a little lower down the river.

The church belonged to the monks of Kelso. Those of
Melrose also held lands in the parish ; and their refusal
to pay the tithes gave rise to a dispute, which was
finally settled in 1309. The principal residences are
Lochside, Otterburn, and Gateshaw ; and 7 proprietors
hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 2 of
between £100 and £500, and 4 of from £20 to £50.
Morebattle is in the presbytery of Kelso and the synod of
Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth £343. The
parish church, at the village, was built in 1757, and
contains 300 sittings. In the village are also a Free
and a U.P. church, the latter representing the oldest
Secession congregation in the South of Scotland. Their
first minister, Mr Hunter, was ordained in 1739, and
was the earliest Secession licentiate ; but he died a few
months after his ordination. The original meeting-house
stood at Gateshaw Brae or Corbet, and the present one was
built in 1866. A great religious meeting, conducted by
a body of Secession ministers from a distance, was held
in 1839, on Gateshaw Brae, to celebrate the centenary
of Mr Hunter's ordination. Two public schools, More-
battlo and Mowhaugh, with respective accommodation
for 125 and 28 children, had (1883) an average attend-
ance of 104 and 19, and grants of £94, lis. and £34,
2s. 6d. Valuation (1864) £13,013, 18s. lid., (1884)
£13,962, 8s. 2,1. Pop. (1801) 785, (1831) 1055, (1861)
1031, (1871) 986, (1881) 1003.—Orel. Sur., sh. 18, 1863.
Moredun, a mansion in Liberton parish, Edinburgh-

shire, 3£ miles SSE of Edinburgh. Its late owner,
David Anderson, Esq. (1813-81), held 194 acres in tho
shire, valued at £851 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 32,
1857.

Moredun Hill. See Moncreiffe.
More, Loch. See Eddrachilms.
Morgay. Sic RtHOEGAY.
Morham, a parish of central Haddingtonshire, whose
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church stands 4 miles ESE of Haddington. Bounded W
and NW by Haddington, NE by Prestonkirk, and SE by
Whittingham and Garvald, the parish has an utmost
length from ENE to WSWof 3^ miles, an utmost breadth
of 1§ mile, and an area of 2087J acres. The surface,

drained to the Tyne by Bearford Burn, is part of a gently
undulating plain, with northward declension, which sinks

littlebelow200, and little exceeds 400, feet above sea-level.

A pretty little glen forms the minister's pasture glebe
;

but elsewhere the scenery is tame and bare. Trap rock

abounds, and sandstone has been quarried ; whilst coal

of inferior quality was formerly worked. The soil in

general inclines to clay. Morham Castle, which stood

near the parish church, has wholly disappeared. The
Earl of Wemyss divides the parish with four lesser pro-

prietors. Morham is in the presbytery of Haddington
and the synod of Lothian and Tweed dale ; the living is

worth £234. The parish church, built in 1724, con-

tains 100 sittings ; and the public school, with accom-
modation for 54 children, had (1883) an average attend-

ance of 27, and a grant of £31, 4s. Valuation (1860)

£3482, (1884) £2837, 5s. Pop. (1801) 254, (1831) 262,

(1861) 281, (1871) 204, (1881) 209.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33,

1863.

Morie, Loch. See Mary's Loch.
Morir. See Morar.
Morishill, an estate, with a mansion, in Beith parish,

Ayrshire, close to Beith station. Its owner, John
Shedden-Dobie, Esq. (b. 1820; sue. 1883), holds 272
acres in the shire, valued at £578 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Morison's Haven, a harbour in Prestonpans parish,

Haddingtonshire, adjacent to the boundary with Edin-
burghshire, 1$ mile WSW of Prestonpans town.
Formed in 1526 by the monks of Newbattle for

exporting coal from their lands of Prestongrange, it

was called originally Newhaven, afterwards Acheson's
Haven, eventually Morison's Haven ; and it serves now
as the port for Prestonpans, and for extensive neigh-

bouring works and collieries of the Prestongrange Coal
and Iron Company, employing upwards of 400 men.
About 1873 it acquired new importance by the forma-
tion of a village for the neighbouring work-people, the

erection of a large brick and tile work, and the con-

struction of branch lines of railway. Its tidal harbour,

reckoned to be one of the best in the Firth of Forth,

afforded a very limited reach for the loading of vessels
;

but in 1875-77 it was greatly improved and extended,

after engineering plans by J. Buchanan, at a cost of

£10,000.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Moriston, a beautiful river of NW Inverness-shire,

issuing from Loch Clunie (606 feet above sea-level),

and ilowing 19} miles east-north-eastward, till, after a

total descent of 556 feet, it falls into Loch Ness at In-

vermoriston, 7 miles NNE of Fort Augustus. It

receives, within 3j miles of its exit from Loch Clunie,

the tribute of the Loyne and the Doe ; riots wildly

along picturesque Glen Moriston, now from side to

side, now on reaches of deep, rocky, ledgy channel,

here in gorge or narrow ravine, there in tiny lacustrine

expansions studded with romantic rocks or wooded
islets ; is so impetuous as to have repeatedly swept
away bridges from its path ; and makes, in its last

reach, a foaming cataract, margined with wood, and
overhung by green or wooded hills. Its waters contain

abundance of trout, and have been made accessible to

salmon.—Ord. Sur., shs. 72, 73, 18S0-78.

Morlich, Loch. See Duthil.
Mormond, a station in Strichen parish, NE Aberdeen-

shire, on tho Formartino and Buchan branch of tho
Great North of Scotland railway, 2$ miles ENE of
Strichen and 7.? S by W of Fraserburgh. Mormond
House, in Rathen parish, on Cortes estate, 5 miles S of
I'M i

l l nirgh, anil 9 furlongs WNW of Lonmay station,

was erected early in the present century by John Gor-
don, Esq. of Cairnbulg, and is a commodious mansion,
with an elegant portico, an artificial lake (2J x £ furl.),

and finely-Wooded grounds. Its owner, William Eraser

Cordiner, Esq., holds 1585 acros in the shire, valued at
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£1325 per annum. Morniond Hill, on the mutual

boundary of the throe parishes of Btriohen, Rathen,

and Praaerburgh (detached), 6) miles ssw of Eraser-

bargh, riaei in two summits—the higher to the W

—

of 769 and H9 Ici t above sea-level, and serves as a

landmark to manners. On its south-western hrow,

overlooking Stricken village, is the figure of a horso

whiih, occupying a 6pnce of nearly half an aero,

oonaiata nt DMCaa of white quartz rock, fitted into

euttm-s in the turf, and was formed about the begin-

ning of the present century by tho tenantry of the

Striehen estate, to commemorate tho war-horso of Lord

Lovat The figure of a stag on the seaboard face

of the bill, directly over Whiteside farm, occupies

it space of nearly an acre ; measures 240 feet from the

tip of the antlers to tho hoof; consists of similar

materials to thoso of the 'White Horse;' appears in

bold relief from tho contrast of its quartzite stones to

the circumjacent mossy soil ; and was formed in 1870

by Mr Cordiner to serve as a conspicuous landmark. A
massive cairn of quartzite stones stands in the near

vicinity of the stag, and was erected in the latter part

of 1870, to commemorate the formation of the stag. A
wat< rsnout, which burst on tho SW shoulder of the hill,

one July morning of 1789, tore vast masses of moss from

their native bed, made cavities 18 to 20 feet deep, and
jxuired such a deluge down Ugio Water as swept away
in uhj, -. and lodged mioses of moss on the river's banks

to its mouth at Peterhead. Sec Stricuen.—Ord.
Sur., shs. 87, 97, 1870.

Morningside. See Edinduroit.
Morningside, a mining village in Cambusnethan

parish, Lanarkshire, with stations on branch lines of

both the Caledonian and North British railways, 3 miles

by road E by N ol Wishaw, and 7 by railway SSE of

llolvtown. It has a post and telegraph office and a

public school. Pop. (1861) 780, (1871) 428, (1881) 740.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Morphie, an estate in St Cyrus parish, Kincardine-

shire, 4 miles N of Montrose. Its owner, Francis

Barclay Grahame, Esq. (b. 1838 ; sue. 1877), holds

1175 acres in the shire, valued at £2731 per annum.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Morrison's Haven. See Moeisoh's Haven.
Morriston. See Leoekwood.
Morriston, Inverness-shire. See Mokiston.
Morthill. See Murkle.
Mortlach (anciently Murthlak, Murthelach, and

Hurthlache; GaeL? Moihr-tulloch, 'the great hills'), a

parish near the centre of Banffshire. It is bounded N
by Boharm, NE by Botriphnie i>arish, for fully 3£ miles

near and at the extreme E corner by Aberdeenshire,

8E by Glass parish and Cabrach parish, SW by Inver-

aven parish, and W by Aberlour parish. The boundary

largely natural, following along the NE a line of rising

grounds, at the E corner for 1J mile the course of the

1 1 . ion, along the SE Edinglassie Burn and the

rising grounds between the basins of the Fiddich and

the Deveron, along the SW the line of heights be-

I Hens Fiddich and Rinnes and Glenlivet, and at

the W corner and W side for 4 J miles the Burn of

Favat to nearly its junction with the Corryhabbie Burn.

The shape of the parish is very irregular, but the greatest

length, from Hillhead of Kininvie on the N to Cook's

Cairn on the 8, is 11 J miles ; the greatest breadth, from

the boundary with Aberlour parish between the Convals

on the W to the Deveron at Haugh of Glass on the E,

is 9J miles ; and the area is 34,283-681 acres, of which

99 661 are water. The height above sea-level varies

from 600 to 900 feet along the northern border, and

from this it ri along the western border to the Little

'
. Hill (1810), Meikle Conval (1867), the Round

Hill, on the flank of Ben Rinnes (1754), and the Bill of

Auchmore (1672) at the S end of Glen Rinnes ; in the

centre, between Glen Rinnes and Glen Fiddich, to

Jock's Hill (1568), Laird's Seat (1498), Thunderslap

Hill (1708), Tor Elick (1420), Hill of Glenroads (1544),

and Corryhabbie Hill (E, 2653; W, 2393); in tho Wood
of Kininvie to Staut Hill (1194), and along the NE

border, to Tips of Clunymoro (1296), Carran Hill (1366),
Tips of Corsemaul (1339); between tho Markio and
Fiddich to tho Hill of Maekalca (1529) and the Scalp
(1599); and along the SE border to Meikle Ballocb
Hill (1529), Cairn Crome (1657), Hill of Clais nan Earb
(1717), Scaut Hill (1987), and Cook's Cairn, the extreme
S, (2478). Aliout one-sixth of the whole area is arable
land, either alluvial along the valleys of tho streams or
poor high-lying land along the slopes of the glens.

About 700 acres are under wood, and the rest of the
parish is either upland pasture or heathy moor. The
soil varies from good fertile loam—particularly along
the lower Fiddich, ' Fiddichsido for fertility ' being an
old district proverb—to thin clay. The underlying
rocks are granite, dark clay slate—both worked to a
small extent for building purposes—and limestone of ex-

cellent quality, which is extensively worked at Tinninver
and elsewhere, and in some places passes into an inferior

quality of marble. A rock suitable for whetstones is

also found as well as traces of antimony, lead, alum,
and some small garnets. Near Kininvie House is a
spring highly charged with lime, and there are chaly-
beato springs at several places. The drainage of the
parish in the E is effected by the Markie and some other
small streams that flow into the Deveron ; and in the
SW by the Favat and Corryhabbie Burns, which, after

separate courses of about 3J miles, unite at Mill of
Laggan to form the Dullan which, for over 5 miles,

drains the western part of the parish along the centre

till it unites with the Fiddicli at Dufftown. The S,

centre, and N of the parish is drained by the Fiddich

—

which has here, from its source till it quits the parish
on the NE, a course of almost 15 miles—and the streams
that flow into it. The glen through which the upper
waters of the Dullan flow is known as Glen Rinnes, and
that along the upper waters of the Fiddich as Glen
Fiddich, the surrounding district forming a deer forest

belonging to the Duke of Richmond. It was by the
road along Glen Rinnes that the Queen drove when she
visited Glen Fiddich Lodge in September 1867. Her
Majesty's impressions are thus recorded in More Leaves
from the Journal of a Life in the Highlands (1884) :

—

' We drove on for an hour and more, having entered
Glen llinnes shortly after Tomnavoulin, with the
hills of Ben Rinnes on the left. There were fine large

fields of turnips, pretty hills and dales, with wood, and
distant high hills, but nothing grand. The day became
duller, and the mist hung over the hills ; and just as

we sat down by the roadside on a heathery bank, where
there is a very pretty view of Glenlivet, to take our tea,

it began to rain, and continued doing so for the remainder
of the evening. Lindsay, the head keeper, fetched a

kettle with boiling water from a neighbouring farm-
house. About two miles beyond this we came through
Dufftown— a small place with a long steep street, very
like Grantown—and then turned abruptly to the right

past Auchindoun, leaving a pretty glen to the left.

Three miles more brought us to a lodge and gate, which
was the entrance of Glenfiddich. Here you go quite into

the hills. The glen is very narrow, with the Fiddich
flowing below, green hills rising on either side with
birch trees growing on them, much like at Inchrory,

only narrower. We saw deer on the tops of the hills

close by. The carriage-road—a very good one—winds
along lor nearly three miles, when you come suddenly
upon the lodge, the position of which reminds me very
much of Corn Davon, (near Balmoral, not far from Loch
Bulig, )

only that the glen is narrower and the hills just

round it steeper.'

Both Dullan and Fiddich are good fishing streams,

and except where the latter is within the deer forest of

Glen Fiddich, they are open to the public. There is

some pretty scenery along their banks, particularly

on the Dullan about the 'Giant's Chair,' and at the

small waterfall called the 'Linen Apron.'
Many parts of the slopes in these glens are occupied

by crofters, to whose comfortable position the following

testimony is borne by a writer in the North British

Agriculturist (1883), speaking of Mortlach, Glenlivet,
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Cabrach, and Kirkmichael. After noticing the vil-

lage groups at Knoekandow in Glenlivet and elsewhere,

and the benefit they confer on the district by retaining

in it tradesmen who might otherwise be lost, and by form-
ing also nurseries for the best of agricultural labourers,

though 'the ground would have been worth more to

the landlord in its natural state,' he proceeds :
— 'Where

no such thing as village order is observed, and people

have planted themselves down on the hillside, the size

of the crofts is greater, though still various. Even in

this case the rent is only the eighth part of a sovereign

—that is to say if there was no arable land to start with.

Some, however, had such facilities for reclamation that

from 20 to 30 acres are now under the plough, in a few-

cases in the parish of Mortlach. Nevertheless, the rent

goes on at the same mite year after year. Some of the

crofts were made up of outlying portions of arable farms.

In other words, the land had been under the plough
before. In that case a common rent is £2 for from 7

to 10 acres—sufficient to keep two cows and a stirk, or

a cow, a calf, and a pony. This is extremely cheap.

The crofters seem content, and so they may. They
cannot fail to observe that their brethren on most other

properties are not so leniently or generously treated.

Within the last few weeks we ascertained that many
crofters in the same county, who occupy land on other

properties that was arable before they got it, pay nearly

three times as much rent as the Duke's small holders

do. In fact, we have not, from one end of Scotland to

the other, found so generous treatment dealt out to

small holders as prevails on his Grace's upland Banff-

shire estates, . . . that they [the crofters] have
for so many years been, and still are, sitting almost

"rent free," and are generally happy and prosperous, in

our opinion, deserves notice in these columns, par-

ticularly at a time when almost all that is heard or

read publicly of crofters, takes the form of grievances,

rack-renting, and alleged ill-treatment. The Duke has

a very small revenue indeed from his crofts, but they
serve, as already explained, a good purpose, not only

for his own estates, which are very extensive, but for

the country. . . . His crofters occupy an enviable

position among their brethren. There is no word of,

and no necessity for a Royal Commission to inquire

into their condition. In this respect, as in most others,

the Duke of Richmond and Gordon shows a noble

example to his brother landlords.' A pass near Auchin-

doun Castle, called the Glacks of Balloch, is said to be

the locality alluded to iu the song of Roy's Wife of
Aldivalloch, and the writer in the Old Statistical

Account says that ' Tibbie Fowler of the Glen ' also lived

near Auchindoun, but the allusion to Tintock Tap seems

to negative this statement. The mansions are Bal-

venie, which is separately noticed ; Buchromb House, a

building in the baronial style, erected in 1873-74 ; and
Kininvie House, erected partly in 1725-26 and partly in

1840-42, but with a keep dating from the end of the 15th

or the beginning of the 16th century. The Leslies of

Kininvie are cadets of the family of Balquhain, and have

held the estate since 1521. The Duke of Richmond has

a shooting-lodge in the S of the parish, in Glen Fiddich.

The old castles of Auchindoun and Balvenie are sepa-

rately noticed ; and Keithmore, 2 miles E of Dufftown,

was the property of Alexander Duir, one of whose sons

became Dull' of Braco, and the ancestor of the present

Earl of Fife. There is a circular British hill fort on the

top of Little Conval Hill ; and in Glen Rinnes, not far

from Mill of Laggan, are three large stones lying on a

spot known as The King's Grave. Below tho church

of Mortlach (3$ furlongs S of Dufftown), on the bank

of the Dullan, is the Stone of Mortlach, a so-called

' runic ' stone, with the usual symbols, a drawing of

which will be found in the first volume of the Spalding

Club Sculptured Stones of Scotland. Tho traditional

account of it is, that it was erected to commemorate a

victory which Malcolm II. gained over the Northmen
or 'Danes' at this spot in 1010. This battlo rests

pretty much on a brief mention in Fordun and a full

and elaborate account in Boece, where we are told that

the Scots being likely to be beaten, Malcolm looked up
to the chapel dedicated to St Moloc, which was near at
hand, and lifting up his hands, prayed to God for aid,
vowing that if it were granted he should erect there a
cathedral church and found a bishop's see. His prayer
was heard, the rout was stayed, and his army returned
to the fight ; while Malcolm himself, finding the leader
Evetus prancing up and down the field without a helmet,
as if the Scots had been finally defeated, slew him with
his own hand, and the Danes were driven into Murray-
land, totally defeated. That some battle may have
taken place is highly probable, as the Norsemen, under
Sigurd the Stout, had just before overrun the province
of Moray, and they may, therefore, while attempting to
press across the Spey and penetrate Alban, have been
met and defeated by the king of the latter region ; birc

all the details given by Boece must be received as merely
proofs of that spirit of invention which characterised
him, and which has made so much of the early history o
Scotland, down even to our own day, a mere tissue o
fabricated legends. Fordnn merely states that Malcolm,
in 1011, thinking over the many benefits he had re-

ceived from God, determined to promote the power of
Christianity, and so founded a new bishopric at ' Mur-
thillach, not far from the place where he had obtained a
victory over the Norwegians.' It is, however, certain
that, as we must reject the fictitious details of the battle,

we must reject as equally untrue both the date and the
circumstances of the foundation of the see of Mortlach.
In fact, there never was a see of Mortlach. ' It was
not,' says Dr Hill Burton, ' the day when kings of Scot-
land erected bishoprics off-hand. We have here an in-

stance of the provoking practice, to be hereafter dealt
with, by which history and documents were tampered
with, for the purposes of carrying into remote antiquity
the phraseology and practices of later ages of the Church.

'

The records of the see of Aberdeen, from which, pro-

bably, both Fordun and Boece drew, still remain, and
remain in a suspicious state. ' The charters, ' says Cosmo
Innes, ' quoted by him [Boece] are all to be found in tho
extant registers, and some of the alterations of the record
and dates superinduced on the margin, agree in so sur-

prising a way with his book, that they give the impres-
sion of his own hand having made them.' All the first

five charters recorded in the Registrum Episcopatus Aber-
donensis must, we fear, be regarded as forgeries—and
indeed, in the first, which has been originally written
so as to refer to Malcolm III., an attempt at alteration

has been subsequently made, so as to try to make it refer

to Malcolm II. There is also other evidence that proves
that at that time the only bishopric in Scotland was that
of Dunkeld. If we admit that Malcolm III. may have
granted some lands to Mortlach for ecclesiastical pur-
poses, and that a church scribe in the diocese of Aber-
deen afterwards recorded this in a form common at the

time when he wrote, we have allowed all that the authen-
tic evidence will permit. The ordinary story of the
foundation of the see by Malcolm II., and of its trans-

ference to Aberdeen by David I., must be rejected.

Mortlach was, however, the site of a religious establish-

ment at a very early date, and if Malcolm did not look
up and see 'a chapel dedicated to St Moloc,' he might
have done so. The patron saint is sometimes also styled

St Wollock, Makuvolokus, or Makuolocus, and is assigned

to the beginning of the 8th century ; but he must rather

be identified with the Irish saint, Moloc or Mo-luag, who
was a disciple of St Brendan, and who died, according
to tho Chronicon Hyense, in 592.* He assisted St Boni-
face in his labours in tho north, and may possibly him-
self have taught at Mortlach and in the neighbourhood,
for his name is also associated with a well in the parish
of Glass. Whether this was so, and he was the founder
of the cell, or whether it was founded and dedicated to

him by one of his disciples, cannot bo settled ; but when
* Although a cood deal of confusion exists as to St Moloc and St

Wollock, they uoeni to have been entirely difTerent persons, the
feast of the former being on the 25th June and of the latter on
29th January. Both Been) to have laboured in the north st
Moloo'S fair at Mortlach was held or the tlat ground below Uio
church about the sculptured stone already noticed.
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P c ('..'..rii'.ni Church began to spread over the north in

the Btb oenttuy. one of theii monastic establishments was
Bxad Di re ; jiu.I in u Hull of Adrian IV. in 1157 we find
• vill.un i t monasteriom de tfurthillaoh cum quinque

in it tirris cisdem jurt imut ibus, ' nnd also tlio

.'.•pendent ' mon.isterium do Clouoth ' or Clova, con-

firmed to Edward, the first Bishop of Abordcon. Heads
i 'i -hi. I oonneoted with this monastery were probably the
four « l. rii s who figure as the bishops of the supposititious

MO, viz. : Beyn.Donort, Cormae, and Nectan. Practically

nothing la Known of them but their names. The present
church, which consists of a main portion standing E and
W, with an aisle projecting from the centre of the N
side, was long implicitly believed to date from the 11th
century ; and a mark 18 feet from the W end of the main
portioi was pointed out as showing the point from which,
in accordance with Malcolm's vow, it was lengthened
tin b apt ir-lengths. The eastern portion, measuring 72
(•. t by 28, and with walls more than 4 feet thick, formed
of small round stones, such as may bo found in the bed
ot the Duln m, set in run lime, dates probably from the

12th century, and it has been afterwards really extended
for 18 feet "to the \V in much later masonry. The N
aisle was added in 1820. In 1876 the whole building
was extensively repaired at a cost of £1100, and 10 feet

wi re added to this northern portion. During the opera-

tions, it was found that an old three-light lancet window
in the E gable had been partly built up, and this is now
restored to its original condition and filled with stained

glass. An old elligy of a knight in armour, supposed to

represent Alexander Leslie, the first of Kininvie, which
used to stand upright, has been replaced in its proper
position in an arched recess. An old circular-headed

doorway was also discovered, which shows that the floor

of the church must originally have been about six feet

below its present level. An old ' jougs ' which was dug
up inside has been fastened to the wall. In a niche in

the wall is also an old ecclesiastical hand-bell. Prior to
the repairs in 1826 three skulls, traditionally those of

Danes slain in the battle, occupied niches in the
wall of the church. Both in the church and in

the churchyard there arc a number of interesting

monuments, from 1417 downwards ; but many of

the inscriptions that existed at the beginning of the
present century have now become illegible. It is now
(1884) proposed to introduce an organ. The other
churches are noticed in the article on the police burgh
of Dufftown, in which they stand ; and a new Estab-
lished church was built in the quoad sacra parish of

Glenrinnes in 1883. Pour public schools—Auchindoun,
Mortlach, the female, and the infant—and Dufftown
P.oman Catholic school, with respective accommodation
for 60, 200, 119, 63, and 281 pupils, had (1883) an
average attendance of 25, 85, 80, 68, and 60, and grants
of £23, 0s. 6d., £89, 18s. 6d., £70, £59, 10s., and
£38, 3s.

The parish is in the presbytery of Strathbogie and the

synod of Mora}-, and the living is worth £342. The
civil parish contains also part of the quoad sacra parish

of Glenrinnes. Prior to the Reformation it was in the
deanery of Mar in the diocese of Aberdeen. After the
formation of presbyteries and synods it was placed at

first in the synod of Moray, but after the union of the
synods of Banff and Aberdeen it was placed in the
presbytery of Fordyce in the synod of Aberdeen, in

which it remained till 1688, when it was again trans-

ferred to the presbytery of Strathbogie and the synod of

Elgin, an arrangement sanctioned, however, by the
General Assembly only in 1706. There arc good district

roads throughout the parish, and the N end is traversed

for 4$ miles by the Keith and Elgin section of the
Great North of Scotland railway system, with a station

called Dufftown 1 mile N of the police burgh of that

name. The principal proprietors are the Duke of Rich-
mond and the Earl of File, and one other besides holds
an annual value of £500 or upwards, 1 holds between
£500 and £100, 3 hold between £100 and £50, and
there are a few of smaller amount. Valuation (1860)

£6677, (1884) £10,736, including £540 for the railway.
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Pop. (1801) 1876, (1831) 2633, (1861) 3095, (1871)

3059, (1881) 2934, of whom 1448 woro males and 1486
females, while 283 wero in the quoad sacra parish of

Glenrinnes.—Ord. Sur., shs. 85, 75, 1876.

Morton, a parish of Upper Nithsdale, NW Dumfries-
shire, containing the post-town of Tuoenhill, 1 mile
SW of Thomhiil station on the Glasgow and South-
western railway, this being 14.} miles NNW of Dumfries
and 28J SW of Cumnock. Containing also Caeron-
nitinaii village, the parish is bounded N by Durisdeer,

NE by Crawford in Lanarkshire, E and S by Closeburn,

and W by Penpont and Durisdeer. Its utmost length,

from NNE to SSW, is 6| miles ; its width varies between
7 furlongs and 2£ miles ; and its area is 8126£ acres, of

which 90 are water. The NlTH curves 2| miles south-

ward along or close to all the Penpont border, and is

joined by Carron Water, coming in from Durisdeer,

and running 3J miles south-south-westward along the
boundary with that parish, and also—just within Close-

burn—by Cample Water, which, rising on Wedder
Law, runs 8 miles south -south-westward, mainly along
the Closeburn border. Morton Loch (3£ x £ furl. ) is the

only sheet of water of any size. The surface declines

along tho Nith to less than 200 feet above sea-level,

and rises thence to 1075 feet at Deer Camp, 1452 at

Bellybought Hill, and 2185 at Wedder Law on the
Lanarkshire border. Along the Nith, and a short way
up the Cample, are beautiful belts of very rich holm or

haugh, liable to inundation, but well protected by
embankments. Screening the holm-lands, a consider-

able ridge of rising ground swells up from the margin,
somewhat bold near the middle, but gentle in gradient at

either extremity. The summit of this ridge is occupied
by the town of Thornhill, and commands a picturesque

prospect of a considerable extent of the valley and hill-

screens of the Nith. North-eastward of the town rise two
other hilly banks, parallel and of dilferent height, running
across the parish like huge natural galleries. Beyond
the more northerly, the surface descends at a gentle

gradient, and forms a valley ; and then it shoots up in

bold pastoral heights, which occupy about one-third of

the whole area, form part of the Southern Highlands of

Scotland, and climb up to tho water-shedding line

between the two great basins of the Lowlands. The
rocks of the lower grounds are Devonian, those of

the uplands are Silurian ; and Gateleybridge quarry
yields excellent freestone. The soil of the first or most
southerly low ridge of the parish is a light but fertile

loam on a gravelly bottom ; that of tho ridges im-
mediately N of Thornhill is heavy and retentive,

and lies on a clayey bottom ; that of the interior valley

is partly alluvial and all excellent ; and that of the

mountainous district gives frequent way to the naked
rock, and is elsewhere so thin and poor as to bear but a

mottled sward of heath and coarse grass. A consider-

able tract, lying principally between Thornhill and the

upper valley, is still unreclaimed, but would repay
improvement. Nearly three-tenths of the entire area

are in cultivation ; 1167 acres are under wood ; and
the rest is either pastoral or waste. Towards the centre

of the parish, 2| miles NNE of Thornhill, on the

brink of the glen of a little tributary of Cample Water,
stands Morton Castle, one of the least dilapidated ruins

of its class in Nithsdale. What remains, although but

a fractional part of tho original structure, measures 100

by 30 feet. The S front is nearly entire, rises to the

height of 40 feet, has at each corner a circular tower 12

feet in diameter, and is from 8 to 10 feet thick in the

wall. The glen on tho N side, with its water dammed
up to form Morton Loch, and deep intrenchments on
the other sides, must have rendered the place very

strong. Of several conflicting accounts which are

given of the proprietorship of this castle, perhaps tho

most plausible is that of the Maefarlane MSS. in the

Advocates' Library, as quoted by Grose. According to

this, the castle, of unknown origin, was held, in the

minority of David Bruce, by Thomas Randolph, Earl of

Moray
;
and, afterwards passing into the possession of

that branch of the Douglases who became Earls of
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Morton, gave them their title, anil was allowed by
them, in their solicitude about other strengths, to go to
ruin. Yet the castle has smart competition for the
honour thus assigued it, especially with the lands o

f
Mortoune, in the ancient parish of East Calder, Edin -

burghshiie. (See Dalmahoy.) A little way N of the
castle, on the other side of the glen, are remains of Deer
Camp, a strong fortification with intrenchments, which
seems to have been a Roman fort or castellum ; and 300
yards S of the castle, on a rising ground, is the vestige
of a small station or camp called Watchman Knowe. In
various parts, principally in the vicinity of the castle,

there formerly existed, or were found, memorials of the
ancient Britons and of the feudal times. Close to
Oateleybridge quarry, 2 miles ENE of Thornhill, is the
Upper Nithsdale Combination Poorhouse, built in 1854-
55 at a cost of £5218, and having accommodation for

126 inmates. The Duke of Buceieuch is almost sole
proprietor. Morton is in the presbytery of Penpont
and the synod of Dumfries ; the living is worth £420.
The places of worship are noticed under Thornhill.
Four schools—Morton public, Morton infants' public,
Carronbridge, and Gateley Bridge—with respective ac-
commodation for 203, 159, 101, and 62 children, had
(1883) an average attendance of 121, 92, 110, and 31,
and grants of £89, 19s., £72, 13s., £96, 2s., and
£21, 3s. Valuation (1860) £5542, (1884) £8782, 13s.
Pop. (1801) 1255, (1831) 2140, (1861) 2253, (1871) 2099,
(1881) 2118.—Ord. Sur., shs. 9, 15, 1863-64. See Dr
C. T. Ramage's Drumlanrui Castle, and Morton (Dumf.
1876).

Morton. See Half Morton.
Morton Hall, a mansion in Liberton parish, Edin-

burghshire, 3J miles S of Edinburgh. Built in 1769
and improved about 1835, it is a fine edifice, with
beautifully wooded grounds. The estate, which was
bought by his ancestor in 1641, is now the property of
Lieut. -Col. Henry Trotter (b. 1844 ; sue. 1874), who
holds 2490 acres in Edinburghshire and 6780 in Berwick-
shire, valued at £6759 and £12,703 per annum.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See Charteuhall, and John
Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb.
1883).

Morton House, a mansion in Liberton parish, Edin-
burghshire, 4 J miles S of Edinburgh. Here, on 10 Aug.,
died the historian, John Hill Burton, LL.D. (1809-81).
Mortoune. See Calder, East.
Morven, a mountain in Lathcron parish, S Caithness,

culminating, 7g miles NNW of the Ord of Caithness, at
an altitude of 2313 feet above sea-level. It serves as a
landmark throughout most of the Moray Firth, and
commands extensive and magnificent views.

—

Ord. Sur
sh. 109, 1878.

Morven, a round-topped fclspathic mountain (2862
feet) on the mutual border of Glenmuick and Logie-
Coldstone parishes, S\V Aberdeenshire, 5% miles N of
Ballater. The Queen ascended it, with the Princess
Alice, on 14 Sept. 1859 ; and ' the view,' she writes,
' from it is more magnificent than can be described ; so
large and yet so near everything seemed, and such seas
of mountains with blue lights, and the colour so wonder-
fully beautiful.'—Ord. Sur., sh. 75, 1876.
Morven, an indefinite region in the Highlands, figur-

ing, or supposed to figure, in Ossian's poems. The
name, which in Gaelic orthography is Mor-Bhcinn,
signifies simply the ' Great Mountain,' and, as occurring
in Ossian, it seems to designate either the Highlands
generally or such portions of them as most abound in
fastnesses or alpine heights.

Morvern or Morven, a parish of NW Argyllshire, con-
taining a post office of its own name under Oban,
with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments. It forms a peninsula, extending south-westward
between Lochs Suinart and Linnhe to the Sound of Mull
and connected with the district of Ard"our by an
isthmus of 6 miles. With a roughly triangular outline
it is hounded NW by Loch Suinart, N by Loch Suinart'
Ardnamurchan, and Kilmallie, 8B by Loch Linnhe, and
SW by the Sound of Mull, which divides it from the

island of Mull. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 20
miles ; its utmost breadth is 15 miles ; and its area is

141 J square miles or 90,737 acres. It comprises also

the small islands of Oronsay and Carna, in Loch Suinart

;

and its extent of coast-line, even exclusive of these, is

little short of 100 miles. A chain of lakes, partly

marine and partly fresh-water, commencing with Loch
Teacuis on the NW, and terminating with Loeh Aline
in the S, nearly isolates most of the district lying along
the Sound of Mull from the upper and mueli the larger

district, the Braes of Morvern. Streams and torrents

are everywhere numerous ; and here and there are fine

cascades and other interesting features of water scenery.

The general surface, however, is bleak, tame, heathy
upland. Its highest summits are Glashven (1516 feet)

in the SE, Beneaddan (1873) in the N, Beinn
Mheadoin (2423) in the E, and Fuar Bheinn (2800) on
the Ardnamurchan boundary. Several others of its

mountains, also, have a considerable altitude; but all

are destitute of what writers on landscape call character,

and, when seen in connection with the bold ranges of

Apiiin and Mull, look very uninteresting. Yet there

are portions of the parish which present very striking

features. Much of its seaboard along the Sound of

Mull is highly picturesque ; and the valley of Unimore,
occupied by the chain of lakes from Loch Teacuis to

Loch Aline, overhung on one side by a range of high
precipitous rocks, on the other by Beneaddan, is one of

the most brilliant pieces of scenery in the Highlands,
blending together nearly all styles of landscape from the

gently beautiful to the terribly sublime. Professor

Wilson pronounced this valley no less than ' an abyss

of poetry,' exclaiming also,

' Morvern and morn, and spring and solitude,

In front is not the scene magnificent?
Beauty nowhere owes to ocean

A lovelier liaunt than this ! Loeh Unimore !

A name in its wild sweetness to our ear
Fitly denoting a dream-world of peace !'

Less than one-twentieth of the entire area is in tillage

;

little more than one-thirtieth is under wood ; and the
rest is either pastoral or waste. Much of the arable

land lies along the Sound of Mull, either on rapid
declivities, or at a considerable elevation above the sea.

The soil in general is a poor, light, open earth, in

places intermixed with gravel and small stones. The
woods extend chiefly along the side of Loch Suinart,

round the shores of Loch Aline, and in the SW district

adjacent to the junction of Loch Linnhe with the Sound
of Mull. A predominant rock is gneiss, originally

covered by a deposit of secondary rocks, consisting of

limestone and sandstone, with coal occasionally inter-

spersed—a deposit overwhelmed by trap, which in its

turn has been much abraded and worn away. The
situation of the coal is, on certain occasions, very
remarkable ; and occurring as it does on the summits
of primary mountains of great elevation, it is quite fitted

to startle a geologist nearly as much as a coal surveyor.

Sandstone of excellent building quality has been
quarried at Loch Aline and Artoruish. Lead ore was
formerly mined at Lurg in Glendubh, a glen which runs

parallel to Loch Suinart ; and copper ore was mined at

Ternate, on the estate of Artornish. Three interest-

ing old castles are noticed under Artornish, Loch
Aline, and Killundinh. There are, on the sea-

coasts, remains of several small forts, which were
probably erected in the times of the Danish invasions.

Of several tumuli, one, Carn-na-Caillich, or the ' old
wife's cairn,' is a lofty pile of looso stones, 243 feet

in circumference. On elevated spots, in various parts

of the parish, but especially along the coast of the
Sound of Mull, aro Druidical circles of various dia-

meters, but in no instance exceeding 24 feet. Dunfliinn,
Fingal's fort or hill, situated on tho farm of Fiunarg,
and now part of the glebe, is a curious round
rock of considerable height, very steep, yet partly
covered on the sides with greensward, and washed at

tho base by a frolicsome stream which moves between
high banks, and leaps along in little cataracts. Tho
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nrvn on the top Of the hill measures about half a rood,

U'lirs evident murks of having boon encircled by a wall,

niul commands iin extensive prospect. A villago was

formed some years too M Looh Aline, ami a new ami sub-

stantia] pier «-'s built neat it in 1 8s;J ; so that now this

locality is a scat of trade to the parish
;
yet Tobermory and

Ob in, the former about 4 miles distant from the nearest

point «'t tin' parish, are still convenient resorts for markot-
t ii.tr- Norman Maelood, IU). (1 783-1802), was a son of

tli.' parish minister ; and /Its son, Norman Maoleod, D.D.
(1812-72), lias given a vivid description of Morvcrn in

hi- hWoll.rti, n.sof,, Highland I'arhh (1808). Mansions,

noticed separately, arc Loch Aline House, Dkimnin,
and Kiiiimhnk; and 8 proprietors hold each an

annual value of £500 and upwards. Giving off jwrtions

to Aharaele and Strontian quoad sacra parishes, Morvcrn
is in the presbytery of Mull and the synod of Argyll

;

the 1m ing is worth £814. The present parish comprises

the ancient parishes of Eiltuintaik and Eilcolumkill,

United, it is believed, shortly after the Reformation.

There are two parish churches, belonging respectively to

the two ancient parishes, and both situated on the coast,

9 miles from each other. That of Kiltuintaik, the ' cell

of Winifred,' was built in 1780, and contains 300

hittings ; while that of Kilcolumkill, the 'church of the

il of Columba,' was built in 1799, and contains 500

sittings. The minister preaches in them alternately,

and also preaches occasionally at places in the inland

districts of the parish. There are also a mission under

the royal bounty for part of Morvern, a Free church, and

Drimiiin Roman Catholic church of St Columba (1833 ;

80 sittings). Four publicsehools—Bunavullin, Claggan,

Kinloch, and Loch Aline—with respective accommoda-
tion for 55, 68, 40, and 64 children, had (1883) an

attendance of 13, 17, 21, and 25, and grants of

£27, 16s. 6d., £30, 19s. 6d., £34, 19s. 6d., and £37,

Os. 6d. Valuation (1860) £6374, (1884) £8676, 17s.

Pop. (1801) 2083, (1831) 2137, (1861) 1226, (1871)

973, (1881) 828, of whom 714 were Gaelic-speaking,

and 758 in the ecclesiastical parish.

Hoas, an estate, with a mansion, in Killeam parish,

MY Stiilingshirc, l.y mile SSW of Killearn village, and

4i miles SSW of ISalfron. See Killeakji.

"Mossat. See Kildkummy.
Mossbank. See Glasgow, p. 154.

Mossbank, a village in Delting parish, Shetland, 29

miles N by W of Lerwick, under which it has a post

office. Here are also a U. P. church and a public school.

Mossburnford, a place in Jedburgh parish, Roxburgh-

shire, near the right bank of Jed Water, 4 miles SSE of

Jedburgh town. A baronial fortalice hero continued

to be inhabited till about the middle of last century._

Mossend, a town in Bothwell parish, Lanarkshire,

7 furlongs E by N of Bellshill, 1 J mile W of Holytown,

and 4J miles S by E of Coatbridge. Of recent origin,

it has a station on the Caledonian railway, a post and
telegraph office, extensive iron and steel works, public

and Poman Catholic schools, and a fine new Roman
Catholic church, erected in 1883-84 from designs by

Messrs Pugin. Pop. (1871) 1501, (1881) 3030, of whom
1701 were males. Houses (1881) 531 inhabited, 23

vacant.— Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Mossend, a village in West Calder parish, Edinburgh-

shire, on the left bank of West Calder Burn, 3 furlongs

N of West Calder village. Pop. (1871) 940, (1881) 669.

Mossfennan House, a good two-story mansion in

Broughton and Glenholtn parish, Peeblesshire, on the

left side of the Tweed, 8J miles SE of Biggar. Pur-

chased by his ancestor in 1753, the estate now is held

by the Kev. William Welsh (b. 1820 ; sue. 1855), who
owns 1509 acres in the shire, valued at £634 per

annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Mossgiel, a farm in Mauchline parish, Ayrshire,

1 mile N by W of Mauchline town. Extending to 118

acres, it was rented for £90 a year from 1784 till 1788

by Robert Burns and his brother Gilbert, the latter of

whom continued to tenant it till 1800. The 'auld clay

biggin ' of his Vision, it was the place where the poet

wrote m*.ny of his most famous pieces; and, though
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itself destitute of scenic beauty, except for the views
that it commands, his famo has clothed it with charm
and literary interest.

' Hither romantic pilgrims shall betake
Themselves from distant, lands. When we are still

In centuries ol' sleep, his fame will wake,
Anil his great, memory with deep feelings fill

Those scenes that he lias trod, and hallow every hill.

Wo may not omit W7ordsworth's sonnet on this plain
but consecrated spot :

—

* " There !" said a stripling, pointing with much pride
Towards a low roof with green trees half concealed,
" Is Mossgiel Farm, and that's the very field

Where liurns ploughed up the llaisy." Far and wide
A plain below stretched seaward, while, descried
Above sea-clouds, the Peaks of Arran rose;
And, by that simple notice, the repose
Of earth, sky, sea, and air was vivified.

Beneath " the random bicld of clod or stone,"
Myriads of daisies have shone forth in flower
Near the lark's nest, and in their natural hour
Have passed away : less happy than the one
That, by ihe unwilling ploughshare, died to prove
The tender charm of poetry and love.'

The original farm-steading, a low thatched house, with
kitchen, bedroom, and closet, the floors of kneaded
clay, the ceilings of moorland turf, was almost entirely

rebuilt not long before the close of 1859. While resid-

ing here Burns published, in 1786, by the advice of his

superior and patron, Mr Hamilton, the first edition of

his poems.—Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863. See Wm. Jolly's

Robert Burns at Mossgiel (2d ed. 1881), and an article

in the Century Magazine (1883).

Mossgreen, a village in the N of Dalgety parish, SW
Fife, near the larger village of Crossgates. A public
school, built in 1876 at a cost of £1900, is a handsome
Gothic edifice, with accommodation for 220 children

;

and an Established church, built as a chapel of ease at a
cost of £600, and raised to quoad sacra status in 1879,
contains 500 sittings. The quoad sacra parish, with an
endowment of £100, is in the presbytery of Dunfermline
and the synod of Fife, and had a pop. (1881) of 1609, of

whom 847 were in Dalgety, 728 in Aberdour, and 34 in

Inverkeithing.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Moss House. See Moss.
Mossknow, a good modern mansion in Kirkpatriek-

Fleming parish, SE Dumfriesshire, 5 furlongs SSE of

the village. Its owner, William Mair Graham, Esq.

(b. 1832 ; sue. 1882), holds 4019 acres in the shire, valued
at £4993 per annum.
MosspauL See Ewes.
Moss-Side, a village in Nairn parish, Nairnshire,

3 miles WSW of the town.
Mosstodloch.avillagcinSpcymouth parish, Elginshire,

near the left bank of the Spey, 1$ mile NW of Fochabers.
Moss-Tower, a farm in Eckford parish, Roxburghshire,

3 furlongs NE of Eckford village. A peel-house here,

situated in a marsh, and accessible only by a causeway,
seems to have been one of the strongest fortresses on the

Scottish border. Tradition makes it a residence of one of

the Earls of Bothwell ; but history knows it only as

belonging to the Scotts of Buccleuch, whose descendant,

the Duke of Buccleuch, still owns the farm. It was
thrice destroyed by the English, in 1523, 1544, and 1570.

Strongly rebuilt after the first and the second demoli-

tions, but allowed to remain a ruin after the third,

at length, in the latter part of last century, it was all

taken down as building material for the neighbouring
farm-offices.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Motherwell, a town in Dalziel and Hamilton parishes,

Lanarkshire, on the Caledonian railway, at the junction

of the two lines from the N and S sides of Glasgow,
and at the intersection of the cross line from Holy-
town to Hamilton and Lesinahagow, £ mile from the
left bank of South Calder Water, 1J from the right

bank of the Clyde, 2i miles NE of Hamilton, 2J SSE
of Holytown, 12£ SE by E of Glasgow, 15J NW of

Carstairs Junction, and 43 W by S of Edinburgh.
It took its name from a famous well, dedicated in

pre-Relorniation times to the Virgin Mary ; and it
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occupies flat ground, 300 feet above sea-level, amid
richly cultivated and well-wooded environs. Consist-

ing largely of the dwellings of miners and operatives

employed in neighbouring collieries and ironworks, it

serves, in connection with the railway junctions, as a

great and bustling centre of traffic ; and it ranks as a

police burgh, governed by a senior magistrate, 2 junior

magistrates, a clerk, a treasurer, and 6 commissioners.

Motherwell has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, insurance, and railway telegraph departments,

branches of the Bank of Scotland and the Clydesdale

Bank,officesoragenciesofl8insuranceeompanies, 5 hotels,

the combination poorhouse forDalziel, Bothwell, Cambus-
nethan, and Shotts parishes, and a Saturday paper, the

Motherwell Times. The streets are lighted with gas
;

and in 1877 a splendid water supply was brought in from
two burns on the estate of Lee at a cost of over £14,000.

In Merry Street is the new parish church of Dalziel,

erected in 1874 at a cost of £5700 ; whilst the former
parish church (1789 ;

enlarged 1860) belongs now to the

quoad sacra parish of South Dalziel, constituted in 1880.

One of the two U.P. churches was built in 1881 at a cost

of £3750, and from its site—the highest in the town

—

uprears a conspicuous steeple. There are also a Free

church, a Primitive Methodist chapel, an Evangelical

Union chapel, and the Roman Catholic church of Our
Lady of Good Aid (1873 ;

enlarged 1883). No Scottish

town—not even Hawick—lias grown so rapidly as Mother-
well, such growth being due to the vast extension of its

mineral industries. These, at the census of 1881, em-
ployed 2470 of the 3671 persons here of the ' industrial

class'—1024 being engaged in coal-mining, 20 in iron-

stone-mining, 1069 in the iron manufacture, 58 in the

steel manufacture, etc. The malleablp iron-works of the

Glasgow Iron Company are the largest in Scotland, with
50 puddling furnaces and 8 rolling mills ; and Mr D.

Colville's steel-works, where operations were commenced
on 20 Oct. 1880, now employs over 1000 men. Pop,

(1841) 726, (1861) 2925, (1871) 6943, (1881) 12,904,

of whom 7041 were males, and 2209 were in Hamilton
parish. Houses (1881) 2346 inhabited, 146 vacant, 50
building.— Oral. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Moulin, a village and parish of NE Perthshire. The
village, in the S of the parish, stands 500 feet above
sea-level, and 7 furlongs NNE of Pitlochry station on
the Highland railway. It is a collection of small

cottages, irregularly situated along the line of road,

and contains the parish church, a public school, an
inn, and a post office under Pitlochry. The former
church, a Gothic structure with a low tower, built in

1831 to hold 650, was burned in March 1873. Moulin
is the scat of a ploughing society, and has a horse fair

on the first Tuesday in March.
Theparish, containingalso Pitlochry village, Killie-

crankie station, and the hamlets of Kin.vaird, Auld-
clune, and Enochduu, is bounded NW by Blair

Athole, NE and SE by Kirkmichael, S by the Dalcapon
section of Dowally and by Logierait, and W by Dull.

Its greatest length, from ENE to WSW, is 14§ miles
;

its breadth varies between 1| and 8^ miles; and its

total area is 4,4,818 acres, of which 178 are water,
and 435i are in two, small sections, slightly detached,
to the S and W. The outline of the parish is ex-
ceedingly irregular. The general surface is a con-
geries of hills and mountains, intersected by the
valleys and ravines of the various streams. The
fields round the village form a level portion of arable

land, H "die long by \ broad, known as the Howe of
Moulin. This is one of the most fertile spots in Perth-
shire, and has been called the Garden of Athole. The
rest of the arable land is on the slopes and margins of

the rivers. The highest point in the parish i^s the
summit of Ben Vkaokib (2757 feet). The other hills,

mostly heath -clad, though some are wooded, are not
very lofty ; those of Glenfearnach are beautifully

verdant. The river Garry, coming from the NW,
flows 3 miles south-south-eastward, through tho Pass of

Eilliecrailkie, and along the western boundary, till it

(alls, near Faskally House, into the Tummel, which

itself winds 6J miles east-south-eastward—for 2 miles
across the interior, but mainly along the confines, of
the parish. Both streams abound in river-trout, sal-

mon, sea-trout, and grilse ; and the scenery on their
banks within the parish is beautiful and grand, cul-
minating in the Pass of Killiecrankie. The Allt
Girnaig joins the Garry at the upper end of the Pass,
while six or seven burns—the longest 4 miles long

—

join the Garry and Tummel within the parish. A line

of summits, running parallel to these two chief streams,
about 4J miles distant, separates the SW or Atliole part
of the parish from the NE, which belongs to the district

of Strathairdle. The Airdle or Ardle, which is here
the main stream, is formed by the confluence of the
Allt Fcarnach, the Brerachan, and the Allt Doire nan
Euni, the separate courses of which also lie in the
parish for some miles. Cascades occur on nearly all the
running waters of the parish. Those at Edradour and
Urrard are particularly admired, and have been cele-

brated in song, but the Falls of Tummel excel them both
in beauty, size, and fame. Loch Broom (5^x2 furl.),

a small lake frequented by anglers, lies in "the hollow
of a hill round the meeting-place of Moulin, Logierait,

and Dowally parishes. The soil in the Athole district

of Moulin is, on the whole, fertile ; that in Strathairdle
is shallower, and yields lighter crops. About 2800
acres are in tillage and 2000 under wood, the rest being
pasture or waste. Mica-slate veined with quartz is the
chief rock ; limestone occurs in boulders of a fine marble
texture, but is little worked

;
granite, quartz, and

fluor-spar are found detached ; and rock-crystal is found
on Ben Vrackie. The parish is traversed by a good
road up the Tummel and Garry, by another up the
Airdle and Brerachan, and by a third connecting these.

Mansions are Baledmund, Balnakeilly, Dirnanean, Fas-
kally, Kindrogan, Strathgarry, and Urrard ; and 7
proprietorshold each an annual value of£500 and upwards,
3 of between £100 and £500, 4 of from £50 to £100, and
14 of from £20 to £50. The main industry of the parish is

agriculture ; and what little manufacture or commerce
there is centres in the rising village of Pitlochry.
The parish contains two distilleries, one corn-mill,

and three saw-mills. Giving off a portion to the quoad
sacra parish of Tenandry, Moulin is in the presbytery
of Dunkeld and the synod of Perth and Stirling ; tho
living is worth £202. Places of worship, besides the
parish church, are noticed under Pitlochry anil

Straloch. Three public schools—Moulin, Pitlochry,
and Straloch—with respective accommodation for 135,

258, and 106 children, had (1883) an average attendance
of 73, 165, and 21, and giants of £72, 10s. 6d., £153,
13s. 6d., and £37, 2s. "Valuation (1860) £11,956,
7s. 5d., (1884) £21,289, 17s. lOd. Pop. (1801) 1908,

(1831) 2022, (1861) 1831, (1871) 1793, (1881) 2066, of
whom 1048 were Gaelic-speaking.

The principal antiquity is a ruin near Moulin village,

supposed to have been either a religious house or a castle

of the Earls of Atliole and Badenoch. It is generally

referred to the 11th or 12th century, and seems to havo
measured 80 feet by 76, with a round turret at each
corner. The remains, which consist of most of the walls

on three sides and chief part of one turret, are surrounded
and grown over with trees. The building is known in

the district as the Black Castle. Caledonian standing-
stones, Druidical circles, Pictish forts, and sites of
pre-Rcformation burying-grounds are in different parts

of the parish. Tho main events in the history of
Moulin parish are the Battle of Killiecrankie in 1689
and a remarkable religious revival in 1800. Among tho
men connected with tiiis parish was the Rev. Dr Stewart,
who died minister of the Canongate in Edinburgh, alter

being nineteen years minister of Moulin, and w 1 1 1 1 n

his Gaelic grammar there. Famous natives of Moulin
are the Eev. Alexander Duff, D.D., LL.D. (1808-78),

the first missionary of the Church of Scotland to India ;

Duncan Forbes (d. 1868), Professor of Oriental Litera-

ture at King's College, London; Donald M'lntosh (b.

1743), compiler of the Gaolic ' Proverbs ;
' and Captain

Colin Campbell of Finnab, the gallant defender of tho
75
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unfortunate Scottish colony of Darion (1700). —Ord.
SWT., shs. 56, 56, 1869-70.

Mound. Sco Fleet.
Mount-Annan, a mansion, with beautiful grounds, in

Annan pariah, Dumfriesshire, near the left bank of the
river Allium, and 9 miles N of the town. Its owner,
Miss Dirom (sue. 1878), liolils 1502 acres in tho sliirc,

valued at £1480 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.
Mount Benger, :i farm in Yarrow parish, Selkirkshire,

on the lefl side of farrow Water, 12 miles WSW of
Selkirk. James Hogg (1772-1835), tho ' Ettrick shep-
herd," in 1821 took a nine years' lease of it, and (lining
its tenure lost upwards of i'2000. ' A gey eauld placo,'

lie remarks of it in tho Nodes, ' staunin' yonder on a

knowe in a funnel, in the thoroughfare of a perpetual
sugh ; yet 'twas eheerfu' in the sun-glints, and hallowed
be the chanmer in which my bairns were born.'

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. lti, 1864.

Mount-Cameron. Seo Kilbride, East.
Mount Charles, a mansion in Ayr parish, Ayrshire,

on the right hank of the Doon, 2J liiilcs S of Ayr town.
Mounteviot. See MoNTRVIOT.
Mount Ferguson. Seo Mount Oliphant.
Mountflowery, a hamlet in Scoonic parish. Fife, 1 mile

WNWofLeven.
Mountgerald House, a mansion in Kiltearn parish,

Boss-shire, near the NW shore of the Cromarty Firth,

2 miles NNE of Dingwall. Its owner, Major James
Dixon Mackenzie of Findon (b. 1830 ; sue. 1865), holds
5804 acres in the shire, valued at £1022 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 93, 1881.

Mountgreenan. Sec Montgreenan.
Mount Hecla. See UlST, South.
Mount Hill. Sec Monimail.
Mount-Keen. See Keen.
Mount-Melville, a mansion in Cameron parish, Fife,

2* miles SW of St Andrews. Its late owner, John
Whyte-Melville, Esq. (1797-1883), held 2940 acres in

the shire, valued at £0150 per annum. His son, Major
George John Whyte-Melville (1821-78), was author of
the Interpreter and many other popular novels, See St
Andrews.—Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Mount-Misery. See Kilmaronock.
Mount Oliphant, a farm in Ayr parish, Ayrshire, 4

miles SSE of Ayr town. The homo of Robert Burns
(1759-96) from his seventh to his nineteenth year, it

familiarised him with 'Alloway Kirk,' the 'Banks and
Braes o' Bonnie Doon,' and other themes of his poetry.

His father leased its 80 or 90 acres for £40 a year from
his kind master, Provost Ferguson of Doonholm, who
lent him £100 to stock it ; but the land was hungry and
6terile ; the seasons proved rainy and rough ; his cattle

died ; and the family had a hard time of it.

—

Ord. Sur.,

oh. 14, 1863.

Mount Pleasant. See Gretna.
Mount-Pleasant. See Newburgh.
Mount Quhanie, a good modern mansion in Kilmany

parish, File, 5 miles NNW of Cupar. Its owner, David
Gillespie, Esq. (b. 1814; sue. 1827), holds 3793 acres

in the shire, valued at £6572 \kv annum.

—

Ord. Sur.,
sh. 48, 1868.

Mount-Stuart, a seat of the Marquis of Bute, in

Kingarth parish, Bute island, Buteshire, within £ mile
of the E coast and 5 miles SSE of Rothesay, from which
it is approached by a splendid avenue lj mile long.

The original mansion, built in 1712-18 by the second
Earl of Bute, was a spacious but very plain edifice, con-
sisting of a main block (200 x 50 feet), with wings to

the W of both the N and S gables. This main block
was destroyed by fire on 3 Dec. 1877, the damage being
estimated at £14,000 ; but a beautiful Catholic chapel,
which had been recently formed in the N wing, was saved,

besides the plate, much of the furniture, Rubens' portrait

of himself, Kneller's portrait of Lady Mary Wortley
Montague, and paintings by Nasmyth, Ramsay, etc.

As rebuilt since 1879, from designs by Mr Rowand
Anderson, at a cost approaching £200,000, Mount-
Stuart is a magnificent Gothic pile (230 x 150 feet). The
great central hall (60 feet square) is surrounded on all

sides by a marble Gothic arcade; and to right and
Icll nl it are the dining and drawing rooms (each 58 x
22 feet). The outer walls of the first and second floors

are of reddish sandstone, but tho upper story is brick,

with oak frame. Special features of the exterior are the

high-pitched roofs and dormers, the angle turrets, the

corbelled oriel windows, and a stone balustrade in front

of an open gallery. Sir John Steuart, a natural son of

Robert II., received from his father about 1385 a giant

of lands in tho isle of Bute, along with tho hereditary
olliee of sherilf of Bute and Arran. His sixth descendant,

Sir James Stuart, was created a baronet in 1627 ; and
Ms grandson, Sir James, in 1703 was raised to the
peerago as Earl of Bute, Viscount Kingarth, and Lord
Mountstuart, Cumra, and Inehmarnock. John, third

Earl (1713-92), played a leading part in the first three

years of tho reign of George III. ; and John, his son

(1744-1814), in 1796 was created Marquis of Bute in

the peerage of the United Kingdom. His great-grand-

son, Sir John Patrick Crichton-Stuart, present and
third Marquis (b. 1847; sue. 1848), holds 29,279 acres

in Buteshire and 43,734 in Ayrshire, valued at £19,575
and £25,263 per annum. Ho was admitted into the

Catholic Church in 1868.—Ord. Sur., sh. 29, 1873. See
also Dumfries House.

Mount-Teviot. See Monteviot.
Mount-Vernon, a station in Old Monkland parish,

Lanarkshire, on the Rutherglen and Coatbridge section

of the Caledonian railway, 5£ miles E of Glasgow.

Mousa, an island in Dunrossness parish, Shetland,

near the E coast of the mainland, 11 miles S by W of

Lerwick, and 10 NNE of Sumburgh Head. It measures

If mile in length from NNW to SSE, and f mile in

extreme breadth. A ' Pictish ' round tower on it, called

Mousa Burgh, is perhaps the most perfect antiquity of

its class in Europe. It is 42 feet high, and measures 50

feet in exterior, 20 feet in interior, diameter ; contracts

in form somewhat like the bust of a well-formed human
body ; and consists of double concentric walls, each

about 5 feet thick, with a passage or winding staircase

between them. Its low narrow doorway conducts to

the interior by a low narrow passage 15 feet long, such
as to admit only one person at a time, and even him
only on all fours. Built of the surrounding shingle,

without mortar, it shows no mark of a tool ; and its

builders certainly were unacquainted with the arch.

As to its origin and purpose we are left to conjecture
;

but tradition records that Erland, the son of Harold,

having carried off a beautiful Norwegian widow, was
for some time besieged by her son in the burgh of

Mousa.
Mouse Water, a stream of the Upper Ward of Lanark-

shire, rising at an altitude of 1100 feet on the north-

eastern verge of the county, lg mile NNE of Wilson-

town. Thence it winds 15g miles south-westward

through Carnwath, Carstairs, and Lanark parishes, till,

after a total descent of 805 feet, it falls into the Clyde

330 yards below Lanark Bridge. It receives, in its

progress, the tribute of Dippool Water ; and traverses

first a bleak moorish country, next a pleasant cultivated

tract, lastly tho profound and romantic chasm of Cart-
land Crags. (See Clyde.) The Caledonian railway

crosses it in the vicinity of Cleghorn station ; two bridges

cross it at Mouscmill, and three at respectively Cleghorn,

Loekhartford, and Cartland Crags ; and one of the two
at Mousemill is very ancient and curious. Small de-

tached pieces of jaspar have been found in its bed ;

sandstone was formerly quarried adjacent to it near

Mousebank ; and old disused mining-shafts are on tho

banks of its upper reaches.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Mouswald, a village and a parish of S Dumfriesshire.

The village stands 2| miles ESE of Racks station, and 7

ESE of Dumfries, under which it has a post office. It

occupies a site once covered with forest, in the eastern

vicinity of Lochar Moss, and thence derives its name,

written anciently Mosswald, and signifying ' the forest

near the moss.'

The parish is bounded N by Lochmaben, E by Dal ton,

S by Ruthwell, SW by Caerlaverock, and W by Torthor-
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walcl. Its utmost length, from N by W to S by E, is

4£ miles ; its breadth increases southward from 1| to 4^
miles ; and its area is 5891J acres, of which 2J are

water. Loehar Water for 1^ furlong traces all the Caer-

laverock boundary ; Wath Burn, coming in near its

source from the N, traces all the western boundary to

Lochar Water, and looks mostly like a mossy grass-

grown ditch ; and four small burns rise in the interior,

and run sluggishly to Wath Burn. Springs of pure
water are numerous and copious ; and one of them, called

St Peter's Well, near the parish church, is a continuous

fountain for 100 feet, and, running to the Wath Burn's

largest tributary, prevents that rivulet from ever freezing

for a considerable way below their confluence. The
south-western district, to the extent of nearly 900 acres,

is part of Lochar Moss, only 30 to 40 feet above sea-

level ; the central district is variously flat and undulat-

ing ; and the northern consists of spurs from the broad-

based range of Tinwald and Torthorwald, rising so

gradually as to be arable to the summit, attaining an
extreme altitude of 816 feet above sea-level, and com-
manding an extensive and very beautiful view. Grey-
wacke and greywacke slate are the predominant rocks

;

blue limestone is found on Bucklerhole Farm ; and fine

white sand underlies Lochar Moss. The soil of the

lands adjacent to Lochar Moss is partly reclaimed bog

;

of the low tracts further E and N is light and sandy ; and
of the higher grounds is tolerably deep and rich. Nearly
three-fourths of the entire area are in tillage ; about
190 acres are under wood ; and the rest is either pastoral

or waste. Mouswald Mains or Place, the ruined
fortalice of the Carruthers family, was the largest of five

square strongholds, of which Raffles is the most entire.

Other antiquities are a strong double-ditched camp on
Burrow Hill ; a watch-tower on Panteth Hill

;
Tryal

Cairn, 288 feet in circumference, 1£ mile NE of the
parish church ; and a recumbent effigy of Sir Simon
Carruthers of Mouswald. Rockhall, noticed separately,

is the only mansion ; and Sir A. D. Grierson, Bart., is

chief proprietor, 4 others holding each an annual value

of more, and 4 of less, than £500. Mouswald is in the
presbytery of Lochmaben and the synod of Dumfries

;

the living is worth £300. The parish church, on a fine

eminence adjacent to Mouswald village, was built about
1830, and is a handsome edifice, seen from most parts of

the parish, and containing 386 sittings. The Free church
of Ruth well stands at the southern boundary, 7 furlongs

SSE of Mouswald village ; and Mouswald public school,

with accommodation for 135 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 68, and a grant of £67, 5s.

Valuation (1860) £4741, (1884) £6795, 12s. 4d. Pop.

(1801) 705, (1831) 786, (1861) 633, (1871) 647, (1881)
558.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

Mow. See Morebattle.
Moy. See Dyke and Moy.
Moy and Dalarossie (Gael. Magh, 'a plain,' and Dal-

Fhearghais, 'Fergus' dale'), a parish partly in the NE
of Inverness-shire and partly in the SW of Nairnshire.
It is bounded N by the parish of Croy and Dalcross and
by Cawdor parish, on the E by the parish of Duthil and
Rothiemurchus, on the SE by the parishes of Alvie and
Laggan, S by Laggan, W by the parish of Bolcskine and
Abertarff, and SVV by the parish of Daviot and Dun-
lichity. Except on the N the boundary is largely
natural, following, along the SE, the line of heights
that form the watershed between the basins of the
Findhorn and Dulnan, thereafter between the basins of
the Findhorn and the Spey, round the head-waters of
the Findhorn on the S, and along the NE between the
basin of the Findhorn and the streams that flow first to
Loch Ness and afterwards to the river Nairn. At tho
NW corner it crosses this line and takes in part of the
hollow down which the Dalriach Burn (river Nairn)
flows. For 2| miles, from near tho source of this burn
to Cam nan tri-tighearnan, the line coincides with the
boundary between the counties of Inverness and Nairn,
as it does also for 2| miles SE from the top of Cam an
t-Scnnliathanaich on the NE border, and for 5J miles
on the NW nide, where it coincides with the boundary

of a detached portion of Nairnshire. The greatest

length of the parish, from Carn nan tri-tighearnan on
the N, south-south-westward to the source of the Find-

horn, is 26 4 miles ; and the average breadth about 7

miles, except at the N end where it is more, and at the

S end where it tapers to a point. The total area is

112,161-365 acres, of which 685 '269 are water; of the

whole, 106,572-876 acres (of which 635-120 are water)

are in Inverness-shire, and 5588-499 (of which 50-149

are water) are in Nairnshire. The whole parish may be

said to consist of two straths, that in the NW occupied

by Loch Moy and the streams flowing into it, and tho

much larger one extending south-westward through the

length of the parish being occupied by the Findhorn
and the streams flowing into it. The height above sea-

level rises from 750 feet at the point where the Findhorn
leaves the parish on the NE to the heights of Beinn
Bhreac (1675) N of Moy Burn, Meall Breacribh (1809)

SE of Moy Burn, Carn nan tri-tighearnan (2013) and
Cam na Sguabaich (1522) on the N border; Carn an
t-Seanliathanaich (2056 and 2076) and Cam Glas (2162)

on the NE border ; Carn nam Bain-tighearna (2040), Carn
na Larach (1957), Carn Phris Mhoir (2021), Carn Dubh
aig an Doire (2462), Cam na Luibe Glaise (2326), Carn
na Guaille (2300), Carn Coire na h-Easgainn (2591),

Carn na Cuillich (2500), Carn Sgulain (2606), Am Bodach

(2709), another Carn Sgulain (3015), Carn Ballach

(3000), and Carn Mairg (3087), all along the SE and
latterly among the Monadhliath mountains ; Cam
Odhar na Criche (2670), Fiadh Fardach (2805), Borrach

Mor (2686), Carn na Saobhaidhe (2658), Meall a

Phiobaire (2464), Carn Odhar (2618), Cam Ghriogair

(2637), the ridge between this and Cam na Saobhaidh

(2455), the latter itself (2321), Carn Glac an Eich (2066),

Beinn Bhreac and the heights to the E of it averag-

ing about 1800 feet, Cam nan Uisgean (2017), Beinn

a' Bheurlaich (1575), and Beinn na Buchanich (1312)

on the W and NW border. Except Beinn Bhreach and
Meall Breacribh these are all on or close to the border,

and along the E side of the Findhorn, from N to S,

there are also Cam Mor (1500), Carn Torr Mheadhoin
(1761), Carn an t-Seanliathanaich (2076), Carn a Choire

Mhoir(2054),CreaganTuim Beg(1453), AnSocach(1724),

Carn Coir Easgrabath (2449), and Calbh Mor (2668)—
the last three among the Monadhliath mountains. To
the W of the Findhorn, from S to N, are Cam Coire

na Creiche (2702), Eiloch Bhan (2538), Carn Leachier

Dubh (2133), Carn a' Choire Ghalanaich (2240), Beinn

Bhreac Mhor (2641), Aonach Odhar (2103), Carn an
Rathaid Dhuibh (2195), another of the several Beinn
Bhreacs (1969), Carn na Seannachoile (1787), Creag a'

Bhealaidh (1724), Carn a Bhadain (1333), Carn Moraig

(1832), Tom na h-Ulaidh (1238), and Carn an Loin

(1319), the last two S of Loch Moy. It will thus be

seen that the greater portion of the parish lies high

above sea-level, and so the only inhabited portions are

the small glen in which Loch Moy is, and a narrow

strip along the banks of the northern portion of the

course of the Findhorn at a height of from 800 to 1200

feet. Except along those portions, where there are

patches of alluvium, the soil is a thin clay or moss.

About 2000 acres are under wood, natural or planted ; in

the N end and along the banks of the Findhorn, from
3000 to 4000 acres are arable ; and the rest is pasture or

waste. On the higher grounds there is good hill

shooting. The underlying rocks are granite and gneiss.

The drainage of the parish is effected along its entire

length, from SW to NE, by tho river Findhorn, which

has, following tho windings from its source to tho point

whore it quits the parish on the E side, a course of 32
miles. Formed by the union of the river Eskin with

tho Abhainn Cro Chlach, it receives on tho E tho Elriek

Burn, the Allt an Duibhidh, tho Allt Fionudairnich,

tho Allt a' Mhuilinn Creag Bhreac, the Allt a' Mliuilinn,

tho Allt Lathachaidh, the Clune Burn, the Allt na
Feitlie Sheilioh, and the Burn of Edinchat ; and on tlio

W Allt Creagach, Allt Fcithcanaeh, Allt Odhar Mor,

Glenmazeran Burn, Kyllachie Burn, Allt Nicrath, Allt

na Fnthe, and the Funtack Burn. The upper poition
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of the valley is Known as Strath Down, tho Gaelic nnmo
,.| tho river' being Kuril or Hire. It is a narrow strath,

with tin' bottom more or less broken and tho steep hills

grassy rather than heathy. Along the upper ten miles,

rxerpt tin Miiiiiner shil lings, liardly a dwelling is to bo

Men ; afterwards there are alluvial bauks anil well-

marked river terraees, and further N, just where the

river quits the parish, is tho commencement of the wild

gorgo of Streetis, where the narrow strip of ground along

the edge of the river is completely overshadowed either

by hills or in somo places by granite precipices.

Kvllu hie is associated with the name of Sir James
Mackintosh, whose patrimony this estate was, and

when [though ho was born in the parish of Dorcs) he

pent many of his earlier years.

The north-western part of tho parish is occupied by
the glen of Moy, the drainage of which is carried oil" by

the lunt irk Burn, which has a course of about 2$ miles

from Loch Ifoy to the Findhom. It receives from the

NK iln small Hum of Tullochlary, and from tho SW
Allt a OhaiL Loch Moy, the only considerable sheet

of water in the parish—the smaller Lochan a Chaoruinn

on tho Dalriach Hum, farther to the NW, and some

other still smaller lakelets being hardly worth mention-

ing—is If mile long and 3i furlongs wide at the

broadest part. The surface is about 893 feet above sea-

level, and the area is about 200 acres ; but operations

are now (1884) being carried out which will have the

effect of reducing the level of the water some 4 or 5 feet.

I i this purpose a new channel, 25 feet wide at bottom,

and with a fall of 1 in 2000, is to be made nearly in tho

line of the old channel of the Funtack for about 1£

mile. The water area will be lessened to a very small

extent, but the lowering of the surface will greatly im-

prove the drainage of Moy Hall, and of from 200 to 300

acres of damp soil on the home farm of Moy. The loch

is surrounded by woods, and the reclaimed margins are

to be planted. On a small wooded island, of some 5 or

6 acres in extent, the ruins of a castle, long inhabited

by the chiefs of Mackintosh, are still to be seen. A
paved road, with buildings on each side, seems also

to have extended along the island. It was first occupied

in 1337, and is said to have had in 1422 a garrison of

400 men. The castle was inhabited down to 1665. In

1762 two ovens were discovered, each capable of baking

150 lbs. of meal. Connected with the chief who erected

this island fortress, it is told that at the house-warming

lie incautiously, before a wandering harper, expressed

his pleasure at being for the first time able to retire to

rest free from fear of Allan Macrory, fourth chief of

Clanranald of Moidart. The story was carried by the

harper to Allan, who at once summoned his vassals, and

rested neither day nor night, till, arrived at Loch Moy,

he crossed at night to the island in currachs, and having

stormed the castle, carried Mackintosh a prisoner to

Castle-Tirrim, where he kept him for a year and a day,

at the end of which period he dismissed him with the

advice, 'never to be free from the fear of Macdonald.'

The outlet of the loch is associated with a clan disaster

that seems to have occurred between 1410 and 1420.

During a feud between the Cumyns and the Mack-
intoshes, the latter were all driven to take refuge on the

large island in Loch Moy, and their foes, thinking this

a capital opportunity to put an end to the whole of their

troublesome neighbours, determined to dam up the

waters of the loch so as to drown them all. One of the

Mackintoshes, however, proved equal to the occasion,

for having procured a raft, 'and supplying himself with

twine, he descended in the dead of night to the dam.

This was lined towards the water with boards, through

which the adventurer bored a number of holes with an

auger, and in each hole he put a plug with a string

attached.' "When everything was ready he pulled all

the strings at once, and the water rushed out with such

force as to carry away the embankment and the whole

of the Curayns who were encamped behind it. Such

at least is the tradition of the district, and the writer

in the New Statistical Accmmt adds as an additional,

but somewhat illogical, reason for accepting it, ' the

natnro of the place where tho dam was erected—it being
a narrow gorge easily admitting of such a construction."'

At an excursion of tho Inverness Field Club to the
district in 1881, it was stated that some of the hero's
descendants were still tenants on the Mackintosh estates

at Dalcross, and were locally known as ' Torrie,' the
word (ore being tho Gaelic for auger. In the centre of
(lie island there is now a granite obelisk, 70 feet high,
erected in 1824 in honour of Sir /Eneas Mackintosh,
Hart, the twenty-third chief, who died in 1820. About
200 yards SE of the main island is the small Eilan nan
Clach, formed of boulders, and only about 12 yards
across and 3 feet above the present level of the water.
It was used as a prison, the captive being chained to a
stone in tho centre. A gallows stood on it till about
tho end of the last century, and the prisoners were
either set free or executed within twenty-four hours.

Both islands figure in Morritt's ballad of The Curse of
Moy, and are associated with many of the other tradi-

tions of tho district. The loch receives at the W end
Moy Hum, with two smaller streams, and the surplus
water is carried oil' to the Findhorn by the Funtack
Hum. The fishing is fair, but the trout are small. At
the NW corner is Moy Hall, the seat of Mackintosh of
Mackintosh. It was formerly a plain building, used as

a jointure house, but large additions and alterations

were made a few years age. at a cost of £14,000. The
entrance-hall has been designed in imitation of that at

the old castle of Dalcross ; and in the library are a
sword, said to have been presented by Pope Leo X. to

James V., and by him given to the then chief of

Mackintosh ; the sword worn by Dundee at Killie-

crankie ; a sword that formerly belonged to Charles I. ;

and a gold watch that belonged to Mary Queen of Scots.

A mile and a half \V of the loch is the pass known as

Stairsneach-nan-Gael, or the 'threshold of the High-
landers,' across which is the principal passage from
Hadenoch and Strathspey to the low country about
Inverness and Nairn, just as the Streens led to that

about Forres and Elgin. Once through this, the
clansmen returning from a foray in the 'laich' con-
sidered themselves safe, and the chief of Mackintosh is

said to have exacted from the neighbouring clans a tax
called ' the collop or steak of the booty,' for permitting
their quiet passage with their plunder. The hollow of

Ciste Creag-nan-eoin, near by, is said to have been some-
times used as a place of concealment for the women and
children in times of danger. The whole pass, of which
Stairsneach-nan-Gael is only the narrowest part, is

known as Creag-nan-eoin, and was in 1746 the scene of

the incident known as the ' Rout of Moy.' Prince
Charles Edward Stewart, on his march northward, had
on 16 Feb. advanced in front of his troops with only a
small escort, in order to pass the night at Moy Hall,

where he was received by Lady Mackintosh—sometimes
called 'Colonel Anne,' on account of the spirit with
which, in defiance of her husband, who remained loyal

to the House of Hanover, or perhaps in obedience to his

secret wishes, she raised the clan for the Jacobite cause.

Lord Loudoun, who was in command of the garrison at

Inverness, having received intelligence of the visit,

started with a force of 1500 men, with high hopes of

effecting the important capture of the Prince. Word of

the movement was brought by a boy in breathless haste

from Inverness, and the lady and one of her trusted

followers, Donald Fraser of Moybeg, proved equal to

the occasion. Fraser and four men were sent to take

up their position in the darkness at Creag-nan-eoin.

After placing his men some distance apart, Donald
waited the arrival of the royal troops, and on hearing

them coming up, gave the command in loud tones for
' the Mackintoshes, Maegillivrays, and Macbeans, to

form in the centre, the Maedonalds on the right, and the

Frasers on the left,' while at the same time all the party

fired off their muskets. The flashes coming from
different points, Loudoun fancied that he was confronted

by a whole division of the highland amiy, and a man being

killed by one of the random shots, a panic set in, and
tho royalists fled in headlong haste to Inverness, and
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hardly halted till they had crossed Kessock Ferry into

Boss-shire. Lady Drummuir, in whose house both
Charles Edward and the Duke of Cumberland lived in

Inverness, was the mother of ' Colonel Anne. ' Fraser's

descendants remained on the estate till 1840. About
\ mile NW of the scene of the ' Rout ' is a small cairn

called Uaigh-an-duine-bheo, or ' the living man's grave,'

on account of a vassal of the Laird of Dunmaglass
having been here buried alive as a punishment for

perjury. In a dispute as to marches he had gone to a

certain spot and sworn by the head under his bonnet,

that the earth under his feet belonged to the Laird of

Dunmaglass, but on examination it was found that there

was a cock's head concealed in his bonnet, and that his

brogues contained earth, and so he paid the penalty of

his falsehood. To the NE of the loch, near the source of

the Burn of Tullochlary, is the traditional scene of the

slaughter of the last wolf of Strath Dearn, the story of

which—except for the Scotch dialect—is well told in

Chap. iii. of Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's Account of
the Great Floods of 1829 in the Province of Moray, where
there is also an interesting account of the ravages of the

Findhorn and the other streams in the parisli during
this great flood. During the clan period Moy was, as

may be inferred from what has been already said, wholly
in the possession of the Mackintoshes. A main road

from Inverness by Daviot enters the parish on the NW
by the hollows of Craggie Burn and Moy Burn, and
skirting Loch Moy turns up the side of the Findhorn
for 3 miles, till, at the Free church above Tomatin
House, it crosses the river by a bridge erected at a cost

of £2600, to replace one swept away by the flood of

1829, and strikes south-eastward through Duthil to

Can-bridge, and so to the highland road through Strath-

spey. Should a bill, promoted by the Highland Rail-

way Company this year (1884), obtain the assent of

Parliament, a loop branch of their system will be formed
from Aviemore to Inverness, following very closely the

line of this road. From the mouth of Glen Moy down-
ward, and from Findhorn Bridge upward to Dalveg
8 miles from the source of the river, there are good
district roads, and from the E end of Loch Moy the old

military road formed by General Wade struck west-

ward by Creag-nan-eoin and on to Inverness. There
is a Kirkton at Moy and a hamlet at Feeeburn,
between Moy and Findhorn Bridge. At the latter

place great cattle and sheep fairs are held. Mansions
and shooting-lodges are Moy Hall, Tomatin House,
Kyllachie Lodge, Dalmigavie Lodge, and Glenmazeran
Lodge.
The parish is in the presbytery of Inverness and the

synod of Moray, and the living is worth £333 a year.

A church of ' Dalfcrgussyn in Stratherne ' is mentioned
in the Chartulary of Moray between 1224 and 1242,

and again subsequently as Tallaracie, and the name is

possibly taken from Fergus, bishop and confessor,

whose missionary labours extended as far N as Caith-

ness, and to whom the church had been dedicated.

The church of Moy is mentioned in 1222. Moy was
divided between Dyke and Dalarossie in 1618. The
church was included in the parish now described,
and stands on the S bank of Loch Moy. It was built in

1765 and repaired in 1829. The church of Dalarossie
proper is 7 miles distant on the bank of the Findhorn,
and was built in 1790. Each contains about 450 sittings,

and is surrounded by a churchyard. There is a Free
church midway between, at Findhorn Bridge. The public
schools of Dalarossie and Raibeg, with respective

accommodation for 50 and 90 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 17 and 45, and grants of £28,
9s. 6d. and £40, 13s. 6d. Three proprietors hold each
an annual value of £500 or upwards, and 8 hojd each
between £500 and £100. Valuation (1865) £5933,
(1882) £8494. Pop. (1755) 1693, (1821) 1334, "(1831)

1098, (1861) 1026,(1871) 1005, (1881) 822, of whom
411 were males, and 634 Gaelic-speaking, while 803
were in Inverness shire and the rest in Nairnshire.

—

Orrt. Sur., shs. 84, 74, 73, 1876-77-78.

Moy, Broom of, a village in Dyke and Moy parish,

Elginshire, near the left bank of the Findhorn, H mile
W by N of Forres.

Moydart, a district in the south-western extremity of
the mainland of Inverness-shire, and a sea-loch on the
boundary between Inverness-shire and Argyllshire.
The district is bounded on the N and NE by Arasaig ; on
the SE and S, by Loch Shiel, the river Shiel, and Loch
Moydart, which divide it from Argyllshire ; and on the
W by the Atlantic Ocean. Its greatest length, from E
to W, is 18 miles ; and its mean breadth is 7 miles.
Its coast is deeply indented by Lochs Na-Nuagh,
Aylort, and Moydart ; and its interior, though
thoroughly Highland, possesses little interest. The
principal objects challenging attention are the mansion
of Kinloch Moydart, a Roman Catholic chapel, the
ruined Castle-Tirrim, and some woods along Loch Shiel
and portions of the coast. The district forms part of
the enormous parish of Ardnamurchan. Loch Moydart,
opening due SE of Eigg island at a distance of 9 miles,
penetrates 5 miles east-south-eastward ; is split over two-
thirds of its length by Shona island ; lies mostly among
low heathy hills

; and, except for having on its shores
Kinloch Moydart House, Castle-Tirrim, and some
patches of wood, wears a bare and forbidding aspect.

The section of it S of Shona island is the main
channel, and has, in its mouth, two wooded islets.

Moy Lodge, a pretty shooting-box in Laggan parish,
Inverness-shire, on the right bank of the Spean, 1§
mile below its exit from Loch Laggan, and 38J miles
SW of Kingussie. Op the Ardverikie property, it

was tenanted by Mr R. Ansdell, R.A., in Sept. 1873,
when the Queen drove past it on her way to Inverlochy.—Oral. Sur., sh. 63, 1873.

Moyness, a village in Auldeakn parish, Nairnshire,
5 miles ESE of Nairn.

Muasdale, a village, with an inn and a post office, in
Killean and Kilchenzie parish, Kiutyre, Argyllshire, 4
miles S by W of Tayinloan.

Muchairn. See Muckaiun.
Muchalls, a village in Fetteresso parish, Kincardine-

shire, with a station on the North -Eastern section of
the Caledonian railway, 5 miles NNE of Stonehaven,
under which it has a telegraph and post office.

Muchalls Episcopal church, St Ternau's, was built
in 1831, and enlarged in 1865 and 1870. Four
predecessors—the oldest dating from 1624—stood 1 milo
to the S. Muchalls Castle, on a rising-ground, is a
venerable edifice ; and was long the seat of the baronet
family of Burnett of Leys.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 67, 1871.
Muck, an Argyllshire island in the parish of Small

Isles and the district of Mull, 3 miles NNW of the
nearest point of the mainland, and 2£ SSW of Eigg.
Its length, from ENE to WSW, is 2| miles ; its maxi-
mum breadth is 2 miles ; and its area is 15S6 acres.

The surface is undulating throughout, and only one
solitary decided hill, near the W end, shoots up
from the general level, attaining the height of 600
feet. The shores are in general low and rocky, but
at the W end they rise into cliffs of 50 or 60 feet

in height. There are several more or less convenient
landing-places for fishing-boats, and two small piers,

but there is no safe harbour. The body of the
island is trap of the predominant varieties of basalt

and fine greenstone, but at the bay of Camusniore tho
protrusion of beds of sandstone and limestone indicates

the presence of a lower stratum of secondary rocks. The
soil of Muck is fertile when under tillage, and bears a
rich crop pf grass. Tho supply of spring-water is

ample. But the chief natural want of the island is

fuel, peat having to be procured with labour and expense
from the neighbouring islands or the mainland. The
main industry of the inhabitants is fishing.

Muck was for a long period the property of tho Abbey
of Iona, and its present name is said to be a corruption
oi Monk-island. Its Gaelic form is Eilean-nan-Muchd,
signifying tho 'island of the swine,' and this has been
given by Buchanan in the literal translation ' insula
porcorum.' An islet called Horse island lies on the N
side of Muck, separated from it only by a foul rocky
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n urron ohtonel, which is left dry at low water in neap
Pop, of MmU (1881) 155, (1R61) 58, (1871) 58,

(1SS1) 51, of whom 22 woro females, ami 11 Caolic-

poakuig.
Muckairn, a mtoad snrra parish in Lorn district,

Argyllshire, forming the southern portion of the quoad
ciriii.t parish of Abdohattan and Muckairn, and oon-
i mm! ; Taym ii.t station on tin- Callander and Oban
i ilway (1880), ir>S miles B by N of Oban and 711
W N \\ of Stirling. It is hounded H hy Glonorchy and
[nnishsil, SE by Kihhivnan, SW and W by Kilmore
and Kilbride, and N by the lower waters of Loch Etivb,
dividing it from Ardchattan. Its utmost length, from
N to 8, is 6<j miles ; its utmost breadth, from E to W,
is likewise Cg miles ; and its area is 21,026) acres, of

which 100 aro foreshore and 175J water. Loch Nant
(7J x 2J furl. ; 605 feet) lies on the Kilchrenan boundary,
and sends off a stream 5$ miles northward to Loch
Ktiv. ; the reedy Black Lochs (lj milo by 37 yards to

14 furl. ; 95 feet) send olf Lusragan Burn 3 J miles
northward along the Kilmore boundary ; and tho upper
('1 milt s of tho river Lonan belong to Muckairn. The
Mirl 1 c is everywhere hilly, but nowhere mountainous,
chief elevations from N to S being Druim Mor (453
feet), Dcadh Choimhead (1255), and Beinn Ghlas(1691).
The coast, 83 miles in extent, is low, but in places

rocky, much indented with bays and headlands. Copses
of oak and birch and mountain ash clothe much of the
northern portion of tho parish, whose arable area is

small compared with the pastoral. There aro sites of

three pie-Reformation chapels, a standing-stone, and
remains of several stono circles. Annexed to Ard-
chattan in 1637, Muckairn was constituted a quoad
surra parish by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1829,

and reconstituted by the court of teinds in 1846. It is

in the presbytery of Lorn and the synod of Argyll ; the

living is worth £140. The parish church, at Taynuilt,

was built in 1829, and contains 350 sittings. There is

also a Free church ; and two new public schools, Acha-
leven and Taynuilt, with respective accommodation for

50 and 134 children, had (1883) an average attendance

of 28 and 50, and grants of £40, 19s. and £45, 15s.

Pop. (1801) 893, (1841) 812, (1871) 620, (1881) 615 ; of

registration district (1871) 786, (1881) 831,* of whom
696 were Gaelic-speaking.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 45, 1876.

Muckerach. See Muckrach.
Muckersie. See Forteviot.
Muckhart, a parish in the Ochil district of SE Pcrth-

ihire, containing Pool village, 3h miles NE of Dollar.

In outline resembling a rude triangle with eastward

apex, it is bounded NW and N by Glcndevon, NE and
SE by Fossoway, which is partly in Kinross-shire, and
S\V and W by Dollar in Clackmannanshire. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 3J miles ; its utmost breadth

is 3J miles ; and its area is 4960f acres, of which 33 are

water. Along or near to all the Fossoway boundary,

the 'crystal Devon' winds 8 g- miles east-south-eastward

and west-south-westward, though the point where it

first touches and that where it quits the parish are only

4| miles distant as the crow flies. During this course

it exhibits the finest of its famous scenery, described

in our articles, Crook of Devon, Devil's Mill,
Rumbling BBISQE, and Caldron Linn. The surface

sinks in the extreme S\V to 95 feet above sea-level,

thence rising northward to 654 feet at Law Hill, 1442
at Seamab Hill, and 1500 at Commonedge Hill. The
hills have fine outlines, verdant slopes, and benty or

heathy shoulders and summits ; and Seamab, an east-

ward spur of the Ochils, terminates in a conical summit.
The rocks of the hills, and throughout great part of the

area, are mainly eruptive ; but those near the Devon
are carboniferous, and comprise workable strata of sand-

stone, limestone, ironstone, and coal. The soil in the

upper districts is light and gravelly, more or less mossy ;

in portions of the middle districts is clayey ; and in the

lower grounds, particularly near Dollar, though sandy,

* An apparent increase, due to the annexation in 1872 of the
Hi NAWE section of Glenorchy and Innishail parish, between Luehs
Lvive and Awe, to Muekairn registration district.
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produces very good oats and barloy. Nearly two-thirds

of the entire area arc in tillage; about 290 acres are

under wood ; and tho rest of tho land is either pastoral

or wasto. A fragment remains of Castleton House,
built in 1320 by William Lambert, Archbishop of St
Andrews ; and stone eollins have been found from time
to time. Tho Rev. Adam Gib (1714-88), a leader of the
Ant ihurghcrs, was a native; and Ebonezer Henderson,
LL.D. (1809-79), author of Annals of Dunfermline, died

at Astral Villa. Blairhill, on the Devon's right bank,
4 miles ENK of Dollar, is tho scat of James Richard

Haig, Esq., F.S.A. (b. 1831; sue. 1865), who holds

2597 acres in Perth and Kinross shires, valued at

£3686 per annum. The rest of the property is

mostly divided among four. Giving off a portion to

Blairingone quoad sacra parish, Muckhart is in the

presbytery of Kinross and the synod of Fife ; the living

is worth £202. Tho parish church is a commodious
edifice of 1838. Thore is also a U.P. church ; and a pub-
lic school, with accommodation for 118 children, had
(1883) an average attendance of 67, and a grant of £60,

3s. Valuation (1860) £5211, (1884) £5918, 15s. 4d.

Pop. (1801) 538, (1841) 706, (1861) 615, (1871) 612,

(1881) 601, of whom 593 were in the ecclesiastical parish.
—Ord. Sur., shs. 39, 40, 1869-67.

Muckle or Meikle Loch, a lake in Slains parish,

Aberdeenshire, 1J mile WNW of the coast near Slains

Old Castle, and 4£ miles E by N of Ellon. Lying
134 feet above sea-level, it has an utmost length

and breadth of 4 and 2J furlongs ; was formerly

of much greater extent than now ; is overhung, to

the N, by Pound Top (216 feet) ; has a mean depth

of 20 feet, and a maximum depth of 52 ; and sends

off a streamlet to the river Ythan.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 87,

1876.

Muckle Burn, a stream of Nairn and Elgin shires,

rising at an altitude of 1190 feet above sea-level, and
winding 19J miles north-north-eastward, through or

along the borders of Ardclach, Auldearn, and Dyke
parishes, till it falls into Findhorn Bay.

—

Ord. Sur.,

shs. 84, 94, 1876-78.

Muckle Roe. See Meikle Roe.
Muck, Loch. See Dalmellington.
Muckrach House, a mansion in the Inverness-shire

portion of Cromdale parish, on the left bank of the

Dulnain, 4 miles SW of Grantown. It is the seat of

John Dick Peddie, Esq., A.R.A. (b. 1824), Liberal

M.P. for the Kilmarnock burghs since 1880. Muckrach
Castle, built in 1598 by the second son of John Grant
of Freuchie, was the first possession of the Grants of

Rothiemurchus, and is now a roofless ruin, itself some-

what picturesque, and beautifully situated.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 74, 1877.

Mucross. Seo St Andrews.
Mudale, a rivulet of the SW of Farr parish, Suther-

land. Issuing from Loch na Meide (3J miles x 70 yards

to 5£ furl. ; 490 feet above sea-level) at the meeting-

point with Tongue and Durness parishes, it winds 7g
miles east-south eastward till it falls into the head of

Loch Naver (247 feet) near Altnaharraw inn. It affords

good trout and salmon fishing, the trout running up to

2 lbs.—Ord. Sur., sh. 108, 1880.

Mugdock, an ancient barony in Strathblane and New
Kilpatrick parishes, Stirlingshire. From Maldwin, Earl

of Lennox, it was acquired in the first half of the 13th

century by David de Graham, ancestor of the noble

family of Montrose ; and it became, in 1646, the seat of

their principal residence—Mugdock Castle, at the SW
corner of Mugdock Loch (2xl£ furl.), 24 miles N by
W of Milngavie. A massive quadrangular tower, of

unknown antiquity, this was so defended by a deep broad

fosse, drawn around it from the lake, as to be inaccess-

ible to any foroe that could be brought against it in the

old times of rude warfare ; was one of the scenes of tho

bacchanalian orgies of the Earl of Middleton and his

associates, when employed in subverting the popular

liberties under Charles II. ; is now, and has long been,

a ruin
;
and, together with its lake, figures finely amid

the pleasant surrounding scenery. Mugdock Reservoir
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(5J x 3 furl.), the great store-place of the Glasgow water-

works from Loch Katrine, lies f mile N of Milngavie,

at an altitude of 311 feet above sea-level. See Glasgow,

p. 165; and Dr William Fraser, The Lennox (2 vols.,

Edinb. 1874).

Mugdrum, an estate in Newburgh and Abernethy
parishes, NW Fife, comprising Mugdrum island in the

Tay and lands on the S side of the river, all contiguous

to the Perthshire boundary. Mugdrum island measures

7£ furlongs in length, 1£ furlong in extreme breadth,

and about 32 acres in area ; and is mostly under culti-

vation. Mugdrum House, opposite the middle of the

island, immediately W of Newburgh town, is a plain

massive edifice of 1786, with extensive and finely-wooded

grounds. Its owner, Edmund de Haya Paterson-Balfour-

Hay, Esq. (b. 1849 ; sue. 1868), holds 2917 acres in Fife

and Perthshire, valued at £7872 per annum. Mug-
drum Cross, within the grounds, comprises a large

oblong stone base, and a square stone pillar
;
displays,

on its eastern face, in four compartments, very curious

ancient sculptures ; and is believed to have originally

had arms, making it literally a cross.

—

Ord. Stir., sh.

48, 1868.

Muick, a stream of Glenmuick parish, SW Aberdeen-

shire. Rising on Cairn Taggart, at an altitude of 3150

feet, near the Forfarshire border, it first dashes lg mile

east-south-eastward to wild and picturesque Duu Loch

(5J x 1 J furl. ; 2091 feet), thence hurries 2 miles east-by-

southward to dark Loch Muick (2J miles x \ mile ; 1310

feet), and thence runs 9g miles north-north-eastward,

till, \ mile above Ballater Bridge and at 665 feet of

altitude, it falls into the Dee. Midway it forms a fine

waterfall, 36 feet high, the Linn of Muick ; and every-

where it is very impetuous, no fewer than eight wooden
bridges having been swept away at Birkhall during

1848-80. Alt-na-Giuthasacu, the royal shooting-

lodge, stands near the foot of Loch Muick, on whose
waters the Queen and Prince Albert were first rowed 30

Aug. 1849. ' The scenery,' she wrote then, 'is beautiful,

so wild and grand—real severe Highland scenery, with

trees in the hollow ; ' and again, under date 7 Oct. 1863,
' Loch Muick looked beautiful in the setting sun as we
came down, and reminded me of many former happy
days 1 spent there.' The lake affords capital trout-

fishing, and the stream contains both salmon and
smallish trout— Ord. Sur., sh. 65, 1870.

Muick, Argyllshire. See Muck.
Muir, Muiralehouse, or Muirton, a village in St

Ninians parish, Stirlingshire, £ mile SSE of Bannock-
burn.

Muiravonside (popularly Moranm'de), a parish of SE
Stirlingshire, traversed by the Slamannan and the

Edinburgh and Glasgow sections of the North British

railway, with the stations of Manuel, Causewayend,
Bowhouse, Blackstone, and Avonbridge. It also con-

tains Almond Iron-works, Blackbraes, Maddiston, and
Standrigg villages, with parts of Linlithgow Bridge,

Rumford, and Avonbridge. It was anciently part

of Falkirk parish, and does not appear on record as a
separate parish till the year 1606. It is bounded S by
Slamannan, NW by Falkirk and Polmont, and on all

other sides by Linlithgowshire, viz., N by Borrowstoun-
ncss, and SE by Linlithgow and Torphichen. Its

utmost length, from ENE to WSW, is 6g miles; its

utmost breadth is 3 miles ; and its area is 801 i>i acres,

of which 51J are water. The river Aven, from which
Muiravonside derives its name, winds 9.4; miles north-
eastward and west-by-northward along all the Linlith-

gowshire l ler, though the point where it firs! touches
and that where it quits the parish are barely 5 miles

distant. Over most of its course it is curtained with
wood, or Hanked with the sides of a romantic dell, or

otherwise picturesque. The Hollock, Manuel, Sandy-
ford, and other burns, rise in the interior and run to

the Aven, but are all short and small. Sinking in the

extreme N to less than 200 feet above sea-level, the sur-

face thence rises south-westward to 493 feet at Whiterig,
524 near Glenend, 547 near Candie House, 641 at Grecn-

eraig, and 546 near Blaekhillehd, Thus the extreme W

of the parish is part of the moorish plateau which flanks

the S side of the great dingle traversed by the Forth and
Clyde Canal, whilst the rest of it all declines in ever-

varying ridges toward the dell of the Aven and the
Carse of Forth. The higher grounds have rarely an
elevation of more than 200 feet above the hollows at
their base

; yet they command a gorgeous prospect of

the basin of the Forth, from Stilling to the Lothians,
and from the flanks of the Carse to the Ochil Hills.

The rocks are partly eruptive, partly carboniferous. A
fine-grained blue trap has been largely quarried, as also

has sandstone of very close grain, with a fracture re-

sembling that of marble, and with capacity of retaining

sculpture uninjured through centuries. Coal, which
was formerly worked on only a limited scale, is now
mined very extensively ; and ironstone, yielding metal
of the finest quality, but containing a large percentage
of refuse, is worked by the Carron Company. The soil

of the western district is partly spongy, and nearly all

cold and wet ; of the eastern district is light and
gravelly, encumbered with many stones ; and in parts

of the interior is clayey. Much that was formerly moor
and moss has nearly all been brought under the plough ;

and a fair proportion of the entire area is occupied by
plantation, so disposed as to embellish tracts naturally

bleak and dismal. Manuel Triory is noticed separately
;

and other antiquities are a series of fortified eminences
extending from Harlelar to Sight Hill, with ruins of a
pre-Reformation chapel at Ballenbriech. Muiravon-
side House, on the left bank of the Aven, 3| miles
SW of Linlithgow, is the seat of Andrew Stirling,

Esq. (b. 1820 ; sue. 1867), who owns 688 acres in

the shire, valued at £638 per annum. Mr Forbes of

Callendar is chief proprietor ; and 5 in all hold each
an annual value of £500 and upwards, 17 of between
£100 and £500, 6 of from £50 to £100, and 13 of from
£20 to £50. Muiravonside is in the presbytery of

Linlithgow and the synod of Lothian and Tvveeddale ;

the living is worth £331. The parish church, 3 miles
W by S of Linlithgow, was built about 1808, and con-

tains 600 sittings. Three public schools—Blackbraes,

Drumbowie, and Muiravonside—with respective accom-
modation for 182, 150, and 175 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 134, 80, and 117, and grants of

£117, 5s., £69, 4s., and £113, 6s. 6d. Valuation (1800)

£12,773, (1884) £21,534, lis. 4d. Pop. (1801) 1070,

(1831) 1540, (1841) 2238, (1861) 2660, (1871) 2653,
(1S81) 2713.—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Muirburn, a mansion in Glassl'ord parish, Lanark-
shire, on the left side of Avon Water, 2^ miles NE of

Strathaven. Its owner, John Patrick Alston, Esq.

(b. 1816), holds 666 acres in the shire, valued at £1337
per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1865.

Muirdrum, a village in Pan bride parish, Forfarshire,

5f miles SW of Arbroath, and N of Carnoustie, under
which it has a post office.

Muire Loch. See Mary's Loch.
Muireud, a collier village in Dalgety parish, Fife, 5

furlongs S of Crossgates.

Muiresk, a mansion in Turriff parish, Aberdeenshire,

on the right bank of the Ueveron, 2 miles W by S of

Turriff town. Its owner, Henry Alexander Farquhar-
Spottiswood, Esq. (b. 1859 ; sue. 1873), holds 1491 acres

in the shire, valued at £1397 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 86, 1876.

Muirfield, a mansion in Dirleton parish, Haddington-
shire, 'i\ miles NNW of Drem Junction.

Muirfoot Hills. See Mookfoot.
Muirhead or West Benhar, a village in Shotts parish,

Lanarkshire, 3| miles W by S of Whitburn. Pop. (1871)

868, (1881) 1412.

Muirhead, a village in Cadder parish, Lanarkshire,

i mile SSW of Chryston, and 6J miles ENE of
Glasgow.

Muirhead, a village in Old Monkland parish, Lanark-
shire, close to Baillieston station.

Muirhead, a village in Bothwell parish, Lanarkshire,

near I'.cllshill.

Muirhead, a village on the SW border of Kettle parish,
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Fife, adjacent to tho North British railway, 22 miles
8S\Y ..! Kettle villas.

Muirhend of Liff, a village in Liff ami Bonvio parish,

l'.Ml.u-hiro, near tlio Perthshire boundary, 4jf miles

UW of Dundee,
Muirhouso, a village in Dairy parish, Ayrshire, 2J

miles NE of Dairy village.

Muirhouso, a mansion in Cramond parish, Edinburgh-
shire, on the Bhore of the Firth of Forth, H mile NNE
oi Davidson's .Mains ami 4.J miles WNW of Edinburgh.
Only two round towns remain of a previous mansion
t-.r i \<u0); and the- present houso is a picturcsquo

Tudor edifice of about 1 8.50, with a square battlemented
towi r ami beautiful well-wooded grounds. Its drawing-
room is adorned with several frescoes by Zcphaniah
Pell. Pun based by his ancestor in 1776, the estate
b. longs no« lo Thomas Davidson, Esq., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

P.G.S. (b. 1817 ; sue. 1865), who holds 412 acres in the
shire, valued at £1216 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32,
I s .'.?. See John Small's Castles and Mansions of the

Lothimu (Hdinb. 1883).

Muirhouse, Forfarshire. See Murroes.
Muirhouses, a village in Carriden parish, Linlithgow-

shire, 2 1 miles SE of 13orrowstounness.

Muirhouseton. See Mcrieston.
Muirkirk, a town and a parish in the NE of Kyle

district, Ayrshire. The town, lying near the right
bank of the Ayr, 720 feet above sea-level, has a station,

the junction ofthe Douglasdale branch of the Caledonian
with the Muirkirk branch of the Glasgow and South-
W( Jtern railway, 10J miles ENE of Auchinleck, 252 E by
N "i A.yr, 67| SSE ofGlasgow (only 30 by road), and 49J
S\V of Edinburgh. "With environs bleaker perhaps than
those of any other town in Scotland, Leadhills and Wan-
lockhead alone excepted, it is the seat of an extensive
iron manufacture, and was brought into existence

through the discovery and smelting of iron ore (1787).

A small predecessor or nucleus existed previously under
the name of Garan ; and the transmutation of this into
the town of Muirkirk is noticed as follows in the Old
Statistical Account :

— 'The only village, or rather
clachan, as they are commonly called, that deserves the
name, lies at a small distance from the church, by the
side of the high road, on a rising ground called Garan-
li ill, which therefore gives name to the range of houses
that occupy it. They have increased greatly in number
since the commencement of the works ; and new houses
and streets have risen around them. Many houses
besides, some of them of a very neat structure, have
been built at the works themselves ; and others are

daily appearing that will, in a short time, greatly exceed
in number and elegance those of the old village, formerly,

indeed, the only one that the parish could boast.' The
place has undergone great fluctuations of prosperity

;

but, during the last half century, and especially since

the formation of the railway, it has been very flourishing,

insomuch as to rank among the great seats of the iron

manufacture in Scotland. The works of the Eglinton
Iron Company have 3 blast furnaces, 10 puddling fur-

naces, and 2 rolling mills, for the manufacture of pig
and malleable iron ; and coal-mining and lime-burning
are actively carried on. New works for collecting

ammonia as a by-product at the furnaces were erected
at a large outlay in 1883. Muirkirk has a post office

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph de-

partments, a branch of the Clydesdale Bank, 2 hotels,

a gas company, a good library, hiring fairs on the
Tuesday alter 18 Feb. and the Thursday after 18 Dec,
and a cattle and sheep fair on the second Friday in

June. The parish church, built in 1812, and renovated
in 1883 at a cost of £1700, contains 800 sittings.

Other places of worship are a Free church built

soon after the Disruption, a U.P. church (1823 ; 380
sittings), and St Thomas' Roman Catholic church
(1856; 250 sittings), which last was enlarged and im-
proved in 1882, when a presbytery also was built at the
cost of the Marquess of Bute. Pop. (1861) 2281, (1871)
2376, (1881) 3470, of whom 1861 were males. Houses
(1881) 637 inhabited, 32 vacant, 2 building.

The parish, containing also Glenbuck village, formed
part of Mauchline parish till 1631, and, then being con-
si it uted a separate parish, received, from the situation

of its church, tho name of Kirk of the Muir, Muirkirk,
or Muirkirk of Kylo. It is bounded S by Auchinleck,
W by Sorn, and on all other sides by Lanarkshire, viz.,

N by Avondale, NE by Lesmahagow, and E by Douglas.
Its utmost length, from E to W, is lOg miles ; its utmost
breadth, from N to S, is 8 miles ; and its area is 47£
squaro miles or 30,429J acres, of which 200£ are water.

Two artificial reservoirs, together covering 121 acres,

are noticed under Glenbuck. Issuing from the first of

these, and traversing the second, the river Ayr winds
6a miles west-south-westward through the interior,

then 2| miles west-north-westward along the southern
boundary. Its principal aflluents during this course

arc Cartel Water, running 4£ miles north-westward,
and Greenock Water, running 9f} miles south-westward.
Along tho Ayr, in the extreme W, the surface declines

to 567 foot above the sea ; and chief elevations to the N
of the river arc "Burnt Hill (1199 feet), Meanleur Hill

(1192), Black Hill (1169), *Goodbush Hill (1556), and
•Priest.hill Height (1615) ; to the S, Wood Hill (1234),

•WardlawHill (1630), the Steel (1356), and*CAlRNTABLE
(1944), where asterisks mark those summits that culmi-

nate on the confines of the parish. On all sides, then,

except the W, or over a sweeping segment of 25 miles,

its boundary is a water-shedding line of heights. The
interior is a rough and dreary expanse of moorish hills,

tame in outline, and clad in dark purple heather, here

rising in solitary heights, there forming ridges which
run towards almost every point of the compass. Cairn

-

table, on the boundary with Lanarkshire, near the SE
extremity, is the highest ground, and commands, on a

clear day, an extensive and varied prospect. At most
one-sixth of the entire area has ever been regularly or

occasionally in tillage ; and all the remainder, excepting

about 250 acres of plantation, is disposed in sheep-walks

—some of them so excellent that Muirkirk black-faced

sheep have carried off the first prize at several of the

Highland Society's shows and at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. In the 12th century a natural forest extended
over a largo part, perhaps nearly the whole, of the

parish ; and has left dreary memorials both in such

names as Netherwood and Harwood, now borne by
utterly treeless farms, and in long trunks and branches
deeply buried in moss. The mountain-ash is almost the

only tree that seems to grow spontaneously. It adorns

the wildest scenes, and unexpectedly meets the eye by
the side of a barren rock and sequestered stream, seen

seldom save by the birds of the air or the solitary

shepherd and his flock. Coal lies on both sides of the

Ayr, at no greater depth than 60 fathoms, in six seams
aggregately 30 I feet thick, and severally 3£, 3, 7, 9, 2i,

and 5£. It is mined, on the most approved plans ami
in very large quantities, both for exportation and for

local consumpt and manufacture. Ironstone occurs in

the coal-field in five workable seams, so thick that three

tons of stone are obtained under every square yard of

surface. Limestone likewise is plentiful, and is worked
with the ironstone and coal. Lead and manganese have
been found, but not in such quantity as to repay the

cost of mining. The parish is deeply and pathetically

associated with martyrs of the Covenant. Of various

monuments the most remarkable is that upon Priesthill

farm to tho ' Christian carrier,' John Brown, who, on 1

May 1685, was shot by Clavcrhouse, in presence of his

wile and family. On the top of Cairntable there are

two large cairns. Five proprietors hold each an annual

value of £500 and upwards, 9 of between £100 and £500,

6 of from £50 to £100, and 26 of from £20 to £50.

Muirkirk is in the presbytery of Ayr and the synod of

Glasgow and Ayr ; tho living is worth £234. Glenbuck
public, Muirkirk public, Muirkirk Ironworks, and Well-

wood Works schools, with respective accommodation for

288, 317, 365, and 102 children, had (1883) an average

attendance of 192, 230, 345, and 92, and grants of

£142, 14s. 6d., £194, 7s., £301, 17s. 6d., and £70, 7s.

Valuation (18S0) £9311, (1884) £24,056, Is. 9d.,pliu
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£5179 for railway. Pop. (1801) 2560, (1831) 2816,

(1861) 3270, (1871) 3253, (1881) 5123.—CM. Sur., shs.

15, 23, 1864-65.

Muir of Rhynie or Rhynie, a village in Rhyme parish,

Aberdeenshire, standing 600 feet above sea-level, near
the left bank of the Water of Bogie, 4 miles SSW of
Gartly station, and 13f NW of Al'ford. A neat place,

it serves as a centre of trade for some extent of sur-

rounding country, and has a post otiice (Rhynie), with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,
branches of the North of Scotland Bank and the Aber-
deen Town and County Bank, two inns, a gas company,
a good water supply, a police station, a public school,

the parish church, a Free church, a Congregational
chapel, and the Episcopal church of Auchindoir, St
Mary's (1859 ; 80 sittings), which, Early English in

style, was restored and decorated in 1883. Cattle fairs

are held on the Saturday before the fourth Monday of
January, February, March, April, May, November, and
December, the day in September after Keith fair, and
the day in October after Kennethmont fair

;
hiring-fairs

on the Mondays before 26 May and 22 Nov. Fop. (1861)
349, (1871) 482, (1881) 442.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Muirshiel, a mansion in Lochwinnoch parish, Ren-
frewshire, on the left bank of the Calder, 44 miles NW
of Lochwinnoch town.

Muirside, a village in Old Monkland parish, Lanark-
shire, 3 furlongs SW of Baillieston.

Muirton. See Marykirk.
Muirton, Stirlingshire. See Muir.
Muirton, a village in Blairgowrie parish, Perthshire,

1 mile S by W of the town.
Muldron, a mansion of 1828 in West Calder parish, SW

Edinburghshire, 2 miles S by W of Fauldhouse station.

Mull, an island of NW Argyllshire, separated from
the mainland by the Souud of Mull and the Firth of

Lorn, whilst the western extremity of the Ross of

Mull is divided by the narrow Sound of Iona from the
island of the same name. The remaining shores of Mull
are wasted by what used to be known as the Deucale-
donian Sea. The island of Mull is the third largest in

the Hebridean group, Skye and Lewis alone being
larger. It lies within 4 miles of the promontory of
Ardnamurehan on the N, within 7 miles of Oban on the
E, and within 24 miles of Rudha Mhail Point in Islay

on the S. Its greatest length, from ENE to WSW, is

30 miles ; its greatest breadth, from WNW to ESE, is

29 miles; but the extreme irregularity of its form
arising from the indentations of its coast-line prevents
any adequate notion of its size being given by these
measurements. Indeed, its circumference may be safely

put down at 300 miles, if one follows all the ins and
outs of the coast ; and its area (including Iona, Gometra,
Ulva, and some smaller islets) is 351| square miles or
224,802 acres. The island has been fancifully described
as presenting the general aspect of a cray-iish, the long
narrow peninsula called the Ross of Mull forming the tail,

and the eastern coast-line forming the curved back.
Were a line drawn from Treshnish Point on the NW to

the headland on the W side of Loch liny, the main body
of the island lying to the E of that line would form an
irregular parallelogram of 25 miles by 14, extending
NW and 8E; but this would be indented in several
parts by the sea, especially in the W, where Loch-na-
Keal would run for 8 miles E of the line. Between this

line and the main ocean the island would consist only of

64 miles of the peninsula of Gribon between Loch-na-
Kcal and Loch Scridain, and about 16 miles of the
Ross of Mull, which, notwithstanding its great length,
has a mean breadth of little over 4 miles. No fewer
than 468 islands, islets, and insulated rocks lie adjacent
to Mull, and many are within the parish of Mull, but
they are not included in the above measurements. By
far the greatest irregularity of coast-line is on the W
and S, especially the former ; while the N and E, pro-
tected by the mainland, are comparatively unbroken.
The chief inlets on the W coast, in order from N to S,

are Loch Cuan, Calgary Bay, Loch Tuadh (between Ulva
and Mull), Loch-na-Keal, and Loch Scridain, stretching

between the peninsula of Gribon and the Ross of Mull.

Loch Lathaich is an inlet of the sea on the N coast of the

Ross. Along the S and SW coast, in order from W to E.

the chief inlets are Ardlamont and Carsaig Bays, square

Loch Buy, Loch Spelvie, and Loch Don. Tobermory Bay
is on the NE coast. Of the neighbouring islands the chief

are Gometra, Ulva, Staffa, Iona, Kerrera, and Lismore.

Mull has a boisterous coast, a wet and stormy climate,

and a rough, unpromising, trackless surface, redeemed
only by a few spots of verdure and cultivation in the

sheltered valleys, or at the head of the various lochs

and inlets. Lord Teignmouth described it as 'a vast

moor,' though of a spot near Tobermory he said that it

is 'a sequestered scene of much beauty, recalling to the

Italian traveller, in miniature, the recollection of

Terni. Sacheverell, 150 years ago [in 1688], was
struck with its resemblance to Italian scenery. A lake

is enclosed by an amphitheatre of hills, covered with

oak, interspersed with torrents, forming picturesque

cascades.' Modern taste sees much to admire in the

misty hills and stretching moors of Mull ; and in many
places the scenery is grand, and even magnificent. The
northern district rises from the sea, sometimes in grassy

slopes, sometimes in rocky cliffs or naked terraces, and
sometimes in sheer walls of basaltic pillars. The pic-

turesque SE seaboard rises from the coast, with much
variety of contour, to a mean altitude of more than
2100 feet above sea-level. Its culminating point, Ben-
more (3185 feet), 8 miles inland, is the highest summit
in Mull ; lesser elevations, from N to S, being Cairn

Mor (1126), Spyon More (1455), Dun-da-gu (2505),

Creachbeinn (2344), and Ben Buy (2352). The W penin-

sula of Gribon, between Loch Scridain and Loch-na-

Keal, has an average breadth of 5 miles, and is formed

of trap terraces receding inland, and rising in their

highest crest to 1400 feet, whence lofty plateaux extend

to the shoulder of Benmore. The predominant rock

throughout Mull is trap, to a large extent basaltic and
columnar. Granite and metamorphic rocks are found

in the W part of the Ross of Mull ; and there is a quarry

of tine red granite directly opposite Iona, whose cathedral

has been largely built of that stone. Syenite, blue clay,

limestone, and sandstone belonging to the Lias and
Oolitic formation are also found. Fresh water lakes are

common. The largest are Loch Erisa in the N ; Loch
Houran, in the S, near the head of the salt-water Loch
Buy ; and Loch Ba, in the W, near the head of Loch-

na-Keal. Streams are numerous, but, from the size and
configuration of the island, are necessarily small. The
soil, except on a small rocky district at the extremity

of the Ross of Mull, and on the shoulders and summits
of some of the mountains, is comparatively deep and
fertile, and bears a larger proportion of pasture than

Skye. But the beating rains and violent storms of

Mull render it one of the least suitable of the Hebrides

for grain cultivation. It is much more suited for ex-

clusive attention to grazing. The cows of Mull are

numerous and of excellent quality ; and some southern

breeds of sheep have thriven very well on the moist

but verdant pastures of Mull. Natural forests were at

one time extensive and flourishing, but they are now much
scantier. Coppices of larch, Scotch fir, pine, etc., have

been planted in the N ; and the ash grows with vigour

and beauty in sheltered spots in the E. Mull anil the

adjacent islands were divided into several parishes

during Romish times ; but at the Reformation these

were united into a single parish of Mull. This is now
subdivided into the i/unad ciri/ia parishes of Kilninian

and Kilmore, Kilfinielien and Kilvickeon, and Torosay
;

and into the quoad sacra parishes of Tobermory, Salen,

Kinlochspelvie, Iona, and Ulva. The only town and
the seat of the civil administration is Tobermory in the

NW. The chief villages and residences will bo found
named in the separate articles on the various parishes,

to which reference must be made for more detailed infor-

mation. Pop. (ISM) 7485, (1861)6834, (1871)5947, (1881)

5229, of whom 2666 were females, and 4591 Gaelic-speak-

ing. Houses, occupied 1055, vacant 43, building 6.

There are a number of interesting castles or fortalicos

83
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on tii<< rugged shores of Mull, to which Soott alludes in

bit i rd Ou hi,*. The ohief are those of Aeos,
In lht, end iiov. Other antiquities consist of barrows,

oairna, oampa, small forts, grave stones, and sculptured

stones; for an aooount of which see a paper in tho

J'nKf,ilin,is of Hi,- S,-ot. Soc. of Artiiq., 1883-4.
_
A lead-

in i; event in the nasi history of MufJ was the fierce soa-

hattle between Annus of tho Isles and tho Karl of

Crawford and Huntly, which was fought in tho

16th oentury, and has given name to Bloody Bay, a

little N of Tobermory.
Tlic presbytery of Mull includes the quoad civilia

parishes of Aidnamurchan, Coll, Killinichen, Kilninian,

Morvern, Torosay, and Tyree, and the quoad sacra

parishes of Achaiacle, Hylipol, Iona, Kiuloehspelvic,

Salen, Strontian, Tobermory, and Ulva. Pop. (1871)

15,288, (1881)13,933, of whom 1225 were communicants

of t lie Church of Scotland in 1878.—Tho Free Church

al-o has a ptvshytery of Mull, whose nine churches had

1 7 7

.

r
» members and adherents in 1883.

Mull, Sound of, the boomerang-shaped belt of sea

separating the island of Mull from the Scottish main-

land, is identical in tho N with tho lower part of Loch

Sunart, and in the S with the upper part of the Firth

of Lorn. Sometimes it is regarded as stretching be-

tween, but excluding these. In this more limited sense,

tho sound stretches from the headlands of Bloody Bay

on the NW, to Duart Point on the SE of Mull, a

distance of 19 miles. Along its length it is flanked

only by Morven on the mainland side ; varies from 11

furlongs to 34, miles in breadth ; and lias only 5 or 6

inconsiderable inlets, of which Loch Aline in Morven,

and the Bays of Salen and Tobermory in Mull, are the

i bief. In the larger signification the name is extended

to include the channel stretching beyond Duart Point

to the headlands of Loch Buy and the northern point

of Seil island—in all, a total length of 36 miles. This

lias occasionally a breadth of 8 to 10 miles, and
embraces Kerrera and the smaller islands ; and is

flanked on the S by Mid and Nether Lorn. The
Sound of Mull is deep, but navigation is dillicult from

the meeting of the tides and the fierce gusts which
sweep down from the high hills on either side. The
scenery is very beautiful and varied ; and along its

shores rise the picturesque and often striking ruins of

old Highland towers and keeps, such as Duart,
AlLTOKNlsll, and Alios. The opening and much of the

scene of Sir Walter Scott's Lord, of the Isles is laid on

the Sound of Mull. He refers to the dilliculty of navi-

gation in the passage :

' With eve the cbhinpr currents boiled

Mulroy. See KlI.MON'IVAIG.

Munadhliath. See Monadhl
Munches, a handsome model

with finely-wooded grounds, in 1

biightshire, near the right bank
S of Dalbeattie. Its owner, Wei
Esq. (b. 1817 ; snc. 1858), from 1

M.P for the Stewartry, in whicl

valued at £5149 per annum.—Oi

Muncraig HilL See Bokgue.
Munlochy, a village in Knockl

i mile W of the head of Munlocl
of Fortrose, and 6J N by W of

it communicates daily by the m,

office under Inverness, with mon<

and telegraph departments, a pi

room and library, yearly games ol

Association, a jetty, and a cousi(

wood—props, staves, and sleepei

inlet of the Moray Firth, exten

baa a maximum width of J mil

Sahiag station.

—

Ord. Sur., shs.
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•n mansion of granite,

Juittlo parish, Kirkcud-
of Urr Water, 2 miles

Iwood Herries Maxwell,
868 to 1874 was Liberal

h he holds 4597 acres,

d. Sur., sh. 5, 1897.

i, Rc
WSW
which

gig. It has a post

rdcr, savings' bank,

3 school, a reading-

; Black Isle Athletic

ble export trade in

Munlochy Bay, an
!| miles westward

;

and is an excellent
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Murdoch Isle. See Ann, Locn.
Murdostoun Castle, a mansion in Shotts parish,

Lanarkshire, near tho right bank of South Caldcr Water,
2 miles N of Ncwmains. Its owner, Robert King Stewart,
Ksq. (b. 1853; sue. I860), holds 1760 acres in tho shire,

valued at £2833 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.
Murie House, a mansion in Brrol parish, Perthshire,

l)j milo WSW of Krrol village The estato was sold in

December 1872 for £78,500, and now belongs to John
Brown Brown-Morison, Ksq. of Finderlie and West
Errol (b. 1840; sue. 1866), who holds 1918 acres in

Perthshire and 164 in Kinross-shire, valued at £3741
and £426 per annum. Law Knoll, an artificial mound
within the park, measures 120 feet in diameter at the
base, 30 in diameter at the top, and 20 in vertical

height ; stands at tho head of an old avenue of lofty

oaks ; and seems to have once been a seat of feudal
courts of justice.— Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Murieston House, a mansion in Midcalder parish,

Edinburghshire, on tho left bank of Murieston Water, 2
miles SSAV of Midcalder village. An old castellated

edifice, it had fallen into decay, when it was partially

rebuilt about 1836. Murieston Water, issuing from
Cobinshaw Reservoir, runs 1\ miles north-north-east-

ward through West and Mid Calder parishes ; and falls

into Linnhouse Water in the vicinity of Midcalder vil-

lage, near the Linnhouse's influx to tho Almond.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Murkle Bay, a creek (4 x 1\ furl.) on the S side of
Dunnet Bay, N Caithness, at the mutual border of

Thurso and Ohig parishes, 4 miles BNE of Thurso
town. It was formerly noted for its fisheries and its

manufacture of kelp, and is capable of being rendered a
safe retreat to vessels in distress, from tempests in the
Pentland Firth. Murkle estate, lying around the bay,
belongs to Sir Robert C. Sinclair, Bart, of Stevenston.
Tho traditional scene of a victory over the Danes, it is

said to have originally been called Morthill or 'the field

of death.'—Ord. Sur., sh. 116, 1878.

Murlaggan, a village in Kilnionivaig parish, Inver-
ness-shire, near the right bank of the Spean, 16 miles
KNK of Fort William.

Murlingden, a mansion in Brechin parish, Forfarshire,

\\ mile NNW of the town.
Murray, Wigtownshire. See Port-Murray.
Murrayfield, a mansion in St Mungo parish, Dum-

friesshire, near the right bank of the Water of Milk, 1£
mile K by S of Lockerbie.

Murrayshall, a mansion in a detached section of
Kinnoull parish, Perthshire, 3 miles NE of Perth.
Built by Sir Andrew Murray in 1664, and restored in

1864, it is the seat of Henry Stewart Murray-Graham,
Esq. (b. 1848 ; sue. 1881), who holds 1913 acres in the
shire, valued at £2679 per annum. Murrayshall Hill

(918 feet), a prominent summit of the Sidlaws, is

crowned by an obelisk erected in 1850 to the memory of
Lord Lynedoch.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Murrayshall, an estate, with a mansion, in St Ninians
parish, Stirlingshire, 2f miles SW of Stirling. Forming
part of the Polmaine property, it includes the western
portion of the battlefield of Bannockburn ; contains an
interesting series of superpositions of rock, from columnar
trap near the surface down to bituminous shale at a depth
of 157 feet; and has a limestone quarry.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

39, 1869.

Murraythwaite, a mansion in Cummcrtrees parish,

Dumfriesshire, 5J miles WSW of Ecclcfechan. Its

owner, William Murray, Esq. (b. 1865 ; sue. 1872),

holds 1356 acres in tho shire, valued at £1625 per
annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

Murrin. See INCHMURRIN.
Murroch Burn, a rivulet of Dumbarton parish, Dum-

bartonshire, rising on Knockshanoch, adjacent to Dum-
barton Muir, at an altitude of 870 feet above sea-level,

and running 4J miles south-westward, along a glen

containing abundant supplies of limestone, till it falls

into the river Leven, 9 furlongs N of Dumbarton town.—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Murroes, a parish of S Forfarshiri containing two
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small hamlets—Kellas or Hole of Murroes, 3£ miles N
of Broughty Ferry and 5 NE of the post-town Dun-
dee ; and Burnside of Duntrune (originally and more
accurately Burnside of Easter Powrie), 4J miles NE of

Dundee.
The parish is bounded N by Inverarity, NE by

Monikie, E by Monifieth, S by Monifieth, Dundee, and
Mains, and W by Mains and Tealing. Almost sur-

rounding the detached or Duntrune section of Dundee
parish, it has a very irregular outline, with an extreme

length from N to S of 3§ miles, an extreme breadth

of 2J miles, and an area of 5304^ acres, of which 7

are water. The surface has almost everywhere an un-

dulating character, sinking in the S to a little less than

200 feet above sea-level, and rising north-westward to

378 near Barns of Wedderburn, northward to 443 near

Kerryston Bank, 479 near Braeside, and 800 at the

meeting-point with Monikie and Inverarity. It mostly
presents a pleasant and highly cultivated appearance,

and is drained by two streamlets, Sweet or Murroes
Burn and Fithie Burn, which fall into Dichty Water.

The predominant rocks are trap and sandstone; and the

soil is a black loam, partly deep and fertile, partly light

and less productive, and incumbent variously on rock,

gravel, and clay. About 218 acres are under wood ; 280

are uncultivated ; and the rest of the land is in tillage.

The principal antiquities are remains of Ballumbie,

Powrie, and Wedderburn Castles ; and the site is shown
of Ballumbie chapel and graveyard, discontinued prior

to 1590. The old mansion-houses of Gagie (1614) and
Muirhouse still stand, with crow-stepped gables, massive

walls and staircases, etc. Gagie is now an ordinary

dwelling-house; and the Muirhouse, close to the church,

from which the parish derives its name, is occupied as

a farm-grieve's residence. Catherine Douglas, whose
arm was crushed in a vain attempt to bar the door

against James I.'s murderers at Perth (1436), is said

to have been espoused to the heir-apparent of the

Lovels of Ballumbie. Robert Edward, author of an
elegant Latin account of Forfarshire (1678), was Epis-

copal minister of Murroes in the reign of Charles II.

In 1589-90 the Iiev. Henry Duncan removed from
Ballumbie to Murroes, retaining Ballumbie in charge.

This seems to indicate that there were originally two
parishes—Ballumbie and Murroes—which would partly

account for the very irregular shape of the parish. The
only mansion is Balltjmbie ; but the landed property is

divided among five—the proprietors of Powrie, Wedder-
burn, Gagie, Ballumbie, and Westhall. Murroes is in

the presbytery of Dundee and the synod of Angus and
Mearns ; the living is worth £233. The parish church,

built in 1848 over the vault of the Fothringham
family, is a neat edifice in the Gothic style, with a bell

turret, several stained-glass windows, and 370 sittings.

The public school, with accommodation for 150 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 103, and a grant of

£103, 2s. Valuation (1857) £7143, (1884) £10,791, 7s.,

plus £643 for railway. Pop. (1801 ) 591, (1831 ) 657, (1 861)

763, (1871) 751, (1881) 749.— Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Murthly. See Weem.
Murtle House, a modern Grecian mansion in Peter-

culter parish, Aberdeenshire, near the left bank of the
Dee and close to Murtle station on the Deeside railway,

this being 5£ miles WSW of Aberdeen. The estate is

part of an ancient barony which once belonged to Aber-
deen city ; and is traversed by a burn of its own name,
running to the Dee.— Ord. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Murtly Castle, a seat of Sir Archibald Douglas Stewart,

Bart., in Little Dunkeld parish, Perthshire, near the
right bank of the Tay, 4} miles ESE of Dunkeld and 2\
WNW of Murtly station on the Highland railway, this

being 10£ miles N by W of Perth, and having a post
and telegraph office. Old Murtly Castle, said to have
been a hunting-seat of the kings of Scotland, includes

a keep of unknown antiquity and a beautiful modern
addition. Its interior is richly adorned with paintings
and other works of art. A little to the S is the new
castle, a splendid Elizabethan structure, designed by
Gillespie Graham, which, however, was left unfinished at
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the death of the sixth baronet in 1838, and is hardly
likely ever to be completed. The small pre-Reformation
chapel of St Anthony the Eremite, to the N of the old
castle, in 1846 was gorgeously restored for a Catholic
place of worship. It is now dismantled, but is occa-
sionally used as a Protestant place of worship. Be-
tween the two castles is a fine garden, laid out in

1669, and retaining much of its old Dutch character,

with terraces, pools, and clipped hedges. The grounds
are of singular beauty, both natural and artificial,

with the ' Dead Walk ' or ancient yew-tree avenue, the
Douglasii Avenue, the Lime Avenue (1711), the Deodara
or Sunk Terrace, and every variety of hill and dell,

wood and stream, carriage-drive and sequestered walk.
Perth Lunatic Asylum, | mile N of Murtly station, was
erected in 1864 at a cost of £30,000, and, as lately en-

larged at a cost of nearly £10,000, has accommodation
for 300 inmates. The grounds, comprising some 60
acres, are tastefully laid out.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

See Grantully, and chap. vi. of Thomas Hunter's
Woods and Estates of Perthshire (Perth, 1883).

Musdile or Mousedale, an islet in Lismore parish,

Argyllshire, adjacent to the SW end of Lismore island.

Lismore lighthouse stands on it.

Musselburgh, a post-town and parliamentary burgh
in Inveresk parish, Edinburghshire, is situated near the
mouth of the Esk, 2£ miles ESE of Portobello, 3* W of

Tranent, 3J N by E of Dalkeith, and 5| by road" (6 by
rail) E by S of Edinburgh. Its station is the terminus
of a branch line of the North British railway, opened in

1847. The parliamentary boundaries much exceed the
limits of the town of Musselburgh proper. This latter

lies all on the right bank of the Esk, and excludes the
beautiful rising-grounds and picturesque village of Inver-
esk on the S ; while it occupies as its site a fiat expanse
a few feet above sea-level, divided on the N from the
Firth of Forth by the grassy downs known as Mussel-
burgh Links. The more extended boundaries of the
burgh are N, the beach; E, Ravenshaugh Burn

;
S, Inver-

esk lands ; and W, the burn at Magdalen Bridge. These
limits comprise a length of 2J miles from E to" W, an ex-

treme breadth of J mile N and S along the Esk, and about
400 yards of mean breadth over about i mile at each
end. They include the large suburb of Fisherrow, lying
face to face with Musselburgh proper, along the left

bank of the Esk ; the considerable suburb of New-
bigging, stretching in one main street for J mile S from
Musselburgh proper ; the small villages of Westpans and
Levenhall, near the mouth of the Kavenshaugh Burn

;

the hamlet at Magdalen Bridge on the W, besides con-
siderable areas not yet in any way built upon. The
environs are picturesque, and are studded with many
villas and mansions ; those parts of the public roads
especially which fall within the legal limits of the burgh,
but are just beyond the present town proper, being
flanked with neat and pleasant-looking villas, many of
them surrounded with gardens. The Musselburgh
Heritages Company has also built of late years a num-
ber of villas at Linkfield, near the links. (See Esk,
Inveresk, Newhailes, Pinkie, etc. ) A certain extent
of the land within the burgh, especially to the S, is

occupied by fertile and prosperous market gardens.
The links of Musselburgh, on the NE of the town, are
also embraced within the burgh limits. They have long
been noted as a golfing ground, and are crowded in the
season with playcis from Edinburgh and the vicinity.

The course consists of 9 holes ; and forty strokes to the
round is considered good play. The chief hazard, a deep
and wide sand 'bunker,' is locally known as 'Pandy' or
'Pandemonium.' In 1816 the links becamo the chief
scene of horse-racing in the Lothians. An irregularly

oval race-course, about 2400 yards in circumference,
stretches eastward along the links from a point 100
yards E of the Esk, and, for a considerable part of it, lies

close to the beach. At the end next the town there has
been erected a stand. On this course races have annually
taken place every autumn since 1817, which are known
indifferently as the Edinburgh or the Musselburgh Race
Meeting. Still nioro ancient is the practico of archery
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on tin- linlcs. Every yearths Royal Company of Archers,
tin' Queen's Bodyguard in Scotland, compete there for

n silver arrow, which was originally presented by tho
burgh. Tlio winner each year receives a 'riddle of

olaiet ' from the town ; ami is bound to append a gold
or silver medal to the arrow before the next year's com-
petition. The custom was instituted before tho close of
lii. 10th eenturj ; and the arrow, which is carefully

preserved and is still annually shot for, has a scries

of medals, in almost unbroken .succession from 1603 to

thi' present time, attac hed to it.

ttuaselburgh proper consists mainly of tho High
Street, running with varying breadth along tho line of
the Edinburgh and Berwick road for a distance of

aim0(1 860 yards. Tho houses on either side present a
fairly well-built and comfortable appearance, without
much pretension to handsomeness. Tho street in its

central parts expands to a considerable breadth, giving
a pleasant and spacious air to the town, which in its

prim ipal parts is kept tolerably clean. The High Street

bad formerly gates at its E and W ends. Two large
pillars still mark where the former was placed; they
bear the burgh arms and the date 1770. The W gato
was at the old bridge, noticed below. A second street,

known as Mill Hill, runs for about 450 yards NE from
the end of the iron foot-bridge to the links, and derives
its name from an old mill belonging to the town.
Various lanes, alleys, and less important streets run
parallel and at angles with these two main thorough-
fares. Newbigging suburb stretches S at right angles
to the High Street, from a point opposite the Cross. The
suburb of Fisherrow, which lies between the E side of

the Esk and tho sea, consists of several parallel streets,

and for all purposes it is regarded as part of Mussel-
burgh, from which it is only separated by the river. It

contains no buildings of any importance ; and is, on the
v hole, inferior in appearance to Musselburgh proper.

Mall Park, the suburb beside the station, which is at
the SW extremity of the town, was about 1878 laid out
for feuing, and several new tenements and works have
been erected there. The Mall, from which the suburb
derives its name, is a short but beautiful avenue, lead-

ing from the W end of the High Street to the station,

and overarched on both sides with fine trees. These trees

were preserved to the town in 1846-47 by the energy
of the Rev. Mr J. G. Beveridge, parish minister, who got
up a petition successfully praying the directors of the
railway, then building, so to modify the original plans as
to leave uninjured these great ornaments to the town.
The town-hall, on the N side of the wide central ex-

pansion in the High Street of Musselburgh, is a com-
paratively modern edifice, bearing the date 1762. It was
altered in 1875-76 at a cost of £1000, and contains a
public hall 48 feet long by 37 broad and 30 high, to
hold 600; and includes apartments for the council and
police business of the burgh. Adjacent to it is the tol-

booth, built in 1590 of materials taken from the ancient
Loretto chapel, noticed below. This is said to be one of
the earliest instances in Scotland of the use of ecclesi-

astical materials in the construction of a secular build-
ing ; and the action drew upon the burgesses of Mus-
selburgh, for about two centuries, an annual sentence
of excommunication at Rome. The tolbooth never had
any pretensions to architectural beauty, and it suffered
much from the weather ; but about 1840 it underwent
renovation and a certain amount of ornamentation. It

is surmounted by a small and curious steeple (more
ancient than the main body of the tolbooth itself), with
• clock. The original clock is said to have been pre-
sented to Musselburgh by the Dutch State3, in order to
encourage commercial relations between the townspeople
and the Dutch. The present clock was presented to the
burgh by Mr Ritchie in 1883 ; and on its face it bears
this latter date along with that of 1496. In 1746 a
number of rebels were confined in the tolbooth ; and
even yet it is used for the detention of prisoners for
periods of not more than 30 days. In front of the tol-

booth stands the old cross, consisting of a heavy square
pedestal, surmounted by a pillar, on the top of which

is a unicorn supporting a shield with the arms of the

burgh. The cross indicates the old position of tho
Mii/.rinr, a row of houses standing in the middle of

part of the High Street, and long interfering with its

width and beauty. At the W end of the High Street

is a monument erected in 1853 to the memory of

David Moir, M.D., long prominent in the town as a

public man and a physician, and well known to wider
circles as the ' Delta ' of Blackwood's Magazine. The
monument consists of a statuo 8J feet high, by Handy-
side Ritchie, on a pedestal 20 feet high, the base of

which bears a suitable inscription. There are several

buildings of antiquarian and historic interest within the

limits of the burgh. On the margin of the links, im-
mediately beyond the ancient eastern gate of the town,
stood a celebrated chapel and hermitage, dedicated to

Our Lady of Loretto. The chapel, founded most likely

in 1533 by Thomas Douchtie, a hermit, enjoyed a repu-

tation for sanctity and miraculous powers akin to those

ascribed to the famous Church of Loretto in Italy.

Keith says the Musselburgh chapel was connected with
the nunnery of Sciennes in Edinburgh

;
possibly it

only placed itself under its protection. The hermitage

attached to the chapel, inhabited by a solitary ascetic,

added to the sanctity of the place, to which large num-
bers of pilgrims resorted annually. James V. himself

performed a pilgrimage on foot to the chapel from Stir-

ling in August 1536, before departing to France to woo
a wife. The evils which too often sprang up with the

assembling of heterogeneous crowds at shrines and pil-

grim resorts, were not absent from Loretto ; and Sir

David Lyndsay of the Mount directed one of his biting

satires against the Loretto pilgrimages. The chapel is

sometimes called St Allareit or Lariet, by old writers,

e.g. by the Earl of Glencairn in a satirical letter against

Romish friars, purporting to come from 'the halie Her-
meit of Alareit,' and preserved by Knox in his History

of the Reformation. In 1544 the chapel, along with much
of the town, was destroyed by an English army, under
the Earl of Hertford. Though repaired after this event,

it was finally destroyed at the Reformation, its materials

being used, as we have seen, to build the tolbooth

of Musselburgh ; and it is now only represented by a

mound-covered cell, measuring 12 feet by 10. The present

schoolhouse of Loretto, erected in last century, stands

near the site of the ancient chapel. There were two other

chapels in the town of Musselburgh, similar in character

to that of Loretto, but of much less note ; both have dis-

appeared. The house in which occurred, on 20 July

1332, the death of the great Randolph, Earl of Moray,

the friend and ally of Robert the Bruce, stood till 1809

at the E end of the S side of the High Street. The
inhabitants are said to have formed a guard round the

house during the earl's illness, and to have received for

their devotion some reward, in the form of town privi-

leges, from the Earl of Mar, the succeeding regent. It

is also said that the motto of the burgh, 'Honesty,' was

derived from Mar's openly expressed opinion that the

burghers were ' honest fellows ' in acting as they did on

this occasion. At the W end of the High Street stands

the house in which Dr Smollett was received by Com-
missioner Cardonell. In the Dam Brae, a back street,

there are still extant portions of the Musselburgh Kil-

winning Masonic Lodge built in 1612. In the villa

of Eskside, near tho Fisherrow end of the iron bridge,

dwelt for some time Professor Stuart ; and within

its garden is the study of his son Gilbert, a detached,

two-storied, circular building, in which several of the

works of the latter were written. Pinkie House, in

the SE outskirts of the town, is separately noticed.

The manse of Inveresk, standing near the parochial

church, which has been already noted in the article

Inveresk, was built in 1806, and is supposed to occupy

the site of the pre-Reformation parsonage. The former

manse, built in 1681, had many literary associations.

Within its walls were composed Williamson's sermons,

and great part of Home's tragedy of Douglas. During

the incumbency of Dr Carlyle, the manse was a favourite

resort of Robertson, Hume, Campbell, Logan, Mackenzie,
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Smollett, Home, Beattie, etc. ; and when Dr Carlyle died,

among his papers was found a complete copy of Collins's

long-lost Ode on the Superstitions of the Highlands.
The river Esk flows through the town from SW to

NE in a broad shallow stream, separating Musselburgh
proper from Fisherrow. For the most part, its bed is

disfigured with banks of gravel ; and its waters are

dirty ; but in times of flood it sometimes attains great
depth. Along the banks on either side run public
walks, planted with trees. It is spanned by four

bridges in and near the town. The chief communica-
tion between Musselburgh and Fisherrow is an elegant
stone bridge of 5 elliptic arches, erected in 1806-7 from
a design by Sir John Rennie. Across this passes the
road between Edinburgh and Berwick. Some way
higher up, the Esk is crossed by a new railway viaduct,

which, erected in 1877-78 at a cost of between £2000
and £3000, consists of two spans of malleable iron, 97
and 75 feet long, resting on substantial piers of
masonry. Near the station, between these two, and
about 220 yards above the former, stands another stone
bridge, believed to be originally of Roman workman-
ship, though many times repaired. It is narrow in the
roadway and high in the centre ; and it was formerly
defended in the middle by a gate, some traces of

which exist in the side wall. It has 3 arches, each
50 feet wide, with a spring of only 10 feet ; and the
segment of the circle is so much depressed in several

parts towards a straight line, as to suggest that the
frame or cover must have sunk during the erection
of the bridge. The bridge is used only by foot pas-

sengers, for access is attained to it by steps at each
end ; but it is interesting as having been for ages
the grand thoroughfare between the SE of Scotland
and the Metropolis. While the Scottish army was
passing along this bridge after the Battle of Pinkie in

1547, Lord Graham, eldest son of the Earl of Montrose,
and several others were killed upon it by a shot from
the English vessels lying off the mouth of the Esk. A
mound was thrown up at Inveresk churchyard by
Protector Somerset of England to defend the bridge as

a pass, and was afterwards used for the same purpose
by Cromwell. The Chevalier's highland army traversed
the bridge in 1745, on their way to the field of Preston-
pans. About 250 yards below the stone bridge of 1807
stands an iron foot-bridge upon iron pillars, replacing
an earlier wooden bridge on the same site.

Churches.—The parochial church, as well as the inter-

esting mansions, etc., of the vicinity are noticed in
Inveresk and other articles. Northesk quoad sacra
church stands on the N side of Bridge Street, in Fisher-
row, not far from the principal bridge. It is a neat
modern edifice, erected in 1838 at a cost of £2500 from
designs by William Burn, and containing 800 sittings.

The church at New Chaighaix is within this q. s.

parish, which includes all the civil parish W of the river.

The Episcopal church, St Peter's, on the S side of the E
part of the High Street, was built in 1866. It is in the
pointed style, and has a tower and spire, several fine

stained-glass windows, and 220 sittings. There is also
an Episcopal chapel in connection with Loretto school,
with a new organ of 1880 ; and in 18S0 Lady Mary
Oswalds miflsicn chapel (1843 ; 300 sitting) in K'aw-
bigging was converted into the Roman Catholic church
of Our Lady of Loretto. Other places of worship are
a Free church (1000 sittings), Bridge Street U.P. church
(1820 ; 600 sittings), Mill Hill U.P. church (800 sittings),

and a Congregational chapel (1800 ; 320 sittings).

Schools.—Musselburgh gra

the latter part of the 16th ce

ool dates from
though tlic present
i 3 class-rooms and
Before the Educa-
ineil, and endowed
iw under the burehby them with £20 annually ; it is now

school board, which consists of a chairman and 7 mem-
bers. In 1883 the following were the schools under the
board, with accommodation, average attendance, and
government grant :—Grammar (377, 166, £147, lis.),

Fisherrow (528, 372, £278, 10a.), Musselburgh (451, 265,

£216, 3s.), and St Peter's Episcopal (116, 117, £93,
19s. 8d.). Of the private schools in Musselburgh, the

chief is Loretto boarding school for boys, conducted
after the method of English public schools.

Musselburgh has a head post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments,

branches of the Commercial, National, and Royal Banks,
and offices or agencies of 18 insurance companies. The
chief hotels are the Musselburgh Arms and the Royal
Hotel ; and there is also a temperance hotel, besides

several lodging houses. The healthiness of Mussel-

burgh, together with its comparative retirement yet

easy accessibility to Edinburgh, renders it suitable

for the situation of private lunatic asylums, of which
there are 2 in Fisherrow, 1 at Newbigging, and 1

near Inveresk. The proximity of the links has

largely encouraged the game of golf, and several clubs

have club houses at or near the links. Among these

are the Bruntsfield Links Golf Club (1761), whose
club house includes a former Episcopal chapel ; the

Edinburgh Burgess Golfing Society (1735), the Honour-
able Company of Edinburgh Golfers (prior to 1744), and
the Royal Musselburgh Golf Club (1774). These clubs

are in the habit of holding competitions for medals
and prizes over Musselburgh Links, once or oftener

during the year. The gas company, whose works are

on the links, was established in 1831. Among the

charitable institutions, the Boy's Industrial School, at

the Redhouse in Mill Hill, deserves special notice. Two
funds, known respectively as Brace's and Hastie's, are

also in operation, under trusteeship of the minister,

provost, etc. The former is for the relief of the poor
;

and the latter is to provide loans to decent tradesmen,

and young men starting in business within certain local

limits. It may be interesting to note, that perhaps the

first evening school for poor lads in Scotland was started

in Musselburgh about 1834 by the Rev. Mr Beveridge,

the minister of the parish.

Industries.—Musselburgh is very favourably situated

for the purposes of manufacture ; but its industrial

history has been fluctuating and curious. A broad-

cloth manufactory, begun in the end of the 17th century,

was long carried on, though to no great extent. A
kind of checks, known as 'Musselburgh stuffs,' was
made in the early part of the 18th century from coarse

wool, at the price of from 2|d. to 5d. a yard, and was
exported for cheaper wear in America, until cotton fabrics

drove it from the market. The manufacture of both
coarse and fine woollen cloth lingered in Musselburgh
till nearly the end of last century. About 1750 a

cotton factory was begun, and employed in the town
and environs about 200 looms ; but the competition of

other parts of the country compelled it to close—a fate

which likewise befell a manufactory of thicksets, waist-

coats, handkerchiefs, etc., which was started on a small

scale near the end of the century. A china manu-
factory at West Pans was compelled to abandon the

finer manufactures and devote itself to the productions

of coarser earthenware, from a similar cause. There are

now two potteries in the burgh, besides brick and tile

works. A starch work at Monkton, S of Mussel-

burgh, paid in 1792 upwards of £4000 of excise duty,

but was given up in the following year. A salt work,

very long in operation at Pinkie Pans, still exists
;

but the adjacent chemical work is not now in operation.

There was also a chemical manufactory near the links.

Brewing was once extensively carried on in Mussel-

burgh ; but since the end of last century it has under-

gone a great decrease, and is now carried on by only

two firms. Dyeing long formed a prominent feature

in the trade of the town, but is now almost extinct.

The tanning and currying of leather is carried on in

three establishments, and employs about 80 workmen
;

and the manufacture of sheepskin mats engages two
firms. The manufacture of sail-cloth was commenced
on a small scale in 1811, and rose in a few years to a
flourishing condition, occupying large premises, and
employing a steam engine of 55 horse-power. The
weaving of hair-cloth, principally for chair and sofa
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ooTcm, wu commenced in 1820, and in 1888 employed
in n l \ '200 persons, Imi has now died out. The milking

oi neta and twine is an important industry, dating from

1880. It « i- . u nci on in factory built in 1854 near

the station, which was doubled in size in 1867, and
superseded a smaller factory of 16 yours' standing. Tlio

present establishment is probably the largest net-factory

in the Country, and produces a very largo quantity of

goods. It includes a weaving shed with 300 looms ;

hemp repairing and hemp spinning departments, with

8600 spindles ;' and a line cotton mill with "2000 spindles,

and machinery driven by 2 engines of 100 horse-power

eai h There are t50 net machines ; and in addition to

1-200 hales of cotton annually prepared in the mill

within the factory, about 5 tons of cotton per week,

brought from Manchester, etc., are used in the manu-

facture. About 700 hands, many of them women, are

employed in this industry. licside the net-factory

stands a paper-mill, which has two large machines
;

employs 300 hands ; and turns out about 50 tons of

paper per week. There are also an extensive wire-mill

and tinning and galvanizing work, and an iron and

Ma— Foundry. Seed-crushing, oil-refining, glue-making,

and salt-extraction also employ a number of hands in

Musselburgh. There are 3 corn-mills in the burgh.

The employment of a large number of boys and youths

as ' golf-caddies,' and the manufacture of golf clubs

and balls deserve also to be included among the indus-

trial resources of the inhabitants.

Fishing and Harbour.—The fishing industry of the

burgh has its seat entirely in Fisherrow, on the \V side

of the Esk. White fishing has been from a very early

date a staple source of income ; but the Fisherrow boats

are also in the habit of actively carrying on the

herring fishery, both in the Forth and on the E coast

<.| r.nL'land, and even on the Irish coast. The fisher

population of Fisherrow share in great part the exclusive-

ness and other peculiarities of the Newhaven fisher folk
;

and the women of the two places are dressed in similar

costume. There are about 40 first-class and 11 second-

class boats, with 250' resident fisher men and boys.

Seven men were lost in the great gale of 14 Oct.

1881. The harbour of the burgh is usually spoken

of as Fisherrow harbour ; and is situated more than

half a mile \V of the mouth of the Esk. An attempt

was made in the beginning of the 18th century to

change its position to the mouth of the river, but the

basin was quickly filled up by the deposits of the

stream ; and before the middle of the century a return

had to be made to the former and present site, which is

believed to have been used as a port, even in Roman
times. In the Middle Ages some commerce seems to

have been carried on between Holland and Mussel-

burgh ; and before Leith attained its present predomin-

ance, Fisherrow was probably of some little importance.

It is believed that the sea has even in modern times

receded at this point of the coast, from the fact that

English vessels could command the bridge in 1547

with their guns ; while there is ample geological evi-

dence to prove that at one time the inland hill on which

Inveresk church now stands was the sea-cliff. The pre-

sent harbour is a small tidal basin, enclosed by two

substantial stone piers. Standing on the inner edge of

a broad expanse of sand, it is shallow at the best of

times ; and when the tide is out is quite inaccessible to

boats. The average depth at high water is 7 feet in

neap tides and 10 in spring tides. The burgh is pro-

prietor of the harbour, but for many years nothing has

been done to it, except in the way of necessary repairs.

About forty year3 ago the present W pier was built, and

the expense left a debt of £6000 on the harbour, while

the annual income, barely and irregularly £100, has

been quite insufficient to pay the interest on this

capital sum, and the debt of unpaid interest has been

steadily growing. The fishing boats belonging to this

harbour vary from the smallest size up to 46 tons.

Between 200 and 300 fishermen (besides women and
children) make their living by these ; and the wealth

brought into the town by them in the shape of fish per-
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haps counterbalances the deficit in the revenue. The
dues leviable by the town, which are believed to bo in-

crea able only by Act of Parliament, are 2s. 6d., 5s.,

and 7s. 6d., according to tho size of boat. The harbour
si ill carries on a little coasting-trade, importing rock-

salt from Carrickfergus, and salt, pipeclay, linseed, and

ports, though rails were laid on tho unfortunate \V pier

in the expectation that the shipping of coal and minerals
would develop. Even tho existing trade, small though it

is, appears to be on the wane. The custom house is in
New Street ; and the port ranks as a creek under Leith.

Municipal History.—Musselburgh, before being con-

stituted a parliamentary burgh, was a burgh of regality.

David I. granted the manor of Great Inveresk or Mussel-
burghshire, including Musselburgh, Fisherrow, Inveresk
Church, with their pertinents, to the monks of Dun-
fermline ; and this was confirmed by Gregory IX. in

1236 ; while subsequent grants by certain of David's

successors increased the original baronial jurisdiction to

one of regality. Alexander II. added the right of free

forestry, and Robert III. gave the monks all the new
customs leviable within the burgh. The church of

Inveresk was administered by 'vicars of Muscilburg,'
whose names occasionally appear among those of dis-

tinguished and influential men as witnesses to charters.

After the Reformation tho regality and the appertain-

ing property passed to John Maitland, Lord Thirle-

stane, with whose descendants (the Earls and the Duke
of Lauderdale) it remained till 1709, when it was
finally purchased by the Duchess of Monmouth and
Buccleuch. In 1747, when hereditary jurisdictions

were abolished, the Duke of Buccleuch claimed £3000
for the regality of Musselburgh ; but for that and certain

other rights he only received £3400. The Duke of

Buccleuch remained, however, the superior of the burgh.
The burgh holds a charter from John, Earl of Lauder-
dale, confirming various grants and charters of the

monks of Dunfermline ; and especially, of a charter by
Robert, commendator of Dunfermline, dated 1502.

This last charter secured various rights and privileges

to the bailies, councillors, and community of the burgh
;

and permitted the magistrates to hold courts for the
punishment of offenders, and to levy small dues and
customs. This charter of Lord Lauderdale was con-

firmed by Charles II. on 21 July 1671 ; and under
this last confirmation the property of the burgh is now
held. In 1632 a charter under the great seal erected

Musselburgh into a royal burgh ; but in the same year
the magistrates of Edinburgh prevailed upon those of

Musselburgh to consent to renounce that privilege.

Practically, however, it continued to enjoy most of the

rights of the royal burgh except that of parliamentary
representation, which, however, was at last secured for

it by the Reform Bill of 1833. In connection with the

above-noted action of the Edinburgh magistrates, it is

interesting to recall the old rhyme :

' Musselburgh was a burgh
When Edinburgh was nane.

And Musselburgh '11 lie a burgh
When Edinburgh is gane.' *

Present Municipal Government. — Musselburgh is

governed by a provost, 3 bailies, a treasurer, and 7
councillors, whose jurisdiction extends equally over
Fisherrow and other parts of the burgh, but does not in-

clude the village of Inveresk. The council are also com-
missioners of police, the harbour, and the water trust.

The magistrates hold small debt courts for sums not ex-

ceeding £5, and for minor criminal offences. The police

force is amalgamated with the county constabulary.

In 1881 an arrangement was put in force, according to

which the Edinburgh Water Trust supplies the burgh
with water, superseding an older system of waterworks.
The gasworks on the links, erected in 1832, supply
both Musselburgh and part of Portobello. Extensive

* It may be interesting to note that this rhyme has been ex-
plained as a pun, as brmjk or brugh signifies a ' mussel-bed ;' but
the honest men of Musselburgh reject this interpretation as un-
satisfactory.
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property at one time belonged to the burgh, consisting

largely of feus, but it has been much alienated. About
1845 it was found that

the finances of Mussel-

burgh had been so

clumsily managed, that

it was forced to become
bankrupt, with a debt

of about £19,000. Since

that time the revenues

have been in the hands
of trustees ; and the

town council controls

only some £150 annu-

ally
;
though several of

its members are, exofficio,

members also of the

board of trustees. The
harbour, as already ex-

plained, is a serious burden on the finances. The debt

now amounts to £9300. Musselburgh unites with

Leith, Portobello, and Newhaven in returning a mem-
ber to parliament. The corporation revenue in

1882-83 was £2293 ; whilst the municipal and the par-

liamentary constituency numbered 1286 and 1044 in

1884, when the annual value of real property was

£26,633 (£18,296 in 1867). Pop. of parliamentary

burgh (1841) 6366, (1851) 7092, (1861) 7423, (1871)

7513, (1881) 7S66, of whom 4073 were women, whilst

4370 were in Fisherrow, 3266 in Musselburgh, and 244

in West Pans. Houses (1881), inhabited 1621, vacant

122, building 2.

History.—Musselburgh is believed to derive its name
from a mussel-bank near the mouth of the Esk ; its

earliest name appears to have been Eskemuthe or Esk-
mouth ; and its next, including the manor over which it

presided, was Mussel burghshire. It is mentioned as Eske
muthe by Simeon of Durham as early as the 7th

century ; and the probability is that even in the earliest

times it was the centre of a well-peopled district ; and
considerable Roman remains have been discovered in its

immediate neighbourhood. When the Lothians were
formally ceded to the Scottish king in 1020, the Ecclesia

de Muskilburgh, dedicated to St Michael, passed under
the jurisdiction of St Andrews. In 1201 the barons of

Scotland assembled at Muschelburg to swear fealty to

the infant son of William the Lyon, afterwards Alexander
II. In 1544 part of the town, including the chapel of

Loretto, the council-house, and the tolbooth, were burned
by an English army under Somerset. Three years later,

the fatal battle of Pinkie was fought ; and in 1548
Lord Grey, who commanded the English horse at

Pinkie, razed the towns of Dalkeith and Musselburgh
;

and Tytlcr says that on this occasion the archives and
charters of the latter burgh were destroyed. In 1638
the Marquis of Hamilton, bearing a commission from
Charles I. to destroy the power of the Covenanters, was
met by thousands of these people on the links of

Musselburgh, prepared to defend their religion. In

1650 the chief part of Cromwell's infantry encamped on
the links, while his cavalry was quartered in the town,
and they remained there during nearly two months.
The site of Cromwell's own tent used to be pointed out
opposite Linkfield House. During the rising of 1715
the town of Mussi

providing men and
to share in the defe

already been noted,

through part of tl

Prestonpans ; and
for the uses of that

Charles led his

urgh was put to some expense in

loney, both for its own defence and
j of Edinburgh. In the '45, as has
-ince Charles the Pretender marched
town on his way to the battle of

ie burgh was required to pay a sum
der. Again, on his way to England,
my through Musselburgh. The
tlte burgh, to bo gleaned from the

council-books, which aro tolerably perfect from about

1679, is uneventful. From 1792 till near the end of the

continental war, Musselburgh was the site of military

wooden barracks so extensive as to accommodate more
than 2000 men of the militia and volunteer cavalry.

In 1797 and subsequent dates, Sir Walter Scott, f>3

quartermaster of the Edinburgh Light Horse, was much
in Musselburgh ; and about the same time the very
different novelist ' Monk Lewis ' was a resident in
Fisherrow. The presence of so large a body of troops
added greatly to the business of the burgh, and when
the last regiment finally marched awty, a wag gave
expression to the general despondency of the burghers
by writing on the walls ' A town to let' Musselburgh
has suffered very severely from cholera, no less than
four visitations of that disease having taken place since
1831-32. The first was, however, the worst, no fewer
than 500 deaths being caused by it.

Reference has already been made to the famous literary

men connected with Musselburgh and Inveresk. The
parish was the birthplace of David Macbeth Moir (1798-

1851) ; of William Walker (1791-1867), an eminent
portrait engraver in London ; of John Burnet (1785-

1868), an engraver, and his brother James (17S8-1816),
a landscape painter ; of Alexander Handyside Ritchie

(1804-70), sculptor, a favourite pupil of Thorwaldsen ;

and of Gilbert Stuart (17 42-86), historical writer. Lord
Clive and Sir Ealph Abercromby were, at different

times, inhabitants of the villa of Loretto. Logan,
the poet and divine ; Lieutenant Drummond, inventor
of the ' Drummond lights ;

' and Mary Somerville, were
educated in the parish. The parish is the death-place
of the Earl of Randolph, previously noted ; and of
Major-General Stirling, captor of the standard of the
Invincibles in Egypt. See James Paterson's History of
the Regality of Musselburgh (Muss. 1857).

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857.

Muthill, a village and a parish of Upper Strathearn,
central Perthshire. The village lies 270 feet above sea-

level, 3 miles S of Crieff and If mileW by N of Muthill
station on the Crieff and Methven branch (1866) of the
Caledonian railway, this being 5 miles NNW of Crieif

Junction and 22 NNE of Stirling. A seat of Culdees at

the close of the 12th century, it was later the residence

of the Deans of Dunblane, and for some time after the
Reformation gave name to the present presbytery of

Auchterarder. The Highlanders burned it in the '15
;

and now it is one of the best-built and pleasantest

villages in Scotland, having a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, anil telegraph departments, two
hotels, a library, a masonic lodge, two curling clubs,

building and horticultural societies, and drainage and
water works, constructed in 1872 at a cost of £1600.
Engirt by immemorial yew-trees, the Romanesque square,

saddle-roofed belfry, 70 feet high, of the ancient church
adjoins the ruins of the later nave and aisles, rebuilt by
Bishop Michael Ochiltree of Dunblane about the year

1430. The present parish church, erected in 1826-28 at

a cost of £6900 from designs by Gillespie Graham, is a
handsome Gothic edifice, containing 1600 sittings.

Other places of worship are a Free church and St
James's Episcopal church. Pop. of the village (1841)

1089, (1861) 1074, (1871) 1024, (1881) 882.

The parish, containing also a suiall suburb of Crieff,

included till 1857 the present parish of Annocii. It is

bounded N by Monzievaird, NE by Crieif and Monzie
(detached), SB by Trinity-Cask and Blackford, S by
Ardoch and Dunblane, and W by Comrio and two
detached sections of Monzievaird. Its utmost length,

from E to W, is 9£ miles ; its utmost breadth, from N
to S, is 5| miles ; and its area is 34 J square miles or

22,095 J acres, of which 179^ are water. The Earn"
winds 5| miles south-eastward along all the north-

eastern border ; and Maciiany Water, from a point £
mile below its source, llows 8J miles eastward across the
middle of the parish, then 1 mile along the Blackford
boundary, till it passes off near Muthill station into

Blackford, 3£ miles above its influx to the Earn. Thrco
sheets of water are the quiet little Loch of Balloch (1£ x 1

furl.) ; the splendid artificial Pond of Drummond (5x 2

J

furl. ), curtained with wood, and flanked to the N by rocky
Concraig (273 feet)

; and, immediately E of it, Bcnniebeg
Pond (4 x J furl.). The surface sinks along the Earn to

95 feet above sea-level, thence rising to 1291 feet at

conical pine-clad Torlum on the northern border, 1089 at
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•Oorryaur, B0B at Dunrtmhan Hill, sru near Culloch,

n-j;> »t Little Mill, 17 ut Ben Olaoh, and l or»3 at

•Slymabiu'k, where asterisks murk two summits that
culminate on the southern boundary. Tlie western half

of the pariah, lying within the Highlands, is bleak,

barroil, and Wildly pastoral; the eastern luxuriates in

the piotorasqaeness and fertility of strath and glen, of

pleaaanl slopes and diversified surface. The NK corner,

. .•n-si-tin.; Of a large tract, is one of the most delightful

D irtl Of Qtrathearn. Along the margin of its level and
hanging grounds sweeps a hilly ridge, green and culti-

vated, terminating westward in the most conspicuous

Objeot in the parish, the hill oi Torlum. To the S of

the ridgo which ends in this line hill, lies a narrow vale,

the baau Ofthe Machany
;
and, screening that vale along

the ut her side, runs a naked and chilly upland range,

akin in character to the Highland heights of the W,
and abruptly losing itself among their huddled mass.
This range, commencing on the E, in what is called the
Muir of Orchill, hears tho name of Corryaur, and forms
the wati rsln d In twcen the tributaries of the Forth and
those of tho Earn. Seen from a height on its southern
border, the eastern part of Muthill appears 'an exten-
sive plain, richly wooded, and studded with noblemen's
and gentlemen's scats—to the left the grounds of Drum-
mond Castle, hacked by Torlum and lofty Ben Vorlich
—in tho foreground, the village of Muthill, embosomed
in wood, with Crieff and Crieff Knock beyond, over-

topped by the Grampian range—a landscape of singular

beauty, variety, and grandeur.

'

The predominant rocks are sandstone and trap ; and
the former has been quarried for building material, the
latter for road-metal. The soil along the Earn is

alluvial ; and that on the ascent thence to the watershed
is, first, a light irretentive soil on a free bottom

;
next,

a strong sandy soil, with a mixture of gravel, on a wet
retentive bottom ; and next, a poor moorish soil, natu-
rally covered with heath and whins. About three-

sevenths of the entire area are in tillage ; one-tenth is

under wood ; and the rest is either pastoral or waste.

Commanding a view eastward for 40 or 50 miles is a

small rock close by Drummond Castle, called Eagle's

Craig, and, by the country people, Beacon Hill, whose
top is flat and covered to a considerable depth with
asnes. A Roman road ran north -north-eastward from
Ardoch to the Roman redoubt of Kaims Castle at the
southern boundary and Strageath Camp (95 x 80 paces)

on the left bank of the Earn. Blairinuoar, in the W
of the parish, by Gordon was supposed to be the scene

ofthe Battle of the Grampians j and two w lis here,

• •oii-.h ; whilst at, a third, Uio^Wellof Itruthill, lvmatifs
would be left bound over-night, as by the Tomb of St
FillAN. Near tho Mill of Steps, 1£ mile S by W of

Muthill village, was born, about the middle of last

century, a blacksmith's daughter, Gloag by name, of

exceeding beauty, who, on the outward voyage to

America, was captured by an African corsair, and, being
sold to the Emperor of Morocco, was admitted into his

harem, and at length was raised to the dignity of

Empress. Mansions, noticed separately, are Drummond
Castle and Culdees Castle; and the Baroness
Willoughby de Eresby is much tho largest proprietor, 5
others holding each an annual value of £500 and up-
wards, 4 of between £100 to £500, 2 of from £50 to

£100, and 10 of from £20 to £50. Taking in the Inner-

peffray section of Monzie, and giving oil' a portion to

Comrie, Muthill is in the presbytery of Auchterarder
and the synod of Perth and Stirling ; the living is worth
£377. Blairinroar public, Drummond Street public,

Innerpeffray Episcopal, and Muthill Episcopal schools,

with respective accommodation for 40, 189, 56, and 90
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 8, 135, 17,

and 62, and grants of £23, £137, 17s. 6d., £30, Is. 6d.,

and £45, 3s. Valuation (1860) £20,491, (1884) £22,513,
6s. Pop. of civil parish (1861) 2001, (1871) 1916, (1881)

1702; of ecclesiastical parish (1881) 1729.—Ord. Sur.,

shs. 47, 39, 1869.

Mutiny Stones. See Byrecleugh.
Muttonhole. See Davidson's Mains.
Myers. See Myres.
Mylnefield Feus, a village at the Forfarshire border

of Longforgan parish, Perthshire, 4 miles W of Dundee,
under which it has a post office (Mylnefield), with
money order and savings' bank departments. Mylne-
field House stands 1 mile to the W. Pop. (1871) 357,

(1881) 348.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Myot Hill. See Denny.
Myrehead. See Dryfesdale.
Myres Castle, a mansion in Auchtermuchty parish,

Fife, J mile S of Auchtermuchty station. A fine old

building, greatly enlarged about 1828, it is the property
of A. H. Tyndall-Bruce, Esq. of Falkland.— Ord. Sur.,

sh. 40, 1867.

Myreton, Clachan of, a tiny hamlet in Glasscrton

parish, Wigtownshire, at the E side of Monreith Park,

3 miles E by N of Port William. See Mochrum.

N
NAIRN (Gael. Uwge-Nearn, 'the river of alders'), a

river on the S side of the Moray Firth, partly in

Inverness-shire and partly in Nairnshire, rising

in the former county at a height of 2500 feet

above sea-level near the top of Cam Ghriogair (2637),

close to the eastern corner of a detached portion of

Nairnshire to the E of Loch Ness, and 10 miles due
E of the point where the river Foyers enters that

loch. The river flows NW for 3ij miles, and then,

taking the name of the Nairn, flows 1 mile N, and
from that in the main an irregular north-easterly

course to the sea. Measuring in a straight line the
whole course from source to sea is 30J miles, and fol-

lowing windings it is about 38 miles. Of the straight

course, 18J miles are wholly in Inverness-shire ; the
next 7 miles are through a district where the county
boundaries are very irregular, and each in turn reaches

or crosses the river; and the remaining 5| miles are

wholly in Nairnshire. It receives no tributaries of any
great size, the principal from source to mouth being, on
the SE, the river Brin, the Flichity Burn, the Fernac
formed by the combined streams of the Allt Beag and
the Ui-ge-Dubh ; the united stream of Allt na Fuar-

90

ghlaic and Midlairgs Burn, Craggie Burn, Cawdor Burn,
formed by the junction of the Allt Dearg and the

Riereach Burn, and Rait Burn. From the SW there is

a stream from Loch Duntilchaig (702 feet) and a smaller

one from Loch Bunachton (701). The upper part of

the course is in the parish of Daviot and Dunlichity,

and the lower in the parishes of Croy and Dalcross

and of Nairn. The upper part of the course in Inver-

ness-shire, from 400 to 700 feet above sea-level, is

through a glen from 1 to 1£ mile wide, flanked by bare

heathy hills—those on the SE having a height of from
1500 to 2000 feet, and those to the NW of from 700 to

1000 feet. There is a good deal of haugh land, and
many farms are scattered along the glen, which is

known as Strath Nairn, while at many points, particu-

larly about Daviot and higher up at Fair, the lower

heights and hill skirts are covered with thriving planta-

tions, and elsewhere there arc coppices of alder and
birch. The heights to the SE are of gneiss ; those to

the NW of Old Red sandstone. Patches of till are

found up to about 1700 feet to the SW, and during the

later glacial epoch the whole strath seems to have been
occupied by a small glacier, which has left numerous
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traces of its moraines. Along the portion of the course
through Nairnshire the heights bounding the basin are

much lower, reaching on both sides an altitude of from
200 to 300 feet, and the country is fertile and well
wooded. During the great floods of 1829 the river was
in high flood, and did a great deal of damage, the cur-

rent being so strong that in one case a heavy mass of
machinery from a fulling-mill was carried along for 11
miles. The salmon fishing used to be very poor, in

consequence of a weir at the Nairn mills near the
mouth, but these were in 1882 purchased by the pro-

prietors along the river at a cost of £3150, and the dam
removed. The rod season is from 11 Feb. to 15 Oct.,

and the trout fishing is good. A district board was
constituted in 1863, but it having been allowed to lapse

in 1876, a new one was constituted in 1884.

—

Ord. Sur.,

shs. 73, 74, 84, 1876-78.

Nairn, a parish at the mouth of the river just men-
tioned, on the sea-coast, in the NW of Nairnshire. It

is bounded N by the Moray Firth ; E by the parishes of

Auldearn, a detached portion of Cawdor, Auldearn, and
Ardclach ; SW by the parish of Cawdor and the parish
of Croy and Dalcross ; and W by Inverness-shire. The
boundary line is almost entirely artificial and highly
irregular, the parish being formed by a compact portion
on the N—measuring 5 miles from E to W, and 2 miles
from N to S—from the SE corner of which a long,
straggling projection, varying in breadth from 1 to lh
mile, runs S for 3 miles to the Burn of Blarandualt.
The area is 9387 '261 acres, including 86-864 of water,

454764 of foreshore, and 19 '085 of tidal water. The
surface slopes from the sea-beach till it reaches, along
the S of the parish, a height of 120 feet, and in the
southern prolongation already mentioned it reaches, at

Hill of Urchany, a height of over 700 feet. Almost the
whole of the surface is under cultivation or woodland.
The soil about Kildrummie on the S, round the town of
Nairn, and along the coast is sandy and light

;
along

the river it is sand mixed with clay ; and throughout
most of the southern district it is a good rich loam.
The underlying rock is Old l!ed sandstone. The drain-
age is effected by the river Nairn, which has a course of

4 miles along the centre and towards the E of the parish
and by Lochdhu Burn, which, rising in the SW, has a
course of 3 miles, first E and then N, till it reaches the
sea 1J mile W of the mouth of the Nairn. Close to tho
town of Nairn, on the SW, is the poorhouse for the
Nairn Poor-law Combination, which includes the parishes
of Abernethy, Ardclach, Ardersier, Auldearn, Cawdor,
Cromdale, Croy, Duthil, Dyke, Edinkillie, Nairn, and
Petty. It is a plain building, with accommodation for

75 paupers, and the average number of inmates is about
45. Besides Kilravock Castle and Geddes House, which
are separately noticed, the mansions are Achareidh, Fir
Hall, Househill, Larkfield House, Ivybank, Millbank,
Newton, and Viewfield. Geddes is associated with the
name of John Mackintosh (1822-51), 'The Earnest
Student,' the story of whose life has been so gracefully
told by Dr Norman Macleod. At Geddes House
stood a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, but which
appears in the Ordnance Survey Map under the some-
what unrecognisable title of St Wain's Chapel. No
remains of it arc now to be seen, but the site and the
surrounding ground is still used as a churchyard, and it

is the burial-place of the family of Kilravock, by whom
the chapel was founded at least as early as the first half
of the 13th century. In the 15th century it was held
in high repute for sanctity, and in 1475 Pope Sextus IV.
granted relief from 100 days' penance to all who made
pilgrimage to it at certain festivals, or contributed a
certain amount to the repair of the building. Three-
quarters of a mile E of Geddes House are tho ruins of
Rait Castle, anciently the seat of the Mackintoshes of
Bait, and prior to that of a branch of tho Cumyns, and
also, it is said, of the family of Kail of Kail, which dis-

appeared from the county in the end of the 14th cen-
tury, and became, according to Shaw in his History of
lite Province of Moray, the founders of the family of
Bait of Ilalgrecn in Kincardineshire. The last of the

Nairn family was, according to the same authority, Sir

Alexander Rait, who, between 1395 and 1400, murdered
the then thane of Cawdor. There seems also to have
been at an early date a chapel here dedicated to the
Virgin Mary ; for incidental mention is made in 1343
of ' the hermit of the chapel of St Mary of Rait.' Close

to the castle are the remains of an old British fort,

called Castle-Findlay. The parish is traversed in the

N for 5£ miles by the main coast road from Inverness to

Aberdeen, and also for 4| miles by the Inverness and
Forres section of the Highland Railway system with a
station at Nairn. Besides the town of Nairn, there are

the small hamlets of Delnies (N) and Moss-side (centre).

The parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod of

Moray, and the living is worth £390 a year. The
churches are noticed in the following article. Under
the landward school board the public schools of Delnies

and Geddes, with respective accommodation for 173 and
60 pupils, had (1883) an average attendance of 69 and
53, and grants of £61, Os. 6d. and £36, 3s. Five pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards,
30 hold each between £500 and £100, and there are a

large number of smaller amount. Valuation, exclusive

of burgh, (1860) £7986, (1884) £7778, 8s. Id., plus
£1271 for the railway. Pop. (1801) 2215, (1831) 3266,

(1861) 4486, (1871) 4869, (1SS1) 536S, of whom 2913
were females, and 570 Gaelic-speaking, while 1207 were
outside the limits of the police burgh.

—

Ord. Sur., sh

84, 1876.

The presbytery of Nairn comprehends the parishes of

Ardclach, Ardersier, Auldearn, Cawdor, Croy, and Nairn.

Pop. (1871) 11,497, (1881) 12,642, of whom 539 were
communicants of the Church of Scotland in 1878.—The
Free Church has also a presbytery, comprising the Free
churches in the same parishes, which 6 churches to-

gether had 2106 members and adherents in 1883.

Nairn (formerly Invcrnairn), the county town of

Nairnshire, and a royal and police burgh on the W
bank of the river of the same name, at its mouth, and
near the E side of the sea-coast of the parish just

described. By rail it is 9A miles W by S of Forres, 15i
ENE of Inverness, 2H W by S of Elgin, 92J NW of

Aberdeen, 145 SSW of Wick, 175 NNW of Edinburgh,
and 191 N of Glasgow. It is a seaport and an impor-
tant and well-known watering-place, in which connec-

tion it has been styled the ' Brighton of the North ;

'

and though this is a somewhat lofty title, it is neverthe-

less a clean, bright, pleasant, little town, with a remark-
ably dry climate, partly due to small rainfall, which
averages about 23 inches annually, and partly to the
rapidity with which the light sandy soil of the neigh-

bourhood absorbs moisture. The adjacent beach, which
is sandy, and has a very gentle slope, affords excellent

bathing ground, well sheltered and secluded, and for

those who do not care for open air bathing, provision is

made in the Public Baths to be afterwards noticed.

Tho surrounding country has also many attractions,

both from beauty and historical associations (see Auld-
earn, Brodie, Cawdor, Darn away, Findhorn,
Forres, Kilravock, etc.); while the view across the

Firth and along the shore beyond is very good. By
London physicians the town is often recommended for

invalids requiring a dry and bracing, yet moderate
climate, anil more than half of the visitors every year

come from London and the S of England.

History.—The burgh is of considerable antiquity, and
some writers have held that it was here that Sigurd

built his burg in the latter part of the 9th century (see

Moray), and have identified it with the Narmin of

Boece. This identification, though found in the later

editions of Camden, and generally given on his author-

ity, can bo traced no farther back than Bellenden's

translation of Bocce, and was probably adopted by
Camden from Holinshed's Chronicle, which is merely

an Anglicised form of Bellendcn. Gordon of Straloch

and the writer in the Old Statistical Account mention

an old castle whose site was then covered by the sea,

and the latter asserts that there were people then alivo

who remembered seeing vestiges of it; while, on the
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other hand, Shaw, in hit* History of the Province of Moray
(and be waa vail acquainted with the district, as lie was
ha Bfteen yaan mniater <>r the adjoining parish of

Caw l»i , sav.s tii.it no Danish fort or any tradition of it

Kdatad. The axiatence of the royal burgh is said to

tl.it.' Iroin tlu> time of William tlio Lyon, according to

ohartai mention bo the reign of Alexander II., when the

king granted certain land- to the Bishop of Moray 'in

exeambinm illius tarn apod Invernaren quam Dominua
Bai Willelmna, pater meus, cepil de episeopo Moravionsi
ad tirni.indum in ea castellum ct hurgum de Invernaren.'

The castle stood in what was known as the Constabulary
garden near High Street, and in the. 13th century the

sherilfs of Nairn were cx officio keepers of it. In 1264
Alexander de Moravia, the then sheriff, was repaid by
the royal treasurer for expense incurred in plastering

the hail, in placing locks on the doors of the keep, and
iu providing two cables for the drawbridge. In the
14th century the office of sherilf and constable of the
<a-: . Iieeauie hereditary in the family of Cawdor, and
with them it remained till the abolition of hereditary

juri- lietions in 1747, when the then thane claimed
£3u00 as compensation for the first office, and £5(J0 for

the stolid. The lands and town itself 'were granted
by Robert I. to his brother-in-law, Hugh, Earl of Ross,

and they probably continued in the possession of that
family till the forfeiture of John, Earl of Ross and Lord
of the Isles, in 1475. At that period the tenure of the

lands in Nairnshire, which had been formerly held
under the Earls of Ross, was changed to a crown-hold-
ing ; and a similar change very probably took place

with regard to the town of Nairn, which then begins to

be styled in records the king's burgh and the royal

burgh of Nairn ; unless it may be thought that the

terms of Robert I.'s grant of the earldom of Moray to

Thomas Randolph (which cannot easily be reconciled

with the Earl of Ross's charter) are sufficient to prove
that Nairn, as well as Elgin and Eorrcs, was then of the
rank of a royal burgh.' The town stands across the

line marking the division between the highlands and
lowlands which intersects High Street about Rose
Street. The part of the town NE of this was inhabited

by Saxon-speaking fishermen, the part to the SW by
Gaelic-speaking Highlanders, and hence the story that

James VL, when twitted, after his accession to the
English throne, about the inferior importance of

the towns of his old kingdom, replied that, however
that might be, he had a town in Scotland ' sae lang that

the inhabitants of the one end did not understand the

language spoken at the other ;
' and when Dr Johnson

passed through the town 170 years later, he found no
great change had taken place, for he says :

' At Nairn
we may fix the verge of the Highlands ; for here I first

saw peat fires, and first heard the Erse language.' He
is otherwise very hard on the town, for he says :

' We
came to Nairn, a royal burgh, which, if once it flourished,

is now in a state of miserable decay ; but I know not

whether its chief annual magistrate has not still the

title of Lord Provost.' In the Covenanting troubles of

the 17th century the burgh does not seem to have taken

a very active part, or to have suffered much, though,

after the battle of Auldearn, Montrose's men burned
and destroyed Cawdor's house in the town. The Duke
of Cumberland spent the nigln

Laird of Kilravock's town-house
following at the old house of B
the W of the town, between Ball

are the fields where the Royalist

tbey held their rejoicings on the
birthday, the 15th April, and wh
Highlanders attempted their nig'

distinguished native of the town is Lieutenant-Color

James Grant, C.B. (b. 1827), son of a former parish

minister. Colonel Grant accompanied Speke in his

journey to the sources of the Nile in 1863, and gave an

account of the expedition in his Walk across Africa.

8treets, etc.—The principal street, High Street, ex-

tends from the river south-westward for about ^ mile,

and contains now a number of very good buildings.
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Prisons' Act, become almost useless. The public hall

was projected in 1865, and built by a joint-stock com-
pany at a cost of about £1200. It contains a large hall,

with accommodation for 800 persons, supper-rooms, and
ante-rooms. On the SE of the town the railway crosses

the river Nairn by a handsome stone bridge of four

arches, each with a span of 70 feet and 34 feet high.

A little farther down the river is the bridge for the

great coast road. It was originally built by Rose of

Clavn, in 1632, but has since been very extensively re-

paired in consequence of damage received in heavy floods

in 1782 and 1829. The parish church is a very plain

building, erected in 1811, and containing 902 sittings.

It is at present (1884) proposed to erect a new one at the

corner of Seabank Road at a cost of over £6000. The
new Free church to the S is a fine building, Early French
Gothic in style, erected in 1880-81 at a cost of £7000,
and containing 1200 sittings. There is a handsome spire

with clock and bell. The U. P. church, erected in 1851-

52, contains 512 sittings. The Congregational church,
erected in 1804 at a cost of £575, contains 416 sittings.

St Columba's Scottish Episcopal church is an Early
English edifice of 1857, containing 225 sittings ; and St
Mary's Roman Catholic church (1864) contains 150.

There is also a small English Episcopal church. At
the SW end of the town is Rose's Academical Institu-

tion, built by subscription on ground given by Captain
Rose, and supported partly by endowment, and partly

by subscriptions and fees. It is managed by a body of

directors elected by the subscribers. Near it is a

monument erected by old pupils as a memorial of Mr
John Strath, who for 40 years held the office of parochial

schoolmaster. Church Street and the Monitory public

schools, with respective accommodation for 300 and 400
pupils, had (1883) an average attendance of 270 and 287,

and grants of £249, Is. and £251, 2s. 6d. There are

also some private schools. The Town and County
Hospital, to the W of the town, was erected by sub-

scription in 1846, and is supported by donations and
subscriptions. It is managed by directors chosen by
the subscribers. The museum calls for no particular

mention. There is a cemetery E of the town.
Two large bathing establishments possess all kinds

of artificial baths, cold, tepid, and warm. The Marino
Hotel salt-water baths are open to the public at all

seasons. Near the sea-shore is a large swimming-
bath, erected in 1872-73 at a cost of £1200. The main
building is a square measuring 91 feet each way, covered
with a glass roof. The plan of the bottom has been so

ingeniously managed, that, while the depth of water
slopes gradually from 1 foot 3 inches to 6 feet, yet there

is a swimming course all round of about 100 yards.

Water is pumped from the sea by a centrifugal pump
worked by steam, and the bath when full holds 140,000
gallons. A large number of bathing coaches ply on the
beach during the summer months.
A wharf and harbour were constructed at the mouth

of the river in 1820, according to a plan by Telford, the
principle being to increase the depth of the river, and
by straightening its course from the bridge downwards
to increase the scour, and so prevent the silting up
of the opening. Inclusive of a sum paid for injury to

the neighbouring salmon fishings, the operations cost

£5500, but so great was the damage done by the flood of

1829 that only very small vessels and fishing boats
frequented the place. Fresh works, on a similar plan,

were afterwards again constructed ; a breakwater of

wood and stone, 400 yards long, was extended from the
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E side of the river, so as to afford shelter against the

only winds to which the harbour is exposed ;
and further

improvements have subsequently been made. The rise

of spring tides in the harbour is about 14 feet, and ot

neaps 11 feet. In its custom-house relations it is a creek

under the port of Inverness. In 1882 there were 91

boats belonging to the place, of which 52 were first-class,

37 second-class, and 2 third-class, and connected with

them were 250 resident iisher men and boys. Most of

these boats prosecute the herring-fishing from ports

farther down the firth. The exports are timber, corn,

potatoes, eggs, smoked haddocks, and freestone ;
and

the imports are foodstuffs, soft-goods, hardware, lime,

manures, and coal. The white fishing is successfully

prosecuted, and there are good salmon fishings along

the coast on both sides of the river. The harbour affairs

are managed by the town council, who are at present

(1884) attempting to form a mussel-bed near the mouth

of the river. Should it succeed it will prove of very

great benefit to the fishermen of the place. There are

excellent sandstone and granite quarries within a lew

miles of the town, and a well-known distillery at Brackla

is 4 miles off.

Municipality, etc.—Any charters erecting the town

into a royal burgh, or granting or ratifying its privileges,

appear to be lost ; but a charter of confirmation, granted

by James VI. in 1597 and approved by act of parliament,

refers to one of Alexander I. The town is now governed

by a provost, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and 11 coun-

Seal of Nairn.

cillors, and the council act also as the police commission,

but the police force is incorporated with that of the

county. The corporation at one time possessed a con-

siderable amount of landed property, but most of it has

been alienated. The revenue is about £1000 a year.

Gas is supplied by a private company formed in 1839.

"Water was introduced many years ago, and in 1884 the

supply was improved by the erection of a concrete

collecting well near the springs at Urchany, the cost of

the improvement being about £900. In 1878 a scheme
was proposed for the utilisation of the sewage, and this

was carried out between that year and 1880. The whole
refuse is carried across the river in an iron pipe 18 inches

in diameter, and spread by irrigation over the surface of

a salt marsh, from which the sea has been dammed out

by an embankment of clay down to the rock. The pipe

is carried across the river on two iron cylinders filled

with concrete, and this portion has been converted into

a foot-bridge, while beyond it is embedded in an em-
bankment, on the top of which is a walk. The total

cost was £3000, of which £1542 was spent on the

irrigation scheme alone. The arms of the town are St

Ninian in a proper habit, holding in his right hand a

cross fitchee, and in the left an open book.

The town has a head post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments
;

offices of the British Linen Company, Caledonian,

National, and Royal banks
;
agencies ol 21 insurance

offices ; and 6 hotels. The newspapers are the Conser-

vative Moray and Nairn Express (1880), published on

Saturday, and the Liberal Nairnshire Telegraph, (1841),

published on Wednesday. There is a masonic lodge,

St Ninian's (No. 575) ; and among the miscellaneous

institutions may be noticed the Volunteer Hall, the

Literary Institute, the National Security Savings' Bank,
the Nairn Friendly Society, a branch of the Ship-

wrecked Mariners' Society, the Nairn Building Society,

a Farming Society, John Rose Troup's Education and
Charitable Fund, the Ladies' Benevolent Society, the

Nairn Coal and Meal Fund, the Orchestral Society, the

Swimming Club and Humane Society, the Bowling Club,

the County Cricket Club, and the 12th and 13th
batteries of the 1st Inverness Artillery Volunteers.

Ordinary and small debt sheriff courts are held every

Friday during session. Quarter sessions are held on
the first Fridays of March, Slay, and August, and on
the last Tuesday of October. Ordinary weekly markets

are held on Tuesday and Friday, and there is a weekly
corn market on Thursday. Fairs for cattle and other

live stock are held monthly on the Saturday after Muir
of Ord, and hiring fairs on the Thursdays preceding

26 May and 22 Nov.
Nairn unites with Inverness, Forres, and Fortrose

in returning a member to serve in parliament. Parlia-

mentary constituency (1883-84) 359
;
municipal con-

stituency 494 (135 females). Valuation (1875) £10,030,

(1884) £13,710 inclusive of railway. Pop. of parlia-

mentary burgh (1841) 2388, (1851) 2977, (1861) 3435,

(1871) 3735, (1881) 4161, of whom 1867 were males,

and 2294 were females. Houses (1881) 841 inhabited,

33 vacant, 12 building.

Nairne. See Auchtergaven and Meikleour.
Nairnshire, a small county in the N of Scotland, con-

sisting of a main body and five detached sections. The
main body lies on the S shore of the Moray Firth, and
is bounded N by that arm of the sea, E by Elginshire, ami
S, SW, and W by Inverness-shire. The outline is very
irregular, and to a very large extent artificial. Starting

from the NE corner at the middle of the bank known
as the Bar, midway between the mouth of the river Nairn
and that of the river Findhoru, it proceeds irregularly

S by E to the Muckle Burn, close to Earlsmill, and
after following the course of that stream for 2 miles
again strikes in its former direction to the Findhorn at

the bend SW of Dounduff. After following the course

of the Findhorn for 7 furlongs it strikes SE to the high
ground between the basins of the Dorbock and the
upper tributaries of the Findhorn, which—except for a
zig-zag to the E at Lochan Tutach and another to the E
at Lochindorb—it follows S and S by W to its most
southerly point at Carn Glas (2162 feet). The principal

summits along this line, from N to S, are Carn Dubhaidh
(1000 feet), Hill of Aitnoch (1351), Carn nan clachGarbha
(1362), Carn Allt Laoigh (1872), and Carn Glas. From
this last summit the line passes irregularly north-west-

ward—between the basins of the Edinchat Burn (SW)
and the Leonach and Rhilean Burns (NE), all flowing
to the Findhorn—by Carn an t' Sean-liathanaieh (SE,
2076 ; NW, 2056) and Carn Torr Mheadhoin (1761) to

the Findhorn, which it reaches near the upper end of the
Streens, midway between Polochaig and Ballcrochan.

It turns up the river for 5 furlongs, and then strikes

first N by W to the summit of Carn nan tri-tighearnan

(2013 feet), and thence westward to the Dalriach Burn
near its source. It follows the course of this stream for

1$ mile to the bend where the burn turns to the S, and
then pass NW to the top of Beinn na Buchanich, whence
the course northward to the shore of the firth, 3| miles
E of Ardersier Point at Fort George, is a series of most
involved zig-zags too complicated to be here particularly

described. The length of this main portion of the
county is 17A miles from the mouth of tho Nairn on
the N to Carn Clas on the S, and the mean breadth is

about 11 miles. Of tho detached portions, three are in
the county of Elgin, one in the county of Inverness, and
one in the county of Ross. Of those in the county of
Elgin two arc detached portions of the parish of Ard
clach, and lie locally in the parish of Edinkillie. They
arc close togothcr, near the centre of tho easteni
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benndtn of tho main ptft of tlio county, and the
nearest is distant from it uliout 1| mile. 'I'liis liortion,

wbloh i> i milea long from N to s, and J miu wide,
lms mi ari'ii of 749 acres. Tho second portion, 4 milo
luitlur to tin. K, is I), miles long from N\V to SE, with
mi n\, tlga breadth of about j niil<>, ami has an area of
-Ml;' ... its. Tlio third portion, which has an area of only

43$ acres, inclusive o! water, is at Moy Curse, in the

pariah of Dyka, on tin- river Findhorn, about lj mile
below Forres. The portion in Inverness-shire belongs
to the jvirish of Daviot and Dunlichity, and is tlio

largest of all, the area heing 10,668 '652 acres. The
" litre of ii i> ;ili,.ut 7h nulls !•: of the month of the

tojm on Loch Ness, and 124 miles from tho nearest
noint of the main body of tho county. Tho greatest

length from N to S is l\ miles, and tho greatest breadth

from B t« W slightly over 5 miles. Tho portion in Ross-
sliire embraces the barony of Kerintosh, and lies along
the SE side of the Cromarty Firth, at the mouth of the
Beaoly. It measures 3$ miles from NE to SW, 3 miles
across'from NW to SE, and is 104, miles from the nearest
point of the main body of the county. The area is

about 6000 acres. These detached portions have been
included in Nairnshire since 1476, when William,
Thane of Cawdor, had influence enough to have all his

lands in the neighbouring counties included in the
county of Nairn, where the main body of his estates lay.

Fcrintosh is the Gaelic Fcarn-tosh, 'The Toishach's or
Thane's land.' The total area of the county is 199 853
square miles, or 127,905784 acres, of wdiich 124,967-612
arc land, 920 087 water, 1987 770 foreshore, and 30-315
tidal water. Of the land area of 124,967 612 acres—
20,419 acres were under cultivation in 1883, and 13,241
were under wood, while 2043 were under permanent
pasture, and the rest was rough grazing, heath, and
waste, there being a considerable amount devoted to
grouse. Among the counties of Scotland Nairnshire is

thirtieth as regards area, thirty-second as regards

population, and thirty-third as regards valuation.

The first, second, and fourth detached sections are

pieces of wild upland, but the others are fertile. Of the
main portion of the county, the portion near the coast is

part of the well-known ' laich of Moray.' It is fertile

and well-wooded, and within 2 miles of the shore rises

to an average height of from 70 to 80 feet above sea-

level. Within the next 6 miles this rise is continued to

a height of about 600 feet, and the whole district is

under cultivation or covered with thriving woods.
S of the 800 feet contour line the whole county is

wild moorland, with an average height of from 1200
to 1500 feet, and having, besides the heights already
mentioned, along the boundary the tops of Carn Maol
(1000), Creag an Daimh (1180), Cam a Chrasgie (1314),
Carn na Callich (1218), Beinn Bhuide Mhor (1797),
Carn Sgumain (1370), Maol an Tailleir (1373), Carn
na Sgubaich (1522), and Carn a Garbh glaic (1523).

The drainage of the S and E is effected by the Findhorn
and its tributaries. The Findhorn enters the county
near the centre of the SW side, and flows across towards
the NE, quitting it near Dounduff after a course of
almost 19 miles. From the S it receives the Tomlachan,
Leonach, and lihilean Burns, which drain the extreme
S of the county, but none of the other tributaries are of

any great size or importance. The centre of the county
is drained partly by the Muckle Burn—which, rising at
Carn a Chrasgie, has a north-easterly course of about 16
miles ere it passes into Elginshire—and its tributaries

the Blarandualt Burn (W) and the Letbcn bum (E)
;

and partly by the Kiereach Bum and Allt Dearg which
rise in the SW, and, joining near Cawdor, flow to the
river Nairn. The drainage on the W is carried off by
the Nairn and by a small burn that flows into the sea

lg mile W of the mouth of the Nairn. The lochs are
neither large nor important. In the NE corner, near
the sea, and within £ mile of one another, are Loch
Loy (ljxl, mile) and Cran Loch (3 x H furl.); near
the NW border is the Loch of the Clans (ljxl furl.)

;

and on the border, and partly in Inverness-shire, is

Loch Flemington (1 rnile x 1J furl.); near the centre
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of tho E sido is Loch of Belivat (3x1 furl.) ; near tho

centre of the county tho Loch of Boath (2x^ furl.);

ami a portion of Lochan Tutaeh. None of tho lochs

are of importance for angling, and, except the Find-
horn, the Nairn, and Cawdor Burn, nouo of the
st reams.

Geology. — The geological features of Nairnshire,
though presenting no great, variety, are nevertheless of

considerable interest and importance. The rock forma-
tions occurring within the boundaries of the county may
lie ela: silicil as follows : I . 1 lie si rat ilied crystalline rocks

willi I lie associated granite masses ; 2. the representatives

of the lower and upper Old Rod Sandstone ; 3. the

glacial, post-glacial, and recent deposits, which attain a
remarkable development. Tho belt of low ground
bordering tho Moray Firth is occupied by members of

tho Old Red Sandstone, while the high-lying districts

are composed of motamorphie and igneous rocks. Indeed
tho distribution of the rock formations in this county
furnishes ample proof of the close relation between the

superficial features and the geological structure.

In the tract lying between the basins of the Nairn
and Findhorn, the stratified crystalline rocks are thrown
into a great synclinal fold, the axis of which runs approxi-

mately from Dallaschyle southwards in the direction of

Creag an Daimh. In tho Riereach Burn, and in the

streams which unite to form the Muckle Burn, the general

inclination of the strata is towards the NW and WNW,
but as we proceed towards the W boundary of the county
we find that the same strata gradually swing round till

the strike is nearly at right angles with its former
course. This change in the strike of the beds, which is

evidently duo to an extensive fold, may be followed in

the streams draining the W slope of Carn nan tri-

tighearnan, and in the higher reaches of Alt Dearg.

There is little variety in the lithological character of the

strata throughout the area just indicated, as they con-

sist for the most part of grey micaceous flaggy gneiss,

thin bedded mica schists, and bands of micaceous

quartzite. In the centre of the synclinal fold, however,
between Dallaschyle and Creag an Daimh, the flaggy

gneiss is overlaid by a more massive series, in which the

foliation is not so well marked, and the mica is not so

abundantly developed. The latter might be regarded

as micaceous quartzites shading into incipient gneiss.

Far up on the N slope of Carn nan tri-tighearnan there

is an interesting band of porphyritic gneiss, containing

large crystals of felspar, round which the quartz, felspar,

and mica curve in irregular folia. In general character

this rock resembles the well-known bands of porphyritic

gneiss in Banffshire. Throughout the area occupied by
these stratified rocks there are numerous veins of granite,

dioritc, and amphibolite. The best example of the last

occurs near Rehiran, about 3 miles SW of Cawdor, tho

chief constituent being hornblende, which is associated

with a small quantity of mica and felspar.

There are three masses of granite within the limits of

the county. Of these by far the largest is situated ilong

the E boundary, extending from Lethen Bar Hill S by
Ardclach and Glenferness to the Bridge of Dulsie, a

distance of 6 miles. The second area lies along the W
border, between Ben nan Cragan and Ben Buidhe Mhor ;

while the third extends from Rait Castle E to near

Kinsteary. Though of limited extent, the last of these

granite masses is of considerable commercial value, as

the rock forms an admirable building stone, and when
polished presents a beautiful appearance. The beauty

of the rock is due to the presence of large crystals of

pink orthoclase felspar, which are developed porphyriti-

cally in the midst of the quartz, felspar, and mica.

Indeed the lithological character of the rock is so dis-

tinct that boulders of it can be detected in the super-

ficial deposits, far to the E, in the low grounds of

Elgin and Banffshire.

The relations between these ancient crystalline rocks

and the overlying strata of Old Red Sandstone age

clearly show that the old land surface must have under-

gone considerable denudation prior to Old Red times.

Not only do the breccias rest on a highly eroded plat-
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form
;
they frequently fill up considerable hollows in the

metamorphic series. Even at that, far off time, there

must have been hollows or valleys between Dallaschyle

and the Hill of Urchany, and between the latter hill

and Lethen Bar, but there is no evidence pointing to

the conclusion that the valleys of the Fiudhorn and
Nairn were excavated at that ancient date. Beginning
first with the lower Old Red Sandstone strata, it is

observable that the inland boundary, when followed

from Lethen Bar W to the valley of the Nairn at

Cantray, maintains a sinuous course. From Lethen
Bar the boundary line sweeps in a great curve by Little-

mill and the Wine Well round the N margin of the

granite of Park. From the latter point it stretches SW
by Little Urchany to the ravines S of Cawdor, where it

forms a similar curve to that described, thence winding
round the ridge of gneiss at Dallaschyle to the S slope

of the valley of the Nairn. The general succession of

the strata belonging to the lower division is remarkably
uniform in different parts of the county ; the chief

variation being due to the irregular thickness of the
basement breccias. Resting uncouformably on the gneiss,

and forming the lowest member of the series, we find a

coarse breccia, which is composed of angular and sub-

angular fragments of the underlying rocks. Though the
dominant ingredients consist of gneiss and quartzite, it

is of importance to note that the breccia at certain

localities is largely made up of granitic detritus. On
the NW slope of the Lethen Bar Hill, and again in the
valley of the Nairn near Cantray, numerous blocks of
granite are met with in the basal beds which have been
derived from the adjacent granite masses. It is obvious
therefore that the latter must have been exposed to
denudation ere the lowest beds of the Old Red Sandstone
in this county were deposited on the sea floor. By far

the best section of the basal breccias and conglomerates
is exposed in the ravine S of Cawdor, where the Riereach
Burn has cut a narrow gorge through them. From
their development at this locality there can be little

doubt that they fill a bay in the ancient coast-line, a
supposition which gains support from the fact that the
basement breccia thins away to a few feet against the
projecting spurs of gneiss at Rait Castle and Dallas-

chyle. The strata just described are succeeded by the
well-known fish bed, which forms such an important
horizon in the Moray Firth basin. At certain localities

thin reddish sandstones are intercalated between the
breccias and the fish bed. The latter presents the
features so characteristic of this important zone, the
fish-remains occurring in the heart of limestone nodules,
while the nodules are embedded in soft clays or shales.

At several localities it has proved highly fossiliferous.

Of these, perhaps the most celebrated within the county
is Lethen Bar, where numerous ichthyolites have been
obtained in a fine state of preservation. The old quarry
where the limestone was formerly wrought is now
covered up, but by making a series of trenches through
the boulder clay in the farm of Brevail it is still possible
to exhume excellent specimens. On the farm of Clune,
close by Brevail, fossils have also been met with in the
fish bed. The following species, among others, have
been gathered from these localities : Pterichthys Milleri
(Ag.), P. cornuius (Ag.), P. ohlongus (Ag.), P. productus
(Ag.), Coccoskus ollongua (Ag.), Diploccmthus striatulus
(Ag.), Cheirolepis Cummingioe (Ag.), Osteolepis major
(Ag.), Glyptolepis leploptcrus (Ag.).

The fish bed caps the NW slope of Lethen Bar Hill,
and is isolated from the outcrop on the N bank of the
Muckle Burn, near Lethen House. This stream has
cut down to the basal conglomerate underlying the fish

bed, and displays excellent sections of the breccias
between Fleena.sgael ana Burnside. To the W of the
projecting spur of gneiss and granite at Rait Castle and
Park the clays with the fossiliferous limestone nodules
reappear at Knockloan about 3 miles S of Nairn, while
in the valley of the Nairn they are to be met with on
the N bank of the river between Cantray and the W
boundary of the county. Owing to the vast accumula-
tion of superficial deposits in the low-lying parts of

Nairnshire there is no continuous section of the strata

which succeed the fish bed. From the various exposures,

however, it is evident that the general character of the

beds is widely different from the massive sandstones of

the upper division. They consist of fissile micaceous
shales, which are frequently charged with beautiful

specimens of Psilophyton, grey grits and sandstones,

well-bedded flagstones and shales. Indeed the general

order of succession of the lower Old Red Sandstone in

Nairnshire closely resembles that in the adjacent

portions of Inverness-shire.

To the S of the main boundary line of the lower

division there are two small outliers of coarse conglome-

rates and sandstones, which evidently belong to the

same series. One of these occurs in the Muckle Burn
near Highland Boath, while the other is met with in

the Findhorn basin near Drynachan Lodge. The
former rests unconformably on the ancient crystalline

rocks, while the latter is brought into contact with
them by two parallel faults. Though they are now
completely isolated from each other as well as from the

main area, they clearly indicate the original extension

of the members of the lower division far up the slopes

of the Highland hills.

An interesting feature connected with this formation

in Nairnshire is the evidence of an unconformity
between the upper and lower divisions of the system.

Attention has already been directed (see vol. iii., p. 586,

Oral. Oaz.) to the magnificent section of the upper Old
Red Sandstone in the Findhorn N of Sluie. The strata

present the same characters in the Muckle Burn between
Earlsmill and Whitemire and along the shore at Nairn.

Grey and reddish grey false-bedded sandstones, with
bands of fine conglomerate and thin seams of red clays

or shales, follow each other with little variation. The
sandstones frequently contain pellets or nodules of

green clays, which decompose readily under atmospheric
agencies. These beds have been largely quarried in the

neighbourhood of Nairn, and various quarry holes

are to be seen along the ancient coast-line bounding the

25-feet terrace. Numerous plates of Pkricltihijs mujur

have been obtained from these sandstones in the King-
steps and Seabank quarries at Nairn. The great

divergence in lithological character and organic contents

between the members of the upper and lower divisions

in this county was first detected by Dr Malcolmson, and
the unconformity between the two divisions has been re-

cently demonstrated by Dr Archibald Geikie. From the

manner in which the sandstones of the upper division steal

across the edges of the lower Old lied strata as we pass E
from the town of Nairn towards the Muckle Burn at Glen-
shiel, it is evident that there is a gradual overlap of the

one series on the other. Near the latter locality the
upper Old Red Sandstone rests on the oldest members of

the lower division, while still further E, in the Find-

horn section, the former rests directly on the ancient

crystalline rocks. It follows therefore that during the

interval which elapsed between the lower and upper
divisions of this formation the members of the lower

Old Red Sandstone must have undergone considerable

denudation.

Between the Old Red Sandstone period and glacial

times there is a gap in the geological record of the

district. If any of the secondary formations were ever

deposited in the low grounds of the county they have
been completely removed by denudation. The super-

ficial deposits of glacial and post-glacial age are splendidly

developed in the lower districts
;
indeed, owing to this

fact, few glaciated surfaces are exposed by means of

which the direction of the ice-flow can be determined.

At the granite quarry near Newton of Park an admirable
example is seen of a striated surface, the striae pointing

E and a few degrees S of E. Along the W border of

the county, between the Nairn valley and the coast-line,

the ice markings trend to the N of E. When these

facts are viewed in connection with the evidence supplied
by the adjacent counties of Inverness and Elgin, it is

apparent that the ice issuing from the Great Glen
towards the Moray Firth moved first of all in an ENE

9&
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direct ion, and was gradually dafleoted towards tho E
and BSE on approaching the plains ol Nairn and Moray.
In certain puts of the count} there are two distinct

boulder r!:i\s, which are separated by an important
aerial ol tatar-glacial sands, gravels, and finely lami-

nated olaya The older of the two boulder claya is

usually inoro tenacious than that which overlies tho

in t > r glacial beds, and the stones arc generally more
distinctly grooved. Admirable sections showing the

order i>i succcsMon of this glacial series are exposed in

the streams draining tho Cawdor moors. An examina-
tion of the atoneB embedded in the boulder clays shows
that even in the areas occupied by tho gneiss striated

1>U>. Us of red sandstone occur in considerable abundance,
thus indicating that tho ice was compelled to move E
along the slopes of the hills, bearing along with it tho

detlltns from the Old Red Sandstone tracts to the areas

occupied by the metamorphio series. In the valley of

tho Nairn, at Clava, Mr Eraser, C.E.
,
Inverness, has

obtained marine shells from line blue clay belonging to

this inter-glacial series. The upper part of tho section

is composed of yellowish boulder clay, consisting of

gravel, sand, and stones, with a mixture of clay, which
reaches a depth of 45 feet. About 20 feet of sand

underlies the boulder clay, and below the line sand the

shelly clay is met with, the bottom of which has not

been pierced. A few smooth stones occur in the shelly

day, but they are not so numerous as in ordinary

boulder clay. Indeed, from the nature of the deposit, as

well as from the state of preservation of the shells, it is

evident that these stratilied sands and clays indicate a

depression of the land in inter-glacial times. The
height of the shelly clay is about 500 feet above the

present sea-level, so that the submergence must have
equalled, if it did not exceed, this amount. The
following shells were noted from this section : Littorina

lilorea, Leda pernula, Natica Grocnlandica, Plcurotoma
lurricula, Nucula tenuis, Tellina Balthica, Cardium
edulc, Astartc coinpressa, Buccinum undatum, etc. The
clays also yielded a considerable number of species of

Foraminifcra.
Resting on the upper boulder clay there is a great

development of morainic gravels on the moory ground
between the basins of the Nairn and Findhorn ; some-
times forming long sinuous ridges upwards of £
mile in length, which enclose shallow lochans or

patches of peat. By far the most interesting develop-

ment of the kamiform series occurs on the low ground
between Nairn and the W boundary of the county.

Beginning at Mcikle Kildrummie this prominent ridge

of sand and shingle is traceable W to Loch Flemington,
a distance of 3 miles. At the former locality the

height of the kames is about 100 feet above the sea-level,

and towards the W limit they rise to the level of 140
feet. This long kame forms a prominent feature on the

broad platform of sand and gravel to the S of the rail-

way between Nairn and Fort George. It stands indeed

at the edge of the belt of fertile ground formed by
the 100-feet terrace. In addition to this ancient terrace

there are remains of the 50-feet beach to the E of the

town of Nairn, though of limited extent. But along the

shores of the firth between Fort George and the mouth
of the Findhorn the 25-feet terrace is well developed,

though covered to a considerable extent by vast accumu-
lations of blown sand. The inland cliff, consisting of

stratified sands, gravel, and clay, resting on boulder

clay, which marks the border of this ancient beach, is

easily followed from Fort George to Loch Loy. The
terrace is of variable breadth, sometimes measuring only
200 yards from the present coast-line, sometimes 2£
miles across. One of the most interesting features con-

nected with this sea beach is the great development of

sand drift on its surface, particularly in the neighbour-

hood of Culbin. Formerly one of the most fertile tracts

in the province of Moray, where stood the mansion-
house of Culbin among richly cultivated fields and
homesteads, the area occupied by the Culbin sandhills

is now but a desert waste, whose contour is changed by
every wind that blows. The invasion of the sand-drift

S>6

1
took place in 1694, and so effectual was the inroad that
only a .small poll ion of the estate escaped, which was
buried by succeeding storms. Various interesting relics

are now and again picked up where the drifting of the

These consist of coins and farm implements, but
numerous Hint arrow heads belonging to neolithic

times are also met with in isolated heaps. A consider-

able development <>l' sand dunes rests on the 25-feet

beach near Fort George, but to the E of the town of

Nairn, between Loch Loy and the mouth of the Find-
horn, the features which they present are worthy of

special note. The Maviston Sandhills, which lie about
4 miles to the E of Nairn, consist of two prominent
dome-shaped masses of sand—the one lying to the E of

the other—which are partly surrounded by small conical

heaps of sand. Each of these sand domes slopes gently
to tho W at an angle of 5°, while at the E limit the
angle of inclination is between 30° and 40°. Beyond
tho county boundary tho extensive forest named the
Low Wood covers the plain of the 25-feet beach, which is

dotted at intervals with minor accumulations of blown
sand. To the E of this plantation lies the tract of the
Culbin Sands, measuring about 3 miles in length and
about 2 miles in breadth. The centre of the area is

occupied by a succession of great ridges of sand upwards
of 100 feet high, sloping towards the W at a gentle

angle of a few degrees and with a much higher inclina-

tion towards the E. These dome-shaped accumulations
are surrounded by conical heaps and ridges trending
from WSW to ENE, and varying in height from 10 to
30 feet. The surface of the great domes as well as tho
minor heaps are beautifully ripple-marked by the wind,
and sections of the mounds display excellent examples
of false bedding. With reference to the question of their

origin the following explanation has recently been
given :

' There is a combination of circumstances in

that district favourable to their formation. The Find-
horn carries an enormous quantity of sand at present to
the sea every year, and this denudation must have pro-

ceeded steadily since glacial times. When this sediment
is discharged into the sea, it is borne W and SW by the
currents along the shore, and is eventually deposited

on the shelving beach by tidal action. It is then
caught up by the winds and borne inland in an E
direction. But in addition to this it is highly probable
that the prevalent W winds caught up the deposits of

sand belonging to the 100-feet beach and swept them
onwards in the direction of the Culbin area. Viewed
in this light these sandhills give us some idea of the
enormous denudat ion which is constantly going on over
the surface of the land.' The course of the Findhorn at

its mouth was changed after the advance of the Culbin
Sands. Formerly it flowed W from Binsness for a
distance of 3 miles and joined the sea at the old bar, but
owing probably to the sand drift it was compelled to

How N into the sea.

Soils and Agriculture.—The soil in the eastern part

of the ' laich ' is a rich free loam, overlying sand or

gravel, and in the western part is in some places a stiff

strong clay, in others a sharp mould inclining to

gravel. In the uplands the arable lands are hanghs
along the valleys of the streams, or light stony, or sandy,
soil on the slopes and braes. The arable land is mostly
in the coast and centre district, and the proportion fit

for cultivation found among the uplands and mountains
is less than in most other counties. Great improvement
has taken place during the present century. The acreages

under the various crops at different dates are given in

the following tables :

—

Gkain Cnors.—Acres.

Year. Wheat. Barley or Bere. Oats. Total.

1854, . . 1714} 3130} 7752| 12,597*
1870, . . 266 2237 6089 8,592

1877, . . 91 2701 6045 8,S37

1883, . . 35 3099 5897 9,031
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Grass, Root Crops, etc.—Acres.

Year.
Hay, Grass, and

Permanent Pasture.
Turnips. Potatoes.

1S54, . . 4467 1542

1867, . . 10,694 666

1877, . . 11,758 4085 785

1883, . . 12,418 4133 572

while there are about 300 acres on an average annually

under beans, rye, vetches, fallow, etc. The permanent

pasture not broken up in rotation is a little over 2000

acres. There has been, as in most of the other northern

counties, a very great decrease in the area under wheat,

and if the return for 1854 be correct, there has within the

last 30 years been a decrease of 3000 acres in the area under

cultivation. The farms are mostly worked on the five

shift system, and the average yield of wheat per acre is

28 bushels ; barley, 32 to 40 bushels ;
oats, 28 to 40

bushels ;
turnips, from 12 to 20 tons ; and potatoes, from

4 to 5 tons, but the latter two are very variable.

The agricultural live stock in the county at different

dates is shown in the following table :

—

Year. Cattle. Horses. Sheep. Pigs. Total.

1854, . .

1870, . .

1877, . .

1883, . .

8304
5506
6513
5676

1826
1123
1247
1292

28,230

17,278
16,971
16,799

14S9
733
932
926

39,849
24,640
25,603

The early returns seem again faulty. Not much at-

tention is given to the breeding of pure stock, and the

cattle are mostly crosses. The sheep in the lowlands

are mostly Leicesters, though Cheviots are also kept
;

those in the uplands are blackfaced. The farms are

generally held on leases of 19 years. There were in the

county, in 1881, 259 farmers employing 354 men, 90

boys, 67 women, and 147 girls. There were at the same
time 31 farms under 15 acres, 55 between 15 and 50

acres, 59 between 50 and 100 acres, 92 between 100 and
500 acres, and 21 of larger size. There are in the

parishes of Ardclach, Auldearn, Cawdor, and Nairn, 15

proprietors holding each an annual value of £500 or

upwards, 23 holding each between £500 and £100, 30

holding each between £100 and £50, and 63 holding

each between £50 and £20. The principal mansions,

most of which are separately noticed, are Achareidh,

Boath, Cawdor Castle, Coulmony, Delnies House, Fir

Hall, Geddes House, Glenferness House, Househill, Ivy-

bank, Kilravock Castle, Kinsteary, Lethen House, Mill-

bank, Nairngrove, Nairnside, Newton, and Viewfield.

Manufactures there are practically none, except at

Brackla Distillery, 3f miles SW of the town of Nairn
;

and besides agriculture, and those connected with the

town and the coast fishings, the only industries are the

sandstone and granite quarries—the latter at Kinsteary,

opened up in 1872.

Roads, etc.—The Perth and Forres section of the

Highland railway touches the E border of the first

detached section described, and the Forres and Inver-

ness section of the same system traverses the whole
main part of the county from E to W near the coast

for a distance of 8£ miles. The main coast road from
Inverness to Aberdeen passes along near the line of

railway from the town of Nairn ; a good road strikes

south -westward to Croy, and another south-eastward by
Bridge of Logie (Findhorn) to the road from Forres to

Grantown. From a point 1 mile S of Bridge of

Logie a branch goes off to the N 10 and joins the Forres

road, while another passes S by W to Duthil. General
Wade's military road from the Highland road to Fort
George enters the county \ mile W by S of Lochan
Tutach, and, crossing the Findhorn at Dulsie, passes

through the centre of the county in a north-westerly

direction till it enters Inverness-shire, 1 furlong SE of

Fort George railway station. There are also a largo

number of good district roads.
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The only royal or police burgh is Nairn ; the only
burgh of barony or village with more than 300 inhabi-
tants is Auldearn ; and the principal smaller villages are
Cawdor, Delnies, and Newton. The civil county com-
prises the three entire quoad civilia parishes of Nairn,
Auldearn, and Ardclach, the greater part of Cawdor
(shared with Inverness-shire), and smaller portions of
the parishes of Dyke (shared with Elginshire), Moy,
Croy, Petty and Daviot (also shared with Inverness-
shire), and Urquhart (shared with Eoss-shire). The
parishes of Ardclach, Auldearn, Cawdor, Croy, and
Nairn are ecclesiastically in the presbytery of Nairn,
in the synod of Moray ; the portions of Daviot, Moy,
and Petty, in the presbytery of Inverness and the synod
of Moray ; the portion of Dyke, in the presbytery of
Forres and the synod of Moray ; and the part of
Urquhart, in the presbytery of Dingwall, in the synod of

Ross. Within the limits of the county there are 5
places of worship connected with the Established
Church, 4 in connection with the Free Church, 1 in con-
nection with the U.P. Church, 1 in connection with the

Scottish Episcopal Church, 1 in connection with the
English Episcopal Church, and 1 in connection with the
Poman Catholic Church. In the year ending Sept. 1882
there were 16 schools (15 public), which, with accom-
modation for 2047 children, had 1590 on the rolls, and
an average attendance of 1173. Their staff consisted
of 20 certificated and 8 pupil teachers. Nairnshire,
with a constituency of 300 in 1883-84, unites with Elgin
in returning a member to serve in parliament. The
county is governed by a lord-lieutenant, 13 deputy
lieutenants, and 31 justices of the peace. It forms a
part of the sheriffdom of Inverness, Elgin, and Nairn,
but there is now no resident sheriff-substitute, the office

being conjoined with that of Elginshire. Ordinary and
small debt courts are held at Nairn weekly on Friday
during session

;
justice of peace courts are held as re-

quired ; and quarter-sessions are held at Nairn on the
first Tuesdays of March, May, and August, and on the
last Tuesday of October. There is a police force of 7
men (1 to each 1493 of the population) under a chief

constable, with a salary of £135 a year. In 1883 the
number of persons tried at the instance of the police

was 109, convicted 99, committed for trial 5, not dealt
with 38. The number of registered poor on the roll at

14 May 1883 was 273, and of casual poor 43. The
expenditure for Poor Law purposes in the same
year was £2641. The Poor-law combination has been
noticed under the parish of Nairn. The proportion of
illegitimate births averages about 10 per cent. The
death-rate averages about 13 per thousand. Valuation
(1674) £1264, (1815) £14,902, (1849) £20,156, (1862)
£25,982, (1884) £37,143, of which £2085 is for the
railway. Pop. of registration county, whic h takes in the
part of Croy in Inverness-shire, but gives oil' all the other
portions of parishes, (1871) 8372, (1881) 8847 ; of civil

county (1801) 8322, (1811) 8496, (1821) 9286, (1831)
9354, (1841) 9217, (1851) 9956, (1861) 10,065, (1871)
10,225, (1881) 10,455, of whom 4979 were males, 5476
females, and 1980 Gaelic-speaking. In 1881 the
number of persons to each square mile was 58, the
number of families 2368, the number of houses 2094,
and the number of rooms 8578. Of the whole popula-
tion 1288 men and 237 women were, in 1881, engaged
in occupations connected with farming and fishing, of
whom 950 men and 128 women were connected with
farming alone, while 992 men and 212 women were
engaged in industrial occupations ; and there were 1435
boys and 1463 girls of school age.

The county of Nairn seems to have been separated
from Inverness in the second half of the 13th century.
Such separate history as the district has is noticed for

general purposes in the article Moray and separate
incidents ; and the antiquities are noticed in the articles

on the separate parishes, as well as in those on
Cullodk.n and Kilravock. During the clan period
the ' laich ' was held by the Earl of Moray, and the
upper districts by the Mackintoshes. In the middle "f
the 17th century Nairnshire was colcbrated for its
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witahw, On place most infested with tliom being the

neighbourhood of Auldearn. A crazy woman named
Nobel (iowilic made, in ltiti'J, a long confession of tho
delinquencies in this connection of herself and many
othem, She declared that the body was 1 mo numerous,
that thev were told otf into squads* and covincs, as thoy
WIN tii in.. I, to each of which wcro appointed two
' lie . i v < ol tin ..• was . ailed tho Maiden of the

Oorina, ind was usually liko Tain o' Shanter's Nannie,
•.girl of personal attractions whom Satan placed beside
himself, and treated with particular attention, which
greatly provoked the spite of tho old hags, who folt

themselves insulted by the preference. When assembled
thev dug up graves' to possess themselves of tho dead
bodies for tho purpose of making charms and salves from
tin bones. The} also metamorphosed themselves into

ditl'.r. nt forms—crows, cats, and hares, seeming to have
li n those most common and rode on straws, bean-
st ilks. and rushes, though seemingly more for their own
pleasore than on business. Satan, according to poor
Isobel's tale, proved but a hard master, scourging and
b tting them sometimes without mercy, but this not-

K ii list Hiding they were always ready to obey his behests,
and <lo all kind of harm to their neighbours, stealing

their crops, shooting at them with elf-arrows, and
forcing their mischievous way into all houses not fenced
against them by vigil and prayer.

Nant, Loch, a lake in Lorn district, Argyllshire, on
the mutual border of Kilchrenan and Muckairn parishes,

4 miles N"W of Tort Sonnachan on Loch Awe. Lying
605 feet above sea level, it has an utmost length and
breadth of 7J and 2'i furlongs, and sends off a rivulet

54, miles northward to Loch Etive. This stream,
running nearly parallel to the river Awe, along a nar-
row thickly-wooded glen, with precipitous sides, makes
several waterfalls, passes Taynuilt village, and during
the lower part of its course takes down the road from
Port Sonnachan to Oban. Like the lake it affords good
trout-fishing.—Ord. Stir., sh. 45, 1876.

Na-Nuagh, Loch, a sea-loch on tho mutual border of

Ara&aig and Moydart districts, Inverness-shire. Open-
ing opposite Eigg island, it penetrates the land 6J miles
east-north-eastward ; has a maximum breadth of 3g
miles ; and sends off, at an acute angle, from its SE
side, a hay, Loch Aylort. See Borrodale.

Naughton, a mansion in Balmerino parish, Fife, 44;

furlongs S of the Firth of Tay, and 4£ miles SW of
Newport. Built towards the close of last century, and
since much altered and improved, it is the seat of Mrs
Duncan-Morison, who holds 1591 acres in the shire,

valued at £3421 per annum. Naughton Castle, to
the N of the mansion, is said to have been built by a
natural son of William the Lyon ; and is now reduced
to a few fragments of the lower parts of the side walls.

Uolhanha, a Culdee establishment, in connection with
that of St Andrews, is stated by Sibbald to have stood
near the Castle's site. The estate belonged so early as
the time of Alexander III. to the Hays, ancestors of
the noble family of Errol ; went by marriage, in 1494,
to the Crichtons ; and passed by sale, in 1737, to the
Morisons.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Naunt, Loch. See Nant, Loch.
Navar. See LETHNOT.
Nave or Noamh, an islet of Kilehoman parish, Islay

island, Argyllshire, to the W of the mouth of Loch
Gruinnard, 10 miles N by W of Bowmore. Its name
signifies ' Holy,' and alludes to an ancient church and
a large burying-ground. The church is still repre-

sented by some ruins, and the burying-ground contains
some clay-slate grave-stones, with curious sculptures.

Naver, a lake and a river of Fan- parish, Sutherland.
Lying 247 feet above sea-level, and commencing near
Altnaharrow inn, 21 miles N by W of Lairg station
and 17 S by W of Tongue, Loch Naver extends 6£
miles east-north-eastward, and has a maximum breadth
of 4£ furlongs. Its depth in some parts is 30 fathoms,
and BxHCI/IBKICK rises from its southern shore to a
height of 3154 feet. It receives at its head the River
of Mltmle, is fed by sixteen other streams and rivulets,

and containB near its SE shore a tiny islet, on which is

a circular Pictish tower, built of largo stones without
any cement. Its waters are stocked with salmon, grilse,

sea-trout, and trout, but, whilst the trout-fishing is

poor, 52 salmon have boon killed by a single rod in
seven weeks. Parts of the shore are pebbly, others
rocky and sandy. The surrounding scenery is of great
beauty. Tho immediate banks are well tufted with
natural wood, and the surface behind rises generally
into abrupt rocks or low hills, but soars on the S into
alpino Benclibriuk, tho second highest mountain in

Sutherland, whilst the backgrounds to E and W are

formed by tho grand summits of Kildouan and the Reay
country.

The river Naver (tho Nabarus of Ptolemy) issues from
the foot of Loch Naver, and winds 18J miles north-by-
eastward through broad green meadows or between steep
birch-clad slopes, till it falls into Torrisdale Bay, 9 fur-

longs W of Bettyhill of Fair. It is joined, £ mile below
its mouth, by the Abhahm a' Mhail Aird, running 7£
miles north-by-eastward from Loch Corr, and, lower
down, by forty-six lesser streams and rivulets. The
Naver, as a salmon river, is the earliest and by far the
best of all tho rivers in tho N of Sutherland, its six
' beats ' letting each for £100 a year. Its vale, Strath-

naver, the finest strath perhaps in the county, contains
a considerable extent of fertile haughland, a mixture of

sand, gravel, and moss, which for many years prior to

1820 was cultivated by upwards of 300 families. But
since the famous Sutherland 'evictions,' brought freshly

to mind by Prof. Blackie and Mr Sellar, Strathnaver
has been wholly pastoral.— Ord. Sur., shs. 108, 109, 115,

114, 1878-80.

Navity, a mansion in Cromarty parish, 2\ miles S o<

the town.
Neartay, a small island in the Sound of Harris, Outer

Hebrides, Inverness-shire, 2\ miles N of North Uist,

and 3 E of Bernera.

Neaty, Loch. See Kiltarlity.
Needle's Eye. See Gamrie.
Neidpath Castle, an old baronial fortalice in Peebles

parish, Peeblesshire, on the Tweed's N bank, 1 mile to

the W of Peebles town. It is the strongest and most
massive of the numerous feudal strengths still extant in

Peeblesshire
;
and, though ruinous and partly fallen, it

still exhibits an imposing quadrangular pile. Its walls

are 11 feet thick, and consist of greywacke stones held
together by a cement as hard almost as themselves.

The castle stands on a rock at the lower end of a widf
semicircular bend of the murmuring Tweed. The con.

cave bank, or that on the side of the castle, is ver/
steep, and of great height ; the convex bank commences
with a little plain half encircled by the river, and rises

in a bold and beautiful headland, which seems to stand
sentinel over the bend. Amidst this scene, the castle

commands, on the NW side, an important pass ; end,

on the E, it overlooks the opening valo of the Tweed
and the bridge and town of Peebles. Sings Peunicuik
in his Description of Twecddale :

—
' The noble Niilpath Peebles overlooks,
With its fair bridge, and Tweed's meandering brooks.
Upon a rock it proud and stately stands,

And to the fields about gives forth commands."

The woods which embowered the castle were felled by
'Old Q.,' the last Duke of Queensberry, either meanly
to impoverish the estate before it should fall to the heir

of entail, or to fling what he could in the lap of his

natural daughter. Wordsworth, who came hither with

his sister Dorothy on 18 Sept. 1803, has thus denounced
this act of vandalism :

' Degenerate Douglas ! thou unworthy Lord,
Whom mere despite of heart eould so far please,

And love of havoe (for with such disease

Fame taxes him), that he could send forth word
To level with the dust a noble horde,
A brotherhood of venerable trees,

Leaving an ancient dome and towers like these,

Beggar'd and outraged ! Many hearts deplored
The fate of those old trees ; and oft with oain
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The traveller at this day will stop and gaze
On wrongs which Nature scarcely seems to heed ;

For shelter'd places, bosoms, nooks, and bays,
And the pure mountains, and the gentle Tweed,
And the green silent pastures yet remain.'

The seventh Earl of Wemyss replanted the demesne,
which now once more is beautifully wooded. The S or

older part of the castle has tumbled in huge masses to

the margin of the Tweed ; the later, albeit ancient,

portion has recently been refaced, and thereby not im-
proved in aspect, as neither by a tall white chimney.
On the keystone of the courtyard archway is the crest

of the Hays of Yester, a goat's head over a coronet,

with a bunch of strawberries (French /raises) beneath,
.symbolical of the name Fraser. Rooms on two floors

are tenanted still by the keeper ; and the top, which
commands a magnificent prospect, is gained by a narrow
corkscrew staircase.

The castle was anciently the chief residence of the

powerful family of the Frasers— proprietors first of Oliver

Castle in Tweedsmuir, and afterwards of great part of

the lands from thence to Peebles,—sheriffs of the
county, and progenitors of the families of Lovat and
Saltoun. The last male of them in Tweeddale was the
valiant Sir Simon Fraser, who thrice in one day defeated
the English in the battle of Roslin Moor (1302), and by
the marriage of whose elder daughter Neidpath Castle

passed in 1312 to the Hays of Yester, ancestors of the
Earls and Marquises of Tweeddale. By one of them,
probably Sir William Hay, in the early part of the 15th
century, the newer portion was added. In 1587 James
VI. was at Neidpath, which in 1650 was garrisoned by
the young Lord Yester for the King's service, and held
out against Cromwell longer than any other place S
of the Forth, but, being battered by shot on its southern
or weakest side, was at last forced to surrender. In
1686 the Tweeddale estate was purchased by the first

Duke of Queensberry for £23,333, and by him was
settled on his second son, the Earl of March. During
the first half of last century it was the summer home of
the Earls of March, the third of whom in 1778 became
by inheritance fourth Duke of Queensberry. At the
latter's death without male issue in 1810, it was trans-

mitted to the Earl of Wemyss, the descendant of a
daughter of the Queensberry family. Towards the close

of last ceutury Neidpath was for some time occupied by
Prof. Adam Ferguson the historian, and Sir Walter
Scott speaks of cheerful days he spent then within its

walls. And Ellen, Earl March's child, the ' Maid of

Neidpath '—history tells nought of her, but the world
knows her through the lyrics of Scott and Campbell.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Neilsland House, a mansion in Hamilton parish,
Lanarkshire, 3 miles SW of Hamilton town. The
estate, which belonged to a junior branch of the Hamil-
ton family from 1549 to 1723, was sold in 1871 for
£23,000.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Neilston, a town and a parish in the Upper Ward of
Renfrewshire. The town lies 430 feet above sea-level,

on the rivulet Levem, 2 miles SW of Barrhead, 5J S of
Paisley, and 10 SW of Glasgow. Occupying the "brow
of a gentle eminence, amid a delightful landscape, it

presents an old-fashioned yet neat and compact appear-
ance, and has a post office under Glasgow, a branch of
the Clydesdale Bank, gas-works, and a station on the
Glasgow, Barrhead, and Kilmarnock Joint railway. The
parish church, dating from about the middle of the 15th
century, retains a beautiful specimen of Gothic architec-
ture in its N window, and has a spire, a clock, and 940
.sittings. In a vault beneath it are buried William Mure,
D.O.I,. (17D9-18G0), Liberal-Conservative M.P. for Ren-
frewshire 1846-55, and author of a Critical History of
tike Language and Literature of Ancient Greece; his son,
Lieut. -Col. William Mure (1830-80), Liberal M.P. for
Renfrewshire 1874-80 ; and other members of the
CALDWELL family. A Free church was built in 1873 ;

and St Thomas Roman Catholic church, with 350 sit-

tings, in 1861. Pop. (1836) 2506, (1861) 2357, (1871)
2125, (1881) 2920, of whom 609 were in Crofthead

suburb. Houses (1881) 579 inhabited, 10 vacant, 5

building.

The parish, containing also sis-sevenths of Barrhead
town, is bounded N by Abbey-Paisley, SE by Mearns,

S by Stewarton, Dunlop, and Beith, and W by Loch-

winnoch and Abbey-Paisley. Its utmost length, from
NE to SW, is 6g miles ; its breadth varies between 1£
and 4£ miles ; and its area is 20 square miles or 12,862

acres, of which 381 are water. On the Mearns boundary
are seven sheets of water—Long Loch, Harelaw Dam,
Walton Dam, Glanderston Dam, Balgray Reservoir,

Ryat Linn Reservoir, and Waulkmill Glen Reservoir

;

two more lie on the northern and north-western border

;

and in the interior are five—Commore Dam, Craighall

Dam, Snypes Dam, Kirkton Dam, and Loch Libo (3£ x 1

furl. ; 395 feet). This last, by the side of the railway,

2£ miles SW of the town, by Dr Fleming was pro-

nounced superior, in picturesque scenery, to Rydal
Water in Cumberland. 'Loch Libo,' he says, 'pre-

sents a scene of unparalleled beauty. Its lofty hills, on
both sides, are wooded with fine old trees to the water's

edge. Its oblong or oval figure pleases the eye ; while its

smooth and glassy surface is disturbed only by the heron
and wild-duck, swimming and fishing upon it. Stand-
ing at the turn of the road, as you ascend northward,
and looking W when the sun, in a fine summer evening,

is pouring its rays upon it, the elfect is enchanting. ' The
artificial collections of water, in the form of reservoirs or

dams, for economical purposes, are all of great volume,
and springs of the purest water abound. One of them,
issuing from the solid rock, at a place called Aboon-the-
brae, is so copious as to discharge 42 imperial gallons every

minute. By Levern Water the drainage is mainly
carried north-north-eastward, by Lugton Water partly

south-south -westward. The surface is exceedingly ir-

regular and uneven. At the north-eastern border it

sinks to 120 feet above sea-level, thence rising to 725 feet

at the Fereneze Hills, 848 at Corkindale Law or Lochlibo-

side Hill, 854 at Neilston Pad, 734 at Howcraigs Hill,

and 863 near Long Loch. Of these Corkindale Law com-
mands one of the widest and most magnificent views in

Scotland. On one side are seen Dumbarton Castle, the

vale of the Leven, Loch Lomond, Ben Lomond, and a
vast sweep of the Grampians ; on another the vale of the

Clyde from Bowling Bay to Hamilton, the Kilpatrick

and Campsie Hills, the city of Glasgow, a summit or two
of the Ochils, the Lomonds of Fife, the Bathgate Hills,

the Pentlands, Tinto, and the Lowthers ; on another

the hills of Kyle, of upper Nithsdale, and of Kirkcud-
brightshire, and sometimes, in the far distance, the tops

of the Cumberland mountains ; and on another the great

plain of Ayrshire, Brown-Carrick Hill, the flanks of Loch
Ryan, the mountains of Mourne in Ireland, the whole
sweep of sea from Donaghadee to the Cumbraes, with
Ailsa Craig in the centre, and the lofty mountain masses

of Arran on the W side. The predominant rock is trap

;

but both at the eastern and western extremities of the
parish, rocks of the coal formation, including limestono

and ironstone, abound. Rare or curious minerals are

sufficiently plentiful to draw the attention of mineralo-

gical collectors. The soil of the flat eastern district is

of a dry loamy nature, occasionally mixed with gravel,

and generally resting on clay or till ; that of the middle
district is the debris of trap rock, irretentive of water,

and well fitted for dairy pasture ; whilst that of the
western district is largely moorish or mossy. Two-
thirds of the entire area aro regularly or occasionally in

tillage
;
fully 500 acres are under wood ; and the rest is

either pastoral or waste. The appliances of manufac-
ture, in the form of printlields, bleachlields, and cotton
spinning-mills, are great and many, serving, along with
the mansions, villas, towns, and villages, to give much
of the lower part of tho parish a character intermediate

between the urban and tho rural. Tho printing of

calicoes and the bleaching of cloth were commenced hero

in 1773 ; the spinning of cotton was introduced in 1780 ;

and so rapid was tho progress of these departments of

industry, as well as of others related to them, that Sir

John Sinclair, in connection with the making up of tho
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Old Shttistical Account in 1792, selected Ni'ilston as one
«>i three parishea to show to lie French Ohamher of
(Vmmeive tin' stains which manufactures hud reached
m tht best rural districts of Scotland. The manufac-
tnring prosperity to soon attained in Neilston has boon
continued till tin' present day, receiving .stimulus from
tlie formation of tlic Glasgow, liarrheml, ami Kilmarnock
i-iilway, and keeping up a rivalry, proportionally to its

population, with the prosperity of Paisley and Glasgow,
the lands of Neilston, Crookston, Darn icy, and others

in Henfrewshiro belonged in tho 12th century to tho

family of Croc, from whom they passed in the succeeding

..utuiv to • branch of the illustrious house of Stewart
by marriage with the heiress, Marion Croc. This branch

became Earls and Dukes of Lennox; and one of its

members was Henry Lord Darnley, husband of Queen
M ury, and rather of James VI. of Scotland. In process

of time the estate of Neilston passed from them, and was
divided amongst a number of proprietors. In the New
Statistical Account, Crawford is represented as saying, in

bis History of Renfrewshire, that, ' passing from the

house of Stewart, the lordship of Neilston came by
marriage into that of Cunningham of Craigenda

;

1

where-

as t Iraw furd makes that statement with regard merely to

a portion called An i ll uklee, which had belonged to a

branch of the Darnley family, and which now belongs
is proprietors. The transmission of the estates

since Crawfurd's time is given by his continuator,

Kobertson. None of the castles of the ancient pro-

prietors remain ; but mansions belonging to some of tho

present landowners, as well as villas belonging to other

gentlemen, are numerous and elegant. Seventeen pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards,

33 of between £100 and £500, 56 of from £50 to £100,

and 115 of from £20 to £50. Giving oil' the quoad sacra

pariah of Barrhead, Neilston is in the presbytery of

Paisley and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the living

is worth £470. The Rev. Alexander Fleming, D.D.
(1770-1845), a leading spirit of the Church Extension

Scheme, was minister from 1804 ; and his Life (1883)

contains much of interest relating to Neilston. Eight

schools, with total accommodation for 2073 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 1597, and grants

amounting to £1318, 3s. Id. Valuation (1860) £33,893,

(1884) £53,672, lis. Pop. (1801) 3796, (1831) 8046,

(1861) 11,013, (1871) 11,136, (1881) 11,359, of whom
4631 were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., aha.

22, 30, 1865-66.

Neish Island, a wooded artificial islet of Comrie parish,

Perthshire, in the middle of the lower part of Loch Earn,

opposite St Fillans village. In the early part of the

17th century the small remnant of the clan Neish, that

had survived the battle of Glenboltachan, subsisted

on this isle by plundering, till, one winter night, they

were surprised and slain—all save one man and a boy

—

by their ancient foes, the Macnabs.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 47,

1869.

Neldricken, Loch, an isleted lr.ke (5J x 1\ furl. ; 1175

feet) in the NE of Minnigaff parish, Kirkcudbrightshire,

10? miles NNE of Newton-Stewart. It lies amongwild
Uplands ; is almost cut in two by a peninsula; contains

both pike and 2 lb. trout; and sends off a stream \\
furlong south -south -westward to Loch Valley (8 x 1£

furl. ; 1070 feet), out of which Gairland Burn goes \'i

mile south-westward to Loch Trool.—Ord. Sur., sh. 8,

1863.

Nell, Loch, a fresh-water lake in Kilmore and Kilbride

parish, Lorn, Argyllshire, 2J miles Sli of Oban. Lying
48 feet above sea-level, it extends 1| mile south-west-

ward ; has a varying width of 1 J and 3 furlongs ; con-

tains good trout ; at its head receives the Lonan
rivulet ; and from its foot sends off the Nell, 2 miles

south-south-westward to the head of salt-water Loch
Feachan. See Kilmore and Kilbride.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 45, 1876.

Nemphlar, a village in Lanark parish, Lanarkshire,

on the high grounds (605 feet) above the right bank of

the Clyde, 2 miles WNW of Lanark town. It lies

among beautiful braes, straggling along them for a con-
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Bid( fable distance ; covers tho site of an ancient chapel
of the Knights Templars; and has a public school.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Nenthorn, a parish of SW Berwickshire, whose church
stands i miles NW of the post-town, Kelso. With an
irregular outline, rudely resembling an hour-glass, it is

bounded W by Earlston, N by Hume, and on all other
sides by Roxburghshire, viz., NE by Stitchel, SE by
Kelso, and S by Kelso and Smailholm. Its utmost
length, from WNW to ESE, is 4£ miles; its breadth
varies between 2j furlongs and 2J miles ; and its area is

3478^ acres, of which 24J are water. Eden Water
winds 2f miles south-south-westward along all the
Earlston boundary, then 5J miles east-by-southward

—

for 3 furlongs, near Burnbrae, across the neck of the
hour-glass, and elsewhere along or near to the Smail-
holm and Stitchel boundaries. It thus has a total

course here of 8^ miles, though the point where it first

touches and that where it quits the parish are but 4f
miles distant as tho crow flies. At Mellerstain it

broadens to a lake ; and near Newton-Don forms a fine

waterfall, 40 feet high, Stitchel Linn. In the extreme
E tho surface declines to 165 feet above sea-level ; and
thence it rises with gentle undulations, till it reaches a
maximum height of 665 feet at Blinkbonny. Trap
rocks, incumbent on coarse red sandstone, include some
basaltic columns, like Samson's Ribs at Edinburgh

;

and marl, both shell and clay, has been found in con-
siderable quantity. The soil at the W end is improved
vegetable mould on cold till ; a.nd everywhere else is a
rich and fertile clayey loam. Upwards of 300 acres are

under wood ; and all the rest of the area is enclosed and
cultivated. The parish appears to have been established

during the 13th century, and was formed of the manors
of Naithansthirn and Newton, lying respectivelyW and
E of the line where the Eden passes from the southern
to the northern boundary. The chapel of Naithansthirn
became the parish church, whilst that of Newtou con-

tinued a chapel. Both, previous to the parochial erec-

tion, were subordinate to the church of Ednam ; and
both were given in 1316-17 by the Bishop of St
Andrews to the Abbot of Kelso, in exchange for the
church of Cranston in Midlothian. The manors be-

longed in the 12th century to tho Morvilles, the heredi-

tary constables of Scotland, and followed the fortunes of

their other possessions till the downfall and forfeiture

of John Baliol. Nenthorn House, near the left bank
of the Eden, 4J miles NW of Kelso, is the seat of

Frederick Lewis Roy, Esq. (b. 1836 ; sue. 1868), who
holds 1826 acres in Berwick and Roxburgh shires, valued

at £3035 per annum. Newton-Don, near the Eden's
right bank, 3 miles NNW of Kelso, is a fine mansion of

1816, with grounds of singular loveliness, and a wide and
beautiful view. It was originally the property of the

Dons, who held a baronetcy from 1667 till 1862, and are

now represented by Sir John Don-Wauchope, Bart, of

Edmonstone ; but in 1847 it was purchased lor £80,000
by the late Charles Balfour, Esq. of Balgonie, whose
son, Charles Barrington Balfour, Esq. (b. 1862 ; sue.

1872), owns 907 acres in Berwickshire, 318 in Roxburgh-
shire, and 2500 in Fife, valued at £5500 per annum.
Lesser proprietors are the Duke of Roxburghe and the

Earl of Haddington. Nenthorn is in the presbytery

of Kelso and the synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the

living is worth £246. The parish church, built in

1802, contains 200 sittings. A Free church, dating

from Disruption times, contains 300 sittings ; and a

public school, with accommodation for 106 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 53, and a grant

of £49, 15s. 6d. Valuation (1865) £5641, 3s. 10d.,

(1884) £5620, 5s. Pop. (1801) 395, (1831) 3S0, (1861)

461, (1871) 434, (1881) 454.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Neptune's Staircase. See Caledonian Canal.
Nerston, a village in East Kilbride parish, Lanark-

shire, lk mile N by E of East Kilbride town. Its

name is a contraction of North-East-Town.
Nesbet. See Nisbet.
Ness, an estate in the parishes of Dorcs and Inverness,

with a mansion called Ness Castle, near the right bank
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of the river Ness, 3 miles SSWof the town of Inverness.

Formerly in the possession of Lord Saltoun, it is now the
property of Sir John Ramsden, by whom it was bought
lor £90,000 in 1871.—Ord. Sur., sh. 83, 188L

Ness, a river carrying off the surplus water of the
drainage basin of Loch Ness. As noticed below, it

issues from the NE end of Loch Dochfour over a weir,

constructed to keep the water of the loch at a proper
height for the Caledonian Canal, and has from this a

course of about 7 miles, nearly parallel to the line of

the Canal, till it reaches the Moray Firth below Inver-

ness. The channel has a regular inclination over a
gravelly bottom, and the stream is about 180 feet wide,

with a mean depth in summer of about 3 feet, and in

winter of often double that amount. The lower part of

its course is noticed in the article on Inverness. It is

an excellent salmon river, and the fishing season lasts

from 10 Feb. to 15 Oct.

Ness or Cross. See Barvas.
Ness or Whiting Ness, a small precipitous headland

(98 feet), pierced with a great cavern, in St Vigeans
parish, Forfarshire, 1 mile ENE of Arbroath. The
cavern was laid open by the removal of some rocks in
the course of quarrying stones for the harbour of
Arbroath ; and it comprises two compartments, an outer
and an inner. The outer compartment measures 300
feet in length, 16 in extreme width, and from 6 to 30 in

height
;
and, over its roof and its sides, makes a splendid

display of stalactites. The inner compartment lies

directly beyond the outer one ; is neither so high nor so
wide ; and measures only 100 feet in length.

—

Ord. Sur.,
sh. 49, 1865.

Ness Castle. See Ness.
Ness Glen, a ravine in Dalmellington parish, Ayr-

shire, traversed by the river Doon from Loch Doon to
near Dalmellington town. It is one of the finest

examples in Britain of a true rock gorge, the stream
having worn down a channel little more than its own
width, with perpendicular sides, into the rock to a
depth of from 100 to 200 feet. The heights along the
sides are beautifully wooded, and a walk formed along-
side the river leads through the hollow.

Ness, Loch, a large lake in Inverness-shire, occupying
a considerable portion of the bottom of the Great Glen
of Scotland, 6£ miles SW of Inverness. It is a long
narrow sheet of water extending from NE to SW, with
a length of 22| miles, from Bona Ferry on the NE to
near Fort Augustus on the SW, and an average breadth
of about 1 mile, while the surface is 50 feet above sea-

level. The bottom slopes very rapidly, and reaches a
depth of 40 to 60 fathoms at no great distance from the
shore, while the depth in the centre is from 106 to 130
fathoms. The sides are very straight and even, that to
the SE being broken only by the mouths of the inflow-
ing streams ; while that to theNW has, 6 miles from the
NE end of the loch, Urquhart Bay, measuring 1 mile
across the mouth, and 4 mile deep at the mouths of
the Enrick and Coiltie, and, lOh miles farther to the S W,
Invermoriston Bay, at the mouth of the river Moriston.
Both sides are formed by lofty heights, which, on the
SE, have an average height of 800 to 1000 feet, and on
the NW of from 1200 to 1500 feet, while at many points
both rise higher. The principal heights along the for-
mer side, beginning at the N end, are Tom Bailgeann
(1514 feet), Cam an Fheadain (1445), both opposite
Urquhart Bay; Meall an Targaid (1016), opposite
Invermoriston Bay ; Beinn a* Bhacaidh (1812), Borlum
Hill (1000), and Creag Ardochy (1417). On the NW
side, beginning at the N end, the principal heights are
Cam a Bhodaich (1642 feet), Cam an Leitiro (1424),
Meall na h-Eilach (1525), Sron Dubh (1436), Meall
Fuar-mhonaidh (Mealfonrvounie, 2284), and Burach, S
of the river Moriston (1986). The loch receives the
drainage of an area of 670 square miles, the principal
streams that How into it being the Oich and Tarff, on
either side of Fort Augustus at the SW end; the
Moriston, Coiltie, Enrick, and a number of smaller hums,
all on the NW side ; and the Doe, Foyers, and Farigaig,
with a number of smaller burns, all on the SE side. At
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tho lower end it communicates by the narrow strait at

Bona Ferry with Loch Dochfour, which is in reality

only a continuation of it, and from which the surplus

water is carried off by the river Ness. The Caledonian
Canal, which links it at the SW end with Loch Oich,

and at the NE end with the sea, is separately noticed.

At the SW end the loch is in the parish of Boleskine

and AbertarfF, and the south-eastern half the rest of the

way is in the parishes of Dores and Daviot, and the

north-western half in Urquhart and Glenmsriston and
Inverness, all those meeting along the centre line.

There is an excellent road—originally military roads

formed by the soldiers under the command of General

Wade—along each bank. At the NE end there is a

ferry at Bona, and another 12 miles farther to the SW
from Foyers to Ruskich Inn. From the great depth
the waters never freeze. It is well known that there is

a fault along the line of the Great Glen, and this seems

to mark a line of permanent weakness in the crust of

the earth, for at the time of the great earthquake at

Lisbon, on 1 Nov. 1755, the waters of Loch Ness be
came violently agitated, a series of waves rolling along

the loch towards the upper end, and dashing for 200
yards up the course of the Oich, 5 feet above the usual

level of that stream. The pulsation of the water lasted

for about an hour, and after a huge wave had been
dashed against the NW bank, the surface resumed its

wonted calm.

Except at a narrow part at the NE end of the loch,

where, on the E, there is a fine belt of low ground about
Aldourie, the mountain ranges that flank the glen

slope from 1000 feet steeply down to the water's edge,

giving the narrow valley an unnaturally contracted

appearance, and greatly heightening the elfect of its

length. Along considerable stretches these steep banks
are finely wooded, and this, with the red colour of

much of the rock, makes the scenery, whether from
the water or from the banks, very beautiful. 'The
profuse admixture,' say the Messrs Anderson, with
particular reference to the tract between Glen Urquhart
and Glen Moriston, ' of oak with birch and alder, adds
much to the richness and tone of colouring. Dark and
dense masses of pine are frequently seen crowning the

craggy heights above, while beneath, the rowan and
hawthorn trees mingle their snowy blossoms or coral

berries with the foliage of the more gigantic natives of

the forest. The road is overhung by the fantastic

branches of the yet youthful oak, while the stately ash,

rooted in the steep declivities below, shoots up its tall,

straight, and perpendicular stem, and with its scattered

terminal foliage slightly screens the glassy lake or

purple ground-colour of the opposite hills ; and the airy

birch droops its pensile twigs round its silvery trunk,

"like the dishevelled tresses of some regal fair."

Fringing rows of hazel bushes line the road; and in

autumn their clustering bunches of nuts invite the

reaching arm.' Of the opposite side, between Inver-

farigaig and Dores, Dr Macculloch speaks in equally

high terms. 'It is,' he says, 'a green road of shaven
turf holding its bowery course for miles through close

groves of birch and alder, with occasional glimpses of

Loch Ness and of the open country. I passed it at

early dawn, when the branches were still spangled with
drops of dew ; while the sun, shooting its beams through
the leaves, exhaled the sweet perfume of the birch, and
filled the whole air with fragrance.' The many points

of interest and beautifully placed mansions around the

shores come naturally under the different parishes, ami
will bo found noticed there. Except with the net, the

fishing is poor, though the loch abounds in trout
;
and,

though salmon pass through on their way to tho Oich
and other rivers, yet they are never taken with the rod.

—Ord. Sur., shs. 73, 83, 1878-81.

NeSSOCk. Sec POETNESSOCK.
Ness Side House, a mansion in Inverness parish, near

tho right bank of the river Ness, 2 a miles SSW of the
town.

Nesting, a parish of Shetland, whoso church stands

on tho NW side of South Nesting Bay, 8 miles N of
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the post town. Lerwick. It comprises tho ancient

HliUN of Nesting, Lunnasting, ami Whalsay ; and
includes n il i^t i i< t of the eastern mainland, the in-

habited lalandi of Whalaay and Bound, Brarie, Qrana,
and llousic Skerries, and a number of uninhabited islets.

The mainland district, extending from Lunnatiesa to

Gletnaas, la bounded N by yell Bound, E and SE by
the North Sea, and \V by Tingwall and Delting. Its

utmoal length, in a direct line from NNKtoSSW, is

18 miles ; its breadth varies between 1 mile and f>£

miles; and the area of the whole parish is 48g square
nubs or B0,98S acres. The islands form the two groups

ol Whalsay and Out-Skerries, and lie mostly at distances

of from 2 to 8 miles K of the nearest points of the main-
land. They constituto the quoad sacra parish of

Wlialsay ami Skerries, and will bo separately noticed.

The coast of the mainland district projects the bold

headlands of Lunna Ness, Lunning Head, Stava Ness,

Bswii k. and Railshrough, and is deeply indented by the
vui snr lijys .if Swining, Viillin, Dury, South Nesting,

and Cat Firth. The interior in its physical features

and agricultural character differs little or nothing from
those of the other parts of the mainland. It contains a

.score of little fresh-water lakes, and attains a maximum
"f !-•'! IVi t above wa-lrvrl at Laxowatcr Hill.

Gneiss is the predominant rock ; but granite, syenite,

mica slate, and crystalline limestone also occur. About
1000 acres are in tillage ; and most of the rest of the

land i- either pastoral or waste. The inhabitants give

but secondary attention to agriculture, being mainly

ed in the 1 fisheries. Nearly all the property is

divided among six. Nesting is in the presbytery of

Olnafirth and the synod of Shetland ; the living is worth
£157. The parish church, built in 1794, is amply com-
modious. An Established chapel of case is at Lunna in

Lunnasting ; and the six schools of Lunnasting, North
N' -tinu'. South Nesting, Whalsay, Livister, and Skerries

—all of them public but the last—with total accommo-
dation for 428 children, had (1883) an average attend-

ance of 203, and grants amounting to £191, 4s. 9d.

Valuation (18(i0) £1565, (1884) £2095, 18s. 2d. Pop.

(1801) 1941, (1831) 2103, (1861) 2583, (1871) 2679,

(1881) 2626, of whom 1599 were in the ecclesiastical

parish.

Nethan, a stream of Lesmahagow parish, Lanarkshire,

rising close to the Ayrshire border, at an altitude of

1550 feet above sea-level, and running 13 miles north-

north-eastward, till, after a total descent of 1355 feet,

it falls into the Clyde at Crossford, 4J miles N\V by W
of Lanark. It receives in its progress Logan Water and
a number of burns ; traverses, in the first 3£ miles of

its course, a bare, moorish upland tract ; and thereafter

runs along a picturesque narrow vale, well-adorned with
li at lira] wood, ami cm Ik-1 1 islied with mansions and parks,

into a deep ravine. At a point 1 % mile SSW of Cross-

ford it is spanned by a viaduct of the Lesmahagow rail-

way, one of the grandest structures of its kind in

Scotland, loftier from foundation to parapet than either

the great viaduct at Newcastle-on-Tyne, or the Britannia

Bridge across the Menai Strait ; and midway between
the viaduct and Crossford it is overhung by the ruin of

Craignethan Castle, the prototype of Sir Walter
Scott's 'Tillietudlem.'—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Nether Ancrum. See Ancrum.
Nether Buckie. See Buckie.
Netherburn, a station in Dalserf parish, Lanarkshire,

on the Lesmahagow railway, 32 miles SSE of Larkhall.

Netherbyres. See Ayton.
Nethercleuch. See APPLEOAETH.
Netherdale House, a mansion in Marnoch parish,

Banffshire, near the left bank of the Deveron, 3£ miles

SE of Aberchirder. Its owner, Thomas Gilzean Rose-

Innes, Esq. (b. 1831), holds 3771 acres in Banffshire and
2291 in Inverness-shire, valued at £2690 and £285 per
annum.

—

O-rd. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

Netherfield House, a mansion in Avondale parish,

Lanarkshire, \\ mile ENE of Strathaven.
Netherhall, a mansion in Largs parish, \\ mile N of

the town. 1 1 is the seat of the great natural philosopher,
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Sir William Thomson, Knt, LL.D., D.C.L. (h. 1824)
—Ord. Sur., sh. 29, 1873.

Nether Kilrenny. See. Kilkenny.
Netherlaw, a seat of Sir Robert J. Aborcromby,

Hart., in berwiek parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, on tho
right bank of Abbey Bum, 5 furlongs W of l'ort Mary,
and 7 miles SE of Kirkcudbright. The estate—1339
acres, of £1858 annual value—came to the Aborcromby
family through tho marriage (1816) of the fifth Baronet
with Miss Elizabeth Douglas.—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.
Seo Forglen.

Netherley, an estate, with a mansion and a public
school, in Ectteresso parish, Kincardineshire, 6 miles
NNW of Stonehaven, under which it has a post office.

Nethermill, a village, with a public school, in Kirk-
michael parish, Dumfriesshire, 9£ miles NNE of Dum-
fries.

Nethermuir House, an old mansion in New Deer
parish, Aberdeenshire, 14 mile NNW of Auchnagatt
station. Its late owner, William Leslie, Esq. (d. 1879),
held 3960 acres in the shire, valued at £4486 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Nether-Oliver. See Oliver.
Netherplace, a mansion in Mauchline parish, Ayr-

shire, immediately W of the town. Its owner, Charles
Vereker Hamilton-Campbell, Esq. (b. 1819; sue. 1848),
holds 1627 acres in the shire, valued at £2654 per
annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1864.

Nether Pollok. See Pollok.
Nether Rankeilour. See Rankeilour.
Netherton. See Hamilton.
Netherton or Netherton Quarry, a village in New

Kilpatrick parish, Dumbartonshire, on Garscube estate,

near the river Kelvin, 5 miles NW of Glasgow. It

adjoins a quarry of very fine buff-coloured sandstone ;

and has a Church of Scotland mission station and a
public school.

Netherurd House, a plain three-story mansion, with
well-wooded grounds, in Kirkurd parish, W Peeblesshire,

2f- miles SSE of Dolphinton station and 7& NE of Biggar.

Tho estate was purchased in 1834 for £18,000 by tho

late John White, Esq. (1808-80), who held 6376 acres

in Peebles and Lanark shires, valued at £2255 per
annum.—Ord Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Nethy. See Akernhtiiy, Inverness-shire.

Nethybridge. See Abeknethy, Inverness-shire.

Neudos. See Edzell.
Nevay. See Eassie.

Nevis, Ben. See Ben Nevis.
Nevis, Bridge of, a hamlet in Kilmonivaig parish,

SW Inverness-shire, on the right bank of the Water of
Nevis, 1 mile ENE of Fort William.

Nevis, Loch, a beautiful arm of the sea in Glenelg
parish, Inverness-shire, on the mutual border of Knoy-
dart and Morar districts. Opening from the Sound of

Sleat, it strikes 14£ miles south-eastward and east-by-

northward ; contracts in width from 4 miles to 2 fur-

longs ; is screened by mountains rising suddenly from
its shores, and clothed far up, in many parts, with
wood ; and receives, at its head and on its sides, a

number of mountain torrents. Loch Nevis is said to

mean the 'lake of heaven,' whilst Loch Hourn, to the

N, means the ' lake of hell. ' Steamers touch occasionally

at Inverie.
Nevis, Water of. See Glennevis.
Newabbey, a village and a parish of E Kirkcudbright-

shire. The village stands on the right bank of New-
abbey Pow, at the northern base of Criffel (1867 feet),

6 miles ESE of Killywhan station and 7| S of Dumfries,
under which it has a post office. Here also are two inns,

a public school, the parish church, a Free church, and
St Mary's Roman Catholic church (1824 ; 150 sittings).

The old parish church of 1731, on tho S side of the
abbey ruins, has been demolished ; and a new one was
built of granite in 1876-77 on the lands of Friars' Yard
at a cost of £2400. A Latin cross in plan, 13th century

Gothic in style, it has an open timber roof, 400 sittings,

and a belfry 40 feet high.

Sweetheart or New Abbey, after which the parish is
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named, lies just to the E of the village. It took the

latter designation, 'New,' to distinguish it from Dun-
drennan Abbey in Rerwick parish, which was founded

130 years earlier, and came to be popularly called the

Old Abbey. New Abbey itself, which, like all Cistercian

abbeys, was dedicated to the Virgin, was founded in 1275

by Devergoil, who also founded Baliol College, Oxford,

and built the old bridge at Dumfries. She was third

daughter of Allan, lord of Galloway, a great-great-

granddaughter of David I., and mother of the vassal

king, John Baliol. Her husband, John de Baliol, had
died in 1269 at Barnard Castle. There he was buried,

all but his heart, which Devergoil caused to be embalmed
and casketed in a ' coffyne of evorie '

—

'And always when she gaed till meat,
That coffyne she gart by her set;

And till her lord, as in presens,

Ay to that she dyd reverens.'

When in 1289 she died at the age of eighty, her body,

according to her directions, was brought from Barnard

Castle to New Abbey, and buried in a rich tomb before

the High Altar, the heart of her much-loved lord being

laid on hers. Hence the name Dulce Cor or Sweetheart

Abbey. Hugh de Burgh, prior of Lanercost, according

to the manuscript chronicle of that house, composed

an elegy for Devergoil, which was inscribed on her

tomb :

—

' In Dervorgil, a sybil sage doth dye, as
Mary contemplative, as Martha pious;

To her, oh deign, high King 1 rust to impart,

Whom this stone covers, with her husband's heart.'

The abbey was colonised by Cistercian monks, and
appears to have been richly endowed. Grose assigns to

it possessions, which seem, from the charter of the

bishopric of Edinburgh, to have belonged to the Abbey
of Holyrood. But irrespective of these, it owned the

churches of Newabbey, Kirkpatrick-Durham, Cross-

michael, Buittle, and Kirkcolm, the baronies of Loch-

kinderloch and Lochpatrick, and much other property.

In 1513 the monks placed themselves and their tenants

under the protection of Lord Maxwell; in 1544 they

feued to his family at a low rate, in compensation for

services done them, their barony of Lochpatrick ; and
in 1548 they gave him the five-mark lands of Loch-

Arthur, and constituted him heritable bailie of the

whole jurisdiction over all their lands. The property

was in 1587 vested in the Crown by the annexation act

;

granted in 1624 to Sir Robert Spottiswood and Sir

John Hay
;
resigned by them in 1633, to be given to

the bishop of Edinburgh
;

given back, soon after the

suppression of Episcopacy, to Sir Robert Spottiswood
;

and sold by his heir to the family of Copeland. Part of

it, however—consisting of the lands of Drum in New-
abbey—was burdened with a mortification by Queen
Anne, in favour of the second minister of Dumfries.

John, the last abbot but one, sat in the parliament of

August 1560, which approved the Confession of Faith
;

and the last and most noted abbot was Gilbert Brown,
who had a written controversy, on the doctrines of

Romanism, with the famous John Welsh of Ayr (then

of Kirkcudbright). The prototype of Scott's 'Abbot,'

he was denounced in 1596 by the commissioners of the
General Assembly to the king as a Jesuit and excom-
municated papist, and recommended to be seized and
punished. Ten years later he was with difficulty appre-

hended by Lord Cranston, captain of the Border guard,

and, after brief imprisonment, banished the kingdom,
lie died at Paris in 1612. The exquisite ruins of Sweet-
heart Abbey rise from the middle of a fine level field

of 25 acres, the Precinct, round which ran a boundary
wall of granite boulders, 8 or 10 feet high. The ruins

served as a quarry till 1779, when £42 was subscribed

by the parish minister and some of the neighbouring
gentry to purchase their preservation ; and sinco 1862
several hundreds have been spent on repairs, the

removal of disfigurements, etc. The goodly chapter-

house suffered most from ruthless dilapidation ; and
little remains now but tho ruined conventual church

—a cruciform structure, mainly late First Pointed in

stylo. With an extreme length of 203 feet, it con-

sisted of a six-bayed nave (110x66 feet), a transept

(115 feet long), an aisleless choir (28 feet wide), and a
central saddle-back tower (92 feet high). In the roof

of the S transept is an escutcheon, charged with 2
pastoral staves in saltire; over them a heart, and beneath
them 3 mullets of 5 points, 2 and 1 ; said to be the arms
of the abbey. An inscription over the escutcheon was
taken on report by Grose to be ' Chris/us Maritus mens;'
but since has been found to ruu, 'Chus tim o' nid '

—

' Choose time of need. ' The beautiful W rose window,
the E window, and those of choir, clerestory, and N
transept are fairly entire, but elsewhere mullions and
tracery are wanting ; and the whole of the roof is gone.

'The predominating forms,' to quote from Billings,

'have all the graceful solemn dignity of the Early English
style in its best day ; and the Second Pointed or

Decorated style has just come in to give richness and
variety to the tracery of the windows. Some features,

such as the depression of the upper window of the
transept, are instances of the independent eccentricity

of some of the Gothic artists.' The Abbot's Tower, i
mile NE, is a strong square ruin, 40 to 50 feet high.

The parish, containing also Drumburn village, 3 miles

SSE of Newabbey, in 1633 was also known as Loch-Kin-
derloch, from its ancient church having stood on the
larger islet in Loch Kindar. It is bounded NW by
Lochrutton, NE by Troqueer, E by the estuary of the
river Nith, S by Kirkbean, SW by Colvend, and W by
Kirkgunzeon. Its utmost length, from NW to SE, is

7| miles ; its breadth varies between If and 4 miles
;

and its area is 15, 424 J acres, of which 1709 are foreshore

and 464| water. Loch Arthur or Lochend Loch (4J x

2| furl. ; 250 feet) lies on the Kirkgunzeon border, and
sends off Kirkgunzeon Lane. Glensone Burn or New-
abbey Pow, which rises near this, winds 7\ miles east-

south-eastward to the estuary (for the last \ mile along
the Troqueer boundary), and is joined by Kinharvie Burn,
running 2§ miles northward, by Glen Burn, running 2>\

miles north-north-eastward, and by a third, running 7

furlongs north-by-eastward from Loch Kindah (6| x 2J
furl. ; 100 feet). Triangular Lochaber Loch (4^ x 3 furl. ;

300 feet) lies on the Troqueer border. The shore, 3 miles

in extent, is low
;
inland, the surface rises to 1867 feet at

Ceiffel, 593 at Glen Hill, with its Waterloo Monument
(a round granite tower of 1816, 60 feet high), 1335 at

*Meikle Hard Hill, 1350 at *Cuil Hill, 1050 at *Lotus
Hill, and 705 at Lochbank Hill, where asterisks mark
those summits that culminate on the Colvend and
Kirkgunzeon border. The predominant rocks are

Plutonic ; the Criffel group, which occupies all the
southern and south-western district, being a mass of

granite, intruding on the Lower Silurian. Coarse
limestone, of little value, occurs in the SE. The soil

of the arable land in the N is clay or moss incumbent
on till ; on the slopes at the skirts of tho uplands is

principally a mixture of loam and gravel ; and on the

carse lands is alluvial clay. About two-fifths of the

entire area are regularly or occasionally in tillage ; one-

thirteenth is under wood ; and the rest of the land is

either pastoral or waste. A rocking stone, 15 tons in

weight, lies on the eastern base of Lochbank Hill. Old
coins have been turned up in the vicinity of the abbey

;

and in 1875 an oak canoe, 45 feet long and 5 wide, was
found in Loch Arthur, its forward half being now in tho

Edinburgh Antiquarian Museum. At Ingleston is a

moat, and in Loch Kindar an artificial crannoge. An
establishment for the hatching and breeding of fish has

been recently set up and ranied on with great success

on the property of Lord Hemes, under the name of the

Solway Fishery. Mansions, noticed separately, are KlN-
HARVIB and ShAMBELLIE ; and 2 proprietors hold each

an annual value of more than ±'500, 8 of between £100
and £500, 4 of from £50 to £100, and 5 of from £20 to

£50. Newabbey is in the presbytery and synod of

Dumfries ; tho living is worth £335. Lochend and
Newabbey public schools, with respective accommoda-
tion for 95 and 130 children, had (1883) an average
attendance of 47 and 102, and grants of £53, 18s. and
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£75, 19s. Valoation (I860) £5937, (1884) £8165 18s 3d
;

' B
18011 M* 10C0, (1801) 1003, (1871) 931

!

LOO.-fW. A'ur., sl.s. 6, 0, 9, 1857-03. Seo
vol. iv. ol Billings" Baronial and Ecclesiastical Anli.
mtUim (Edinb, 1852). tad chap. xxvi. of Harper's
JuimMts in Galloway (Edinb. 1870).
New Abordour. See A iti.iti>or it, Aberdeenshire.
New Ardrossan. See .\kiu;ussan.
Newark, a small 7,oW .v„mt parish in tho town of

I rt < ] isgow, Renfrewshire. Constituted by tho Court
"' Wnaa in 1855, it is in tho presbytery of Greenock
and synod of Glasgow ami Ayr. Its church was built
in 1771 as a chapel of easo, and contains 1000 sittings.
The ancient barony of Newark, which in 1373 belonged
to Sir Robert Danyclstoun, knight, and passed by mar-
n ige to the Maxwells in 1102, lay partly in tho parish
of l'ort Glasgow, but chiefly in that of Kilmalcolm.
I!"t '>"' ancn nt baronial residence, which still is fairly
entire, stands in l'ort Glasgow parish, on a spit of land
pKM> ling into tho Clyde, in the eastern vicinity of tho
town of Port Glasgow, and forms a prominent feature in
tho landscape, whilst itself commanding a splendid view
of the surrounding scenery. Forming three sides of a
square, tho fourth side being open towards tho S, it
bears over its main door the monogram ol

well, with this inscription beneath: 'Th
God be heirin, Anno 1.097;' but the two blocks forming
the southern extremities of its eastern and western wings
were probably built in the second half of the preceding
< • nun y. It ceased to bo inhabited by its owners in the
beginning of the 18th century, but still is maintained
in weather-tight condition by the present owner, Sir
Michael Shaw-Stewart, Bart. The site of the town of
Port Glasgow originally bore tho name of Newark ; and
the bay, which was converted into a spacious wet dock at a
cost of £35,000, with large quays and bond warehouses,
together with extensive enclosed spaces for timber, still

bears the name of Newark Bay. Pop. of q. s. parish
(1871) 3359, (1881) 3287.—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866. See
'Notes on Newark Castle,' by G. Washington Browne,
in vol. xri. of Proas. Soc. Ants. Scoll. (Edinb. 1882).
Newark, an old baronial fortalice in Maybole parish,

1

,
on the N slope of Brown Carrick Hill, If mile

S by E of the mouth of tho river Doon, and 3 miles S
by W of Ayr. It belongs to the Marquis of Ailsa

;
and,

not very long ago restored and almost renovated, is

now inhabited.

Newark. See Abercrombie.
Newark, an ancient chapelry on the SE coast of Lady

parish, Sanday island, Orkney. Its church measured
only 12 feet by 10, and can still be traced. A Scandi-
navian round tower stood contiguous to the church

;

and, by diggings about the year 1835, was found to have
had two concentric walls, the inner one fully 6 feet
thick, and enclosing a space of 12 feet in diameter.
Newark Castle, a ruinous Border stronghold in the

parish and county of Selkirk, on the right bank of
Yarrow Water, 4J miles WNW of Selkirk town. It
stands, 520 feet above sea-level, on a gentle eminence,
half encircled by the stream, and backed by Newark
Hill (1450 feet) and Fastheugh Hill (1645), whose lower
slopes are richly clothed with wood. A massive square
tower, four stories high, with windows high up and
small, it was built some time before 1423, when a
charter of Archibald, Earl of Douglas, styles it the
'New Werk,' in contradistinction to the neighbouring
Auldwark, no trace of which now remains. It was a
royal hunting seat in Ettrick Forest ; and the royal arms
are carved on a stone in the W gable. It was taken by
the English under Lord Grey (1548) ; a hundred prisoners
from the battle of Philiphaugh were shot in its court-
yard (1645) ; and after the battle of Dunbar it was
occupied by Cromwell's invading army (1650). The
barons of Buccleuch were captains of Newark Castle at
an early date; and it now belongs to the Duke of
Buccleuch, whose sc-t of 'sweet Bowhill' stands a
little lower down the rivei. In *he years of her widow-
hood, it was the residence of Anna, Duchess of Buccleuch
and Monmouth, whose husband, James, Duke of Mon-
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mouth, was beheaded for insurrection in tho reign of
Jamea VII., but it was not her birthplace, as often
falsely asserted. At Newark the 'Last Minstrel' is

made to sing his ' lay ' to tho sorrowing Duchess :

' Ho passM where Newark's stalely tower
Looks out from Yarrow's liireheii bower:
The Minstrel gazed with wishful eye

—

No humbler resting-place was nigh.
With hesitating step, at last,

Tho embattled portal arch ho pass'd,
Whose ponderous trrato and massy bar
I l id oft roll'd back the tide of war,
Jiut never closed the iron door,
Against the desolate and poor.
The Duchess mark'd his weary pace,
His timid mien, and reverend face.
And bade her page the menials tell

That they should tend the old man well
For she had known adversity,
Though born in such a high degree;
In pride of power, in beauty's bloom.
Had wept o'er Monmouth's bloody tomb !'

The appearance of Newark and of the landscape round
is finely noticed by Wordsworth, who twice was here, in
1814 and 1831, on tho last occasion with Sir Walter
Scott :—

' That region left, the vale unfolds
Rich groves of lofty stature,

With Yarrow winding through the pomp
Of cultivated nature

;

And, rising from these lofty groves,
Behold a Ruin hoary I

The shatter'd front of Newark's Towers,
Renown'd in Border story."

Mary Scott, the flower of Yarrow, is supposed by many
to have been born in Newark Castle ; but she was really

a native of the neighbouring parish, a daughter of the
Scotts of Dryhope. The scene of the fine old ballad,

The Sang of the Outlaw Murray, though also belonging
to Yarrow parish, is almost universally identified by the

country folk with Newark Castle.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 25,

1865. See James F. Hunnewell's Lands of Scott (Edinb.

1871), and Dr William Fraser's Scotts of Buccleuch (2

vols., Edinb. 1878).

Newarthill, a mining villago in Bothwell parish,

Lanarkshire, lij mile E by S of Holytown, and 3 miles

ENE of Motherwell. Standing amid a rich mineral

tract, it has a post office under Motherwell, a U.P.
church (1810 ; 000 sittings), and a public school. Pop.

(1841) 968, (1861) 1382, (1871) 1530, (1881.) 1355.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Newbattle (anc. Ncubotlc, 'new dwelling'), a village

and a parish in the E of Edinburghshire. The village

stands, 150 feet above sea-level, on the left side of the

river South Esk, | mile NNE of Dalhousie station, 2
SE of Eskbank station, and 1 S by W of the post-town,

Dalkeith. Of high antiquity, in spite of its name, it

has dwindled to a mere hamlet, which, lying low, among
orchards and gardens, is sheltered nearly all round by
rising grounds.

The parish, containing also Newton Grange and East-

houses villages, with small portions of Dalkeith, Gore-

bridge, and Hunterfield, comprises the ancient parishes

of Newbattle and Maisterton. It is bounded NW by
Lasswade and Dalkeith, N by Dalkeith and Cranston,

E by Cranston, SE by Borthwick, S by Borthwick and
the Gorebvidge section of Temple, and W by Cockpen.

Its utmost length, from NNW to SSE, is 3? miles ; its

widtli varies between 2 and 4§ miles ; and its area is

5224f acres. The beautiful South Esk flows 2$ miles

north-north-eastward, mainly across the north-western

interior, but partly along the Cockpen and Dalkeith
boundaries; and Gore Water, its affluent, flows 5

J

furlongs west-north -westward along the southern boun-

dary. Just above Dalhousie station the vale of the Esk
is crossed by the Waverley section of the North British

railway, on a viaduct 400 yards long, comprising 24

arches of brick, supported by massive abutments of

masonry, and rising 70 feet above the bed of the stream.

The ends of this stupendous viaduct are prolonged by
high embankments, which arc secured by retaining walls
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of vast thickness. In the N, along the South Esk, the
surface declines to 135 feet above sea-level ; and thence
it rises south-south-eastward, until it attains a maximum
altitude of 876 feet. A slight summit here on the hilly

ridge was anciently a post for observing the country
around, and was crowned by a quadrangular enclosure,

about 3 acres in area, believed to have been a Roman
camp, and now covered with dense plantation. Great
part of the ridge was, at no distant period, in a waste
condition—some of it marshy or moorish ; but all, except-
ing some trivial pendicles, is now in a productive state,

some of it wooded, and mostly good arable land. Some
300 acres are under wood, and nearly all the rest of the
parish is in tillage. The soil in the valley of the Esk is

a rich deep loam, lying on sharp gravel ; that on the N
and W sides of the hill is first a loam, next a strong
clay, and next a whitish sandy earth ; whilst that on the
south-eastern slope of the hill is fertile vegetable mould.
Gardens and orchards at Fordel Dean are so extensive

as to yield an annual produce for the market worth
upwards of £400. The rocks belong to the Carboniferous
Limestone series ; and the valley of the Esk is part of
the true coal measures of Dalkeith and Dalhousie.
Limestone and sandstone are obtained in plenty from
surface quarries ; and coal can be mined in upwards of

twenty seams, from 1^ to 8 feet thick. Employment is

also afforded by a paper-mill and a brickyard. The
road from Edinburgh to Kelso, by way of Lauder,
bisects the NE wing of the parish ; and that from Edin-
burgh to Galashiels runs closely parallel to the western
boundary, and is connected with roads to the E and to
the W.
The prime object of historical interest in the parish

of Newbattle is Newbattle Abbey. This was anciently,
as its name imports, a monastery, and is now the seat

of the Marquess of Lothian. David I. founded the
monastery in 1140 for a colony of Cistercian monks
from Melrose. He bestowed on them the district of
Morthwaite, now called Moorfoot; the lands of Balne-
bucht on the Esk ; some lands, a salt-work, and rights of
pasturage and wood-cutting in the carse of Callendar in
Stirlingshire ; a salt-work at Blakeland in Lothian ; the
right of pannage, and the privilege of cutting wood in
his forests ; and the patronage of several churches, with
a right to some of their revenues. David's example
was followed by Malcolm IV. ; by the Countess Ada,
the widow of Earl Henry

;
by William the Lyon, who

gave the monks the lands of Mount Lothian, and, with
some special services, confirmed the grants of David
and Malcolm ; and even by Alwyn, the first abbot of
Holyrood, who relinquished to the inmates of the new
abbey the lands of Pettendreich on the Esk. Various
other persons also gave them lands in the country, tofts

in the town, and churches in the several shires.

Alexander II.—who delighted to reside at Newbattle—
obtained a grave there for his consort, Mary

;
and,

deeply moved by so affecting a circumstance, gave the
owners of the place various donations and rights for the
salvation of her, of himself, and of his predecessors.
The monks likewise acquired much property and many
privileges by purchase ; in particular, they obtained the
lands of Monki-and in Lanarkshire, and secured the
right of cutting a road to them for their own proper use.
In 1203 Pope Innocent, by a bull, confirmed all their
possessions and privileges

;
and, by another bull, he

prohibited all persons from levying tithes from lands
which they either held or cultivated. David II. gave
the monks a charter, enabling them to hold their lands
within the valley of Lothian in free forestry, with the
various privileges which belonged to a forestry. But
the monks, though figuring chiefly as accumulators of
worldly property, incidontally conferred great advantages
on the occupations of husbandry, of mining, and of com-
merce

; for they incited and directed agricultural opera-
tions, they discovered, and perhaps were the first to
discovor, Scottish coal, and brought it from, the mine,
and they constructed a sea-port, and gave Scotland a
specimen of the arts of traffic. See Haddingtonshire
and MoMSON's IlAVliN.

The first abbot of Newbattle was Ralph, who, in

1140, accompanied the colony from Melrose. John, the

eighteenth abbot, had to act a part in the difficult

transactions respecting the succession to the Crown
after the demise of Alexander III. In March 1290, he
sat in the great parliament at Brigham ; in July 1291,

he swore fealty to Edward I. in the chapel of Edinburgh
Castle ; and in 1296 he again, with his monks, swore
fealty to Edward, and, in return, obtained writs to

several sheriffs for the restoration of his property. In
Jan. 1297, Edward directed his treasurer, Cressingham,

to settle with the abbot for the 'form' due by the

abbey of Newbattle for his lands of Bothkennar.
Whether Abbot John witnessed the accession of Robert
Bruce is uncertain. In 1385 the abbey was burned
during the inroad of Richard II. ; and the forty suc-

ceeding years saw the monks employed in the work of

its restoration. Patrick Madour, who was abbot in

April 1462, collected the documents which at present

form the Chartulary of Newbattle ; and in Oct. 1466
he instituted a suit in parliament against James, Lord
Hamilton, 'for the spoliation of a stone of lead-ore,'

taken from the abbot's lands of Fremure in Clydesdale,

and triumphantly compelled the coronet to make com-
pensation, and do obeisance, to the cowl. Andrew, who
was abbot in May 1499, granted his lands of Kinnaird
in Stirlingshire to Edward Bruce, 'his well-deserving

armiger,' for the yearly payment of 16 merks ; and in

Dec. 1500, he gave to Robert Bruce of Binning and
his wife, the monastery's lands of West Binning in

Linlithgowshire, for the yearly compensation of four

shillings. During James Hasmall's abbacy, in 1544,

the abbey was burned by the Earl of Hertford. The
last abbot, Mark Ker, second son of Sir Andrew Ker of

Cessford, turning Protestant in 1560, obtained the

vicarage of Linton
;
and, in 1564, was made the first

commendator of Newbattle. In 1581 he obtained a

ratification by parliament of his commendatorship ; and
he appears to have annually drawn from the abbey
property £1413, Is. 2d. Scots, besides 99 bolls of

wheat, 53 bolls 2 pecks of bere, and 250 bolls 2 firlots

of oats—subject, however, to several disbursements, and
particularly to the remarkable one of £240 Scots for six

aged, decrepit, and recanted monks. He died in 1584,

an extraordinary lord of the court of session. Mark,
his son, who had a reversion of the commendatorship,
on succeeding, had it formally confirmed

;
and, in 1587,

he obtained from the facile James VI. a grant of the

whole estates of the monastery as a temporal barony,

and afterwards, in the same year, got the grant ratified

by parliament. In Oct. 1591 he was dignified with
the title of Lord Newbattle, and had his barony con-

verted into a temporal lordship ; and in the parliament

of next year he saw his title and its basis finally recog-

nised. In 1606 he was created Earl of Lothian ; and
Anne, his granddaughter, conveyed that title to her
husband, Sir William Kerr, Knight, whose father, Sir

Robert Kerr of the Fernieherst line, was created Earl

of Ancrum in 1633. Robert, their son, the fourth Earl

of Lothian and third of Ancrum, in 1701 was raised to

the higher dignity of Marquess of Lothian ; and his

seventh descendant, Schomberg-Henry Kerr, is present

and ninth Marquess (b. 1833 ; sue. 1870). He holds

4547 acres in Edinburghshire and 19,740 in Roxburgh-
shire, valued at £18,194 and £26,684 per annum. See
MONTEVIOT.
The crypt of the abbey, coeval doubtless with its

foundation, forms part of the ground-floor of the present

mansion, and was restored in 1878, when, too, was dis-

covered the well-preserved basement ofa cruciform chapel

(239 x 113 feet), with numerous pillars and elaborately

sculptured stones. Otherwise, in the words of Sir John
Scot of Scotst.arvct, the Commendator and his eldest sou
' did so metamorphose the building that it cannot bo

known that ever it did belong to the Church, by reason

of the fair now fabrick and stately edifices built thereon.'

Further extensive alterations were made in 1650 and
subsequent years ; and Newbattlo Abbey to-day is

simply a huge and commodious building, with a castel-
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latod front. In tlio library mo several illuminated MRS.
in folio, whii-li formerly belonged to the monks, and are

WlitteO on vellum, in fdack letter, on every page being

domed with pictorial illustrations of the subjects of

which they treat. Many valuahle paintings and por-

traits enrich tho gallery, particularly a Titian, n Mnrillo,

several Vandykes, and some family portraits. Around
the mansion i- .1 level law 11 of upwards of 30 acres. On
one side it is watered by the South Ksk, which, after

brawling ninoni; the rocks of Coekpcn, here Hows in ft

quiet stream, and is overhung with plantations ; on the.

other side it is skirted by a waving lino of woods,

which, complying with the ascents and undulations of

the banks, stretches upward in n many-curved surface,

tnd exhibits beautiful variety of shades. The belts

of wood which Hank the two sides of tlio lawn approach
each other at the ends, and, embowering the mansion
and its park, exclude them from outer view. At the

lower end Of the lawn, which now stretches to the east-

ward of Newbattlc Abbey, tho river is spanned by an
antique bridge of one circular arch, with plain square ribs,

usually called the Maiden Bridge. From the SW a fine

old entrance, ' KingDavid's Gate,'opens on to the stately

avenue 520 yards long; and the Newbattlc Beech, behind
the house, is the finest and largest tree in Scotland, being

95 feet high, and 37.4, in girth at 1 foot, and 21 J at 5 feet,

from the ground. Tho spread of its branches is 350 feet

in 1 ircumfi rence : and it is still growing, and making
more wood year by year. The Queen saw this tree on

i Si pt 1842 ; and George IV. also was at Newbattlc in

Aug. 1822.

Woodburn is another mansion, lately purchased by the

Marquess of Lothian ; and a third, considerably larger,

called Newtongrange House, was built not long ago by
John Romans, Esq. The Marquess of Lothian owns
three-fourths of the parish ; and 2 lesser proprietors, the

Earl of Stair and Robert Dundas, Esq. of Arniston, hold

each an annual value of more than £500. Giving off a

portion to Stobhill quoad surra parish, Newbattle is in

t he presbytery of Dalkeith and the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale; the living is worth £250, while, in addition

the minerals under the glebe are feued in perpetuity to the

minister for a sum which gives £120 a year. The saintly

KuIh 11 Leightnii(lf513-S4)wasministerfroml64] tol653;

and his request to be allowed to preach, not ' to the times,'

but 'for eternity,' is entered in the records of the pres-

bytery of Dalkeith and of the Newbattle kirk-session,

which have been published in vol. iv. of Procs. Soc.

Ants. Scoll. The parish church is a quaint edifice of

1727, with 550 sittings and a spire 70 feet high. Three
schools—Newbattle public, Collieries, and Easthouses

—

with respective accommodation for 130, 314, and 61

children, had (1883) an average attendance of 124, 304,

and 58, and grants bf £98, lis., £271, 8s. 6<i., and
£46, 10s. The children living in the S and E ends of

the parish attend schools in Cranston and Dalkeith

parishes ; and at Newtongrange, in addition to the ex-

1 ting accommodation for 314 children, new schools for

120 infants and 60 girls were opened in 1884. Valuation

(1860) £12,789, (1884) £18,627, plus £8U for railway

and waterworks. Pop. (1801) 1328, (1831) 1882, (1861)

2837, (1871) 2902, (1881) 3346, of whom 2771 were in

the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See
Cosmo Innes' Itegistrum S. Marie de Neubotlc ( liannatyne

Club, Edinb. 1849), and John Small's Castles and Man-
turns of the Lothiuns (Edinb. 1883).

Newbigging, a hamlet in Newtyle parish, Forfarshire,

1 mile NW of Newtyle railway station, 2 miles S by E
of Meigle, and 44 EXE of Coupar-Angus.

Newbigging, a village in Monikie parish, Forfarshire,

7§ miles ENE of Dundee, under which it has a post

office. Here also is a U.P. church.
Newbigging. See AuoHTERTOOL and Lethnot.
Newbigging, a village in Carnwath parish, Lanark-

shire, i mile NNW of Newbigging station on the Car-

stairs and Dolphinton branch of the Caledonian railway,

this being 44 miles E of Carstairs Junction. It has a

post office under Lanark and a public school.

Newbigging. See MPSeELBVKOH.
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Newbridge, a hamlet, with an inn, in the Edinburgh-
shire portion of Kirkliston parish, on tho right bank of

Almond Water, 8 miles W by S of Edinburgh. It suf-

fered great devastation by cholera in 1832.

Newburgh, a seaport village in Fovcran parish, Aber-
deenshire, on the right sido of the river Ythan, 7 fur-

longs from the sea, 5 miles SE of Ellon station, and

18J NNE of Aberdeen, under which it has a post and
telegraph office, and with which it communicates daily

by 'bus. Pleasantly situated, and greatly improved of

recent years, it contains several substantial and com-
modious houses

;
possesses important facilities both for

manufacture and for fishing ; ranks as a subport of

Aberdeen ; and carries on commerce chiefly in exporting
grain, and in importing coal, timber, lime, and bones.

Pop. (1841) 393, (1861) 541, (1871) 570, (1881) 645.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Newburgh, a town and a parish in the extreme NW
of Fife. A royal and police burgh and a seaport, the
town has a station on the Edinburgh, Perth, and
Dundee section of the North British railwav, 11$ miles
ESE of Perth, 74 NW of Ladybank, and 35J N of
Edinburgh. It mainly consists of tho well-built High
Street, running \ mile E and W within 300 yards of

the Firth of Tay, but includes some lanes leading down
to the shore, and the southern suburb of Mount Pleas-

ant, in Abdie parish. Great part of it is of recent

erection ; and even the oldest existing portions have
nearly all been rebuilt within the last hundred years.

Both its shops and its principal dwelling-houses are of
a character indicating taste and prosperity. Its situa-

tion near the firth is exceedingly pleasant ; and both
from its own appearance, with gardens and numerous
fruit trees among its houses, and from the charming
aspect of its environs, Newburgh presents a fine picture

either to observers going up or down the river, or to

observers on neighbouring vantage-grounds. The view s,

too, from itself and its vicinity are fine. Even to a
traveller on the railway, coming up from Ladybank
to Perth, the prospects at Newburgh are remarkably
striking and diversified, comprising first a sudden revela-

tion of the whole basin of the lower Tay, and next a
close view of Newburgh itself, its upper terrace rising

on the S, and the main body nestling below on the
N, and projecting into the lake-like expanse of the
firth. The principal public building is the town-house,
with a spire, erected in 1808 ; and attached to this is a
building of considerable size, built about 1830, for the
accommodation of the dealers in the stock market. The
parish church, St Catherine's, is an elegant Gothic
structure, erected in 1833 from designs by William
Burn, and containing 1000 sittings. In 1882 it was
adorned with a stained-glass window by Messrs Ballan-
tine, representing scenes in the life of Christ. Other
places of worship are Free, U.P., Evangelical Union,
and Baptist churches.

Newburgh has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments, a
branch of the Commercial Bank, a savings' bank,
agencies of 7 insurance companies, 4 hotels, a gas com-
pany (1836), waterworks (1877), a cemetery, a public
library (1861), a reading-room and coffee-house (1881), 2

bowling clubs, a gardening society, a natural history

and archaeological society, a lawn tennis club, and a
young men's religious institute. A weekly corn-market
on Thursday was started in 1830 ; and a fair is held
on the third Friday of June.

In the 17th century, Newburgh was so devoid of

trade as to be described in Cunningham's essay on
Cross Macduff as ' a poor country village ;

' and till

pretty far in last century, although gradually improv-
ing, it remained much the same. Until within a few
years of the publication of the Old Statistical Account,
— 1793 — its inhabitants had been chiefly employed
in husbandry ; but the linen-trade had occupied
them to a certain extent, and when that Account was
published the greater portion of them were engaged in

that manufacture. At that time, however, there were
only two persons who employed workmen ; the greater
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part of the linen manufactured being woven by indi-

vidual weavers on their own account, who sold their

webs, when finished, at Perth, Dundee, Cupar, Auchter-

muchty, and Glasgow. But the trade went on and

prospered ; and numerous manufacturers arose, not only

to employ all the weavers in Newburgh, but also to

furnish work for considerable numbers in Aberargie,

Abernethv, Strathmiglo, Auchtermuchty, Dunshelt,

Cupar, Springfield, Pitlessie, Kettle, Markinch, Falk-

land, and other places. The principal branch is the

weaving of sheetings, partly for the home markets, and

partly also for exportation. Malting, quarrying, and

the timber trade also afford employment. The harbour

consists of a long pier parallel t'o the river, and five

projecting piers at right angles to it. There is always

considerable bustle, and not a little real business. The
principal exports are linen, grain, and potatoes ; and the

principal imports are timber, coals, and miscellaneous

small goods. The Perth and Dundee steamer touches

daily in summer.
Newburgh, in spite of its name, is a town of consider-

able antiquity ; and it probably took that name from

burghs being few and new at the time of its erection,

there being few older. The present town, or rather its

remote nucleus, originated with the abbey of Lindores.

In 1266 Alexander III. erected it into a burgh of barony

in favour of the abbot with all the usual privileges of such

burghs. In the charter it is called ' novus burgus

juxta monasterium de Lindores.' In 1457 John, Abbot

of Lindores, confirmed by charter the ancient privileges

of the burgesses of Newburgh ; and on the 4th of July

of the same year he granted them the lands of Vodrufe

(Wodrife) and the hill to the S of it—about 400 acres in

all—for which they were to pay to the abbot homage and

common service used and wont, with 40 bolls of barley.

These acres originally belonged to burgess proprietors,

but are now, with a few exceptions, the property of E.

P. B. Hay, Esq. of Mugdrum. In 1593 James VI. and
in 1631 Charles I. confirmed the ancient charter, and
conferred all the privileges of a royal burgh ; but New-
burgh never exercised its right of sending a member
to the Scottish parliament, and consequently at the

Union was not included in any of those sets of burghs

which were invested with the right of sending members
to the British parliament. The

^g~TJ~^^ town is governed by a provost,

/^fc^jJC^C^. a senior and a junior bailie, a

// V^SISS? rX treasurer, and thirteen coun-

/ I §H <V1 (f/J W rnaSistrates arlti co\ancil act also

I ^v^\'*#7^y J I
as commissioners of police; and

\ \ ^S^jy^^ / / hold courtsat regular periodsfor

\\ fpv. / / tne decision °f questions which
cipi y/ are brought before them. The

royalty extends \\ mile to the

S and W beyond the town, but
Seal of Newburgh. excludes the harbour and ex-

tensive suburbs. A sheriff

circuit court, for small debt causes, is held on the
"Wednesday after the second Monday of Jan., April, and
July, and on the Friday after the first Monday of Oct.

Burgh valuation (1874) .£4250, lis. Id., (1884) £4597,
15s. 7d. Pop. of burgh (1831) 2458, (1851) 2C38, (1861)
2281, (1871) 2182, (1881) 1852 ; of town (1861) 2733,
(1871) 2777, (1881) 2374, of whom 1267 were females,

and 299 in Mount Pleasant. Houses in town (1881)
417 inhabited, 15 vacant.

The parish of Newburgh, disjoined from Abdio in
1632, and subsequently enlarged by an annexation from
Abernethy, is bounded N by the Firth of Tay, E by
Abdio, SE by Collessie, and W by Abdio (detached) and
Abernethy in Perthshire. Its utmost length, from N
to S, is 3J miles ; its utmost breadth, from E to \V, is

2£ miles ; and its area is 1399 acres, of which 23 are

foreshore. The coast-line, 1J mile in extent, is low
;

and the firth, with a width hero of 1J mile, is divided
by Mugdrum island (7$ x 1£ furl.) into the North and
the South Deep. The northern part of the parish is a
beautiful and finely wooded level ; the southern, crossed

by the ridge of the Ochils, is an alternate scries of hills

and valleys, rising to 777 feet at Ormiston or Black-
cairn Hill, and 640 near Easter Lumbenny. The pre-

dominant rocks of the low level tract in the N are
Devonian ; whilst those of the hills are eruptive—chiefly

greenstone masses, with boulders of granite, gneiss,

quartz, and mica-slate. The soil in the eastern part
of the low grounds is rich carse clay, in the western
is gravelly, and on the hills is either a loose black loam
or a more compact ferruginous mould, generally shallow
yet very fertile. Nearly two-thirds of the entire area

are in tillage ; rather more than one-ninth is under
fruit-trees or wood ; and the rest of the land is either

pastoral or waste.

About a mile from the Tay, on the slope of the Ochils,

in a pass leading up from the N of Fifeshire to Strath-

earn, is a small cairn of stones, known by the name of

Sir Robert's Prap. This marks the place where a latal

duel occurred towards the close of the 17th century,

between Sir Robert Balfour of Denmiln and Sir James
Macgill of Lindores. A little way \V of the town stands
a curious antiquity, called Mugdrum Cross, which,
together with Mugdrum House and Mugdrum island,

is noticed in the article Mugdrum. In the pass lead-

ing to Strathearn, 200 yards E of Sir Robert's Prap, on
high ground, overlooking Strathearn westward to the
Grampians, stands another antiquity, similar to Mug-
drum Cross, but far ruder, and greatly more celebrated.

This is Cross Macduff, mentioned by Wyntoun in his

Cronykil (circa 1426), and anciently bearing an inscrip-

tion which, though preserved in record, has greatly

puzzled philologists. The cross itself is said to have
been broken in pieces by the Reformers, on their way
from Perth to Cupar (1559) ; and nothing now remains
but the large square block of freestone which formed
the pedestal. This is 3J feet high, and 4J in length
by 3§ in breadth at the base. There are several holes

or indentations on its different faces, which really have
been formed by nodules of iron pyrites falling out, but
which a comparatively recent tradition says were nine in

number, and at one time contained nine rings. There is

no appearance of any socket in which the cross had been
fixed ; so that it must have been placed upon the sur-

face of the stone, without any other support than that
of its own base. The cross formed the girth or sanctuary
for any of the clan Macduff, or any related to the chief
within the ninth degree, who had been guilty of ' sud-
dand chaudmelle,' or unpremeditated slaughter. Any
person entitled to this privilege, and requiring it, fled

to the cross, and laid hold of one of the rings, when
punishment was remitted on his washing nine times at

the stone, and paying nine cows and a colpendach or

young cow. The washing was done at a spring still

called the Nine Wells, emitting a stream so. copious as

now to be employed in the operations of a bleachfield
;

and the oblation of the nine cows was made by fastening

them to the cross's nine rings. Such is the current
account, repeated time after time ; but the nine rings

and the nine washings have not the slightest support
in record. In every instance, we are further told,

the person claiming sanctuary required to give proof
of belonging to the clan Macduff, or of possessing con-

sanguinity to the chief within the given degree ; and
whenever any claimant failed to produce this evidence,

he was instantly put to death, and buried near the
stone. There wero formerly several artificial cairns and
tumuli around the cross, and one rather larger than the

rest about 50 yards to the N, which were all popularly
regarded as the graves of those who had been slain hero

in consequence of failing to prove themselves entitled to

the sanctuary, but which have all been obliterated by
the levelling operations of the ploughshare. ' Supersti-

tion,' says Cant, ' forbids the opening of any of them ;

no person in the neighbourhood will assist for any
consideration, nor will any person in or about New-
burgh travel that way when dark, for they affirm that

spectres and bogles, as they call them, haunt that place.'

With the removal of the traces of the graves, supersti-

tious fears attached to the spot have died away. Sir
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\V iltor Si-ot! has made tho traditions and antiquities of

this plMB the subject of a short dramatic poom, entitled

.1/ 1
'>".%• (Viw, ill tin' course of which ho has very

accurately dworfbed both the- cross itself and its aeci-

deota. Says ho,

—

' Mark that fragment,
I moan that rough-hewn block ol massive stone,
I'liccd <>ii tin' summit "1 lln- mountain. puss,

I'oininaudini,' prospect wido o'er Hold ana ti ll,

Ami pcopl. .1 \ illae.o ami extended mooi'lantl,

Ami thr wiilf oi l an ami majestic Tav,
To the fur distant Grampians. Do not deem it

A looten'd portion of the nci-hhouiinif rock,

Dataoh'd t» storm ami thunder. Twai the pedestal
<>n which. In undent times, a cross was rcivr'd,

( in. .1 with words which toil d philologists;

Ami the events it did commemorate
Were dark, remote, and undistinnuisliahle,

As were the mvstic characters it bore.'

[iIKDORXS Abbey and the mansion of Pitoatrue aro

I separately. Two proprietors hold each an
iiniiiial value of more than £500, and three of between
A.' 100 and £500. Ncwburgh is in the presbytery of

Cupar and the synod of Fife ; the living is worth
.'.('.'I. The public and the Madras female school, with
respective accommodation for 309 and 155 children,

had (1883) an average attendance of 179 and 139, and
grants of £171, 5s. 6d. and £121, 12s. 6d. Landward
valuation (1S60) £3142, 17s. 2.1., (1884) £3155, 17s. 4d.

Pop. of entire parish (1801) 1936, (1841) 2897, (1861)

2693, (1871) 2529, (1881) 2191.— Orel. Sur., sh. 48,
- ;-. Sri Alex. Laing, LL.D., Lindores Abbey and the

Burgh of Ncwbur<jh(Ei\\T\\>. 1876).

Newburn (anc. Drumcldrie), a coast parish of SE
Fife, containing Drumeldrie village, 1J mile E by S
"I rppcr Largo. It is bounded NE and E by Kil-

ir, SE by Elie (detached), S by the Firth of

Forth, and W and N\V by Largo. Its utmost length,

from N by W to S by E, is 3J miles ; its breadth
varies between \ and 1$ mile ; and its area is 3222J
acres, of which 1782 aro foreshore. The shore, ex-

tending 1J mile along the eastern curve of Largo Bay,
is flat and sandy ; and from it the surface rises norths
ward, until at the western border it attains a maximum
altitude of 785 feet on the eastern slope of green conical

Largo Law (905 feet). The general landscape, at once
within itself and in views beyond, is a brilliant assem-
blage of hill and dale, of wood and water. The rocks
are partly carboniferous, but chiefly eruptive ; and the
soil, though various, is generally fertile. About five-

sixths of the entire area are in tillage
;
nearly 140 acres

are under wood ; and the rest of the land is pastoral.

Gilston House, Z\ mill's NNE of Largo, and Lahill, \\
mile ENE, are the seats of John Henry Baxter, Esq.,
and Major Robert Rintoul, who hold respectively 1094
and 754 acres, valued at £1960 and £1666 per annum.
Another estate, noticed separately, is Balchristie

;

and, in all, 6 proprietors hold each an annual value of
£500 and upwards, 6 of between £100 and £500, and 7
of from £20 to £50. Newburn is in the presbytery of
St Andrews and the synod of Fife ; the living is worth
£250. The parish church, a little way ENE of Drum-
eldrie, was built in 1815, and is amply commodious.
The public school, with accommodation for 75 children,
had (1883) an average attendance of 58, and a grant of
£53, 14s. Valuation (1865) £5443, Is. 5d., (1884)
£5248, 10s. 6d. Pop. (1801) 412, (1841) 419, (1861)
374, (1871) 362, (1881) 344.—Ord. Sur., sh. 41, 1857.

Newbyres. See Gorebridge.
Newbyth, a village in the SE of King-Edward parish,

N Aberdeenshire, 3 miles NNE of Cuminestown and 8
KXK of Turriff, under which it has a post office.

Founded in 1764 by James Urquhart, Esq., on his
estate of Byth, it stands 350 feet above sea-level, and
consists of two streets, crossing each other nearly at
right angles. Most of the villagers rent small lots of
gTound, in addition to their feu-holdings of about \ acre

;

and neighbouring peat-mosses still yield a good supply
of fuel, though their area has been greatly reduced by ad-
vancing cultivation. An Established church, containing
6I>0 sittings, and successor to one of 1793, was built as a

chape] of case in 1851, and in 1867 was raised to quoad
sacra sUlus. The parish is in the presbytery of Turriff

.•Hid the synod of Aberdeen; its minister's stipend is

£120. There aro also a Free Church preaching station

nnd a public school, enlarged in 1875. This and two
others, Crudie and Upper lirae, with respective accom-
modation for 216, 160, and 90 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 153, 107, and 86, and grants of

£115, 13s., £76, 17s. 4d., and £61, 8s. Pop. of village

(1831) 302, (1801)454, (1871) 609, (1881) 491 ; of quoad
sacra parish (1871) 2216, (1881) 1932, of whom 28 were
in Aberdour.—Ord. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

Newbyth, a mansion, with finely-wooded grounds, in

Whitekirk parish, Haddingtonshire, on Poller Burn, 1J
mile ENK of East Fortune station, and 3 miles NNW
of East Linton. Standing amid beautiful scenery, it is

a castellated edifice, erected from designs by William
Adam towards the close of last century. Since the

early part of the 17th century the estate has been held

by a younger branch of the Lairds of Auchmedden,
members of which were John Baird (1620-98), created a

lord of session as Lord Newbyth, and General Sir David
Baird, K.C.B. (1757-1829), the captor of Seringapatam,

created a baronet in 1809. His grand-nephew, Sir David
Baird, third Bart. (b. 1832; sue. 1852), holds 2021
acres in East, and 751 in Mid, Lothian, valued at

£5098 and £3857 per annum. See Gilmerton and
Fern-Tower.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See vol. ii.

of John Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians

(Edinb. 1883).

Newcastleton. See Castleton.
New Craighall, etc. See Craighall, etc.

Newe. See Castle-Newe.
Newfield, an estate, with a mansion, in Dundonald

parish, Ayrshire, 1^ mile SE of Drybridge station. Its

owner, William Finnic, Esq. (b. 1828 ; sue. 1846),

Liberal M.P. for North Ayrshire 1868-74, holds 677

acres in the shire, valued at £1351 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

New Galloway. See Galloway, New.
Newhailes, a mansion in Inveresk parish, Edinburgh-

shire, 1| mile W by S of Musselburgh, and \ N by E
of Newhailes starion on the North British railway, this

being \% miles E by S of Edinburgh. It was built by
Sir David Dalrymple, Bart. (1726-92), the eminent
lawyer, antiquary, and historian, who took the title of

Lord Hailes on his elevation to the bench in 1766, and
whose great-grandson, Charles Dalrymple, Esq. (b. 1839;
sue. 1849), Conservative M.P. for Buteshire since 1868,

holds 175 acres in Edinburghshire, 1698 in Haddington-

shire, and 33 in Buteshire, valued at £5410 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Newhall, an estate, with a mansion, in Penicuik

parish, Edinburghshire. The mansion, on the North
Esk's left bank, within a curvature of the stream, 4^
miles SW of Penicuik town, during the 16th century

and an unknown period preceding, belonged to a family

of the name of Crichton. In 1646 Dr Pennicuik became
its proprietor ; and here was born his son, Dr Alex-

ander Pennicuik (1652-1722), poet and physician. (See

Romanw.) In 1703 Newhall was acquired by Sir

David Forbes, under whose son and successor, John, it

became a favourite resort of some of the most eminent
literati of last century. While inhabited by the

Crichtons it was an irregular castle, and with its

appendages covered the whole breadth of the point on

which it stands, formed by a strip or low spur from the

base of the Pentlands, cloven down on each side by a

deep ravine, and terminating in the glen of the Esk.

It was mainly rebuilt soon after 1703, and enlarged

in 1785 ; but the ground-floor in the front of the

present modernised mansion, which was part of one

of the towers, is vaulted in the roof, and has on every

side slits for defence ; and it is so strong as, in one

place, to have a closet cut out of the thickness of the

wall. The eastern ravine, overhung by remains of

a small round tower, is densely wooded ; and a dark

and romantic rill leaps along it in several beautiful

cascades, and flings up its spray amid the deep shades
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of the woods. The western ravine is overhung by a
point on which stood anciently a religious establishment
of some note, and a prison; and though this ravine
is dry, it vies with the other in romance, and, like

it, is shaded with thick foliage. A walk, which goes
round the site of the chapel and prison, forms a noble
terrace from the W end of the house, looking up the
glen and over to a mineral well among copsewood and
pines on the other side. A farm in the immediate
neighbourhood bears the name of Spital, and probably
formed an endowment for supporting, under the manage-
ment of the religious foundation of Newhall, a hospice
for the refreshment and shelter of travellers. George
Meikle Kemp (1794-1844), the designer of the Edinburgh
Scott Monument, was the son of a shepherd on the New-
hall estate. Purchased from the Hays for £14,000 in

1783, the Newhall and CAitLors property belongs now to
Horatio Robert Forbes Brown (b. 1854 ; sue. 1866), whose
grandfather edited Pennicuik's Works, and did much to

beautify the grounds of Newhall, which he identified

with the scenery of the Gentle Shepherd. (See Habbie's
Howe.) He holds 3398 acres in Edinburgh and Peebles
shires, valued at £1895 per annum.

—

Orel. Sur., shs.

32, 24, 1857-64. See vol. ii. of John Small's Castles and
Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).
Newhall House, an elegant modern mansion in Resolis

parish, Ross-shire, near the southern shore of the
Cromarty Firth, 2 miles S by W of Invergordon.

Newhalls, a village in Dalmeny parish, Linlithgow-
shire, on the coast of the Firth of Forth, in the eastern
vicinity of Queeijsferry.

Newharthill. See Newarthill.
Newhaven, a fishing town in North Leith parish,

Edinburghshire, on the southern shore of the Firth of
Forth, l| mile E of Grauton, 1 mile WNW of the centre
of Leith, and 2\ miles N by W of Edinburgh Post
Office. It communicates with the city both by tram
and by the Leith branches of the Caledonian and North
British railways, Newhaven station on the former lying
3 furlongs S by W, and Trinity station on the latter 3^
furlongs W by S. ' Our Lady's Port of Grace '—as
Newhaven was called of old—originated in the general
impetus given to trade and commerce during the
prosperous reign of James IV. (1488-1513). Owing to
the depth of water, a yard and dock were erected for
shipbuilding, and a harbour constructed for the recep-
tion of vessels, whence it received the name of New-
haven. Here, in 1511, was built ' ano varie monstrous
great schip called the Michael,' which required such a
mass of timber for her construction ' that she waisted
all the woodis in Fyfe, except Falkland Wood, besides
the timber that came out of Norway.' And here it was,
on 1 May 1544, that the English force landed under the
Earl of Hertford, of which Hill Burton says that
' unless we may find some parallel in Tartar or African
history, it will scarce be possible to point to any expe-
dition so thoroughly destitute of all features of heroism
or chivalry.' Ere this, however, the rising haven had
been strangled in its birth by the jealousy of the citizens
of Edinburgh, who purchased 'the superiority from
James V. Its chapel of Our Lady and St James—

a

dependency seemingly of St Anthony's preceptory at
Leith—was suppressed at the Reformation ; and New-
haven sank into the mere fishing village it still remains.
Signs of antiquity there are none, except that a house
near the W end of the town exhibits a large pedi-
ment sculptured with a pair of globes, a quadrant, an
anchor, and an antique war-galley, and bearing in-
scription, ' In the neam of God, 1588.' Still, the place
has an old-fashioned air ; and the red-tiled, two-story
houses, with outside stairs, the strings of bladders, and
the big boats, hauled up on the shore, or rocking in the
harbour, all give it a picturesque look, which is Jacking
in modern watering-places. Then the people themselves,
belike of Scandinavian origin-the stalwart, weather-
beaten fishermen, 'like blue sea puff-balls;' and the
Amazonian fishwives, whom the late Charles Reado has
drawn so well in Christie Johnstone (1853) :

' On their
heads they wear caps of Dutch or Flemish origin, with a

broad lace border, stiffened and arched over the fore-

head, about three inches high, leaving the bruw and
cheeks unencumbered. They have cotton jackets,

bright red and yellow, mixed in patterns, confined at

the waist by the apron-strings, but bobtailed below the

waist ; short woollen petticoats, with broad vertical

stripes, red and white, most vivid in colour ; white
worsted stockings, and neat, though high-quartered

shoes. Under their jackets they wear a thick spotted

cotton handkerchief, about one inch of which is visible

round the lower part of the throat. Of their petticoats,

the outer one is kilted, or gathered up towards the

front, and the second, of the same colour, hangs in the

usual way. Their short petticoats reveal a neat ancle,

and a leg with a noble swell ; for Nature, when she i3

in earnest, builds beauty on the ideas of ancient

sculptors and poets, not of modern poetasters, who with
their airy-like sylphs and their smoke-like verses fight

for want of flesh in women and want of fact in poetry as

parallel beauties. These women have a grand corporeal

traet
;
they have never known a corset I so they are

straight as javelins
;
they can lift their hands above

their heads !—actually ! Their supple persons move as

Nature intended
;
every gesture is ease, grace, and

freedom.' Such

—

plus the heavy creels—are the fish-

wives, of whom, driving through Newhaven on 16

Aug. 1872, the Queen saw ' many, very enthusiastic,

but not in their smartest dress.' In their smartest dress

assuredly were those who, on occasion of the London
Fisheries Exhibition (1883), were hospitably entertained

by the Prince and Princess of Wales at Marlborough
House, on Sunday, 20 May, and who afterwards visited

Windsor at the invitation of the Queen.
The Main Street extends for 350 yards E and W along

the old sea-margin of the Firth, 33 to 80 yards wide,

and 14 to 26 feet above sea-level. Behind, the ground
rises southward to a bank 72 feet high, which is

crowned by a row of villas. In front is the tidal

harbour, reconstructed in 1876-77 at a cost of £10,000
and measuring 500 by 300 yards, with a free-way 70
feet wide. The curving W breakwater of concrete, 540
feet long, in 1881 was surmounted by a sea-wall 6 feet

high ; and a lighthouse stands at the end of the E pier,

which, with its westward return-head, has a total length

of 750 feet. According to the latest returns, Newhaven
has 33 first-class and 170 second-class boats, manned by
425 fisher men and boys. The quoad sacra parish

church is a plain Perpendicular building of 1838 ; and
the Gothic Free church was greatly improved in 1883
by the addition of a spire 120 feet high, as also of a

vestry with a hall above, The Peacock and Philpott's

Hotels have long been famed for their fish-dinners
;

and Newhaven besides has a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a

branch of the Royal Bank, a Free Fishermen's Hall,

and two schools—the Victoria public and the Madras

—

which, with respective accommodation for 248 and 304
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 226 and
203, and grants of £173, 14s. and £164, 12s. 6d. Pop.

of quoad sacra parish (1841) 2103, (1871) 3977, (1881)
4694.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Newhills, a parish of SE Aberdeenshire, containing

Auchmill and Stoneywood villages, with Buxburn
station on the Great North of Scotland railway, 4

miles NVV of the post-town, Aberdeen. It anciently

formed the SE corner of the extensive parish of Old
Machar, but having acquired a chapel in 1663 on the

lands of Keppelhills, with mortification of those lands

for maintaining a minister, it was constituted a parish

in 1666, and took the name of Newhills in allu.-iun t.n

the changed status of Keppelhills. It is bounded
N by Dyce, E by Old Machar and Woodside, S
by Banchory-Devenick, SW by Petercultcr, and W by
Skene and Kinnellar. Its length, from N to S, varies

between 2% and 5 miles ; its utmost breadth, from E to

W, is 4§ miles ; and its area is 10,321jf acres, of which
39 are water. The river Don winds 2jj miles south -

south-eastward along the Old Machar boundary; and
six burns drain the interior, either to the Don or towards
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tho Doe. The surface, in the vicinity of the Don, is

lo« and flat, linking to 50 foot above sea-lovel ; else-

where it rises Westward to -103 foot near Cniibstono
House, tiO| nour Kingswells nuinso, 578 ut Cloghill, ami
870 .a Brimmond Hill. Granite is the prevailing rook,

and i- 'At, nMv. lv quarried, both for homo uso and for

< \|'.Mt ati. in. Tlio soil, in tho low lovol tract, is a deep
i: b in. ml.l

; elat wli.ro is mostly 1'laok, light, shallow,

an. I spongy. Nearly olio ninth of tho entire area is pas-

toral or waste ; 400 acres are Under wood ; and tho rest

of tho land is in tillage. Antiquities uro a large cairn,

MV&ra] tumuli, remains of a Caledonian stone circle., and
vestiges of an old chape] ; whilst a chief curiosity is a
. LTerfi in a ravine of Klriokhill, supposed by tho vulgar

t i

| ti.it. I.'i miles under ground, ami celebrated in

legend as tho rotroat of a noted robber and his gang.

The granite quarries and extensive paper works employ
a large nnmherofthe population. Oldmill Reformatory
1 1 >.

r
>7 ), m ar the eastern border, 2J miles W of Aberdeen,

is a large building, occupied by about 100 boys. A
cottage home for convalescents, with accommodation f°r

from 12 to 15 patients, was opened in July 1882, tho

work having been started eight years before by Mrs
Smith of the Manse. Mansions are Cloghill, Craib-

stonc, Fairley, Hazlehead, Kingswclls, Springhill,

Stoneywood, and Waterton ; and 7 proprietors hold
. n il an annual value of £500 and upwards, 19 of

between £100 and £500, 10 of from £50 to £100. and
24 of from £20 to £50. Newhills is in tho presby-

tery and synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £709.
'I'll.' parish church, 1} mile W by S of Auchmill, is a

good building of 1830, with 1100 sittings. Other
places of worship are Stoneywood Established chapel

of ease (1879 ; 800 sittings), Newhills Free church at

Auchmill, Kingswclls Free church (4 miles W of Aber-
deen), and St Machar's Episcopal church (1880) at

Buxbum. Six public schools— Blackburn, Buxburn,
K( ppelhills, Kingswclls, Stoneywood, and Stoneywood
infant;—with respective accommodation for 87, 480, 96,

141, 411, and 120 children, had (1883) an average

attendance of 83, 395, 51, 101, 174, and 85, and grants

of £69, 8s., £349, 9s. 6d., £44, 14s. 6d., £95, 0s. 6d.,

£156, 15s., and £73, 4s. Cd. Valuation (1860) £14,789,

(1884) £24,453, plus £677 for railway. Pop. (1801)

1305, (1831) 2552, (1861) 3463, (1871) 4210, (1881)

54S0.—Orel. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Newholme, an estate, with a mansion, in Dolphinton
parish, Lanarkshire, on the left bank of South Medwin
\Vater, 5 furlongs SE of Dunsyrc station. It was the

property and death-place of the distinguished Cove-

nanter, Major Learmont (1595-1683), who commanded
the Covenanter horsemen at the battle of Bullion

Green. For upwards of twenty years the estate has

belonged to the Lockharts of Lee.—Ord. Sur., sh. 24,

1864.

Newington. See Edinburgh.
Newington, a village in Holywood parish, Dumfries-

shire, 34 miles NNW of Dumfries.

Newington, a mansion in Kilmany parish, Fife, 4

miles NNW of Cupar.
New Keith. See Keith.
New Kilpatrick. See Kilpatrick, New.
New Lanark. See Lanark, New.
Newlands, a village in St Ninians parish, Stirling-

shire, near Bannockburn.
Newlands, a parish of N Peeblesshire, containing the

hamlet of Romanno Bridge, 3J miles SSE of Linton,

4g SW of Lamancha station, and l&J SSW of Edin-
burgh. Within it also are Lamancha station and
Noblehouse post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, whilst LEADBURN
and Macbie Hill stations lie just beyond its northern

and north-western borders. It is bounded N by Peni-

cuik in Edinburghshire, E by Eddleston, SE by Lyne,

S by Stobo, SW by Kirkurd, and NW by Linton. Its

utmost length, from NNE to SSW, is 9| miles ; its

breadth varies between % mile (at Leadburn) and 5|
miles ; and its area is 12,560£ acres, of which 42£ are

water. The drainage of the northern extremity is
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carried by Lead Bum to tho North Esk, but elsewhere
belongs to tho Tweed, as Lyne Water winds 6J miles
south by-eastward, partly along the Linton and Stobo
boundaries, but. mainly through the interior. During
this courso it is joined by Dead Burn, flowing 3 miles
south-south-westward ; FLEMINGTON Burn, 4J miles
south-westward; and Tabth Water, 2$ miles south-
eastward along tho Kirkurd and Stobo boundary. In
tho extreme S the surface sinks to 670 feet above sea-

level, thence rising to 1234 feet at Droehil Hill, 1221
at Woodhill, 1453 at Drum Maw, and 1570 at Wether
Law, from which again it gradually declines to 862 feet

at Leadburn station. Tho rocks in tho hills are mainly
eruptive ; in tho upper part of the vale are carboni-
ferous. Sandstone of excellent quality has been largely
worked to tho W of Lyne Water, as also has limestone
on Macbie Hill estate. Common black bituminous coal

exists in the upper part of the vale, and fairly rich iron
oro occurs in fissures of tho higher grounds. There are

several chalybeate springs ; and artificial ponds are at

Whim, Lamancha, and Macbie Hill. The soil of the
arablo lands is chiefly a clayey loam, incumbent on
close still' till. Nearly one-third of the entire area is

regularly or occasionally in tillage ; some 350 acres are

under wood ; and the rest of the land is chiefly dis-

posed in pasture. Antiquities other than Drochil
Castle are the Romanno Terrace and remains of cir-

cumvallations, popularly called 'Rings,' on Hender-
land, Borelands, Drochil, Whiteside, and Pendreich
Hills. The poet, Br Alexander Pennicuik (1652-1722),
was proprietor of Romanno ; the Rev. Charles Findlater

(1758-1838), author of the View of the Agriculture of
Peeblesshire, was 48 years minister ; and Lord Chief
Baron Montgomery (1721-1803) was born at Macbie
Hill. Mansions, noticed separately, are Borelands,
Callands, Halmyre, Lamancha, Macbie Hill,
Romanno, and Whim ; and 9 proprietors hold each an
annual value of more, 4 of less, than £500, Newlands is

in the presbytery of Peebles and the synod of Lothian and
Twecddale ; the living is worth £330. The parish

church, near the left bank of Lyne Water, 7 furlongs S
of Romanno Bridge, is an ugly edifice of 1838. A little

way lower down is the beautiful ruin of its ancient
predecessor, roofless and ivy-clad, with First Pointed
E window and round-headed S doorway. The old
graveyard is still in use, and contains a headstone to

R. Howeiston (1767-1870). Near Borelands, close to
the Linton border, is a U. P. church ; and two public
schools, Lamancha and Newlands, with respective

accommodation for 67 and 90 children, had (18S3) an
average attendance of 47 and 53, and grants of

£33, 13s. 2d. and £46, 13s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£7500, (1884) £9983, 3s. 9d. Pop. (1801) 950, (1831)

1078, (1861) 987, (1871) 851, (1881) 819.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 24, 1864.

Newlaw, a hill in Rerwiek parish, Kirkcudbrightshire,

1J mile NW of Dundrennan, and 3£ miles ESE of Kirk-
cudbright. It has an altitude of 599 feet above sea-level,

and commands a very extensive and magnificent view
of the Kirkcudbrightshire seaboard and the Irish Sea,

horizoned by tho Isle of Man and the Irish Mountains
of Mourne.—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Newliston, an estate, with a mansion, in Kirkliston

parish, Linlithgowshire, 1J mile SW of Kirkliston

station. It was the property and favourite residence

of the celebrated soldier, John, second Earl of Stair

(1679-1747); and the plantations in its grounds are

said to have so been planted as to represent the British

array on the eve of the battle of Dettingen, The pre-

sent mansion, built about 1794 from designs by William
Adam, is the seat of Thomas Alexander Hog, Esq. (b.

1835 ; sue. 1858), who holds 1092 acres in the shire,

valued at £2765 per annum, his ancestor having bought
the estate about the middle of last century.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857. See John Small's Castles and Mansions of

the Lothicms (Edinb. 1883).

New Luce. See Luce, New.
New Machar. Seo Machar, New.
Newmains, a small town iu Cambusnethan parish,
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Lanarkshire, on the cross-railway from Morningside to

Holytown, adjacent to the Coltness Ironworks, 2 miles

ENE of Wishaw, and 6 by railway SE of Holytown.

Standing amid a rich mineral tract, and inhabited

chiefly by miners and ironworkers, it has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments, a railway station, the Coltness memorial quoad

sacra church (1878), St Bridget's Roman Catholic

church (1871 ; 300 sittings), a Roman Catholic school,

and an elegant edifice, erected by the Coltness Iron-

works Company at a cost of £3000, to serve as both a

school and a chapel of ease. The school affords regular

instruction, under a full staff of teachers, to over 600

children, and is maintained by the Ironworks Company.

Pop., jointly with Coltness Ironworks, (1861) 2020,

(1871) 2545, (1881) 2682, of whom 1445 were males.

Houses (1881) 478 occupied, 35 vacant.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 23, 1865.

New Maud. See Matjd.
Newmill. See Keith.
Newmilns, a town in Loudoun parish, Ayrshire.

Lying, 250 feet above sea-level, on the right bank of

the river Irvine, which divides it from Greenholm
suburb in Galston parish, it has beautiful environs

('Loudoun's bonny woods and braes'), serves as a seat

of retail trade for a considerable extent of surrounding

country, and presents a tolerably well-built, pleasant

appearance. Its station, the terminus of a branch of

the Glasgow and South-Western railway, is 2 miles E by

N of Galston and 7£ E by S of Kilmarnock. In the

middle of the town is an old tower, whose early history

is unknown, but which about 1681 was Captain Inglis'

headquarters and the prison of seven Covenanters,

captured near Kilmarnock, and presently set free by the

daring of friends outsido. Newmilns has a post office

under Kilmarnock, with money order, savings' bank,

and telegraph departments, branches of the Clydesdale

and Royal Banks, 8 insurance agencies, 4 hotels, 2 gas

companies, a police station, a town-hall, a temperance

hall, a working-men's institute, and a fair on the

Thursday in July of Glasgow fair week. Places of

worship are Loudoun parish church (1845 ; 1200 sittings),

a Free church, and a U.P. church (1833 ; 780 sittings)

;

and the schools are two, public and Lady Flora's. The
staple industry is muslin weaving. Newmilns was

made a burgh of barony by a royal charter of 1490, and
is governed by 3 bailies, a treasurer, a fiscal, and 9

councillors. Pop. (1841) 1988, (1861) 2810, (1871)

3028, (1881) 2860, of whom 1515 were females, and 741

were in (Jrcenholm.—Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

New Monkland. See Monkland, New.
Newmore, an estate, with a mansion, in Rosskcen

parish, Ross-shire, 3^ miles NNW of Invergordon. Its

owner, George Inglis, Esq. (b. 1843), holds 2918 acres

in the shire, valued at £1778 per annum.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 94, 1878.

Newpark, a station in West Calder parish, Edinburgh-
shire, on the Cleland section of the Caledonian railway,

2 miles SW of West Calder village.

Newport, a small seaport town in Forgan parish,

Fife, on the Firth of Tay, 11 miles NNE of Cupar by
road, and 14 mile SSE of Dundee by water, with a

station on the Tayport and Newport section of the

North British railway, 2.^ miles W by S of Tayport,

and 2§ NE of the southern end of the new Tay Bridge.

Consisting of two parts, Easter and Wester Newport,
it was constituted, in 1822, by act of parliament, the

ferry-station from Fife to Dundee ; and presents a
pleasant, well-built appearance, with many elegant

villas and other private residences, arranged in ter-

races on the slope s descending to the firth. It com-
mands a brilliant view of Dundee and a great extent

of the Tay's basin ; and is a favourite summer resort of

families from Dundee and other places, having at tho

same time become the permanent abode of not a few
professional and business men. As a creek of Dundee,
it carries on some commerce, in exporting agricultural

produce, and importing limo and coal ; and has a post

office under Dundee, with money order, savings' bank,

and telegraph departments, an hotel, a fine ferry har-
bour, a gaswork, an Established church, a Free church,
a U.P. church, a Congregational church, a public school,
a Young Men's Christian Association, and the Blyth
Memorial Public Hall, erected at a cost of £4000.
Formed immediately subsequent to 1822, after designs
by Telford, the ferry harbour is a splendid structure,

350 feet long and 60 wide. It projects into a depth of

5 feet at low water of spring tides ; has on each side a
carriage-way

;
possesses most convenient adaptations

for the use of double or twin steamboats
;
and, from tho

time of its completion, has served for punctual com-
munication with Dundee many times a day. The
Established church was built as a chapel of ease in 1871
at a cost of £1350. It contains 450 sittings ; and in

1878 was raised to quoad sacra status. The U.P.
church, built in 1881 at a cost of over £2000, is a
cruciform Gothic edifice, with 400 sittings and a spire

80 feet high. Pop. of?, s. parish (1881) 1775 ; of town
(1841) 260, (1871) 1507, (1881) 2311, of whom 1439
were females. Houses (1881) 452 inhabited, 61 vacant,

7 building.—Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Newseat, a station, near the W border of Peterhead
parish, Aberdeenshire, on the Peterhead branch of tho
Buchan and Formartine railway, 34 miles W by N of

Peterhead town.
Newshot Island, a low and marshy islet (1 x J mile)

of Inchinnan parish, Renfrewshire, in the river Clyde,
2 miles NNW of Renfrew.
New SlainB. See Slains, New.
Newstead, a village in Melrose parish, Roxburghshire,

on the right bank of the Tweed, 1 mile E of Melrose
town, under which it has a post office. It is thought
by some antiquaries to occupy the site of the Roman
town Trimontium, which Skene, however, places on
Brunswark Hill ; and it probably owes its present
name to the erection, in its vicinity, of an ancient
ecclesiastical edifice, intermediate in date and character
between the Columban monastery of Old Melrose and
the Cistercian Abbey of Melrose. Roman coins, a
Roman altar, a stone slab with a boar in relief (tho
badge of the Tenth Legion), and other Roman relics

have been found adjacent to it ; some ancient sub-
structions, with marks which might relegate them to

the Roman times, have been discovered in its neigh-
bourhood ; and a series of ancient pits, one of them
containing a Roman spear and some pieces of Roman
pottery, was laid open in 1846 at the forming of an
adjacent reach of the Waverley section of the North
British railway. A field, called the Red Abbey Stead,

was found, not many years ago, to contain hewn blocks
of red sandstone ; and is supposed to have been the
site of the ancient ecclesiastical edifice. The viaduct
of the Berwickshire railway, which crosses the Tweed
} mile ENE of Newstead, was erected in 1866, and.
rising 133 feet above the water-level, is a most imposing
structure.—Pop. of village (1831) 230, (1871) 315,

(1881) 301.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Newton, a parish of NE Edinburghshire, containing
the post-office village of Millerhill, with a station on
the Waverley section of the North British railway, 2
miles NNW of the post-town, Dalkeith, and 6£ SE of

Edinburgh. Since tho Reformation it has compre-
hended the ancient parishes of Newton (to the SE) and
Wymet or Woolmet (to the NW). Bounded SW and
NW by Liberton, NE by Invcresk, and SE by Dalkeith,
it has an utmost length from NW to SE of 2J miles,

a varying width of lij and 2 miles, and an area of 2034
acres, of which 1£ are water. Burdieiiouse Burn runs

2J miles cast-north-eastward along or close to all the
north-western boundary ; tho south-eastern is traced
for 1J mile by Park Burn, next for 3 furlongs by the
North Esk, and for the last furlong by the united Esk.
Between, the surface rises very gently, at no point much
exceeding, and at none sinking much below, 200 feet

above sea-level. In the NW the rocks belong to tho
Carboniferous Limestone scries, but elsewhere they are
part of the true coal-measures ; and coal has been
largely worked for nigh three centuries. During tho
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forty vatn botwwn 1881 and 1S71 mining greatly
fdl off j bat a fresh start has since been blade by
tlu> ltenlmr Coal Co., with tlio result that tho yoarly
\ i':i:.in..ii of iiiin. i als rose from Xtilf. to £1565 (luring
l>7i 81. The soil ilong Burdiehouse Burn is strong
argillaceous carso land ; towards tho ccntro is rich loam

;

and tOWtrdl the BE is still' clay or light and sandy.
Bare for Bdmonatone Park and a narrow strip of Dal-
keith Park, both of Which arc well wooded, nearly all

the |>arish is in a slate of high cultivation. Woolmet,
2.J miles N'W of Dalkeith, though now hut. a farmhouse
on the Wemyaa estate, is a lino old building of tho
S. oitish liaronial type; and Woolmet church, hard by,
b i s Lecn converted into the mausoleum of the Wauehope
family. Prom 1240 to tho Reformation it was held by
Dunfermline Abbey, as from 1158 was tho old church of

Newton, which, standing near tho North Esk's left

bank, j mile SK of Millerhill, is now represented only
by its tower. Edmonstone House, noticed separately,

is tho principal residence ; and Sir John Don-Wauchope,
lint., the Bar] of Wemyss, and the Duke of Buccleuch
arc chief proprietors. Newton is in tho presbytery of
Dalkeith and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale ; the
living is worth £3S4. Tho parish church, J mile WSW
of Millerhill, was built in 1742, and contains 430
sittings. Two public schools, Dalkeith and Edmon-
stone, with respective accommodation for 196 and 66
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 164 and 39,

and Bronte of £141, 19s. and £24, 19s. lid. Valua-
tion (1860) £9670, (1884) £11,874, 9s. 6d.

,
plus £2420

for railways. Pop. (1801) 1060, (1831) 2274, (1861)

1658, (1871) 1181, (1881) 1307, of whom 335 were in

Millerhill.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Newton, a village in Renfrew parish, Renfrewshire, 7

furlongs SW of the town. Pop. (1881) 631.

Newton, a collier village in Pencaitland parish, Had-
dingtonshire, 3 miles SE of Tranent. It has a reading-

room (1880) and a proprietary school.

Newton, a village in Cambuslang parish, Lanarkshire,
with a station on the Caledonian railway, 5£ miles SE
of Glasgow. It has a post office under Glasgow, with
money order and savings' bank departments, a public

school, and St Colutnba's Episcopal church (1874 ; 200
sittings). Near it is Newton House. Pop. (1871) 306,

(1881) no.— Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Newton, a village in Wick parish, Caithness, 1 milo
SW of Wick town.

Newton, an old but commodious mansion, with well-

wooded grounds, in Culsalmond parish, Aberdeenshire,

2£ miles NE of Insch. Its owner, Alexander Morison
Gordon, Esq. (b. 1846 ; sue. 1868), holds 3369 acres in

the shire, valued at £2989 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

86, 1876.

Newton, a hamlet in Strachur parish, Argyllshire, on
the E shore of Loch Fyne, 4 miles SW of Strachur village.

Newtonairds, a stately mansion, surrounded by thriv-

ing plantations, in Holywood parish, Dumfriesshire,

near the left bank of Cairn Water, 7 miles WNW of

Dumfries.
Newton Castle, an old mansion in Blairgowrie parish,

Perthshire, on elevated ground, \ mile W by N of the
town. A good specimen of the domestic castellated

style of the latter part of the 17th century, it figures

picturesquely in both near and distant views, and com-
mands a brilliant and most extensive prospect along
Strathmore.—Ord. Sur., sh. 56, 1870.
Newton-Don. See Nenthorn.
Newton-Douglas. See Newton-Stewart.
Newton- Grange, a village in Newbattle parish, Edin-

burghshire, 5 furlongs ESE of Dalhousie station, and 2
miles S of Dalkeith. Founded about 1830, it has made
such progress as to become the chief seat of population
in the parish, and has a post office under Dalkeith ; a
costly school, erected by the Marquess of Lothian

;

infants' and girls' schools of 1884 ; and a suite of gas-

works (1873) for the supply of all the Newbattle estate.

Pop. (1861) 787, (1871) 677, (1881) 1010.— Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857.

Newton Hall, an estate, with a mansion, in Ycstcr
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parish, Haddingtonshire, 2 miles SSW of Gilford. Held
since the time of James VI. by a family of tho name of
Newton, supposed to have been related to Sir Isaac

Neul it is now tho property of William Drumniond
Ogilvy I lay-Newton, Esq. (b. 1832 ; sue. 1863), who
owns 2857 acres in tho shire, valued at £2818 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Newton Hall, a modern mansion in Kennoway parish,

Fife, 1J mile N W of Windygates station.

Newtonhill, a railway station near the coast of Fet-

torcsso parish, Kincardineshire, on the Scottish North-
Eastern section of tho Caledonian railway, 5J miles NNE
of Stonehaven, and 10J S by W of Aberdeen.
Newton House, a mansion in Alves parish, Elgin-

shire, 8| miles W by N of Elgin. Erected in 1793, and
enlarged and remodelled in 1852, it is a line Baronial

edifice, whoso park stretches southward to the wooded
Knock (335 feet), on which a three-story octagonal

tower was built in 1827 to tho memory of the Duke of

York. The estate was purchased from tho Hon. Arthur
Dull' in 1793 by George Forteath, Esq. ; and his grand-

nephew, Frederick Prescott Forteath, Esq. (b. 1833 ;

sue. 1866), holds 243 acres in the shire, valued at £477
per annum.—Ord Sur., sh. 95, 1876.

Newton House, a mansion in Crawford parish, Lanark-

shire, near the right bank of the Clyde, opposite Elvan-

foot station, with which it is connected by an elegant

three-arch bridge (1824). It was built by Alexander
Irving, Lord Newton (1760-1832), a senator of the col-

lege of justice, and was the residence of the antiquary,

George Verc Irving, Esq., who. died in 1869.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 15, 1864.

Newton House, a mansion in Kirkhill parish, Inver-

ness-shire, near the head of the Beauly Firth, 1£ mile

W by S of Lentran station.

Newton, Long. See Longnewton.
Newton-Mearns. See Mearns.
Newtonmore, a village in Kingussie parish, Inverness-

shire, near the left bank of the Spey, and £ mile NNW
of Newtonmore station on the Highland railway, this

being 27 4 miles SW of Grantown. It has a post and
railway telegraph office under Kingussie, a public school,

and fairs on the Tuesdays of April and October after

Beauly. Pop. (1871) 305, (1881) 3.06.—Ord Sur., sh.

64, 1874.

Newton of Ferintosh, a hamlet in the Nairnshire

section of Urquhart and Logie-Wester parish, If mile

SE of Conon Bridge. It has a post office under Dingwall.

Newton of Panbride, a north-eastern suburb of Car-
noustie, in Panbride parish, Forfarshire, on the coast,

adjacent to Westhaven, and including Gallalaw. Pop.,

jointly with that of Westhaven, (1871) 573, (1881) 593.

Newton of Pitcairns, a southern suburb of Dunning
village, in Dunning parish, Perthshire. Pop. (1861)

333, (1871) 270, (1881) 235.

Newton-on-Ayr. See Newton-upon-Ayr.
Newton-Stewart, a town in Penninghame parish, E

Wigtownshire, on the right bank of the river Cree,

which here is spanned by a five-arch granite bridge,

erected in 1813, at a cost of £6000, in place of an earlier

bridge of 1745, and leading to the suburb of Crcebridge

in Minnigair parish, Kirkcudbrightshire. Its station

on the Portpatrick railway is 23J miles E by N of

Stranraer, 7 N by W of Wigtown, and 49f W by S of

Dumfries. Owing its origin to a ford across the river,

Newton-Stewart derives its name from William Stewart,

the second Earl of Galloway's third son, who here built

several houses, and in 1677 obtained a charter from

Charles II., erecting it into a burgh of barony ; but tho

earliost feu-contract is dated 1701. The idle—those

who hung loose upon society—were the first to flock

to the incipient town. The advantages of the feus

invited to it peasants who had accumulated a few

pounds. Smuggling did something to. promote its

advancement. A decent inn or two, a few shops, and

somo workrooms for ordinary artisans, were soon called for

by its being a convenient stage between Creetown and

Glenluce, and a suitable depot and resort for an extensive

tract of circumjacent country, so that by 1792 tho
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population had risen to 900. About 1778 Sir William
Douglas, the founder of Castle-Douglas, purchased the

estate of Castle-Stewart, and, changing the name of the

village to Newton-Douglas, obtained for it under this

name a second charter, erecting it into a burgh of

barony, and commenced vigorous efforts to make it a

seat of important manufacture. A company, with him
at its head, erected, at an expense of upwards of

£20,000, a large factory for spinning cotton, and con-

nected it with the introduction and support of cotton-

weaving. A Mr Tannahill, under Sir William Douglas's

patronage, commenced a small manufacture of coarse

carpets ; and a tannery of long standing received now
stimulating encouragement, and was managed with
judgment and success. These and other circumstances

concurred to promise that the village would, under its

new lord, rapidly rise to be a place of no small eon-

sequence ; but they promised incomparably more than
they performed. The new name of Newton-Douglas soon
fell into disuse, and gave place to the former, name of

Newton-Stewart. The carpet factory proved an utter

failure. The cotton-factory worked well for a few years,

declined, was abandoned, stood for years unoccupied,

and, in 1826, was purchased by Lord Garlies for a
twentieth part of the original cost, and converted into

a quarry for the building of cottages and farmhouses.
Even the weaving of cotton for the manufacturers of

Glasgow, though it had formed a ready resource for the

town's weavers, went rapidly into decline, insomuch
that the number of hand-looms, during the ten years

following 1828, decreased from 311 to 100. Of former
industries, tanning and currying alone continues to

prosper ; and the purchase of wool for the Lancashire
markets, partly on commission and partly on personal

risk, is at present the staple trade; whilst Erskine's patent

cartridge-loaders have more than a local repute. Some
commerce is carried on through the small harbour of

Carty (a creek of Wigtown), a little below the town,
principally in the exportation of rural produce, and in

the importation of lime, sandstone, coals, and general

merchandise. A weekly market is held on Friday, a
cattle market on the second Friday of every month,
and a lamb fair on the Wednesday in August before

Moniaive.

Newton-Stewart, unlike most other modern towns,
was not founded on any regular plan

;
and, in con-

sequence, long bore the appearance of a straggling

village—builders raising their houses high or low, small
or great, on a line with others or in recesses or projec-

tions, as caprice, accident, or convenience suggested.
Irregularity has been so far corrected that the place now
consists chiefly of a long principal street, with the town-
house in the centre. At the close of last century all the
houses were thatched, and most of them had only one
story ; but now more than half of them are slated and
two-storied. Of late years, too, a number of fine villas

have been built above the town, many respectable
families having been attracted to the place by its excel-

lent schools. The general building material is trap
throughout the body of the walls, and either granite
or sandstone in the lintels and other conspicuous parts.

The town-hall is a plain oblong building, with a cupola-
roofed clock-tower. Penninghame parish church, a
handsome Gothic edifice of 1840, with a graceful spire,

was built from designs by William Burn at a cost of
£5000, and contains 1200 sittings; in 1881 a mission
hall was added behind it at a cost of £500. Princes
Street Free church till ]876 was Reformed Presbyterian

;

that of Creebridge dates from Disruption times. In 1878
was built a fine new U. P. church, in 1876 the new Roman
Catholic church of Our Lady and St Ninian ; and at
Challoch, 2 milesNW of the town, is All Saints' Episcopal
church (1872), a beautiful specimen of Early English,
with organ, stained glass, three bells, etc. The Ewart
Institute, erected in 1864 at a cost of £5000 from funds
bequeathed by James and John Ewart, merchants, is a
handsome edifice, with a schoolroom at either end, and
the principal's house and boarding-school in the middle.
Containing live class-rooms, with accommodation for

310 scholars, and rooms and dormitories for 20 boarders
it is divided into a middle-class or high school, con'

ducted by a principal, two masters, a lady superinten"
dent, and assistants ; and a free school, conducted by"
a master and a mistress. With a recent bequest of

£10,000, a new town-hall was commenced in 1884. It

is to be called the M'Millan Hall, after the testator,

and will, when completed, prove a great convenience
and ornament to Newton - Stewart. Other institu-

tions are the Douglas Academy, the Galloway Girls'

Industrial Home, a mechanics' institute, etc. In
1875 a monument, 57 feet high, was erected at a
cost of £1000 to Randolph, ninth Earl of Galloway
(1800-73).

Newton -Stewart has a post office, with money order
savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments,
branches of the British Linen, Clydesdale, and National
Banks, offices or agencies of 15 insurance companies,
4 hotels, waterworks (1882), 2 gas companies, a handsome
police station (1870), and a Saturday Conservative news-
paper, the Galloway Gazette (1870). The town is governed
by a senior and 2 junior magistrates, a treasurer, and 6

councillors, who also serve as police commissioners
under the General Police and Improvement (Scotland)

Act of 1862. The municipal voters within the police

burgh, which excludes the Creebridge suburb, numbered
462 in 1884, when the annual value of real property
amounted to £7932, whilst the revenue, including assess-

ments, was £506. Pop. (1841) 2432, (1851) 2599,

(1861) 2535, (1871) 2873, (1881) 3070, of whom 1708
were females, and 425 were in Creebridge. Houses
(1881) 608 inhabited, 17 vacant, 2 building. —Ord. Sur.,

sh. 4, 1857.

Newton-upon-Ayr, a suburban town and a small
parish on the coast of Kyle, Ayrshire. The town, lying
on the right bank of the river Ayr, is separated only by
that river from Ayr royal burgh, and forms part of Ayr
parliamentary burgh. On its W side is the Firth of
Clyde, on its E the suburb of Wallacetown, within St
Quivox parish, and so closely contiguous is it to Wallace-
town, that a stranger would fail to discover the line of
demarcation. It seems to have sprung from a hamlet
in or about the time of Robert Bruce

;
and, constituted a

burgh of barony somewhere between 1208 and 1446, it

got new charters, confirming all previous privileges,

from James VI. in 1595 and 1600—charters which
assume it to have been a burgh beyond the memory of

man. Newton Castle, here, long the seat of the
Wallaces of Craigie, was a strong baronial fortalicc,

situated among gardens and groves, and demolished in

1701 ; for fifty years after which date the place almost
wholly consisted of thatched, one-story houses. Then,
but especially towards the commencement of the present

century, it began to undergo much improvement and
extension, and now comprises three or four dingy old
small streets, a main street 2100 feet long and 80 wide,

and three or four modern and regular streets between
the main one and the firth. For sixty years prior

to 1832 it mainly depended on the working of coal

seams which underlay all the parish
;
but, these becom-

ing exhausted, it now shares in the commerce and in-

dustries of Ayh, under which also are noticed its schools,

station, and general features. The parish church, built

in 1777 and enlarged in 1832, contains 830 sittings.

There are also Free and IIP. churches ; and a new
Established church, of North parish, was erected in 1884
at a cost of £3200. The town council consists of 2
bailies, a treasurer, and 6 councillors. Pop. (1831)

3768, (1861) 4807, (1871) 4686, (1881) 6174, of whom
3114 were females. Houses (1881) 1279 inhabited, 82
vacant, 12 building.

The parish, disjoined in 1779 from that of Monkton
and Prestwick, is bounded N by Monkton and Prest-

wick, E by St Quivox, S by the last % mile of the river

Ayr, which separates it from Ayr, and W by the
Firth of Clyde. Its utmost length, from N by E
to S by W, is 1| mile ; its utmost breadth is 7'i fur-

longs ; and its area is 696 acres, of which 99h are fore-

shore ami 12 water. The coast includes a small rocky
113
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j>oint iit tho northern extremity, but elsewhere is

Bet end sandy. The Interior is very nearly b (load level,

with an elevation very little above high-water mark.
The rocks belong to tbe Carboniferous formation, much
disturbed by upheavals of trap. Coal was formerly
plentiful, but was mined to exhaustion in all its work-
able seams. Sandstone of good quality abounds in tho
N, and has been largely quarried. Tho soil was natu-
rally a barren sand, but underwent great improvement
by intermixture With blue shale, fetched up from the
<o:\l mines. Ono proprietor holds an annual value, of

mora than £600, and 9 hold each between £100 and
£500, 14 from £50 to £100, and 99 from £20 to £50.
This p.irish is in the presbytery of Ayr and the synod
of Glasgow and Ayr ; tho living is worth £280. Land-
ward valuation (1884) £1210, 15s. 4d., plus £584 for

i til* y, Top. of entire parish (1801) 1724, (1831) 4020,

( 1 MU
) 5124, (1871) 4877, (1881) 0511.—(Jrd. Sur., sh. 14,

1803.

Newtown. See Fintrt.
Newtown or Newtown St Boswells, a village in Mel-

rose and St Boswells parishes, Roxburghshire, with a
station (St Boswells) on tho North British railway, at

ing of the lines to Hawick and Keko, and at

the junction of the Berwickshire railway, 3£ miles SE
of Melroso and 40J SE of Edinburgh. Lying 370 feet

above sea-level, at tho eastern base of tho Eildons, and
within 5 furlongs of tho Tweed's right bank, it contains

some commodious houses, and presents a pleasant appear-
ance. Its waterworks, formed in 1870 at a cost of more
than £400, draw their supplies from the Eildon Hills;
and it has a post office, with money order, savings' bank,

graph departments, branches of the Royal and
British Linen Co. 's Banks, an hotel, a U. P. church (1870),

a public school, a stock sale every alternate Monday,
ana hums,' fairs on the first Mondays of March, May,
and November. Pop. (1871) 302, (1881) 444.— Ord.

Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Newtown, a village in Borrowstounness parish, Lin-
lithgowshire, 4 mile S of the town. Pop. (1861) 816,

(1871) 672, (1881) 671.

New-Trows, a small village in Lesmahagow parish,

Lanarkshire, 1\ mile S of Abbeygreen.
Newtyle, a village and a parish of SW Forfarshire.

The village, standing on a north-westward slope, 250
feet above sea-level, has a station on the Newtyle and
Blairgowrie railway, 1J mile SSE of Alyth Junction,
and 16j miles (by road 11) NW of Dundee. Founded
in 1832 in connection with the projected railway, it

had assigned for its site an arable field of 15 acres, be-

longing to Lord Wharneliffe, and was aligned on a

regular plan, in building lots, on 99 years' lease. It

offers a neat and cleanly appearance, and has a post office

under Coupar-Angus, with money order, savings' bank,
and railway telegraph departments, a branch of tho
Commercial Bank, gas-works, a police station (1870),

a public library, a curling club, an artificial manure
factory, a Free church, and the parish church. The
last is a handsome Gothic edifice, erected in 1872 on
the site of its predecessor at a cost of £3000. It

contains 560 sittings, and has a tower 85 feet high,
with a two-dial clock. A U.P. church of 1835 to-

wards the close of 1883 was converted into the Wharn-
eliffe Public Hall, under the management of trustees.

Pop. of village (1841) 505, (1801) 619, (1871) 542,
(1881) 443.

The parish, containing also the hamletofNewbigging,
is bounded NW by Meigle in Perthshire, NE by Eassie
and Glamis, SE by Auchterhouse, S by Lundie, and SW
by Kettins. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 4|
miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is miles

;

and its area is 5194 J acres, of which 2J are water.

The north-western part of the parish, with a mean
breadth of 1\ mile, forms part of the level ground of

Strathmore, and sinks to less than 200 feet above sea-

leveL Thence the surface rises south-eastward to the
Sidlaw Hills, attaining 1134 feet at Kinpurnie Hill,

870 at Hatton Hill, and 881 at Newtyle Hill. The two
last flank an opening or pass through the Sidlaws, the
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Glack of Newtylo, which pass was always regarded in

tho old unsettled times as a strong natural military
fastness. It now is traversed both by tho Newtyle and
Blairgowrie railway and by the high road from Dundee to

Alyth ; and it reveals at its western outlet a sudden and
very grand view of Strathmore. Trap rock is plentiful,

and lias been quarried for road metal; a heavy groy
slato in tho hills was formerly used for roofing ; and
sandstone of excellent quality for building is quarried
in several places. Tho soil of the higher grounds is

light, sharp, and productive, mostly a mixture of sand
or gravel with black earth or clay ; that of the level

tract within Strathmore is of similar quality, but some-
times richer, and lies on better substrata. The hills

aro profitable to tho very summit, even the least valu-

able parts of them being clothed with verdure and
forming excellent sheep-walks. Since 1850 great im-
provements have been effected on the Belmont or Earl

of Wharncliffe's estate in tho way of reclaiming, planting,

draining, fencing, etc. About five-eighths of the entire

area aro in tillage
;
nearly 300 acres are under wood

;

and tho rest consists of natural pasture. The ruins of

Hatton Castle and the scanty vestiges of Balcraig have
both been separately noticed. A small square camp near

Auchtortyre is said to have been occupied for some
nights by the Marquis of Montrose's army, and has left

some traces. Two spots in the NW, called Grahame's
Knowe and King's Well, are said to have got their

names from lying on the route of Macbeth northward
from his fortress on Dunsinane. A high-lying field near

Keillor, that bears the name of Chester Park, is supposed
to have been the site of a Roman camp ; and a tumulus,
seemingly of the ancient Caledonian times, a little way
to the W, has a large standing-stone marked with rude
hieroglyphics. The Earl of Wharneliffe owns nine-

tenths of all tho parish, 1 lesser proprietor holding an
annual value of £093, and 1 of £214. Newtyle is in

the presbytery of Meiglo and the synod of Angus and
Mearns ; the living is worth £200. The public school,

with accommodation for 200 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 149, and a grant of £109, 7s.

Valuation (1857) £5004, (1884) £9323, 8s., plus £4719
for railway. Pop. (1801) 718, (1831) 904, (1801)

1139, (1871) 931, (1881) 911.— Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 50,

1808-70.

Newtyle Hill, a wooded eminence (990 feet) in Caputh
parish, Perthshire, on the left side of the river Tay, 1£
mile E by S of Dunkeld. Its summit commands a

brilliant near view of Dunkeld, Birnam, and Murtly,

and fine distant views northward to the Grampians,

southward to Perth. Newtyle farm around it contains

two ancient standing-stones and the site of a cross

erected by ono of the Deans of Dunkeld to mark the

spot at which pilgrims caught their first view of Dun-
keld Cathedral.—Ord Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Niddrie-Marischall, a mansion in Liberton parish,

Edinburghshire, on the left bank of Burdiehouse Burn,

2 miles S byW of Portobello and 3£ ESE of Edinburgh.

The park is entered by an ivy-clad archway ; and the

house itself is a fine old baronial building, bearing

date 1636, but modernised towards the close of last cen-

tury by William Adam. Lord Cockburn tells in his

Memorials how for many years almost all his ' Satur-

days, Sundays, and holidays were passed at Niddrie.

I sighed over every holiday as lost that was not. Part

of the house is very old, but it never had any architec-

tural or much historical interest. But the garden ! the

garden ! unseen and unseeing, it was a world of its own.

That unwalled flat space of only four or five acres con-

tained absolutely everything that a garden could supply

for "man's delightful use;" peaches and oaks, gravel

walks, and a wilderness "grotesque and wild," a burn

and a bowling-green, shade and sun, covert and lawn,

vegetables and glorious holly hedges—everything de-

lightful either to the young or the old. Eden was not

more varied. And Eden is well worthy of its reputa-

tion if it was the scene of greater happiness. After a

long and unbroken course of domestic se.curity and

pleasure, death began, about 1815, to extinguish, and
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circumstances to scatter, the gay and amiable family of
which I was virtually a member ; and I have since
seldom revisited the generally silent walls. But the
days of Niddrie are among the last I can forget.' Hugh
Miller, too, worked as a mason for ten months here in
1823, and lodged in a one-roomed cottage near the
village of Nidd ry Mill. In My Schools and Schoolmasters
he describes his rambles in the Niddrie woods, his in-

troduction to the Carboniferous System, the lately manu-
mitted collier slaves, his comrades' debauchery, and their
unsuccessful strike. Near the W end of the house stood
St Mary's chapel, founded by Robert Wauchope in 1387,
and demolished by a mob from Edinburgh in 1688.
This Robert was probably the first of the Wauchopes of
Niddrie-Marischall, illustrious members of which family
were Gilbert, who sat in the Reformation parliament of
1560, and John, a distinguished Covenanter, who was
knighted byCharles I. in 1633. William John Wauchope,
Esq. (1841-82), the late proprietor, held 670 acres in

the shire, valued at £2894 per annum. A fire in
Niddrie colliery cost seven lives, 24 May 1884.

—

Ord.

Stir., sh. 32, 1857.

Niddry Castle, a ruined baronial fortalice in Kirklis-

ton parish, Linlithgowshire, near the Union Canal and
the Edinburgh and Glasgow line of the North British

railway, 1 mile SSE of Winchburgh. A strong square
tower, roofless, but otherwise fairly entire, it was hither
that Lord Seton conducted Queen Mary on the night
of her escape from Lochleven Castle, 2 May 1568. From
Niddry she sent a messenger to ask assistance of the
Court of England, and next day she rode on to Hamil-
ton. Niddry now is the property of the Earl of Hopr-
toun, and gives him the title of Baron Niddry.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Nigg (Gael. ' a nook '), a parish in the extreme NE
of Kincardineshire. It is bounded N by the Dee and by
Aberdeen Bay, E by the North Sea, on the S and W by
Banchory-Devenick parish, and NW by the Dee which
separates it from Aberdeenshire. The boundaries are
thus natural on all sides except the S and W. The
greatest length, from the Dee at Torry Point on the N
to the point where the boundary readies the sea on the
S, is 4 miles ; the greatest breadth, from the Dee at Poll-
down Mills on the W to the sea-coast on the E, is 2h
miles ; and the area is 4606 -584 acres, including 132'434
of foreshore and 42 -283 of water. From the N and NW
the ground slopes upwards to a height of 267 feet on
the road W of Loirston Loch, and 275 on the road E of
it. Along the coast on the E there are cliffs of from
60 to 80 feet high. The portions to the NNW and
along the E are cultivated, but throughout the S
there is a barren ridge covered with stony moss and
heath. About half the parish is arable or under wood,
and the soil of the cultivated portions varies from good
black loam to clay, the former being the more plentiful.
The underlying rock is mostly granite. The drainage
is effected by a number of small rills flowing either to
the Dee or to the sea. In the SW of the parish is

Loirston Loch (2 by 1 furl.), covering about 20 acres.
The northern portion of the parish is formed by the
promontory of Girdleness with portions of the works of
Aberdeen Harbour, Girdleness Lighthouse, and Torry
Point battery. The two former are noticed in connection
with Aberdeen and Girdleness. The latter was erected
in 1831-33 to protect the mouth of the Dee. To the N of
Girdleness Lighthouse is Greyhope Bay, which was, in
1813, the scene of the wreck of the whaler Oscar. To the
S of the lrghthouse is Nigg Bay, g mile wide across the
mouth and f mile deep. It has also the names of
Fiai re, Fittack, or Sandy Bay. Further S the coast is
rocky and irregular, with long narrow creeks ; and at
several places there are caves, though none of them are
of any great size. To the W of the Bay of Nigg is the
old church of St Fittack, with a belfry bearing date
1704. The main building is older, but only the ruined
and roofless walls now remain. Some distance S of the
church, a spring dedicated to St Fittack was long held
in high veneration, and was the scene of superstitious
observances which, in the early part of the 17th century,

seem to have caused much tribulation of spirit to the

kirk-session of Aberdeen. Frequent ordinances forbid

the inhabitants to resort to it, and in 1630 ' Margrat
Davidson, spous to Andro Adam, wes adjudget in ane

unlaw of fyve poundis to be payed to the collector for

directing hir nowriss with hir bairne to Sanct Fiackres

well, and weshing the bairne tharin for recovirie of hir

health ; and the said Margrat and her nowriss were
ordanit to acknowledge thair offence before the session

for thair fault, and for leaveing ane offering in the well.

The said day it wes ordanit be the haill session in ane
voce That quhatsumever inhabitar within this burgh
beis fund going to St Fiackres well in ane superstitious

maner for seiking health to thameselffis or baimes,
shall be censured in penaltie and repentance in such,

degree as fornicatouris ar efter tryall and conviction.'

All penalties seem, however, to have been ineffectual, for

pilgrimages were made to it by the Aberdeen citizens

down to the beginning of the present century. ' In the

month of May,' says the then minister of the parish,

writing in the Old Statistical Account in 1793, 'many
of the lower ranks from around the adjacent city come
to drink of a well in the bay of Nigg, called the Downy-
well

; and, proceeding a little farther, go over a narrow
pass, The Brig of ae Hair, to Downy-hill ;

' the latter

being an eminence rising to a height of 214 feet above
sea-level and about £ mile S of Nigg Bay. Of St
Fiacre—the Celtic form of whose name was Ma Futac,

whence the ordinary form St Fittack—but little is

known. The ordinary accounts make him the son of

Eugenius IV., king of Scotland, and place him in the
first half of the 7th century. Adopting a religious life,

he went to France and had a hermitage at Breuil in Brie.

The French word fiacre, meaning a hackney-coach, is said

to be taken from his name, either because such vehicles

were first introduced for the convenience of pilgrims

going from Paris to visit his shrine, or, according to

another account, because the first person to hire out
coaches was one Nicolas Sauvage, whose house in the

Hue Saint-Martin, in Paris, was marked by an image of

St Fiacre. Mention of the church of Nigg occurs on-

wards from the time of William the Lyon, who granted
it to the Abbey of Arbroath. Alexander II. followed up
the grant by another of the whole lands of Nigg, and
with the Abbey of Arbroath they remained till the

Reformation, when the superiority passed to the Pan-
mure family, with whom it remained till 1786, when
part of it passed to the town of Aberdeen and Menzies
of Pitfoddles. Names connected with the ecclesiastical

possession of the parish still remain at Abbot's Walls,

near the centre of the W side of the parish, and at

Spital Burn. The former used to be known as Abbot's
Hall, and near it was one of the residences of the Abbot
of Arbroath. The Old Statistical Account mentions the

ruins of it as having been recently removed. The burn
probably takes its name from having had near it a

hospital or hospice for pilgrims and travellers. The
villages in the parish are Torry, Cove, Burnbank, and
Charlestown. At Torry there was formerly a chapel

dedicated to St Fotinus, and in 1495 James IV., on
account of the great reverence he had ' beato martiri

Sancto Thome ac Sancto Fotino patrono ville do Torry,'

erected the village into a free burgh of barony, a privi-

lege which has, however, been allowed to lapse, and as

the place seems now destined to become murelya suburb
of Aberdeen, it will probably never be revived. The
inhabitants of Torry are mostly fishermen, and in 1882
they possessed 28 first-class, 48 second-class, and 5 third-

class boats, with 160 resident fisher men and boys.

There is a Free church, and access is had to Aberdeen
by a handsome granite bridge over the Dee, erected in

1876-77. There is a branch post office under Aberdeen,
and not far olf is a largo brickwork. Cove, which is

separately noticed, had, in 1882, 13 first-class, ^second-
class, and 5 third-class boats, and 98 resident fisher men
and boys. Burnbank is on the coast about a mile N of

Cove. In 1882 it had 6 first-class, 4 second-class, and
1 third-class boat, and 24 resident fisher men and boys.

Charlestown is inland, 1 mile WSW of Cove. The
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parish is traversed by the great coast mad from Afar*
dera to Dundee, which, craning the Dee by the bridge
m Tony, ox by the Wellington Suspension Bridge farther

up the vivcr, passes S through the centre; while
Another branch, which crosses the Deo at Bridge of Doc
MV of Aberdeen, runs along t he western border. The
Caledonian railway passes northward along the const

till dose to Nigg Bay, whence it ourves westward across

the Deo to Aberdeen, the total length of tho Nigg
portion being 6 miles. There is a station at Cove.
1'ho only mansion is l.oirston House.
The palish is in the presbytery and synod of Aber-

deen, and the living is worth £266 a year. Tho present

ohureh, near tho centre of tho parish, is a good granite

building, erected in 1829 at a cost of £1800, and con-

taining H00 sittings. It has a high squaro tower, which
is seen tor a long distance all round. Covo public, Torry
public, and Cove Episcopalian schools, with respective

accommodation for 111, 313, and 104 pupils, had (1883)
an attendance ol 05, 214, and 59, and grants of

£38, 8s. 8d., £183, 9s., and £34, 7s. 6d. Nine pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards,
3 hold each between £500 and £100, and 2 hold each
I : v. ,, £50 and £20. Valuation (1856) £8559, (1884)

£14,890, lis., pbu £2884 for railway. Pop. (1801)

331) 1684, (1S61) 2074, (1871) 2348, (1881) 2935.
— Ord. Stir., sh. 77, 1873.

Nigg, a parish in the NE of Ross-shire, on the N side

of th^ entrance to the Cromarty Firth. It contains a

village of the same name. The parish is bounded
N N W, N, and NE by Foam, E and ESE by the Moray
Firth, X by the entrance to the Cromarty Firth, W by
Cromartyshire, and NW by Logic- Easter. Except on
the N.WV, N, and NE tho boundary is natural, that

along the NW and W being formed by tho burn that

passes Shandwick House (Logie-Easter) and the channel
i he Pot,

1

formed by the course of this burn over

the Sands of Easter Ross or the Sands of Nigg at low
water. The greatest length of the parish, from Shand-
wick village on the NE to the ferry at the entrance to

ill'- i
i "inarty Firth on the SW, is 5J miles ; the greatest

I, from the boundary with Logic-Easter jiarish

SE to the Moray Firth, is 3 miles ; and the area is about
9000 acres. The indentation of the Cromarty Firth to

the W of the parish, 4 miles across tho mouth and 2

miles deep, is known as the Bay of Nigg. At high
tide the depth of water is from 4 to 8 feet, but at low
water the whole area is laid bare and becomes dry,

except where the burns continue their courses over the

sand to the main firth. It is frequented by ships of

small burden bringing coals, lime, and slates, and
exporting timber and potatoes. It abounds in shells

and shallow-water fish, and supplies bait for a very
large proportion of the cod and haddock fishers along
the shores of the Moray Firth. Along the Hay of Nigg,
to theW and NW, the ground is flat and low, and from
this it slopes gradually south-eastward to the Hill of

Nigg, whence it again slopes, at first ruggedly and then
precipitously, downward to the shore of the Moray
Eirth. The Hill of Nigg is a tract of high ground
extending through the whole parish, along the shore of

the Moray Firth, and about 5 miles in length and 1£
mile in breadth, with a height of from 300 to 600 feet

above sea-level. It is partly covered with straggling

plantations, and has on the side next the Moray Firth a

front of lofty precipices, over 200 feet high. At the S
end it terminates in the Northern Sutor of Cromarty,
overhanging the entrance to the Firth of the same name.
I I belonged in ancient times to the Bishops of Ross, who
had a residence in the parish, and was then called

1 the

Bishop's forest.' Of the whole parish about 3500 acres

are under cultivation or wooded, and the rest of the

area is either pasture land or waste. The soil of the
arable portions is a good black loam, becoming lighter

near the coast, and from 1 foot to 4 feet deep. Along
the Hill of Nigg the soil is thin and cold. The under-

lying rocks are granitic gneiss, Old Red Sandstone, and
on the coast at the NE corner, at Shandwick, are patches

of liasic shales and limestones. There is a fine section
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of tho Old Red Sandstone exposed along tho Northern
Sutor containing two beds with fossil fishes, which were,
like all those in tho Cromarty district, discovered by
Hugh Miller :— 'Selecting,' ho says in the Cruise of the

Betty, 'as a hopeful sccno of inquiry tho splendid
section under the Northern Sutor, I set myself doggedly
to determine whether the Old Red Sandstono in this

part of tho country has not at least its two storeys of
organic remains, each of which had been equally a scene
of sudden mortality. I was entirely successful. The
lower ichthyolite bed occurs exactly one hundred and
fourteen feet over the great conglomerate, and three

hundred and eighteen feet higher up I found a second
ichthyolite bed, as rich in fossils as the first, with its

thorny Acanthodians twisted half round, as if still in
tho agony of dissolution, and its Pterichthyes still

extending their spear-liko arms in the attitude of

defence. The discovery enabled me to assign to their

true places the various ichthyolite beds of the district.

Thoso in tho immediate neighbourhood of the town
[of Cromarty], and a bed which abuts on the lias at
Eathio, belong to the upper platform ; while those that

appear in Eathie Burn, and along the shores at Navity,
belong to the lower. The chief interest of the discovery,

however, arises from the light which it throws upon
the condition of the ancient ocean of the Lower Old
Red, and on tho extreme precariousness of the tenure
on which the existence of its numerous denizens was
held. In a section of little more than a hundred yards
there occur at least two platforms of violent death

—

platforms inscribed with unequivocal evidence of two
great catastrophes, which, over wide areas, depopulated
the seas.' The liasic shales of Shandwick are also richly

fossiliferous. The Hill of Nigg was one of the hunting-
grounds of the Fions, who used to leap across the
Cromarty Firth on their hunting-spears, but whose race

became extinct in consequence of all their women and
children having been burned to death in Glen Garry,
while the men were here engaged in hunting. Two
miles along the shore, northward from the Northern
Sutor, is the King's Cave ; while a path above, leading

to the top of the precipice, is called the King's Path.

It is said to take its name from the shipwreck near it of

a traditional king of Denmark. His three sons, who
accompanied him, were drowned, and one was buried
at Nigg, another at Shandwick, and another at Hillton

of Cadboll in Fearu parish, and it was at their graves

that the sculptured stones at these places were erected.

The Nigg stone originally stood near the gate of the

parish burying-grouud, but having been blown down in

1725 was afterwards fixed to the eastern end of the

church. One side has a cross, with the usual knotted
sculpturing and various figures of men and animals.

That at Shandwick stood on the brow of an eminence,
behind the village, but was blown down during a violent

gale in 1847, and broken into three pieces. This also

bears on one side a cross, and is very similar in style to

the Nigg stone. A mile and a quarter SW of Shandwick
village is a green mound, with a so-called Danish camp on
the top. Near the brow of the Northern Sutor is a little

green knoll called Dunskaith, on which it is said that a

fort was erected by William the Lyon in 1179. The
view from this point is very fine, the entire Firth of

Cromarty and the rich country around lying spread out

as if on a map. From other points also, along tho

summit, the view of the Moray Firth and its shores is

equally good.

The drainage of the parish is carried off by a number
of small streams. The principal mansion is Bayfield

House. Besides Nigg village, at the church, the parish

contains, on the extreme NE, the fishing village of

Shandwick, and on the extreme SW the fishing villages

of Balnabradich and Balnapaling. In 1882 Shandwick
had 10 first-class, 6 second-class, and 2 third-class boats,

with 45 resident fisher men and boys, while the last two
had 2 first-class, 3 second-class, and 3 third-class boats,

with 25 resident fisher men and boys. There is a ferry

1 mile wide connecting the S of the parish with Cromarty,

and a road passes from the landing-placo northward
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towards Tain. Nigg station, on the Highland railway,
is in the parish of Logie-Easter, and 4 miles N of the
village of Nigg, which is by the ferry about 3 miles 1ST

by E of Cromarty. The parish is in the presbytery of
Tain and synod of Ross ; and the living is worth £380
a year. The parish church, which was built in 1626,
and has since been several times repaired, contains 425
sittings. One of the Episcopal ministers of the 17th
century figures in the Answer to Scotch Presbyterian
Eloquence Displayed, as telling his parishioners that in
eternity ' they would be immortalised, so that nothing
could hurt them : a slash of a broadsword could not
hurt you, saith he

;
nay, a cannon-ball would play but

baff on you.' In 1756 the parishioners had a three
years' struggle against an obnoxious presentee to the
church, and when at last he had gained his cause, and
four members of presbytery arrived to carry out his
induction, the church was found empty. ' Not a single
member of the congregation was to be seen. While in
a state of perplexity what to do in such a strange con-
dition, one man appeared who had it in charge to tell

them, " That the blood of the people of Nigg would be
required of them if they should settle a man to the walls
of the kirk," ' after which message he departed, leaving
the members of presbytery so much disturbed that they
referred the whole matter back to the General Assembly,
which, however, ordered the induction to be carried out.
The people, after struggling on for ten years by them-
selves, at length left the national church and became
seceders. The bold messenger was Donald Roy, an
ancestor of Hugh Miller, whose gifts of prayer and even
prophecy or second sight are still remembered in the
north. The Free church, erected soon after the Dis-
ruption, is f mile N of the Established church. One
of its ministers was John Swanson, the early and
intimate friend of Hugh Miller. A U.P. church, 1J
mile to the NE, built in 1871, is a Norman structure,
with a square tower, and contains 500 sittings. It
superseded an older and slightly larger church, built in
1803. The public schools of Nigg and Pitcalme, with
respective accommodation for 100 and 85 pupils, had
(1883) an average attendance of 50 and 43, and grants
of £48, 13s. and £37, 17s. 6d. Six proprietors hold
each an annual value of £500 or upwards. Valuation
(1860) £4971, (1884) £6502, 5s. Pop. (1801) 1443,
(1831) 1404, (1861) 1253, (1871) 1201, (1881) 1000.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.
Ninemilebum, a village, with a public school, in

Penicuik parish, Edinburghshire, on Monks Burn, near
Habbie's Howe, 4 miles SW by W of Penicuik town.

Ninewells, a mansion in Chirnside parish, Berwick-
shire, on the left bank of Whitadder Water, f mile S byW of Chirnside village. Embosomed in woods, it is a
handsome Tudor edifice of 1840-41, successor to an older
mansion, which was the boyish home, though not the
birthplace, of the historian and philosopher, David
Hume (1711-76), and his occasional residence after his
fame was won. It was the seat, too, of his nephew and
namesake, Baron Hume (175G-1838), the eminent writer
on criminal jurisprudence. The present proprietor,
James Alexander Ross-Hume, Esq. (b. 1851 ; sue. 1864),
holds 1024 acres in the shire, valued at £2162 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 34, 1864.

Nine-Wells. See Nevvburgh.
Nisbet, a small village in Crailing parish, Roxburgh-

shire, near the left bank of the river Teviot, with a
station on the Jedburgh branch of the North British
railway, 3 miles NNK of Jedburgh station. See
CRAILING.

Nisbet, a fine old castellated mansion, belonging to
Lord Sinclair, in Edrom parish, Berwickshire, licit- the
.oft bank of Blackadder Water, 24. miles SSE of Duns.— Ord. Sur., sh. 26, 1864. See HerdkansTON.
Nith (Novius of Ptolemy), a river mainly of Dumfries-

shire, but part I y also of Ayrshire and Kirkcudbrightshire
It rises at an altitude of 1 100 feet above sea-level, between
Enoch Hill (1365 feet) and Prickeny Hill (1676), 9 miles
S of the town of Cumnock. Thence it Hows 70$ miles
with a general south-south-easterly course, till, alter for

10^ miles expanding into an estuary with a channel 70
to 500 yards wide, it falls into the Solwav Firth, 14^
miles S by E of Dumfries, and 6 WNW of Silloth in

Cumberland. As the crow flies the distance from source

to mouth is only 42j miles. The first 15J miles of its

course belong to Ayrshire ; the last 16J divide Dumfries-
shire from Kirkcudbrightshire. It bounds or traverses

the parishes of New Cumnock, Kirkconnel, Sanquhar,
Durisdeer, Penpont, Morton, Closeburn, Keir, Dunscore,
Kirkmahoe, Holywood, Dumfries, Terregles, Troqueer,

Caerlaverock, Newabbey, and Kirkbean ; and in our
articles on these seventeen parishes full details are

given as to the towns, villages, mansions, ruins, and
other features of its course. Its principal affluents are

Afton Water, Kello Water, Crawick Water, Euchan
Water, Minnick Water, Enterkin Burn, Carron Water,
Cample Water, Scar Water, Duncow Burn, Cluden
Water, Cargen Pow, and Newabbey Pow, all thirteen

of which are noticed separately. The Nith contains

salmon, sea-trout, trout, herling, and grayling, but
is not so good a fishing stream as the Esk, the Liddel,

or the Annan. Like these it has been affected by the
salmon disease, 222 salmon having been found dead and
58 destroyed between 1 Jan. 1881 and 31 March 1882.

The Nith, till after it gets away from Ayrshire, is one
of the most cheerless of streams, sluggish and shallow,

seldom more than 15 feet wide, deeply tinctured with
moss, and rarely graced with plantation, greensward,
or even a bold bauk, to relieve the dreary monotony of

its moorland landscape. Its banks, till below Sanquhar,
though quite redeemed from the dreariness which
characterises them in Ayrshire, are simply agreeable,

consisting chiefly of a verdant vale overlooked by up-
lands of varied contour but little grandeur ; lower
down, they are exquisitely rich in many varieties of

landscape, now exhibiting a narrow acclivitous pass,

diversified with wood, escarpment, and rock, now
bursting into an expanse of valley, blooming as a
garden, and screened with warm-coloured and finely

outlined mountain-heights, and now presenting such
rapid alterations of slope, undulation', haugh, and hill,

as charm and surprise the eye, by the mingled wealth
and number of the transitions. For 3£ miles after

receiving the Scar, the river runs between the beautiful

grounds of Keir, slowly rising like a green and softly

wooded gallery on the one hand, and the fine expanse
of the luxuriant plain of Closeburn, darkly overhung
by the Qucensberry heights, on the other. It now be-

comes pent up for about 2 miles by the low and diversi-

fied terminations of spurs from the mountain -ranges on
the background ;

and, while traversing this space, it is

decked with mansion, park, wood, and lawn, amidst
nooks and recesses, hilly abutments and diversified

slopes, till picturesqueness becomes profuse and almost
excessive. On its clearing this sort of gorgeous pass

—

in the course of which the great Nithsdale road crosses

it by the well-known ' Auldgirth Brig,' which Carlyle's

father helped to build—the hills recede from it in

sweeps, describing the arc of a circle ; and while they
form soft and finely-featured screens which terminate on
the one side in the low green heights of Mouswald, and
on the other in the bold grand form of Criflel, they
enclose an oval plain of from 6 to 8 miles in breadth.

Along the middle of this, the joyous and pebbly
Nith runs, amidst constant verdure, multitudinous

gardens, and other elements of lovely landscape, to the

sea. Nowhere is the magnificence, or at least the rare

and romantic character, of the famous Solway 'bore'

displayed with finer effect than in the estuary of the

Nith. Owing principally to the tide's impetuosity,

the navigation of the river is difficult to seamen unac-

quainted with its peculiarities ; but it has been greatly

improved. (See Dumfries. ) The valley, all down from
New Cumnock to Dumfries, principally along its W
side, and generally very close to the stream, is traversed

by the Glasgow and South-Western Railway.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 14, 15, 9, 10, 6, 1863-64.

Nithsdale, the western one of the thrco great divisions

of Dumfriesshire, takes namo from its being drained
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and traversed bv tho river Nitli. It anciently compre-

hended the whole basin of the Nith, together with Borne

(ru ts beyond that hnsin ; and it was then, for some
time at least, culled Struthnith or Stranith. Its limits

varied at different times, and seem never to have been
exactly ili tint .1. At present it excludes all the parts of

tlie Nith basin within Ayrshire ami Kirkcudbrightshire,
\et i- Understood to include tracts in Dumfriesshire

exterior to thai basin, and drained by Loofaar Water.
Hut it is not a political rliviBiorj of territory, and does

BOl require tO be precisely defined. Its chief features,

from tlie boundary of Dumfriesshire with Ayrshire down
to tin Influx of the Nith into the Solway Firth, have
already been noticed in our account of the river Nith.

The soil of the greater ]>art of its arable lands is light

and dry ; capable, except in frost and snow, of being

ploughed at any period during winter; and well-fitted

for an early reception of seed. In most of the other

two divisions of the county the soil is wet, and, when
ploughed early in winter, is so apt to run into grass,

and to have corn sown on it choked, that it cannot,

without imprudence on the part of the husbandman,
receive the seed till spring. One plough on a farm in

Nithsdale will, In consequence, turn up nearly as much
ground as two will in the wet parts of the other districts.

( ra tag to so important a difference, the Nithsdale farms

are, in general, much larger than those of Annandale
and Eskdale.

In the reign of David I., Nithsdale, then called

Stranitli, was held by a Celtic chief of the name of

Dunegal, from Nvhom genealogists trace the descent of the

ted Randolph, Earl of Moray. Four sons of

Dunegal seem, after his death, to have shared his ex-

tensive possessions of Stranith
;
only two of whom

—

Randolph and Duvenald—can noNv be traced. Ran-
dolph, the eldest son, obtained the largest share, and,
as head of the family, was superior of the whole, trans-

mitting the designation of Lord of Stranith to his

posterity. He married Bethoc, the heiress of lands in

Teviotdale, and gave his name Randolph as a surname
to his descendants. Thomas Randolph, his grandson,

who was sheriff of Roxburgh in 1266 and chamberlain
of Scotland from 1267 to 1278, married Isabel, eldest

daughter of Robert Bruce, Earl of Carrick, and sister of

Robert Bruce, the restorer of the monarchy. Their son

was the famous Sir Thomas Randolph of Stranith, who,
for his eminent services, obtained from his uncle the

earldom of Moray, the lordship of Annandale, and other

estates. Duvenald, the younger son of Dunegal of

Stranith, appears to have obtained the barony of

Sanquhar, the lands of Morton, and some other posses-

sions in Upper Nithsdale ; and he was probably the

Duvenald who, along with Ulric, led the men of Gallo-

way at the Battle of the Standard in 1138, and fell in

the conflict. His descendants assumed, in the 13th

century, the surname of Edgar from the name of his

son ; and they continued in the 14th eentury to hold
various lands in Dumfriesshire. Richard Edgar, during
the reign of Robert Bruce, possessed the castle and half

the barony of Sanquhar, with some adjacent lands ; and
Donald Edgar obtained from David II. the captainship

of the clan Macgowan in Nithsdale.

Other considerable families were possessed at an early

period of lands in the district. Sir John Comyn held

the manors of Dalswinton and Duncow ; whilst the pro-

genitors of the Lords Maxwell possessed Caerlaverock,

and held out its ancient castle against many a stout

siege. Under Robert II. Nithsdale obtained new
superiors. Sir William Douglas, natural son of Sir

Archibald Douglas, Lord of Galloway, wedding Giles, the

daughter of the king, received Nvith her a grant of Niths-
dale, and was constituted sheriff of Dumfries. His only
child, his daughter Giles—called 'the Fair Maid of

Kithsdale,' who inherited her father's lordship and
Rhf-rifldorn— married, first, Henry Sinclair, Earl of

Orkney, and next, in 1418, Alexander Stewart, the son
of James, who was the brother of Robert II., and had
obtained from Robert Bruce the lands of Durisdeer.

Her son. by her first marriage, was William, Earl of
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Orkney, who inherited Nithsdale and the sheriffship of

Dumfries, but who, in 1455, was induced to resign them
to James II, for the earldom of Caithness. Sir Robert
Crichton of Sanquhar in 1457 is styled Vicecomes do
Nithsdale, and again in 1459 sheriff of Nithsdale;
and his son Robort obtained in 1464 from James
III. a confirmation of the sheriffship, and in 1468
a grant of the office of coroner of Nithsdale. The
two offices of sheriff and coroner, between the Restora-
tion and the Revolution, passed into the possession of

the Douglases of Drumlanrig. This family— whose
eventual identification with the Scotts of Buccleuch has
placed under the shadow of the united ducal coronets of
Buccleuch and Queensferry such magnificent portions of
Nithsdalo, Eskdale, Teviotdale, Ettrick-forest, and
other districts in the Border counties—continued to

hold tho offices till the abolition of hereditary jurisdic-

tions. In 1620, Robert, eighth Lord Maxwell, was
created Earl of Nithsdale. William, fifth Earl, taking
part with the Pretender in 1715, was attainted, and con-
demned to bo beheaded ; but, through the address and
courage of his Countess, the Lady Winifred Herbert, a
daughter of the Marquis of Powys, he made an extra-
ordinary escape from tho Tower.

Nitshill, a village in the SE corner of Abbey-Paisley
parish, Renfrewshire, near the right hank of Levern
Water, with a station on the Glasgow, Barrhead, and
Kilmarnock Joint railway, 2 miles NE of Barrhead, and

4f WSW of Glasgow. It has a Free church, a Roman
Catholic school, and chemical works (1807) ; and it is

largely inhabited by workers in neighbouring coal-mines
and quarries. Pop. (1841) 821, (1861) 1029, (1871) 986,

(1881) 1001.—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Nivingston, an estate, with a mansion, in Cleish

parish, Kinross-shire, 3 miles SSW of Kinross.

Noblehill, a village in Dumfries parish, Dumfriesshire,
1 mile E of the town.

Noblehouse, a farm in Newlands parish, Peeblesshire,

3 miles ESE of Linton, and 17 S by W of Edinburgh.
Once a famous posting establishment and inn, it now
has a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments.

Nochty, Water of, a rivulet in Strathdon parish, SW
Aberdeenshire, formed by two head-streams at an altitude

of 1263 feet, and running 4£ miles south-eastward to the
Don at Invernochty, opposite Strathdon church.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 75, 1876.

Noddle Burn. See Laegs.
Noe. See Glennoe.
Noltland Castle, a ruin near the northern coast of

Westray island, Orkney, 20 miles N of Kirkwall. By
some conjectured to have been built by Sir Gilbert Bal-

four, as a refuge for the Earl of Bothwell in the time of

Queen Mary, it much more likely was built by the
governor, bishop, or princely prelate Thomas de Tulloch
in 1420, towards the close of which century it was
besieged by Sir William Sinclair of Warsetter. It was
besieged again and captured by Earl Patrick Stewart,

and gave refuge to the last surviving officers of the
Marquis of Montrose's army, when it became a ruin,

periodically illuminated in celebration of the births

and marriages of the Balfours. Offering the mingled
character of palace and fortress, but seemingly never
completed, it now presents the appearance of a huge
grey oblong pile, with ranges of embrasures resemb-
ling tiers of port-holes, and with attached dismantled
masses of masonry. Its open quadrangle is entered

by an ornamental arched port ; and it includes, on tho
ground flat, a great hall 62 feet long and 24 wide,

overarched with a strong stone roof about 20 feet

high.

Noness, a coast village in Dunrossness parish, Shet-

land, 2 miles SSE of Sandwick.
Noop or Noup, a small bay and a headland on tho

NW coast of Westray island, Orkney. With a breadth
across the entrance of 4g miles, and a depth thence to

its inmost recess of 1§ mile, the bay looks northward so

as to be fully exposed to the fury of the Atlautic, and
is crossed by a reef, the Bow of RackNvick, which has
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proved fatal to many a vessel. Noop Head, flanking

the W side of the bay, projects north-westward from
an eminence called Noop Hill, has a hold beetling

character, and is sometimes designated the Stack of

Noop.
Noop or Noup of Noss. See Noss.
Noranside, an elegant mansion in Fearn parish,

Forfarshire, 3 furlongs from the left bank of Noran
Water, and 7 miles W by N of Brechin.

Noran Water, a Forfarshire stream, of Tannadice
parish mainly, but partly also of Fearn and Caraldston.

It is formed, at an altitude of 890 feet above sea-level,

by the confluence of two rivulets, the longer of which,

Trusty Burn, rising at 2160 feet, runs 3 miles south-

south-eastward. Noran Water itself flows 10£ miles

south-south-eastward and east-south -eastward, till, at a

point 4| miles WSW of Brechin and 140 feet above the

sea, it falls into the river South Esk. It traverses

picturesque scenery, and its clear rapid waters yield

capital trout-fishing.— Orel. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Norby, a village in Walls parish, Shetland, near

Sandness, and 32 miles WNW of Lerwick.

Normandykes, a military antiquity in the SW corner

of Peterculter parish, Aberdeenshire, crowning a gentle

eminence on the N side of the river Dee, opposite

several fords of the river, 7 miles WSW of Aberdeen.

It seems to have been a Roman camp, 938 yards in

length and 453 in breadth ; is wrongly believed by some
antiquaries to occupy or indicate the site of the ancient

town of Devana ; and has been so obliterated, as now to

be represented by only a small reach of dyke and ditch,

forming part of the fence of an adjoining field.

—

Orel.

Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Norman's Law. See Abdik.
Norries Law. See Largo.
Norriston, a quoad sacra parish in Monteith district,

S Perthshire, containing Thoiinhill village, 4 miles

WSW of Doune, and 9£ WNW of Stirling. Constituted

in 1877, it is in the presbytery of Dunblane and the

synod of Perth and Stirling. Its church, which originated

in an endowment by Gabriel Norrie about the year 1670,

was rebuilt in 1812, and contains 870 sittings. There
is also a Free church of Norriston. Pop. (1881) 1032,

of whom 635 were in the detached section of Kin-
cardine, 270 in Kil-

raadock, and 127

in Port of Mon-
teith.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 39, 1869.

North-Bar r,

Renfrewshire. See
Inchinnan.
North Berwick.

Berwick,
North.
North British

Railway, a railway
whose name was
first applied only
to the line from
Edinburgh to Ber-
wick, and now
forming thelargest
railway organisa-

tion, as regards mileage, in Scotland. The earliest sec-
tions of the North British railway, as now consolidated,
were the Monkland and Kirkintilloch, the second railway
in Scotland, opened in 1826, and the Ballochney, opened
in 1828, which, with the Slamannan, opened in 1840,
were amalgamated as one line in 1S4S, were afterwards
amalgamated with the Edinburgh and Glasgow and
came to the North British in 1865, as subsequently
noticed. A more direct portion of the original North
British was the Edinburgh and Dalkeith, which ranks
as the tilth railway in point of time in Scotland, and
which was opened in 1831. This line obtained some
celebrity under its title of the 'Innocent Railway,'
given to it by Dr Robert Chambers in one of his essays,
indicating its safety and slow-going character as com-

of North F.cruick

pared with lines on which locomotives were used. ' In the
very contemplation of the innocence of the railway you
find your heart rejoiced. Only think of a railway having
a board at all the stations forbidding the drivers to stop
by the way to feed their horses !' This railway, running
from Edinburgh to Dalkeith and Dalhousie, with
branches to Leith and Fisherrow, was 17J miles in
length. Prior to its absorption by the North British
in 1S45, it was used chiefly for the conveyance of coals

and farm products, but had also a regular service of
passenger omnibuses, drawn by horses. The branch
to Leith, and a part of the branch to Fisherrow, have
been put out of use, and form wooded mounds that may
some day puzzle the antiquary. The next portion of
the system was the Edinburgh and Glasgow, opened in

1841, and amalgamated with the North British in 1865,
having previously absorbed the Edinburgh and Bathgate
line (authorised in 1846) and the three early railways
previously named. In 1842 the Edinburgh, Leith, and
Granton railway was opened, and this was amalgamated
with the Edinburgh and Northern on the opening of that
line from Burntisland in Fife to Perth and Tayport (for

Dundee) in 1847, the latter being absorbed in the North
British in 1862, and being known as the Edinburgh,
Perth, and Dundee for the intervening fifteen years. The
railway which gives its title to the system was opened
in 1846, and consisted of the main line, 58 miles in

length, and the branch to Haddington, 5 miles. In the
previous year the powers of the Edinburgh and Hawick
Company had been acquired before any steps at con-
struction were taken, and this line (of which the utilised

section of the ' Innocent Railway ' formed a part) was
opened as an integral portion of the North British. By
the formation of the Border Union railway, Hawick to
Carlisle and the Border Counties, Hexham in Nor-
thumberland to Piiccarton (forming a junction there
with the preceding), and by the construction of many
branches, and the absorption of many lines independently
constructed, the North British became the large organisa-

tion embraced under that name.
The company, as consolidated, serves the whole of the

SE of Scotland from the Tay to the Tweed, and stretches

to several westerly points, besides holding in the N
a half share of the Dundee and Arbroath railway, the
lines by the coast to Montrose and Bervie, and running
powers to Aberdeen. Its southern termini are Berwick,
Hexham, Carlisle, and Silloth, and the other terminal
points to which it reaches are Airdrie, Wishaw, Hamilton,
Glasgow, Helensburgh, Larbert, Perth, and Bervie.

Besides this there are a number of branch and cross
lines that fill up the scheme, such as the branches to
Kelso (where the Berwick branch of the North-Eastern
railway is joined), to Langholm, Jedburgh, and Selkirk

;

the line from Newtown St Boswells to Earlston and Duns,
through Berwickshire to Reston on the main line ; the
branches to Gretna, Port Carlisle, and Silloth ; and the
line running from Galashiels to Innerleithen and Peebles,
with branch to Dolphinton, and returning to main line

at Eskbank. There are also short lines to Penicuik,
Rosliu, and Polton ; to North Berwick, Haddington,
Macmerry, Musselburgh, and Fisherrow harbour ; ami
the connecting link between South Leith and Portobello.
Those branches are all S of the Forth, in connection with
the main and Carlisle lines. Edinburgh forms a central
point in the system, at which all the main lines converge.
Westward, the lines are to Glasgow, to South Queens-
ferry (soon to form a part of the main route N on the
completion of the Forth Bridge) ; branches from tho
main Glasgow line to Bo'ncss, Grangemouth, and Larbert,
from the last of which tho Company holds running
powers to Perth; and tho southern route to Glasgow
(formed out of the Bathgate railway and late westward
continuations), with lines through tho coal district* t>Y

'

Airdrie and Slamannan. The company possesses^ Tfixif,

share of the City of Glasgow Union railway, and^s i|W
(1884) constructing a suburban connection in flUSgBj
largely underground, the object of the latter bfffig Ifyth.

to promote local city traffic and to obtain a quieKer
route from Helensburgh, etc., to tho chief station in
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the city. The lines running Immediately out <>f Olaa-

I
'a are t!i— tn Helensburgh, Marvhill, Strathblano,

fullearn, eta The latesl addition here is tho lino to
AU ifovle, through the 'Rob Roy' country. A branch
hiiis from Dumbarton to Balloch (.lamostown) on tho
shore of Loch Lomon.l, and there joins tho Forth and
Clyde line, from Halloch through tho Buchanan country
to Stilling, made in 1S54, and based to tho North
British in 1871. The company owns tho lino from Stir-

ling t.» Dunfermline and Thornton (with branch to

Oambttl and Alva), also from Alloa by Dollar and Kin-
It) bo Ladybank, the main route from Burntisland to

Perth and Tayport (for Dundee), tho East of Fife lino

from Thornton to Anstruthcr, a branch from Lcuehars to

81 Audit us, a branch from the Bame junction to New-
port to join theTay Bridge, and a lino between Now-
porl and Tayport. Tho Anstruthor and St Andrews
railway, when complete, will givo railway communi-
cation to Crail and tho East Nouk of Fife. From

ttered nature of tho numerous branches, the
working of tho lino is of an involved and intricate

nature, ami although the mileage of lino is the largest

in Smt laud, tho revenue of tho railway is less than
that of tho Caledonian railway. Tho railway, at tho
beginning of 1S84, consisted of 425 J miles of double
line, 570 miles of single line, 32 miles of tho Union
Canal (which had been purchased by the Edinburgh and
Glasgow in 1818), and ferries over the Forth at Qucens-
fi rry and Burntisland, and over tho Tay from Tayport
to Broughty Ferry, about 8 miles in all. In addition to

this the company work other lines of 57£ miles, and run
trains over 122J miles of 'foreign' railways, making a
total of over 1200 miles of public communications
directly or partly in tho control of tho company. At
January 1884 tho capital expenditure of tho com-
pany amounted to £32,533,313, consisting of shares

£24,456,525, debenture stocks £6,145,933, loans

£1,686,691, premiumsreceived on issue of stock £231,040,
and balance due £13,122. The remarks made on the
capitalof theCaledonian RailwayCompany(vol. i., p. 219)
apply equally to this account of capital, and need not be

!. The actual money spent on the North British
railway probably does not amount to thirty millions.

In the half-year last reported the company carried

827,804 first class, 354,525 second class, and 8,085,066
third class passengers, making, with 7988 season tickets,

a total of 9,275,383 passengers, yielding, with mails and
parcels, a revenue of £489,697. The goods and mineral
traffic, with live stock, yielded a revenue of £835,801,
giving a total revenue of 1J million of money for the
half-year. This traffic required the services of 573
locomotive engines, 1754 passenger vehicles, 32,062
waggons of various kinds, besides steamers at Burnt-
island, Qneensferry, and Tayport, to conduct tho ferry

traffic. Including the steamer passages, this plant
traversed, in the passenger department, 2,407,293 train

miles, and in goods service, 3,273,276 train miles, being
a total of 5, 901 , 1 77 miles. The revenue earned amounted
to 54 94d. per train mile, the rate being 45'99d. in the
passenger traffic and 61 '99d. in the goods traffic. The
affairs of the company arc administered by a board of
thirteen directors.

The outline of the railway given in the foregoing brief

narrative of its origin and extent shows that the com-
pany commands a large and important district. As a
local line it has entire control of the counties of Berwick,
Roxburgh, Haddington, Edinburgh, and Fife, and it

competes with the Caledonian for through or local traffic

at the principal places in Scotland. Owning the shortest
and most level route between Edinburgh and Glasgow,
as well as a subsidiary route by Bathgate and Coatbridge,
it offers the best means of communication between these
cities, but under an arrangement made when the Tay
Bridge was projected, the traffic between these places is

divided between the companies in fixed proportions
without reference to the actual number carried by each.

As regards London, the North British forms an integral

part of the East Coast route by York, Newcastle, and
Berwick, completed in 1850 when the Queen opened the
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Victoria, bridge at Berwick; and tho 'Flying Scot*man'
between Edinburgh and London, performing tho distance
between the eilies in 9.J hours, is one of tho fastest trains

in the world. Through tho lino vid Hawick to Carlisle,

tho North British also forms a part of tho Midland route
to England; tho trains northward from London, etc.,

forking at Carlisle, westward by tho Glasgow and South-
western, and eastward by tho North British. Through
Fil'o, besides a monopoly of local service, the company
maintains trains to Perth and tho north, the ferry, how-
ever, rendering this route but little favoured by through
travellers. A better competition with the north is

maintained by a special servico of trains to Perth vid
Stirling, under tho running powers conferred on the
company when the Scottish Central, the neck of the
railway system of Scotland, was absorbed in the Cale-

donian. In the same way, a rival service is maintained
to Aberdeen over the Dundee and Arbroath and Arbroath
and Montroso lines, with running powers beyond, the
last secured to tho company on the absorption of the
Scottish North -Eastern by the Caledonian. The rivalry

of the two companies is, in brief, the principal feature

of Scottish railway organisation, the public reaping the

benefit in numerous and rapid trains, and keen com-
petition for goods and mineral traffic—a rivalry not
always beneficial to the shareholders, but of late years
having been modified to their manifest advantage.

In tho construction of the North British, there have
been many considerable engineering works, including
the great bridges over the Tay and the Forth to be sub-

sequently noticed. The original line, Berwick to Edin-
burgh, presents no extensive works, though offering to

the traveller some highly picturesque glimpses as it

touches the sea near Berwick and at Dunbar, and passes

the defilo of Peascbrig. The Border Counties line, from
Hexham in Northumberland to Riccarton (with branch
to Rothbury and Morpeth), takes the traveller through
a district of great interest, and climbing over the Cheviot
Hills crosses the Border at a high elevation. From
Carlisle northward to Hawick the line is not important
in any engineering sense, but in the ascent and descent

of tho watersheds and the passage of Whitrope tunnel
tho lino shows gradients and curves which rendered the

use of ' bogie ' engines a matter of necessity in working
the fast express trains. The summit-level at Falahill

is frequently in winter the scone of obstructions from
snow drifts. As this line passes through the Scott

country and the scenes of Border story, it attracts large

numbers of visitors annually, especially to Melrose (for

Melrose and Dryburgh Abbeys and Abbotsford), Kelso,

Jedburgh, etc., also to Selkirk, Innerleithen, and Peebles

for angling in St Mary's Loch and the many fine streams

throughout the district, and on the local lines to Roslin

Chapel, etc. Between Edinburgh and Glasgow, the

main line is a notable and costly engineering work, it

having been made before the power of locomotives to

overcome gradients and curves was properly understood.

It includes two extensive stone viaducts over the Almond
and Avon, and the cuttings and tunnel near Winchburgh
were made at immense cost. The trains suffer from
delay in entering Glasgow by a very long tunnel with

an incline so steep that it must be worked by a rope

and stationary engine. To overcome this delay as

regards the Dumbartonshire and local Stirlingshire

traffic, the suburban route in Glasgow already described

was projected. Tho Edinburgh and Glasgow line

passes close to Linlithgow, a favourite resort to visit

tho royal palace there, but in too many places, par-

ticularly at Falkirk, the line avoids the towns, partly

from the desire to make straight as well as level runs on

the railway, and partly from the idea in those early

times that the vicinity of a railway was not desirable.

The town of Falkirk is best reached by the Grahamston
station on the Larbert junction line, the station being

actually in the town, while that on the main Glasgow
line is about 2 miles distant. At Cowlairs the company
maintains large engineering and carriage building works,

where about 2000 persons are employed. The Fifeshire

section of the system is devoid of engineering importance,
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but at the ferry between Granton and Burntisland there is

an ingenious contrivance perfected by Sir Thomas Bouch
in IS 51, under which goods trains are shipped and un-
shipped at any state of the tide on large steamers built

for the purpose. A movable platform, level above aud
diagonal below, is raised or lowered on a sloping face to

the necessary level, and from it flying booms in pairs

carry the rails forward to meet the stern of the vessel.

The steamers used are large and broad, and are built

with separate engines for each paddle, so as to leave the
centre of the deck free to receive waggons on several

lines of rails over its whole length. The movable plat-

form is raised or lowered by steam, and the waggons, in

trains of five or six, are run on and off by chains
worked by the stationary engine. The first vessel, the
Leviathan, built by Napier of Glasgow, is still in use,

but other and larger ' floating railways ' have since been
built. With the exception of such slight accidents as

are perhaps inevitable in working such a system, it has
been used daily in all weathers, and with unqualified
success during the whole period since it was con-
structed. A project to adapt the same system at
Queensferry was made in 1861 by Bouch, but was not
carried out, and then efforts were directed towards
bridging the two rivers. Those works are so inti-

mately associated with the engineer who first devised
them that their story may best be told in the words
of the memoir of that distinguished engineer, pub-
lished by the Institution of Civil Engineers after his

death in 1880 :—
'After the floating railway, already described, had

come into operation, Mr Bouch's attention was drawn
to the desirability of having a more direct connection
between the north and south of Scotland, by carrying
uninterrupted railway communication across the two
estuaries of the Forth and the Tay. Taking the Forth
first, besides laying out the scheme for a railway ferry
at Queensferry, he projected the Glasgow and North
British railway, plans for which were lodged in 1864,
and in which it was proposed to cross the estuary by a
fixed bridge. This was proposed to be 3 miles long,
and was to extend from the south side to a point called
the Stacks, about a mile above Charleston on the Fife
shore, the piers consisting of wrought-iron cylinders
supported on a wide base on the silt bottom of the river.

An experimental pier for this bridge was prepared and
partly sunk to its place, attracting much attention
amongst professional men at the time. The bridge was
to have been 125 feet above high-water level, and five

of its spans were to have been 500 feet each, to cross
the fairway of the river. After considerable progress
had been made with the experimental pier, the project
was abandoned, on the failure of Mr Hodgson's policy
as chairman of the North British railway. The question
of bridging the Forth was, however, not lost sight of by
Mr Boueh,_who in 1873, after the Tay Bridge had been
begun, projected a design of a much bolder character.
He removed the point of crossing to Queensferry, where
the width was much reduced, but the depth much in-

creased. Taking advantage of the island of Inchgarvie,
in the middle of the estuary, as a foundation for a
central pier, he proposed to cross the deep-water channels
on each side by two spans of 1600 feet each, elevated

Each
4 by su

and their to

of 600 feet.

pan was to be
ns, having a deflection of

iry for railway traffic being
one lattice girders. The
columns, strongly braced,
ie foundation was upwards
promised by this scheme

were so great that the several railway companies, both
English and Scotch, who were interested in tho traffic

on the eastern side of the kingdom, eagerly professed
their willingness to support it, if it were practicable :

but on account of the unexampled boldness of the
design, they stipulated that it should be submitted to the
opinion of some of the highest engineering authorities
in the kingdom. Accordingly a committee of four
eminent engineers, Sir John Hawkshaw, Messrs W. H.

Barlow, G. P. Bidder, and T. E. Harrison, was ap-

pointed for the purpose ; and at their suggestion an
elaborate investigation of the proposed design, in full

theoretical and practical detail, was undertaken by Mr
W. H. Barlow and Dr Wm. Pole, assisted on some
points by the Astronomer Royal, Sir G. B. Airy. Their
report was given on the 30th June 1873, and it was
so favourable that the four referees pronounced an
unqualified approval of the plan. They said: "It
affords us great satisfaction to be able to give our
sanction to a work of so imposing a character, and
to express our high approval of the skill, scientific

research, and practical knowledge which have been

brought to bear upon the elaboration of this interest-

ing work."
' Some years elapsed, in consequence of financial diffi-

culties, before the scheme took a practical shape, but in

1878 a company was formed, the contracts for the Forth

Bridge were let, and on the 30th September in that

year the works were formally begun.
' Although Mr Bouch had, as early as 1849, expressed

his determination to bridge both estuaries, it was not

till 1863 that the first proposal for a Tay Bridge was
made public, and not till July 1870 that the bill for

this purpose received the royal assent. As originally

designed, the Tay Bridge differed in some of its details

from the scheme ultimately carried out. As eventually

built, the bridge was within a few yards of 2 miles long :

it consisted of eighty-five spans, namely, seventy-two in

the shallow water on the north and south sides varying

from 29 to 145 feet ; and thirteen larger spans over the

fairway channel, two of these being 227 feet, and eleven

245 feet wide. The rails rested on the upper members of

the girders generally, but on the lower members of the

thirteen large spans. The system of wrought-iron

lattice girders was adopted throughout, Mr Bouch
adhering to the form of construction which had been

successfully employed in other works designed by him.

The piers were originally intended to be of brickwork,

but after the fourteen nearest the south shore had been

thus erected, the fifteenth showed a failure of the

anticipated foundation, which led to the abandonment
of brick and the introduction, of iron. In the lesser

piers the group of pillars consisted of four of 12 inches

diameter, and for the larger spans six pillars were used,

disposed in two triangular groups of three each, and
stiffened with cross bracing. After many vicissitudes

and delays caused by unexpected difficulties in carrying

out the work, the line was completed continuously from

shore to shore on the 22nd of September 1877, after which

date there was a heavy ballast traffic across the river, test-

ing the carrying power of the bridge in a satisfactory way.

The inspection of the work by Major-General Hutchin-

son, R. E., on behalf of the Board of Trade occupied

three days, and on the 31st of May 1878, the bridge was

opened with much ceremony and rejoicing, the engineer

being presented with the freedom of the town of Dundee.

Traffic on the bridge was at once begun, and a direct

service of trains from Edinburgh and Glasgow to Aber-

deen was organised, saving much time and inconvenience

by the abandonment of the ferry crossing and the

double change of conveyance it involved. The improve-

ment was fully appreciated by the public, and in June

1879 the Queen crossed the bridge on her journey south-

wards from Balmoral. As a mark of royal approval of

the striking achievement of the engineer, the Queen
commanded the attendance of Mr Bouch at Windsor,

and on the 26th of Juno 1879, he received the honour of

knighthood.
'The traffic was continued uninterruptedly till the

evening of Sunday the 2Sth of December 1879, when a
violent hurricane arose, and during the passage of a train

from Edinburgh across the bridge, the central portion fell

into the river, carrying with it the entire train and its

load of about seventy passengers, all of whom lost their

lives. An inquiry was instituted by the Board of

Trade into the circumstances of tho accident, the

evidence showing much conflict of opinion as to its

cause. There could be no doubt, howover, of the
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HoimI unprecedented violence of tlio pale, and Sir

Thomai Bouch strongly held the opinion that under
tlu> loivo some part ol tlif train hud loll the rails, which
In- considered would amply account tor tlio disaster.

Ho had tor some time not been well, and under the

hook and distress of mind canted by the casualty his

health more rapidly gave way, and ho died at Molfut

0.1 the :iOth of October 1880. In his death the pro-

Icsston has to 1. mi. nt our who, though oerhaps carry-

ing his works nearer to the margin of safety than

many other* would liavo done, displayed boldness,

originality, and resource in a high degree, and hore a

dianngniahed part in the later development of the

railway system.
' One unfort unatc etrect of the disaster was to paralyse

the operations that had been favourably going on to-

wards the Larger project of crossing the estuary of the

forth. The public had, for the moment, lost faith in

large iron bridges ; the Hoard of Trade mado larger

demands of security, and the Forth Bridge Company,
rather than persevere in so bold a scheme in the lace of

a temporarily unfavourable phase of public opinion,

resolved to abandon the undertaking, or at least to

wail till a more convenient season for its further prose-

cution.'

Within two years of tho fall of the Tay Bridge the

North British Railway Company obtained an act

authorising the construction of a new viaduct, differing

in many points of detail from the original structure.

Starting from nearly the same points N and S, the

new bridge stands about 50 yards W of the old. In the

number and arrangement of spans it is identical, and in

the method of sinking the foundations and bringing up
the structure above high -water mark the process is the

same. It differs (1st) in being a double instead of a

sitiL'le line, by which the lateral stability and carrying

capacity are increased
;
(2d) in the upper structure being

in solid plates of malleable iron, instead of groups of cast

iron columns ; and (3d) in being less in elevation above

high water o.s.t. The reduction in the height caused

an obligation to be imposed on the company to tow all

vessels proceeding to Perth or elsewhere above bridge.

The engineer of this bridge is Mr Barlow, and its

estimated cost £800,000.
Although under the Act of 1878 the Forth Bridge

was formally begun as already stated, no steps were

taken to carry on the work, and the destruction of the

Tay Bridge caused the scheme as designed by Sir

Thomas Bouch to be abandoned, and a new design to

be prepared. This was done by Mr Fowler, who made
several very important alterations, although, as before,

the two spans of 1600 feet crossing tho fairways of the

river, remain necessary features of the design. As in

the case of the Tay Bridge, the structure provides a

double line, and in the wider spans these are built inde-

pendently and separated by a distance of 100 feet, with

lateral bracings connecting them, so that additional

stability is thus secured. The bridge is approached by
a long viaduct of 30 spans on the lattice girder principle,

and in the two main spans the suspension principle has

been abandoned, those spans being instead constructed

in a semi-circular form below on the cantilever principle.

In this case also a reduction in height was authorised by

the Act, and from the careful tests taken, and the

determination of the board to make a structure im-

movable by any hurricane within experience, the bridge

possesses high elements of stability. Athough this

structure has been noticed under the North British

Railway, it does not belong to that company, being

independently promoted under a guarantee for traffic

and dividend to which the Great Northern, Midland,

North-Eastern, and North British Railways are parties.

The North British is charged with the duty of working
the bridge and its connecting lines at 50 per cent, of the

gross traffic, while the various companies, besides a

guarantee for the dividend, are bound to direct a stated

amount of traffic to the bridge.

Another work of engineering importance is the bridge

ever the Esk at Montrose. This bridge as designed by
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Bouch failed, owing to tho bad foundation furnished by
tho ' back-sands,' and considerable expense was incurred
in erecting a now lattice girder bridge, which was
opened in 1882. A fine iron bridge, designed by Bouch,
crosses tho Drydcn burn on tho Edinburgh and Rosslyn
line, and the bridge crossing the Tweed below Melrose,
carrying the railway to Earlston, is an imposing stone
Structure, and as it carries a single line only it appears
very slender owing to its great height, and having
shown somo indications of yielding at one end, the
piers have been strongly re-in forced there.

The character of the traffic borne by the North British
railway is much diversified. As a passenger line it ranks
first in Scotland, a larger proportion of its revenuo being
derived from this source than is tho case with its great
rival lino tho Caledonian. It is the sole means of rail-

way communication over a very largo district, and in the
denser parts of the country it maintains a lively com-
petition with the othor lines. In mineral traffic it has
connection with docks or harbours at Leith (by two
lines), Bo'ness, Burntisland, Charleston, Glasgow (by
the Stobcross docks), Silloth, etc. It has considerable

fish traffic from Dunbar, Eyemouth (to which a railway
is about to be made), Granton, Anstruther, etc. Its

tourist district embraces the Scott country, and such
interesting historical places as Locbleven, Dunfermline,
Falkland, St Andrews, and Linlithgow. Its import-
ance as a part of the shortest and swiftest route from
Edinburgh to London, and as the best line from Edin-
burgh to Glasgow, has already been adverted to, and
over both those lines it conducts an important part of

the postal service. The history of the North British

has been one of many vicissitudes. In Mr Richard
Hodgson it possessed a man of great energy and fore-

sight, and his endeavours to realise a gigantic and well-

compacted system plunged the company into serious

financial difficulties, which formed the subject of a
special investigation in 1867. It is one of the features

of the later history of the company, that most of Mr
Hodgson's ideas have since been carried out. By great

boldness he secured the access to Carlisle from Hawick,
which, had it fallen into the hands of the Caledonian,
would have made the now picturesque and favourite
' Waverley Route ' a cul de sac. On Mr Hodgson's
downfall the company secured a man of no less ability

and courage in Mr Stirling of Kippcndavie, who, for

fifteen years, ruled the destinies of the railway. It was
under his direction that the company pushed into the
great Lanarkshire coalfield by tho ' Coatbridge under-
taking,' which made the Edinburgh and Bathgate
railway a through line, and by special lines running
to Hamilton, etc. The Glasgow connection was
strengthened by the construction of the Stobcross

docks and connecting lines, while northward the con-

struction of the Forth and Tay Bridges, the acquire-

ment of one-half of the Dundee and Arbroath, the new
railway to Montrose, and the purchase of the Eervie

line indicate a policy pointing to a direct route to

Aberdeen and the north, entirely independent of those
' running powers ' from Larbert to Perth, and from
Arbroath to Aberdeen, already held as the fruits of

keen parliamentary strife. At the beginning of 1879
the company seemed to be approaching an end of its

difficulties, but the fall of the Tay Bridge, and the
consequent loss of traffic and money, caused the fortunes

of the company again to droop. A revival speedily

followed, however, and in the spring of 1883 the

'ordinary' stock obtained a dividend of 5 per cent, a

rate which had not been paid since 1848, and which was
in 1884 increased to 5J per cent. During thirteen of

the intervening years no dividend was paid on that

stock, although as a rule all the 'preference ' dividends

have been fully paid. In 1848, it may be stated, the

entire capital receiving dividend was £1,080,000, while

in 1884 the capital was over thirty-two millions, the
' ordinary ' capital above referred to as then receiving

5J per cent, being over four millions aud a half. A
part of the recent policy of the company has been bo

encourage the formation of local lines, and after their
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execution and working have been tested, to absorb them
into the system under terms more or less favourable.

Under various heads throughout this work (Border
Counties Railway, Berwickshire Railway, etc.,

etc.) will be found particulars of a number of railways

which have been in this way amalgamated with the

North British.

North Bute. See Bute, North.
Northesk. See Musselburgh.
Northrield, an estate, with an elegant mansion, in

Annan parish, Dumfriesshire, on the left bank of the

river Annan, 1 mile N of the town.
North Isles, the northern one of the three presbyteries

of Orkney, comprehending the quoad eivilia parishes of

Shapinshay, Rousay and Egilshay, Stronsay, Cross and
Burness, Lady, and Westray and Papa, with the quoad
sacra parishes of Eday and North Ronaldshay. Pop.

(1871) 9312, (1881) 9373, of whom 860 were communi-
cants of the Church of Scotland in 1878.

Northmaven, a parish of Shetland, comprehending
the northernmost part of Mainland, with a number of

neighbouring islets, and containing Hollswiek village,

on the W side of Ura Firth, 17 miles NNW of Voe,
and 36 NNW of Lerwick, under which it has a post

office. In shape resembling an isosceles triangle with
north-north-eastward apex, it is connected at its southern
corner with the rest of Mainland by an isthmus only
100 yards wide ; and even this is nearly all submerged
by spring tides. Its utmost length, from N by E to S
by W, is 17 miles ; its utmost breadth is 11 miles ; and
its land area is 76i square miles, or 49,037 acres. The
principal islets are Nibon, Uyea, and Lamba ; and
most of them afford good pasture, but all are unin-
habited. The Mainland district, except at the isthmus
connecting it with Dclting parish, is completely sur-

rounded by the sea. Deeply indented by Ura Firth,

Ronas Voe, Burra Voe, Colla Firth, Gluss Voe, and
other bays or voes, it has nearly everywhere a bold and
rock-bound coast, so engirdled by skerries, towering
islets, and fantastically-outlined rocks as at all times,

but especially in a storm, to preseut grandly picturesque
and romantic scenery. Portions of the W coast, in

particular, consist of stupendous crags, rising rapidly to

a height of 300 and 500 feet above sea-level, and seem-
ing to have been rather rent by storm and billow than
torn by volcano or upheaved by earthquake. Islets or

other objects of still more remarkable appearance bear
the names of Drongs, Scraada, Doreholm, Ossa-Skerry,
and Maiden-Skerry. Fethaland Point in the extreme
N, and Esha Ness in the extreme SW, are the principal

headlands ; and the former terminates a small penin-
sula, enclosed by a stone fence. Numerous fresh-water
lakes of no great size are scattered over the moors, whose
general surface is hilly, broken, and rough, attaining
389 feet at the Skiurds, 567 near White Grunafirth,
and 1475 at precipitous Ronas Hill—the highest sum-
mit in Shetland. The rocks, from Ronas Voe to Ura
Firth, are chiefly Old Red sandstone and limestone, of
coarse description ; elsewhere they include granite,
syenite, gneiss, syenitic greenstone, diallage, and por-
phyry. Chromate of iron occurs in places, but not of
the best quality ; and agates and garnets are found.
The soil in some spots along the coast is light and
sandy, in others is loamy or clayey ; and over most of
the interior is moss immediately incumbent on solid
rock. Almost everywhere it is very thin. The arable
lands are chiefly scattered pendicles around the bays or
elsewhere near the shore, and probably not more than
one-tenth of the entire area is under cultivation. The
crofters, indeed, pay more attention to fishing than to
agriculture. The chief antiquities are a chain of rude
watch-towers, remains of Piets' houses, and ruins of two
pre-Rcformation churches at Ollaberry and North Roe.
Four proprietors hold each an annual value of more, and
2 of less, than £100. Northmaven is in the presbytery
of Olnafirth and the synod ol Shetland ; the living is

worth £233. The parish church, at Hillswick, was
built in 1733, and, as reseated in 1825, contains 600
sittings. Other places of worship are an Established

chapel of ease and a U.P. church at Ollaberry, a Con-
gregational chapel at Sullam (1828 ; 160 sittings), and a
\V~esleyan chapel at North Roe (1828 ; 208 sittings).

Five public schools—North Roe, Ollaberry, Sullam,
Tangwick, and Urafirth, with respective accommoda-
tion for 80, 72, 45, 60, and 60 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 48, 42, 19, 41, and 37, and grants
of £51, 16s., £48, 9s., £28, 8s., £34, 16s., and £47,
12s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £1715, (1884) £2352, 12s. 9d.

Pop. (1801) 2045, (1S31) 23S6, (1861) 2585, (1871) 2602,

(1881) 2269.

North Medwin. See Medwin.
Northmuir, a village in Kirriemuir parish, Forfar-

shire, 1 mile N by W of the town. Top. (1861) 319,

(1871) 337, (1881) 315.

North of Scotland Railway, Great. See Great
North of Scotland Railway.
North Queensferry. See Queensferry.
North-Water-Bridge, a hamlet near the mouth of

North Esk river, at the boundary between Forfar and
Kincardine shires, with a station on the Bervie branch
of the North British railway, 3J miles N of Montrose,
and with a post office under Laurencekirk.

North-West Castle. See Stranraer.
North Yell. See Yell, North.
Norton, an estate, with a modern mansion, in Eatho

parish, Edinburghshire, 1 mile N by Wof Ratho village.

Noss, an island of Bressay parish, Shetland, 1 furlong

E of Bressay island, from which it is separated by a

narrow and dangerous sound. Triangular in shape, it

has an utmost length and breadth of lg mile, and is

reckoned one of the most fertile and pleasant islands in

Shetland. A promontory on its E side is called Noss
Head. But the most interesting object connected with
it, and one of the greatest curiosities in Shetland, is a

holm or islet on its SE side, called the Holm of Noss.
This islet, only 500 feet long, 170 broad, and 160 high,

is perfectly mural, rising sheer up to its greatest altitude

on all sides from the sea, and possessing a level and
richly-swarded surface. The opposite rock on Noss
island is also mural, and of the same height as the

Holm ; and is separated from it by a channel 240 feet

wide. In former years a wooden trough or cradle

suspended to ropes and made to acquire a sliding

motion, with sufficient capacity to convey a man and
one sheep at a time, served to keep the Holm in com-
mand as a valuable piece of sheep pasture. Off the E
coast a rock called the Noup of Noss towers up like a

stupendous tower, and attains, on one side, a precipitous

and almost perpendicular height above sea-level of 592
feet. Pop. (1841) 24, (1861) 14, (1871) 24, (1881) 3.

Noss Head, a bold rocky promontory on the S side of

Keiss or Sinclairs Bay, 3J miles NNE of Wick, Caith-

ness. A little W of it stand the ruins of Ca.stle-

Girnigoe and Sinclair, the ancient stronghold of the

Earls of Caithness. From the cove or small bay of

Mursligoe, frequented by seals, a dry passage leads

through a rock into a vast cave under Noss Head. A
lighthouse, built in 1849 at a cost of £12,149, stands

on Noss Head, with its lantern elevated 175 feet above
the level of the sea. Its light is a revolving light,

attaining its brightest state once in every half-minute,

visible at a distance of 18 nautical miles, and red from

NE £ N to WNW in a N direction, but of the natural

appearance from other quarters. The lighthouse is in

N latitude 58° 28' 38", and in W longitude 3° 3' 5".—
Ord. Sur., sh. 116, 1878.

Nothland Castle. See Noltland.
Noth, Tap o'. See Rhynie.
Noup Bay. See Noop.
Noup of Noss. See Noss.
Novar, an estate, with a mansion, in Alness parish,

Ross-shire, mar the NW shore of the Cromarty Firth,

and 1£ mile N of Novar station on the Highland rail-

way, this being miles NE of Dingwall. Backed liy

wooded heights, the mansion is a handsome edifice, with
a large collection of valuable works of art, and with
charming grounds, which were much improved and
adorned by Sir Hector Munro, K.C. B., whose victory of
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Boxai (1764) placed Hindustan nt tho foot of llio

English. The estate belongs now to his great-grandson,
i; Q Munro-Ferguson, Baa. of Raith.—Ord. mm-., sh.

»3, 1SS1.

Nungate. Bm 11 aiuunoton.
Nunlumta House, a mansion in Foulden pariah, Ber-

wickshire, milos S by K of Avion. Anciently held
bv the nbht'v of I>ryhurgh, the estate was purchased in

1870 bv Mr WUkifl of Foijldbn for £8560.

—

Ord. Sur.,
sh. 34, 1804.

Nuuraw Castle, a mansion at the NE border of Car-
v..ld pari-h, Haddingtonshire, h mile liSH of Garvald
village, 81 milea ENE of Gilford, ami 7 S by E of East
Linton. Standing on tho western cdgo of a deep and
on Ipitona glen, it was built about tho middle of the
16th i rntury tm a peelhouso or fortaliceon lands belong-
ing to the Cistercian nunnery of Auuuy, near Hadding-

ton. Although it has been modernised, it still is a fine old

building. The work of renovation laid bare tho painted
ceiling of its old refectory, bearing date 1461, and em-
blazoned with the arms of the kings of Arragon, Navarre,
Egypt, etc. The estate was purchased from R, J. A. Hay,
Esq, of Linplum, in 1880, by Walter Wingate Hay, Esq.
(b. lSMi).—Onl. Sur., sh. 33, 1803. See John Small's

Castles and Mansion:; of the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Nunton, a village on Bonbecula island, South Uist
parish, Outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire, 18 miles SSW
of Lochmaddy. It takes its name from an ancient nun-
nery, which was demolished to furnish building material

for tho mansion and ollicos of tho principal landowner
of the parish ; and it has a post office under Lochmaddy,
and a branch of tho Commercial Bank.

Nybster, a coast village ia Wick parish, Caithness,

10 miles N of Wick town.

OA,
a headland and a quoad sacra parish in Kildal-
ton parish, Islay island, Argyllshire. The head-
land, Hanking the S side of Ijaggan I iay , 3J
miles NW of Port Ellen and 7£ S of Bowinore,

overlooks the E side of the entrance of Loch Indal ; has
B beetling, lofty, imposing character ; is crowned with
the ruins of DuNAIDH Castle; was originally called
Keannoath ; is now called the Mull of Oa ; and often
gives its name of Oa to much or all of the entire south-
eastern peninsula of Islay. The quoad sacra parish,
which comprises the southern part of that peninsula,
and which has for its post-town either Port Ellen or
Bowmore under Greenock, was constituted first by the
ecclesiastical authorities, next in 1849 by the court
of teinds. It is in the presbytery of Islay and Jura
and the synod of Argyll ; its minister's stipend is

£120, with a manse and a glebe worth £12 and £6
a year. The church was built at the expense of
government in the first half of the present century.
Pop. (1871) 307, (1881) 247, of whom 210 were Gaelic-
speaking.

Oakbank, a village, with oil-works, in Kirknewton
parish, Edinburghshire, close to Midcalder Junction.
Pop. (1871) 355, (1881) 506.

Oakfield. See Beath.
Oakley, a village at the mutual border of Carnock

parish, Fife, and Culross parish, Perthshire, with a
station on the Stirling and Dunfermline branch of the
North British railway, 4g miles W by N of Dunferm-
line. Built in connection with the Forth or Oakley
Iron-works (1846), it chiefly consists of stone, one-story,
slated dwelling-houses, disposed in rows, with interven-
ing spaces more than double the breadth of the streets

of the New Town of Edinburgh ; and Iras a post office

under Dunfermline, St Margaret's Roman Catholic
church (1843), and a public school. The iron-works,
now stopped, had six furnaces, with stalks 180 feet

high ; and the engine-house was built of a very beauti-
ful sandstone, with walls so deeply founded and so
massive as to comprise 60,000 cubic feet of atone below
the surface of the ground. Pop. (1861) 1817, (1871)
1127, (1881) 312, of whom 92 were in Culross.—On*.
Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Oakshawhead. See Paisley.
Oakwood Tower, a ruined baronial fortal ice in Selkirk

parish, Selkirkshire, on the right bank of Ettrick Water,

4i miLe3 SW of Selkirk town. It belonged in the 13th
century to the famous wizard, Sir Michael Scott of
Balweap.ie, in the 16th to Wat Scott of Harden ; and
is now the property of Lord Polwarth.—Ord. Sur., sh.

17, 1864.

Oathlaw, a parish in the centre of Forfarshire, whose
church stands 44 mile3 NNE of the post-town, Forfar.
It includes part of the ancient parish of Finhavcn,
-and on into the present century was oftener known by

o
that name than its own. It is hounded N by Tanna-
dice, E and SK by Aberlemno, S by Kescobie, and SW.

I

W, and NW by Kirriemuir. Its utmost length, from
E to W, is 5§ miles ; its breadth varies between 5f

i furlongs and 2 miles ; and its area is 5317J acres,

of which 43§ are water. The river South Esk first

Hows £ mile along the westernmost part of the

northern boundary, then lower down meanders 2g
miles eastward along two other parts of the Tanna-
dice border and across the north-eastern interior

;

and Lemno Burn runs to it east-north-eastward,

first 7 furlongs on the Rescobie boundary, next 3^
miles through the interior. In the W a very power-
ful spring of excellent water rises from a bore 160 feet

deep, which was sunk in an unsuccessful search for coal

;

1 and, being situated in the midst of a corn field, was
I covered over from view, and caused to send off its super-

: fluence in a drain. Along the South Esk the surface de-

clines to 143 feet above sea-level ; and the highest point

in the parish is the Hill of Finhaven (751 feet), which ex-

tends along the south-eastern boundary. A gentle slope

descends thence to Strathmore ; an expanse of plain

occupies nearly all the centre and the N; and a tract

along the South Esk towards the E lies so little above the

level of that river's bed, and was formerly so subject to

inundation by freshets, that it had to be protected by
costly embankments. The predominant rocks are Old
Red Sandstone and conglomerate; and the soil is mostly
of a clayey retentive character, incumbent on 'pan.'

Nearly 1200 acres are under wood ; and all the rest of

the land, except a very few acres, is in tillage. The
chief antiquities are noticed in our articles on Finhaven
and Battle-Dykes. Mansions are Finhaven and New-
barns ; and the property is divided among seven.

Oathlaw is in the presbytery of Forfar and the synod
of Angus and Mearns ; the living is worth £210.

The parish church, built in 1815, is a neat edifice

with a tower, and 189 sittings. The public school,

with accommodation for 63 children, had (1883) an
average attendance of 49, and a grant of £55, 12s. 6J.

Valuation (1857) £3683, (1884) £5559, 5s. Pop. (1801)

384, (1831) 533, (1861) 399, (1871) 452, (1881) 440.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Oban, a parliamentary burgh in the united parish of

Kilmore and Kilbride, Argyllshire. A post and market
town and seaport, and capital of the district of Lorn,

it stands on the coast of Mid-Lorn, opposite the northern

end of the island of Kerrera, curving round the head of

a deep and beautiful semicircular bav, 24 miles N of the

W end of the Crinan Canal, 33 NW bv W of Inver-

aray, 92 NW by N of Glasgow, and 136 WNW of

Edinburgh. The site of Oban is one of the most beauti-

ful in Scotland, and one of the most healthy. The
island of Kerrera, stretching from the northern horn

of the semicircular bay to a considerable distance past
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the southern horn, completely guards the bay, and makes
it a tranquil and spacious haven, entered only by
channels on the N and S. The southern entrance,

called Ken-era Sound, bends so far inward from the bay
as to become lost to view ; while the northern entrance,

though all seen from the town, appears to be blocked

up by the island of Lismore, 5 miles off; so that the

bay and adjoining channels have all the appearance of a

land-locked lake. Its shores are chiefly low and gravelly,

although immediately behind the town the ground rises

into a protecting row of heights overhanging the town.

On the N and E side especially the cliffs are bold, and
are picturesquely covered with pine trees and ivy, while

a gre}' conglomerate cliff stands at the southern pro-

montory of the bay. The view commanded from the

heights behind Oban, on which many houses and villas

have been built, is extensive and magnificent. To the

S is the Sound of Kerrera
;
westward, beyond Kerrera,

rise the mountains of Mull ; while away beyond Lismore
to the NW, and past the entrance to the Sound of Mull,

tower the peaks of misty Morven : still further NE lies

Glencoe with its dark mountains, seen across the Braes

of Appin ; while nearly clue E Ben Cruachan lifts its

double peaks. Situated thus, in the midst of such
romantic scenery, Oban is surrounded with places of

interest, and has become the headquarters of all who
desire to visit the West Highlands. Its natural situa-

tion, its accessibility, and its safe and commodious bay
have splendidly fitted it to become the capital of the

West Highlands and 'the Charing Cross of the Hebrides.'

Oban is the focus of steam communication, by land and
sea, between the south and the northwestern parts of Scot-

land. It is the terminus of an important railway line,

affording direct communication with Edinburgh and
Glasgow ; it is the final point of the so-called ' royal

route' from Glasgow via the Crinan Canal, carried on in

the splendid steamers Columba and Iona ; it is an im-
portant port of call for the larger steamers Claymore,

and Clansman, after they have ' rounded the Mull ' of

Kintyre on their voyage from Glasgow to Stornoway
;

it is the starting place for numerous steamer-routes

throughout all the western coast and islands, and for

coach-journeys to numberless places and points of

interest on the mainland ; and it is the headquarters of

the Royal Highland Yacht Club. These facts give

Oban its character. During the winter the town is

quiet and dull, but by the end of June it awakens to a
hurried, brisk, active existence, which lasts for the rest

of the summer and autumn. When the tourist season
once begins, Oban is bustling and gay. Train and
steamer and coach pour streams of eager pleasure-

seekers into the town— all countries of the world are

represented, all ages and ranks in its hotels and streets.

The shriek of the engines, the clear tones of the steamer-
bells, and the rumble of wheels are heard more frequently

;

the hotels hoist their flags ; bands play on the promenade

;

graceful white-sailed yachts glide into the bay and drop
anchor; tourists and canvas-shoed yachtsmen throng the
streets and shops ; and there is a general air of bustle
and of coming and going. For Oban is a place of
passage and not of rest. Tourists go to Oban simply
for the purpose of getting to somewhere else. Beautiful
as the situation of the town is, its chief attraction to
visitors is the ease with which, from Oban, they can
reach other parts of the Highlands. Thus it is that
although the appearance of Oban in the season is always
tlic same, the individuals who make up the scene are
always changing. Though the number of families who
spend a month or two here in the summer is yearly in-

creasing, comparatively few people, except the proprietors
nf the villas on the outskirts of the town and the heights
behind, visit Oban for moro than a week at a time. The
prosperity of the town depends on this annual stream
of tourists ; and the character of its trade, its municipal
policy, and its later history have been determined by
this consideration.

The main street of Oban is a broad thoroughfare,
curving round the bay, and flanked upon one side by
the quays, on the other by substantial and handsome
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shops and hotels. As it leaves the town at the N" end.
this street assumes the character of an esplanade, and
the shops give way to magnificent hotels and pretty
villas. Towards the S end of this street another extends
at right angles to it, directly back from the sea, while
there are various side and back streets. Although
much has recently been done in the way of improving
the appearance of the town, its beauty and convenience
has been sadly interfered with by the careless and in-
judicious way in which the original streets and lanes
were laid out. In 1859 the fashionable northern quarter
of Oban, known as the 'Corran,' was feued from the
proprietor of Dunolly, and in the two following years
the northern esplanade and Columba Terrace, including
the Great Western Hotel, were built. Since then the
town has been steadily growing, numerous villas being
built, especially on the surrounding heights, though
admirers of Oban have not thought that all the tene-
ments erected there contribute to the beauty of the
burgh. The neighbouring proprietors have clone a great
deal to beautify the place by planting the environs with
fir, larch, oak, spruce, etc., one especially planting 7G8
acres within eight years. The main body of the town is

cut into two parts by a small stream. Over 200 yards
of the frontage of the town on the shore is occupied by
the large quay and sea-wall, built by the Callander and
Oban Railway Company. The construction of this work
was begun in February 1880, and during the summer of
that year a staff of divers were emjdoyed 16 hours
daily in laying the foundations. The superstructure is

of concrete, and the total length of the sea-wall is 670
feet. Handsome waiting-rooms are provided for the
convenience of the passenger traffic, while travelling
cranes and lines of rails assist the loading and unloading
of cargo. Besides this railway quay there are other two
older piers, one of which was improved and enlarged in
1836 by the joint efforts of certain townsmen and the late

Marquis of Breadalbane, although the latter managed to
obtain control of the whole. The anchorage in the bay-

is good and safe, and every summer is crowded with
yachts of all sizes, and other craft.

With theexception of thecourt-honss and thechurches,
the most imposing buildings in Oban are all connected
with its tourist traffic

;
they are the quays, the hotels,

and the railway station. The court-house was built in
1863 with the aid of a government grant of £1199

;

and includes a court-room, police-station, and police-

cells. The parish church, built as a chapel of ease in
1821 at a cost of £1143, is a neat edifice in the eastern
part of the town. It is seated for 500. St Columba's
Established church was built in 1875 from designs by
David Thomson, of Glasgow, at a cost of about £5000

;

and is seated for between 500 and 600. It is a hand-
some Gothic edifice, with a spire 120 feet high and
stained-glass windows. On the face of the rising-ground
behind the. town stands conspicuously a Free church, of
light early Gothic architecture, with a low Norman tower
and pointed spire, built in 1846 from a design by Mr
Pugin. The other churches are a U.P., built in 1867

;

Congregational, built in 1820, and rebuilt in 1880; St
Columba's Roman Catholic pro-cathedral, a temporary
wooden structure (1879 ; 300 sittings) ; and the Scottish
Episcopal church of St John the Evangelist, a late

Gothic edifice of 1863, with a new nave of 1882, and
400 sittings. It was consecrated by the late Archbishop
Tait, then Bishop of London, in 1864. Three schools

—

the High, Roman Catholic, and Episcopalian—with re-

spective accommodation for 420, 110, and 203 children,

had (1883) an averago attendance of 268, 24, and 88,
and grants of £223, Is., £5, Is. 4d., and £71, 17s. 6d.

There are also several private adventure schools. The
Lorn Combination Poorhouse, with accommodation for

234 inmates, was opened in 1862. The railway
station, orected in an open and commanding sito near
the quay, is one of the prettiest and most graceful
buildings in the town. It is a single-storied build-

ing of varnished whito and pitch pine, iron, and
glass ; and has a delightfully airy and elegant appear-
ance. It was opened on 1 July 1880. Oban has even
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moro hotels in proportion to it» size than Edinburgh,
than being no loss than Hi, besidoa several temperance
hotels and numerous lodging-houses. Several of the
I •

'

- of the most palatini dimensions anil appoint-
ments, ami their charges are unite in keeping with their
grandeur ami the traditions ot the Highlands. Even so
long ago as 1773 ISoswell remarked with approval tho

10 d ition which ho and l)r Johnson received in

the little olaohan at Ohan ; and the hotel-keepers of the
town ham not lost their reputation. The chief hotels
tin or.ler northward along George Street from tho rail-

way t i minus) are tho Station hotel, opened in 1881
;

Queen'a, King's Arms, Caledonian, and tho Imperial.
The Argyll and the Ohan Hotels are close to tho head
Of the pier. Overlooking the N end of tho bay aro

the Gnat Western, built in 1863, but now tho largest

hotel in Oban, owing to tho incorporation with it of
two joining villas and the building in 1880, at a cost
of over £2000, of a dining-hall to hold 200 people ; and
the Alexandra, which has acquired a kind of extra-profes-
sional fame for the large and fine collection of modem
paintings, ancient furniture, and bric-a-brac which it

contains. On tho heights above the town are the Craig-
Ard and the Grand Hotels. Also overlooking tho town
ami bay, and forming a prominent and somewhat
DO I ini holy object in the view, rise tho unfinished walls
of a proposed Hydropathic establishment. Tho Oban
Bills Hydropathic Sanatorium Company, with a nominal
capital of £75,000, acquired ground and began to build
in 1880 an establishment estimated to cost in all some
£61,000. But in a comparatively short time it got into
difficulties, and tho bare unroofed walls were left

unfinished.

Oban has a post office, with money order, savings'
bank, insurance, and telegraph departments, branches
of the Bank of Scotland and the Clydesdale, Com-
mercial, National, and North of Scotland Banks, and
offices or agencies of 23 insurance companies. Most of
the banks are handsome buildings. Other institutions
in Oban are a library and public reading-room, opened
19 June 1880 in connection with Oban Scientific and
Literary Association, the tnembers of which meet weekly
during the winter ; a circulating library, an agricultural

society, a masonic lodge, formed in 1791 ; and the
Volunteer Improvement Association. The object of
this last body is to increase tho amenity and attractive-

ness of the town ; and in the summer nearly 100 seats

are placed along the esplanade and other popular
walks in the neighbourhood and on the various com-
manding heights about the town. There is a corps of
artillery volunteers, formed in 1859 at the very be-

ginning of the volunteer movement. The Royal High-
land Yacht Club was instituted in Oct. 1881, and has
its headquarters at Oban. Tho club-house is in a
villa near the Great Western Hotel. Its members
fly the blue ensign of the navy and a blue badge bearing
a crown on a St Andrew's cross. Two weekly newspapers
are published in Oban ; the Oban Times (1866) appears
on Saturdays, and is independent in politics ; the Oban
Telegraph (1876) is published on Fridays, and is Liberal.

Cattle markets are held in Oban on the Monday before
the last Wednesday of May, and on the Friday before

the last Wednesday in October ; horse markets are held
on the Tuesday before the first Thursday of March, and
on the first Tuesday of September, and on the Tuesday
before the fourth Thursday of November ; a sheep and
wool market is held on the Wednesday after the second
Thursday of July ; and hiring markets are held on the
second Tuesday of April and the first Friday of
November.
The construction of the Callander and Oban railway

was begun in 1867 ; in 1870 the line was open to Killin
;

in 1873 to Tyndruin ; and in 1877 to Dalmally. The
remaining 24 miles took three years to complete, but on
II June 1880 the first goods engine steamed into Oban.
On 30 June of the same year the line was formally
opened with much ceremony and public rejoicing. Tho
station and quay, which formed an essential part of the
railway company's design, have been already referred to.

Tho prosperity of tho town has boon much enhanced by
this perfecting of its communications with tho south,

which brings it within five or six hours of Edinburgh or

Glasgow. Before the town pier was extended, steamers
were unablo to touch at Oban except at high water ; since
then tho communication by sea has been enormously
developed. In summer there aro countless routes open
to tho tourist by steamer : to Glasgow and tho Clyde vid
the Grinan Canal in the fine steamers Iona and Columba ;

to Skyo and Lewis ; to Mull, Staffa, and Iona, and the

Hebrides; and up tho Caledonian Canal to Inverness and
intermediate places. There is a steady communication
by sea between Oban and many places during winter as

well. There are two sailings in the week from Glasgow
to Stornoway by powerful sea-going steamers which sail

round tho Mull of Cantyre and call at Oban
;
goods

steamers which carry passengers sail from Oban to Islay

and Colonsay three times a week ; and there is also a
goods steamer to Tobermory and other points in the
Hebrides. In winter there aro also two sailings weekly
from Glasgow to Oban, Ballachulish, Fort William, and
Inverness. On 1 April 1881 a daily mail steamer service

began between Oban and Fort William, and Oban and
Tobermory, the former packet-boat from Oban to Grass-

point in Mull, and the land-carrier thence to Tobermory
being thus superseded. In summer public coaches run
to various points of interest in the neighbourhood.
The first industry attempted to be established at

Oban was fishing ; and in 1786 the Government Fishery
Board appointed it a fishing-station. The industry,

however, languished, probably on account of the

distance from markets and the poverty of the fishers'

gear ; and the station was abandoned. So long before

as 1713, however, a store-house had been erected by a

Renfrew trading company at Oban ; and a humble
commerce had gradually grown up. In 1773 two
brothers named Stevenson started a business uniting

shipbuilding with commerce, which lasted for 30 years.

As merchants they dealt in wool, oak-bark, fish, and
other produce of the neighbourhood ; and their success

attracted others to the little town. With the develop-

ment of steam communication Oban gradually grew
larger, though the character of its chief industries

changed. An attempt to revive the shipbuilding trade

in 1867 failed ; and so did later efforts to start a brewery

and a farina mill. At present the manufactures of

Oban are limited to the distillation of whisky. Its

shops are good, and its supply of merchandise excellent.

Besides supplying the wants of the summer tourists, on

whom tho town mainly subsists, Oban purveys for a

considerable district around. It has also large sawmills.

Oban was raised to a burgh of barony in 1811 by a
royal charter in favour of the Duke of Argyll ; but this

was set aside by the Court of Session ; and in 1820 a

new charter was granted in favour jointly of the Duke
and Mr Campbell of Combie. Under this charter the

burgh was governed by a provost and council until the

Reform Act of 1832, by which it was formed into a

parliamentary burgh, when, however, the title of

provost merged in that of senior bailie. The area of

the parliamentary burgh was defined as ' the space on

the mainland included within a circle described with a

radius of one-half mile from the point as centre, where
the street leading to the old Inverary road meets the

street along the shore.' In 1862 Oban adopted the

Lindsay Act of that year, and was erected into a

police burgh. In 1881 the town council successfully

applied to parliament for powers to extend the municipal

and police boundaries of the burgh, by au area which at

last census had 344 inhabitants. At the same time

powers were acquired to increase the number of council-

lors, to regulate the maintenance of the roads, and to

introduce a new water supply. Tho dearth of water

in 1880 was so great that it had to be carted from

house to house. The former supply was derived from

Loch Glencruitten and Loch Mossfield, capable of

storing 6,000,000 and 5,000,000 gallons respectively.

The new supply will be derived from Loch-na-Glenna

Bheathrack, which can hold 90,000,000 gallons,
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Seal of Oban.

giving 30 gallons a head per diem to a population of

10,000. The estimated cost is £10,000. The town
council now consists

of a provost, 2 bailies,

and 6 councillors.

The municipal con-

stituency (1884) was
677. Sheriff small

debt courts are held

in March, July, Sep-

tember, and Decem-
ber. Oban unites with
Ayr, Irvine, Campbel-
town, and Inveraray in

returning a member
to parliament. Parlia-

mentary constituency

(1884) 536. Annual
valuation (1883-84)
in original burgh

£24,540, railway £2037 ; in extended part of burgh
£2573—total £29,150. In 1S47 the rental was only
£2830 ; in 1859, £4616 ; in 1873, £11,138 ; and in 1881,
in the extended burgh £24,012, of which £2207 was in
the extended portion. Pop. (1791) 586, (1S21) 1359,
(1841) 1398, (1851) 1742, (1861) 1940, (1871) 2413,
(1881) 3991, of whom 2005 were females, and 2042
Gaelic-speaking. Houses (1881) 808 occupied, 42 vacant,
7 building.

History.—About the middle of last century the site

of Oban was occupied by a few thatched hovels, whose
inmates supported life by fishing and farming. In
1773 Mrs Grant of Lnggan visited it and mentioned it

in the first of her Letters from the Mountains. In the
same year Dr Johnson and Boswell were ferried
over from Mull to Oban, and spent a night there. In
1786 the Government Fishery Board erected Oban into
a fishing-station

; but the fishing proved unproductive,
and the station was abandoned. Its subsequent com-
mercial progress has been already described in connection
with its industries. In 1809 Oban became the head-
quarters of a militia regiment, 1200 strong, raised in
the district of Lorn, and disbanded about 1813. Sir
Walter Scott visited the burgh in 1814, the year in
which he published his Lord of the Lsles. The interest
which this poem awoke in the scenes in which its action
is laid, brought many visitors to Oban, in a gradually
increasing stream

; and the influence of Scott has always
been regarded as one of the first causes of Oban's present
prosperity. The first feus at Oban had been given off in
1803 ; but only in 1820 good substantial houses began
to be built, in consequence of the growing fortunes of
the place. The parish church and the Caledonian Hotel
were among the earlier buildings of any note. For
some time the headquarters of the Hebridean Survey
were at the burgh

; and from 1866 to 1870 a corps of
ordnance surveyors had their headquarters at Oban
during the survey of most of Argyllshire. In August
1847 the town was illuminated in honour of a visit from
the Queen ('one of the finest spots we have seen,'
says her Journal)

; and in 1863 royalty again visited
it in the person of Prince Alfred, then a lieutenant
on board the Racoon. During the Crimean War the
town was tho headquarters of tho Argyll and Bute
regiment of rifles, which had been called out under the
Marquis of Breadalbane by royal warrant. In 1861 the
regiment was changed to an artillery force ; ami in
1863, when the Duke of Argyll became lord-lieutenant
of the county, its headquarters were changed to Campbel-
town, in spite of a petition from the magistrates of Oban.
The duel landed proprietors in and near Oban are, to
the S, Robert Maofie of Airds, and, to the N, Col.
McDougall of Dunolly. Mr Maefie's predecessors
were the Campbells of Sonachan, who inherited from
the Duke of Argyll, before whom the McDougalls of
Dunolly held large estates in Lorn. Lord Breadalbauo
and his trustees were tho successive proprietors from
1837 to 1866 of North Oban ; the former having pur-
chased the lands Horn Campbell of Com Lie

—

Ont"our.

shs. 45, 44, 1876-84. See T. Gray's Week at Oban
(Edinb. 1881).

Obney Hills. See Atjchtergaven.
Ocheltree. See Ochit.teee.

Ochil Hills, a range of high hills extending from the

conjunction of the counties of Stirling, Perth, and
Clackmannan, in the vicinity of the town of Stirling, 2

miles from the left bank of the Forth, in an north-

easterly direction, to Parton Craigs, on the right bank
of the Tay, below the city of Perth. The range runs

parallel to the Grampians or mountain-rampart of the

Highlands ; it forms the screen on the Lowland side of

Strathallan and Lower Strathearn—component parts in

the large sense of Strathinore ; and it lies across the

head of the whole peninsula of Fife, defending it and
the low ground of Clackmannan, Culross, and Kinross

from the scourge of the storms which come down the

glens and gorges of the Grampians. Its length is about
24 miles, its average breadth 12. Its SE side, especially

toward the Forth, is steep, and in places almost perpen-

dicular ; and its NW side rises with a greater abrupt-

ness than belongs to most of the Scottish ranges. Its

summits are highest at its SW end, and might, especially

there, as well as in other parts of the range, be termed
mountainous, but for the vicinity of the Highland alps.

Three of the summits overlooking the Forth are Bent -

cleuch (2363 feet), in the parish of Tillicoultry, the

loftiest of the range ; Dunmyat (1375), in the parish of

Logie, advancing a little from the contiguous range,

breaking almost sheer down in stupendous rocky clilfs

into the plain, and commanding a prospect over the

basin of the Forth and its tributaries, which, for united

gorgeousness and extent, is probably unsurpassed by
any other in Britain; and King's Seat (2111), 2 miles

NW of Dollar. The prospect from King's Seat, while

very extensive and brilliant in itself, fully reveals the

relative position of the Ochils. An intelligent observer

has thus described it:
—

'I had now under my eye a
circular space of 100 miles in diameter, comprising nearly

one-third of the surface of Scotland, and probably two-

thirds of its wealth. On the N were the rugged Gram-
pians, rising ridge behind ridge. In the outer line

—

which is low and uniform—the Pass of Killiecrankie is

distinctly seen as a great natural chasm. Below is the
well-wooded plain of Perthshire, a part of which is con-

cealed by the spurs or branches of the hills on which
you stand. On the W the higher parts of the chain of

the Ochils confine the view ; but you easily distinguish

the summits of Benmore, Ben Ledi, Ben Lomond, and
various hills towards the Atlantic. On the S the eyo

roams over a vast and fertile region, extending from the

Campsie Hills to the Lammermuirs, with Edinburgh,
Arthur's Seat, the Bass, the Pentlands, and part of

Stirlingshire. The Devon is seen immediately below,
winding through the valley like a silver thread.

Beyond it is the Firth of Forth, clear, luminous, and
tranquil like a mirror, and enshrined in the heart of a
richly cultivated country. The windings of its upper
part, with the islets, capes, and peninsulas which they
form, are seen to more advantage here than from Stir-

ling Castle. The small hills between the Ochils and
Kincardine do not present the slightest inequality of

surface, but seem sunk and confounded with the valley

of the Devon ; while tho fields, that cover the wholo
space, with their hedgerows and strips of planting look

like the diminutive plots of a nursery. On the SE is

seen Kinross, with Loch Leven and its two islets, and
beyond these the black mural front of the Lomonds,
variegated with streaks of red. On the other side of

the Firth are the undulating and well-wooded district

of West Lothian and tho fertile Carse of Falkirk, in the
middle of which an opaque cloud marks tho site of

Carron. The lower part of the firth is specked with
little vessels, and perhaps right before you is a steam-
boat, which, when seen on a pretty large surface of
water, with its long train of smoke, forms, in my humble
opinion, a picturesque object in the landscape, in spito

of all that poets have said in its disparagement.'
The Ochiks everywhere, within their own limits,
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present rich groupings of scenery anil plcnsinp; pictures

i.l rural life— swelling lulls, verdant to tin! top, and
thickly dotted with sheep ami cattle; rivulets rushing
along the gorges ami the vales, or falling in hoarso mur-
murs down limn precipitous dill's; ami villages, ham-
lets, and torn houses, skirted or endloaed with wood.
'l'lir individual hills arc generally long, round-hacked,
and t it ht r covered with verdure or under cultivation up
to their .summits; and, with some remarkable, oxcop-

Uona, tin it- ehu f acclivities are rapid, and face tho N.
I Miles, (•lens, and valleys everywhere dissever the range

into small masses and single hills, and aro generally of

BO rich a character in soil and culture as to blend

brilliantly with the landscano of tho acclivities. Off-

shoots of tho range, but so low that they rarely exceed

500 I. i t above si a level, run down the whole peninsula

"t Hfe, and, along with the beautiful Lomond Hills,

and some I. ss . onsidcrable isolated heights, impart to it

that undulated contour which so pleasingly characterises

its appearance. These offshoots and tho main range

may be viewed as enclosing the outer edge or north

-

eastern extremity of the great coal-field of Scotland,

which extends, though not without marked interrup-

tions, from the river Girvan in Ayrshire to the banks
of the Eden in Fife. The rocks are eruptive ; and the

main range is singularly rich in minerals
;
and, besides

yielding up round its base large supplies of coal and of

stratification superincumbent on the coal-measures, has

furnished from its interior large quantities of various

valuable metals. See Alva.—Ord. Sur., shs. 39, 40,

48, 1867-69.

Ochiltree, a village and a parish in Kyle district,

Ayrshire. The village stands, 320 feet above sea-level,

on the left bank of Lugar Water, at the influx of

P.urnock rivulet, If mile N of Ochiltree station, 4

miles W of Cumnock, Hi E of Ayr, and 13 SSE of

Kilmarnock. It has lost its former employments of

Bnuffbox-making, cotton-weaving, and the manufacture

of reaping-hooks ; but it still is a pleasant little

place, and has a post office under Cumnock, with

money order and savings' bank departments, gas-

works, three inns, and a reading-room and library.

-T . , 1 , 1 1 Knox hi re wedded his second wife, a daughter of

the 'good Lord Ochiltree'; and here in Nov. 1666,

between the rising at Dairy and the battle of Bullion

Green, the Covenanters, who had mustered at the

Bridge of Doon, were .joined by three parties under

"Welsh, Guthrie, and Chalmers. At Ochiltree they

heard sermon by one of their preachers, marshalled

their army, appointed their officers, and held a council

of war to examine their condition and prospects, at

which they resolved that no further help could be looked

for from the south or south-west, but that many
adherents would join them in Clydesdale, and that

therefore they should straightway march eastward.

Pop. (1831) 642, (1861) 709, (1871) 699, (1881) 523.

The parish, containing also Sinclairston hamlet, 4|
miles SW of Ochiltree village, till 1653 included the

present parish of Stair. It is bounded NW by Stair,

NE by Sorn and Auchinleck, E by Old and New
Cumnock, S by Dalmellington, and W by Coylton and
Stair (detached). Its utmost length, from N to S, is

8? miles ; its breadth varies between 9J furlongs and

5J miles ; and its area is 18,422 acres, of which 94| are

water. Lu«ap. Water winds 4£ miles north-westward

along all the north-eastern boundary ; the Water of

Coylk, at two different points, traces 5£ miles and

9 furlongs of the western boundary ; and several rivulets,

rising in the interior, run to one or other of these

two streams. Belston Loch (2 x 1J furl.), near Sinclair-

ston, is the largest of four small lakes, two of them
artificial. Along the Lugar the surface declines to

280, along the Coyle to 230, feet above sea-level, and
thence it rises southward to 497 feet at Killoch, 935

at Auchlin Ri?, 1019 at Auehingee Hill, and 1191 at

Stannery Knowe. Sandstone is the predominant
rock ; two coal-pits have been recently opened ; and
ironstone exists. The soil is mostly a clayey loam,

incumbent on stiff retentive clay ; and two-thirds ol
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the entiro area aro in tillage A thriving plantation of

no great breadth stretches nearly across tho parish
paral lei with the Ayr road ; and this, w ith the plantations
of Barskimming, Auchinleck, and Dumfries House, in
the adjacent parishes, relieves the landscape from cold-

ness of aspect. Moss of various depths covers a consider-
able area, both in the uplands and in the low grounds,
and frequently expands into flow moss or wet bog.
The ancient barony of Ochiltree belonged from the 14th
century, or earlier, till the 16th century, to the family
of Colvillo, several of whom figure in history as knights.
In 1530 it was exchanged by Sir James Colville with
Sir .lames Hamilton of Finnart, for the barony of East
Wemyss in Fife ; and in 1534 it was exchanged by its

new possessorwith Andrew Stewart, third Lord Avondale,
for the barony of Avondale in Lanarkshire. In conse-

quence of the latter exchange, Stewart, in 1543, was
created Lord Stewart of Ochiltree, a title that became
dormant in 1675. Tho barony, coming into the posses-

sion of the first Earl of Dundonald, was granted by him
to his second son, Sir John Cochrane; was forfeited by
Sir John in 1685, but re-acquired by his son from the
Crown in 1686 ; was purchased from the Cochrane family
about 1737 by Governor M'Rae, who left it to Miss
Maequire, afterwards Countess of Glencairn ; and was
re-sold about 1817 in lots to different proprietors. The
old castle of Ochiltree stood by the side of the Lugar,
on the brow of a high rocky bank, whence arose the
name Ochiltree, signifying 'the lofty dwelling-place ;

'

but nothing of the castle now remains, the whole having
been carried away piecemeal for building houses and dykes
on the adjoining farms. Another old barony in the parish

bears the name of Traboch, signifying 'the dwelling-

place of the tribe,' and is now included in the Auchin-
leck property. A farm on this estate, called Hoodstone,
was tenanted from the 13th till the present century by
a family of the name of Hood, descendants, it is said,

of the famous English outlaw, Robin Hood. At
Auchencloich, in the upland district, are the ruins of

an old castle, unknown to either record or tradition.

An ancient camp occupied part of the site of the village

of Ochiltree ; but little or nothing is known respecting it.

The Marquis of Bute and the two daughters of the late

Lady Boswell of Auchinleck are chief proprietors, 2

others holding each an annual value of £500 and up-
wards, 7 of between £100 and £500, 3 of from £50
to £100, and 6 of from £20 to £50. Ochiltree is

in the presbytery of Ayr and the synod of Glas-

gow and Ayr ; the living is worth £385. The parish

church, at the village, was built in 1789, and contains

630 sittings. There is also a Free church ; and two
public schools, Ochiltree and Sinclairston, with respec-

tive accommodation for 177 and 103 children, had (1883)
an average attendance of 115 and 59, and gi ants of £117,
14s. and £66, 6s. Valuation (1860) £11,949, (1884)

£16,343, 2s. 10d., plus £6180 for railway. Pop. (1801)

1308, (1831) 1562, (1861) 1676, (1871) 1656, (1881)
1493.—Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.

Ochiltree, a hamlet in Linlithgow parish, Linlithgow-

shire, 3 miles SE of Linlithgow town. An old castle

stood adjacent to its N side, and traces of a Roman
camp are on an eminence a little to the S.

Ochiltree. See Penninghame.
Ochterlony, a mansion in Rescobie parish, Forfar-

shire, 1£ mile WSW of Guthrie station. Erected in

1821 by Mr Stephens, the then proprietor of the estate

of Balmadies or Ochterlony, it is now the seat of Sir

Charles Metcalfe Ochterlony, second Bart, since 1823

(b. 1817 ; sue. 1825), who holds 1025 acres in the shire,

valued at£1295, 8s. per annum. —Ore?. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Ochtertyre, a mansion in Kincardine parish, Perth-

shire, near the right bank of the Teith, 4£ miles NW
of Stirling, and 4 j SE of Donne. It was the residence

of John Ramsay (d. 1814), the associate of Dr Black-

lock, Robert Burns, and Sir Walter Scott; and later

was the seat of the Right Hon. Sir David Dundas, Q.O.

(1799-1877), Liberal M.P. for Sutherland 1840-52 and
1861C7. His nephew, Colin Mackenzie Dundas, Esq.

(b. 1812; suc._ 1879), holds 984 acres in the shire,
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valued at £1231, 7s. per annum. —Ord. Sur., sh. 39,
1869.

Ochtertyre, a mansion in Monzievaird parish, Upper
Strathearn, Perthshire, 3 miles NW of Crieff. It stands
on a skirt of the Grampians, sloping southward to

Ochtertyre Lake (4J x 1J furl.), and is a plain but com-
modious modern edifice, with a finely wooded park,
which both contains and commands many views of
exquisite beauty. Patrick Moray, the first of Ochter-
tyre, who died in 1476, was the third son of Sir
David Moray of Tullibardine ; and William, his eighth
descendant, was created a baronet in 1673. Sir Patrick
Keith Murray, present and eighth Bart. (b. 1835 ; sue.

1861), is fifteenth in direct descent from the first laird of

Ochtertyre. He holds 17,876 acres in the shire, valued
at £11,051 per annum.—Ord Sur., sh. 47, 1869. See
Moxzievaikd, and chap, xxxvii. of Thomas Hunter's
Woods and Estates of Perthshire (Perth, 1883).
Ockraquay, a village on the E coast of Dunrossness

parish, Shetland, 10 miles SSW of Lerwick.
Odin's or Lord Lovat's Cave, a cavern in Laggan

Point, at the E side of Loch Buy, Mull island, Argyll-
shire, 17 miles WSW of Oban. It measures 300 feet

in length, from 20 to 45 in width, and from 40 to
120 in height ; and leads, by a narrow, difficult, de-
scending passage, to another cave, 150 feet long, 12
wide, and 24 high.

Odinswick. See Otterswick.
Ogilface, an ancient baronial fortalice in Torphichen

parish, Linlithgow, 3J miles W of Bathgate. It
belonged to the ancient family of De Bosco, Barons of
Ogilface

; passed to the Earls of Linlithgow ; seems to
have been a structure of some strength, but of no great
size ; and is now represented by only traces of the
foundations.

Ogilvie. See Glenogilvie.
Ogilvie, a ruined castle in Blackford parish, Perth-

shire, on a part of the Oehil Hills, called from it the
Braes of Ogilvie, 1 mile SE of Blackford village. It

appears to have been a place of great strength, both in
structure and in position.

Ogle. See Glenogle.
Ogstoun. See Drainie.
Oich, a loch and a rivulet of Kilmonivaig and

Boleskine parishes, in the Great Glen, Inverness-shire.
Lying 105 feet above sea-level, between Lochs Ness and
Lochy, the lake has a length from SSW to NNE of 3TV
miles, whilst its breadth varies between 1 and 2^ fur-
longs. It forms the summit-level of the Caledonian
Canal navigation ; is gemmed with two wooded islets,

and encircled by verdant banks and picturesque hills
;

receives, on its western side, the tribute of the Garry
;

and at Invergarrv commands a romantic vista view
into Glengarry. Its waters are so stored with salmon,
trout, and pike, as to afford prime sport to anglers.
The rivulet, issuing from the foot of the lake, runs 6J
miles north-north-eastward to Loch Ness (50 feet) at
Fort Augustus. It is flanked by low rocky heath -clad
lulls, and yields capital salmon and trout fishing.— Ord.
Sur., shs. 63, 73, 1873-78.

Oikell, a river of Sutherland and Ross-shire, rising at
an altitude of 1500 feet above sea-level, and running
35£ miles south-south-westward and east-by-southward
along the mutual border of Creich parish in Sutherland
and Kincardine in Ross-shire, through Loch Ailsh
(7 x4J furl.

; 498 feet) and the Kyle of Sutherland,
fed] it falls at Bonar-Bridge into the head of the Dornoch
Firth, which, strictly speaking, is its estuary. The
Oikell's principal tributaries are the Cassley and Shin
on its left bank, and the Einig and Carron on its
right. Several hundred yards above the inn of Oikell-
Bridge, which is 18£ miles WNW of Bonar-Bridge and
18 WSW of Lairg station, the Oikell, tumbling along a
rugged and declivitous channel, makes a series of wild
cataracts, which terminate in one bold and very formid-
able fall. The banks which overhang this multiplied
linn are quite precipitous, and exhibit from their
crevices, at spots where no soil can be detected by the
eye, several largo fir trees springing up from curiously

twisted roots. For several miles below this point, tho

vale of the stream, or Strathoikell, is flanked by heath-

clad hills, whose dreariness is relieved only by occasional

clumps of stunted birch and a few verdant meadows
on the margin of the stream. Three miles above the
influx of the Cassley, an impetuous burn tumbles head-

long into the vale ; and at a brief distance from its

mouth rises an elevated grassy bank, which is crowned
by a burying-ground. This part of the vale is called

Tuitean-Tharbhach ('fertile fall of slaughter')—a name
which alludes to a fierce onslaught, towards the close of

the 14th century, on a freebooting party of the Mac-
leods of Lewis by a body of the men of Sutherland.

From Tuitean-Tharbhach to the Cassley the stream
runs tortuously along a winding strath

;
and, while

markedly Highland in its screens, has a profusion of

birch and alder coppice upon its immediate banks, and,

in one place, is overhung by a forest of firs. At the

junction of the Cassley a fine view is obtained of Rose-

hall House, embosomed in extensive woods, near the

foot of Glen-Cassley, and of the old walls of Castle-na-

Coir, situated in a meadow on the left bank of the

Oikell. The river is navigable by boats from the sea

to Rosehall, and brings up the tide to a point only 1£
mile lower down. The united waters of the Oikell and
the Cassley form a fine large river, and make a well-

defined boundary-line between Ross and Sutherland.

The strath, down to Bonar-Bridge at the head of the

firth, is everywhere beautiful, and forms part of the

ancient district of Ferrinbusklyne or Sleischillis, which
the bishops of Caithness obtained in the 12th century
as a gift from the Earls of Sutherland. From Rosehall

to about 3 miles above the influx of the Shin, it forms
on the one side a craggy barrier, and on the other a low
expanse of continued forest, and winds perpetually in

its progress ; lower down are broad meadows along the
edge of the stream, pretty clumps of coppices on the

declivities, and groups and sprinklings of neat stone

cottages picturesquely perched upon rocky heights. The
Oikell yields capital salmon and trout fishing.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 102, 1881.

Oisinneach, Loehan. See Dowally.
Old Aberdeen, etc. See Aeerdeen, Old, etc.

Oldany. See Oldney.
Oldhamstock (anc. Aldharnstoc, ' old dwelling-place '),

a village of E Haddingtonshire, and a parish partly also

in Berwickshire. The village stands on the left bank of

Oldhamstock Burn, 3 miles S of Innerwick station, 18i
E by S of Haddington, and 3| W by S of Cockburnspath,
under which it has a post office. It contains the parish

church of Oldhamstock, an ancient edifice, the Free
church of Cockburnspath, and a public school

; and fairs

are held here on the last Thursday of July and Sep-
tember.

The parish, containing also the village of Bilsdean,
consists of a main body, chiefly in Haddingtonshire,
partly in Berwickshire, and a detached section entirely

in Berwickshire. The main body is bounded NE by the
German Ocean, E by Cockburnspath, S by Abbey St
Bathans, and SW and NW by Innerwick. Its utmost
length, from NE to SW, is 5j miles ; its width varies

between 7J furlongs and 2h miles ; and its area is 7530
acres, of which 110J are foreshore, and 927£ (in the
extreme S) belong to Berwickshire. The detached
section, containing Grant's House station, lies 1| mile
E of the nearest point of the main body, and is bounded
NW by Cockburnspath, NE and SE by Coldingham,
and SW by Abbey St Bathans. Its utmost length,

from E to W, is 2J miles ; its utmost breadth is li| mile
;

and its area is 1419J acres. Oldhamstock Burn,
drawing head-streams from Innerwick, winds 2| miles
east-by-northward across the interior to Berwick or
Dunglass Burn, which runs 4£ miles north-north-
eastward along the Berwickshire border to the sea,

through tho deep wooded ravine of Dunglass Dean.
Monynut Water, a tributary of the Whitadder, runs 2+,

miles south-eastward along the south-western boundary
;

and Eye Water meanders 3h miles along all tho south-
western and south-eastern sides of the detached district.
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Hit OOMt only 1J milt long, trends south-eastward to

thr mouth of 1 lunulas* Hunt, and presents a hold rocky

(tool t.> thr Qerma Ocean, rising rapidly to a height of
ovor 100 trot. Thrtirr onward the B0X1006 ascends to

thr Liiniiirrmuirs' watershed, chief eleviit ions being

Vocklaw 1 1 ill (1016 frrt), Wight man Hill (1153),

Heart Law (1288), •Corse Law (1042), and "Laughing
Law (1008), when asterisks mark those summits that

culminate on the confines of tho parish. In the

detached district the altitude ranges from 390 to 072

feet The rocks of tho hills are Silurian, of the sea-

l-.Mid an 'ii t oiitti runs ; and coal has liccn worked in a

.stratum lying near tho surface, whilst sandstone, lime-

tstono, and ironstone are found. Tho soil is generally

sharp and dry, very fertile towards tho sea, but barren

and heathy on the hills. Antiquities are Castledykes,

close to Bilsdean, and tho site of Kilspindio Castle in

tin d. t.t hed district. Di'nclass, noticed separately,

is the only mansion ; but 3 proprietors bold each an
annual value of more, 3 of less, than £500. Oldham-
stock is in the presbytery of Dunbar and tho synod of

Lothian and Twceddalo ; tho living is worth £409.

The public school, with accommodation for 109 chil-

dren, had (1883) an average attendance of 64, and a

grant of £05. Valuation (1800) £4618, (1884) £6895, of

which £1659 was for tho two Berwickshire portions.

Top. (1801) 575, (1831) 720, (1861) 615, (1871) 592,

(1881) 568, of whom 449 were in Haddingtonshire.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 33, 34, 1863-64.

Oldney or Oldany, a triangular island of Assynt
mrish, W Sutherland, on the S side of the entrance to

Kylesku, within 80 yards of tho mainland, and 7 miles

N of Lochinver. With an utmost length and breadth

of ljj and 1 mile, it rises to a height of 336 feet above
sea-level ; is covered with excellent sheep pasture ; and
belongs to a sheep farm of its own name on the neigh-

bouring coast. Pop. (1881) 4.—Ord. Sur., sh. 107, 1881.

Old Water of Cluden. See Kiekpatiiick-Irongray.
Oliver Castle, an ancient baronial fortaliee in Tweeds-

muir parish, SW Peeblesshire, on the left side of the river

Tweed, nearly opposite Tweedsmuir church, 13£ miles

SSE of Biggar. Crowning a rising-ground which now
is tufted with a clump of trees, it was the original seat

of the Frasers, ancestors of the noble families of Lovat
and Saltoun, and passed from them to the Tweedies,

who figure in the introduction to Sir Walter Scott's

Betrothed, and whose maternal descendant, Thomas
Tweedie-Stodart, Esq. (b. 1838 ; sue. 1869) of Oliver

House, a plain modern mansion hard by, holds 1144 acres

in the shire, valued at £200 per annum. Oliver Castle

was the remotest of a chain of strong ancient towers,

.situated each within view of the next all down the

Tweed to Berwick, and serving both for defence and for

beacon-fires in the times of the Border forays. It was
eventually relinquished and razed to the ground.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Ollaberry, a village on the E coast of Northmaven
parish, Shetland, at the head of a small bay, 17 miles

NNW of Voe, and 36 NNW of Lerwick. It has a post

office under Lerwick, a ruined church, an Established

chapel of ease, a U.P. church, and a public school.

Ollagirth, a village in Tingwall parish, Shetland, 10
miles NW of Lerwick.

OLna Firth, a bay in Delting parish, Shetland, open-
ing from the head of Roe Sound or the inner reach of

St Magnus Bay, and penetrating 3 miles east-south-

eastward to the village of Voe, which is 19 miles NNW
of Lerwick. With a maximum width of f mile, it has
a serrated or tortuous outline ; and is completely land-

locked. The presbytery of Olnafirth, in the synod of

Shetland, comprehends the quoad civilia parishes of

Delting, Nesting, Northmaven, Sandsting, and Walls,

the quoad sacra parish of Whalsay, and the chapelries

of Olnafirth, Lunna, Ollaberry, and Sandness. Pop.

(1871) 12,528, (1881) 11,513, of whom 2964 were com-
municants of the Church of Scotland in 1878.

Olrig, a coast parish of N Caithness, containing

Castletown village, 5 miles E by S of the po.<r -.own,

Thurso. It is bounded N by Dunnet Bay, NE by
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Dunnet parish, SE and S by Bower, and W by Thurso.
Its utmost length, from WNW to KSE, is 5| miles; its

breadth varies between 2j furlongs and 4g miles; and
its aroa is 15f square miles, or 10,336§ acres, of which
32jJ aro water and 289J foreshore. The coast, 3^ miles
in cxt cnt, to tho E comprises some sandy links

; near
Castletown has a small but commodious harbour; and
in tho W is indented by small Murkle Bay. The in-
terim- is partly flat and partly hilly; forms, for some
distanco from the coast, a continuous expanse of fertile

cultivated land ; and rises, towards the S, into gentle,
verdant, finely-pastoral uplands. Olrig Hill (463 feet),

2 miles SW of Castletown, is crowned with vestiges of
an ancient watch-tower, and commands a view of the
southern Orkneys, great part of Caithness with the
Sutherland hills beyond, and nearly all the Moray
Firth away to the coasts of Elgin, BaufF, and Aberdeen
shires. Durran Hill (388 feet) is 2% miles S by W of
Castletown ; Durran Loch, to the NE of Durran Hill, has
long been drained, rich meadow-land and pits of marl
now occupying its former bed. The rocks are Devonian,
and, including abundance of sandstone and limestone,
supply vast quantities of pavement-flag for exportation.
Tho soil of tho cultivated lands is good, principally a
deep clay, with occasional patches of sand or till. Great
improvements in the way of draining, fencing, and re-

claiming, have been effected on both the Ratter and
Olrig estates—on the former by Sheriff Traill in the first

half of this century. Fully three-fifths of the entire area
are in tillage ; some 20 acres are under wood ; 500 are
links or moss

; and the rest is capital pasture. Anti-
quities are six Picts' houses, the watch-tower on Olrig
Hill, and the sites of a nunnery on Murkle estate, of

St Trothan's chapel to the S of Castletown, and of St
Coomb's Kirk on the Links of Old Tain, which last is

said to have been overwhelmed by sand. Olrig House,
1 mile SSW of Castletown, is the seat of James Smith,
Esq. (b. 1832 ; sue. 1853), who holds 2734 acres in the
shire, valued at £2325 per annum. Four proprietors
hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 1 of
from £50 to £100, and 12 of from £20 to £50. Olrig is in
the presbytery of Caithness and the synod of Sutherland
and Caithness ; the living is worth £270. The parish
church at Castletown is a handsome edifice of 1841, de-

signed by Mr Cousin of Edinburgh. There are also Free
and Original Secession churches; and four schools

—

Castletown public, Murkle public, Tain District public,

and Olrig female—with respective accommodation for

200, 110, 60, and 168 children, had (1883) an average
attendance of 87, 86, 22, and 88, and grants of £73, 18s.,

£102, 14s., £23, 3s., and £65, 15s. Valuation (1860)

£7320, (1884) £8879, 17s. Pop. (1801) 1127, (1831)
1146, (1861) 2059, (1871) 2028, (1881) 2002.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 116, 1878.

Omoa. See Cleland.
Onich, a village in Kilmallie parish, Inverness-shire,

at the northern side of the entrance to Loch Leven, 2^
miles WNW of Ballachulish ferry. It has a post office

and a public school. Slate quarrying was begun heie

on the Lochiel estate in 1872.

Orangefield, an estate, with a mansion, in Monktcu
parish, Ayrshire, 1 mile NNE of Prestwick station.

Oransay, an island in Colonsay parish, Argyllshire,

near the S end of Colonsay island, and 5^ miles N by
W of the nearest point of islay. It is separated from
Colonsay by a channel only from 100 yards to 1 mile
wide, and dry at low water ; measures 2| miles from E
to W, by 1J mile from N to S ; and has an indented,

irregular outline, with a rugged, hilly, but not high
surface. According to tradition, Columba and Oran,
his colleague, the latter of whom gave name to the

island, first landed here from Ireland in 563, when,
finding lie could see the Irish coast from Cairn-Cul-ri-

Erinn, its highest hill, he durst not tarry, but proceeded
northward to Iona. Long after, in the 14th century,

an Austin priory was founded here by one of the Lords
of the Isles as a cell of Ilolyrood Abbey. This priory

has left remains more interesting thau any in the

Western Highlands and Islands, excepting those of
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Iona. Transitional Early English in style, its roofless

church measures 77§ feet in length and 18 in width, has

a fine three-light Gothic E window, and adjoins a very

peculiar cloister, forming a square of 40 feet without and
28§ within. In Pennant's time (1772) one of the sides

of the cloister had five small round arches ; whilst two
other sides, confronting each other, showed seven low

triangular-headed arches, with plain square columns.

A side chapel contains a sculptured tomb of an abbot

of 1539, and a stone with figures of dogs, a stag, and a

ship under sail ; and in the churchyard is a finely sculp-

tured cross of 1510, resting on a graduated pedestal, and
bearing on its head a sculpture of the crucifixion. Other

antiquities, such as cairns and tumuli, are numerous.

Pop. (1871) 48, (1881) 10. See an article by W. Steven-

son in Procs. Soc. Ants. Scotl. (1881).

Oransay, a rocky island of Morvern parish, Argyll-

shire, in Loch Sunart, 1\ miles E of that loch's deflection

from the NW end of the Sound of Mull. It groups with

Carna islet, and is washed by impetuous tides from the

W, rushing towards the land-locked upper reaches of the

loch.

Oransay, Skye, Inverness-shire. See Isle-Ornsay.
Orchardton, a mansion, with beautiful grounds, in

Rerwick parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, near the head of

Orchardton Bay, 6£ miles SSE of Castle-Douglas. Its

owner, William Douglas Robinson-Douglas, Esq. (b.

1851 ; sue. 1878), holds 3495 acres in the shire, valued

at £2021 per annum. Orchardton Tower, \\ mile NNE,
is the only round tower in Galloway. It was a seat of a

branch of the Maxwells ; and the strange story of its

' Wandering Heir' is told in Miss Goldie's Family Re-

collections (Edinb. 1841).—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Orchil, an estate, with a mansion, in Ardoch parish,

Perthshire, 3J miles NW of Blackford station. See

MUTHILL.
Orchy, a stream of Glenorchy parish, Argyllshire,

rising, close to the Perthshire boundarv, at an altitude

of 2700 feet, and 5| miles SSE of Loch Lydoch. Thence
it winds lOf miles north-north-westward and west-south-

westward under the name of the Water of Tulla, until

it expands into Loch Tulla (2^ miles x 5 furl. ; 555 feet),

and receives there an important tributary from the

mountains flanking the E side of the upper part of Loch
Etive. It next runs 16i miles south-westward to Loch
Awe (118 feet) at Kilchurn Castle—rapidly and turbu-

lently along the valley of Glenorchy proper, but tran-

quilly and sluggishly along the vale of Dalmally. Its

waters contain abundance of salmon, trout, perch, and
pike, the last running up to 34 lbs.

—

Ord. Sur., shs.

54, 46, 45, 1872-76.

Ord, a quoad sacra parish of N Banffshire, whose
church, 3 miles SSE of Tillynaught station, was built

as a chapel of ease in 1836. The parish, constituted in

1869, is in the presbytery of Fordyce and the synod of

Aberdeen ; its minister's stipend is £120. Pop. (1871)

884, (1881) 851, of whom 169 were in Alvah, 390 in

Banff, 203 in Boyndie, and 89 in Marnoeh.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 96, 1876.

Ord or Muir of Ord, the southern part of the Mull-
buie, Ross-shire, near the boundary with Inverness-
shire. It is traversed by the public road from Inverness
to Tain, and by the Highland railway, witli the station

of Muir of Ord, 3 miles N of Beauly ; is the scene

of great cattle, sheep, and horse markets, usually
denominated the markets of Beauly ; has a tabulat-

or flat surface, and a sandy soil ; contains two ancient
standing-stones, said to commemorate a great clan fight

;

and adjoins a tract on the E containing a very large

number of ancient Caledonian cairns and stone circles.

Ord House, 1£ mile W of the station, is the seat of

Thomas Mackenzie, Esq. (b. 1797 ; sue. 1821), who
holds 21,229 acres in the shire, valued at £2460 per
annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 83, 1881.

Ord or Ord of-Caithness, an abrupt, broad, lofty,

granite mountain overhanging the sea, on the mutual
border of Sutherland and Caithness, 4 miles by road
NE of Helmsdale. The old road over it, formerly the
only laud ingress to Caithness, traversed the crest of

its stupendous seaward precipices at a height and in

a manner most appalling to both man and beast ; and
even the present road, formed in 1811, rises to an eleva-

tion of 726 feet above sea-level, and has very stiff

gradients. 'The Ord-of-Caithness,' says Miss Sinclair,
' was formerly pre-eminent for being the most danger-
ous bit of road in Scotland. . . . During the last

century, whenever the late Earl of Caithness, my grand-
mother Lady Janet Sinclair, or any of the chief landed
proprietors, entered that county, a troop of their
tenants assembled on the border of Sutherland, and
drew the carriage themselves over the hill, a distance of

two miles, that nothing might be trusted in such a
scene to the discretion of quadrupeds. . . . The
mail-coach now rattles down the whole descent of the
Ord, scarcely deigning even to use a drag ! ' According
to an old-world superstition, no Sinclair may, without
fearful foreboding of evil, cross the Ord on a Monday

;

forty Sinclairs, led by the Earl of Caithness, having on
that day ventured over the barrier on their way to the
field of Flodden, where—with the exception of the
drummer, who was dismissed before the battle began—all

were cut down by the sword.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 109, 1878.
Ordbain Hill. See Loch-an-Eilein.
Ordhead, a place in Monymusk parish, Aberdeenshire,

3J miles NNW of Monymusk station. It has a post
office under Aberdeen, with money order and savings'
bank departments.
Ord Hill. See Knockbain.
Ordie Burn, a Perthshire rivulet, rising in the extreme

NW of Auchtergaven parish, and running S£ miles east-

south-eastward, chiefly within Auchtergaven parish,
partly on the boundary between that parish and
Moneydie and Redgorton. It receives, towards the end
of its course, the large tribute of Shochie Bum ; tra-

verses, for £ mile after the influx of that tributary, an
artificial bed made for it by the Luncarty Bleachfield
Company

; gives to the part of its basin within Auchter-
gaven the name of Strathord ; is an excellent trouting
stream ; and passes through a steep bank into the Tay
a little above Luncarty. See Auchtergaven.—Ord.
Sur., shs. 47, 48, 1869-68.

Ordie, Loch, a lake in Dunkeld and Dowally parish,
Perthshire, 6 miles N of Dunkeld. Lying 980 feet

above sea-level, it has an utmost length and breadth of
5 and 3£ furlongs, sends off Dowally Burn to the Tay,
and contains abundance of fine large trout. On 12 Oct.
1865 the Queen, with the Princess Helena and the
Duchess of Athole, ' took a short row on Loch Ordie,
which looked extremely pretty, wooded to the water's
edj;e and skirted by distant hills.'

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 56,
1870.

Ordiquhill, a parish of Banffshire, to the N containing
Cornhill village, \ mile SSE of Cornhill station in For-
dyce parish, this being 8i miles SW by W of Banff, under
which it has a post and" railway telegraph ollice. It is

bounded NW by Fordyce, NE by Boyndie, SE and S by
Marnoeh, and SW by Grange. Its utmost length, from
NEto SW, is 4 J miles ; its utmost breadth is 2f miles ;

and its area is 4758 acres, of which 3| are water. The
drainage is carried north-north-eastward by head-streams
of the Burn of Boyne ; and in the extreme N the surface

declines to 240 feet above sea-level, thence rising to 410
feet near Rothen, 711 at Corn Hill, 865 at Culvie Hill,

890 at Wether Hill on the southern bonier, and 1409 at
Knock Hill on the meeting-point with Grange and
Fordyce, the summit of which last, Knock Hill, is

covered by a stratified bed of moss 15 to 20 feet deep.
The predominant rocks are mica slate and gneiss, with
some granite ; but they mostly lie under thick deposits
of coarse, gritty, ferruginous clay. Trap boulders are
everywhere plentiful ; serpentine rock, prolonged from
the famous beds and pits near Portsoy, occurs along the
eastern base of Knock Hill; and specimens ol gaTnrt,

tourmaline, asbestos, and rock-cork are found. The
soil is in most parts deep, but lies on a cold retentive
bottom. Till 1842 nearly half the entire area continued
to be pastoral or waste ; but the greater part of it haa
sinco been brought under the plough ; und some 350
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acres nro under wood. Park Houso, 1$ milo SSE of

OomhUl station, is a good and commodious mansion,
enlarged In 1829. its owner, Major Laohlan Duff
Cordon-Duff (b. 1817; sue. 1855), ' is solo proprietor.
(Soo UoiuiriiMK.) Ordiiiuhill is in tho presbytery of

Pbrdyoe and the synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth
£278. The perish ohnreh, 2 miles SSW of Oornhill
»t »t ion. is a in .it cdili.v of 1S05, containing 41»0 sittings.

Then is also a Free oharoh ; and Park fcnialo and
Ordiaahil] pablia schools, with respective accommoda-
tion tor 71 and 120 children, had (188;!) an average
attendance of 73 and GO, and grants of £63, 17s. 6d.

end £64, 9a Valuation (1860) £3007, (1881) £3477.
Pop. (1801) 610, (1831) 655, (1861) 764, (1871) 761,
(1SS1) 714.—Ord. Sur., shs. 86, 96, 1876.

Ord-of-Caituness. Seo Oiu>.

Ore, a sluggish rivulet of S\V Fife, flowing 17 miles
oast-hy. northward through or along the borders of Dun-
fermline, Heath, Cleish, Ballinoky, Auchtekdeuuan,
Kinglassio, Dysart, and Markinoh parishes, till it falls

into the [.even at a point 7 furlongs W by N of Windy-
ga>tes .station. Its banks are everywhere flat, though in

places prettily wooded ; its current is muddy ; and the
trout, pike, and perch of its waters afford but indifferent

fishing. See LocnouE.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40. 1867.
Orkney, a group of islands and islets off the eastern

part of the N coast of Scotland, and forming a division

of the county of Orkney and Shetland. The group,
which is separated from the mainland of Scotland by
the Pcntland Firth, contains 28 inhabited islands, 39
smaller islands used for grazing purposes, locally known
as holms, and a large number of waste rocky islets or

skerries. The island extends from N latitude 58° 44' *

(Brough Ness at the S end of South Ronaldsay) to N
latitude 59° 23' 40" (Point of Sinsoss in the N of North
Ronaldsay), ami from W latitude 2° 22' 34" (Start Point
in Sanday) to "W latitude 3° 26' 22" (Rora Head at the
W end of Hoy). The distance in a straight lino from
Point of Sinsoss SSW to Brough Ness in South Ronald-
say is 50 miles, or SSW by S to Tor Ness in Hoy is 53

J

miles, and the greatest width of the group is from Burgh
Head in Stronsay on the E to Outshore Point midway
betwe D Marwick Head and Bay of Skaill on the W side

of Pomona on the W, a distance of 29J miles. The
islands are divided into three groups. The first, nearest

the mainland, is known as the South Isles, and com-
prises the large islands of Hoy (W) and South Ronald-
say (E) and the smaller ones that surround them. To
the N of Hoy is Graemsay, NE is Risa, and E are Flotta
and South Walls. To the N of South Ronaldsay and
separated from it by Water Sound is Burray with the
smaller islands of Glimps Holm and Hunda ; on the S
are the Pentland Skerries, and SE is Swona. The
water space between Hoy and South Walls is the well-

known anchorage of Long Hope. The passage between
Fara and Flotta is Weddel Sound, and between
Flotta and Switha is Switha Sound. The passage
between Flotta and South Ronaldsay is the Sound of

Hoxa. The South Isles are separated from the main-
land by the Pentland Firth, the distance across

which, from Dunnet Head to Tor Ness (Hoy), is 7g
miles, from St John's Point to Tarff Tail (Swona) 6i£

miles, and from Duncansbay Head to Brough Ness
(South Ronaldsay) 6£ miles. The second group lies to

the N of those just described, and consists of Pomona
or the Mainland—the principal island in the Orkneys,
containing nearly half the entire area and more than
half the whole population—and the smaller islands to

the NE. The deep sweep of Kirkwall Bay on the N
and Scapa Bay on the S [see Kirkwall] narrows
Pomona at one point so that it is divided into two
parts of unequal size, that to the W being the larger.

Off the NE coast of this larger portion are the islands of

Rousay—with the smaller islands of Egilsay (E), Viera
(SE), and Eynhallow (SW)—and Gairsay with Sweyn
Holm ; off the S coast, but nearer Hoy, is the small

* The Pentland Skerries, which are held to belong to Orkney,
%k etill farther S, the latitude ol the Little Skerry being 58

s

«0" 30".
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island of Cava. To tho N of the smaller eastern por-

iiou is Shapinsay with Helliar Holm; to the SE is

Copinsay with the llorso of Copinsay and Com Holm;
to tho Sis tho small Lamb Holm. This tho Mainland
group is separated from tho NE of Hoy by Hoy Sound ;

fr the E of Hoy, and from Fara, Flotta, and the NW
of Soul h Ronaldsay, by Scapa Flow; and from Burray
by Holm Sound. The third group lies NE of the Main-
land islands, and consists of Westray, Eday, and Stron-

say in a lino from NW to SE, with Papa Westray to the

N Eof Westray
;
Sanday NE of Eday, and North Ronald-

say still farther to the NE. To tho E of Papa Westray
is tho small Holm of Papa, NE of Eday is the Calf of

Eday, SW of it are Muekle and Little Green Holms,
and v7 of it are Fara and Holm of Fara. To the N of

Stronsay is Holm of Huip, NE is Papa Stronsay, S is

Auskcrry, W is Linga Holm, and NW is Little Linga.

This group is known as the North Isles, and some-
times Rousay and Shapinsay are included in it. Wes-
tray and Eday are separated from Rousay and Egilsay

by tho Westray Firth (varying from 4 to 8 miles

wide), and tho portion of sea E of Shapinsay and
SW of Stronsay is known as Stronsay Firth. Westray
is separated from Papa Westray by Papa Sound (1J
mile), and from Holm of Fara by Rapness Sound (1£
mile) and Weathcrness Sound (3 furl.). Eday is

separated from Fara by Sound of Fara (varying from 1

to 1£ mile), from Muckle Green Holm by Fall of War-
ness (1£ mile), from Calf of Eday by Calf Sound (£ mile),

and from tho SW of Sanday by Eday Sound (1J mile)

and Lashy Sound (at Calf of Eday, 1 mile). Stronsay

is separated from Linga Holm by Linga Sound (J mile),

from Auskerry by Ingale Sound (2£ miles), from Papa
Stronsay by Papa Sound (£ mile), from Holm of Huip
by Huip Sound (i mile) ; and between Holm of Huip
and the SW end of Sanday is Spurness Sound (If mile).

The sea N of Eday, between Westray and Sanday, is

known as the North Sound ; while along the S coast of

Sanday, between that island and Stronsay, is Sanday
Sound (4 J miles at narrowest point), and between Sanday
and North Ronaldsay is the North Ronaldsay Firth (2

miles 3 furlongs at the narrowest part). Except along the

cliffs of the southern and western sides the coast-line of

all the islands is extremely irregular, there being every-

where numerous deep bays. Of these the chief are Long
Hope, near the SE end of Hoy ; Pan Hope in Flotta

;

Widewall Bay on the W side, and St Margaret's Hope
in tho N end, of South Ronaldsay ; Echnaloch Bay in

the NW of Burray; Bay of Ireland and Scapa Bay on

the S side of Pomona ; Bay of Firth and Bay of Kirk-

wall opening off the Wide Firth, Bay of Meil and Inga-

ness Bay opening off Shapinsay Sound, and Deer Sound
farther ~E, all in Pomona ; Veantrow Bay on the N side of

Shapinsay ; Saviskaill Pay on the N side of Rousay
;
Bay

of Pierowall on the E side of Westray, opposite the S

end of Papa Westray ;
Bay of Tuquoy on the S side of

Westray ; Fersness Bay on the W coast of Eday ; St

Catherine's Bay on the W coast, Bay of Holland on

the S coast, Odin Bay and Mill Bay on the E coast, of

Stronsay ; North Bay on the W coast, Backaskaill

Bay, Kettletoft Bay, Cat-a-Sand, and Lopness Bay on

the S coast, Scuthvie Bay on the E coast, and Otters-

Wick Bay on the N coast, of Sanday ; and Linklet Bay in

North Ronaldsay. The surface of tho islands lies low,

and, except Hoy, none of them can be called hilly.

The general rise is from NE to SW, a height of 333

feet being reached at tho Ward Hill at the S end of

Eday ; 880 at the Ward Hill in the SW of the Main-

land, midway between Bay of Ireland and Scapa Bay
;

and 1420 at Cuilags, 1564 at the Ward Hill, and 1308

at Knap of Trcwieglen, the three highest points in Hoy
and in the whole group of islands. Except in the Pent-

land Firth, where the depth of the sea reaches 40

fathoms, the water in the straits between the islands

and in their immediate neighbourhood is nowhere

deeper than 20 fathoms. A rise of 120 feet in the sea-

bottom would unite the whole group, except Swona and

the Pentland Skerries, into one mass of land, which

would be separated from the mainland of Scotland by a
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strait from 2 to 3 miles broad where the Pentland
Firth is, with a long pointed projection passing by
Swona through the Sound of Hoxa into Scapa Flow, a

little beyond Roan Head, at the NE corner of Flotta
;

and from this a narrow strait, about a mile wide, would
pass along the SW side of Hoy. If these sounds are,

however, of moderate depth, their number and the
broken and winding outline of the coast are evidences of

the hard struggle that constantly takes place between
the land and the Atlantic surge. ' The intricate indented
coast-line, worn into creeks and caves, and overhanging
cliffs ; the crags and skerries, and sea stacks, once a

part of the solid land, but now isolated among the
breakers ; the huge piles of fragments that lie on the
beach, or have been heaped far up above the tide-mark,
tell only too plainly how vain is the resistance, even of
the hardest rocks, to the onward march of the ocean.

The rate of waste along some parts of these islands is so

rapid as to be distinctly appreciable within a human
lifetime. Thus the Start Point of Sanday was found
by Mr Stevenson, in 1816, to be an island every flood

tide
;
yet even within the memory of some old people

then alive, it had formed one continuous tract of firm
ground. Nay, it appears that during the 10 years
previous to 1816, the channel had been worn down at

least 2 feet.' Through these narrow sounds the tidal

wave, rushing along with a speed varying from 4 miles
an hour at neap to 12 miles an hour at spring tides

(the latter being the speed it is said to attain in the
Pentland Firth), causes currents and eddies that every-
where require the greatest skill and care in their naviga-
tion, and that become in stormy weather, often for

days and sometimes even for weeks, quite impassable.
' With such tideways, the slightest inequality in the
bottom produces a ripple on the surface, increasing in
places to the dangerous whirlpools called riisls or roosts,

which have, in the case of the Pentland Firth, so long
given it a bad name amongst mariners. What those
rosts are, especially when a flood spring is met dead on
end by a gale from the opposite quarter, only those
who have seen them or similar tidal-races can realise.

. . . In August 1858, three fishermen named Hercus,
whilst saith-tishing, were sucked into the Bore of Papa,
as a dangerous roost to the north of Papa Westray is called,
and drowned ; and probably many instances could be
cited of similar accidents, though, owing to the Orcadians
being compelled to study the run and set of the tides,

not so many as might be expected. Some few years
back [in 1874], when the Channel Fleet were in the
north, they attempted to pass to the westward through
Westray Firth in the teeth of a strong spring flood, but
all the Queen's horse-power, and all the Queen's men
could not do it, and they had to turn tail.' Tradition
accounts for at least one of those roosts in a highly
satisfactory manner, but leaves it doubtful whether the
others are mere sympathetic outbreaks, or are not worth
accounting for. Off the north-western corner of the
island of Stroma, in the Pentland Firth, on the coast
of, and in the county of, Caithness, is a dangerous whirl-
pool called the Swelkie, and connected with it is the
lollowing story :

—
' A certain King Frodi possessed a

magical quern or hand-mill, called "Grotti," which
had been found in Denmark, and was the largest quern
ever known. Grotti, which ground gold or peace for
King Frodi, as he willed, was stolen by a sea-king called
Mysnig, who set it to grind white salt for his ships.
Whether Musing, like many another purloincr of magic-
working implements, had only learned the spell to set
it going, and did not know how to stop it, is not stated.
Anyhow, his ships became so full of salt that they sank,
and Grotti with them. Hence the Swelkie. As the
water falls through the eye of the quern, the sea roars,
and the quern goes on grinding the salt, which gives its
saltness to the ocean.'

The scenery of the Orkneys is somewhat tame. ' The
Orkney Islands,' says Dr Archibald Geikie, ' are as tame
and as Hat as Caithness. But in Hoy they certainly
make amends for their generally featureless surface
Yet even there it is not the interior, hilly though it be',

but the western coast cliffs which redeem the whole of

the far north of Scotland from the charge of failure in

picturesque and impressive scenery. One looks across

the Pentland Firth and marks how the flat islands of

the Orkney group rise from its northern side as a long
low line until westwards they mount into the rounded
heights of Hoy, and how these again plunge in a range
of precipices into the Atlantic. Yellow and red in lme,

these marvellous cliffs gleam across the water as if the
sunlight always bathed them. They brighten a grey
day, and grey days are only too common in the northern

summer ; on a sunny forenoon, or still better on a clear

evening, when the sun is sinking beneath the western

waters, they glow and burn, yet behind such a dreamy
sea-born haze that the onlooker can hardly believe him-
self to be in the far north, but recalls perhaps memories
of Capri and Sorrento and the blue Mediterranean.'

Inland from this coast-line is the highest ground in the

islands, and there are hilly, though less rugged, districts

in Rousay (sometimes called the Orcadian Highlands),

and in the western parts of the Mainland and of Eday,
but these grassy or heath-clad heights, with the rounded
outlines and undulating character seemingly inseparably

associated with the Old Red Sandstone formation, have
but little of the picturesque, a want still further in-

creased by the utter absence of wood. This last often

altogether removes or at least conceals bareness of out-

line ; but though trees of considerable size must once

have existed all over the islands, none—except those

mentioned at Kirkwall and a few others in sheltered

situations, and these of small size—are now able to

withstand the force of the violent winter winds, which
shake such as may be planted round and round, till the

roots are slackened and fatally injured, and the plant

dies. Although, however, the low-lying land and the

green or brown softly-swelling heights, unrelieved by
any wood, are apt to become somewhat monotonous—

a

monotony that also exists along the coasts, which
generally lie low, except where, on the W and S, they
present long lines of cliff to the sea—there are times

that the islands present features of great beauty, a
beauty which is, however, almost always associated with
the constant presence of water, often of the sea, with all

the sense of power which that presence gives. It is

almost impossible to get out of sight of either lochs or

the sea, from which, indeed, no place in Orkney is more
than five miles distant, and most places very much less ;

and in calm bright weather, with strong sunlight

casting a glow over the low rounded islands, shrouding
them in a soft haze, and sparkling on the ripples that

dance along the sounds or on the white waves that break
on the beach of some quiet bay or at the foot of some
lofty range of cliffs, the islands present views of soft

and quiet beauty which is almost entirely their own.
' In calm weather the sea, landlocked by the islands,

resembles a vast lake, clear and bright as a mirror, and
without a ripple, save from the gentle impulse of the

tido. Here a bluff headland stands out in bold relief

against the horizon ; there the more distant islet is lost

in sea and sky ; on one side a shelving rock sends out a
black tongue-like point, sharp as a needle, losing itself

in the water, where it forms one of those reefs so com-
mon among the islands, and so fatal to strangers, but
which every Orkney boatman knows, as we do the

streets of our native town ; while on the other side a

green holm, covered with cattle and ponies, slopes

gently to the water's edge. Then there is the dove-
tailing and intercrossing of one point with another, the

purple tints of the islands, the deep blue of the sea, the

indentations of the coast, the boats plying their oars or

lingering lazily on the waters, tho white sails oc the

pleasure yachts contrasting with the dark brown canvas
of the fishing craft, and here and there a large merchant
vessel entering or leaving the harbour ;—all these com-
bine to make a lovely picture, in which the additional

ornament of trees is not missed. You feel that trees

hero would bo out of their element. In calm weather
they are not needed, in a storm they would seem out of

place. Any one who has seen an Orkney sunset in Juno
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or July tracing its diamond path across island, reef, and
t » m-.i-t «-on less that it is scarcely possible to

Dggtti IB addition to its beauty.' (Sec Fkknikhkust.)
On* has, however, to bm the hilly districts In the midst

of thick drlring miata, 01 the narrow tideways daring

n itorm, to be aide to appreciate thoroughly all the

grandeur which the district is capable of assuming, and

the truth of the sailor-poet Vedder's description of his

fatherland, when he speaks of it as a

' I-and <it the whirlpool,— torrent,— foam,
V Bero ocean* in. , t In inadd'niiu,' shock ;

'I'll.' 1 1. . 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 ill. the shelviii',' holm,
The dark ImndiouH rock,

l-nn.l of the bleak,—the treeless moor,—
The 81. rili mountain, sercd and riven,—
The shapeless cairn, the mined tower,

Scathed by the bolts of heaven,

—

The yawning gulf,—the treacherous sand,

—

Tho raring flood,— the rushing stream,—
The promontory wild and bare,

—

The pyramid, where sea-birds scream,
Aloft in middle air.'

'If, however,' says Dr Clouston of Sandwick, in

Anderson's Guide to the Highlands, ' the tourist has the

Rood fortune to be in Orkney during a storm, he will

eea-e 1" regret the alisence of some of the softer and
more common beauties of landscape in the contempla-

tion of the most sublime spectacle which he ever

witnessed. By repairing at such a time to the weather
shore, particularly if it be on the W side of the country,

he will behold waves, of the magnitude and force of

which he could not have previously formed any adequate
conception, tumbling across the Atlantic like monsters
of the deep, their heads erect, their manes streaming in

the wind, roaring and foaming as with rage, till each

discharges such a Niagara flood against the opposing
precipices as makes the rocks tremble to their founda-

tions, while the sheets of water that immediately ascend,

as if from artillery, hundreds of feet above their summits,
deluge the surrounding country, and fall like showers

on the opposite side of the island. All the springs

within a mile of the weather coast are rendered brackish

for some days after such a storm. Those living half a

mile from the precipice declare that the earthen floors

of their cots are shaken by the concussion of the waves.

Rocks that two or three men could not lift are washed
about, even on the tops of clilfs which are between 60
and 100 feet above the surface of the sea when smooth,

and detached masses of rock of an enormous size are well

known to have been carried a considerable distance

between low and high water mark. Having visited the

west crags some days after a recent storm, the writer

found sea insects abundant on the hills near them,
though about 100 feet high ; and a solitary limpet,

which is proverbial for its strong attachment to its

native rock, but which also seemed on this occasion to

have been thrown up, was discovered adhering to the

top of the cliff, 70 feet above its usual position. ' Short
storms of great violence are not the worst, being sur-

passed by the long continuance of an ordinary gale, and
during great storms the devastation and ruin is very
great. During a particularly severe storm in 1862, in

Stroma (in Caithness), in the Pentland Firth, the sea

swept right over the N end of the island, rose bodily

up the vertical clilfs at the W end, lodged fragments of

wreckage, stones, seaweed, etc., on the top, 200 feet

above ordinary sea-level, and then rushed in torrents

across the island, tearing up the ground and rocks in

their course towards the opposite side.

As in Caithness and the Hebrides, one of the peculiar

features of the Orkneys is the immense number of lochs

scattered everywhere about, and some of them of con-

siderable size. Of these the principal are the lochs of

Stenness, Harris, Boardhouse, Swannay, Hundland,
Isbister, Banks, Sabiston, Skaill, Clumly, Bosquoy, and
Kirbister in the western portion of the Mainland ; Loch
of Tankerness in the eastern part of the Mainland

;

Heldale Water and Hoglinns Water in Hoy ; Muckle
Water, Peerie Water, and Loch of Wasbister in Rousay

;

Loch of St Tredwtll in Papa Westray ; Loch Saintear and
134

Swartmill Loch in Westray; Meikle Water in Stron-
say ; and Bea Loch, Longmay Loch, and North Loch
in Sanday, The total loch area is probably nearly
20,000 acres. In most of the lochs the fishing is free,

and even in those that aro preserved, permission to fish

is not very difficult to obtain. Formerly the fishing in
most of tho lochs and the streams connected with them
was poor, and the number and size of the trout was
small, as otters and other illegal methods of fishing
were largely employed, but since Orkney was erected
into a fishery district in 1881, matters have been much
improved. The net season of the district is from 25
Feb. to 9 Sept., and the rod season from 25 Feb. to
31 Oct.

The land area of tho islands is 3757 square miles or
240,476 acres. Inclusive of skerries the total number
of islands and islets is 90, but of these only 40 are of
any size, and only 28 are inhabited all the year round,
while a few others are temporarily inhabited during the
summer months only. The inhabited islands, with
their populations in 1871 and 1881, are as follows:

—

Auskerry (6; 8), Burray (661
; 685), Cava (22; 25),

Copinsay (6 ; 5), Eday (822 ; 730), Egilsay (163 ; 165),

Para (Eday 53
; 68), Fara (Hoy 83

; 72), Flotta (423 ;

425), Gairsay (34 ; 37), Graemsay (250 ; 236), Holm
(6 ; 8), Hoy (1385 ; 1380), Hunda (5 ; 8), Kirkholm
(7 ; 0) Lamb Holm (7 ; 8), Mainland (16,541 ; 17,165),
Papa Stronsay (32 ; 23), Papa Westray (370 ; 345),
Pentland Skerries (14 ; 17), North Ronaldsay (539 ;

547), South Ronaldsay (2501 ; 2557), Rousay (860 ;

873), Sanday (2053 ; 2082), Shapinsay (949 ; 947),

Stronsay (1267 ; 1274), Swona (47 ; 47), Westray
(2090 ; 2200) and Viera or Wire (78 ; 80).

Partly owing to their situation and partly owing to
the influence of the Gulf Stream, the Orkneys have a
much more equable temperature throughout the year
than in most places on the mainland of Great Britain,

the total average range of temperature being about
16,° while at Thurso the range is 20°, at Leith 22°,

and at London 25°. In this respect the Islands resemble
the SW coast of England and the W coast of Ireland.

The influence exerted by the temperature of the sea is

shown by the fact that the coldest month is not as in
the other parts of the kingdom, January, but March,
when the mean average temperature is about 38 '5°. The
warmest month is August, when the mean average
temperature is 54 5°, and in this point again the agree-

ment is with the SW of England and the W of Ireland,

July being the warmest month elsewhere. The mean
annual temperature is about 45°, and the average annual
rainfall 34 -

3 inches, which is less than might be sup-

posed. There is but little frost and less snow, and
never any great continuance of either. The heaviest

rains and the most prevalent and strongest winds are

from the SW and SE. Winds between the NW and
NE are cold but dry and healthy, and though they
prevail during spring and sometimes till past the middle
of June and check the progress of vegetation, they have
not the piercing quality that is so often felt in the
spring winds along the E coast of Scotland. Calms are

of short duration, and changes of weather are very
sudden. Fogs are somewhat frequent during summer
and the early part of autumn, and come on and dis-

perse quickly. The few thunder-storms that occur
happen mostly in winter, during high winds and con-

tinued falls of rain or snow. The spring is cold and
late ; the summer, though short, is remarkable for the
rapidity with which growth takes place ; and the winter
is in general a steady series of high winds, heavy rains,

and ever-varying storms. Owing to the latitude the
evenings in summer are long, and when fine, form the

greatest charm of the season. At the longest day the

sun rises at 2 minutes past 3, and sets at 23 minutes
past 9, and even after he has sunk he leaves his

glory behind in the bright glow that lies along the
northern horizon, tinging the sky with hues of yellow
and green that cannot be described but need to be seen.

For a month at this time the light is so strong all night
through that sm»ll print may be read without difficulty.
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At the shortest day the sun rises at 10 minutes past

9 o'clock and sets at 17 minutes past 3, but the long

nights are often lit up by brilliant displays of aurora

borealis. Seals of different species abound, and the

walrus has been seen about the coast on different

occasions, but they were merely stray specimens that

had wandered too far S. Herds of the ca'ing whale

are numerous, and large numbers of them often run them-

selves ashore, while examples of almost all the other

species of whales are from time to time seen and occasion-

ally captured. The list of birds is long, including no

fewer than 236 species. It includes all the British birds

of prey, except the rough-legged buzzard, the bee hawk,

and the orange-legged fateon. Rooks have settled in

large numbers in recent years, and starlings are every-

where very numerous. Grouse are lighter in colour

than those of the mainland, but are plump and well

conditioned. Ptarmigan, which used to be found in

Hoy, are now exterminated. There are nearly 400

species of native plants, including the rare variety of

the adder's-tongue fern, ophioglossum vulgatum var.

ambiguum, which is found only here and in the Scilly

Islands ; the horned pond-weed, zannichcllia polycarpa,

in the Loch of Kirbister in Orphir parish ; carex fulva
var. sterilis, also in Orphir

;
ruppia spiralis, in the

Loch of Stenness ; and ruppia rostcllata var. nana, in

Firth.

Geology.—The Orkney islands are composed of strata

belonging mainly to the Old Red Sandstone formation.

On the Mainland there is a small area occupied by
ancient crystalline rocks on which the members of the

Old Red Sandstone rest unconformably. They extend

from Stroroness W to Inganess, and they are prolonged

S into the island of Graemsay. Consisting of fine

grained granite and grey micaceous flaggy gneiss,

these rocks must evidently be grouped with the great

series of metamorphic rocks of the Highlands of Scot-

land. They represent part of the old land surface,

which rose above the sea-level at the beginning of the

Lower Old Red Sandstone Period.

In the island of Hoy there is a remarkable develop-

ment of the Upper Old Red Sandstone, but in all the

other islands the strata belong to the lower division of

that formation. Beginning with the representatives of

the lower division, we find that a great synclinal fold

traverses the Orcadian group from Scapa Flow N by
Shapinsay to the island of Eday, the centre of which is

occupied by a series of course siliceous sandstones and
marls, with bands of conglomerate containing pebbles of

quartzite, gneiss, and granite. In the island of Eday
this arenaceous series rests conformably on the flag-

stones which cover such wide areas on the Mainland
and the other islands, but when we pass S to the Main-
land it is observable that the massive sandstones are

brought into conjunction with the flagstones by two
powerful faults.

A traverse across the N islands from Westray to
Eday, and thence to Sanday, reveals the order of suc-

cession of the strata. The island of Westray is com-
posed of well-bedded rusty flags, which along the W
shore are gently inclined to the \V, while on the cliffs

in the SE part of the island they dip to the ESE.
The hills display those characteristic terraced slopes

which are so typical of the flagstones when they are

inclined at gentle angles. The islands of Fara Holm
and fara, situated between Westray and Eday, consist

also of flagstones with a similar ESE dip, and these
beds arc continued in Kd.iy along the W roast, between
Fara's Ness and Seal Skerry. It follows therefore that
we have a gradual ascending series from the SE head-
lands of Westray to the W coast of Eday. The strata in
the latter island form a syncline, the axis of which runs
approximately N and S. Hence the same beds reappear
on opposite shores, rising from underneath the massive
siliceous sandstones, which form the smooth flowing
hills in the centre of Eday. The gradual transition

from the flagstones to the overlying arenaceous series is

admirably displayed on the beach at Kirk of Skail and
on the S side of Lonton Bay on the E coast. From the

grey calcareous flagstones at the base there is a gradual
passage through hard white sandstone, red shales,
and flagstones to the massive red and yellow sandstones.
Similarly on the W coast, between Fara's Ness and the
sandy bay lying to the E of that promontory, there is

clear evidence of the alternation of the sandstones and
flags at the base of the arenaceous series.

The members of the arenaceous series are repeated
in the island of Sanday, partly by faults and partly by
undulations of the strata. They occupy a strip of
ground, about 1 mile broad, between Spur Ness and
Quoy Ness. At the former locality they are abruptly
truncated by a N and S fault, which brings them into
conjunction with the underlying flagstones, while near
the latter promontory they graduate downwards into
the flagstones. Again in the SE portion of Shapinsay
a small portion of the arenaceous series is met with,
which to the S of Kirkton is separated from the flag-

stones by a small fault, but from the marked alterna-
tions of sandstones and flags exposed on the coast, there
can be little doubt that the strata mark the base of the
massive sandstones. This small patch of the arenaceous
series is invested with considerable interest from the
fact that they are associated with diabase lavas indicat-
ing contemporaneous volcanic action. At no other
locality in Orkney have traces of bedded lavas or tuffs

been found in the Lower Old Red Sandstone. These
diabase lavas are exposed on the coast between Haco's
Ness and Foot, whence they can be followed for about
half a mile, exhibiting the vesicular amygdaloidal char-
acters of true lava flows. The microscopic examination
of this rock reveals the presence of a considerable
quantity of altered olivine associated with plagioclase
felspar, augite, and magnetite.

Attention has already been directed to the fact that,

on the Mainland, the sandstones and marls which form
the highest members of the Lower Old Red Sand-
stone in Orkney are separated from the flagstones by
two powerful faults. The dislocation bounding the
arenaceous series towards the NW can be traced from
Orphir Kirk to Smoogra Bay, and thence by Scapa Bay
to Inganess Head. The effect of this main fault is

admirably seen near the quarry, on the W side of Scapa
Bay, where it is accompanied by a minor dislocation.

Again, the fault truncating the series on the E side
runs nearly parallel with the coast from Howquoy Head
by Scapa to Inganess Bay. From Kirkwall NW to the
headlands of Birsa, the flagstones roll with gentle
undulations, rising into terraced hills on the mocry
ground N of Loch Stenness. Similarly they spread over
the E part of the island, between Inganess Bay and
Deer Ness.

In the minor islands composing the S group, viz.,

Cava, Fara, Flotta, Burray, and South Ronaldsay, the
strata consist of alternations of flagstones with red
and yellow sandstones and red marls, resembling the
beds at the base of the arenaceous series already de-

scribed. From the manner in which the strata in these
various islands are inclined towards Scapa Flow, it is

obvious that the latter must occupy the centre of a
synclinal trough, and that the synclinal fold is gradually
dying out towards the S.

The Orcadian flagstones have yielded fish remains,
crustaceans, and plants, but no fossils have been obtained
from the arenaceous series, which occupies the centre of

the great synclinal fold. From the flagstones near
Stromness, Hugh Miller exhumed the specimen of
Aslerolepis referred to in The Footprints of the Creator.

One of the best fossiliferous localities is on the shore of

flic Mainland near Skail, and still another occurs in

Brakness Bay, W of Stromness.
The representatives of the Upper Old Red Sandstono

are only to be found in Hoy, where they form one of
the noblest cliffs in the British islands. This elevated
tableland, rising in isolated peaks to a height of 1400
feet, has been carved into a series of narrow valleys,

which, during the glacial period, nourished local glaciers.

In some respects the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Hoy
resembles Lithologically the conformable arenaceous
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>crios of tho lower division. Tho boils havo tho samo
in .issiv.- falso-boddod character, nml tho sandstones arc
1 1

. , u. n : lv iutorstratilu'il with ml mavis and shales,
lint there is one important dill'orcnco in the relations
which they res|.eetively hear to the underlying llag-

il net In Hoy the sandstones of Upper Ola Red Age
are underlaid by a platform or bedded lavas and ashes,
which rest with a marked iniconforiuity on tho under-
lying llagstones, whereas the Kday sandstones, as already
iadii u. i. graduate downwards into the flagstones. Tho
Volcanic rooks lying at tho base of tho great pile of

massive tan latones are admirably exposed on tho cliff

on the N\V side of tho island, from tho Kaim of Hoy to

tho Old Man, and they are traceable round tho slopes of
tho Hoy and Coilags Hills. At tho latter locality tho
voh

. mi. rocks comprise three lava flows with interbedded
tutl's

j
but when they aro traced S along the sea cliff

t m urds the Old Man they gradually thin out till they
ar.- represented only by ono bed of amygdaloidal porphy-
rite, It is evident, therefore, that somo of tho centres
of eruption must havo been situated in tho NE part of
th. tol ind from tho increased thickness of tho beds in
that direction. There aro somo indications of tho
centres of eruption still to bo found in that region.

These 'necks, which are fdled with coarse volcanic
agglomerate, are situated between the Kaim of Hoy and
Quoy Bay.

The unconformable relation between the members of

tho upper and lower division may be studied along tho
sea cliff on the NW side of the island, but perhaps one
of the most favourable localities is at the base of the
Old Man. Owing to the flagstones being inclined at a
higher angle than the members of tho upper division,

the sheet of amygdaloidal porphyrite spreads over the
edges of tho flagstones, while the porphyrite is overlaid

by an enormous pile of red and yellow sandstones.
Several dykes of basalt traverse tho Old Red Sand-

stone of Orkney. Some of the best examples occur on
the shore of the Mainland between Brakness and Skail,

while others are exposed on the beach near Orphir.
The glacial phenomena of Orkney are rather remark-

able, partly on account of the presence of shells in the
boulder clay at various localities, and partly owing to

the variety of stones in the deposit which are foreign to
the islands. From an examination of the striated sur-

faces throughout tho group it would seem that, during
the primary glaciation, the ice crossed the islands from
the SE towards the NW. There are several examples
showing some divergence from this trend, but the pre-

valent direction of the stris varies from WNW to

NNW. Excellent examples of striated surfaces may be
noted on the cliff tops near Noup Head, Westray, in the
bay E of Fara's Ness in Eday, and on the slopes of the
Stennie Hill in the same island. Again, in Kirkwall
Bay, a short distance to the E of the Pier, an excellent

example of striated flagstones is exposed on the beach
where the boulder clay has been recently removed by
the action of the sea.

The boulder clay occurs mainly round the bays, where
fine sections are frequently seen, revealing the character
of the deposit, as for instance in Kirkwall Bay, in
Odin Bay in Stronsay, on the E and W shores of
Shapinsay, in the bay E of Fara's Ness in Eday, and
other localities. Consisting generally of a stiff gritty
clay devoid of stratilication, in which finely striated

stones are very abundant, it resembles the ordinary
boulder clay of Scotland. The blocks embedded in the
clayey matrix are to a large extent local, being composed
of flagstones, sandstones, and conglomeratic grits, while
in the neighbourhood of Stromness fragments of granite
and gneiss, derived from the ridge of crystalline rocks,

are also present in the deposit. But in addition to

these, the following rocks, which are foreign to the
islands, are represented : chalk, chalk flints, oolitic

limestone, oolitic breccia, oolitic fossil wood, dark lime-
stone with Lepidostrobus of Calciferous Sandstone Age,
quartzite, schists, and pink, porphyritic felsite. These
blocks were in all probability derived from the E of
Scotland, and chiefly from the Moray Firth basin.
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A careful search in the various boulder clay sections

throughout the islands hardly fails to bring t«

light sonic of these foreign blocks. They have been
found in South Ronaldsay, the Mainland, Shapinsay,
Stronsay, Eday, and North Ronaldsay. From an
examination of tho evidence supplied by the dispersal of

tho stones in this deposit it is apparent that the ice-flow

must havo crossed tho islands from the North Sea
towards the; Atlantic. This conclusion is supported
alike by tho distribution of tho local blocks as well as

by the presence of rocks derived from the basin of tho

Moray Firth. Equally interesting is the occurrence of

fragments of marine shells in the clayey matrix which
havo been smoothed and striated liko tho stones in the

deposit. It is difficult to determine many of the species

owing to tho fragmentary character of the remains, but
the following havo been obtained from different sections :

Xtrxinim arctica, stxlartc, Cyprina islandica, Myl.il us,

and Myit l.rn natt.a.. Various species of foraminifera have
also been met with alter washing the clay.

In Hoy and the Mainland the existence of local

glaciers after the period of extensive glaciation is proved
by the occurrence of moraines in the valleys and on tho

hill slopes. Though erratics aro not very abundant in

tho Orkneys, there is one remarkable boulder of horn-

blendic gneiss at Saville in Sanday measuring 90 cubic

feet above ground.

Soils and AijricuUurc.—Though in some places sand,

and in others clay or moss, is found of great depth, yet

the general soil of Orkney is shallow, lying upon either

till or rock within 2 feet of the surface, and often so

near as to be touched by the plough. The greater part

of it is peat or moss, forming, from the nature and near-

ness of the subsoil, often a wet, spongy, and almost
irreclaimable moorland ; but elsewhere the moss is benty,

or what the Orcadians call yarta soil, which can be
brought under cultivation with little difficulty. Loams
of various qualities, and sometimes, though never to any
great extent, approaching to clay, cover a considerable

area ; and there is also a considerable proportion of

sandy soil, which in places, particularly in Westray,
Stronsay, and Sanday, passes into beds of loose shifting

sand, quite barren and overlying the real soil. Of the

arable land the larger proportion is sandy—no disadvan-

tage in such a damp climate—or good loam, while the

remainder is dry benty moss. There is a considerable

extent of peat, which is cut for fuel, but this has been

done in many cases so injudiciously that the whole
lower soil is washed away. The peat mosses contain

stems and roots of birch and pine trees, sometimes
measuring nearly 1 foot across, which show that, not-

withstanding their present bare condition, the islands

were once well covered with wood. At this time, too,

the land must have stood at a higher level than now,

as mosses extend—at Otterwick Bay in Sanday, at

Deerness in the Mainland, and elsewhere—under the

sea.

Nearly all the land in Orkney is freehold, but bur-

dened with payments—originally in kind, but now
commuted—to the Crown, or to the Earl of Zetland, as

the Crown donatory. These payments, though of various

origins, all bear the name of feu-duties, and are exigible

on account either of the Crown's having come in the

place of the King of Norway, to whom the islands paid

tribute till 1468, or of its having acquired rights by
purchase and forfeiture, or of its having acquired tho

claims of the Bishop of Orkney. The feu-duties are in

some cases very heavy, but the ground held by small

proprietors only pays as feu-duty about a tenth of what

it would as rent. A considerable proportion of the

land was originally held under udal, odal, or allodial

tenure*— a system which required no written right;

* Under allodial tenure all male descendants of the original

owner had rights over his possession that they were unable to

divest themselves of. When an Odaller died his real estate be-

anie divisible equally among his sons, the only preference being

that the eldest son could claim the chief farm. The sons thus in

turn became odallcrs, and so the process went on. No owner
could dispose of his land unless lie could show that he was com-

pelled to do so by poverty, and then the property had first to be
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but, owing to the actings of Earls Robert and Patrick

Stewart and to very numerous and frequent trans-

ferences by sale, it has come now, in the great majority

of instances, to be held under charter and sasine, as in

every other district of Scotland. The great proportion

of the farms are small, and when very large they

consist chiefly of extensive tracts of open grazing-

grounds, or the uninhabited pasture islands called

holms.
Under the old system of things, when only the strip

along the coast was cultivated, and the interior of the

islands was all commonty, the cultivated portions of

farms were arranged in clusters called towns, and a

proper Orcadian town consisted of a portion of ground
partly under crop and partly in pasture—the infield

pasture—and always, except where there was a natural

boundary, separated from 'the hill' or common moor by
a strong fence. The town was provided with a number
of houses corresponding to the number of farms, and
severally occupied by the different tenants. The arable

ground was held runrig, the patches being allotted from
year to year—a most effectual bar to all efforts at im-
provement. Many of the farms were also let on ' steel-

bow ; ' that is, the implements, stock, and seed belonged
to the proprietor, and when the tenant moved he had to

leave the same amount of each that he received. Each
resident in a town had, besides his possessions within

the dyke, the privilege of sending his live stock to ' the

hill ' or common moor, and liberty to cut turf on the

mosses and sea-weed on the shore ; indeed, both com-
monties and infield pastures were often much destroyed

by the reckless manner in which the turf was stripped

off. The farms varied in size from 10 to about 40 acres

of arable land, which was thought to be as much as

could be conveniently worked by one of the old Orcadian
wooden ploughs, which was one of the most primitive

instruments imaginable. It was ' still too much used
'

when the Agricultural Report of Orkney was written in

1814, and kept its ground well into the present century

;

and, indeed, it is said to be even still used in some of

the more out-of-the-way districts. This plough had
only one stilt, resembling somewhat the left side of an
ordinary plough. In place of the mould-board there

were three or four pegs fastened in the side, and through
or over which the mould had to pass. To keep it down
the ploughman had to throw his weight against the

opposite side, and he also carried a large staff for clear-

ing the pegs of earth, etc. , and to assist in steadying
the whole implement. A good deal of the ploughing,
however, was done by the pigs, which ran riot all over
the land, and broke up the soil, sometimes to such an
extent that the seed could be sown without further
trouble. There were no carts, and the mode of portage
—sometimes still used for carrying peats—for all articles

was by means of the ' clibber and mazy ' balanced across

the backs of horses, and bearing at the ends, down the
horses' sides, strange - looking heather - baskets, called

creels, or quite as strange straw ones called ' cubbies

'

and ' cazzies ;
' and this mode of conveyance was indeed

rendered necessary by the almost entire absence of roads.

Some of the proprietors and largo farmers began, early
in the century, to put their arable ground under regular
rotation of crops, and to cultivate turnips and artificial

grasses ; but it was long ere the bulk of the small
farmers and crofters could be induced to imitate them,
and so up till 1840 they continued to torture their land

offered to the next-of-kin. If they refused to liny, it might then

descendants of the "riv'iilal wih";'!"''! it' »
.'

ov 'pmvlns!',! or
redeemed by any distant kinsman of the first possessor, any other
kinsman nearer in blood might again have it (riven up to him.
Tenure thus soon beeame so insecure, that it would have simply
been waste for anyone to expend money on improving laud which
might not be long his; and the system was, in conscipiencc, so
perfectly adapted to retard or even destroy the natural progress
of the district, that it cannot be ri gretted that it has now bee
extinct, though the manner in winch this was ace plished may
be very much deprecated. The odallers were practically peasant
nobles.

out of heart by alternate crops of oats and bere, with
little or no other aid than doses of sea-weed, until, the
returns hardly exceeding the seed corn, the land was
left to recover its tone by the slow means of a long
natural fallow. Since the beginning of improvement in
1840 by the abandonment of ' runrig,' progress has been
rapid, and now, allowing for the climate and the soil,

farming is as good in Orkney as in almost any county
in Scotland. This was strikingly shown during the
visit paid to the islands by the Crofters' Commission of
1883, when but few grievances were brought forward at
all, and those that were mentioned were shown to be
mostly of a sentimental nature, as in the case of the
man who told the commissioners that they were there
' to remove every cause of irritation,' and begged them
to abolish valuation schedules. The great proportion of

the farms are small, and a curious feature all through
th8 islands is the number of small proprietors found in
every parish, and more particularly in that of Harray
and Birsay in the Mainland, who work their own hold-
ings. Of a total of 3319 holdings recorded in 1880,
2873 were of 50 acres or under, 279 between 50 and 100,
131 between 100 and 300, 29 between 300 and 500, and
7 over 500 ; and the average area of the smaller holdings
was 16J acres. The increase in the amount of ground
under crop and permanent pasture rose from 23,990 acres

in 1855 to 86,949 acres in 1870, and to 112,148 in 18S3,
but it is possible that a small proportion of the in-

crease may be accounted for by the defective condition
of the earlier returns.

The acreage under the various crops at different dates
is given in the following tables :

—

Grain Chops.—Acres.

Year. Wheat. Barley or Bere. Oats. Total.

1855
1866
1874
1882
1883

15
33
1

3014
6131
6722
6026
5641

7,063
24,714
20,084
32,330
32,781

(1.002

1.S07

6,356
8,422

Grass, Root Crops, etc.—Acres.

Hay, Grass, and
Year. Permanent Turnips. Potatoes.

Pasture.

1855 3,017 1301
1867 35,061 9,559 3307
1874 40,654 11,955 3216
1882 53,332 14,164 3221
1883 54.S06 14,387 3104

while there are about 40 to 50 acres annually under
rye, beans, and peas, about 350 acres under other green
crops than those mentioned, and about 1000 acres

fallow. The usual rotation is the five shift, and the
average yield of barley per acre is about 33 bushels,

and of oats about 33 bushels, while turnips and potatoes
are very variable, and run from 14 and 5 tons, respec-

tively, upwards.
The agricultural live stock in the county at different

dates is shown in the following table :

—

Year. Cattle. Horses. Sheep. Pigs. Total.

1855 8,128 1S99 10,815 1337 22,179
1867 22,823 31,648 5432
1874 26,384 5733 34,062 4375 7o',554

67,2881882 25.8S3 6116 80,427
1883 25,624 6092 31,584 4745 68,045

The cattle are small, but have been greatly improved
in recent years by the introduction of shorthorn bulls,

and on some of the larger farms the native lord has
been replaced by polled cows from the mainland. Tlio
native sheep were the small short-tailed Norwegian
sheep introduced here, as in the Hebrides, probably at
the time of the Scandinavian conquest ; but these have
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now been driTea away to the distant North Ronaldsay
tad t.> the wilder parts of Hoy, ami their places tiikun
l>v Cheviots an>l crosses between Cheviots niul Lcicesters.
'I'lir horses are small, an. I the pigs, probably from their
Ire. In,-, dill'cr a good deal in shape ami' appearance
from these ol the mainland counties. Poultry of all

kinds, piilieularly geese, are cvorywhoro extensively
reared, as may he imagined from the fact that in 1882
no fewer than 1,119,860 dozens of eggs, valued at
£37,328, w civ exported from the islands. Tho exports
<•'

'
' "' 111 I

s 33 amounted to 100,000 dozens, valued at

Ln 1881 they amounted to 000,000, valued at
£12.000 ; and in 1882 to the total just stated. During
t he last one hundred years the total value of tho Orcadian
exports has risen from £23,000 to over £300,000, more
than half of which is derived from the sale of live stock.
In 183.; the animals exported numbered 12S0, and their
I dug w is £5478; in 1848, after steamers began to ply
i > the islands, the number rose to 2000, the value being
£12,625 ; in 1S06 tho number was 12,260, and the value
£80,200 ; and in 1882 tho number was 17,279, and tho
\ ilue was £107, 1>3, exclusive of 3850 dead pigs, valued
at £11,600 ; while the exports of grain and oatmeal were
worth £14.258 ; or tho total value of exports connected
with farming alone amounted to £220,920.

Indtutoriea.— Fish of all sorts are very plentiful around
the Orcadian shores, but it was long ere the people availed
thomsclvcs of tho riches of the sea. Herring-fishing
seems to have begun in 1815, and for many years there-
after a large number of boats prosecuted this industry
from Stronsay, but the demand for labourers, consequent
on the great progress of agriculture, and a few seasons
with bad fishing, combined to cause a falling oil', and tho
number of boats is at present declining. Orkney forms
one of the Scottish lishery districts, and there were,
belonging to the islands in 1882, 178 first-class boats,
25 second-class boats, and 424 third-class boats, with
2534 resident fisher men and boys. The principal
stations for first-class boats were Stronsay, with 13

;

Holm, on the eastern mainland district, with 16
;

Burray, with 21 ; Grimness, in South Konaldsay, with
19 ; and St Margaret's Hope, with 24. For third-class
boats, the principal stations are Stronsay, with 20

;

Eday, with 23
;
Westray and Papa Westray with 136

;

and Shapinsay with 23. These boats were valued at
£13,124, the nets at £10,807, and the lines at £1923,
while the total number of persons employed in connec-
tion with them inclusive of the fishermen was 3433. In
the same year only 197 boats prosecuted the herring-
fishing within the district, and these had a total catch
of 20,046 barrels, of which over 11,000 were exported.
Cod-fishing employed a considerable number of boats in
the last quarter of last century, particularly about
Stronsay, but was afterwards neglected. It revived
again in the early years of the present century during
the great European wars, as the fishing ground was less
exposed than the Dogger Bank to annoyance from
privateers. After that there was a temporary period of
decline, but it now is an important and thriving in-
dustry, prosecuted by the natives of the North Isles in
open boats, and from other places by well appointed
smacks, which fish in the waters about Iceland and the
Faroe Isles. In 1882 the smacks fitted out in Orkney
for this fishing were 16 of 984 tons, and manned by 182
men, and the cod, ling, and hake captured numbered
116,020 : in the same year 223,505 fish were taken by
open boats, making a total of 339,525. Lobster-fishing
was introduced by an English company in the beginning
of the present century, and about 1814 the annual
number sent to London reached 120,000, valued at
£1000, and it has been vigorously prosecuted ever
since, but the numbers caught have been, of late years,
gradually diminishing—a result due to non-observance
of a close-time and the capture of immature animals or
of those laden with spawn. When the whale-fishing
was prosecuted in the neighbourhood of Davis Strait
the whalers used to ship a considerable number of men
from the Orkneys, but the number of those that go is now
very much diminished, especially since the shitting of the

fishing ground farther N, For many years subsequent
to i7ii large numbers of the men in the employment of
the Hudson Bay Company were Orcadians, and some of
them, like Dr Rae, Hie well-known explorer, held
positions of importance; but tho life in the frozen
North sooms now to havo lost its attractions, and but
lew of them find their way to tho fur region.

The manufacture of linen-yarn and cloth, introduced
in 1747 by Andrew Boss, chamberlain to the Earl of
Mmlon, was long extensively carried on, and many of tho
tenants were compelled, not only to grow flax, but also to

manufacture it into linen. Tho industry received, how-
ever, a severe check from the difficulty and uncertainty
of obtaining flax during the great continental war in

tho beginning of the present century, and has since

practically disappeared. As in tho Hebrides, the staple

industry was, at one time, the trado in kelp, and here,

also, tho sudden downfall of tho trade proved very
disastrous, although it had the good result of turning
the attention of the proprietors to the improvement of

tho land that had been lying so long waste and
neglected. Tho manufacture of kelp was first intro-

duced in 1722, in Stronsay, by James Fca of Whitehall,

and notwithstanding its subsequent importance made
way at first but very slowly. According to the writer

in the Old Statistical Account the people, ' averse to

have any kind of labour but what they had been accus-

tomed to see and hear of, represented how hurtful that

new business was likely to be, for they could havo
no doubt of its driving the fish from the coast and
ruining the fishing

;
they were certain it would destroy

both the corn and the grass, and they were very much
afraid that it might even prevent their women from
having any children.' But by 1750 the annual manu-
facture had reached about 900 tons. This had increased

in 1770 to 1500 tons, in 1780 to 2000 tons, in 1790 to

almost 3000 tons, and in 1826 it reached its highest

when 3000 tons were manufactured. The amount of

labour involved may be estimated if we keep in mind
that about 24 tons of sea-weed had to be burned to pro-

duce 1 ton of kelp. Leaving out of account a short

period during tho Peninsular War when the price

reached £20 a ton, the annual value of the kelp ex-

ported from 1740 to 1760 was about £2000 ; in 1770 it

was £6000 ; in 1780, £10,000, in 1790, £17,000 ; and
in 1826, £24,500. The events which destroyed the

trade elsewhere [see Hebrides] had the same effect here

in 1832, and caused the same amount of suffering and
disaster among workers and proprietors, but the industry

is reviving in the North Isles, where the annual manu-
facture has again reached about 1500 tons ; and as the

Orkney kelp is of superior quality it finds a fairly good
market. The making of straw plait for ladies' bonnets

and gentlemen's hats was introduced about the begin-

ning of the century, and developed so rapidly that in

15 years afterwards it afforded employment for from
6000 to 7000 women, and the value of what was
exported was about £20,000. The material then em-
ployed was split ripened wheat straw, but the plait

produced from this was very brittle and flimsy. On tho

introduction, by Messrs Muirof Greenock, of an imitation

of Leghorn plait, the wheat straw was given up, andun-
ripened, unsplit, boiled and bleached rye-straw substi-

tuted ; and tho manufacture of Tuscan-plait (as the

imitation was called) flourished until the reduction of

the duty on foreign straw-plait allowed foreign com-
petition first to press it hard, and finally to put an end

to it altogether. The commerce and one or two of the

smaller industries are noticed under Kirkwall, under

which the means of communication between the main-

land of Scotland and the islands are also noticed.

Under the Act obtained in 1857 for the purpose, good

district roads were formed throughout the islands. A
telegraph cable was laid in 1876* from Scrabster

through Hoy Sound to Slromness, and a cable was laid

in 1871 from Orkney to Shetland.

Formerly the farm-buildings on nearly all the small

* This superseded a cable laid in 1869 from Brough in Caithness

to Aith Hoik; in tho S end of Hoy.
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holdings were built of stones and clay, or stones and
clod, thatched with straw, with the fire in the centre of

the floor and the smoke finding its way out by a hole

in the roof, just as is still the case in the Hebrides.
The door, less than five feet high, afforded ingress and
egress to every inmate, whether quadruped or biped,

with or without feathers. This is now greatly changed
for the better, and in most districts an aspect of much
greater care and regard for comfort are to be seen, and
the houses contrast strongly with those of a similar

class in the western islands and mainland. The walls
are built of good dry stone rubble, pointed with lime
both inside and out. Even the smallest have two
apartments, well lighted, and the roof slated or well
thatched. The older houses too were, as indeed some
houses still are, at once dwelling-house, cow-house, and
hen-roost. The cows for the most part occupy their

own end of the buildings, though a few calves or a
favourite cow may be seen in the end of honour in

company with the family ; and fowls and geese perch
promiscuously on the balks of the rafters overhead.
Attached to many of the cottages and connected with
the barn is a small round antique-looking tower,
used as a kiln for drying corn. All this must, how-
ever, be understood as applying only to the smaller
holdings, as the buildings on the large farms are as

good and well-appointed as anywhere in the N of Scot-
land.

The Orcadians, though sprung from the same Scandi-
navian stock as the Shetlanders, have, probably from
their more extensive and ready intercourse with the
mainland, fewer and less marked peculiarities of manner,
and it is but seldom that you find a decidedly Scandi-
navian face. The men, a fine powerful race, have,
too, lost much of the swinging walk that is to be
found among the Shetlanders, and have more of the
slow plodding step characteristic of the agricultural

labourer. They are very gentle in their manner and in
their style of speech, and yet cool and brave in the face

of danger. From the nature of thoir country, many of
them are firstrate boatmen, and during the season of

egg-gathering the risks run and the escapes made lead
to a habit of at least seeming indifference to danger and
death. Many stories are told of the matter-of-fact way
in which such things are treated. One is of a man
whose son had descended a cliff while he himself, in case
of accident, kept watch in his boat below. The rope by
which the young man was partly supported having
given way he fell into the sea and was almost drowned
before his father reached him and dragged him into the
boat, but all that the old man had to say was ' Eh !

I'm thinking thou's wat, Tarn.' On another occasion a
cragsman working his way along a narrow shelf came to
a corner which he had to turn, but found at the critical

moment that he had the wrong foot first. Pausing for

a moment he took off his broad bonnet, in which was
his snuff-horn, refreshed himself with a pinch, and
then making a spring got the proper foot to the front.

When he had reached the top of the cliff safe, a friend
said to him, ' Man, Johnnie, were ye no feared ?

' 'Eh
man, if I had been feared I wudna bo here.' ' I dare-
say that,' was the answer, 'but what made you think
of taking a snuff when you were in such danger?'
' VVeel,' replied John, ' I thocht I was needin't' Many
of the old superstitions lingered long and lovingly
about tho whole group of islands, but they have now
retreated into the more out-of-the-way district, where
beliefs in fairies, in the right hand course and tho left

hand course, a dislike for turbot or even the mention of
the name of turbot while at sea, and other ideas of a
similar kind are still held, though they are now kept a
good deal out of sight, as things not to be talked of to
scoffers. The language is a variety of Scotch with a
peculiar accent or intonation, tho voice rising and fall-

ing in a sort of rough cadence, and the peculiarity varies
from island to island, so that those acquainted with tho
whole district can distinguish the natives of the
different islands. 'Thou' and 'thee' are used instead
of 'you,' and there aro many peculiar words which are

survivals of Norse. The place names in Orkney belong
almost without exception to this dialect, and many
Norse family names still survive among the common
people, while some of the small crofter proprietors in the

parish of Harray, in the western district of the main-
land, are said to retain not only the old name, but also

the very lands, held by their forefathers many centuries

ago. This parish was the last stronghold of the Norse
tongue in Orkney, and it is said to have been spoken
here down to 1757.

The only royal burgh is Kirkwall ; the only other

town is Stromness, which is a burgh of barony—both
on the Mainland ; and the only village with more than
300 inhabitants is St Margaret's Hope, in South Ronald-

say. The islands are divided into eighteen entire quoad
civilia parishes, Westray— which includes Westray,
Papa Westray, Holm of Papa, Wart Holm, and Rusk
Holm ; Cross and Burness—which includes the W part

of Sanday, Holms of Spurness, Holms of Ire and North
Ronaldsay ; Lady, including the E part of Sanday aud
Start Point

;
Stronsay and Eday— which includes

Stronsay and Eday with the islands about them, with
Muckle and Little Green Holms and Auskerry—Rousay
and Egilsay, including Rousay, Egilsay, Viera, Eyn-
hallow, and the smaller islands about

;
Shapinsay,

including Heliar Holm ; Evie and Rendal, Harray and
Birsay, Sandwick, Stromness, Firth and Stenness, and
Orphir, all in the western portion of Pomona, and the
first including Gairsay, Sweyn Holm, and some small
holms in the Wide Firth, and the last including Cava
in Scapa Flow

;
Kirkwall, at the narrow part of Pomona

;

St Andrews and Holm, in the eastern part of the Main-
land, the former including Copinsay and the latter

Lamb Holm
;
Hoy and Graemsay, and Walls and Flotta,

both in Hoy, and the former including Graemsay, and
the latter Risa, Fara, Flotta, Switha, and South Walls

;

and last, South Ronaldsay, including the island of the

same name, Burray, Hunda, Glimps Holm, Swona, and
the Pentland Skerries. The quoad sacra parishes of St
Mary's (South Ronaldsay), Birsay (Harray and Birsay),

Flotta (Walls and Flotta), Stenness (Firth and Stenness),

Eday and Fara (Stronsay and Eday), North Ronaldsay
(Cross and Burness), and the mission stations of Rendal
(Evie and Rendal), Burray (South Ronaldsay), Graemsay,
North Walls (both in Walls), and Rapness (Westray
and Papa Westray) are also included.

There are Established churches within all the parishes

and quoad sacra parishes, and there are also 15 places

of worship in connection with the Free Church, 13 in

connection with the U.P. Church, 1 in connection with
the United Original Seceders, 2 Congregational churches,

1 in connection with the Evangelical Union, 3 Baptist
churches, and 1 Episcopal church. In the year ending
Sept. 1882 there were in Orkney and Shetland 120 schools

(110 public), which, with accommodation for 11,051 chil-

dren, had 8461 on the rolls, and an average attendance of

6310. Their staffconsisted of 129 certificated, 4 assistant,

aud 37 pupil, teachers. Orkney, with a constituency of

1403 in 1882-83, unites with Shetland in returning a mem-
ber to serve in parliament. It is governed by a lord-lieu-

tenant, a vice-lieutenant, 13 deputy-lieutenants, and 60
justices of the peace ; forms a division of the sheriffdom

of Caithness, Orkney, and Shetland ; and has a resident

sheriff-substitute. Ordinary courts aro held at Kirkwall
every Tuesday throughout the session. Sheriff small-

debt courts are also held at Kirkwall every Tuesday
during the session ; and circuit courts are held at Strom-
ness on the third Thursdays of March, June, and Sep-
tember, and on the first Thursday of December, and at St
Margaret's Hope on the second Thursdays of April, June,

and September. Justice of peace courts are held at Kirk-

wall as required, and at Stromness on the last Thursday of

every month. Quarter-sessions meet at Kirkwall on the

first Tuesdays of March, May, and August, and on the

last Tuesday of October. Tho average number of

registered poor in 1883 was 707, with 245 dependents,

and of casual poor 17, with 5 dependents ; the receipts

tor poor-law purposes were £5755, 5s. 6d., and the

expenditure £.r>581>, 7s. Id. There is a combination
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pooAoOM near Kirkwall. Then is no assessment for

poor-law purposes in tin- islands ol Papa Westray, Kday,
); iv, Sliapins \, and Uov, nor in tho parish of

Bandwiok on the Hsinlend. The proportion of illegiti-

mate bilthl averages about f>f> per cent., and the death-

r.it«- averages about 16 per thousand. The principal

markets mo at Dounhy on the second Thursday of ovory

mouth; Firth, on the third Monday of every month
;

Ho., n. on the Mvond Wednesday of Kchi nary and Juno
and the lint Wednesday of November ; Kirkwall, on tho

fort Monday of every month and the first Tuesday after

11 August ; Sanday, on the first Thursday before Kirk-

wall Lammas market and on the second Thursday of

November; South Konaldsay, on tho first Wednesday
nftorll November; Shapinsay, on the second Monday
Of March ; Siiomm ss. on the first Wednesday of every

month, tie Wednesday before Wasdale market, and the

hist Tuesday of September: Stcnness, on tho first

'I'm -day of March, the first Tuesday after tho second

Wednesday of June, and the Tuesday after tho first

Wednesday of November
;

Tankerncss, on the last

Thursday "of each month ;
Wasdale, on the first Wed-

noedaysof February and June and the last Wednesday
of October ; Walls, on the first Fridays of June and
November : Westray, on the third Thursday of March
and the Brst Thursday of August ; and at ilousay, on

the last Wednesday of March and the third Wednesday
of July. The 1st Orkney Artillery Volunteer Corps,

with headquarters at Kirkwall, have batteries at Kirk-

wall, Sanday, Shapinsay, Stromness, Stronsay, Holm,
Km, . Etousay, and Birsay. Valuation (1053-71) £4672,

(1815) £20,938, (1843) £22,858, (1861) £44,214, (1882-

83) £69,950, (1883-84) £70,623, exclusive of the

burgh of Kirkwall. The civil and registration counties

are identical. Pop. (1801) 24,445, (1811) 23,238, (1821)

26,679, (1831) 28,847, (1841) 30,507, (1851) 31,455,

(1861) 32,395, (1871) 31,274, (1881) 32,044, of whom
14,982 were males and 17,062 females. In the same
year the number of persons to each square mile was 85,

the number of families 7270, the number of houses 0358,

and the number of rooms 18,184. Of the 32,044 in-

habitants 453 males and 221 females were connected

with the civil or military services or with professions,

24 men and 887 women were domestic servants, 417 men
and 9 women were connected with commerce, 6031 men
and 1264 women were connected with agriculture and

fishing, and 2236 men and 1273 women were engaged in

industrial handicrafts or were dealers in manufactured

substances, while there were 5215 boys and 7434 girls of

school age. Of those connected with farming and
fishing 5165 men and 1264 women were concerned witli

fanning alone, and 2810 farmers employed 966 men, 227

boys, 223 women, and 424 girls.

Ecclesiastically the whole of Orkney is embraced in

the Synod op Okkney, which contains the presbyteries

of Kirkwall, Cairston, and North Isles. It meets at

Kirkwall on the second Tuesday of September. The
presbyteries of Kirkwall and Cairston are separately

noticed ; the presbytery of North Isles contains the

parishes of Cross and Burness, Lady, Rousay and Egil-

say, Shapinsay, Stronsay and Eday, and Westray and

Papa Westray, and the quoad sacra parishes of Eday
and Fara, and North Ronaldsay. The Free Church has

also a synod of Orkney, which forms, however, only one

presbytery, and includes the charges at Birsay, Deer-

ness, Evie and Rendal, Firth, Harray and Sandwick,

Holrn, Kirkwall, North Ronaldsay, Orphir, Papa

Westray, Ilousay and Egilsay, Sanday, South Konald-

say, Stromness and St Andrews. The U.P. Church has

a presbytery of Orkney, with charges at Burray, Eday,

Firth, Holm, Kirkwall, Rousay, Sanday, Sandwick,

Shapinsay, South Ronaldsay, Stromness, Stronsay,

Westray and Wick.
History.—The derivation of the name is uncertain.

Ore is given in the Welsh Triads as one of the three

principal isles of Britain, and it is also given as the

modern Welsh name of the Orkneys. The present name
is sometimes derived from the British Orch, which means

'on the edge or bordering,' and ynys, or inis, 'an
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island,' in which case it would mean the bordering
islumls. Other derivations are tho Scandinavian Orkin,
' a sea monster,' amity, 'an island,' and Ork, or Oerk, 'a
desert or uninhabited place,' and ey, 'an island ;' but the
whole matter must be left in tho realms of conjecture.
The first historical mention seems to be by Diodoms
Sieulus, who, in tho year 57, mentions Cape Orcas as
one of the extremities of Britain. In A.D. 86 Agricola's

fleet passod northward, after tho battle of Mons Granpius
or Graupius, and must have reached these islands whence
the sailors saw or fancied they saw the renowned Thulc.
Pomponius Mela mentions tho islands about the middle
of the second century, and states their number at 30.

Pliny gives tho number at 40, and Ptolemy at 30, while
Sol in us, writing in 240, and having heard probably
only of the islands next the mainland, puts it at 3. From
Olaudian's account of the exploits of Thcodosius in the
end of tho 4th century, wo are able to infer that the
Saxons had settlements among the islands, or visited

them ; and Nennius in his Historia JBritomm says that

in 449 the Saxon chiefs, Ochtha and Ebissa, ' with forty

keels ' laid waste the Orkneys. The next reference is

in Adamnan's Life of St Culumba, where it is stated

that the Saint was, when he visited Brude, King of the
Picts, a.d. 563, in some concern for Connac, grandson
of Lethan, ' who not less than three times went in
search of a desert in the ocean, but did not find it,' and
who, ho knew, would ' after a few months arrive at the
Orcades ;

' so ho ' recommended him in the following
terms to King Brude in the presence of the ruler of the
Orcades: "Some of our brethren have lately set sail

and are anxious to discover a desert in the pathless sea
;

should they happen, after many wanderings, to come to

the Orcadian islands, do thou carefully instruct this

chief, whose hostages are in thy hand, that no evil be-

fall them within his dominions ;

"
' and we are further

told that 'so it afterwards came to pass, and to this

advice of the holy man Connac owed his escape from
impending death.' Who the people were who inhabited
them, or what was their connection with Brude, is

not clear, but it may be reasonably supposed that they
were Picts, who, lying on the borders of the northern
Pictish kingdom, were somewhat turbulent. Nennius,
who wrote about the middle of the 9th century, says
that the people were Picts in his day, and among the
Scandinavians who afterwards peopled the islands, the
traditions of an early race of ' Fights,' who were small
men, have been very persistent. Before the death of

Brude, which took place in 584, iEdan, king of Dalriada,

had, according to the Ulster Annals, sent an expedition
against the Orkneys, and from this time there is no
further mention of them for almost a century ; but
probably the expedition had been successful, and the
group had been under Dalriadic rule, for in 682 we find

Brude mac Bile, the then king of the Northern Picts,

undertaking an expedition against them, and adding
them again to the Pictish domains. During this

period Christian missionaries had spread all over the
islands and reached as far as Iceland, as we know from
tho Irish Monk Dicuil, who wrote a treatise Be Mcnsura
Orbis Tcrrarum in or about 825. Though this early

Christianity disappeared after the Norse occupation,

traces of it still remain in the islands named Papa, that
being a name given by the Norsemen to the early

Christian missionaries, as well as in the islands of

Konaldsay, the Norse name of which was Rinansey or

St Ninian's or Kingan's Isle, in the sculptured stones

similar to the early Christian monuments of the main-
land ol' Scotland, in the old square-shaped ecclesiastical

bells that have been found at several places, and in the
names of places where chapels had been dedicated to

various of the early Irish and Columban saints.

The Norse rovers seem to have begun to visit Britain

regularly in search of plunder about the close of the

8tli century, and by the middle of the 9th, Olaf the
White had established a powerful kingdom in Ireland.

When Harald Harfagri therefore by his victory of

Hafursfiord in 872 made himself master of Norway,
and many of the large landowners and their followers
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opposed to his usurpation or dispossessed of their terri-

tories were compelled to flee from his anger, one of the

first districts in which they sought shelter and safety-

was among the Orkney Islands ; and having settled

permanently there, as well as in Iceland, the Faroes, and
the Hebrides, they ' turned their haven of refuge into a

base of operations for retaliatory warfare, harrying the

coasts of Norway during the summer months and living

at leisure in the islands during winter on the plunder.'

Harold was not, however, to be thus treated with im-

punity, so in 875 he fitted out a fleet and made a descent

on both Orkneys and Hebrides, subduing them and
bringing them under his government. As Ivar the son

of Rognvald, Jarl of Moeri, one of his chief supporters,

was killed, in Sanday probably, during the fighting,

and probably also with an eye to a vigorous and power-

ful ruler who would be able to maintain the conquest,

Harald appointed this Rognvald also Jarl of Orkney,
but as the latter preferred to return to Norway, he was
allowed to hand over the title and power to his brother

Sigurd, who indulged the restless nature of himself and
his followers by expeditions against the mainland of

Scotland, in the course of which he conquered the

greater portion of Caithness, Sutherland, Ross, and
Moray, in the latter of which districts he finally died

[see Forres and Moray]. He was succeeded by his

son Guttorm, who, however, ruled only one year, when
he died, and was succeeded by Hallad, son of Rognvald,

for whom his father had obtained the earldom on the

news of Sigurd's death reaching Norway. Contrary,

however, to the spirit of the times, Hallad was a man
of peace, and wearying of the struggle with his

piratical subjects— if they may so be called — soon
returned to Norway. He was succeeded by his

brother Einar,* who proved a rigorous ruler. He is

said to have been the first to teach the Orcadians to

use turf for fuel, and so he came to be known as Torf-

Einar. He was succeeded by his son, Thorfinn, who
by his marriage with Grelauga. daughter of Duncan,
Earl of Caithness, again united the mainland Norse
districts to the Orkney Jarldom. He left five sons,

who devoted their energies to murdering one another,

till Hlodver, the last of them, was left in sole possession

of power, which, however, he did not long enjoy. At
his death in 980 his son, Sigurd the Stout, succeeded,

and had to defend his mainland possessions, first against

Finleikr, Mormaer of Moray, and father of Macbeth,
and again, according to the Ajal Saga, against Finleikr's

successor, Melsnechtan, and another Scottish Mormaer,
who is called Hundi. In both contests he was success-

ful, and made himself master of the greater part of

the North of Scotland, penetrating even S of the Moray
Firth [see Moray]. He was, however, afterwards re-

conciled to King Malcolm, and obtained his daughter
as a second wife, after which his forays against the

Scottish dominions ceased. This latter event came
about as the Orkneyinga Saga tells in the following

manner :
' Olaf, Tryggvi's son, returning from a viking

expedition to the west, came to the Orkneys with his

men and seized Earl Sigurd in Riirvaag [in Hoy, or

according to Ola/'s Saga at Asmundarvag, also in

Hoy], as he lay there with a single ship. King Olaf

offered the Earl to ransom his life on condition that he
should embrace the true faith and be baptized ; that he
should become his man and proclaim Christianity over
all the Orkneys. He took his son, Hundi or Hvelp, as

a hostage, and left the Orkneys for Norway, where he
became King; and Hundi stayed with him some years,

and died there. After that, Earl Sigurd paid no allegi-

ance to King Olaf. Ho married the daughter of

Malcolm, King of Scots, and their son was Earl Thor-
finn ; his elder sons were Sumarlidi, Brusi, and Einar.'

Such was the second introduction of Christianity among
the islanders. Sigurd's second marriage took place about

1000, and as Scotland was now shut against his entcr-

* Another brother, Rollo, is said to havo desired tho post, and
when his brother was preferred, ho started for France, where,
taking possession of Normandy, ho founded the line which was
by-andby to send a sovereign to England.

prise, he soon began to look about for fresh fields of
adventure. Thoroughly tired of the repose of his own
shores, he started in 1014 to assist Brodir, a Viking
Leader, against Brian Boroime, King of Minister. On
Good Friday in that year, the great battle of Chris-
tianity against Paganism was fought, and the Pagans
were defeated. Sigurd no sooner tried himself to carry
forward his magic banner, which brought victory to
him before whom it was borne, but death to him who
bore it, than he fell pierced by a spear, and so died
the ablest of all the early Norse Jarls. It was in
connection with this battle that the weird sisters sang
that ghastly song which Grayhas paraphrased in theFatal
Sisters, and the Norse version of which was preserved in

North Ronaldsay till the latter half of the 18th century.
King Malcolm gave the Earldom of Caithness to Thor-
finn, then only five years of age, and Sumarlidi, Brusi,

and Einar divided the Orkneys among them, but by the
death of the first, and the murder of the last, Brusi
obtained the whole of the islands. Thorfinn resembled
his father in vigour and ambition ; he commenced, at

the age of fourteen, his career as a viking, and often,

even during his grandfather's reign, kept the coast in

fear by his daring and ruthless exploits. On the death
of his two half-brothers and the succession of Brnsi, he
claimed a share, and ultimately got a third. When
Duncan succeeded Malcolm, he claimed tribute from
Thorfinn, who refused it, and hence the war in which
Duncan lost his life at the hands of Macbeth [see

Moray], and after which Thorfinn took possession of a
considerable portion of Scotland, and became the most
powerful of the Jarls. On the death of Brusi, his son,

Rognvald Brusison, came over from Norway and claimed
his father's share of the islands, but he came to terms
with Thorfinn, and there was no fighting for eight

years, when the quarrel broke out afresh and Rognvald
was defeated and fled, only, however, to return in a
few years and try the fortune of war again. This time
he was killed, and Thorfinn thereafter held undisputed
sway. In 1047 he was reconciled to King Magnus of

Norway, who recognised him as Jarl of Orkney. There-
after he visited Rome to obtain pardon for his many
misdeeds, and after his return devoted the larger part

of his time to the government of his dominions, his old

excursions being abandoned. He died in 1064, and
was succeeded by his sons, Paul and Erlend, who ruled

jointly till they were deposed by King Magnus, who
made his own son, Sigurd, Jarl. On Sigurd's succession

to the throne of Norway in 1103, Hakon, son of Paul,

and Magnus, son of Erlend, succeeded and ruled jointly

till 1115, when Magnus (the St Magnus to whom the

cathedral at Kirkwall is dedicated) was murdered in

Egilsay. Notwithstanding this foul deed, Hakon seems
to have been a good ruler. His sons, Paul and Harald,

succeeded, but Harald was accidently put to death by
his mother—by a poisoned shirt the Saga say, which
was intended for Paul. Kali, son of Kol, who had
married a sister of Magnus, now claimed half the

islands, and had his claim allowed. He changed his

name to Rognvald, and was the founder of the cathedral

at Kirkwall, but there was for many years after this a

conflict between different claimants, whoso rights or

supposed rights are too complex to be hero minntely
detailed. The Norse line finally became extinct in

1231, with the murder of the then Jarl John.

The earldom of Caithness was then given by Alex-

ander II. to Magnus, second son of Gilbride, Earl of

Angus, who seems to have also received the earldom of

Orkney from tho King of Norway, but little is known
of him or of his successors. One of them, Magnus III.,

accompanied tho great expedition which King Baco
assembled in the Orkneys in 1263, and survived the

battle of Largs, for his death is recorded in 1273. The
return of the broken hearted Haco is noticed under
Kirkwalt,. This Magnus was succeeded by his son
Magnus IV., who is styled Earl of Orkney in the docu-

ment by which Margaret Maid of Norway was declared

next heir to the Scottish throne. John and Magnus V.

succeeded, and with the latter the Angus line ended.
Ill
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1 1 is daughter bad married Malisc, Karl of Stiatherne,
vho, about L3U, luooeeded to the aarldom in l i^li t of
nil irifa, and ins too Uallae. who Bnooaaded, was con-
Brmad (a the aarldom of Orkney by the King of Nor-

Iml !u' was afterwards deprived of it on suspicion

ol treason in 1857. In 1878 Henry St Clair or Sinclair
ami Mali-.' Span.' pi. fu n d claims to it ius heirs of this

tfalien of Stratherne, Sow tbe former was descended
liom, or connected with, him seems to be involved in

in. \tn, aide confusion, but his title to succeed must
nave DM D siitliciently clear at the time, for in the year
mentioned he was formally recognised by King Ilakon
ol Norway. The death of llakon shortly afterwards
enabled him to become semi-independent, and ho seems
to bare toted very much like a small king. While
William Sinclair, the third of the lino, held the earl-

dom, the young King of Scotland, James III., pressed
by Christian 1., King of Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden, for payment of a long arrcar of 'the annual of
N w iy ' for the Hr.ni:ii>r_s, compromised the matter by
marrying Margaret, princess of Denmark, and as only
2000 crowns of her dowry of 60,000 were forthcoming
in ready money at the time, he received the Orkneys
in pledge for 5(1,000 crowns and the Shotlands for

8000 more. As the islands were never ransomed, they
became thenceforth attached to Scotland. In 1470-71
the earldom of Orknev and the lordship of Shetland
were, as to their 'haill richt,' purchased by James III.

from the Sinclairs and annexed to the Crown, not to bo
nlienatcd except in favour of a lawful son of the king,
lint the royal rights were somewhat involved. The
power of the Bishop of Orkney, which had, since Bishop
William (see KlBKWALL), grown up from littleness to
grandeur under the administration of the later earls,

was, to a certain extent, co-ordinate with that of the
king as lord of the islands. 'The old bishopric of
Orkney was a grcatc tiling, and lay sparsism through-
out the haill parochines of Orknay and Zetland. Beside
his lands, he had ye teinds of auehteen kirks : his lands
rew daily, as delinquencies increased in the countray.'
lany small proprietors, too—odallers—had heritages

mixed up everywhere with the lands of the quondam
carls and with those of the bishop ; and while they paid
scat to the superior of the soil, they claimed to retain
Norwegian customs and to be governed by Norwegian
laws. Down to the death of James III. in 1488, the
islands were almost entirely managed by the bishop, but
in 1489 and in 1501, Henry, Lord Sinclair, obtained
from James IV. leases of the earldom at the extremely
low rent of £336, 13s. 4d. Scots, at which it had been
leased to the bishops ; anil though he fell at Flodden in

1513, the property was given in successive leases to his

widow, Lady Margaret, at the same rent. In 1529, the
Karl of Caithness and Lord Sinclair, for what purpose
is not very clear, but doubtless in some way to increase

their own power and wealth, invaded Orkney at the
head of an armed force, but were met by the Orkney
men at Summcrdale, in Stenness, anil totally routed, the
Earl being killed and Lord Sinclair taken prisoner. In
1530 a grant of the islands in feu was made—in defiance

of the Act of annexation under James III., and also of
Lady Margaret Sinclair's lease—to the Earl of Moray,
the natural brother of James V., but it never yielded
him any proceeds. About 1535 the islands were
honoured by James V. with the only royal visit they
have received from Scottish or British sovereigns. The
king remained some time in the then bishop's palace,

winch stood on the \V side of Victoria Street at Kirk-
wall, receiving homage and administering justice. In
1540 the favourable leases to Lady Margaret Sinclair

were terminated, and Oliver Sinclair of Pitcairns

—

whose name Is associated with the shameful Rout of
Solway—became the last lessee of the Sinclair family,

at, however, the advanced rent of £2000. The last of his

two leases expired in 1548, and of the former greatness
of the family in Orkney there now remains no trace.

The earldom of Orkney became part of the jointure

of the widow of James V., and was by her placed under
the administration of one Bonot, a Frenchman, and the
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Karl of Iluntly. How it was disposed of during the
fourteen years following her death in 1560 is not
known, the only records of the islands being respites

and pardons for murder. In 1564 Lord Robert Stewart,
a natural son of James V., received a charter granting
him lor an annual rent of £2000, 13s. 4d. Scots, not only
the offices of Sheriff of Orkney and Fowd of Shetland,
but the whole lands, whether held odally or otherwise.
The grant docs not seem to have been at first acted on,
but Stewart, who was also commondator of Holyrood,
had exchanged temporalities with tho bishop, and thus
united the crown and episcopal rights. In 1567, a little

before Queen Mary's marriage, he had to give up his

rights in favour of Bothwell, who was at the same time
created Duke of Orkney, but did not long enjoy his

title or domains. At tho close of tho same year it was
debated in parliament ' quhider Orknay and Zetland sal

be subject to the commono law of this realms or gif thai

sal bruike thair awno lawis ?—when it was found that
thai aught to bo subject to thair awne lawis.'

Lord Robert Stewart seems to have resumed posses-

sion after Bothwell's flight, but his heavy oppression of
the peoplo caused such an outcry, that at length he was
deprived of his lordship, only, however, to receive it

again in 1581, from which date he held the islands till

1587, when the grant was revoked, and they were
leased to Sir John Maitland of Thirlstane and Sir

Ludovick Ballantino for two years at a rent of £4000
Scots a year. In 1589 they were again granted to Lord
Robert Stewart at a rent of £2073, 6s. 8d. Scots, and in

1591 they were given to him in liferent and to his son
Patrick in fee. Lord Robert died in 1591, and his son
succeeded ; but a fresh outcry arising against his exac-

tions, there was a brief resumption by the Crown.
Lord Patrick, however, obtained a new charter in 1600,
which, while not granting him the 'whole' lands or

the ' superiority,' and binding him to administer justice

according to the old laws of the country, yet concen-

trated in him the rights of both Crown and bishop.

Earls Robert and Patrick both aimed at destroying

the odal system, and as lands so held could not be

alienated without the consent of all the heirs in the

Fowdra court, they so summoned and adjourned this

court and filled it up with creatures of their own, that

it became a mere instrument in their hands ; they

silenced and overawed tho refractory odallers by their

men-at-arms, and they employed their rights over tho

temporalities of the bishopric as a pretext for levying

fines from such landholders as incurred any censure of

the church. They thus succeeded in wresting much
landed property from tho rightful owners, and terrified

not a few of tho odal proprietors into a surrender of

their peculiar privileges, an acknowledgment of feudal

vassalage, and an acceptance of tenure by charter. The
rent of the earldom, too, being paid chiefly in kind,

they increased it by increasing the value of the weights

used ; raising the mark from 8 ounces to 12, and the

lispund from 12 pounds to 18. Earl Patrick e/en

excelled his father in his despotism, compelling the

peoplo to work like slaves in carrying on buildings and
other works for him, confiscating the lands of the in-

habitants on the most trivial pretences, carrying off the

movable goods of any one who dared to leave the islands

without special permission from himself or his deputies,

and—crowning display of his savage temper and avarice

—ordaining that ' if any man tried to supply or give

relief to ships, or any vessel distressed by tempest, the

same shall be punished in his person and fined at the

Earl's pleasure.' Bishop Law, however, interfered, more

because the Earl's claims clashed with his than from

any desire for justice, and Earl Patrick was summoned
to Edinburgh in 1609 and kept in prison there and at

Dumbarton till 1615. In 1614 his illegitimate son,

Robert, had seized tho Castle of Kirkwall and the steeple

of the cathedral, and held them with an armed force,

but the outbreak was put down by the Earl of Caithness,

and both father and son were executed at Edinburgh in

L615 on a charge of treason.

Under the pretext that a forfeiture might injure those
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proprietors who had resigned their odal tenures and
accepted charters, the lands of the earldom were not
immediately declared forfeited, and many of the pro-

prietors were alarmed into the measure of asking and
accepting charters from the Crown in the usual feudal

form ; while all, fearing another taskmaster akin in

character to the two last, importuned the king to annex
the islands inalienably to the Crown. James VI., after

thus all but completing the ruin of the odal tenures, for-

mally annexed ' the lands of Orkney and Zetland to

the Crown to remain in all time coming,' and though
he admonished the people by proclamation against all

fear of the islands reverting ' to their former condition
of misrule, trouble, and oppression,' he made no restora-

tion of the lands which had been unlawfully seized by
the last earls, and setting up the rental of Earl Patrick
as the rule for future guidance, he immediately began
to let the islands out to a series of farmers-general. The
people thus oppressed without mercy petitioned the
King that no man might ' be interponed between his

Majesty and them, but that they might remain his

Majesty's immediate vassals.' In response to this
appeal the islands were for a few years closely annexed
to the Crown, but were soon again leased out as before,

and subjected to such oppression as was utterly incom-
patible with any prosperity.

In 1643 they were, with all the regalities belonging
to them, granted by Charles I. in mortgage to the Earl
of Morton, but were redeemable by the Crown on pay-
ment of an alleged debt of £30,000. They were confis-

cated by Cromwell, but after the Restoration, were again
in 1662 given back to the Earl of Morton, under whose
arbitrary control the Fowdra court was abolished. In
1669 they were again, by act of parliament, annexed
' for ever ' to the Crown and leased out as before, but in
1707 were granted in mortgage—redeemable for £30,000,
but with an annual feu-duty of £500—to James, Earl
of Morton, who was appointed admiral and hereditary
steward and justiciary. In 1742 the Earl, though his
revenues from the islands amounted to £3000 a year,
pretended that they did not yield a rental equal to the
interest of the supposed mortgage, and contrived on
this pretext to get an act of parliament declaring them
irredeemable. On the abolition of the hereditary juris-
dictions in 1747 he received compensation, but being
harassed by lawsuits in connection with the weights
and other matters, he sold the whole in 1766 to Sir
Lawrence Dundas, afterwards Earl of Zetland, with
whose descendants they still remain. The title of Earl
of Orkney in the peerage of Scotland was granted in
1696, together with those of Viscount Kirkwall and
Baron Dechmont to the Fitzmaurice family, who are,

however, connected territorially with Wigtownshire.
The bishopric lands are in possession of the Crown.
The antiquities of the Orkneys are numerous and inter-
esting, and the brochs or burghs, cairns, Picts' houses,
caatles, and old churches will be found noticed either
under the islands or parishes in which they are. Some
of the more important are treated separately.

See also the works mentioned under Kirkwall, and
Brand's Brief Description of Orkney, etc. (1683 ;

reprinted
1701 ;

and again, Edinb. 1883) ; Martin's Description of
the Western Islands of Scotland (1703 ; 2d ed. 1716; re-
printed, Glasg. 1884) ; Eunson's Ancient and Present
State of Orkney (Newcastle, 1788) ; Barry's History of
the Orkney Islands (2d ed., Edinb. 1808); Peterkin's
Rentals of the Ancient Earldom and Bishopric of Orkney
(Edinb. 1820), and his Notes on Orkney and Zetland
(Edinb. 1822) ; Sibbald's Description of tlie Islands of
Orkney and Zetland by Robert Monte ith of Egilsea and
Oairsay, 1633 (Edinb. 1845) ; Balfour's Oppressions of the
Sixteenth Centura in Ike Islands of Orkney and Zetland
(Edinb. 1859); Clouston's Guide to the Orkney Islands
(Edinb. 1862) ; FarroT's Maes-Howe (1862) ; Gorrie's
Summers and Winters in the Orkneys; Dr Anderson's
Orkneyinga Saga (Edinb. 1873) ; Feigusson's Age and
Uses of the Brociis and Rude Stone Monuments of the
Orkney Islands (Lond. 1877); Low's Tour through the
Islands of Orkney and Shetland in 1774 (Kirkwall, 1879);

Walter Traill Dennison's Orcadian Sketch-Book (Kirk-

wall, 1880) ; J. R. Tudor's Orkneys and Shetland (1883) ;

and the Rev. J. B. Craven's History of the Episcopal

Church in Orkney (1883).

Ormiclate, a place in South Uist island, Outer

Hebrides, Inverness-shire, 4 miles S of Howmore. Cattle

fairs are held at it on the third Wednesday of July and
the first Wednesday of September.

Ormidale, a mansion in Kilmodan parish, Argyll-

shire, on the W side of Glendaruel, 7 miles N by E of

Tighnabruaich. The steamers touch at a pier on Loch
Riddon, a little to the S.

Ormiston, a village and a parish of W Haddington-
shire. The village stands, 274 feet above sea-level, near

the left bank of the Tyne, 2| miles SSE of Tranent, 8

WSW of Haddington, 6 ENE of Dalkeith, and 12 ESE
of Edinburgh. Sir Thomas Dick Lauder described it in

1848 as ' occupying the central point of the valley, and
with the red-tiled roofs of its houses rising here and
there over the trees in which it is embosomed. Its

main street, running ENE, with a row of trees

upon either side, has the width of an English village,

and from its centre arises a rude old cross, near which
at the close of last century stood a pre-Reformation

chapel, then used as the parish school-house. The
village has now a certain air of decay about it, but in

our younger days we remember that some of its best

houses were inhabited by respectable persons of demi-

fortune, who came here to live cheap, so that it afforded

a quiet, genteel, and innocent society.' John Coekburn
of Ormiston (1685-1758), the pioneer of Scottish agri-

culture, here founded a farmers' club in 1736, the first

it is thought of its kind in the kingdom. In the ten

years before he had also established a brewery and
distillery, a linen factory, and a bleachfield, the second
most likely in Scotland. These all have been long
extinct ; but Ormiston has a post office, an inn, and a

station on the Macmerry branch of the North British

railway. Pop. (1791) 600, (1831) 335, (1861) 349, (1871)

349, (1881) 378.

The parish, which since 1648 has had the barony of

Peaston annexed to it from Pencaitland, is bounded
NW by Tranent, E by Pencaitland, SE byHumbie, and
W by Cranston in Edinburghshire. In shape resembling

an E, it has an utmost length from NNW to SSE of 4

miles, a varying breadth of 3 furlongs and 3 miles, and
an area of 34434 acres. The Tyne, here little more
than a brook, runs 1J mile north-eastward across the

northern district and along the Cranston and Pencait-

land boundaries ; Bellyford Burn, its affluent, runs 1\
miles eastward, partly on the boundaries with Tranent
and Pencaitland, partly across the NE corner ; and
Kinchie Burn, its sub-affluent, traces two other parts of

the Pencaitland boundary. Sinking along the Tyne to

270 feet above sea-level, the surface thence rises gently

till at Dodridge Law on the southern border it attains a

height of 700 feet. The parish of Ormiston 'is English

in appearance, the Tyne running slowly in a deep alluvial

bed through meadows, and the fields being everywhere

divided by hedgerow trees, whilst the extensive and
united woods of Ormiston Hall, Woodhall, and Fountain-

hall form a sylvan district of so great magnitude as,

when we consider the rich agricultural county in which
it is situated, might almost be termed a forest. ' Tho
rocks belong to the Carboniferous Limestone series.

Sandstone has been quarried, of poorish quality for

building ; limestone has been largely worked in the 8;
and coal exists in at least three workable seams, and
appears to have been mined from early times ; whilst
ironstone also seems to exist. The soil along the Tyno
is a light loam incumbent on gravel ; in tracts further

back isa stiff clay incumbent on till; on both the northern

and southern borders is naturally moorish, but has

been greatly improved by cultivation ; and on a small
tract in tho W is an alluvium, producing good natural

grass. About 180 acres are under wood ; 140 aro

meadow and constant pasture ; and nearly all tho
remainder is in tillage. From the Ormes, who be-

queathed their name to the parish, the lands of Ormiston
143
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I
I to tin I ii ili ivs, iiiul from tlu-in by marriage

tKio;.' t,. ili, ( ... khuiiis, two of whom hold tho office of

Lord Juttae Cdark la the 17th century, [n L748 John
t'oikhtini, mentioned above, was obliged to sell tho

otnto to tho Karl of Uoi>otoim, with whoso doscondniits

u i i- -nn o remained. Ormiatou Hall, D furlongs s of

tin' \illago, is n building of 1715, in tho tea-canister

Mylo of architecture that then prevailed, liy 3 832
throe additions had boon niiulo to it in a similar stylo,

OBI MldibU ftdded alongside of another; but as it has

BO I \ t < m il pretension, it gives no offeBCO, and within is

i rtn inely oomfortablo. The older bouse, '200 yards to

tho W. forms part of a court of offices. Hither on a

Deoembi t night of 1545 tho Reformer George Wishart
'pa- -1 upon loot, for il was a vehement frost. After

nppa ho held oomfortablo purpose of the death of God's

chosen children, and merely said, " Mi think that I

doin earnestly to si. . p." and therewith he said, " Will

we sing I p-.dm." Which being ended, ho passed to

chamber, and sooner than his common diet was passed

to bed, with theso words, "God grant quiet rest."

Before midnight tho place was beset about that none

oonld escape to make advertisement. Tho Earl Both-

well came and called for tho laird, and declared the

purpose and said that it was but vain to make him to

hold his house, for the Governor and the Cardinal with

all their power were coming ; but and if he would

deliver the man to him, ho would promise upon his

honour that he should be safe, and that it Ehould pass

the power of the Cardinal to do him any harm or seath.

. . . As thus promise made in the presence of God,

and bands stretched out upon both the parties for ob-

servation of the promises, the said Master Oeorge was
delivered to the hands of the said Earl Bothwell, who,

immediately departing with him, came to Elrhinstone,
v.!.. i. the Cirdinal was.' So runs John Knox's narra-

tive ; and less than four months after Wishart was

burnt at St Andrews. In the flower garden grows a

spreading yew-tree, 18 feet in girth and 38 in height,

which seems to have been a tree of mark so long ago as

1474, and still is in great vigour. An aisle of tho

ancient church, disused since 1696, still stands near the

older house ; and on Dodridge Law arc remains of a

circular fort. Natives were Admiral Sir William Hope-

Johnstone, K.C.B. (1798-1878), and the Rev. Robert

Moffat, D.D. (1797-1883), the African missionary, who
also has been falsely claimed by Inverkeithing. The
Earl of Hopetoun is chief proprietor, 2 others holding

each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 2 of from

£50 to £500, and 9 of from £20 to £50. Ormiston is in

the presbytery of Dalkeith and the synod of Lothian

and Tweeddale ; the living is worth £396. The parish

church, built in 1856, is a handsome Early English

edifice, containing 420 sittings. There is also a Free

church ; and a public school, with accommodation for

145 children, had (1883) an average attendance of 94,

and a grant of £81, 17s. Valuation (1860) £5907,

(1884) £7095, 17s. Pop. (1801) 766, (1831) 838, (1861)

915, (1871) 911, (1881) 1026.— Orel. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

See Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's Scottish Hirers (1874),

and John Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians

(Edinb. 1883).

Ormiston. See Eckford.
Ormiston, a mansion in Ktrknewton parish, Edin-

burghshire, 5 furlongs WSW of Midcalder Junction.

Scottish Baronial in style, it was built in 1851 from

designs bv the late David Bryce, R.S.A. Its owner,

William Wilkie, Esq., Capt. 3d Battalion Royal Scots

(b. 1857 ; sue. 1883), holds 2000 acres in Edinburgh and

Linlithgow shires, his grandfather having purchased the

estate at the beginning of the century.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

32, 1857.

Ormsary, a mansion in South Knapdale parish, Argyll-

shire, near the E shore of Loch Caolisport, 13 miles

SSW of Ardrishaig. Its owner, Farquhar Campbell,

Esq. of Ormsay and Rum (b. 1859 ; sue. 1878-81), holds

57,000 acres in the shire, valued at £5172 per annum.
Ornsay or Oronsay. See Okansay and Lsle-Oknsay.

Orphir [ywrpha, ' fibrous peat '), a village and a parish
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in tho S of Orkney. The village stands on the southern
coast of Pomona, near the W end of Scapa Flow, 9
miles WSW of Kirkwall, under which it has a post office.

The parish consists mainly of a section of Pomona,
bul in, hides the island of Cava and the skerry called

Barrel of Butter. Tho Pomona section is bounded N
by Firth and Stenness, NE by Kirkwall, S by Scapa
Flow, and S\V and W by Hoy Sound. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 7 miles; its breadth varies
between 2£ and 3.? miles; and tho area of the entire
parish is 12,762 acres. Cava island has been separately
noticed. Barrel of Butter skerry, lying If mile SSE of
the nearest point of the mainland, has a curious outline,

and is well known to seamen. The bold and rocky
coast of the Pomona section, 13J miles in extent, on the
S is finely indented by Houton, Myre, Swanbister, and
Waulkmill l!ays. Inland the surface rises gradually in

a series of undulations and hills, with intersecting dales,
chief elevations being Houton Head (195 feet), Veness
Hill (206), and Roo Point (74) along the coast, with
Gruf Hill (619) and Ward Hill (880) behind—heights
that command a view of twenty-five islands and twenty-
three parishes, or of most of Orkney and much of Caith-
ness and Sutherland, besides a largo expanse of the eastern

and western oceans. The eastern district abounds in
heathy rising ground and peat-mosses, which furnish fuel

to both Orphir and Kirkwall ; and everywhere are dales

which were not brought under tillage till 1818 or later,

but are now in a state of high cultivation. The Loch of

Kirkbister (If x i mile ; 49 feet above sea-level) contains
plenty of sea and loch trout. Springs of pure water are

very numerous and mostly copious ; a fewT are chalybeate,

ami enjoy some local medicinal celebrity. Trap rock,

suitable for building, is frequent ; but sandstone of

various kinds and quality predominates, and yields

both pavement-flag and roofing slate. Fine white and
blue clay, used for colouring hearthstones, is at Staugro

;

and bog iron ore is comparatively plentiful. The soil in

a few places on the seaboard is a rich loam mixed with
small boulders ; elsewhere is mostly either clay or

moss, separate or in mixture. The principal antiquities

are three tumuli ; remains at Swanbister of a circular

tower, 180 feet in circumference, which was probably
the residence of Sueno Boerstrop, who was killed at the

house of Jarl Paul towards the close of the 11th century

;

and ruins or vestiges of several pre-Reformation chapels.

Claistron House, near the W coast, 17 miles W by S of

Kirkwall, was the birthplace of Sir William Honyman,
Bart., Lord Armadale (1756-1825), a lord of session.

Other mansions are Smozrow and Swanbister ; and 6

proprietors hold each an annual value of more, 4 of

less, than £100. Orphir is in the presbytery of Cairston

and synod of Orkney ; the living is worth £182. The
parish church was built in 1829, and contains 574
sittings. There is also a Free church ; and Kirkbister

and Orphir public schools, with respective accommoda-
tion for 60 and 85 children, had (1883) an average

attendance of 40 and 62, and grants of £47, 16s. and
£59. Valuation (1860) £1874, (18,84) £1834. Pop.

(1801) 864, (1831) 996, (1861) 1133, (1871) 1040, (1881)

1015, of whom 23 were on Cava.

Orr. See Ore.
Orrin, a stream of Urray parish, SE Ross-shire, rising

at an altitude of 2450 feet above sea-level, and 1\ miles

N of Loch Monar. Thence it flows 26 miles east-north-

eastward, till it falls into the Conan opposite Brahan
Castle, 4 miles SSW of Dingwall. During the first 3|
miles of its course it expands into Loch na Caoidhe

(8£ x \\ furl.) and Am Fiar Loch (5 x | furl. ; 998 feet)
;

and lower down it traces for 3| miles the northern
boundary of Kilmorack parish, Inverness-shire. A
very fitful stream, subject to violent freshets, ft chiefly

traverses a mountain glen, called after it Glen Orrin,

but eventually enters the low flat lands of Strathconan,

and here yields very good salmon fishing. A wooden
bridge across it, behind Urray Manse, erected at the

expense of Mr M'Kenzie of Seaforth, was swept away by
the flood of 1839, when a stronger bridge was built at

the cost of the county. A fertile tract around tho con-
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flucnce of the Orrin anil the Conan used sometimes, for

weeks or even months, to be so flooded as to present the
appearance of a lake ; but now, by means of drainage-
works constructed in 1869, is entirely free from overflow.—Ord. Stir., shs. 82, 83, 1882-81.

Orsay or Oversay, an islet in Kilchoman parish,

Argyllshire, at the point of the Rhynns of Islay, flank-

ing the W side of the entrance to Loch Indal, and lying
12 miles NW of the Mull of Islay. It has a lighthouse,

erected in 1825 at a cost of £8056, and showing a light

which flashes once in every five seconds, and is visible

at the distance of 17 nautical miles. Pop. (1871) 13,

(1881) 15.

Orton House, a mansion in Rothes parish, Elginshire,

near the left bank of the Spey, and 5 furlongs N by E
of Orton Junction on the Highland railway, this being 8 J
miles W by N of Keith, and 9h SE of Elgin. It is a large

and handsome modern four-story edifice, with a massive
portico and finely wooded grounds. Purchased by her
great-grandfather, the first Earl of Fife, about the
middle of last century, the estate belongs now to Miss
Wharton-Duff, who holds 3019 acres in the shire,

valued at £1794 per annum. A beautiful Gothic
mausoleum, 1J mile NNE of the mansion, was built

in 1844. It occupies the site of St Mary's pre-Reforina-
tiou chapel, connected with which was a holy well,

whither multitudes flocked on the first Sunday in May.—Ord. Sur., sh. 85, 1876.

Orwell, a parish of NW Kinross-shire, containing the
post-town and station of Milnathort and the village of
Middleton. It is bounded N by Dunning, Forteviot
(detached) in Perthshire, and by the Kinross-shire sec-

tions of Forgandenny and Arngask, E by Strathmiglo in
Fife and Portmoak, S by Loch Leven and Kinross, andW
by Fossoway. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 7| miles

;

its breadth varies between 2\ and 2| miles ; and its area is

13, 132| acres. Loch Leven, for If mile, forms the eastern
part of the southern border ; North Queich Water, drain-
ing all the western and south-western districts, runs 2
miles east-south-eastward along or near to the Kinross
boundary to Loch Leven, and receives many little

tributaries from the NW and N ; and the river Eden
is formed at Burnside by head-streams from the north-
eastern district. The surface of all the south-eastern
district is level or diversified only with gentle swells
and rising grounds, its altitude ranging between 353
and 500 feet

;
beyond it rises gradually, into hilly

heights, the Braes of Orwell ; and then, towards the
northern and western borders, it suddenly shoots up into
a frontier range of the Ochils, whose highest points are
Warroch Hill (113:3 feet), Slimgie Hill (1354), Dochrie
Hill (1194), and Tilliery Hill (1087). Eruptive rocks,
comprising greenstone, clinkstone, amygdaloid, and
porphyry, form most of the hills ; and Devonian rocks,
much intersected, disturbed, and contorted by trap,
prevail throughout the low grounds. Red sandstone
is the principal Devonian rock

;
grey sandstone and

limestone occur near the eastern boundary ; and calc
spar, baryta, heulandite, laumonite, analcine, and
iserine are found. The soil of the lower districts is

partly loam, but principally a sandy clay, mixed here
and there with till or gravel ; that of the arable parts of
the braes is generally a sharp good gravel, well suited
for potatoes and turnips. About three-fifths of the
entire area arc in tillage

; nearly 700 acres are under
wood or in gardens

; and the rest is either pastoral or
waste. The chief antiquities are two standing stones on
Orwell farm, remains of the vast cairn of Cairnavain
aiming the Ochils, BuilLEloil Castle in theeastern vicinity
of Milnathort, and the site of the ancient chapel of
Orwell on the shore of Loch Leven, which Robert Bruce
in 1315 gave to Dunfermline Abbey. Six proprietors
hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 35 of
between £100 and €500, 5 of from £50 to £100, and 27
of from £20 to £50. Orwell is in the presbytery of
Kinross and the synod of Fife ; the living, including
manse and glebe, is worth £250. The parish church^
a Free church, and a U. 1'. church are noticed in our
article on Milnathort. Brand's and the public school,

with respective accommodation for 151 and 190 chil*

dren, had (1883) an average attendance of 141 and
102, and grants of £133, 4s. 2d. and £74, 8s. Valua-
tion (1860) £17,199, (1882) £18,489, 4s. Pop. (1801)

2036, (1831) 3005, (1861) 2399, (1871) 2248, (1881)

2031.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Osnaburgh. See Dairsie.
Ospisdale, an old mansion, with picturesque grounds,

in Creich parish, Sutherland, 6 miles W of Dornoch.
Its owner, Dugald Gilchrist, Esq. (b. 1843 ; sue. 1857),

holds 3600 acres in the shire, valued at £800 per an-

num. By the roadside, at the foot of the fine avenue,

stands a large monolith, 14 feet high.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

103, 1878.

Ossian or Ouchan, Loch. See Glengulbin.
Ossian's Grave. See Clach-na-Ossian.
Ossian's Hall, a summer-house in Little Dunkeld

parish, Perthshire, on the left bank of the Bran, 1^ mile

WSW of Dunkeld. Placed on the summit of a rock,

40 feet above a long, foaming cataract of the Bran,

it is so constructed as to command a downward view of

the falls from a bow window, yet entirely to hide it

in the circuit of the walls. The window is fitted with a
picture of Ossian on a sliding panel ; and is so contrived

that, while the picture engages a visitor's attention, tho

panel suddenly flies asunder, and discloses

—

' One loud cascade in front, and lo !

A thousand like it. white as snow

—

Streams on the walls, and torrent foam
As active round the hollow dome,
Illusive cataracts ! of their terrors

Not stripped, nor voiceless in the mirrors,

That eat eh the pageant from the flood

Thundering adown a rocky wood.'

Wordsworth—the poem is his—came hither with his

sister Dorothy on 8 Sept. 1803. In 18G9 the 'intrusive

pile ' was wantonly destroyed with gunpowder, but in

1879-80 it was restored to its former condition.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 47, 1869.

Otterburn. See Longformacus.
Otter House, a mansion in Kilfinan parish, Cowal,

Argyllshire, near the E shore of Loch Fyne, 5h miles

NW of Tighnabruaich. Its owner, Patrick Rankin,

Esq. (b. 1844 ; sue. 1873), holds 4200 acres in the shire,

valued at £1553 per annum. Otter Ferry, across Loch
Fyne, 9J miles NNW of Tighnabruaich, is lh mile

broad, and forms the communication with Lochgilp-

head.—Ord. Sur., sh. 29, 1873.

Otterston. See Dalgety.
Otterswick, a bay on the NE side of Sanday island,

Orkney. It was originally called Odinswic, and is

traditionally believed to occupy the site of a wooded
plain, which was overwhelmed by the sea. Opening
from the NE, it looks across North Ronaldshay Firth

to North Ronaldshay island
;
penetrates 5| miles south-

westward, in a manner to cut the northern part of

Sanday into two peninsulas ; measures 4 miles across

the entrance ; and tapers gradually towards a point.

Its shores are low, and subject to inundation in easterly

gales at spring tides ; and it affords safe anchorage for

vessels of any size, and contains a vast abundance of

shell-fish.

Ouan or Uaine, Loch. See Monzievaird.
Ousie or Ussie, Loch. See Fodderty.
Outer Hebrides. See Hebrides.
Out-Skerries. See Housie.
Over-Bervie. See Glenbemvie.
Overbie. Sec Castle-O'er.
Oversay. See Orsay.
Overscaig Hotel, an inn in Lairg parish, Sutherland,

near the NE shore of Loch Shin, towards its head, 17
miles NW of Lairg village.

Overton, an estate, with a mansion, in Avondalo
parish, Lanarkshire, 5 furlongs N by E of Strathavcn.

Overton, a villago in Dreghorn parish, Ayrshire,

adjacent to tho Kilmarnock and Irvine railway, 34; miles

E of Irvine. Pop. (1871) 308, (1881) 413.

Overtoun, an elegant modern Gothic mansion on tho

W border of Old Kilpatrick parish, Dumbartonshire, 2
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11 ilff KXK of Dumbarton. Its ownor, John Campbell
White, Ks,|. (b, i,s.|;t

; mo, holds BIO norea in

tin shite, \.dued nt £1039 i>i«r annum.—Orf. Sur.,
ah. 30, 1866.

Overtown. n large village in Canibusndhan parish,

l.uii!irk-.hiiv, in ar a sliilion of its own niinio on tho

Caledonian railway, li mile SK of W'ishaw, and 3Jj

milt's NW ,.| Carluke. Lying amid a rich mineral
country, ami inhabited chiefly h\ workers in the mineral

lid, I, it has a post office under Wishaw, a school of

tie Coltness Iron Co., a iioman Catholic school, St.

Patrick's Roman Catholic church (1873; 200 sittings),

and an Established church. The last,; built in 1874-75

at a ,..-t of over £2000, is an Early Engliah edifice, with
1h)U1 square tower 80 feet high, and 600 sittings.

P 1881) 364, (1871) 1517, (1881) 1293.—Ord. Sur.,

ah. 23, 1865.

Oxenfoord Castle, a scat of the Earl of Stair, in Cran-

n pari h, I diiiburghshirc, near the left bank of the

river Tyne, LJ mile N of Ford, and 4 miles USE of Dal-

keith. Remodelled towards the close of last century by

Robert Adam, and subsequently much enlarged by
William Born, it is a magnificent edifice, with extensive

and beautiful grounds. It contains a lino library, and
portraits and paintings by .lamcson, Angelica Kauff-

ln.inn, Thomson of Duddingston, etc. The estate, called

formerly Oxfurd, from 1661 till 1706 gave the title of

0,1 Oxfurd, in the jieerage of Scotland, to the

family of Macgill, whose heiress, Elizabeth, in 1760
in mi. d her cousin, Sir John Dalrymple, Bart, of Cous-

land, a great great-grandson of the first Viscount Stair.

Their son, Sir John, in 1853 succeeded as eighth Earl

of Stair.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See Lociiinch, and
John Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians

(Edinb. 1883).

Oxenham. See Oxnam.
Oxfurd. See Oxknfoord Castle.
Oxna, an island in Tingwall parish, Shetland, 3h miles

SW of Scalloway. It has an utmost length of 6£ and

£>$ furlongs, and rises at Muckle Ward to 115 feet above
sea-level. Pop. (1871) 29, (1881) 30.

Oxnam (ana Oxenham), a hamlet and a parish of

SE Roxburghshire. The hamlet lies upon Oxnam
Water, 4£ miles SE of Jedburgh, under which it has a

post office.

The parish is bounded NE by the main body of

Jedburgh, E by Hounam, SE and S by Northumberland,
and SW by the Edgerston or detached section of Jed-

burgh and by Southdean. Its utmost length, from

NNW to SSE, is lOg miles ; its utmost breadth is 5£
miles ; and its area is 33 square miles or 21,193 acres,

of which 33J are water. Oxnam Water, rising at an
altitude cf 695 feet, runs 5J miles north-by-westward

through the interior, then 6J furlongs along the Jed-

burgh boundary ;
and, after quitting this parish, it

winds Z\ miles north-by-westward through or along the

borders of Jedburgh and Crailing, till, after a total

course of 9J miles and a total descent of 455 feet, it

falls into the Teviot at a point £ mile NNE of Crailing

village. From J mile below its source, Kale Water
(here Long Burn) runs 5£ miles north-north-eastward,

mainly across the south eastern interior, but partly

along the Edgerston and Hounain boundaries. The
Coquet, a stream belonging almost wholly to England,

flows along the Northumberland border for the first -j

mile of its course; a tributary of Jed Water traces 3

miles of the south-western border ; and the Jed itself,

after receiving that tributary, runs 2§ miles north -north-

westward along the same boundary. The surface is

hilly, sinking in the extreme N to 340 feet above sea-

level, and rising southward thence to the rounded
pastoral Cheviots. Chief elevations, from N to S, are

Bloodvlaws Hill (809 feet), Cunzierton (1100), Birken-

side (763), Peg Law (932), Lawsuit Law (825), Dod
Hill '977), Plenderleith (1108), llindhopo Hill (1349),

Brownhart Law (1664), Grindstone Law (1535), and
Hungry Law (1643), of which the three last rise on or

close to the English Border. Several oi these heights

command a magnificent view of Teviotdale and the
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Morse away to tho German Ocoan. The southern
district, to tho extent of one-third of all tho area, is

nearly filled with masses of the Cheviots, dome-like
hills, smooth and green ; tho northern is much diversified

in surface, including offshoots of tho Cheviots, and
abounding in ravines, picturesque defiles, and romantic
dells ; and the banks of Oxnam Water are beautifully
undulated, and rise into various slopes of the adjoining
hoights. Limestono is found near the Jed, but cannot
well bo worked ; and sandstone, hard, white, and
thought to bolong to the Carboniferous formation,
abounds in the S, intersected by a thick dyke of trap.

Transition rocks prevail throughout the N. The soil of
the arable lands is loamy, clayey, or gravelly. Less
than one-sixth of the entire area is in tillage

;
planta-

tions cover some 600 acres ; and the rest of the land i3

pastoral or waste. The Cheviot breed of sheep is in
great favour, and has been brought to a condition of

high excellence. A weak chalybeate spring near Fair-

loans enjoyed onco some medicinal repute, but
went eventually into neglect. The Roman Watling
Street from Yorkshire to tho Lothians, running 7£
miles along the eastern and north-eastern boundary,
remains throughout much of its length in good preserva-

tion ; is still used as a drove road ; and once was a
favourite camping-ground of Border Gypsies. Other
antiquities are a fairly entire Caledonian stone circle,

remains of another stone circle, several circular camps,
vestiges of Dolpiiiston and two other mediaeval forta-

lices, and remains of a pre-Beforniation chapel. The
Rev. Thomas Boston, ono of the founders of the Relief
Church, was minister for some time prior to 1757.
Four proprietors hold each an annual value of more, and
three of less, than £500. Giving off a portion to
Edgerston quoad sacra parish, Oxnam is in the pres-

bytery of Jedburgh and tho synod of Merse and Teviot-
dale ; the living is worth £350. The parish church,
built in 1738, and enlarged and restored in 1880, con-
tains 280 sittings. A specimen of the old jougs is fixed

outside the S wall. Oxnam public and Towford Duke
of Roxburghe's school, with respective accommodation
for 110 and 56 children, had (1883) an average attend-

ance of 69 and 32, and grants of £66, 4s. 6d. and
£40, 8s. Valuation (1864) £10,526, 0s. 8d., (1884)
£11,750, 19s. Pop. (1801) 688, (1831) 676, (1861)

627, (1871) 695, (1881) 683, of whom 638 were in the
ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 17, 1864.

Ox Rocks. See Aires.
Oxton or Agston, a post-office village in Channelkirk

parish, Berwickshire, near tho right bank of Leader
Water, 5 miles NNW of Lauder.

Oykell. See Oikell.
Oyne, a parish in Garioch district, central Aberdeen-

shire, with a post office under Insch and a station on the
Great North of Scotland railway, 4 miles W by N of
Inveramsay Junction and 24| NW of Aberdeen. It is

bounded N by Culsalmond, NE by Rayne, E by Chapel
of Garioch, S by Monymusk, W by Keig and Premnay,
and NW by Insch. Its utmost length, from N to S, is

6 J miles ; its breadth varies between 1| and 3£ miles
;

and its area is 10,151 jV acres, of which 10| are water.

The Don flows
ll\ miles east-south-eastward along the

southern, the Ury 3 miles south-eastward along the
north-eastern, boundary ; and to the Ury run the Burn
of Shevock along the Culsalmond border, and Gadie
Burn across the interior. The surface sinks along the
Don to 300, along the Ury to 283, feet ; and thence it

rises to 415 feet at the parish church, 558 at Ardoyne,
1698 at the Mither Tap of Bennoohie, and 1340 at

Millstone Hill. Bennoohie, parting the Gadie's valley

from the Don's, and occupying close upon half of the
entire area, forms a stupendous barrier between the
northern and the southern district, the former of which
has the richest soil, and contains four-fifths of the popu-
lation. Granite is the predominant rock, and has been
quarried

;
trap of hard texture and a deep blue hue is

used lor dykes and ordinary masonry ; and rock crystal,

topaz, jasper, and shorl are found. The soil of the low
grounds is mostly friablo and fertile ; on the slopes of
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Bennochie is much mixed with granite dibris ; and on

the higher parts of the mountain is heath or moss,

which here and there gives place to deep bog, furnishing

supplies of peat-fuel to several neighbouring parishes.

Nearly 3000 acres are in tillage ; about 1850 are under

wood ; and the rest of the surface is either pastoral or

waste. Antiquities are three stones with Runic sculp-

tures and the ruins of Harthill Castle. The historian,

John Leslie (1526-96), who afterwards was Bishop of

Ross, became parson of Oyne in 1559. Pitmedden,
Pittodrie, Tillyfour, and Westhall are mansions

;

and 6 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and

upwards, 2 of from £50 to £500, and 4 of from £20 to
£50. Oyne is in the presbytery of Garioch and the
synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £221. The
parish church, built in 1807, stands conspicuously on
an eminence lh mile E by S of the station. It has an
harmonium (1881), and contains 475 sittings. There
is also a Free church ; and a public school, with accom-
modation for 150 children, had (1883) an average
attendance of 118, and a grant of £113, 7s. Valuation
(1860) £4840, (1884) £5791, 8s. 6d., plus £731 for rail-

way. Pop. (1801) 518, (1831) 796, (1861) 1127, (1871)
1050, (1881) 962.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

PABA or Pabaidh, an island of Uig parish, Outer

Hebrides, Ross-shire, in West Loch Roag, J mile

from the nearest point of the W coast of Lewis.

With an utmost length and breadth of 1 mile

and 5 furlongs, it rises to a height of 100 feet, and con-

tains two fresh-water lakelets. Pop. (1861) 17, (1871)

0, (1881) 8.—Ord. Sur., sh. 104, 1858.

Pabba, an islet of Strath parish, Skye island, Inver-

ness-shire, at the entrance of Broadford Bay, 2J miles

SE of Scalpa. With a somewhat circular outline, about

a mile in diameter, it is surrounded by low reefs

encroaching on its shores, and forms a fiat plateau

scarcely 60 feet high, the ascent to which is abrupt and
mural on the SE, but gentle on the NW. It consists

chiefly of limestone, but partly of micaceous shale and
partly of interspersed trap ; and contains remains of a

small chapel. Pop. (1871) 6, (1881) 10.

Pabbay, an island in Barra parish, Outer Hebrides,

Inverness-shire, If mile NNE of Mingala, 1\ miles

SSW of Sandera, and 6J S of Barra island. With a

length of nearly \\ mile and an utmost breadth of 1

mile, it chiefly consists of a gneiss hill, rising to a

height of 800 feet above sea-level, and presents a some-

what precipitous face to the W. Pop. (1871) 24, (1881)

26.

Pabbay, an island in Harris parish, Outer Hebrides,

Inverness-shire, 1\ miles W of Cape Difficulty, and 3^
N of Bernera. With a length of 2h miles from E to W,
and a width of 1^ mile from N to S, it rises to an alti-

tude of 1000 feet above sea-level ; and as seen from a

distance presents a conical outline. It formerly grew
very fine crops of corn, but it has in a great degree been
rendered barren and desolate. Sand-drift has over-

whelmed its SE side ; the spray from the Atlantic

almost totally prevents vegetation in the NW ; and
only on the SW, where it is sheltered by Bernera, does

the island retain anything like its former noted fertility.

Pop. (1841) 338, (1861) 21, (1871) 8, (1881) 2.

Padanaram, a village, with a public school, in

Kirriemuir parish, Forfarshire, 2 miles W by N of

Forfar, under which it has a post office.

Paisley, a large parliamentary burgh in the Upper
Ward of Renfrewshire and in the NE part of the county.

It is a seat of important manufactures, a river port, the

political capital of the Upper Ward, and the sixth most
populous town in Scotland. It stands on both banks of

the river White Cart, about 3 miles from its junction

with the Clyde, and is in the Abbey parish of Paisley,

which has been already noticed. The town has a rail-

way station, used by both the Caledonian and the

Glasgow and South-Wcstern railway companies, and by
rail is 3 miles SSW of Renfrew, 3 E by N of Johnstone,

7 W by S of Glasgow, 16 ESE of Greenock, and 33£
NNK of Ayr. There is another station to accommodate
the district to the W ; and on tho lino occupying the

course of the Glasgow and Paisley Canal there is to bo

a station at Causewayside. Part of the site is a gentle

hilly ridge extending westward from the Cart
;
part is the

N side of a .similar ridge running parallel on the S, and
the rest is partly low ground lying between and around

these ridges on the W bank of tho river, and partly an

expanse of level ground lying along the E bank. The
height of the low ground is about 40 feet above sea-level.

The town itself can hardly be said to be pretty or pic-

turesque, but there is good scenery around, and from
the rising grounds to the southward good views of the
valley of the Clyde, the Kilpatrick Hills and some of

the Grampians, of the valley of the Gryfe, and of
Gleniffer Braes and many of the scenes of Tannahill's

poems, may all be obtained.

The municipal and parliamentary boundary begins
on the NW between Candren and East Candren, and
passes southward along Candren Burn to North Breid-
land ; from that ESE to Potterhill, thence NE to be-

yond Bathgo Hill (135 feet), and from that north-west-
ward to Knock Hill* (84) on the extreme N, whence
it strikes back to the starting point. The distance in a
straight line from Bathgo Hill on the E to Breidland on
the W is 3 miles, and from Knock Hill on the N to

Potterhill on the S is 2| miles, but a considerable portion

of the area is not built on, the latter part measuring
about 2 miles from E to W and 1J mile from N to S.

The town proper consists of the old town, the new town,
and a number of suburbs. The old town occupies the

chief ridge westward of the Cart, and covers an
area of about a mile square. The new town, which
stands on the E side of the river, includes the Abbey
buildings, and occupies the ground formerly used as the
Abbey gardens. It was founded in 1779 by the eighth
Earl of Abercorn, and the streets are pretty regularly

laid out. The suburbs of Charleston, Lylesland, and
Dovesland form an addition to the S of the old town

;

Maxwelton, Ferguslie, and Millerston form a long
straggling extension to the W. Williamsburgh forms a

small extension to the E of the new town, and there are

other suburbs at Carriagehill, Castle Head, Meikleriggs,

and Mossvale. The streets at Wallneuk and Smithhills

to the W of the new town were in existence before it,

and Seedhills is so old as to have belonged to the original

burgh. The straggling nature of the town causes it to

occupy more ground than corresponds with the popula-

tion. The main line of streets runs from E to W along

the road from Glasgow by Johnstone to Ayrshire, and
the line from E to W bears the nanu s of Glasgow Road,
Garthland Street, Gauze Street, Smithhills Street, The
Cross, High Street, Well Meadow Street, and Broom-
lands Street

;
beyond which is Ferguslie, and further W

Elderslie, Thorn, and Johnstone. From the Cross the

old irregular Causewayside Street strikes south-south-

westward, and from it a long straight street, George
Street, passes westward to Broomlands Street. The
main cross connection between George Street and
Causewayside Street is Canal Street. Below the railway

station is County Place, and to tho N of the line oppo-

* Knock Hill is tin- traditional spot, where Marjory Iiruce, wife

of Walter, the Ilitfb Steward of Scotland, was thrown from her
horse and killed ( 1:11 0) ; and (ill 17711 He re were remains of a pillar

or cross, said to have been erected to mark the place, and known a-s

Queen Bleary's Cross, although Marjory never was Queen, and
Blear-eye was the name given to her son, afterwards Hubert II., and
not to herself. The monument was destroyed In tho year just
mentioned by a fanner, who used the pillar as a door lintel and
the atones of the supporting stops to repair a fence.
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situ tho st.it ion is 01,1 Sneddon Street, from the W end
of which Pmek Sneddon Street (K), l.ove Street (centre),

nod St James Street .uid Caledonia Street, along tho
Hi »k Road (W) all branch oil". Many of tho streets
««l the new town XM named from bhe fabrics nseil in tho
manufactures of the town. Tho streets of the old town
tre Harrow, and still c ontain many of the old houses of
the 17th and l.Mh centuries, hut changes in this respect
are rapidly taking place, as may he seen in the widen-
ing oi High Btraal and the many new buildings recently
erected or still being built along it. On tho rising,

-round to the S there are a number of detached villas.

T.. the X of tho main lino of streets is tho railway
eh v.it ed above tho level of tho streets. Tho portion
to the H of the itation is Deed by both the Caledonian
and Glasgow and South- Western companies, but at
the station the lines branch oir, tho Caledonian pass-

in- north. westward towards Greonock, and tho Glas-
gow an 1 South -Western west -south -westward, till

near Khlerslio it sends olf a branch north-west-
ward to Greenock, while the main line passes on to
Ayrshire. The Glasgow, Paisley, and Johnstone Canal,
alter having lost a largo portion of its trade, has now
b. • n . ••.v. it.d int.i a railway. In ils palmy days it is

said to have carried over 300,000 passengers a year in
its light passenger boats. So lato as 1814 the only
carriage communication with Glasgow was by a coach,
which conveyed the cotton -spinners and yarn merchants
to town once a week on the mornings of market days,
aud brought them home in the evening.

// ' -/.—The derivation of the name is somewhat
doubtful. The older forms are Passelet, Passeleth, and
Passelay, for which the conjectural derivations have
been given of 'the moist pasture-land' from the British
Pasgcl-laith, or ' the flat stone shoal ' from the British
Bas-lcch or the Gaelic Bas-leac, the latter derivation
having reference to the ledge of rock running across the
channel of the White Cart near the town. In the lGth
century the name was changed into Paslay and Pasley,
and in the course of the 18th century it took its present
form. Paisley was till very recently looked on as the site

of the Roman station of Vanduara, properly Vandogara,
mentioned by Ptolemy, the identification resting mainly
on the resemblance of the name of the station to the
British Gwen-dwr or 'white water,' which was sup-
posed to have been the name then given to the White
Cart. Principal Dunlop, writing in the end of the 17th
century, and Crawford, who published his history of
Renfrewshire in 1710, both describe Roman remains in

the neighbourhood. Principal Dunlop says:— 'At
Paisley there is a large Roman Camp to be seen. The
praetorium or innermost part of the camp is on the
west end of a rising ground, or little hill, called Cap
Shawhcad, on the south-east descent of which hill

standeth the town of Paisley. The praetorium is not
very large, but hath been well fortified with three fosses

and dykes of earth, which must have been large, when
to this day their vestiges are so great that men on
horseback will not see over them. The camp itself hath
been great and large, it comprehending the whole hill.

There are vestiges, on the north side, of the fosses and
dyke, whereby it appears that the camp reached to the
river Cart. On the north side the dyke goeth alongst
the foot of the hill ; and if we allow it to have gone so
far on the other side, it hath enclosed all the space of
ground on which the town of Paisley stands, and it may
be guessed to be about a mile in compass. Its situation
was both strong and pleasant, overlooking the whole
country. I have not heard that any have been so
curious as to dig the ground into this praetorium

;

but when they tread upon it it gives a sound as if

it were hollow below, where belike there are some of
their vaults. Near to this camp, about a quarter of a
mile, stand two other rises or little hills, the one to the
west, the other to the south, which with this make
almost a triangular form, where have been stations for

the outer guards. The vestiges of these appear and
make thern little larger than the prajtorium of the
other camp of the same form, without any other forti-
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flcation I ban a fosso and a dyke' The largo camp must
have been at Oukshawhead, and the outposts at Wood-
side and Castle Head, but tho extension of tho town
has now obliterated the traces of them. Gordon, in

1725, 1 raced a military road from the great Clydesdale
Road at Glasgow, across the Clyde by a ford that

remained till 1772, and on to Paisley. In his Celtic

Scotland, published in 1876 (Vol. i., p. 73), Dr Skene
combats (he old view, objecting to the Gwcn-dwr theory

on the principle that rivers do not change their names,
and also giving reasons for thinking that Vandogara
was at Loudoun Hill, on tho river Irvine in Ayrshire

;

and so the matter rests.

The first authentic reference to tho present place

must, therefore, bo supposed to be in 1157, when King
Malcolm IV. granted a charter in favour of Walter, the
son of Alan, High Steward of Scotland, confirming a
gift (not now extant) of certain extensive possessions,

which King David had conferred on Walter. Lands
called Passeleth formed part of those specified in tho
grant ; and on these lands, on tho E bank of the river,

Walter founded tho famous Abbey of Paisley. No
village appears to have been on the lands when the
monastery was founded, but the opposite bank was soon
occupied by one inhabited by the retainers and 'kindly
tenants ' of the monks, to whom it belonged. Under the

fostering care of the church, and belonging to an abbey
specially favoured by the Bruces and Stewarts, it must
have thriven, and towards the end of the 15th century
it had an opportunity of thriving still more, for Abbot
Shaw, who had sided with the rebellious nobles against

James III., obtained from the new government in 1488
a charter creating the village of Paisley a free burgh of

barony, with ' the full and free liberty of buying and
selling in the said burgh, wire, wax, woollen and linen

cloths, wholesale or retail, aud all other goods and
wares coming to it ; with power and liberty of having
and holding in the same place, bakers, brewers, butchers,

and sellers both of tlesh and fish, and workmen in the

several crafts, . . . likewise to possess a cross and
market for ever, every week, on Monday, and two public

fairs yearly, for ever ; namely one on the day of St

Mirren, and the other on the day of St Marnoch ;
' and

in 1490 the abbot and chapter granted to the magistrates

of the burgh in feu-farm the ground on which the old

town stands, and certain other privileges. The neigh-

bouring burgh of Renfrew, to which the Paisley people

had formerly been subject, looked on all this as an
invasion of its privileges, and entered into a series of

quarrels with the new burgh, and even went the length

of violently seizing goods exposed for sale in order to

compel payment of customs. The result of a lawsuit

was a decision in favour of the magistrates of Paisley,

given, however, on the ground that that town lay

within the regality of the abbey, and was not therefore

included in the charter granted to Renfrew in 1396, as

the regality grant to the abbey was of prior date to

that given to the burgh. This settled the matter, and
the town remained subject to the abbot, and after the

Reformation to the commendator till 1658, when tho

magistrates purchased the superiority of the town and
other privileges from William Lord Cochrane, who was
then Lord of Paisley. In 1665 they obtained a royal

charter confirming the burgh in its lands and privileges,

and in 1690 an act of parliament to allow them to hold

two additional fairs. From this time, Paisley, holding

directly of the Crown, has had practically all the privi-

leges of a royal burgh, except that down to the passing

of the Reform Bill of 1832 it had no direct parliamentary

representative. In 1489 King James IV. in the course

of his military operations visited the town, and he was

here again in 1504 and 1507. It was at Paisley that the

Lords of the Congregation assembled in 1565, but on the

appearance of the royal troops at Glasgow they moved off

to Hamilton. In 1597 there was expectation of a visit

from the Queen, and in 1617 James VI. himself made his

appearance at the abbey, where he was hospitably enter-

tained ; but there is a local tradition that 'the bailies

supplicated his Majesty not to enter into their bounds,
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their common burse being then so miserably reduced that

they could not entertain him with that sumptuousness
befitting their respective estates.' The next visit of a

member of the royal family was that paid by the late

Duke of Albany, when at Blythswood House, in 1875.

In 1588 and again in 1602 the town suffered severely

from the plague ; aud the gates, of which there were then
five—one at the Bridge, one at the foot of St Miren
Street, one in High Street, one in Moss Street, and one
in the School Wynd—were guarded with great vigilance,

while no person was allowed to admit any one into the
town by the gardens behind the houses. There was
another outbreak of plague in 1645. In 1649 the town
seems to have furnished a troop of horse for service in
the army that was defeated at Dunbar, and subsequently
the magistrates again provided six troopers for service

against the English—proceedings which procured for the
inhabitants the presence of a garrison of Cromwellian
soldiers, whose support seems to have been felt as a very
heavy burden. Paisley does not seem to have suffered

so much as other places in the west during the Cove-
nanting troubles, but the Cross was the scene in 1685
of the death of two farmers named Algie and Park from
the neighbouring parish of Eastwood, who were executed
for refusing to take the oath of abjuration. They were
buried at the Gallowgreen, near the foot of Maxwellton
Street ; but when it was to be built on in 1779 their
remains were removed to Broomlands burying-ground,
which now forms part of the cemetery, and an obelisk
was there erected to their memory in 1835. Between
1677 and 1697 a considerable number of reputed
witches were executed, but none of the cases except
that afterwards alluded to are of any general note.
With the rest of the west the district hailed the Revolu-
tion of 1688 with great eagerness, and furnished its quota
to the Renfrewshire men who went to Edinburgh to sup-
port the Convention. There is no record of the behaviour
of the burgh in connection with the Union in 1707, but in

1715 we find a number of the townsmen binding them-
selves to raise and maintain a body of men because
' considering the immenent danger we are in from the
threatned invasion of the Pretender, and the danger
from many within our own bossoms that are to joyn
with him, ... it lyes upon all honest men as their
indespensable duty to provid tymously for the defence
of our Soveraign and our own sacred and civile

interests. ' In August of the same year a guard of 20
men was set every night, two flags were purchased, and
a number of muskets, and 20 men were sent to the
Duke of Argyll at Stirling, and one hundred and twenty
Paisley Volunteers also joined the expedition against
the Macgregors [see Loch Lomond]. During the re-
bellion of 1745 Paisley raised a company of militia to
aid the Hanoverian forces, and was in consequence fined
£1000 by Prince Charles Edward when he was at
Glasgow, £500 of which was paid. From this time till

1819 the history of the town is connected with the de-
velopment of trade, but in that year a body of Chartists
from Glasgow, who had been attending a great reform
meeting at Meiklerigs Moor, attempted to march through
the town witli flags contrary to an order of the magis-
trates. The police interfered, and serious rioting ensued,
lasting for several days. The Paisley Chartists took an
active part in the Unions and in the intended rising on
1 April 1820, aud many of them had in consequence to
flee to America. Except the outbreaks of cholera in
1832, 1834, and 1848, and the troubles thereby occa-
sioned, the subsequent history of the place may bo said
to bo trading and municipal.
The town is the ' Greysley ' of Alexander Smith's story

of Alfred liar/art's Household, whero the town, as it
appeared 50 years ago, and as in some respects it still
appears, is thus described :

' Greysley had no variety of
occupation. It was to all intents and purposes a weav-
ing town. During the entire day, in the old-fashioned,
crooked side-streets, the monotonous click of the loom
and the sharp whir of the shuttle were continually
heard. While trade was brisk, Groysley stuck to its
work and lived well ; when depressed it stood in groups

about the market-place and the corners of the streets,

and in the evenings read and argued over the fiercest of

political newspapers. Thirty years ago trade was good
;

and in the spring and summer evenings the weaver,
having comfortably dined, bird-nested or botanised,

and later still discussed European and local politics in

cozy taverns, went to bed with the idea that he was the

most intelligent of human beings, and that Greysley

generally was the axis on which the world revolved.

In the eastern extremity of the town was an old abbey
with old graves about it, and at night the moon silvered

very prettily the broken arches and the fine traceries of

the main window. Past the abbey, across the bridge,

through the market-place and away westward, ran the

principal street, till it disappeared in a sort of open
suburb of houses of one story, across whose window-
panes festoons of birds' eggs were hanging, and on
whose window-sills flowers were blowing in summer,
and where loom and shuttle were constantly heard. In

the market-place was an inn, a picture of a ferocious

Saracen, with a crooked scimitar, stuck upon the front

of it like a hatchment ; and on market days, at the open
windows, groups of rosy-faced farmers were continually

smoking and drinking ale. Beside the inn was a tall

steeple, with a dial with gilded hours ; and on a parapet

beneath the clock, Roman candles were displayed—the

grown-up inhabitants could remember—on great occa-

sions, when a prince was born, or when Lord Wellington
gained another victory in Spain. Then Greysley had a

river which came flowing into it very prettily from the

moors ; and at the entrance to the town, flanked on
either side by flour-mills, where meal was continually

flying about, said river tumbled with creditable noise

and loam over a ridge of rocks. These rocks were re-

garded by the inhabitants with pride, and great was the

uproar when the river came down after a day's rain, or

better still, when a six weeks' frost broke up, and the

boards of ice were wedged and jammed and crushed and
broken there. The river came into Greysley with a
bold look enough, but after its fall over the rocks it lost

spirit, and sneaked through the town in a broad, shallow

stream, which carters and their horses forded on occa-

sion ; at the further end of the town stood a small dis-

consolate quay, which seemed always waiting for vessels

that never came. The scenery around Greysley was
distinctly pretty. To the south rose a range of green

hills, and one with a taste for the picturesque could

hardly employ his time better than by walking to the

summit, and sitting down there for an hour. There
could he see Greysley at his feet, blurred with smoke,

with church spires and one or two tall chimneys sticking

out of it. Beyond, the Hawkshead [Glasgow] river on
its way to the sea ; in the other direction, to the north-

east, the great smoky stain of Hawkshead ; and if

possessed of a glass, he could discern the canal that

connected that city with Greysley, and perhaps on its

way the long white passage-boat drawn by trotting

horses, and the black caps and scarlet jackets of the

riders. He would see also woods and an old castle or

so, a score of gentlemen's seats, and farm-houses without

number, with the yellow stacks of last year yet standing

in the comfortable yards. And he would be touched

by the silence and movclessness of the mighty land-

scape, for at the distance of a few miles man is invisible,

the noise of his tools is unheard, his biggest cities

become smoky ant-hills ; and at tho distance of a few
years !

'

Manufactures and Trade.—The grant of erection of

Paisley as a burgh of barony is interesting, as giving us

some knowledge of the commoner articles then bought
and sold in tho place, but we have little more indication

of them till the close of the 17th century. In 1695 tho

population is given as 2200, and about tho same time
Principal Dunlop tells us in his Description of Renfrew-
shire that by tho river ' boats came to Paisley with
Highland timber and slates—6000 in a boat—fish of all

sorts, and return with coal and lime.' There must loo

have been manufactures by this time, for Crawford,
whose History of Renfrewshire was published in 1710,
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wy* that * This lmrgh baa ft weekly niorcat. on Thurs-
day, where there is store of provisions. Hut that
which ren.lt is tliis plaoa considerable is its trade of

Jim n ami muslin, where there is a groat weekly sale in

Us niereat.s of those sorts of eloatli ; many of their

inhabitants being chiefly employed in that sort of

manufactory.' Ahout the same time Hamilton of
Wisliaw described Paisley as ' a very pleasant ami well-

built little town
; plentifully provided with all sorts of

grain, frtlitts, coatls, peats, lishes, and what elso is

proper Ear the comfortable use of man, or can be ex-

pected in any other place of the kingdom?.' Tlio town
then consisted of one principal street (High Street),

boat hall a mile in length, with a few lanes branching
off from it

The free-trade with England opened up by the Union
in 1 7l>7 ten.led to develop the manufactures, and com-
siderable quantities of imitation striped muslin and
liin n t hecks called Bengals were made and disposed of,

the latter, however, only in small quantities. Jiy 1730,
when the first disastrous clfccts of the Union had passed

olf, and the benefit of thu free-trade with England and
the Colonies had begun to be felt, the linen trado

increased greatly, and the maker, instead of selling to

wholesale merchants in Glasgow, began to make
journeys into England on his own account ; while the

manufacture of handkerchiefs was mostly replaced by
that of goods of lighter texture, some of them plain

lawns, others striped with cotton, and others richly

figured. This manufacture had, for 1786, a value of

i.165,000, but it is now extinct. The manufacture of

white sewing thread made from linen yarn and known
as ' ounce ' or * nuns thread ' was introduced in 1722 by
Christian Shaw, famous for her connection with the

Renfrewshire witches [see Bargarran], and Paisley

soon became the chief scat of its production. By 1744
there were 93 thread mills, and by 1791 137 mills

turning out goods valued at £60,000 a year, a sum
which was afterwards exceeded. Through the action of

competition, however, and the introduction of cotton

thread, it fell off almost as rapidly as it had risen, and
by 1812, Paisley had only 12 mills fully at work mak-
ing linen thread alone. As, however, the use of linen

fell off, that of cotton grew, and the manufacture of

cotton thread is now one of the staple industries of the

place, giving employment to over 3000 persons, while

the thread produced is valued at nearly half a million

sterling. About the middle of the 18th century a

considerable amount of linen gauze was manufactured,

and in 1759, a beginning was made with silk gauze in

imitation of that of Spitalfields. The success of this

new departure exceeded all expectation, and being

vigorously prosecuted, the whole silk-gauze trade was
soon centred here, and considerable quantities of goods

sent not only to England and Ireland, but also to the

Continent. Within the next twenty years silk-gauzes

had become the chief manufacture, not only in Paisley

but also in Renfrewshire, and this state of matters lasted

till 1784, when changes in fashion led to a rapid falling

off, very soon ending in the total extinction of the trade

for some time. It revived in 1 81 9, but has again declined,

and is almost extinct. During the decay of this trade

after 1784 the manufacture of muslins was set agoing as

a substitute for it, but after a short time of prosperity it

too fell off by the removal to Glasgow of the principal

manufacturers engaged in it. It is, however, still

carried on, though not to a very large extent.

The manufacture of the shawls known as Paisley

shawls, for which the town has long been celebrated,

was introduced during the best period of the muslin

trade, and though at first limited and confined to the

manufacture of soft silk shawls, it at length outstripped

the muslin, and, branching out in various lines, became
for many years one of the leading industries of the town.

In consequence, however, of the change of fashion,

Paisley plaids have not now been worn for several years,

and the trade is consequently not in its former thriving

condition. Imitations of India shawls were made in

soft silk, in spun silk, in cotton, and in mixtures of the
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three. Ladies' dresses also wero mado of tho same
materials, in the same style of raised work on white
grounds with small figured spots. Imitations, likewise,
were made in si t lx of the stripped scarfs and turbans
worn by Ihe natives of oriental countries, and called
zebras. Closer imitations of real India or Cashmere
shawls were next, produced from mixtures of fine wool
and silk waste. Yet notwithstanding the energy and
enterprise displayed, the Paisley manufacturers found to
fcheii great astonishment that France could produce
shawls superior in quality to thoso of home manufacture,
a result obtained by the use of genuine Cashmere wools.
Thus set on their mettle, the homo producers also im-
ported their wool, much of it in the form of yarn, while
the improved Jacquard loom enabled them to turn out
better work. Much cloth, also, for Cashmere shawls
and plaids was imported from France and from England
merely to bo filled up and finished in Paisley. The
patterns of the Paisley shawls are contrived with refer-

ence to the best patterns of India and France, but with
individually characteristic details. Besides these, there
are several very extensive starch and corn-flour works,
silk-throwing works, bleach works, machine works,
chemical works, soap works, dye works, print works,
brick works, three largo wholesale houses dealing in
preserves, and a small shipbuilding yard.

Between 1786 and 1791 the Cart was rendered
navigable for ships drawing not more than five feet of
water ; and between 1835 and 1842 attempts were made
to deepen and improve it still farther, at a cost of over
£20,000, but not very successfully, a reef of rocks
across the bed of the river preventing any great depth
from being reached. A scheme for tho further improve-
ment of the river is at present (1884) under considera-

tion. The engineers, Messrs Bell & Miller, propose to

cut a new channel so as to get rid of the sharp bend
near Porterficld ; to widen the rest of the present course

;

to deepen it from 8 to 12 feet ; and to construct docks
and a graving dock a little below the present harbour.

Between 1838 and 1844 ship-building was vigorously

carried on, the swiftest river steamers then on the
Clyde having been built at Paisley ; and for the Cart
must be claimed the honour of having definitely settled

the advantage of iron over wood in the construction of

ships.

As in all weaving towns, the fluctuations of trade and
the consequent disastrous change in the condition of the

working-people connected with the manufactures have
been very great. The causes may be inferred from what
has been said as to the changes in the industries. So
many persons were thrown out of employment about
1840 that for a considerable time nearly one-third of

the entire population became dependent on public

charity, and the depression continued so long and
looked so hopeless that many of the artisans emigrated.

The number of inhabited houses in 1841 was 10,133,

and in 1846 only 9694, showing a decrease of 439, which
must have represented about 2000 persons, and in

1847 and 1849 the mortality rose from fever and cholera

to nearly 1000 above the average. The whole state of

the weavers and the weaving trade has too, since then,

been almost totally changed by the introduction of

steam power and of large factories. ' Previous to 1818,'

says Mr David Gilmour, ' when the shawl branch of

our local industry was in its infancy, so to speak, both
weavers and their boy-helps must have had compara-
tively easy lives ; but onward for many years, so long,

indeed, as tho weavers remained masters—for latterly

the boys ruled them—things assumed a very different

aspect. As the shawl trade waxed, the trade in

silk, gauze, and other fine fabrics waned ; and the

manners and general bearing of those engaged appeared

to me then, and still appear to n?y mind, as different

as the goods they manipulated. At the date just

named the inhabitants numbered 34,800, of whom
there were from 6000 to 7000 weavers, and of these not

fewer than from 4000 to 5000 required the assistance of

a drawboy ; now [1874], when the population has

reached 50,000, the weaving body is reduced to 1750.
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only 750 of whom are on the electors' roll, and there is

not one drawboy in town. New industries, steam-

power, and the Jacquard machine have all contributed

to the changed character of the people—in some respects

for the better, and in others for the worse. In old

times, every weaver being his own master, came and
went at his convenience ; when he took a day's pleasure

— fishing, curling, bowling, or berrying, as the

case may happen—he made up work for it before

or after, as pleased him ; the loom was his own
property ; and he was answerable to his employer
only. The introduction of the Jacquard has changed
that condition of the weaver entirely. With only

1750 looms in town, there are not, 1 presume, over

750 owners of looms, all the other hands being but
"journeymen," who are not responsible to the manu-
facturers but only to the master weaver. With the loss

of social standing, the old spirit of independence and
much of the greedy intellectual research have vanished

;

what these have been replaced by I will leave others to

name and designate. Hand-loom weaving factories

have no doubt done much to destroy that peculiar

individuality of character for which the class was noted,

when the town was one huge weaving factory of master
weavers, and the well-being and comfort of the whole
population were directly or indirectly dependent on the

produce of the "shuttle e'e." The picture had its shade
as well as its sun, however. When trade failed, which
from its fancy nature and other causes it did frequently,

want and its accompanying wail were all but universal
;

it was only the provident that escaped destitution.

Many of these having saved some money were induced
to feu a piece of ground, and had a house built for

themselves, which, from ever-recurring stagnations of

trade, fell into the hands of the superior. At this day
not one of whole streets of houses built from the savings

of weavers remain in the possession of the original

feuars or their descendants.

'

Of a total population in 1881 of 55,638, no fewer than
12,838 males and 8263 females were engaged in in-

dustrial handicrafts, or were dealers in manufactured
substances, and of these 2910 males and 6518 females

were connected with work in textile fabrics. Of these,

627 men and 99 women were connected with the manu-
facture of wool, 74 men and 1 woman with that of

silk, 598 men and 3590 women with the manufac-
ture of cotton and linen (including muslin and thread,

and those concerned in dyeing and bleaching), and of

these totals, 276 men and 3201 women were connected
with thread works alone ; while 1572 men and 2805
women were undefined weavers, factory hands, scourers,

dyers, etc., of whom 265 men and 2262 women were
factory hands—and 467 men and 204 women were con-

nected with the shawl manufacture.
Public Buildings, etc.—The County Buildings, which

stand along the side of an open area in the centre of the
town called County Place, were built in 1818 at a cost

of about £28,000, and enlarged about 1850 at a cost of

£10,000. They form a quadrangular castellated pile,

with projecting hexagonal turrets on the front. One
division of it contains the court house, the county hall,

and a number of different offices for public business
;

and another division contains the jail for the Upper
Ward of Renfrewshire first legalised' in 1853 ; but dis-

used since the passing of the Prisons' Act. A handsome
new building in the Italian style is at present (1884) in

course of erection in St James's Street for County Build-

ings and Sheriff Court-house, and now Municipal Build-
ings are about to be commenced at the corner of St
Miren Street at the Cross. The Central (Gilmour Street)

railway station, serving for both the Caledonian and the
Glasgow and South-Western systems, is close to the
County Buildings, and similar in style. The platform
is, as has been already noticed, high above the level of
the town streets. Till recently Paisley, notwithstanding
its size, had no large public hall, but now that reproach
has been wiped away in a most magnificent way by the
erection of the George A. Clark Hall. Efforts made in

1864, 18C9, and 1871, to form a joint-stock company for

the erection of a hall, having failed, a public subscription
was set on foot in 1872, and early in 1873 the sum of
£13,870 had been raised, when word reached this country
that Mr George A. Clark of New Jersey, connected with
the firm of J. & J. Clark, thread manufacturers, had
bequeathed £20,000 for the erection of a new town- hall,

with a reading-room and smoking-room for working
men, which was to be open from 5 a.m. till 12 p.m.
Competitive designs were obtained, but the great outlay
involved shut some of the best of them out of the com-
petition till Messrs Clark resolved to supplement their
brother's bequest, and take the whole expense of a
selected design on themselves. The design of Mr Lynn
of Belfast was chosen, and the foundation stone of the
building at the corner of Abbey Close and Smithhills
Street was laid in October 1879. The main front to
Abbey Close somewhat resembles St George's Hall,
Liverpool, and shows a pediment with six Corinthian
columns, each 30 feet high, over massive square piers,

between which are the entrances. On the N side is a
smaller portico with Ionic pillars. Rising above the
side next the river are two square towers, of which that
to the N contains a clock and bells, and that to the S
is used as a ventilating shaft. The large hall indicated
by the chief portico has floor space of 80 by 60 feet, and
the total space is 130 by 60 feet. It is seated for 2000
persons, and has galleries, cloak-rooms, orchestra, etc.

The organ in it—one of the finest in Scotland—was
erected at a cost of £3500, and was the gift of Mrs
Clark, sen. It is in a richly-carved oak case, designed
in the Ionic style, and measuring 45 feet high, 32 wide,
and 15 deep. There are 49 sounding stops and 11
couplers, and the instrument is remarkable for its

balance of tone. The N portico indicates a smaller hall,

with accommodation for 300 persons. The clock in the
N tower is a very fine one, with a double gravity
escapement, and the quarter-hours and hours are
chimed and struck on a peal of 6 bells with the notes D,
C, B flat, F flat, F, and E flat, the last weighing 20 cwt.
and being used for striking the hours. There is also a
carillon of bells, with the notes F, E flat, D, D flat, C,
B flat, A flat, G, F, and E flat, which ring a different

tune for each day of the month. They are played by
keys, and are the finest in Scotland. The statues in the
niches of the bell tower represent the seasons. They
were executed by Mr James Young, Glasgow. The total

cost of the building and furnishings was nearly £60,000.
The halls were inaugurated on 30 Jan. 1882 amid great
rejoicings, and the smoking and reading rooms, which
are on the S side, were opened on 20 June of the same
year. The Free Public Library and Museum, on the N
side of High Street, was erected in 1869-71 at a cost of
over £15,000, the whole expense of the building being
defrayed by Sir Peter Coats, on condition that the town
adopted the Free Libraries Act. In 1877 a large collec-

tion illustrative of the natural history and manufactures
of India was presented to the museum by Mr R. M.
Adam, of Agra, and a large addition had to be made to

the museum, Sir Peter Coats giving the additional
ground required, and also ultimately the sum needed
for the new building ; while his brother, Mr Thomas
Coats of Ferguslie, undertook the erection of portions
behind the main structure to be used as a picture gal-

lery and observatory. The latter were opened in 1883,
and the observatory contains an excellent transit instru-

ment, a good telescope, and other appliances. It is

under the management of t lie Philosophical Society, and
is open to strangers on any day by ticket obtainable
from a member of the Society, and to the people of
Paisley thrice a week at a small charge. The structure
is Ionic in style, with a tetrastylo portico and wings.
Tho principal cntranco in the centre is reached by a
flight of steps leading to an entrance hall, and tho
other portions of the building contain a lecture hall (50
by 35 feet), a reading-room and library, a museum, a
picture gallery, a reterenco library, and committeo and
cloak rooms. The reading-room and library contain
about 15,000 volumes, ol which over 7000 were received
from the old Paisley library established in 1802, while
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ttio rstaanoa library contains nearly flooo rolumes,
Tho nu, Ions of llir contents of the museum and over
6000 of tli<' lumks in tli.' valuable reference library wen
presented by tlio Paisley Pliilosophiotil Society, which
wax originally established in 1S08. Other public
bail, lings nrc (he Baths, (he Cood Templars' Hall (1881),
the Mu-onie Hall <1>M\ the Liberal Club, the Conser-
ratta dab (1880). the Oakshaw Memorial School, and
the Drill Hall. The barracks in the suburb of Wil-
liaiusburgh, to the K of the town, on tho S side of

the Glasgow road, erected iii 1822, and with accommo-
dation for a battalion of infantry, nro now disused and
empty. On the opposite side of the road aro the militia

bamoks. The Coffee-room buildings at tho Cross,

•M itod in 1809, Ionic in style, contain a largo reading-
room, with Fillans' bust of Professor "Wilson, and one
of Lord Clyde. The Exchange buildings on the E side
of Moss Street, erected in 1837, and occupying the
site of a former flesh market, are now partly used as a
theatre. Tho infirmary, in Bridge Street, dates from
1784, but tho present building was erected about 1850.
It has accommodation for 2fi0 patients. About 1000
indoor patients and from 4000 to 5000 outdoor patients
:ir> treated annually. The dispensary attached is open
every day from 11 to 12 o'clock, and medicine is dis-

pensed between 4 and 5. The poorhouse for Abbey
parish, about a mile SSW of the town near Riccarts-
bar, is an Elizabethan structure (1850), with buildings
disposed round two courts, and with accommodation
for 655 inmates. Beside it is tho parochial lunatic
asylum, which has accommodation for 98 inmates

;

and further W is the burgh lunatic asylum, erected
in 1876. This has a main building of T shape, with a
large entrance-hall and kitchen, dining-hall, etc., in the
central portion. The wards for male and female
patients are on each side, and the engine-house, wash-
ing-house and laundry, are behind the main building.
The cost, exclusive of site, was £12,500, and there is

accommodation for 120 patients. The cemetery, laid

out in 1845, is on Woodside ridge in the old town, and
includes the old Broomlands churchyard, which was laid
out about 1779. It is beautifully situated and laid out,

and contains some good monuments, including that to

Algie and Park already noticed ; one erected by public
subscription in 1867 in memory of the Chartists, Hardie,
Baird, and Wilson, who were executed at Stirling and
Glasgow in 1820 ; one to Fillans, with a fine figure of
Rachael weeping for her children ; one to the Rev.
Patrick Brewster (1788-1859), long minister of the
Abbey church ; and one to Andrew Park (1807-63), a
local poet. There are also burying-grounds at several

of the churches.

Three bridges cross the river Cart (exclusive of the
railway bridges), and connect the old and new towns.
The old stone bridge at the end of High Street used to

be very narrow and inconvenient, as were also the other
two, but under the Improvement Act of 1877 they have
all been greatly widened and improved, the old Sneddon*
Bridge (now known as Abercorn Bridge) and Scedhill

or Abbey Bridge having been reconstructed with iron

girders, and the Old Bridge itself again farther im-
proved in connection with the erection of the Clark
HalL When the first tolbooth was erected is not
exactly known— seemingly by Abbot Tervas in the
15th century—but by the middle of the 18th century
the existing one had become very insecure, and in 1756
the magistrates resolved to erect a new one at the Cross,

on the same site, at a cost of £325. It had a steeple of
considerable height, which remained till 1870. It was
perfectly sound till 1868, but in that year a deep drain
dag near it injured the foundation, which had already
become somewhat insecure in consequence of the street

level having been lowered, and it began to lean over in
a dangerous manner. It was at first shored up, but was
ordered to be taken down in 1869. An unsuccessful
attempt was made to interdict the magistrates from
removing it, and it disappeared completely in 1870. It

* Sneddon was acquired by the town in 1055 and feued in 1749.
The name It supposed to be a corruption of Suowdoun.
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w.v; al the Cross Stopple that public executions latterly

took place, and tho bats to which the gibbet was
fa toned are now in the museum. The Abbey grounds

siderable portion of the Abbey ruins wore used as

building material by the feuars in tho erection of the
houses adjoining the Abbey. Some of these were
removed in 1874, including the town houses of Abercorn
and Dundonald, but others still remain. A house in

High Street in tho old Scottish style, with tho aims of

tho Sempills on its front, was erected in 1862 on tho

sito of Lord Sempill'a old town mansion. In 1618 the

town council erected a Town's Hospital cn the N side of

High Street with materials taken from the old chapel of

St Roquo, and part of tho building became subsequently

a school. In 1723 tho old building was taken down,
and a new one erected, which contained a public hall

and a clock steeple known as the 'Wee Steeple,' in

which there was a bell which was rung when funerals

were
i Kissing. On one part of it was the inscription

—

' He that hath pitie on tlio por
Of grace and morcio sail be sor;

'

and on another

—

' Quha gives the puir, to God he lends,

And God, again, mare grace him sends.'

Tho school was removed to a building in School Wynd
in 1788, and in 1807 the whole buildings were disposed

of, and tho house No. 82 High Street erected on the

site. Tho house in which Professor Wilson—Chris-

topher North—was born, on the S side of High Street,

and another house in which ho spent his boyhood, also

in High Street immediately to the W, both still remain
directly opposite the Free Library, though the first has

been altered. The position of the house in which the

poet Tannahill was born, in Castle Street, is marked by
a tablet placed on the house that now occupies the site ;

and the house in which he spent most of his life and
wrote most of his songs— a cottage built by his father

—

still stands in Queen Street farther to tho W. The house,

in Seedhill, in which the poet and American ornithologist,

Alexander Wilson, was born, was demolished in 1841, but

the house by which it was replaced is marked by a marble
tablet with the inscription— ' This tablet was erected in

1841 by David Anderson, Perth, to mark the birthplace

of Alexander Wilson, Paisley, poet and American orni-

thologist. ' A statue of Wilson was erected within tho

Abbey grounds in 1874 at a cost of about £700. It

consists of a bronze statue 7 feet 6 inches high, resting

on a pedestal of grey granite 10 feet high. The figure,

which was modelled by J. G. Mossman, Glasgow, shows
tho naturalist leaning against the stump of a tree with
a bird in his hand, while his gun is behind him, his

hat and portfolio at his feet, and his favourite blue

parrot close at hand. Not far distant is the bronzo

statue erected in 1883 as a memorial of Tannahill the

poet. The statue is 7 feet 6 inches high, and is set on

a red granite pedestal. The motive is furnished by a
bronse bas-relief affixed to the front of the pedestal.

This shows three country girls, of whom the centre one

is singing from a ballad which she holds in her hand,
while her companions listen. There is a tradition that

Tannahill during a solitary country walk once heard

a group of girls thus intently occupied with one of his

own songs, and the statue here represents the poet in

the supposed attitude of an unseen listener. The statue

and bas-relief were designed and executed by D. W.
Stevenson, A.R.S.A., Edinburgh. The total cost was
about £1200, and the funds were provided by a series of

concerts which have been given for the last eight or

nine years on the braes of Gleniffer. It is proposed
also to erect a bronze statue in memory of Mr Thomas
Coats of Ferguslie ; and thus the town is by degrees

wiping away the old reproach laid to its charge that

although Paisley had produced so many famous men,
monuments in honour of them were less numerous than

in some towns that had produced few or none. The
Fountain Gardens, on the N side of the town between
Love Street and Caledonia Street, and extending to over
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7 acres, were acquired and laid out, at a cost of about

£20,000, by Mr Thomas Coats of Ferguslie, and handed
over by him to the town in 1868. The ground was
originally laid out early in the present century by an
old citizen Mr John Love, and was named Hope Temple
Gardens. Before his death in 1827, Mr Love's affairs

became embarrassed, and the ground was, by his trus-

tees, let as an orchard, till it was acquired by Mr Coats

in 1866. The site was then well laid out and belts and
clumps of trees planted between the walks, which con-

verge on a central fountain. One of the trees is an oak

grown from an acorn taken from the celebrated Wallace
Oak of Elderslie. In 1877 an additional place of recrea-

tion for the public was provided at Carriage Hill to the

S of the town. This was the ground known as the

Brodie Park, which was bequeathed for that purpose by
Mr Robert Brodie in 1871. It covers about 22 acres,

and, inclusive of the sum spent in laying it out, cost

about £19,000. The central part of the racecourse to

the NW of the town, about 40 acres in extent, is now
also available for purposes of public recreation, and is

sometimes spoken of as St James's Park.

Churches.— The most prominent of the churches is of

course the part of the old Abbey of Paisley which is still

used as the parish church for Abbey parish. The
remains of the Abbey are on the E side of the Cart

opposite the Clark Hall. It was founded about 1163
by Walter, High Steward of Scotland, for monks of the

Cluniac order of reformed Benedictines, and its first

inmates came from the Cluniac priory of Wenlock in

Shropshire, the High Steward's native county. They
were originally settled at Renfrew, but afterwards trans-

ferred their place of residence to Paisley, where, finding

a church already dedicated to St Mirren or Mirinus, a

confessor who is said to have spent a considerable part

of his life at the place, and who, according to the

Aberdeen Breviary, was buried there, they combined his

name with those of St James and of their patron saint at

Wenlock, St Milburga, grand-daughter of Pcnda, king

of Mercia, and so dedicated the monastery church to St

James, St Milburga, and St Mirren. The monastery
was so richly endowed by the founder and his succes-

sors, as well as by the Lords of Lennox, that it soon be-

came one of the most opulent houses in Scotland, none
surpassing it except St Andrews, Kelso, Dunfermline,
and Arbroath. Until 1219 it was only a priory, but it

then received a bull from Pope Honorius constituting it

an Abbey and separating it from the parent house at

Wenlock, a privilege confirmed in 1334 by Pope Bene-
dict, who declared the abbot entitled to wear a mitre

and ring, and the other marks of his dignity. What
may have been the nature of the original build-

ings it is impossible to tell, for they were burned by
the English in 1307 during the war of independence,
and seem to have been almost entirely destroyed, and,
notwithstanding that the Stewarts had their residence

at hand, and that the abbey was their family burial

place before their accession, and even occasionally after-

wards, for both the queens of Robert II. were buried
here as well as Robert III., but little seems to have
been done towards rebuilding or repair till the 15th
century, although in 1380 a charter was obtained from
liobert II. erecting the lands of the Abbey in Dum-
bartonshire into a jurisdiction of regality, and another
from Robert III. in 1396 erecting the estates in Renfrew,
Ayr, Roxburgh, and Peebles into a similar jurisdiction.

The powers of the abbot were afterwards still farther

extended in 1452 by James II., who granted to the re-

gality court the power of trying the four crown pleas
;

and again in 1488 by James IV., who added the power
of ' repleging ' the tenants and inhabitants of the
abbey estates from the king's courts. The greater part

of the buildings now existing seem to have been erected

by Abbot Thomas Tervas, who died in 1459, and Abbot
George Shaw (1472-99). Of the former tho Auchin-
leck Chronicle says that he ' wes ane richt gud man and
helplyk to the plaoo of ony that over wes, for ho did

mony notahil things and held ane nobil hous and wes
ay wele purvait. He land the place al out of gud roule

and destitute of leving and al the kirkis in lordis haridis
and the kirk unbiggit. The body of the kirk fra the
bucht stair up lie biggit, and put on the ruf and theekit it

with sclats, and riggit it with stane, and biggit ane
great porcioun of the steple and ane staitlie yet hous,
and brocht hame mony gud jowellis and clathis of gold,
silver, and silk, and mony gud bukis, and made statelie

stallis and glassynnit mekle of al the kirk, and brocht
hame the staitliest tabernakle that wes in al Skotland,
and the maist costlie ; and schortlie he brocht al the
place to fredome and fra nocht till ane michty place
and left it out of al kind of det and al fredome, till dis-

pone as them lykit, and left ane of the best myteris that
was in Skotland, and chandillaris of silver and ane
lettren of brass with mony uther gud jowellis. ' Abbot
George Shaw, a younger son of Shaw of Sauchie in
Stirlingshire, besides adding to the buildings, surrounded
the abbey gardens and grounds by a magnificent stone
wall, which ran from the N transept along the line of
Lawn Street to the Wall Neuk, where it turned and ran
along the line of Inkle Street ; it then turned to the S
by the edge of Mill Road till it terminated at the Pigeon-
house on the edge of the Cart, close to the waterfall at
Seedhill mills. A stone with the inscription in old
English characters

—

' Thei callit ye Abbot Georg of Schawe,
About yis Abbay trart mak .vis waw

;

A thousande fuur hundreth zlieyr
Auclity and fyve, the date but ucir.
Pray for his salvatioun
That made this nobil fundaeioun '—

taken from the wall was formerly placed over tho lintel

of the door of a dwelling-house at the corner of Lawn
Street and Inkle Street, but it is now fixed to the wall
E of the door of the Public Library. The fifth line of
the inscription was effaced by order, it is said, of one
of the presbyterian ministers of the burgh, who thought
it savoured too much of prayer for the dead. Grose says
that in his time there was at one of the corners of the
wall a statue of the Virgin with the motto below :

—

Hac ne vade via nisi dixeris Ave Maria
Sit semper sine vae, qui tibi dicet Ave.'

The wall remained nearly entire till 1781, when the
Earl of Abercorn sold the stones to the feuars of the
new town, who used them for building their houses, and
a portion near Seedhill Bridge remained till after the
middle of the present century. The first tower that was
erected seems to have had insecure foundations, as it fell.

The last abbot, John Hamilton (1525-45), rebuilt it

at immense cost, but about the close of the century it

again ' fell with its own weight, and with it the Quire
of the church ;

' at least so says Hamilton of Wishaw,
but another account states that it was struck by light-

ning. In 1557 a body of Reformers attacked the abbey,
'burnt all the ymages and ydols and popish stuff in the
same,' and drove the monks out of the building, but
owing to the somewhat unusual attachment of the
people to the old faith, the abbey was ' stcyked ' against

the reforming preachers, and in 1563 tho charge was
brought against the abbot of ' in the town of Paslay,

Kirkyard and Abbey place thereof, openlie, publiclic,

and plainlie, taking auricular confession in the said

kirk, toun, kirkyaird, chalmeries, barns, middens,
killogies thereof,' but ho seems to have got off lightly.

Although John Hamilton had properly ceased to bo
abbot in 1545, he retained tho abbacy, by consent of tho
queen, in trust for his nephew, Lord Claud Hamilton.
He adhered to the cause of Queen Mary, and was con-
sequently in 1568 declared a traitor by Regent Murray,
and in 1571 captured and hanged. Lord Claud, having
been present at the battle of Langside in the Queen's
interest, was forfeited, and the lands of tho abbey wero
bestowed on Robert, son of William Lord Sempil, (ill

1585, when Lord Claud returned from England and was
restored to his property and rights. Two years later

the whole property which he had held hitherto merely
as commcudator, was erected into a temporal lordship,
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ud puttod (<> him ind 1 1 i-* hein And assigns In foe,

while lu< himself was created Lord Paisley. In 1652,
dson and successor, tlu« second carl, sold his

opulent lotdahip to the Karl of Angus, from whom next
y.ar ilu' larger part of it was luirchiiscd by Lord
(.Vhraiu', afterwards Karl of Dundonald. Large por-

tion! were M different times sold by the Dundonald
family, and in 17t">l what remained was repurchased
from Thomas, eighth Karl of Dundonald, by James,
eighth Karl 01 Abercorn, to whose descendant, tho Duko
ot Al'oreui n, it now belongs.

The church, when entire, appears to have consisted
of a nave, choir, N transept, and a chapel known as tho
ch.ipd ol St Miu. n and SI ( 'oliunba, which occupies tho
pi.we where the S transept should have beon. The
total outside length of the building has been 2G5 feet.

Internally tho uave is 93 feet long and 59} wide, includ-
ing side aisles. The choir, which has no aisles, is 123}
(bet long and 32 wide ; and the transept is 35 feet wide,
and the distance from tho N wall to tho wall of St
M : i. n'a « hapel is 92$ feet, all these measurements being
Internal. The walls of the choir only rise a foot or two
above the level of the ground, but the piscina and
sedilia still remain, as well as the foundations of the
pillars on which rose tho central tower. Tho N tran-
sept, with its magnificent and finely tracericd window,
25 feet high and 18 wide, was saved from demolition
with so much of the rest of the building, by being claimed
about 1758 by the heritors as their property. The
nave, the only part now roofed, is still used as the parish
church of Abbey parish. The W front contains a door-
way with an arcade on each side, and on one side is a
turret with a staircase. Above the doorway are three
windows. Tho present eastern gable of the church
is in the centre merely a screen of modern masonry
filling up tho arch beneath the western wall of tho
centre tower. There is a porch at the W end of the
N wall and at the E end of tho S wall. On the
wall of the former is a stone with the inscription in
old English characters

—

' Johcsd. Lyhtgw abbafl liujus monastii xx die mesis Januarii
ano dm mccccxxxiii elegit fieri aua sepultura."

The interior of the nave is fine, and the style of the
triforium is somewhat peculiar. On each side five

massive clustered columns, 17 feet in height, divide the
nave from the aisles, and the pillar on each side at the
W end is much thicker than the others, as if they had
been meant originally to support the weight of western
towers. ' From the imposts of the columns spring
pointed arches with delicate and graceful mouldings.
On the centre pillar to the south is sculptured in relief an
antique coat of arms with grotesque supporters. From
a floor formed above the first tier of arches spring those
of the triforium. They are large and semicircular,

springing from clustered columns.' Within these arches
are included two pointed ones, with a short column
between, and the space between the heads of these

minor arches and that of the principal arch is open and
finely cusped. From the top of the spandrils between
each pair of arches a semi-hexagonal projection stands
out supported by a double row of blocked corbels, which
in their turn are supported by grotesque figures that
seem as if groaning under the weight. The breadth of

the triforium arches, as compared with their height,
gives this part of the building a somewhat squat, not to

say ungraceful look. In the clerestory over each
circular triforium arch are two windows, and the
clerestory gallery, while passing through the wall over
the keystone of each triforium arch, passes out round
the semi-hexagonal projection already mentioned, no
doubt to afford a perfectly solid wall over each of the
nave pillars, so that there may be firmer support for the
roof. The whole style Is Decorated. On the S\V pillar

are the old colours carried by the Renfrewshire militia

from 1803 to 1855 ; and built into the walls are some
old monuments removed from the floor. The original
roof was finely groined, but of this only a small portion
near the W end ot the S aisle now remains. The whole
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navo umrbnvont repair in 1788-89, but until about
twenty years ago it remained in a very miserable condi-

tion.
'

'In 1869,' says Dr Cameron Lees, tho historian

of the Abbey, 'when I was inducted to the second
charge, a mure dreary place of worship it was impossible
to conceive It was like a charuel house. The burial-

ground outside reached above tho sill of tho windows.
Tho floor was earthen, and you woro afraid if you stirred

your foot you would rako up somo old bones that lay

uncomfortably near the surface.' Thanks to the exer-

tions of tho Rev. Mr Watson and of Dr Lccs himself,

several thousand pounds woro collected and spent in
n ine. lying this stato of things. The interior was
cleared out and new pews put in. An organ was
introduced, and many of tho windows are now filled

with stained glass, the principal being windows to tho

mi'inory of Mr Thomas (Wis of l'Vrguslii', tho Spoil's

of Elderslie, tho Earl of Glasgow, and tho Whites Of

Overtouu. One, placed as a memorial of Sir William
Wallace, was inserted by tho St Andrew's Society

of Glasgow. In the W end of the N aisle is a mural
tablet, apparently erected to the memory of John
Hamilton, tho last abbot. Tho chapel of St Mirren
and St Columba, better known as the Sounding Aisle,

is on the S side on the site of the S transept. It is

about 48 feet long by 24 wide, and the 15 feet of the

floor at the E end is higher than the rest. This chapel

was founded and endowed in 1499 by James Crawfurde
of Kylwynnat, burgess of Paisloy, and Elizabeth Gal-

braith his spouse, who were buried within tho church,

where their tombstone is still to be seen. The lands

given for the support of the chaplain were those of Seed-

hill and Wellmeadow. Near the SE corner is tho

piscina, and beneath the great eastern window the altar

had stood. Beneath the window is a frieze, with three

carved compartments on the N side and seven on the S
side. What the figures represent is doubtful, but pro-

bably the seven on the S represent the seven sacraments,

viz., matrimony, communion, extreme unction, ordina-

tion, confirmation, penance, and baptism. The eastern

window is now filled with stained glass, placed there by
the Duke of Abercorn in 1879 in memory of those mem-
bers of the Abercorn family who are here buried, the

family vault being beneath. There are other two
monuments connected with the Abercorn family, but

the great object of interest is the altar tomb known as

Queen Bleary's tomb, and believed to have been erected

in memory of Marjory Bruce, wife of Walter the high

steward, and only daughter of Robert Bruce, who
was killed by a fall from her horse at Knock, to tho

north of the town. According to Dr Boog, one of the

ministers of the parish, who wrote an account of it in

the Transactions of Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

for 1831, this tomb has had rather a curious history.
' It retained,' he says, ' its original situation till John,

Earl of Dundonald, who succeeded his brother William
in 1704, having for his second lady married the Duciicss-

Dowager of Beaufort, her grace wishing, it is said, to

have the chapel fitted up for the service of the Church
of England ; the tomb was then removed and placed in

a corner of the Abbey Garden. This must have been

prior to 1720, when Earl John died ; his lady survived

but a short time. The tomb, rebuilt in its original

form, occupied this corner till the time that Thomas,
Earl of Dundonald, resolving to feu off that part Oi the

garden, found it in his way, and had it again removed
or rather taken to pieces ; and the stones of which it

was composed were then laid aside and forgotten—so

much forgotten that the writer of this, whose connec-

tion with Paisley took place in 1774, was above fourteen

years in the place before knowing that such a monu-
ment had existed, or that its materials might possibly

be discovered.' When the church was repaired, how-

ever, in 1788-89, tho stones were found, and Dr Boog,

with a care that does him the highest credit, had them

carefully put together, though it was found that ono

side stone and one end stone were awanting. The figure

itself had been left in the chapel, sunk in the pavement

close by one of the walls. Whether it represents Lady
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Marjory or not must remain doubtful, but the fine

carvings show that the person to whose memory the
tomb had been raised must have been of high rank. It

ia certainly peculiar that the figures on the sides should
be those of ecclesiastics. From the presence of a shield
charged with a lion rampant some have imagined that
it is the tomb of Euphemia Boss, wife of Robert II., but
the lion rampant is also the cognisance of the family of
Stewart of Blackhall, lineally descended from Robert III.

The elaborately carved canopy at the head is particularly
noteworthy and uncommon. A suspicion might arise

that it does not belong to the tomb, and may have
originally been over a canopied figure, but a minute
inspection does not bear this out, and the top of the
canopy, which in such a case would not be seen, is

here elaborately carved with a representation of the
crucifixion.

The popular name of the ' Sounding Aisle ' is applied
to the chapel on account of the wonderful echo, which
was first described by Pennant with a considerable
amount of exaggeration. 'The echo,' he says in his
Tour, ' is the finest in the world. When the end door,
the only one it has, is gently shut, the noise is equal to
a loud peal of thunder. If you strike a single note of
music you hear the same gradually ascending with a
countless number of repetitions. If a good voice sings,
or a musical instrument is well played on, the effect is

inexpressibly fascinating, and almost of a celestial

character. When a musical instrument is sounded it

has the effect of a number of instruments of a like size

and kind played in concert. A single instrument
sounding a particular note, and then instantly its fifth

or any other concordant note, both sounds can be heard,
as it were, running into and uniting with each other in
a manner particularly agreeable. But the effect of a
variety of instruments playing in concert is transcend-
ingly enchanting, and excites such emotions in the soul
as to baffle the most vivid description, ' and there is a
good deal nrore to the same effect. Either, however,
Pennant was particularly keen-eared when he was at
Paisley, or in course of time, and as a result of many
applications of whitewash to the walls, the echo has
become seriously injured since his day, for although
it is still strong, it can hardly now be described as
dying away, ' as if at an immense distance,' or ' diffus-

ing itself through the circumambient air,' with almost
*a celestial character.' To the N of the nave and theW of the Sounding Aisle was the cloister court, and the
other buildings of the monastery seem to have stood to
the SW, but of these no trace now remains. When
the houses in Abbey Close were removed in 1874,
an old foundation was found which was supposed to be
that of the ' staitlie yett house' erected by Abbot
Thomas Tervas. St Koque's chapel, which stood at
the top of Castle Street, was pulled down in 1618,
the materials being used in the erection of the town's
hospital.

The original Low or Laigh Church was built in 1736,
but the congregation removed in 1819 to St George's
church in George Street, which is a good Grecian build-
ing, erected in that year at a cost of £7000. The organ
and organ chamber were added in 1874 ; there are 1850
sittings. The High Church at Oakshawhead was built
in 1756, and the steeple was added in 1770 ; it con-
tains 1890 sittings. The Middle Church, with 1555
sittings, was built in 1782 ; the Gaelic Church (St
Coluinba), originally a chapel of ease, in High parish,
with 1085 sittings, in 1793 ; and Martyrs' Church, also
originally a chapel of case, in High parish, with 1200
sittings, in 1835. The South Church, originally a
chapel of ease, in Laigh parish ; and the North Church,
originally a chapel of ease, in Middle parish, do not call
for particular notice. The Free High Church is a good
building in the Norman style, with a massive square
tower 100 feet high. The other Free churches are
Martyrs', Middle, Oakshaw, South, and St George's.
The United Presbyterian churches are those of Abbey
Close (1827, with 1178 sittings), Canal Street (1783,
with 1515 sittings), George Street (1822, with 1058

sittings), Oakshaw Street (1826, with 954 sittings),

Thread Street (1808, with 1640 sittings), and St James
Church at Underwood Road, which, built in 1880-84,

and replacing a former church erected in 1820 and with
1212 sittings, is particularly worthy of note. Cruciform
in plan, it has a deep polygonal apse, wide side aisles,

and twin transepts on each side. The whole interior is

finished with stone, with open woodwork roof. The
floor is laid in tesselated mosaic work. Behind tho

church are halls, class-rooms, session room, and vestry,

and in the apse is an organ. There is a fine peal of

bells in the spire, which rises to a height of 180 feet.

The style is Early French Gothic ; the number of sit-

tings is 1100 ; and the total cost, exclusive of special

gifts— such as the bells, reading desks, organ and
screen, etc.—and the cost of site, was about £19,000.

The spire first erected had to be removed in consequence

of the failure of its foundation, and the present one is

founded on iron cylinders filled with cement and sunk
about 40 feet into the underlying clay. There are

also a Reformed Presbyterian church, a Congregational

church at Old Sneddon, an Evangelical Union church
in Gilmour Street, Baptist churches in Storie Street,

George Street, and Victoria Place ; a Unitarian church,

a Primitive Methodist church, a New Jerusalem church,

Trinity Episcopal church (1828 ; 400 sittings), and two
Roman Catholic churches, St Mirren's (1808 ; 1000
sittings) and St Mary's (1871 ; 450 sittings) ; but none
of them call for more particular notice.

Schools.—The Grammar School and Academy dates

as an institution from 1576, and stood originally in

School Wynd, on the site of the manse of the chaplain

of St Ninian's chapel in Abbey Church. In 1756 it was
removed to another building farther up the wynd ; and
in 1864 a new school, which is a handsome Tudor
building, with accommodation for 580 scholars, was
provided at a cost of about £3473. Up till 1873 it

was managed by the town council and a committee of

subscribers, but then in terms of the Education Act it

passed into the hands of the school board. It is at

present conducted by a rector, three masters, three

junior masters, and a mistress. The Neilson Educa-
tional Institution on Oakshawhead was erected and
endowed in 1851-52 from a bequest of £20,000 made by
Mr John Neilson of Nethercommon. It is a handsome
building in the form of a Greek cross with a central

dome, and the work is carried on by nine masters and
two mistresses. Under the burgh school board are

thirteen public schools—East, West, North, South,

Carbrook Street, Adelphi Hall, George Street Central,

Stevenson Street, Stow, Queen Street, Graham Educa-
tional Institute, Mossvale, and West End Mission

;

and these, with total accommodation for 5049 pupils,

had (1883) an average attendance of 5029, and grants

amounting to £4334, 17s. 9d. Some of the buildings

are poor and inconvenient, but others, and particularly

the Ferguslie school on the NW, finished and opened

in 1882, are handsome and well-designed. The other

schools are an Infant Training school in Lawn Street,

Hutcheson's Charity school, the Industrial school,

Miss Kibble's Reformatory Institution (1859), an Epis-

copal school, and three Roman Catholic schools. Tho
Government School of Art and Design, established in

1848, is in the centre of tho town not far from tho

County Buildings. Though it performs good work, its

own appearance is by no means compatible with its

purposes. On an average about 88 pupils are trained

in it every year.

Municipality, etc.—After the crown charter of 1665,

Paisley was in all but the election of a member of

parliament on the same footing as a royal burgh, and
by the Reform Act of 1833 it was made a Parliamentary

burgh. Tho municipal government is carried on by a

provost, four bailies, a treasurer, and ten councillors,

who also, under tho General Police and Improvement
Act of 1862, manage police affairs. Tho police force in

their employment is 53 officers (1 to every 1099 of the

population), and the superintendent's salary is £290.

The number of persons tried at the instance of the
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commissioners, and they are now in the hands of the town
council. The first water supply was introduced by a joint
Mock . cnip.inyin 1S34 -38 at a cost of about £32,000, the

Wlter being brought from Stanley Dam, about 2 miles to

the BW. Since 1870 it has also been drawn through the

Stanley filters from works at Nethertrees about 7 miles

distant, constructed in 1869-70 at a cost of £77,000,
under an Act of Parliament obtained in 1866, the re-

ceiving tank at Stanley being about 10 feet higher than
the top of the High Church steeple, or nearly 300
feet above the level of the greater part of the town.
Power for farther extension was obtained in 1875-76, and
new works carried out between that and 1881 at a cost

of £20,000. The new reservoir then constructed at

Glenburn has storage accommodation for 80,000,000
gallons. The system is now under the management
of the council. The sanitary condition and drainage

of the town, though immensely improved between
1878 and 1883, is still in some points defective. The
corporation property was in 183.3 estimated to be
worth £58,125, and the debts on it were £33,000,
but the unsuccessful attempt to deepen the Cart proved
such a heavy drain that in 1843, during a period of

great commercial depression, the authorities had to

suspend payment, and not till 1877 was the town
again clear of debt. The corporation revenue in 1882-

83 was £7816, exclusive of £77,336 from the water and
other trusts ; and the revenue of the Cart trust estate

was £1190. The trade societies representing the old

trade incorporations are the weavers, maltmcn, wrights,

hammermen, bakers, and grocers. The town has a

head post office, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments. The Paisley Bank was estab-

lished in 1787, and the Paisley Union Bank a few years

after, but the former was merged in the British Linen
Company's bank in 1837, and the latter in the Union
Bank of Scotland in 1838, while the Paisley Com-
mercial Bank, established in 1839, was soon amalgamated
with the Western Bank. The banks at present in

Paisley are branches of the Bank of Scotland, British

Linen Company, Clydesdale, Commercial, National,

Royal, and Union banks. There is also a branch of

the National Security Savings' Bank, offices or agencies

of 55 insurance companies, and several good hotels.

The newspapers are the Liberal Daily Express (1874),

the Liberal Paisley Qaeette (1864), and the Independent
Paisley Herald (1853), the last two being both pub-

lished on Saturday, and the quarterly Scottish Review.

There are two Masonic lodges—St Mirrcn's, No. 129,

and County Kilwinning, No. 370 ; and among the mis-

cellaneous institutions may be noticed the Paisley

Philosophical Institution, a West-end Reading Room
(1850), lodges of Good Templars (with a hall erected

in 1881), Foresters and Oddfellows, a Young Men's

Christian Association, a Female Benevolent Society, a

Society for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, a

Sabbath 8chool Union, an Art Institute, a branch of

the Bible Society, a Tract Society, several curling,

bowlin", bicycle, cricket, and football clubs, a Horti-
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cultural Society, a Florists' Society, a Burns' Club a
moil it- Society, and llillo Volui

l'lim-,.| el.ruary and May, and tho second Thurs-
days of August and November. At that in August
tin iv are general holidays, and Paisley races are held.
Ordinary sheriff courts for the Upper Ward of Renfrew-
.shire are held every Tuesday during session, sheriff small
.1. ]i| courts every Thursday during session, and justice of

Paisley returns a member to serve in parliament

—

always a Liberal since 1837. Parliamentary constituency
(1884) 5688, municipal constituency 6797, including1109
females. Valuation (1874) £148,946, (1884) £223,366
Pop. (1733) 3396, (1753) 4195, (1801) 24,324, (1811)
29,541, (1821) 38,500, (1841) 48,125, (1851) 47,952,
(1861) 47,406, (1871) 48,240 (1881), 55,627, of whom
25,827 were males, and 29,800 wore females. Houses
(1881)ll,533inhabited,402uninhabited,and55 building.
Of the total population 679 males and 276 females were
connected with the civil and military services, or with
professions, 282 males and 1338 females were domestic
servants, 1992 males and 106 females were engaged in

commerce, 258 males and 139 females were connected
with agriculture, 12,838 males and 8263 females were
connected with industrial handicrafts or dealt in manu-
factured substances, and there were 9350 boys and
9226 girls under or at school ago.

Paisley has produced many notable men, and indeed,
a somewhat apocryphal story is told that at a gathering
in town when the toast of ' the Poets of Paisley ' was
proposed, every man in the room rose to reply. Among
the poets and distinguished men, natives of the place,

may bo mentioned George A. Clark (1823-73), donor of

£20,000 for the Clark Hall ; Thomas Coats of Ferguslie

(1809-83), public benefactor ; Alexander Dunlop, father

of William Dunlop, Principal of Glasgow University
from 1690 to 1700 ; James Fillans (1808-52), sculptor,

who, though born at Wilsontown in Lanarkshire, was
removed to Paisley so early that he may be claimed as

a native; William Findlay (1792-1847), minor poet;
John Henning (1771-1851), sculptor; William Kennedy
(1799-1849), minor poet ; John Love, D.D. (1756-1825),

an eminent divine ; Andrew Park (1807-63), minor poet

;

Andrew Picken (1788-1833), miscellaneous writer

;

Ebenezer Picken (1769-1816), minor poet and miscel-

laneous writer ; David Semple (1808-78), author of St
Mirin and other works on local history ; Robert A. Smith
(1780-1829), musical composer, who, although born in

England, was the son of a Paisley ' boddy,' and was him-
self brought to tho place at a very early age; Andrew
Symington, D.D. (1785-1853), professor of theology in

the Reformed Presbyterian Church; Tannahill (1774-

1810), poet; Dr James Thomson, the first professor of

divinity in the Relief Church ; Alexander Wilson (1766-

1813), minor poet, miscellaneous writer, and American
ornithologist; Professor John Wilson, ' Christopher

North' (1785-1854), poet and essayist; his brother,

James Wilson (1795-1856), naturalist; and William Rao
Wilson (1772-1849), the eminent traveller. Dis-

tinguished men connected with the place, but not
natives, have been Patrick Adamson (1543-91), Arch-
bishop of St Andrews ; Rev. James Begg (1809-83), Free

Church leader, who was ministerof the Middle parish from

1832 to 1835 ; Robert Boyd of Trochrig (1578-1627), Prin-

cipal of Edinburgh and Glasgow Universities, and finally

minister of Paisley, but the people, headed by the Master

of Paisley, brother of the Earl of Abercorn, and his mother
offered such opposition to his ministry that he retired

;

Robert Brodie (1807-71), benefactor to the town ; Rev.

Robert Findlay (1721-1814), professor of theology in

Gla gow University; Andrew Knox (d. 1632), minister ot

Paisley, afterwards Bishop of the Isles, and subsequently

of Rapboe in Ireland ; Rev. Robert Miller (d. 1752),

author of the History of the. Propagation of Christianity,

who was minister from 1709 ; William Motherwell

—

who by education may almost be counted a Paisley man
—(1797-1835), poet, antiquary, and journalist ; Thomas
Smeaton (1536-83), Principal of Glasgow University;
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Alexander Smith (1829-67), poet and author, who here
followed for some time his profession as a pattern
designer ; Dr Robert Watt (1774-1819), author of the
Bibliotheca Britannica ; and Dr John Witherspoon
(1722-94), minister of the Laigh parish, afterwards pre-

sident of the College of New Jersey, theological writer.

The Parishes of Paisley are the High, Laigh, and
Middle, all within the burgh, and all, till 1736,
forming part of Abbey parish, which still includes a
portion of the burgh. The livings are worth about
£280. The area of High Church parish is 261-428
acres inclusive of 2 -427 of water; of Laigh or Low
Church parish, 97 '868 acres, with 26 '620 detached,

054 foreshore, and 4 '185 water; and of Middle
Church parish, 522-051 acres, with 1-973 foreshore and
3-553 water. The quoad sacra parish of Martyrs' is

partly taken from Abbey parish and partly from High
Church parish, that of North Church from Middle
Church parish, that of St Columba from High Church
parish, that of South Church from Abbey parish and
Laigh Church parish. The populations in 1881 were
8889 in High Church parish, 6122 in Laigh Church
parish, 5284 in Middle Church parish, 9464 in Martyrs',
7844 in North, 1981 in St Columba's, and 4146 in

South, the rest being in Abbey parish.

The Presbytery of Paisley comprehends the quoad
civilia parishes of Abbey-Paisley, Eastwood, High
Church Paisley, Houstoun, Inchinnan, Kilbarchan,
Laigh Parish Paisley, Lochwinnoch, Mearns, Middle
Parish Paisley, Neilston, and Renfrew; the quoad sacra
parishes of Barrhead, Elderslie, Johnstone, Levern,
Linwood, Martyrs' Paisley, North Paisley, South Paisley,

St Columba's Paisley, and Pollokshaws ; and the mission
stations of Shawlands (Eastwood), Bridge of Weir (Kil-

barchan), and How-wood (Lochwinnoch). It meets at

Paisley on the first Wednesdays of February, May,
July, September, and December, and on the third Wed-
nesdays of March and October.—The Free Church has
also a presbytery of Paisley with 7 churches in Paisley,

2 at Pollokshaws, and 9 at respectively Barrhead, Bridge
of Weir, Houstoun, Inchinnan, Johnstone, Lochwin-
noch, Neilston, Nitshill, and Renfrew.—The U.P.
presbytery of Paisley includes 6 churches at Paisley, 2
at Beith, 2 at Johnstone, and 6 at respectively Kil-
barchan, Kilmalcolm, Langbank, Lochwinnoch, Moss-
vale, and Renfrew.

See also Cosmo Innes' Eegistrum Monasterii de
Passelet (Edinb., Maitland Club, 1832); Mackie's
Historical Description of the Abbey and Town of
Paisley (Glasg. 1835) ; Parkhill's History of Paisley
(Paisley, 1857) ; Memorial of the Inauguration of the

Fountain Gardens (Paisley, 1868); Memorial of the

Inauguration of the Free Library and Museum (Paisley,

1871) ;
Semple's St Mirin, an Historical Account of Old

nouses, Old Families, and Olden Times in Paisley
(Paisley, 1872; with supplements in 1873 and 1874);
Brown's History of the Paisley Grammar School (Paisley,

1875); Lichensfrom an Old Abbey: Monastery of Paisley
(Paisley, 1876) ; Gilmour's Paisley Weavers of Other
Days (Paisley, 1876 ; 2d ed. 1879), and his Gordon's
Loan, Paisley, Shly-oild Years Ago (Paisley, 1881);
Dr J. Cameron Lees' The Abbey of Paisley, from Us
Foundation to its Dissolution (Paisley, 1878) ;

Craig's
Historical Notes on I'aislcy and its Neighbourhood
(Paisley, 1881) ; William Hector's Vanduara, Odds
and Ends, Personal, Social, and Local, from Recollec-
tions of Byepast Times (Paisley, 1881) ; and Memorial
of the Inauguration of the Clark Hall (Paisley, 1882).

Palace, a mansion of 1882 in Crailing parish, Rox-
burghshire, 4 miles NNE of Jedburgh.

Palace-Brae. See Blairingone.
Palace-Craig and Faskine. See Faskine.
Paldy or Palladius. See Fordoun.
Palnackie. See Buittle.
Palnure Burn, a rivulet of Minnigaff parish, W Kirk-

cudbrightshire, rising at an altitude of 612 feet above
sea-level, and running 11£ miles south-south-westward
—for the first 1 J mile along the boundary with Girthon,
and for the last l^' mile along that with Kirkmabrock—

till it falls into the Cree at a point 2f miles NNW of

Creetown. It is navigable to Palnure or Palnure Bridge,

a village in Minnigaff parish, on the right bank of the

stream, with a small quay for vessels of 60 tons, and a

station on the Dumfries and Portpatrick section of the

Caledonian, 3£ miles ESE of Newton-Stewart.— Ore?.

Sur., sh. 4, 1857.

Pananich. See Pannanich Wells.
Panbride, a hamlet and a coast parish of SE Forfar-

shire. The hamlet lies 1J mile NNE of the post-town,

Carnoustie.

The parish, containing also Muirdrum village and
the Newton of Panbride suburb of Carnoustie, with

the fishing villages of West Haven and East Haven, is

bounded N by Carmyllie, NE by Arbirlot and St Vigeans

(detached), SE by the German Ocean, SW by Barry, and
W by Monikie. Its utmost length, from NW to SE,

is 4§ miles ; its breadth varies between 9 furlongs and

2| miles ; and its area is 5506 acres, of which 298J are

foreshore and 9 water. Monikie Burn, coming in from
Monikie parish, runs 4J miles south-eastward across the

interior to the sea between East and West Haven. Its

dell, called Battie's Den, is mostly flanked by steep or

mural rocky banks, 20 to 50 feet high, and is spanned,

at a romantic spot, by a bridge taking over the road

from Dundee to Arbroath. Another rivulet, also coming
in from Monikie, and traversing a similar dell, runs 2^
miles east-south-eastward across the northern interior,

next 1§ mile south-south-eastward along the north-

eastern boundary, and next li mile through the interior,

till it falls into Monikie Burn at a point J mile NE of

the parish church. The coast, closely followed for 2\
miles by the Dundee and Arbroath Joint railway, is

low but very rocky, with a pebbly beach, and shows a
series of ancient sea-margins some way from the present

shore line. The interior presents for the most part a fiat

appearance, but is diversified by the dells of the rivulets,

and rises gently to 300 feet at Pitlivie and 487 at the

northern boundary. The predominant rocks are

Devonian. Sandstone of excellent quality for masonry
is quarried

;
sandstone, of the slaty kind which yields

the Arbroath paving-stone, is comparatively plentiful

;

and limestone exists, but not abundantly nor of good
quality. The soil on the seaboard is sandy ; in the

central district is clay or loam ; and towards the W and
N is moorish. Rather more than three-fourths of all

the land is arable, and some 600 acres are under wood.

The barony of Panbride belonged for several ages to the

ancestors of the historian Hector Boece (1465-1536),

who himself, however, appears to have been a native of

Dundee ; whilst the barony of Panmure passed by
marriage about 1224 to Sir Peter de Maule, ancestor of

the Earl of Dalhousie. Panmure House, noticed

separately, is the principal residence ; and the Earl is

sole proprietor. Panbride is in the presbytery of Ar-

broath and the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the living

is worth £335. The parish churc h, at Panbride hamlet,

is a cruciform Gothic edifice of 1851, containing 600 sit-

tings. At the E gable of it is the burial vault of the

Earls of Panmure, erected by George, third Earl, in

1681. A Free church was built in 1856; and two public

schools, Muirdrum and Panbride, with respective accom-
modation for 54 and 196 children, had (1883) an average

attendance of 53 and 137, and grants of £38, 8s. and £129.

Valuation (1857) £7698, (1884) £11,711, 13s., plus £1337
for railway. Pop. (1801) 1588, (1831) 1268,(1861) 1299,

(1871) 1331, (1881) 1395, of whom 593 were in Newton
of Panbride.— Orel. Stir., sh. 49, 1865.

Panhope, a bay on the E side of Flotta island,

Orkney. Looking towards Burray island, it enters

from tho SE of Scapa Flow; penetrates 14 railo west-

south-westward, with a mean breadth of from 7 to 2

furlongs ; forms an excellent natural harbour or ' hope ;

'

and took the prefix of its name from a salt-pan formerly

worked on its shores.

Panmure House, a seat of the Earl of Dalhousie, in

Panbride parish, Forfarshire, 4J miles NW of Car-

noustie. Standing 350 feot abovo sea-level, and sur-

rounded by beautiful gardens and policies, 550 acres ia
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. tU nt, it ronim.mds :i fine prospect, especially to tho S

niul tho K. In 1S52 55 it was almost rebuilt from

|.\ tlir late 1 >.i\ ill lirycc, U.S.A., of Kiliiilmr^li,

mul now is 11 spacious iiinl stately edifice in tlio French

Bminlinon stylo of architecture. Near it aro tlio

foundations of nn ancient castle, long tho seat of tho

Barons of l'.iiimiuo. That barony was acquired by

marriage about tho year 1824 hy Sir Peter do Maule,

whose thirteenth deseondant in 1(510 was raisod to tho

Scottish peerage as Baron Maule of Brechin and Navar
and Kill oi Panmure, Both titles were forfeited by

thfl fourth Karl for his sharo in tho '15; but that of

1>. iron Purrrrore, In the peerage of the United Kingdom,
w.is ronl. n. d iii on bis groat -great-nephew, tho

second Mil Of the eighth Karl of Dalhousie; and Am son,

Fox Mnulo Unnisav (1S01-74), sueeeeded in I860 to tho

, uMoln o! D.illii.UM,-. See BllirlHN, CaMMIKTANE,
and Dai iioi'sik Castle.—Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Pannanich Wells, an inland watering-place in Glen-

mnick parish, Aberdeenshire, near tho right bank of

the Dee. •> miles KNK of Ballatcr. Its four chalybeate

wells, all near one another, on tho N side of Pannanich
Hill (1896 feet), are said to have been discovered by an

old woman about tho year 1760, and soon began to

attract notice for their medicinal virtue. They differ

somewhat one from another in properties, but all contain

carbonates of iron and lime, with small proportions of

other ingredients ; are chalybeate, stimulant, and tonic

;

and have been found beneficial for gravelly, scorbutic,

and scrofulous complaints. Under date 3 Oct. 1870

—

the day of the Princess Louise's betrothal to tho Marquis

of Lome—the Queen writes in Afore Leaves from the

Journal of a Life in live Highlands (1884)— 'I had
driven with Beatrice to Pannanich Wells, where I had
been many years ago. Unfortunately almost all tho

trees which covered the hills have been cut down. We
got out and tasted the water, which is strongly impreg-

nated with iron, and looked at the bath and at tho

humble but very clean accommodation in tho curious

little old inn, which used to be very much frequented.

Brown formerly stayed here for a year as servant, and
then quantities of horses and goats were there.' Mr
Mackenzie of Glenmuick has greatly improved the

accommodation for visitors to the wells.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

65, 1870.

Papa, an island in Bressay parish, Shetland, 5 fur-

longs N of the nearest point of Buna island, and 2|
miles SW of Scalloway. Pop. (1871) 20, (1881) 14.

Papa Sound, a strait between Stronsay and Papa
Stronsay islands, in Orkney. Making a semicircular

curve of \$ mile, it has a breadth of from \ to 1 mile,

and projects into Stronsay a bay that forms an excellent

harbour, well sheltered by Papa Stronsay.

Papa, Sound of, a strait in the W of Shetland,

between the Ness of Melby on the Mainland and Papa
Stour island. It is 2£ miles long and 1 mile broad at

the narrowest ; and it is swept by a rapid, dangerous,

tidal current.

Papa Stour, an island of Walls parish, Shetland.

Lying on the S side of the entrance of St Magnus Bay,

84 miles NW of Lerwick, it is separated by the Sound
of Papa, 1 mile broad at the narrowest, from the

north-western extremity of the Mainland section of

Walls, and measures 2| miles in length west-north-

westward, whilst its breadth varies between 4J furlongs

and 1\ miles. It is engirt, at near distances, by
picturesque porphyritic stacks, shooting vertically from
the sea like stupendous towers or castellated keeps

;

on its S side is pierced by several magnificent and very
curious caves, the abodes of numerous seals ; is indented
by several small voes or creeks, which afford shelter to

fishing-boats ; and has excellent beaches for drying fish,

which were used for that purpose in last century by a
great fishing company. The surface rises at Hoo Field

to 115, at Virda Field to 288, feet above sea-level ; and
is disposed partly in arable land, with a generally fertile

soil, partly in common pasture, naturally good, but
much injured by maltreatment. Papa Stour was a
northern centre of the early Culdees, serving as a sort

of Iona to Shetland ; and retained till a recent period

the ancient Norwegian sword dance noticed in Sir

Walter Scott's Pirate. It contains tho Established
chinch of l'apa chapchy, a post offico under Lerwick,
and a public school. Pop. (1841) 382, (1861) 366, (1871)

351, (1881) 254.

Papa Stronsay, an island of Stronsay and Eday
parish, Orkney, lying oil' tho NE of Stronsay island,

and separated from it by Papa Sound, i milo broad at

the narrowest. With a very irregular outline, it has an
utmost length and breadth of ;f milo ; is low and Hat ; has
so fori ilo a soil as might render it, under proper manage-
ment, ono continuous cornfield ; and contains vestiges

of two pre-Eeformation chapels and the site of an
ancient burying-ground. Pop. (1861) 18, (1871) 32,

(1881) 23.

Papa Westray, an island of Wcstray parish, Orkney,

1J mile E of the northern part of Westray island, and
_'.'] miles in a direct line N by E of Kirkwall, but
25 by tho shortest sea-route. Its utmost length, from
N by E to S by W, is 4jj miles ; and its breadth varies

betweon \ and 1J milo. The surface culminates in

North Hill (156 feet), beyond which tho northern ex-

tremity forms a bold and lofty headland, the Mull of

Papa, well known to mariners, and pierced with a
cavern, from 48 to 60 feet wide, and upwards of 70 feet

high. The southern half is partly occupied by a fresh-

water lake, the Loch of St Tredwall (7 x 3.^ furl.), on
an islet in which are ruins of a pre-Kefbrmation chapel.

The soil, to the extent of some 1000 acres, is very
fertile, and under regular cultivation. Midway along

the E coast is a pastoral islet, the Holm of Papa, which
is denizened by myriads of sea-fowl. The whole
island of Papa Westray, with the exception of a small

glebe, belongs to a single proprietor, Thomas Traill

(b. 1822 ; sue. 1840), who holds 5780 acres, valued at

£1629 per annum. His mansion, Holland, stands near

the middle of the island, in which are also a remarkably
large Picts' house and three vitrified cairns, and which
was tho scene of the death of Ronald, Earl of Orkney,
by the hand of Thorfinn, Earl of Caithness. Anciently

a separate and independent parish, Papa Westray,

though now annexed to Westray, has still its own
parish church, besides a Free church and a public school.

Pop. (1838) 335, (1861) 392, (1871) 370, (1881) 345.

Papigoe, a coast village in Wick parish, Caithness,

\\ mile ENE of Wick town.

Paplay. See Holm.
Paps of Jura. See Jura.
Park, an elegant Grecian mansion of 1822, with

beautiful grounds, in Drumoak parish, Aberdeenshire,

close to the Dee's left bank, and 1 mile SW of Park
station on the Deeside section of the Great North of

Scotland railway, this being 11 milesWSW of Aberdeen.

The estate, which was anciently part of a royal chase,

was given by David II. to Walter Moigne, but so early

as 1348 was by John Moigne disposed of to Alexander
Irvine of Drum. It was sold by the Irvine family in

1737 to Mr Duff of Culter ; in 1807 to Thomas Burnett

for £9000; in 1821 to William Moir ; and in 1839 for

£28,000 to Mr Kinloch, whose son, Alexander John
Kinloch, Esq. (b. 1843 ; sue. 1883), holds 1681 acres in

Aberdeen and 4532 in Kincardineshire, valued at £1119
and £2995 per annum.—Ord Sur., sh, 66, 1871.

Park, a mansion in Ordiquhill parish, Banffshire, 1§
mile SSE of Cornhill station, this being 8h miles SW
byW of Banff. It was enlarged in 1829, and is a spacious

and handsome edifice. Its owner, Lachlan Duff Gordon-

Duff, Esq. (b. 1817 ; sue. 1855), Liberal M.P. for Banff-

shire 1857-61, holds 13,053 acres in the shire, valued at

£7418 per annum. See Botiuphnie.—Ord. Sur. , sh.

86, 1876.

Park, Glenluce. See Park Place.
Park. See Lochs.
Park Burn. See Maar.
Parkfoot. See Longcroft.
Parkgate, a hamlet in Kirkmichael parish, Dumfries-

shire, 8 miles NNE of Dumfries, under which it haa

a po3t office.
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Parkgate, a hamlet in Kirkcudbright parish, Kirk-

cudbrightshire, on the coast of the Dee estuary, 2J miles

S of Kirkcudbright town.
Park Hall, a mansion in Polmont parish, Stirlingshire,

1J mile ESE of Polmont station.

Parkhill. See Kilmtjie-Eastee.
Parkhill, a mansion in New Machae parish, Aber-

deenshire, on the left side of the Don, f mile ESE of

Parkhill station upon the Formartine and Buchan
branch of the Great North of Scotland railway, this

being 7$ miles NNW of Aberdeen. A handsome and
commodious edifice, it has extensive, well-wooded

grounds of great beauty, and commands a superb view

up the valley of the Don. Its owner, Alexander Gor-

don-Cuming-Skene, Esq. ofPitlurg(b. 1857; sue. 1882),

holds 8992 acres in the shire, valued at £6362 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Parkhill, an estate, with a modern mansion, in St

Vigeans parish, Forfarshire, 3 miles N of Arbroath.

Parkhill, an estate, with a modern mansion, in Pol-

mont parish, Stirlingshire, 3 furlongs N of Polmont
station.

Park House, a mansion in Inchinnan parish, Renfrew-

shire, 2| miles N\V of Renfrew. It was the residence

and deathplace of the philanthropist John Henderson
(1780-1867).

Parkhouses, a village in Wilton parish, Roxburgh-
shire, 2J miles NNE of Hawick.

Park, Loch. See Boteiphnie.
Park Place, a castle in Old Luce parish, Wigtown-

shire, 5 furlongs WSW of Glenluce village. Crowning
a flat-topped eminence in the midst of a little wood on
the W side of the Water of Luce, and built by Thomas
Hay in 1590, it is a lofty turreted edifice, with crow-

stepped gables, itself conspicuous, and commanding a

wide view. It was deserted for Dunragit more than
half a century since, and now is only partially occupied

by labourers.—Ord. Sur., sh. 3, 1856.

Parney Burn. See Auchteraeder.
Partick. See Govan.
Parton, a post-office hamlet and a parish of central

Kirkcudbrightshire. The hamlet, lying near the
northern shore of the lakelike expansion of the river

Dee, has a station on the Dumfries and Portpatrick
railway, 6| miles NW of Castle-Douglas.

The parish, containing also Corsock village, isbounded
NWand N by Balmaclellan, Eby Kirkpatrick-Durham,
SE by Crossmichael, and SW by Balmaghie and Kells.

Its utmost length, from E to W, is 6| miles ; its utmost
breadth, from N to S, is 6^ miles ; and its area is

16,2484; acres, of winch 4074; are water. UitE Water
flows 4g miles southward along all the eastern boundary

;

and two of its affluents, Crogo and Plan Burns, trace

part of the northern and south-eastern boundaries.

The Ken and the Dee, from the middle of Loch Ken
to the middle of Loch Dee, a distance of 5§ miles, wind
along all the south-western border, here widening to

700, there narrowing to 100, feet. Dullarg Burn runs
to Loch Ken along the north -western boundary, and
Barend Burn through the interior; whilst Boreland
and Craichie Burns fall into Loch Dee. Of seven lakes

and lakelets, much the largest is Corsock Loch (2| by
1$ furl. ; 550 feet), in the NE corner of the parish. A
chalybeate spring of small note is on Little Mochrum
Farm ; and another on North Dullarg Farm, supposed
to bo similar to the old spa of Moffat, at one time drew
considerable attention, but has been destroyed by drain-

ing operations. Sinking along Lochs Ken and Dee to

150, along Urr Water to 250, feet above sea-level, the
surface thence rises to 619 feet near Boghall, 737 near
Shaw, 850 at Glenhead Hill, and 1038 at Mochrum Fell.

The rocks are mainly Silurian; and slates of tolerable

quality, though inferior to English, have been quarried
in the northern vicinity of Parton hamlet. The soil of

the arable lands is mostly light, incapable of yielding

heavy crops. Nearly two-filths of the entire area are

heath or moss
; and but a small proportion is under wood.

From the middle of the 15th to the middle of the pre-

sent century Parton barony was held by the Gkudonwyn

family ; now it belongs to Benjamin Rigby Murray,
Esq. (b. 1822), who owns 1256 acres in the shire, valued
at £1217, 6s. per annum. His seat, Parton House, is

situated on a rising ground, with line old trees, If mile
ESE of Parton station, and commands a fine view of Loch
Dee. Other mansions, noticed separately, are Corsock
and Glenlair. Antiquitiesare remains of Corsock Castle,
an old causeway across the Dee below the influx of the
Ken, two artificial circular mounds near Parton village,

two cairns, and remains of the old parish church (1592),
which now is used as a family burying-place, and whose
carved oak pulpit of 1598 has found its way to the
Edinburgh Antiquarian Museum. Six proprietors
hold each an annual value of £500 and unwards, 6 of
between £100 and £500, and 2 of less than £100. Giving
off a portion to Corsock quoad sacra parish, Parton is in
the presbytery of Kirkcudbright and the synod of Gallo-
way ; the living is worth £266. The present parish
church, at Parton hamlet, was built in 1834, and con-
tains 418 sittings. The public school, with accommoda-
tion for 118 children, had (18S3) an attendance of 44,
and a grant of £56, 9s. Valuation (I860) £6109, (1884)
£9964, lis. 2d. Pop. (1801) 426, (1831) 827, (1861)
764, (1871) 737, (1881) 716, of whom 459 were in the
ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 9, 5, 1863-57.
Pataig. See Laggan.
Pathhead. See Kirkcaldy.
Pathhead, a village in the northern extremity of

Crichton parish, Edinburghshire, on the right side of
the river Tyne, in the eastern vicinity of the old decayed
village of Ford, 5 miles ESE of Dalkeith, 31 N of
Tynehead station, and 11 SE of Edinburgh. Standing
500 feet above sea-level on the slope and crown of an
ascent from the Tyne, it takes its name from being at the
head of this ascent or path ; extends along both sides

of the road from Edinburgh to Lauder ; and has charm-
ingly picturesque environs, including parts of the Oxen-
foord and Vogric estates, but chiefly consisting of feus
from the Crichton property. Its main street, straight
and airy, consists in great measure of neat and sub-
stantial one-story houses ; a magnificent bridge over the
Tyne, with five arches, each 80 feet high and 50 in
span, connects it with Ford ; and it has a police station

and an inn. Pop. (1841) 843, (1861) 735, (1871) 067,
(1881) 583.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Pathhead. See Cumnock, New.
Path of Condie or Pathstruie, a small village in

Forgandenny parish, Perthshire, near the left bank of
the Water of May, 5| miles SSE of Forteviot station.

It has a post office (Pathstruie) under Bridge of Earn,
a U.P. church, and a public school.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 40,
1867.

Patie's Mill. See Galston.
Patiesmuir or Pettymuir, a village on the S border of

Dunfermline parish, Fife, 2J miles S of Dunfermline
town.

Patna, a village in Straiton and Dalmellington
parishes, Ayrshire, on the river Doon, with a station upon
the Ayr and Dalmellington branch of the Glasgow and
South-Western railway, 10 miles SE of Ayr. Situated
in a bleak, confined, tumulated landscape, and forming
part of a mineral field rich in coal and ironstone, it

has chiefly been built since the commencement of the
present century. Its Straiton section consists for the
most part of one-story houses, arranged in a main street

and a contiguous row; and the inhabitants are chiefly

miners or otherwise connected with the mineral traffic.

Patna has a post office under Ayr, with money order
and savings' bank departments, a handsome granite
fountain (1872), an Established church, a U.P. church
(1838), and a public school. TheEstablished church was
built as a chapel of ease in 1837, and in 1877 was raised
to quoad sacra status. Pop. of village (1841) 231, (1861)
470, (1871) 766, (1881) 603, of whom 424 were in
Straiton

; ofq. s. parish (1881) 1179, of whom 213 were
in Dalmellington, 412 in Dalrymple, 14 in Kirkmichael,
and 540 in Straiton.—Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.

Pattack. Sco Laggan.
Pavilion. See AkdkossaN.
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Pavilion, n mansion in Melrose parish, Roxburghshire,
on th« K it bonk of the TvreodL near the Influx of Allan
Water. -J J

miles N\V of Melrose town. It was the
Scottish m.iI ol the Lords Somerville, the nineteenth
and l i-t of whom died in isro ; nml it now belongs to
the seventeenth Lord's daughter, t ho Hon. Mrs Henry,
who hoi, Is IM(> acres in Woxhurgh and Berwick shires,

valued at i'-J.'.Ul ]>er annum.

—

()r<l. Sin:, sh. 25, 1865.
Paxton House, a mansion in BUTTON parish, Ber-

wickshire, near the left hank of the Tweed, 4J furlongs
below the Union Bridge, and 5 milos W by S of

Berwick. Built in the latter half of last century, after

<li signs by the i . h brated Adam, it is an imposing dark
frovstone edifice, with handsome massive front, a very
lino picture gallery, and a largo and beautiful park.

Eta own r, David 'Milne-Home, Esq. of Wcdderburn
(b. 1837), Conservative M.P. for Berwick since 1874,
holds Di m acres in the shire, valued at £15,396 per
annum. George Home, his great-great-great uncle, was
n member of the Mirror Club, and at Pax ton was visited
by Henry Mackenzie ('The Man of Feeling'), Lord
( 'r.iig. and other leading literati. Paxton village, f mile
to the N, has an inn, two schools, and a post otlice under
Berwick. See Mii.ne-Gradkn.—Ord. Sur., sh. 26, 1864.

Pearsie, an estate, with a mansion, in Kingoldrum
parish, Forfarshire, near the right bank of Prosen
"Water, 4J miles NNW of Kirriemuir. Its owner, Mrs
Maclagan Wedderburn, holds 3784 acres in the shire,

valued at £1363 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 56, 1870.
Pease Dean, a deep, thickly wooded ravine, traversed

by a brook, in Cockburnspath parish, Berwickshire,
extending 3 miles northward to the German Ocean
at a point 1J mile E of Cockburnspath village. It is

Hanked by heights rising from 100 to 727 feet above
seadevel ; has steeply acclivitous sides ; was regarded, in
the old times, as a natural barrier against invasion of
the east of Scotland by the English ; and occasioned the
line of the North British railway to deflect from a direct

course south-eastward, and to run for 1\ miles south-
by-eastward along the crest of its left bank. The old
road from Berwick to the Lothians, which crossed it

near the mouth, and went down and up its steep sides

in a series of zigzags, was the only route by which an
English army could proceed on the E past the
Lammermuirs

;
and, on Oliver Cromwell's arriving at

it in 1650, was reported by him to his parliament to be
a place 'where one man to hinder was better than twelve
to make way.' A bridge of 1786, which crosses it on
the line of the old road, measures 300 feet in length, 16
in breadth, and 127 in height ; and was long regarded as

one of the most wonderful structures in Scotland.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 34, 1864.

Peebles, a royal and police burgh, the county town
of Peeblesshire, stands, 547 feet above sea-level, on the
left bank of the Tweed, which here is joined from the
N by Eddleston Water. It is 27 miles S of Edinburgh
by the North British railway, 53£ by the Caledonian,
and 22 by road

; 53.? ESSE of Glasgow by rail, and 47
by road ; 15| E by N of Biggar by rail ; 19 E by N
of Symington Junction; 18£ WNW of Galashiels by
rail, and 17J by road ; 19 NW of Selkirk by road

;

and 54 NNE of Dumfries by road. Peebles has 2 rail-

way stations, one of which is on the North British line

from Edinburgh to Galashiels by Leadburn Junction,
and the other of which is the terminus of the Peebles
Branch of the Caledonian railway. The section of the
former, between Edinburgh and Peebles, was opened
f'>T traffic in 1855, and the part between Peebles and
Galashiels in 1864, at which date was also opened the
Caledonian Branch from Symington Junction to Peebles.

A short line of railway connects the two systems—the
North British and the Caledonian. Starting from the
station of the latter, it runs along the right bank of the
river, which it crosses by an iron bridge at the foot of
Tweed-Green, and then joins the North British line.

Omnibuses await the principal trains to take visitors to

the Hydropathic Establishment and to the Tontine
Hotel ; and in the season a conveyance runs between
Peebles and Neidpath Castle.
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roebles Is built mainly on a peninsula formed by the
river Tweed and Eddleston Water. The situation

of the town is very beautiful, and at the same time
somewhat, secluded owing to tho lofty hills which
entirely surround it. Near the river, and on either

side of it, lio stretches of Hat meadow-land, from

which if" ground slopes upwards. Upon tho N ascent,

the New Town, as it is called, is partly built. It con-

tains tho chief strcot of Peebles—the High Street—
which is about 1000 foot long. The New Town dates

from tho 16th century, when it was erected on a more
secure site than that occupied by the Old Town. It

was surrounded by a wall and defended by bastel-

houses, but both tho wall and the houses have now
almost wholly disappeared. Tho names Northgate,

Eastgate, Portbrae, however, still preserve the recollec-

tion of Peebles as a walled town. Beyond the western

extremity of tho High Street, numerous villas have
been erected of late years, and tho ground on the S
bank of the Tweed has also been built upon to such an
extent, that tho collection of houses there has been
called by Chambers ' a species of third town which
promises to exceed the others in dimensions.' The Old
Town lies chielly on the right bank of Eddleston

Water. At one time it must have been of considerable

size and importance, as it contained the church of St

Andrew and that of tho Holy Cross, as well as tho

abodes of the clergy. Of late years, it too has been
greatly enlarged by the erection of new houses. Tho
chief streets in Peebles are the High Street, the North-
gate, and the Portbrae. In addition to these, there are

numerous 'closes' {i.e., narrow passages diverging from

tho main street), as well as a few smaller streets and a

largo number of tine villas standing in their own
grounds. The town of Pcobles, says the author of Tlic

Beauties of Scotland (1805), 'is, upon the whole, well

built ; its principal street is spacious and well paved, and
terminates on the W in a stately church of modern
architecture.' 'The town of Peebles,' wrote Dorothy
Wordsworth in 1803, ' looks very pretty from the Neid-

path road ; it is an old town, built of grey stone.'

'The climate of Peebles,' says a third account of 1881,
' is exceedingly healthy. Though the town is 550 feet

above sea-level, the air is not so cold as might bo

expected. . . . The surrounding hills, which almost

envelop the town, form a barrier to the winds, and
the full force of a storm is thus seldom felt. Mists are

rare. Few of the houses are much alfected with damp,
on account of the soil whereon they are built being

principally composed of gravel and sand.' The Tweed,

at Peebles, is crossed by a stone bridge of five arches,

which seems to have been built about 1467. In 1834

it was widened, a change very necessary, since it was
so narrow that foot passengers had to take refuge in

recesses over the piers, when carriages, etc. , were crossing

over. There are several bridges over Eddleston Water
and an iron bridge over the Tweed, by means of which
the railway crosses the river.

The town of Peebles contains 6 places of worship.

The parish church, built in 1779-83, and seating 750

worshippers, is a large but tasteless and heavy building,

situated at the W end of High Street. Its steeple,

witli three bells and an illuminated clock, serves not only

to intensify the inartistic character of the building,

but is a source of actual discomfort, as it rises within

the walls in a way that destroys the uniformity of tho

gallery. Three silver communion cups bear date

1684. In 1884 it was resolved to pull down this

church, and erect another on the same site to hold 1200

people. The Free church, erected in 1871-72, is

situated at the eastern extremity of the town. It is a

handsome building in the Early Pointed style, with a

spire 100 feet high. It contains sittings for 610 per-

sons. The West U.P. church was erected about 1832.

It was originally a Relief church. The East U.P.

church, commonly known as tho Leckie Memorial

Church, was erected in 1875-76 from designs by Messrs

Peddie & Kinnear. It is built in the Gothic style, in tho

form of a parallelogram, with a massive broach spire at
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one angle. It has a very fine situation, as it is built

on the slope which rises from Tweed-Green to High
Street, and in consequence looks directly upon the
river. St Peter's Episcopal church contains 126
sittings. A new chancel was added in 1883, and the
interior much improved by the removal of the old
organ-loft, formerly above the entrance to the church.
At the time when the improvements were effected, a
new organ was added to the church. The pulpit is of
beautiful marble, the font of Caen stone ; and the
stained-glass window in the chancel was presented by
Colin Mackenzie, Esq. of Portmore, in memory of his

uncle, Bishop Mackenzie. The Roman Catholic church,
St Joseph's, in Rosetta Road, replaced in 1858 a chapel
of much smaller dimensions. The present one has accom-
modation for 300 persons.

So early as 1464 the bailies appointed Sir "William
Blaklok schoolmaster of the burgh ; and in 1555 they
agreed to provide the master with an 'honest chamber,'
and also with the use of the tolbooth to teach his bairns
reading and writing English. ' Latinists ' are men-
tioned in 1559 ; and in 1563 the council ordained the
master to wait on the bairns, and not to go to hunting
or other pleasures in time coming without licence of

the aldermen. Education was made compulsory in

1637 ; and in 1688 the magistrates ordered the master
to teach all children gratis whose parents were unable
to pay the fees. The two burgh schools, which passed
to the local school board in 1873, were a grammar school
and an English school, the latter rebuilt in 1861 at a
cost of £541. A residence erected in 1805 for the head-
master of the grammar school furnishes accommodation
for 30 boarders. The following table shows the position
of the schools in 1882-83 :

Name. Accommodation. Average
Attendance. Grant.

1st English, . 300 219 £173, Os.

2d English, .

Halyrude, . 200 216 £1S9
St Joseph's, . 74 27

The school board consists of a chairman and 6 members.
In addition to the above schools, there are the following :

St Leonards and Beanthorne for the board and educa-
tion of young ladies, and a boys' school called Bonning-
ton Park Academy. There is also an adventure school
in School Brae.

There are in Peebles few public buildings, and these,
for the most part, are of plain and unadorned appear-
ance. The most striking are the Hydropathic Establish-
ment and the Chambers Institution. The Town-Hall,
which stands in High Street, was built in 1753 ; and
behind it is the Corn Exchange (1860). The County
Hall is also in High Street. It was erected in 1844,
is in the Tudor style, and has inferior accommodation.
The prison beside it was legalised in 1844, but closed
in 1878. The building in High Street, which forms
the front of the Chambers Institution, has an inter-
esting history connected with it. At one time the
property of the Cross Church, it fell in 1624 into the
hands of the Hays, Lords Yester. It next passed
to the Queensberry family (1687), and was sold by
the fourth Duke of Queensberry to Dr James Rcid in
1781. Dr Chambers obtained possession of it in 1857,
and ' for purposes of social improvement, presented
it as a free gift to his native town.' Dr Chambers
made considerable alterations upon the building

—

chiefly inside—and erected on the S side of the quad-
rangle a largo hall, which harmonises very well with
the other buildings. In the centre of this quadrangle
has been placed the old cross of Peebles, noticed below.
The institution was opened 11 Aug. 1859. It embraces
'a public lending library with about 17,000 volumes, a
large reference library, a public reading room, and
several rooms for private study, a gallery of art, a
county museum, and a hall. It is maintained partly
by endowment and partly by small ices, payable by
visitors and others. ' The buildings were repaired in

1880 at a cost of £1000. The civic corporation act as

trustees. The Museum contains some fine copies of

famous Egyptian antiquities, as well as collections of

fossils, birds, casts, etc. The reading-room is very
comfortable, and in the hall there has been placed a

portrait of Dr W. Chambers, by Gordon, painted in

1858.

Peebles has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, insurance, and telegraph departments, agencies

of 21 insurance companies, and branches of the Bank
of Scotland, the Commercial Bank, and the British

Linen Co.'s Bank. The premises of all three are in

High Street. Those of the Bank of Scotland and of

the British Linen Co. are handsome buildings, the

former erected in 1860, the latter in 1883. There

are numerous hotels in the town, as well as a Hydro-
pathic Establishment. The chief hotels are the Tontine,

the Commercial, and the Cross Keys. The first, as the

name implies, was built by subscription, under the

agreement ' that any age might be entered, and the

longest liver should have the whole.' It was erected in

1808 at a cost of £4030. The Cross Keys Hotel is

interesting, because it and a former landlady have been
considered the originals of the ' Cleikum Inn ' and ' Meg
Dodds ' in Scott's St Jlonan's Well. Above the doorway
is written The Original Cleikum Inn, underneath which
is the date 1653, and, indeed the building has an

antiquated appearance. It is approached from the

Northgate through an arch, which leads into a court-

yard, at the end of which the house—once known as the
' Yett ' {i.e., gate)—is situated. At one time, it was the

town-house of the Williamsons of Cardrona, who appear

to have risen from burgesses of Peebles to county gentle-

men. The Hydropathic Establishment lies a little way
E of the town on the slope of Yen Law (1066 feet). It

was erected in 1878-81, at a cost of £70,000, in the French
Renaissance style. The building is extremely hand-
some, and the deep brown-red colour of the stone with
which it has been built contrasts well with the dark
green of the trees round about it. There are five floors

and accommodation for 200 visitors. The public rooms
are spacious and elaborately decorated ; the bedrooms
are more comfortably furnished than those of such
establishments generally are ; and the baths are of the

most complete description. The grounds, 26 acres in

extent, have been laid out with greens for lawn tennis,

croquet, bowling ; and there are ponds for curling and
skating. Peebles has numerous clubs and societies.

There are clubs for cricket, football, bowling, and curl-

ing, in addition to a Conservative Club, a Gutterbluid

Club, an Incomers' Club, and a Leek Club. Among
the societies are the Aaxiliary to the National Bible

Society, the Boys' and Girls' Religious Society, the Free

Church Temperance and Band of Hope, the Parish

Church Young Men's Union, the Peeblesshire Colportagc

Society, a Temperance Association, a Young Men's
Christian Association. Besides these there are a

Hammermen's Incorporation, a Guildry Corporation,

an Independent Order of Good Templars, the Court

Neidpath Ancient Order of Foresters, the Peebles

Kilwinning Lodge of Freemasons, 2 companies of the

2d Midlothian and Peeblesshire Rifle Volunteers, and
a Choral Union. A newspaper called the Peeblesshire

Advertiser and County Newspaper (1845) is published

every Saturday. A hiring fair

—

Fasten E'en Fair—is

held on the first Tuesday of March, Beltane Fair and
Siller Fair on the second Wednesday in May and on
the Tuesday before 12 Dec. respectively.

The only industry, prosecuted with vigour in the

town, is the manufacture of woollen goods. There are

in Peebles one spinning-mill and two tweed-mills. The
largest of theso, in which both weaving and spinning

are carried on, employs nearly 400 hands. Coach-
building, tanning, and brewing arc also engaged in. In
addition to these, there is a large warehouse, in which
' tweeds ' arc sold. About tho beginning of the century

the manufacture of cotton goods was introduced, but
unsuccessfully, and this failure cannot but be contrasted

with the success that has attended the woollen trade.
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Sea) of Peebles.

Although the business done at Peebles eannot eontrast

with that of Galashiels and other Holder towns, still it

i-. large enough to be remunerative. The town possesses

QOtnerOUl shops for all kinds of goods, and trade has

rvuth benefited by the increasing number of

people, who spend the rammer at Peebles. The build-

in- trade alone must have derived great advantage
li.m the many new villas erected of late years in the

outskirts of the burgh.

The town of Peebles is governed by n provost, 2

bellies, and 7 councillors, with a dean of guild, a trea-

surer, and a town
clerk. The sheriff

court sits every

Tuesday and Thurs-

duiing session,

and.the sheriffsmall

debt court every

Friday. Quarter

sessions of the jus-

tices of the peace

are held on the first

'uesday of March,
May, and August,

and the last Tues-
day of October.

From the Union
till 1832 Peebles,

liko Rothesay, had
a parliamentary re-

presentation ; but now it votes only in the election of

the member for Peebles and Selkirk shires. Municipal

constituency (1884) 419. including 78 females. Cor-

poration revenue (1874) £538, (1883) £697. Valuation

(1875) £7544, (1884) £10,112, plus £839 for railways.

Pop. of royal burgh (1841) 1908, (1861) 2045, (1881)

2609; of town and police burgh (1861) 2045, (1871)

2631, (1881) 3495, of whom 1859 were females. Houses
(1881) 677 inhabited, 60 uninhabited, 6 building.

In and about the town of Peebles there are several

objects of antiquarian interest. Of tho town wall,

built about 1570, when the country was in a most dis-

tracted condition, only a few fragments now remain.

To judge from the height and thickness of these, it

could not have been, even at tho best, a great defence.

Beginning at the parish church—on whose site Peebles

Castle formerly stood—it stretched along Tweed-green

to its eastern boundary, then struck N to where the

Free church now stands, and again E back to the parish

church. The portions still extant are on the E side.

In addition to the protection afforded by the town wall,

the burgesses sought to defend themselves by erecting

bastel-houses, which were three-storied buildings entered

through a low doorway. The ground-floor, and occa-

sionally the upper floors, were arched, and the roof

covered with thatch, which, in an emergency, could be

stripped off, set on fire, and thrown down upon tho

enemy outside. No vestiges now remain of the Castle

of Peebles. Built, in all likelihood, in the reign of

David L, it was inhabited from time to time by Scottish

kings (see under History), and must have existed as late

as 1685, when it is mentioned for the last time in the

rental book of the Earl of Tweeddale's estates. Although
its size is not certainly known, still it probably was not

of much greater extent than the ' Peel Houses ' of that

period. Towards the close of the 17th or in the begin-

ning of the 18th century, it had fallen into decay, and,

doubtless, had come to be regarded, like many other

ruins in Scotland, as nothing better than a quarry from

which stones might be had for building with compara-

tively little trouble. When the prison was built, part

of the foundations of the castle were laid bare. Neid-

path Castle, situated 1 mile W of the town, and stand-

ing on the N bank of the Tweed, must have been one of

the strongest fortresses in the district. It is separately

described.

The ruins of the Cross Church and of the church of St

Andrew are within the burgh. The former are situated

in the old town, not far from the station of the North
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British Railway Company. Tho way in which tho name
of this church arose is thus described by Fordoun (the
account is condonsed): 'Upon the 9th May 1261, a
magnificent, and venerable cross was found at Poblis,

which is supposed to have been buried at the time of
Miixiniinian's persecution in Britain, about the year
296. Shortly afterwards, there was found about three
or four paces distant from the spot whore the glorious

Cross was discovered, a stone urn, containing the ashes
and bones of a human body. Thoso relics were thought
by some to bo tho remains of tho person whose name
was engraven on tho stono on which the cross lay ; for

on tho upper side of the stone were these words, "The
place of St Nicholas, the bishop. " In this place, where
the cross had boon found, frequent miracles wore wrought;
on which account the King, by the advice of the Bishop
of Glasgow, caused a stately church to bo erected there,

in honour of God and of the Holy Rood.' This church
was 102 feet in length, 32 in width, and 24 in height.

At the back of the church was a convent, also erected
by the King. In the English invasion of 1548-49, when
so many abbeys and churches were burned, tho Cross
Church escaped uninjured. In 1560, the request of the
magistrates, that it might be given to them for a parish
church, was granted, and it served as such until 1784,
when the present parish church was built. At that
date nearly all the walls were pulled down to furnish
material with which to build tho new church, and now
the remains of this once extensive building are very
inconsiderable. On its N side a mound, overgrown
with grass, marks the burial-place of the Earls of March.
The burial-placo of the Hays of Haystoun is on the S
side, where there is also a part railed off, said to have
been formerly tho property of the Earls of Morton.
The parish church of St Andrew lies about \ mile W of

the Cross Church. It was founded, in 1195, by Bishop
Jocelin of Glasgow, and, owing to the large endowments
which it received, soon became important. In 1543 it

was made a collegiate church ; but in 1548 it was burned
by the English, from which disaster it never recovered.

When the Cross Church became the parish church at

tho Reformation, there was no object to be gained by
restoring that of St Andrew, and accordingly it fell

gradually into a ruin, the tower alone resisting success-

fully the action of wind and weather. In 1883 Dr
William Chambers, for whom this old tower seems to

have had an especial interest, restored it at his own
expense ; and his grave is beneath its shadow. The
churchyard contains some curious old tombstones. The
oldest bears the date 1699. Another, dated 1704 and
erected to tho memory of three members of a family

called Hope, has the following verse upon it

:

' Here lie three Hopes enclosed within,
Death's prisoners by Adam's sin;

Yet rest in Hnpc that they shall be
Set by the Second Adam free.'

Another has :

My glass is run, and yours is running;
Repent in time, for judgment's coming.'

In the churchyard, a part set aside has been called

the Stranger's Nook, and in it lie buried the remains of

some French officers, who died at Peebles while living

there on parole. Of the Chapel of the Virgin, which
adjoined the Castle and stood across the head of High
Street, no traces now remain. It is not known at what
time it was erected, but of its extreme antiquity there

can be no doubt. In appearance it was a long, narrow
Gothic building. For years after the Reformation it

was employed as the meeting-place of the kirk-session

and presbytery, and was only removed to make way
for the present parish church. The place where the

Hospital of St Leonard once stood is marked by a

single tree. Tho hospital (rather ' hospitium ') was
designed for the relief of tho poor and the aged. It

stood almost on the eastern boundary of the parish, on
land which belongs now to the larm of Eshiels.

Other antiquities in the town and parish are tho fol-

lowing. The ancient Cross of Peebles, first erected in
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the Old Town, and afterwards removed to the High
Street, was given to Sir John Hay, Bart, in 1807, and
set up by him at Kingsmeadows. In 1859 it was re-

stored to the town, and stands now in the court of the

Chambers Institution. According to the writer of the
New Statistical Account of the parish, 'the cross was
a work of great antiquity, having been erected by one
.if the Frasers of Neidpath Castle before the time of

Kobert the Bruce, and bears the arms of the Frasers.'

It consisted of an octagonal column, 12 feet in height
and 3£ in circumference. A house in High Street,

inhabited for generations by a family called Turnbull,

bakers by business, bears a stone with implements used
in baking carved upon it, and with the inscription,

'God provides a rich inheritans ; 1717. W TV A
small one-storied shop in the High Street, a few doors

E of the Chambers Institution, was used by Mungo
Park (1771-1805), the famous African traveller, as

a surgery. He practised in Peebles during 1801-2,

and was well received, but doubtless found existence

in a Scotch country town rather dull after a life of

adventure in Africa. This may explain why he gave
up his profession to enter upon his second and fatal

expedition to the Niger. Some of the names of

streets and localities in Peebles are interesting on
account of their associations. Such, for example, are

Borthwick'a Walls, Port -brae, Northgate, Eastgate,

Bridgegate, which preserve the fact of Peebles having
been at one time a walled town. Again, there are

King's-house and King's-orchards, which call to remem-
brance the not unfrequent visits of royalty ; and there

is Dean's-gutter, which brings into recollection the old

religious establishments, swept away at the Reformation.

A house standing at the corner between High Street

and Northgate bears the name ' Cunzie Neuk ' or

'Cunye Neuk.' It is said that it derived its name
from a house, erected as early as 1473, on the same site,

and so called, according to some, because money was
coined there. It is more likely, however, that it ob-

tained its name from the fact of its being a corner house.

There are not fewer than seven hill forts in the

parish, erected by the Britons as defences against their

various foes. These forts are on Meldon Hill, Janet's

Brae (2), Cardie Hill, Kittlegairy Hill, Cademuir Hill

(2), Camp-law. The extent of these and their history

have been carefully treated in the chapter entitled
' Early History and Antiquities, ' in Dr Chambers's
History of Peeblesshire.

History.—When Peebles was first founded is not
known, but that it must have been at a very early date

is certain. Its name, which is spelt Peblis, Peeblis,

Peebles, is derived, according to Chambers, from '

pebyll,'

which means 'movable habitations, tents, or pavilions.'

If this derivation is correct, the word meaning tents has
been transferred, by a common figure of speech, to the
place where they were pitched. The natural surround-
ings of the town, which is well sheltered and amply
supplied with water, make this far from unlikely. A
tradition of the 6th century connects Peebles with the
patron saint of Glasgow—St Mungo. According to it,

he visited the town and planted a church there, and
' Saint Mungo's Well ' still calls to remembrance the
visit of the bishop. It is not, however, before the 12th
century that history takes the place of tradition. Al-
though the view that Peebles was created a royal burgh
by David I. is probably wrong, and that according to

•which it was created a royal burgh by David II. in 1367
correct, the town still had, even at the earlier date, a
certain position in Scottisli history. In the 12th century
a rector of Peebles, afterwards Bishop of Glasgow, vindi-

cated at Koine the resistance of the Church of Scotland
to the claim of superiority over it, made by the Arch-
bishop of York. At that time there were in the town a
church, a mill, and a brewery.

Peebles stood in a country which then afforded good
hunting, and, in consequence, its castle, which may
have been built in the roigu of David I., was used as a
royal residence by various kings when residing in that

part of the kingdom. David I. himself, Malcolm IV.,

his son, William the Lyon, Alexander II., and Alex-
ander III. may be mentioned. During ono of his
invasions of Scotland, Edward I. spent some time at
Peebles, from whose castle he dated more than one
charter. In 1304, Peebles, with its mills, etc., was
granted by him to Aymer de Valence, Warden of Scot-
land, and his heirs. The right to hold a fair was given
to the town by King Robert the Bruce, but the charter
which conveyed it has disappeared. In 1329 David II.

visited Peebles, and in the Scottish Parliament, which
met after the battle of Durham (1346) and during the
King's captivity, to ratify the agreement entered into
with England, two commissioners from Peebles took
part. This, combined with the creation of Peebles into
a royal burgh (1367), shows that, even at that early
period, the town was regarded as important. In these
unsettled times it suffered considerably, though not to
the same extent as towns nearer the English border.
In 1406, Sir Robert Umphraville, Vice-Admiral of Eng-
land, made a raid upon Peebles, and, as Hardyng
relates,

' Brent the town upon their market-day.
And mete their cloth with spears and bows sere
By his bidding without any nay.'

The next monarch whose name is connected with
Peebles is James I. of Scotland. After his return from
captivity in England, he visited the town on several

occasions. There, it is almost certain, that ho would
see the sports of Beltane Day (May 1), which, in turn,
might well suggest to him the idea of Peblis to the

Play. According to Chambers, 'the festivities of
Beltane originated in the ceremonial observances of the
original British people, who lighted fires on the tops of
hills and other places in honour of their deity Baal

;

hence Beltane or Beltien, signifying the fire of Baal.
The superstitious usage disappeared, . . . but certain
festive customs on the occasion were confirmed and
amplified, and the rural sports of Beltane at Peebles,
including archery and horse-racing, . . . drew crowds
not only from the immediate neighbourhood, but from
Edinburgh and other places at a distance.' Numerous
local allusions and intimate acquaintance with the
humours and customs of the age prove that the poem
was written by one who had witnessed the rejoicings of
Beltane Day ; and all that is known of King James I.

makes it very likely that he was the author of Peblis

to tlie Play. The poem opens with the following lines

:

' At Beltane, when ilk body bounds
To Peebles to the play,
To hear the sin^inu' and the sounds.
Their solace, sooth to say,
By firth ami forest forth they found,
They graithit them full gay,
God wait that wold they do that stound,
For it was their feast day.

They said
Of Peebles to the play.'

In the poem of Christ Kirk on the Green, which has
been ascribed both to James I. and James V. , the sports

at Peebles are also alluded to :

' Was ne'er in Scotland heard nor seen
Sic dancing, nor deray,
Neither at Falkland on the Green,
Or Peebles at the Play.'

Chambers points out as evidencing the popularity of

James I. that, after he had been murdered at Perth

(1437), money was subscribed by the inhabitants,

sufficient to have a mass said daily for the King's soul.

The reign of James II. is interesting in connection
with Peebles, because in it begin the burgh records.

The 4th October 1456 is the earliest date to which it is

possible to go back. To the reign of his successor,

James III., a poem called The Tales of the Thrie
Priestis of Peebles must be referred. It is constructed,

to a certain extent, on the same lines as the satirical

poems of Sir David Lindsay, especially as regards (ho

parts in which the faults and failings of tho clergy are

severely criticised. From James IV. the town obtained
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a bhtrtti of continuation In 1506, and, daring the
gie.iter part of his reign, was very prosperous. Tho
quietness that had lnsted during it served only to iu-
. tin- di-.tnili.iii.-.' and tninnlt tliat broke out alter
liis death. The counties near tho border woro always
liable to he attacked by the English, or to bo ravaged
in the destructive raid of sonic hostile clan, and henco
the burgesses of lVebles did well to surround their town
with a wall, ev. n though that was not. of tho strongest.
In IM7, an expedition eel out from Peebles to bosicgo
and recover the house of Langhup, held at that time
by the English. La December 1866, Darnley visited

Peebles. Different reasons nro assigned for his sojourn
in it. One account says that ho was sent thither by
the Queen ; another, that he caino seeking moro con-
genial jdeasurcs than those afforded by tho capital ; a
third, that he came to it in order to hare an interview
with his father, tho Earl of Lennox, unknown to tho
Queen. Tho noxt notice of interest with regard to tho
town occurs in 1604. In that year, there was, as

Birrel relates in his Diary of Ecents in Scotland, ' ano
grate fvre in Pcibleis town.' This destroyed a largo
jiart of what had been built again after 1545. In 1645,
the plague, which had been causing terrible devastation
elsewhere, reached Peebles, and created a panic among
the inhabitants. One result was, that for a time, ' there
was no meeting of the congregation for fear of the
pestilence.' While terror was thus inspired by the
plague, anxiety, almost as great in extent, though
different in cause, was occasioned by the victorious
progress of the Marquis of Montrose. After having
been defeated at Philiphaugh (13 Sept. 1645), ho fled to
Peebles, where he sought to gain the assistance of some
of the neighbouring lairds, in which attempt, however,
he was far from being successful. Five years later, a
division of Cromwell's army was stationed at Peebles.
It is said that the soldiers found stabling for their
horses in the Church of St Andrew, while they were
attempting to reduce Neidpath Castle, held by Lord
Ycstcr. Twenty years after the former visitation,
Peebles was again full of terror lest the plague should
break out among them. The ravages of this—the Great
Plague—were confined to England and Ireland, and
Scotland escaped unharmed.

In the struggles of the Covenanters after a simpler
worship and a purer faith Peebles took a conspicuous
part, and, at the battle of Bothwell Brig, many from
the parish were present. The rebellion of 1715 had not
affected Peebles, but in 1745, it had to receive a division
of the Pretender's army, which was marching into
England by way of Moffat. According to R. Chambers's
account in the History of the Rebellion of 1745-6, the
Highlanders showed a quite unlooked-for aspect of
character, behaving with moderation, such as they were
never expected to display.

In his history of the burgh, Chambers gives a most
minute account of the way in which, on one pretence
or on another, the property in land belonging to Peebles
was frittered away, chiefly in the 18th century. Such
property consisted for the most part of extensive com-
mons in different parts of the parish. Of these, Caid-
muir, Kings Muir, Glentress, Hamildean Hill, Eshiels,
Venlaw, may be mentioned. For long it clung to the
fragments that were left—Heathpool Common, a small
piece of Glentres3 and the farm of Shielgreen, but these,
too, eventually had to be parted with.
When the ' scare,' caused by the anticipated invasion

of Britain by Buonaparte, was at its height, Peebles
showed much patriotism, and a large number of the
able-bodied among the inhabitants enrolled themselves
in the volunteers and yeomanry, as well as in tho
militia. Three regiments of militia occupied Peebles
in turn until 1814, when peace was concluded. The
burgh served for a time as the place of residence of
officers of different nationalities fighting under the
French flag, who were out on parole. They made
themselves very agreeable, gave representations of stage-
plays, acted as surgeons, etc., and, by their manners,
made a favourable impression upon the inhabitants.

]C4

In 181(5 great improvements woro effected upon the
town at the cost of £1000. 'The High Street was
lowered two or three feet throughout its entire length

;

drains wero built, unsightly projecting buildings and
Btairs were removed, and the Bide-ways, so cleared,

wi re laid with pavement. ' Since that dato the history

ol' the luii'di has been uneventful. At tho samo time
th<' to dvanced tc luty th
il once possessed, and now it is almost worthy of its

nearly unique situation beside the waters of the 'silver

The following well-known Scotsmen have been con-

nected by birth with Peebles. The fourth Dukoof Queens-
berry (1725-1810) was born in tho building now forming
part of tho Chambers Institution, but used at that

time as a town house by the Queensberry family. His
influence in all things pertaining to tho burgh was
immense, and was not always employed for the good of

tho town. Although most extravagant in his habits,

'Old Q,' as he was called, possessed at his death

personal property to tho amount of a million pounds.
Sir John Elliot (d. 1786), after a life of adventure at sea,

began to practise as a doctor in London. He quickly

gained great fame, whose extent is shown by his being
appointed physician to the Prince of Wales, and by his

being created a baronet (1778). William Chambers (1800-

1883) and Robert Chambers (1802-1871) may be taken
together, as their success in life was the result of their

united efforts. They wero born in a house in Biggies-

knowo, in tho Old Town, erected by their father in 1796.

In company tho two brothers started as publishers, and
brought out Chambers's Journal (1832), an educational

course embracing works in many departments of science,

literature, etc. ; an encyclopaedia in 10 volumes, etc.,

etc. Both have also been authors. Tho writings of

William Chambers are chiefly books of travel and
papers on various questions, which as a rulo appeared
in the Magazine, besides a memoir of his brother (1872 ;

new ed. 1883). Those of his brother are more ambitious

and varied. They include, among others, Traditions

ofEdinburgh (1824), Popular Rhymes of Scotland (1826),

Dictionary of Eminent Scotchmen (1835), Romantic
Scottish Ballads (1859), Domestic Annals of Scotland

(1856-61), Book of Days (1862-63), and Vestiges of
Creation (anon. 1844 ;

acknowledged 1884). Robert

Chambers also composed songs and ballads. William
Chambers is chiefly remembered for his gifts to Peebles

and to Edinburgh, of which city he was Lord Provost in

1865. The Chambers Institution in his native town
has been already described, and his restoration of St
Andrews Tower referred to. During his tenure of office

tho capital underwent many improvements, of which tho

opening up of the spacious thoroughfare between the

South Bridge and George IV. Bridge, called Chambers
Street, was not the least important. In 1879 he offered

to restore St Giles' Cathedral at his own cost if certain

conditions were complied with. These were arranged,

and St Giles' was reopened on 23 May 1883, just three

days after his death. John Veitch, LL.D. (b. 1829),

was educated at the Grammar School, Peebles, from
which he passed to Edinburgh University. He was
appointed Professor of Logic, Rhetoric, and Meta-

physics in St Andrews University (1860), and four

years later was invited to Glasgow University to lecturo

on the same subjects as Professor of Logic, etc. Dr
Veitch has written and translated several philosophical

works, and is the composer of numerous pieces of

poetry, collected into two volumes called Hillside

Rhymes (1872) and The Tweed and Other Poems (1875).

Henry Calderwood, LL.D. (b. 1830), received his educa-

tion at the High School, the Institution, and tho

University of Edinburgh, to the chair of Moral Philo-

sophy in which he was appointed in 1868. His
principal works are The Ph ilnsophy of the Infinite (1854),

Hand-book of Moral Philosophy (1872), and The Relations

of Mind and Brain (1879).

The parish of Peebles is chiefly in Peeblesshire,

only a small part of it being in Selkirkshire. It is

bounded N by Eddlcston, E by Innerleithen and Tra-
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quair (detached), S by Yarrow (detaelied), Traquair,

and Yarrow, SW by Manor, and W by Manor, Stobo,

and Lyne. Its utmost length, from N to S, is 9 miles ;

its utmost breadth, from E to W, is 5| miles ; and

its area is 16,686^ acres, of which 13,513f are in

Peeblesshire and 31 72 J in Selkirkshire, whilst 89 are

water. The Tweed divides the parish into two parts,

of which the northern is the larger. Entering it on its

W side, the river winds 1J mile east-by-southward along

the Manor boundary, next 3| miles eastward through

the heart of the parish, and afterwards for f mile

on the boundary with Traquair. Thus if one follows

its windings, the Tweed has a total course line of 5

J

miles, though a straight line, drawn between the points

.-it which it enters and leaves the parish, does not

measure more than 4£ miles. On the N bank it receives

the tribute of Lyne Water, Eddleston Water, and
Soonhope Burn. Meldon Burn runs 2^ miles south-

by-westward along the boundary with part of Eddles-

ton and the whole of Lyne parish, and falls into Lyne
Water, which itself runs 3 furlongs south-south-

eastward along all the Stobo boundary. Eddleston
Water, flowing at right angles to the Tweed, divides

the northern part into two sections, of which the eastern

is the larger. It has a course of 2| miles within the

parish, before it joins the Tweed at Peebles. Soonhope
Burn, rising at an altitude of 1750 feet in the NE
corner of the parish, flows 4^ miles south-south-west-

ward, and falls into the Tweed at Kerfield, \ mile below

the town. On the S bank the Tweed receives Manop.
Water, which flows for the last 5| furlongs on the

boundary with Manor, and Glensax Burn, rising at an
altitude of 2100 feet in the southern extremity of the

parish, and running 6| miles north-north-eastward

—

lor the last 1£ furlong along the Traquair boundary.

Besides these, there are numerous small streams, tribu-

taries of the above ; and both great and small afford good
fishing. The vale of Tweed, in the neighbourhood of

Peebles especially, expands to a considerable breadth,

and contains scenery of great beauty. It has an altitude

near the river of from 550 to 495 feet.

The following are the highest hills: — *Dunslair

Heights (1975 feet), *Cardon Law (1928), *Makeness
Kipps (1839), *Whiteside Edge (1763), Meldon Hill

(1401), Collie Law (1380), Heathpool Common (1516),

and South Hill Head (1239), in the division N of the

Tweed ; Cademuir (1359), Preston Law (1863), *Hundles-
hope Heights (2249), and *Dun Rig (2433), in the part

S of the Tweed, where asterisks mark those summits
that culminate on the conlines of the parish. These
hills, generally speaking, are lowland in character,

though those of the Selkirkshire portion are somewhat
rugged and covered with heather.

Greywacke is the predominant rock, anil has been largely

employed for building purposes. A quarry of coarse

limestone, on the Edinburgh road, 2 miles from the
town, has long since been abandoned. In the bottom of

the valleys the soil is clay mixed with sand ; on the

lower ascents it is loam on gravel ; and on the sides

of the hills it is rich earth. The parish is mainly
pastoral, there being good feeding for sheep. About
one-sixth of the entire area is in tillage ; and nearly
one-tenth is under wood. The chief proprietors are the
Earl of Wemyss and Sir Robert Hay of Haystoune,
Bart., 6 others holding each an annual value of £500
and upwards. Mansions, noticed separately, are Kings-
meadows, Kerfield, Venlaw House, and Rosetta. The
parish is traversed by two railway lines, of the North
British and Caledonian, and by excellent roads which
branch out from the town of Peebles in all direc-

tions. The former line approaches the town down
the valley of Eddleston Water, and the latter down
that of Tweed. Antiquities are described under the
town, and in the articles Cademuir and Neidpatii
Castle.

Peebles is the seat of a presbytery in the synod of

Lothian and Tweeddale. The living is worth £489,
17s. 10d., made up of stipend £424, lis. 2d., com-
munion elements £8, 6s. bd., manso £35, glebo £22.

84

Landward valuation (1855) £7299, 13s., (1884) £13,817,
9s. 10d., plus £2581 for the North British railway,
and £1779 for the Caledonian railway. Pop. of entire
parish (1801) 2088, (1831) 2750, (1861) 2850, (1871)
3172, (1881) 4059, of whom 4 were in the Selkirkshire
portion.—Orel. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

The presbytery of Peebles comprises the quoad civilia

parishes of Drummelzier, Eddleston, Innerleithen, Kirk-
urd, West Linton, Lyne, Manor, Newlands, Peebles,

Stobo, Traquair, and Tweedsmuir, with the quoad sacra
parish of Walkerburn. Pop. (1871) 11,164, (1881) 12,749,
of whom 3189 were communicants of the Church of Scot-
land in 1878. See Biggar.

Peeblesshire or Tweeddale, an inland county in the
S of Scotland, is bounded on the N and NE by Edin-
burghshire, E and SE by Selkirkshire, S by Dumfries-
shire, and on the SW and W by Lanarkshire. It

derives its former name from its chief town, Peebles ; the
latter from the fact that the source, and nearly half of

the course, of the river Tweed lies within its borders.

The boundary runs on the N and NE in a jagged line

from the Pentland Hills by Carlops and Leadburn to

Kingside Edge ; thence S to the Moorfoot Hills, and by
Windlestraw Law and Garthope Burn to the Tweed,
whose course it crosses at Holylee ; thence westwards
along the S bank of the Tweed to the Haystoun Burn,
though with four bold and irregular loops running
almost due S into Selkirkshire, and including the basins
of the Bold Burn, Fingland Burn, and Quair Water

;

and so S by the line of Waddinshope Burn, Glenrath
Heights, Blackhouse Heights, and Henderland to St
Mary's Loch, a reach of which forms a small part of the
S boundary of the shire. From St Mary's the boundary
next runs along a line of heights by Loch Skene and
Hart Fell to Tweed's Cross, where it turns N to form
the W limit of the shire by Clyde Law, Black Dod,
Culter Fell, Hartree, Skirling, Netherurd, and Medwin
Water to the Pentland Hills, which form the NW
boundary. The outline thus traced presents the appear-
ance of an irregular triangle, facing W, SE, and NE, with
rounded angles, and most broken by indentations on
the SE base line where there are projections into
Selkirkshire. The lengths of the sides are—along the
W face, from N to S, 26 miles

;
along the SE face, 30

miles ; and along the NE, 23 miles. The extreme
length of the county, from N to S, is 29 miles ; its

extreme breadth, from E to W, is 21 miles ; and its

total area is 354 square miles or 226,899 acres (of which
970 are water)

;
lying between 50° 24' and 55° 50' N

latitude, and between 2° 45' and 3° 23' W longitude.

It is the twenty-third county of Scotland in point of

size, and the thirtieth in population.

The surface of Peeblesshire attains a higher average
level than that of any other of the southern Scottish

counties. The lowest ground is in the narrow vale of

the Tweed, just where it enters Selkirkshire and lies

between 400 and 500 feet above sea-level. Trie highest
ground in the county is on the S border, where the

summits of the HartfeU group rise. The highest peak
is, however, Broad Law (2754 feet), in Tweedsmuir
parish, 4 miles from the S border. At a general view
the county seems to be an assemblage of hills, more or
less high, and more or less closely grouped ; but these
are intersected in all directions by pleasant and fertile

valleys or deep gorges, each with its stream flowing
through it. Professor Veitch thus describes the view
from the top of Broad Law :

' On all sides, but particu-

larly to the east of us, innumerable rounded broad hill-

tops run in a series of parallel flowing ridges, chiefly from
the south-west to the north-east, and between the ridges

we note that there is enclosed in each a scooped-out glen,

in which we know that a burn or water flows. These
hill-tops follow each other in wavy outline. One rises,

falls, passes softly into another. This again rises, falls,

and passes into another beyond itself; and thus the eye
reposes on the long soft lines of a sea of hills, whose
tops move and yet do not move, for they carry our
vision along their undulating flow, themselves motion-
less, lying like an earth-ocean in the deep, quiet calm

1G5
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of their dttnonaa beauty.' The character of tlio

country is ilistim-tly pastoral. Tho hills, ' too plain to

Midi too ampin mul beautiful to l)i> commonplace,'
tn ton the most part softly rounded, and have gentle
»1o|k'.s, clothed with rich verdure and hanging woods;
while the numerous streams, the private demesnes, and
tho highly cultivated farms, combine to make tlio

moan beautiful and pleasing without being romantic
or wilil. Tho lofty grounds In the S, however, and tlio

rl Ige ranning Wow from Hinohmoor on the E, are

mu. h more rugged and desolate Tho main river-valloy

1 1 thai of the Tweed, which stretches in a semicircle

from the extreme SW corner, through the heart of the

county, and OD to the B angle
;
forming a main artery,

into which nearly all the water-courses flow. Over a
gri at proportion of its length this central basin is little

more man series of gorges, affording space for nothing

BXOepI the river and the public road; it nowhere
expands into vales of more than 3 miles in breadth,

ana seldom into haughs of more than a few furlongs;

while its banks are oftencr heights or abrupt risings

than plains or gentle slopes. From this central lino

of river-course tho county everywhere rises in a scries

of irregularly shelving ascents towards the boundaries.

Mountains.—A glance at the map shows that a great

|
irl "I the boundary of Peeblesshire is mountainous,

and that tho ranges on the borders are among tho

highest in the county. Thus shut in by a natural
barrier, and in ancient times having the thick forest of

Ettrick on its eastern frontier, Peeblesshire has had a
more secluded history than its neighbourhood to the
metropolitan county might have suggested. On tho

NW lies a section of the Pentland Hills, extending over

an area 5J miles long by 8 broad. The chief summits
there in order from E to W are Craigengar (1700 feet),

Faddon Hill (1520), P.vrehope Mount (1752), Kingseat

(1521), Mount Man (1753), West Cairn Hill (1844), and
East Cairn Hill (1839). The N and NE border, from
the sources of the North Esk to those of the Caddon, is

occupied by the Moorfoot Hills ; the principal summits
of that range within Peeblesshire, from the NW to NE
and thence S, are Carlops Hill (1490 feet), Kingside
Edge (891), Lochhill (15G0), Jeffries Corse (2004), Dun-
dreich (2040), Powbcat (2049), Blackhope Scars (2136),

Middle Hill (1978), East Side Height (1944), and
Whitehope Law (2038). Windlestraw Law (2161 feet),

still on the NE border, is about 4 miles N of the
Tweed. To the S of the Tweed the chief summits are

less regularly near the border of the county. In the
irregularly outlined section which forms tho NE part of

the SE border, the chief summits, in order from N to S,

ar« Plora Rig (1567 feet), Kirkhope Law (1758), Hold
Rig (1280), Orchard Rig (1463), Pipers Knowe (1444),

Minchmoor (1856), Hare Law (1670), Stake Law (two
peaks, 2229 and 1784), Dun Rig (2433), and Duchaw
Law (1779) ; while in the irregularly disposed ranges
that run from Haystoun southwards through the
parishes of Manor and Lyne and Megget to St Mary's
Loch, the principal border mountains are Cademuir
(1359), Preston Law (1863), Scawd Law, Hundles-
hope (2249), Glenrath Hill (2049), and Heights (2205),

Horsehope Hill (1938), Blackhouse Heights (2213),

Black Law (2285), Deer Law (2065), and Watch Law
(1710), overlooking St Mary's Loch. In the mountain-
covered parish of Tweedsmuir, which forms the southern
extremity of the shire, the chief summits are Lochcraig
Head (2625 feet), overlooking Loch Skene, Cape Law
(2364), Hartfell (2651), and Barry Grain Rig (2012), all

on the S border ; and Clyde Law (1789) and Black Dod
(1787) on its W border. Continuing in order towards
the N along the W boundary of the county, the chief

summits are Coomb Dod (20S2 feet), Coomb Hill (2096),

Culter Fell (2454), Cardon Hill (2218), Langlaw Hill

(1208), between Skirling and Broughton, Broomy Law
(1399), Shaw Hill (1121), and Mendick Hill (1480),
a beautifully rounded summit, lying to the S of the

Pentlands and W of Linton. In the interior of the
country there are several summits and groups that are

noteworthy. The Cloich Hills in the N ol Eddleston
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parish attain tho height of 1570 feet in Wether Law.
Kurt her S, between Kddlcston Water and tho Lcithcn,

are ('anion Law (1928 feet), Whiteside Edge (1703),
Lamb Law (1804), and Makeness Kipps (1839); and
between tho Loithen and Tweed, Dunslair Heights
(1975), Shorra Law (1844), Black Law (1702), and Lea
Ten (1647). South of tho Tweed a range of high hills

runs from near Cademuir southwards along tho W side

of the Manor Water valley, with Hunt Law (1591 feet),

I '.reach Law (1S84), Scrape (2347), Pykcstone Hill

(2414), Long Grain Knowo (2300), and Dollar Law
(2080), as chief summits. Other hills, still to the SE
of the Tweed, and in the parishes of Drummelzier,
Lyne and Megget, and Tweedsmuir, arc, from N to S,

Drummelzier Law (2191 feet), Glenstivon Dod (2250),

Taberon Law (2088), Polmood Hill (1548), Lairdsido
Knowe (1035), Birkside Law (1951), Cramalt Craig

(2723), Broad Law (2754), Clockmoro (2100), Cairn
Law (2352), Erie Hill (2259), Molls Clench Dod (2571),

and Garelet Dod (2203) ; and N of the Tweed and
Biggar Water are Broughton Heights, with Wether
Law (1872) and Flint Hill (1750); to tho S and E of

these Trahenna Hill (1792) and Penvalla (1764) ; and
Meldon Hill, NW of tho town of Peebles (1401), known
as ' the hill of fire,' was a place of worship of the

ancient Britons.

Rivers and Lakes.—With the exception of the Med-
win Water in the NW, which flows into the Clyde, a
few streamlets which join tho head-waters of the North
and South lisks in the N, and some smaller rivulets, all

the streams of Peeblesshire arc tributary to the Tweed,
which has already been indicated as the chief river of

the county. Even the waters of the Megget in the S,

which flows directly into St Mary's Loch, ultimately

join it by way of the Yarrow, which flows out of that

lake and falls into the Tweed in Selkirkshire. The
source of the Tweed is identified in a small fountain,

called Tweed's Well, at the base of the hill Tweed's
Cross, in the south-western part of Tweedsmuir parish.

Thence it flows in a semicircular course through the

heart of the county, traversing first the parish of

Tweedsmuir and part of Drummelzier, then dividing

Drummelzier from Glenholm and Stobo, cutting next a

section of the last-named parish and touching the N
boundary of Manor, and thence flowing through Peebles

to become the boundary between Innerleithen and Tra-

quair, until it finally leaves the county at Holylee,

after a course of 41 miles. On the further side ol tho

range which gives birth to the Tweed, rise the Annan
and the Clyde, a fact commemorated in the popular

rhyme

:

' Annan, Tweed, and Clyde,
Rise a' out o' ae hill-side.'

The valley of the Tweed in Peeblesshire has already

been described. Until the practice of draining became
common, the lands on the banks of the river used to

suffer from floods in times of heavy rains or snow,
though at ordinary times the depth of the stream varies

from about 2 to 4 feet. There are several fords within

the limits of the county
;
though for a very long period

there was but one bridge, viz., that at the county town.
The waters of the Tweed abound in salmon, trout, and
other fresh-water fishes. The mountain and hill mosses
which flank either side of this main river are intersected

by a perfect network of smaller tributary streamlets,

few of any great length and confined mostly to narrow
ravines and gorges. The chief affluents of the Tweed,
from its source to the point at which it quits Peebles-

shire, are, on the right bank, Core Water, Glencraigie

Burn, Fingland Burn, Hawkshaw Burn, Fruid Water,
Menzion Burn, Talla Water, with its feeder, Games-
hope Burn, issuing from Gameshope Loch, and Hare-
stanes Burn—all in Tweedsmuir parish ; Polmood Burn,
between that parish and Drummelzier; Stanhope Burn,
Powsail Burn, with its feeders, Drummelzier and Scrape

Burns, in Drummelzier parish ; Manor Water, with its

feeders, in Manor parish
;
Haystoun or Glensax Burn,

joined by Waddiushope and Crookston Burns, in
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Peebles parish ; and Kirkburn, Quair Water, with its

feeders, and Bold Burn, in Traquair parish. On its

left bank the chief affluents of the Tweed are Badlieu
Burn and Glenwhappen Burn, in Tweedsmuir parish

;

Kingledoors Burn, in Drummelzier ; Biggar Water, in
the united parish of Broughton, Glenholm, and Kil-

bucho
; Hopstead or Stobo Burn, in Stobo ; the river

Lyne, between Stobo and Peebles ; Eddleston or Peebles
Water and Soonhope Burn, in Peebles parish ; and
Horsburgh Burn, Leithen Water, Walker Burn, and
Gatehope Burn (the boundary of the county), in Inner-
leithen. Several of these affluents have noteworthy
tributaries. The Manor Water in its lOf miles' course
receives, on the right, Linghope, Glenrath, and Hundles-
hope Burns ; and on the left, Newholtn Hope and Hall-
Manor Burns. The Quair in its 7 miles' course receives,

on the right, Glenlude or Newhall Burn, Curley or
Shillinglaw Burn, Glengaber or Fingland Burn, and
Tinniel Burn ; and on the left, the Killburn. Biggar
Water receives, on the right, Kilbucho Water and
Holmes Water ; and on the left, Spittal, Kirklaw, and
Broughton Burns. Lyne Water, the largest affluent of
the Tweed in Peeblesshire, has a course of 18g miles
through the NW part of the county, which is therefore
sometimes called Lynedale. It receives, on the right,

Baddinsgill Burn, Polinlarf or West Water, Medwin or
Tarth Water, with its feeder, the Deanburn, and
Happrew Burn ; and on the left, Cairn, Dead, Flem-
ington, and Harehope or Meldon Burns. Eddleston
Water in its course of 9 miles receives, on the right,

Early, Darnhall, and Wormiston Burns ; and on the
left, Langcote, Windylaws, and Winkston Burns.
Leithen Water, in its 9^ miles' course receives, on the
left, Craighope, Williamslee, Glentrees, and Colquhar
Burns. The Megget has a course of 7£ miles £, through
part of Lyne and Megget, before it falls into St Mary's
Loch in the S, and receives, on the right, Winterhope
and Shielhope Burns ; and on the left, Wylies, Ling-
hope, Cramalt, Craigier, and Glengaber Burns. The only
other independent streams of Peeblesshire are the North
and South Esks. The former, rising in the extreme N,
forms for 5 miles the boundary with Edinburghshire,
and receives from Peeblesshire the Doit, Fairleyhope,
Carlops, Deepsyke, and Coaly or Harbourcraig Burns.
The only Peeblesshire tributary of the South Esk, which
rises in Portmore Loch and flows N, is the Tweeddalo
liurn, which forms some miles of the E boundary with
Edinburghshire. Many of the streams abound in trout
or other fish ; and the angling waters of the shire
attract very many visitors every year. The lakes of
this county are neither large nor numerous. Portmore
or Eddleston (now a reservoir of the Edinburgh Water
Company) Loch is about 2 miles in circuit, and is

situated towards the NE, in Eddleston parish
;
Slipper-

field, \ mile less, lies towards the NW, in Linton
parish

; Gameshope Loch, a still smaller expanse of
water, lies in the far S, in Tweedsmuir parish. All are
stocked with such fresh-water fish as perch, pike, or
trout. Though St Mary's Loch furnishes 7 furlongs
of the SE boundary of the most southerly part of the
parish of Lyne and Megget, it belongs properly to
Selkirkshire. The chief medicinal springs are those of
Ileaven-Aqua Well in Linton, and celebrated Spa of

Geology.—The various geological formations repre-
sented in this county may be readily grasped from the
accompanying table :

—

Recent and
Poat-Tertiary.

Carboniferous.

n river terraces and kamcs,
mlder clay,

dish sandstones.
''Upper group of limestones,

sandstones, and coals.

Middle group of coals and iron-
stones.

Lower group of limestones and
i coals.

'Upper group of white sand-
stones, shales, and cement-
stones.

Lower group of red sandstones
and marls.

Upper group of conglomerates
and sandstones.

Middle group composed of con-
temporaneous volcanic rocks.

Lower group of chocolate-
coloured sandstones and
marls.

'Sandy shales, sandstones, and
grits, with characteristic Lud-
low and Wenlock fossils.

' Upper black shale group.
Lowther and Dalveen groups,
containing the VVrae Lime-
stone charged with Caradoc

Queensberry grits.

V. Lower black shale groups.

The oldest members of the Lower Silurian formation are

exposed along the crest of a sharp anticlinal axis on the
hill slope overlooking Megget Water, near the farm of

Cramalt. Consisting of black shales, which are over-

laid by barren mudstones, they are grouped in virtue of

the embedded graptolites with the Hartfell zone of the

Moffat black shale series. Additional exposures of the

Moffat series are met with near the county boundary,
just above Loch Skene, but in these instances only the

highest or Birkhill zones are represented. Resting on
the black shales just described are found certain finely

levigated shales, with occasional pebbly or conglomer-

atic bands, which are known as the Grieston beds.

They are typically developed in this part of the county.

Though their thickness is limited, they cover a con-

siderable area, owing to the numerous sharp folds

occurring in the series. Among the shales a dark band
is met with, which is crowded with the characteristic

Graptolithus Gricstonensis, which takes its name from
this locality. The massive grits following the Grieston

shales in regular succession, which have been termed
the Queensberry grits by the Geological Survey, are met
with to the N of Manor Head. The members of this

series form some of the highest ground in the south of

Scotland. Broad Law and Cramalt, reaching 2754 feet

and 2723 feet respectively, are composed of the massive

grits of this subdivision. Owing to the amount of

decomposed rock, an extensive covering of peat is met
with on the surface of this broad tableland, but along

the sides of the glens lines of dtbris occur, and especially

towards the coomb-shaped hollows at the head of the

valleys. The features characteristic of this series may be

studied on the hills lying to the S of the Tweed at Peebles.

The great elevation of the Hartfell range, which exposes

the black shales of the Moffat series along the crest of

an anticline, is also due to the presence of the grits
;

the intervening Grieston shales having thinned away
to a few feet of strata. A line drawn in an ENE
direction across the Tweed at Peebles marks the upper
limit of the Queensberry group. To the N of this

boundary-line they pass underneath greywackes and
shales, with occasional bands of grit and tine conglomerate

containing casts of Pctraia and encrinites, and these

beds are overlaid in turn by a thick group of shales,

which are typically developed in the Lowther Hills in

Dumfriesshire. These Lowther shales are also well re-

presented at Wrae and Stobo in this county ; at the

latter locality they have been quarried for slates, and
were formerly much used for this purpose in the Vale of

the Tweed, but they have been entirely superseded by
the Welsh slates. The Wrae shales are dark and finely

levigated, possessing a silky lustre when freshly frac-

tured. From the recent researches of the Geological

Survey it would appear that the Wrae Limestone, which
occurs in nodules and lenticular bands, is regularly

interhedded with the shales. The perfect conformity

between the two zones is well seen when the shales aro

followed to the WSW in Lanarkshire. It is important
to observe also that the Winkstone beds, which are often

highly calcareous, consist of decomposed pebbly grits,

occupying the same general horizon as the Wrae Lime-
stone. There are several bands of fossiliferous pebbly
grit associated with the Lowther shales both in this

county and in Lanarkshire, of which the band at Kil-

bucho is an example. The fossils from the Wrae Limo-
167
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•tone, aiul the, Kflbnohoand Winkatone conglomerates,
have loiif" been recognised as presenting a 1'aradoe I'acios.

Among those may be mentioned Orthis caligramma,
Isytitmi ttnuistriata, Spiri/n- bi/oratus, LUuii.es cornu-
arietis, AtafAmt lyitwMMw, eto. it is evident, therefore,
that the ibjues aaaooiated with these Lentioular bands of
linn stn in' a iv of I.landcilo Cara.loc Age.

Lying in lynolinee of the Lowther shales are to bo
found certain bands of blank shale, whioh arc overlaid
by a /one of ilark ami light coloured chert. Ono of tho

>t tho black shall' is to bo foilml in tho Howe's
W ater, whence it mav traced to the sources of the

Leithen Water and line boundary of the county near
Blackhope Bear. Prom this point N to tho edge of the
Silurian rocks, several minor undulations are mot with

;

but as tho strata arc arranged mainly in a groat syn-
i liual fold, only the Lowther shales and the underlying

J
mokes and shales are represented in this area.

In tho Pentland Hills the Upper Silurian rocks occur

MTi i al isolated areas in the midst of tho Old lied

S indatone, partly in Edinburghshire and partly in this

•unity. Ol these the largest ami most important de-

velopment extends from the head of the Lyne Water to

the county boundary at the North Esk Reservoir, and E
a^ far as the (Ireenlaw Hill, Excellent sections are

exposed in the stream courses, and especially in the

North Esk, where the strata aro highly inclined and
show various minor foldings. But on the whole there
is a general ascending series towards the NW. At the

. v, green, and red shales are met with, passing
upwards through grits and sandstones into brown sandy
shales and sandstones, weathering with a concretionary
structure, which are overlaid by soft red shalo and red
sandy conglomerate, forming the basement beds of the
Lower Old Red Sandstone. From the fossils obtained
from these beds it would appear that they represent the
Ludlow and portion of the Wenlock rocks of Wales.
These isolated patches of Upper Silurian strata are the
oldest rocks of the Pentland chain

;
indeed, they are of

special importance on account of the perfect gradation
which exists between them and tho earliest deposits of
Old Red Sandstone age.

Of the intrusive igneous rocks associated with the
Silurian formation of this county, the oldest consist of
quartz-felsites. A group of dykes is well seen in the
Leithcn Water, and in the neighbourhood of Grieston,
where they generally coincide with the line of strike of
the sedimentary rocks. The large basalt dykes of Ter-
tiary age, so abundantly represented in Lanarkshire,
arc also met with in this county, though to a limited
extent. A few examples occur near the county boundary
at the head waters of the Tweed.
The Lower Old Red Sandstone of Peeblesshire is

divisible into three groups like the representatives of
the same formation in Lanarkshire. The lower division,

i onshltins of red sandstones and marls, rest conformably
on the Upper Silurian rocks of the Pentland Hills as
already indicated, and have shared in the convolutions
which have affected the latter. The members of the
middle group are composed of porphyrites, melaphyres,
and tuffs, which are merely a prolongation to the ENE
of the volcanic series occurring to the S of Douglas and
Tinto in Lanarkshire. An important feature connected
with this middle division is the relation which it bears
to the lower group. In the Pentland Hills the volcanic
rocks of the middle group rest unconformably on the
lower series, as is the case on the slopes of Tinto in

Lanarkshire, but when they are traced still farther to

the SW in the latter county they are found to be per-

fectly conformable with each other. The upper group
consists of conglomerates, the pebbles of which have
been derived from the volcanic series, and these are
overlaid by sandstones. Occasional beds of porphyrite
and tuff are intercalated with these conglomerates and
sandstones.

In the Esk section, where the perfect conformity
between the members of the lower group and the Upper
Silurian rocks is visible, the Lower Old Red strata con-
sist of soft marls and sandstones, with red folspathic
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conglomerates containing pebbles of granite, folstono,

ipiartx, and arenaceous rocks. It; is interesting to noto
the occurrence of Ludlow fossils in these strata for some
distance upwards from the base of tho series. The area

OOCUpied by the lower group, however, is very limited

compared with the other subdivisions. Tho latter form
a licit of ground stretching across the county in an ENE
direction from Skirling to Linton, near which locality

thej are unconformably overlaid by the Carboniferous

formation. Throughout this tract the strata are arranged
in a great synclinal fold, the centre of which is occupied

by th nglomcrates and sandstones of the upper group,

while tho contemporaneous volcanic rocks rise from
underneath them on either side of the trough. It

ought to be borne in mind, however, that the volcanic

series is not traceable continuously along the SE side of

I be trough, ow ing to the existence of a great dislocation

which brings different members of the Lower Old Red
Sandstone into conjunction with the Silurian rocks.

Sometimes only a portion of the volcanic series is

exposed on tho N side of the fault, sometimes no trace

of them is to bo found, and the conglomerates and sand-

stones of the upper division aro found in apposition with

the Silurian strata. A glance at the Geological Survey
Map of the district (sheet 24, 1 inch) shows how tho

great trough just referred to gradually becomes shallower

towards the SW, and hence at the county boundary
near Skirling the porphyrites of the volcanic series

curve round the conglomerates at tho base of the upper

group. The deepest part of the basin occurs to the NW
of Romanno Bridge, where the highest members of the

Lower Old Red Sandstone of this county are to be found.

There is only a small development of the Carboniferous

formation within the county. The red sandstones and
conglomerates forming the base of the system are

exposed in the basin of the Medwin Water at the NW
boundary of the county, where they lap round the

Lower Old Pod strata and stretch E to tho Cairn Hills.

They are well exposed in the stream courses, and on
the slopes of Craigcngar, and the hills lying to the S,

where they have a gentle inclination towards the W.
Tho most important development of the Carboniferous

rocks in Peeblesshire occurs in the neighbourhood of

Carlops and Leadburn, where the SW termination of

the Edinburgh coalfield is met with. This portion of

the basin is bounded on the N and S by two great

faults running nearly parallel with each other ; that on
the S side brings the Carboniferous rocks into conjunc-

tion with the Silurian strata and an outlier of Old Red
conglomerate ; while the fault on the N side throws
thein against the Lower Old Red Sandstone. The
former of these two faults has been traced across the

country from the neighbourhood of Leadburn in this

county to tho valley of the Stinchar in Ayrshire—

a

distance of 70 miles, and throughout the greater part of

its course it throws different members of the Old Red
Sandstone against the Silurian rocks. It is of import-

ance to observe, however, that it is not traceable at the

surface along the boundary line of the Carboniferous

formation to the NE of Leadburn in Midlothian. The
members of the Carboniferous Limestone series and tho

Calciferous Sandstones overlie its position without any
apparent dislocation, and at this part of its course it

may be older than the Carboniferous Limestone. It is

probable, therefore, that this fault may have formed a

line of weakness during successive geological periods. It

is only along the SW side of the basin that the uncon-

formity between the Carboniferous rocks and the Old
Red Sandstone is traceable for any distance. In this

area the red sandstones and conglomerates which usually

form tho basal beds of the Carboniferous system aro

hardly, if at all, represented. The beds are more nearly

allied to tho Upper or Cemcntstone group, consisting of

green and grey sandstones and shales, with occasional

thin seams of limestone. At Hartside a thin limestone

exposed at the roadside probably represents the Burdie-

house Limestone of Midlothian.

The members of the lowest division of the Carboni-

ferous Limestone series overlie the strata just described.
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There are two prominent seams of limestone which are

traceable round the margin of the basin from Carlops

by Whitefield to Leadburn. These are succeeded by
the representatives of the middle division, which in this

area contain few workable coal seams. Of these, the
Corby Craig seam lias been chiefly mined, but along
with this bed occur the Beattie, Stony, and Rumbles
seams. The Flaiks Limestone, representing one of the
bands which overlie this coal-bearing series, is exposed
in the burn below Mitchellhill. An important outlier

of the Carboniferous Limestone series occurs near Spit-

talhaugh to the S of Linton, within the area occupied

by the Lower Old Red Sandstone. A band of limestone
forms the lowest member of the series, which is suc-

ceeded by false-bedded sandstones and shales contain-

ing a thin seam of coal. Like the outliers of similar

strata occurring in the Old Red Sandstone area S of

Tinto, the existence of this fragment of Carboniferous
Limestone resting unconformably on Old Red strata

points to a gradual subsidence of the land barrier, and the

overlap of higher members of the Carboniferous system.

In the neighbourhood of Auchincorth Moss the

Millstone Grit is believed to exist, though the ground is

much obscured with peat and glacial deposits.

During the great extension of the ice, the general
direction of the ice movement was towards the E.

Striae and rochcs moutonnees are not very abundant, but
in the valleys of the Silurian table-land, as well as over
the lower grounds, there is a great development of

boulder clay. An interesting feature connected with
the boulder clay of Peeblesshire is the occurrence of

stratified sands, gravels, and clays in the deposit. Pro-
fessor James Geikie has described some examples which
were exposed during the cutting of the tunnel at Neid-
path, where the stratified beds were inclosed in boulder
clay. The sands, gravels, and clays were in all pro-

bability more extensive when originally deposited, but
had been denuded by the ice sheet which accumulated
the upper boulder clay. Along the valley of the
Tweed and all its chief tributaries there are high level

gravels, probably of glacial origin, which are frequently
arranged in the form of kames. Still more interesting
is the great development of moraines in the valleys
draining the high grounds of the county. Indeed,
nearly all the valleys in the White Coomb and Broad
Law area contain traces of the later glaciers. Perhaps
the best examples are to be met with in the Winterhopo
Burn and along the banks of the Megget Water. The
glacier which gave birth to the Winterhope moraines
took its rise on the height above Loch Skene ; at the
loch it divided in two portions, one branch descended
by the Grey Mare's Tail into Moffatdale, while the other
crossed the watershed into the Winterhope Valley and
joined the trunk glacier which followed the course of
the Megget Water. No finer examples of lateral and
terminal moraines are to be found in the S of Scotland.
Moraines are to be met with also in various tributaries
of the Megget Water, such as the Cramalt, Longhope,
and Wylies Burns, and also in some of the tributaries of
the Tweed, as in the Talla and Fruid valleys. (See
Geological Survey Map, sheet 24, and memoir de-
scriptive of the sheet.)

Minerals and Soil.—Blue clay slate is found in
Traquair and Stobo parishes, and has long been exten-
sively worked. Coal is found in the NE extremity of
the county, and there are mines at Carlops, Coalyburn,
and Harlawmiiir, and white sandstone abounds in the
same district. Red sandstone of a firm texture and
useful for building forms the hilly ridge of Broomylees,
on the mutual border of Newlands and Linton. Lime-
stone also abounds in the carboniferous district, and is

extensively quarried and calcined for manure at Carlops,
Whitefield, and Macbiehill. A bed of ironstone and
some iron ore lie in the coal-field section, but are not
rich enough to be remuneratively worked. Lead used
to be worked in the vale of Leithen and on the Medwin
estate

;
and silver has been found mixed with the galena

in the latter quarter. Galena was also found in the
glens of some of the tributaries of (,»uair Water ; and

gold used to be discovered on the Glengaber Burn in

Meggetdale. A great variety of clays lies over a con-

siderable part of the Carboniferous formation, including

a very thick bed of fire-clay, like that of Stourbridge,
and a small seam of fuller's earth. Alum-slate is also

found ; and red and yellow ochres, with veins of man-
ganese, occur. Much of the soil of Peeblesshire must
remain unturned by the plough ; and there is very great

diversity in the character of the arable land. Among
the hills every hollow or level patch is occupied with
moss of various depths, generally yielding supplies of

peat. Moss of another kind, found on the higher
slopes, though in its natural state moist, forms under
the influence of ploughing and manuring a more or less

fertile character. The skirts of the heath-clad hills and
the high dry-lying flats, especially in Linton, are covered
generally with a sandy moorish soil ; and sand and clay,

often mingled with gravel, extend over most of the

other high-lying lands. The river-plains or haughs
have generally a prevailingly light and sandy soil,

though sometimes there is a more or less strong admix-
ture of clay. Loam, whether clayey, sandy, gravelly,

or stony, occurs only in the old croft lands, which havo
been blackened and mellowed by long and constant

manuring and cultivation.

Climate.—'With its rounded grassy hills,' says

Chambers, ' offering the finest sheep pasture, its alluvial

vales, and clear streams, the county is free of any pro-

perties detrimental to general salubrity. With the

absence of stagnant pools or unwholesome marshes is

now to be remarked a high degree of improvement by
the reclamation of waste lands and subsoil drainage,

resulting in a singular lightness and dryness of atmo-
sphere.' It may be added that the numerous planta-

tions throughout the county aid this effect. The
average annual rainfall is 29 inches, less than that of

the adjoining counties.

The flora and fauna of Peeblesshire have been de-

scribed in Chambers's History of Peeblesshire as some-
what limited. The same authority mentions as the
chief indigenous trees and shrubs, the Scotch fir, ash,

oak, elm, aspen, rowan or mountain ash, birch, alder,

willow, hazel, hawthorn, elder, wild cherry, hagberry,
sloe, juniper, whin or furze, dog rose, Scots rose, honey-
suckle, ivy, common bilberry, whortleberry or blaeberry,

red bilberry, cranberry, and three species of heath.

Among trees not indigenous are the sycamore or plane,

larch, spruce, silver and other firs, and yew. Alpine
plants are scarce, but ferns are abundant in many parts.

The most abundant kind of heath is the common ling or

heather ; but bell-heather and cross-leaved heath also

abound ; but many, even of the high hills, are covered
with grass and not heath. Wild flowers are numerous
and varied. Among the rarer plants that have been
found in Peeblesshire are the flowering rush, spindle-

tree, bird's-eye primrose, filmy fern, and the moss
Buxbaumia aphylla. Red deer and roe-deer are now
extinct in this county, though Meggetland, formerly

called Rodonna, was a royal deer-forest; and in 1530
James V. and his nobles killed eighteen score of deer in

one day there. The chief mammals now are the fox,

otter, weasel, stoat, hedgehog, common and water shrew,

mole, squirrel, brown and water rat, common and field

mouse, field vole, common and Alpine hare, rabbit, and
the common and long-eared bat. The badger and pole-

cat are now rare. The white eagle used to build in some
parts of this county, but has long ceased to do so. The
peregrine falcon is now rare, though at one time rosso

Craigs were famous for its falcons of this breed. Other
hawks and a great variety of smaller birds are indigenous

to the shire. Black and red grouse, partridge, and
pheasant (the latter artificially introduced) afford good
sport in the season. The quail, golden plover, and
dotterel are sometimes seen. The adder or viper is

common, but very irregularly distributed. The chief

fishes aro the salmon, salmon-trout, common trout,

pike, perch, and cel.

Industries.—The industries of Peeblesshire are agri-

culture, sheep-farming, and manufacturing, and a little

1C9
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mining. According to tlio returns for 1SS1 , 20 per

out 01 the mala population inn engaged In agriculture,

:iJJ percent, in in.lii-iii.il employments, 3 jut cent, in

commerce ; ;i7 iht nut. unproductive, and tho ro-

malnder variously employed. Of the women 78 per
cent, wore mi productive, per cent, were in domestic
service, iiml the rest variously employed. Tho ancient
lorcst-s of Loilhon, Tra.|imir mid Kttrick, and a vast

extent Of copses in the centre, W and N, formerly
adorned iiiul sheltered nearly all Tweeddale, protecting
the p.istm.i-e and encouraging agriculture. So early as

the reign ol David 1. this woodland district was dotted

with t ho parks of manors of princes and harons, and
the granges and churches of monks, and with mills and
kilns and hrew houses. Fanning and grazing nourished,
corn was raised in abundance, dairies and orchards were
numerous. This time of prosperity lasted for about two
centuries from 1 OL* 7 ; but it was followed by 400 years

in and wretchedness, in which the demoli-

tion • the natural protection of the woods was ono of

tho first and most fatal steles. Dr Pennieuik, who
published his well-known Description of Tweeddale in

1715, saw the work of renovation commence; and ho
praised the young landowners for beginning to form
plantations, which, as he foresaw, have enriched as well

as embellished the country to tho present day. Tho
ran] population, though industrious enough, were 'yet

something artful, stubborn, and tenacious of old

customs. There arc,' Pennieuik goes on, 'amongst
them that will not suffer the wrack to be taken out of

their land, because (say they) it keeps the corn warm,
nor sow their bear-seed, be the season wet or dry, till

the first week of May be over, which they call liunchie

week, nor plant trees nor hedges, for wronging the
undergrowth, and sheltering the birds of the air to

destroy their corn ; neither will they trench and ditch

a piece of useless boggy ground, for fear of tho loss of

5 or 6 feet of grass, for a far greater increase
;
which,

however, with a custom they have of overlaying [over-

stocking] the ground, which they term full blemishing,

makes their cattle generally lean, little, and give a mean
price in a market.' In 1830, Archibald, Earl of

Islay, afterwards third Duke of Argyll, began his

famous attempt to reclaim a piece of boggy ground
(which he appropriately rechristened as Whim) by
draining and planting ; and about the same time Sir

Alexander Murray of Stanhope raised his plantations

and wrote his tracts on agricultural matters ; while the
desire for improvements gradually spread among other

proprietors in the county. The agricultural history of

Peeblesshire has been written by Rev. Charles Findlater

in 1802, who chronicles the successive steps in the
advance. About 1763 or 1764 Mr George Dalzicl, inn-

keeper, first at Linton and then at Noblehouse, was the

first who sowed turnip in the open fields ; while Mr
James Macdougal, a small farmer of Linton, originally

from the neighbourhood of Kelso, was, in 1778, the first

person to introduce the rotation of cropping, the culti-

vation of turnips for the use of sheep, the growing of

potatoes in the open fields, and some other reforms.

Till 1750 grain used to be winnowed by the wind on
hill tops ; but about that date fanners were introduced.

The flail had almost disappeared by 1832, its place being
taken by thrashing-mills, worked by water or horse-

power. A very considerable impetus was given to

agriculture in 1788, by the security of tenure introduced
by the Earl of March, who gave long leases of 57 years.

The tenants were encouraged to erect better farm build-

ings, and to lay out more labour and capital in clearing,

enclosing, and improving the land ; and although,

were reduced by thultimately in 1821, tl

House of Lords as incornpe

the advantages were not wl

During the present century
of Peeblesshire have made s

portion to its natural capac
Haddingtonshire itself in tl

skill of its agriculturists,

and other light fertilizers ha
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an entailed estate,

allowed to disappear,

irrners and landowners
progress ; and in pro-

Tweeddale rivals even

lightened methods and
introduction of guano
ibled cultivation to be

extended to much land to which previously tho steep-

ness of the hills had provented tho carting of dun-
;

much hili-pasture has, in this way, boon converted into

productive arable land. So early as 1775 observers bad
begun lo notice the diminution in the number ol' small

farms and peasant proprietors in Peeblesshire; and the

process has gone on since then, although even yet there
arc small holdings in all parts of tho shire. According
(o the returns of 1881, there were 34 farms of 1000
acres or moro ; 26 between 500 and 1000 ; 65 between
100 and 500 ; and 45 between 5 and 100 acres. Cham-
bers, writing in 1864, says that routs are generally from
.£'250 to £800, though in some instances upwards of

£1000 is paid. The general average per acre lie puts at

32s. or 33s. per acre, except in the neighbourhood of

towns or villages, whore as much as £4 per acre is paid.

Leases are generally for 19 years, raroly for 21 or any
other number of years, except in the case of sheep-

farms, which are let on leases of from 9 to 15 years.

The most common rotation, according to the same
authority, is a live years' ono :—(1) Oats after lea

; (2)

potatoes, turnips, or other green crops ; (3) barley, oats,

or wheat
; (4) grass, for hay or pasture

; (5) grass, as

pasture. Jlinds or married ploughmen receive from
£13 to £15 in money, together with various perquisites,

such as a cow's keep, 65 stones of oatmeal, a month's
food during harvest, etc. A grieve receives about £24 in

money. Young men living with tho farmer receive £18
to £20

;
boys, up to £8 a year ; female servants, from

£8 to £10. The bothy system of lodging farm labourers

is unknown in the county ; but the bondager system
prevails to a certain extent. Tho following table

indicates the principal crops, and the acreage under
each in various years :—

1867. 1873. 1874. 18S0. 1882.

1784
r
S',3V.)

1,318 1,183

Oats, S) mil) 9501 9,057 9,203

146 26 28 73
Turnips, '. 5,297 5775 5,144 4.820 4,748

616 690 626 1,006
268

671
94 380 333

127 134
137

151
91

135
4

cnt Pasture, 13,516 10,371 11,297 13,977

11,733 13,001 13,995 12,044

In 1874 there were 9041 acres under plantation ; in 1882,

10,177. Market gardens and nursery grounds occupied

only 7 acres in 1882.

The following table shows the quantity of farm stock

at various dates :

1867. 1874. 1880. 1882.

Horses,
Cattle,

.

Pigs, .

4,966
180,790

1,174

916
6,533

201,259
955

1,184
5,934

199,512
719

892
5,643

189,753
872

In Peeblesshire, as may be inferred from the preced-

ing statistics, as well as from the nature of the surface,

sheep-farming is a highly important industry. In

many cases, arable farming is combined with it by the

same farmer, but the hills in Tweedsmuir near tho

upper course of the Tweed, and those flanking the

valleys of the Leithen, Manor, and Megget, are too high

for agriculture, and are entirely devoted to sheep-

pasturing. This industry had already begun to be of

importance in Peeblesshire in tho beginning of the 17th

century. In the short account of the county which

appeared in 1654, along with Timothy Pout's Map in

Blaew's Atlas, mention is made of the good and whole-

some pasturage for sheep to be found, especially in the

S next Selkirkshire; and Pennieuik, in 1715, men-

tions that the county is ' stored with such numbers of

sheep that in tho Lintoun mercats, which are kept

every Wednesday during the months of June and July,

there have frequently been seen 9000 in the customer's
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roll, and most of all these sold and vented in one day.'

The introduction of turnip growing on a large scale

doubtless encouraged the keeping of sheep, during the

18th century, which has very much developed in the

present century. The Cheviot breed predominates

generally ; but in the more exposed and inclement lands

the Black-faced breed is found to be hardier. In some
parts a cross between one of these breeds and the

Leicester breed is found suitable. Linton market ceased

to be held in 1856 ;
Melrose, Lanark, and Lockerbie are

now the chief marts for the Peeblesshire flock-masters.

Sheep-farms are let on leases generally from 9 to 15

years ; the rent is usually calculated according to the

number of sheep a farm can support, and the kind of

sheep is also taken into account, with their estimated

value and productiveness. Rents thus vary from 5s. to

10s. and even 12s. per sheep. Shepherds are sometimes

paid in the same manner as hinds, receiving about £20
in money, besides perquisites ; but in most cases he
receives no money, but is entitled to the proceeds from

a certain number of sheep, known as the ' shepherd's

pack,' which feed along with his master's flock. The
Tceswater or other short-horn black cattle are kept for

grazing and stock purposes ; while the Ayrshire breed

is preferred for dairy purposes, to which most atten-

tion is given in the northern parishes. The horses are

chiefly of the Clydesdale breed. Pigs and poultry are

tolerably ubiquitous ; and bees are kept, chiefly in the

lower parts of the county.

The manufacturing industries of Peeblesshire are

wholly centred in a few towns and villages, in spite of

the abundant water power and other natural advantages
of the county. The woollen manufacture, carried on
chiefly at Innerleithen, Walkerburn, and Peebles,
is the chief staple, and employed 1459 hands in 1881.

Other industries are referred to in our articles on these

places, and Broughton, Carlops, and Linton. The
commerce of the county restricts itself to the export of

the produce of the sheep, arable, and dairy farms ; and
import and retail of the small amount of goods required

for local consumption. There is some coal mining in

the northern parishes, chiefly near Carlops ; slate and
other quarries have been already referred to.

Railways and Roads.—The county is very well pro-

vided with means of communication. A branch of the
North British railway enters it at Leadburn Junction
in the N, passes Kddleston station before reaching

Peebles, where it turns eastwards along the Tweed,
passing Cardrona and Innerleithen stations before it

enters Selkirkshire, where it joins the main line at

Galashiels. Another line from the Caledonian station

at Symington crosses the W boundary about the middle,
and follows the course of the Biggar Water and Tweed
to Peebles, passing Broughton, Lyne, and Stobo sta-

tions. A shorter reach of the North British railway
branches off at Leadburn towards the W, and runs
through the northern part of the county, past the
stations of Lamancha, Macbie Hill, and Broomlee, and
joins the Caledonian line at Carstairs. In spite of the
hilly nature of the county, good roads are tolerably

plentiful, except in the mountainous and rough dis-

tricts to the S of the Tweed, where there are only rough
tracks. The high road from Edinburgh enters Peebles-
shire at Leadburn, and runs directly S alongside the
railway and Eddleston Water to Peebles ; thence a
road runs down Tweeddale, through Innerleithen and
Walkerburn, into Selkirkshire

; while a second proceeds
up the valleys of the Tweed and Biggar Water, through
Broughton, and thence to Glasgow vid Biggar, throw-
ing off, near Lyne church, another branch, which runs
up part of the Lyne and Tarth Waters and through
Kirkurd parish, and thence also to Glasgow. A third
road from Peebles runs S along the course of the Manor
Water to Megget and St Mary's Loch. A road from
Edinburgh to Dumfries enters the county at Leadburn,
runs SW to Kirkurd, where it is joined by another road
entering the county at Carlops, and thence proceeds
through the western part of the shire parallel to the
head waters of the Tweed, till it leaves Peeblesshire in

the extreme S of Tweedsmuir parish. Another branch
of the Carlops road turns more to the W at Linton, and
enters Lanarkshire at Kippis, whence it proceeds to

Dumfries vid Biggar and Moffat. Most of the larger

river-valleys, as those of the Lyne, Leithen, Quair, etc.,

are traversed by shorter roads connecting with one or
more of these main arteries of traffic. A turnpike road
runs along the S bank of the Tweed to Traquair, and
thence on into Selkirkshire. A mountain track, which
strikes off near Traquair, and passes over the summit of

Minchmoor, was at one time an important thoroughfare
between Peebles and Selkirk, and was the route by
which the Marquis of Montrose fled after the battle of

Philiphaugh. Another mountain track in the S, trace-

able from the neighbourhood of Drummelzier over the
left shoulder of Dollar Law, and along part of Craigier

Burn, is called ' The Thief's Road,' from having been a
common route of the Border forayers. It is sometimes
also called the ' King's Road,' because James V. is said

to have gone by it to execute justice on the notorious

Cockburn of Henderland.
The only towns are Peebles and Innerleithen ; the

only villages with more than 400 inhabitants are

Walkerburn (1026) and Linton (434). The remaining
chief villages are, in order roughly from N to S, Carlops,

Eddleston, Skirling, Broughton, and Drummelzier.
The chief seats are Traquair House, The Glen, Cardrona
House, Kailzie House, Glenormiston, Holylee, Venlaw,
Kerfield House, Kingsmeadows, Portmore, Darnhall,
Cringletie, Medwyn House, Garvald House, Spital-

haugh, Bordland House, Callands, Scotston, Romanno
House, Castle Craig, Netherurd, Kachan House, Moss-
fennan, Glencotho, Stobo Castle, Barns, Hallyards,

Drummelzier House, Dawick House, Whim, Polmood,
Quarter, Cairnmuir, Lamancha, Macbie Hill, Pirn,

Hartree, Badlieu, Leithen Lodge, Logan, Braxfield,

Fingland, Winkston, and Halmyre. According to

Miscellaneous Statistics of the United Kingdom (1879)
232,410 acres, with a total gross estimated rental of

£142,614, were divided among 699 proprietors; one
holding 41,247 acres (rental £14,316), five together

68,586 (£22,190), six 45,388 (£21,102), sixteen 50,848

(£24,337), twelve 16,633 (£8945), seven 5140 (£4091),
etc. Peeblesshire is governed by a lord-lieutenant, a
vice-lieutenant, a convener, 14 deputy-lieutenants, a
sheriff, a sheriff-substitute, and 52 justices of the peace.

The meetings of the sheriff court are noted in our article

Peebles. The police force in 1884 consisted of 10 men,
and a chief constable with a salary of £200. Peebles-

shire and Selkirkshire together have one representative

in parliament. The county constituency in 1883-84 was
980. Heritable property in the county has advanced
very much in value along with the advance in the general

prosperity. According to the valuation made in tho
reign of Alexander III., and known as the Old Extent,

the annual rental of lands in Peeblesshire was £1274,
but by the destructive wars of succession that was
reduced to £863 in 1368. In 1657 the assessed annual
rental had again risen to £4328 ; in 1802 it was esti-

mated at £26,000 ; and in 1S63 (exclusive of burghs
and railways) it was £90,927 ; in 1876 (also exclusive)

it was £115,162; and in 1883-84 £118,260; railways

£24,718 ;
Edinburgh District Water Works, £1139.

Peebles is one of the least densely populated of Scottish

counties, having only 39 persons to the square mile
;

the average for the entire country being 125. Ross and
Cromarty, Argyll, Inverness, and Sutherland, alone

have a scantier population. Pop. (1801) 8735, (1811)

9935, (1821) 10,046, (1831) 10,578, (1841) 10,499,

(1851) 10,738, (1861) 11,408, (1871) 12,330, and (1881)

13,822, of whom 7196 were females, 108'6 to every 100
males. Only 3 persons, or '02 of the population, were
Gaelic-speaking. Separate families 2953. Houses (1881)
occupied 2696, vacant 247, building 45.

There are sixteen qutit/d eirilia parishes in Peebles-

shire, viz., Linton, Newlands, Lyne with Megget,
Eddleston, Peebles, Innerleithen, Traquair, Manor,
Stobo, Kirkurd, Skirling, Broughton, Kilbucho, Glen-

holm, Drummelzier, and Tweedsmuir. The two former
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. of Dttoiok and Kuilzio have been suppressed,

01 the existing sixteen, Broughton, Qlenholin, and part

ol Kllbucho nrc treated us one juirish quoad sacra;
while the remainder of Kilbuoho is united with Gulter
parish in l.iiiaikshirc. Lytic ami Mcggct, though there

air some > miles between their respective nearest, points,

are lir.it.. 1 a s :i single parish «/««..;</ omnia. Tweeddale
aiul Lothian give name to a synod in tho Established

Church of Scot Ian. 1, ami to one in the Kreo Church also.

Twelve ..i the fourteen paroohial charges in Peebles-

shire Itching to the presbytery of Pueblos ; the other two,

Skirling ami the unite. I parish of Broughton, Glunholm,
ami Kilhu. ho, belong tn the presbytery of Biggar in tho

same synod. A small part included in Yarrow parish

is in the prcshytcry of Selkirk and the synod of Morse
and Teriotdale. The Established Church has 15 places

of worship in tho county; tho Freo Church, 5; U. 1'.

Church, 4; Scottish Episcopalian, 2; Roman Catholic,

S : < ongregational, L. There are in the shire 23 schools

c.; 11 ..I ih. in pmblie), which, with total accommodation
tor 2489 children, had (1882) 1!)73 on the registers, and
an average attendance of Kill. The staff included 30

certificated and 1 I pupil teachers. All tho parishes, save

four, are assessed fur the poor. There were, in 1882-83,

177 n istercd and lfi7 casual poor, on whom was Spent
a total of £2766. The only poorhouse is that of Peebles

Union at Peebles. There is no hospital in the county.

There is a joint lunacy hoard for Midlothian and
Peeblesshire, with an asylum at Rosslynlee in the

former county. The percentage of the illegitimate

births was 8-9 in 1871, 9-1 in 1873, 65 in 1876, 10 A

in 1880, and 8-6 in 1882. The 2d Midlothian and
Peeblesshire Rifle Volunteer Corps has its headquarters

at Penicuik in Midlothian, and the Haddington,

Berwick, Linlithgow, and Peebles Artillery Militia (2d

Brigade) at Dunbar. The registration county gives off

parts to Selkirkshire and Lanarkshire, and includes

parts of Selkirkshire ; its population is 13,688.

Twccddale gives the title of Marquis to the family of

Hay, whose family seat is Yestcr House in Haddington-
shire. The creations are Baron Hay of Yester, 1488

;

Earl of Tweeddale, 1846; and Marquis of Tweeddalc,

Earl of Clifford, and Viscount of Walden in 1694,

Other noblemen and baronets connected with the

county are Lord Elibank of Darnhall ; the Earl of

Wemyss and March, Viscount of Peebles, Baron Doug-
las of Neidpath, Lvne, and Minan, with his seat at

Barns; the Rev. Sir*William Henry Gibson-Carmichael,

thirteenth baronet of Durie and Skirling, with his seat

at Castle Craig; Sir Robert Hay, eighth baronet of

Smithfield and Haystoune, with seat at Kingsineadows
;

Sir Graham Graham Montgomery, third baronet of

Stanhope, with seat at Stobo Castle ; and Sir James
Naesmyth, fifth baronet of Posso, with seats at Dawick
and Stobo.

Antiquities.—Peeblesshire abounds in relics of its

early British inhabitants and their Teutonic invaders,

and not the least interesting of these is the topographical

nomenclature, which, though very largely Celtic, also

affords examples of the blending of the two races of

languages. There are remains of what are called Druid
circles at Sheriffmuirin Stobo, near Tweedsmuir church,

and at Gatehope in Innerleithen. Tombs and tumuli
with stone coffins and human remains have been found
in nearly every parish, chiefly in the W, and especially

along the valley of the Lyne. A tumulus near the

junction of the Powsail and Tweed is pointed out as the

burial-place of the great enchanter Merlin. Standing
stones, whatever they serve to mark, arc found at

Bellanrig in Manor, Sherilfinuir in Stobo, Cademuir in

Peebles, and on the Tweed in Traquairand Innerleithen,

and at Harestanes. On very many of the tops of the

lower hills and knolls are found relics of ancient hill-

forts, oval and round, of various sizes and probably of

various ages. They seem to have been placed so as to

command the routes and passages through the county.

Chambers enumerates over 50 of these—5 in Eddleston
parish, 8 in Peebles, 3 in Innerleithen, 6 in Traquair, 4

in Manor, 3 in Stobo, 1 in Diuuiinelzier, 1 in Tweeds-
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niuir, 1 in Lvne, 2 in Skirling, 10 in BroUghton, Glcn-
holm, ami Kirbucho, 8 in Kirkurd, 2 in Linton, and 5 in

Newlands. The largest is Milkieston Rings in Eddleston.
Largo artificial earthen terraces, like gigantic flights of
steps, are .seen on .some, of the sleep hill-sides. They
are probably connected with ancient methods of agri-

culture, The chief are at, I'urvis I lill in Innerleithen,

en Nbblehall farm in Newlands, Roger's Crag in Hal-
myre, Torwood near Kailzie, on a hill below Venlaw
Bouse, and at Kilbucho. There are the remains of a

large and interesting Roman camp at Lyne, of a smaller
1 1 1 1

e a I l.inl ear Whitelicld, and doubtful traces of a

third in Manor. Castles and peel-towers, consisting for

the most part of a single tower, are very abundant in

tho county, and are to be referred to feudal times.

Their number and their relative position are a tacit

testimony to the wildness of the times that built them,
for they are generally built so that ono might signal by
firo to its neighbour the approach of tho hostile invader.

Chambers enumerates tho chief as follows :—' Thence
[Holylee, at the issue of the Tweed into Selkirkshire]

communication through Peeblesshire was kept up,

generally zigzagging across the river, to Scrogbank,
Caberstone, Bold, Plora, Purvis Hill, Pirn, Traquair,

Grieston, Ormiston, Canlrona, Nether Horsburgh,
Horsburgh, Peebles, and Neidpath. At Peebles signals

went northwards to Smithfield, Hutchinfield, Shiel-

green, Foulage, Cringletie, Blackbarony, and the high
grounds on tho borders of Midlothian. Southwards
Peebles communicated with Haystoun. Pursuing tho

course of the river Neidpath was seen at Caverhill,

which sent signals up Manor Water, and also to Barns,
whence there were communications with Lyne, Easter

Happrew, Dawick, Stobo, Dreva, Tinnis, Drummelzier,
Stanhope, Quarter, Wrae, Mosfeunan, Kingledoors,
Oliver Castle, Polmood, and Hawkshaw. Ascending
the Lyne there were towers to be communicated with at

Wester Happrew, Stevenston, Callands, Kirkurd, and
Skirling ; also at Romanno, Halmyre, Carlops, Coldcoat,

Briglands, Whiteford, and probably some other places.'

The more interesting and important towers and castles

are mentioned in separate articles ; and additional

antiquities are noted in the articles on Peebles and the

various parishes and villages.

History.—When the Romans penetrated to the south
of Scotland the district that is now Peeblesshire was
inhabited by a tribe to whom the invaders gave the
name of Gadeni. The Roman occupation of the region

was probably neither very intimate nor very long, and
traces of their camps, etc., are few ; while their northern

thoroughfare, known as Watling Street, passes half a

mile outside the nearest point of Tweeddale. After the
departure of the Romans the county became exposed to

the successive attacks of the Scoto-Irish and the Angles
and Frisians ; and though it formed for some time part

of the Cymric kingdom of Strathclyde or Cumbria, it

was afterwards included in the Saxon kingdom of

Northumbria ;
and finally, when the whole south of

Scotland was handed over to Malcolm, King of Scots, in

1088, became amalgamated with the Scottish kingdom.

Peeblesshire shared in the benefits which Scotland

received from the influx of the more civilised Saxons
who fled before the Norman invasion of England in

1066 ; and after Henry II. 's edict in 1155 banishing all

foreigners from England a number of industrious and
skilful Flemings are said to have settled at Peebles, and
possibly to have planted and fostered tho woollen

industry there. In the reign of David I. (1124-53)

Peeblesshire, ad ed in importance; there were royal

castles at Peebles and at Traquair ; and the town of Peebles

began to be visited and privileged by the successive

Scottish monarchs. It is probably to tl>e 12th century

that tho older castles in the county should be referred.

Early in that century the deanery of Peebles—answering
tolerably closely to the present shire—was erected and
placed in the archdeaconry of Teviotdale, in the new
diocese of Glasgow. There were, however, no large

abbeys or important religious houses ever founded in

Peeblesshire, the chief ecclesiastical building being the
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Cinircli of the Holy Rood, founded at Peebles by
Alexander III. Before 1286 the shire had already been

recognised ; and two sheriffs—one at each of the royal

seats—exercised jurisdiction. These, however, were

superseded by a single sheriff in 1304, while Edward I.

held the district. Carlops and Crosseryne Hill were the

northern limits of the region surrendered in 1334 by
Edward Baliol to Edward III. In the wars of the

succession Peeblesshire suffered severely, and was several

times harried by the English in spite of its mountain
barriers ; while the turbulent and lawless Border barons

distracted this along with the other southern counties

with their feuds and forays. This state of disturbance

continued more or less violently down to the time of

Charles I. and Cromwell. In 1650 Cromwell's troops

besieged and took Neidpath ; and the justice of peace

records of the county, which begin in 1656, contain in

the first volume a series of instructions from the council

of the Protector. Peeblesshire was not one of the centres

of the Covenanters ; nor did the rebellion of 1715-45

affect it very much, though in the latter year a division

of the Chevalier's army marched through the county on
their way to England. The high sheriffship of Peebles

had become almost hereditary in the family of the

ancestors of the Earl of Tweeddale, who in 1686 sold his

lands, etc., to the second Duke of Queensberry. The
latter gave them to his son, the Earl of March, and the

representatives of the last, in 1747, claimed £4000, but
received only £3200, for the sheriffdom of Peebles on
the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions. The first

sheriff-depute under the new order was James Mont-
gomery, who afterwards rose to be Chief Baron of the

Exchequer and first baronet of Stanhope. From the

union of the Scottish and English parliaments in 1707
till 1832 Peeblesshire returned one member ; while the

burgh of Peebles united with Selkirk, Linlithgow, and
Lanark in returning a second. In 1832, however, the

burgh and county were made a united constituency with
one member, and this continued till 1868 when the pre-

sent division was made.
Eminent Men.—There are few old families in Peebles-

shire, for lands and houses there have changed hands
repeatedly ; and even the nobleman who derives his title

of Marquis from the shire is not in possession of his

ancestral lands. The Horsbrughs of Horsbrugh boast

the longest unbroken line of descent in the shire.

Among the old historical families most frequently

heard of in connection with some feud or raid are the
Tweedies of Drummelzier and the Veitches of Dawick,
the Hays of Yestcr, Geddeses of Rachan, Hunter of Pol-

mood, Murrays of Blackbarony and Elibank, and the

Frasers of Neidpath. The mighty wizard Merlin is

said to have lived, died, and been buried in Peeblesshire
;

and some authorities identify Caetcoit Celedon, the
site of King Arthur's seventh battle, with Cademuir. St

Ninian, otherwise Ringan, is said to have introduced
Christianity to the district ; and St Kentigern, called

also St Mungo, is said to have preached here in the
middle of the 6th century. Among less mythical
personages we note Sir John Stewart of Traquair, who
became Lord High Treasurer of Scotland, and in 1633
was created Earl of Traquair ; the lords of session

Cringletie, Murray, and Henderland ; Sir David Murray,
fourth baronet of Stanhope, who was the Chevalier's
secretary in the '45

; and James Geddes, younger of
Rachan (1710-48), author of An Essay on the Composi-
tion and Manner of the Ancients, particularly Plato.
Alexander Pennipuik, author of the Description of
Tweeddale, was, though he spent his life in Peeblesshire,
probably a native of Midlothian. Other notoworthy
natives of Peeblesshire are noted under Peeislics and
the various parishes.

The literary associations of Peeblesshire are both
numerous and interesting. Very frequent reference is

made to Tweeddale person and place in the minstrelsy
of the Scottish border, whether ballad or simple song,
and the Tweed has given rise to more poetry than any
river in Scotland. One of the most pathetic ballads in
the languago is The Lament of the Border Widow,

laced in the mouth of the wife of the notorious Cock-
urn of Henderland, whom James V. 'justified' in

1529. Among the poems which have rendered various
spots in the county famous are Twecdside, by John
Earl of Tweeddale (1645-1713) ; the old ballad of the
Logan Lee, a place about 14 miles from Tweed's-Well

;

Robert Crawford's (1695-1732) Bush aboon Traquair,
and Principal Shairp's new version under the same name

;

and William Laidlaw's tender ballad Lucy's Flitlin,
which has immortalised the Glen. A graphic, if some-
what burlesque, picture of Scottish lowland life in the
early 15th century is given in Pcblis to the Play, usually
ascribed to James I. ; and a more satirical account of
clerical vices towards the end of the same century, in
the anonymous Thrie Pricstis of Peebles. Alexander
Geddes (1737-1802), formerly tutor in the Earl of
Traquair 's family, wrote about 1781, Linton ; a Tweed-
dale Pastoral, in honour of the birth of the eighth Earl
of Traquair. Scotston House in Newlands parish was
for a time the residence of Smollett the novelist, whose
sister had married Mr Telfer, the proprietor. The banks
of a small rivulet flowing into the North Esk near
Carlops are popularly identified as the scene of Allan
Ramsay's famous pastoral The Gentle Shcjiherd ; four
trees near the Tweed, on the farm of Patervan in Drum-
melzier, mark the former site of the hamlet referred to
by Burns in his song,

' Willie Wastle dwelt on Tweed,
The spot they ca'd it Linkumdoddie ;

'

and several of James Hogg's songs have their scenes in

Peeblesshire, as Over the Hills to Traquair, The Bridal
of Polmood, The Brownie of Bodsbeck. Sir Walter Scott
has many allusions to Peeblesshire in his works—prose
and poetry

;
thus, e.g., St Email's Well is identified

with Innerleithen Spa ; and the old house of Traquair
is one of the prototypes of ' Tullyveolan ' in Waverlcy.
In Manor parish, also, stood the cottage of David
Ritchie, ' The Black Dwarf,' whom Scott visited in

1797, while staying with the aged Professor Adam
Ferguson at the neighbouring mansion of Hallyards.
The conduct of the fourth Duke of Queensberry in
ruthlessly denuding the banks of the Tweed at Neidpath
of their beautiful timber, called forth an indignant
sonnet from Wordsworth. More modern poets are the
Rev. James Nicol (1793-1819), native of Innerleithen,
and minister of Traquair, who wrote Where Quair rins
sweet among the Flowers; Thomas Smibert (1S10-45),
born at Peebles, whose Lo anche I Poems chiefly Lyrical,
contains some local pieces ; and Professor Veitch of
Glasgow, who, besides his Twecdside and Hillside
Rhymes, has written a sympathetic account of Border
history and poetry.

See Dr Alexander Pennicuik's Description of Tweed-
dale (1715 ; reissued with notes 1815 ; 3d ed. 1875) ;

Captain Armstrong's Companion to the Map if Tweed-
dale (1775); Rev.'Charlcs Kindlater's General View of
the Agriculture of the County of Peebles (1802); Dr
William Chambers' History of Peeblesshire (1864) ; an
article on the 'Topography and Agriculture of Peebles-
shire,' by Lawrence Anderson, in Trans. Highl. and
Ag. Soc. (1872) ; Professor John Veitch's History and
Poetry of the Sent! ish Border (1878); and Watson's
Guide lo Peeblesshire (2d ed., Peebles, 1881). A small
annual almanac is published at the office of the Peebles-

shire Advertiser.

Peel Fell. See Castleton, Roxburghshire.
Peelwalls. See Ayton.
Peffer or Pefifery, a picturesque stream of Foddcrty

and Dingwall parishes, Ross-shire, rising at an altitude

of 1750 feet above sea-level, and winding 9| miles south-
south-eastward and east-by-northward, till it falls into

the Cromarty Firth, near its head, and just below the
town of Dingwall. See Stkatiu'effeu.—Ord. Sur.,
shs. 93, 83, 1881.

Peffer Mill. See Liberton.
Peffers, The, two streamlets in the N of Haddington-

shire, rising within a brief distance of each other in a
meadow in Atlielstaneford parish, and flowing the one
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westward to Ahorlady Bay, tlic other eastward nml
inn 111 Mil Willi to Drank L| mils N of Tynlnghame
House. West Pilfer Hum lias 04 or 7 miles' of COUIM ;

mi. I, fxcfpt lor the J mile* i u-ii i.-iloly below its sourco,

Bom tii>' whole way batmen Dirleton on its right bank,
and Athalatanefcn ami a\berlady on its [arc. East
Paflar Bnrn has o nilaa of oonna, though, maaaured
along its nominal trilmtary lint mil head-water of Cog-
t.il linrn, it has at h ast 8 ; nml it flows, over most of

the distance, through Preetonkirk and Whitckirk
jvirtslies. Each stream has a tall, from sources to mouth,
of not more than 25 or 30 feet, and is, consequently,

llnggiah in its motion, looking like a large drain, and
, i iponding in character to the import of its name,
• the slowly running river.' The entire strath, traversed
i kith streams, though now a rich alluvial mould,
mi anciently a morass, bristling with forest, and
i : mvd by wild boars and beasts of pre)'. Large oaks

• ii i'. >ii found inhumed in moss on the banks,
their tops generally lying towards the S. At the

widening ana deepening of the bed of the streams a

number of years ago, for preventing an overflow and
stagnation of water during winter, several stag horns
were dug up very near the surface of tho former bed.

—

Ord. Sur., ah. 33, 1863.

Peirceton. See PBRCSTOH.
Pencaitland (Cymric pm-caeth-lkm, 'head of the

a enclosure'), a village and a parish in the W of

Haddingtonshire. The village, lying 271 feet above sea-

level, is 3 J miles SE of Tranent, 5£ SW of Haddington,
and If mile BE of Winton station on the Maeinerry
branrh of the North British, this being 13 miles E by
S (>t Edinburgh. 'The Tyne,' wrote Sir Thomas Dick
I let in 1847, 'divides it into two parts, called Easter
and Wester Pencaitland. Wester Pencaitland contains
an ancient market-cross ; but the most interesting and
picturesque feature of the village is the old church, with
its small octagonal belfry, in Easter Pencaitland, em-
bosomed in a grove of tall and stately trees. We have
long been in the habit of considering the manse as a
gem amongst clergymen's residences of the same kind.

Situated on the sunny slope, amid shrubberies and gar-

den stretching down the river, it seems to bo the very
nest of human content ' (Scottish Rivers, Edinb. 1874).

Everard de Pencaithlan granted the church to Kelso
Abbey for the salvation of his lord, King William tho
Lyon (1165-1214); but John de Maxwell in the first

half of the 14th century conveyed the advowson to the
monks of Dryburgh, and with them it continued till the
Reformation. The Pencaitland aisle is of pre-Reforma-
tion date ; but the body of the church was built towards
the close of the 16th century, the tower in 1631. As
restored in 1882, at a cost of £275, it contains 480 sit-

tings. At the W end is a quaint epitaph ' to the mcmoric
of nml' Ka. Forbes, spouse to M. Io. Oswald, Anno
dom. 1639 ;' and in the churchyard is an Iona cross to

James, sixth Lord Ruthven (1777-1853). David Calder-

wood (1575-1650), the historian, and Robert Douglas
(c. 1600-73), were ministers here. Pencaitland has also

a Free church and a post office, with money order and
savings' bank departments. An elegant public hall has
been lately built in Wester Pencaitland by Mrs Trevclyan
of Tyneholm at a cost of over £1200, in memory of her
husband, Arthur Trevelyan, Esq., who died in 1880.

Theparish, containingalsoNewtown village, is bounded
N" by Ghvdsmnir, SE by Salton, S and W by Ormiston,
and NW by Tranent. Its utmost length, from ENE
to WSW, is 4| miles ; its breadth varies between 4J
furlongs and 4 miles ; and its area is 5075J acres. The
Tvxe meanders 5 miles east-north-eastward—for 2J
miles across the middle of the parish, and elsewhere
along or close to the Ormiston and Salton boundaries

;

Birns, Keith, or Salton Water flows to it If mile north-
ward along the boundary with Salton ; and Kinchie
Burn, a feeder of Pirns Water, runs 2g miles east-by-

northward across the southern interior and along the
southern boundary. Beside the Tyne the surface sinks
to 200 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises gently
northward to 400 feet at Winton Hill, and .southward

17i

to 170 near Pountainhall. Thus while it offers no
marked natural feature, this parish wears a peasant
English aspect, its well-enclosed, well-cultivated farm
being prettily diversified with meadows and woods. Tho
rocks belong mainly to tho Carboniferous Limostono
Series. Coal, though lying on tho outer margin of tho
Lothian coalfield, abounds, and is mined for tho supply
of tin- BOUthem ami south-eastern district of the county
and of part of Lauderdalo. Carboniferous limestone,

enclosing numerous fossils of the kinds usual to this

rock, is also found ami worked to a small extent. Sand-
stone has been worked in several quarries ; and that of

the Jerusalem quarry has long been celebrated, being of

laminated texture, of an uniform grayish-white hue,

and yielding blocks of from 20 to 30 feet in length.

The soil is naturally wet and clayey, but has been
greatly improved. About one-thirteenth of the entire

area is covered with wood, partly plantation and partly

natural oak and birch; nearly 200 acres are laid out
in artificial pasture ; and all the rest are regularly

tilled. Pencaitland I louse, now a ruin, in the immediate
vicinity of Wester Pencaitland, was the scat of James
Hamilton (1060-1729), who on his elevation to the bench
assumed the title of Lord Pencaitland. The estate of

Pencaitland belongs now to his descendant, the Dowager
Lady Rut liven, whoso seat, Winton Castlb, is noticed

epa lately, as also is a third mansion, Fountainhall.
Her Ladyship is chief proprietor, 3 others holding each

an annual value of £500 and upwards, 2 of between
£100 and £500, and 2 of from £20 to £50. Pencait-

land is in tho presbytery of Haddington and the

synod of Lothian and Tweeddale ; the living is worth

£350. Pencaitland public, Newtown, and New Win-
ton schools, with respective accommodation for 135,

74, and 101 children, had (1883) an average attend-

ance of 46, 49, and 37, and grants of £35, £42,

14s. 6d., and £26, 2s. Valuation (1860) £8628, (1881)

£7891, 13s. Pop. (1801) 925, (1831) 1166, (1861)

1187, (1871) 1320, (1881) 1107.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33,

1863.

Penersax. See Mibdlebie.
Penicuik (Cymric pen-y-cog, ' hill of the cuckoo '), a

town and a parish in the S of Edinburghshire. A burgh
of barony and a police burgh, tho town, which stands,

600 feet above sea-level, on the left bank of the river

North Esk, by road is 12 miles N by W of Peebles and
10 S of Edinburgh ; whilst its station at the terminus

of a branch lino (1872) of the North British railway is

152 miles distant from the latter city. It is also easily

reached from Glencorse and Pomathorn stations.

From its wide main street, running NE and SW, two

streets diverge north-north-westward and south-south-

eastward ; the Valleyfield suburb lies close beside the

river ; and Kirkhill, £ mile to the NE, though treated

in the Census as a separate village, is likely in time to

become absorbed into Penicuik. The place wears a

well-built airy appearance, superior to that of Liost

towns of its size ; contains some good shops and
spacious well-to-do dwellings ; and has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, insurance, and tele-

graph departments, a branch of the Clydesdale Bank, 2

hotels, a gas company, a drinking fountain (1864),

angling, bowling, cricket, and curling clubs, horti-

cultural and ornithological societies, a reading club

(1841), Liberal and Conservative associations, hiring

fairs on the third Friday of March and the first Friday

of October, etc. In the churchyard, at the NE end

of the main street, stands the Romanesque tower of

the old parish church, St Kentigern's, whose nave has

been converted into three mausoleums. In front is the

present church, a plain edifice of 1771, with a tetrastyle

Doric portico, a clock, and a stone cross. It was

enlarged in 1837, and greatly improved in 1880, being

now sufficiently commodious. The Free church, built

in 1862-63 at a cost of £2050, is a Gothic structure,

with a large four-light window, 600 sittings, and an

unfinished spire. Designed by Mr F. T. Pilkington,

it is not so unlike his Barclay Church at Edinburgh.

Other places of worship are a U.P. church (1867), a
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Roman Catholic chapel school (1833), and St James's
Episcopal church (1882), the last au Early English
edifice, with nave and apsidal chancel, a marble altar,

and over 200 sittings.

Messrs Alexander Cowan & Sons—we abridge from
Bremmer's Industries of Scotland—are among the oldest,

best-known, and most extensive manufacturers of paper
in Scotland. They have three mills at Penicuik ; but
as these stand within a few hundred yards of each other,

they are worked as one establishment. The central

position is occupied by the Valleyfield Mill, which is by
far the largest of the three. Its nucleus was built in
1709* by Mr Anderson, printer to Queen Anne, or by his

widow. In 1779 Mr Charles Cowan bought the mill
;

and, with the exception of the years 1810-14, when it

was fitted up by Government for the reception of 6000
French prisoners of war,t the premises have since con-
tinued in the family. As time wore on, the accommo-
dation in the Valleyfield Mill became unequal to the
requirements of an increased trade, and a neighbouring
corn-mill was acquired in 1803 and converted into a
paper manufactory. This mill is now known as Bank
Mill, because it was at first devoted to making paper for

bank-notes. In 1815 the operations of the firm were
further extended by the purchase of a paper-mill belong-
ing to Mr Nimmo of Edinburgh, and now known as the
Low Mill. A few years after the close of the French
war the Valleyfield Mill was repurchased from Govern-
ment, fitted out with the most improved appliances,
and started afresh in 1821. The late Mr Alexander
Cowan was among the first in Britain to appreciate the
value of the paper-making machine, and to introduce it

into the trade ; and both he and his successors have
ever shown a readiness to seek out and adopt whatever
appliances or arrangements gave promise of improving
or facilitating the manufacture of paper. Besides their

three mills at Penicuik, Messrs Cowan have a fourth at
Musselburgh. At Penicuik they have in operation
five machines of the most perfect construction ; and
these of themselves occupy several large buildings. The
machine most recently set up is one of the largest and
finest in Britain. Including the drying apparatus, it is

250 feet in length, and is capable of turning out 2500
square yards of paper in an hour. Between 2000 and
3000 tons of paper are made annually, all being the
finer kinds of writing and printing papers. The
quantity made daily is probably equal to a web 20
miles long and above 5 feet wide. The water-wheels
and steam-engines employed in the mills are equal to

over 200 horse-power. About 600 persons are engaged
in the various departments, and these are treated with
great consideration and liberality by Messrs Cowan.
There are also two saw-mills and an iron-foundry

;
but,

next to paper-making, the most important industry is

the raising of coal, shale, and ironstone. To its recent
development is chiefly due the marked increase of popu-
lation in the course of the last few years, though the
mines are mainly situated in the adjacent parishes of
Glencorse and Lasswade.
Under the General Police and Improvement (Scotland)

Act of 1862, Penicuik is governed by a senior and two
junior magistrates, with 5 police commissioners, a town-
clerk, and a treasurer. The municipal voters numbered
619 in 1884, when the annual value of real property
amounted to £9765, whilst the revenue, including

* Among several curious old tombstones in the churchyard is
one to 'Aniiulicl Millar, spouse to Thomas Ruthcrfuord, paper-
maker at l'cnnyeuik, who died 1 April 1735.'

t Eskmill Taper Mill (.lames lirown & Co.), winch then was a
cotton factory, was at the same time converted into barracks for
J..00 soldiers. IVnieuik hi r ame active and stirring, and was con-
siderably enriched, hut sidlereil damage in tin: moral tone of its

their warlike occupancy to the manufacture of paper, was felt to
be an event of general joy, and was celebrated by a general
illuminal ion. On a spot, in the grounds of Vallevficld, w here up-
wards of :»»> of the pi, .oners „f war were interred, stands a neat
chaste monument , fr,, r „ i deign from Hamilton, with the in-ei

Certain i n ha hit ants of tUU |.ari,h. desiring to renV'inh'er'thai'a'il
men are brethren, caused this monument to be erected.'

assessments, was £297. Pop. of town (1811) 907,

(1861) 1570, (1871) 2157, (1881) 3793, of whom 3051
were in the police burgh, 46 were in Lasswade parish,

and 2016 were females. Plouses (1881) 755 inhabited,

32 vacant, 9 building.

The parish, containing also Howgate village, was
anciently called St Mungo. In 1616 it gave off a portion

of its territory to form with Pentland the parish of Glen-
corse, and since 1635 it has included the quondam
parishes of Mount Lothian and St Catherine. It is

bounded NW by Currie, NE by Colinton, Glencorse,

Lasswade, and Carrington, E by Temple, S by
Eddleston and Newlands in Peeblesshire, S\V by Linton
in Peeblesshire, and W by Kirkliston (detached). Its

utmost length, from WNW to ESE, is 9J miles ; its

breadth varies between 5 furlongs and 5f miles ; and its

area is 29| square miles or 18,966| acres, of which 86£
are water. The beautiful river North Esk flows 5 miles

south-south-eastward and east-by-uorthward along the

Peeblesshire border, and not far below its source ex-

pands into the North Esk reservoir (£x£ mile). It

next goes 4A miles north-eastward through the interior,

and lastly, ljf mile north-north-eastward along the Lass-

wade boundary. During this course it is joined from
Penicuik parish by Monks Burn, Black Burn, and
Cuiken Burn, the two last tracing parts of the Lasswade
and Glencorse boundaries. Another of its affluents,

Logan or Glencorse Burn, has been fully described in

our article on Glencorse parish. Fullarton Water
runs north-north-eastward along the Temple boundary
on its way to the South Esk ; and Bavelaw Burn, a

feeder of the Water of Leith, traces part of the Currie

border. Copious springs of excellent water afford

abundant supplies to every district ; and some are

known to have petrifying or chalybeate qualities. At
Cuiken Burn's influx to the North Esk the surface

declines to 496 feet above sea-level ; and the highest
point in the south-eastern division of the parish is

Auchcncoth Moss (976 feet) at the Linton boundary.
The north-western is very much hillicr, occupied as it

is by the slopes and summits of the Pentland Hills—
Paties Hill (1500), West Kip (1S06), Scald Law (1898),

Carnethy Hill (1890), Hare Hill (1470), and Black Hill

(1628), of which Scald Law, or the Sisters, is the
highest point in the range. Including some lesser

summits and a number of intersecting glens and
hollows, the parish of Penicuik presents a grand
western background to a great expanse of rich lowland
landscape, and embosoms a variety of charming scenes,

of which the most famous are noticed under Habbte's
Howe. The rocks of the hills are eruptive, for the most
part porphyry ; whilst those of the south-eastern district

are variously Silurian, Devonian, and carboniferous,

thickly overlaid in places with diluvium. Sandstone, of

various qualities, is plentiful ; limestone has been
largely quarried ; coal abounds, but is so much inter-

sected by trap dykes, that it has not been very much
worked ; iron ores occur in beds, veins, and small
masses ; and a few garnets and pieces of heavy spar

have been found. The soil of the arable lands is ex-

ceedingly various, and comprises clay, sand, gravel,

moss, and numerous combinations of two or more of

these. About two-fifths of the entire area are in tillage
;

one-twentieth is underwood ; and the rest of the land is

either pastoral or waste. Penicuik House, near tho
North Esk'a left bank, 1J mile WSW of the town, was
built in 1701 by Sir James Clerk from his own designs,

and is a large oblong Grecian edifice, with an octostylo

Ionic portico. The lofty entrance-hall is adorned with
statuary and with Roman antiquities from Cramond
and Middlebie ; and the roof of the great drawing-room
or ' Ossian's Hall ' is painted with twelve life-size figures,

by Runciman, of characters in tho poems of Ossian.
The grounds, 1000 acres in extent, arc of groat beauty,
the house itself standing on a level holm in a bend of
the river, with a picturesque glen behind carrying up
the view to the ruins of Brunstane Castle and tho
western cxtremilyol tin- IVntlands—a little plain t,i

trout, gemmed with pond and garden, and overhung by
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'.-.-nits, oy swells and eminences on either side,

... -. vci. d I'V i.i\ i in ami moulded into niiiiiv curves of

I. -mt y . In front of tho house is an artificial luko, ami
Wi •!« H.l i- another large piece of water well-stocked with
li-li. These pi in.ls arc notable as the scene of the boyish

boatings which kindled the enthusiasm of John Clerk of

l Ud [178fl 1818), the brother of Sir James, for nautical
studies, and remotelv led to the production ol his Kssay

on Natal Tactics. The offices, 880 feet distant, form a

lam Square, with rustic portioo and an elegant spire

and clock ; and. behind them, Serving as a pigeon-
house, is an c\. client model of the quondam celehrated

Roman T> tuple on the Canon, called by Huchanan 'Tcin-

plum Termini,' hut popularly denominated Arthur's
DvXir. ( 'n the opposite side "of the river, at the end of

an avenue on tho top of the bank, and A mile from
the house, .-! inds an obelisk, raised by Sir .lames Clerk

to the memory of his own and his father's friend and
Frequent visitor, Allan Ramsay (1686-1758). On a coni-

cal eminence directly in front of the house, and 3 fur-

longs di-tant stands the round Flag Tower (1750), which
is s. en at a gr< at distance. On another eminence closo

on the Bsk, and midway between tho house and the

t «n. -i hi. Is another tower, formerly called Terregles,

the original scat of the ancient proprietor of the parish
;

and onward from it to the termination of the grounds
at the village is a profusion of pleasant and striking

scenes. About a furlong above the garden, on the

margin of the Fsk, is Hurlycove, a subterranean passage

147 feet long, 7 high, and 6 broad, with a dark cell in

the middle in which are scats for 6 or 8 persons, the

whole cut out of the solid rock in 1742. Directly

opposite this is another artificial sheet of water, stored

with perch and tTOut. John Clerk (1611-74), the son

of a Montrose merchant, having made a fortune in

Paris, in 1646 purchased the lands and barony of Peni-

cuik from Dr Alexander Pcnnicuik ; and John, his son,

was created a baronet in 1679. His sixth descendant,

Sir George Douglas Clerk, present and eighth Part,

(b. 1852; sue. 1870), holds 13,196 acres in Edinburgh
and Peebles shires, valued at £11,415 per annum.
(See J. Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothia.ns,

Edinb. 1883.) Other mansions, noticed separately,

an Nr.wham, and Looan House; and six lesser pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, eleven of between £100 and £500. Peni-

cuik is in the presbytery of Dalkeith and the synod
of Lothian and Twceddale ; the living is worth £200.

In 1883 the following were the six schools under

the school-board, with accommodation, average attend-

ance, and grant:—Howgate public (100, 66, £02, 5s.),

Kirkhill public (256, 247, £211, 19s.), Nine Mile Burn
public (100, 36, £26, lis.), Penicuik public (463, 346,

£310, 7s.), Penicuik female (126, 66, £49, 4s.), and
Vallcvfield infant and industrial (192, 156, £118, 14s.).

Tie- Wellington Reformatory Farm School (1857), 2

miles from the town, had an average of 109 inmates in

1882, when its total receipts were £1889. Valuation

(1871) £19,143, 0s. 6d., (1884) £27,464, 13s. 5d., of

which £2499 was for railways and water-works. Pop.

(1801) 1705, (1831) 2255, (1861), 3492, (1871) 3765,

(1881) 5309.— Ore?. Bur., shs. 32, 24, 1857-64.

Penielheugh. See Crailixg.
Penkill Eurn, See Minnigaff.
Penkill Castle, a mansion in Daillt parish, Ayrshire,

3 miles E by N of Girvan.

Penkiln.
" See Kirkmadrine.

Pennan, a fishing village in Abcrdour parish, Aber-

deenshire, on a small bay adjacent to the boundary with

Banffshire, 4 miles ENE of Gardenstown. It nestles

snugly at the foot of steep acclivities flanking the shore,

and owns 37 fishing boats. Pennan Head is a slight

projection, 1 mile EXE of the village, and, rising

rapidly inland to a height of 562 feet, commands an

imposing view of the seaboard westward to the Bin of
1 Qen, and eastward to Kinnairds Head. The fourth

and last Lord Fraser, who wa3 hiding after the '15,

lost his life through a fall from the cliff here, 12 Oct.

1720.— Ord. Bur., sh. 97, 1876.
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Pcnnick, a sninll village in Auldearn parish, Nairn
-lure, I miles E by S of Nairn. An old house stood
here till about 1835, the former residenco of the Deans
ol Moray.

Penninghame, a parish of NE Wigtownshire, contain-
in'; Hie posl town and station of Newton-Stewart, 7
miles N by W of Wigtown and 49}W by S of Dumfries.
It is bounded N by Colmonell in Ayrshire and Minni-
gall' in Kirkciidbrinhishire, 10 by Minnigaff and Kirk-
mabreclt in Kirkcudbrightshire, S by Wigtown, and W
by Kirkcowan. Its utmost length, from NW to SE, is

I4j miles; ils breadth varies between 9 furlongs and
miles; and its area is 54/j squaro miles or 34,762

acres, of which 851 are foreshore and 262J water. The
'crystal Crek' winds 18 miles south-south-eastward
along part of the northern and all tho eastern boundary
to the head of Wigtown Bay; and the Bladenoch,
issuing from Loch MABERRT (1J mile x 3 furl.; 405
feet), at tho meeting-point with Colmonell and Kirk-
cowan, winds 17 miles south-south-eastward along all

the western and \ mile of the southern boundary till it

passes oil' into Wigtown parish. Bishop Burn, rising

near Merton Hall, runs 6g miles south-eastward— for

the last 4 along tho Wigtown border—to the upper part
of Wigtown Bay ; and seven burns or rills rise in the
interior and run to the Cree, ten to the Bladcnoch. Of
twelve other lakes and lakelets tho largest are Loch
Dornai. (5 x 4J furl. ; 380 feet), on the Ayrshire
boundary; Loch Ochiltree (7 x 4£ furl. ; 390 feet), 1J
mile ESE of Loch Dornal ; and triangular Loch Eldrig

<2§ x 1 furl. ; 180 feet), 3g miles W of Newton-Stewart.
Springs of pure water are numerous ; and one is chaly-
beate and medicinal. Cree Moss, occupying the SE
comer, along the Cree to Wigtown Bay, is a flat tract

of nearly 2000 acres, which seems to have been suc-

cessively submarine, forest, and moss ; and has, to a
considerable extent, undergone reclamation into pro-

ductive corn land. The rest of the surface, in a general

view, is a long, broken swell, inclining to the rivers,

and, from S to N, attaining 401 feet at Barracr Fell,

322 at Eldrig Hill, 451 at Glenhapple Fell, 493 at Glas-

soch Fell, and 604 at a point f mile E by S of Loch
Ochiltree. It presents, for the most part, a tumulated
moorish aspect ; and. though somewhat embellished in

portions of the southern district, is everywhere else

prevailingly bleak. Many beautiful and agreeable spots

lie among the moorlands, especially along the Cree
;

and much of the moorlands themselves is capable of

reclamation into arable land. Greywacke of several

varieties is the predominant rock, and in one place has
been quarried for building ; whilst granite, abounding
in boulders from a few pounds to many tons in weight,

is sometimes mixed with red or green syenite, and is

much used for both rubble and polished masonry. The
soil in Creo Moss is a heavy clayey loam ; on the higher

arable lands is dry, and suitable for various crops, par-

ticularly barley ; and in the northern district, ranges
from marsh to a quality similar to that on the higher
arable lands. Bather less than one-third of the entire

area is regularly or occasionally in tillage ; some 1450

acres are meadow, and 570 under wood; and the rest

of the parish is either pastoral or waste. The old

military road ran from Newton-Stewart towards Glen-

luce ; and near Loch Ochiltree are traces of the Deii.'s

Dyke. Other antiquities are Castle-Stewart, 3 miles

NNW of Newton-Stewart ; ruins of the old parish

church at the decayed hamlet of Penninghame, 3 miles

S of Newton-Stewart ; the site of Penninghame Hall, a

little further S ; ruins of St Ninian's chapel (1508), 11
mile N of Castle-Stewart ; and the site of Kery or Keir

chapel, of earlier erection, 2J miles further N. The
bishops of Galloway resided at Penninghame Hall ; and
the Rev. Dr William M'Gill (1731-1807), a minister of

Ayr, whose Practical Essay on the Death of Jesus Christ

occasioned a strong sensation in the latter part of last

century, was born at Carsencstock. Penninghame
House, on the right bank of the Cree, 4 miles NNW of

Newton-Stewart, is a line, building, with very beautiful

grounds. Its owner, Edward James Stopford-Blair,
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Esq. (b. 1826 ; sue. 1868), holds 37,208 acres in the shire,

valued at £9036 per annum. Other mansions are Cors-

bie, Corvisel, and Merton Hall ; and 4 other proprietors

hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 7 of

between £100 and £500, 14 of from £50 to £100, and
54 of from £20 to £50. Giving off its northern portion

to Bargrennan quoad sacra parish, Penninghame is in

the presbytery of Wigtown and synod of Galloway ; the

living is worth £490. Its five churches have all been

noticed under Newton-Stewart. In 1883 sevenschools,

with accommodation, average attendance, and grant,

were:—Corsbie infant (121, 118, £76, lis.), Grange

(100, 50, £56, lis.), Loudon (54, 38, £43, 5s.), Newton-
Stewart (150, 89, £78, 16s.), Challoch Episcopal (30, 31,

£26, 10s. 6d.), Douglas Academy (187, 62, £61, 19s.),

and Roman Catholic (180, 43, £37, 18s. 6d.). Valua-
tion (1860) £15,490, (1884) £22,248, 3s. 8d. Pop. (1801)

2569, (1831) 3461, (1861) 4061, (1871) 3940, (1881) 3940,

of whom 2645 were in Newton-Stewart and 3777 in the

ecclesiastical parish.

—

Orel. Sur., shs. 4, 8, 1857-63.

Pennon. See Pennan.
Pennycross, a modern mansion in Kilfinichen and

Kilvickeon parish, Mull island, Argyllshire, near the

NW shore of Loch Buy, 4 miles SSE of Pennyghael.
Pennycuick. See Penicuik.
Pennyghael, a modern mansion in Kilfinichen and Kil-

vickeon parish, Mull island, Argyllshire, near the southern
shore of Loch Scridain, 16$ miles WSW of Auchnacraig.
Here is a post and telegraph office under Oban.
Penpont (Cymric pen-y-pont, 'head of the bridge'),

a village and a parish of Upper Nithsdale, NW Dum-
friesshire. The village stands 200 feet above sea-level,

near the left bank of Scar Water, 15 miles NNW of Dum-
fries, 3 WSW of Thornhill station, and 2W by S of Thorn-
hill town, under which it has a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments. A pleas-

ant little place, it is lighted with gas, and well supplied
with water. Pop. (1861) 494, (1871) 632, (1881) 437.

The parish is bounded N by Sanquhar, NE by Duris-

deer, E by Motton, SE by Closeburn, S by Keir, and
SW by Tvnron and the Kirkcudbrightshire parish of

Dairy. Its utmost length, from WNW to ESE, is 13
miles ; its utmost breadth is 4 miles ; and its area is

34$ square miles or 22,099^ acres, of which 138$ are

water. Scar Water, rising in the extreme NW at an
altitude of 1600 feet above sea-level, winds 17 miles

east-south-eastward— for the last 5| miles along the
Tynron and Keir boundary—until, at a point lg mile
above its influx to the Nith, it passes off into Keir.

During this course it is joined by Glenmanno, Chan-
lock, and eighteen other burns. The Nrni curves 2jJ

miles east-by-southward along the eastern border ; and
Maar or Park Burn, its affluent, traces much of the
Durisdeer boundary. The surface is hilly, sinking at the
south-eastern extremity to 190 feet above sea-level, and
rising thence to 717 feet near Auchenaight, 996 at
Auchenbainzie Hill, 1211 at Merkland Hill, 1813 at

Cairnkinna Hill, 1441 at Craigdashcr, 1581 at Glen-
whargen Craig, 1640 at Countam, 1658 at Bough Hill,

and 1902 at Corse Hill, of which the three last culmin-
ate right on tin; confines of the parish. The scenery in

the NW is wildly but romantically upland, sending up
summits which compete in all the elements of mountain
landscape with any S of the Grampians ; in the central
district it is still upland, but of softer feature and
lessened elevation ; and in the SW it passes through
the gradations of towering hill, considerable eminence,
and gentle swell, till it finally subsides into a belt of
alluvial plain. Two-thirds or more of the whole area
are arranged lengthwise into four steep ridges and three
deep narrow glens, each of the latter watered by a very
pure and plentiful stream. Scar Water's hill-screens

over great part of its course are so steep and high, tufted
with copses below, and dotted over with sheep in the
ascent, and its basin is so narrow and rocky, so rapid in

gradient, and so embellished with trees and cultivation,

as to be rife with picturesquenesa and romance. The
ridge between it and Chanlock Burn comes boldly and
steeply down in the form of a mountain-wedge, to their

point of confluence, there being feathered all over with
trees, and confronting hill-screens on the opposite sides

of the glens, arrayed in the richest green, with which it

forms, as seen a little down the course of the united
stream, one of the finest landscapes. In the bosom of

the Scar's left mountain flank, 2$ miles above this point,

rises almost sheer from the glen the stupendous crag

of Glenwhargen, a mountain mass of nearly naked stone,

amidst highlands where all else is green or russet—one
of the greatest curiosities in the South of Scotland.

About If mile SE of it appears the summit of Cairn-

kinna, crowning a gradual ascent and commanding a

view of large parts of Nithsdale and Annandale, con-

siderable portions of Ayrshire, Kirkcudbrightshire, and
Clydesdale, and some blue and hazy summits in

Cumberland. Bark Burn runs cheerily through the
pleasure-grounds of Drumlanrig Castle, and on the
Durisdeer side is overlooked by that stately ducal pile.

The prospect down both the Nith and the lower Scar is

extensive and enchanting, ami presents a foreground of

highly cultivated haughs and hanging plains, diversified

by swells and gentle eminences, thriving woods, and
pretty villas, with a singularly varied back-ground,
now boldly and abruptly mountainous, and now retreat-

ing slowly upward from lowland to soaring summit.
From a plain, the site of the church and manse, on the
Scar's left bank 1 mile from the nearest reach of the
Nith, both rivers are distinctly seen for about 8 miles,

first separate, and then united, their pools appearing at

intervals as smooth sheets of water, and their haugh-
ground converted, on occasion of a heavy freshet, into a
little island sea a mile in breadth. Not far from this

point a modern bridge spans the Scar between two steep

rocks, on the site of an antique so-called Roman bridge,

whose one large semicircular arch, completely mantled
with ivy and woodbine, was removed in 1801. The
banks of the stream here are high and skirted with
wood, the channel rocky and obstructed with loose

blocks
;
and, at Glenmarlin Pool a little way above,

the stream forms a series of foaming cataracts.

Barely one-eighth of the entire area is capable of
cultivation ; but improvements of every sort on the land
have been conducted, and still are carried forward, with
the greatest energy and success. The woods of Drum-
lanrig are very extensive ; and its magnificent gardens
(1830-36), which, together with the elegant cottage for

the gardener, from a design by Mr Burn, cost upwards
of £11,000, fling enchantment over the district along
the Park Burn. Orchards and small gardens are objects

of general care. The soil in the many arable spots
among the hills is light, early, easily improvable, and
very fertile. The herbage on the uplands is excellent.

White and red sandstone abounds in the lower district

;

trap has been quarried for building material from among
the hills ; lead ore exists, and is thought to be plentiful

;

and coal is said to have been accidentally stumbled upon,
but has never been formally searched for. Dow or

Dubh Loch was famed, in the days of superstition, for

its alleged power of healing all sorts of diseases, and
had its water-spirit, to whom devotees left some part of

their dress as an offering. Glcnmanno Burn, an early

and wild little tributary of the Scar, through a bleak
sheep-walk among the hills, is associated with curious

and stirring anecdotes of a sheep farmer, John M'Caul
or 'Strong Ulenmanno' (1621-1705), an account of whose
strange feats of physical strength is still preserved in

the Session Records. At the confluence of Park Burn
with the Nith are vestiges of Tibbers' Castle, supposed to

have been of Roman origin, and to have got its name in

honour of Tiberius Ca:sar. This castle was garrisoned by
the English in the early part of the wars of the succession,

and was taken by surprise by Sir William Wallace. The
barony on which theeastlestands,and a hill in its vicinity,

also bear the name of Tibbers. A Roman causeway is

traceable up the Scar and into Tynron ; and there are

vestiges of a Roman encampment. An ancient obelisk

or Runic cross, 10 feet high, fixed in a socket of two
steps, stands on the Boat ford estate. Its sculptures or
inscriptions are almost delated ; nor docs it liguro iu
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cither record or any distinct tradition. There aro like-

wim' 111 tin- parish two motes, iiml lour very largo cairns.
For 4) mill's at the upper end, the parish has no road

;

for
.''

J morv it has only one along the Scar, hut elsowhcro

U ' i htrimbb wdi proTided Its .southern margin is

traversed by the road from Thomhill to Moniaive ; and
U Us south c istern district has near access to the Thorn-
hill and fan on bridge stations of the Glasgow and South-
Western railway. The Puke of Bucclcuc.h owns six-

sevenths of all" the parish, :i other proprietors hold-

Ingewdl an annual value of between £100 and £500,
- ot bom £50 t<> £100, and 12 of from £20 to £00. Pen-
pont is the seat of a presbytery in the synod of Dum-
Irics ; the living is worth £461. The parish church,
built in L807 at u cost of £3000 from plans by the late

Charles Bowitt, architect to His Grace, is a handsome
G i Lifice, wid to be one of the finest pariah churches
in S <>t laud, with ,

r>00 sittings, an organ, and a spire 120
feet high. The East Free church dates from Disrup-
tion times ; the West (1791 ; f>00 sittings) till 1876 was
Reformed Presbyterian; and the present Reformed Pres-

byterian church was built in 1875, and contains 300
sittings. At BtTBNHBAS is a U.P. church (1800; 700

; and two public schools, Penpont and Wood-
f-ide, with respective accommodation for 210 and 41 chil-

dren, had (18S3) an average attendance of 121 and 37,
and grants of £120, 8s. 6d. and £40, 13s. Valuation
(1860) £7123, (1884) £8738. Pop. (1801) 966, (1831)
1232, (1861) 1326, (1871) 1323, (1881) 1176.—Ord. Sur.,
shs. 9, 15, 1863-64.

The presbytery of Penpont, meeting at Thornhill,
comprises the quoad civHia parishes of Closeburn, Duris-
deer, Glencairn, Keir, Kirkconnel, Morton, Penpont,
Sanquhar, and Tvnron, and the quoad sacra parish of
Wanlockhead. Pop. (1871) 13,171, (1881) 12,932, of
whom 1379 were communicants of the Church of Scot-
land in 1878.—The Free Church also has a presbytery
of Penpont, with churches of Closeburn, Glencairn,
Penpont, Sanquhar, and Wanlockhead, which six

churches together had 1036 members in 1883.
Penshiel. See Wjiittingham.
Penston, a collier village in Gladsmuir parish, Had-

dingtonshire, 3 miles S of Longniddry station, and 2J
E by S of Tranent. The barony of Penston, lying
around the village, belonged towards the close of the
13th century to William de Baliol, nephew of John
Baliol of Hamard Castle, the father of King John Baliol

;

and passed to his descendants, the Baillies of Lamino-
TOH. It had, near the village, a strong old mansion,
now represented by only the garden ; has been famous,
since the 14th century, for excellent coal

;
yielded coal,

in the time of Oliver Cromwell, tinder a yearly rental of

£400
;
and, in 1834, when its old mines seemed to be

near exhaustion, had a new pit sunk in another quarter.— Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.
Pentland, an ancient but suppressed parish near the

centre of the county of Edinburgh, and containing the
hamlets of Pentland and New Pentland, which stand
on or near the road from Edinburgh to Peebles by
Liberton, and 4| miles S of Edinburgh. The name
has, probably, notwithstanding the author of Caledonia
to the contrary, been taken from the adjoining hills,

the old name of which, as well as of the Firth, seems to

have been Petland or Pictland. This title they are
now supposed to have acquired from having formed the
debatable ground or boundaries to the S and the N
of the Pictish territories. The parish church, which
stood at the village of Pentland, seems to have been
granted to the monks of Holyrood at the founding of
that abbey, and was confirmed to them in 1240, but
before the death of Alexander III. it was an indepen-
dent rectory, which in the 14th and two following
centuries was under the patronage of the earls of
Orkney and barons of Roslin. The parish was sup-
pressed after the Reformation, and the northern part
annexed to Lasswade, while the southern, comprehend-
ing the barony of Falford, was united to the parish of
St Catherine, now Glencorse.

Pentland Firth, a strait along the E portion of the N
17S

OOasi of Caithness, separating the Orknoy islands from
the mainland of Scotland, "its longth, from a line

ill awn on the K from Duneansbay Head to Old Head at

the SE point of South Ronaldsay, to a line drawn on
the W from Dunnet Head to The Barry in Hoy, is 14
miles. The width from Duneansbay Head to Brough
Ness in South Ronaldsay is 6J miles, and the width
from Dunnet Head to Tor Ness in Hoy is 7J miles. In
the centre the width is greater, as a triangular projection,

measuring 10 miles along the base from E to W and 4

dcop, is sont oir to the N between the islands of South
Ronaldsay and Flotta and Walls, and passes by the
Sound of lloxa into Scapa Flow. Three and a half

miles WNW of Duneansbay Hoad is the island of

Stroma, included in tho county of Caithness, and
separated from the mainland by the Inner Sound (1£
mile). Six and a half miles N by W of Duneansbay
Head is the island of Swona, included among the
Orkneys ami belonging to I lie parish of South Ronald-

say, and A'} miles NE of Duneansbay Head ; and at the

eastern entrance to tho Firth are the Pentland Sker-
ries, consisting of Muckle Skerry, with Little Skerry

J mile S by E, Louther Skerry £ mile SE, and Clettack

Skerry 1 mile E by S. The two last are tidal, and as

the whole group lies right in the middle of this much
frequented passage, and at a point where approach to

either shore is dangerous from the strength of the cur-

rent, it early became necessary to mark them by night,

for which purpose a lighthouse was erected on the Muckle
Skerry in 1794. The rocks are at present marked by
two lixed lights placed in towers, one of which is 170
feet, and the other 140 feet, high. These are 100 feet

apart from SSW to NNE, and are visible atadistanceof
18 and 19 nautical miles. The only inhabitants of the

Skerries are the lighthouse keepers and their families,

who numbered 19 in 1861, 14 in 1871, and 17 in 1881.

Though the Pentland Firth is the most dangerous
passage in the British seas, it must be traversed by all

vessels passing from the E of Scotland to the Atlantic,

or from the W to the North Sea, except those small

enough to be accommodated by the Caledonian Canal,

and hence over 5000 vessels pass through every year in

spite of the danger and difficulty of the navigation.

This danger and difficulty arises from the extreme
rapidity with which the tidal current here runs—from
6 to 12 miles an hour—and from the eddies by which it

is in many cases accompanied. The chief of these latter,

which are caused either by turns of the tide-race or by
sunk reefs forming obstructions along the bottom, are

the line of breakers off Duneansbay Head known as the
' Boars' or ' Bores of Duneansbay; ' the line of breakers

off St John's Point midway between Duneansbay Head
and Dunnet Head, known as the ' Merry Men of Mey ;

'

the whirlpool at the N corner of Stroma, known as the
' Swelkie ' (see Orkney) ; and the whirlpool near Swona
called the ' Wells of Swona.' The current during flood

flows from W to E, and during ebb from I to W, and
ships have to wait at either end till the set of the stream

is in the direction in which they wish to pass, as it is

utterly useless to attempt to push on against the flow.

The stream along the coasts flows in a direction opposite

to that of the central or main current. 1 The flood

tide,' says the writer of the account of the parish of

Dunnet in the New Statistical Account, ' runs from west

to east at the rate of ten miles an hour, with new and
full moon. It is then high-water at Scarfskerry [mid-

way between Dunnet Head and St John's Point] at nine

o'clock. Immediately as the water begins to fall on the

shore, the current turns to the west ; but the strength

of the flood is so great in the middle of the firth that it

continues to run east till about twelve. With a gentle

breeze of westerly wind, about eight o'clock in the

morning, the whole firth seems as smooth as a sheet of

glass, from Dunnet Head to Hoy Head in Orkney.

About nine the sea begins to rage for about 100 yards

off the Head, while all without continues smooth as

before. This appearance gradually advances towards

the firth and along the shore towards the east, though

the effects are not much felt upon the shore till it
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readies Scarfskerry Head, as the land between these
points forms a considerable bay. By two o'clock the
whole firth seems to rage. About three in the afternoon

it is low-water on the shore, when all the former
phenomena are reversed—the smooth water beginning
to appear next the land and advancing gradually till it

reaches the middle of the firth.' These opposite currents

are perplexing to those unacquainted with the Firth,

but the boatmen of the adjacent coast know them well,

and invariably make use of them when sailing about.

In a calm, more particularly during a fog, the danger is

increased rather than diminished, for ships drift along
while the crew believe them to be stationary. At full

spring tides the rise of the sea is 8 feet, and on extra-

ordinary occasions 14 feet, while at neap the rise is from
3i to 6 feet, and the firth is most stormy when a spring
flood-tide is running against a gale blowing from the
opposite direction. The islands and the adjoining
coast suffer most severely when gale and flow act to-

gether. ' The great storm of December 1862,' says Mr
C. W. Peach, ' in particular distinguished itself by the
havoc which it wrought along these shores. It swept
the sea over the north end of the island of Stroma,
which lies in the Pentland Firth, and redistributed the

ruin-heaps there. The waves ran bodily up and over
the vertical cliffs on the west side, 200 feet in height,

lodging portions of the wrecked boats, stones, seaweeds,
etc., on the top. They rushed in torrents across the
island, tearing up the ground and rocks in their course
towards the old mill at Nethertowu on the opposite
side. This mill had often before been worked by water
collected from spray thrown over these cliffs, but never
had such a supply been furnished as by this gale. One
curious phenomenon was noticed at the south end of
Stroma : the sea there came in such a body between the
island and the Caithness coast, that at intervals it rose

up like a wall, as if the passage was too narrow for the
mass of water which, forced onwards from the Atlantic
between Hol'uurn Head on the Caithness shore and the
Old Man of Hoy on the Orkney side, passed bodily over
the cliffs of Stroma.' Even in summer the effects of a
gale is often grand and almost sublime. 'Nowhere
else,' says Dr Archibald Geikie, 'round the British

islands can the tourist look down on such a sea. It

seems to rush and roar past him like a vast river, but
with a flow some three times swifter than our most
rapid rivers. Such a broad breast of rolling, eddying,
foaming water ! Even when there is no wind the tide

ebbs and flows in this way, pouring now eastwards now
westwards, as the tidal wave rises and falls. But if he
should be lucky enough to come in for a gale of wind
(and they are not unknown there in summer, as he will

probably learn), let him by no means fail to take up his
station on Duncansbay Head or at the Point of Mey.
He will choose if he can a time when the tide is coming
up against the wind. The water no longer looks like

the eddying current of a mighty river. It rather
resembles the surging of rocky rapids. Its surface is

one vast sheet of foam and green yeasty waves. Every
now and then a huge billow rears itself impatiently
above the rest, tossing its sheets of spray in the face of
the wind which scatters them back into the boiling
flood. Here and there, owing to the configuration of
the bottom, this turmoil waxes so furious that a con-
stant dance of towering breakers is kept up. . . .

solid sheets of water rush up the face of the cliffs [of
Duncansbay Head] for more than 100 feet, and pour
over the top in such volume, that it is said they have
actually been intercepted on the landward side by a dam
across a little valley, and have been used to turn a mill.'
Pentland Hills, a group of bills commencing in Edin-

burghshire, 3 miles SW of Edinburgh, and extending
thence south-westward for 16 miles through the counties
of Edinburgh, Peebles, and Lanark, to near Carnwath,
where they slope into Clydesdale. The average breadth
is from 4 to 6 miles. They nowhere form a continuous
chain or ridge, but are broken up by many intersecting
ravines and hollows, the principal being the valley
occupied by the Glencorso Burn near the NE end,

and the Cauldstano Slap between East and West Cairn

Hills near the centre. Through the latter there is a
rough cross-road from the Edinburgh and Lanark road
up the valley of the Water of Leith, to the Edinburgh
and Dumfries road, by Penicuik and Biggar, at Linton

;

and at many points the hills are traversed by foot-

paths, over the attempted shutting up of which, against

public use, a good deal of feeling has recently been
excited. Along the NW the rocks belong to the Cal-

ciferous Sandstone series of the Carboniferous System,
while along the SE they belong to the Lower Old
Red Sandstone System, and have to the N a thick

series of interbedded porphyrites of the same age.

At several points there are patches of Upper Silurian

rocks, which are above North Esk reservoir and else-

where very richly fossiliferous. These must have been,

at one time, wholly covered to a depth of from 6000
to 7000 feet by carboniferous rocks, all of which have
been removed by denudation. Ice action has been
traced over 1600 feet above sea-level, and erratics that

must have come from the NW are found over 1000 feet

up. There are numerous springs and streams, those

near the N end providing the water supply of Edin-
burgh, Leith, and Portobello, the principal reservoirs

being Torduff, Clubbiedean, and Bonaly, on the N
near Bonaly Tower ; Glencorse and Loganlee reservoirs,

in the basin of Glencorse Burn or Logan Water ; and
Listonshiels and Bavelaw (Threipmuir and Harelaw)
reservoirs, in the basins of the Water of Leith and its

tributary, Bavelaw Burn. Other reservoirs are North
Esk reservoir, for regulating the supply to the mills

along that stream, and Cobinshaw and Crosswood reser-

voirs on Murieston and Linhouse Waters, and connected
with the supply of the Union Canal. Besides the
streams already mentioned, there is Lyne Water on the
SW, flowing by Linton to the Tweed near Lyne church.

The appearance of the hills varies considerably, but is

everywhere more or less rounded. In some districts

they are bleak and heathy, but in others they are

green and covered with excellent pasture. The scenery

along their skirts and in some of the glens of the inter-

secting streams is very pretty ; and near the centre of the
SE side along the North Esk at Carlops, on the borders

of the counties of Edinburgh and Peebles, are Habbie's
Howe, and the rest of the scenery rendered classic in

Ramsay's Gentle Shepherd ; while l\ mile N by W of

Penicuik, on the shoulder of Carnethy, is the scene of

the battle of Bullion Green. The principal summits
from NE to SW are Allermuir Hill (1617 feet), Castle-

law Hill (1595), Bells Hill (1330), Black Hill (1628),

Carnethy (1890), Hare Hill (1470), Scald Law (the

highest, 1898), West Kip (1806), East Cairn (1839),

West Cairn (1844), Mount Maw (1753), Craigengar

(1700), Byrehope Mount (1752), Faw Mount (1356),

King's Seat (1521), Fadden Hill (1526), Millstone Rig
(1439), White Craig (1425), Catstone Hill (1470),

Black Law (1336), Harrows Law (1360), Black Birn

(1213), Bleak Law (1460), Mid Hill (1347), and Left

Law (1210). From Catstone Hill a scattered series of

hills pass southward by Mendick Hill (1480 feet), Blyth
Hill (1007), and Broughton Heights (1872), and connect

the Pentlands with the Southern Uplands. In 1883-84

there was much correspondence and some litigation with
regard to the right of way over the Pentlands. The
Pentlands, of which Lord Cockburn wrote about 1825
that 'there is not a recess in their valleys, nor an
eminence on their summits, that is not familiar to my
solitude. One summer I read every word of Tacitus in

the sheltered crevice of a rock (called ' My Seat ') about
800 feet above the level of the sea, with the most mag-
nificent of scenes stretched out beforo mo.'

—

Ord. Sar.,

shs. 32, 24, 1857-64.

Perceton, an estate, with a mansion, in Dreohokn
parish, Ayrshire, on the right bank of Annick Water,

2J miles NE of Irvine. Its owner, Mrs Mure-Maeredie
(sue. 1834), holds 451 acres in the shire, valued at

£1599, 15s. per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Persie, a quoad sacra parish of NE Perthshire. Its

church, near the right bank of the Black Water, 9 miles
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.\N\Y i.i 1.: ,ii uii. , was built us .1 clinju'l of ease at>out

17?: i root ol £ 1 SO, aml contains 400 sittings, Pernio

i> m thr preabytery of M.igi.- tad kh« synod of Aligns

Uld UttnMJ it 1
* niiiiisti i s stipend is £120. Thrcu

achoola- Blii klnous, Strona of Gaily, and Drimmie
ltimi—with raapaotlTe uoammodation for -19, 87, and
{.Si-hii.lr.-n, I. .i.l (ISS;!) an iiv.-rugo uttcmhineo of 39,

41. nn.l 27. and -units of £63, 6s. (id., £53, 15s. Cd.,

mi.I £3S. ins. Fop. (1871) 6-20, (1SS1) 715, of whom
1 It" w.-iv in Alvth, 210 in liendochy, 220 in Blairgowrie,

:
I In Oaputh, 66 ill Kirkmiohael, 8 in Lcthondy, and

;>.; in Bntttaj. Or* Sir., «h. so, 1S70.

Pert. Si-»' Loch Phut.
Perth (perhapa from Gaelio Bar-tatha, 'height of

T.iy '), formerly also St .lohnstoun, is the name of an

Sudani city, lour parishes, and a district in tho SE of

Perthshire. The city is a royal and parliamentary

l.urgh, a river-port, a post and market town, tho seat of

a presbytery and synod, the capital of its county, and

ODfl oi the aasusa towns of Scotland. It is situated on

tha river Tav, at the junction of several important rait,

x vs. IS, mil. SSK of Duiikcld, 21.? WSYV of Dundee,
•

.
S\V i... S of Aberdeen, 47 KKW of Edinburgh, 33

NS Oi Stirling, and 024 NB of Glasgow. Its bounds

include three cognominal parishes and part of St Taul's

a fourth, besides portions of Kinnoull, Scone, and

Tibbermnir parishes. Tho main part of tho town,

including all the ancient quarters, is on the right bank

<.f the Tay ; but the chief suburb, named Bridgend, is

situated on the left bank immediately opposite. The
site of tho whole is a flat-bottomed hollow or plain

bisected by the river Tay and environed with rising

ground, and overlooked from a little distance, by an

amphitheatre of well-wooded hills, whose skirts are

thickly dotted with villas. The situation of Perth, its

beautiful environments, its fine buildings, and its

magnificent view, amply justify its old title of 'The
Fair City.' The more prominent natural features in the

vicinity are the broad river, with Monereiffe island, to

the SE of the city ; Monereiffe Hill to the S, and Kin-

noull Hill to the N, of the Tay ; the Wicks of Baiglie

to the S ; and the two public parks. The views from

points of vantage in these hills are very extensive and

beautiful. According to an anecdote, repeated in every

description of the city, when the Roman legionaries, in

their march of invasion, came in view of the city's site

as seen from the Wicks of Baiglie, they cried out ' Ecce

Tiber I Ecce Campus Marlins I ' But Sir Walter Scott,

looking at the comparison from a Scotsman's point of

view, wrote the retort long alter

—

' P.oliold tlie Tiber ! the vain Roman cried,

Viewing the ample Tay fr..in liaiglie's side.

But Where's the Scot that would the vaunt repay,

And bail the puny Tiber for the Tay i
*

The two public meadows or parks of Perth are called

Inches (i.e., islands), from the fact that they used at

one time to be insulated by the Tay, along the right

bank of which they still extend. Separated from each

other by the main body of the city, they add very

greatly to its beauty and airiness, and serve as spacious

grounds for the recreation of the inhabitants. They
are said to have been exchanged by the Mercer family

(their original possessors) for a vault under St John's

church, and this gave rise to the couplet

—

' Folks say the Mercers tried the town to cheat,

When for twa Inches they did win six feet.'

The North Inch, which has received considerable addi-

tions at comparatively modern dates, begins near the

main bridge, and extends northwards beyond the town,

forming an oblong measuring about 1400 yards by 330,

and containing an area of 98 acres. Previous to about

1790, when the present road was formed considerably

to the W, this Inch was traversed through the middle

by the road to Dunkeld and Inverness. A racecourse,

curving at the extremities, and measuring about 950

yards from end to end, is laid out upon it parallel to

the river bank. The Perthshire Hunt races are held
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hero annually, and those of the Caledonian Iluntonco
every four years. The Inch is used now for military

reviews, golf, and other games; and in ancient times it

Boems to nave been the favourite arena for judicial com-
bats. Here a combat took plaeo under Robert Bruce
between Hugh Harding and William de Saintlowe ; and
in tho reign of Robert HI. it was tho scene of the deadly
encounter between Uie clans < 'hnttaii and Kay or Quhele,
so graphically described by Scott in his Fair Maid of
Perth. The South Inch stretches southwards from a
point opposite Monereiffe island, about 130 yards S of

the ( lentral station, and forms a square of about 680 yards
each way, with an area of 72 acres. An avenue of stately

trees surrounds it on three sides; and tho Edinburgh
Road, opened about 1760, which traverses its centre, is

also similarly shaded. The trees on the N side wore re-

moved in 1801, when the handsome houses of Marshall
Place were begun. King's Place also overlooks its N
side ; and on tho W is a line of ornate villas called St
Leonard's Bank, and the buildings of the railway station.

Tho South Inch had formerly a racecourse, and was
anciently the place for witch-burnings, military dis-

plays, and archery-practisings ; and stones were set up
on it at the distance of 500 fathoms from each other, to

mark tho proper flight of an arrow.

Streets.—The old part of Perth, or what existed prior

to the extensions begun towards the end of last century,

forms the central division of the present town, and
occupies less than one-half of the entire area. The
course of the Tay at Perth is pretty nearly due S ; and
the city lies on its right or W bank, chiefly between the
North and South Inches, though it extends in breadth
further to the W than either of the parks, and a con-
siderable section lies to the NW behind, or to the W of,

tho North Inch. Tho plan of the city is very regular, the
chief streets being parallel to each other, while most of

the other and connecting streets run at right angles to

them. In the older part of the city, between the

Inches, two wide streets, about 160 yards from each
other—High Street and South Street or Shoegate—run
parallel from E to W, through tho entire breadth of the

town. The latter, which is the more southerly, used

to he called the Southgate and 'the Shoegate,' and
at its western extremity are County Place and York
Place. Parallel to these, in order as we proceed
northwards from High Street, are Mill Street, Murray
Street, Foundry Lane, Union Lane, and the broad Atholl

Street, from the E end of which Charlotte Street runs

SE to the bridge along the S margin of the North
Inch. These parallel streets are short ; and tho

triangular region betwixt their E ends and the river is

less regularly disposed on the rectangular system than
the rest of the old town. Proceeding southwards from
South Street, we come upon the following parallel

streets : Canal Street, Victoria Street (continued W as

Paradise Place), South William Street, and Marshall

Place (continued W as King's Place). At right angles

to these, and extending along the river bank from Inch
to Inch, is a comparatively modern and very handsome
promenade called Tay Street, in which are some of tho

finest buildings in the city. In order, towards the W,
the following streets run parallel to Tay Street for more
or less of its length : Speygate and Watergate, between
Canal Street and High Street ; Princes Street, which
continues the road from Edinburgh from the N margin
of the South Inch to South Street, whence St John
Street, a few yards to the E, leads to High Street,

between which and tho bridge George Street runs

;

Meal Vennel, between South and High Streets ; Scott

Street, between King's Place and South Street ; the

broad thoroughfare, known successively as King Street,

South Methven Street, and Methven Street, and run-

ning due N and S the entire way from King's Place

to the S to Atholl Street in the N. Still further

W Pomarium and Leonard Street, the latter leading

from the General Railway Terminus, converge at the

S\V end of Hospital Street, and are carried N in New
Row to High Street. Caledonian Road also runs N
from tho terminus, and continues past the Perth
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Auction Mart under the name of Elihank Flace.

The more historic part of the town is that lying E of

King and Methven Streets and N of and including

Canal Street. The numerous connecting short streets

in that quarter are of all characters, new, old, and
renovated. All the streets at one time lay on so low a

level as to be constantly liable to inundations from the

river ; but a long process of improvement has raised

them to their present level. The buildings were not a

whit better than those of other Scottish towns ; and the

streets of Perth were just as neglected and filthy ; but

very great improvements have been successfully carried

through; and the 'Fair City' is by no means behind

its neighbours in cleanliness and healthiness. High
Street is spacious, and contains some fine buildings, and
abounds in historic association. St John Street was
opened in 1801, and has some of the best shops.

George Street was laid out about 1770, and the northern

part of Princes Street about the same time. The
southern half of Princes Street, together with the entire

S of the town, between Canal Street and the South

Inch, has been built on the site of the Spey Gardens

since 1801, and is supposed to resemble the New Town
of Edinburgh in its design and the style of its houses.

The north-western wing of the town, lying W of the

North Inch, N of and including Atholl Street, and NE
of Barrack Street, which runs NW from the W end of

Atholl Street, along the Dunkeld Road, is a yet more
modern suburb, consisting for the most part of hand-

some rows of villas and mansions. The suburb of

Bridgend lies stretched along the left bank of the Tay,

N and S from the eastern end of the bridge. Its chief

streets run parallel with the river, under the names
Commercial Street (to the S), Main Street, and Strath-

more Street. It lies in Kinnoull parish.

Bridfjes.—A large timber bridge is said, but on no
good authority, to have been thrown across the Tay at

Perth by Agricola. In October 1210 an ancient bridge

of stone was swept away by a great inundation of the

river. Another bridge was built, which is spoken of

as having been repaired in 1329. This, or a new
bridge, was much damaged by floods in 1573, 1582,

and 1589. After being temporarily repaired with
timber, it was between 1599 and 1617 entirely rebuilt of

stone ; but in 1621, just four years after its completion,

it was finally demolished by a flood. ' The people,' says

Calderwood, 'ascribed this wrack to iniquity committed
in the town ; for there was held the hist General

Assembly, and another in 1596, when the schism in the

Kirk began ; and in 1606 here was held that parliament

at which bishops were erected, and the l^rds rode first

in their Scarlett gowns.' In spite of the aid of subscrip-

tions from James VI., Charles L, Charles II., and other

powerful patrons, all attempts to replace the bridge were
long abortive ; and from 1622 till 1772 communication
between the banks was carried on solely by a ferry.

Tho present handsome bridge was founded in 1766 and
opened in February 1772, at the N end of George Street,

considerably to the N of the site of the old bridge. It

was built after designs by Smeaton at a cost of £26,631,
and has nine arches and a total length of 840 feet. It

was widened and improved in 1871 at a cost of £3061
;

before that date its width from parapet to parapet was
22 feet, of which 18 were carriage way. From this

bridge, itself a noble ind elegant structure, one of the
favourite views of the city and of Strathtay is obtained.

Of the original cost the city subscribed £2000
;
govern-

ment gave £4000, and £700 a year for 14 years ; whilst

the Earl of Kinnoull gave £500, besides strenuously
exerting himself to obtain the rest of the money. Tho
large and fine viaduct of the Dundee and Perth section

of the Caledonian railway crosses the Tay below this

bridge, its centre portion resting on Moncreiffe island.

This structure, constructed of a combination of stono,

iron, and timber, describes the segment of a circle, and
was completed in 1864 at a cost of over £24,000; and
has a total length of 1180 feet. It is constructed to

open on tho Perth or N side so as not to hinder tho
navigation of the Tay, and a footpath runs along its N
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side. The reach of the Tay between the E side of Mon-
creilfe island and the E bank is called the Willow Gate.

Chief Buildings.—The new Municipal Buildings
occupy the site of the former town-hall and police office,

and have a frontage of 72 feet to Tay Street and of 57
to High Street. They form a handsome edifice in the
old Tudor style, including a reproduction of the old
tower of St Mary, which was a feature of the former-

building, and were built at a cost of about £12,000 from
designs by Mr Heiton. The memorial stone was laid on
10 June 1877, and the new Council Chamber was opened
on 7 Nov. 1879. This chamber, a spacious hall 41 feet

by 25, has three handsome stained-glass windows facing
High Street, representing subjects from Sir Walter
Scott's Fair Maid of Perth ; a fourth, also facing Higli
Street, representing Queen Victoria and the late Prince
Consort; and a fifth, facing Tay Street, representing
the capture of Perth by King Robert Bruce in 1311.
The new Burgh Court in the same building measures 30
feet by 22. The police office is on the ground floor. The
old buildings which this pile has superseded consisted
partly of remains of a very ancient chapel dedicated to

St Mary, and partly of an edifice dating from 1696.
Immediately opposite the Municipal Buildings is the
Post Office, built in 1861 in the Italian style after

designs by Mr Matheson, of Edinburgh, at a cost of
about £2400. Further S, and also in Tay Street,

between South and Canal Streets, stand the handsome
County Buildings, erected in 1819 on the site of Gowrie
House, from a design by MrSmirke, at a cost of £32,000.
The main building, confronting the Tay, is constructed
of fine polished sandstone, somewhat in the style of the
Parthenon at Athens, and has an elegant portico, whose
pediment is supported by twelve massive fluted columns.
It contains a spacious entrance hall, a justiciary hall in

the form of the segment of a circle, with a gallery
capable of holding 1000 people ; the sheriff's courtroom,
the sheriff clerk's office, and other official apartments.
The county hall, measuring 68 feet by 40, occupies tho
south wing of the principal building, and contains
portraits of the fourth Duke of Athole, of Lord Lyne-
doch by Sir Thomas Lawrence, and of Sir George
Murray by Pickersgill. A committee-room to the right

of the county hall measures 30 feet by 30 ; and an
apartment in the upper story, described as a tea or card
room, measures 44J feet by 30, and contains a portrait

of Neil Gow by Sir Henry Raeburn. Considerable
alterations were made in the interior of the County
Buildings in 1866-67, and a new courthouse and other
offices were erected on the N side with the aid of

£13,273 granted by Government. A bronze tablet,

bearing a representation of Gowrie House by Sir John
Steel, occupies a blank window of the edifice, and com-
memorates the historic building which once occupied

the site. Behind and extending to the Speygate are the

City and County Prisons, erected at the same time as the

County Buildings, with which they communicate by a

subterranean passage. They are surrounded by a high
wall, have undergone considerable improvement since

their erection, and were legalised in their present form
in 1845. They comprise a governor's house, and two
prison blocks to the N and S respectively ; and over the

nvo years 1879-1882 have had a daily average of 49

prisoners. The General Prison for Scotland is noted
below. Further S along Tay Street is the Volunteer
Drill Hall, with a frontage of 80 feet, and consisting of

a main portion with two stories and two wings of a

single story each ; and just beyond the railway line is

tho Water-house, at the foot of Marshall Place. This
building, and the ingenious hydraulic and other

machinery connected with it, were planned by Dr
Anderson, then rector of the Perth Academy, and
elected in 1837 to the chair of Natural Philosophy in St

Andrews University. Erected in 1830 at a cost of

£13,610, it presents the appearance of a Roman
temple with a detached column, and as an edifice is

an ornament to tho town. Though it appears to be

constructed wholly of solid stonework, in reality tho

upper part, beyond the balustrade, decorated with
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carved pilasters and surmounted by a leaden cupola, is

'.'ii tank. A Bltcring ln'il, 300 loot long, is con-
traoted on the N and of fioncreifTe island, whence a
y • i ml >u> tn. ii pipe, laid under tlic bod of fche river,

. adnata the purified waterto a tank underthe reservoir.

Two iteom-enginei then throw the water up 65 Feet into
tin- rvservoir, which, with the assistance of a smaller

01 n .hi in the W of the town, long supplied Perth with
nn ample quantity of water. An extension of the water-
works was, however, completed on 23 Juno 1880 at a
cost of 130,000. Those new works are merely an exten-
sion of the former system, ami consist of two additional
i, :, oirs—one at Burghmuir and the other at View-
lands. Tlie former, which is 300 feet above the river,

and uueovered, mipplics the upper parts of Bridgend
u i gronnda over 180 feet level. The hitter at 200 feet

above the river is covered in, and supplies the W side
of the town lying below 150 feet level and the lower

1 art of Bridgend. The former reservoir at Wellshill is

retained to supply the district lying between South
Stiect and Marshal] Place. Two engines, each of 40
hoiso |.ower, havo been erected to pump the water out
the new reservoirs ; and two separate sets of pumps are
also provided. About 17 miles of piping from 3 to 15
in bea in diameter havo been laid ; and hydrants for
tire and cleansing purposes havo been placed on the
distributing pipes at distances of from 80 to 100
yards. Tho gasworks of the Perth Gaslight Com-
pany stand near Canal Street, and were erected in
1824 at a cost of £19,000 from plans also by Dr
Anderson, and from the first made use of a simple
but ingenious and effective system of gas-purification
invented by the same gentleman. Tho City Hall, in
West St John Street, was built in 1844, measures 98
feet by 66, and can accommodate 2000 people. It con-
tains some interesting paintings, among which are The
Battle of the Amazons (16 feet by 8), by the Chevalier
Tarilla and Lucas Giordano

;
Prometheus, by Michael

Angelo Cassavaggio ; The Magdalene, by Andria Vaccari

;

Esau Selling his Birthright, by Lucas Giordano ; The
Forum Bomanim, by Vanvitelli ; St Andrew, by Ribra
(Lo Spagiioletto) ; and a group of Early Reformers from
an unknown hand. The Guild Hall stands on the S
side of High Street, W of the site of the ancient cross

;

and the Freemasons' Hall or Royal Arch Mason Lodge
stands in Parliament Close, oir the N side of High
Street, and occupies the site of the old parliament house
removed in 1818. The Exchange Hall stands in George
Street. The New Public Hall, opened in 1881, and
built at a cost of £8000 in the Scottish Baronial style,

to hold from 1200 to 1400, forms the S corner of Canal
Street and Tay Street

; and, with the Natural History
Museum, and the Working Boys* and Girls' Hall, built
in the same style at a cost of £3200 to hold between 600
and 700, form one block of buildings. The City and
County Infirmary and Dispensary, between York Place
and Kinnoull Causeway, was erected in 1837, after designs
by W. M. Mackenzie, at a cost of about £6000 ; but
large wings were added on the E and W in 1869 at a
cost of upwards of £5000. It is au elegant and spacious
building, and the extensions are built on the pavilion
system, connected with the main body by enclosed
corridors, and serve respectively as fever and convalescent
wards. The management is in the hands of a large
body of directors from the county and city, holding
office, some ex offi/dis and some by election. A dis-
j«NBary was commenced in 1819 ; and in 1834, when it

adopted the self-supporting system, a second was started
on the former line3. King James VI. 's Hospital,
between Hospital Street and King Street, is a large,
stately, and well -arranged three-storied structure, built
in the shape of the letter H. Originally founded in 1569
byJamesVL, or rather by the Regent Moray, ' to provide
by all honest ways and means an hospital for the poor
maimed distressed persons, orphans, and fatherless
bairns within our burgh of Perth,' it was endowed with
the confiscated property of three suppressed monasteries

;

and has now a revenue of £600 per annum. Tho first

erected hospital was destroyed in 1652 by Cromwell to

provide materials for his fort (see below); and .he

presonl building was ereoted in 1750 at a cost of £1614,
pari ly defrayed by public subscription. Till about 1812
it served as an almshouse for tho residence of the

recipients of tho charity ; but in that year the managers
determined to administer a system of outdoor rolief

only, which is still enjoyed by a number of poor, who
must reside within the limits of the burgh. The build-

in;; is let for various purposes. It stands on the site of

the old Carthusian Monastery. In tho NW of tho city

are the barracks with spacious yards. Originally built

in 1793 to accommodate 200 cavalry, they were after-

wards transformed into infantry barracks, and latterly

havo been adapted for both branches of the service.

The open square in front is largo enough for the parade
and inspection of 1000 men under arms. The militia

barracks are in Victoria Street, and the militia store in

Canal Street. At the junction of Mill and Methven
Streets a small bridge spans tho ' Town's lade ' or

aqueduct from tho river Almond; to tho W are seen

the Perth mills, which until transferred to tho city by
a charter of Robert III. were called the King's Mills;

and to the E Perth public baths, built in 1846 by public

subscription at cost of about £1300. Adjoining the

baths is a public wash-house. Immediately to the N of

the Municipal Buildings is a club-house; and im-
mediately to the N of tho County Buildings is a hand-
some tenement, built in 1872, and known as Victoria

Buildings. Both of these are in Tay Street, as are also

the customs house and the office of inland revenue, and
the Moncreifl'o Memorial Museum, built in tho Scottish

Baronial style. The last was erected by subscription

under the auspices of the Perthshire Society of Natural
Science, in which tho late Sir Thomas Moncroiffe took

much interest. The Museum of the Literary and Anti-

quarian Society of Perthshire is deposited in the elegant

building erected by subscription in 1822-24 to com-
memorate the public services of Provost Marshall. This
Marshall's Monument is built somewhat after the style

of tho Pantheon at Rome ; it is circular in form, and is

surmounted by a dome ; but it has an Ionic portico.

The lower part is occupied by tho public library and
reading-room ; the upper story by tho museum. Other
monuments are statues of Scott and Prince Albert.

The first consists of a statue and pedestal in the South
Inch, at the foot of King Street, and is the work of a

local artist. It was erected, of course, with special

reference to Scott's Fair Maid of Perth. The statue of

Prince Albert stands on a pedestal at tho S end of

the North Inch, and is by Brodie. It was un-

veiled by Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, on 30 Aug.
1864. The quondam Theatre Royal, built in 1820
for £2625, stands at the junction of Atholl and
Kinnoull Streets ; but for many years has been
occupied as a manufactory. In Stormont Street,

which runs N from Atholl Street, there is a
nunnery ; and in Melville Street, which runs NW, a

Roman Catholic convent. Melville Street is continued

by Balhousie Street, which leads to the Castle of Bal-

housie. Perth Poorhouse, in the SW of tho city, cost

£12,000. Several of the bank offices are handsome
buildings. The Bank of Scotland occupies a three-

storied edifice with balcony and ornamented front, built

in 1847, and formerly the head office of the Central

Bank. The Union Bank has an ornate building in

George Street ; and the Commercial in South Street.

Tho Savings' Bank adjoins tho post office, and fronts

the Tay in Tay Street. There are still some important

buildings on the outskirts or outer margin of the city,

which deserve notice. In the W and near the railway

line is the large and convenient Perth Auction Mart,

opened in 1875, and said to be one of the largest cattle

markets in this country. It includes covered and open
pens capable of accommodating 15,000 sheep and 1500

cattle ; besides a spacious hotel, lodgings for servants,

stabling for 40 horses, and shelter for shepherd's dogs.

South of the market, and in the SW of the town, about

290 yards W of NW corner of the South Inch, is the

General Railway terminus, which claims to be tho finest
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terminus in Scotland. It is the common terminus and
meeting-point of the North British, Caledonian, and
Highland railways ; and it is very completely furnished
with waiting-rooms and offices. Its refreshment rooms
are large and well fitted ; and the Queen has made use
of them repeatedly in her journeys to and from Bal-
moral. There is a special ' bay ' for the Dundee traffic,

which enters the station from the W over the large

viaduct across the Tay, at right angles to the main
lines. Princes Street station is another station on the
Dundee line, at the S end of the thoroughfare indicated.

At the S end of the tree-shaded avenue across the South
Inch stands the General Prison for Scotland, a large
and sombre mass of buildings covering about 18 acres.

The original portion was erected in 1812 at a cost of
£130,000 to serve as a depot for the French prisoners
of war. It was capable of holding 7000 such prisoners,

over whom a daily guard of 300 soldiers were mounted,
supplied by 3 regiments stationed in the barracks and
town. It was used as a military prison, however, only
for about two years ; and in 1841 it was remodelled for

its present purpose at a cost of £28,000. It was opened
on 30 March 1842 in two wings, with accommodation
for 535 prisoners. A third wing was added in 1853,
and a fourth in 1859. In 1859 a new prison was built

to accommodate 58 juveniles on the associated system
of Parkhurst ; but this was afterwards adapted for the
reception of 58 male criminal lunatics. A new hospital
for the accommodation of 30 female lunatics was opened
on 1 June 1881. The prison has now accommodation
for a total of 884 prisoners, i.e., separate accommodation
for 734, and associated for 150, thus divided :—in the
male department, hospitals for 10 sick, for 20 epileptic

and imbecile, and for 58 lunatic prisoners ; on the
female side, hospitals for 32 sick, epileptic, and imbecile,

and for 30 lunatic prisoners. Male and female prisoners
under sentence of imprisonment, and female convicts
under sentence of penal servitude, are received at Perth
for their whole sentence ; and except in the case of
female convicts the separate system prevails. The
prison is under the direction of four commissioners
under the Prisons (Scotland) Act, 1877, who have also

to superintend all prisons in Scotland ; and the expenses
of the prison are paid out of the public funds. It is

under the immediate direction of a governor and deputy
governor ; and is supplied with a staff of 8 teachers,
besides Scripture readers, chaplain, and visiting clergy-
men, etc. At the SE corner of the South Inch, and
next the river, is the slaughter-house. Across the
river, and occupying a site on the W slope of Kinnoull
Hill, is Murray's Royal Asylum, incorporated by royal
charter, and managed by a body of directors, some acting
ex officiis, some for life, and some as annually elected
directors. The institution had its origin in funds li lt

by Mr James Murray of Tarsappie, a native of Perth
;

and cost from first to last about £40,000. It was opened
for the reception of patients in 1827, and was much
enlarged in 1834 and 1865. It is built in the Doric
style, after designs by Mr Burn of Edinburgh. The
county district asylum is at Murtly. Other interest-
ing buildings are referred to under the head of an-
tiquities later ; and the churches, educational institu-
tions, and hotels are subsequently noted. The site of
the Old Cross is indicated by an octagonal figure in
the causeway of High Street between the Kirkgate and
Skinner-gate.

Churches.—The most curious public edifice of Perth,
the most ancient and the most largely connected with
historical events, is the Church of St John, originally
called the Kirk of the Holy Cross of St John the Baptist,
which stands in a largo open area, on the W side of St
John Street. Tradition ascribes its foundation to the
Picts ; but there seems to be little doubt that it was
one of the earliest stone churches built in Scotland

;

and historical documents, as well as portions of the
edifice itself, indicate that in the 12th and 13th cen-
turies it was both ma-nili. -rut and extensive. In 1227
it was granted to the monks of Dunfermline, and in
their possession it was suffered to fall into disrepair.
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Robert the Bruce ordered it to be restored, but after his

death in 1329 the restorations ceased. It was after-

wards largely repaired in the first half of the 15th
century ; and at the time of the Reformation the whole
structure was in complete repair, and contained a great

number of altars. But in 1559 its whole interior orna-

ments, altarpieces, and images were completely demo-
lished on the memorable day when John Knox first

denounced the corruptions of Popery, in a sermon
that led to the demolition of the monasteries in Scot-

land. 'The manner whereof was this,' to quote the

Reformer's own narrative, 'The preachers before had
declared how odious was idolatry in God's presence

;

what commandment He had given for the destruction

of the monuments thereof ; what idolatry and what
abomination was in the mass. It chanced that the

next day, which was the 11th of May, after that the

preachers were exiled, that after the sermon, which was
vehement against idolatry, that a priest in contempt
would go to the mass ; and to declare his malapert pre-

sumption, he would open up ane glorious tabernacle

which stood upon the high altar. There stood beside

certain godly men, and amongst others a young boy,

who cried with a loud voice, "This is intolerable, that

when God by His Word hath plainly damned idolatry,

we shall stand and see it used in despite. " The priest,

hereat offended, gave the child a great blow, who in

anger took up a stone, and, casting at the priest, did
hit the tabernacle, and broke down ane image ; and
immediately the whole multitude that were about cast

stones, and put hands to the said tabernacle, and to all

other monuments of idolatry, which they despatched
before the tentmen in the town were advertised (for the

most part were gone to dinner), which noised abroad,

the whole multitude convened, not of the gentlemen,
neither of them that were earnest professors, but of the
rascal multitude, who, finding nothing to do in that

church, did run without deliberation to the Grey and
Black Friars', and, notwithstanding that they had
within them very strong guards kept for their defence,

yet were their gates incontinent burst up. The first

invasion was upon the idolatry, and thereafter the
common people began to seek some spoil ; and in very
deed the Grey Friars' was a place so well provided, that

unless honest men had seen the same, we would have
feared to have reported what provision they had. Their
sheets, blankets, beds, and coverlets were such as no
earl in Scotland hath the better ; their napery was fine.

There were but eight persons in convent, yet had eight

puncheons of salt beef (consider the time of the year,

the 11th day of May), wine, beer, and ale, besides store

of victuals effeiriug thereto. The like abundance was
not in the Black Friars', and yet there was more than
became men professing poverty. The spoil was per-

mitted to the poor ; for so had the preachers before

threatened all men, that for covetousness' sake none
should put their hand to such a reformation, that no
honest man was enriched thereby the value of a groat.

Their conscience so moved them that they suffered those

hypocrites take away what they could of that which was
in their places. The Prior of Charterhouse was per-

mitted to take away with him even so much gold ami
silver as he was well able to carry. So was men's
consciences before beaten with the Word that they had
no respect to their own particular profit, but only to

abolish idolatry, the places and monuments thereof, in

which they were so busy and so laborious that within
two days these three great places, monuments of

idolatry—to wit, the Grey and Black thieves, and
Charterhouse monks (a building of a wondrous cost

and greatness)—was so destroyed that the walls only
did remain of all these great edifications.' The N
transept was entirely renewed in 1823. As it now
stands, the church is of various dates. Its total length

is 207 feet ; it is cruciform in shape ; and tho central

squaro tower, 155 feet high, is the chief relic of the
original structure. The tower is surmounted by a tail

octagonal spire of oaken beams, covered with lead ; and
it contains several bells, ot winch tho oldest are one
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datod 1100. ami St John tho Uaptist's Poll, now culled

the ton o'clock hell, heiiiuso it is rung every evening at

that hour, dated IBM, A third la Buppoaea to ho the.

old curfew ball, which was east in 1626. Outside of

the ipiie an placed a ut of small musical hells, whioh
chime eertain airs at the hair hours, being connected
hy machinery for thai purpose with the pnblio olook

on the tower oelow. In 1886 Edward III. is stated by
Kordiin to have stahhed his hrother, John, Karl of

Cornwall, hotoro the high altar, tor ravaging tho

Weetan OOUntioa Of Scotland; but English historians

tin r« ly rOOOrd thai the Earl died in the October of that

yaai .it Perth. In Scott's novel tho church is the

seine of the trial hy birr-right to discover tho slayer

of Prondfute. Below it is the burial vault of the

Mercers, which they aro said to havo obtained in

exchange for the two Inches; though another story,

Intituling on the Mercer arms, declares that this family

give three mills in the town for their vault. The
interior of the church is divided into the three parish

ohurcb.ee—Middle, Bast, and West. The East Church
contains tho burial-placo of the Cowrie family, a blue

marble tombstone with figures believed to represent

.l .ne ^ 1. and his Queen, both buried in the Carthusian

Monastery, a monument erected by tho officers of the

90th regiment or Perthshire Volunteers to their com-

rades who fell in the Crimea, and a beautiful eastern

window of stained glass. It has 1314 sittings ; and tho

stipend averages £200. Tho Middle Church is situated

to a great extent below tho tower ; and four massive

pillars in the centre support that superstructure. It has

1208 sittings ; and the stipend averages £250. The
Wt -t < hurch was partly rebuilt in 1828 from plans by
Gillespie. It has 800 sittings ; and the stipend is

£200. The other Established churches are St Paul's,

an octagonal building of no architectural excellence and
surmounted with a tall steeple, built in 1807 at a cost

of £7000, with accommodation for 1000 people, and a

stipend of £200 ; St Leonard's, a handsome edifice,

built in 1835 at a cost of £2450 from designs by Mr
Mackenzie, on the E side of King Street, opposite tho

head of Canal Street, with 991 sittings, and a stipend

of £200, formerly a chapel of ease, but now a, quoad sacra

parish church ; and St Stephen's Gaelic church, which,

built in 1768, contains 650 sittings, and ranks as a chapel

of ease. Kinnoui.i. parish church ison the E bank of the

Tay. The West Free church, in Tay Street, was erected

in 1870-71, after designs by J. Honeyman of Glasgow,

at a cost of about £8000, in the Continental Pointed

style of the middle of the 13th century. Exclusive of

the vestry and presbytery hall it measures 114 feet by

63 ; it has a buttressed tower and spire rising to the

height of 212 feet, and forming a conspicuous object in

views of the town ; and it contains 950 sittings. The
Free Middle Church contains 830 sittings. St Leonard's

Free church, built in Marshall Place in 1883, at a cost

of £7500, in Scottish Gothic style, has accommodation
for 1000 people. St Stephen's Free church, in Paradise

Place, is a Gaelic charge, and has 850 sittings. Knox's

Free church, in South Street, has 600 sittings ; as has

also New Row (late mission) Free church. The North
U.P. church was opened on 7 Nov. 1880 on the site of

a former church dating from 1791. Erected at a cost

of over £7000, it is Romanesque in style, and contains

1205 sittings. The South or Wilson U.P. church,

on the S side of High Street, was built in 1740, and
was one of the four structures occupied by the founders

of the Secession body ; and it has 831 sittings. The
East U.P. church, in South Street, has 672 sittings;

and York Place U.P. church has 800 sittings. St John's

Episcopal church, in Princes Street, was built in 1851

in Early English style, on the site of a former plain

edifice, and is seated for 600 ; it has a tower and spire

150 feet high. St Andrew's Episcopalian church,

schools, and parsonage occupy a fine position near the

railway terminus. They embrace two almost contiguous

edifices in Early English ; the church being cruciform,

and surmounted by a broad, buttressed, gable-roofed

tower. St Ninian's Episcopal cathedral, not yet
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complete, was built in 1850 in Early Middle Pointed
st.\lc, from designs by Butterfield, to servo as a
cathedral for the united diocoso of St Andrews, Dun-
keld, and Dunblane. When completed it will bo
entirely cruciform, but, at present only tho choir, tran-

septs, and one bay of the nave aro finished ; it stands
in Alholl Street. St John's Roman Catholic church, in
Melvillo Street, was built in 1832, and contains 500
sittings; and the Church of St Mary or Our Lady of
Perpetual ^Succour was built on Kinnoull Hill in 1870
in Kaiiy English style, and adjoins previously existing

collegiate buildings of Redemptonst Fathers. The
Original Secession Chapel, in South Street, was built in

1821, and contains 390 sittings; tho Independent
Chapel, in Mill Street, was built in 1824, and contains
700 sittings ; tho Evangelical Union, in High Street,

contains 420 sittings; and tho Methodist Chapel, in

Scott Street, contains 400 sittings. There is also a
Glassito meeting-house in High Street. The first public

burying-place was round St John's Church ; but in 1580
the cemetery of tho demolished Grcyfriars' monastery
took its place, and continued to be the only burial-

place in tho city until about 1844, when a new cemetery
was opened at Wellshill in the W part of the town.

Schools, etc.—The Public Seminaries, a fine edifice

ornamented with Doric pillars and balustrades, stands in

Rose Terrace overlooking the W side of the North Inch,

Tho building was erected in 1807, from designs by Mr
Burn, at a cost of about £7000—voluntarily subscribed,
the city giving £1050—to accommodate tho Grammar
School and Academy, which had, till then, been
taught in separate buildings. Perth Grammar School
is said to date as an institution from the middle of

the 12th century ; and it long enjoyed the reputa-
tion of being one of the best classical schools in Scot-

land. In 1550 it was attended by 300 boys, some
of them sons of tho nobility and gentry ; and it

had then for its rector Andrew Simpson, whose Latin
grammar was used in burgh schools till superseded by
Ruddiman's Rudiments in 1714. Among its scholars

were the Admirable Crichton and the great Earl of Mans-
field. Several of its other rectors have distinguished

themselves for scholarship
;
among them was John Row,

from 1632 to 1641, later minister in Aberdeen, and
author of Institutes of the Hebrew Language. Previous to

1807 the school occupied a building, afterwards used as

a theatre, near the site of the present City Hotel. The
Academy was established in 1760, and had a prosperous
career in a separate condition, which it still continues.

The two institutions are now united under the name of

Perth Academy, and are placed under the burgh school

board, which consists of a chairman and 8 members.
It has a staff of 6 rectors, 5 other masters, and 4 assist-

ants, and one mistress and female assistant. In 1883
the following were tho twelve schools under the burgh
school-board, tho first seven of them public, with
accommodation, average attendance, and government
grant :—Central District (370, 238, £191, 4s.); King
Street (264, 238, £187, 15s.); Kinnoull (350, 311,

£290, 2s.) ; Northern District (580, 507, £443, 12s. 6d.);

North Port (399, 316, £246, 18s.); Southern District

(419, 344, £300, 12s.); Watergate (196, 202, £171,
3s.) ; St Andrews Episcopalian (316, 296, £263, Is.) ;

St Ninian's Episcopalian (291, 136, £102, 8s.); St
John's Koman Catholic (317, 198, £163, 7s.)

;
Seymour

Munro Free (165, 166, £173, 16s.) ; and Stewart's Free

Trades (181, 103, £93, lis.). The School of Art and
Science, dating from 1863, is also under the manage-
ment of the school-board. Sharp's Educational Insti-

tution was erected in South Methven Street by bequest

of Mr John Sharp, late baker in Perth. The large and
commodious building was opened 10 Sept. I860, and
accommodates 450 children. It comprises, besides

infant, junior, and senior departments, an industrial

school for girls, and a recently-erected technical school

(for boys), with a well-appointed lecture-room, labora-

tory, and work-room. The testator left instructions

that special provision should be made for branches of

education peculiar to girls. The institution is under
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6 directors, and has a staff of 5 masters, 2 mistresses,

and assistants. Stewart's Free School, in Mill Street,

is under the patronage of the deacons of the trades in-

corporations. The Seymour Munro Free School, in

Caledonian Eoad, is managed by two life trustees, and 9

others, acting ex oificiis. There is an Industrial school

for girls at Wellshill ; while the Fechney Industrial

School, in the same neighbourhood, instituted in 1864

with a bequest by Mrs Fechney, is for boys.

Perth has a head post office with all the usual depart-

ments ; offices of the Bank of Scotland, the Union,

British Linen Co., Royal, National, Commercial,

Clydesdale, and Aberdeen Town and County banks. It

is also the headquarters of the Savings' Banks of the

County and City of Perth, established in 1838 and
certified under the Act of 1863, ' for the safe custody
and increase of small savings belonging to the industri-

ous classes ' of the neighbourhood. Sums of from Is.

to £150 are received from individual depositors, and
may be withdrawn whenever required. On 21 Feb.

1883, there were 19,239 individual depositors, having a

capital of £499,074, which with £9476 belonging to

charitable institutions and societies, gave a total

deposited in the bank of £50S,550. This sum includes

the capital inserted for the district banks at Alyth,

Blairgowrie, Crieff, Coupar-Angus, Caputh, Dunkeld,
Dunning, and Melville. Forty-three insurance com-
panies are represented in Perth by agents or offices.

There are 4 principal hotels, viz., the British, Royal
George, Salutation, Queen's, besides the Temperance
Hotel. Among the charitable institutions are the Infir-

mary and dispensary, destitute sick society for Perth
and Bridgend, societies for indigent, old men and women,
Perth Ladies' Clothing Society, James VI, 's Hospital,

Perth Ladies' House of Refuge for Destitute Girls, 2

schools of industry, a society for relief of incurables in

Perth and Perthshire, with Hillside Home in Perth,

Perth soup kitchen (17,526 portions issued in 1882-83),

Murray's Royal Asylum, the Letheixly mortifications.

Among the sporting clubs are Perth Curling Club
(with curling pond olf Balhousie Street), Friarton and
St John's (of Perth) curling clubs, Perth bowling club

(with green on the W of the North Inch), New Club in

'Pay Street, Perth Hunt, Royal Perth Golfing Society

and County and City Club, James VI. 's Golf Club,

Perth Anglers' Club, instituted 1858, Perth Fishing
Club, instituted 1880, and Perthshire Coursing Club.

Other institutions are the Literary and Antiquarian
Society, with a museum in Marshall's Monument

;

Perthshire Society of Natural History, established in

1867, with a natural history museum and lecture-hall

in Tay Street ; Perthshire Medical Association, a branch
of the Educational Institute of Scotland, the Mechanics'
library, instituted 1823, the People's Club and Institute,

formed to ' combine the advantages of a commercial
exchange with those of a place for instruction and
amusement' ; a literary society, public baths and washing-
house, a model lodging-house, horticultural and temper-
ance societies, a city mission, luanch of the Scottish

Girls' Friendly Society, and a Perth woman's educational
association. Four local lodges of Freemasons meet in

the masonic hall at stated intervals. Perth is the depot
for the 1st, 2d, and 3d battalion of the Royal High-
landers, and of the 42nd regimental district, and it is

the headquarters of the 1st Perthshire Rifle Volunteers.

The Perthshire Courier, Farmers'
1

Journal, and Scottish

General Advertiser, established in 1809, is published
every Tuesday afternoon ; the Perthshire Advertiser and
Strathmorc Journal, established in 1829, every Monday,
Thursday, and Friday ; and the Perthshire Constitutional

and Journal, established 1835, every Monday and
Wednesday afternoon. The two first are Liberal, the
last Conservative, in politics. Each of the Dundee
Advertiser and Dundee Courier and Anjus has a branch
office in Perth.

Manufactures, Commerce, Harbour, etc.—The manu-
factures of Perth were at an early period extensive

;

and although they have undergone many fluctuations,

they are still tolerably important and diversified.

Gloves were early and long a staple product, and
between 2000 and 3000 pairs were annually made,
chiefly for home consumption. Side by side with
this manufacture flourished the dressing of sheep and
lamb skins to provide the materials for the gloves

;

and these industries were formerly so important as
to give name to Skinner-gate, one of the oldest streets

in the town. Both are now quite extinct, although
tanning is, of course, carried on to an average extent.
But the former importance of the Glovers is indicated by
the fact that to the present day the deacon of the In-
corporation of Glovers of Perth is, ex officio, a commis-
sioner of supply for the county. The linen trade of Perth
rose to great importance in the 18th century, and
fostered intercourse between the merchants of the city
and the inhabitants of Germany and Flanders. A report
in 1794 stated that this was the staple trade of the
town ; and that linen and cotton goods to the value of
£100,000 were annually produced by about 1500 looms
in the city and suburbs. The manufacture of cotton
fabrics superseded that of linen during the wars with
France ; but about 1812-15 received a severe check.
Similarly the manufactures of umbrella-ginghams,
checks, pullicates, and imitation Indian shawls and
scarfs have all been introduced into the town, flourished
awhile, and sunk into insignificance. The spinning of
llax and tow yarns was commenced about 1830 in a mill
with 1250 spindles ; and the manufacture of a mixed
cotton and woollen fabric in 1844. Ship-building began
to be carried on in 1830 ; and in 1837 the first iron steam
vessel built on the E side of Scotland came from a Perth
yard, but the industry has now dwindled, only one sailing-

ship of 110 tons having been built since 1877. Among
the other shrunken industries of the place publishing
should be mentioned. In the latter part of last century
a printing press in the town was remarkable for the
number and excellence of its publications, among which
was the Encyclopccdia Perthensis, said to have been at the
time the largest work produced in Scotland out of Edin-
burgh. At present the chief industries of Perth are dye-
ing, and the manufacture of ink and gauge-glasses—the
last the most recent. There are four dyeworksat Perth,
the largest of which was erected mainly in 1865 in the
N part of the town, and is the largest establishment of
the kind in Scotland. It has agencies in all parts of
the country, and dyes goods from even remote parts of
England and Ireland. It draws a plentiful supply of
water from the Tay by means of 18-inch pipes ; and
employs many hundreds of hands. The making of
gauge-glasses is carried on by two firms ; and of ink by
two houses. There are, besides, three manufactories of
linen, table-napery, etc. ; and others of winceys, floor-

cloth, ropes and twine, bricks and tiles, chemicals, etc.

One of the linen factories was built in 1868 at a cost of
£20,000, and employs about 600 hands. There are
also iron-works, several foundries, lour breweries, and
two mills.

Perth was early a commercial centre of importance
and reputation. Alexander Neckam, who died Abbot
of Cirencester in 1217, noticed the town in a Latin
distich, quoted in Camden's Britannia, and thus
Englished by Bishop Gibson, translator of Camden's
work :

—

Great Tay through Perth, through towns, through country flics,

Perth the whole kingdom with her wealth supplies.

Perth merchants carried on trade with the Netherlands
before 1286 and long after, and visited the Hanse towns
in their own ships. Germans and Flemings very early
frequented the city in turn; many settled in it; and
had it not been for tho usual short-sighted restrictive

policy adopted towards foreigners, would have developed
its trade and manufactures even more rapidly and more
extensively than they did. Tho rebellion of 1745 de-
monstrated the convenience of Perth as a focus of trado
for the N part of Scotland ; and after that date tho
commerce of the city once more revived, but it has never
again assumed anything liko a leading position anion
the commercial towns of Scotland. In 1840 it w
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made * lnwl port, ninl ns such it li.os jurisdiction down
the T.iy H fai as Carnaise Hum on the right, nml Pow-

> i the h it ; nvcr the suhports of Newburgh, Port-
Allen, C'arpow, Pit four, and Powgavie.
The original harbour adjoined the old bridge at

tli-- foot ol Hi gh St,,, ;, at {!„ place called Old Shore,
hut in consequence of tlie gradual accumulation of
gravel in it, ».,, removed, lirst to the South Shore,
opposite the Qrej friars' burying place, and next to the
Lime Shore, opposite theS end of the South Inch,
ami quite away from the town. The channel, even
1" low thi- p. 'int. became also greatly impeded with sand-
banks, so that sloops of 60 tons were the largest craft

that oould make Forth, and even theso had to be
Lightened. The trade of Perth was thus seriously

atfectod, and accordingly in 1830 and 1834 acts of
parliament wen- obtained to authorise the deepening of

thl eli iiinel, and tlie construction of larger quays and a
wet dock. These with other changes were estimated to

I ael £54)8161 and were to be finished before Juno 1854,
under the direction of thirty commissioners. But owing
partly to the want of funds and partly to the diversion
ot trado on the construction of the railways, they
remained unfinished for a long time after that date.

The commissioners becoming bankrupt in 1854 procured
an act of parliament, transferring all their liabilities

(then about £86,000) to the city ; and the harbour debt
at present is thus a mere matter of figures between the
harbour and city. The following table shows the state

of harbour revenues and debt at various dates

—

Date. Income.
Expendi-

ture.

Excess
of Ex-

penditure.

Debt due to

City.

1S57-5S
1867-68
1877-78

18S2-83

£1*74
1310
892

1300

£3556
4307
6374
6189

£16S2
2997
4481
4888

£s7.r,:ii

110.194

148,796
171,296

These figures show a steadily declining income and a
steadily rising expenditure. The excess of the latter is

annually borrowed from the city and added to the total

amount of the debt A new item in the revenue of the

port was that known as the Tay Bridge compensation.
A short branch railway, now forming part of the Cale-

donian system, was formed in 1852 between the harbour
and the general terminus. The quay frontage is at

present 1300 feet. The following table gives the ton-

nage of vessels that entered and cleared from and to

foreign countries and coastwise with cargoes and in

ballast :—

Entered. Cleared.

j

British. Foreign. Total. British. Foreign. Total.

1353
1867 8617
1873 6155
1882 6895
1S83 6938

3787
2034
4248
2829

21,689
12,404

8,189
11.113

9,767

8515
6561
6972
6900

532
2255
3798
2831

16,092
9,047
s.sk;

10,770

9,731

Of the total, 124 vessels of 9767 tons that entered in

1883, 29 of 2315 tons were in ballast, and 103 of 7138
tons were coasters ; whilst the total, 124 of 9731 tons

of those that cleared included 55 ships in ballast of

4896 tons, and 123 coasters of 9505 tons. The total

tonnage of vessels registered as belonging to the port

was 9654 in 1841-44, 4945 in 1861, 3429 in 1873, 2064

in 1878, and 803 in 1884, viz.—16 vessels, from one

steamer of 18, to a sailing ship of 135, tons. Much of

the trade of the city is carried on in bottoms of other

ports of registry, especially of Dundee. The principal

imports are Baltic timber, coals, cement, slates, oil-

cake, and artificial manure ; and the principal exports

are potatoes, grain, and timber. But the whole trade

>f Perth has been affected by the development of rail-

ays, which has attracted most of the shipping that
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enters the Tay to Dundee, whence their cargoes are

distributed by rail. The customs revenue of Perth in

1837 whs £6270 ; in 1S64, £16,308 ; iu 1874, £17,104 ;

and in 1882, £20,776.
As may be inferred from the size of its auction mart,

Perth is an important centre for tho sale of sheep
and cattle, and very largo numbers of theso animals

change hands here annually. Besides the sales of the

local' dealers, t here arc st ill' several fairs held nt Perth.

The Firsl ofLuke, Palmsune'en, and Midsummer fairs, all

for cattle and horses, are held respectively on the first

Fridays of March, April, and July. The sheep and
wool fair is held in July, on the first Tuesday after

Inverness wool fair; St John's Day Fair, for cattle,

horses, ami sheep, takes place on the first Friday in

September ; Little Dunning Fair, for cattle, butter, and
cheese ; a hiring fair on tho Friday after Martinmas
(o.s.); and Andrewsmass fair, for cattle and horses, on
the second Friday in December.

Municipal History. — In David I.'s confirmation

charter to Dunfermline Abbey (H27) is mentioned the
' burgh of Perth ;

' and by David Perth claims to have

been made a royal burgh, although its oldest royal

charter is dated 1210, and attributed to William the

Lyon. There are numerous minor charters by Robert

I., David II., Robert III. (one conferring the right

of choosing a sheriff), and James VI. ; but the govern-

ing and most important charter in the possession of

tho city is dated 1600, under the hand of James
VI., confirming all previous charters and the whole

rights and privileges of the burgh. Till 1482, in the

reign of James III., Perth was generally regarded as

the capital or seat of government of the country, and
even at present takes precedence of all royal burghs

except Edinburgh. The burgh records are of great

antiquity, and supply an uninterrupted list of magistrates

from 1465. It is interesting to note that among the

list of chief magistrates, there appear very often the

names of some of the neighbouring nobility, as, e.g., the

Earl of Gowrie, Earl of Montrose, Earl of Athole,

Lord Ruthven, Viscount Stormont, Threipland of Fin-

gask, etc. The burgh is now governed by a lord

Seal of Perth.

provost, 4 bailies, a treasurer, and nineteen councillors,

who are also commissioners of police, gas, and water.

The burgh is divided into four wards for the election

of the council ; tho number of voters in 1883-84 was

5334, of whom 1322 were fomales. The burgh possessed

a seal as early as the first half of the 13th century ; but

at the beginning of the 15th century it used a different

seal, representing on one side the beheading of John the

Baptist, and on the other his enshrinement. The

present seal is said to have taken its two-headed eagle

from the tradition of the Roman origin of the town.

The number of the police force in 1884 was 33, includ-

ing a superintendent, who is also procurator-fiscal for

the city, with a salary of £220. Burgh, police, and

guildry courts are held in the town. A sheriff court is
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Icsday and Friday chiving session, and at

•ach vacation. The convener court, acting

jr Stewart's Free School, consists of the

; various trade-guilds, viz., the hammermen,
:rs, wrights, tailors, fleshers, shoemakers,

; but the ancient rigidly maintained privi-

;se incorporations no longer exist. The
jration revenue in 1883-84 was £6557.

ig table shows the sources and amount of

I of the city of Perth at different dates ; the

h it derives from the harbour being excluded

:

l ie Churches,

eous, .

Total,

1S57-5S. 1867-63.
I
1877

512
!

£6:>1G £.--37i

eturns one member to parliament (always a
since 1837), the parliamentary constituency

ing 4126, and the municipal 5334, in 1884.
ion (1876) £90,148, (1884) £113,960, plus

for railways. Pop. of royal burgh (1871)

, (1881) 27,207 ; of parliamentary burgh (1831)

, (1841) 20,407, (1851) 23,835, (1861) 25,250,

25,585, (1881) 28,949, of whom 15,496 were
i, and 391 Gaelic-speaking. Houses (1881)
ed 5515, vacant 136, building 28.

quitics.—With the exception of St John's Church
Y dfiSGfibed, there are no extant ancient buildings
rest in Perth, though it has the memory of many
unshed. Military walls, of sufficient strength to

igorous sieges, surrounded the town from a very
ate till far into last century. Their builder and
e of their origin is unknown, although Adamson,
Muses Threnodie, boldly ascribes them to Agricola.

often underwent partial demolitions and changes,
iow have completely disappeared, with the excep-
jf a small fragment still to be seen in an entry off

ge Street. The walls seem at one time to have
strengthened with forts, of which the Spey Tower
me. This, the last remnant of the fortiiications,

1 near the site of the County Buildings, and contained
ong prison, in which Cardinal Beaton imprisoned
in Protestants whom he caused to be put to death,

•'ts walls also he witnessed their execution,
wer was demolished in 1766. The Monk's Tower,
ished in 1806, formedtheformersouth-eastern angle
old city-wall, and had a ceiling curiously decorated
allegorical and symbolical paintings at the com-
of the first Earl of Gowrie. A fosse or aqueduct,
ied with water from the Almond, went round the
de of the walls, but this has very largely been built
or narrowed. The old castle of Perth stood without
walls at the end of the Skinner-gate, and, before
rection of the Blackfriars' monastery, was the usual
i residence of the Scottish kings. A very large and
g citadel, built by Cromwell's army in 1652 on the
i Inch, was one of the lour erected alter the battle
inbar to overawe Scotland. It was a solid and

1

work, 266 feet square, with earthen ramparts
op moat filled with water, and it had a bastion
corner, and an iron gate on the side next the

a pier was built beside it. Many buildings, in-

I
the hospital, the schoolhouse, and parts of the
were demolished to supply tho materials for this
nd the gravestones and walls were takeu from
friars' churchyard for the same purpose. Soon
Restoration the citadel was given by Charles II.

own, and almost immediately was used as a
in lGiiti it was sold for i7U2 marks, but under
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conditions which made the wreck of it again public

property, when it was finally removed piece-meal. Dur-

ing some years before the building of the barracks a

remnant of it was used as a cavalry stable for 200 horses,

a riding school, etc. ; but now the trenches have been

filled up, and all traces of its existence have disappeared

from the spot, across which the Edinburgh road now
passes. The old Parliament House, which has left its

name in Parliament Close off High Street, lingered as a

humble tenement, inhabited by the poor, yet with a

few tarnished relics of its former grandeur, till 1818,

when it was taken down to make room for the Free-

masons' Hall. A stone in the causeway of the High
Street marks the site of the former pillory ; and between

Skinner-gate and Kirkgate, in the same street, others

define the site of the market cross. In 1668 Robert

Mylne of Balfargie, the King's master-mason in Scot-

land, built, for £200, a new cross (in room of

that demolished by Cromwell), which was 12 feet

high, had a flight of steps within, and terminated in a

terrace, and was emblazoned with both the royal and
the city arms. In 1765 this fine structure was decreed

by the town council to be a mere worthless obstruction

to the thoroughfare, and it was accordingly sold by
auction for £5 to a mason, who immediately removed it.

Earl Gowrie's palace, scene of the Gowrie conspiracy in

1600, stood on the site now occupied by the County
Buildings ; was surrounded by a garden ; and in the

prosperous days of the city was known as the Whitehall
of Perth. Built in 1520 by the Countess of Huntly,

and afterwards purchased by Lord Ruthven, it passed,

after the murder of the Earl of Gowrie, into the posses-

sion of the city, which presented it in 1746 to the Duke
of Cumberland. For some time it had been possessed

by the Earl of Kinnoull, who received in it Charles II.

in 1663. The Duke of Cumberland sold it to Govern-

ment, by whom it was used for many years as artillery

barracks ; and finally resold to the city in 1805, when
it was demolished, and its materials sold for about £600,

to make room for the present County Buildings. The
last fragment disappeared in 1865. Lord Chancellor

Hay, the Earl of Errol, the Earl of Athole, the Bishop

of Dunkeld, Lord Crichton of Sanquhar, Lord John
Murray, and other nobles had mansions in the city, but

all have now disappeared. Iu Curfew Bow there is an
old tenement, formerly the Glovers' Hall, and now
pointed out as the house of Simon Glover, father of the

'Fair Maid;' while the Skinners' or Glovers' yard in

front (now covered with buildings) was the supposed

scene of the conflict between Hal o' the Wynd and
Bonthron. Old Perth abounded in ecclesiastical build-

ings and establishments. The Blackfriars' or Dominican
Monastery, on the N side of the town, was founded in

1231 by Alexander II. It was a frequent residence of

the kings, on which account it is sometimes spoken of

as a palace ; and it had a church attached to it, in which
some parliaments were held. From the Gilten Arbour
in its garden Robert III. witnessed the combat of tho

clans, already alluded to. In 1437 the monastery was

the scene of the murder of James I. The Carthusian

Monastery or Charter-house, the only house of the order

in Scotland, stood on the present site of James VI. "s

hospital, and was founded in 1429 by James I. or his

Queen for thirteen monks and their servants. Its church

contained the tombs of James I., his Queen, and of

Margaret, mother of James V. Tho sumptuous build-

ing was a great ornament to the city, but was completely

destroyed by the mob in 1559. The same fate befell the

Greyfriars' or Franciscan Monastery, founded in 1460, in

the SE of the town, by Lord Oliphant. The White-

friars' Monastery, known as tho ' Prior and Convent of

the Carmelite Friars of Tulilum, near Perth,' dated from

the reign of Alexander III. St Leonard's Nunnery
stood a little S of the town, and was founded in tho 13th

century. Along with the other nunnery of St Mary
Magdalene, it was suppressed on the erection of tho

Carthusian Monastery, to which the revenues of both

were assigned. Our Lady's Chapel, or tho Chapel of St

Marv. already an old building (1210), was destroyed
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then by n Bood; ntid was afterwards built farther from

tht inir, and eventually became part of tho old town
building, taken down in 1876. Si Ann's Chapel, dedi-

oated to the mother of tin- Virgin, had attached to it a

hospital lor tho jioor, and .stood on tho S sido of St
John's Church, The chapel of Our Lady of Loretto or

Allan-it stood near the head of South Street, on tho N
side. Tho liood Chapel, or Chapel of tho Holy Cross,

stood nt tho N side of the South Street pott St Paul's

Ohapel, f..und, din 1 184b] SirJohnSpensofQlen Douglas,
h id .m hospital lor strangers and jioor, and stood at tho

N W oorner of the Now How. SS. James' and Thomas's
Ohapel stood on tho S sido of St John's Church. St
Catherine's was founded in 1 52;{ by Sir John Tyrie,

provost of the collegiate church of Methven, and had an
hospice for poor travellers ; it stood at Claypots, in

the W of the town. St Laurence's Chapel was founded

before 1405, and was granted by Robert III. to tho

Dominicans, who suffered it to go to ruin. At the

junction of the Watergate and High Street, a marble
tablet on the front of a house notes that 'Here stood

tho Castle of tho Green,' an ancient house in which
golfers used to keep their clubs and balls. Tho house
i u\v occupying the site was built in 1788, and on clearing

the site for its erection, two underground chambers
were found, each 26 feet by 14, covered with a Hat arch,

and with strongly cemented walls of masonry 3£ feet

thick. Some local antiquaries have not scrupled to

recognise in these the remains of an ancient British

temple, said by Holinshed to have been founded at

Perth by a grandson of King Lear, and traditionally

reported to have preceded tho Castle of the Green on its

site. Other remains and relics have been exhumed in

the course of excavations, going to prove that the level

of the streets has been considerably raised in the course

of time.

History.—Both the etymology of the name and the

earliest site and date of the city of Perth have been

keenly discussed by antiquaries. Some are for identi-

fying it with the ' Victoria,' some with the 'Orrea,' of

Ptolemy (2d c. a.d.) ; but Victoria Skene places at Loch
Orr in Fife, whilst 'Orrea must have been situated near

the junction of the Earn with the Tay, perhaps at

Abcrnethy.' Others, again, assert that tho present city

was only founded by William the Lyon after the destruc-

tion by the Tay of ' Bertha' or Old Perth in 1210 ; and
Bertha they place at the mouth of the Almond, 1\ miles

higher up the Tay. All that is certain is that Perth is

of very high antiquity ; and that for some time it was
known as St John's town or St Johnstoun. The latter

name, though it occurs in some ballads and other

old writings, is said never to have been generally

adopted by the people. It survives in the phrase a

'St Johnstoun's tippet,' meaning a hempen halter,

from the fact or statement that each of the 30U burgesses,

who marched to oppose the Queen-Regent, Mary of Guise

(1559), wore a rope round his neck, as a symbol of the

punishment he would deserve if he deserted his colours.

The vicinity of Scone, where the Scottish kings were

crowned, and the magnificence of the ecclesiastical

buildings at Perth gave it the character of capital of the

kingdom till 1482, in the reign of James II. Fourteen
parliaments are said to have been held in it between

1201 and 1459 ; and sixteen out of thirty-seven ecclesi-

astical councils held in Scotland between 1201 and 1405

took place at Perth. In the history of Scotland, Perth

figures very prominently. In 1298 Edward L of Eng-
land fortified it as the capital, and his deputy,

Aymer de Valence, took up his residence in it. In

1311 Robert Bruce took the city by storm, razed the

walls, and filled up the moat. After the battle of

Dupplin in 1332, Perth came into the hands of Edward
Balliol, and three years later was skilfully fortified and

strongly garrisoned by Edward III. But in 1339,

Robert, Lord High Steward, regent of the kingdom,

laid siege to the fortress, and compelled it to surrender.

Perth, in the reign of Robert III., is well described by
Sir Walter Scott in his Fair Maid of Perth; and tho

novel contains a graphic account of the chief outstand-
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ing historical event of the time, viz., th
bat between tho clans Quhole or Cha1
which took place on the North Inch, ii

the king and his nobles. The followin
Burton's more prosaic account of tho sai
event: 'On tho 23d of October 1396, on
diluvial meadow by the Tay called tho N
l'erlli, lists were staked off' as for a great
and benches and stands were erected for si

vast crowd gathered there of all ranks ft

himself downwards. Tho spectacle which
together was a battle between two bodies
Highlanders, thirty on each side. They v

in their native fashion with axes, swore
having no defensive armour. The chronic,
an odd incident in the arrangements. A co
one side losing heart swam the Tay and madi
question then came how the equality of numl
bo made up. A common artificer of Perth
man, but strong and able at his weapon—agi,

the empty place for a small fee, and a life-

should lie survive after having done his work i

the bargain was accepted. Though but briefly
a piece of eccentric courage in a person of hu
dition, this incident has come up so often ai

many shapes in literature and tradition that t

of the Gow-chrom, or Crooked Smith as he is so
called, is as familiar as many leading events in

Such a contest would make a lively variation
monotony of the tournament, with its stately eti

and regulated restraints. It was the nature
beings brought together to fly at each other lik

cats, and kill in any way they could. The aflah
bloody as heart could desire. Of one side t

remained, all wounded ; of the other but one.'

object of this extraordinary conflict is quite unc
and even the families to which the leaders in tt
belonged, are not definitely known. The
account of the affair is given by Wyntoun (about

' They thre score ware clannys twa,
Clahynnbe Qwfrewyl, and Clachinyha,
Of thir twa kj nnj s ware tbay men
Thretty again thretty then,
And thare thai had than ehiftanys twa

—

Scha Ferqwharie sone wea ane of thay,
The tothcr Cristy Juhnesone.'

Wyntoun makes no mention of the volunteer, w
introduced, first by Bower, who wrote about 1445.

also pp. 310-318 of vol. iii. of Skene's Celtic Sco

(1880). In 1437 Perth was the scene of the as

nation of James I., who was murdered in the Blackl

Monastery. The king had spent his Christmas a

monastery, and still lingered as the guest of the m
Various portents are related, which warned the i

'

his approaching death. But James jested and
garded all superstitious warnings. On the evei

20 Feb., the arch-conspirator Sir Robert Gr
followed by a large body of retainers, overcan

king's guards and broke into the royal aparti

The king was chatting with tho queen and her lad

the reception-room, having laid aside his robes an

weapons. On the first alarm he rushed to faste

door, but found that treachery had removed the

The windows were too securely fastened to adn"

escape ; but recollecting a vault underneath the i

the king prized up some planks of the floor, and

down. The ladies could do but little to resist the

spirators ; but one is said to have dared the cou >

deed thus described by D. G. Rossetti in his fin<

on this King's Tragedy,

' Like iron felt my arm, as through
The staple I made it pass—

Alack it was ttesh and hone—no more

!

'Tuas ('athi rine llnuglns sprang to the door,

But I fell back Kate liarlass.'

The conspirators burst into the room, discov

king's hiding-place after a little delay, and be!

victim standing at bay. Till a few days be!

had Lccn an opening into the court-yard from
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by which the king might have escaped, hut James hart

ordered it to be built up, because the halls at tennis

were apt to fall into it. The first two conspirators who
leapt into the vault were seized by the king with his

naked hands, and their throats bore the mark of his

fingers for long afterwards ; but with their daggers they

overcame his resistance ; others of the accomplices came
to their assistance, and the poet-king fell with 16

wounds in his breast. But his murder was fully

avenged by his widow, who relentlessly tracked out his

assassins and put them to death with the cruellest

tortures. In the early history of the Reformation in

Scotland Perth made a considerable figure. In 1544 it

was the scene of the martyrdom of five Protestants,

who were burned at the instance of Cardinal Beaton.

But a few years later it saw the first blow struck

in the wholesale destruction and disfigurement by
the mob of the Roman Catholic churches and monas-
teries in Scotland ; the first impetus having been

given by a sermon preached in St John's church by
John Knox on 11 May 1559, and celebrated for two
centuries after by a weekly service. This demonstra-

tion of popular feeling, though unpremeditated and
condemned by the leaders of the Reforming party, was
a true indication of the disposition of the town ; and
although the Queen Regent immediately obtained pos-

session of the city and reintroduced the old worship

under the guard of a French garrison, the citizens rose

in revolt as soon as she had departed. In 1600 Gowrie
House in Perth was the scene of the mysterious occur-

rence known as the Gowrie conspiracy, which resulted

in .the assassination of the Earl of Gowrie, then provost

of the city, and his brother, on the pretext that they

bad attempted to murder the king, James VI. King
James had been prevailed upon by Alexander Ruthven,
brother of the Earl of Gowrie, to visit Gowrie House,

the pretext being a story of a mysterious captive with a

large store of foreign gold. James, who was hunting at

Falkland at the time, rode to Perth, accompanied by
about twenty attendants, among whom were the Duke
of Lennox and the Earl of Mar. After dinner, the

king was led aside by Alexander Ruthven, and when
his attendants missed him, they were told he had left

Gowrie House by a back way. For what had really

happened we are chiefly dependent on what is practically

the king's own account. Ruthven conducted him by
the great staircase, and through several apartments,

the doors of which he carefully locked after him, to a

small turret at the SW corner of the southern wing of

the house, and overhanging the wall. More direct

access to this turret was obtained by the ' black turn-

pike' stair, which led into the larger apartment, off

which the turret opened. In this chamber—one window
of which looked into the courtyard, and the other into

the Speygate—James found no captive, but an armed
man ; and an excited and threatening colloquy ensued
between the king and Ruthven. The latter retired to

bring his brother the Earl, but returning almost imme-
diately attempted to seize and bind the king's hands.

A desperate struggle then followed, during which the
armed man, according to his own account, stood entirely

neutral, except only that he first opened the window
over the Speygate, and then the other over the court-

yard. In the struggle James was thrust near this latter

window, atid putting his head out he called lustily for

help. One of his attendants, Sir John liamsay, hearing
the alarm, hastened up the ' black turnpike,' burst into

the turret, and stabbed the king's assailant, whose dead
body the king himself hurled down the stair. Mean-
while the alarm had spread, and the Earl of Gowrie,
eluding the efforts made to seize him, rushed up the
turnpike stair, followed by five friends. These were
met by the king, Kamsay, and another ; and after a

brief contest, Gowrie fell dead under Ramsav's sword.
The other attendants of the king, hearing the alarm,

hastened to his assistance by the great staircase, but
they were retarded by the massive doors, which they
had to break down with hammers ; and when at last

they made their way to the turret, the tragic event had

been accomplished. The alarm quickly spread among
the townspeople, who crowded about the palace, threat^
ening vengeance for the death of their beloved provost

;

but the magistrates succeeded in quieting them, and tho
king stole away at night by boat across the Tay. The
object of this affair has never been satisfactorily cleared
up. Burton says that ' the theory that the whole was
a plot by the Court to ruin the powerful house of
Gowrie must at once, after a calm weighing of the
evidence, be dismissed as beyond the range of sane
conclusions.' He leans to the belief that it was a
genuine conspiracy, not to murder but to kidnap the
king, with the view of acquiring political influence.

In Perth, however, the former view is still cherished,
and three books have been produced there in the
present century in support of it. On 2 Sept. 1644,
the day alter his victory of Tibeekmuir, Perth was
taken possession of by the Marquis of Montrose ; and in
1651, when besieged by Oliver Cromwell, the citizens, by
a deceptive appearance of military bustle and alertness,

secured good terms of surrender. In 1689, Claverhouse,
with SO horse, seized the city. In 1715 the city was
occupied by Mar for the Pretender, and James VIII.
was proclaimed king at the cross ; and in January of
the following year he visited Perth in person. Again
in 1745 Perth became a centre of the Jacobite rising

;

and from 4 till 11 Sept. Prince Charles and his army
remained within its walls. On both occasions the
burgesses were subjected to a tax of several hundred
pounds. Though after 1482 Perth was no longer a
frequent residence of the kings, it has received many
royal visits. James VI. visited it in 1601 and 1617,
and Charles I. in 1633 ; and both monarchs were re-

ceived with pageants and rejoicings. Queen Victoria
visited Perth on 6 Sept. 1842

; and, on 29 Sept. 1848,
she spent a night at the Royal George Hotel. Perth
has suffered a good deal from inundations and plague ;

and it is still liable to the former. There were great
floods in 1210, 1621, 1740, 1773, 1814, 1847, and 1849.
There is an old Gaelic prophecy to the effect that
' Great Tay of the waves will sweep Perth bare ; ' and
there is a Lowland rhyme, equally threatening, con-
cerning two streams which fall into the Tay, about 5
miles from the town

—

' Says the Shoehie to the Ordie
Where shall we meet?

At the Cross of Perth
When men are a' asleep.*

It is said that this prophecy was harmlessly fulfilled by
building the stones of an old cross into the bridge across
the Tay. Plagues visited Perth in 1512, 1585-87, 1608,
and 1645, and cholera in 1832. Allan Ramsay's poem
on Bessie Bell and Mary Gray describes the fate of two
young ladies, who, though they had retired into the
country for fear of the plague, yet caught the infection

from a young gentleman of Perth who visited them, and
is said to have been in love with both. The real event
is said to have happened in 1645.

James, fourth Lord Drummond, was created Earl of
Perth in 1605 ; and the fourth Earl, who embraced the
Jacobite cause, received the title of Duke of Perth from
James II. at St Germains in 1695. The earldoms of
Perth and Mell'ort, attainted in 1695 and 1715, were
restored by Act of Parliament in 1853 to George Drum-
mond, sixth Due de Melfort, Conite de Lussan, and
Baron de Valrose (France), the fifth descendant of the
third Earl of Perth. See Drummond Castle.
Amongthe nativesof Perth are Henry Adamson (1581-

1639), poet, author of The Muses Thrcnodie ; Patrick
Adamson or Constantino (1543-92), tulchan Archbishop
of St Andrews and Latinist, who was educated at Perth
grammar school; the Rev. William bow (1563-1634),
anti-episcopalian divine ; and his brother, the Rev. John
Row (1568-1646), author of Uistorie of the Kirk of Scot-

land, 1558-1637, printed for the Wodrow Society in 1842
;

William Murray (1705-93), Lord Chief Justice and first

Earl of Mansfield ; Robert Sandeman (1723-71), founder
ol tin' religious sect of the Glassites or Nandcinanians

;

James Bisset (1742-1832), artist and author of rhyming
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directories etc. ; David Oofrviua Mill, US A. (1802-70);
1 m

1pku . 1.1. D. (b, 1814), journalist and poet j

and iho BeV. GoorgaOkrk Hutton, D.I). (l>. 1825), a
prominent D.P. drain. The Reformer, John Row ( 1 .125-

"
•
whoso two sons have boon noticed abovo, was mini-

it r »l Perth from l.ldO. .lohn Kuskin, asaohild, spout
i v. ry alternate mnuner ot Perth. His father's sister,

ho tolls us. 'lived at liridgond, ami had a garden lull of
gonsoU-rry hushos, sloping down to the Tay, with a door
opening to tho inter, which ran past it olear-brown over
tho |H'hblea, 3 or 4 fuetdeyp, an infinite thing lor a child
to look down into.'

The parishi s ,.1 Perth aro tho Bast. Middle, West, and
Bl I'. nil's, and until ISO" Formed only one parish, as in
- in. 1. .p,, ts I hoy aro still treated. 'They are hounded
X hy Tibbermuir ami Redgorton parishes, K by Scone,
Kinnoull. and Kinfauns, BE by Bhynd, S hy Dunbarney
nnd a detached portion of Forte viot, and W by Aber-
daloie and Tibbermoir. The greatest length, from NNW
to SSK. is 4J miles, and their greatest breadth 2 miles.

The Weal Kirk, Middle Kirk, and St Paul's lie almost
entirely within tho town; but tho East Kirk parish
includes tho landward portion, with tho villages of
Dovecotland, Tulloch, Craigie, Cherrybank, Pitheav-
:•. Craigend, and Friarton; and 'it measures 4J
miles long, though its breadth is variable and slight.

Tho landward district has various hills of a ridgy
oharacter, but soft in outline in tho S and W; the

MONOEKIFFE Hill, and the others vary from
300 to 600 feet. Tho rest of the surface gradually
slopes down into tho fertile plain which extends along
tho Tay, and is largely covered with highly cultivated
arable land and wood. Among the beautiful woods
which adorn the neighbourhood of Perth are Craigie
"Wood and St Magdalene Wood. The famous Perth
nurseries are on the E bank of the Tay, adjoining the
) Mv w l.-d KmiiimuII Hi]]. The Almond divides the
parish from Redgorton, and the Tay forms the entire
eastern boundary. Greenstone, basalt, and other trap
rocks form the higher hills ; there is a largo bed of con-
glomerate, chiefly porphyritic trap, in the SW ; and Old
Ri d Sandstone, dipping towards the NW, lies beneath
most of the rest of the area. The soil on the higher
grounds is mostly a rich loam ; on the lower, a clayey
alluvium upon gravel. The chief proprietors are the
Earls of Mansfield and Kinnoull, Lord Gray, Lord
Elibank, and the city of Perth. The valuation for the
parish of Perth, beyond the burgh, in 1883-84 was
£7087. Pop. (1881) Middle parish, 4002

; West, 6223
;

St Paul's, 4902; and East, 12,102, of whom 520 were
landward.
These parishes are in the presbytery of Perth and the

synod of Perth and Stirling ; St Leonard's quoad surra

parish comprises parts of the East and West Kirk
parishes. The details of the parishes have been already
noted. The presbytery of Perth comprehends the
quoad civilia parishes of Aberdalgie, Abernethy, Collace,
Uron, Dunbarney, Errol, Forgandcnny, Forteviot, Kil-
spindie, Kinfauns, Kinnoull, St Madoes, St Martins,
Kethven, Moneydie, the four Perth parishes, Redgorton,
Bhynd, Scone, and Tibhermuir ; the quoad sacra parishes
of Logiealrnond and St Leonard's in Perth ; and the
r ;i.i|K;!rie3 of St Stephen in Perth and Stanley. The
Free Church and the U.P. Church have also presby-
teries of Perth. The synod of Perth and Stirling com-
prehends the presbyteries of Dunkeld, Wcem, Perth,
Auchtcrarder, Stirling, and Dunblane. The Free
Church has also a synod of Perth and Stirling.

See Perth Memoralia (1806) ; J. Maidrnent's Clironkle

of Perth from 1210 to 1668 (Edinb., Maitland Club,
1831); George Pennev's Traditions of Perth (Perth,
1836); David Peacock's Perth : its Annals and its

Archives (Pert! 1849) ; John P. Lawson's Book of Perth
(Edinb. 18 17) ; John Wilson's Presbtitcry of Perth (Perth,
1860) ; R. S. Fittis' Ecclesiastical AimdU of Perth to the

P - od 'f the Reformation; and other works cited under
Pxb-rasnraB.—Ord. Sur., hh. 48, 1868.

Perth, District of, is one of the districts into which
T'ertbshire wai divided by Act ot Parliament in 17S5
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for tho statutory jurisdiction of justices of peaco in small
debts, It. includes the parishes of Aberdalgie, Aber-
nethy, Arnga.sk, Dunbarney, Dron, Forgandcnny,
f'oileviot, Kindo-Gask, Kinnoull (excluding the lands
of Inohyra ami Balthayock), Methven (excluding the

lands of Tullybeagles], Moneydie, Forth, Redgorton,
Bhynd, Soone (excluding the lands of Kinnochtry),
Tibbermuir, the lands of Clevage and Inverdunning in

Dunning, the lands of Logiealmond in Monzio, and the
lands of Friarton in St Martins. Perth district, one of

two into which the sheriffdom of Perthshire is divided,

comprehends all tho above parishes (Aberdalgie to

Tibbermuir), besides those of Abernyte, Alyth, Auchter-
arder, Auchtergaven, Bendochy, Blackford, Blair

Atholo, Blairgowrie, Caputh, Cargill, Cluny, Collace,

Connie, Crielf, Coupar-Angus, Dull, Dunkeld, Dunning,
Errol, Fortingall, Fowlis-Easter, Fowlis-Wester, Glen-
dovon, Inchture, part of Kenmoro, Kilspindie, Kin-
(liven, Kinfauns, Kinloch, Kinnaird, Kirkmichael,

Lethendy, Little Dunkeld, Logierait, Longforgan,

Madderty, Meiglo, Moneydie, Morizie, Monzievaird,
Moulin, Muthill, Rattray, St Madoes, St Martins,
Trinity-Gask, and part of Weem.

Perthshire is a large inland county in the centre of

Scotland, consisting of a main body and a small detached
portion. The latter comprises the parishes of Culross

and Tulliallan, and is separated from the former by a

belt of Clackmannanshire and Fife, which is only 1 J mile
wide at its narrowest part ; it is 6| miles long from E to

W, and 4J miles broad from N to S, and contains an
area of 11,170 acres. There is also a minute detached
portion of Kippen lying S of the Forth. The main
body of the county is bounded NW by Inverness-shire,

N by Inverness-shire and Aberdeenshire, E by Forfar-

shire, SW by Fifeshire and Kinross-shire, S by Clack-

mannanshire and Stirlingshire, SW by Stirlingshire

and Dumbartonshire, and W by Argyllshire. The
boundary is in great part natural and well-defined, but

in some places it is quite artificial. From a point on
the SW within about 3 miles of the head of Loch Fyne
to a point at the base of Mount Blair between Glenshee
and Glenisla in the E, a distance of 117 miles at least,

the boundary line along the W, N, and most of the E
of the county, follows the watershed or summit-lines of

some of the loftiest and most elongated mountain-chains
in Scotland. Tho only exceptions to this are at the

points where the Moor of Rannoch places Loch Lydoch
and the little Loclianachly on the W border, and where
theS half of Loch Erich t forms part of theNW boundary.

From Mount Blair the boundary follows southwards for

2 miles the river Shee, then for 12 miles runs along
secondary watersheds and watercourses W to the course

of the Isla, which it follows to the confluence with the

Dean. After turning NW for 3£ miles along the Dean,

the boundary again bends S, and making a considerable

loop westwards, strikes the Firth of Tay at Invergowrie,

3 miles above Dundee, alter an irregular course of 27 or

28 miles. Thence it continues along the N bank of the

Tay for 11 miles, crosses to the S bank at Mugdrum
island, and runs 36 miles to the SE in a sinuous and
irregular line along tho ridges and streamlets of the

Ochils to a point upon the South Devon, f mile S of

Solsgirth. Thence it recedes for nearly 5 miles up the

South Devon, 17 miles W and SW across the Ochils and
Strathallan, till it falls upon the river Forth just at its

confluence with the Teith. Thence, except for cutting

off a few farms in Kippen parish S of the Forth, the

boundary follows the Forth and its head-stream, tho

Duchray, for 30 miles to a point within 3f miles of Ben
Lomond; thence NW by Lochs Arklet and Katrine,

along Glengyle Water and the heights round the N end
of Loch Lomond ; and so up a tributary of the Falloch,

through Lochanlarig to Crochrechan, the point whence
the boundary was first traced. The outline thus traced

presents the appearance of an irregular circle, described

with a radius of about 32 miles from a centre near the

head of Glenalmond. The extreme length of the county,

from E to W, is 77 miles ; its extreme breadth, from N to

S, is 68 miles ; and its total area is 2601 square miles or
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1,004,690 acres, of which 46,882 are water and fore-

shore, lying between 56° 4' and 56° 57' N tat., and
between 3° 4' and 4° 50' W long. It is the fourth
county of Scotland in point of size, and the eighth in

population.

'Amid all the provinces in Scotland,' writes Scott in
The Fair Maid of Perth, ' if an intelligent stranger were
asked to describe the most varied and the most beautiful,

it is probable he would name the county of Perth. A
native, also, of any other district of Caledonia, though
his partialities might lead him to prefer his native
county in the first instance, would certainly class that
of Perth in the second, and thus give its inhabitants a
fair right to plead that—prejudice apart—Perthshire
forms the fairest portion of the northern kingdom.' Its

scenery includes some of the loveliest as well as some of
the most romantic and grandest scenes in Scotland, and
all kinds of landscape are represented within its borders.

Its mountains, lochs, and rivers, its wild moors and
smiling fertile plains, its passes and glens, its waterfalls
and its forests, have all in turn justly been the subjects
of admiration and praise. Hardly less interesting has
been the romantic course of its history and the wild
character of its people, for it is in Perthshire that the
division between the Lowlands and the Highlands of
Scotland may be located. A line drawn irregularly NE
from Loch Katrine through Crieff and Duukeld and
thence eastwards to Strathardle would, in general, have
the Highlands to the N and the Lowlands to the S,

though of course there are many tracts which are of an
intermediate character throughout the shire. Thus no
general description of the aspect of the county would lit

all or nearly all its diverse characteristics. In a general
view Perthshire has a south-eastern slope. Though
about the region of the moor of Rannoch in the NW it

receives one or two inconsiderable streams from the W,
it nowhere sends even a burn in return ; and all along
the rest of the W and all along the N it is walled in by
a stupendous mountain barrier which effectually shuts
off intercommunication except at a few passes, such as
those at the head of the rivers Shee, Bruar, and Garry.
Mountain ridges stretch far into the interior southward
from the northern barrier, south-eastward from the
inner edge of Rannoch Moor, and eastward from the
western range ; these generally spring from the higher
ranges in lofty broad-based masses, and vary in breadth
while they diminish in height as they advance towards
the interior of the county ; and they are separated from
each other by wild, deep, narrow glens, which sometimes,
however, expand into stretches of valley or mountain
plain. Eventually they die away or several ridges or
ranges merge into one ; while almost everywhere they
send off spurs and irregular massy projections and sub-
ranges, so that the county, from a bird's-eye view,
would seem to be covered with a confused assemblage of
peaks, and ranges, and mountain groups. A few
isolated mountains, as for example Schiehallion, stand
in the wider spaces between the mutual recessions of the
ridges. Towards the S of the Highland line the county
is much less rugged, its hills are lower; while across the
whole county, at the base of the Highland hills, runs
from SW to NE the valley known as Strathmore

;

while the northern part of the valley of the Forth
which lies in Perthshire is even more level and lowland
in its character. Put the lie of the mountains, the
position of the chief valleys or straths, and the general
river system of the county are described more particu-
larly below.

It will be convenient hero to note the ancient divi-
sions of Perthshire, which still have a local significance,
though no longer a judicial or civil existence. Menteith
comprehended all the territory W of the Ochils and
drained by the Forth and its tributaries except the
parish of Balqnhidder. Breadalbane included the
western division of the county from the NW boundary
to the S screen of Glendochart ; its north-western comer
was termed Kaimoi h. Strathearn included I5al<|uliidder
and all the country drained by the Earn and tributaries
and the country N of Menteith. Methvcn compre-

hended a small territory round the present village, NW
of the city of Perth. Athole was a very large territory

embracing the wdiole north and north-western parts of

the county down to the heights overlooking Dunkeld
and Blairgowrie. Strathardle and Glenshee, along the

rivers Ardle and Shee in the E, were subdivisions of

Athole. Stormont stretched in a zone 7 miles broad
from the Ericht and Isla to near Dunkeld, immediately
S of Athole ; Gowrie was a district on the eastern frontier

between Stormont and the Tay ; and Perth was a district

embracing Strathtay between Stormont and the point at

which the Carse of Gowrie met Strathearn. Constant
reference to these divisions is made in the geography of

Perthshire.

Mountains.—The chief mountains of Perthshire are

grouped under the names Grampians, Sidlaws, and
Ochils, each the subject of a separate article, to which
reference is made for detailed description. The Ochils

occupy the S, the Sidlaw Hills the SW, and generally

speaking the Grampians occupy the remainder of the
country, their immense mass being intersected by
numerous glens and straths, of which the three chief

—

Rannoch with Strathtummcl, Strathtay with Loch Tay,

and Strathearn—run from W to E to join the longer

and narrower valley which conducts the Garry and the

lower waters of Tay from NW to SE through the

county. The chief summits of the Grampians in the
three northern parishes of Fortingall, Blair Athole, and
Kirkmichael, embracing Rannoch and most of the

Forest of Athole, are, round Loch Lyon, about the
middle of the W border of the county, Ben Creachan
(3540 feet), Ben Achallader (3399), Ben Vannoch
(3125), Creag Mhor(3305), and Ben Heasgarnich (3530);
S of the Lyon, Meall Ghaordie (3407) ; between the

Lyon and Loch Rannoch, Cam Gorm (3370), Cakn
Maikg (3419), and Schiehallion (3547) ; N of Lochs
Lydoch and Rannoch, from W to E, Cam Dearg
(3084), Sgur Gaibhre (3128), Ben Pharlagain (2836),

and Ben Mholach (2758). Thence eastwards along
the northern boundary of Athole the chief peaks are

Ben Udlaman (3306 feet), Bruach nan Iombrean
(3175), Glas Mheall Mor (3037), Carn na Cairn (3087),

Leathad an Taobhain (2994); Beinn Bhreac (2992), Ben
Dearg (3304), Carn an Fhidleir (3726) ; An Sgarsoch

or Scarsach Hill (3300), Benglo, with the highest

of its five peaks, Cam Gabhar (3671), Carn Liath
(3193), Carn an Righ (3377), Carn Bhac (3014), Beinn
Iutharn Mhor (3424), Beinn Iutharn Bheag (3011), Glas

Thulachan (3445), Ben Vuroch (2961); Carn Bhinnein

(3006), Carn Geoidh (3194) ; Cairn Well (3059), Craig

Leacach (3238), and Cairn Aighe (2824). In the dis-

trict N of the Tay and between the southern ends of

Fortingall and Kirkmichael the chief mountains are

Beinn Eagach (5259 feet) and Farragon Hill (2559)

in Dull parish, and Ben Vrackie (2757) in Moulin.

In the S parts of Breadalbane, occupied by the scattered

parish of Kenmore and by Little Dunkeld, the chief

summits are Beinn Dheiceach (3074 feet), Beinn
Chaluinn (3354), Creag Mohr (3305); rising S from
Loch Tay are Creag Charbh (2084), Meall Gleann a'

Chloidh (2238), Creag Uigeach (2S40), Beinn Bhreac

(2341), and Creagan na Beinn (2909) ; and northwards,

Meall nan Tarmachan (3421) and Ben L.\wei:s (4004),

the loftiest summit in Perthshire. Meall Dearg (2258

feet) is the highest point in Little Dunkeld. In the

four parishes forming the SW corner of the shire the

chief mountains are, in Killin, Cuaigchailliach (2990

feet), Ben Odhar (2948), Benloy (3078), Benmore
(3843), Am Binnein (3S27), Ben-a-Chroin (3101), and
Ben Dubh-chraige (3204) ; in Balquhidder, Beinn

Tulachan (3099), Stob Garbh (3148), Stob Coiro an
Lochan (3497), and Stuca-Chroin (3189) ; in Callander,

Parian Hill (2001), Meall Mor (2451), An Garadh
(2317), Meall Cala (2203), Ben Vane (2685), Ben Ledi
(2S75), and Beinn Each (2660) ; and in Aberfoyle,

Beinn Bhreac (2295), Ben Venue (2393), and Beinn an
Fhogharaidh (2000). In tho remaining parts of Strath-

earn the highest mountains are, in Connie parish, N of

the Earn river and loch, Creag nan Eon (2990 feet) and
191
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Hkn- OBOVSIl (8048] : ninl to the S, Ben VbtRLTOn
(8884) ud Moall m Faarna (8478) ; in Orielf witish,

iv.nn u Qaioimh [2367), in Qlenalmond; in Kiluuv
dock. I'limli lili. t'J17iO nml Uuuili Mhor or Uumvar
fJUiS), N of tin- Braes ol Donne. The snmniits as wo
idnuM towards the K tie less elevated. Stormont
district, though In aumy placet showing wild High-
land scenery, docs not a'ttuin any very high summit

;

among its mountdna are Bbnaohally (1684 feet),

1 tweeti t'lunie mid Caput h ; Ashmore Hill (1277), in

' irrie ; and Drnmaearg (1888) and Mount Blair
(8441 . in Alyth pariah The Ookils Ho entirely in

the S of the shite, and stretch north-eastwardB along

the S border from the Forth near Stirling to the neigh-

bourhood of Perth. Among the chief summits in Perth-

shire, in irregular order, from SW to NE, are Dunmyat
(U75 feet), Stickle Coram (1866), Little Coram (1688),

Blairdenon Bill (2072), Tamheth (1279), Core Hill

[1780 . Wether Hill (1674), East Bow Hill (1662), Gar-

iownie Hill (1552), Steele's Knowo (1594). Sim's Hill

(1688), Unckle Law (1806), Craig Rossie (1250), Rossie

Law (10G4), John's Hill (1500), Corb Law (1558),

Skymore Hill (1302), Cock Law (1337), and Castle

Law (1023). The Siiilaw Hills occupy the part of the

entity to the E of the Tay and N of the Carse of

Cowrie, and stretch far beyond the limits of Perthshire

into Forfarshire. The chief summits in the former
• itinty, in order roughly from the S towards the N, are

Kinfauns Hill (555 feet), Kinnotill Hill (729), Evelick

or Pole Hill (914), Bcal Hill (849), Black Hill (1182),

Dunsinane Hill (1012), King's Seat (1235), Blacklavv

Hill (929), and Ballo Hill (1029). The Obnoy Hills are

a small detached group of the Grampians lying im-
mediately to the S of Dunkeld, and including Birnam
Hill (1324 feet), Mcikle Crochan (1915), and Craig

Liath (1399). Amongst the hills of Perthshire noted
for other reasons than mere height are the Braes of

Babpuhidder, stretching B and W to the N of Loch
Voil, and the Braes of Doune, to the N of the Teith,

between Doune and Callander, while many of the

so-called 'forests' are wide regions of mountain-land,

nearly destitute of trees, and covered chiefly with
heather. Such, for example, are the famous Forest of

Athole in the N, Forest of Cluny in Stormont, Rannoeh
Forest in Rannoeh, and the Forest of Glenlinlas in the

sw.
Rivers and Lakes.—The Tay, with its tributaries,

drains almost the entire county of Perth, except a tract

45 miles long and from 34 to 18 broad in the extreme S.

Its course lies in a rough parabolic curve through the

centre of the shire from its source in theW to its mouth
in the E. Although it is not called the Tay until it

issues from Loch Tay, this great river draws its origin

from the two head-waters, the Lochyand the Dochaiit,
which rise on the Argyllshire border and flow into the
SW end of Loch Tay7 The latter of these is 13| miles

long ; and reckoning that as part of the Tay, it gives

the total length of the Tay as about 140 miles, draining

an area of about 2000 square miles. From its ultimate

source on Benbuy, 1000 feet above sea-level, the Tay or

Dochart flows through the centre of Killin parish to

IxKh Tay, whence, emerging at the NE end, it flows

generally towards the NE, till it is joined at Ballinluig

by the Tummel, when the united streams turn SE and
then S till they reach the Firth of Tay. Just before

entering Loch Tay the Dochart receives from the left

the Lochay. The chief affluents on the right bank of

the Tay, from Loch Tay downwards, are Urlar or Moness
Burn at Aberfeldy, Balnaguard Burn from Grandtully
Hill, the Bran, the Ordie and Shochie, the Almond,
and the Earn. On the left bank the chief affluents are

the Lyon, Derculich Burn, Tullypowrie Burn, the

Tummel, Allt Ringh an Lagain, Dowally Burn, the

Isla, and St Martin's Burn. Into the estuary of the

Tay there flow from Perthshire from the N the Pow of

Errol and other small streams.

Many of these streams have themselves considerable

affluents. The Bean receives in its 19 miles' course

from Glen Quaich and through Loch Freuchie, on the left
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the lYvitF.R. Cochill Burn, Tombane Burn, and the
united Ballinlo&u and Pitleoch Burn, ami various less

important streamlets from tho S. The Almond has a
course of 30 miles, ami receives on the right bank tho
Fendoch Burn, and on tho left tho Glenshervie and
Milton Burns. Tho Earn, flowing from Loch Earn,
has a course of 40 miles ; and receives on the right bank
the Ruchill, Machany, Ruthven, May, and Farg ; and
on tho left tho Lednock and the turret. The Lyon
receives on the right bank the Invervane Burn and the
A 1 1 1

I >a (
;
hob

;
and from the left the Allt Coiro Eachainn,

Allt Odhar, and the Keltney Burn from Schiehallion.
By means of the Tummel tho drainage of the large
north-eastern district of the county finds its way into
tho Tay. From Loch Lydoch on the western border
the Gauer flows eastwards into Loch Rannoeh, and
only receives the name Tummel on issuing thence at the
cast ern end. This chain of water-way receives from the
right or S the Inverhadden Burn, the Allt Strath
BYonan or Allt Kynachan from the northern slopes of

Schiehallion, the Kinnardochy Burn, the Frenicli and
other burns flowing into Loch Tummel ; on the left the
Erieht, from Loch Ericiit, flowing into Loch Rannoeh,
which also receives the Annet Burn, the Allt na Moine
Buidhe, the Fincastle Burn, and the Garry. This
last descends 1000 feet in its course of 22 miles from
Loch Garry in the NW corner of the shire; and it

receives on its right bank the Erichdie at Struan, and
on the left the Edendon, Allt Geallaidh, and Ender,
uniting the waters of the Allt Glas Choire, Allt a
Mhuillinn and Allt a Chireachain, the Bruar, the Tilt,
and the Allt Girnaig. The Tilt, flowing down from
the northern mountain rampart, receives on the right

the Tarff and the united stream of the Allt Mhaireand
Allt Diridh ; and on the left the Glen More Water and
the Fender. The Isla, flowing from the Forfarshire

Grampians, drains the NE of Perthshire ; and within
the borders of that county receives on the right bank
Alyth Burn, the Ericiit Water, and the Lunan.
Tho Ericht Water is formed by the union of the
Airdle and Blackwater, and receives on its right

bank the Lornty(7 miles) from Loch Benachally ; while

the Airdle itself is formed by the union of the Briaraclian

and theFearnach. The Blaclavater flows from the Spittal

of Glenshec, where the Allt Bheag, the Lochy, and
Tatinich unite to form its stream, but for some miles

the united stream is called the Shee. The south-western
portion of Perthshire is drained by the river Forth,
which forms for a considerable distance the southern
border. The Duchray and Avondhu, the two head-
waters of the Forth, rise on Ben Lomond and in Aber-
foyle parish respectively and flow parallel, the former
chiefly on the border between Perthshire and Stirling-

shire, and the latter through Lochs Chon and Akd in

Aberl'oylo to their junction at a point 1 mile W of the

hamlet of Aberfoyle. West of this point the Forth
receives on its left or Perthshire bank the Goodie, the

Teith, with its affluents the Keltie and Rcdnock, the

ALLAK, with its affluents the Danny, Knaik, Bullie,

Millstane, Muckle, Lodge and Wharry Burns, and tho

Devon. The Teith is formed of two confluent streams,

each about 20 miles long, the one flowing from the S
slopes of BEN-A-Cnr.oiN through Loch Voil and Loch
Lubnaig, and bearing successively the names Balvaio,
Ire, and Leny ; while the other flows from Loch Katrine
through Loch Achray and Loch Vennachar to join the

Leny and form the Teith at Callander. The Falloch,
in the W of the county, falls into the N end of Loch
Lomond after a course of 10J miles from its source on

Bun-a-Chkoin. The Fillan, flowing from the N
slopes of Benloy into Loch Dochart, is sometimes
regarded as the remotest head-stream of the river Tay.

The courses of many of these rivers lie through scenery

of the most beautiful and grandest description, which,

for the most part, will be found noted in tho separate

articles on the chief streams. A prominent feature of

Perthshire river-scenery is that afforded by the water-

falls and rapids, among which are those of Bruar and
FENDER, near Blair Athole ; the Falls of Tunmiel, and
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the Black Spout at Pitlochry ; the Falls of Moncss
at Aberfeldy ; of the Lochay, near its junction with
the Dochart ; the Falls of Acharn, on the Acharn
Burn, flowing into the eastern end of Loch Tay

;

Uampsik Linn, on the Tay near Stanley ; the Falls

of the Bran, near Dunkeld ; Muckersie Linn and
Humble-Bumble on the May ; the Devil's Mill on
the Lednock, near Crielf ; and Caldron Linn, on the
Devon near Rumbling Bridge. The lakes of Perthshire
are very numerous, but as all those that are either

renowned for their natural beauty or interesting from
historical or literary associations, are separately noticed,

no more than a catalogue of them is given here. The
largest lochs in Perthshire are Loch Tay, Locii Earn,
Loch Rannocii in Breadalbane, Loch Ericht or Erochd
on the boundary with Inverness-shire, and Loch
Katrine in the W of Menteith. Next in size comes
Lochs Luydon or Lydoch, on the boundary with
Argyllshire

;
Garry, between Rannoch and Athole

;

Tummel, in Athole ; Lubnaig, on the mutual border
of Balquhidder and Menteith ; Voil, in Balquhidder

;

and Vennachar and Lake of Menteith in Menteith.
For convenience in indicating the position of the still

smaller lochs, we regard Perthshire as divided into four
parts—NW, NE, SW, and SE—by a line running N
and S from Ben Dearg to Dunblane, and a line running
NE and SW from Glenfalloeh along the S of Loch Tay
to Mount Blair. In the NW are Loch-a-Vealloch, Loch-
a-Bieaclaich, Loch-a-Londonich, Lochan-a-Chlaidh,
Lochs Chon, Dhu, Eaigh, Essan, Kinnardochy, Larig-
eelie, Lyon, Maragan, Loch-na-Lairige, Loch Srou-Smear,
Loch Tubhair, and the Lochs of Roro, viz., Loch-a-
Chait, Loch Girre, and Loch Damh. In the NE are

Boar's Loch, Lochs Broom, Duin, Eun, Glassie, Loch,
Mharich, Moraig, Na-Nean, Oishnie, and Schechernieh
or Bainie. In the SW are Lochs Achray, Ard,
BOLTACHAN, Chon, Doine, Drimnagowran or Ben-
craigh, Dhu, Drunkie, Machaich, Ruskie, and Tunet.
In the SE are Lochs Benachally, Ballach, Clunie,
Craiglush, Dowally, Drummond, Dupplin, Freuciiie
or Fraochie, Fender, Kennard, Lowes, Muir Dam
Loch and Peppermill Loch, Lochs Monzievaird, Na-
Craig, Ordie, Oyl, Skiach, Tilt, Valigan, Vach, Voulin,
and the Stormont Loclis, viz., Lochs Monksmyre and
Haremyre, Saints Loch, Black, White, Fengus, Rae,
Marlie or Drummullie, and Clunie Lochs. Spring
water in all the hilly districts is both plentiful and ex-
ceedingly good ; but in the Carse of Gowrie, in the
low lying parts of Menteith, and a few other low level

spots it is scarce or of inferior quality. There is an
allusion to this in the proverb, quoted by Pennant, to
the effect that the people of the Carse of Gowrie ' want
water in the summer, tire in winter, and the grace of
God all the year round.' The chief mineral springs are
those at Pitkeathley at the Bridge of Earn ; and of
A

i

rthrey, which, however, are more properly con-
sidered in Stirlingshire. The chief glens and passes
of Perthshire are perhaps the following : the Tros.sachs,
between Loch Achray and Loch Katrine, Glenalmond,
Glendevon, Glendochart, Glenfalloch, Glen-
lochy, Glenlyon, Glenogle, Glenshee, and Glen-
tilt, each on the river indicated in its name ; the passes
of AbbwoylE, Lkny, and KlLLIEOEANKIE. Glendevon
and Gleneagles are both said to have been the route by
which the Romans crossed the Ochils. The plains and
valleys of this county are numerous, and some of them
are very extensive. In addition to those that are
named from the river flowing through them, as Glen-
tilt, Strathtay, etc., we may mention Strathmore,
stretching north-eastward from Perth into Forfarshire,
and forming part of the great plain from Dumbarton to
Brechin. To the S of it lies the fertile Carse of
Gowrie, stretching for 15 miles between the Sidlaw
Hills and the estuary of the Tay.

Geology.—By far the larger portion of this county
is occupied by a great series of metamorphic rocks,
which, according to the classification laid down by
Sir Roderick Murchison, are regarded as of Silurian
age. They are arranged in parallel zones, the long

axes running approximately in an ENK and WSW
direction. Along the Highland border they are bounded
for a considerable distance by the great fault crossing

the country from Stonehaven to the Firth of Clyde
;

while to the N of Crietf and E by Dunkeld they are

unconformably overlaid by the members of the Lower
Old Red Sandstone. From the researches of the Geolo-

gical Survey, it would appear that there is a definite

order of succession in the metamorphic series in this

county. Close to the great fault, the strata, which
are comparatively unaltered in the neighbourhood of

Callander and Comrie, consist of greywackes and shales,

with some bands of black shale indistinguishable from
some of the beds in the Motfat series of the S of Scot-

land. They are overlaid by the Aberfoyle slates, gradu-
ating upwards through schistose Hags, pebbly grits, and
sericite schists into a great mass of grits capping Ben
Voirlich. From the fault W to Ben Voirlich the

general inclination of the strata is towards the NW,
and hence we have a gradually ascending series from
the Highland border as far as the grits of Ben Voirlich.

The latter are succeeded by the limestone series of Loch
Earn and Loch Tay, and the limestones are overlaid in

turn by a group of mica schists, which are splendidly
developed on Ben Lawers. Indeed, the highest beds in

the metamorphic series of Perthshire occur on the
summit of this hill as the limestones reappear to the
N with a SE inclination. Both in Glen Lyon and Glen
Garry the calcareous series is underlaid by the represen-

tatives of the Ben Voirlich grits, which, on Schiehallion
and in the upper reaches of Glen Garry, are more nearly
allied to quartzites. From the foregoing description

it is evident that the beds are more highly altered as

we recede from the great fault and ascend the Highland
glens.

The geological structure of the Old Red Sandstone
area in Perthshire resembles that of Forfarshire (see

Ord. Gaz. , vol. iii.
, p. 40). The anticlinal fold in the

volcanic series of the Sidlaws is continued in the Ochils,

while the strata overlying the ancient lavas and tuffs

occupy the syncline between the chain of the Ochils and
the fault along the Highland border. In Perthshire,

however, there is no trace of the succession of sand-
stones, flags, and shales underlying the volcanic series

in Kincardineshire. The group of strata occurring to

the N of the fault and resting unconformably on the
metamorphic rocks probably occupy a position at the
base of the volcanic series. These beds of lava and
agglomerate are met with to the N of the fault E
of Dunkeld, and we may justly infer that they represent

the volcanic rocks of the Sidlaws and the Ochils
in an attenuated form. On the S side of the great
syncline the lowest beds are exposed along the crest of
the arch of the Ochils, near the Yettsof Muckhart, where
they consist of very coarse agglomerates and occasional

lava flows. These are succeeded by a considerable thick-

ness of porphyrites, with some intercalations of agglo-

merate. Again, the beds of tulf predominate, till

eventually the volcanic ejections become so intermittent

that sedimentary strata are mainly represented. The
total thickness of the volcanic series in the N limb of the
anticline of the Ochils is upwards of 6000 feet. It is

probable, however, that, though this enormous accumu-
lation of volcanic materials was deposited over a gradually
sinking area, a good many of the cones ultimately raised

their peaks above the level of the water, and became
subaerial. Tho highest beds of this series in the vicinity

of Bridge of Allan, Auchterardcr, and other localities,

consist of coarse conglomerates of well-rounded frag-

ments of the porphyrites of the Ochils, and whore this

horizon reappears to tho N of tho great syncline vast

beds of conglomerate occur, composed of the samo
materials. Near tho top of the zone they alternate
with sandstones and marls, but eventually they pass
underneath a group of grey and chocolate-coloured sand-
stones with plant remains which are well seen in tho
Allan between Bridge of Allan and Dunblane and on-
wards by Auchterarder and Perth to the county
boundary. On the estate of Wcsterton, near Bridge of
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Allan, i specimen of BlUqAdUupil T.vtUii was found in
a sand-tone quarry, where tlu« sandstones underlie n
be 1 of lava, marking tho close of tho contemporaneous
volcanic activity of the Ochils, This fossiliferous zone is

probably on tlio same liori.-on as t ho lish-lit'il on Turin
Hill in Forfarshire. Tlio bods just described nro suc-

oseded by n I nndy olaya and marls, oooupying tho
gr. it

.
r part of tin- low lying ground traversed by the

T. it h down to its point of junction with tho Forth.
They are traceable along Strathallan and over tho low
ground U'twoon that valley and tho Earn, while further
t.> the B sph ndid Motions of the same beds may bo seen

in the T»v between Ninthly and Perth. As described
in the article on the geology of Forfarshire, Strathtnore
is paved with these .strata, which in that area form the
highest beds in the centre of tho syncline. In Perth-
dura, however, the red sandy clays and marls are over-

laid by an immense thickness of conglomerates, which
ore splendidly developed on Uam Var, forming tho
highest members of tho Lower Old Red Sandstone in

tl onty. As we approach the fault the inclination
of the beds increases till it is almost vertical, and in

some cases tho strata are actually inverted. It is in-

tercut ing to note that as wo approach tho Highland
border the sedimentary strata gradually become coarser,

the sandstones nro more pebbly, and tho boulders in

the conglomerates are larger. From the occurrence of

metamorphic rocks in the Uam Var conglomerates,
which have been derived from areas lying far to the N
of the great fault, it is evident that the crest of the
1 tan chain at least must have been exposed to
denudation during the deposition of the highest beds
of the Lower Old Red Sandstone.
The strata which now fall to be described have been

grouped with the Upper Old Red Sandstone. They are

prominently developed near Bridge of Earn, and extend
underneath the estuary of the Tay and the Carse of
Gowrie to near Dundee. Bounded on the N and S by
two parallel faults, the strata are brought into conjunc-
tion with the Lower Old Red volcanic rocks on both
sides of the estuary of the Tay. It is only to the W of

this area, between Forgandenny and Bridge of Earn,
that the basement beds are found resting unconform-
ably on the denuded volcanic rocks. Though some
fragments of the latter occur in the breccias, yet the
pebbles consist mainly of quartzite or vein quartz derived
in many cases from the Lower Old Red conglomerates.
The Upper Old Red Sandstone of Perthshire consists
mainly of marls and brick red sandstones generally
much honeycombed and very friable. In the neighbour-
hood of Errol they have yielded excellent specimens of the
genera of fishes which are characteristic of this formation.
To the N of the Ochils the only rocks of Carboni-

ferous age are contained in a small outlier covering a
few acres of ground about half a mile to the S of Bridge
of Earn. The strata consist of blue clays with sand-
stones and calcareous bands belonging to the Cement-
stone series ; the blue clays having yielded Estheria and
plant remains. Though this outlier is insignificant in

extent, it is of the utmost importance in proving the
extension of the Carboniferous system over a part of
Scotland, from which it has been removed by denuda-
tion. It further shows that during the early part of
that period the Ochils must have formed a barrier

between the Tay and the Howe of Fife, for these
strata do not resemble the C'alciferous Sandstones as
developed in the E of Fife. They are like the type of
strata known as the Ballagan series, underlying the
volcanic rocks of the Campsie Fells. At a later stage,

however, this barrier must have been submerged and
buried underneath the deposits belonging to higher
divisions of that formation.
On the S side of the Ochils there is an isolated por-

tion of Perthshire, which is wholly occupied by Carboni-
ferous strata. These may be grouped with the Clack-
mannan Coalfield, to which no reference has been made
in the description of the latter county. In this area all

the subdivisions of the Carboniferous system in central
Scotland are represented. The lowest beds, consisting

of red marls and sandstones, are seen on tho Cairney, a
tributary of tho Devon, near tho Caldron Linn, whore
they pass underneath tho Comcntstono series. It is

probablo that thoso bods represent tho W extension of

tho red sandstone group of the Howo of Fife. The
Cementatone group, comprising green and groy clays and
shales, with occasional bands and nodules of cement-
Stone and calcareous sandstone, are well oxposed in the
Devon, above and below the Caldron Linn. Tho
Carboniferous Limestone series, with its three typical

subdivisions, forms tho E boundary of the Clackmannan
Coalfield, extending from a point near Dollar to the
shore at Culross. The middle division, rich in coals

and ironstones, forms the Oakley Coalfield, and beds
occupying the same horizon were formerly extensively

wrought beneath tho Forth at Preston Island. Resting
on this subdivision come tho members of the upper
group, comprising the Index, the Janet Peat, and
Castlecary Limestones. Associated with the Janet Peat
Limestone is a thick scam of ordinary coal, and a thin

bed of gas coal, which was wrought at Culross in the

olden time, and some of tho workings extended for a
considerable distance under the bed of the Forth.

Intermediate between tho beds just described and the
Coal-measures come the sandstones of the Millstone Grit

division, which are extensively quarried. When the

Devon Ironworks were in operation, some nodular clay-

band ironstones occurring among the fireclays were
mined. To these succeed the representatives of the
Coal-measures forming tho Clackmannan Coalfield, and
comprising several valuable seams of coal and ironstone,

which are here given in ascending order : Slaty Band
Ironstone, Coalsnaughton Main Coal, Cherry and Splint

Coals, Nine-feet Coal and Upper Five-feet Coal. By a

series of parallel faults running in an E and W direction,

tho coal seams are repeated several times to tho S. The
red sandstones overlying the Coal-measures occur at the

Devon Ironworks near Tillicoultry, which is conse-

quently the deepest part of the coalfield.

The metamorphic rocks of this county are pierced by
masses of granite, quartz-felsite, and diorite. Examples
of granitic intrusions are to be found in the vicinity of

Loch Ericht and Loch Rannoch, and in Glen Tilt.

Quartz-felsite occurs in the form of dykes, as for in-

stance along the Highland border between Crieff and
Callander, and in the form of sheets between Loch Earn
and Loch Tay. Diorite also occurs in the form of dykes
and sheets, and these in turn have been intersected

by basalt dykes probably of Tertiary age. In like man-
ner the basalt rocks are met with in this double form

;

the sheets being mainly confined to the Carboniferous

strata. The Abbey Craig, near Stirling, is a continuation

of a great mass of dolerite intruded more or less along

tho bedding of the lower limestones. Truncated like

the Carboniferous rocks by the great fault skirting the

Ochils, it appears to underlie the Clackmannan Coal-

field, for, where these limestones emerge in the Cleish

Hills in Fife, a similar sheet accompanies them. That
these sheets are not confined, however, to the Carboni-

ferous rocks is evident from the occurrence of a remnant
of such an intrusive mass on the top of Ben Buck in the

Ochils. Numerous examples of basalt dykes are trace-

able throughout the county. Two or three of these

parallel dykes after traversing the volcanic rocks of the

Ochils, and the Old Red Sandstone area to the W,
obliquely cut across the great fault, running W by Loch
Lubnaig and Loch Katrine to Loch Lomond.

This county presents ample evidence of glaciation

belonging partly to the general and partly to the later ice-

movement. The ice-worn surfaces of the Ochils, Kin-

noull Hill, and the Sidlaws, are excellent examples of

the former, while the roches moutonnies of the Highland
glens, and notably of the Trossachs, attest the influence

of the later glaciers. Even the peaks of some of tho

mountains within the Highland border are beautifully

glaciated, and are strewn with boulders foreign to them.

The general trend of the ice-movement along the margin

of the Highlands is from NW to SE, with certain local

variations. Where the county joins with Stirling and
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Dumbarton, the trend of the ice-markings is N and S,

near Callander about SSE, and in the Oomrie district

about SE. When the ice reached the low ground it

veered still more towards the E, and after traversing

the plain the course of the ice-flow was slightly deflected

by the chain of the Ochils. Where the ice crossed the

range the direction of the movement changed to a little

N of E.

In favourable situations the boulder clay is invari-

ably met with. It is worthy of note, however, that

the Highland glens have been denuded to a large

extent of this deposit by the action of the later glaciers.

Where the latter were only partially developed, or

where they did not exist, it fills the valleys to a great

depth. The later glaciers were splendidly developed

in many of the Highland glens, as is abundantly shown
from the distribution of moraines. Excellent examples
of these are to be met with along the banks of Loch
Katrine, between Strone-a-C'hlachar and Loch Lomond,
and along the railway from Callander to the head of

the Dochart. But perhaps the finest group in the

county occurs at the head of Glen Garry and on the col

between the Garry and Glen Truim.
Numerous examples of boulders which have travelled

far from their parent source are to be met with. The
Ben Voirlich grits and certain dioritcs and hornblende
schists among the Highland rocks, along with the

massive Old Red conglomerates, supplied large boulders,

which have been widely distributed by the ice. This
dispersion was chiefly accomplished during the primary
glaciation, and the direction of the movement of the

boulders coincides with that of the ice-markings. But
not only are large masses of the Highland rocks distri-

buted over the low grounds, many of them have been
carried over the highest cols in the Ochils. The ob-

server may frequently note the occurrence of these

foreign blocks which have been washed out of the

boulder clay along the stream courses on the S side of

the Ochils. 'Samson's putting-stone' is the name
given to a well-known boulder of Highland schist situ-

ated on a knoll of Old Red conglomerate overlooking

the Trossachs road near Coilantogle Ford.

The 100-feet beach forms the upper terrace at Bridge
of Allan, and skirts the Carse of Stirling, stretching as

far as Dollar, and forming some outlying patches in

Clackmannanshire. It is also traceable up the valleys

of the Tay and the Earn. The deposits consist of sands,

gravels, and brick-clays, which frequently show crump-
ling of the beds. From this fact, as well as from the

occurrence of boulders in the brick-clays, it is evident

that floating ice must have existed in the sea during
their deposition. The Carse of Stirling, as well as the

Carse of Gowrie, mark the level of the 50-feet sea-beach.

The clays of this terrace sometimes alternate with beds
containing hazel-nuts, along with oyster and other
shells, which are the same as are now to be found on
our shores, though of a larger size. Kitchen middens
occur on the bluffs above the 50-feet beach, indicating

the presence of neolithic man where the sea washed the

base of these cliffs.

Where the Highland glens debouche on the plains

along the Highland border great masses of gravel are

met with, which are arranged sometimes in the form of

kames, sometimes in irregular sheets. The Tay, Allan,

Almond, Earn, Teith, and other streams spread these
deposits over the low grounds. Some of the kamiform
ridges may have been accumulated in channels under-
neath the ice, some may have been formed along the

sides of the glaciers where they extended beyond the

mouths of the valleys, and spread in a fan-shaped
manner over the plains ; each successive ridge being
laid down as the glacier retreated step by step. When
the glacier shrunk back into the glens the materials were
deposited as ordinary lateral and terminal moraines.

Along the foot of the S slope of the Ochils, both the

100 and f>0 feet beaches merge into cones of gravel and
sand, which slope gently upwards to the mouths of the

glens. The accumulation of this detritus is still in pro-

gress, owing to the denudation of the volcanic rocks

forming the chain. The gravel, sand and detritus

borne down the steep slopes are, for the most part,

deposited where the glens debouche on the plains in
low fan -shaped cones, the features of which are depen-
dent on the angles of inclination of the two slopes. On
these cones are built various towns and villages, such
as Blairlogie, Menstrie, Alva, Tillicoultry, and Dollar.

Though the material forms a dry subsoil, yet the towns
built in such situations are more or less subject to

disastrous floods from the shifting of the stream courses.

Extensive alluvial flats or terraces occur along the
banks of some of the chief rivers, such as the Tay, the
Earn, and Teith, which have been formed by river

action in the usual manner. That the sea has had
nothing to do with the formation of these terraces is

evident from the fact that the slope of each successive

terrace corresponds with the slope of the stream. Where
tributaries form cones of detritus at the points of junction
with the main streams, these alluvial deposits are ter-

raced in a similar manner.
Economic Minerals.—Those of the greatest value are

the coals and ironstones of the Carboniferous formation.
The Alloa coalfield is particularly rich in good house-
hold coals. Several seams at Culross and Oakley were
formerly worked, but this has been discontinued, as

better coals are to be found in the neighbourhood.
Both clayband and blaekband ironstones occur at Alloa,

Dollar, Oakley, and Culross, which are not wrought at

present. The beds of limestone occurring in the Car-
boniferous formation at Vickar's Bridge near Dollar and
at Culross were formerly quarried. The other seams are

of minor importance. In the metamorphic rocks of the
Highlands massive limestones occur in Glen Tilt, where
they have been worked for marble ; at Blair Athole, Pit-

lochry, Loch Tay, Glen Lyon, Loch Earnhead, Loch
Rannoch, and Callander. A calcareous breccia occurs

along the great fault bounding the Highlands, which
at several places has been worked as a limestone. Fire-

clay occurs throughout the Carboniferous strata on the
S side of the Ochils. Silver, copper, lead, and cobalt

occur among the volcanic rocks of the Ochils, and were
formerly wrought. The matrix of the metalliferous

deposits is usually barytes. The Spa Water of Bridge
of Allan issues from the workings of an old copper
mine. Near Alva a vein of silver and cobalt ores was
wrought, and has given the name to the glen in which
it occurs. The ore is reported to have been rich. On
one of the tributary streams which form the Castle-

Campbell glen at Dollar malachite has been mined ; the
matrix of the vein being barytes. At Tyndrum, argenti-

ferous galena has been worked ; zinc blende, copper
pyrites, and small quantities of a cobalt ore are also

found there. At Tomnaclachan, S of Loch Tay, grey
copper with copper and iron pyrites and molybdenite
occur ; while at Corrie Bui rich argentiferous galena and
two pieces of gold have been found. Roofing slate is

met with along the Highland border, and has been
wrought chiefly at Aberfoyle, Comrie, and Dunkeld.

Soils.—The soils in a county so large and so diversi-

fied in character are naturally of the most varied de-

scription. A deep stiff clay forms the flat tract for 18

miles along the Forth from Gartmore Bridge to the
Bridge of Allan ; and by far the larger part of the Carse

of Gowrie has a deep rich clay also, loam appearing
only on the eminences in that fertile region. A pale

brown clay extends along the Earn from Forteviot

Bridge to the Tay ; and clayey soils occur elsewhere in

the county. Haugh soil of fine alluvium occurs in the
Allan, Goodie, and Devon ; around Killin and in parts

of Glendochart, Glenfillan, and other glens in various

regions. Loam or fertile vegetable mould forms a fine

bank from Rednock House to lilair Drummond, and
extends over part of Strathearn ; over most of the Tay
valley below Dunkeld ; over a largo area in Strathmore;
and over nearly all the SE slopes of the Sidlaws. Till

is very widely diffused ; a poor kind of it covers the
NW face of the Ochils from Dunblaue to Abernethy

;

other qualities skirt the moor between the Teith and
Forth, and occupy areas round the Lake of Wenteitb
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•ml on ilu> N\V point of the Sidlnws ; and on many
qT thi other hill* A lighl sandy 01 gravelly soil

appeari m moat of the ralleya N of Dunkela and

Aiyth. and \v of Crieff and Callander, ami is found in

\ > i v abundant quantity all over tlu> county. Moorish

mui alluvial .-oils Lnterrnpt its continuity in many parts.

Moorland, or I thin stratum of moss upon Band or

p.iwl, has -iv.u name to Orchillmoor, Sherillinuir,

Mcthven, Ahth, Pun-inane, ami other moors; hut

much of those have now been reclaimed for agricul-

ture.

Ciimat.:—Th« climate is affected partly by the pre-

vailing inclination of the general surface to tho SW,
hut chielly by tin- s]iecial configuration of tho various

i r: rhe temperature corresponds to the position of

the « .unity between Highlands and Lowlands; and
Mnk.s the medium between the northern and southern

COUntiei ;
hut is, of course, exposed to great local varia-

tions. Easterly winds bring rain and unsettled weather

on Cowrie, Stormont, Glenshee, and Strathardle, while

tli.- w. ktber is dry and serene in Breadalbano. Westerly

v in. Is on the other hand bring up rain from the Atlantic

ov.r Menteith. lircadalbane, and Kannoch ; while they

Leave the eastern regions quite unaffected. Neither

cl.uss of winds can advance very far into tho interior

without being in great part disburdened of their

moisture by the mountain-ranges. Northerly winds

have their power much broken by the rampart of moun-
I tins in the X. According to observations made some

time ago over a series of five years, west winds prevail

from 166 to 220 days in the year; fair weather from

1S9 to 250 days ; rain from 95 to 141 ; and frost from

II to 66 days. The mean height of the barometer

was found during three consecutive years to be from

29 59 to 2971 ; and of the thermometer from 41 to 42£.

The annual rainfall over five years varied between 31 '45

inches and 38 4.

Animals.—The deer forests of Perthshire contain

large herds of red-deer ;
fallow-deer, though not native,

are found near some of the residences of the nobility
;

and roe-deer are also common in some places. The fox,

otter, stoat, weasel, squirrel, and water-rat are among the

common wild animals of Perthshire ; and the wild-cat

and badger among those that are almost extinct.

Eagles still have their eyries among the mountains of

this county ; and several kinds of hawks and owls are

also reckoned among its birds, in addition to a very

large number of the commoner kinds. Game birds are

very numerous ; and the grouse-moors of Perthshire

afford some of the best sport to be obtained in that way
in the world. Ptarmigan is found only on the loftier

mountains ; and capercailzie, originally a native, but

reintroduced from Norway after its extinction in Scot-

land, is abundant in many parts. The woodcock also

breeds regularly. Perthshire abounds in excellent

salmon and trout streams ; while the salmon-fishing in

the river Tay and in its estuary is of a very valuable

description. Scottish pearls are found in the Tay, in

the shells of a fresh-water mussel, tolerably common in

that river and its tributaries. The county has some

reputation among entomologists for the number of rare

insects to be found in it.

Industries.—The industrial sources of wealth of Perth-

shire include agriculture, sheep-farming, the letting of

lands and waters for sport, and a small proportion of

manufactures and commerce. According to the returns

in 1881, 16,522 persons were engaged in agricultural

employments, 6794 in domestic, 3801 in professional,

3257 in commercial, and 27,694 in industrial; of the

last, 1474 were employed in woollen industries, 2524 in

cotton and flax, 917 in hemp and jute, 60 in coal and

shale mining, 6 in ironstone mining, and 69 in ship-

building. Of the whole, 82,214 were returned as with-

out specified occupation, of whom 49,227 were females,

and 41,808 children.

Only about one-fifth of the entire surface of the

county is under tillage, the rest being taken up by

pasture, woods, and deer-forests. • The methods and

conditions of agriculture naturally vary very much in
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lln' different parts of so largo a region, but on the
« hole, all hough in Hi" remoter quarters some antiquated
and benighted practices still linger, tho agricultural
condition of the Bhire^mav be pronounced to be ex-

ol moorland and moss have been reclaimed
; others hare

been enriched ; and draining, special manuring, and
careful rotation havo all lent their aid to improve the
soil. According to the returns of 1881 there were 108
farms of L000 acros or more; 90, between 600 and 1000;
9SS, between 100 and 500; 865, between 5 and 100;
and 124 below 5 acres. The most common term for a
farm lease is 19 years, at rents which run from £1 to

£1, 10s. per Scottish acre. But sheep-farms bring only
about 2s. 6d. per acre, or from 12 to 17 bushels of grain

per acre, tho money valuo being determined by the
liars prices for the year. During the last 20 years
I he lowest fiars price for the quarter of best wheat was
31s. lid. ; ditto best oats, 16s. 2d. ; ditto per boll of
140 lbs. of oatmeal, 12s. 8d. Tho highest prices were
respectively 64s. 4d. in 1867, 28s. lid. in 1868, and
22s. 9d. in 1867. In 1882 the prices were 36s. Id.,

21s. 6d., and 17s. 3d. Ploughmen receive money and
kind to tho annual valuo of from £43 to £49. The
bothy system prevails to a considerable extent. The
following tablo indicates the principal crops and the
acreage under each in various years :

The following table shows the amount of farm-stock

at various dates

:

18C8. 1873. 1874. 1881. 1882.

Horses,
Cattle,

Sheep,
Pigs, .

73,023
0oo,-j67

9,155

12.XX5
8'.!,:; 12

est,Ml
9,838

10,131 10,007
83,327 1 76,634

703,959 675,081

9,911 7,741

10,856
74,955

0a4,O20

9,465

The pastures of Perthshire are exceedingly varied, and

are thus adapted to the rearing of a very great diversity

of stock. The Angus and File breeds of cattle prevail in

the Carse of Gowrie, and about Perth and the Bridge of

Earn; the Argyllshire in Eannoch, Glenlyon, Glen-

lochy, Strathfillan, and other places in the west ; the

Lanarkshire, or those from the lower ward of that

county, much akin to the Galloway breed, in Menteith ;

and I he Ayrshire and Galloway in various parts. Breeds

of black cattle have been introduced from Devonshire,

Lancashire, Guernsey, and even from the East Indies
;

but these have become quite blended with each other

and the former existing breeds. The stock of sheep has,

as well as the cattle, undergone much improvement.

The old stock was the whitefaced, which in the High-

lands required to be housed in cots every night during

winter and spring ; but about 1770 the blackfaced breed

was introduced, and has now, both in the pure breed

and in numerous crosses, almost entirely ousted the

former. Goats were formerly numerous, but have given

way to sheep and tillage. Poultry is, of course, like

swine, ubiquitous. Dovecots are rare in the High-

lands, but abound about Perth and Cupar, the Carse

of Gowrie, and in Menteith. Game has already been

alluded to.

Woods.—Perthshire in early times was densely covered

willi forests, whose remains are still seen in such du-

1867. 1873. 1874. 1882.

Wheat, .... 1 1,060 13,915 14,803 7,498
Barley, .... 20,831 22,345 22,572 24,454
Oats, .... 63,2:!:; 66,404 65,511 71,130
Rye 252 295 337
Pease 226 152 108 118
l'otntoes 15,606 16,616 17,362 17,723
Turnips, etc., . 81,628 33,623 32,614 31,837
<.'iitiliap;cs, etc., 115 188 205 166
Other Green Crops,

.

1,269 962 1,055 947
Hare Fallow, . 1,941 2,461
Crass, Permanent Pasture, 06,288 84,230
Grass, in Rotation, . 92,943 101,731
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taehed portions as the Black Forest of Rannoch, and in

the tree-trunks that are occasionally even yet dug up.

In feudal times the woods were sadly diminished, and
the county gradually assumed a naked and treeless

aspect. In more modern times, however, the proprietors

in Perthshire, to whom the fourth Duke of Athole, ' the

planting duke,' first gave the example, set themselves to

remedy this great defect ; and at present the county,

aided by its peculiar con figuration, its diversity of soil,

and its climate, may be described as the great tree-

growing county of " Scotland. In 1812 Perth had
•203,880 acres under wood, thus showing the largest

acreage of any county in Scotland, the next return

being Aberdeen with 148,800. In 1871 Perthshire had
only 83,525, or 179,205 acres less than 60 years earlier.

According to returns made in 1881, Perthshire had
fallen to the third place among the counties, with 94,563

acres, Inverness having 162,201, and Aberdeen 103,156.

It has been estimated by Mr Hunter in his Woods,

Forests, and Estates of PertJishire (1883), in which full

details of the whole subject are given, that the value of

the woods in the couuty is about three and a half

million pounds sterling. The following table shows
the acreage under various forms of forestry in various

years :

1S72. 1880. 1881. 1882.

Orchards, etc.,

Nursery Grounds, .

83,525

327
92

91,333

105
94,503

394
99

94,563

There was no change in the acreage under woods be-

tween 1871 and 1879.

As indicated before, the number of deer and the

extent of deer forests in Perthshire is very great. The
rent obtained for deer forests is very much above the

ordinary agricultural or pastoral rent of a tract in the
Highland districts ; and the tendency of late years has
been rather to increase than to diminish the amount of

land occupied by deer forests. According to statistics

drawn up for the Royal Commission on the state of

Highland crofters, the chief deer-forests in Perthshire
in 1884, with their extent, owners, and highest and
lowest points in feet above sea-level, were

—

Deer-Forest. Owner. Acres.

High-
est

point
in feet

Lowest
point

in feet.

Athole,. . . .

Fealar, ....
GUenbruar, . .

Drummond Hill,

Glenartney, . .

Rannoch, . . .

Duke of Athole
Do.
Do.

Earl of Breadalbane
Baroness Willoughby

de Eresby
Sir Robert Menzies

35.540
14,100
8,570
2,400

19,310
12,740

3671
3424
3250
1500

3244
3128

620
1200
1400

600
1153

Besides these there are 390 different grouse-shootings in
the county, partly occupied by the proprietors, and
partly let at rents varying from £30 to £1850 per
annum

;
while the shootings under £20 yearly rent

represent an annual aggregate of £700. About 73
different fishings are also reckoned, those not occupied
by their proprietors bringing in rents varying from £5
to £400. Ihe net fishings not included in these repre-
sent about £10,642 annually. The total sum paid to
proprietors of lands in Perthshire as sporting rent is
the largest paid in any county of Scotland

; but, of
Course, only a small part of it can be regarded as income
flowing into the county. The wants, however, of a
large shooting tenancy, with their households and
attendants, support a considerable amount of trade in
Perthshire

;
while direct employment is given to many

ot the native inhabitants as gamekeepers, gillies, boat-
men, etc. According to tho Sportsman's and Tourists'
Guide for June 1884, the amount paid as rent for shoot-
ings and deer-forests iu Perthshire was £61,169, for
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rod-fishings £1160, and for net-fishings for salmon
£10,642. The large number of tourists, also, who
annually pour into the county to visit its beautiful and
celebrated spots, must not be forgotten among the

sources of wealth of Perthshire.

Perthshire cannot be called in any comprehensive
sense a manufacturing or a commercial county. It con-

tains no great centre of trade, and is the seat of no
special industry of importance. The busiest commercial
city is the county town, but even that has a steady

rather than a flourishing business. Particulars of the
main industries of the county will be found in the
special articles on Perth and the other towns and
parishes. The linen trade, though long established,

has not attained any very striking importance, and is

quite subordinate to that of Forfarshire. Its main seats

in Perthshire are Perth, Coupar-Angus, and Blair-
gowrie. The cotton industry, once flourishing, has
now much declined, but there are mills at Deanston,
founded in 1785, Stanley, and Cromwellpark. Woollen
manufactures are represented by factories for tweeds
at Killin, Pitlochry, etc. ; for tartans and galas at

Auchterarder, and by mills at Crieff, Dunblane, Kin-
cardine, and Burnfoot in Glendevon, and several other

places. There are blcaching-fields at Luncarty and
Cromwellpark, and elsewhere in the neighbourhood of

Perth. The attempt to establish paper-mills has only

been very partially successful. Dye-works, especially

at Perth, breweries, linseed-oil mills, distilleries, as

well as a considerable miscellany of less important
manufactories and industrial institutions, are also in-

cluded in the resources of the county. A very consider-

able trade in cattle, sheep, and agricultural produce is

carried on ; and centres, along with all other trade,

mainly in Perth. Some of the small ports along the

N side of the estuary of the Tay, as Port Allen and
Kincardine, carry on a tolerably active commerce. The
mineral wealth of Perthshire is inconsiderable, or at

least has been worked to an inconsiderable extent.

Coal has been found chiefly in the Culross district ; and
quarrying for various sorts of building stone is carried

on in many of the parishes. Fairs are held at stated

times in forty places, besides the county town ; and
weekly markets are kept in the principal towns and
villages.

Railways and Bonds.—Perthshire contains portions

of four chief railway systems

—

Caledonian, North
British, Callander and Oban, and Highland Rail-

ways. The Caledonian line enters the county from the

S, a little N of Bridge of Allan, and runs north-east-

wards to Perth by Dunblane and Crieff Junction. From
the latter junction, near Auchterarder, a branch runs

up to Crieff (9 miles), whence another line also connects

with Perth by Methven Junction. From Perth tho

Caledonian railway has two exits, one across the river

Tay by viaduct and through the Carse of Gowrie to

Dundee (20J miles), leaving Perthshire and entering

Forfarshire just before Invergowrie station. The second

exit runs north-eastwards from Perth by Stanley

Junction, entering Forfarshire at Coupar-Angus, and
throwing off branches to Blairgowrie (5 miles) at

Coupar-Angus, and to Alyth (5J) at Meigle. From
Dunblane the Dunblane, Doune, and Callander branch

runs off NW, aud is continued from Callander up
Strathyre, Glen Ogle, and Glen Dochart, to Tyndrum on

the W boundary, and thence on to Oban in Argyllshire

by the lately completed Callander and Oban line,

which is worked by the Caledonian Company. The
North British lino extends from a point between Aber-

nethy and Nevvburgh in Fife, up past tho Bridge of

Earn to Perth, a distance within 9 miles. The High-

land railway branches off NW from the Caledonian lino

at Stanley Junction, and proceeds up tho valley of the

Tay by Dunkeld to Ballinluig, and thence up Glengarry

by Pitlochry, Blair Athole, etc., to Drumochter Pass

on the NW'boundary, where at the highest point (1500

feet) reached by any railway in the country, it enters

Inverness-shire. Its length from Perth is about 53

miles. At Ballinluig a branch proceeds westwards U»
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Abtrftldy, n ilftUM of 9 miles. Tlio roads in Perth-

pa aubatantlally made and well kept From t ho

s the main Bdinbnrgh road entere the county a few

I SB of Perth, and arrives at that city across tho

South Inch ; ami the Glasgow road to I'orth passes

through Stirling, Dunblane, and Auohterarder. From
Dundee the road approaehea faun the B through tho

( h i of Gowda ; and a fourth road enters tho county

town from ('oniric, Crieff, and Mcthvon. From Perth
i t Highland road runa northwarda alongside the

II I, md railway during its entire course in the shiro.

Another thoroughfare runs north-westwards to Coujiar-

\ ma, where it forks, aending ono branch W iuto

Forfar, and another northwards by Blairgowrie through

Qli n Shoe, and thenoe on to Braemar in Aberdeenshire.

. thi N arc numerous and convenient connecting

.
especially in the S and SE. Further N the

i communication, except along the larger river

\ illeya, are much less carefully constructed and much
less numerous.
The dtiea in Perthshire are Perth, Dunkeld, and

Dunblane ; the royal bttrgha are Perth and Culross ; the

burghs of barony Abernethy, Alj*th, Auchterarder,

I wrie, Craig of Madderty, Crieff, Kincardine,

and Longforgan ; the police burghs are Perth, Cal-

lander, part of Coupar-Angus, Crieff, and Dunblane,
'I be towns with more than 2000 inhabitants are Perth,

Auchterarder, Blairgowrie, part of Bridge of Allan, part

of O par-Angus, Crieff, and part of Dollar. Towns
with between 1000 and 2000 inhabitants are Aberfeldy,

Callander, Comrie, Dunblane, Dunning, Kincardine,

Lornty, Muthill, part of Oakley Ironworks, Rattray,

and Scone. The villages with between 300 and 1000

inhabitants are Abernethy, Abernethan, Almondbank,
Bankfoot, Birnam, Blackford, Blair Athole, Braes,

Bridge of Earn, Burrelton, Culross, Deanston, Doune,
Dunning, Errol, Huntingtower, Killin, Longforgan,

Mcthvcn, Pitcairn Green, Pitlochry, Stanley, Thorn-

hill, parts of Kippen, Mylnefield, Low Torry. Other

principal villages are Aberbank, Aberdargie, Aber-

foylc, Achnrn, Amulree, Arntully, Arnprior, Bal-

1 j i
. Balbrogie, Balbunnoch, Balhaddic, Balledgarno

or Ballerno, Ballendean, Ballinluig, Balnasuin, Bal-

whanaid, Bankfoot, Bellycloan, Blairnurn, Blairingone,

Blairlogie, Blairnmre, Borelandpark, Bridgend, South
Bridgend, Bridge of Earn, Bridge of Teith, Bridgeton,

Buchanty, Buchany, Buttergask, Butterstone, Cairn-

beddie, Cairniehill, Caol valoeh, Caputh-Wester, Caroline-

Place, Cauldhainc, Chapelhill, Cherrybank, Clathy,

Clifton, Collace, Cottown, Cragdallie, Cragganaster,
1 intoul, Craigend, Craigie (in Perth parish), Craigie

(in Carmth), Cromwellpark, Dalginross, Dargie, Dove-
cotlamt, Drums, Drumvaich, Dull, Flawcraig, For-

gandenny, Forteviot, Fowlis-Easter and Fowlis-Wester,

Friarton, Fungarth, Gartmorc, Gartwliinean, Gilrnerton,

Grange, Greenloaning, Guildtown, Hawkstone, Heriot-

field, Hillyland, Inchture, Inver, Kenmore, Kepp,
Kilmahog, Kilsnindie, Kinbuck, Kincairney, Kingoodie,

Kinnaird (in Gowrie), Kinnaird (in Moulin parish),

Kinrossie, Kintulloch, Kirklane, Kirkmichael, Leetown,
Lochearnhead, Logierait, Longleys, Low Valleyfield,

Mains-of-Errol, Meigle, Meikleour, Methven, Monzie,
Moulin, Nethennains, New Rattrav, Norriston, Pitheav-

li% Pilmiddie, Pitrodie, Pool, Bait, Boss, Rottearn,

Ruskie, Ruthvenfield, St Davids, St Fillans, Sandier,

Scrogiehill, Shirgarton, Smithyhaugh, Spittalfield,

Sronfoman, Strathyre, Strowan, Thornhill, Tomacher,
Tombrcck, Tnlloch, Tyndrum, Washington, Waterloo,
Weem, Westown, Wolfhill, Woodlane, and Woodside.
The mansions and private seats in the county are very
numerous, but the following are the chief : Blair Castle

srid Dunkeld House (Duke of Athole), Doune Lodge
(Earl of Mar and Kellie), Dupplin Castle and Balliousie

Castle (Earl of Kinnoull), Elcho Castle (Earl of Wemyss),
CInny Castle and Loyal House (Earl of Airlic), Tay-
rnouth Castle, Auchmorc House, and Glenfalloch (Earl

of Breadalbane), Scone Palace and Logiealmond (Earl

of Mansfield), Gleneagles, (Earl of Carnperdown), Bel-

mont Ca-stle (Earl of Wharaciifle), Strathallan Castle
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(Viacouni Strathallan), Pitheavlia (Lord Elibank), Don-
orub Park (Lord Rollo and Baron Dunning), Rossio
Priory (Lord Kinnaird), Kemtower (Lord Aberciomby),
Drummond Castle (Baroness Willougliby do Eroabyj,
Meikleour lb. use and Aldie Castlo (Baronesa Nairne),
Aberuchill Castle ami Kilbryde Castle (Sir James
Campbell), PitfouT Castlo (Sir J. T. S. Richardson),
Castfe-Menzies, Fosa House, and Rannoch Lodgo (Sir

Robert MenzieB), Moncreiffe House (Sir Robert Drum-
uiond Moiicrcill'e), Delvine (Sir Alexander Muir Mac-
kenzie), Dunira House and Comrie House (Sir Sidney
.1. Dundas), Kinloch House (Sir J. G. S. Kinloch),
Keir (Sir John Maxwell Stirling-Maxwell), Bamff
House (Sir J. 11. Ramsay), Grantully Castlo (deserted)
and Murtly Castlo (Sir A. D. Drummond Stewart),
Ochtertyro House (Sir Patrick Keith Murray). Other
houses belonging chiefly to untitled owners are Aber-
cairney Abbey, Aberuchiil House, Airvoirlich, Ardargie,
Ardoch, Atholl Bank, Auchleeks, Auchterarder, Bal-
brogie, Baledmund, Balhaldie, Ballechin, Balmyle,
Balnakeilly, Balruddery, Barclavhil'l, Barnhill, Bell-

wood, Birnam Colli
, Birnam Lodge, Blairdrummond,

lilaiihill, BoBracks, Bonhard, Bonskeid, Boquhan,
Braco Castle, Broich, Cambusmore, Cardean, Cardross,
Carey, Carpour, Carsc-Grange, Clathiek, Cluny, Col-

quhalzie, Condio, Coralbank, Craighall, Cultoquhey,
Dalchosnic, Dalguise, Dalhonzie, Dunalastair, Der-
culich, Dirnanean, Dollerie, Donavourd, Drumearn,
Drumfork, Dunbarncy, Dunsinane, Eastertyre, Ediu-
ample Castlo, Edinchip, Edradynate, Errol Park,
Evelick, Faskally, Findynato, Fonab, Forneth, Gartin-
cabcr, Gartmore, Gask, Glcnawe, Glenbuckie, Glencarse,
Glondclvine, Glendoick, Glenericht, Glenfeochan, Glen-
lyon, Gorlhy, Hill of Ruthven, Huntingtower, Castle

Huntly, Inehbrakie, Inchmartin, Inchyra, lnvermay,
Invcrtrosachs, Jordanstone, Keithick, Kilgraston, Killie-

chassio, Kindrogan, Kincairney, Kinfauns Castle, Kin-
naird, Kippendavie, Lanrick Castle, Lawers, Lcny,
Lintrose, Lude, Lynedoch, Megginch, Meigle, Meth-
ven, Millcarnc, Millhoad, Moness, Monzie, Murrayshall,
Murie, Mylnefield, Newhouse, Newmill, Orchill, Pit-

cairns, Pitnacree, Rednock, Rottcarns, Ruthven-Field,
Ruthven, Seggieden, Snaigow, Stanley, Stenton, Stob-

hall, Strowan, Tullybelton, Tullymet, Urrard, Valley-
field, and Woodend. According to Miscellaneous Statis-

tics of the United Kingdom (1879), 1,612,840 acres, with
a total gross estimated rental of £1,048,427, are divided

amongst 7644 proprietors, two together holding 388,144
acres (rental £69,554), one 76,837 (£28,955), fourteen

422,599 (£111,424), nineteen 248,053 (£88,506), twenty-
one 142,818 (£77,932), thirty-one 159,154 (£150,819),

fifty 72,623 (£70,999), seventy-five 53,098 (£160,063),
etc.

Perthshire is governed by a lord-lieutenant, a vice-

lieutenant, 45 deputy-lieutenants, a sheriff, two sheriff-

substitutes, and nearly 300 justices of the peace. The
deputy-lieutenants and justices are classed in ten divi-

sions corresponding to the ten administrative districts

into which the county was divided by act of parliament

in 1795 for extending the jurisdiction of justices of

peace in small debt causes. These districts are those of

I '.nil, Auchterarder, Blairgowrie, Carse, C'oupar-Angus,

Crieff, Culross, Dunblane, Dunkeld, and Weem. But
this division of tho county refers only to the statutory

duties ; the ordinary jurisdiction of justices extends over

the entire county. The sheriffdom is divided into tho

two districts of Perth and Dunblane, with a sheriff-

Bubstitute lor each division. The meetings of the Perth

sheriff court are noted under Perth ; the Dunblane
court meets there every Wednesday during session.

Circuit courts for small debt causes are held at regular

intervals at Blairgowrie, Coupar-Angus, Crieff, Dun-
k.-l.l, Aberfeldy, Auchterarder, Kincardine, and Cal-

lander. The county police force, exclusive of the

members of Perth city police, in 1884 numbered 66 men,
with a superintendent with a salary of £330. There are

prisons at Perth and Dunblane ; and cells are attached

to the police station-house in 26 other localities. The
county returns one member to parliament, its parlia-
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mentary constituency in 1883-84 being 6032. The
animal value of real property in 1674 was £28,330 ; in

1815 it was £555.532; in 1849, £706,878; in 1876,

£966,461 ; and in 1884, £889,658, exclusive of £109,115
for railways and waterworks, which brings up the total

to £998,773. The parish with the lowest assessed rental

was Arngask with £2481 ; the parish with the highest

was Crieff with £31,530. The railways, &c, were

assessed as follows : — Caledonian, £67,382; North
British, £7967; Highland, £15,532; Callander and
Oban, £6469 ;

Aberfoyle, £306 ; Forth and Clyde, £987
;

Glasgow Corporation Waterworks, £8591 ; Dunfermline
Waterworks, £1881. Perthshire is one of the least

densely populated counties of Scotland, having only 51

to the square mile, while the average for the whole
country is 125. Only Kirkcudbright, Peebles, Ross

and Cromarty, Argyll, Inverness, and Sutherland have
a sparser population. Pop. (1801) 125,583, (1811)

134,390, (1821) 138,247, (1831) 142,166, (1841) 137,457,

(1851) 138,660, (1861) 133,500, (1871) 127,768 (1881)

129,007, of whom 67,455 were females, i.e., 109 59 to

every hundred males; while 14,505 or 11-24 of the

population were Gaelic-speaking. Separate families

30,292. Houses (1881) occupied 26,722, vacant 1690,

building 150.

The civil county previous to the Reformation and
during the time of Protestant Episcopacy in Scotland
contained the seats and most of the territory of the

dioceses of Dunkeld and Dunblane, and some parishes

of the archdiocese of St Andrews. Since the final

establishment of Presbyterianism very many changes in

the constitution of its presbyteries and the distribution

of its parishes have occurred which it would be useless

to trace. At present the county contains 78 quoad
civilia parishes, of which 1

—

Perth—is divided into 4

quoad sacra parishes, making 81 entire quoad sacra

parishes in the county. Besides these it shares 5 others

with Forfarshire, 2 with Kinross-shire, 2 with Stirling-

shire, and 1 each with Fife, with Clackmannan, with
Fife and Kinross, and with Clackmannan and Stirling

;

and it also contains 5 chapels of ease. The parishes

of Perthshire are Aberdalgie, Aberfoyle, Abernethy,
Abernyte, Alyth, Arngask, Auchterarder, Auchtergaven,
Balquhidder, Bendochy, Blackford, Blair Athole, Blair-

gowrie, Callander, C'aputh, Cargill, Clunie, Collace,

Comrie, Coupar-Angus, Crieff, Culross, Dron, Dull,

Dunbarney, Dunblane. Dunkeld and Dowally, Dunning,
Errol, Findo-Gask, Forgaudenny, Furteviot, Fortingall,

Fossoway, Fowlis-Easter, Fowlis-Wester, Glendevon,
Inchture, Kenmore, Killin, Kilmadock, Kilspindie,

Kincardine, Kinclaven, Kinfauns, Kinloch, Kinnaird,
Kinnoull, Kippen, Kirkmichael, Lecropt, Lethcndy,
Little Dunkeld, Lo^ie, Logierait, Longl'organ, Madderty,
Meigle, Methven, Moneydie, Monzie, Monzievaird and
Strowan, Moulin, Muckart, Muthill, Perth, Port of

Menteith, Rattray, Eedgorton, Rhyud, St Madoes, St
Martins, Scone, Tibbermuir, Trinity-Gask, Tulliallan,

Weem. These are variously divided among the presby-
teries of Dunkeld, Weem, Perth, Auchterarder, and
Dunblane, in the synod of Perth and Stirling; the
presbyteries of Meigle and Dundee in the synod of
Angus and Mcarns ; and the presbytery of Kinross in

the synod of Fife. The Established Church has 88
places of worship in the county, the Free Church 60,

U.P. 25, Scottish Episcopalian 26, Koman Catholic

7, Baptist 4, Congrcgttional 4, and other denomi-
nations 4. There are in the shire 193 elementary day
schools (152 of them public), which, with total accom-
modation for 26,113 children, had (1882) 20,610 on the
registers, and an average attendance of 15,591. The staif

included 266 certificated, 16 assistant, and 145 pupil
teachers. The registration county fnves off parts of
Arngask to Fife, of Fossaway and Tullibolo to Kinross,
of Kippen to Stirling, of Liff, Benvie, and Invergowrie,
of Coupar-Angus, and of Scone to Forfarshire

; and in-

cludes part of Alyth from Forfar, of Abernethy from Fife,

of Forgaudenny from Kinross, of Lecropt from Stirling,

and of Logic from Stil ling and Clackmannan. The pop.
in 1881 was 130,382. All the parishes save six arc assessed

for the poor. There were in 1S82-83 2999 registered and
2391 casual poor, on whom was spent a total of £35, 243.
Fifteen parishes form the poor-law combination of Upper
Strathearn, and eleven that of Athole and Breadalbane.
The county asylum is at Murthly. In 1881-82 there
were 435 pauper lunatics maintained in the county at a
total expense of £10,827. In 1882 the percentage
of illegitimate births was 9 0. Perthshire contains
the 42d regimental district, and the depot for the 1st,

2d, and 3d battalions of the Royal Highlanders.
Perth is the headquarters for the 1st Perth Rifle Volun-
teers, and Birnam for the 2d Perthshire Highland
Rifle Volunteers.

Antiquities.—The antiquities of Perthshire are both
numerous and interesting, but for anything beyond a
brief mention of the most important, reference must be
made to the articles on the various parishes and towns.
Caledonian cairns, standing stones, cromlechs, and
stone circles are found scattered over the entire county

;

and there are famous rocking-stones at Abernethy,
Dron, and Kirkmichael. There is a vitrified fort on
Craig Rossie, one of the Ochils ; and on Castle Law
there are the remains of what is said to be a Scandi-
navian camp, 500 feet in diameter. But by far the
most important military antiquity is the famous Roman
camp at Ardoch, the largest of the kind in the king-
dom. There are other Roman camps at Fendoch,
Dalginross, Fortingall, and Dunkeld ; and there are
various stretches of Roman road more or less distinctly

traceable in different regions. In this connection
should be mentioned the roads made by General Wade,
about which a well-known distich remarks

—

' Had you seen these roads before they were made,
You would lift up your hands and bless General Wade.'

The curious high-pitched bridge across the Tay at
Aberfeldy is an interesting specimen of the General's
engineering. The cylindrical tower at Abernethy is

the most interesting of the old watch-towers. There
are localities and objects traditionally associated with
King Arthur at Meigle, with Fingal at Glenalmond,
and at Monzie and Killin, and with Ossian at Monzie
and in Glen Beg. The quondam town of Bertha is

separately noted. At Scone is the historic palace, and
also the Boot-hill. Among the interesting castles,

some now in ruins, are Macbeth's on Dunsinane Hill,

Huntingtower or Ruthven, Castle-Campbell, Garth,
Doune, Elcho, Drumrnond, Blair Athole, Kinclaven,
Moulin, and Glascluue. The cathedrals at Dunblane
and Dunkeld are described under those towns ; other
ecclesiastical and religious institutions were the collegiate

churches of Methven and Tullybardine ; and abbeys or

priories, etc., at Scone, Inchaffray, Inchmahome,
Abernethy, Culross, Coupar-Augus, Strathfillan, Elcho
in Rhynd, and Loch Tay.

History.—The ancient inhabitants of Perthshire were
known as the Daranii, Horestii, etc., and the names
of the Caledonian 'towns' of Alaunea on the Allan,

Lindun near Ardoch, Victoria on the Ruehill, ami
Orrea on the Toy, have been recited by antiquarians.

The county was traversed by the Romans under Agricola

and Severus, and on their retirement became chief

centre of a Pictish kingdom with capitals at Abernethy
and Forteviot. A subsequent Scoto-Saxon monarchy
held its seat at Perth and Scone ; and the former of

these places became, as we have seen, the capital of

modern Scotland, and remained so till 1482. Most of

the history of the county centres in Perth, with the
exception of the obscure feuds of the Highland clans.

The chief battles fought within the limits of the shiro

are Mons Granpius in a.i>. 86 (see Caputh), where
Agricola won a victory

;
Luncarty, where the Danes

were defeated by Kenneth III. in 990 ;
Methven,

1306; Dupplin, 1332; defeat of the Covenanters by
Montrose at Tibbermuir, 1615

; Killiecrankie, 1689
;

and Sheriffmuir, 1715 ; while in 1745-46 the county
was deeply involved in the proceedings of the rebellion.

The ancient jurisdictions have already been mentioned
;

it only remains to say that Menteith was a stewartry,
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BmdllhtlM <» bailiarv or separate jurisdiction of its

writ, Btretheara n itewertry, Methven a separate
Ngulfer, ud Athoil u regality of very large extent.

Binot iln< abolition of hereditary jurisdictions in 1747,
the ihariff, with his two substitutes, haa exoreiaod
jutis.ii, ti, mi over the county, and in 1795 the, present
ten divisions, already referred to, were defined by Act
of Parliament)

/..' nwy ^afOOfoftOn*.—The romantic character of
Perthshire seniery has uttiaeted inueli iittcntion from
po.ts .iiid novelists. Shakespeare's play of Macbeth has
immortalised Biruain and Dunsinane. Sir Walter Scott
Uyi tho scone of The L<rdy of tlic Lake at Loch Katrine
and the Trossa-hs ; and much of Rob Roy is transacted
in tho same BW corner of tho sliiro. Many of the
s-, ities of WnverUy are also laid in Perthshire; and
Craighall claims to be the chief prototype of 'Tally-
veolan ' in that novel. Some of Burns's most beautiful

lyrioa have had a Perthshire inspiration ; and the Birks
Abcrfddy, The Humble Petition of Bruar Water,

Allan Water, On Scaring some Waterfowl in Loch
Turrit, are among tho best known. The Braes o' Doune
and Brats o' Balquhuldcr have also been celebrated in

1
brj : .cud Mallet has aung The Birks o' Invcrmay.

Many Jacobite songs have reference to Perthshire, not the
least noticeable being James Hogg's Cam' ye by Athole.
The Baroness Nairne'.s beautiful ballad The Auld House
« a written of the old House of Gask. The incident
which gave rise to Wordsworth's poem Stepping West-
ward occurred at Loch Katrine.

See James Robertson, General View of tlie Agriculture
of the County of Perth (Perth, 1799) ; vol. x. of The New
Statistical Account (Edinb. 1845); Pertlishire Illustrated
(Lond. 1844); John Dickson, 'Report on the Agricul-
ture of Perthshire,' in Trans. Highl. and Ag. Soc.
(Edinb. 1868); J. C. Guthrie, The Vale of Stralhmore
(Edinb. 1875) ; P. D. Drummond, Perthshire in Bygone
Days (Lond. 1879) ; W. Marshall, Historic Scenes in
Perthshire (Edinb. 1880) ; T. Hunter, Woods, Forests,
and Estates of Perthshire (Perth, 1883) ; R. S. Fittis,

Illustrations of the History and Antiquities of Pertlishire

(Perth, 1874), Perthshire Antiquarian Miscellany (1875),
Historical and Traditionary Gleanings Concerning Perth-
shire (1876), Chronicles of Perthshire (1877), Sketches

of the Olden Times in Pertlishire (1878), Book of Perth-
shire Memorabilia (1879), and Recreations of an
Antiquary in Perthshire History and Genealogy (1880)

;

besides works cited under Ciueff, Culross, Dunkeld,
Fihgask Castle, Gask, Grantully, Inchaffray,
In< mmaiiome, Keir, Mo.nteith, Perth, and Scone.

Peterculter. a parish of SE Aberdeenshire, contain-
ing Murtle, Milltimber, and Culter stations on the
Deeside branch (1853) of the Great North of Scotland
railway, 5$, 6J, and 7£ miles WSW of Aberdeen, under
which there is a post and telegraph office of Peterculter.
It is bounded N by Skene and Newhills, E by Newhills
and Banchory-Dcveuick, S by Maryculter, SW by
Drumoak, and W by Echt. Its utmost length, from
EN'E to WSW, is 6| miles; its utmost breadth is 5
miles ; and its area is 16 square miles, or 10,2884; acres,

of which 100/j are water, and 267£ belong to the small
Bieldside detached portion almost surrounded by Ban-
chory-Devenick.* The Dee, curving 4j miles east-
north-eastward along or near to all the Maryculter
boundary, is joined at the parish church by Leuchar
Burn, which flows 64, miles south-eastward along the
Skene border and across the interior. The Leuchar
itself is fed by Gormack Burn, tracing 3 miles of the
Drumoak boundary, and below its "influx is often
known as the Bnrn of Culter. The surface declines
along the Dee to 50 feet above sea-level, and rises

thence to 322 feet at Eddieston Hill, 450 at Beins
Hill or the Weather Craig, and 706 at Kingshill Wood.
Gneiss is the predominant rock in the eastern and
northern portions of the parish, granite in the western

;

and the latter has been largely quarried at Anguston.

* According, however, to a decision of 1867, the Deebank de-
tached portion of Banchory-Devenick belongs now to Peterculter
which thus ha* a, tot*] land area of 10,547 acres.
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In the E the soil is sandy or gravelly, with a mixture
of vegetable earth ; whilst in the arable parts of the

other districts it is variously a red earth or clay, a
lliin sandy soil on gravel and rock, and a mixture of

black earth or reclaimed moss and clay. Nearly one-
sixth of the entire area is under wood, plantations
chiefly of larch and Scotch firs ; and about two-thirds
aro in tillage, a good deal of swampy and moorish land
having been reclaimed in tho course of tho last half

century. Employment, other than agriculture, is

furniBhed by the Culter Paper Mill (1751) and by a

flock factory (1831). Normandykes, the chief anti-

quity, is noticed separately, as also are the mansions
of Binghii.l, Countesswells, Culter, and Murtle.
Fivo proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, and five of between £100 and £500. Peterculter

is in the presbytery and synod of Aberdeen ; the living is

worth £241, lis. The parish church, originally dedicated

to St Peter, stands close to tho Dee's left bank, near
Culter station. It was built in 1779, and contains 550
sittings. Nearly 2 miles to the N is Peterculter Free
church ; and two public schools, Countesawells and
Craigton, with respective accommodation for 57 and
180 children, had (1883) an average attendance of 37
and 127, and grants of £32, lis. and £117, 9s. 6d.

Valuation (1860) £7879, (1884) £12,312, 15s. 7d., plus
£956 for the railway, and £500 for the aqueduct. Pop.

(1801) 871, (1831) 1223, (1861) 1410, (1871) 1668, (1881)
1908.—Ord. Sur., aha. 77, 76, 67, 1871-74.

Peterhead, a parish containing a town of the same
name in the NE of Aberdeenabire, and in the extreme
E of the Buchan district of that county. The old name
was Peterugie, which waa exchanged for the present one
about the end of the 16th century. It ia bounded NE
by a detached portion of Banffshire (St Fergus), E by
the North Sea, SSW by Cruden pariah, and W by the
parish of Longaide. The boundary along the NE is

formed for 4| miles by the river Ugie—whence the old

name of the parish—and here, as well as to the E, the

boundary is natural ; on the SSW and W it is artificial.

The shape of the parish may be roughly described as a
parallelogram with very irregular sides except on the

SSW, where it is almost straight. The greatest length,

from NW, at the point where the houndary line of the

detached portion of Banffshire quits the Ugie NW of

Roundhillock, to Cave o' Meaehie on the coast on the

SE, is 6J miles ; the greatest breadth, a line at right

angles to this, from North Head at the town of Peter-

head to Mill of Dens on the SW, is 4£ milea ; and the

area ia 9449 '267 acrea, inclusive of 235-620 foreshore and
44 '055 water. The height of the surface rises from sea-

level along the eastern border westward with irregular

undulations to Cowsrieve (229 feet) and Black Hill (350),

and another rising ground turns eastward to the shore

at Sterling Hill (209), in the extreme SE of the parish.

Near the centre of the sea-coast is the conical Meethill

(181 feet). The coast following the larger windings mea-
sures about 7| miles, and from it the promontories of

Peterhead, Salthouse Head, and Buchan Ness project,

the latter being the most easterly point of Scotland,

though the promontory on which the town stands is not

far behind, and the heads to the E of the harbour are

still farther E. Between the point occupied by the

town and Salthouse Head is Peterhead or Brickwork
Bay, fully £ mile wide across the mouth, and £ mile

deep, with rocky and shingly shores. Between Salt-

burn Head and Buchan Ness is Sandford Bay, 1 mile

wide across the mouth, and J mile deep, and with a

considerable portion of its shore formed by a fine sandy
beach. Near the south-eastern point, however, a line

of cliffs pierced by numerous chasms and caves begins

and continues round by Buchan Ness till the southern

boundary of the parish is reached. Only a small por-

tion of the area is under wood, and there are about 100

acres of bare rock and 400 of moory and mossy ground,

but the rest is all under cultivation, the soil varying

from sand to rich black loam and stiff clay. The under-

lying rocks are granite or granitic, and are extensively

quarried, the red varieties so well known commercially
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as ' Peterhead Granite ' being largely used for orna-

mental purposes and for monuments. The drainage

is carried off by a few rivulets flowing to the Ugie
or directly to the sea. Old Craig or Ravenscraig
Castle, a fine old ruin with great thickness of wall, is

on the bank of the Ugie. It was the seat of a branch
of the Marischal family, James IV. having, in 1491,
granted to Sir Gilbert Keith of Inverugie the superiority

of the lands of Tortastoun, Buthla, the
1

Scottis Myln,'
and the rock commonly called the Ravin niscraig, and
farther given him permission to erect on the last a

castle or fortalice, with battlements, machicoling, port-

cullis, and drawbridge, and all other defences that

might be found necessary. Boddam Castle, on the
coast near Buchan Ness, was the seat of another branch
of the same family, the Keiths of Ludquharne, Baronets
of Nova Scotia, and the Earls-Marischal, who had
their castle at Inverugie in the parish of St Fergus to

the N, $ mile E of Ravenscraig, were the founders and
original superiors of the town. After their forfeiture

part of the property was purchased by a fishing com-
pany, whose affairs having become embarrassed, it was
again sold in 1728 to the Governors of the Merchant
Maiden Hospital in Edinburgh. This institution, having
purchased another portion of the Marischal estate from
the York Buildings Company in 1783, is now superior of
the town and proprietor of the adjacent estates. The
annual rental of these properties is now probably about
half the total amount originally paid for them. There
are traces of Picts' houses near Boddam, and the Meet-
hill seems, from its name, to have been latterly the
Moat-hill or seat of baronial jurisdiction. At an earlier

period it must have been a sepulchral mound, for when
the foundation of the tower on the top was being dug,
an urn and some human remains were found. The
tower by which the hill is surmounted was erected in
honour of Earl Grey after the passing of the Reform
Bill. The landward industries are farming, brickworks,
1 mile S of the town at Invernettie, and 2f miles W
near Berryhill, a distillery at Invernettie, granite work-
ing, and several mills. The parish is traversed by the
coast road, which passes from the town of Peterhead
southward by Boddam to Ellon, and thence to Aber-
deen, and northward by Fraserburgh to Banff; and by
another main road which passes from the town west-
wards to New Deer. During the period of railway
speculation a line was projected to pass from Aberdeen
to Peterhead, and thence along the whole S coast of the
Moray Firth, but the scheme fell to the ground like so
many others in the crash that followed the railway
mania. The line subsequently formed northward from
Aberdeen passed inland by Inverurie and Huntly, and
the parish had no railway communication till 1862,
when the Formartine and Buchan section of the Great
North of Scotland system was extended through the
northern portion to the town of Peterhead. There are
also stations at Newseat and Inverugie, the former 40f
and the latter 42J miles from Aberdeen. There are a
number of small properties, and the chief residences are
Sandford Lodge, Invernettie Lodge, Dens, Meethill
House, Blackhouse, Balmoor, Richmond, Cocklaw,
Berryhill, and Ellishill House. Besides the town of
Peterhead the parish contains the fishing villages of
Boddam, Burnhaven, and Buchanhaven, which are all
separately noticed, as are also Buchan Ness and the
lighthouse there. The parish was first known as Inver-
ugie of St Peter to distinguish it from Inverugie of St
Fergus on the opposite bank of the Ugie, then as
Peterugie, and finally as Peterhead. Up to 1641 it
included Longsidc, but that parish was then disjoined
on account of < the wydnes of the said parochine [of
Peterhead] and of the many comunicantis within the
samen.' It is in the presbytery of Deer and the synod
of Aberdeen, and the living is worth £480 a year. It
includes the quoad sacra parishes of Blaekhill, Boddam,
and East Church, the latter connected with the town
where the churches are noticed. The landward school
board has under its charge the four public schools of
Blackhills, Boddam, Burnhaven, and Tortorston, which,

' wiEn respective accommodation for 80, 270, 130, and 70
children, had (1883) an average attendance of 68, 232,

145, and 63, and grants of £50, 14s., £203, Is., £118,
5s., and £56, 12s. Ten proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 or upwards, 28 hold between £500 and
£100, 38 hold each between £100 and £50, and there
are a considerable number of smaller amount. Valuation

(1884) £17,467, 7s., exclusive of the burgh, but in-

clusive of £781 for the railway. Pop. of parish,

inclusive of the burgh and the villages, (1S01) 4491,

(1831) 6695, (1861) 9796, (1871) 11,506, (1881) 14,257,
of whom 6798 were males and 7459 were females. Of
the whole population 8171 were in the ecclesiastical

parish proper, 3926 were in East Church q. s., 394
were in Blaekhill q. s., and 1766 in Boddam q. s.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Peterhead, a parliamentary burgh, a head-port, and
the chief town in the Buchan district of Aberdeenshire,
occupying a peninsula in the NE of the parish just

described. It is one of the terminal stations (the other
being Fraserburgh) on the Formartine and Buchan
section of the Great North of Scotland railway system,
and is by rail 44 J miles NNE of Aberdeen, but by road
only 32. The peninsula which shares with Buchan
Ness the distinction of being the most easterly land in

Scotland, is about 7 furlongs from E to W and 6 furlongs

from N to S, and the portion occupied by the town
about 6J by 5 furlongs. Up to the latter part of the

16th century the only portion of the town existing was
the fishing village of Keith-Inch, which stands on the

extremity of the peninsula, and is separated from the
rest of the place by the harbour, the isthmus that at

one time formed the connection having been pierced in

the course of harbour improvements. Immediately W
of the harbours and along the N shore of Peterhead Bay
is Peterhead proper, which passes farther W still into

the suburbs of Ronheads (N) and Kirkton (W), and the

parliamentary boundary also includes the village of

Buchanhaven on the NW. The principal street in

Keith-Inch extends from NE to SW, and is called

Castle Street. The principal streets in the rest of the

town are Broad Street and Marischal Street, running
westward from the harbour and at right angles to it

;

and Long-gate Street crossing these from NNW to SSE
;

but there are many other well-edificed thoroughfares.

The appearance of the buildings is somewhat peculiar,

the houses being built of the granite found in the neigh-

bourhood, pick or axe dressed and close-jointed.

Somewhat isolated by its position the town has but
little history. Prior to the Reformation the land on
which the town stands, together with a considerable

extent of adjoining country, belonged to the abbey of

Deer, but in 1560 it was granted by Queen Mary to

Robert Keith, son of the fourth Earl Marischal, and
passed to the Earl's nephew and successor, George, by
whom in 1593 the modern Peterhead was founded, the

village being created a burgh of barony. At this time

the inhabitants of Keith-Inch are estimated to have
numbered only 56, and the feuars to whom the town's

charter was granted were only 14, most of them seemingly

fishermen. Some of the older houses still remain.

During the troublous times in the first half of the 17th

century the people, as was necessary, took the same sido

as the Keiths, and indeed in 1642 the place was highly

favoured as being the scene of a supernatural hint of

troubles to come, for ' About the 5th of November, in

ane soamanis house of Peterheid there was hard, upone
the night, beatting of drums, uthei tymas sounding of

trumpetis, playing on pifferis, and ringing of bellis, to

the astoneishnient of the heireris. Trilbies follouit.'

In 1715 tlie people again followed the Marischal fortunes,

and the Chevalier St George, after finding himself unable

to land at Montrose, thought Peterhead a fit place for

his purpose and came ashore here, but did not make
himself known ; and ' he and his five companions
having lodged ane night in the habit of sea-officers at

Peterhead and another at Newburgh, a house of the

Earl Marischal, on the twenty-fourth [of December]
they passed incognito through Aberdeen with two
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baggage horses, and at night niiic to FolL-rossn, tho

prinoipd s«:>t hUm Burl »t Marisohol.
1 In r/20, with

Um omm forfeited estates of the Bar] MariBohal, tho

town was sold to tho York Buildings Company, on
whose hrc.ik up m\ j fiirs ultorwards it was purchased
fur i'3000 by tho governors ol the Edinburgh Merchant
M.Allien Hospital, who iiro still tho superiors. Atone

I'ftf 1 head had smno repute us a watering-place, with

both baths anil minora] wells, hut tho reputation is

iisiderably gone. The niinoral waters ol Pctor-

1 • ill were re, konoil ahout 16.S0 as one of the six notahle

things in Huchnn ; and previously, in 1036, Andrew
M re, ptoVssor of physic in King's College, Aberdeen,
1 ii written in their favour. The most famous of the

Weill 1- tht Wine-well, on tho S of the town, where the

w it. i is very strongly impregnated with carbonic acid,

.• «>f iron, muriate of liuic, and muriate of soda.

Thoro are two very good baths. A vivid description of

Peterhead at the beginning of the present century is

; in m John Skelton'a Crook-it Meg; A Story of the

Year One (Lond. 1880).

J'ublic Jiuildings, etc.—The town hall, at the W end
of Broad Street, was built in 1788, and has a spire 125
1 t 1 igh ; the chief public hall was founded with
masonic honours and in presence of a deputation from
the governors of tho Merchant Maiden Hospital, in

li«72 ; and there is also a music hall. The courthouse,

a handsome building in Queen Street, was built in

1869-70, at a cost of £2000, from designs by Messrs
1 \ Kinnear. In the centre of Broad Street is the

Market Cross, which was erected alter the town was
made a parliamentary burgh by the Reform Bill of 1832.

It is a granite pillar, Tuscan in style, and surmounted
by the arms of the Earls Monachal. A monument to

Field-Marshal Keith, younger brother of the Earl, who
was forfeited in 1715, and who afterwards rose to

eminence in the Prussian army under Frederick the

Great, was erected in 1869, the statue being presented
by the King of Prussia. It is a copy in bronze of that

erected to the memory of the Marshal in Prussia. On
the pedestal, which is 8 feet high, is the inscription :

'Field-Marshal Keith, born at Inverugic, 1096; killed

at the battle of Hochkirchen, 14th October 1758. The
gift of William I., King of Prussia, to the town of

Peterhead, August 1808. Probus vixit, fortis obiit.'

A cemetery, laid out in 1868-69, contains a Runic
cross of polished granite, 14 feet high. The parish

church, at the Wend of the Kirktown, was built in 1803,

and has a tower, lantern, and spire rising to a height of

118 feet. It contains 1800 sittings; whilst the East
f/uoad sacra church (1834) coutains 700. St Peter's

Free church, in St Peter Street, was built soon after

the Disruption, and is a substantial building with
Tudor features containing 1146 sittings. There is

also another Free church—South Church—erected in

1872. The U.P. church in Charlotte Street, built in

1 853 and First Pointed in style, contains 500 sittings.

It superseded a former chinch erected in 1800. The
Congregational church (1870) is a plain building with 450

sittings. The Methodist church, in Queen Street (1857),

superseded an old church, and has about 200 sittings.

The Episcopal church (St Peter) in Merchant Street,

built in 1814 and containing 800 sittings, is a
'Churchwarden Gothic' building, with a nave and an
apsidal sanctuary. The organ was erected in 1807. The
Roman Catholic church (St Mary), in St Peter Street, is

a good Early Pointed edifice of 1651, containing 200
sittings. In 1683 the following were the eight schools

under the burgh school board, the first six of them
public, with accommodation, average attendance, and
Government grants:—Academy (469, 273, £250, 14s.),

Buchanhaven (175, 101, £85, 0s. 6d.), North (468, 267,

£210, 6s.), Female (406, 209, £204, 5s. 6d.), Infant

(196, 155, £122, 5s. 6d.), Prince Street (291, 0, £0),

Free Church female (453, 421, £368, 7s. 6d.), and Episco-

palian (161, 110, £75, 16s.). Of these the Academy-
was founded on 15 June 1846, 'for affording the means
of a liberal education to all classes of the inhabitants.'

Harbr/ar and Trade, etc—The port of Peterhead, with
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its two harbours, is ono of tho most valuable on the
E eoasl of Scotland, the peninsula at the extromity of
which it is situated being often the first hind reached
by vessels arriving from tho northern parts of conti-
nental Europe, or when overtaken by storm in tho
North Sea. Its claims lor foremost consideration in tho
question ol the erection of a great harbour of refuge on
the K coast of Scotland, are being, at present, actively
pressed on the Government; ami in 18S3 a memorial,
Bigned by 7882 'shipowners, shipmasters, mariners,
fishermen, and others connected with, and frequenting
the east coast of Scotland,' was presented to the Treasury
in support of these claims. Tho signatures were
ohtained all along the Scottish coast and from many
parts of the English coast, even as far S as London, 131
of those who signed being members of Lloyds. Tho
chiof points urged are, ' 1st, its position with regard
to the two great natural harbours of the Forth and
< Iromarty

;
2d, its position on a part of the coast where

ships and boats are placed in circumstances of the
greatest danger

;
3d, its position as regards the great,

fishing industry of Scotland
; 4th, its position as

a place of easy access and departure in any wind ; and
lastly, its position as regards extent, depth of water, the
kind and quality of the anchorage ground to be enclosed,
mid its proximity to an abundant supply of material
for its construction. In theso aspects,' the petition
continues, ' tho South Bay of Peterhead is the best, if

not the only site for a National Harbour of Refuge on
tho East Coast of Scotland. It is situated midway be-

tweon the Firth of Forth and Cromarty. The coast on
either side of it is of an exposed and dangerous char-
acter ; it is the centre of the great fishing industry on
the East Coast ; it is an easy point of access and de-

parture, being the most prominent headland on the
coast ; it is so formed by nature as to all'ord all the

physical advantages of ample space, depth of water,
and anchorage of the best description ; and it is in the
vicinity of extensive granite quarries from which in-

exhaustible supplies of material can be obtained for the
construction of the works.' Petitions to tho same
effect were also presented by 30 insurance associations,

shipping companies, etc., as well as by the Harbour
Trustees, who pointed out that for 200 years all the
nautical authorities were agreed that Peterhead had
exceptional advantages as a site for a harbour of refuge

;

that a Royal Commission following a Select Committee's
report in 1857 had recommended a grant of £100,000
in aid of a local contribution of £200,000, but that tho

locality was too poor to raise such a sum, and that the

port was connected with Norway by a submarine
telegraph cable. In June 1884 the report was issued of

the sub-committee appointed to investigate the question

of the most suitable place for a harbour of refuge on the

east coast of Scotland, to be constructed by convicts ;

and in it the sub-commissioners declare that they ' have
no hesitation in recommending that the harbour should

be at Peterhead.' From its natural advantages the

harbour early attracted attention, and it is said that

some of the engineers of Cromwell's army on visiting

the place expressed great disappointment that they had
not done so before fixing on Inverness as the site of

their great northern fort, as they considered the situa-

tion of Peterhead very much better. But, however
that may be, it is certain that the first parliament of

Charles II. passed an Act ' for a contribution for repair-

ing the harbours of Peterhead ;
' and later, we find one

Henry Middleton, in Clerkhill, very dilligent in harbour

matters, and the port receiving in consequence the

name of Port Henry. In 1805 there is an act of

Scottish parliament authorising voluntary contributions

from all the churches of the three Lothians, and bewest

the Forth for farther repairs, and in 1729, and again in

1739, the Convention of Royal Burghs authorised a

contribution from all royal burghs for the same purpose.

All these early harbours seem to have been to the N of

those that now exist, but in 1778 the present South

harbour was commenced after designs by Smeaton, and

it was deepened and otherwise improved in 1807 under
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an Act of parliament that was then obtained. The
North Harbour was begun in 1818, sfwr dasigaa by
Telford, and was improved in 1821, 1837, aui 1855.

From the nature of the place vessels in both harbours
were often windbouni for considerable periods, and the

loss arising from this was so great, that in 1S50 a canal

was formed through the isthmus between the harbours,

so that vessels could be warped from the one to the

other. It is spanned by a cast iron swing bridge erected

at a cost of £8000. In 1872-73, and 1875-76, fresh

acts of parliament, authorising further improvements,
were obtained and new works carried out, and a middle
harbour formed. There are now three basins hewn out

of solid rock and covering an area of 21 £ acres, and the

total expenditure for harbour purposes has been in all

nearly £300,000, of which the sum of £200,000 has

been expended since 1859. The depth of the basins

varies from 12 to 18 feet at spring tides, but at medium
low water is only 5 to 1\ feet. Off the North Harbour
are two graving docks. The present amount of debt is

±109,603, but the revenue has risen from £100 in 1800,

and £4000 in 1849, to £8260 in 1883. About half the

revenue is derived from fishing-boats and half from
general trade. The management is vested in the preses

of the governors of the Merchant Maiden Hospital in

Edinburgh, the provost of Peterhead, and 13 elected

trustees. Prior to 1715, and again during the Peninsular

war, the harbour was protected by small forts at the

entrance, but these have vanished.

Peterhead was made a head port in 1838, its limits

extending southward to the mouth of the Ythan, and
westward to the Powk Burn. It includes the sub-ports

or creeks of Boddam, Fraserburgh, Pittullie, and Rose-
hearty. The number of vessels belonging to the port with
their tonnage has been, at various dates, as follows :

—

Vear. Vessels. Tonnage.

1837
1861
1875
1884

2S
82
80
70
51

over 3,000
11.022

13,687
6,910
7,243

Of these, in 1875, 5 vessels of 1388 tons, and in 1884
6 of 1274 tons, were steamers. Of the ships owned in

the port 6 sailing ships (of from 130 to 430 tons) and 3

steamers (295, 307, anil 412tons)are engaged in the Green-
land seal and whale fishing, a trade that has been carried

on since 1788, when tho first whaler was fitted out.

Though it has been more vigorously prosecuted from
Peterhead than from any other British port the trade

has had great fluctuation -. From 1788 till 1£03 only
1 ship went to the north every year ; from 1804 to 1814
there were from 2 to 7 every year ; from 1814 to 1830
the number was from 8 to 16, and by 1857 this had
risen to 32. Since then, however, it has agaia declined,

till in 1884 there were only 9 vessels. The following
table shows the tonnage of vessels ihat entered from
and to foreign and colonial ports and coastwise, with
cargoes and ballast, at various dates :

—

ENTERED. Cleared.

Year. British. Foreign. Total. British. Foreign. Total.

1866

187-1

1883

42,504
30,767
67,344
58,497

3,894
4,964
11,808

29,342

16,398
35,731
79, 152

34,783
27,501
70,454
56,859

380
5,059

10,815
29,459

35, 163
:: : . i;d

81,'269

86,318

Of the total, 864 vessels of 87,839 tons, that entered in

1883, 186 of 27,432 tons were in ballast, and 670 of

61,681 tons were coasters; whilst the total, 840 of

86,318 tons, of those that cleared, included 388 ships in

ballast of 34,398 tons and 580 coasters of 48,952 tons.

The principal exports are agricultural produce, herring,

and other lish, oil, and granite; and the principal im-
ports are timber, lime, coal, wool, salt, flour, iron, and

soft goods. The amount of customs in 18G1 was £2039,
in 1672 £1724, in 1881 £1944, and in 1882 £1452.

Peterhead is also the centre of one of the twenty-six
herring fishery districts into which Scotland is divided,
and embraces all the villages lying between Buehan-
haveu and Newburgh, both inclusive. To the district

there belonged, in 1882, 338 first-class boats, 211 second-
class boats, and 176 third-class boats, employing 1692
fisher men and boys, and ci chose to Peterhead itself

there belonged 118 Srsi-ctess, 38 second-class, and 55
third-class boats, with 440 resident fishermen and boys.
In the same year the total number of persons em-
ployed in connection with the herring fishery in the
district was 7253, the value of the boats employed was
£48,298, of the nets £59,150, and of the lines £10, OSS.
The number of boats actually fishing in the district,

most of them from Peterhead itself,' whither they are
drawn by the possibility of getting in and out of the
harbour at low water, was 822, and The number of
barrels of herring caught by them 185,701, 156,026i of
which were exported to the Continent, mostly to Libau,
Konigsberg, Danzig, Stettin, and Hamburg. The total

number of cod, ling, and hake cured within the district

in 1882 was 44,597. During the herring fishing season
the population of the town is increased by from 3000 to
400U individuals connected with this industry.
The manufacture of linen was once carried on, but is

now extinct. A woollen manufactory was started in
the Kirktown in the early part of the present century,
and produced excellent superfine cloth. After languish-
ing and disappearing for a time altogether, it was
revived in 1854 by a company by whom the manufac-
ture of woollens of different sorts is still vigorously
prosecuted. The other industries, besides those men-
tioned in connection with the parish, are saw-mills, a
foundry, boat building yards, a rope-work, granite
polishing, and brewing.

Municipality, etc.—Under the superiority of the
Governors of the Merchant Maiden Hospital the com-
munity acquired a separate government in 1774, and
after the passing of the Reform Bill of 1832, and the
subsequent Act of 1833, when the burgh became parlia-
mentary, a keen dispute long existed whether the
remaining portion of the moss-lands, commonage, and
pasturage originally granted to the community by the
Earl Marischal, fell to be managed by the baron-bailie
and a committee of the feuars, or by the new magis-
trates ; and the community of feuars still attends to
certain matters. Munici-
pal affairs are managed by
a provost, 3 bailies, a trea-

surer, and 7 councillors.

The council acts also as

the police commission, and
the police force is uuited
with that of the county.

Water is brought in pipes

from a copious spring 2 J
miles distant, and gas is

supplied by a joint-stock

company formed in 1833,

and with their works in

Long-gate Street. The
town has a head post office

with money order, savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph

departments, branches of the Commercial, North ol Scot-

land, Town and County, and Union banks, a branch of tho

National Security Savings' Bank, agencies of 21 insur-

ance companies, consulates for Denmark, Franco, Ger-

many, Norway and Sweden, and Russia, and several

hotels. The newspapers are the Independent East Aber-
deenshire Observer (1862), published every Tuesday and
Friday, and the Liberal Peterhead Sentinel (1856), pub-
lished every Wednesday. Among the miscellaneous insti-

tutions may bo noticed two masonic lodges, the Peterhead
Association for Science, Literature, and Arts (1835),

with a museum, the nucleus of the collection in which
was bequeathed bv the late Mr Adam Arbuthnot ; a
reading society (1808), and a Mechanics' Institute (1836),
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botfa ofthan widi librariei ; • merchants' society (1712),
«» ' •'• •' society (1728 , n weavers' society (1778), a

mutual improvement association, b golf dub, an Eastern
Club, nnd tlu« Usual religious ami philanthropic uss.n ia-

ttoaa. A weekly market i* held on Friday, ami there
are fairs ou th«« Fridays before 26 May mid before

U N.-v. a ihariff court is held every Friday for the
l.uMu's of Peterhead, Cruden, Slaius, Old Door, Now
Poor. lUthon, I.oujsido, Criinond, Striehen, Fraser-
l>u-gh, Lonmiy, Tyrio, Abordour, Pitsli^o, St Fergus,
and Uttja-Bonnan. Justice of peace courts are held as
rvouired.

Peterhead nnitea with Elgin, Banff, Cullon, Invor-
nrio, nnd Kim.. re in returning n moinbor to serve in
1' nil. hp h:. and ii is also the returning burgh for East
Aberdeenshire. Pai liamentnry constituency (1884) 1028,
munidpaJ constituency U77, including 154 females.
Valuation (1S74) £25,138, (1S84) £38,264, of which
£585 was for the railway. Pop. (1S01) 3264, (1831)
•'••12. dsn) r,i;,s,

(
Ks;,i) 72ns, (isol) 7541, (1871)

8681. (1SS1) 10,922, of whom 5131 were males and 5791
femalea. Bouses, inhabited 1418, uninhabited 59, build-
ing 29. Ol the total population 133 men and 107 women
were connected with the civil and military services or
with professions, 35 men and 569 women were employed
as domestic servants, 545 men and 14 women were

iii! commerce, 336 men and 77 women were con-
nected with agriculture and fishing, 1898 men and 403
women were connected with industrial handicrafts or
were dealers in manufactured substances, and there
wen 2125 boys and 2142 girls at or under school age.

Sec Peter Buchan's Annate of Peterheadfrom its Founda-
tion to the Present Time (Peterhead, 1819).

Pettinain, a village and a parish in the Upper Ward of
I. Berkshire. The village is 3 miles S by E of Carstairs
Junrtion (only 1» mile in a straight line), and 3£ miles
NXW of Thankerton, under which it has a post ollice.

The parish is bounded N by Carstairs and Carnwath

,

E by Libberton, SE by Covington, S\V by Carmichacl,
and W by Lanark, its utmost length, from E to W,
is 3§ miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 2£
miles ; and its area is 39973 acres, of which 98 are
water. The Clydr winds 2g miles north-north-west-
ward along all the eastern, 4 J miles west-south-westward
along all the northern, and 1J mile southward along all

the western, boundary. It thus has a total course here
of 8| miles, though the point where it first touches and
that where it quits the parish are only 3£ miles distant
as the crow flies. A result of various changes of its

channel is that five little pendicles of Pettinain parish
are now situated on its right bank. A considerable
tract of haegh land, about 615 feet above the sea,

adjoins the river, so low and level as to be covered with
water at the time of freshets, and then having the
appearance of a lake. The ground rises by a gentle
acclivity, and with unequal surface from the haugh

;

and a ridge of hills extends across the SW district, from
the vicinity of the river into Covington, rising to an
extreme altitude of 1131 feet, and having three summits
called Cairn Grife, Westraw Hill, and Swaitcs Hill.

The rocks of this hill-ridge are porphyry and sandstone,
the former an excellent road-metal, but the latter ill-

suited to building purposes. The soil of the low
grounds is variously recent alluvium, rich loam, sharp
gravel, and poor sand. That of the higher grounds is

generally of a moorish character, incumbent on till.

About 2435 acres are in tillage ; 1107 are pastoral ; and
36'J£ are under wood Thirteen -fourteenths of the
entire rental belong to Sir Windham Carmichacl
Amtnither, Bart, of Cakmioiiael, whose uncle in 1817
inherited the estate from the last Earl of Hyndford. Its

mansion, WVstraw House, now a farmhouse, 5 furlongsW of the village, was that Earl's favourite residence,
and was probably built by his ancestor, the first Lord
Carmichael, towards the middle of the 17th century. A
hundred years ago the ruins of a house were pointed out
at Clowburn, in which tea is said to have first been
introduced to Scotland. It was brought from Holland,
according to tradition, by Sir Andrew Kennedy, whose
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wife .succeeded to the lauds of Clowburn in 1677, and
who, being 'Conservator of the Scotch Nation' at
I'ainpvoro, had received it as a present from tho Dutch
Blast India Company. On the highest ground in tho
S of the parish are vestiges of an ancient British fort,

Cairn Grife, whoso two concentric ramparts, 5 to 7 yards
apart, enclose an area of 100 square foot. Pettinain is

111 the presbytery of Lanark and the synod of Glasgow
and Ayr ; tho living is worth £203. Tho chapel of
' Pedynane,' originally dependent on Lanark, was
granted to Dryburgh Abbey by David 1. about the
year 1150. The parish church, on tho site of the

ancient chapel, has a belfry bearing date 1696, with the
inscription, 'Holiness becomes God's House.' As re-

paired in 1820, it contains 234 sittings. Tho public

school, with accommodation for 66 children, had (1883)
an average attendance of 52, and a grant of £46, 7s.

Valuation (1859) £3216, 3s. 6d., (1884) £4800, 10s.

Pop. (1801) 430, (1821) 490, (1841) 416, (1861) 407,

(1871) 366, (1881) 360.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Petty, a parish on the S side of tho Moray Firth, in

the extreme NE of tho county of Inverness, and with a
small part crossing the boundary into Nairnshire. It

is bounded N by the parish of Ardersier, for \ mile at

the NE corner by the parish of Nairn, E and SE by tho

parish of Croy, SW by the parish of Inverness and Bona,

and N \V by the Moray Firth. The boundary is artificial

except along the Firth, and on the N, where it follows

the course of a small stream. The greatest length, from
the point on the NE between Lambhill and Blaokcastle

where the parish and county boundaries reach the coast

road from Inverness to Nairn, to the point on the SW
where the lino crosses tho same road near Culloden
Brickworks, is 1\ miles ; the average breadth is about 2

miles; and the area is 10,697'313 acres, inclusive of

877 '734 of foreshore and 33-052 of water ; of the total

area 321 '254 acres, including -121 acre of water, are in

Nairnshire and the rest in Inverness-shire. A central

hollow, from 30 to 40 feet above sea-level, passes along

the whole parish from NE to SW, and from this the

surface slopes to the SE to a height varying from 150

feet at the N end to over 300 near the S end, along the

ridge above Culloden Moor. Between the central hollow

and the sea in the N there is a strip of flat ground
sloping gradually to the shore ; in the centre and S the

ground slopes up to a height of over 100 feet, and then

down to a terrace along the 50-fcet contour, from which
there is a rapid fall to the shore. The coast is low and
sandy and with a very gentle slope, so that a considerable

amount of foreshore is uncovered at low water. At the

W corner of the parish the triangular Alterlie Point

projects nearly \ mile beyond the ordinary coast-

line, and N of it is a small bay, sometimes called Petty

Bay and sometimes Alterlie Bay. Almost the whole

surface is under cultivation or woodland, but there is

mossy and benty land extending probably to nearly 1000

acres. There are about 1800 acres under wood. The
soil toward the sea is light loam and clayey sand, but

along the hollow and on the south-eastern slope it is

much stronger and very fertile. The underlying rock

belongs to the upper Old Red Sandstone system. In

the SE about half of Loch Flemington (4 by \\ furl.)

lies within the parish, and \\ mile SW of it is tho

small Lochan Dinty. The drainage is carried off by a

number of small streams, those in the S uniting and
flowing into the sea at Petty Bay, and those in the

centre and N uniting and flowing into the sea at the

extreme N corner of the parish. Tho mansions are

Castle Stuart (1^ mile WSW of Dalcross station),

Flemington (i mile NE of Fort George station), and
Gollaniield (7 furlongs ENE of Fort George station).

The first is a seat of the Earl of Moray, and is a fine

example of the castellated mansion of the early part of

the 17th century. Traditionally the date of its erection

is earlier, some making it a residence of James IV.,

others assigning it to the Regent Murray ; but the

building bears date 1625, and Sir Robert Gordon, in his

History of the Earldom of Sutherland, says that in 1624

the Clan Chattan went ' to ane hous which he [the Earl]
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hath now of late built in Pettie called Castoll Stuart,

they drive away his servants from thence, and doc

possess themselves of all the Earl of Moray his rents in

Pettie.' This date is also borne out by the style of the

building, a large high-roofed structure of several stories,

with the great hall and principal rooms in the upper

part. In front there is a square projecting tower at each

end. That to the W, which contains the main staircase,

seems somewhat older than the rest of the building.

Formerly the castle was surrounded by a fine park and

an orchard noted for its greens ; but the trees were all

cut down about 1835, the park ploughed up, and the

roof of the building removed, so that had not the pro-

prietor's attention been called to it the whole would soon

have been a ruin. It was then repaired, and is now
used as a shooting-box. Lying close to the clan grounds

and in possession of the Earls of Moray, whom the

Highlanders looked on as foes, Petty was much exposed

to inroads for plunder. One such attack has been

already noticed, and other two that occurred early in

the 16th century are known as the ' Herschips of Petty.'

The first was in 1502, when Sir James Dunbar of Cum-
nock, and his brother, David Dunbar of Durris, ' and
thar complicis spulyet the landis of Petty and Geddes,'

as well as of ' Halhill, the Fischertone and Hurlehurst,'

though for what reason does not seem certain. Eliza-

beth, the daughter of Sir James Dunbar, was married to

John Ogilvie of Strathnairn, who resided at Halhill

Castle (which is by some supposed to have stood on the

site of the present Castle Stuart, but by others is placed,

with more probability, on the rising ground near the

centre of the sea coast of the parish, at the school), which
was, in 1513, the scene of the second herschip of Petty,

the leaders of the plunderers on this occasion being the

captain of Clan Mackintosh and Rose of Kilravock.

Behind Castle Stuart is the church of Petty, and on the

bank to the W of it are two large tumuli or moat hills.

In the churchyard many of the chiefs of Mackintosh lie

buried, and the procession at the funeral of Lachlan
Mackintosh, who died in 1731, reached from Dalcross

Castle to the churchyard, a distance by road of about

4 miles. In the Bay of Petty close at hand is the

famous boulder known as ' the travelled stone of Petty.'

It is from 6 to 7 feet long, from 5 to 6 feet wide, and
about 6 feet high, and with a projecting ledge all round
it near the lower side. It originally served as a march
stone between the properties of the Earl of Moray and
Forbes of Culloden, but was, during the month of Febru-
ary 1799, moved about 260 yards to the WNW. A
severe frost during that month had caused an accumu-
lation of about 18 inches of ice over most of the bay,

and this, during the night of the 19th, was capable of

lifting the mass of stone so as to allow it to be floated by
the tide, aided by a powerful gale of wind, to its present
position. (See a paper by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder
in the Memoirs of the Wcrnerian Society, vol. iii.

)

Anciently in the possession of the powerful northern
family of De Moravia, the barony of Petty passed into

the possession of the Earls of Moray till Archibald
Douglas was forfeited in 1455, when it fell into the
hands of the Crown. It was granted to Ogilvie of
Findlater, who again disponed his interest to the Earl
of Moray. The parish is traversed by the main road
from Inverness to Nairn with a branch passing off at
Newton near the S\V end, and leading through the
village of Campbeltown to the ferry at Fort George.
The cross road from the SW end of Flemington Loch
to Fort George is a portion of one of General Wade's
military roads, and there are a number of good district

roads. Railway communication is obtained by the
Forres and Inverness section of the Highland Railway
system which passes through the centre of the parish
from NE to SW with stations at Dalcross (6| miles
from Inverness) and at Fort Georgo (94 miles from
Inverness and 3 from the Fort itself).

The parish contains a village of the same name near
the church, and two small hamlets. Petty is in the
presbytery of Inverness and synod of Moray, and is

formed of the old parishes of Petyn and Bracholy, which
87

were united after the Reformation, and the original
church was dedicated to St Columba, and is said to
have occupied the site of a Culdee cell. The present
church, built in 1S39, includes a portion of a previous
church. The living is worth £384. The Free church
is on the side of the road from Inverness to Forres, If
mile E by N of the parish church. Two new public
schools, East and West, with respective accommodation
for 140 and 150 children, had (1884) an average attend-
ance of 86 and 63, and grants of £61, 2s. and £30,
12s. 4d. The Earl of Moray is the largest proprietor,
and three others hold each an annual value of £500
and upwards, one holds between £500 and £100, and
one between £50 and £20. Valuation (1884) for the
Inverness-shire section, £8164, 4s. 6d., and for the
Nairnshire section £202, 12s. The reach of the High-
land railway in the former is valued at £2026, and
in the latter at £89. Pop. (1755) 1643, (1801) 1585,
(1831) 1826, (1861) 1602, (1871) 1496, (1881) 1531,
of whom 794 were females, and 807 Gaelic-speaking

;

while 1488 were in Inverness-shire, and 43 in Nairn-
shire.—Ord. Sur., sh. 84, 1876.

Pettycur. See Kinghorn.
Phantassie, an estate, with a mansion, in Prestonkirk

parish, Haddingtonshire, £ mile E by N of East Linton.
It was the birthplace of George Rennie (1749-1828), the
eminent agriculturist, and also of his brother John
(1761-1821), the celebrated engineer. Its present
owner, Thomas Shairp Mitchell-Innes, Esq. (b. 1813),
holds 749 acres in the shire, valued at £2483 per
annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Pharay, North, an island of Stronsay and Eday
parish, Orkney, 7 furlongs W of Eday island, from
which it is separated by the Sound of Pharay. It has
an utmost length, from N by W to S by E, of 1J mile ;

and an utmost breadth of i mile. A pastoral islet, the
Holm of Pharay (6£ x 2 furl.), £ mile to the N, is sepa-
rated from it by Lavey Sound. Pop. (1841) 67, ( 861)
82, (1871) 83, (1881) 72.

Pharay, South, an island of Walls and Flotta parish,

Orkney, 4£ furlongs E of Hoy, 3J NW of Flotta, and
8£ S of Cava. It has an utmost length from NNW to
SSE of lg mile, an utmost width of 7i furlongs, and a
maximum altitude of 139 feet above sea-level. Pop.
(1841) 55, (1861) 45, (1871) 53, (1881) 68.

Philiphaugh, a mansion in Selkirk parish, Selkirk-
shire, near the left bank of Yarrow Water, a little above
its influx to the Ettrick, 3 miles WSW of Selkirk
town. In 1528 Patrick Murray of Falahill, the grand-
son of the 'Outlaw Murray,' obtained a charter of the
lands of Philiphaugh ; and his descendant, Sir John
Forbes Pringle Murray, seventh Bart, since 1704 (b.

1842 ; sue. 1882), holds 2799 acres, valued at £2335
per annum. The flat diluvial plain between the house
and the town is celebrated as the scene of Montrose's
defeat by Leslie, on the morning of 13 Sept. 1646.

Ettrick Water, just alter the Yarrow's coniluence,

makes a gentle curve to the right, and, stealing along
the base of a lofty bank on whose summit, at one point,

stands the town of Selkirk, leaves on its left bank a
beautiful haugh, 400 to 500 feet above sea-level, which
extends north-eastward from a copse-clad eminence
called Harehead Hill (1046 feet), to some high ground
on the margin of the stream, a little below Selkirk.

This plain is Philiphaugh ; it is about 1J mile in length,

and \ mile in mean breadth ; and being defended, on
the one side, by the river with its bulwark-fashioned
bank, and overhung, on the other, by a stretch of bold
uplands, which intervene between the Yarrow and this

Tweed, it possesses, naturally, and on a grand scale,

many of the securities and conveniences which were
desiderated by the Romans in their camps. Montrose,
after he had won six splendid victories over the Cove-
nanters, was on his march southward to pour his

conquering troops upon England, when Philiphaugh
invited him to repose, and wooed him to destruction.

Observing the advantagcousness of the ground, ho
strengthened it with some trenches, and posted upon it

his infantry, amounting to 1000 men
;
and, seeing how
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mm it itood to the town ol Bfllkirk, ha there quartered
l.i- .'.00 horse, and courted a night's freedom from a
soldier's cue. (iencral Leslie, with his Mur.lv and high-
-l>irito.i Covenanters, arrived at Melrose on the evening
ol Montrose's hivouae

; and, favoured next morning hy
.. thick mist, he reaehed l'hilipliaugh, and was in
jKisition for the onslaught, before being descried by a
Mugle s.-out. Montrose was apprised of danger only by
the yell which followed the tiger's leaping upon his
prey

; be knew nothing ol I., lie's vicinity till tho
utile ol musketry ami. urn, ed his art ivil v in the encamp-
in. nt

; and wb. n be reaehed the scene of conflict, he
beheld his army dispersed and fleeing in irretrievable
panic and confusion. After making a bold stand, a
desperate but unavailing attempt to recover his lost
fortunM ol th« hour, he Cttt his way through a body of
Leslie's troops, Ued up Yarrow and over the wild and
lotty ni.umtaiii path of Minchmoor, and stopped not till

lie arrived at Tra.|iiair, 10 miles from t be scene of action.
His defeat produced at onco conclusive advantages to

Covenanters, and ruin to the hapless cause, of
Charles L in Scotland. Upwards of a mile SW of tho
not m nt farm-stead of l'hilipliaugh, and overhanging the
] BROW immediately above its conlluenco with the
Kttrii k, there are still traces of an entrenchment thrown
up by Montrose. Two miles farther up tho Yarrow,
close to the ruin of Newark Castle, is a field called
Slain-man's-lee, in which tradition says the Covenanters,
d iv . r two after the light, put many of their prisoners

to death. In Selkirk the house is still standing which
was occupied by Montrose on tho night of his ill-judged
security. And in the centre of the battlefield is a small
obelisk, inscribed, ' To the memory of the Covenanters
who fought and fell on tho field of Philiphaugh, and
won the battle there, 1645.'— Urd. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Philipstoun, a village in the W of Abercorn parish,
Linlithgowshire, 3 miles E by N of Linlithgow. To
the NE of it is Philipstoun House, the residence of
Lieut. -Col. James Hare of Caldeii Hall (b. 1836 ; sue.
1878), the Earl of Hopetouns factor, who holds 2373
acres in Midlothian, valued at £4181 per annum.—Ord.
Svr., sh. 32, 1857.

Philorth, a mansion in Fraserburgh parish, NE Aber-
deenshire, 2 miles S by E of the town. What looks to
be the oldest part of it bears date 1666 ; but additions
and alterations have been made from time to time, the
latest in 1874. There are some fine old hardwood trees
around the house, and extensive plantations have been
formed in the course of the last hundred years. The
estate has belonged to the Frasers since the latter half
of the 14th century ; and a prophecy, falsely ascribed
to Thomas the Rhymer, predicts that

—

' As lane as there ' ; a Cock o" the North,
There '11 be a Fraser in Philorth.'

In 1669 Sir Alexander Fraser of Philorth succeeded his
cousin, Alexander Abernethy, as tenth Lord Saltoun

;

and hia descendant, Alexander Fraser, present and
seventeenth Baron Saltoun since 1445 (b. 1820 ; sue.
1858), holds 10,082 acres in the shire, valued at
£10,967 per annum. See Fraserburgh and Saltox.
—fJrd. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.

Phladda. See Fladda.
Physgill, a good old mansion, with fine plantations

and some grand old trees, in Glasserton parish, SE
Wigtownshire, 2 miles SSW of Whithorn.

Picts* Work Ditch. See Ga tiu il,

Piehills, a village. in Kuthwell parish, Dumfriesshire,
9£ miles WNW ot Annan.

Pierceton. See Pjsbceton.
Piershill Barracks. See Jock's Lodge.
Pike Fell. See Ewes.
Filtanton Burn. See Leswaj.t.
Pinkie, an estate, with a mansion, in Inveresk parish, I

Edinburghshire, at tho E end of the town of Mussel-
burgh. Forming two sides of a quadrangle, Pinkie
Hou.se is a chateau-like building of various dates. Its
older part, a massive square tower, with picturesque
corner turrets, was originally ft country seat of the Abbots

|

PINKIE

ol Dunfermline
;
and, bo passing to Alexander Seton,

lirst. Earl of Dunfermline, by him was enlarged, repaired,
and decorated in 1613. One may notico its noble
• Painted Gallery,' 96 feet long, whose roof is adorned
with heraldic and mythological emblems in blue and

gold ; tho so-c died 'King's Room;' md a lofty

ambe iratel with pendants which is

id to 1 'avo been occi pied by Prince Chad •s Edward
i the l ighl alter l'res tonpans. Among nun

n of Sir Thomas Hope of Craig.

U. ] i fronl oi il"' iouso is a lofty stone ountain of

fine and elaborate architecture; and around it aro
beautiful old-fashioned gardens. The Princes Henry
and Charles arc said to have spent three years of their

boyhood at Pinkie House. On the death of tho fourth
and lasl Karl of Dunfermline (1694), tho estate passod
to tho first Marquess of Tweeddale, and by the sixth

Marquess was sold in 1778 to Sir Archibald Hope of

Craighall, Bart., whose descendant, Sir John David
Hope, thirteenth Bart, since 1628 (b. 1809 ; sue. 1883),
holds 961 acres in the shire, valued at £3437 per

annum. See vol. iv. of Billings' Baronial Antiquities

of Scotland (1852), and vol. ii. of Small's Castles and
Mansions of the Lothians (1883).

The battle of Pinkie arose out of an invasion of Scot-

land, in 1547, during tho infancy of Queen Mary, by
tho Protector Somerset. News having arrived that an
English army of 12,000 foot and 2000 horse was at

Newcastle on its march to Scotland, a Scottish army of

30,000 men was hastily mustered to take post on
Edmonston Edge, 24 miles SW of Musselburgh, to stop

the invaders and protect the capital. Somerset, on
coming up, was supported by a fleet of 30 ships of war,

and 30 transports laden with ammunition and pro-

visions, lying in the firth opposite the mouth of the

Esk
;
and, drawing up his army on Falside Brae, 1£

mile E of Musselburgh, he extended his right over the

grounds of Walliford and Dmmmore towards the sea.

The Scottish position being too strong to admit of his

assailing it, he firmly maintained his post, and awaited

an attack. A body of the Scotch horse, 1500 strong,

rushed down upon him on the 9th of September, at

Edgebueklin Brae, at the E end of Musselburgh links,

and threw away a great part of their strength in a use-

less skirmish ; and all the rest of the Scottish army,

under delusive notions on the part of their leaders, left

their strong position next day, and defiled along the

old bridge of Musselburgh, to close with the English on
the E bank of the Esk. As they passed the bridge, and
marched up the hill of Inveresk on tho W side of the

church, they were galled by cannon-shot from the

English galleys in the bay, and lost the Master of

Craham, eldest son of the iirst Karl of Montrose, and
many of his followers. Descending eastward down a

slope, they began to be sheltered from the shot, and,

passing through the How Mire, which lies at the foot

of the slope, and was then a morass, though now drained

and cultivated, they saw the English army and the

battlefield immediately before them, on a gently hang-

ing plain which recedes from the How to the base of

Carberry Hill and Falside Brae. The conflict which

followed was tremendous, but had too many details, and

is too well-known, to admit or to need minute narration.

After four hours' sternly debated and general conflict,

during which the Scots won achievements, but could

not profit by them for want of sufficient horse, and the

English could make no impression with their cavalry

on the hedges of pointed spears which enclosed the

antagonist foot battalions, the van of the Scots was

somewhat driven in by a concentrated attack, and a

body of Highlanders, who had forgotten their duty to

plunder the bodies of the slain, mistook the retrograde

movement for flight, flung down their arms, took to

their heels, infected the Lowlanders with their panic,

and drew the whole army after them in an indiscriminate

race. The Scots ran towards the coast, towards Dal-

keith, and towards Edinburgh; and in each direction

they were hotly pursued by the English, and hewn
down in vast numbers. ' With blode and slaughter of
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ye enemie,' says Patten, 'this chase was continued v
miles in length westward fro the place of their stand-

inge, which was in ye fallow feldes of Undreske, untille

Edinborowe parke, and well nigh to the gates of the
toune itself, and unto Lyeth ; and in breadth nie nil
mile from the fryth sandes up unto Daketh southwarde:
in all whiche space the dead bodies lay as thik as a man
may meette cattell grasing in a full plenished pasture.

They ryvere ran al red with blode ; soo that in the
same chase wear counted, as well by sum of our men
that sumwhat diligently did maike it, as by sum of

them take prisoners that very much did lament it, to

have been slayne above xm thousande. In all thys
cumpos of grounde, what with weapons, amies, handes,
legges, heddes, blode, and dead bodyes, their flight

mought have easily been tracted to every of their in
refuges.' Anotheraeeount—quitesufficientiy exaggerated
—states the loss of the Scots in killed at 10,000, and
that of the English at not 200.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32,

1857.

Pinmore, a mansion in Colmonell parish, Ayrshire, 6
miles NE of Colmonell village, and near Pinmore station

on the Girvan and Portpatrick railway (1876), this being
5 miles S by E of Girvan. Seated on a rising-ground,
at one of the loveliest bends of the river Stinchar, and
surrounded by beautifully wooded hills, it was a Scottish
Baronial edifice of the 16th and 17th centuries ; and,
destroyed by fire in 1876, it was next year restored in a
similar style of architecture. Its owner, Hugh Hamil-
ton, Esq. (b. 1828 ; sue. 1836), holds 8441 acres in the
shire, valued at £3833 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 7,

1863. See A. H. Millar's Castles and Mansions of Ayr-
shire (Edinb. 1885).

Pinwherry. See Colmonell.
Piper's Grave. See Dewar.
Piper's Heugh. See Stevenston.
Pirn, an estate, with a mansion, in Stow parish,

Edinburghshire, on the right bank of Gala Water, 3
miles NNW of Stow village. Remains of a Roman
camp are at Pirntaiton, 2 miles further NNW, near
Fountainhall station.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Pitbladdo, an estate, with a mansion, in Cupar parish,
Fife, 2 miles NNW of the town.

Pitcairlie, an estate, with a mansion, in Newburgh
parish, Fife, 2J miles N of Auchtermuchty. Its owner,
Robert Cathcart, Esq. (b. 1833 ; sue. 1S57), holds 1050
acres in the shire, valued at £1643 per annum.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Pitcairn (Gael, pitht-a-chairn, ' hollow of the cairn ')

or Pitcairngreen, a village in Redgorton parish, Perth-
shire, near the left bank of the Almond, 1£ mile N of
Almondbank station, and 4J miles by road NW of Perth.
Founded towards the close of last century on the estate
of Lord Lynedoch, and advantageously situated for
water power, it was predicted, in a poem by Mrs
Cowley, to become a rival to Manchester, but has long
ceased, except for being associated with places near it

in the works of a factory and two bleaching greens, to
give promise of reaching any high destiny. Pitcairn-
field, Bridgeton of Pitcairn, Cromwell Park, and Wood-
end are villages near it ; and Pitcairnfield has bleaching
works, Cromwell Park has bleaching works and a factory,
Bridgeton of Pitcairn has a U.P. church, and Pitcairn-
green itself has a Free church and a public school. The
U.P. church was built in 1797, and contains 450 sit-
tings. Pop. (1861) 345, (1871) 339, (1881) 301.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Pitcairns, an estate, with a modem mansion, in Dun-
ning parish, Perthshire, 5 furlongs ESE of Dunning
village.

Pitcaithly, a place, with mineral wells, in Dunbarny
parish, Perthshire, amid pleasant scenery, 1 mile SW of
Bridge of Earn, and 4£ miles S of Perth. The wells
have been known for their medicinal properties from
time immemorial, but were not scientifically noticed till

1772 Five in number, they bear the name of the East,
Cbe Wist, the Spout, the Dunbarny, and the Southpark
and have all the same properties, differing from one
mother only in the quantity or proportions oftheir saline

ingredients. They are esteemed useful in scrofulous,

herpetic, and scorbutic complaints, and in cases of

dyspepsia and general debility. A gallon of the water of

one of them, according to analysis by Professor Thomson
of Glasgow, contains 155'2S grains of chloride of calcium,
90'12 grains of common salt, 3 '44 grains of chloride of

magnesium, and 12 - 13 grains of sulphate of lime; while

a gallon of another contains 168 -58 grains of chloride of

calcium, 117 '84 grains of common salt, 4*16 grains of

chloride of magnesium, and 25 p92 grains of sulphate of

lime. A large lodging-house, for the accommodation
of visitors, stands beside the wells ; but Bridge of Earn
is the favourite lodging place of visitors, and is daily

supplied with water from the wells for their use.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Pitcaple, a village and a mansion in Chapel-of-

Garioch parish, Aberdeenshire. The village standing
near the right bank of the Ury, has a station on the

Great North of Scotland railway, J mile WNW of

Inveramsay Junction, 5 miles NW of Inverurie, and

21J NW of Aberdeen, under which it has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments. The mansion, Pitcaple Castle, stands in the

vicinity of the village between the railway and the Ury,
and is partly an ancient edifice, which was in ruins a

hundred years ago, but was restored from designs by W.
Burn about 1830, and again underwent extensive repairs

in 1873. It is notable for the detention in it of the

Marquis of Montrose on his way as a prisoner to Edin-
burgh, and for visits to it by James IV., Queen Mary,
and Charles II. Its owner, Henry Lumsden, Esq. (b.

1825 ; sue. 1859), holds 1410 acres in the shire, valued
at £1681 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Pitcastle, a modern mansion in Logierait parish,

Perthshire, near the left bank of the Tay, 5^ miles W
by N of Ballinluig Junction.

Pitcorthie, a mansion in Carnbee parish, E Fife, 1£
mile ENE of Colinsburgh.

Pitcruvie. See Balckuvie.
Pitcullo, an estate, with a mansion, in Leuchars parish,

Fife, 4i miles NNE of Cupar.
Pitcur, an estate, with a village and a ruined castle,

in Kettins parish, Forfarshire. The village stands at

the foot of the Sidlaw Hills, near the boundary with
Perthshire, 3 miles SE of Coupar-Angus, and is some-
times called Ford of Pitcur. The ruined castle was
the ancient baronial seat of the Hallyburtons, who
acquired the barony of Pitcur in 1432 ; and the estate

was sold in 1880 for £235,000 to the late Graham
Menzies, Esq., of the Caledonian Distillery, Edinburgh.

See Hallyburton House.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Piteadie Castle. See Kinghorn.
Pitempton, a village in Mains and Strathmartine

parish, Forfarshire, 3 miles NNW of Dundee.
Pitferrane. See Pitfirrane.
Pitfichie Castle, a roofless ruin in Monymusk parish,

Aberdeenshire, lj mile NNW of Monymusk station.

It belonged, with a small estate around it, to the family

of General Hurry, who figured in the times of the Cove-
nanters ; and it passed to the Forbes family, proprietors

of the Monymusk estate.

Pitfirrane, a mansion in Dunfermline parish, Fife,

amid a fine park, miles WSW of Dunfermline town.
The estate belonged to the Halketts from 1399 to 1877,
when Sir Petri- Arthur Halkett, eighth Bart, since 1697,

sold it, with Kcavil, for £132,500 to Lawrence Dalgleish,

Esq.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Pitfour, an estate, with a mansion, in Old Dkkr
parish, Aberdeenshire, 2 miles W by N of Mintlaw.
The mansion is a large square building, and the park
and policies are of great beauty, £80,000 having been
spent on improvements by the late Admiral Ferguson,
whose son, George Arthur Ferguson, Esq. (b. 1835; sue.

1867), holds 12,305 acres in the shire, valued at £10, 192

per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Pitfour Castle, a mansion in St Madoes parish, Perth-
shire, 7 furlongs S by E of Glencarse station, this being
6 miles E by S of Perth. Built by the present pro-
prietor's great-grandfather, and enlarged by his father,
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i. i.iii' .,i.i.1i ,n-iil.ii structure, standing on an
nrtili.ini Wrnuv, ami mm rounded liy beautiful grounds.
Its owner, Sit .1 is Tims. SlcwartKi< hardsuii, fourteenth
!Urt. siiK-o 1030 o>. is-io; ma 1881), holds 1147 wares

m tho shire, valued at Xlbll per aniniin.

—

Ord. Sur.,
sh. 48, 1SG8.

Pitheavlis. S, , l'i 1 1 m i \m is.

Pitlochrie, a prosperous villa;;.' in Moulin parish,

Perthshire, is situated ..n the Lit lank of the river

Tummel, ninl has a st ition on tho Highland railway,

C>1 miles SK of lilair Atholo ami 12^ NNW of Dunkchl.
Tartly from its position, in tho midst of and near most
romantic and picturesque spots in Highland scenery,

and partly from its healthy situation and salubrious

lunate, tim village annually attracts a largo number of

tourists, visitor*-, and invalids. Its development,
which, as the census returns show, has been considerable,

is entirely due to its two ([ualilications of picturesque

situation and healthy climate. In tho immediate
vi. inity are lir.N VkaVkik (2757 feet), the pretty little

waterfall, known as the P.i.uk Sem i, the village and
castle of Moulin, the Falls of Tummul, tho junction

of the Tuninicl and the Garry, the Bridge of Oluny, and
the I'.iss ,,t Kilt nxiiANKiH ; while only a few miles oil'

are Blaiu Atiiolk, Falls of BfiUAB, Loch Tummel,
BJBKHIOHAKL, Abbbpxldy, and Du.nkkld, and other
celebrated spots. A considerable number of houses for

letting purposes have been built of late years, and
Pitlochrie has long ranked as a favourite summer resort.

The most important provision for visitors was the erec-

tion of the hydropathic establishment.

The village consists mainly of one street, built along
either side of General Wade's liighroad between Dunkeld
and Blair Athole, but at the little bridge which spans a

small burn tributary to the Tummel near the centre of

the village, another road leads uphill to one or two
newer and shorter rows of houses. Till lately, Pitlochrie

had no Established church nearer than Moulin, though
services were conducted in the public school. But in

September 1883, there was laid tho foundation-stone of

a new Norman Gothic church, which is estimated to

cost £2000, and will accommodate 468 persons. A
special feature in its interior arrangement is the posi-

tion, in the tower, and immediately behind tho pulpit,

of a class-room, which, by the removal of a screen, will

afford in summer, additional accommodation for 40

persons. The neat Free church, on the slope overlook-

ing the main street, was built to supersede the older

structure, raised at the Disruption in 1843, about a

mile to the N, and afterwards used as a school. At the

8W end of the village is the Gothic Episcopal church

of the Holy Trinity (1858 ; 125 sittings), surrounded

with a neatly laid-out garden. A Baptist church, with

300 sittings, was erected in 1884. The Athole hydro-

pathic establishment is a very large and striking build-

ing, and occupies an elevated site to the S of the town,

commanding a lovely and extensive view. It was built

in 1875 at a cost of £50,000 or £60,000, and it is sur-

rounded with tastefully laid-out grounds, extending to

between 30 and 40 acres, and access is obtained to it

by an avenue which gradually ascends from the lodge

on the level of the public road. The public school

occupies a building formerly belonging to the Estab-

lished church.

Pitlochrie has a post office, with money order, sav-

ings' bank, and telegraph departments, branches of the

Commercial and Union banks, the Bank of Scotland,

and the National Security Savings' Bank, 17 insur-

ance agencies, two hotels, besides a temperance lodging

house. The railway station is both handsome and com-
modious ; lawn tennis courts were opened in 1883 ; and
a pretty fountain has been erected in the town to the

memory of Colonel Butter, yr. of Faskally, who died in

1880.

Though at one time spoken of as a centre of trade for

Perthshire, N of Strathtay, Pitlochrie has but little

commerce ;
though the almanacs still record that there

are fairs for cattle and horses on the Saturday before

the first Wednesday of May, and on the third Wednos-
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day (o.S.)of October ; and lor sheep on tho third Tuesday
"i August, There are 1 wo small factories,—one of tweeds
nil one of chemicals; and there is some distillation

of whisky, whilo the ordinary shops aro numerous
enough ami fairly good, The village enjoys a supply

>

I

" watei through pipes, and is lighted by gas. Pop.

(1841) 291, (1861) 884, (1871) 510, (1881)777, or whom
i in were females ami 255 Gaelic-speaking. Houses
(1881) inhabited 15], vacant 15, building 6.

Though now possessing comfortalile and elegant
houses, Pit lochrie at no distant period was a more rude
Highland village, with only some two or three slated
limi es. Prince Charlie, ..n' Ins way to Cullodcn, is said
to have occupied what was at the time the mansion-
house of tho Pitlochrie property. The parochial
registers, whoso first entry is dated 1707, mention that

owing to Hie presence of Hie rebel army in 1745-46,

public worship was suspended for several Sundays.
The modern prosperity of the place dates from about
1845, when the Queen visited Blair Castle. Sir James
Clarke, tho royal physician, was struck by the character

of tho air and climate of the place, and began to pre-

scribe to his patients a residence at Pitlochrie. It is

related that on one occasion one of tho neighbouring
landowners went to London to consult Sir James
Clarke, and was assured of a cure if he spent some
time at Pitloehrie or its neighbourhood ! Sir James
Simpson, of Edinburgh, was also convinced of the
whole.somcness of tho air of Pitlochrie.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

55, 1869.

Pitlour House, a mansion in Strathmiglo parish, Fife,

1 1 mile N by W of the village. Its owner, William
Baillie Skene, Esq. (b. 1838 ; sue. 1866), holds 2878
acres in the shire, valued at £4219 per annum.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Pitmedden House, a modern mansion, with a square
corner tower, in Dyce parish, Aberdeenshire, 2 miles
NNW of Dyce Junction. Its owner, George Thompson,
Esq. (b. 1804), Provost of Aberdeen 1847-50, and
Liberal M.P. for that city 1852-57, holds 1308 acres in

the shire, valued at £1671 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

77, 1873.

Pitmedden House, a commodious mansion of recent

erection in Udny parish, Aberdeenshire, 3 miles NNW
of Udny station. Its owner, Sir William Samuel Seton,

ninth Bart, since 1084 (b. 1837 ; sue. 1884), holds 662
acres in the shire, valued at £997 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Pitmiddle, a village in Kinnaird parish, SE Perth-

shire, 3 miles WNW of Inchture.

Pitmilly, an estate, with a mansion, in Kingsbarns
parish, Fife, 4£ miles NNW of Crail. Its owner,
Lieut. -Col. Jas. lit. Blackwell Monypenny (b. 1835

;

sue. 1881), holds 2034 acres in the shire, valued at

£5699 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Pitmuies, a mansion in Kirkden parish, Forfarshire,

j mile S of Guthrie station. Its owner, Leonard Lyell,

Esq. of Kinnokdy, succeeded to the estate in 1876.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Pitnacree, an estate, with a mansion, in Logierait

parish, Perthshire, near tho left hank of the Tay, 4

miles W by N of Ballinluig Jnnction.

Pitreavie, an estate, with a mansion, in Dunfermline
parish, Fife, 1% miles SE of Dunfermline town. It

was acquired about 1615 by Sir Henry Wardlaw, cham-
berlain to Queen Anne of Denmark, whose son was
created a Baronet in 1631. Jlis grandson, Sir Henry
Wardlaw, in 1696 married Lady Elizabeth Halkett

(1677-1727), author of the pseudo-archaic ballad of

Uardyknute, and, according to Dr Robert Chambers,
of most of the historical Scottish ballads. The
battle of Pitreavie or Inverkeithing was fought on
the level ground to the S of Pitreavie House, Sunday,
20 July 1651. In it 6000 Cromwellians, under Overton
and Lambert, defeated 4000 adherents of Charles II.,

under Brown and Holburn, the loss on the royalist side

being 1600 killed and 1200 taken prisoners.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857.

Pitrichie. See Pittriciiie
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Pitrodie. See Kilspindie and Ereol.
Pitscandly, an estate, with an old mansion, in Res-

cobie parish, Forfarshire, 2 miles NE of Forfar.

Pitscottie, a hamlet in Ceres parish, Fife, on the

right bank of Ceres Burn, 1£ mile NE of Ceres village

and 3 miles ESE of Cupar. It takes its name, signify-

ing the ' little hollow, ' from its position between two
confronting rising-grounds at the entrance to Dura
Den ; and two flax spinning-mills were erected at it in

1827. A ' countrie hous covered with strae and ried,'

which stood on a small adjoining plateau, now occupied

by the modern farmstead of Pitscottie, was the residence

of Robert Lindsay, author of the quaint Chronicles of
Scotland from 1436 to 1565. Pitscottie Moor, in the

immediate neighbourhood, was a frequent meeting-

place of the Covenanters for field preachings ; and is

named in a decree of 1671 against certain ousted

ministers.

—

Oral. Sur., sh. 41, 1857.

Pitsligo, a coast parish of Buchan, N Aberdeenshire,

containing the fishing villages of Roseheaety and
Pitullie, or Sandhaven, 4£ and 2| miles W by N of

Fraserburgh. It is bounded N by the Moray Firth, E
by Fraserburgh, S by Tyrie, and SW and W by Aber-

dour. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 3J miles ; its

utmost breadth, from N to S, is likewise 3£ miles ; and
its area is 4891^ acres, of which 247y are foreshore,

and 3f water. The coast, 4J miles in extent, to the E
of Rosehearty is partly sandy, partly low shelving

rocks ; but westward rises boldly from the firth to a

height at Braco Park of 151 feet above sea-level. Inland
the surface attains 130 feet at Hillhead, 215 near the

parish church, and 259 near the Mains of Ardlaw at the

SW boundary. The principal rocks are sandstone, clay-

slate, and limestone ; and the soil, for the most part

light, is very diversified, and ranges on almost every

farm from clay or loam to light mould or reclaimed

moss. Less than 20 acres are under wood ; and the

rest of the parish, with small exception, is all in tillage.

The fine old ruin of Pitsligo Castle stands h mile SSE of

Rosehearty village. Its oldest portion, the S tower or

keep, was built in 1424, and measuring 80 by 36 feet,

with walls 9 feet in thickness, was 114 feet high. Later
parts of the building, which formed a hollow quadrangle,

bear the dates 1577, 1663, and 1666. The extensive

gardens still yield very fine apples. In 1633 Alexander
Forbes was created Baron Forbes of Pitsligo—a title

forfeited by his great-grandson, Alexander (1678-1762),
for his share in the '45, and now claimed by the eldest

son of Lord Clinton (see Fetteecairn) and two others.

Pitullie Castle, £ mile to the E, is also a ruin, bearing
the dates 1651, 1674, and 1727. It was probably built

by the Saltouns, and enlarged by the Cumines. A
number of cairns have all but disappeared. Disjoined
from Aberdour in 1633, Pitsligo had lor its first minister
the celebrated Covenanter, Andrew Cant (1584-1663),
who soon, however, was transferred to Newbattle. It

is in the presbytery of Deer and the synod of Aberdeen
;

the living is worth £252. The parish church, 1 mile S
by E of Rosehearty, from its conspicuous position is

sometimes called the ' Visible Kirk.' It was built by
the first Lord Pitsligo in 1630-34, and, as repaired in

1836, contains 504 sittings. The belfry and the carved
woodwork of the Forbes aisle, both of Dutch workman-
ship according to tradition, are much admired. There
are also Sandhaven Established mission church (1882),
Pitsligo Free church (1844) at Rosehearty, Sandhaven
Free mission church (1881), and Rosehearty CP.
church (1799). Three public schools—Pitsligo, Pitullie,

and Rosehearty—with respective accommodation for

186, 85, and 257 children, had (1884) an average
attendance of 148, 74, and 227, and grants of £122,
2s., £53, 19s., and £198, 12s. 6d. Three proprietors
hold each an annual value of more, and three of less,

than £500. Valuation (1860) £5664, (1885) £8674,
3s. Id. Pop. (1801) 1256, (1831) 1439, (1861) 1890,
(1871) 2218, (1881) 2582.—Ord. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.

Pitsligo, New, a town and a quoad sacra parish in
Buchan district, N Aberdeenshire. The town, ir. the SW
of Tyrie parish, stands 459 feet above sea-lovel on the

eastern slope of Turlundie Hill (651 feet), 4J miles W
by N of Strichen station, 4| NW of Brucklay station,

and 11 SW of Fraserburgh. Founded in 1787 by Sir
William Forbes, Bart, of Pitsligo, on the site of the
rural hamlet of Caik or Cavoch, it was inhabited about
the beginning of the present century almost entirely

by illicit distillers, and then presented a mean and
most miserable appearance. It has, however, under-
gone such improvement and renovation, as now to con-
sist almost wholly of substantial and comfortable houses,
with neatly kept gardens, and to comprise two parallel

streets, nearly a mile in length. Its outskirts and
environs are flanked with wood, and of pleasant aspect

;

and near it are extensive granite quarries. It for some
time carried on a considerable linen trade, but the hand
manufacture of bobbin-lace is now the staple industry

;

and it has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, a branch of the
Union Bank, a National Security Savings' Bank
(1841), 9 insurance agencies, 2 hotels, a public library,

a horticultural society (1837), gas-works, and fairs on
the Wednesday after 26 February, the Wednesday after

25 May, the Thursday after 13 August, and the Wed-
nesday after 5 October. The parish church, standing
near the top of the hill, and forming the most con-
spicuous object in the town, was built in 1798 and
renovated in 1853. It has triplet lancet windows,
ornate surmounting crosses, a beautiful belfry, and
about 1000 sittings. Other places of worship are a
plain Free church, a Congregational chapel, and the
Episcopal church of St John the Evangelist (1871 ; 468
sittings), an Early English structure, erected at a cost

of £3000. The quoad sacra parish, comprising portions
of Tyrie, Aberdour, New Deer, and Strichen parishes,

measures 6 miles in length and 5 in extreme breadth
;

was originally constituted for only its Tyrie section

by the General Assembly in 1799 ; and was recon-
stituted for its present extent, first by the General
Assembly in 1835, and next by the Court of Teinds in

1853. It is in the presbytery of Deer and the synod
of Aberdeen ; the minister's stipend is £120. Glasslaw
public, New Pitsligo public, and St John's Episcopalian
schools, with respective accommodation for 70, 380,
and 316 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

37, 345, and 134, and grants of £42, 7s. 6d., £301,
17s. 6d., and £104, 19s. Pop. of q. s. parish (1871)
3090, (1881) 2964, of whom 193 were in Aberdour, 209
in New Deer, 42 in Strichen, and 2520 in Tyrie. Pop.
of town (1841) 1262, (1861) 1773, (1871) 2094, (1881)
2056, of whom 1150 were females. Houses (1881) 471
inhabited, 34 vacant, 2 building.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 87,

1876.

Pittairthie Castle. See Dunino.
Pittarrow. See Foedoun.
Pitteadie Castle. See Kinghorn.
Pittenane. See Pettinaix.
Pittencrieff, a mansion in Dunfermline parish, Fife,

in the south-western vicinity of the town. Built about
1610, and enlarged in 1740, with stones from the
Palace ruins, it is the seat of James Hunt, Esq., who
owns 945 acres in the shire, valued at £2588 per annum,
the Pittencrieir estate having been sold in 1762 for

£11,000, in 1787 for £17,600, and lastly in 1800 for

£31,500. See Dunfekmline.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40,

1867.

Pittendriech, the seat of Sir George Deas, the judge
Lord Deas, in the vicinity of Lasswadc village, Edin-
burghshire.

Pittenweem (Celt., ? Pct-an-wccm, 'the town of the

cave '), a small parish containing a town of the same
name in the XE of the county of Fife, on the shore of
the Firth of Forth. The parish is bounded N by the

parishof Anstruther-Wester (landward), EbyAnstruther-
Wester (burghal), S by the Firth of Forth, W by the
parish of St Monans or Abcrcrombie, and at the NW
corner by the parish of Carnbec. The boundary lino on
the E and W is artificial, but on the N it is formed by
the Drecl Burn. The greatest length from E to W is 1^
mile, the average breadth about j mile, and the area

209
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77-J-4SS acres, including lu9'7;ks foreshore and 2 291
detached. The coast is rocky, ami the surface rises

stwj.ly from the sliore to n height of fi om 50 i" 80 feet

,

but does nut rise madh thereafter, the extreme height
U-iug S2 feet. Tlie whole surface is cultivated, the soil

Ix-ing mostly n very fertile black loam. The underlying
rocks are carboniferous, with limestone ami some small
-.•.mis of coal. The parish is traversed throughout its

entire length by the const road from Elie to frail, and
also by n stretch' of the Thornton and Anst ruther section
of tho North British railway system

j
is in the presbytery

91 V'.irews and the synod of Fife ; nnd the living is

worth £271?. It was after the Reformation united with
St Moiuns. Anstruther, and Kilrcnny under tho charge
of one nm.ist, r : but .lames Mel vil (nephew of the famous
Andrew), wlm siua ceded the first minister, Mr William
Chirk, in 15S6, ' finding tho four congrcgationcs n
burding intolerable and importable, with a guid
OOnaaienas, . . . sett himself cairfullio for the
separating and several! planting of the said congrcga-
tiouncs, resolving to tak himself to Kilrynnie alean

;

and delt with l'ittenweim, and causit thame prepearo
ane nuditorie and kirk within thair awin town, in the
quhilk he teachit to thame, bathe on the Sabothe and
wi ek dayes, nocht intermitting his ordinario doctrines
in tho other kirkis, untill l'ittenweim was provydit and
pl.uitit with a minister of thair awin, and that without
luirt or impcaring of tho stipend of the kirk of
Anstruther Waster ;' and the parish became independent
about 1588. The churches are noticed in connection
with the burgh. The proprietors, inclusive of those in
the town, are 2 holding each an annual value of £500 or
upwards, 4 holding each between £500 and £100, 7
holding each between £100 and £50, and 45 holding
each between £50 and £20. Landward valuation
(1856) £647, lis., (1875) £904, 19s. 8d., (1885) £658,
with £150 for the railway. Pop. (1801) 1072, (1831)
1317, (1861) 1710, (1871) 1803, (1881) 2119, of whom
1019 were males and 1100 were females; while 2116 were
within the boundaries of the royal burgh.
The Town of Pittenweem, near the E end of the

parish just described, is a seaport and a royal burgh,
and has a station on the Thornton and Anstruther section
of the North JJritish railway. By rail it is 9 miles E of
Largo, 174 E of Thornton Junction, and 14, mile W of
Anstruther. By road it is 5 J miles SE of Crail, and 1

1

S by W of St Andrews. Like so many of the Fife
fishing towns, it is a place of considerable antiquity, and
probably dates back to the 13th century. It belonged
originally to the priory afterwards mentioned, and was
by James III. created a burgh of barony. In 1542
Jame3 V. granted a further charter constituting the
town a royal burgh, and in 1547 the prior and convent
executed two charters granting to the ' provost, bailies,
council, community, burgesses, and inhabitants, the
burgh as the same was builded or to be builded, and the
harbour thereof, and all moors, mosses, and waste
gTound, common ways, and other commonties, liberties,

customs, anchorages, etc., belonging thereto.' In 1593
James VI. farther increased the property of the town by
granting to it the ' great house or lodging of the
monastery of Pittenweem,' and all these charters were
confirmed by Act of Parliament in 1633. Nor were the
inhabitants unmindful of their royal benefactor, for
when James passed through the burgh on his way
to Anstruther House, where he spent a night, he was
received by the magistrates, councillors, and minister
'in their best apparel,' and accompanied by a guard of
twenty-four of the stoutest men of the place also in their
' best apparel ' and armed with partisans ; and besides
these there were 'other twenty-four with muskets.'
Substantial provision was also made for the royal
appetite at a table spread at ' Robert Smith's yeet,'
where, for the entertainment of the King and his train,
there were provided ' sundrie great bunns of fine flour
and other wheat bread of the best order, baken with
sugar, cannell, and other spices fitting, as also ten
gallons of ale, with canary, sack, Rhenish wine, Tent,
white and claret wines ;' and when his Majesty departed

there was a salute of 'thirty-six cannon, all shot ai

Once.' It was at Pittenweem that the customs collector
-i Fife was. in 1 7:;i;, robbed by Wilson and Robertson—
an incident which, though of little local importance,

aided j„ the invent ion 'of 'the plot (!l\s"ou!V/AYO'i'"/

Midlothian. The house in which tho robbery took place
w B the N side of tho street to the N of the church.
In 1799 the squadron of Paul Jones lay for sonic time
off the harbour, bul otherwise the 18th and 19th century
history of the place has been of a most uneventful nature.
The town has three main streets with cross intersecting

lanes. ( II t hesc one follows the line of the coast along the

low ground at the harbour ; a second, High Street, runs
parallel to this on the top of the slope; and a third, still

farther N, is along the Elie and Crail road : the second
is the principal thoroughfare. Near its E end is the
parish church, originally a structure of tho first half of
tho 17th century, but extensively remodollcd and altered

in 1882. The old tower at the W end still remains with
tho old clock and bells. It has a balustraded top and
a spire, and in the base is a small chamber, with door
and grated window looking to the street, which has
evidently been used as the tolbooth. Fixed to the W
wall of the steeple is the town cross, a simple pillar with
the town arms in the middle and the date 1754 on the
top. Down the slope to the S is the Cove Wynd, in

which the plain town-hall (1821-22) occupies the site of

tho refectory of the priory. Farther down the lane on
tho E side is the entrance to the cave or weem from
which the name of the town is said to bo derived. It is

a long cave with two branches, in one of which is a
small hollow supplied with good water from crevices in

the rock, and both well and cave are associated with the
name of St Fillan. From one corner a staircase, now
destroyed, has led to the grounds of the priory above,
where it is said to have been connected with a secret

underground passage. The priory buildings and grounds
covered a space of from 2 to 3 acres to the E of Cove
Wynd and the church. Tho northern gateway was
removed in 1805 to make room for the Episcopal church.

The chief entrance was on the E side, and not far off is

the Great House of the priory, and to tho S what is

termed the Prior's Hall. The priory dates from about
1114, but the buildings that remain are of much later

date. One of the later priors was John Rowle, who was
a lord of Session in 1544, and accompanied the Regent
Moray to France in 1550. In 1583 William Stewart, a
captain in the King's guard, descended from Alan
Stewart of Darnley, obtained a charter of the priory and
lands of Pittenweem, and in 1606 his son, Frederick
Stewart, got them erected into a temporal lordship with
the title of Baron Pittenweem ; but he disponed the
superiority to the Earl of Kellie, and dying without
issue, the title became extinct. The superiority was
afterwards surrendered by the Earl of Kellie to the

Crown. The Great House is intimately associated with
David Low (1768-1855), the well-known Episcopalian

Bishop of Ross and Argyll. Behind the eastern entrance

is the 'witch corner,' where the Pittenweem witches

were buried. The town seems to have been very much
troubled with witches at various times, and the last of

them caused a great commotion in 1705, when several

poor women were, at the instigation of a hysterical boy,

imprisoned and placed at the mercy of a guard of
' drunken fellows, who, by pinching and pricking some
of them with pins and elsions, kept them from sleep for

several days and nights together.' Under this gentle

treatment some of them became ' so wise as acknowledge
every question that was ask'd them.' One of them,
Janet Corphat, was put in the prison under the steeple

—probably the cell that still remains—but escaped by
the low window, and got away to Leuchars. Sent back
by the minister of that parish, she was set on by a rabble,
' who fell upon the poor creature and beat her unmerci-

fully, tying her so hard with a rope that she was almost

strangl'd
;
they dragg'd her through the streets and

alongst the shoar by the heels ' till they were disturbed

by one of the magistrates. Gathering again, however,
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they ' streaeh'd a rope betwixt a ship and the shoar to a

great height, to which they ty'd her fast ; after which
they swing'd her to and fro from one side to another, in

the meantime throwing stones at her from all corners

until they were weary. Then they loos'd her, and with
a mighty swing threw her upon the hard sands, all

about being ready in the meantime to receive her with
stones and staves, with which they beat her most
cruelly. . . . They laid a heavy door upon her,

with which they prest her so sore that she cried out to

let her up for Christ's sake and she would tell the truth.

But when they did let her up, what she said could not
satisfy them, and therefore they again laid on her the
door, and with a heavy weight of stones on it prest her
to death ; and to be sure it was so they called a man
with a horse and a sledge, and made him drive over her
corps backward and forward several times.' These and
other particulars of similar brutal behaviour may be
read in the pamphlets published at the time in connec-
tion with the case, which excited a great deal of atten-

tion, and led to legal proceedings against the magistrates,

which must have led some of them at least to wish for

no more witches in the neighbourhood.
No fewer than thirty breweries are said to have been

once in operation about the town, but they have long
since vanished, and the present industries are connected
with the harbour, which is a creek under Kirkcaldy.
Greatly improved in 1855, it has an outer and inner
basin, and is safe and commodious, but suffers from its

small depth of water. The imports are of the usual
description for such a place, and the exports are princi-

pally grain and potatoes. A large number of the
inhabitants are fishermen, and in 1882 the port, which
is for fishery purposes included in the Anstruther
district, had 67 first-class fishing boats, 18 second-class
boats, and 6 third-class boats ; in connection with which
290 resident fishermen and boys found employment.
Few of the boats prosecute the fishing from the port
itself. Besides the Established church already noticed,

there is on the N side of the town a U. P. church erected
in 1846, and an Episcopal church erected in 1805-7 on
the NE. Two public schools, the East and the South,
with respective accommodation for 326 and 219 pupils,

had (1884) an average attendance of 229 and 153, and
grants of £215, 16s. lid. and £123, 12s. A distinguished
native was John Douglas (1721-1807), Bishop of Salis-

bury, eminent for his literary abilities as well as for his

ecclesiastical position.

A burgh of barony under the priors, and after 1542 a
royal burgh. Pittenweem is now, under the General
Police and Improvement Act of 1862, governed by a

Seal of Pittenweem.

provost, two bailies, a treasurer, and 8 councillors, and
unites with Kilrenny, Crail, Anstruther-Eastcr, An-
strutier-Wester, Cupar, and St Andrews in sending a
member to parliament. Parliamentary constituency
(1884) 302, municipal constituency 358, including 56
females. The corporation revenue is, on an average,

about £700 per annum. There is a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,

branch offices of the Clydesdale and National banks, a

National Security Savings' bank, and a gaswork.
Valuation (1856) £3890, 9s. Id., (1885) £6216, 19s. lid.

Pop. (1831) 1309, (1861) 1617, (1871) 1760, (1881) 2116,

of whom 1016 were males and 1110 females. The
parliamentary burgh, which is slightly smaller than
the royal burgh, had at the same time 2090 inhabitants,

of whom 1003 were males and 1087 females. In the

royal burgh there were 451 houses, and in the parlia-

mentary burgh 443 ; while 22 were uninhabited, and 1

was being built.— Orel. Sur., sh. 41, 1857.

Pittheavlis, an estate, with a mansion, in East Perth
parish, Perthshire, 1 mile SW of the city. It is the

property of Lord Elibank, who holds 994 acres in Perth-

shire, valued at £1871 per annum. See Darnhall.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Pittodrie, an old mansion in Chapel of Garioch parish,

Aberdeenshire, on the north-eastern slope of Bennachie,

1 mile SW of Pitcaple station. Its owner, Hy. Wm.
Knight Erskine, Esq. (b. 1858 ; sue. 1870), holds

3270 acres in the shire, valued at £4250 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Pittrichie, a plain commodious mansion of 1819 in

Udny parish, Aberdeenshire, 3 miles W by N of Udny
station.

Pitullie or Sandhaven, a fishing village in Pitsligo

parish, N Aberdeenshire, on the Moray Firth, 2J miles

W by N of Fraserburgh, under which there is a post

office of Sandhaven. The harbour, formed in 1840,

possesses 46 fishing boats. Pop. (1871) 399, (1881) 585.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.

Pladda, an island of Kilmorie parish, Buteshire, in

the Firth of Clyde, 5| furlongs S of the south-eastern

extremity of Arran. Measuring 3| by 1| furlongs, it

is low and green ; and has a lighthouse, erected

partly in 1790, partly in 1826, and snowing two fixed

lights, the one above the other, at elevations of

77 and 130 feet above high-water level, and visible

at the distance of 14 and 17 nautical miles. The
Sound of Pladda, between the island and Arran, has a

chain of rock nearly right across, with depths of from
only 2 to 4 feet of water, so that it is un navigable by
any sea-borne vessels.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 13, 1870.

Pladda. See Fladda.
Plaidy. See Turriff.
Plean, a village and a quoad sacra parish in St

Ninians parish, Stirlingshire. The village, lying 3

miles SSE of Bannockburn, has a post office under
Stirling, a public school, and an asylum or hospital for

30 old men, founded by Col. Francis Simpson, who died

in 1831. Plean House is in the western vicinity of the

village. The quoad sacra parish, constituted in 1878,

is in the presbytery of Stirling and the synod of Perth

and Stirling ; the living is worth £289. Pop. (1881) of

village, 369 ; of q. s. parish, 1037.—Ord. Sur., sh. 39,

1869.

Pleasance, a village in Auchtcrmuchty parish, Fife,

1£ mile NNW of the town.

Pleasance, a village near the centre of Dumfriesshire,

8| miles NNE of Dumfries.
Plockton, a village in Lochalsh parish, Boss-shire, on

the S side of the lower part of Loch Carroll, 4 miles

W by S of the Strome Ferry terminus of the Dingwall
and Skyc railway, and 6£ NNW of Balmacara. It

ranks as a burgh of regality, engages extensively in

fishing, and has a post office, a Government church,

a Free church, and a public school. The Government
church has the status of a quoad sacra parochial church,
but has not assigned to it any definite territory. Pop.

(1861) 539, (1871) 516, (1881) 440.

Plotcock, a collier village in Hamilton parish, Lanark-
shire, 5 miles SSE of the town of Hamilton.

Pluscarden (old forms Ploschardin and Pluscardyn,
locally often Pluscarty), a district measuring about 4
miles by 2, and forming the south-western portion of
the parish of Elgin. It is a long valley of no great
Width, with the drainage along the whole length carried
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..ii bj Qm Black Bun, tributary of the river uossia.
the Ion poond i- Ikon 170 to BOO feel above sen-level,

tad «n the N\v tide tin' Bildon or Heldnn Hill rises

very steeply to n h(light of 767 feet, ami on the SK side?

the Hill of the Wangle rises «ith u less rapid elope to

a height of loco feat At the extreme BW end the

valley is contracted into i» narrow glen. There is a

]
i'-.: offloe uihlrr F.lgin, n Free ehnreh, and a public

•chool. Though the glen is pretty in itself, the

ehirf inten'st lies in the well-preserved ruins of a Cis-

;. • in prioiji "ii a beaut iful haugh near its eentro, and
mil. S\V oi Elgin. This, one of the three monasteries

of the Cistercian Order in Scotland, the others being
Bruiv and Ar.iM ii mian, was founded hy Alexander
11. in Before the foundation of the priory thero

sci ins to have liccn an older church on a dillcrent site,

and the valley was known as the Vale of St Andrew, a

name which was retained in the new foundation, tho
dedication of Plusearden—or riuscardine, as tho namo
of the priory is often given—being to tho Virgin Mary,

John the Baptist, and St Andrew. Although the monks,
who were of the Valliscaulian branch of tho order,

found but few friends after Alexander's death, tho
community was a very wealthy one, and in Bajimont's
Roll in 1^74 tho monastery is taxed a^t £533, while

Beanly and Ardohattaa are entered at £200. Under
the protection of the Bishops of Moray, whoso authority

Was fully recognised in 1345, the Cistercians held pos-

session till 1454, when Benedictines were introduced

from Ukquhaht, though there seems to be no truth in

tho assertion that this was rendered necessary by the

corrupt life of the older monks. The last of tho Bene-
dictine priors was Alexander Dunbar, who died in 15G0;
and the first of the lay priors was Lord Alexander Seton
—a son of the Lord George who was so faithful a ser-

vant to Queen Mary—who in 1577 was succeeded by
James Douglas, an illegitimate son of Regent Morton

;

but on Morton's fall and death in 1581 Seton again re-

sumed possession, parliament expressly declaring ' the

pretended gift to James Douglas, son natural to late

James Earl of Morton, of nane avail in all times com-
ing.' The monks do not seem to have been disturbed

in their possession of the priory itself, and they gradually
died out, only one remaining in 1586. In 1595, Seton,

then Lord Urquhart, sold Plusearden to Kenneth Mac-
kenzie of Kintail, from whose descendants it passed in

1649 (probably in connection with the rebellion raised

in that year by Thomas Mackenzie of Plusearden) to Sir

George Mackenzie of Tarbat. In 1662 the then Sir

George sold the priory and lands to the Earl of Caith-

ness, Major George Beatman and Joan Fraser, his wife
;

and in 1G64 the Earl resigned his share to the other

owners, from whom, in 1687, the property was pur-

chased by Brodie of Lethen for his grandson, James
Grant of Grant, who, in 1710, sold it to Dutr of

Dipple, and through him it has descended to the

present possessor, the Earl of Fife. A considerable

portion of the ruins of the priory still remains, and the

grey ivy-clad walls, the soft deep green turf, the old

trees that must date from the early times of the
monastery, and the heights in the background covered

with thriving wood, all combine to form a very pleasant

picture. The buildings have been partly in tne First

and partly in the Second Pointed styles. The church
lay to the N, and the nave seems never to have been

built. To the S of the south transept was a narrow
chapel dedicated to St Mary, and farther S still tho

chapter-house and calefactory. Over the last three

buildings were the dormitories. West of the calefactory

was the refectory, to the N of which was the cloister

court. To the SSE of these buildings are traces of walls

where the prior's house is said to have stood. The pre-

cinct is still marked out by the high and massive wall

with the principal gateway on the E, and in the N wall

are recesses where the fathers had kept their bee-hives.

The church lias consisted of a choir and two transepts,

the latter with aisles on their E sides ; at the intersec-

tion is a square tower. From the S transept a stone

stair leads to the dormitories. In the outside angle,
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between the choir and the norl h transept, is what is called

the Dunbar Vestry, with a good groined ceiling, on the
central boss of which are the Dunbar arms. It was
probably erected by the last Benedictine prior. Tho lintel

"I thewimlow into the. choir is formed by a slab of stone,

with a finely incised cross, dating probably from the 18th
Century. SI Mary's aisle, to I lie S of tho south transept,

used probably as tho sacristry, has a curious portion cut
oil iii one of the corners, with a peculiar slit in the wall

near the door, [t lias possibly been used as a confes-

sional. The chapter-house is square, and lias a vaulted
roof, with groins passing from the sido walls to a central

pillar. The w alls of the choir, the transepts with their

side aisles, the pretty little vestry, St Mary's aisle, the
square chapter-bouse, the calefactory, the dormitories,
and the central tower, are still almost entire. On the
arch over the entrance from the crossing to the choir,

and also on an arch in St Mary's aisle, there are traces

of fresco painting. Tho former is described by Cordincr,

in 1788, as having been very perfect in his time.
' There,' ho says, 'St John, about to write in an attitude

expressive of attention to the objects before him, is

seated under a canopy, and, accompanied by his well-

known eagle, lifts his eyes to tho concave of the arch

above, where the glowing colours of that splendid bow
which is seen in tho cloud in the day of rain attracts

our notice.' Tho sitting figure and tho rainbow are still

visible, but they are sadly weathered and destroyed.

According to tho same author, there were still more
wonderful frescoes in St Mary's aisle, but no trace of

these, except the ornament on the arch mentioned,
now remains. The buildings that now exist are of various

dates from tho middle of the 13th to the middle of the

16th century. The first structure had becomo ruinous

by 1398, but how far this was due to slenderness of

proportion, and how far to injury by fire, is uncertain.

Both the causes mentioned may indeed have operated,

for the first is quite apparent from the numerous altera-

tions made for the purpose of giving additional strength
—e.g., windows lessened in size, archways partly built

up, etc.—and the walls in many places show traces of

fire. Probably to injury from tho latter cause may be

ascribed the curious casing of later masonry by which
the pillars supporting the central tower have been
strengthened. The calefactory has a vaulted roof sup-

ported by two pillars, and is now used as a church for

the district, a purpose for which it was fitted up in

1821 by tho then Earl of Fife.* At the same time the

dormitories were re-roofed, and that part^of the building

is now used as a ball-room for the district ! The church
was at first a chapel of ease under Elgin, but at the

Disruption, the minister and most of the people joining

the Free Church, the Earl of Fife made over the use of

the room to the majority. The pulpit is the one pro-

cured in 1680 for Old St Giles' Church in Elgin, and
sold to the Earl of Fife's factor for £5 when that church
was pulled down in 1826 [see Elgin]. It has a rim for

the baptismal font, and a stand for an hour-glass, both

made of characteristic twisted iron work. The old

monastery grounds are now used as nursery grounds for

young trees to be used in plantations on the Fife estates

in t he neighbourhood ; but a number of old trees, dating

from monastic times, still remain, particularly a fine

pear tree which yields large crops of excellent fruit.

The Book of Plusearden is an early history of Scotland

based on Bower, and supposed to have been written in

the priory, about 1461, by a monk named Maurice
Buchanan. It was published in the Historians of Scot-

land series in 1877. See also the works referred to under
Elgin ; E. Chisholm Batten's Charters of the Priori/ of

Beauly (Grampian Club, Loud. 1877) ; and S. R. Mac-
phail's History of the Ecligious llouse of Pluscardyn,

(Edinb. 1881).

Polkemmet, a two-story Scottish Baronial mansion in

Whitburn parish, Linlithgowshire, 14 mile W of Whit-
burn town. A large addition was made in 1822 ; but

* This occupation was at first intended to be only temporary til)

the choir should be lilted up for use in public worship, but various

delays and changes led to things being left as they were.
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the older part is known to be of earlier date than 1620,

when the estate was sold by the Sliaws to the Baillies.

Its present proprietor, Sir William Baillie, second Bart,

since 1823 (b. 1816 : sue. 1854), was Protectionist M.P.
for the county 1845-47, and holds in it 4320 acres,

valued at £6382 per annum.—CW. Swr., sh. 31,

1867. See John Small's Castles and Mansions of the

Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Polla. See Durness.
Pollewe. See Poolewe.
Pollok Castle, a mansion in Mearns parish, Renfrew-

shire, 2J miles SE of Barrhead. Crowning a rising

ground, among fine old trees, and commanding an ex-

tensive view, it was a chateau-like four-storied edifice,

erected in the latter half of the 17th century, and twice

enlarged, on the last occasion in 1856 ; but on the

night of 31 July 1882 it was wholly destroyed by fire,

the damage being estimated at £30,000. Its owner,

Sir Hew Crawfurd :Pollok, ninth Bart, since 1638 (b. 1843
;

sue. 1867), represents the ancient families of Pollok of

Pollok and Crawfurd of Kilbirnie and Jordanhill,

both dating from the 12th century, his great grand-

mother, Robina Pollok, having married Sir Hew Craw-
furd of Jordanhill soon after the middle of last century.

He holds 2855 acres in the shire, valued at £3399 per

annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Pollok House, a mansion in Eastwood parish, Ren-
frewshire, near the right bank of the White Cart, 1$
mile WNW of Pollokshaws. Erected in 1747-52, it is

a plain quadrangular four-storied building, with beauti-

ful grounds, and on 15 Aug. 1859 was honoured
by a visit from the Prince of Wales. Pollok formed
part of the broad estates that were granted by David I.

to Walter the High Steward about the year 1124.

The superiority was acquired by Rolland de Mearns,
and afterwards by the Maxwells of Caerlaverock

;

and about 1270 the lower division of Pollok, commonly
called Nether Pollok, was given by Sir Aymer Maxwell
of Maxwell, Caerlaverock, and Mearns, to his younger
son, Sir John Maxwell, the first of the Maxwells of

Pollok. Among his descendants, who by marriage
were allied to royalty, were the brave young Sir John,
who earned his spurs well at Otterburn (1388) ; Sir

John, who fell at the Battle of Dryfe Sands (1593) ; Sir

George, for bewitching whom, in 1677, five persons were
strangled and burnt ; Sir John, created a baronet in

1682 ; and Sir John, the eighth Bart. (1791-1865), at

whose death the estate and the baronetcy devolved on
his nephew, William Stirling, Esq. of Keir. From
him, the late Sir William Stirling-Maxwell, the estate of

Pollok passed in 1878 to his younger son, Archibald (b.

1867).—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866. See Eastwood, Keir,
Cuookston, Darnley, Haggs Castle ; Dr Wm.
Fraser's Memoirs of tlie Maxwells of Keir (2 vols.,

Edinb., 1865); and his Cartulary of Pollok-Maxwell
(Edinb. 1875).

Pollokshaws, a town and a quoad sacra parish in the
civil parish of Eastwood, Renfrewshire. The town,
popularly known as the Shaws, is on the White Cart,
where it is joined by Auldhouse Bum, and has a station

on the Glasgow, Barrhead, and Kilmarnock railway, 3
miles SSW of Glasgow. With a pleasant situation in

the midst of an undulating and fertile tract of country,

it is a seat of manufacturing industry. A print-

field, one of the earliest in Scotland, was established in

1742, and bleaching and handloom weaving, which
were introduced soon after, were long extensively car-

ried on. A tannery for the manufacture of chamois
leather, which was begun in 1782, and was the earliest

in Scotland, did not prosper. A cotton mill, erected
about the end of last century, was the first in Scotland
lighted with gas. Calico printing, which was long car-

ried on, having declined, turkey-red dyeing took its

place, and was vigorously carried on till 1837, when it

was given up, and since then the staple industries have
been cotton-spinning, power-loom weaving, bleachfields,

print-works, paper-mills, and iron-foundries. The bridge

over the Cart dates from 1654, but it has since been
widened and repaired. The town-house, with its spire,

and the trades' hall, do not call for particular notice.

The quoad sacra parish church, originally Auldfield
chapel of ease, in King Street, was built in 1840. East-
wood parish church, on the SW, built in 1862-63 at a
cost of £3500, is a good Early .English structure with
1050 sittings, nave and transepts, and a tower and
spire 130 feet high at the W end. It superseded an
older church of 1781, and was reopened in March 1877,
after improvements, including a three-light stained
window, new choir seats, etc. There are also two Free
churches in King Street and Rosendale Road, a U.P.
church, an Original Secession church, and the Roman
Catholic church of St Mary Immaculate (1865 ; 800
sittings; redecorated 1884), but none of them call for

particular notice. Four schools—the Academy, public,

infant, and Roman Catholic—with respective accom-
modation for 700, 471, 150, and 327 pupils, had (1884)
an average attendance of 352, 362, 123, and 269, and
grants of £355, 19s., £299, 3s., £87, 8s., and £233, 17s. 6d.

The town was erected into a burgh of barony by Crown
charter in 1814, the council consisting of a provost, a
bailie, and six councillors, being elected by all inhabitants
paying £4 of rent and upwards ; but the municipal govern-
ment is now carried on by the commissioners appointed
under the General Police and Improvement Act. Water
is supplied from the Glasgow waterworks ; and gas is pro-
vided from works carried on by a joint-stock company.
There is a post office, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments, under Glasgow, branch offices

of the Clydesdale and Commercial Banks, agencies of

8 insurance companies, a public library, established in

1844, an abstainers' hall, a young men's literary and
mutual improvement association, a trades' friendly

society, a district Sabbath School Union, a tract society,

a destitute sick society, and some other institutions. A
sheriff small debt court is held on the second Friday of

every month, and a justice of peace court on the first

Tuesday of every month. Pop. of town (1831) 4627,

(1861) 7648, (1871) 8921, (1881) 9363, of whom 5056
were females, and 6402 were in Pollokshaws quoad sacra
parish. Houses (1881) 2058 inhabited, 170 vacant, 9
building.—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Pollokshields. See Govan.
Polmaily House, a mansion in Urquhart parish,

Inverness-shire, near the left bank of the Enrick, 2
miles W by N of Drumnadrochit.
Polmaise Castle, a mansion in St Ninians parish,

Stirlingshire, near the right bank of the meandering
Forth, 3 miles ESE of Stirling. About 1568, William
Murray of Touchadam married a daughter and co-heiress

of James Cuninghame of Polmaise ; and their descendant,
Lieut. -Col. John Murray (b. 1831; sue. 1862), holds
6813 acres in the shire, valued at £9894 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Polmont (Gael, poll-monaidh, 'pool of the hill'), a
village and a parish of E Stirlingshire. The village stands

if mile NNE of Polmont Junction on the North British

railway, this being 4| miles W by N of Linlithgow, 22£
W by N of Edinburgh, 3 E by S of Falkirk, and 25 ENE
of Glasgow. It has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments. Pop. (1861)
429, (1871) 455, (1881) 519.

The parish, containing also a small portion of Grange-
mouth, and the villages of Craigs, Redding, East
Shieldhill, and Wallacestone, was disjoined from Fal-

kirk in 1724. It is bounded NE by tho Firth of Forth
and Borrowstounnrss in Linlithgowshire, SE by Muir-
avonside, and SW and NW by Falkirk. Its utmost
length, from NE to SW, is 6\ miles ; its breadth varies

between 2£ furlongs and 3\ miles ; and its area is 7289$
acres, of which 1097^ are foreshore and 793j water. Tho
Firth of Forth, which washes tho parish for a dis-

tance of 2 miles, from tho mouth of tho Carron to that
of tho Avon, is fringed at low water by an expanse of

foreshore, 7 furlongs to 2 miles broad. Tho Avon
winds 5$ miles west-north-westward and north-eastward
along all (lie Linlithgowshire border ; Grange or West-
quarter Burn flows 3£ miles north-north-westward,
mainly along the Falkirk boundary, to the mouth of the
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Carrot) ; and the I'nmn Canai. traverses kite parish Ibi
U miles, from K to \V, lmmediftt.lv S of t ho railway.
TIik coast is low uixl Hut ; a I>roa4tmol inward fchenoeia
canto land, rising only 14 t.ct above sen-level, protected on
llir coast side b\ a strong embankment, nn.l nil too valu-
able to liearanything but grain ; a t ract southward tlienco,

forming thoiniildlc.tisti-ict, liasftiiuiidulfttintrsnrl'iicc, and
rises to altitudes of 253 and 2t>:S feet ; and tho south-
western extremity is partly undulating, partly moorish,
and rises gradually to an eventual altitude of 552 fcot.

Much of the landscape is embellished and beautiful ; nnd
many stand point s command extensive and brilliant viows.
The rooks belong ehiotly to the Carboniferous formation,
and include valuable strata of sandstone, coal, and
ironstone, nil of which have been largely worked,
hoallanl day, too, abounds, and is used in two tile

and brick works. Mineral Springs, strongly impreg-
nate.! with iron, aro in several places. The soil of the
carsc lands is deep line clay, quito free from stones, but
bounding in marino shells ; that of tho other districts

is partly clayey, partly mossy, but chiefly gravelly or
sandy. About 120 acres aro under wood ; C50 are

pastoral or waste ; and all tho rest of the land is in

tillage. The principal mansions are Westquartcr, Pol-
mont Park, Polmont House, Polmont Bank, Parkhill,
Clarkston, and Millfield ; and tho chief antiquity is

part of the line of Antoninus' Wall, now destitute of

tmtv vestige of masonry or mound. The Duke of
Hamilton takes from this parish the title of Baron
Polmont (ere. 1643). Eight proprietors hold each an
annual value of £500 and upwards, 17 of between £100
anil £500. Giving off a portion to Grangemouth quoad
sacra parish, Polmont is in the presbytery of Linlithgow
and the svnod of Lothian and Tweeddale ; the living is

worth £427. The old kirk, built in 1731, stands, an
ivy-clad ruin, in the midst of the churchyard, its

interior planted with roses, yews, and rhododendrons.
The new parish church is a handsome Gothic edifice of

1844, and was adorned in 1876 with two stained
memorial windows. Robert Henry, D.D. (1718-90),
the historian of England, is buried in the churchyard.
There is also a Free church at Polmont village. Six
schools, with total accommodation for 861 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 666, and grants
amounting to £552, lis. Valuation (1860) £14,501,
(1884) £27,781, lis. 6d. Pop. (1801) 2197, (1831)
3210, (1861) 4111, (1871) 3910, (1881) 3955, of whom
3861 were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

31, 1867.

Polmood Eurn. See Tweedsmuir.
Polnoon Castle, an ancient castle in Eaglesham parish,

Renfrewshire, near a head-stream of White Cart Water,
5 miles S by E of Busby. It was built with the
ransom of Harry Hotspur, whom Sir John Montgomerie
had taken prisoner at Otterburn (1388) ; and it long
was a chief seat of the Eglinton family ; but it is now
represented by only a few smooth mounds of rubbish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Poltalloch, the ancient seat of the Malcolm family, in

Kilmartin parish, Argyllshire, on the eastern shore of

Loch Craignish, 10 miles NNW of Lochgilphead. Its

present proprietor, John Malcolm, Esq. (b. 1805 ; sue.

1857), holds 82,579 acres in the shire, valued at £18,200
per annum.

Poltanton Bum. See Leswalt.
Polton, a group of places in Lasswade parish, Edin-

burghshire, adjacent to the North Esk river, and within

1J mile SSW of Lasswade village. It contains the
terminus of the Eskbank, Lasswade, and Polton line,

10J miles by rail SSE of Edinburgh ; the papermills
of Messrs Annandale & Son ; Polton Colliery ; Polton
House (Rt. Dundas, Esq. of Arniston), etc.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857.

Poltonhall, a village in Cockpen parish, Edinburgh-
shire, f mile SSW of Bonnyrigg, and 1£ mile S by W of

Lasswade. Pop. with Dalhousie Colliery (1871) 312,

(1881) 595.

Polwarth, a village and a parish of central Berwick-
shire. The village, an ancient place, stands near the
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northern bolder of the parish, on ground originally

swampy, but now drained, I! miles NNK of Greenlaw,

and i sw of the posl town Duns. Two old thorn trees

foi merly stood in the centre of the village green ; and a
custom prevailed for upwards of 300 years down to the

c tencement of the present century, of dancing at

• \ cry iii.'irri.'i.-.c round these I rees a. custom celebrated

hi several songs, particularly one by Allan Ramsay, set

lo the fin f ' I'olwarth on tho Green.'

Tho parish, containing also Marchmont station at

I be soiiih-caslern border, is bounded NW by Long-
formacus, N by Langton, SE by Fogo, and SW and W
by i livciilaw. Us utmost length, from E by N to W by
S, is 4 ]

miles ; its utmost breadth is 2\ miles ; and its

area is 3013 acres, of which \Z\ are water. A small

lake (lfxl furl.) lies near the western border; and
the drainage is carried eastward towards Blackadder
Water by tho Kirk Burn and other rivulets. The
surface, on tho mutual border of the Merse and the

Eaimiieniiuir district, declines in the extreme E to 370
foot abovo sea-level, and rises westward till it attains a
maximum altitude of 933 feet at Kyles Hill. The pre-

d inant rocks are various kinds of sandstono ; but
Kyles Hill consists of a hard reddish porphyry. The soil

ol the uplands is moorish, and elsewhere is mainly
argillaceous, but here and there is sand or gravel.

Nearly 400 acres aro under wood ; rather less than half

of the entire area is in tillage ; and nearly all the

remainder is pasture, moor, or moss. Marchmont
House, noticed separately, is the only mansion ; and
Sir Hugh Hume-Campbell, Bart., is sole proprietor.

I'olwarth is in the presbytery of Duns and the synod of

Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth £332. The
parish church, f mile SSE of the village, crowns the

edge of a beautiful glade in the grounds of Marchmont,
and was rebuilt by Patrick Home, first Earl of March-
mont, in 1703. According to a Latin inscription of

that date, its predecessor was consecrated prior to 900,

and restored in 1378. In 1684 the patriot, Patrick

Home, concealed himself in the family burial vault be-

neath the church, where he remained for several weeks,
supplied every night with food by his celebrated

daughter Grizel, afterwards Lady Grizel Baillie, then
only twelve years of age. The public school, with
accommodation for 55 children, had (1884) an average

attendance of 35, and a grant of £34, 2s. 6d. "Valuation

(1865) £2624, 2s., (1884) £2563, 3s., plus £1212 for 2£
miles of railway. Pop. (1801) 291, (1831) 288, (1861)

251, (1871) 249, (1881) 227.— Ord. Sur., shs. 25, 26,

1865-64.

Pomathorn, a station in the S of Lasswade parish,

Edinburghshire, on the Peebles railway, near Howgate
village, 2£ miles NE of Leadburn, and 15 S of Edin-

burgh.

Pomona or Mainland, the chief and much the largest

of the Orkney islands. It lies southward of the centre

of the Orkney archipelago ; is washed, on the W and
the N, by the Atlantic Ocean ; is separated, on the NE,
by narrow sounds from Rousay, Gairsay, Shapinshay,

and some smaller adjacent islands, and by Westray Firth

and Stronsay Firth from the entire group of the North
Isles ; is washed, on the E, with exception of two or three

intervening islets, by the German Ocean ; and is separated,

on the S, by Holm Sound, Scapa Flow, and Hoy Sound
from Burray, South Ronaldshay, Flotta, Hoy, and some
smaller islands. Its utmost length, from E to VV, is

24J miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 16£ miles

;

and its area, in consequence of great and numerous in-

dentations on its outline, is probably not more than

150 square miles. Its western district, to the extent of

about 16 miles by 11, is fairly compact, and has a

somewhat ellipsoidal outline ; but its eastern district is

mostly cut by intersections of the sea into a series of

peninsulas and isthmuses, and ranges in breadth from a

maximum of 8J miles to a minimum of 2 or 3 fur-

longs. Safe harbourage and places of anchorage occur

at brief intervals on all the north-eastern, the eastern,

and the southern coasts ; and are particularly good at

Kirkwall Bay, Deer Sound, Holm Sound, and Stromness.
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Several fresh-water lakes—Stenness, Kirbistcr, Skaill,

Boardhouse, Hundland, Swannay, and others—lieinthe

interior; abound in various kinds of trout; and emit
considerable water power ; but there are no streams
larger or longer than mere burns ; and salmon waters of

any kind are entirely wanting. No spot is further than
4£ miles from the sea ; and by far the larger part of the
area is not more than 2 miles. The western coasts, in

general, are bold and precipitous, and often rise in mural
cliffs, pierced with caves and natural arches, or torn and
shattered into detached masses and isolated pinnacles

;

the western district, though nowhere mountainous or

wildly upland, comprises a considerable extent of hill

and moor ; and the other districts, though all compara-
tively low, likewise include many breadths and patches
of moorish land ; but some large fertile valleys, possess-

ing the double advantage of a sheltered position and a

loamy soil, lie among the hills ; and an extensive
aggregate of good arable land lies round the moors or

along the shores. The parishes into which Pomona is

divided are Birsay, Sandwick, Stromness, Evie, Ken-
dall, Harray, Firth, Stenness, Orphir, Kirkwall, St
Andrews, Deerness, and Holm ; but Birsay and Harray,
Evie and Kendall, Firth and Stenness, and St Andrews
and Deerness, are each pair mutually united. Pop.
(1801) 13,929, (1831) 15,787, (1861) 17,240, (1871)
16,541, (1881) 17,165. See Orkney.

Ponfeigh, a collier village in Carmichael parish,

Lanarkshire, with a station on the Lanark and Douglas
branch of the Caledonian railway, near the right bank of
Douglas Water, 4£ miles S of Lanark.

Poniel Water. See Douglas.
Pool. See Muckhart.
Poolewe, a village and a quoad sacra parish in Gair-

loch parish, Ross-shire. The village stands at the
head of Loch Ewe, and at one of the western ter-

minations of the military road from Dingwall through
the centre of Ross-shire, 2 miles NNW of the foot

of Loch Maree, 6 NNW of Gairloeh village, 7 S byW of Aultbea, 27J WNW of Auchnasheen station,

and 55J W by N of Dingwall. A chief point of com-
munication across the Minch with the Outer Hebrides,
it serves as a conjoint centre with Gairloeh village and
Kinlochewe for visiting the superb scenery of Loch
Maree ; and has a post office, with money order,
savings' bank, and telegraph departments, an inn, an
Established church, a Free church, and a public school.
The Established church was built in 1828, and contains
350 sittings. The quoad sacra parish, constituted by
ecclesiastical authority in 1838, and reconstituted by
civil authority in 1851, is in the presbytery of Loch-
carron and synod of Glenelg. The minister's stipend
is £138. Pop. of q. s. parish (1871) 2623, (1881) 2317,
of whom 2198 were Gaelic-speaking.—Ord. Sur., sh. 91,
1882.

Port. See Monteith, Port of.
Port-Appin, a village in Lismore and Appin parish,

Argyllshire, on the E shore of Loch Linnhe, opposite the
NE end of Lismore island, and 3£ miles SSW of Appin
village. It has a temperance hotel, and is a ferry
station.

Port-Askaig. See Askaig, Port.
Port-Bannatyne. See Kamesburgh.
Portcarren, a village on the SE shore of Lismore

island, Argyllshire, 5£ miles NNW of Oban.
Port-Charlotte, a village in Kilchoman parish, Islay

island, Argyllshire, on the W coast of Loch Indal,
opposite Laggan l'oint, 7| miles S\V of Bridgend, and
16 SW of Port-Askaig. It has a post office under
Greenock, an inn, a distillery, and a public school.
Pop. (1861) 562, (1871) 484, (1881) 502.

Port Crinan. See Crinan.
Porteasie. See Portessie.
Port-Edgar. See Queensferry.
Port-Ellen, a seaport village in Kildalton parish,

Islay island, Argyllshire, at the head of a small bay 6
miles NNE of the Mull of Oa, 11 f SSE of Bowmorc, and
17 W by S of Gigha. Founded in 1824, and named
in compliment to Lady Ellinot Campbell of Islay,

it rose rapidly into importance as a place of local com-
merce ; and on a rocky promontory near the middle of

its bay is a commodious quay, constructed in 1826 and
improved in 1832. It has also safe anchorage ground,

and a lighthouse ; is visited by the steamers which ply

between Islay and Glasgow ; carries on a considerable

amount of fishing ; and has a post office under
Greenock, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, a branch of the Royal Bank, two
inns, and a public school. Pop. (1841) 904, (1861)

1007, (1871) 979, (1881) 989.

Port-Elphinstone, a southern suburb of Inverurie,
in Kintore parish, Aberdeenshire, on the right bank of

the river Don. It took its name, and during 1807-54

derived its importance, from being situated at the NW
end of the quondam Aberdeen Canal ; it now contains an
extensive goods station of the Great North of Scotland
railway, and is still a convenient centre of trade ; and
it has a post office under Inverurie, extensive grain

mills, paper-mills, two saw-mills, a brewery, a nursery,

a public school, and a public library. Pop. (1861) 421,

(1871) 435, (1881) 473, of whom 356 were within Inver-

urie burgh.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Port-Errol or Ward-of-Cruden, a coast village in

Cruden parish, Aberdeenshire, at the mouth of the
Water of Cruden, 11| miles NE of Ellon, under which
it has a post and telegraph office. A promising station

of the herring fishing, it has a lifeboat and rocket

apparatus, an hotel, 68 boats, and a recent harbour,

whose inner basin is 300 feet long and 150 to 175 feet

wide. The Aberdeen Lime Co. here ships corn, and im-
ports coal, manures, etc.

,
doing a large business. Pop.

(1881) 493.—Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Portessie, a fishing village in Rathven parish, Banff-

shire, 12 mile ENE of Buckie. In 1727 it consisted of

only five houses, but it has made such progress as now to

possess 145 fishing boats, employing 290 men and boys;
and it has a Wesleyan Methodist chapel. Pop. (1793)

178, (1S41) 411, (1861) 575, (1871) 877, (1881) 1061.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 95, 96, 1876.

Port-Float. See Float Bat.
Port-Gill. See Gill.

Port-Glasgow, a parish, with a parliamentary burgh of
the same name, on the N coast of the Lower Ward of Ren-
frewshire. It is bounded N by the Clyde, E and S by
Kilmalcolm, and W by Greenock. The boundary on
the E and S is artificial, but on the N it is formed by
the Clyde, and on the W by Devol Burn to a point
about £ mile above Wallace's Loup. The greatest length
of the parish, from the corner of the West Harbour on
the N to the extreme southern point, is fully 1J mile ;

the greatest width, from Laigh Auchinleck on the E to
Wallace's Loup on the W, is barely 1£ mile ; and the
area is 1031-772 acres, of which 39-381 are foreshore
and 48 -524 water. There is a flat strip along the Clyde
on the N side from 13 to 20 feet above sea-level, and
from this the ground slopes rapidly up to the 200-feet
line which lies immediately to the S of the burgh, and
still more rapidly to the 500-feet line farther to the S.

From this the rise to 600 feet is more gradual, and the
highest points are 700 feet on the SW and 656 near the
extreme S. The soil of the flat tract along the Clyde is

a very fertile loam, but that along the higher ground is

cold and poor. The underlying rocks are mostly vol-

canic. The drainage of the parish is effected by Devol
Burn on the W—along the course of which there are

several small waterfalls—and some smaller burns all flow-

ing to the Clyde. In the SW is Douglehill Dam or
Reservoir (2x1 furl.). The only object of interest
beyond the town is Newark Castle in the NE, which is

separately noticed. A line across the Clyde from
Newark Castle to Cardross is the lower limit of the
jurisdiction of the Clyde Trustees ; while below this tho
care of the channel and estuary is under tho Clvdo
Lighthouso Trust. The parish is traversed from E" to

W by the main line of road from Glasgow along the
edge of the river and Firth, and by the Glasgow,
Paisley, and Greenock branches of both tho Caledonian
and Glasgow and South-Westcrn railways. From the
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former tlio \V. ih\ . Bay branch strikes oil eloso to tho
wi'.sti'i-n Unnidary of tho parish.

Civilly, the i v:»ri.-.li was, prior to 1095, in tlio parish

of Kilmalcolm, ami ecclesiastically, it is divided into

tin parishes »l Port-Glasgow ami Newark, tho latter

originally established in 1771 a.s a chapel of ea.se, but
i < ii>tituti'tl as n quoad sacm charge in 1855. lioth uro

in lli.' presbytery ol Greenock iii the synod of Glasgow
and A\r, ami the living of Port -Glasgow is worth £250.
The churches are iiotiee.l in the following article, and
the Undwaxd Khool hoard is united with that of East
Groenock. The industries are noticed under the town.
The |>rim'i|ul landowner is Sir Michael Shaw-Stewart,
l.iit ..I Greenock and Blackball, and 12 others hold
each an annual value of £500 or upwards, 54 hold each
between £500 and £100, 45 hold each hotween £100
and x'.'.o, and there are a number of smaller amount.
Valuation, exclusive of burgh, (1884) £771, 13s.

Top. of entire parish (1801) 8865, (1831) 5192,(1801)
7204, (1871) 9912, (1881) 10,913, of whom 5508 wore
males and 5315 females. Of the wholo population
10,802 were at that time within tho parliamentary

boundary, and 7020 wero in tho ecclesiastical parish.

—

Old. ii/r., sh. 30, 1806.

Port-Glasgow, a seaport and parliamentary burgh on
the Firth of Clyde, occupying tho whole of the northern
portion of the parish just described. It lias a station

on tho Glasgow, Greenock, and Wemyss Bay section of

tho Caledonian railway, 19J miles VVNW of Glasgow.

The nte is a belt of flat alluvial ground 18 to 20 feet

above sea-level, lying along tho shore of the Clyde,

and as the ground to the S rises by two successive

stretches of bill rising to over 500 feet, the appearanoe
from the river is picturesque. The town itself is well

built ; the principal streets following the line of the

bay occupied by the docks, and the minor ones running
parallel to these or striking off at right angles. The
districts to theW and S are occupied by villas. Founded
in the middle of the 17th century, it has none of the

ancient historical associations belonging to many of the

other burghs along the Clyde. The earlier seaports

connected with tho trade of Glasgow were situated on
the Ayrshire coast, but between 1650 and 1060 the

commerce of the great city of the west had so much in-

creased that the distant harbours were found expensive

and inconvenient, and the community resolved to have

a harbour of their own. The deepening of the bed of

the Clyde was as yet unthought of, and after unsuccess-

ful cirorts to acquire gTound at Troon and at Dumbar-
ton, a deputation of the council reported on 4 Jan.

1668 that they had had ' ane meiting yeasternight with

the lairds, elder and younger, of Newark, and that they

had spoke with them anent the taking of ane piece of

land of theirs in feu, for loadning and livering of their

Bhips there, anchoring and building ane harbor there,

and that the said lairds had subscryvit a contract of

feu this morning : quhilt was all allowed and approvine

be said magestratis and counsell, and efter this the twa
feu contracts made between the saidis lairdis of Newark,

elder and yor., and the towne were red and subscryvit,

being that the saids Newark, elder and yor., had set

ane merk land, as a pairt of their lands of Newark to

the towne, in feu for payment yeirlie of four merks feu

dewtie, and relieving them of the king's taxatioune

effeirand to a merk land. ' On the 1 3 acres thus acquired

the town soon began to grow, as the erection of a pier

and docks was set about at once, and the place under

the name of Newport Glasgow was by Crown charter

constituted a free port and a burgh of barony. From
this time until its trade received a very severe check

from the deepening of the Clyde and the consequent

transference of the greater portion of the commerce to

Glasgow, the port prospered steadily. In 1710 it was

constituted the principal custom-house port of the Clyde,

and soon afterwards the town extended its original limits

so greatly that it came in contact with, and practically

absorbed the village of Newark—a burgh of barony be-

longing to Hamilton of Wishaw. Port-Glasgow thus

became two burghs of barony subject to two dili'ereut
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superiors, a state ol matters that was found so incon-
venient that an net of parliament was obtained in 1775
oreoting them intoa separate municipality under council-
lors called trustees. Besides oilier provisions, power
H IS given to bring In water

; to pave, clean, and watch
the streets; to oreel public markets; and to repair tho
quays. Harbour matters have all along boon diligently
attended to, and tho original graving dock, built in

1762, and subsequently improved at great expense, was
the first graving dock in Scotland. It was in 1873-74
superseded by a new one of improved construction.
The length of its floor is 310 feet, the width at tho
entrance 45 feet, the depth of water on tho cill at low
water is feet, at high water of neap tides 14 feet, and
at high water of spring tides 16 feet. The original har-
bour occupied tho position now covered by the West
and Hast Harbours, the wet dock to the E, which is

capable of floating very largo vessels, having been
formed, in 1884 and subsequent years, in a bay called

Newark Bay. It covers an area of 12 acres, and cost
about £40,000. Farther E still are ponds and enclosures
for the storage of timber. All the basins are well shel-

tered, easy of access, and lie in a convenient position

with regard to the fairway of the Clyde, which is at this

point somewhat narrowed by shoals, but is clearly and
carefully marked out by buoys and beacons. Harbour
affairs are managed by a body of trustees, comprising
the provost, magistrates, and town councillors of tho
place, tho lord provost and senior bailie of Glasgow, and
lour members elected by tho shipowners and ratepayers.

1'ort-Glasgow is an independent port, having jurisdic-

tion on the S side of the Clyde from the Greenock whale-
fishery buildings eastward to Blantyre near Bishopton
House, and on the N side of the Clyde from the point
of Ardmoro eastward to the W end of Dumbuck Hill.

It includes the navigation of the Loven to Dumbarton.
The number of vessels registered in the port with their

tounage has been, at various dates, as follows :

—

Year. No. of Vessels. Tonnage.

1818 133 19,188
1843 12,952
1845-49 12,860
1854 67 8,464
1808 9,671
1875 35 15,133
1884 84 11,321

The great falling off owing to almost the whole
of the coasting trade being removed to Glasgow, in

consequence of the deepening of the Clyde, and the

subsequent improvement due to the natural growth of

the port itself, is clearly shown. In 1868, 29 ships,

with a tonnage of 8851 tons, were sailing vessels, while

10 with 820 tons wore steamers. In 1884, 18 ships

of 8570 tons were sailing vessels, while 16 with 2751
tons were steamers. The following table shows tho

tonnage of vessels that entered and cleared from and to

foreign and colonial ports and coastwise, with cargoes

and ballast, at various dates :

—

Entered. Cleared.

Year. British. Foreign. Total. British. Foreign. Total.

1804
1817
1853
1860
1874
1883

5l!344 4429

25,948
28,043
44,281
'£), Kill

56,773 62^980 9614

32,339
32,778
:«.:is4

111,745

72,594

The amount of customs in 1864 was £106,925; 1871,

£18,330 ; 1873, £8008 ; 1874, £1183 ; 1883, not given.

Part of the enormous falling off is due to the reduction

in the duties on sugar. The principal trado is with

British North America, and the next with the West
Indies, these two branches of commerce employing about
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three-quarters of the tonnage entering the port. Trade
is also carried on with the United States, the Mediter-

ranean, and the East Indies. The North American
import trade is chiefly in timber. The principal exports

are iron, steel, soft goods, machinery, and coal, the last

to the extent of about 20,000 tons annually.

The industries connected with the town arc ship-

building, saw mills, iron and brass foundries, sail-cloth

factories, and establishments for the manufacture of

sails, blocks, and rivets.

Public Buildings, Municipality, etc.—The railway

line runs nearly parallel to the shore through the

middle of the town, and the station is near the centre.

The principal streets are Fore Street, fronting the East
and West Harbours

;
Bay Street, fronting the Wet Dock

;

and King Street and Princes Street parallel to Fore

Street. The townhouse is a good Doric building, with
tetrastyle portico, erected in 1815 at a cost £12,000,
and containing council chambers, town offices, court

house, and police station. The clock-spire is 150 feet

high. The Public Hall, in Princes Street, was erected

in 1873. The parish church, erected in 1823 at a cost

of £3000, is a plain quadrangular building with 1200
sittings. Newark church, to the SW, is a plain build-

ing of 1774, with 1500 sittings. The first Free church
dates from the Disruption, and contains 950 sittings

;

the second, formerly a church connected with the

Reformed Presbyterians, has 300 sittings ; and the

third, erected in the west end, was opened in 1876, and
contains 500 sittings. The two U.P. churches call

for no particular notice. St Mary's Episcopal church,

at the E end of the town, was built in 1856-57, by Miss
Stewart, at a cost of £4000, and endowed by her with
a fund of £10,000. It contains 340 sittings. St

John's Roman Catholic church, with 600 sittings, was
erected in 1854, and superseded a previous building.

The following are the schools, with their accommodation,
average attendance, and grants in 1883-84 :—Academy
Place (337, 234, £180, 7s.), Bouverie Terrace (176, 185,

£99, 18s. 8d.), Ghapelton (450, 293, £258, 2s.), King
Street (217, 230, £127, 7s.), Princes Street ( „ , 12,

£4, 6s.), Beaton's Free (181, 153, £113, 6s.), Episcopal

(106, 97, £82, 2s. 6d.), and Roman Catholic (378, 403,

£277, 5s.).

As has been already noticed, the burgh acquired

municipal government in 1775, and the powers of the

then corporation were enlarged by a subsequent act in

1803, when provision was made for the erection of a

new court house, a jail, and other public buildings. It

was constituted a parliamentary burgh in 1832, and by
the burgh reform act of 1833 the number of the

councillors was reduced from 13 to 9. Since that time,

part of the general

police act has been
adopted, and there

are now a provost, 3

bailies, and 5 coun-
cillors. The corpora-

tion revenue, in 1833,
was £1889 ; in 1865,
£4150 ; in 1883, in-

clusive of gas-work,
£13,999. The police

force consists of 9
men (1 to every
1473 of the popula-
tion), .and the yearly

pay of the superin-

tendent is £143. The
town has a head post

office, with money order, savings' bank, insurance, and
telegraph departments ; branch offices of the Bank of
Scotland, Clydesdale, Royal, and Union Banks; agencies
of 31 insurance companies ; and several good hotels.
There is a Liberal newspaper, The Port-Glasjow Observer
(1875), published every Saturday. Among the miscel-
laneous institutions may be noticed a Volunteer Drill
Hall, an Oddfellows Hall, a Public Library and Heading
Boom, and the usual benevolent societies. Thero is a

Seal of rort 01as<'ow.

weekly market on Friday, and a three days' fair on the
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before the first

Thursday of July. There is a burgh court every Thurs-
day

;
ordinary justice of peace courts are held on

alternate Mondays; and justice of peace small debt
courts on the first Monday of every month.

Port-Glasgow unites with Dumbarton, Renfrew, Ruther-
glen, and Kilmarnock in sending a member to serve
in parliament. Parliamentary constituency (1885) 1387 ;

municipal 1847. Valuation (1876) £36,983, (1885)
£54,040. Pop. (1841) 6938, (1861) 7214, (1871) 9851,
(1881) 10,802, of whom 5482 were males and 5320
females. Houses (1881) 2166 inhabited, 188 unin-
habited, and 1 building. The population of the police

burgh, of which the boundary extends farther W and
includes part of the parish of Easter Greenock, was, in

1881, 13,224.

Port-Gordon, a fishing village in Eathven parish,

Banffshire, 2h miles SW of Buckie, 3f E by S of the
mouth of the Spey, and 5^ NE of Fochabers. Founded
in 1797 by the fourth Duke of Gordon, it ranks as a
creek of the port of Banff, and does some trade in
exporting grain and importing salt and coals. Its 99
fishing-boats employ 200 men and boys ; and its arti-

ficial harbour, having fallen into decay in spite of

repeated renewals and enlargements, has been super-
seded by a new harbour, which, formed in 1870-74
at a cost of £15,000 by the Duke of Richmond, com-
prises two breakwaters, two piers, a quay berthage of

1400 feet, and a basin 3 acres in area. A good water
supply was introduced in 1884. Pop. (1841) 457,

(1861) 630, (1871) 970, (1881) 737.—Ord. Sur., sh. 95,

1876.

Portgower. See Loth.
Portincross Castle. See Kilbride, West.
Port-Kingston. See Kingston.
Portknockie, a fishing village in Rathven quoad civilia

parish, but in Cullen quoad sacra parish, Banffshire, on
the coast, adjacent to Scar Nose, If mile NW of Cullen
town, and 4^ miles NE of Buckie. Founded in 1677,
it carries on fishing in 99 large boats and 42 smaller
ones ; and has a police station, a chapel of ease, a Free
church, and a public school. Seafield chapel of ease,

which was built by subscription about the year 1840,
and which contains 450 sittings, in 1884 had a district

assigned to it as a quoad sacra parochial church. Pop.

(1793) 243, (1837) 750, (1861) 1159, (1871) 1235, (1881)
1102.—Ord. Sur., sh. 96, 1876.

Portlethen, a fishing village and a quoad sacra parish
in Banchory-Devenick parish, Kincardineshire. The
village stands on the coast, 7 furlongs E by S of Port-
lethen station on the North-Eastern section of the
Caledonian railway, this being 8 miles S byW of Aber-
deen. The quoad sacra parish, constituted by the court
of teinds in 1856, is in the presbytery and synod of
Aberdeen. The church contains 460 sittings. Pop. of
village (1861) 265, (1871) 315, (1881) 315 ; of q. s.

parish (1871) 1789, (1881) 1610.—Ord. Sur., sh. 67,

1871.

Port-Logan, a seaport village on the W coast of Kirk-
maiden parish, Wigtownshire, at the head of Portnessock
Bay, 14 miles S by E of Stranraer. It has a post and
telegraph office, a public school, and a jetty. A circular

tidal fish-pond, 10 yards in diameter, has been excavated
in the cliffs to the N of the bay, and contains many
tame cod and a few ' blockans ' or coal fish.

—

Ord. Sur.,
sh. 1, 1856.

Portmahomack, a fishing village in Tarbat parish,

NE Ross and Cromarty, on the SE side of the entrance
to Dornoch Firth, 3 miles SSW of Tarbat Ness, and 9|
ENE of Tain. It has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments, 25 fishing
boats, and a pier 420 feet long, erected at a cost of
£3168. Pop. (1801) 489, (1871) 458, (1881) 301.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Portmary, an estate, with a mansion, on the coast of
Rerrick parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, 7£ miles SE of
Kirkcudbright, and 1 >

t mile S by E of Dundrennan Abbey.
The name is said to be modern ; but the rock is shown
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h .mi wht li iVi,,n Mary embarked on her (light to

Kllljlallil. Sit Dl'NUKI WW llllll TKItltKtll.KS.

Portmoak. i pariah of K Kinross-shire, containing
Soothuidwoll villago, 5 miles W of Leslie, ami 6\ (only

*k *» the crow Hies) K l>v S of Kinross, under which it

Ins a post olli.e. It is" hounded S\V hy Cleish, Wr hy
KiOTOM, Looh Lovon.and Orwell, nml mi nil other sides

by Fife. rU, N by Btrathmiglo, KTE by Falkland, E by
Uslie ami Kinglassie, and a hy Auchterarder and
Ballingrr, Its atmoat length, bom N to S, is 5 miles

;

its breadth, from K to W, varies between 7 furlongs
and 4 J miles; and its area is 9957 acres, of which 1U4
belong to n detached farm near St rat hendry, surrounded
by Kmglaaaie and Leslie. Loch Leven, to tho extent of

5 miles along its eastern and its southern shore, margins
tho parish ; tho river Leven, llowing in an artificial cut
from Loch Levon, goes lj milo east-north-eastward
across the interior; and Gairney Water, running
north-north-eastward into Loch Leven, forms for 1 mile
tho southern part of tho boundary with Kinross. From
the shore of Loch Leveu (353 feet above sea-level) tho
-art ice rifles southward to flat-topped Benartyllill (11G7
feet) on the Hallingry border, and eastward to Bishop
Mill, which culminates near Kinnesswood village in

White Craigs (1192 feet), 1§ mile ENE of the nearest

I>oint of tho loch. (Sec Lomond Hills.) All the parts
of the parish not occupied by the two hill ridges and
their skirts are narrow hanging plains ; and the whole
is a rich landscape of line meadows, fertile fields, thriv-

ing plantations, beautiful braes, romantic crags, and
picturesque sky-lines, exquisitely mirrored in Loch
Leven. Copious springs of pure water are numerous in

the north ; and three within 400 yards of one another,
in the neighbourhood of Scotlandwell, emit as much
water as, with a suitable fall, would drive a mill.

Eruptive rocks are in the hills, and have been worked ;

sandstone abounds, but is not quarried ; limestone is

plentiful, and has been calcined to the amount of 4000
tons of carbonate in the year ; and ironstone and coal,

the former of excellent quality, were mined a number of

years ago. The soil of most of the arable grounds is

light, early, and exceedingly fertile. About 350 acres

are under wood ; three-fourths of the entire area are in

tillage ; and the rest of the land is nearly all pasture.

Kirkness, noticed separately, is the principal residence;

and the ruin of an old chapel at Scotlandwell is the only
antiquity. Andrew Wyntoun (Jlo. 1400), the chronicler;

John Douglas (d. 1574), the first' tulchan ' Archbishop of

St Andrews ; and Michael Bruce (1746-67), the poet, were
natives of Portmoak ; whilst the Rev. Ebenczer Erskine
(1680-1754) was its minister from 1703 till in 1733 he
founded the Secession at Gairney Bridge, where a
monument was erected to celebrate the event in 1884.
Five proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 19 of between £100 and £500. Portmoak is

in the presbytery of Kinross and the synod of Fife ; the
living is worth £350. The parish church, at Scotland-
well, was built in 1839, and contains 730 sittings.

Other places of worship are Portmoak Free church and
Balgedle U.P. church. The public school, with accom-
modation for 162 children, had (1884) an average
attendance of 134, and a grant of £113, 5s. Valuation

(1860) £10,357, (1882) £11,189. Pop. (1801) 1151,
0831, 1554, (1861) 1450, (1871) 1193, (1881) 1042.—
Ord. Hur., sh. 40, 1867.

Port-Monteith. See Monteith, Port of.
Port Montgomery. See Portpatrick.
Portmore, an estate, with a mansion, in Eddleston

parish, Peeblesshire, 1£ mile NNE of Eddleston station.

Originally part of the Blackbarony estate, it was
acquired in the early part of the 18th century by the
Earl of Portmore (a title extinct since 1835), and in

1798 was sold to Alex. Mackenzie, W.S., whose grand-
son, Williajm Forbes Mackenzie (1801-62), represented
Peeblesahjre for sixteen years, and carried through
Parliament '"the Public House Act of 1852 that bears

his name. His son, Colin James Mackenzie, Esq.
•t'b. 1835' -'sue. 1862), holds 9403 acres in the shire,

valned'at £4282 per annum. The mansion, a Scottish
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Baronial edifice, erected in 1850 from designs by tho
laic David I'.ryce, U.S.A., was destroyed by fire in

April 1888, but has since boon rostored.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 24, 1864.

Portnacraig, a village in Logierait parish, Perth-

shire, mi the right bank of the Tummel, opposite

Pitlochry.

Portnacroish, a village in Appin district, Argyllshire,

on I be E side of Loch Linnhe, 14 miles NNH of Oban.
Its plain Episcopalian church, St Cross, containing 230
sittings, was built about 1809, and repaired in 1878.

Portnahaven, a villago and a quoad sacra parish in

Kilchoman parish, Islay island, Argyllshire. The
village stands at the south-western extremity of Islay,

adjacent to the islet, ami lighthouse of Oversay, at

Rhynns Point, 10.', miles NW by W of the Mull of Oa,

L6i SYV of Bridgend, and 24 SW of Port-Askaig. It

occupies a picturesque, sheltered, rocky nook, on a

i hoic often lashed with tempestuous billows ; and has a

post ollh c under Greenock, an Established church built

at tho expense of Government, a Free church, and a
new public school. Tho quoad sacra parish was consti-

tuted first by the ecclesiastical courts, next in 1849 by
the court of teinds, and is in tho presbytery of Islay

and Jura and synod of Argyll. The minister's stipend

is £150. Pop. of villago (1871) 411, (1881) 361 ; of

q. s. parish (1871) 979, (1881) 860.

Portnessock Bay, a bay on theW side of Kirkmaiden
parish, Wigtownshire, measuring 10.J furlongs across

the entrance, and 6£ thence to its inmost recess. See
Port- Logan.

Portnockie. See Portknockie.
Portobello, a town and a quoad sacra parish in Dud-

dingston and South Leith parishes, Edinburghshire. A
favourite watering-place and a parliamentary burgh, the

town stands on the southern shore of the Firth of Forth,

3 miles E of Edinburgh, 3 SE of Leith, and 2j WNW
of Musselburgh. With Leith it is connected with a

branch of the North British ; and with Edinburgh hy
the main line (1846) of that railway, by the Edinburgh
Suburban railway (1884), and by a tramway 3

;| miles

long, opened in 1875, and doubled in 1881. Prior to

1762 its site and the lands around it were a moorish
furzy waste, called the Figgate Whins, of no value

whatever for agricultural purposes, and differing from a
desert only in the presence of one human dwelling.

But in that year they were let to a tenant at a rent

equal to £11, 2s. 2|d. sterling, and a few months after-

wards sold to Baron Muir for £1500. Parts of them
now began to be feued out at £3 per acre ; and so early

as 1804 some portions were sub-feued at a perpetual

rent of £40 per acre. Even the solitary hut, which was
destined to give its name to the town, was built no
earlier than 1742. A humble thatched cottage, it stood

till 1862 on the SW side of the High Street, on the

site now occupied by the old town-hall, an object of

interest to the townspeople and of curiosity to strangers.

It was long used as a hostelry for travellers on a road
which led out from the Fishwives' Causeway, across the

whins, towards Musselburgh ; and, according to tradi-

tion, it was built by a sailor, or marine, who had served

under Admiral Vernon in the expedition of 1739, and
was called hy him Porto-Bello, in memory of his hav-

ing acted a part in the capture of the town of that

name on the Isthmus of Panama. The Figgate Whins
bore an evil reputation as a haunt of smugglers and
robbers. Scott makes Effie Deans embark here on the

smuggling lugger (1736) ; and in 1753 we find one

'George Hamilton in Portobello' advertising in the

Edinburgh Courant that he would pay a reward of

£3 to any one who should discover the author of a
scandalous report representing him as having har-

boured robbers in his house. In 1765 Mr William

Jamieson, the feuar under Baron Muir, discovered near

the Figgate Burn a valuable bed of clay ; and he erected

on the banks of the stream, first a brick and tile work,

and afterwards an earthenware manufactory. These
public works gave rise to a small village, and co-operated

with other and subsequent works to swell the villago
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into a small town. About the beginning of the century
the beauty of the beach, the fineness of its sands, and
its general eligibility as a bathing-place, began to draw
the attention of the citizens of Edinburgh ; and thence-

forth many neat dwelling-houses and numerous villas

arose for the accommodation of summer visitors, con-

verting the town into a fashionable watering-place.

Great as has been the growth of Portobello, that growth
is by no means complete, the wide projected extensions

of 1876 to the E of Joppa and the S of the railway being
still only partly finished, going on, or not even yet

begun. In its existing or compact condition the town
forms a belt along the firth 7 furlongs in length by from
250 yards to \ mile in breadth. The principal street

extends from NW to SE along the Edinburgh and
Berwick highroad, and bears over its NW half the name
of High Street. The Figgate Burn intersects the town near

its north-western end ; the only parts of the burgh on the
Leith side of the stream being mainly occupied by brick

and bottle works. The High Street sends off at brief

intervals, and generally at right angles, 12 or 13 alleys

and streets to the beach. Those to the NW are narrow,
and belong to the early periods of the town's existence

;

but those in the middle district, and towards the SE,
increase in elegance as the distance recedes from the

burn. The principal—mentioning them in regular

order—bear the names of Tower, Bath, Regent, Welling-

ton, Melville, Pitt, John, James, and Hamilton Streets.

The centre of the town, or what in old times would have
been called the Cross, is a point at which Bath Street

goes 330 yards north-eastward to the sea, and a spacious

beautiful street, called Brighton Place, 400 yards south-

westward to the station—Brighton Place being flanked

by Brighton and Lee Crescents. So formidable an array

of street lines, disposed over so great a space, would
seem to indicate no small magnitude of town, and a very
considerable amount of population. But much of its

area is open ground, much is occupied by garden-plots

or villa enclosures, and much is rather a sprinkling of

houses separately produced by individual taste or caprice,

than a collection of edifices upon any preconcerted plan.

Yet most of the newer parts are comparatively regular

both in their street lines and in their houses, and pro-

mise to combine with future extensions to render Porto-

bello one of the neatest, or even one of the most elegant

of second-rate provincial towns in Great Britain. The
extensive brick-work which figured so prominently in

the origination of the town has contributed much to

disfigure it by tempting the construction of many of the
houses with brick. But, over by much the greater

part of the area, the building material is the same
beautiful light-coloured sandstone which gives so per-

vading a charm to the architecture of the metropolis
;

and, as the brick edifices decay, it will probably be used
for the houses which succeed them, and be allowed the
universal adoption it deserves.

The curiousTower which overlooks the beach at the foot

of Tower Street is a fantastic pile, built by the eccentric

Mr Cunningham, who was one of the earliest subfeuars
under Mr Jamieson. Antique carved stones appear in

the cornices and the windows, and are alleged to have
belonged partly to the Cross of Edinburgh, and partly
to the dilapidated ecclesiastical piles of St Andrews.
An excellent suite of hot and cold salt-water baths was
erected in 1806 at a cost of £4000, between the foot

of Bath Street and that of Regent Street. An edifice at

the head of Bath Street was once an assembly-room, but
is now an inn. A neat town-hall, in a mixed style of
French and Flemish, was built in 1862-63 by a limited
liability company at a cost of £3000, on the S side of
the High Street, to the E of Brighton Place. To the
W, on the opposite side of the High Street, are the fine

new Municipal Buildings, Scottish Baronial in style,

erected in 1878 at a cost of £7000, from designs by
Messrs K. Paterson & Son. A principal feature is a
three-dialled clock tower, surmounted by a flagstaff ; and
the town-hall also has its public clock. The fine level

sands, 230 yards broad at low-water, on a Saturday
afternoon of summer present an animated scene, with

the ponies and donkeys, the pleasure boats and bathing-

coaches, the throng of holiday-makers, and what not

else besides. They are skirted by a smooth esplanade

(1860), 1420 yards long, or a little over J mile, midway on
which, at the foot of Wellington Street, is the Prince

of Wales's Drinking Fountain. In 1870-71 a promenade
pier was constructed by a joint-stock company near the

foot of Bath Street, at a cost of £7000. It extends

1250 feet into the sea, and is 22 feet broad, or 60 at the

head, which is surmounted by a restaurant and an obser-

vatory. The pier is a calling place for excursion steamers,

and serves not only for promenade concerts, but also for

boating and (up to 9 a.m.) for swimming.
The view from the pier-head is one of singular beauty

and interest—Inchkeith to the N, and the winding
shores of Fife ; to the NE, North Berwick Law and a

peep of the Bass ; to the E, Aberlady Bay, Prestonpans,

Musselburgh, and the spire of Inveresk ; to the S, the

woods of Niddrie, Craigmillar Castle, and the Pentland
Hills ; and to the W, Arthur's Seat and a glimpse of

Edinburgh. See these burnished by setting sun, or

silvered by summer moon, and think of their many
memories—the Pentlands, or 'lands of the Picts,' and
Rullion Green

;
Inveresk, with its Roman remains

;

Arthur's Seat, named after the ' Blameless King, ' and
Edinburgh, after Eadwine of Northumbria ;

Kinghorn
yonder, where King Alexander met his doom ; Wilkie's
' ain blue Lomonds ; ' the battlefields of Pinkie and
Prestonpans ;

Craigmillar, where C^ueen Mary wept

;

and Carberry Hill, where she resigned her crown. Nay,
on these very sands Prince Charlie arrayed his forces on
the eve of the march to Derby

;
George IV. held a grand

review; and Scott composed the Flodden canto of

Marmion, walking his black horse within the beating

of the surge, or going off as if at the charge, with the

spray dashing about him.* At Shrub Mount, Porto-

bello, Hugh Miller (1802-56) died by his own hand ;

and Portobello has been the birthplace or residence of

two or three other men of mark—David Laing, LL.D.
(1790-1878), antiquary; Prof. Robert Jameson (1774-

1854), mineralogist; and Samuel Brown, M.D. (1817-57),

chemist and author.

The quoad sacra parish church, in Melville Street, is

a plain edifice, with a clock cupola, erected in 1810 as a

chapel of ease at a cost of £2650, enlarged in 1815 and
1878, and containing 966 sittings. The parish was con-

stituted by the General Assembly in 1834. The Free

church, in Hamilton Terrace, Joppa, was built in 1875-

77, at a cost of £9000, from designs by Mr John Honey-
man, and is a really striking edifice in the Early Deco-

rated style of the close of the 13th century, its only

defect being a certain thinness. It consists of au aisled

nave, with 660 sittings and traceried stained-glass win-

dows, and of a tower and spire 170 feet high, with a

deep-toned bell of 36 cvvt. The Windsor Place U.P.

church, built in 1879-80, at a cost of £8500, from de-

signs by Messrs Stewart & Menzics, is a less successful

Gothic structure, consisting of nave and transepts, with

760 sittings and a N VV tower and spire 130 feet high.

The Regent Street U.P. church is a very plain but

commodious building, reconstructed in 1880 from a pre-

vious church. St Mark's Episcopal Church, consecrated

in 1828, is an ugly unecclesiastical building, with a heavy

Grecian portico, a stained-glass window, and 400 sit-

tings. St John's Roman Catholic church (1835 ;
enlarged

1878 ; 400 sittings), in Brighton Place, is plain but neat

;

and the same may be said of the Congregational church

in Wellington Street. An Established congregation

also worships in the old Town-hall. A beautiful ceme-

tery, nearly 1£ mile SE of the centre of the town, and 4

acres in extent, was laid out in 1876-77. The new Board

School, on the Niddrie road, a little beyond the station,

* On one occasion Sir Archibald Allison, while a W-n/her of the
Y.-"iiianr\ r»i:ilr>. altera si\ I V •lrill on l'ort""lfta fand*.
dined, drove 21 miles to a ball, danced all ni'/M ilifove 'bank,

bathed in the sea, and went to another six hoi^VlnWgjyit,h'//it
either being in bed or e x

|

h i hm ini;' t he least fatigue. ' (llTi-i Pi»llt -

band man in the front lank during this mimic war «'as"T,oH;haYt,

•Sir Walter's son-in-law. I|i V A 4-
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built in 1S75-70 nt t\ cost of x'7000, ami is a pood
one-story cdilu-0, M ini oollogiiito in stylo, with lour

rLissrooins iiii.l » central mixed .school hull, 64 loot

squnre ami 27 high.

1 !.• t.'tt II Ih s ll IS .1 p..- I i >
! t

!

i ,-, \\ ith T 1 1 < • 1 H •y Ol'ill'l',

saving*' hank, insurance, ami telegraph departments,
• i! s ..| the I s.lal. . National, ami Koval Hanks,

V I ot< N, a l;:is. light •aim puny, a drainage system which
cost £11,000, a good water supply
faun the Edinburgh waterworks, a

eoond railway station at .Io])])a, a

literary institute ( 1 SSI ), a young
in. n's literary sncicty(l.s.r>9), Liberal

and Conservative associations, u

swimming clubs, masonic and other
lodges, etc. It is governed hy a

provost, 2 bailies, and C councillors,

who also act as police commissioners
under the Act of 1862. By tho Rc-

BmJ of rortobcllo. form Act of 1833 Portobello returns

one member to parliament, con-
jointly with Leith and Musselburgh. Its parliamentary
and its municipal constituency number 998 and 1308 in

1885. Valuation (1856) £16,843, (1866) £25,196, (1870)

£37,861, (1885) £46,075. Pop- (1841) 3587, (1851) 3527,

(1861) 4366, (1871) 5551, (1881) 6926, of whom 3863
w. re females, 6794 were in the parliamentary burgh, 111
were in South Leith parish, and 4504 were in Portobcllo

quoad sacra parish.

—

Orel. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Port of Monteith. See MoNTMTH, Port of.

Portpatrick, a 'Wigtownshire village and parish, on
the W coast of the Rhinns of Galloway. The village by
sea is 21J miles NE of Donaghadcc in Ireland, whilst,

1 1 terminus of the Portpatrick section (1861) of the

Caledonian railway, it is 7'i miles SW of Stranraer, 61

W by S <,f Castle-Douglas, 80] WSW of Dumfries, 170J
SW of Edinburgh, and 66J SSW of Ayr. It lies snugly
sheltered in a small triangular opening in the rock-

bound coast, the base of the triangle being formed by
the sea, and the other two sides by towering cliffs, which
in places rise sheer to 130 feet, and behind recede into

hills 300 to 400 feet high. The declivities of the

amphitheatre at the sides of the little bay are steep

and impracticable
;
and, even behind the town, except

where a streamlet has cleft them into a cleugh and
ploughed down a path for the highroad and rail-

way, they are sufficiently rapid to give the whole
enclosed space the appearance of a vast quarry, or the
half of a huge bowl. Neither by land, nor north-

ward or southward by sea, is the town seen until it is

almost entered ; and from either position, especially

from the sea, it wears an aspect of remarkable seclusion.

Yet, though the nest in which it sits is almost as bare

of embellishment as the bald head of a hill of the

hardest primitive rock, Portpatrick basks in a south-

westerly exposure, and during high winds from most
points of the compass is enviably snug, so that of late

years many patients have been recommended by the

faculty to seek a shelter here from the keen east winds of

spring and early summer. Most of the houses are of

recent date ; and all are built of native greywacke. The
newest and principal street, about 350 yards long, com-
mences near the centre of the basin at the harbour, and,

running up towards the gorge or incision in the hill-

.'.crecn, carries out the road to Stranraer. The street next
in importance is bisected by the former nearly in the

middle, has a slight curvature in its direction, and over-

looks the harbour. Behind are some smaller streets.

The harbour of Portpatrick lies open to winds which
blow about eight months in the year, and is exposed to

a swell, which sometimes rolls into it with great

violence. It was long a mere natural inlet, without

any projecting elbow or sheltered recess ; and the

vessels which frequented it required to be flat-bottomed,

and were drawn aground and re-launched at every

voyage. But a pier of a kind then thought to be one

of the finest in Britain, was built at it in 1774 ; and a

reflecting lighthouse was erected to correspond with one
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hi the opposilo coast at Donaghadcc. In 1821 an artificial

harbour one grand soale was commenced from designs
by Rennie. Its form is nearly that of a horsc-shoo ; the
Bides running our into piers, which at the entrance
approach within 250 feet of each other. On tho S side
nl the enclosed basin tho old pier of 1774 projects in-

ward on a lino nearer the land than tho centre of the
basin ; and on tho othor sido is a largo rock or skerry
rising above the surface of tho water, and partially pro-

teeting the since within from the wind and swell at the
entrance, Tho harbour is thus divided into an outer
and an inner harbour ; and the passage from the former
to the latter, between tho old pier and the skerry, has
a width of 105 feet. Tho dimensions of the entire

harbour, outer and inner, are 710 by 495 feet. The
depth of tho outer harbour is from 4 to 20 feet at low
wat i spring tides ; and that of tho inner harbour is on
llir average (ih feet; but that over a bank in the pas

-

w»»<! lii'twiTii I hem is only ''! feet al low water spring
tides. The parapets of the new piers are formed of

largo blocks of grey limestone from Wales ; and that of

tho southern one terminates in a semicircular sweep,
within which rose a handsome lighthouse of the same
material, and 46 feet high. Portpatrick, both as a sea-

port and as a town, owed nearly all its former importanco
to its commanding the shortest communication from
Britain to Ireland. A weekly mail across the channel
was established at it in 1662 ; and a considerable trade
with Ireland resulted from the formation of the pier in

1774 ; so that the importation of cattle and horses rose

from 17,275 in 1790 to 20,000 in 1812, to sink again to

1080 in 1837. Four good-sized vessels were also built

here, the last in 1790. A great increaso of business was
expected to arise from the construction of the new
harbour and the employment of two steam mail-packets,

which transmitted from 8000 to 10,000 letters per diem
in 1838, and which in the twelve preceding years con-
veyed an annual average of 12,000 passengers, besides

linens and lime from Ireland, coals from Ayrshire, and
cotton goods from Glasgow and Manchester. There was
a large custom-house ; and troops were often shipped
here for Ireland. But the establishment of communica-
tion between Glasgow and Belfast, between Holyhead
and Dublin, and later, between Stranraer and Belfast,

did Portpatrick severe damage, reducing it suddenly to

insignificance. The mail ceased to run in 1849 ; the
lighthouse was removed in 1869 ; and the massive
harbour-works, which cost the country £500,000, are

lapsing fast to a state of utter ruin. A submarine
telegraph cable, from Portpatrick to Donaghadee, was
laid on 23 May 1853.

_

Portpatrick derives its name from the great Apostle of

Ireland, who once, according to legend, here crossed the

channel at a single stride, and left a deep footprint on a
rock that was removed in tho formation of the harbour.

On another occasion, the savages of Glenapp had cut off

his head ;
but, picking it up, tho Saint quietly walked

to Portpatrick, plunged into the sea, and, holding his

head in his teeth, swam safely to the opposite shore.

A chalybeate spring bears the name of St Patrick's

Well ; whilst a pre-Reformation chapel, called Chapel
Patrick, stood on or near the site of the old parish

church. The babe, St Cuthbert, too, with Sabina, his

mother, is said to have crossed from Ireland on a stone

currach, and landed ' in Galweia, in that region called

Rennii, in the harbour of Rintsnoc,' which Skene
identifies with Portpatrick. The barony of Portree,

within which were the village and haven of Portpatrick,

belonged anciently to the family of Adair of Kilhilt,

from whom, about 1608, it passed to Sir Hew Mont-
gomery (afterwards Viscount Airds, in the county of

Down). It remained in his family for three genera-

tions, and he speedily obtained the erection of the

village into a burgh-of-barony, and imposed on it the

name of Port Montgomery—a name, however, that

never came much into vogue. Hitherto all the lands

which constitute the present parish had belonged to the

parish of Inch, and were called the Black Quarter of

Inch. But in 1628 a charter, granted by Charles I.,
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detached them— Portree, Kilhilt, and Sorbies— from

Inch, erected them into a separate parish, ordained that

a church which was then building should be the parish

church, and constituted it a rectory under the patronage

of the lord of the manor. Another charter, which was

dated two years later, and which suppressed the abbey

of Saulseat, granted as endowment for the new parish

the unappropriated revenues of the parish churches of

Saulseat and Kirkmaiden, which had belonged to the

abbey. The ruinous old parish church, built in 1628-29,

was a cruciform structure, with a circular central tower,

suggestive of defensive purposes. In the churchyard

lie 60 of the persons lost in the wreck of the Orion,

a Glasgow and Liverpool steamer, which occurred

in fine weather, £ mile N of the ' Port,' 18 June 1850.

Portpatrick was long the Gretna Green for Ireland ; and

the marriages of 198 gentlemen, 15 officers, and 13

noblemen are registered in the kirk-session records for

the 50 years prior to 1826, in which year the church

courts interfered with the practice. The lowest fee then

was £10 to the minister and £1 to the session clerk.

The present parish church, built in 1842, is a handsome
edifice, with 800 sittings, and a square embattled tower.

The plain Free church was built soon after the Dis-

ruption. Portpatrick has a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a com-
fortable hotel, and good sea-bathing. Pop. of village

(1831) 1205, (1841) 996, (1861) 1206, (1871) 685, (1881)

591, of whom 358 were females. Houses (1881) 125

inhabited, 14 vacant.

The parish is bounded NW and N by Leswalt, NE
by Inch, E and SE by Stoneykirk, and SW by the

Irish Channel. Its utmost length, from NE to SW, is

4£ miles ; its utmost breadth is 4 miles ; and its area is

91 45£ acres, of which 43 are foreshore and 8 water.

The coast, 4| miles in extent, has a general south-south-

easterly trend. Over its whole extent it is bold, rocky,

and dangerous to navigation, presenting a line of natural

rampart, interrupted only by four or five little bays,

and comprising a series of cliffs and shelving rocks

pierced with caves, torn with fissures, or notched with
protuberances, and rising, in many instances, to an
altitude of from 100 to 200 feet. The little bays have
the capacity of mere creeks, yet possess pleasant

features, and, in a certain degree, or in given winds,
alford safe entrance and shelter to vessels. Killan-

tringan Bay touches, or partly forms, the northern
boundary ; Port Kale and Port Mora, the next bay and
a twin one, are 1J mile to the SSE ; and Portpatrick

and Castle Bays are respectively If and 1 mile from the
southern boundary. Port Mora, though separated from
Port Kale by only a slender promontory, has a beach
entirely different, its composition being of the fine soft

sand of freestone, while that of the other's beach is the
grit and small boulders of primitive rock. A glen which
comes down to the head of Port Mora, and brings to

the sea the silvery waters of a brook, is pronounced by
the writer of the New Statistical Account 'the most
picturesque in Galloway ;

' its stream making ' a very
pretty wild waterfall,' and its sides being traversed by
walks which are ' very tastefully cut, and connect the
two bays with the present mansion-house of Dunskey,
situated about a mile distant on the height.' The in-

terior of the parish is all elevated, and attains its

greatest altitude about 3£ miles from the coast. The
surface is either hilly or irregularly undulated, exhibit-
ing scarcely any level ground except in a few small
tracts of peat moss. Most of the slopes are gradual, but
a few are too steep to permit the traction of the plough,
and many, especially the loftier ones, are flecked or
jagged with bare rock. Most of the hills are tabular,
but a few are cupolar or conical. The loftier ones are
called the fells of the farms to which they severally
belong ; and the loftiest of all, Cairnpat (593 feet), is

the highest ground in the Rhinns of Galloway, and
commands a very extensive and diversified prospect.

The prevailing rocks are greywacke, greywacke slate, and
alum slate, tho first of which is quarried as building
material. Tho soil is almost everywhere moorish or
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mossy ; and where cultivated, it has become a brown
mould or a blackish moss, streaked or interworked with
a marly clay, taken up by the plough from the subsoil.

Mosses abound, and, even on the hill tops, are fre-

quently 6 or 7 feet deep. Nearly three-fourths of the
entire area are regularly or occasionally arable ; rather
less than one-third is waste or pastoral ; and about 310
acres are under plantation. The chief antiquity and
the chief mansion are noticed under Dunskey. Three
proprietors hold each an annual value of more than
£500. Portpatrick is in the presbytery of Stranraer
and the synod of Galloway ; the living is worth £188.
The public school, with accommodation for 277 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 129, and a grant of

£106, 9s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £4745, (1885) £6587,
5s. Id. Pop. (1801) 1090, (1831) 2239, (1861) 2189,

(1871) 1492, (1881) 1285.— Oral. Sur., sh. 3, 1856.
Portract, an estate, with a mansion, in Holywood

parish, Dumfriesshire, near the right bank of the Nith,
3| miles SSE of Auldgirth.

Portramsay, a village and a harbour on the NW side

of Lismore island, Argyllshire, near its NE end, 10
miles N by E of Oban. The harbour, large and com-
modious, and affording one of the best anchorages on
the Argyllshire coast, is protected by several islets in

the offing, and may be entered by any of three different

straits between the islets. Strangers, however, must
be careful of some neighbouring rocks, scarcely visible

at low water, and entirely covered when the tide is up.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 45, 1876.

Portree (anciently Kiltaragleann, from Celt. Kil, ' a
chapel ;' tar, ' the bottom ;' and gleann, ' a glen,' meaning
the chapel at the bottom of the glen), a parish with a
town of the same name in the Skye district of Inver-
ness-shire, and comprehending the central part of
the E coast of the island of Skye, as well as the
adjacent islands of Raasay and South Rona, which
are separately noticed. The portion in the island of

Skye is bounded N by the parish of Snizort, E by the
Sound of Raasay, S by the parish of Strath, and W by
the parishes of Bracadale and Snizort. The total length,
from the mouth of Bearreraig river on the N to the
source of a small stream rising between Marsco and
Beinn Dearg and flowing to the river Sligachan, is 16|
miles, and from the extremity of Rona south-south-
westward to the same point on the S is 23 miles ; the
greatest width of the mainland portion, from the river

Snizort on the W due eastward along the head of Portree
Loch, is 6£ miles, and to the E side of Raasay in the
same line 10 J miles ; while the total area is 58,974-628
acres, including 336734 acres of water, 1663 997 of
foreshore, and 34 "928 of tidal water. Of the total area
15,704-384 acres are in Raasay and 2564-905 in Rona.
The coast is mostly rocky, and rises pretty steeply from
the sea, while at various points there are lines of cliff.

Near the N end is the small Holm Island, and there
are several skerries between Portree Harbour and the
Narrows of Raasay. The coast-line is indented by
several bays, rendering the outline along the E highly
irregular. Five miles from the N end is Portree Bay
and Loch, 1£ mile wide at the mouth, and extending 2
miles inland

; 2J miles farther S is the small Tianavaig
Bay ; and at the narrows of Raasay a promontory juts

out with Camas a' Mhor-blieoil on tlie N and Balmeanach
Bay on the S. Opposite Kyle More between the S end
of Raasay and Scalpay, is Loch Sligachan, 3 furlongs

wide at the mouth and 3 miles deep ; while opposite the
middle of Scalpay is Loch Ainort, § mile wide at the
mouth and 1 J mile deep. Only the NW side of Loch
Ainort is in Portree parish, and from the head of tho
loch the parish boundary line strikes up the burn at

Kinloch Ainort, twists southward to tho source of a burn
that rises between Marsco and Beinn Dearg, and follows

that stream to the river Sligachan, down which it passes

to the top of Loch Sligachan. From the top of Loch
Sligachan it strikes up the Allt Dubh across the road to

Portree, and follows the course of the stream to tho
bend before it again crosses tho road, and passes

irregularly to the NW, till it reaches the river Snizort at
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Aohileathan, It follows tho ooarae of tho Snttort to

ll.-riu-.o BUB, ami thonoo turns oust ward to tho small
Uvh nam Uarg, and then irregularly N and NNK to
tlio middle of Like Laafthn, and theme down Bearreraig
nv.r kOtht Mt, the southci n two • thirds of Loch Leathan
being within the pariah. The surface ia irregular, In
the portion t.« tho N of Portree Harbour it rises from
the > by a stoop slope terminating in a bold line of
clitr, rising atSithean Bhealaich Ohumhaing to a height
of 1286 foot, and again sloping from this inland to a
hollow from 2S0 to ISO foot, above sea-level. To tho
N\V of th^ there is another lino ofolilf, whieh, on tho
Itonlcr of the jiarish, roaches a height, of 1087 feet at

i Mor. In the portion between Portree Loch and
Tianavaig Bay it again rises steeply from tho shore, nnd
then by a lino of elill'to the ridge of' Hen Tianavaig (1302
foot) whono it slopes north-westward to Portreo Bay and
Look Boond the W and S\V sides of Portreo Loch it

slopes from tho loch up to heights of 1367 feet at Beinn
iia Qreine, 1288 at Skriag, and 1300 at Stroc-bheinn,
and from these again falls away to tho basin of tho river
Snizort. Between these heights and the lower slopes of
I . a Tianavaig is tho basin of tho Varrngill river, and
between Qlen Varragill and the Narrows of Haasay the
ground reaches a height of over 700 feet, and between
Glen Varragill and Loch Sligachan heights of 1456 at
Ben Leo and 1099 at Meall Odhar Beag. In tho W of
the peninsula, between Loch Sligachan and Loch Ainort,

Qlamaig(2587 feet) and Beinn DeargMheadhonach
(2094). From these tho ground slopes eastward to

Glcann Torra-michaig, tho upper end of which is 429
feet above sea-level, and then rises again to 922 feet

above Moll. Speaking generally, there may bo said to
be a chain of hills along the coast broken by tho sea
lochs and another chain inland, the two lines being
separated from N to S by the hollows occupied by Lochs
Li ithan and Fada, Glen Varragill and Gleann Torra-
michaig. In the extreme N the drainage finds its way
by small streams to Loch Fada and Loch Leathan, and
thence by Bcarreraig river to the sea. On this river
there is a pretty waterfall, as there are indeed on several
of the other streams. Between Loch Fada and Portree
Harbour the drainage is carried off by the Chracaig and
the Leasgeary, which flow into the harbour E and W
of the town respectively. In the portion between
Portree Harbour and Loch Sligachan the drainage of the
portion farthest to the W passes by Glenmore river to
the Snizort, that of the centre by the Varragill and its

tributaries, to the sea at Portree Loch, or by smaller
streams directly into the loch and harbour ; that of the
district along the coast by a number of small streams
direct to the sea, and that of the peninsula between
Loch Sligachan and Loch Ainort by small streams to
the river Sligachan or direct to the sea. There are a
number of small lochs and lochans, but the only ones
that need be mentioned are Loch Fada (454 feet ; 6
x 2 furl.) and Loch Leathan (438 ; 6x4 furl.) in
the N; and Loch Conardan (4 x £ furl.), f mile SW
of Tianavaig Bay. Both lochs and streams afford excel-

lent trout fishing. South of Loch Sligachan, about Ben
Glamaig, is a deer forest of about 10,000 acres belonging
to Lord Macdonald. Particulars about Raasay and Rona
are given in separate notices, and what follows applies
to the mainland part of the parish. The soil includes
patches of sand, gravel, and clay, but is princi-
pally very wet gravel or moss, almost everywhere
cold, unkindly, and barren, so that the arable part bears
but a very pitiful proportion to the pasture and waste
moorland. Ground under coppice or plantation is hardly
to be seen except about the town of Portree, as trees will

not thrive. The little that is under cultivation is in the
bands of crofters, who have a hard struggle for life, and
have generally to eke out their scanty means of sub-
sistence by taking part as ' hired-men ' in the east coast
herring fishing. The townships between Loch Sligachan
and Tianavaig Bay are known as The Braes, and the
inhabitants of them have, during the last three years
(1881-84), earned a somewhat unenviable notoriety
for th';ir lawless proceedings in connection with
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alleged land grievances. The oilier principal crofter

distriota are at Sconsor, on tho S sido of Loch
Sligaohan ; at Glenmore, near the centre of tho parish

on the W side; and Drumuie, 2J miles NW of Portree.

The greater part of tho parish" is under sheep. The
underlying rooks are mostly volcanic, the tract of
rummy hot wool. Loch Sligaohan and Loch Ainort being

OCi upied by Syenite, and that N of Loch Sligachan by
greenstone. On the S shore of Loch Sligachan near tho

centre is a patch of rock of oolitic ago, and similar

deposits exist on both sides of Portree Hay, and extend

and also northward from Portreo Hay. They consist of
be, Is of limestone, Shale, and sandstone, and are in many
places richly fossiliferous. In tho early part of tho

present century Lord Macdonald tried, but unsuccess-
fully, to work some veins of lignite. A cave, 3 miles N
ill I ho entrance to Portree Hay, and about 5 miles from the

town of Portree, bears the mimo of Prince Charles' Cave,
and here, according to the guide books, tho prince spent
some time in concealment after Culloden ; but it is more
than doubtful whether ho was ever at tho place at all,

for, according to Flora Macdonald's account, he passed
straight from Kingsburgh to Portree, and, after visiting

tho inn, embarked almost at once for Raasay. On
a stream a little to the S of this cavo are two small

waterfalls. There are some other caves along the coast,

but none of importance. The Skye Union Poorhouse
is in this parish about £ mile W of the town of Portree.

The principal residences are Portree House and View-
hold House at the town, Lord Macdonald's shooting-box
at Loch Sligachan, and Raasay House. The only
industry is a small woollen manufactory, started during
the destitution in the district about 1850, and the only
result as yet of the many proposals to bring the manu-
facture into tho district where the raw material is pro-

duced. The fabrics woven are excellent tweeds, plaids,

and winceys. The antiquities are confined to a few

tumuli, and in 1884 a valuable find of silver coins of the

latter part of the 16th and the early part of the 17th
centuries took place at Hillside of Woodcnd. The coin3

belonged mostly to the reign of James VI., with a few
of Elizabeth, and one of Henry of Navarre.

Tho parish, which was anciently included in Snizort

and Kilmuir, was disjoined in 1726. It is in the
presbytery of Skyc and the synod of Glenelg, and the

living is worth £273 a year. The churches are noticed in

connection with the town. Under the school board tho

schools of Braes, Glens, Portree, Raasay, Rona, Sconser,

and Torran, with respective accommodation for 90, 27,

180, 30, 30, 50, and 60 pupils, had (1884) an averago

attendance of 32, 20, 123, 36, 26, 25, and 23, and grants

of £14, 17s., £23, Is. 3d., £110, 6s. 6d., £36, 16s.,

£25, 10s. 10d., £ „ , and £27, 16s. In the Braes

district there is a school built and endowed with part of

a fund of £2050, given by Mr Donald Macdiarmid, of

South Carolina, in 1831, for the purpose of erecting

and endowing schools at Borve, in Snizort, and Braes, in

Portree. Tho fund belonging to the Braes school is

£800, and it is proposed under the Endowed Schools

Act to hand the management over to the school board.

In the same district there is a mission church, built

partly by public subscription and partly by a grant from
the funds of the Baird Trust. Lord Macdonald holds

almost the whole of the mainland part of the parish,

1 other holds between £500 and £100, 2 hold between

C100 and £50, and there are a few of smaller amount.
Valuation (I860) £4607, (1884) £8406. Pop. of wholo
parish (1801) 2246, (1831) 3441, (1861) 3159, (1871)

2928, (1881) 3191, of whom 1485 were males and 1706

Of these 2448 (1103 males and 1345 females)

were in the mainland portion, including tho town of

Portree.

PORTREE Bay opens off the Sound of Raasay almost

opposite the middle of the island of Raasay, and is 1J
mile wide at the mouth. From this it extends westward
about 2 miles to the town of Portree, and then turns off

at right angles southward for over a mile in the portion

known as Portree Loch. The shape resembles a stumpy
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leg and foot, the foot being formed by the loch. From
the N side of the bay a point projects, terminating at

Sgeir Mh6r, and from the S side Vriskaig Point stands

out a little farther to the W. The portion of the bay to

the W of a line drawn between these two points is

Portree Harbour, a fine land-locked piece of water,

spacious enough to accommodate a large number of

vessels, with a depth of from 5 to 6 fathoms, and the

bottom, being strong clay, affords excellent holding
ground for ships at anchor. At the corner where the

bay turns southward there is another point, on which
the Established church and part of the town of Portree

stands. The upper part—the Loch—is nearly dry at low
water. On both sides of the portion running E and W
there are picturesque cliffs of volcanic rocks. One reach

on the N side somewhat resembles Salisbury Crags on
Arthur's Seat at Edinburgh, and those on the S side

are pierced at several points of their base by caverns,

and at other places recede so as to leave a steep grassy
talus between them and the shore. Suidh Fhinn or

Fingal's Seat, to the W of Portree Loch, commands from
its summit a magnificent view of almost the whole of the

western coast of Ross-shire, and of nearly the whole of

the Skye and Long Island portions of the Hebrides. The
Town of Portree, a post-town and seaport, stands at the
point where Portree Bay bends round to the southward,
and, though of no great size, gains importance from being
the largest seat of population and the chief business

centre for Skye and the neighbouring islands, as well as

the headquarters of the ever-increasing number of

tourists who visit the district every year. Vid Ding-
wall and Strome, the town is 1034 miles W of Inverness,
and 32 miles WSW of Strome Ferry

; by steamer it is

120 miles NNW of Oban, and 60 miles S by E of Stor-

noway ; and by road 24 J NWof Broadford, 14 SE of Uig,
and 23J E of Dunvegan. The name is a corruption of
Port-an-righ, the king's harbour, atitlewdiich was given
when the royal fleet, commanded by King James V. in
person, anchored in the harbour on the occasion of the
great expedition to the Western Isles in 1540. Other
authorities, however, refer the origin of the name, not
to the visit of King James, but to that of Haco, King of
Norway, when on his Largs expedition. There seems
to have been a Uolumban church in the neighbour-
hood, for the bay NW of the town was formerly called

Loch Columkille ; and an islet, with traces of graves
and of a small building standing E and W, is called

Eilean Columkille. This is possibly the chnrch from
which the old name of the district was taken. The
site is along a steep acclivity at the north-western corner
of the bay, and the description given by Alexander Smith
in his Summer in Skye (1865) is as applicable then as
now :

—
' Portree folds two irregular ranges of white

houses, the one range rising steeply above the other,
around a noble bay, the entrance to which is guarded
by rocky precipices. At a little distance the houses are
white as shells, and as in summer they are all set in
the greenness of foliage, the effect is strikingly pretty

;

and if the sense of prettiness departs to a considerable
extent on a closer acquaintance, there is yet enough left

to gratify you as long as you remain there, and to make
it a pleasant place to think about when you are gone.
The lower range of houses consists mainly of ware-
houses and fish stores ; the upper, of the main hotel,
the two banks, the courthouse, and the shops. A pier
runs out into the bay, and here, when the state of the
tide permits, comes the steamer on its way to or from
Stornoway, and unlades. Should the tide be low the
steamer lies to in the bay, and her cargo and passengers
come to shore by means of boats. She usually arrives
at night ; and at low tide tho burning of coloured lights
at the mast-heads, the flitting hither and thither of busy
lanterns, the pier boats coming and going with illumi-
nated wakes and ghostly fires on tho oar blades, the
clatter of chains and t he shock of the crank hoisting tho
cargo out of the hold, tho general hubbub and storm
of Gaelic shouts and imprecations, make tho arrival at
once picturesque and impressive. In the bay the yacht
of tho tourist is continually lying; and at the

hotel door his dogcart is continually departing cr

arriving. In the hotel parties arrange to visit Quirang
or the Storr, and on the evenings of market-days, in

the large public rooms, farmers and cattle-dealers sit

over tumblers of smoking punch and discuss noisily the

prices and the qualities of stock. Besides the hotel and
the pier, the banks and the courthouse already mentioned,
there are other objects of interest in the little island

town—three churches, a post office, a poorhouse, and a
cloth manufactory. And it has more than meets the

eye—one of the Jameses landed here on a visitation of

the isles ; Prince Charles was here on his way to Raasay

;

Dr Johnson and Boswell were here ; and somewhere on
the green hill on which the pretty church stands, a

murderer is buried—the precise spot of burial is un-

known, and so the entire hill gets the credit that of

right belongs only to a single yard of it. In Portree

the tourist seldom abides long ; he passes through it as,

a fortnight before, he passed through Oban It does

not seem to the visitor a specially remarkable place,

but everything is relative in this world. It is an event
for the Islesman at Dunvegan or the Point of Sleat to

go to Portree, just as it is an event for a Yorkshireman
to go to London.' Whatever may have been the case

when King James was here, however, it is certain that

in Prince Charles' time, and even later, when Dr
Johnson and Boswell were here, there was no village,

but only an inn, and perhaps a clachan or kirkton, for

Boswell says, in 1773, ' Sir James Macdonald intended
to have built a village here, which would have done
great good ;' but though Sir James did not carry out
the plan, the village made its appearance in due timo
under Sir James' successor. To the S of the town a
craggy wooded promontory projects into the harbour,

and is crowned by an octagonal tower erected by Dr
Alexander Macleod in 1834, and commanding a good
view. Portree House, belonging to Lord Macdonald, is

to the W of the town ; and farther W still is the woollen
manufactory already alluded to. The quay was erected

in 1819, but there is no great depth of water at low tide.

The Established church on the promontory already
noticed was built in 1825, and contains 800 sittings.

There are also Free, U.P., and Episcopal churches, of

which the last, St Columba's, is a good Gothic edifice,

after designs by Mr Ross of Inverness, erected in

1884 as a memorial to the late Bishop Mackarness.
None of the others call for special notice. Skye being
one of the judicial divisions of Inverness-shire there is a
courthouse, erected in 1867, where the resident sheriff-

substitute holds his courts. The district prison,

legalised in 1848, was formerly used for prisoners whoso
sentences did not exceed 60 days, but since the passing

of the Prisons Act it has been licensed only for prisoners

whose sentence does not exceed 14 days. Instead of

the one hotel mentioned by Alexander Smith thero

are now three, and there are also a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph

departments, under Dingwall, branches of the Cale-

donian, National, and North of Scotland Banks, a
National Security Savings' Bank, and agencies of 11

insurance companies. Portree is one of the polling

stations for Inverness-shire. The sheriff court is held
for both ordinary and small debt cases every Thursday
during session. There are cattle fairs on the last

Tuesday of May and the third Tuesday of August.
Communication is maintained with the mainland by tho
Highland Railway Company's steamer between Portree

and Strome Ferry every day during the summer months,
and in winter three times a week, while the Glasgow
and Stornoway steamers call thrico a week both summer
and winter. The principal imports are miscellaneous
goods; and the principal exports arc sheep, cattle, wool,

salt herring, salmon, and cod and ling salted and dried.

Pop. of town (1861) 679, (1871) 731, (1881) 893, of

whom 396 were males and 497 females. Houses, 111
inhabited, 5 uninhabited, and 1 building.

Port-Seton. Sco Cockenzie.
Portskerra. See Mei.vich.

Port Sonachan. Sco Kilciirenan.
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Portsoy, n seaport nnd burgh <>l' barony in Fordyce

puiah, Banflkhira, li maibrmorlyths tenninuaof the
firangv ami Portsoy branch of tho Groat North of Scot-
l.m.t i.iilw.iv system, Inn is now one ol t ho chief stations

on (lio loop lino of the Kiinio system, which was con-

traetod in 188S>88> and which paatm from Keith by
Portaoy, Cullen, tad Bnokie to Elgin. By rail it is 8J
mil« w of Banff, 18| NE of Grange, 17* NE of Keith,
nu.l when the new line is linishcil it will ho about 5A

nilM BofOnllen, 11 B of Buckie, and 244 K by N of

Blgia By road it ii is milea ENK of Fochabers. It

ttl.inds on a point of land on the W side of tho little

Htoary of tin- Boy Ihu n, which carries oil' tho surplus

rata (tom the Loan of Soy— now sadly encroached on
lilwuy— and from which the place takes its name.

On the SK side the Hum of Durii enters tho sea at tho

li n k ('iiven. The town is of some antiquity, and was in

1W0 constituted by Queen Mary a burgh of barony hold-

ing of Sir Walter Ogilvio of Hoync, and with all tho usual
privileges, and the charter was ratified by Act, of Parlia-

ment in 1681. The present superior is tho Earl of

Bi (field. As might be expected from its age the town
i- \.iy irregularly built, and many parts of it have a
very quaint appearance. There seems to have been a
castle at one time, but there is no record of it, and its

is only inferred from the place once known as

the 'Castle Brae.' Of an ancient church dedicated to

St Columba, which stood at the Aird, 'hard by the
i where now [1724] is a large meeting-house lately

buildit,' no trace now remains, though the Aird still

exists ; and even where the meeting-house was is not

BXai tly known, though it is supposed to have been tho

Episcopal church which was destroyed by Cumberland's
soldiers in 1746, and seems to have stood between the

house and mill of Durn. There is a well still known as

St Colme's or St Comb's Well. The district was con-

stituted a preaching station in connection with the

Established Church in 1741 ; and a chapel of ease was
constituted in 1836, and became nquoad sacra charge in

1871. The church, which was built in 1815, wasgreatly
improved in 1881, a clock tower having been previously

erected by public subscription in 1876. The clock and
bells in this were the gift of Mr F. P. Wilson, a native

of the town, who had made a considerable fortune by
his commercial enterprise abroad. The original church
bell, now at the school, bears the inscription, ' For the

use of the Presbyterian Church, Portsoy. John Spicht,

Kotterdam, 1746.' The bell which succeeded it is lying

unused in the present clock tower. The Free church,

built soon after the Disruption, and rebuilt with a
handsome spire in 1869, has 456 sittings. The U.P.
church, built in 1866, has 400 sittings. The Episcopal

church (St John the Baptist), built in 1841, has 150
sittings. The sacramental plate belonged to the old

church already mentioned as burnt in 1746. The
Roman Catholic church of the Annunciation, erected in

1829, has 150 sittings. None of them call for more
particular notice. Under the school board of Fordyce,

the public, female public, and female industrial schools,

with respective accommodation for 360, 157, and 90

pupils, had (1884) an average attendance of 295, 84,

and 57, and grants of £281, 16s. 6d., £74, 13s., and
£41, 13s. The cemetery on the sloping ground SE of

the town was originally opened about 1728, and was
extended in 1874. It contains a monument to Miss
Bond, a native of Fortrose, who in 1814 published a

book called Letters of a Village Governess, giving some
enrious pictures of life in a country village at the

beginning of the present century. She died at Portsoy

in 1839. The serpentine and associated minerals for

which the place was long famous have been noticed under
Fordyce. An excellent harbour was formed by the

Earl of Seafield in 1825-28, but was destroyed by storms

in January 1839. During the present year (1884) the

old channel has been cleared out, and the works then

constructed restored at a cost of about £12,000, concrete

being used instead of stone. There is now accommoda-
tion for 12 vessels of 100 tons, and a depth of 11 feet

at high water of stream tides and of 9 feet at neap tides,
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the basin being tidal. Portaoy ranks as a creek under
Banff, and the few ships belonging to the port have an
avi rage I ige of under 100 Ions. The chief imports

cm Is i: I wise and I s lion, ||„. ! tn 1 1 i«* and tho

were belonging to the port, in 1882,82 first-class herring
fishing boals, I second-class boals, and 20 third-class
boats, employing 1 OS resident lishor men and boys. On
an average from 40 to 50 boats prosecute the fishing
Iron, Portsoy harbour, and 52 thus engaged in 1883 had
a total catch of 5720 crans. Tho other industries in the
town are a small ropework and a hone mill, and in tho
neighbourhood there are a wool mill, and Glenglassaugh
distillery, where there are extensive buildings, erected
in 1873-75 at a cost, including fittings, of about £10,000.
Trade has considerably increased since the railway was
originally opened, and will probably be developed still

more by tho new line and tho improved harbour accom-
modation. There is a coastguard station, a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, under Banff, branch offices of the North of
Scotland and Union Banks, agencies of 10 insurance
companies, two hotels, a Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation with a library, a reading and news room, and
a newspaper, the Independent Banffshire Reporter

(1856), published on Saturday. In the neighbourhood
is Durn House, associated with tho early days of
Ferguson tho astronomer. The only distinguished
native is the Rev. Peter Thomson, Free Church minister
of St Fergus, who died in 1880 at the beginning of what
promised to be a very brilliant career. The story of his

life has been told in A Scotch Student (Edinb. 1881).

Pop. of town (1841) 1720, (1861) 1903, (1871) 1822,

(1881) 2090, of whom 916 were males and 1174 were
females. Houses 504 inhabited, 13 uninhabited, and 4
building. The quoad sacra parish is in the presbytery
of Fordyce and synod of Aberdeen. Pop. (1881) 2313.— Ord. Swr., sh. 96, 1876.

Port-Wemyss, a village on the coast of Kilchoman
parish, Islay island, Argyllshire, laf miles SW of

Port-William, a small seaport in Mochrum parish,

SE Wigtownshire, on the E side of Luce Bay, 7 miles
WNW of Whithorn, 6J SW of Whauphill station, 11
SW of Wigtown, and 24 SE of Stranraer. Founded
about 1770, by Sir William Maxwell of Monreith, in

honour of whom it is named, it chiefly consists of a ter-

race-line of cottages, well built, slated, and fronting the
sea, and has a neat appearance. In 1788 a small bar-

rack-house was erected for the accommodation of
military, and of custom-house officers occasionally sent

for the suppression of smuggling. The harbour, though
small, is safe, and sufficiently commodious. On all

sides but the S, it is well-sheltered by the land ; on the
S, it is defended by a artificial rampart or strong wall

;

and it easily admits vessels of 200 tons burden. The
principal trade consists in the exportation of agricul-

tural produce to England. The village has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments, a branch bank of the British Linen Co., 4 hotels,

excellent sea-bathing, a good bowling-green, a masonic
lodge, a Free church, a U.P. church, and a public school

of recent erection. Pop. (1792) 210, (1841) 634, (1801)

884, (1871) 829, (1881) 755.— Ord. Swr., sh. 4, 1857.

Possil House, a quondam mansion in Maryhill

parish, Lanarkshire, 2 miles N of the centre of Glasgow.

It was a large but plain edifice, whose finely wooded
grounds had a quiet secluded aspect, but about 1872
they were laid out as the site of a new Glasgow suburb
called Possil Park. Possil was for many years the

home of the historian, Sir Archibald Alison (1792-1867).

Here he died, and here in 1848 he received a two days'

visit from Charles Dickens. See his Autobiography

(1882).—Ord. Xur., sh. 30, 1866.

Posso. See Manor.
Potarch. See Birse and Kincardine O' Neil.

Pot of Gartness. See Gartness.
Poundland, a village in Colmonell parish, Ayrshire,

on the right bank ot the Stinchar, 8 miles S of Girvau.
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Pow, any one of numerous sluggish rivulets or stag-

nant burns in marshy or alluvial districts of Scotland.

The name is an Anglicised or softened form of the

Gaelic Poll, and the Cymric Pwl, signifying 'a pool,

a ditch, a stagnating stream, or a marshy place ;
' and

it correctly describes nearly all the streams to which

it is applied.—A pow, called the Pow of Cummertrees,

traverses the western side of the Howe of Annan-
dale, from near the northern extremity of Dalton,

through that parish and the parishes of Ruthwell

and Cummertrees to the Solway Firth, 2§ miles W of

the mouth of the river Annan ; is joined, on its left

bank, miles from its source, by an overflow or

feeder from the river Annan
;
seems, from the junction

of that overflow onward to its mouth, to run in the

ancient channel of the Annan ; and has a total course,

chiefly in a south-south-easterly direction, of 8 miles.

—A pow in Forfarshire is formed by numerous head-

streams in Monreathmont Moor, principally within

Guthrie parish ; drains the parishes of Guthrie, Kinnell,

and Farnell, 1\ miles north-eastward to the South Esk,

1£ mile above Montrose Basin
;
aspires to be called Pow

Water; and imposes names, such as Pow-side, Pow-mill,

and Pow-bridge, on various objects on its banks.—

A

pow in Perthshire rises in some mosses below Methven

;

runs mainly along a ditch or artificial canal, formed to

drain off its stagnant and marsh-making waters

;

pursues a sluggish course of 11 miles to the Earn,

near Innerpelfray ; and is noted in some doggerel song

well known in the country around it. —A pow in Kirk-

cudbrightshire rises, under the name of Glaisters Burn,

in Kirkgunzeon parish ; circles round the N end of the

Criffel range of hills ; traverses one lake, and receives

the superfluent waters of another
;
goes eastward through

Newabbey parish, assuming there the name of Newabbey
Pow ; has a total course of 15 miles ;

glides into the

estuary of the Nith 8 miles S of Dumfries ; and is

navigable for a short way by small vessels.—A pow in

the Carse of Stirling rises near Bannockburn House in

St Ninians parish
;
goes 8 miles eastward to the Forth,

at a point l| mile E of Airth village ;
and, like the For-

farshire Pow, gives name to various seats and other

objects on its banks.—A pow in the Upper Carse of the

Forth drains part of Kippen parish, and is distinctively

called the Pow of Glinns.—A pow in the low grounds
of Kyle, in Ayrshire, is formed by three or four head-

streams, and goes to the Firth of Clyde at a point 3;|

miles N of the mouth of the river Ayr.—An eighth

pow, in Edinburghshire, has been noticed as the

Jordan ; and there are several others too unimportant
to require special mention.
Powfoot or Queensberry, a small watering-place in

Cummertrees parish, Dumfriesshire, on the Solway Firth,

at the mouth of Pow Water, 4 miles WSW of Annan.
Powfowlis House, a modern mansion in Airth parish,

Stirlingshire, near the shore of the Firth of Forth, 5^
miles NNE of Falkirk.

Powmillon Burn, a rivulet of East Kilbride, Glass-
ford, and Avondale parishes, Lanarkshire. It rises near
Greenside, and runs 7 miles north-eastward and south-
eastward, till, after passing through Strathaven, it falls

into Avon Water, 1 mile E by S of that town.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Powrie, an estate, with an old castle, in Murroes
parish, Forfarshire, 3 miles NNE of Dundee. The
castle was long the residence of the ancient family of

Fothkingh am, who acquired the lands of Wester
Powrie in the reign of Robert III. (1390-1406).

Powsail Burn. See Dkummei zi i b,

Powtrail Water, a head-stream of the river Clyde in
Crawford parish, Lanarkshire. It rises on the northern
side of Scawd Law (2166 feet) at an altitude of 1900
feet, close to the Dumfriesshire boundary ; runs 7 miles
north-north-eastward to a confluence (970 feet) with Daer
Water, at a point 2J miles S of Elvanfoot station ; and
brings down the Roman or ' Wellpath ' road from
Nithsdale to Clydesdale.— Ord. Sur., sh. 15, 1864.

Poyntzfield House, a mansion in Resolis parish,

Cromartyshire, 3£ miles S of Invcrgordou, under which

there is a post office of Poyntzfield. Its owner, George
Mackenzie Gun Munro, Esq. (b. 1862 ; sue. 1869),
holds 1776 acres in the shire, valued at £1371 per
annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Premnay, a parish in Garioch district, Aberdeenshire,
containing, close to the northern boundary, Insch
station on the Great North of Scotland railway, 13J
miles SE of Huntly and 27^ NW of Aberdeen. Con-
taining also Rothney and Auchleven villages, it is

bounded NW and N by Insch, NE and E by Oyne, S
by Keig, and W by Leslie. Its utmost length, from N
to S, is 3^ miles ; its utmost width, from E to W, is 3£
miles ; and its area is 5432f acres, of which 1J are water.
The drainage is carried eastward towards the Ury by
Gadie Burn, traversing the interior, and the Shevock,
tracing the northern boundary. Along Gadie Burn the
surface declines to 400 feet above sea-level ; and thence
it rises westward and southward to 754 feet nt Westfield,
747 at Waukmill Hill, 834 at Tillymuick, 999 near Hill-
head, 927 at Brackla Hill, 1412 at Black Hill, 1564 at
Hermit Seat, and 1619 at the Watch Craig at the SE
corner of the parish. The three last heights all culminate
right on the southern boundary, and the last is a summit
of broad-based Bennochie. Red or pink granite, of a
kind easily worked and well suited for all sorts of build-
ing purposes, abounds to the S of Gadie Burn, and clay-
slate to the N ;

whilst serpentine forms a bed 200 yards
W of the parish church. The soil on the banks of
Gadie Burn is various, but on the left bank is generally
sharp and good ; whilst along the foot of Bennochie is

wet and cold. A few acres are under small plantations

;

rather more than 3000 acres are arable ; and nearly all

the rest of the land is pastoral or waste. There are
Druidical remains at Druidstone, and a circular camp
at Tillymuick. Lickleyhead Castle (1629) was restored
about 1876, and is let to a shooting tenant ; but the
former mansion of Overhall is still a farmhouse. Auch-
leven has a small woollen factory. The property is

divided among four. Premnay is in the presbytery
of Garioch and the synod of Aberdeen ; the living is

worth £180. The parish church, 2 miles SSE of
Insch station, was built in 1792, and, as enlarged in

1828, contains 360 sittings. Leslie and Premnay Free
church stands 2f miles to the W, close to the Leslie

boundary. The public school, with accommodation
for 120 children, had (1884) an average attendance
of 69, and a grant of £48, lis. Valuation (1865)
£3572, (1885) £4438, 8s. 4d., phis £588 for railway.

Pop. (1801) 486, (1831) 625, (1861) 916, (1871) 997,
(1881) 930.— Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Preshome. See Rathven.
Pressmennan, Loch. See Stenton.
Preston, a village in Prestonpans parish, Haddington-

shire, \ mile S by E of the town of Prestonpans, and
near Prestonpans station on the North British railway.

It got its name from being & priests' town of the monks
of HoLYHOOi) and of Newbattle, both of which frater-

nities had lands adjoining it
;
and, with Prestonpans,

it figures prominently in traditional tales respecting

their character and mercantile achievements. Both
its relation to the monks, and its position on the
great road of a former period, occasioned it to be fre-

quently visited by the Scottish princes. It was for-

merly noted also for a fair, held on the second Thurs-
day of October, and called St Jerome's Fair. The chap-
men or travelling merchants of the Lothians had, at a
period when their craft was one of no small importance
to the country, formed themselves into a regular guild

;

and they annually attended this fair to elect their office-

bearers for the following year. In a garden at the side

of the road, near the E end of the village, stands, in

the centre of what till last century formed a large open
square, an elegant cross (1617), to the privilege of hold-

ing their annual meetings at which they laid claim—

a

stone pillar about 15 feet high, surmounting a small
octagonal erection 9 feet in height. Till a comparatively
recent date a social fraternity, styled the Chapmen of

the Lothians, and chiefly composed of Edinburgh
citizens, has been in the way of annually giving an
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imaginary report of their extensive transactions ; and
iimrv than once has the present minister of I'rcstonpans,
Mine liia election as their lionorary chaplain forty
>.-.»« ago, heard this report with facetious accompani-
ments tiiwn from the cross by 0110 of the magistrates or
other civic dignitary of the metropolis.
N of the village stands, in a ruinous condition, a

venerable tower which Sir Walter Scott supposed to

h ive heen originally a fortalico of the Earls of Homo,
when they here an almost princely sway over the SE of
Scotland, ami which, lor a long lime alter the close of
the 14th century, when the circumjacent barony camo
by marriage into the possession oi' tho Hamiltons of

King.ilton and Ross, was tho seat of that family, tho
priucip.il one of tln ir n;inie, and afterwards called tho
Hamiltons of I'reston. Tho seat or castle, of which tho
ruined tower is but a vestige, was burned by tho Earl

ol I! Muni in 1644, by Cromwell in 1650, and by
I mldent in 1063, and was then abandoned. Tho
Hamilton! arc represented by Sir William Hamilton,
Bwt, whoso father, Sir William (1791-1856), the
Learned Professor of Logic, reacquired the ruined tower
and the garden around it in the early part of the pre-

Dtury. Figuring in history as staunch parti-

nni of the causo of civil and reiigious liberty, they
afforded marked protection to Mr John Davidson,
the eminent confessor and 'Scottish worthy;' and, in

the stirring times of the ecclesiastico-civil war, Robert
Hamilton, tho brother of Sir William of Preston, led

the Presbyterians in the actions of Drumclog and Both-
well Bridge.

To the E of the cross, and within the enclosure sur-

rounding w hat was, till lately, Ur Schaw's (now Miss
Murray 'a) Hospital, aro the remains of tho ancient
manorial residence of Lord Grange, whose wife, by his

connivance, was carried off and clandestinely confined
for years in the island of St Kilda. This, ' Preston
House,' was built after the Hamiltons had abandoned
the 1 venerable tower,' and was never occupied by any
of them. What remained of the estate of Preston after

the Revolution was, owing to the representative of the
Hamilton family declining to take tho oaths to the
Revolution sovereigns, transferred to a nephew of
Hamilton, under a private arrangement for redemption
should a covenanted sovereign come to the throne. It
was for this nephew, Sir James Oswald, Lord Provost
of Edinburgh, or his son who shortly thereafter

succeeded him as laird, that Preston House was erected.

The estate, however, being heavily burdened, the wholo
was, shortly after the beginning of the 18th century,
disposed of, and coming before 1715 into Lord Grange's
hand he made up titles to it on purchasing the various
bonds, and he occupied the house in that year, when his

cider brother, the Earl of Mar, was Leading the rebellion.

After Lord Grange's time it had a succession of owners,
till acquired, by Dr James Schaw before 1780, and
occupied by him till his death, when by his will it was
destined for the accommodation, maintenance, and
education of poor boys. It was thus used till 1832, when
a new and commodious house, in the old English style,

was built, at a cost of nearly £3000, within the park
near by. And this again, the Schaw funds being other-

wise appropriated in 1881 under the Endowed Hospitals
Act, has been recently rented by Miss Murray's trustees

for the charitable upbringing and training of girls for

domestic service, of whom there are already 40 in the
institution.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Preston or Prestonmill, a village in Kirkbean parish,

SE Kirkcudbrightshire, 14 miles S of Dumfries, under
which it has a post office. See Kirkbean.

Preston. See Bunkle.
Prestonfield, a mansion in Duddingston parish,

Edinburghshire, at the southern base of Arthur's Seat,

i mile SW of Duddingston Loch, and 2 miles SE of Edin-
burgh Post Office. It was built in 1687, from designs
by the celebrated Sir William Bruce of Kinross, on the
site of the former mansion of ' Priestfield,' which had
been burnt by the Edinburgh students in the No
Popery riot of 11 Jan. 1681, its owner, Sir James Dick,

Bart., being thou Lord Provost. A grandson of Sir

William Dick of Braid (see ('kmc House); ho had
purchased tho estate from Sir Thomas Hamilton, and at

his death, in 1728, was succeeded by his daughter
.l.in. I. the wifo of Sir William Cunyngham, Bart, of

OAPWNOTON, Her son, Sir Alexander Dick, third

Bart (1703-85), was an eminent physician, and an
intimate friend of Dr Samuel Johnson, who visited

I'rcslonlichl in 1773; and his son, Sir William
(1762-96), is mentioned in Lord Cockburn's Memorials
as 'a great sportsman, handsome, good-natured, and a
first rate skater. We were the only hoys at libcity to

play in his grounds, and to uso his nice boat. . . .

All between Dudding ton Loch and tho house was a

Bort of Dutch garden, admirably kept. . . . Avery
Curious place.' Sir Robert Keith Dick, seventh Hart..,

in 1829 succeeded his cousin-german, Sir William
Cunyngham, in the Caprington baronetcy; and his

grandson, Sir Robert Keith Alexander Dick-Cunyngham
(b. 1836 ; sue. 1871), is thus ninth and .seventh Bart,

sinco 1707 and 1669. Ho holds 228 acres in Midlothian,
valued at £1759 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

See John Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lolhians
(Edinb. 1883).

Prestongrange, a Scottish Baronial mansion in

Prestonpans parish, Haddingtonshire, near the coast,

and 1£ mile SW of the town. Part of it dates from tho
16th century ; but largo additions, including a massive
tower, were made in 1830 and subsequently. Robert de
Quincey, Earl of Winchester, in 11 84 bequeathed the estate

to Nbwbattle Abbey : and, after the death of the first

Earl of Lothian in 1609, it was disposed of to Johu
Morison, whose son, Sir Alexander Morison, Knt., as a

Lord of Session assumed the title of Lord Preston-

grange (1626-31). So did the Lord Advocate, William
Grant, who purchased tho property in 1746, and
whose second daughter married Sir George Suttie of

Balgone. Her great-great-grandson, Sir George Grant-
Suttie, seventh Bart, since 1702 (b. 1870 ; sue. 1878),

holds 8788 acres in the shire, valued at £10,958 per

annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See John Small's

Castles and Mansions of the Lolhians (Kdinb. 1883).

Preston Hall, a mansion in Cranston parish, E Edin-
burghshire, near the right bank of Tyne Water, 1£ mile

N by E of Ford, and 4i miles E by S of Dalkeith. A
splendid classical structure, it consists of a centre and
two wings, connected by lower buildings, and was
erected towards the close of last century by W. Adam
for General Lord Adam Gordon, whose mother, the

Dowager Duchess of Gordon, had purchased the estate

in 1738 for £8877. The present proprietor, Henry
Callander, Esq. (b. 1862; sue. 1865), holds 4869 acres

in the shire, valued at £6865 per annum.— Ord. Sur.,

sh. 33, 1863. See John Small's Castles and Mansions of

the Lolhians (Edinb. 1883).

Prestonhall, a mansion in Cupar parish, Fife, near

the left bank of the Eden, 1 mile ENE of the town.

Prestonhaugh. See Prestonkirk.
Prestonholm, a village in Cockpen parish, Edinburgh-

shire, on the South Esk river, 3J miles SSE of Lasswade.

Preston House, a mansion in Linlithgow parish, Lin-

lithgowshire, 1J mile S of the town.

Prestonkirk, a parish of Haddingtonshire, containing

the town and station of East Linton, 5| miles WSW
of Dunbar, and 23£ E by N of Edinburgh. Called tho

Halch, Hauch, or Haugh in the time of Gawin Douglas,

since the Koformation it received the name, first of Pres-

tonhaugh, then of Prestonkirk, and in legal documents is

still designated 'Prestonhaugh, otherwise called Preston-

kirk;' whilst its popular name is often briefly Linton.

It is bounded N by North Berwick, NE by Whitekirk,

E by Whitekirk and Dunbar, SE by Stenton, S by
Whittingham, SW by Morham and Haddington, and
W by Athelstancford. With a somewhat irregular out-

line, it has an utmost length from NNW to SSE of 4f
miles, a varying breadth of 3 furlongs and 4J miles,

and an area of 7088^ acres, of which 134 are water. The
Tyne has here an east-north-easterly course of 4} miles,

for the first 7 furlongs along the Haddington boundary
;
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end the East Peffer Burn flows cast-north-eastward
across the northern interior and along the Athelstane-
ford and Whitekirk borders. In the E where the Tyne
passes off from the parish, the surface declines to 75
feet above sea-level ; and N of the river it nowhere
exceeds 281 feet ; but in the S is conical Traprain Law
(700 feet), which figures conspicuously over a wide ex-

tent of landscape. The predominant rocks are clay-

stone, clinkstone, and limestone, and the first is often

porphyritic, abounds in crystals of felspar, and contains

in places veins of yellow jasper, and of heavy spar. The
soil near the Tyne is mostly sandy and gravelly ; in the
N is argillaceous, partly very stiff ; and in the S is

calcareous. But a small proportion of land is under
wood ; about 200 acres are pasture ; and nearly all the
rest of the parish is in tillage. The chief antiquities

are noticed under Hailes Castle and Traprain Law.
Sever stone coffins have been turned up by the plough

;

a standing stone is said to mark the grave of a Saxon
commander ; the site is pointed out of the ancient
parish church, dedicated to St Baldred, and mentioned
in record of the 9th century ; and ruins exist of an
ancient monastery on Markle farm. St Balthere or

Baldred, who died in 756, and who was the patron
saint of the parish, is said to have dwelt here, and to

have founded the earliest church. He is commemorated
in the name of an excellent spring, St Baldred's Well,
and in the name of an eddy in the Tyne, St Baldred's
Whirl. Gawin Douglas (1474-1522), the translator of
Virgil, was ' parson of Hauch ' (not Hawick), previous
to becoming Bishop of Dunkeld in 1516. Mansions
noticed separate! y *re Saieaton House and Phantassie

;

and 8 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 2 of between £100 and £500. Prestonkirk is

in the presbytery of Dunbar and synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale ; the living is worth £395. The churches
and the public school have been described under East
Linton. That school, with accommodation for 464
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 231, and
agrantof£212, 13s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £15,550, (1885)
£16,850, 0s. Pop. (1801) 1741, (1831) 1765, (1861)
1960, (1871) 1931, (1881) 1929.—CW. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Prestonmill. See Preston, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Prestonpans, a coast town and parish ofW Hadding-

tonshire. The town, extending f mile south-westward
along the shore of the Firth of Forth, is 2£ miles ENE
of Musselburgh, 8 E of Edinburgh, If NW of Tranent,

9J W of Haddington, and J N.N W of Prestonpans and
Tranent station on the North British railway. It is

supposed to have become a seat of population for the
manufacture of salt so early as the 12th century. The
monks of Newbattle, who pushed their trading enter-
prises in all directions from their property of Preston-
orange, appear to have adopted and cherished Preston-
pans as the scene of their salt-making operations ; and
they probably secured for it a rude but abundant prosperity
so long as it was under their influence. Even for gene-
rations after the Reformation it continued to thrive,
and to be a flourishing seat of various sorts of the
hardier orders of industry. But chiefly in consequence
of the repeal of the salt duty in 1825, the town lost its

ancient sources of support, and fell into decay. Its
deserted salt-works, some of them contiguous to it,

others along the coast, form a rueful feature in the
landscape. The masonry in these buildings looks as
if it had withstood the buffetings of ages ; the wood-
work is comparatively fresh and uninjured ; and yet the
whole aspect is ruinous and forlorn. Numbers of the
doors still show brass excise padlocks, bearing the now
almost forgotten initials ' G. R.' The town itself, too,
has a somewhat decayed appearance. It consists
principally of a single street following the line of the
beach. A iill runs across the roadway, cutting off from
the W end of the street an ugly suburb called Cuittle
or Cuthill. The houses have a blackened, time-worn
appearance

;
scarcely any two of them stand in a lino

;

and the whole town, which was so built for defensive
purposes, has been described as ' zig-zag at both ends
and crooked in the middle.' The parish church stands

on a rising-ground above the town, and, dating from
1595, was partially rebuilt and reseated, with double
galleries, in 1774. Within the churchyard there are

several interesting memorial stones or tablets over the
remains of Lords Cullen, Prestongrange, and Drummore

;

Captain Stewart of Physgill, who fell in the battle of

Prestonpans ; a brother of General Roy's ; and others. A
new Free church was built in 1878 ; and a new public

school in 1881, at a cost of £3000. A monument to Dr
Thomas Alexander, C.B., the director-general of the

medical department of the British army, was erected in

1862, and consists of a stone statue 8J feet high, on a
square pedestal 6J feet high, within an enclosure im-
mediately N of the church.

Prestonpans and the neighbouring villages used to

supply all the east of Scotland with salt. This part of

the coast, owing to the absence of largo rivers, is favour-

ably situated for the production of salt ; and being in

the immediate vicinity of very extensive coal-fields, it

possessed great facilities for carrying on a large and
lucrative salt-trade. Ten salt-pans belonged to the
town, and were capable of producing between 800 and 900
bushels of salt per week ; and there were others in the
neighbourhood of similar extent. In the five years pre-

ceding 1792, the annual average amount of salt delivered

in the Prestonpans collection was 83,471 bushels, about
half of which was produced by the town's own pans,

while the rest was produced by pans in the vicinity.

A race of females known as salt-wives, and second in

notoriety only to the fishwives of Fisherrow and New-
haven, used to carry the salt in creels for sale in Edin-
burgh and other towns. A manufactory of sulphate of

soda, and of sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids, once
employed upwards of 50 men, but has long since been
abandoned. Extensive potteries, commenced about the
middle of last century, employed about 40 men and
upwards of 50 boys ; but after the close of the first

quarter of the present century, they degenerated into a
small manufactory of brown and white ware. Two brick

and tile works long sent forth a steady produce of

roofing-tiles over the country ; but they have been,

to a considerable extent, superseded by the works of the
Prestongrange Coal and Iron Co., for bricks, tiles, and
every description of fireclay goods. The large brewery
of Messrs John Fowler & Co. has been long at work,
and has enjoyed extensive fame for the good quality of

its ales. A soap-work is among the most recent of

the town's considerable manufactories ; but for years

a chief employment and traffic of the town has been
the fishing and exportation of oysters. The largest

and fattest of the oysters were formerly taken nearest

the shore, and have long been in high esteem
as Pan-door or Pandore oysters—a name whimsically
given them from the oyster-bed lying otf the doors of

the salt-pans. The oyster-beds of Prestonpans, or
'scalps' as they are called, extend about 6 miles into

the firth, and rather more than 3 miles from E to W ;

and in the latter part of last century, they yielded a
daily produce to dredgers of from 400 to 600 oysters in

the "day, which were sent not only to Scottish markets,
but to Newcastle, Hull, and London. Now, however,
they appear to be much less prolific than then. As the
oysters spawn in May, and are in a sickly state till

August, the proper dredging season begins on the first

day of September and ends on the last day of April,

continuing, as it is said, ' during the months in which
there is an R.' The fishermen, while employed in dredg-

ing them, sing a peculiar air, wdiich is said to bo of

Scandinavian origin, and has a very poculiar and strik-

ing elfect when borne over the waters by fitful gusts of

wind. At. the E end of tho town, close to the beach, is

situated the colliery of Preston Links ; which, alter

half a century's successful working by the Messrs Grieve,

was discontinued towards the close of 1884, as being no
longer profitable. The commerce of the town, through
its port of Morison's Haven, a little way W of Cut-
hill, was great in tho days of its manufacturing pros-
perity. The harbour, formed under a charter from
the monks of Newbattlo in 1526, and styled Acliuson'a
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Bavtii, from the 11111110 of its original owner, Alexander
Arheaoii, ancestor of the Karl of Gosford in tho Irish

)•<•< rni;<-, was onro n oustoniduuiso port, whoso rungo in-

eluded *ll eneka and landing-places between the month
Of the Kiggato Bon «t PWtobello and tho mouth of

tin Tvne mar Dunbar; end it had tho right of levying
customs and tho various .sorts of din s to tho same extent
.is thos,. exigible hi I . nli. All tlu« wostorn portions of

l'rvstonainl Preston p in- towns nml tho niljacont hamlets
aro included within the barony «'t l'restongiange ; and all

tho eastern portions of these towns ami tho adjacent
\ i 1 1 rut and ancient mansions arc within tho barony of

! ri who o .in' i' m • loss. 1
. . aimg ihito 1617, is still

.i oonspiouous central object of intorost. Tho town of

Prostonpaus is now a police burgh umler the General

Police nml Improvement Act (Scotland) of 1862. It

has a post office, with money order, savings' hank,

ud railway telegraph departments, a hranch of the

Royal Hank, an hotel, and a gas company. Pop. of

town ^ 1 s 4 1 ) 1659, (1861) 1640, (1861), 1577, (1871)

1790, (1SS1) 2265, of whom 1069 were females, and
1610 were in tho police burgh. Houses (1881) 486
inhabited, 75 vacant.

In 1591 .lolm Finn or Cunningham, schoolmaster at

Preatonpena, was tried as one of the North Bkrwick
warlocks, and after suffering the crudest tortures, was
Condemned and burnt ; in 1661, another schoolmaster

hi re, Andrew Rutherford, was appointed commissioner
for trying certain persons accused of witchcraft.

As a hoy, Sir Walter Scott resided for some time,

in 1777, at Prestonimns, and must have acquired then
his minute knowledge of the localities which he after-

wards turned to so good account in Waverlcy.

The hattle which was fought on 21 Sept. 1745, be-

tween the Jacobite forces under Prince Charles Edward
and the Hanoverian forces under Sir John Cope, oc-

curred principally within the parish of Tranent, and is

sometimes called the battle of Preston, sometimes the

Kittle of Gladsmuik, but oftener the battle of Preston-

pana Sir John Cope landed his troops and stores at

Dunbar on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of September; and,

desirous of making all speed to engage the rebels, who were
then in possession of Edinburgh, he marched from Dunbar
on the 19th, and took post in battle order on the 20th

in the eastern vicinity of Preston, his right extend-

ing towards the sea at Port-Seaton, and his left towards

a morass SE of Preston. Scarcely had he made his dis-

positions when the whole of the Highland aimy ap-

peared descending the heights in the direction of

Tranent. On approaching Tranent, the Highlanders

were received by the King's troops with a vehement
shout of defiance, which the Highlanders answered in a

similar strain. About two o'clock in the afternoon the

Highland army halted on an eminence called Birsley-

Firae, about £ mile to the W of Tranent, and formed in

order of battle about 1 mile from the royal forces. In
the expectation that the Highlanders were advancing by
the usual route through Musselburgh and Preston, Cope
had taken up the position we have described, with his front

to the W ; but as soon as he observed the Highlanders

on the heights upon his left, he changed his front to

the 8. This change of position, while it secured Cope
better from attack, in the case of defeat was not so well

calculated for safety as the first position. On his right

was the E wall of a park belonging to Erskine of Grange,

which extended a considerable way from N to S, and
still farther to the right was the village of Preston.

The village of Seaton was on his left, and the village of

Cockenzie and the sea in his rear. Almost immediately

in front was a deep ditch filled with water, and a strong

thick hedge. Farther removed from the front, and
between the two armies, was a morass, the ends of

which had been drained, and were intersected by
numerous cats ; and on the more firm ground at the

ends were several small enclosures, with hedges, dry

stone-walls, and willow trees. As the Highlanders

were in excellent spirits, and eager to close immediately

with the enemy, Charles felt very desirous to comply
with their wishes ; but he soon ascertained that the
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passage across tho morass would be extremely dangerous,
u not altogether impracticable.

While his lieutenant-general was, in consequence
of this information, planning a different mode of
attack, the Prince himself was moving with a great
pari of his army further oil' towards Dolphingston on
Dope's right, Halting and turning towards Preston
Towci, he scenic.] lo Uneaten thai. Hank of the
Knglish general, who, thereupon, returned to his
original position with his front to Preston, and his
right towards tho sea. Lord Georgo Murray, con-
sidering that the only practicable mode of attacking
Cop., was by advancing Iron, tho E, now led off part ol

the army through the village of Tranent, and sent
notice to the Prince to follow him with the remainder
as quickly as possible. Alter the Highland army had
halted on tho fields to the E of Tranent, a council of

war was hold, at which it was resolved to attack the
enemy at break of day. A few piquets were placed
around the bivouac, and the Highlanders, having
\\ rappi d themselves up in their plaids, lay down on the
ground to repose for the night. When Cope observed
Charles returning towards Tranent, he resumed his

former position with his front to the S ; and thus, in

a few hours, he was obliged, by the unrestrained evolu-
tions of the Highlanders, to shift his ground no fewer
than four times, lie now began to perceive that his
n ual ion was not so favourable as he had imagined, and

that while the insurgents could move about at discre-

tion, select their ground, and choose their time and
mode of attack, he was cramped in his own movements
and could act only on the defensive. To secure his

army from surprise during the night, he placed advanced
piquets of horse and foot along tho side of the morass,
extending nearly as far E as the village of Seaton. Pie,

at the same time, sent his baggage and military chest
down to Cockenzie; and as the night—that of Friday
the 20th of September—was very cold, he ordered fires

to be kindled along the front of his line, to keep his

men warm.
In point of numbers, the army of Cope was rather

inferior to that of Charles; but many of the Highlanders
were badly armed, and some had no arms at all. The
royal forces amounted altogether to about 2300 men ;

but the number in the field was diminished to 2100 by
I lie de pal, h of I ho haggago-guard to ( 'oekenzie. The
order of battle finally formed by Cope along the N side

of the morass was as follows : He drew up his foot in

one line, in the centre of which were eight companies of

Lascelles' regiment, and two of Guise's. On the right
were five companies ol Lee's regiment, and on the left

the regiment of Murray, with a number of recruits for

different regiments at home and abroad. Two squadrons
of Gardiner's dragoons formed the right wing, and a
similar number of Hamilton's composed the left. The
remaining squadron of each regiment was placed in the

rear of its companions as a reserve. On the left of the

army, near the waggon-road from Tranent to Cockenzie,

were placed the artillery, consisting of six or seven
pieces of cannon and four cohorns under the orders of

Lieut. -Colonel Whiteford, and guarded by a company
of Lee's regiment, commanded by Captain Cochrane.
Besides the regular troops there were some volunteers,

consisting principally of small parties of the neighbour-

ing tenantry, headed by their respective landlords.

The Highland army commenced its movement in

the morning of the 21st, early enough to allow the

whole of it to pass the eastern outlet from the

morass before the dawn. It was divided into two
successive columns, with an interval between. The
Duke of Perth led the first column; and two
persons intimately acquainted with the morass went
before him to show the way. A little in advance of the

van, too, was a select party of 60 men doubly armed,

under the command of Macdonald of Glenalladale,

major of the regiment of Clanranald, whose appointed

duty it was to seize the enemy's baggage. The army
proceeded in an easterly direction till near the farm of

Kingan-head ; and then, turning to the left, they
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marched in a northerly direction through a small valley

which intersects the farm. During the march the

strictest silence was kept, not even a whisper was
heard ; and lest the trampling of horses might discover

their advance, the few that were in the army were left

behind. The ford or path across the morass was so

narrow that the column—which marched three men
abreast—had scarcely sufficient standing room ; and the

ground along it was so soft that many of the men at

almost every step were up to the knees in mud. The
path in question—which was about 200 paces to the W
of the stone bridge afterwards built across Seaton mill-

dam—led to a small wooden bridge thrown over the

large ditch which ran through the morass from W to E.

This bridge, and the continuation of the path on the N
of it, were a little to the E of Cope's left. From ignor-

ance of the existence of this bridge—from oversight, or

from a supposition that the marsh was not passable in

that quarter—Cope had placed no guards in that direc-

tion ; so that the Highland army, whose march across

could here have been effectually stopped by a handful

of men, passed the bridge and cleared the marsh without
interruption.

Hitherto the darkness had concealed the march of the
Highlanders ; but the morning was now about to dawn,
and at the time the order to halt was given, some of

Cope's piquets, stationed on his left, for the first time
heard the tramp of the Highlanders. The Highlanders
plainly heard these advanced guards challenge them,
' Who is there ?

' No answer having been returned, the
piquets gave the alarm, and the cry of 'Cannons,
cannons ! Get ready the cannons, cannoniers !

' re-

sounded through Cope's left wing. Charles instantly

gave directions for attacking Cope before he should have
time to change his position by opposing his front to

that of the Highlaud army. As arranged at the council

of war on the preceding evening, the army was drawn
up in two lines. The first comprised a right wing,
commanded by the Duke of Perth, and consisting of

the regiments of Clanranald, Keppoch, Glengarry, and
Glencoe, under their respective chiefs, and a left wing
commanded by Lord George Murray, and consisting of

the Camerons of Lochiel under their own chief, and the

Stewarts of Appin under Stewart of Ardshiel. The
second line, which was to serve as a reserve, consisted

of the Athole men, the Robertsons of Strowan, and the
Maclauchlans. This body was under the command of

Lord Nairne. As soon as Cope received intelligence of

the advance of the Highlanders, he gave orders to

change his front to the E. Some confusion took place
in carrying these orders into execution, from the ad-
vanced guards not being able to find out their regiments,
and so stationing themselves on the right of Lee's five

companies, as to prevent the two squadrons of Gardiner's
dragoons, which had been posted on the right of the
line, from forming properly. For want of room, the
squadron under Colonel Gardiner drew up behind that
commanded by Lieut. -Colonel Whitney. In all other
respects the disposition of each regiment was the same

;

but the artillery, which before the change had been on
the left, and close to that wing, was now on the right
somewhat farther from the line, and in front of
Whitney's squadron.
There was now nothing to prevent the armies from

coming into collision ; and if Cope had had the choice,

he could not have selected ground more favourable for

the operations of cavalry than that which lay between
the two armies. It was a level cultivated field of con-
siderable extent, without bush or tree, and had just
been cleared of its crop of grain. But the celerity with
which the Highlanders commenced the attack prevented
Cope from availing himself of this local advantage.
The beams of the rising sun were just beginning to
illuminate the horizon ; but the mist which still

hovered over the cornfields prevented the two armies
from seeing each other. As the Highlanders had ad-
vanced considerably beyond the main ditch, Lord
George Murray was apprehensive that Cope might turn
the left Hank ; and to guard against such a contingency,

he desired Lochiel, who was on the extreme left, to

order his men in advancing to incline to the left. Lord
George then ordered the left wing to advance, and sent

an aide-de-camp to the Duke of Perth to request him to

put the right in motion. The Highlanders moved with
such rapidity that their ranks broke ; to recover which,
they halted once or twice before closing with the enemy.
When Cope, at day-break, observed the first line of the

Highland army formed in order of battle, at the distance

of 200 paces from his position, he mistook it for bushes;

but before it had advanced half-way, the rays of the
rising sun bursting through the retiring mist showed
the armies to each other.

As the right wing of the Highlanders marched
straight forward without attending to the oblique

movement of the Camerons to the left, a gap took place

in the centre of the line. An attempt was made to fill

it up with a second line, which was about fifty paces

behind the first ; but before this could be accomplished,

the left wing, being the first to move, had advanced
beyond the right of the line, and was now engaged with
the enemy. By inclining to the left, the Camerons
gained half the ground originally between them and the

main ditch ; but this movement brought them up
directly opposite to Cope's cannon. On approaching
the cannon the Highlanders fired a few shots at the
artillery guard, which alarmed the gunners to such a
degree that they fled, carrying the powder flasks along
with them. To check the advance of the Highlanders,

Colonel Whiteford fired off five of the field-pieces with
his own hand ; but though their left seemed to recoil,

they instantly resumed the rapid pace they had set out
with. The artillery guard next fired a volley with as

little effect. Observing the squadron of dragoons under
Whitney advancing to the charge, the Camerons set up
a loud shout, rushed past the cannon, and, after firing

a few shots at the dragoons, which killed several men,
and wounded the lieutenant-colonel, flew on them sword
in hand. When assailed, the squadron was reeling to

and fro from the fire ; and the Highlanders following

an order they had received, to strike at the noses of the

horses without minding the riders, completed the dis-

order. In a moment the dragoons wheeled about, rode
over the artillery guard, and fled followed by the guard.

The Highlanders continuing to push forward without
stopping to take prisoners, Colonel Gardiner was ordered
to advance with his squadron, and charge the enemy.
He accordingly went forward, encouraging his men to

stand firm ; but this squadron, before it had advanced
many paces, experienced a similar reception, and
followed the example which the other had just set.

After the flight of the dragoons, the Highlanders ad-

vanced upon the infantry, who opened a fire from right

to left, which went down the line as far as Murray's
regiment. They received this volley with a loud huzza,

and throwing away their muskets, drew their claymores
and rushed upon the foot before they had time to reload

their pieces. Confounded by the flight of the dragoons,

and the furious onset of the Highlanders, the astonished

infantry threw down their arms and took to their heels.

Hamilton's dragoons, who were stationed on Cope's left,

displayed even greater pusillanimity than their com-
panions ; for no sooner did they observe the squadrons
on the right give way, than they turned their backs and
fled without firing a single shot or drawing a sword.

Murray's regiment being thus left alone on the field,

fired upon the Macdonalds who were advancing, and
also fled. Thus, within a very few minutes after tho
action had commenced, the wdiole army of Cope was put
to flight. With the exception of their fire, not the
slightest resistance was mado by horse or foot, and not

a single bayonet was stained with blood. Such were
the impetuosity and rapidity with which the first lino

of tho Highlanders broke through Cope's ranks, that

they left numbers of his men in their rear, who
attempted to rally bohind them, but, seeing the second
line coming up, endeavoured to make their escape.

Though the second line was not more than 50 paces

behind the first, and was always running as fast as it
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could to overtake the first lino, and wnr enough nevor

to low sight of it, yet such was the rapidity with which
tin Utile was pitied, Unit, according to the Chevalier

Johnstone, who stood by the side of the Prince in the

second line, he eonht see' no other enemy on the field of

Utile than those who were lying on the ground killed

and wounded.

Unfortunately for the royal infantry, the walls of Lord

(irano s park enel.'suirs ahoul the village of Preston,

which, from the ]>osition taken up on the preceding even-

ing, funned tin ir great security on their light, now that

t htm J'
u k mill were in tie ill rear, operated as a barrier to

their llight. Having disencumbered themselves of their

anus to f.ieilitale tin ir escape, they had deprived them-

selves of their only means of defence
;
and, driven as thoy

were upon the walls of the enclosures, they would have

nil perished under tho swords of the Highlanders, had

not Charles and his officers strenuously exerted them-

s. Ives to preserve the lives of their discomfited foes.

The Impetuosity of the nttack, however, and tho sudden

flight of the royal army, allowed little leisure for the

cxerciso of humanity ; and bofore tho carnage coascd

- vera] hundreds had fallen under tho claymores of the

1 I ighland.-rs, and the ruthless scythes of tho Macgregors.

Armed with these deadly weapons, which were sharpened

and tiv d to poles from 7 to 8 feet long, to supply tho

place of other arms, this party mowed down tho

affrighted enemy, cut off the legs of the horses, and
. it is said, tho bodies of their riders in twain.

Of the infantry of tho royal army, only about 170

escaped. From a report made by their own sergeants

and corporals, by order of Lord George Murray, between

1600 and 1700 prisoners, foot and cavalry, fell into the

hands of the Highlanders, including about 70 ollicers.

In this number were comprehended the baggage guard

stationed at Cockenzie, amounting to 300 men, who, on

learning the fate of the main body and tho loss of their

cannon, surrendered to the Cainerons. The cannon and

all the baggage of the royal army, together with the

military chest, containing £4000, fell into the hands of

the victors. The greater part of the dragoons escaped

by the two roads at the extremities of the park wall,

one of which passed by Colonel Gardiner's house in the

rear of their right, and the other on their left, to the N
of Preston House. In retiring towards these outlets,

the dragoons, at the entreaties of their officers, halted

once or twice, and faced about to meet the enemy ; but

as soon as the Highlanders came up and fired at them,

they wheeled about and fled. Cope, who was by no

means deficient in personal courage, assisted by the

Earls of Home and Loudon, collected about 450 of the

panic-struck dragoons on the W side of the village of

Preston, and attempted to lead them back to the charge

;

but no entreaties could induce these cowards to advance,

and the whistling of a few bullets, discharged by some

Highlanders near the village, so alarmed them that

they instantly scampered off in a southerly direction,

screening their heads behind their horses' necks to avoid

the bullets of the Highlanders. The general had no

alternative but to gallop off with his men. He that

night reached Coldstream, a town about 40 miles from

the field of battle, and entered Berwick next day.

Among six of Cope's officers who were killed was

Colonel James Gardiner (1688-1745), a veteran soldier

who served under the Duke of Marlborough, and whose

character combined a strong religious feeling with the

most undaunted courage. He had been decidedly

opposed to the defensive system of Cope on the preced-

ing evening, and had counselled the general not to lose

a moment in attacking the Highlanders ; but his advice

was disregarded. Anticipating the fate which awaited

him, he spent the greater part of the night in devotion,

and resolved at all hazards to perform his duty. He
was wounded at the first onset at the head of his

dragoons ; but disdaining to follow them in their

retreat, he joined a small body of foot, which attempted

to rally not far from the wall of his own garden, and while

fighting at their head was cut down by the murderous

Lochaber axe of a Macgregor. He was carried to the
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manse of Tranent in almost a lifeless slato, whero ho ex-
pired within a few hours, and was interred in the NW
corner oftheohureh ofTranent. Captain Brymer, of Lee'a
regiment, who appears to have participated in Gardiner's

"i"" as i<» attacking the Highlanders, met a similar
fate, as did also I laptain Stewart of Phyagill, over whose
grave in Preatonpana kirkyard there is still visible,

though partially weather-worn, an interesting memorial
tablet. Tho loss on tho sido of the Highlanders was
trifling. Four ollicers, and between 30 and 40 privates,

were Killed
; and 5 or 6 officers, and between 70 and 80

privates, wounded. After the termination of the light,

the field of battle presented an appalling spectacle,

rarely exhibited in the most bloody conllicts. As
almost all tho slain were cut down by the broadsword
and the scythe, the ground was strewed with legs, arms,
hands, noses, and mutilated bodies, whilo, from the deep
gashes iiilli.-tcil by I bests dreadful weapons, the ground
was literally soaked with gore. See, besides works
cited under CuhLODKN, Mr P. M'Neill's Tranent and
Us Siirrniiiiiliinis (2d cd., Udinb. 1884) and the Autobio-
graphy of Alexander Carlyle, D.D. (1722-1805), who
was a son of tho minister of Prestonpans, beheld the
Jacobite victory from the top of the church steeple, and
himself for 57 years was minister of Invbkesk.
Tho small but populous parish of Prestonpans, contain-

ing also tho villages of Preston and DoLPHINGSTON, is

bounded E and SE by Tranent, SW by Tranent and by
Invcresk in Edinburghshire, NW by tho Firth of Forth.

Its utmost length, from NK to SW, is 2g miles ; its breadth
varies between 3 furlongs and 1J mile ; and its area is

14294 acres, of which 135£ are foreshore. The surface

rises gently from the shore, attaining 100 feet above sea-

level at the railway station, and 200 at the Tranent
border. The beach is low and sandy, with a bulwark
of low reefs, much shattered and water-worn along its

margin ; and it commands a picturesque prospect of the
Firth of Forth and the southern parts of Fife. Ravens-
haugh Burn runs along the boundary with Edinburgh-
shire. The rocks belong mainly to the Carboniferous

Limestone series ; and coal was wrought in this parish

as early perhaps as in any district in Scotland, and
continues still to be largely worked, the recent growth
of the population being due to an increase in mining
activity. Ironstone and fireclay also occur, and aro

turned to profitable account in connection with the

mining operations. The prevailing soil is loam, partly

heavy on a clay bottom, partly light on a sandy or

gravelly bottom. Upwards of 1000 acres are under
cultivation. The chief mansions, both noticed separ-

ately, are Prestongrange and Drumore ; and 4 pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of more than £500,
4 of between £100 and £500. Prestonpans is in the

presbytery of Haddington and the synod of Lothian
and Twi'eddalc ; the living was, in 1873, estimated to be

worth £543. The original name of a hamlet near by was
Aldhammer ; but this early gave way to Priestistoun

or Prieststown, which was gradually abbreviated into

Preston ; and that (which was the name under which the

district was erected into a parish by act of parliament

in 1606) was, in its turn, superseded by successively

Salt-Preston and Prestonpans. An ancient chapel,

which was situated at Preston, and which was

a vicarage of the monks of Holyrood, in 1544 was
burned, in common with the town and castle of Preston,

by the Earl of Hertford, and never afterwards repaired.

Another ancient chapel, situated within what is now
the West Kirkyard, towards the W end of the town of

Prestonpans, was in pre-Keformation times supplied by
the monks of Newbattle, who were then the owners of

most of the property in that quarter, but, excepting old

stones built into the walls, no trace of it remains.

The inhabitants of the two baronies, the eastern and

western, or Preston and Prestongrange, into which the

parish was distributed, seem, for a time after the

monastic services were discontinued, to have tacitly

atta- lo-d them elves to Tranent
;
but were quite unduly

provided for, and could obtain but limited access to the

interior of the church. Mr John Davidson (1550-1604),
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who was minister for the last eight years of his life, at

length built, largely at his own expense, a church and a

manse in the village of Prestonpans, to which a glebe,

garden, and stipend were attached by George Hamilton
of Preston ; and he also founded here a school for the

teaching of the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages,

and endowed it with all his property, free, movable,

and heritable. The grammarian, Alexander Hume,
was its first master from 1606 till 1616. In 1595 the

General Assembly declared Prestonpans to be a parish

quoad sacra, and in 1606 the parliament of Perth

'erected the said newly-built kirk into a parish kirk,

which was to be called the parish kirk of Preston.'

The public school, erected under the Education Act of

1873, with accommodation for 400 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 341, and a grant of £298,

7s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £8194, (1885) £11,798, 14s.

Pop. (1801) 1964, (1831) 2322, (1861) 20S0, (1871) 2069,

(1881) 2573.—Ord. Sur., shs. 33, 32, 1863-57.

Preston Tower. See Preston, Prestonpans.

Prestwick, a small town in Monkton and Prestwick

parish, Kyle district, Ayrshire, within 3 furlongs of the

sea-shore, and 2| miles N by E of Ayr. Its age, and
especially its constitution as a burgh of barony, are

remarkable, and strongly resemble those of the curious

neighbouring burgh of Newton-upon-Ayr. A charter,

confirming and renewing its privileges, was granted by

James VI. as administrator-in-law for his eldest son,

then a minor, Henry, Duke of Rothesay, Earl of Kyle,

Carrick, and Cunninghams, Lord of the Isles, and Prince

Stewart of Scotland. The charter is dated 19 June
1600, and expressly says that Prestwick was known to

have been a free burgh of barony beyond the memory of

man, for the space of 617 years before the date of

renewal. The burgh has power to elect every two years

a provost, 2 bailies, and councillors, to grant franchises

for several trades, and to hold a market weekly, and a

fair on the feast of St Nicholas, 6 December. The free-

men, or barons as they are called, are 36 in number.
The burgh lands belonging to them as an incorporation

extend in a broad strip along the Pow Burn to a line 1£
mile nearer Ayr, and comprehend about 800 acres.

The lands used to be distributed in lots among the free-

men, and did not remain in perpetuity, but were drawn
for every 19 years. Part of them long existed as a

common, on which each of the freemen had a right of

pasturing a certain number of sheep and cattle ; but
this, many years ago, was divided and appropriated in

the same way as the rest of the barony. Freemen could

not sell their lots or shares, or the baronial rights

which belong to them, without the consent of the cor-

poration ; and females succeeded equally with males to

the inheritance of the freeholds. A freeman might, for

an offence, be sent to prison, but not locked up
;
and,

if he came out without being liberated by the judicial

sentence of the magistrates, he forfeited all his corpora-

tion privileges and property. In 1850, however, all

restrictions were abolished, and the land is now held in

the same way as other heritable land in Scotland.

Within the last few years Prestwick has become the
headquarters of golfing in the West of Scotland, and at

the same time a favourite watering-place, so that in
summer it is crowded with visitors. It has a post office

under Ayr, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, a station on the Ayr branch (1838-
40) oftheGlasgowand South-Western railway, an ancient
market cross, a town-hall, a cemetery, Free and U.P.
churches, and a public school. The town-hall, built
about 1837, is a handsome edifice, with a Gothic spire.

The Free church, built in 1874 at a cost of £1600,
contains 450 sittings. The U.P. church was opened
in 1884 ; and the public school, accommodating 320
children, in 1882. Pop. (1793) 260, (1837) 758, (1861)
851, (1871) 750, (1881) 1064, of whom 596 were females.

Houses (1881) 231 inhabited, 99 vacant, 13 building.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863. See Monkton, and John
Fullarton's Records of the Burgh of Preslwickfrom 1470
to 1782 (Glasg., Maitland Club, 1834).

Prestwick Toll or New Prestwick, a village in Monk-
ton and Newton-upon-Ayr parishes, Ayrshire, 1 mile S
by W of Prestwick. Pop. (1871) 468, (1881) 734, of
whom 337 were in Newton-upon-Ayr parish.

Priesthill. See Muirkirk.
Primside Mill, a village in Morebattle parish, Rox-

burghshire, 1 mile SSW of Yetholm.
Prinlaws. See Leslie.
Prior Bank, a seat in Melrose parish, Roxburghshire,

in the immediate vicinity of Melrose town. For the last

eighteen years of his life it was the favourite residence
of the Edinburgh publisher, William Tait (1792-1864),
who welcomed Kossuth here in 1851 ; and at his death
it passed to his brother-in-law, Adam Black (1784-1874),
lord provost of Edinburgh 1843-48, and Liberal M.P.
for that city 1856-65.— Ore?. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Priorhill, a village in Canonbie parish, Dumfries-
shire, close to Canonbie station.

Prosen Water, a troutful stream of NW Forfarshire,

rising at an altitude of 2750 feet on the western slope
of Mayar (3043 feet), and running 18 miles south-east-
ward through the northern section of Kirriemuir parish,

and along the borders of Cortachy, Kingoldrum, and
Kirriemuir proper, till, after a total descent of nearly
2400 feet, it falls into the South Esk at a point 1£ mile
SE of Cortachy Castle. It receives, in its progress,

Farchal, Cramie, Glenlogie, Inchmill, Glenuig, Glen-
cally, and Corogie Burns

; traverses, till near its mouth,
a deep mountain glen, called from it Glenprosen ; and
on the Shawfield estate threads a narrow wooded gorge,
the 'Loup,' where a fugitive of the '45 is said to have
leapt the channel from rock to rock.

—

Ord. Sur., shs.

65, 56, 1870.

Protstownhill, a village in Gamrie parish, Banffshire,

If mile E of Gardenstown.
Provanhall, a village in Shettleston parish, Lanark-

shire, 2 miles NNW of Baillieston station.

Pulteneytown. See Wick.
Purves Hall, a mansion in Eccles parish, Berwickshire,

3| miles E by S of Greenlaw. Its owner, Charles
Hyde Home-Purves, Esq. (b. 1850 ; sue. 1867), is heir
to the Marciimont estate, and himself holds 750 acres

in the shire, valued at £1236 per annum.— Ore?. Sur.,
sh. 25, 1865.

Q
QUAICH. See Quoich and Glenqitaich.

Quair Water, a troutful stream of Traquair
parish, Peeblesshire, rising on the E side of Dun
Rig at an altitude of 2100 feet, close to the Sel-

kirkshire boundary, and running 6£ miles north-east-

ward, till, after a descent of 1650 feet, it falls into the

Tweed at a point 5 furlongs S of Innerleithen. It is

fed by Newhall, Curly, and Fingland Burns, each
nearly equal to itself in length and volume ; and it

has been celebrated in several lyrics, of which that by
Nicol begins, 'Where Quair rins sweet amang the
llowcrs. '—Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Quanterness. See Kirkwall.
Quarff, an ancient quoad civilia parish and a modern

quoad sacra parish in the S of Shetland. The ancient
quoad civilia parish, forming a narrow part of the
mainland, 6 miles SSW of Lerwick, extends lj milo
from sea to sea, between the East and West Voes of
Quarff. It chiefly consists of an inhabited valley If
mile long and i mile broad, with pastoral hill Hanks

;

and, together with the ancient quoad civilia parish of

Burra, is united to Bressay. The modern quoad sacra

parish comprises the ancient parishes of Quarff and
Burra; was constituted by the General Assembly in
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QUARRELTON QUEENSFERRY

1881, and reconstituted by the Court of Teinds prior

t.. is:.ii
j tnd is in the pNabyteiy of Lervrlok and synod

<>l Shetland. Its church is a Cm rninent one, ami eon-

taini StlO sittings. Pop. of q. s. parish (1871) 362, (1S81)

918.

Quarrelton. n collier village, in tho SW of Abbey
]<an>h, Rcnfrowshiro, 4 mile S of Johnstone.

Quarrolwood. a hamlet in Kirkinahoo parish, Duin-
fri, sshiio, 3} miles N by W of Dumfries.

Quarter. I in.insion in Largs pariah, Avrsliiro, near

tho shore of tho Birth of Clyde, 2J miles XN W of Largs
town.

Quarter, an estate, with a mansion, in Dunipaco

1
iii-ii. Stirlingabiin, If mila N by "W of Denny.
Quarter, an estate in Hroughton parish, Peeblesshire,

on Holms Water, '2\ miles SSW of Broughton station.

It was sold in 17-11 to Thomas Twoedio, a cadet of the
Tw.vdies of Ot.lVKK. See llACHAN HOUSE.

Quarter Ironworks and Darngaber, a conjoint villago

in Hamilton pariah, Lanarkshire, 3 miles S of Hamilton
to»n and 4 mile EXE of Quarter Road station on tho
St rat haven branch of the Caledonian railway. It has a

post offico (Quarter) under Hamilton, an Established

chapel of ease, a public school, and iron-works with five

blast furnaces. 1 he chapel of ease is an Early Decorated
edifice of 1SS4, containing 430 sittings. Pop. (1871)

644, (1881) 886.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Quarter. West. See Westquartkii.
Queensberry, a mountain (2285 feet) in Closcburn

parish. X Dumfriesshire, 13 mile SE of the nearest point
of Lanarkshire. N by E of Wee Queensberry (1675
feet), 7 miles WSW of Moffat, and 7J—but 12 to walk
—JkNE of ThornhilL Sending down its eastern base
into the parish of Kirkpatrick-Juxta, and lifting its

summit but a brief way from tho extreme angle of the
deep indentation made by Lanarkshire into Dumfries-
shire, it forms, with its fine, bold, sombre mass, a strik-

ing feature in many rich scenic landscapes. Its suffix

is tho Anglo-Saxon berg, 'a hill,' softened into berry;

and, situated amid a congeries of noble heights, but
queening it over them all like a sovereign among her
courtiers, it is truly the 'queen hill' of a rich and
superb district. About 1802 Hogg, the Ettrick Shep-
herd, was tending his master's ewes on the slopes of

Queensberry, when he received a visit from James and
Allan Cunningham. See Dkumlanrig.— Ord. Sur.,

shs. 16, 10, 1864.

Queen's Cairn. See Stitchell.
Queensferry or South Queensferry, a small town and

yet smaller parish of Linlithgowshire. The town is a
royal and parliamentary burgh, the royal comprising all

the parish of Queensferry, and the parliamentary ex-

tending into Dalmeny. It stands on the southern shore

of the Firth of Forth, here only 1| mile broad, and lias

a station on a branch line of the Xorth British, 5§ miles

X by W of Ritho Junction and 13| WXW of Edin-
burgh, from which by road it is 9 miles distant. Its

site is a belt of low ground at a point opposite the

peninsnla of Xorth Queensferry, and the intermediate

island of Inchgarvie, where the firth is suddenly and
briefly, but very greatly, contracted in breadth. The
ground behind the town rises abruptly ; and imme-
diately at the summit, or even on the slope of the steep

bank, becomes open agricultural country. The town
comes first into notice as the station at which St Mar-
garet, the queen of Malcolm Ceannmor, passed the
Forth in her numerous excursions between Edinburgh
and Dunfermline during 1068 and 1093 ; and it received

in hononr of her, both its present name, and some early

Latin designations of similar import, e.g., Partus Regince

(1164) and Paaagi/wm Regince (1182). Malcolm IV.,

the great-grandson of Margaret, made the monks of

Dunfermline a grant of the right of ferry at the place,

and of a small piece of ground within the limits of the

present royalty,—a grant which probably led almost
immediately to the erection of the town

;
and, in 1164,

he granted also to the monks of Scone a free passage
here for the abbot, the monks, and their men. In 1294
1'ope Gregory confirmed to the abbey of Dunfermline

' dimidium Passagii Sanctoe Margaritas Reginm ;' and in

a charter (13ii:i) of general confirmation of regality juris-

dictions by David II. to tho monks of Dunfermline)
• Pa Barium' figures as a burgh of regality along with
•Dunfermlyno, Kirkcaldy, and Muskilburgh.' The
place, as a burgh of regality, was again granted to the

nks by Robert I., regranted by Robert III., and con-

firmed in 1450 by James IV. A now charter was
granted, in by Charles I., confirming tho preced-
in

j

royal giants, but at the samo time confirming a
charter by Robert, commendator of Dunfermline. As
this is the latest extant charter, and tho rocord of tho
Cival. Seal for the, period is defective, no evidence exists

as to tho precise year when the town was erected into a
royal burgh. Yet proof is decisive that the erection

took place before 1641, as tho Scots Act of 1641 ratifies

ami approves of the charter of erection into ' ane freo

Burgh Boyall and in ano free Port, Haven, and Harbour,
with tho liaill liberties, privileges, and immunities per-

taining to ane free Burgh Royall.' In 1639 a com-
missioner from it appears for tho first time to have
sat in parliament ; and in the parliament of the
following year ho recorded a protest that he had
produced bis commission for Queensferry as a royal

burgh, and that 'ho had ridden, sitten, and voyced in

this parliament as the rest of commissioners of burghs.'

lie was confronted by a <• lor-pr.il.cst on tho part of

the burgh of Linlithgow, that he 'had neithor riddin,

sit tin, nor voyced in parliament for tho Queensferry;'
but in 1641, the same Act of Parliament which erected

tho place into a separate parish, freed it from the gall-

ing opposition of Linlithgow, and definitely recognised

it as a royal burgh.
Queensferry, in spite of its antiquity and historical

importance, has always been small ; nor has it ever been
enriched by much commerce, or dignified by great events.

Its principal street varies in width, but is generally nar-

row, and wends irregularly to a total length of 650
yards, partly along the shore and partly into the in-

terior. A street of 200 yards goes off from this at right

angles, with a terrace along the road leading to Kirk-

liston. Three short alleys lead down to the harbour,

and a fourth leads to the parish school-house. These
streets and lanes compose the whole town. Only a
square tower, with E and S wings, remains of a Carmelite

friary, dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and built and
endowed by Sir George Dundasof Dundas asearlyasl332.

In 1884 tho present Mr Dundas of Inchgarvie announced
his intention of converting this fragment into a public

reading-room. The plain parish church, built in 1633
and refitted in 1821, contains 400 sittings, and has an
excellent bell, bearing date 1635. Queensferry besides

has a U. P. church, a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a branch of

the Clydesdale Bank, a water supply (1819), gasworks,

a town -hall, a pleasure fair on the second Friday of

August, and four hotels, of which that at Xcwhal'ls is

the ' Hawes Inn ' of Scott's Antiquary. The harbour

and terry works of Xorth and South Queensferry, Xew-
halls, and Port-Edgar were greatly improved in 1809-18,

from designs by Rennie, at a cost of £33,825 ; and in

1877-78 the Xorth British Railway Co. expended a

further sum of £30,000 on the construction of a timber

landing jetty, 900 feet long, a whinstone breakwater,

1300 feet long, a new railway station, etc. A ferry

steamboat, the 'Queen Margaret,' was placed on the

pa age in 1821 ; but the opening of the Granton and
Burntisland ferry has greatly diminished the number of

passengers, who in 1811 numbered 228 to 447 a day.

It remains to he seen what will be the effects of the

completion, about 1888, of tho great Forth Bridge (see

Fohtii and Xortii British Railway), whose construc-

tion in the summer of 1884 was employing 1200 men, of

whom 1000 were resident either in South or in Xorth
Queensferry ; but there can be little or no doubt that

its completion will be highly beneficial to the place.

In the 17th century, about 20 vessels, most of them
large brigs, belonged to Queensferry, and some trade

in ship-building was carried on. But now no vessel be-
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longs to the port, nor are any built at it ; and the com-
merce of the place consists principally of a coasting

trade in coals, manures, and barley inward, and in

stones and potatoes outward. Herring fishing is a chief

employment during the winter months ; and there are

connected with it a dozen boats belonging to the town.

George IV. embarked at Port- Edgar, 15 Aug. 1822, on

his return to England ; on 5 Sept. 1842, the Queen
and Prince Albei t drove from Dalkeith to South Queens-

ferry, embarked on the ' William Adam,' and, after a

short cruise up the Forth, landed at North Qneensferry,

whence they drove on to Scone ; on 23 Aug. 1884

the Prince and Princess of Wales, after visiting the

Forth Bridge Works, drove through the town on
their way from Dalmeny to Hopetoun ; and shortly

afterwards the Forth Bridge Works were visited by
Mr Gladstone and Sir Stafford Northcote. The parish,

formed out of Dalmeny in 1636, is in the presbytery

of Linlithgow and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale
;

the living is worth £355. The town is governed
by a provost (which
office has been held

by the Earls of Hope-
toun and Rosebery),

2 bailies, and 6 coun-

cillors, and they,

in 1882, adopted
in part the General

Police Act. The
magistrates have
jurisdiction not only

within the royalty

but also in the par-

liamentary bounds,
which include the

Forth Bridge ; and
in olden times they
were in the habit

of exercising juris-

diction much beyond
this. Qneensferry
unites with Stir-

ling, In verkei thing, Dunfermline, and Culross in send-
ing a member to parliament. The burgh became
bankrupt in 1881, but obtained its discharge on a
composition of 12s. 6d. per £ in 1882, and in 1883
and 1884 it had a corporation revenue of £120, ex-

clusive of assessments. The municipal and the parlia-

mentary constituency numbered 243 and 204 in 1885,
when the annual value of real property within the
parliamentary burgh amounted to £6978, 5s. (£3127
in 1875). Pop. (1841) 1233, (1851) 1195, (1861)
1230, (1871) 1521, (1881) 1966, of whom 1136 were
males, 290 belonged to the ' Royal Warden ' training
ship, and 1676 were in the parliamentary burgh, 1064
in the royal burgh or parish of Queensferry.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 32, 1857. See W. W. Fyfe's Summer Life
on Land and Water at South Queensferrii (Edinb.
1851).

Queensferry, North, a village of Fife in the detached
section of the civil parish of Dunfermline, but (since

1855) in the ecclesiastical parish of Inverkeithing, at the
extremity of Ferryhill peninsula, on the N coast of the
Firth of Forth, directly opposite Queensferry, and If
mile S of Inverkeithing. William, Bishop of St
Andrews, in 1323 gave its chapel of St James to the
abbey of Dunfermline ; in 1781, alter the visit of Paul
Jones to the firth, it acquired a battery, long ago dis-
mantled. A favourite summer resort for sea-bathing,
it lias a post office, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments, a railway station, a coast-
guard station, a Free church, and a public school.
Pop. (1831) 434, (1861) 309, (1871) 382, (1881) 300.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Seal uf Queensferry.

QUOTHQUAN

Queensferry, South. See Queensferry.
Queenshill, a mansion in Tongland parish, Kirk-

cudbrightshire, 2 miles N of Tarff station. It was the
residence and death-place of James Beaumont Neilson,

C.B. (1792-1863), inventor of the famous hot-blast, to
whose memory a pyramid, 35 feet high, was erected in

1883. His son, Walter Montgomerie Neilson, Esq. (b.

1819), holds 1822 acres in the shire, valued at £1559 per
annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Queich. See Gi.enquaich.
Queich, North, a rivulet of Kinross-shire, rising

among the Ochil Hills, adjacent to the boundary with
Perthshire, and running 6i miles east-by-southward,

chiefly within Orwell parish, but for 2 miles along or

close to the boundary with Kinross, till it falls into the

NW corner of Loch Leven, 1 mile SE of Milnathort.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Queich, South, a rivulet, party of Perthshire, but
chiefly of Kinross-shire. It rises among the Ochils,

within the Perthshire border, 1^ mile WNW of the
source of the North Queich

;
begins, a little below its

source, to trace for nearly 4 miles the boundary between
the two counties ; then runs 4^ miles east-by-south-

ward through Kinross parish ; and falls into Loch
Leven at the S end of Kinross town.

—

Urd. Sur., sh. 40,

1867.

Quendale Bay, a bay towards the southern extremity
of Dunrossness parish, Shetland. Opening from the
SW, it is flanked by Fitful Head and Scatness (the latter

1J mile W by N of Sumburgh Head) ; and it measures

3§ miles across the entrance, and 2| miles thence to

its inmost recess. It is esteemed a good natural

harbour. Quendale House, at its head, 23 miles SSW
of Lerwick, is the seat of Andrew John Grierson, Esq.

(b. 1832 ; sue. 1863), who holds 22,006 acres, valued at

£1132 per annum.
Quinag. See Assynt.
Quiraing, a mountain (1779 feet) in Kilmuir parish,

Isle of Skye, Inverness-shire, 2 miles WNW of Sten-
scholl, 6 NE of Uig, and 20 N by W of Portree. Con-
sisting of amygdaloidal trap, and apparently formed by
volcanic eruption, it ascends very steeply, almost
murally on the NE side ; and is capped with a kind of

crater, from which it takes its name (Gael, cuith-fhir-

Fhinn, ' pit of the men of Fingal '). The rim around
the summit resembles a strong, rough, lofty rampart,
with only three or four gaps or fissures affording access

to the interior. The principal gap is a steep narrow
passage, obstructed by debris, and overhung by a tall,

tapering, isolated pinnacle, the ' Needle ;
' and the

rampart all round, except at the gaps, shows distinct

basaltic formation in columnar, pyramidal, and other
forms. Through the gaps one gains picturesque
glimpses of sea and land ; and the hollow itself could
shield 4000 head of black cattle, and indeed was pro-

bably used in olden times as a place of retreat and
concealment from invasion. From the bottom of it rises

an oblong tabular mass or truncated rocky hill, the flat

and turf-covered 'Table,' which measures 300 feet long
and 180 broad. Such is this 'nightmare of nature,'

this huge ' basaltic cathedral,' which in 1872 was
ascended on foot by the Empress Eugenie and the
Prince Imperial. See chaps, vii. and xi. of Alex.
Smith's Summer in Skyc (1865).

Quivox, St. See Sr Quivox.
Quoich Water, a stream of Crathio and Braemar

parish, Aberdeenshire, formed by two head-streams on
the eastern side of Benabourd at an altitude of 2273
feet, and winding 8^ miles south-by-eastward, till it

falls into the Dee at a point 1J mile WSW of Castleton.

It forms, 1 mile above its mouth, a beautiful waterfall,

the Linn of Quoich, its steep ravine being fringed with
birch and pine.—Ord. Sur., sh. 65, 1870.

Quothquan. See LlBBE&TON.
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KAAs.W RAASAY

Raasay f8oaodi Boo, 'a roa deer,
1 and «y, 'an

island '), an island in Poitroo parish, Inverness-

iblit, an. I lying between the centre of tho E
. oast .>! Skyo iii.l tho Applei-ross district of Ross-

»liir.'. From the former i( is asperated by the Sound of

li.iis.iv, !•[ inil.'s wide it tho N ond of tho island, 2J at

tho oeutrv, and 1 inilo opposite linasay llonso, at tho
Natr.«ws ,>t lii.i.i\. l-'nnn Applecross it is soparated
l»y tho Inner Sound, miles wide at tho N end, 8jj

oj.posite Apple. i..ss Hay, and Oij at tho S end. At tho

N ond is tho small Eilean Tigh, which is practically

part .'t' Kaa.say, and this is separated from South liona

m Kyle Bonn, 4 mile wide. One and one-eighth mile
SSW ol Kit. an Tigh is Kilenn Fladday, from which
l: i i -a-, i- i i.arati'd by Kyle Fla.l.li, which is dry from
halt ti'!.- to half-tide. On tho S the island is separated
from tho peninsula of Skyo which stands out between
Loch Sligaehan and Loch Ainort, by a strait 1 mile
wide, and from Scalpay on the SE by Kyle More, J mile

« Rusty Sound has a depth varying from 78 to

us, ami tho Inner Sound is 77 fathoms at tho

S end, 130 oil" Brochel Hay, and 138 (tho greatest

depth) opposito the S end of Hona. Tho deepest parts

ore in the centre, where they form depressions consider-

ably below tho bottom of the sea in the neighbourhood
of Skyo. These depressions unite at the N end of Rona,
nn 1 form a basin running northward into tho Minch to

nearly a lino drawn from tho mouth of Loch Ewe to

Stornoway, but gradually widening and becoming more
shallow as it passes N. The whole basin may be taken
as bounded by tho 50-fathom line, and Professor James
Gcikio attributes its formation to the action of ice. Tho
tidal current in the Sound, particularly in tho narrow
part S of Portree Bay, is very strong. At the SE end
of Kyle Rona is the island of Garbh Eilean and the
smaller Eilean -an-Fhraoich. Between Eilean Tigh and
Eilean Fladday is Loch a Sguirr, 14. mile wide between
the islands, and a mile deep. To the S of Eilean
Fladday is the long point of Ard-an-Torrain, immediately
to the S of which is Loch Arnish, 1 mile wide across

the mouth, and 1 mile deep. The point to the S of

this is Manish Point, and close to it is Manish Island.

Five miles farther S is Holoraan Island, with Holoman
Bay beyond and Oskaig Point at tho S side. Half-a-

xnile NNW of this point are the rocks known as Sgeir

Chnapach, and 1 mile SW in the middle of the

channel is M'Millan's Rock. On tho NE side of tho

Narrows of Raasay is Churchton Bay, which is the last

indentation on the W side of tho island. The E side is

but little indented, but near the centre is the sweep
sometimes known as Brochel Bay. The total length of

the island, inclusive of Eilean Tigh, is 13 miles, and
the width 1J mile opposite the middlo of Kyle Fladda,

2J miles in centre, and 3J miles at tho widest part

at Raasay House. The total area, inclusive of the fore-

shore, is 15,704 384 acres. From the N end down to

opposite Loch Arnish, the rocks are Laurentian, and
from that to the centre of the island, they are Cambrian.

To the Sof this the deposits are estuarine beds of oolitic

age, overlaid uncomformably by a thick series of vol-

canic rocks belonging to the Tertiary period. The oolitic

beds are exposed all across the island near the centre,

and also down the eastern coast from this to the extreme

S end of the island. The surface is irregular, but may
be described generally as one long ridge broken by
transverse hollows with a long slope towards the low

shores on the W, and a steep slope bounded by a long

range of cliffs on the E. Speaking of the latter, Dr
Maccnlloch says that ' On this side, scenes of consider-

able grandeur occur, generally marked by great breadth

and simplicity of manner, and by powerful effect ; at

times, however, verging to an artificial character, in the

architectural regularity of the flat sandstone cliffs, which
are frequently split into columnar and conical forms,

rising like towers above the deep, dark sea that washes
234

bases. Tl 10 nouses pi died nn thoso summits
seem more iikouio retreats oi the birds thathover round
them than tho habitations of human beings ; tho eye
from bolow scarcely distinguishing thorn, far less their

inhabitants, The grandeurof these long-extended walls

of rocks is often varied by the enormous fractures and
dislocations which have at diU'crent times taken place;
masses of immense bulk having been occasionally sepa-
rated so as lo form a second ridge bolow them ; while,
in other placeB, huge piles of ruin cover their slopes with
fragments advancing far into tho soa, and strowing tho

sl with rocks.' More than a third of the whole
island is over 500 foot above sea-level, the highest points
being Beinn na h-Iolain; (820) in the part N of Loch
Arnish, Beinn a Chapuill (1211) S of Brochel Castle,

and (be flat-topped Dun Caan (1456)—on the summit
ol win, li I'.oswell danced merrily—the highest point of

the island. From the last there is a very fine and ex-

tensive view of the Hebrides, tho western coast of Ross,
and the north-western portions of Inverness-shire. Tho
greater part of tho surface of Raasay is barren and
heathy, but on the strip of secondary rocks on the E
side along the top of the cliffs tho soil can be tilled to

advantage, as well as in tho flat portion about the
mansion-house at tho extreme SW of tho island. There
is but little wood, a considerable amount of natural

wood and coppice that once existed having been almost
entirely cut down for fuel in the wet seasons of 1836
and 1837, when the peats were too wet to burn. Except
tho clilfs on tho E, the wooded part about the mansion-
house and tho shores of Loch Arnish, with their birch

coppice and bold clilfs, there is but little of what may
be called scenery in the island. The drainage is effected

by a large number of small streams flowing mostly to

the Sound of Raasay. Of these the largest from 1ST to

S are Manishmoro Burn, Glam Burn, Storab Burn, and
Inverarish Burn, tho latter entering the sea near the

mansion-house. In a hut in tho glen of the Glam, Prince

Charles Edward found a brief refuge after leaving Flora

Macdonald. Storab Burn rises from Loch-na-Meilich

high up Dun Caan, and tho Inverarish from Loch-na-

Mna a little to the SSE. Of the latter Boswell tells a

curious legend. Raasay and the adjacent islands be-

longed for about 500 years to the Macleods of Raasay,

cadets of the Macleods of Lewis, often known as

M'Gillieeallum of Raasay, and it was by one of this

family that Dr Johnson and Boswell were so hospitably

entertained in 1773. Raasay was, however, among tho

many proprietors ruined in the destitution crisis of 1846,

and the estate passed into tho hands of Mr Rainy, who
cleared a considerable portion of the crofter population

in order to lay out sheep farms. His son, who succeeded,

made an early and interesting experiment on the crofter

question. He established himself as a resident pro-

prietor, interested himself in the welfare of the people

—

who then included 104 crofters, with an average rent of

less than £5, and 65 cottars—and provided work for

them in fencing, draining, trenching, etc., and at tho

end of four years found he had been spending over £400
a year more than his rental, whilo tho condition of the

people was in no way improved. On his death tho

estate was sold in 1872 to Mr G. G. M'Kay. The mania
for highland sport having sprung up, it was resold, in

1874, to a Mr Armitage for about £60,000, to be par-

tially converted into a deer forest ; and again, in 1876,

to the present proprietor, Mr E. H. Wood, who keeps

more than half the island in his own hands for sporting

purposes, the rest being in the hands of crofters, lotters,

and cottars. The present proprietor has made a large

number of improvements since the property passed into

his possession, and the only complaints his tenants had
to make before the recent Crofters' Commission was about

damage dona by game, and bad land—the latter agrievanco

which, unfortunately, no Act of Parliament can remedy.

Tho mansion-house is pleasantly situated near the shore

4
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of Church Bay on the SW ; and here is also the Free

church of the island, the clachan, and the post office,

which is under Portree. The railway steamer calls here

on the voyage between Stroine Ferry and Portree, both

going and coming. The distance from the former place

is, in a straight line, 19J miles, and by the steamer

route about 25. The interesting ruin of Brochel Castle

on the E coast is separately noticed. Pop. (1841) 647,

(1861) 388, (1871) 389, (1881) 478, of whom 241 were

males and 237 females. — Ord. Sur., shs. 81, 71,

1882-85.

Rabbit Islands, three islets of Tongue parish,

Sutherland, in the mouth of Tongue Bay. The two

largest rise to a height of 100 feet, and all three have

a sandy soil covered with verdure. They take their

name from being occupied by swarms of rabbits, but

they were anciently designated Eilean-na-Gaeil, signify-

ing the island of strangers ; and they are said to have

got that name from having been a landing place of

the Danes. They enclose good anchorage for ships of

any burden.—Ord. Sur., sh. 114, 1880.

Rachan House, a mansion in Broughton parish,

Peeblesshire, near the left bank of Holms Water, 9

furlongs SSE of Broughton station, and 6A miles ESE of

Biggar, under which there is a post office of Rachan Mill.

A modern two-story building in the style of an Italian

villa, it has beautiful well-wooded grounds. Its owner,

James Tweedic, Esq. of Quarter and Eachan (b. 1831 ;

sue. 1855), holds 11,151 acres in the shire, valued at

£4059 per annum. During 1838-60 he and his father

spent £80,000 on the purchase of Rachan and other

properties ; and Rachan, from at least 1406 till 1752,

belonged to the Geddeses, of whom James Geddes
(1710-48) was author of An Essay on Hie Composition

of the Ancients.—Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Racks, a village in Torthorwald parish, Dumfries-

shire, near the left bank of Lochar Water, with a

station on the Glasgow and South-Western railway, 3|
miles ESE of Dumfries.
Rackwick, Bow of. See Noor.
Raddery House, a mansion in Rosemarkie parish,

Ross-shire, 4 miles NNW of Fortrose.

Radernie. See Cameron.
Raeberry, a stronghold of the Maclellans on the

coast of Kirkcudbright parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, 6|
miles SSE of the town. It stood on the crest of a terrific

precipice overhanging the Solway Firth ; was defended,

on the landward side, by a strong wall and a deep fosse,

the latter spanned by a huge drawbridge ; suffered

demolition of its main buildings about the middle of

the 16th, of its defensive wall and drawbridge about the

middle of the 18th, century ; and is now represented by
only the site and the fosse. It was hence that Sir

Patrick Maclellan was carried prisoner to Til reave.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Raehills, a mansion in Johnstone parish, Dumfries-
shire, near the right bank of Kinnel Water, 10 miles
NNW of Lockerbie. A noble castellated edifice in the
Tudor style, with very beautiful grounds, it was built

in 1786 by James, third Earl of Ilopetoun, and received
a large edition in 1834. The Earl of Hopetoun in

1792 inherited the estates of his grand-uncle, George,
third Marquess of Annandalo ; and Anne, his daughter,
and the heiress to those estates, married her kinsman,
Admiral Sir William Johnstone-Hope, G.C.B. Their
great-grandson, John James Hope-Johnstone, Esq. of
Annandale (b. 1842 ; sue. 1876), lays claim to the
Annandale marquessate, was Conservative member for

Dumfriesshire from 1874 to 1880, and holds 64,079
acres in the shire, valued at £27,884 per annum. See
Annandale, Locuwood, and Loujimaisen.— Ord. Sur.,
sh. 10, 1864.

Raemoir, a mansion in Banchory-Ternan parish, Kin-
cardiueshire, 3 miles N of Banchory. Its owner, Alex-
ander Innes, Esq. (b. 1846 ; sue. 1883), holds 4750
acres in the shire, valued at £2847 per annum.

—

Ord.
Sur., shs. 76, 66, 1874-71.

Rafford, a parish, containing a village of the same
name, in the NW of Elginshire. It is bounded N by

Kinloss parish, ESE by the parishes of Alves and Elgin,
SE by the parish of Dallas, S and SW by the parish of
Edinkillie, and W by the parish of Forres. The
boundary on the SE and part of the S is formed by the
Lochty or Black Burn and the Loch of Romach for a
distance of over 5J miles to the source of the burn.
The Burn of Altyre also forms the boundary on the S
border for about \ mile, and the Findhorn for about J
mile at the extreme W corner above the point where the
parishes of Rafford, Edinkillie, and Forres meet in the
centre of the river. Elsewhere the line is artificial.

The shape of the parish is highly irregular, a long horn-
like projection of the parish of Forres indenting the
western side to a depth of 3J miles, and almost separat-
ing a northern triangular portion from the rest. This
triangular portion, comprising about a third of the
whole area, is united to the more compact southern
portion by a neck, £ mile wide, to the N of Bognie. The
northern part is 3 miles from NNW to SSE, and 3 miles
wide along the northern border ; the southern part
measures 3| miles from N to S through the village of
Eafford, and fully 6i miles from the point where the
parishes of Rafford, Edinkillie, and Forres meet on the
Findhorn E by N to the point where the parishes of
Elgin, Dallas, and Rafford meet on the Lochty. The
total area is 12,504-106 acres, of which 47 '971 acres are
water. The northern border is low, fiat, and fertile, the
centre undulating, and the S a rough upland reaching
a height of 533 feet on the E side at the northern end
of the road running NNW of Bognie, 731 at the
middle of the same road, 833 at the top of Burgie Hill,
and over 900, on the shoulder of Romach Hill on
the southern border, at the source of the Lochty. The
upper districts have fine views of the ' laich of Moray,'
the Moray Firth, and the hills to the N of it. About
4000 acres in the centre and SW are under wood, and
about as many under tillage, while the rest is mostly
hill pasture or moorland. The soil along the N and
centre is good strong clay or black mould ; elsewhere it

is clay, shallow black mould, sand, rough gravel on an
almost impenetrable subsoil, or reclaimed moss. The
underlying rocks are Silurian (S) and Old Red Sandstone
(centre and N). A coarse grey slate in the former was
once quarried, and a gritty sandstone in the latter is

occasionally worked. The drainage in the N goes to a
small stream that flows through Alves parish to Burg-
head Bay ; in the SE it is carried off by the Lochty,
and in the W by the streams flowing into the Altyre
Burn, and that burn itself, which flows past Forres and
into Findhorn Bay. On the southern border the whole
of Romach Loch (£ mile long by 100 yards wide) is in
the parish, as is also part of Loch of Blairs (3x2
furl.), the rest being in Forres. Both contain good
trout, especially Loch of Blairs, where the fish weigh
from \ to J lb., and are red-fleshed, but they are pre-
served. The parish is an old one, the church having
been the prebend of the sub-chanter of the diocese of
Moray ; but the boundaries were altered in 1657, when
a small portion was given off for the new parish of
Kinloss, and again in 1659, when the pre-Rel'ormation
parish of Altyre was disjoined from Dallas and added
to I! afford. Near the northern border the parish is

traversed for 2| miles by tho main road from Aberdeen
to Inverness, and near the W side for 3 miles by tho
Forres and Perth section of the Highland Railway
system, and by the road from Forres to Grantown.
There are also a largo number of good district roads.

Tho principal residences are Altyro House and Burgie
House, both of which aro separately noticed. Tho
whole district about Altyre House is beautifully wooded.
Tho antiquities aro Sucno's Stone in tho extreme NW"
of the parish, which has been noticed under Forres, and
Burgie and Blervie Towers, which aro separately noticed.

Blcrvio is identified with the Ulern or Vlern, where,
according to some of tho chroniclers, Malcolm I. was
slain in 954. The old name was Blare. Near tho
castlo aro the remains of a stone circle. The site of
Altyre clnirch is on the banks of Altyro Burn, J mile
N of Altyro House. The only distinguished native
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w is Pr Alwnmdei A.I.mi (1741-1809), a famous olassloaJ
scholar una long notor of tii*- Sigh School of Edin-
burgh, Tho Tuuga is by road 2j miles SB of Forres,
which is tint nearest railway station. There is a post

offiot under Forrea, and i cat tic market is held on tho
second Wednesday of November.

The |>»n-h is in tin* presbytery Of Forres and tho
rood of Moray, and the living is worth £315 a year,
Tho parish church, at the village, was built in 1820 after

<: signs hv tiillespio Graham, and is a good Gothic
building containing t!00 sittings. There is also a Froo

church, dnder the school hoard are Rafford, Burgie,
K.'V,,i.l female sehools, which, with accommoda-

1 1 ii for M, Ml. and til pupils respectively, had in 1883
ntteiidances ol 3s, fj. am! 57, and grants of £32, Gs.,

. and £47, 15s. 6d. There tiro four landed
proprietors—tho lairds of Altyre, Blervio, and Burgie,
and the Bar] of Moray. Valuation (1860) £5543, (1884)
£«7Stl. Pop. (1801) 1030, (1831) 992, (1861) 1005,
(1881) 1052.— Ord. Sur., shs. 85, 84, 1876.

Raigmoro, an estate, with a mansion, in Inverness
parish, lnverness-shirc, 1 tnilo distant from the town.
Ita owner, flneaa William Mackintosh, Esq. (b. 1819),
Liberal M.l'. for Inverness 1868-74, holds 6556 acres in

the shire, valued at £4368 per annum.
Rain. See Rayne.
Rait See Kll-sriNniE.

Rait Castle. See Nairn.
Raith, a mansion in Ahhotshall parish, Fife, 2J

miles W of Kirkcaldy. Standing on tho eastern face of
a hill, and originally built in 1694, it has received the
addition of two wings and a fine Ionic portico ; and is

surrounded by extensive and beautifully-wooded grounds,
containing a picturesque artificial lake (1812) of 21 acres.

N' :ir the .summit of the hill, behind the mansion, 400
feet above sea-level, stands square Raith Tower, 54 feet

high, whose top commands a magnificent view of four-

teen or sixteen counties. Sir John de Melville of Raith
swore fealty to Edward I. in 1296 ; and among his

descendants were Sir John Melville, beheaded for

treason in 1549 ; Sir Robert Melville of Murdocairnie
(1627-1621), created Baron Melville of Monimail in

1616 ; hia younger brother, Sir James Melville of Hall-
hill (1530-1607), well known by his curious Memoirs;
and George, fourth Lord Melville, created Earl of

Melville in 1690. (See Melville House.) After his
death in 1707, the estate was purchased by Robert
Ferguson (1690-1781) ; and Raith House was the birth-

place of the Peninsular hero, Gen. Sir Ronald Craufurd
Ferguson, M. P. (1773-1841), whose grandson, Ronald
Craufurd Munro-Ferguson, Esq. (b. 1860 ; sue. 1868),
holds 7135 acres in Fife, 3350 in Elginshire, and 14,582
in Ross-shire, valued at £13,919, £2529, and £3603 per
annum, his father having succeeded to the estates of

JIuirton and Novar in 1864. His grand-uncle and
father represented the Kirkcaldy burghs from 1831 to

1861 ; and he himself was elected Liberal M.P. for

Rosa-shire in 1884. A quoad sacra parish of Raith,
formed out of Abbotshall in 1883, is in the presbytery
of Kirkcaldy and the synod of Fife. Its church is the

former Free church of Abbotshall, acquired by the
Establishment in 1875, and reopened after reconstruc-

tion at a cost of over £5000 on 9 Sept. 1883.—Ord. Sur.,

ah. 40, 1867.

Ralston, an estate in Abbey parish, Renfrewshire,

If mile E of Paisley From an early period down
to the beginning of the 18th century it belonged to

a family of its own name, originally called Ralphston
from their ancestor Ralph ; and in 1800, with some
exception, it was acquired by William Oit, Esq., who
had previously purchased from the Earl of Glasgow a
part of the adjacent estate of Ingliston, and who erected

there a handsome mansion called Ralston House.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Rammerscalea, a modern mansion in Dalton parish,

Dumfriesshire, 3J miles S of Lochrnaben. Standing on
a high eastward slope of the Torthorwald Hills, and
surrounded with a fine expanse of hanging wood, it

commands a view of the greater part of Annandale.
236

lis owner, William Bell Macdouald, Esq. (b. 1845
;

sue. 1862), holds 1050 acres in the shire, valued at

£1188 per annum.—Ord, Sar., sh. 10, 1864.

Ramornie, a mansion in Kettle parish, Fife, 7 fur-

longs E of Ladybank Junction. Its owner, Andrew
Agnew Maitland-Horiot, Esq. (b. 1851 ; sue. 1881),
holds 1050 acres in the shire, valued at £2115 per

annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Ramoth, a village in Kilmadock parish, Perthshire,

8 miles ESE of ThornhiU.
Ramsaycleugh, a hamlet in Ettrick parish, Selkirk-

shire, on the left bank of Ettrick Wain-, 18 miles SW
of Selkirk, under which it has a post office,

Ranfurly Castle. See Kilbarciian.
Rangag, Loch. Seo Latiieron.
Range Castle. See Ai.maci i i..

Rankeillour, Nether, an est ale, with a mansion, in

Collessio parish, Fife, 2 miles NK of Ladybank. It was
Bold to Mr Ii. Nairn, of Kirkcaldy, in 1876 for £43,550.

Rankeillour, Over or Upper, a lino mansion in Moni-
MAIL parish, Fife, 8 miles W by S of Cupar. It was
built by General John Hope, afterwards fourth Earl of

Bopetoun ; and has splendidly wooded grounds. The
estate, which belonged originally to a family of the name
of Rankeillour, at an early period went to a branch of

the Sibbalds of Balgonie ; and, passing in tho time of

Charles II. to Sir Archibald Hope, grandson of tho
celebrated Sir Thomas Hope of Craighall, is now the

property of H. W. Hope, Esq. of Luffness. —Ord. Sur.,

sh. 40, 1867.

Rankle Burn, a stream of Ettrick parish, Selkirkshire,

rising at an altitude of 1350 feet, within i, mile of

Moodlaw Loch, at the meeting-point of Selkirk, Dum-
fries, and Roxburgh shires, and winding 9J miles north-

ward—for 2f miles along the Roberton, and for f mile
along tho Kirkhope, boundary—till, after a total descent

of 635 feet, it falls into Ettrick Water opposite Tushio-

law Tower. It traverses first a wildly moorish tract,

afterwards a deeply sequestered pastoral glen ; is sung
in the ballad of tho Maid of the Hankie Burn; and
abounds in small trout.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Rannoch, Loch, a lake of Fortingall parish, NW
Perthshire. Extending 9$ miles eastward to within
300 yards of Kinloch-Rannoch (21 miles W by N of

Pitlochry), and lying at an altitude of 668 feet above
sea-level, it has a width near its head of only £ mile,

but lower down broadens to from 5J to 9 furlongs.

Throughout its greater part, especially towards the foot,

its depth is from 60 to 85 fathoms ; and it freezes so

well in hard frost at the W end that persons can cross

there on the ice, though the whole surface is not frozen

over oftener, on an average, than once in 30 or 40

years. It abounds in small trout and large salmo-

ferox ; receives at its head the Gauir coming from
Loch Lydoch, at a point 7 furlongs from its head on the

N side the Ericht coming from Loch Ericht, at other

parts of its sides Killichouan, Aulich, Slocna-Creadha,

Dall, and Bogair Burns; discharges all its superfluence

at the foot in the river Tummel ; and contains near

its head an artificial crannoge, on which is a modernised
keep. Flanked along both its sides by ranges of

upland receding from brae and hill to lofty mountain,

it is sky-lined in the distant W by the peaks of

Buachaille-Etive and Glencoe, and nearly overhung in

the near SE by the vast isolated mass of Schiehallion.

Cornfields and birch woods adorn the skirts and lower

braes of its northern flank ; and a great pine forest,

the Black Wood of Rannoch, runs far up all its southern

acclivities, so that, viewed in connection with the basins

of its con tributary waters, and with the diversities and
the distances of the horizon lines, it makes a vast and
imposing display of magnificent scenery. At its head,

12 miles by road W by S of Kinloch-Rannoch, is Ran-

noch Lodge (Sir Robert Menzies, Bart, of Castle-

Menzies) ; and $ mile to the SW is Rannoch Barracks

(Struan- Robertson).—Ord. Sur., shs. 54, 55, 1873-69.

The district of Rannoch is bounded NW by Lochaber,

N by Badenoch, E by Blair A thole, S by the Fortin-

gall and Clenlyon sections of Breadalbaue, and W by
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Glenorchy and Appin. Its greatest length, from E to

W, is 28 miles ; its greatest breadth is 15 nrttes ; and its

area is about 290 square miles. The central part, from

the eastern boundary to the extent of 22 miles westward,

exhibits the picturesqueness of the glen and screens of

Loch Rannoch ; the northern part, excepting a small

section on its northern border occupied by a portion of

wild Loch Ericht, consists entirely of bare, lofty, in-

domitable masses of the Central Grampians, variously

peaked with soaring summits, expanded into plateaux of

moor and loch, and cloven in their lower declivities with

narrow glens ; the southern part, all comparatively of

small breadth, consists of the northern declivities and

spurs of the hills and mountains flanking the N side of

Fortingall and Glenlyon ; and the western part is Ran-

noch Muir, the largest and dreariest moor in Scotland,

lying at a mean elevation of 1000 feet above sea-level,

all an open, monotonous, silent, black expanse of desert,

a vast and dismal mixture of bog, morass, heath, and

rock, streaked in the centre with long dreary Loch

Lydoch ; diversified elsewhere with only a few marshy
pools, and some ditchy naked lines of dark water-course ;

and environed in the distance by rough, bleak, dark

mountains, in rueful keeping of aspect with its own
sable sea of moss.

'Amid this vast tremendous solitude,

Where nought is heard except the wild wind's sigh,

Or savage raven's deep and hollow cry,

With awful thought the spirit is imbued !

Around, around, for many a weary mile,

The alpine masses stretch ; the heavy cloud
Cleaves round their brows, concealing with its shroud

Bleak, barren rocks, unthawcd by summer's smile.

Nought but the desert mountains and lone sky
Are here ; birds sing not, and the wandering bee
Searches for flowers in vain ; nor shrub, nor tree,

Nor human habitation greets the eye
Of heart-struck pilgrim ; while around him lie

Silence and desolation, what is he !

'

Ranza. See Lochranza and GlenranzA.
Raploch, a village in Stirling parish, Stirlingshire,

adjacent to the Forth and Clyde railway, immediately

under the NW side of Stirling Castle, | mile W of

Stirling Bridge, and within the parliamentary burgh.

It was the birthplace of Dugald Graham (1724-79), the

author of a rhyming History of the Rebellion. See

Glasgow, p. 144.

Rasay. See Raasay and Blackwater.
Ratagan. Ses Maam-Ratagain.
Rathen (? Gael. Eath-aan, 'the fort on the river'), a

parish containing a hamlet of the same name on the
NE coast of the Buchan district of Aberdeenshire. It

is bounded N by Fraserburgh parish, NE by the
German Ocean, SE by the parish of Lonmay, SW by
the parish of Stricken, W by a detached portion of the
parish of Fraserburgh, and NW by the parish of Tyrie.

The boundary with Fraserburgh is formed for 2J miles

by the ltatlicn or Philorth Burn to its mouth, 2 miles

SE of the town of Fraserburgh, and then extends along
the sea-shore for miles. Elsewhere the line is

artificial. On the coast is Cairnbulg Point, flanking
the E side of Fraserburgh Bay. The greatest length of
the parish, from NE to SW, is 6£ miles ; the greatest

breadth, 3^ miles; and the area, 9789758 acres, of
which 177-581 are foreshore and 24'971 water. The
coast is partly flat and sandy, and partly formed by low
rocks ; and the surfaco adjoining both coast and burn is

flat and well cultivated. In the SW the ground sweeps
up to the ridge culminating in Mormond Hill (709 feet),

on the borders of the parishes of Rathen, Stricken,
and Fraserburgh, and here the appearance is bleak and
barren. Of the land area of 9587 acres, about 200 are

planted, about 1800 are rough pasture, and the re-

mainder is under cultivation. The soil varies from a
strong alluvium to a poor moorish earth. The under-
lying rocks are Silurian, and the beds of limestone are
worked. The drainage is mostly carried off by the
Rathen Burn, which has a course of 3 miles through
the parish, and 2£ along the border, and the smaller
streams that flow into it. As might bo expected from

83

its vicinity to Deer, Rathen has associated with it the
names of two of the early Culdee missionaries—St
Cthernan, who is said to have had his hermitage in St
Ethernan's Den, on the E side of Mormond Hill ; while
a hillock and well, about 4 mile from the church, are
associated with the name of St Oyne or Eyen. The old
church is one of the most ancient in Aberdeenshire, and
consisted of a nave with an aisle to the S, the latter

erected by the Frasers of Memsie* in 1646. The belfry
bears date 1782, and L. A. S., for Lord Abernethy and
Saltoun ; and the bell has the inscription, ' Peter
Jansen, 1643.' The year after the manufacture of the
bell, the church was the scene of one of the many
' omens that were seene in diverse parts of the king-
dome,' during the great struggle between Argyll and
Montrose. 'At Rethine in Buchan,' says Patrick
Gordon, the author ofA Shorte Abridgement of Britain's
Distemper, ' there was about the tyme of morneing
prayer for diverse dayes togithir, hard in the church a
queire of musicke, both of woces, organes, and other
instruementes, and with such a ravisheing sweetnes
that they ware transported which, in numbers, resorted
to heire it with unspeakable pleasure and never wiried
delight. The preacher on day being much takin with
the harmonie, went with diverse of his parisheners in to
the church, to try if there eyes could beare witnes to
what there eares had hard, but they ware no sooner
entred when, lo, the musicke ceassed with a long not,

or stroke of a wioll do gambo ; and the sound came from
ane upper lofte where the people used to heare service,

but they could sie nothing.' It underwent repair in

1767, but was finally replaced in 1870 by a new church,
a Gothic building with a spire, erected to the E of the
old site. The ancient parish comprehended also part of
Fraserburgh and the greater part of Strichen. The
church was given by Marjory, Countess of Buchan, to

the Abbey of Arbroath ; and in 1328, Robert Bruce
granted the benefice to the college and canons of Old
Machar. The chief residence is Mormond House

;

Memsie House being now used as a farm house. Both
are separately noticed, as are also the Memsie Cairns
and Cairnbulg and Inverallochy Castles. Trefor Hill,

SE of the church, had, until some years ago, trenches
and walls of earth and stone on it, so that it seems to

have been a place of strength, and possibly the rath
from which the parish takes its name. According to
Peter Buchan, in his Gleanings of Scarce Old Ballads,
the Jacobite songs of Whirry, Whigs awa' Man, and
Logic o' Buchan, were written by George Hacket, school-

master of Rathen, 'in the years 1736 and 7 ;' and it is

added that he also wrote a Dialogue between George II.

and the Devil, which was so obnoxious that the Duke
of Cumberland offered a reward of £100 for the dis-

covery of the author. Hacket was schoolmaster, not in

1736-37, but from 1714 to 1725, when lie was deposed
from office as having 'come to that hight of impudence
as to deny all the faults he stands guilty of, and will

not be convinced or made sensible of his miscarriages,

and he having relapsed again and again, and no reforma-

tione of heart or of ways to be found in him.' 11c

seems subsequently to have taught adventure schools

at Cairnbulg, Memsie, and Tyrie. There is no evidence

for or against the reputed authorship, which rests

entirely on Buchan's assertion. The parish is tra-

versed by the main roads from Ellon and Peterhead
to Fraserburgh and also by the Formartine and Buchan
section of the Great North of Scotland railway, on the

Fraserburgh branch of which there is a station of

Rathen, 44| miles N of Aberdeen, and 2£ S of

Fraserburgh. Besides the hamlet, which is f mile W of

the station, the parish contains also the villages of

Inverallochy, Cairnbulg, and Charleston, all of which
are separately noticed.

The parish is in the presbytery of Deer and synod of

Aberdeen, and the living is worth £223 a year. It

gives oil' the quoad sacra parish of Inverallochy.
The parish church has been already noticed. There is

* The Frasers of Memsie were cadets of Fraser of Philorth, from
which family they branched off in 1482.
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> i tm dhuehi -i miles ssw of invomiiopby.
|

I'n. I. r tlif school board, Ruthen and Invoralloehy

schools, \m 1 1 1 iooommodktton f"r 230 mid 30b
tl il i.->].. , TIM ly. li:».l ) mii .iv. r.oje attendance of

H m l B8| and grants Of £86, 3s. 6d. ajul £166, 6s.

Si\ proprietors bold . noli an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 4 hold oach botweon £500 nnd £100, and
thoro ore 2 of smaller ainoniit. Valuation (18G0)
i -on.

v l>>:.) ill.":;:;, -js. 7,1., including £909 for

railway. Pop. (1801) 1688, (1831) 2100, (1861)
. i. 1S71) 2850, (1881) 2825, of whom 1372 wero
male* and 1453 females, while 1218 woro in tho
. . . I. riiattaft] ]iarish.— Ord. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.

Rathillet, a small village, with a U. P. church, in

Kilin.iiiv j.arish, l*i
4" miles N by W of Cupar. Tho

rst.it.- o't batlnllct belonged forages, till about 1772, to

tho family of llalkorstoue or Hackston, of whom David
II i-

'•• -t--:i w ••: I il"' murder, is ol Archbishop Sharp
on MA.irs Mr in.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.
Rathmuriel. See Christ's Kirk.
Ratho, village and a parish of Edinburghshire. Tho

village st iinN Il'.'.O to 320 feet abovr scadcvel, near tho
S l.mk -I lb. I M. mi Canal, 1 mile S by IS of Ratho
station on the North British railway, this being 8J

i WSW of Edinburgh, and 9i ESE of Linlithgow.
I - -i •!.: i- tli. -|..| • eastern declivity of gentle up-

lands ; and it consists of a singlo street, coming down
the declivity from W to E, and bending northward,
m ar tho end, to terminate on the canal. Most of its

houses aro neat whinstono cottages, lintellcd with sand-

stone, and roofed with either tiles or slate. Anciently
a place of considerable note, Ratho fell into great decay,
but has in modern times been revived, extended, and
line h improved. In a poem by Joseph Mitchell, who
published two large octavo volumes of miscellaneous
lKjetry in 1724, and who is known as 'the poet of

Ratho,' it figures as having at one time risen to

splendour, and then at another time sunk to desolation,

till ' Ratho looked like Troy a field of corn.' It has now
a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, a police station, and gas works.
1'..;.. .1-.;.- (i*«n> .;:.<, (1*71) 717, (1881) 713.

The parish is bounded W and NW by Kirkliston, N
by Kirkliston and Corstorpbine, SE by Currie, and SW
'>y Kirknewton. Sending off a long, narrow, south-south-
westward projection, it has an utmost length from NNE
to SSW of 5& miles, a varying width of 5 furlongs and
5 miles, and an area of 6i68f acres, of which 21J are

water. Almost the only stream, and that a tiny one,

is Gogar Burn ; but the Union Canal (1822) goes 3|
miles north-westward and westward across the interior.

With a gentle southerly rise from 132 to 350 feet above
sea-level, the surface of the main body in its eastern

half is a slightly variegated level ; in its western is a

congeries of broad-based hillocks or low table-land, with
gentle swells. As the position is midway between tho
Pentland Hills and the Firth of Forth, and about 8 or

9 miles W of Edinburgh, magnificent views are obtained

from the little heights of the scenery of the Lothians,

the Forth, Fifeshire, the Ochils, and the frontier

Grampians. The surface of the southern or projecting

district rises slowly from a low line of connection with
the main body to near the southern boundary ; and it

there shoots abruptly up in the two bold isolated

heights of Dalmahoy and Kairnes Hills, each 800 feet

above sea-level. These form a conspicuous and pictur-

f-sque feature of the general Lothian landscape
;
and,

like Salisbury Craigs, the rocks of Edinburgh and
Stirling Castles, and various eminences at the NE
end of the Lennox Hills, they break down in cliffs, or

stoop precipitously to the W. The general aspect of

the parish, from the diversity of its contour and the

richness of its embellishments, possesses much beauty,

and presents many fine close scenes. Nearly six-

sevenths of the entire area are either in tillage or in an
arable condition ; and the remaining seventh is distri-

buted, in not very unequal parts, into plantations and
pa-sture. The soil is, in general, a light loam, with a
preponderance of sand

;
but, towards the eastern border,
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ii passes, in a great degree, into clay. Excopt for in

truaiODS of rHorite in the W, and of basalt in tho

southern hills, tho rocks belong to tho Calciferoua

Sandstone Series, Tho basalt and sandstone havo both

been quarried; whilst claystone, or ' calmstone,' was
formerl y worked upon the property of Ratho Hall. Coal
is said io have been mined Ion."; ago at Bonnington, bnt
cannot now lie found. The only noticeable antiquities

aro vestiges of two camps, both probably Danish, the
.me on Kaimes Hill, the other on South Piatt Hill, a com-
manding little Bummit on tho W. In 1315 the barony
and patronage of Ratho were, along with much other

property, granted by Robert I. to tho Steward of Scot-

land, as the dowry of tho Princess Marjory ; and on the
accession of Robert II. to the throno in 1371, they
bocamo part of the property of tho king's eldest son as

prince of Scotland, for whom, in 1404, they and the

other estates wero erected into a principality with regal

jurisdiction. Among eminent persons connected with

the parish wero William Wilkie, D.D. (1721-72), 'the

Scottish Homer,' who was for six years minister; Sir

Robert Liston, G.C.B. (1742-1836), British ambassador
at seven courts, who spent his last years at Millburu ; and
Sir William Fi-ttcs (1750-1836), another lesident and
heritor, whose vast property was bequeathed for tho

founding at Edinburgh of the great Fettes College.

Ratho Park, $ mile E by N of tho village, is a good
modern Grecian building, with beautiful grounds.

Other mansions, noticed separately, are Ashley, Dal-
MAHOT, Hatton, Millburn Tower, and Norton;
and 12 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500
and upwards, 5 of between £100 and £500. Ratho is

in the presbytery of Edinburgh and the synod of

Lothian and Tweeddale ; tho living is worth £422.

Standing near the Tillage, on the opposite side of tho

canal, and embowered by ancient trees, the church is a

somewhat cruciform structure, part old, part modern,
its Dalmahoy aisle bearing date 1683. It contains 750
sittings. There is a Free church designated of Ratho
and Kirknewton ; a pretty little Roman Catholic church,

St Mary's, with 100 sittings, was opened in 1883 ; and
1 mile SSE of the village is St Mary's Episcopal church

of Dalmahoy. Three schools—Ratho public, Ratho
female, and Dalmahoy Episcopalian—with respective

accommodation for 167, 82, and 119 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 93, 58, and 104, and grants

of £84, 3s., £49, 16s., and £96, 18s. Valuation (1860)

£12,764, (1885) £16,486, plus £4978 for railway. Pop.

(1801) 987, (1831) 1313, (1861) 1659, (1871) 1744, (1881)

1815.—Ord Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Rathven, a coast parish of NW Banffshire, containing

the town of Buckie, part of the royal burgh of Cullen,
and the four fishing villages of Portknockie, Fin-

dociity, Portessie, and Port Gordon, all of which
are noticed separately. A fifth, the pretty little village

of Ianston, between Buckie and Portessie, has risen up
since 1879, and, owing to its situation, will become
an important place. The parish is bounded NW by
the Moray Firth, NE by Cullen Bay, E by Cullen, SE
by Deskford and Keith, and W by Bellie. Its utmost

length, from ENE to WSW, is 8| miles ; its breadth

diminishes eastward from 5| to 3 miles ; and its area is

36£ square miles or 23,551 acres, of which 40| aro

water and 345 foreshore. The coast-line, 9£- miles in

extent, is little indented by bay or headland, but rises

steeply from the sea to 87 feet near Port Gordon, 75 at

Buckie Newtown, 116 at the Law Hillock, and 177 near

Portknockie. Three caverns of unknown extent bear

the name of Farskane's, Janet Corstair's, and Cross

Caves. The Burn of Tynet runs 5J miles north-by-

westward along most of the western, and the Burn of

DbsKTOED, 2g- miles north-north-westward along all the

eastern, boundary ; whilst several rapid rivulets drain

the interior to the Moray Firth. That part of the

parish between tho shoro and the road from Cullen to

Fochabers attains a maximum altitude of only 271 feet

at a point 7 furlongs SSE of Findochty ; but the rest of

the surface is very hilly, from E to W attaining 802

feet at the Little Bin, 1050 at the wooded, cairn-
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crowned Bin Hill of Cullen, 900 at the Hill of Maud,
893 at Addie Hill, 948 at the hill of Stonyslacks, and
987 at Millstone Hill. A very pure quartzy rock is

found in the Bin
;
metamorphic rocks, including gneiss,

mica slate, clay slate, and other schists, prevail along

the coast
; greywacke alternates in some parts with the

mica slate and the clay slate ; Old Red sandstone occurs

in the NE, and goes into conjunction with greywacke
;

limestone has been worked at Nether Buckie ; and a
beautiful whitish sand, said to be almost equal to the

finest found in Holland, is plentiful near Litchieston.

Medicinal springs, formerly held in high repute, are in

three places ; and springs of pure water are numerous,
copious, and perennial. The soil, in one corner a

light and extremely rich loam incumbent on clay, in

another corner a thin yet fertile loam on a soft red

subsoil, elsewhere alternates between a light sand and a

stiffish clay ; and almost everywhere, except in the

sandy places, is profusely strewn and intermixed with
small boulders. Less than one-third of the entire area

is in tillage ; rather more than 4000 acres are under
wood ; about 400 are meadow and grass land ; and the

rest of the parish is either pastoral or waste. Antiqui-

ties are a number of cairns on the heights of Corriedown

;

many tumuli on the field of the Battle of the Bauds ;

*

a portion of Findochty Castle on Mains of Findochty
farm ; the ruins of Green and Tronach Castles near Port-

knockie ; and remains of a pre-Reformation chapel near
Farskane. Two wings still standing of the old mansion
of Rannas are occupied by a farmer. The Rev. Alexander
Geddes, LL.D. (1737-1802), an eccentric Roman Catholic

divine, was born of crofter parents at Pathhead, which
was also the birthplace of Alexander Paterson (1766-

1831), Roman Catholic Bishop of Edinburgh. The
parish is traversed by a branch of the Highland railway
from Keith to Buckie, and by one of the Great North
of Scotland railway from Elgin to Portsoy—both com-
menced in 1883. At Inchgower, mile from Buckie,
is the large distillery of J. Wilson & Co. Mansions,
noticed separately, are Letterfourie, Cairnfield, and
Tannachy ; and 5 proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards. Including all Buckie and
Seafield quoad sacra parishes and most of Enzie, this

parish is in the presbytery of Fordyce and the synod of

Aberdeen ; the victual stipend is 22 chalders, with a
glebe worth £14. The parish church, f mile SSE of

Portessie, was built in 1794, and contains 1000 sittings.

At Preshome, 3 miles SSE of Port-Gordon, is St
Gregory's Roman Catholic church (1789 ; 450 sittings)

;

and other places of worship are noticed under Buckie,
Enzie, and Portknockie. Besides the three schools

at Buckie, five public schools—Arradoul female, Fin-

dochty infant, Portknockie, Rathven, and Shielburn—
with respective accommodation for 71, 100, 250, 300,
and 60 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

48, 68, 187, 284, and 43, and grants of £46, 17s., £56,
18s., £157, 13s. 6d., £274, 8s. 10d., and £52, 12s. 6d.

Valuation (1860) £13,159, (1884) £28,646. Pop. (1801)
3901, (1831) 6484, (1861) 8240, (1871) 10,199, (1881)
11,180, of whom 3229 were in the ecclesiastical parish
of Rathven.—Ord. Sur., shs. 95, 96, 85, 86, 1876. See
the Rev. Dr J. F. S. Gordon's Book of the Chronicles of
Keith, liathven, etc. (Glasg. 1880).

Ratter, a hamlet in Dunnet parish, Caithness, near
the coast, 7 miles NE of Castletown.

Rattray, a town and a parish in Strathmore district, E
Perthshire. The town stands on the left side of the river
Ericht, opposite Blairgowrie, of which it is virtually
a suburb, and with which it is connected by a four-arch
bridge, repaired and widened in 1871. It comprises the
villages of Old Rattray and New Rattray, the latter (not
yet a century old) lying close to the river, the former

J mile to the NE ; and it is a burgh under the General
Police and Improvement (Scotland) Act of 1862. Flax
and jute spinning is the staple industry ; and there are

* The ' Battle of the Bauds' is said to havo been fought in 0(!'2

between the Norwegians and Indulph, King of Alban, who, after
gaining a complete victory, himself was slain at ' Invercnlcn ;

'

but Dr Skene is inclined to believe that Indulph retired to the
monastery of Kilr^mo/it or St Andrews.

two post offices under Blairgowrie (Old and Now Ratt-

ray), two inns, a curling club, a fair on the Tuesday
after 11 Feb., the parish church (1820 ; 020 sittings), a
Free church, and a U.P. church. Pop. (1871) 2161,

(1881) 2533, of whom 1501 were females. Houses (1881)
402 inhabited, 19 vacant, 3 building.

The parish is bounded N by the Drimmio section of

Bendochy and by Alyth, E by the Creuchies section of

Blairgowrie and by Bendochy proper, and S, SW, and
W by Blairgowrie proper. Its utmost length, from N
by W to S by E, is 5J miles ; its breadth increases

southward from If furlong to 2| miles ; and its area

is 5457 acres, of which 75J are water, and 848 belong

to its Bleaton or detached portion (If x 1 J mile), which,

lying 3J miles NNW of the nearest point of the main
body, and 11J N by W of Blairgowrie, is bounded NE,
SE, and S by Alyth, W by Caputh (detached), and
NW by Kirkmichaei. The Black Water for 2J miles

traces all the north-western and western boundary of

this detached portion ; whilst the Ericht, which is

formed 3£ miles lower down by the confluence of the

Black Water and the Ardle, winds 7\ miles south- by-

eastward and eastward along all the western, south-

western, and southern boundary of the main body.

Over most of this course the Ericht is a romantic stream,

overhung with copsewood, chiefly small oaks ; and above
Craighall its banks are sheer precipices of rock, upwards
of 200 feet high, crowned with plantation, and parapeted

with wall, to keep cattle and strangers from falling over.

In the extreme S the surface declines to 190 feet above
sea-level, and thence it rises gradually northward until,

at the boundary with the Creuchies section of Blair-

gowrie, it attains a maximum altitude of 909 feet above
sea-level. Thus the main body, for \\ mile from the

southern boundary, is flat, or very gently ascending ;

and, over the rest of the area, consists of the lowest and
slowly graduated heights which, several miles beyond
the northern boundary, attain a Grampian elevation.

The fine southern exposure, combined with the bield

afforded by the vast mountain-rampart in the compara-
tively near distance, renders the situation pleasant and
the climate very healthy. The lands in the S have a

dry and pretty fertile soil, and are all arable ; those in

the N are disposed chiefly in pasture. The Bleaton or

detached portion, which rises eastward from 795 to 1247
feet, forms part of the ascending ranges of the frontier

Grampians. The rocks are variously igneous, Devonian,
and Silurian. On an oblong mound called the Castle

Hill, \\ mile E by S of Old Rattray, are vestiges of the

ancient castle of Rattray, a very large building, the

original residence of the Rattray or De Rattrieff family.

On the farm of Standingstanes, which hence received

its name, are remains of a stone circle. Mansions,

noticed separately, are Craighall and Glenericiit.

A third, Parkhill, | mile N of Old Rattray, is the seat

of Charles Hill-Whitson, Esq. (b. 1840 ; sue. 1881), who
owns 998 acres in the shire, valued at £1389 per annum.
In all, 4 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500
and upwards, 13 of between £100 and £500. Giving

off its detached portion to Persie quoad sacra parish,

Rattray is in the presbytery of Dunkcld and the synod

of Perth and Stirling ; the living is worth £257. Two
public schools—Craig Mill and Rattray—with respective

accommodation for 95 and 243 children, had (1884) an

average attendance of 62 and 262, and grants of £42,

10s. and £220, 3s. Valuation (1866) £9104, 16s. 9d.,

(1884) £13,182, 0s. 2d. Pop. (1801) 880, (1831) 1362,

(1861) 2161, (1871) 2610, (1881) 3051, of whom 3018

were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 56,

1870.

Rattray, a commodious mansion in Crimond parish,

NE Aberdeenshire, 7$ miles NNW of Peterhead, and 4

ESE of Lonmay station. Its owner, James Cumine,
Esq. (b. 1810; sue. 1841), holds 1696 acres in the shire,

valued at £1293 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

Ravelrig, an estate, with a mansion, in Currie parish,

Edinburghshire, near the left bank of the Water of Leith,

1J mile SW of Currie village.

Ravelston, a mansion in Corstorphine parish, Edin-
239
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l.nu-li>lnr.', in 11 tin F. skirt of t'orstorphino Mill, l.f

H \\v ol Mfarrayfield station, tad BJ miles w or
tlir niiti-i' nt Edinburgh. Tin' estate belonged about
lfmo to George Foulis, whose son was created u baronet

in 1681. sir Archibald, second Bart, executed at Cur-
' i lur his share in tlio '4,'«, took tlu> name, of Primrose

• ' T"0 on succeeding t.. t do estate of Dunipaco, mid

old Ravdatoa in 17S6 bo Alexander Keith, \V.S.,a.w-

tttmnt descendant of the third Earl MarischaL Jlis

- \li \ in.!. i |17nM>2), Iniilt tlio present mansion, mid
in- was olti n \ i-itnl liy kis kinsman. Sir Walter Scott,

who took from the formal old-fashioned gardens sonic

of tlir features of 'Tully-Voolim' in Waverlcy. His
miii received ii baronetcy in 1S22, when ho acted as

Knight Marischal to George IV. ; and after his death

in 1888 BarelatOQ went to his son-in-law, Sir William

Keith Murray, Hart, of OOHTXBTYBB, whose son, Sir

l'.itin k. sold it in 1872 to his mule, John Murray-Gart-

.1 1S04). The latter has made a handsonio

addition to the house, and holds 2!) 1 acres in Midlothian,

v.ihud at Ll"ss per anniiin.— On'. Stir., sh. 32, 1.S57.

Sco Jn. Small's Casllcs and Mansions of live Lotltians

(Edinb. 1888). .

Eavenscraig or Ravensheugh Castle, a ruin in Dysart

parish, Fife, on a sea-clilf 1 mile SW of Dysart town.

It was given, with circumjacent lands, by James III.,

to "William Sinclair, third Earl of Orkney, in 1470 ;

/ the seat of the Lords Sinclair ; continued to

lie inhabited in the time of Oliver Cromwell ; and now
is interesting mainly for its associations.— Ord. Sur.,

sh. 40, 1867.

Ravenscraig, a station in Inncrkip parish, Renfrew-

shire, on the Wemyss Bay railway, 2 miles SW of Upper
Greenock station.

Ravenscraig Castle. See PETERHEAD.
Ravenshall, a hamlet on the N border of Falkland

parish, Fife, 1J mile N by W of Falkland town.

Ravenshall Point, a small headland in KlEKMABREOK
parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, on the E side of the estuary

of Cree Water or upper part of Wigtown Bay, miles

SW of Gatehouse-of-Fleet. The coast around it is

pierced with curious caves, and contests, with the shores

of the Nith's estuary, the claim of being the scene of Sir

Walter Scott's Guy Mannering.—Ord. Sur., sh. 4, 1857.

Ravensheugh. See Ravenscraig, Fife.

Ravensnook Castle, an old baronial fortalice in Peni-

cuik parish, Edinburghshire, on the right bank of the

North Esk, opposite Penicuik House. It belonged to

< diver Sinclair, commander-in-chief of the forces in the

time of James V., and it is now reduced to fragmentary

ruins.

Ravenstone, a fine old mansion, with well-wooded

policies, in Glasserton parish, SE Wigtownshire, on

rising ground, 5 miles NW of Whithorn. It is the

Scotch seat of Lord BOBTHWIOK.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 4,

1857.

Ravenstruther, a village in Carstairs parish, Lanark-

shire, 21 miles ENE of Lanark, under which it has a

post office.

Ravenswood, a mansion in Melrose parish, Roxburgh-

shire, on the right bank of the Tweed, opposite the

influx of Leader Water, 2 miles E of Melrose town. It

was built in 1827, and enlarged in 1860 and 1866.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Rawyards. See Aikdrie.
Rayne (formerly IUim, Jiaine, Rain, and Eayn; Gaelic

ra/m, ' a field of good ground '), a parish of central

Aberdeenshire, containing at its SW border the village

of Old Rayne, lg mile NNE of Oyne station, and 3£

miles E by N of Inseh, under which it has a post office.

Here is a granite market-cross, nearly 12 feet high,

erected probably towards the close of the 17th century,

when John Horn of Westhall, superior of Old Rayne,

was empowered to constitute it a burgh of barony ; and
Lawrence Fair, a large horse market, is still held here

on the Wednesday after the first Tuesday of August,

o. $. Containing also MeeKLE-WaethILL village, the

parish is bounded N by Auchterless, NE by Fyvie, E
by Daviot, SE by Chapel of Garioch, S and SW by

\ n
, and W by Oulsalinoi.il. lis utmost length, fiom

N lo S, is 6 miles; its breadth varies between \ mile
mi. I I,' miles; and its area is 7890.^ acres, of which
V,' are water. The drainage goes mostly to the river

Ui:y, which Hows 2J mil.s Bouth-eastward along the
south.western border ; but the Black Burn, an alllnenl,

of the Ylhan, traces the Auchterless boundary. In the
. streme S, on tho Ury, the surface declines to 270 feet

above sea-level ; and thence it steadily rises to 486 feet

on tho highest ground to tho S of Drum's Cairn, to 491
a! the parish church, and to 854 on tho top of Roth-
maise Bill. This last, near tho northern border, is now
all cultivated, except a piece around tho summit, which
lias been planted. To the S there used to be a stretch
"I moss, extending from E to W ; but it has now been
nearly all brought under t illage. The NE corner of tho

parish, along tho Fyvie border, is occupied by a con-

siderable tract known as tho Warthill Moss, but tho

peat is being gradually exhausted, and at no distant

time the ground will doubtless become ploughed land.

The prevailing rocks aro greenstone or whinstone in the

southern and central parts of tho parish ; and in the

northern, claystono, with a schistose tendency on ex-

posure. These are used for building purposes. There
is no granite, though it abounds in the parishes to the
S of tho Ury. Tho soil of the arable lands is either a

rich loam incumbent on clay, or a shallower and more
gravelly loam incumbent on till or rock ; and it is

generally of good fair quality, but wants lime. About
four-fifths of the area are in tillage, and upwards of 350

acres aro under wood. Agriculture is in an advanced
state, and is carried on by an intelligent, industrious,

and well-behaved people. The farms are all of moderate
size, with a considerable number of crofts. The farm-

houses and steadings on the larger holdings aro generally

good, but the crofters' and cottars' houses are in some
districts very indifferent, and sorely need improvement.
There are or were a number of cairns in the parish, near

all of which sepulchral remains have been found.

Drum's Cairn, now almost vanished, on the moors of

Rayne, owes its name to a tradition that Irvine, the

laird of Drum, was slain there while in pursuit of

Donald of the Isles after the battle of Harlaw ; and
TullidafPs Cairn, in the NE corner of the Stobcors Wood,
is so called from its being the reputed scene of the

slaughter of the last of tho Tullidaffs of that ilk, in

revenge of the supposed murder of the first Leslie of

Warthill in Lowran Fair. About \ mile SE of Old

Rayne, on the Candle Hill, is a Druidical or stone circle,

and on the E side of Rothmaise there are traces of

another
;
where, also, are to bo seen the Criehton and

Federate Stones, said to point out the spot where certain

members of these families had a fatal encounter. The
Bowman Stone, a little to the W of the church, points

to the place where the parishioners used to meet to

practise archery. The great Roman road from the Dee
at Peterculter to the camp at Glenmailen on tho Ythan,

crossing the Ury a little above Pitcaple Castle, would
rigid through Rayne. ; and at Freehold there is a

grassy mound, 60 yards in circumference, and formerly

of considerable height, called the Spy Hill, and conjec-

/ ui id with mueh probability to have been originally one

of its signal stations. It is on the probable line, and

traces of the road are found in the vicinity. The whole

parish from very early times belonged to the Bishops

of Aberdeen, and at Old Rayne they had a residence

situated on a small moated eminence where the new
public school now is, in digging the foundations of

which traces of former buildings and certain remains

were found. John Barbour, the father of Scottish

poetry and author of The. Bruis, was parson of Rayne in

the latter half of the 14th century ; and he seems to have

been almost immediately succeeded in the same office

by lie famous priest Lundy, chaplain to Douglas, and

one of the heroes of Otterburn. Mr John Middleton,

minister of Rayne during the supremacy of the Covenant,

and one of the chaplains to General Middleton's forces

in the north, died in 1653, and his memory is per-

petuated in the following curious epitaph on a slab of
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Foudland slate close to the S wall, but outside the

church

—

' Whereas I stood in pulpit round,
And now I ly alow the ground ;

When as you cors my corps so cold,

Remember the word that I you told."

William Leslie (1657-1727), a son of a laird of Warthill,

rose, from being schoolmaster of Chapel of Garioch, to

be Bishop of Laibach and metropolitan of Carniola and
a prince of the Holy Roman empire. Mansions, noticed

separately, are Freefield and Warthill ; and the

landed property is divided among eight. Rayne is in

the presbytery of Garioch and the synod of Aberdeen
;

the living is worth £275. The parish church stands

2§ miles NE of Old Rayne, and 1 mile W of Warthill

station, this being 3J miles NNW of Inveramsay
Junction. It was built in 1789, and contains 544
sittings. The belfry belonged to the previous church,
and has on it the initials M. W. A. (Mr Walter Aber-
crombie, then minister of Rayne), and the date 1619.

The church occupies a prominent position on the table-

land, and has long been known as ' the white kirk of

Rayne.' The old part of the manse has the date 1627
on one of the skewstones, but it has been from time to

time repaired, enlarged, and altered. It is a fair house
of its kind. The old parish school was in the Kirktown,
but it was discontinued and sold, and the North public

school and residences (cost over £2000), situated 1 mile
N of the church at the cross roads at Cockmuir, were
opened in 1877. A new public school and residence

(cost over £700) was erected at Old Rayne, and opened
in 1880. The former school has accommodation for 150
and the latter for 76 children, and they had (1883) re-

spectively an average attendance of 91 and 77, and
giants of £89, 2s. 6d. and £73, 14s. There has long
been a side school at Meikle- Warthill, not under public
management. Valuation (1860) £7122, (1885) £8711,
13s. 6d., plus £470 for railway. Pop. (1801) 1228, (1831)
1484, (1851) 1550, (1871) 1409, (1881) 1284.—Ord. Sur.,
shs. 86, 76, 1876-74.

Reasort, Loch. See Resart.
Reawick, an estate, witli a mansion and a Congrega-

tional chapel, in Sandsting parish, Shetland, on the W
side of Scalloway Bay, 6 miles WNW of Scalloway.

Reay, a village of NW Caithness and a parish also of

NE Sutherland. The village stands near the head of

Sandside Bay, 102 miles WSW of Thurso, under which
it has a post office, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments. It consists of an inn, a

school, the parish church, and a few houses. An older

town, whose ruins were uncovered by a waterspout in

1751, is said to have been a burgh of regality, with two
free fairs and a free port, granted by James VI. when
he knighted Donald Mackay in 1616. This Donald
Mackay was the first of the Lords Reay, an account of
whom is given under Tongue. A market cross at the
present village claims to have belonged to the tradition-
ary burgh. Sandside Bay, measuring 6 furlongs across
the entrance, and 5 thence to its inmost recess, is

fringed with fine sandy links. A harbour was formed
here nearly 50 years ago by Major limes at a cost of
over £3000.
The parish contains also the adjoining villages of

Melvich and Portskerra, 64 miles W of Reay
;
and, in

the S, the station of Forsinakd, 28i miles SW of
Thurso. It is bounded N by the No'rth Sea, E by
Thurso and Halkirk, SE by Thurso (detached) and
Halkirk, SW by Kildonan, and W by Farr. Its utmost
length, from N to S, is 19J miles ; its utmost breadth,
from E to W, is 14g miles ; and its area is 184§ square
miles or 118,169.^- acres, of which 46,326.ij belong to
Caithness and 71,842^ to Sutherland, whilst 2391£ are
water, 442J foreshore, and 34 tidal water. The bold
and rocky sea-coast, which measures \b\ miles along all

its ins and outs, is indented by the Bay of Bighouso
(6x5 furl. ) near Bortskorra, by Sandside Bay, and by
triangular Crosskirk Bay (2^x3 furl.) at the eastern
boundary. It rises rapidly from the sea to 91 feet near
Portskerra, 314 at Cnoc Goodh Stoir, 152 at Fresgoo or

Sandside Head, and 172 at the Hill of Lybster. Caverns
are not infrequent ; and near Borrowston a turf-clad

natural arch spans a tide-washed chasm, nearly 50 feet

deep. The river Halladale, rising close to the
southern boundary at an altitude of 1200 feet above sea-

level, runs 22£ miles north-north-westward and north-
ward to the Bay of Bighouse, and is fed by Dyke Water
(running 8f miles north-north-eastward) and a number
of lesser streams. Sandside, Reay, and Achvarasdal
Burns flow northward to Sandside Bay ; and Forss
Water, issuing from Loch Shurrery (1J mile x 2\ furl. ;

321 feet), winds 12J miles northward, mainly along the
eastern boundary, to Crosskirk Bay. Of sixty-eight

other lakes and lakelets, the largest are Loch Calder
(2§ miles x 1\ furl. ; 205 feet), on the eastern border

;

Loch Cailam or Chaluim (5 x 4 furl. ; 435 feet), on the
south-eastern border ; and Loch na Seilge (5x4 furl. ;

398 feet), 5 miles SSW of Reay. The surface is hilly

but hardly mountainous, chief elevations being Ben
Ratha (795 feet) and Ben nam Bad Mhor (952) in the
Caithness portion, Ben Ruadh (837) on the western
border, Ben Griam Bheag (1903) on the southern
border, and the Knockfin Heights (1442) at the meeting-
point of Reay, Kildonan, and Halkirk parishes. The
rocks on the seaboard are Devonian sandstone, paving
flag, and limestone ; whilst those of the hills include
granite, syenite, gneiss, hornblende, and quartzite.

The sandstone and limestone have been largely quarried
;

shell-marl has been dug in large quantities at Dounre.iy
and Brawlbin ; iron ore is found in various places ; and
a vein of lead ore occurs near Reay village, but not
under conditions to encourage mining. A mineral
spring at Helshetter claims to be little inferior to

the Strathpeffer wells. The soil on the seaboard about
Borrowston and Dounreay is clayey and very tenacious
of moisture, around Sandside Bay is sandy, and in the
low parts of Strath-Halladale is a dark earth mixed
with silicious sand. Little more than 3000 acres is in

tillage ; and a very trivial aggregate is under wood.
The tine sheep-farm of Bighouse, comprising most of
the Sutherland division of the parish, belongs to the
Duke of Sutherland ; the Sandside estate to the Duke
of Portland ; and the estate of Dounreay, 16,464 acres

in extent, to Sir R C. Sinclair of Stevenston, Bart.
The great improvements carried out on the last-named
property since 1859, in the way of building, draining,
fencing, road-making, etc., are fully described in Trans.
Highl. and Ag. Soc. for 1866 and 1875. Antiquities
are a rude but extensive fortification on Ben Freiceadain
near Loch Shurrery ; remains of several circular towers
in Strath-Halladale ; numerous Picts' houses ; and a

ruined pre-Reformation chapel, St Mary's, at Lybster

—

' one of the most remarkable and ancient churches in
the north of Scotland.' Its nave measures 17 feet by
12, and its chancel is 10 feet square ; whilst a door at

the W end and another in the chancel have inclined

jambs, and are less than 4 feet high (T. S. Muir's Old
Church Architecture, 1861). Reay is in the presbytery
of Caithness and the synod of Sutherland and Caithness

;

the living is worth £300. The parish church was built

in 1739, and contains 432 sittings. Other places of
worship are Shurrery mission chapel, Reay Free church,
and Strath-Halladale Five Church mission chapel ; and
five public schools—Brubster, Dalhalvaig, Dounreay,
Melvich, an 1 Reay—with respective a commodation for

64, 72, 100, 150, and 143 children, ha 1 (1884) an average
attendance of 22, 30, 38, 40, -nd 66, and grant* of £42,
16s. 3d., £30, 10s., £37, 16s. 3d., £17, 6s. 8d., and £52,
16s. lid. Valuation (1881) £10,421, (1S85) £11,662,
of which £8752, 8s. was for the Caithness division. Pop.
(1801)2406, (1831) 2881, (1861) 2476,(1871) 2331,(1881)
2191, of whom 1197 were in Caithness, and 1301 were
Gaelic-speaking.—Ord. Sur., shs. 115, 109, 1878.

Reay's Country, Lord. See Tongue.
Redcastle, an ancient but modernised mansion in

Eillearnan parish, Ross-shire, on the N shoro of Beauly
Firth, 8| miles E by S of Muir of Ord station, and 6$
{vid Kossock Kerry) WN W of Inverness. It claims to be
the oldest inhabited castle in Scotland, having been
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built u> 117H by David, brother to William the byon

.

vi-iti',1 Lv Queen JUrv in 1562; imil is now the
-<<t ot tin' Ui-ht II, .11. ll.i. rv .l.iin. s Ihiillio (!). 1804

;

Mil-. IMi('i), Conservative M. 1'. for Inverness shire 1840-
«SS, who hold* CM -J m-ics in Ko.ss ami Inverness shires,

valued at AY.27«i |.n aii ti mil.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 83,
1SS1.

Redctu>tle, an ancient castellated struct uro on the
i-oi-t ol Invcrkcilor parish, l-'oi larsliiro, at tlio S side

ot ilu- influx of l.iiiKin Water to l.uniui Kay, -11 miles
SS\\ ot .Montrose. Said to liav. In . n Imilt by William
the Lyon, |«erlmps to prevent invasion by tlio Danes,
and to liav. In. n a royal hunting-scat, it seems to liavo

been a place of consideinble strength ; aild is UOW a
ruin, with thi.k OOmptct walla iiud a strong surround-
ing rampart— On/. Sur., sb. 57, 18C8.

Redden, a farmhouse in S]>rous(on parish, Roxburgh-
shire, m ar the tight bank of the Tweed, within 1 mil8
of the English l'.oid. r, and 4 miles NE of Kelso. Redden
made some figure in buds and negotiations connected
with the old Holder strife ; and a neighbouring alluvial

ii. t 1" irs the name of Kedden Haughs, and is notablo
for fertility.— Ord. Sur., sh. 26, 1864.

Redding, a collier village, with a post office, in Pol-

monl parish, Stirlingshire, 1J mile W by N of Polniont
.function, and 2J miles ESE of Falkirk. An extensive
tract, .ailed Redding Moor, to the SW, remained till

1830 in a state of commonage ; and began then, under
permission of its proprietor, the Duke of Hamilton, to

lie enclosed and cultivated by the colliers at their spare

hours. Pop. (1861) 642, (1871) 599, (1881) 520.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Redford, a village in Carmyllie parish, Forfarshire, 7

miles WNW of Arbroath.
Redford, a village, with Uax works, at the NW

border of Dysart parish, Fife, on the left bank of the Ore,
2 i miles Wby S of Thornton Junction, and 3;J N byW of

Kirkcaldy.

Redford, a quaint old mansion in Colinton parish,

Kdinburghshire, in a pretty wooded dell on the left

bank of Braid or Redford Burn, 5 furlongs E by S of

Colinton village. The judge, Sir James Foulis, assumed
from it the title of Lord Bedford (1674) ; and it was the
birthplace of John Allen (1771-1843), the political and
historical writer. Redford now belongs to R. A. Macfie,

Esq. of Dreghorn Castle.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Sec John Small's Castles and Mansimus of tfie Lothians
(Edinb. 1883).

Redford House, a mansion in Muiravonside parish,

Stirlingshire, near the left bank of the Avon, 4 miles
SW of Linlithgow.

Redgorton, a parish of Perthshire, containing the
village and station of Luncarty, 4 miles NNW of

Perth, under which there is a post office of Redgorton.
Containing also the villages of Bridgeton, Cromwell-
Park, and Pitcairngreen, with part of Stanley, it

comprises the three ancient parishes of Redgorton, Lun-
carty, and St SerfTs, united some time prior to 1619,

and consists of a main body and a detached north-

western portion, the barony of Mullion. The main
body is bounded NW and N by Auchtergaven, E by St
Martins and Scone, S by Tibbermore, SW by Methven,
and W by Methven and Moneydie. Its utmost length,

from N to S, is 5| miles ; its breadth, increasing south-

ward, varies between 44, furlongs and 3J miles ; and the
area of the whole parish is 6168 acres, of which 160£ are

water, and 1261 belong to the detached portion. This,

bounded NE by Auchtergaven, and on all other sides

by the Logiealmond section of Monzie, lies 12 miles

NW of Perth, and If mile NW of the nearest point of

the main body. With a rudely triangular outline, it

has an utmost length from WNW to ESE of 3g miles

and an utmost width of 7£ furlongs. The Tay, here a

splendid salmon river, curves 4£ miles south-by-west-

ward along all the eastern border of the main division ;

and the ALMOND, its affluent, winds 54. miles south-

eastward and east-north -eastward along most of the

Methven and all the Tibbermore boundary. Shochie
Burn runs lg mile north-eastward, Oruie Burn 9 lur-
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longa ..ouili south-eastward -both mainly along tlio

Moneydie boundary ; and their united stream continues

| mile south eastward aoross the interior, and falls into
I he Tay near I, linearly. The gently undulating surface
deolinesat the mouth or the Almond to loss than 50
feet ahovo sea-lovel, and thence rises westward to 335
leet near ('..Union, northward to 245 near Burnside.
Around these higher grounds spreads one of those
panoramas for which the county is famous—on the E,
the palace and park and pleasant lands of Scone; on
the SE, the fertile strath oi'tho Tay, its majestic stream
now Been amid openings of wood, and now hid by its

bodyguard of forest ; in the samo direction, tho bridgo
ami city of Perth, and a semicircular sweep of the Sid-
law ami Oehil Hills, cloven down at Kirinoull and Mon-
cieille, and overlooked by tho distant Lomonds of Fife.

From a point not far below its source, Shochie Burn
runs :$£ miles east-south-eastward along all tho Auchter-
gaven boundary of the letachea section, whose surface

part ol tin- Ironiiei Grampians—risoa west-by-north-
ward, from 580 to 1540 feet above sea-lcvol. Loch
Mullion was greatly reduced by diaining in 1836, but
is still of considerable depth. The, rocks arc variously
metamorphic, Silurian, and Devonian, and include clay-

slate, chlorite slate, gieywacke, coarse conglomerate,
grey sandstone, argillaceous red sandstone, rock marl,
and thin veins of satin spar. Tho soil, in most parts
light and fertile, is here and there a mixture of clay and
black earth. About three-fourths of the entire area are
in tillage ; rathor more than one-ninth is under wood

;

and the rest of tho parish is pasture, roads, waste, etc.

Vestiges of an ancient Caledonian camp at Pitcairn,
the site of Bertha or old Perth, adjacent to tho con-
fluence of tho Tay and the Almond, and the legendary
battle of Luncarty, are all treated in separate articles.

Robert Fraser, F.R.S. (1760-1831), an eminent statistical

writer, was born in the old manse. Mr Maxtonc-
Graham of Cultoquiiey and Redgorton is chief pro-

prietor, 5 others holding each an annual value of

£500 and upwards, and 3 of between £100 and £500.
Giving off its northern portion to Stanley q. s. parish,

and its detached section to Logiealmond q. s. parish,

Redgorton is in the presbytery of Perth and the
synod of Perth and Stirling; the living is worth
£243. The parish church, 7 furlongs SSW of Lun-
carty station, was probably built about 1690, and
was repaired in 1766. An addition was made to it

in 1841 ; and the whole was most tastefully repaired

and cleaned in 1871. The number of sittings is 450.

The manse, one of the finest in tho Church of Scot-

land, was built in 1866-67. There is a Free church
of Pitcairngreen and a U.P. church of Pitcairn ; and
two public schools, Pitcairngreen and Redgorton, with
respective accommodation for 84 and 111 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 51 and 77, and grants

of £40, 10s. and £72, 9s. Valuation (1860) £8615, Us.,

(1884) £9309, 5s. lid. Pop. (1801) 2009, (1811) 2216.

(1821) 1589, (1841) 1926, (1861) 1671, (1871) 1461, (1881)

1452, of whom 1100 were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 47, 1868-69.

Redhall, a mansion in Colinton parish, Edinburgh-
shire, on the right bank of the Water of Leith, in the

southern vicinity of Slateford, and 3J miles SW of the

centre of Edinburgh. In 1650 the neighbouring castle

of Redhall was besieged and all but demolished by
Cromwell, who took prisoners the garrison, 60 in num-
ber, and stripped them naked. The estate, held suc-

cessively by Cunninghams, Otterburns, Hamiltons, etc.,

was purchased in 1755 by George Inglis; and its present

proprii tor, John Inglis, Esq. (b. 1830; sue. 1847), holds

712 acres in the shire, valued at £1938 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Redhall Tower, a quondam baronial fortalice in Kirk-

patriek-Flciiiirig parish, Dumfriesshire, on the left bank
of Kirtle Water, 3| miles ESE of Ecclefechan. A seat

of the family of Fleming, it sustained a close three days'

siege by an English force towards the end of Baliol's

reign, and was eventually set on fire, when the thirty

men who formed its garrison chose rather to perish in
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the flames than to surrender. 1 1 was entirely demolished
about the beginning of last century.

Redhead. See Inverkeilor.
Redhouse, a village in Kincardine parish, Perthshire,

2£ miles S of Doune.
Redhouse Castle. See Aberlady.
Redkirk. See Gretna.
Rednock, a modern mansion, with finely wooded

policies, in Port of Monteith parish, Perthshire, 7 fur-

longs E by N of the Lake of Monteith, and 4£ miles N
of Port of Monteith station.

Redpath, a hamlet in Earlston parish, Berwickshire,
on the left bank of Leader Water, 2 miles S of Earlston
town.

Redrow, a village in Newton parish, Edinburghshire,

\ mile WNW of Millerhill station.

Redswire. See Southdean.
Reekie Linn, a cataract of the river Isla, on the

mutual border of Glenisla and Lintrathen parishes, W
Forfarshire, 3£ miles N of Alyth. The Isla, here
traversing a gorge between cliffs 120 feet high, makes
two falls of 60 and 20 feet ; occasions a reverberation
which echoes loudly up the flanking cliffs; and sends
up from the abyss such clouds of spray as hang over
it in almost perpetual smoke-like vapour. Fine masses
of wood crown the cliffs ; and a rustic tower, on the
right side, commands a full view of the cataract.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 56, 1870.

Regland, Loch. See Dalry, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Reichip House, a mansion on the Duke of Athole's

property, at the mutual border of Caputh and Clunie
parishes, Perthshire, 6 miles NE of Dunkcld. The
picturesque dell of Reichip abounds in some rare plants,

and contains a well formerly held in superstitious

veneration, with the site of a pre-Keformation chapel.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 56, 1870.

Reidswire. See Southdean.
Reiss, a village in Wick parish, Caithness, near Sin-

clair Bay, 4 miles NNW of Wick town, under which it

has a post office.

Relugas, a mansion in Edinkillie parish, Elginshire,
on an eminence between the confluent Divie and
Findhorn, 3£ miles NNW of Dunphail station, this

being 8£ miles S by W of Forres, under which there
is a post office of Relugas. Occupying a romantic
site, and surrounded by pleasure-grounds of singular
beauty, it is a picturesque, irregular edifice, in the
cottage ornee style. Its oldest part bears date 1785,
and a large addition was made about 1828. The
estate belonged for two centuries to the Cumins,
whose heiress, Miss Charles Anne Cumin, in 1808
married her third cousin, Sir Thomas Dick-Lauder,
Bart. (1784-1848), author of the Moray Floods, etc. It

was sold in 1847 to W. M'Killigin, Esq., and again in
1852 to G. R. Smith, Esq., whose daughter-in-law, Mrs
Smith, holds 1034 acres in the shire, valued at £486
per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 84, 1876.
Remilton, a village in Abdic parish, NW Fife, 7 fur-

longs ESE of Newburgh.
Rendall. See Evie.
Renfield. See Blytiiswood.
Renfrew (Br. lihyn, 'a point of land,' and frcw, 'the

flowing of water'), a parish containing a town of the
same name lying along and intersected by the Clyde in
the NE of Renfrewshire and in the Upper Ward of that
county. It is bounded N by Dumbartonshire, E by
Lanarkshire, S by Abbey parish, Paisley, W by Kil-
barchan, and SW by Inchinnan. On the N and E
the parish and county boundaries coincide. Starting
from the centre of the Clyde at the mouth of the Black
Cart, the line passes up the centre of the former river
till at Yoker Burn it strikes to the N, and follows the
course of the burn for about 1 mile. It then strikes
across to Yokerniains Burn, and follows it up to beyond
Scaterig, whence it turns southward and south-westward
to the Clyde, which it reaches at the old position of
Marline Ford. Crossing the Clyde the line continues
near the E and S of the grounds of Elderslie House to
Pudzeoch Bum, which it follows to Millburn Bridge,

whence it follows the Mill Burn to the N end of the

reservoir, and then proceeds irregularly to the corner of

Hillington Wood. There it quits the county boundary
and takes first a south-westerly direction to a point a
little E of the 5-mile post on the Glasgow and Paisley

joint railway, and afterwards a north-westerly direction

to a point on the road midway between Newmains and
Bogside. From this the course is up a small burn to

Arkleston Print-Works, and then westward to a point
on the White Cart, opposite the mouth of Abbotsburn,
up which it proceeds by Wester Walkinshaw to the
Black Cart, the centre of which it follows back to the
Clyde. The greatest length, from the WNW at the

junction of the Gryfe and the Black Cart to the ESE
at Hillington Wood, is 4 miles ; the greatest width,
from the N at the mouth of the Black Cart to the
S at Arkleston, is 2g miles ; and the area is 4488 '488

acres, of which 18 '557 are foreshore and 159 '017

are water. The Clyde divides the parish into two
unequal portions, about one-third of the whole area

lying to the N of the river. In the northern section,

which is the only part of Renfrewshire lying N of the

Clyde, the ground is flat along the edge of the river,

but thereafter rises rapidly to 50 and then to 100 feet,

and reaches, towards the NE, in the grounds of Jordan-
hill House, an extreme height of 149 feet. On the S
side of the Clyde the ground is flat, rising in the SW
to only from 17 to 20 feet above sea-level ; in the SE to

from 28 to 30 feet ; and in the extreme S, at Cockle and
Knock Hills, to over 50, the latter (85 feet) being the

highest point of the southern section. On the extreme
S the parish includes a portion of the municipal and
parliamentary burgh of Paisley. Both sections are well-

wooded and highly cultivated, the soil being a rich and
fertile alluvium, with a subsoil of sand or strong clay.

The underlying rocks are carboniferous, and both coal

and ironstone are worked. Some of the clays in the
NE and elsewhere are extensively used in the manufac-
ture of bricks, and several of them contain arctic and
recent shells. The drainage is effected by the streams
and rivers mentioned in describing the boundaries. The
ground between the policies of Elderslie House on the
SW and the river Clyde is known as the King's Inch,

and was, down to the middle of the 17th century or

later, an island—a narrow branch of the Clyde having
struck off from the main river at Marline Ford and
passed between it and the burgh. Somerled, Lord of

the Isles, who had risen in rebellion against King
Malcolm IV., was defeated and slain at Renfrew in

11G4 ; and a mound with a stone on the top is noticed

by Pennant as, traditionally, the memorial of the place

of his defeat, but no trace of it now remains.

The parish of Renfrew is distinguished for its connec-

tion with the ancient house of Stewart, the lands of

Renfrew being the first mentioned of the estates specified

in the charter granted by King Malcolm IV. in 1157 in

favour of Walter, ' son of Alan,' and confirming a grant
previously made by King David I. The office of King's

High Steward being also conferred on Walter and his

descendants, they took thence the surname of Stewart,

and so this corner of the land became the cradle of the

illustrious race destined to ascend in succession the

thrones of Scotland and England. Knock Hill on the

S is still shown as the traditional spot where Marjory
Bruce, wife of a succeeding Walter, High Steward of

Scotland, was thrown from her horse and killed while

hunting in 1316. She was far advanced in pregnancy
at the time, and the Ca'sarcan operation was resorted to

in order to save the life of the child, who afterwards

became Robert II. The tradition adds that an injury

caused to his eyes during the operation was the occasion

of the affection that procured him his popular name of

' Bleary.' The spot was marked till somewhere between
1779 and 1782 by an octagonal pillar placed on an
eight-silled base, and known, by some confusion of

names, as Queen Bleary's Cross. The monument was
then destroyed by a rustic vandal, who occupied the

neighbouring farm, and who used the pillar as a door
lintel, and the stones of the supporting steps to repair
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a fence. Its site wus to tho ESE of Knock Farm, uuu
» littlo farther to the ESE thfio was formerly a mound
sailed Kampe Know* It wu » olroular mound of
earth about "JO ym Is across, mid surrounded by a moat
about £> yards wide, hut no 1 1 ice of it now remains.
According to tradition it was const meted to ho the place
of contest between tli.' last Sir John Ross of Mawkheiid
un I .1 noted English wrestler, whose match the English
king of the period had challenged the Scotch king to

]

i >du • Ross disabbd his adversary in a way thai

pro arad Un the name of 'Ptlm-mine-arms,' and was
rewarded l.y the kingwith the lands and royal castloat
'tin- Inch; and the older inhabitants always referred
t.i his monument, which is placed in a burial vault
constructed for it by the Earl of Glasgow on tho SE of
tin- new church, as ' l'alm-inine-anns.' Semnlo, in liis

continuation of Crawford's History, mentions that an urn
had been dog up at the Knock Mill in 1746, and another
in I'M', -> thai in all probability the mound had
Ihhmi a DBHOW much older than Sir John Ross's time.

The hover part of the hill is called the * Butts,' and was
prolwhly the place where the burghers of Renfrew
practised archery. At tho side of tho road from Ren-
frew to Im hinnun, near the bridge across tho White and
Bkok Carta, and within the policies of Blytliswood
House, is a largo block of sandstone known as the
Argyll Stone, and marking tho spot where tho Earl of
Argyll was wounded and captured after the failure of
his ill-conducted enterprise in 1685. After the disper-
sion of his forces in Dumbartonshire he crossed the river

CQyde, and was attempting to make his escapo in dis-

guise when he was stopped by a party of militia who
wcro guarding the ford where the bridge now stands.
Some reddish veins in the stone, long pointed out as the
stains made by his blood as he leant wounded against
the rock, arc no longer visible. Besides tho burgh of
Renfrew the parish also includes, on the N, tho town of
Yokcr, and on the extreme NE the small mining village
of Scaterig. The portion to the N of the Clyde is

traversed by the road from Glasgow along the N bank
of the river; while the high road from Glasgow to
Greenock passes through the southern portion. A road
from N to S passes from Paisley through the burgh of
Renfrew to the Clyde, where a ferry, with large ferry
boats for horses and carts, provides communication with
the opposite side at Yoker. To the W of this road is a
branch railway line from Paisley to Renfrew. The
mansions are Blytliswood, Elderslie, Jordanhill, Scots-
toun, and Walkingshaw. Besides agriculture and tho
industries connected with the burgh, there are pits,

brick and tile works, and a distillery at Yoker. Eleven
landowners hold each an annual value of £500 and
upwards, 19 hold each between £500 and £100, 41 hold
each between £100 and £50, and there are a consider-
able number of smaller amount.
The parish is in the presbytery of Paisley and synod

of Glasgow and Ayr, and the living is worth £648 a
year. The churches are noticed in connection with the
burgh. The landward school board has under its

management the Oswald, Scotstoun, and Yokcr schools;
and these, with accommodation for 201, 120, and 150
pupils respectively, had in 1883 attendances of 160, 139,
and 148, and grants of £126, 5s., £73, 18s., and £135,
6s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £20,902, (1884) £27,976,
18s. Id., exclusive of the burgh and of £1896 for the
railway. Pop. (1801) 2031, (1821) 2646, (1841) 3076,
(1861) 4664, (1871) 5938, (1881) 7439, of whom 3859
were males and 3580 females, while 5115 were in the
burgh.— Orel. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.
Renfrew, a market town, port, and royal burgh, and

the county town of Renfrewshire, is in the E of the
parish just described, and close to the S bank of the
river Clyde. It is by rail 3 miles N by E of Paisley,
and 6 W of Glasgow. The burgh is of considerable
antiquity, for in the charter granted by Walter, the
High Steward, when he founded the Abbey of Paisley
in 1160, it is spoken of as 'burgo meo de Reinfru' and
'oppidnm meum de Reinfru, ' so that it must even then
have made some progress. The burgh, at first one of

, beoame hi the reign of Robert III. a royal
burgh, having received a charter from that monarch in

L898, and subsequent confirmatory charters wcro granted
b\ 1 noes VI. in I 75 and 1614—the former making an
additional grant, of all the religious houses and altarages

nected with the burgh, and the latter making pro-
vision, among Other things, for tho better maintenance
ni the grammar school j and again by Queen Anno in

L703. The burgh and district gave in 1404 tho title of

Baron Renfrew to the heir apparent to the Scottish

throne, and the c ection ot the place with 'the
am ienl Stewart line ' is still maintained by tho rel. nl

Of the title among those borne by tho Prince of Wales.
At. the date of I lie charter of 1614 tho burgh seems to

have been the principal port on the Clyde, and as is

mentioned in the article on Paisley, it had some bitter

struggles with that place at earlier dates as to its

privileges of trade. Its old prosperity has now, how-
ever, suffered decline, and it has been completely
eclipsed by its younger and more vigorous rivals, though
whj ii is a little hard to say. Probably when the pinch
came it relied more on the dignity of its long descent
and ancient origin than on its energy. Tho town now
i m.nIs of a main body—the original town—about J
mile distant from the present channel of the Clyde, and
a moro modern extension reaching down to the Clydo
itself. From tho Cross near the centre of the main body
ol the town 1 1 igh Street, passes to the E along the road
to Glasgow, with Queen Street branching off it, while
Fulbar Street continues the line to the W. Southward,
along the Paisley l.'oad, is llairst Street; and north-
ward are Canal Street and Ferry Road, with Orchard
Strc.-I branching oil' to the westward. The older build-
ings have for the most, part a humble and very unpre-
tending appearance, but the outskirts have many villas

and cottages. The old town was washed along the N
by the old channel of tho Clyde, which cut off the King's
Inch, as noticed in the last article; but this has long
been closed up, though a portion of its course is occu-

pied by the harbour at the mouth of Pudzeoch Bum and
the course connecting that with the Clyde. These were
constructed originally about 1785, and a stone wharf
added in 1835 at a cost of about £800. During the
year 1884 fresh operations were undertaken at a cost

of £3000 for the purpose of giving greater accom-
modation and affording increased facility in loading
and unloading vessels. After the improvements are

completed the depth will be 6 feet at low water, and
16 feet at high water of ordinary spring tides, while
in the former case the water area will be 1'169 acre,

and in the latter T862 acre. Along the Clyde
is a wharf, which is a place of call for steamers.

The original castle of the Stewards probably stood on
the Inch, but their later one was on a slightly ele-

vated piece of ground on the W side of the road
h ading from the town to the ferry, and although all

trace of the building has long been gone the site is

still called Castlehill, and traces of the fosse remained
till about 1775. Adjacent lands are known as the
Orchard, the King's Meadow, and the Dog Row, and the

Ca tlehill and Orchard are excluded from the burgh
royalty, though they are almost in its centre. The
foundation of the Abbey of Paisley seems to have been
preceded by the establishment of a number of monks at

Renfrew, as in one of the grants to the Benedictines of

Paisley mention is made of ' molendinum de Renfru et

terrain ubi monachi prius habitaverunt ;' but whether
the buildings they occupied were on the Inch or near
Mill Burn House has been a matter of dispute.

I'uhlic, Jju'ddiiujs, etc.—The old town-hall, with its

diminutive spire, was built in 1670, and remained on
the W side of the Cross till 1871, when it was removed,
and a new town-hall erected in 1871-73 at a cost of

£7500. The original structure was partially destroyed

by lire on 6 March 1878, but was immediately after

renovated. The style is a somewhat mixed French
Gothic, and at tho E end is a massive square tower,

rising to a height of 105 feet, with corbelled turrets

and ornamented cresting and finials. The design is
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poor, and some of the ornamentation very tawdry. The
buildings contain a public hall with accommodation for

800 persons, a council chamber measuring 39 feet by 24,

business offices, and a police office and cells. The
Athenaeum, with a public library, dates from 1853. The
parish church, to the S of High Street, was erected in

1861, and is an excellent building in the Early English

style, with an aisle to the SE over the burial place of

the family of Ross of Hillhead, now represented by Lord
Glasgow, and containing the old effigy of Sir John Ross,

commonly known as Palm-mine-arms. It replaced a

very old church which had been repaired till it would
repair no longer. There is a good spire about 130 feet

high. The Free church, NW of the town-hall, which
was built immediately after the Disruption, was replaced

in 1882-83 by a new plain Gothic building on the same
site. It has a squat square tower with pinnacles. The
U.P. church, in Hairst Place, is a plain Gothic building
with a corner turret. The Roman Catholic church (St

James), erected in 1877, has 250 sittings. The Blyths-

wood Testimonial, to the W, is a classic building, erected

by subscription in 1842 in honour of Mr Campbell of

Blythswood. Used as the burgh grammar school, it was
vested in the town council on condition of their main-
taining it as a school and contributing £100 a year to

its support ; and in 1873 was, under the Education Act,
handed over to the burgh school board. There was a
grammar school from an early date, and under the
charter of 1614 revenues derived from the old chapelries

and altarages were specially set aside for its better sup-
port. The Blythswood Testimonial, Lady A. Speirs,

Manse Street Infant, and Mrs Campbell's and St James'
(R.C.) schools, with respective accommodation for 514,

70, 76, 112, and 152 pupils, had (1884) attendances of

416, 92, 79, 112, and 103, and grants of £389, 8s., £50,
2s. 9d., £52, 4s., £98, and £70, 9s.

Municipality, etc.—The old royalty of the burgh was
very extensive, covering an area of nearly 5 square miles,
but the boundaries of the municipal and parliamentary
burgh are much more confined. The latter line starts

from the Clyde and passes up Pudzeoch Burn to Mill
Burn Bridge, thence in a straight line S, taking in part
of Govan parish, to the Mill Burn about | mile farther
up. From this it strikes straight north-westward to a
point on the road near Longcroft Cottage, and then N
by E straight back to the Clyde. Municipal ail'airs are

managed by a provost,

2 bailies, a dean of

guild, a treasurer, and
7 councillors ; and
the corporation pro-

perty is, considering
the size of the burgh,
large and valuable,

comprising farms, pas-

ture land, house pro-

perty, the ferry across

the Clyde, and the har-

"xrar dues. The annual
val ue, wh ich was £ 1 4 4

8

in 1833, is now nearly
£5000. Extensive
rights of salmon fish-

ing in the Clyde belong
to the town, but they

have 1 ng ceased to be exercised in consequence of the
changed condition of the river, and a yearly sum of
upwards of £200 i° paid to the town by the Clyde
Trustees as compensation. The town council acts
as the police commission, and has under its charge a
force >( 5 men and a superintendent (one to every 917
of the population), the latter with a salary of £120 a
year. The number of persons tried at the instance of
the police in 1883 was 399 ; the number of those con-
victed, 369 ; the number who forfeited pledges, 253

;

and the number not dealt with, 43. There is a gas
company witli works to the N of the burgh. Tho
burgh arms are a vessel with tho sun over tho prow
and the moon over tho stem, with two crosses, one fore

S:a! of Renfrew.

and another aft. At the top of the mast of the ship is

a flag with a St Andrew's cross, and from the yard hang
two shields, one bearing a lion rampant and the other

the arms of the Stewarts ; motto, Dcus gubemat navem.
The Prince and Princess of Wales were here in 1876,
and the Duke of Albany in 1875 and 1882. The in-

dustries are connected with two shipbuilding yards, a
chemical work, a forge, a dyework, and weaving.
The town has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, under Paisley, an
office of the Union Bank, and agencies of 10 insurance

companies. A burgh court is held every Monday ; and
quarter sessions meet here on the first Tuesday of

March, May, and August, and the last Tuesday of

October. The weekly market is on Saturday ; and cattle

fairs are held on the third Tuesday of May and the last

Friday of June. Renfrew unites with Ruthergien,
Dumbarton, Tort-Glasgow, and Kilmarnock in sendiug
a member to parliament. Parliamentary constituency

(1885) 772, municipal constituency, 898. Valuation

(1874) £9417, (1885) £13,884. Pop. of parliamentary
burgh (1841) 2013, (1861) 3228, (1871) 4163, (1881)
4825, of whom 2472 were males and 2353 females.

Houses (1881) 989 inhabited, 126 uninhabited, 8 build-

ing. In 1881 the population of the royal burgh was
5115, and of the municipal burgh 5502.

Renfrewshire, anciently Strathgryfe, is a maritime
county on the W coast of Scotland. Although only

twenty-seventh among the Scottish counties as regards

area, its industrial importance is so great that it

ranks sixth in the order of valuation and fifth

in the order of population, while it contests with
Edinburgh the distinction of being the most densely
populated county in Scotland, each of them having
1075 inhabitants to the square mile. The county is

bounded N by the river Clyde and Dumbartonshire, NE,
about Glasgow, and E by Lanarkshire, SSW by the
Cunningham district of Ayrshire, and W by the Firth
of Clyde. The shape is an irregular oblong. The greatest

length, from Cloch Point on the NW to near Laird's

Seat on the SE, is 30£ miles ; the greatest breadth near
the centre, from the grounds of Erskine House on the
Clyde on the N to a point on Dubbs Burn near Beith
Station on the SSW, is 13 miles ; and the area is 253 793
square miles, or 162,427-958 acres, of which 2021-179
are foreshore and 3621 -342 water. Of the land area of

156,785-437 acres, nearly two-thirds is cultivated, there

being 95,353 acres in 1884 under crop, bare fallow, and
grass, while 5424 were under wood, the rest being
occupied by buildings and roads, etc., or by rough hill

glazings and waste ground.
Commencing at the NW corner at Kempock Point

the boundary line follows the river Clyde for 17f miles

to the mouth of Yoker Burn, up which it passes, follow-

ing it nearly to its source. Thereafter it strikes across

to Yokermains Burn, which it follows up till beyond
Scaterig, whence it returns by the E side of Jordanhill
and Scotstoun House grounds to the Clyde at the old
line of the Marline Ford. Crossing the river it pro-

ceeds by an old channel of +he Clyde along the western
and south-western boundaries of the parish of Govan to

the line of railway now occupying the old course of the
Glasgow and Paisley Canal. It passes thenc° north-
eastward by Ibroxhill and the W side of Pollokshields,

and entering Glasgow crosses Kinning Park to the E of
Lambhill Street, turns eastward for a short distance
along Paisley Road, again northwards between Main
Street and Rutland Civsccnt and along Rutland Place,

Greenlaw Place, and Kinning Place, till, nearly oppos;te
Pollock Street, it passes northward to the Clyde, which
it reaches close to Hyde Park Ferry. Leaving tho river

150 yards farther up about the centre of Springfield
Quay, the lino follows a very involved and zig-zag course
through Kingston, up the centre of the gas-works, along
the E side of East Pollokshields, to the N of Strath-
bungo, between Govanhill and Crossbill, and to the N
of Polmadie Houso, where it roaches Polmadie Burn.
It passes up the Burn to the junction of Malls Mire
Burn and West Burn, whence it follows the course of
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tho fotmor to its sour.-.'. From this it bonds southward
an. I r*.-tw»rd to tho White Cart, ini.l follows tho course
of th.it mi loi M inilos to tho junction with Thrcop-

Ltad Bun, which it follows for | mile, and thou winds
.uthw.ir.l and nath-wwtwtrd t<> a point midway bo-

Quarry Mill and Mnlr Hill. Jloro it turns to
tho WSW iii v.iy wi&ding course, always near but
seldom actually on tho lino of watershed between the
-tr..mis that flow south-westward to tho Garnock,
Atmi. k, and Irvine, and so t- tho Firth of Clyde ; and
those that How north-eastward to tho Gryfe, Black and
White Carts, and so to the river Clyde. Tho lino is

mostly artifieial, but to tho E of Hcith station

it follows the eourse of Roehank Burn, and to the W of
lb- station tho eourses of Duhbs I'.nrn and Maieh Water,
and pasting between Misty Law- Moor and Ladyland
II reaches the watershed at Misty Law (1663 feet).

It follows the wat. i .h. d bv Ka : Cu t Mill {,1073 feet) and
II ill ol Stake (1711), to the B shoulder of Burnt Mill

(167SX whenoa it takes the line of Calder Water for 1J
mil.-, .toss, -s to tho ujiner waters of tho North Rotten
Born, follows this dow n to about h mile from Loch Thoni,
and then striking across to Kelly Dam follows Kelly
Water down to the pier at Wcmyss Lay. From this

hi. k northward to Kcmpock Point, tho Firth of Clydo
is again tho boundary.

ieta find Surface, etc.—The county is divided
into an Upper and a Lower Ward, the former with
Paisley, and the latter with Greenock, as the chief

town. The surface varies considerably, but may bo
considered as falling into three divisions—hilly, gently
rising, and Hat. The first lies along the southern border,

and extends to the centre on the SE and along tho W.
It comprises most of the parishes of Eaglesham and
Hi ii us, great part of tho parishes of Neilston and
Lochwinnoch, and most of the parishes of Kilmalcolm,
Port Glasgow, Greenock, and Innerkip, and reaches an
altitude of 1093 feet in Eaglesham, 871 in Mcarns, 900
in Neilston, 1711 in Lochwinnoch, 1446 in Kilmalcolm,
661 in Port Glasgow, 995 in Greenock, and 936 in

Innerkip. It is generally a somewhat bleak moorland,
but some of the heights command good and extensive
views. The gently rising district which lies immediately
to the N of the hilly one commences at the boundary
with Lanarkshire on the E, and extends WNW to the
neighbourhood of Langbank and Kilmalcolm. It compre-
hends the parishes of Cathcart and Eastwood, and parts

of the parishes of Neilston, Paisley, Renfrew, and
Incbinnan, Kilbarchan, Houston, and Erskine. Many
of the heights are well wooded, and the scenery is

picturesque. The flat district, known locally as the
' laich lands,' lies along the N border, forming a level

tract by the side of the Clyde, and extending along the
narrow flat valley of the Black Cart and Castle Semple
Loch. It extends from the eastern boundary of Ren-
frew parish to the Erskine Hills, and thence south-west-
ward as already indicated, comprehending most of the
parish of Renfrew, and parts of the parishes of Paisley,

Inchinnan, Houston, Erskine, Kilbarchan, and Loch-
winnoch. It appears to have been, at a comparatively
recent geological period, covered by the waters of the
inlet noticed in the article on Glasgow. The physical

characteristics of the small portion of the county to the

N of the Clyde have been already noticed in the article

on the parish of Renfrew.
The drainage is carried off by the White Cart, the

Black Cart, and the Gryfe, all of which unite and flow
into the Clyde 1 mile N\V of Renfrew Ferry, and by
the Clyde itself. The courses of these rivers are sepa-

rately described, and it remains here merely to notice

the drainage basins. The whole of the eastern and
south-eastern portions of the county are drained by the

White Cart and the streams flowing into it, of which
the principal are, beginning at the .SE corner, Threepland
Burn, Artloch and Holchall Burns, Earn Water, Now-
field Burn, Brock Burn, Levern Water, and Cowden
Burn, and some smaller streams in the neighbourhood
of Paisley. A small district in the centre is drained by
the Black Cart, the river Calder, Patrick Water, and
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tho other burns flowing into it, nono of which are of

any groat size or importance. Tho western part of the
oounty is drained by the Gryfe and its tributaries, of
Which the chief are, from tho source downwards, North
l.'olton Burn, Green Water, liurnliank Water, Blacketty
Water, Mill liurn, Gotter Water, Locher Water, all on
the Siside, and ISarochan and Dargavel Burns on the
N. Besides lliese a number of smaller streams, ol which
the chief are Uubbs Burn and Maich Water, ilow into the
Ayrshire drainage basin, and others again in tho W and
N Mow direct to tho Clyde. Of tho latter the chief are

Kelty Burn, entering the Firth of Clyde at Wemyss
Hay; the Kipp, which enters at Innerkip ; and Shaw's
Water at Greenock. In the SE in the basin of the
White ('art, there aro a number of lochs, of which tho
most important aro Loch Coin or Blackwoodhill Dam
(8x3 furl.), on tho border of tho county, aid which,
through Loch Burn and Craufurdland Water, is one of

tho main sources of Irvine Water ; Dunwan Dam (5x2
furl.), tho source of Holchall Burn; some small lochs
SW of Eaglesham, Binend Loch (4x2 furl.), and
Black Loch on the head-streams of the Earn ; Brother
Loch (3x3 furl.), on Capelrig or Thornliebank Burn;
Glen Reservoir (3 x 1^ furl.) and Balgray Reservoir

(5 x 3 furl. ), on tho course of Brook Burn ; Glanderston
Dam, Walton Dam, and Harolaw Dam (5x2 furl.),

Long Loch (8x2 furl.), from which issues one of the
head-streams of Anniok Water (Ayrshire) ; a small loch
a mile WNW of Barrhead, and Stanley and Glenburn
Reservoirs S of Paisley. Between the basins of the
White and Black Carts is the small but picturesque
Loch Libo, whence Hows the Lugton (Ayrshire). In the
basin of tho Black Cart are Broadfield Dam, on a tribu-

tary of Patrick Water, and Castle Semple Loch (12 x

3 furl.), from which Hows tho Black Cart itself. At its

upper end is the area formerly occupied by Barr Loch
(8 x 4 furl.), which is now drained. On Calder Water
aro Calder Dam and Queensido Loch. In tho valley of

the Gryfe thero are two small lochs near Bridge of Weir,
and at the source aro the Gryfe Reservoir and the Com-
pensation Reservoir (together 12x2 furl.), connected
with the Greenock waterworks ; and immediately to

the W of these is Loch Thorn (12 x 3 furl). The rish-

ing in most of the lochs and streams where the water is

not poisoned by industrial operations, is fair.

Geology.—The geology of Renfrewshire claims special

attention, on account of the remarkable development of

volcanic rocks belonging to the Lower Carboniferous

period, and the important series of coal-fields situated

to the N of the volcanic area between Houston and the

E border of the county at Rutherglen.

The various subdivisions of the Carboniferous system
are represented within the limits of the county. Be-
ginning with the red sandstones lying at the base of

this formation, which are the oldest strata in Renfrew-
shire, they occupy a belt of ground along the coast in

the neighbourhood of Innerkip. They are merely the

prolongation towards tho N of similar red sandstones

fringing the Ayrshire coast between Ardrossan and
Largs. Consisting mainly of red sandstones and corn-

stones with bands of breccia and conglomerate, there

is little variety in the character of the strata. They
stretch inland, from the shores of the Firth of Clyde
at Innerkip to the hills near Loch Thorn, where they
are thrown into a gentle anticlinal fold, succeeded by
the overlying Cement-stone series, of which, however,
there is but a limited development. Throughout Ren-
frewshire the Cement-stone series is almost wholly
represented by a prodigious succession of contem-
poraneous volcanic rocks, which arc the continuation

of the great volcanic belt on the N side of the Clyde,

forming the Kilpatrick Hills. There can be little doubt
of tho precise geological position of these volcanic rocks

in this county, because, to the W of Loch Thorn, they

rest conformably on the white sandstones and Cement-
stones, and where no faults intervene they graduate

upwards into the Carboniferous Limestone series. They
form a belt of hilly ground stretching across the county

in a NW and SE direction, from the hills S of Greenock,
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by the Gleniffer Braes, to the high grounds round
F.aglesham. In the E portion, the volcanic rocks form
a low anticlinal arch, the axis of which coincides

generally with the trend of the chain, the overlying strata

being inclined towards the SW and NE. Throughout
this extensive area the igneous rocks consist of basalts,

melaphyres, and porphyrites, with intercalations of

tuffs and coarse volcanic breccias. The upper and
under surfaces of the lava flows are extremely slaggy
and scoriaceous, and the cavities are filled with agates

and various zeolites. The discharge of lavas and tuffs

was so persistent that there are but few traces of sedimen-
tary deposits in the volcanic series. In the neighbour-
hood of Eaglesham, however, sandstones, dark shales,

and sometimes impure fossiliferous limestones are as-

sociated with the tuffs. An interesting feature con-
nected with this remarkable volcanic area is the existence

of numerous vents, from which the igneous materials
were discharged. They are now filled with basalt,

porphyrite, or volcanic agglomerate. The best example
of one of these ancient cones is to be found on the hills

between Queenside Muir and Misty Law, where there
is a great development of coarse agglomerate pierced by
dykes and bosses of felstone and basalt. This agglome-
rate pierces the stratified volcanic rocks of the district.

As already indicated, there is a perfect passage from
the contemporaneous volcanic rocks into the overlying
Carboniferous Limestone series. The junction between
the two, however, is usually a faulted one, and hence the
regular succession is visible only at few localities. Where
no faults intervene, the strata immediately overlying
the ancient lavas consist of ashy sandstones, grits, and
conglomerates, which are replaced at intervals by white
sandstones and clay ironstones. Occasionally they are

associated with bands of tuff. From the ashy character
of the strata one might infer that the sedimentary
materials were mainly derived from the denudation of
the underlying volcanic rocks, while the bands of tuff

indicate spasmodic outbursts of volcanic activity. The
ashy strata just described are succeeded by the lowest
members of the Carboniferous Limestone series. In Ren-
frewshire this important series of strata is divisible into
three groups, in common with other areas in the midland
counties, viz., a lower limestone group, a middle coal-
bearing group, and an upper limestone group.
Along the N border of the volcanic area, between the

White Cart Water at Busby and the banks of the
Clyde near Erskine House, the members of the Carboni-
ferous Limestone series are everywhere brought into
contact with the ancient lavas and ashes by faults. A
glance at the Geological Survey maps (sheets 30 and
22 of the 1-inch map of Scotland) shows the irregular
nature of the boundary line due to the peculiar
system of faulting. In one remarkable case the
Carboniferous Limestone series stretches almost con-
tinuously across the volcanic belt, from Johnstone and
Howwood to Lochwinnooh. This hollow is flanked by
two powerful faults, throwing down the lowest members
of the overlying series.

If we except some small patches of Millstone Grit to
the E of Barrhead and near Pollokshields, and the
limited development of the true Coal-measures on the
border of the county at Rutherglen, the whole of the
area lying to the N of the volcanic rocks belongs to
the Carboniferous Limestone series. The strata are
traversed by numerous faults which repeat the
valuable seams of coal and ironstone. In the neigh-
bourhood of Johnstone and Linvvood they are arranged
generally in the form of a synclinal fold. Alon''
the W margin of this basin, near Bridge of Weir,
wo find the Hurlet Coal and Limestone dipping to the
E and SE being rapidly followed by the Lillies Oil-Shale,
the Hosie Limestone, and the Johnstone Clayband Iron-
stone. In the neighbourhood of Linwood the deepest
part of the basin is reached, the Lower Garscadden Clay-
band Ironstone being succeeded by various coal seams
belonging to the middle coal-bearing group. To the S
of Johnstone there is a remarkable development of in-
trusivo sheets of basalt occurring near the base of the

Carboniferous Limestone series. The largest of these

masses occurs in the neighbourhood of Quarrelton,

measuring 1£ mile from N to S
;

and consisting of

dolerite. It is underlaid by the thick Quarrelton Coal,

which rests on a basement of volcanic tuff reposing on
white sandstones intervening between the Quarrelton
Coal and the volcanic rocks of the Cement-stone group.

Near Howwood, the intrusive sheet just referred to, and
the associated strata, form an anticlinal arch, from which
the Hurlet Coal and Limestone dip away towards the E
and W. Similar intrusive sheets of basalt rock occur

about 1 mile to the NE of Paisley, where they occupy
a similar geological iurizo^.

Passing E to that portion of the basin extending from
Hurlet to Shawlands and Crossmyloof, there is a splendid

development of the middle coal-bearing and upper lime-

fetone groups. A traverse from Hurlet E to Cowglen
shows, if we exclude minor faults, a general ascending
section from the outcrop of the Hurlet Coal and Lime-
stone, through the Lillies Oil-Shale, Hosie Limestone,
and the various ironstones and coals of the middle coal-

bearing group, to the Cowglen Limestone. The latter

bed forms the base of the upper limestone group, thus

occupying a similar position with the Index Limestone
in the Lanarkshire basin. The valuable coals and iron-

stones of the middle group also occur to the N of Shaw-
lauds and Crossmyloof, where they are abruptly truncated

by a fault throwing down to the NE the Millstone Grit

and the Coal-measures. Near Crossmyloof the coal seams
of the middle group of the Carboniferous Limestone series

are actually brought into conjunction with the numerous
coals and ironstones of the true Coal-measures.

Advancing S from Crossmyloof, where the coal seams
of the middle group have a general dip to the S,

there is a general ascending series through the upper
limestone group to the overlying Millstone Grit. The
observer crosses in succession the Cowglen or Index
Limestone, the white Giffnock sandstones, the Orchard
Limestone, which is underlaid by a thin seam of coal

;

while at the top he finds the Arden Limestone, also

underlaid by a seam of coal. In this district the Arden
Limestone is regarded as marking the boundary between
the Carboniferous Limestone series and the overlying

Millstone Grit. The limestones of the upper group are

by no means very fossiliferous, but there is a bed of

shale at Orchard teeming with fossils which has become
famous among the geologists of the west of Scotland.

From this band alone Messrs Young and Armstrong
have chronicled upwards of 120 species of univalve and
bivalve shells, together with Foraminifera and Ento-
mostraca.

To the E of Barrhead there is a small outlier of thick

yellow sandstones, representing the Millstone Grit,

resting on the Arden Limestone which rises from under-
neath the sandstones on every side save the E, where
the basin is truncated by a NE and SW fault.

Another little outlier of Millstone Grit resting on the

Arden Limestone occurs about a mile to the SE of

Thornliebank. Sandstones of the same age also occur

at Pollokshields on the E side of the great fault already

referred to, where they pass conformably below the

true Coal-measures, forming the W termination of the

great Lanarkshire basin. A line drawn from the
county boundary near Dellcvine House, NW by Cross-

myloof to Ibroxholm, marks the course of the great

fault which brings the Coal-measures into conjunction

with the Carboniferous Limestone series. In this part

of the basin the Kiltongue, Virtucwell, Splint, Hump,
Rough Main, Rough Ell, and the Mossdale coal scams
are represented.

Throughout the county there are numerous basalt

dykes of Tertiary age, piercing alike the Lower Car-

boniferous volcanic rocks and the Carboniferous Lime-
stone series. Perhaps the best examples occur in the
volcanic area to the NW of Lochwinnoch, where some
of the dykes run parallel with each other for a distance

of several miles.

The proofs of glaciation in tho county are abundant.
Numerous instances of striationsaro met with, especially
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in llir volcanic area hotwoon Lorhwinnoeh ami Port
i.... -now. Throughout that district tho general trend
ol tin- iTt-Tturirlngi is BS. due to t Ho movement of the

radiating from tho Highland mountains.
This SK trend . oiitimii . as I n as Killiarohan and Loch-
winnoob, but to tho B ol these localities tho stria)

gi.idu.diy .sum- round to the 8W. This change in thu
din- turn of tlu« ico inovomont has boon adequately
• M »•>• rmt.-sM.r James Goikio, who contends
th.it during tho groat extension of the iee the glaciers

tJn Highland inotiutAins moved in an K direction

along the valley of tho Clyde till they coalesced with
tl e radiating from the Southern Unbinds. Eventually
the combined ico shci is moved in a SW direction across
the volcanic ohain In the B of Renfrewshire towards
the Firth of Clyde. The glacial deposits which are

splendidly developed in the county, and especially alone
the liasin of the Clyde, will he described in the general
article on the geology of Scotland.

MineroU.—Copper ore occurs in grey sand-
stone near Gourock, and several copper mines have
Weu worked in tho volcanic rocks near Lochwiimoch,
ono of which lias only recently been discontinued.
Agates occur in great abundance in tho amygdaloidal
volcanic rocks. The various ironstones and coal seams
already enumerated, both in the true Coal-measures and
m i lie coal-bearing group of the Carboniferous Lime-
stone, have been extensively wrought. Tho Arden
Limestone has heen largely quarried near Barrhead and
Thornliehank, where it reaches a thickness of about 10
feet. The Orchard Limestone, though comparatively
thin, has been highly prized as a cement limestone,

owing to the valuable feature which it possesses of

under water. Alum has been largely manu-
factured from the shale at Hurlet and at the Nitshill

chemical works
; copperas is obtained from the iron

pyrites in the shale. As already indicated the great
Oil-shale scries of Midlothian is represented in this

county by contemporaneous volcanic rocks, but there is

i hand of oil shale underneath the Hosie Limestone at

various localities between Houston and the E border of
the county. The volcanic, rocks supply excellent road
metal ; and the Giffnock sandstones, as well as some of

thi • Uof limestone, supply excellent building material.

8m Geological Survey Maps (1 inch) of Scotland, sliccts

22 and 30, and, tlic explanation to sheet 22.

Soils and Agriculture.—The soil of the hill districts

is principally a light earth, overlying gravel or dis-

integrated volcanic rock, and is in some parts covered
with excellent pasture, and elsewhere with heath or

deep moss. The soil of the gently rising district,

though in some places thin and poor, is mostly a fairly

good earth, overlying gravel or stiff clay, and passing
in the haughs along streams into a good deep loam.
Along the flat district the soil is a rich alluvium, vary-

ing in depth from a few inches to several feet, and in

many places displaying all the excellences of rich carsc

land. The processes of husbandry differ in no respect

from those employed in the neighbouring counties, and
already noticed. Westerly and south-westerly winds pre-

vail on an average for two-thirds of the year, and as they
come directly from the Atlantic, they are loaded with
vapour, and the result of their contact with the colder

land is heavy rains. The western part of the county is,

indeed, one of the wettest parts of the W coast of the

Scottish mainland, the annual rainfall being about GO
inches. The mean temperature is about 48 degrees.

The areas under the various crops at different dates

are given in the following tables :—

Grain Crops.—Acres.

Tear. Wheat. Barley or

Bere.
Oats. Total.

1854 M0S 513 16,392 21,400

1866 2973 234 14,229 17,436

1874 3346 259 13,045 17,250

1884 2228 178 14,132 16,539
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Grass, Root Chops, etc.—Acres.

Yoar. Hay and Grass
in Rotation.

Pornmnont
Pasture.

Turnips. Potatoes.

1864 42,563 3331 5534
1868 17,133 41,287 2734 5006
1874 18,484 45,558 2485 4289
1884 22,997 47,880 2332 4351

while there are about 1300 acres annually under
beans, rye, vetches, fallow, etc. The figures for 1854,
aa is so often tho caso with the returns for that year,

seem unduly high. Tho acres under sown crop, ex-
i Lusive of bay and grass, amount as given in that year
to 30,268 ; but in 1860, tho number was only 26,297 ;

in 1874, 25,261 ; and in 1884, 24,185; but tho whole
He under crop, including bay and grass, and permanent
pasture, has risen from about 90,000 acres in 1874, to

; i" 1884. The yield of the dill'eront crops is about
average. The agricultural live stock in the county at

different periods is shown in the following table :

—

Year. Cattle. Horses. Sheep. Pigs. Total.

1854

1874
1884

23,513
23,415
26,248
27,548

3623

2941
8331

25,850
32,307
39,724
31,582

1808
1583
1888
1952

54,794

70,801
64,413

The falling ofr in tho area under crop, and the in-

crease in that appropriated for grazing purposes, since

1854, is probably entirely due to the largo towns in the

neighbourhood, which afford a ready market for stock

and for dairy produce. In 1881, there were in the

county 20 holdings under 15 acres, 79 between 15 and

50, 216 between 50 and 100, 307 between 100 and 500,

and 20 over 500. According to Miscellaneous Statistics

of Hie United Kingdom (1879), 155,321 acres, with a total

gross estimated ren tal of £990, 898, are divided among5735
proprietors, one holding 24,951 acres (rental £14,801),

two together 27,775 (£27,059), one 6500 (£5562),

thirteen 44,625 (£65,977), eight 12,128 (£28,963),

seven 4793 (£17,972), ninety 19,651 (£174,018), etc.

Excluding tho villa residences in the neighbourhood of

the large towns, the principal mansions are Ardgowan,
Arthurlio House, Upper Arthurlie House, Auchneagh
House, Barochan House, Barsbaw House, Bishopton

House, Blackstone House, Blythswood House, Broad-

field House, Broom House, Capelrig House, Carruth

House, Castle Semple, Castle Wemyss, Cathcart House,

Craigends House, Crookston House, Cumnock House,

Dargavel House, Duchall House, Eaglesbam House,

Eastbank House, Eastwoodpark House, Elderslie House,

Erskine House, Ferguslio House, Finlayston House,

Gartbland, Glentyan House, Gourock House, Gryfe
Castle, llazelden House, llawkhead, Househill, Houston

House, Johnstone Castle, Jordanhill House, Kirkton

House, Kelly House, Langhouse, Leven House, Linn

House, Lochside House, Merchiston House, Milliken

House, Muirshiols House, North Barr House, South

Barr House, Park House, Pollok Castle, Pollok House,

Ralston, Scotstoun House, Southfield House, and

Walkinshaw House.
Industries, Communications, etc.—The industries of

Renfrewshire are more extensive and diversified than

those of any other county in Scotland, except Lanark-

shire, and with those of the latter county they are,

indeed, very intimately connected. Weaving, at one

time the staple everywhere, is still extensively carried

on, as well as the cognato trades of bleaching and dye-

ing. From 1740 to 1828, the principal fabrics were

linens, but since then cotton has obtained the upper

hand. Large numbers of the population are also

engaged in the working of minerals, the manufacture

of chemicals, the refining of sugar, the making of

machinery, foundry-work, shipbuilding, and rope mak-

ing, and for more minute details in connection with all

the industries, reference may be made to Glasgow,

Greenock, Paisley, Port Glasgow, Renfrew, and
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several of the parishes. At Greenock and Port Glasgow
the commerce is also important.
The county is intersected by a number of main lines

of road, ail starting at Glasgow. Of these, the first

passes westward through Govan and Renfrew, along the

5 bank of the Clyde to Greenock, and round the coast

until it enters Ayrshire. A second strikes WSW by
Kinning Park and Ibrox to Paisley, and, passing up the

valley of the Black Cart, enters Ayrshire near Beith.

The third and fourth pass to the W of the Queen's Park
[see Glasgow] and separate at Shawlands, one branch
leading by Pollokshaws and Barrhead down the valley

of Lugton Water to Irvine, while the other passes also to

Irvine by Newton Mearns and Stewarton through the

valley of Annick Water. The main line of road from
Hamilton to Kilmarnock passes through the SE corner

of the county by Eaglcsham, and there is an important

road from Paisley by Johnstone, Kilbarchan, and Kil-

malcolm to Greenock, which is joined at Kilmalcolm by
another road from Lochwinnoch. There are also a large

number of cross and district roads. Railway communica-
tion is provided by both the Caledonian and Glasgow
and South-Western railways. Of the former, one of the
lines leaves Glasgow on the SW, and follows the line of

the road by Barrhead and Neilston into Ayrshire, and
on to Kilmarnock, while the other passes westward and
then NW and W by Bishopton and Port Glasgow to

Greenock and Wemyss Bay. A branch leaves the first-

mentioned line near Pollokshaws, and passes SE by Busby
into Lanarkshire. The Glasgow and South-Western line

to Paisley is the same as that of the Caledonian as far as

Paisley, but it then strikes south-westward along the

valley of the Black Cart into Ayrshire. At Johnstone
a branch goes off by Bridge of Weir and Kilmalcolm to

Greenock, and a short branch strikes off E of Paisley

for Renfrew. The bed of the old Glasgow and Paisley

Canal has now also been converted into a railway.

The royal burgh is Renfrew ; the parliamentary
burghs are Paisley, Greenock, and Port Glasgow.
The police burghs are Crossbill, Kinning Park, Pollok-

shields, East Pollokshiclds, Pollokshaws, Gourock, and
Johnstone. Places of over 2000 inhabitants are, Barr-

head, Busby, Kilbarchan, and Thornliebank
;

villages

and places with populations between 100 and 2000 are

Anuiesland, Blackstoun, Bishopton, Bridge of Weir,
Cathcart, Clarkston, Clippens, Crofthead, Crossmyloof,
Crosslee, Eaglesham, Eldcrslie, Gateside, Houston,
Howood, Hurlet, Inkerman, Innerkip, Kilmalcolm,
Langside, Linwood, Langbank, Lochwinnoch, Mount
Florida, Neilston, Newton, Newton-Mearns, New Cath-
cart, Nitshill, Scotstoun, Shawlands, Strathbungo,
Thorn and Overton, Wemyss Bay and Yoker.
The county has 15 entire quoad ci cilia parishes and

portions of other four. These, with reference to the
wards, are -.—Upper Ward—Abbey Paisley, Kilbarchan,
Houston, Erskinc, Inchinnan, Renfrew, Neilston, part
of Uunlop, part of Beith, Lochwinnoch, Eastwood,
Mcarns, Eaglcsham, part of Cathcart, and part of
Govan. Lower Ward—Innerkip, Greenock, Port Glas-
gow, and Kilmalcolm. The divisions of Paisley (4)
and Greenock (3) and the quoad sacra parishes of Barr-
head* Linwood, those connected with Cathcart, Pollok-
shaws, those connected with Gourock, Langbank, and
Newark, are also included. All the parishes in the
Lower Ward and Erskino are in the presbytery of
Greenock and synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; and all the
others—with the exception of Cathcart and Eaglesham,
which are in the presbytery of Glasgow—are in the
presbytery of Paisley in the same synod. Including
mission churches, there are 48 places of worship in
connection with the Established Church, 40 in con-
nect.ion with the Free Church, 34 in connection with
the United Presbyterian Church, 1 in connection with
the United Original Seceders, 4 in connection with the
Congregational Church, 3 in connection with the Evan-
gelical Union, 4 in connection with the Baptist Church,
6 iu connection with the Episcopal Church, and 12 in
connection with the Roman Catholic Church. In the
year ending September 1883 there were ld the county

117 schools, of which 97 were public, with aecommoda
tion for 42,205 children. These had 39,233 on the
rolls, and an average attendance of 29,349. The stall

consisted of 346 certificated, 70 assistant, and 251
pupil teachers. The parliamentary constituency for

1883-84 was 7036. The county is governed by a
lord-lieutenant, a vice-lieutenant, 23 deputy-lieutenants,

and 250 justices of the peace. The sheriff-principal is

shared with Bute, and there is a sheriff-substitute for

each ward. The sheriff court for the Upper Ward is

held at Paisley every Tuesday and Thursday during
session, and for the Lower Ward at Greenock every
Wednesday and Friday. Sheriff small debt courts are

held weekly at Paisley on Thursday, and at Greenock
weekly on Wednesday. Justice of peace small debt
courts are held at Paisley every Friday, at Greenock
every Thursday, at Port Glasgow on the first Monday
of every month, at Pollokshaws on the first Tuesday
of every month, at Barrhead on the first Monday of
each month, at Johnstone on the third Monday of each
month, and at Lochwinnoch on the first Saturday of

each month ; while quarter sessions are held at Renfrew
on the first Tuesday of March, May, and August, and
the last Tuesday of October. The police force, exclu-

sive of the burghs of Greenock, Johnstone, Paisley,

Port Glasgow, and Renfrew, which have separate forces,

consists of 89 men (1 to every 1172 of the population),
under a chief constable, with a salary of £300 a year.

In 1883 the number of persons tried at the instance of

the police was 1967
;
convicted, 1877 ; committed for

trial, 241 ; not dealt with, 111 ; forfeited pledges, 613 ;

whilst 1726 besides were tried at justice of peace courts,

including the burgh courts of Kinning Park and Cross-

hill. Of the total convictions 537 were within the
burgh of Kinning Park. In 1883 the average number
of registered poor was 2897, with 1S33 dependants, and
130 casual poor with 140 dependants, while the total

expenditure for parochial board purposes amounted to

£47,587. All the parishes are assessed, and there are

poorhouses at Govan and Paisley. The proportion
of illegitimate births averages about 6 per cent., and
the average death-rate is about 20. Connected with
the county is the 4th battalion of the Princess Louise's

Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (formerly the Royal
Renfrew Militia), with headquarters at Paisley ; a
battalion of artillery volunteers, with headquarters at
Greenock; and three battalions of rifle volunteers, with
their headquarters at Greenock, Paisley, and Pollok-

shaws. The county returns one member to serve in

parliament ; one is returned for Greenock, another for

Paisley; and Port Glasgow and Renfrew have a share in

a third. Valuation, inclusive of railways, but exclusive

of burghs (1674) £5764, (1815) £265,534, (1843)

£474,568, (1876) £583,741, (18S4) £781,195. Pop.
of registration county, which takes in part of Cathcart
parish from Lanarkshire, and gives off parts of Beith
and Bunlop to Ayrshire, and parts of Gorbals and
Govan to Lanarkshire (1831) 132,812, (1841) 154,100,

(1851) 157,950, (1861) 168,746, (1871) 195,305, (1881)
225,611 ; civil county, (1801) 78,501, (1811) 93,172,

(1821) 112,175, (1831) 133,443, (1841) 155.0/2, (1851)

161,091, (1861) 177,561, (1871) 216,917, (1881) 263,374,
of whom 126,743 were males and 136,631 were females.

These were distributed into 54,622 families, occupying
52,703 houses with 145,568 rooms, an average of 1 81

persons to each room. Of the 263,374 inhabitants
3319 males and 1371 females were connected with the

civil or military services or professions, 1141 men and
7623 women were domestic servants, 9958 men and 294
women were connected with commerce, ;if>72 men and
934 women were connected with agriculture and fishing,

and 49,681 men and 21,734 women wero engaged in

industrial handicrafts or were dealers in manufactured
substances, while there were 39,345 boys and 38,900
girls of school age. Of those engaged in industrial

handicrafts 7741 men and 15,547 women wero connected
with the manufacture of textile fabrics, and 7986 men
and 172 women were connected with the working of

mineral substances. Of those connected with farming
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Uld Bstdng MM BUB an. I 1120 women woro connootod
with turning alon<<, mid 813 farmers employed 865
ma. M9 woman, us boys, and 980 girls.

History.—The t.int..ry now forming Renfrewshire
bdoOgN to the inn n ut ('.ill .Imii. 111 1 iiuimii, mul iiftor-

ward* form.il |wrt of tho kingdom of Stratholydo. [See

1>i miiakii's.] Tiic wattarn portion bore the name <>f

Strathgrvtc, mul was hv that till.- granted to Will tor,

tfal first High Stowar.l of Scotland, l>y David I. Prior
to 1404 it MOmi to liavo boon included in tho county of
Lanark, hut to have then bocomo n separate county
wlnn Una Kohort III. granted to his son and heir
.1 urn - this barony and the other portions of his ancient
patrimonial inhciitaniv. Since that time tho eldest son
of the roigning monarch has, besides his other titles,

boon >tvlcd Prince and Steward of Scotland and liaron

i.t Renfrew. When their is no heir-apparent these

titles ar. merged in the Crown. Traces of Roman
remains and of tho Roman occupation are noticed under
PAIB] i v. The county is associated with tho defeat and
death of Somerled, Lord of the Isles, in 1104, when we
are told by the Chronicler of Melrose, that after landing

at Renfrew, that prince was overtaken by Divine
vengeance, 'and was there slain with his son and an
immense number of his followers by a few of tho peoplo
of tho surrounding district.' In a very curious Latin
poem printed in tho appendix to Dr Skene's edition of

rordun (1871), the 'honour and praise ' of tho victory

is given to the exertions of St Kentigcrn in return for

devastations which Somerled had committed in the Glas-

gow district several years before, and which the bishop of

Glasgow had prayed very hard that tho Saint might
piously rebuke. During one of the many fruitless in-

vasions of Scotland in the early years of Edward II.,

the English army in 1310 penetrated as far as Renfrew-
shire before returning. In 1489 the county was the
scene of operations carried on by James IV. against

some of the nobles that had adhered to his father's

party, and in 1565 the Earl of Moray and the discon-

tented barons assembled at Paisley, but marched into

Lanarkshire almost immediately. Other historical

events and antiquities will be found noticed particularly

under the various parishes and places with which they
are more immediately connected. Like most of the
Scottish counties, Renfrewshire was seriously troubled
with witches in the 17th century, and the case of the

'Witches of Renfrew' in 1697 became very famous.

The person bewitched was Christian Shaw, a girl of

eleven years of age, daughter of John Shaw, laird of

Bargarran, who, ' having had a quarrel with one of the

maid-servants, pretended to be bewitched by her, and
forthwith began, according to the common practice in

such cases, to vomit all manner of trash ; to be blind

and deaf on occasion ; to fall into convulsions ; and to

talk a world of nonsense, which the hearers received as

the quintessence of afflicted piety, by degrees a great

many persons were implicated in the guilt of the maid-
servant, and no less than twenty were condemned, and
five suffered death on the Gallow Green of Paisley,

while one strangled himself in prison, or, as report went,

was strangled by the devil, lest he should make a con-

fession to the detriment of the service.'

See also Crawfurd's Description of tlv. Shire of Renfrew
(1710), with continuations by Sernple (Paisley, 1782)
and by Robertson (Paisley, 1818) ; Wilson's General
View of the Agriculture of Renfrewshire (1812) ; Hamil-
ton of Wishaw's Description of the Sheriffdom of Lanark
and Renfrev; (Maitland Club, 1831) ; Ramsay's Views in
Renfrewshire (1839) ; Hector's Selections from tlie Jvxli-

cial Records of Renfrewshire (1876-78) ; the works cited

under Paisley, and for the witches Narrative of lite

Sufferings and Relief of a Young Girl in the West
(Edinb. 1698) ; So/lveirmus Debellatas (London, 1698)

;

A History of the Witches of Renfrewshire (Paisley, 1809
;

and a new edition 1877) ; and an attack on the execu-

tions, Witchcraft Proven, Arraignd, and Condcmn'd
(Glasgow, 1697).—Ord. Sur., shs. 29,30,31,22,1865-73.

Rennyhill, an estate, with a mansion, in Kilrenny
parish, Pile, 1£ mile NNE of Anstruther.
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Ronton, a town and a quoad sact\t. parish in Cardrosa
parish, Dumbartonshire. The town, standing on the
N hi bank 61 the river Leven, has a station on the Vale
ol Leven railway, 1J mile S of Alexandria, and 2i miles
N by W of Dumbarton. It was founded in 1782 by
Mrs Smollett of Bonhill, and named in honour of her
daughter-in-law, ono of tho Rontons of Lammertonj
grew and flourished in connection with the special in-

dustries of tho Valo of Lovon ; has charming environs,

enriched with tho parks of Strathleven and Bonhill;
carries on oxtonsivo industry in ealieo-printing, bleach-

ing, and dyeing establishments ; and has a post oflico

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, a quoad sacra parochial church, three Free

churches (one of them Gaelic, and ono Reformed Presby-
terian till 1876), a public school, a public hall (1882),

etc. Tho novelist, Tobias Smollett (1721-71), was born
in tho old house of Dalquhurn ; and at Ronton, within

i mile of his birthplace, his cousin erected a monument
to his memory in 1774. It is a round Tuscan column,
60 foot high, springing from a square base ; and it bears

a long Latin inscription by Prof. Geo. Stuart of Edin-
burgh, John Ramsay of Ochtertyre, and Dr Samuel
Johnson. The qiinod micro, parish, constituted in 1870,

is in the presbytery of Dumbarton and the synod of

Glasgow and Ayr ; tho minister's stipend is £120. Its

church, which was built as a chapel of case at a cost of

£700, underwent groat improvements in 1869. Pop. of

q. s. parish (1881) 4387 ; of town (1831) 1860, (1841)

2472, (1861) 2891, (1871) 3087, (1881) 4319, of whom
2414 were females. Houses (1881) 813 inhabited, 5

vacant.—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Rentonhall, an estate, with a mansion, in Morham
parish, Haddingtonshire, 2£ miles SE of Haddington.
Renton House, a mansion in tho W of Coldingham

parish, Berwickshire, near the left bank of Eye Water,

1 J mile ESE of Grant's House station. Its owner, Miss
Stirling (sue. 1861), holds 2674 acres in the shire,

valued at £2987 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 34, 1864.

Repentance, Tower of. See Hoddam.
Rerigonium. Sec Beregonium and Innermessan.
Rerrick or Rerwick, a coast parish of S Kirkcud-

brightshire, containing the villages of Dunjirennan and
Auohencairn, 5 miles ESE and 10 E by N of Kirk-

cudbright. Its ancient name was Dundrennan ; and
letters are still received by the minister, addressed Dun-
drennan, Old Abbey, and Monkland. It is bounded
NW and N by Kelton, E by Buittlc, SE and S by the

Solway Firth, and W by Kirkcudbright. Its utmost
length, from N to S, is 7£ miles ; its utmost breadth,

from E to W, is 6if miles ; and its area is 21,724|
acres, of which 1692 / are foreshore. The coast, extend-

ing from Balcary Point, at the western side of the

mouth of Auohencairn Bay, 9 miles west-south- west-

ward to tho mouth of Dunrod Burn, is mostly bold

and iron-bound, and exhibits a series of abrupt head-

lands, 100 to 352 feet high, slightly intersected by the

baylets of Rascarrel, Barlocco, Orroland, Portinary,

Burnfoot, and Mullock. It abounds in craigs, fissures,

tortuous ravines, and other features of romantic scenery

;

is believed to have contributed much of its landscape

to Sir Walter Scott's descriptions of coast scenery

in Guy Mannering ; and commands, from nearly all

its summits and salient points, very brilliant views,

both inland and towards the sea. The Balcary

lifeboat was launched, 18 Dec. 1884. The interior is

variously champaign, undulated, rolling, and hilly

;

declines to vale and plain in the E, around and above

Auchencairn Bay ; contains vales or hollows in the

centre, formerly mossy or otherwise waste, but now
charmingly luxuriant ; and is nearly filled throughout

the N, to the extent of about one-fourth of its entire

area, by hills that almost attain the dignity of moun
tains. Chief elevations, from S to N, are Walls Hill

(352 feet), Brown Hill (515), a nameless summit to the

NE of the parish church (535), the Houghs of Airds

(335), Newlaw Hill (595), Suie Hill (790), Bentuther

Hill (900), and Bengairn or Bencairn (1280). The
drainage, with slight exception, is all carried southward
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or south-south-eastward by indigenous brooks, chiefly
Troudale, Collin, Rascarrel, Henmuir, and Abbey Burns.
Granitic rocks prevail in the uplands, and Devonian
rocks on the low grounds and the coast. Sandstone,
of excellent quality for building, is found on the coast

;

iron and copper ore have been mined in considerable
quantities

;
barytes mines were worked extensively at

Barlocco some years ago ; jasper of fine quality occurs
in coves of the coast ; and rock-crystal, of a palo
purple colour and of perfect prismatic form, abounds
in a burn on Screel Hill. The soil in most parts is

naturally wet and spongy, but has been worked by
draining and cultivation into a good fertile mould.
Nearly two-thirds of the entire area have been sub-
jected to the plough, about 550 acres are under wood,
and the rest of the parish is either pastoral or waste.
The chief antiquities are a great barrow on the summit
of Bengairn, remains of two Caledonian stone circles,

vestiges of twelve camps, variously Roman, Danish,
and Saxon, and the ruins of Dundrennan Abbey. Man-
sions, noticed separately, are Auchencairn House, Bal-
cary, Collin, Hazlefield, Netherlaw, Orchard-
ton, and Portmart ; and 8 proprietors hold each an
annual value of £500 and upwards, 14 of between £100
and £500. In the presbytery of Kirkcudbright and the
synod of Galloway, this parish is divided ecclesiastically

into Rerrick proper and Auchencairn quoad sacra
parish, the former a living worth £434 (22 chalders,
with £8, 6s. 8d. for communion elements). Part of
the old parish church of Rerrick may still be seen,

9 furlongs SE of Dundrennan village ; and a stone of it

bears the inscription— ' This Church, originally a Chapel,
was enlarged in 1743, taken down in 1865.' The present
parish church, in the centre of Dundrennan village, is a
Gothic edifice of 1865-66, with a beautiful rose window,
a tower and spire 68 feet high, and about 400 sittings.

Two public schools, Auchencairn and Dundrennan, with
respective accommodation for 260 and 190 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 151 and 92, and grants
of £158, 19s. 6d. and £95, 7s. Valuation (1860) £12,603,
(1884) £19,230. Pop. (1801) 1166, (1831) 1635, (1861)
1738, (1871) 1911, (1881) 1807, of whom 770 were in
Rerrick ecclesiastical parish.— Oral. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Resart, Loch, a sea-loch at the mutual border of Uig
parish, lioss-shire, and Harris parish, Inverness-shire,
on the W side of Lewis, in the Outer Hebrides. Open-
ing from the W, and penetrating 7J miles eastward, it

measures 2 miles across the entrance, and contracts
gradually to a point. Scarp island protects its entrance

;

and a salmon -stream of its own name flows 5 miles
northward to its head from Harris.

Rescobie, a parish of central Forfarshire, whose church
stands on the northern shore of Rescobie Loch, 7 fur-
longs E by N of Clocksbriggs station, this being 2^
miles ENE of the post-town, Forfar. It is bounded N
by Oathlaw, Aberlemno, and Guthrie ; E by Kirkden

;

S by Kirkden, Dunnichen, and Forfar; and W by Kirrie-
muir. Its utmost length, from WNW to ESE, is 7,f
miles

; its breadth varies between 5 furlongs and 2£
miles; and its area is 6724 acres, of which 165 are
water. Rescobie Loch, 2 to 20 feet deep, and lying
at an altitude of 196 feet above sea-level, extends ]|
mile east-south-eastward, and varies in width from 200
to 550 yards. Lunan Water, issuing from its foot,
flows 2| miles east-south-eastward along the Aberlemno
and Guthrie boundary, and early in this course expands
into Balgavies Loch (4 x 1J furl.). From the shores of
Rescobie Loch the surface rises southward to Dunnichen
Hill (764 feet) on the Dunnichen boundary, and north-
ward to Turin Hill (814) on the Aberlemno boundary.
The face of the latter eminence presents a mural range
of rock not unlike that of the Salisbury Craigs at Edin-
burgh

;
and its summit commands a very extensive and

brilliant view of both land and sea. Devonian rocks,
mainly grey paving-stone and Old Red sandstone con-
glomerate, are predominant; display, in some places,
curious interstratification

; and have long been worked
in large quarries of remarkable appearance. The soil is
much of it a dark brown loam, with good 'body,' but

olsewhere is thin and r&oorish, sharp and gravelly, or

clayey ; and sometimes varies much within one and the

same field. Nearly one-eleventh of the entire area is

under wood ; rather more than one-tenth is in permanent
pasture ; and nearly all the rest of the land is in tillage.

In 1099 Donald Ban, the 'usurper,' taken prisoner and
blinded by Eadgar, his nephew, was condemned to per-

petual imprisonment at Roscolpin or Rescobie, where
he died. There were formerly two fortalices of con-

siderable importance, called the castles of Rescobie and
Weems, but they have entirely disappeared. An ancient

stronghold on the summit of Turin Hill is believed to

have been one of the oldest stone forts in Scotland. It

comprised a circular citadel of 685 square yards in area,

and an extensive range of contiguous buildings. Parts

of the citadel still remain, with walls 13 or 14 feet

thick ; and they popularly bear the name of Kemp or

Camp Castle. Mansions are Bumside, Carse-Gray,

Ochterlony, Pitscandly, and Reswallie ; and 5 pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of more, 3 of less,

than £500. Rescobie is in the presbytery of Forfar and
the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the living is worth
£327. The parish church was built in 1820, and con-

tains 560 sittings. The public school with accommo-
dation for 62 children, had (1S84) an average attendance

of 32, and a grant of £35, 15s. Valuation (1857) £6579,

(1885) £8465, 7s., plus £1841 for railway. Pop. (1801)

870, (1831) 808, (1861) 747, (1871) 748, (1881) 685.-
Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Resolis. See Kirkmichael, Ross-shire.

Resort, Loch. See Resart.
Restalrig, a decayed village in South Leith parish,

Edinburghshire, in the northern vicinity of Jock's

Lodge, and north-eastern vicinity of St Margaret's

railway depot, 2 miles E by N of the General Post
Office, Edinburgh. In pre-Reformation days, Restalrig

was the capital of the parish in which it stands, and
the site of the parish church. According to tradition,

St Triduana, a noble virgin of Achaia, who came to Scot-

land in the 8th century in company with St Rule, died
at Restalrig ; and down to Sir David Lyndsay's time
many pilgrims, afflicted with eye-diseases, resorted

hither to Sanct Tredwall's shrine. At the death of

William the Lyon (1214), the district of Restalrig—or,

as it was anciently called, Lestalric—was possessed by
the De Lestalric family. In 1291 Adam of St Ed-
mund's, parson of Lestalric, obtained a writ to the
sheriff of Edinburgh to deliver him his lands and
rights

;
and, in 1296, in the ancient church here, he

swore fealty to Edward I. During the reign of Robert
Bruce, or the early part of the 14th century, the barony
passed by marriage into the possession of the Logans,
with whom it continued till they incurred forfeiture for

participation in the Gowrie Conspiracy. In 1435 the
patronage of the church was confirmed to Thomas
Logan, by William, Bishop of St Andrews. A col-

legiate establishment, dedicated to the Holy Trinity,

the Virgin, and St Margaret, was established at Restal-

rig by James III. in 1487, enlarged by James IV. in

1512, and completed by James V. in 1515, the founda-
tion comprising a dean, 9 prebendaries, 3 chaplains,

and 2 singing boys. The parsonage, however, remained
entire till the Reformation. In 1560 the first General
Assembly ordained that the church, ' as a monument
of idolatrie, be raysit, and uttcrlie casten downe and
destroyed ;' and that tho parishioners should in future

adopt as their parish church, St Mary's chapel in Leith.
In 1609 the legal rights of the church and parish of

Restalrig, with all their revenues and pertinents, were
formerly alienated from them by parliament, and con-
ferred upon that chapel, then legally declared to be tho
parish church of South Leith. Robert Logan of Restal-

rig, the Gowrio conspirator, who died a bankrupt in

1600, had sold in 1596 his estate of Nether Gogar to

Andrew Logan of Coalfield, in 1602 his lands of Fast
Castle to Archibald Douglas, and in 1604 his barony
of Restalrig to Lord Balmerino. The Lords Balmerino
hold the lands of Restalrig till their forfeiture in 1746

;

and during tho whole period of their possession appro-
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prut*l the vaults of the forsaken lad dilapidated church
»» the huryingphico of theiuselvcs mui thoir kinsfolk.
l.iiv BaMenno, the wife of Arthur, tl.o sixth and
attainted l/nnl. resided in the. village during the years
..I bat Widowhood, and died there in 1706. Thfl F.arls

Moray, who purchased the forfeited lands, now claim
.is their mausoleum an octagonal chapterhouse to the S
of the church, whose groined roof springs from u single
central pillar, and which is said to have been built
»U.ut H:*:. by Sir liohcrt Logan. The Episcopalians
ha\e always, from the Kevolution downward, had a

strmig attachment to Uestalrig. They were for years
prohibited from performing their funeral service in any
of tho city or suburban burying-grounds ; so they
adopted lost.ilrig as their cemetery, and here in 1720
mtim d the body of Alexander Kose, the last legal or
ii' ill ni titular bishop of Kdinburgh. Here, too, is

the grave of I.,, id llroiigham's father, as well as of many
a gallant soldier. The Second Pointed, three-bayed
choir consisted of little more than the E wall and part
of the side walls in 1S30, when it was restored from

l y Mr \V. Burn, and made a chapel of ease
or mission chapel, subordinate to South Leith church.
Under the verge of St Margaret's depot was a famous
spring, called St Margaret's Well ; and some line old

Gothic stone-work over this was removed in 1860 to a
runnel at the N foot of Salisbury Craigs. Uestalrig
House, to the N of tho village, is a plain substantial

mansion, in a well-wooded park of 15 acres. It was
built in 1815-17, and enlarged a few years afterwards.
Tho ancient mansion on tho barony was a castellated

structure, opposite the W end of tho church, and is now
represented by the lower walls of a plain modern house
in the village.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Rest- and -be -Thankful. See Corstorpiiine and
Glf.scroe.

Restennet, an ancient parish of central Forfarshire,
now forming the northern district of Forfar parish,

which hence is legally known as Forfar-Restennet. A
sheet of water, called Restennet Loch, on the Reseobie
lwundary, was drained at great expense, in the latter

part of last century, for the sake of obtaining a rich
supply of shell-marl in its bed. A peninsula, project-

ing into the lake from a very narrow isthmus, rose into
an eminence, which was crowned by a priory, 1^ mile
ENE of Forfar. At Restennet St Bonifacius is said to
have baptized the Pictish king, Nectan, in 710, and to
have dedicated a church to St Peter (see Rosemarkie) ;

and on the site of this church David I. founded an
Augustinian priory, which Malcolm IV. made a cell of
the Abbey of Jedburgh. The roofless priory church,
repaired during 1863-66, is First Pointed in style, and
has a NW broach spire 70 feet high. It served as the
parish church of Forfar till 1591, and was afterwards
the burying-place of the families of Dempster and
Hunter. Traces remain, too, of a cloister-garth 60 feet

square.—Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Reston, a village in Coldingham parish, Berwick-
shire, near the right bank of Eye Water, with a station

on the North British railway at the junction of the
Berwickshire branch, 8? miles NE of Duns, 11J NW
of Berwick, and 46i ESE of Edinburgh. It has a post
and telegraph office under Ayton, an inn, a market
cross, a public school, and a Free church (1880 ; 260
sittings), erected at a cost of £1150. Pop. (1881) 321.—Ord. Sur., sh. 34, 1864.

Reswallie, an estate, with a mansion, in Reseobie
parish, Forfarshire, 3 miles ENE of Forfar.

Rhea. See Kyle-Rhea.
Rhiconich, an inn in Eddrachillis parish, W Suther-

land, at the head of salt-water Loch Inchard, 41J miles

NW of Lairg.

RhindL See Rhynd.
Rhinns (Gael, rrrinn, 'a point or promontory'), a

peninsula in the SW of islay island, Argyllshire, extend-

ing between the German Ocean and Loch Indal, com-
municating with the main body of the island by an
isthmus, between the head of Loch Gruinnard and the

upper part of Loch Indal, a^id'Xemiiiiating in a headland
252
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and about 120 square miles in area. It begins on the N
at t'orse wall Point, and terminates at the S in the Mull
of Calloway, each of them crowned by a lighthouse ; it

attainsa maximum altitude of 593 feet in Oairnpat,
and mostly consists of lowland, which, at a comparatively
recent geological period, was clearly under marine water;
and probably, after becoming dry, it was for some timo
an island or a series of islands. The parishes comprised
within ii are Kirkeolm, Leswalt, Portpatrick, and Kirk-
maiden, most of Stoneykirk, and a small part of Inch.

Rhives, a modern mansion in Ivilmuir- Easter parish,

Ross-shire, 7 furlongs N of Delny station. Its late

owner, George Ross, Esq. of Pitcalnie (1803-84), held

10,618 acres in the shire, valued at £1270 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Rhonehouse. See Kklton Hill.
Rhu-Stoer or Point of Stoer, a bold rocky headland

in Assynt parish, Sutherland, terminating the peninsula

in tho extreme W of the parish, and presenting to the

sea, 9| miles NW of Lochinver village, a detached mass
of sandstone, rising to the height of 530 feet. A stack,

or insulated towering sea-rock, confronting it, rises to a

height of about 250 feet, and has such a curious outline

as to seem at a distance like a largo ship under stud-

ding sails.— Ord. Sur., sh. 107, 1881.

Rhu-Vaal or Rudha Mhail, a headland at the northern

extremity of Islay island, Argyllshire, Hanking theW side

of the northern entrance to the Sound of Islay, 7 miles

N by W of Port Askaig. A lighthouse, erected on it in

1859 at a cost of £7437, shows a fixed red light in a

westerly direction, between the bearings of about SSW \W and about E by S, and a white light in every other

direction, both visible at the distance of 17 nautical miles.

Rhymer's Glen and Tower. See Huntly, Roxburgh-
shire ; and Earlsjton.

Rhynd (Gael, roinn, ' point ' or ' peninsula '), a Perth-

shire parish, whose church stands 3| miles NE of

Bridge of Earn, and 4j SE of Perth, under which there

is a post office of Rhynd. It is bounded NW by Kin-
fauns, NE by Kinfauns, the Inchyra section of Kinnoull,

and St Madoes, S by Abernethy and Dunbarny, and W
by Perth. Its utmost length, from WNW to ESE, is

4 miles ; its utmost breadth is 1| mile ; and its area is

2893 acres, of which 175£ are foreshore and 260J water.

The Tat, here 1 to 3 furlongs broad, curves 4J miles

no 1 1 h -<-a\tw;wl and south-eastward along all theboundary
with Kinfauns, Kinnoull, and St Madoes ; and Sleepless

Inch and Balhepburn Island belong to Rhynd. The
river EAEN winds 3J miles east-by-northward to the

Tay along all the Abernethy border, though the point

where it first touches the parish and that where it

enters the Tay are only If mile distant as the crow flics.

E of Fingask tho surface is low and flat, at no point 50

feet above sea-level ; but westward it rises to a maxi-

mum altitude of 725 fect on the summit of wooded Mon-
creiffe Hill at the meeting-point of Rhynd, Perth,

and Dunbarny parishes. Moncreilfe Hill mainly con-

sists of greenstone; but elsewhere the principal rock is

Old Bed sandstone. The soil in the NW is sharp and
gravelly, in the SE is chiefly clay, intermixed here and
there with very fine black loam. About 100 acres are

under wood ; and nearly all the rest oi the parish is in

n state of high cultivation. At Grange of Elcho, near

the western border, David Lindsay of Glenesk founded,
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lomc time in the 13th century, a Cistercian nunnery,

where, in 1346, the Earl of Ross assassinated Reginald
ofthe Isles. Elcho Castle, noticed separately, is the chief

antiquity ; and the Earl of Wemyss is chief proprietor,

1 other holding an annual value of more, and 2 of less,

than £500. llhynd is in the presbytery of Perth and
the synod of Perth and Stirling ; the living is worth
£350. In the early part of the 12th century and on to

the Reformation the parish was a dependency of the

monastery of St Adrian, Isle of May ; and a stone in

the E gable of the old church marks the grave of one of

the priors. The original church has entirely disappeared,

but probably stood on the site of a wretched church,

dating from the time of the Reformation, and incon-

veniently situated 2 miles to the SE of the present

church, which was built in 1842. The public school,

with accommodation for 96 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 60, and a grant of £68, 18s.

Valuation (1865) £7700, 3s. 3d., (1884) £6176, 10s. 9d.

Pop. (1801) 403, (1841) 402, (1861) 297, (1871) 327,

(1881) 297.— Orel. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Rhynie, a parish on the western border of Aberdeen-
shire, in the SE containing the post-office village of

Mum of Rhynie, 4 miles SSW of Gartly station and

13J NW of Alford. It comprises the ancient parishes

of Rhynie and Essie ; and is bounded N by Gartly, E
by Kennethmont, SE by Clatt and Auchindoir, and W
by Cabrach. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 7£
miles ; its breadth varies between 1§ and 4J miles ; and
its area is 20J square miles or 12,SS3| acres, of which
44 are water. The drainage all goes to the little

Water of Bogie, which flows 6J miles north-north-east-

ward along all the south-eastern and eastern boundary.
Where it quits the parish, the surface declines to 524
feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises to 1500 feet at

the Hill of Noth, 1851 at the Tap 0' Noth, 1059 at

Quarry Hill, 1398 at Clayshot Hill, and 1669 at the
Mound of Haddoch, just within Cabrach parish. The
rocks include granite, sandstone, greenstone, and syenite

;

and the soil is a loamy clay along the valley of the Bogie,
clay and gravel towards the Tap 0' Noth, and loamy or
mossy over most of the western division. Antiquities,
other than Lesmoke Castle, are cairns, tumuli, several

standing-stones (four of them sculptured, and very good
of their kind), and remains of a large vitrified fort on the
Tap o' Noth, with walls more than 10 feet thick. The
Duke of Richmond and Gordon is almost sole proprietor.
Rhynie is in the presbytery of Strathbogie and the synod
of Moray ; the living is worth £205. The parish church,
a Free church, and a Congregational chapel, all stand at

Muir of Rhynie ; and Lesmore public, Rhynie public,
and Duffs girls' schools, with respective accommodation
for 58, 240, and 42 children, had (1884) an average
attendance of 40, 136, and 39, and grants of £32, £113,
5s., and £42, 8s. Valuation (1860) £3311, (1885) £4728,
18s. 9d., plus £17 for railway. Pop. (1801) 676, (1831)
1018, (1801) 1061, (1871) 1195, (1881) 1126.—Ord. Sur.,
shs. 76, 86, 75, 85, 1874-76.
Rhynns. See Rhinos.
Ricawr, Loch, a troutful lake in Straiton parish,

Ayrshire, 8 miles SSE of Straiton village. Lying 960
foet above sea-level, it has an utmost length and
hroadth of 6 and 5 furlongs, and sends off a streamlet
8 miles east-north-eastward to the head 0' Loch Doom—
Ord. Sur., sh. 8, 1863.

Riccarton, a parish on the northorn border of Kyle
district, Ayrshire, containing a southern suburb of
Kilmarnock and the greater part of the town of
HuKLFona It is bounded N by Kilmarnock, E by
Galston, S by Craigie, SW by Symington, and W by
Dundonald. Its utmost length, from E to W, is 4j
miles

; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 2| miles
;

and its area is 75984 acres, of which 48J are water, and
1259J belong to a detached south-eastern portion (2| x
U miles), which, approaching to within J mile of the
main body, is founded S by Mauchline, and on all

ol her sides by Galston. The river Irvine winds 7£ miles
west-south-westward along all the northern border,
though the point where it tiiat touches and that where

it quits the parish arc only 4J miles distant as the crow
flies. At the NE corner of the parish it is joined by
Cessnock: Water, which winds 5 miles north-by-east-

ward, viz., 14 mile along the Galston boundary, mile
across the eastern interior, and If mile again along the
Galston boundary. Higher up, Cessnock Water runs
1§ mile westward along all the southern border of the
detached portion. In the extreme W the surface

declines along the Irvine to close upon 70 feet above
sea-level ; and thence it rises to 186 at Whalriggs,
448 at the Craigie border, and 442 near Hillhouse in the
detached section. The parish, on the whole, is gently
undulating, but rises gradually towards the S and SE,
till it terminates in a low ridge of hills, whose highest
points command an extensive and brilliant view to the
N and W. The banks of Cessnock Water are pictur-

esque, but those of the Irvine are very tame. The
rocks are chiefly of the Carboniferous formation. Coal,

which exists in great abundance, and which seems to

have been worked from a very early period, has been
increasingly mined since the formation of the railways.

Much anthracite or blind coal is likewise raised, and
limestone has been quarried both for mortar and for

manure ; whilst iron working is carried on at Hurlford.
The soil, in most parts, is strongly argillaceous. Nearly
500 acres are under wood, and most of the remainder is

either arable or pasture, 700 acres of moss having in

great measure been reclaimed in the course of the last

half century. Riccarton was anciently a chapelry,

subordinate to the parish church of Dundonald ; and it

followed the fortunes of that church in annexation,
from 1229 till

X
1238, to the short-lived convent of

Dalmulin, and in subsequent annexation to the mona-
stery of Paisley. At some period of the Paisley monks'
possession, it was made a parish church, and treated by
them as a vicarage. After the Reformation, it was
incorporated with Craigie

;
but, in 1648, it was dis-

united from that parish, and made independent. The
name Riccarton was originally Eichardstown or Ricard-
ston, and seems to have been derived from a Richard
Wallace, whom tradition declares to have been the
uncle of the celebrated Sir William, the patriot, but
who probably lived too early to claim that honour. In
the 13th and 14th centuries the lands of Ricardston
belonged to a family of the name of Wallace, or, as the
word was anciently written, Waleys. During the reign
of Alexander II., and under the second Walter the
Steward, Richard Waleys held considerable estates in
other parts of Kyle-Stewart, and appears to have been
one of the most considerable of the Steward's vassals

;

and he very probably was the ancestor of the Ricardston
Wallaces, the first holder of their property, and the
person from whom it derived its manorial designation.

A seat of Sir Ronald Crawford, the maternal uncle of
Sir William Wallace, stood on the site of Yardside
farmhouse, and is closely associated, in traditionary
story, with early exploits of the Scottish patriot. Sir
John Cunninghame of Caprington (d. 1684), a very
eminent lawyer in the time of Charles II. ; and Sir
James Shaw (1764-1843), Lord Mayor of London and a
distinguished benefactor of Kilmarnock, were natives of
Riccarton. Mansions, noticed separately, are Bell-
field, Caprington Castle, Dollars, Milrig, Shaw-
hill, and Treesbank. The Duke of Portland is chief
proprietor, 11 others holding each an annual value of
£500 and upwards. Giving off since 1874 the greater
part of Hurlford quoad sacra parish, Riccarton is in the
presbytery of Ayr and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ;

the living is worth £480. The parish church surmounts
a mound in the southern suburb of Kilmarnock, partly
natural and partly artificial, and formerly known as the
'Seat of Justice.' Built in 1823, and containing 1192
sittings, it is a large edifice with a lofty spire, which
forms a conspicuous object in a wide circumjacent land-
scape. Five schools— Crossroads public, Hurlford
public, Riccarton public, Barleith, and Caprington
infant—with respective accommodation for 76, 499, 147,
235, and 100 children, had (1884) an average attendance
of 59, 319, 139, 151, and 92, and grants of £46, lis.,
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- •
' ! -M.>: i..il«av. I'.'p. I.1S01 > HUM, (1831)

5629, I>71) 5845, (1881) 7112, of whom
1940 \vt rf in Uie paili.mu ntary hur^h of Kilmarnock, ami
S7vs in the town aiul ./.. v.,i parish of 11 ml lord.

—

Oni. Sur., eh. 22, 1865.
Kicearton, a s! , i in tVtb ton |i:irisli. S Koxhurgh-

. on tlio Wav. ii. v route ilM'.Jl of the North British

railway, at the junction of the Border Counties lino

Eothun sad Newcastle, 62j miles WNW of
N l<-, .'t'-'J NNK of Carlisle, and 13 S by E of
II kwiek, under which it has a post and telegraph ollico.

-On/. Sur., sh. 17, 1804.

Riccarton, a mansion, with a fino park, in Currio

pvith, Edinburghshire, mile NNW of Currio villago,

tad miles s\v of Edinburgh. Its oldest part, a square
ti>wer at the \V end, is supposed to have been given by
King Robert Bruce as part of the dowry of his daughter,
M u . ry. on her marriage to Walter, High Steward of
S. ot land ; but the main body of the house was built in

1681 ; and a large addition in the Elizabethan stylo was
OOmpleted in 1827. Sir Thomas Craig of Riccarton
(1648-1608) was a distinguished writer on the feudal
law ; and the estate remained with his descendants till

1823, when it passed to a kinsman, James Gibson, W.S.
(1765-1850), who in 1831 was created a baronet as Sir

James Gibson-Craig of Riccarton. Ho was a Liberal
in politics, as likewise was his son, the Rt. Hon. Sir
"William Gibson-Craig, M.P. (1797-1878), whose son,
Sir James Henry, third Bart. (b. 1841), holds 1882
acres in Midlothian, valued at £6037 per annum.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 82, 1857. See John Small's Castles and Man-
sions of the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Rickarton, a quoad sacra parish in Fctteresso parish,

Kiiirar.liiicshire, 6 miles NW by W of Stonehaven,
nnder which it has a post office. Constituted in

1872, it is in the presbytery of Fordoun and the
synod of Angus ana Mearns ; the minister's stipend
is £186. The church sprang from a bequest of £3278
by the late Rev. George Thomson, minister of Fctter-
esso ; and was built, in 1870-71, at a cost of £1400.
Rickarton House is a good modern mansion on the N
bank of Cowie Water, 3 miles NW of Stonehaven ; and
the estate, long held by the Hepburns, belongs now to

Alex. Baird, Esq. of Urie. Pop. of q. s. parish (1881)
473, of whom 10 were in Glenbervie parish.

—

Ord. Sur.,
shs. 67, 66, 1871.

RiddelL See Lilliesleaf.
Riddon, Loch, a sea-loch on the mutual border of Kil-

modan and Inverchaolain parishes, Argyllshire. Open-
ing from the most northerly part of the Kyles of Bute,
and penetrating 3} miles northward to the mouth of
t.ii (TDABVBL, it has a maximum breadth of 6£ furlongs,

and in scenery is not nnlike the most picturesque reaches
of the Kyles themselves. It contains, in its mouth, a
group of islets including Elian Dheirrio

;
has, on its

left side, the steamboat pier of Onnidale ; and leads,

through fine reaches of Highland scenery, towards Holy
Loch, Strachur, and Otter Ferry.—Ord. Sur., sh. 29,

1873.

RiecawT, Loch, See Ricawr, Loch.
Rigg. See Gebtna.
Riggend, a village in New Monkland parish, Lanark-

shire, 3i miles N of Airdrie.

Rigside. See Douglas.
Ringans, St. Sei> St Ninians.
Ringford. See Tongland.
Rinnes. See Ben Rinnes.
Rinna. See Rhinits.

Riatol or Isle Riatol, an island of Lochbroom parish,

Ross-shire, lying off the entrance of Loch Broom, 14j
miles NW of Ullapool. Separated from the mainland
by a channel only 1 furlong broad, and dry at low water,

it has an utmost length and breadth of 8$ and 8 fur-

longs, and rises to a height of 234 feet. Pop. (1861)

26, (1871) 27, (1881) 0.— O-rd. Sur., sh. 101, 1882.

Rives. See Rhives.
Roadmeetings, a village in Carluke pirish, Lanark-
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•-»•>>•••. U mile K by S of tho town. Pop,, with Yield-
shields, (1881) 432.

Roag, Loch, an intricate sea-loch of Uig parish, on
the W side of Lewis, Outer Hebrides, Ross-.shire. Open-
in- from the Atlantic, it has a width of V\ miles at tho
.nil. nee; penelrate. the land south-eastward to tho
extent of about 10 miles; is sectioned lengthwise, by a
series of islands, into two main channels, called Loch
Una;; proper and Louh Bcrncra or West Loch Roag;
measures 6 miles in mean breadth, over a length of 6J
miles from its entrance, but is biscctod, over all that
length, by BbRNIBA island and some adjacent islets;

forks, in its upper part, into two separate, widely
detached, narrow reaches, Loch Ceann Thulabhig and
Little Loch Roag

;
contains, all round from entrance to

head, as many as 38 islands and islots ; and is rendered
so intricate by islands, islets, headlands, bays, and wind-
ing passages, as to demand no ordinary degree of atten-

tion and skill for its navigation, while the entrance of

Loch Roag proper is so obscure that it might escape
the observation of a boat's crew passing within a hundred
yards distance. All tho land of the islands, and of tho
immediate coasts, is cither low and tame, or terminates
in such cliira of gneiss as have little elevation, much
ruggedness, and no beauty. Several salmon streamlets

run to the heads and sides of tho lochs ; and three of

them have a run of respectively 6, 7, and 8 miles.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 105, 104, 1858.

Roan. See Ellan-nan-Ron.
Robertland, an estate, with a mansion and the site

of an old castle, in Stewarton parish, Ayrshire, 2 miles
NE of the town.

Roberton, a villago and an ancient parish in the
Upper Ward of Lanarkshire. The village, standing near
the left bank of the river Clyde, 3 miles SSE of Lam-
ington station, has a U.P. church, rebuilt in 1873.

The ancient parish, lying around the village, was united

to Wiston in 1772.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Roberton, a parish of Roxburgh and Selkirk shires,

containing the hamlet of Deanburnhaugh, on the Dean
Burn near its junction with Borthwick Water, 7J miles

WSW of Hawick, under which it has a post office. At
no distant date this hamlet contained above 100 in-

habitants ; now its population is under 20. The parish

is bounded NE by Ashkirk and Wilton, SE by Hawick
and Teviothead, SW by Eskdalemuir in Dumfries-
shire, and NW by Ettrick, Kirkhope, and Selkirk

(detached). Its utmost length, from NE to SW, is

12§ miles ; its utmost breadth is 5£ miles ; and its

area is 46| square miles or 29, 666J acres, of which
247 are water, and 18,038^ belong to Roxburgh-
shire, 11,628J to Selkirkshire. Borthwick Water,
rising close to the Dumfriesshire border at an altitude

of 1400 feet, winds 14£ miles north-eastward and east-

ward, until it passes off from the parish 1J mile above
its influx to the Teviot ; and during this course it is

fed by a score of burns. Rankle Burn runs 2J miles

north-eastward along the Ettrick boundary ; and Ale
Water, rising near Henwoodie, at an altitude of 1100

feet, runs 8 miles north-eastward, at one point travers-

ing Alemuir Loch (ix-i mile), and, lower down,
tracing for 2g miles the Ashkirk boundary Ringside

Loch (2Jxl§ furl.) on the Ettrick boundary has been
drained ; but other lases, still existing, are Hellmuir
Loch (3£ x 2£furl.) on the Kirkhope boundary, Crooked
Loch (2x1 furl. ) at the meeting-point with Kirkhope
and Ettrick, and smaller Windylaw, Philhope, Broadlce,

and Bog Lochs in the interior. Where Borthwick Water
quits the parish, the surface declines to close on 500 feet

above the sea ; and chief elevations to the NW of the

stream, as one goes up the glen, are *Borthaugh Hill (880

feet), HighchestersHill (848), Smasha Hill (1092). Hang-
ingshaw Hill (1044), Firestane Edge (1155), Mid Hill

(1207), "Coutlair Knowe (1371\ Crib Law (1389), Long
Tae (1438), and *Craik Cross Hill (1482) ; to the SE,
Todshaw Hill (938), "High Seat (1140), "Calfshaw Head
(1320), *Pike Hill (1369), and *Stock Hill (1561), where
asterisks mark those summits that culminate on the

conhne3 oi the parish. Thus Roberton, though nut f j.
-
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distant from tlic centre of the southern Highlands, and
though walled in by one of the middle stretches of their

watersheds, is not strictly mountainous, and possesses

both lowness of surface and softness of feature compared
with either Ettrick on its one side, or Liddesdale on its

other. The two vales which, to a certain extent,

traverse it lengthwise, are narrow along the bottom, or

are the merest glens ; but they have gently sloping

screens, and, except where beautified with wood, are in

a state of cultivation. The hills are as rich in all the

common kinds of game as the waters are in fish, so that

the district is an attractive one to the sportsman.

Though heath stretches out in patches, and almost

every farm has its particular moss, the lands of the

parish may, in general, be viewed as an assemblage of

green hills, pleasantly and richly pastoral. The rocks

are mainly Silurian, but include a seam of excellent

ironstone. The soil in the bottom of Borthwick vale

is of good quality ; on the skirts and lower parts of the

hills is gravelly, shallow, and dry ; and on their sum-
mits is wet and boggy. Barely 2000 acres are either

regularly or occasionally in tillage ; about 500 are under
wood ; and the rest of the parish, not covered with moss,

is principally cattle pasture or sheep-walk. The antiqui-

ties include a reach of the Catrail and six or seven

camps, some Caledonian and some Roman, but all

locally known as Picts' works. Mansions, all noticed

separately, are Bortiiwickbhae, Borthwick-Shiels,
Chisholm, Harden, and Hoscote ; and 6 proprietors

hold each an annual value of more, 3 of less, than £500.
Roberton is in the presbytery of Selkirk and the synod
of Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth £353.
The old parish church, 3 furlongs from the left bank of

Borthwick Water, and 5 miles W of Hawick, was pro-

bably built in 1059 (the date upon it), to supersede the
older kirk of Hassendean. The new parish church,

nearer the public road, was built in 1863 at a cost of

i2000, and is a good Gothic edifice, containing 328 sit-

tings. Two public schools, Howpasley and Roberton,
with respective accommodation for 36 and 122 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 13 and 79, and
grants of £26, 17s. 6d. and £77, 14s. 6d. Valuation

(1864) £9806, 16s. 7d., (1885) £10,068, 3s. 10d., of
which £6212, 19s. Id. was for the Roxburghshire por-

tion. Pop. (1801) 618, (1841) 757, (1861) 640, (1871)

593, (1881) 567, of whom 317 were in Roxburghshire.—Ord. Sur., shs. 17, 16, 1864.

Robgill Tower, an old baronial mansion in the
detached portion of Dornock parish, Dumfriesshire,
near the right bank of Kirtle Water, 2J miles SE of
Kirtlebridge station. It belonged formerly to Gen. Sir

^milius Irving, Bart. (1751-1828).—Ord. Sur., sh. 10,
1864.

Rob Roy's Cave. See Craigroyston.
Robroyston, an estate, with a modern mansion, in

Cadder parish, Lanarkshire, 4 miles NE of Glasgow. A
cottage on it, standing till 1826, is said to have been
the place where Sir William Wallace was betrayed to
the English; and a neighbouring lake, which figures in
the history of the patriot's betrayal, has been nearly
all drained, and is now represented by a gloomy ex-
panse, partially engirt with pine trees.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

31, 1867.

Rochsoles, an estate, with a mansion, in New Monk-
land parish, Lanarkshire, 2 miles NNW of Airdrie. Its
owner, Lieut. -Col. Montagu Gilbert Gerard, C.B. (b.

1843 ; sue. 1880), holds 1141 acres in the shire, valued
at £4163 per annum.—Ord Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Rockclifif, a hamlet in Colvend parish, Kirkcudbright-
shire, 7 miles SE of Dalbeattie.

Rockfield, a fishing village on the E coast of Tarbat
parish, NE Ross-shire, \% mile SSE of Portmahomack.
It has a small pier and 18 boats.

Rockhall, a mansion in Mouswald parish, Dumfries-
shire, 6 miles E of Dumfries. Its owner, Sir Alexander
Davidson Grierson of Lag, eighth Bart, since 1085 (b.

1858 ; sue. 1879), holds 3514 acres in the shire, valued
at £3084 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864. See
Dusscoke.

Rodono, a commodious hotel in Ettrick parish, Sel-
kirkshire, on the W shore of St Mary's Loch, § mile
from its head, and 14 miles SSW of Innerleithen. It

was built as a gentleman's seat in 1866 ; and its archi-
tecture and grounds contribute highly to the scenery
of the lake. The name is a revival of Rodonna, an
ancient barony comprising the vale of Megget Water,
and granted by Alexander II. in 1236 to the monks of
Melrose.—Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Roe, Meikle. See Meikle Roe.
Rogart, a parish of SE Sutherland, containing a post

and telegraph office of its own name, and also a station
on the Sutherland railway (1S68), 7§ miles W by N of
Golspie, 10 E by N of Lairg, and 19 NE of Bouar-
Bridge. It is bounded NW by Farr, NE and E by
Clyne, SE by Golspie and Dornoch (detached), S by
Dornoch, SW by Creich, and W by Lairg. Its utmost
length, from N to S, is 15| miles ; its utmost width,
from E to W, is 9g miles ; and its area is 105 square
miles or 67,174TV acres, of which 907£ are water. The
river Brora, formed in the NW corner of the parish,

at 783 feet above sea-level, by head-streams that rise at
altitudes of from 1500 to 1600 feet, runs 14J miles
south-by-westward, south-eastward, and east-north-
eastward—for the last If mile along the Clyne boundary
—until it passes away into Clyne. The river Fleet,
entering from Lairg 9$ furlongs below its source, flows

10 miles east-south-eastward, till it quits the parish at

its SE corner ; and is followed pretty closely by the
railway, which, | mile above the station, crosses the
river by a stone arch viaduct of 55 feet span. Of thirty-

three lochs and lochlets the largest are Loch Bum
(1J x \ mile ; 527 feet) at the meeting-point with
Creich and Dornoch parishes ; Loch Cracail Mor (6 x 1

J

furl. ; 620 feet) at the meeting-point with Creich and
Lairg parishes ; Loch Craggie or Creagach (1 mile x

1\ furl. ; 525 feet) on the Lairg boundary ; Loch
Beannaichte (7 x <L\ furl. ; 970 feet) and Glas-Loch Mor
(5£ x 2j furl. ; 1190 feet) in the northern interior ; Loch
Bad an Aon-Tighe (6 x If furl. ; 620 feet) and Loch
Beannach (4J x 3 furl. ; 785 feet) on the Clyne boundary

;

and Loch an t-Salachaidh (5 x 1£ furl. ; 552 feet) on
the Golspie boundary. The surface is everywhere hilly,

but hardly mountainous, and sinks in the SE along the
Fleet to 17, in the E along the Brora to 290, feet above
sea-level. Chief elevations are Meall Mor (900 feet),

Creagan Glas (1028), and An Stocbheinn (1104), to the
S of the Fleet ; Cnoc Ard an Tionail (876) and Cnoc na
Sguaibe (1056), between the Fleet and the Brora ; Cnoc
Liath-bhaid (937), Meallan Liath Mor (1516), and Meall
an Fhuarain (1645), to the N of the Fleet. In both
Strathfleet and Strathbrora there are several good
patches of haugh-land, some being of medium loam

;

tut peat-earth covers fully nine-tenths of the entire

area, and there are many broad swamps of deep moss.

Gneiss, veined with quartz and containing a large pro-

portion of mica, is the predominant rock ; and granite

is fairly plentiful, partly in situ, but chiefly in surface

or embedded boulders. Not more than 1200 acres are

regularly or occasionally in tillage ; and the rest of tho
parish, mosses and waste ground excepted, is chiefly

disposed in sheep pasture. Though some of them arc.

too small, the greater number of the crofter holdings

in Rogart are superior to many in other parts of the
county, and very much better than the majority of

crofts in the Western Isles. Some remains of an ancient

stone circle are at Corrio ; and vestiges of tumuli, Scan-
dinavian buildings, and ancient camps, with memorials
of ancient battles, are in many places ; and eleven silver

brooches were discovered during the construction of tho
railway. In April 1650 the Marquis of Montrose's force,

on their way to the battlefield of Invercharron, passed

unmolested through Strathllcet, and halted for a night

at Rhin. (Seo Kincardine.) Lady Matheson of the

Lews holds 3 per cent, of the entire rental, and the

Duke of Sutherland holds nearly all the remainder.

Rogart is in the presbytery of Dornoch and the synod of

Sutherland and Caithness; the living is worth £192
The parish church, nearly 2 miles NNL of the station,
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ROMACn, Locn RONALDSHAY, SOUTH

i i
i HI in 17*7, md oommtnda n» extensive and

beautiful vii-w. a nan and bandaome maow was built
in 1SS4, .[int.' oloso to dm church, nnd nearer tho public

r.vid thin tin' old manse, which occupied »u unusually

high lite. The Proa ehnroh stands lj mile NNW of
the Nt.it ion. Two public schools, Rhiloclmn and
U : u i. tpivtivc nccoinmodiition for 50 and 80
children, hnd (KVSI) iiii average attendance of 27 and
85, and grunts of £25 and £80, 12s. A third, Blarich,

aeeommoduting 100 pupils, was opened in Oct. 1884
;

and a aide aooool at W. it Langwell is attended by
about a doaan children. Valuation tm>o) £2497, (1884)

£4947, 1"-. Pop, (1801) 2022, (18:11) 1805, (1861)

1439, (187U Mil, (1881) 1227, of whom 1063 wcro

Oaello^paaking.— Orel Star., shs. 103, 102, 108, 109,

L878-8L
Romach. Loch, a lake on the mutual border of Rafford

and Kdinkillie parishes, Elginshire, 3 miles S by E of

Rafford church. Lying 515 feet above sea-levo), it

e\t'iids a mile eastward, is only 100 yards wide, bns
wry precipitous banks, contains small trout, and sends

ofl ih-- Black Bnrn towards the valley of l'luscarden.

—

(*n/. Stir., sh. 85, 1876.

Romanno Bridge, a hamlet in Newlands parish,

Peeblesshire, on Lvne Water, 3J miles SSE of West
Linton, 4j SW of Lamaneha station, and I9j SSW of

Edinburgh. A favourite angler's haunt, it ha3 a mill,

Newlanoa public school (1870), and a steep narrow
bridge, from which it takes its name. Romanno House,
5 furlongs to the NE, is a plain two-story mansion of

the era seemingly of George I. The estate of Romanno
belonged to the Murrays from 1513 till 1676, when
Margaret Murray married Dr Alexander Pennicuik of

HlWHAXL (1652-1722), author of the Description of
Ticccddah. On 1 Oct. 1677 Romanno was the scene of

a ' memorable polymachy ' betwixt two clans of Gypsies,

the Faws and Shaws, who had come from Haddington
lair ; and in 1683 Dr Pennicuik inscribed on the lintel

of a dove-cot :

—

* The field of Gipsio blood, which here you see,

A shelter (or the harmless Uove shall be.'

In 1720 the property was disposed of to George Kennedy,
' .-

.
v. Iiose descendant, Major George Kennedy (b. 1819;

sue. 1842), holds 595 acres in the shire, valued at £697
per annum. The ' Romanno Terraces,' on the face of a

hill above Newlands church, are fourteen in number, and
6 to 12 leet broad. The late Dr Chambers believed that
' they were designed for horticultural or agricultural

operations, and probably existed from an early British

period.'—Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Rona, a small triangular island of Barvas parish, Outer
Hebrides, Ross-shire, 45 miles NN E of the Butt of Lewis,

in lat 59° 7' N and long. 5° 50' W. It has an utmost
length and breadth of 7 and 6 furlongs, and rises at

its south-eastern corner to a height of 355 feet above sea-

leveL It was formerly inhabited by several families,

who maintained themselves partly by agriculture, partly

by fishing ; and about 1850 it was offered gratis by the

late Sir James Matheson to Government for a new penal

settlement. It contains remains of a very ancient oratory

built of uncemented stone, and the ruinous shells of five

or six huts.— Ord. Sur., sh. 113, 1882.

Rona, an Island of Portree parish
,
Inverness-shire, in

the belt of sea between the Isle of Skye and the main-
land of Ross-shire, J mile N by E of Raasay, 8£ miles

KW of Applecros3 village, and 11£ NNE of Portree

Extending 4| miles north-by-eastward, and nowhere
more than 1$ mile broad, it forms a ridge nearly in a

line with Raasay; rises to an extreme altitude of 404
feet above sea-level ; is separated, by deep irregular

vales, into a series of rocky nills
;
presentsan appearance

prevailingly tame and cheerless ; is appropriated chiefly

to the rearing of black cattle ; contains a scattered

village and some arable ground at the head of a small

bay ; has a tolerably good harbour, called Acairseid

Haven ; and is crowned with a lighthouse, built in

1857 at a cost of £5063, and showing a flashing white
light every 12 seconds, visible at the distance of 20
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nautical miles. Pop, (1841) 166, (1861) 147, (1871)
L57, (1881) 159.—Ord. Sur., sh. 81, 1882.

Ronaldshay, North, an island and a quoad sacra
parish iu Cross and Durness parish, Orkney. Tho island
is the in. .si northerly ..I' Ihe North Isles of Orkney, lying

miles N of TaftS Ness in San. lay, and 15 E of Papa
We: tray. Divided I'r Sanday by North Ronaldshay
Firth, very dangerouB to navigation, it measures 8 miles

in extreme length from N by BtoSbyW, and 2 miles in

lan. Is Dennis Mead in' the, N E," Brides Ness* in tho

SE, Strom Ness in the S, Twinyas Ness in tho SW,
and Tor CTess in the NW. The seaweed-covered shores

are flat and rocky; and the interior is much of it low
and flat, but rises gently towards the middle of the

island, which contains three small lakes, and consists

partly of coarse slate rock. The soil is sandy but

fertile, mixed in some places with clay, and mostly in a
stale of cultivation. Antiquities are several tumuli and
vestiges of Burrian Castle, near which, on the southern
headland, is a lighthouse built in 1854 at a cost of

£12,927, whose Hashing light attains its brightest state

every ten seconds, and is visible at a distance of 17

nautical miles. Dr Traill of Woodwick is sole pro-

prietor. The quoad sacra parish is identical with the

island, and was constituted by the General Assembly
in 1831, reconstituted by tho Court of Teinds subsequent

to 1843. It is in tho presbytery of North Isles and tho

synod of Orkney ; the minister's stipend is £120. The
parish church is a parliamentary one, and there is also

a Free church. Pop. (1811) 384, (1831), 522, (1861)

532, (1871) 539, (1881) 547.

Ronaldshay, South, an island of Orkney. Most
southerly of the Orkneys with exception of the Pentland

Skerries, it occupies the SE corner of the archipelago,

and is washed on the N by Water Sound, about £ mile

broad, dividing it from Burray;on the E by the German
Ocean ; on the S by the eastern entrance of the Pentland

Firth, 6| miles wide, dividing it from Duncansbay Head ;

on the W by the northern expansion of the Pentland

Firth, or the entrance of Scalpa Flow, dividing it from

Swona, South Walls, and Flotta. It measures 7| miles

in extreme length from N by E to S by W ; whilst its

breadth varies between 1£ and 6| miles. It has

mainly an oblong outline, diversified with headlands

and bays ; is mostly low and flat, attaining a maximum
altitude of 389 feet in the Ward Hill; and, in the

aggregate of both coast and interior, presents a much
richer and more generally cultivated appearance than

perhaps any equal extent of Orcadian territory. Grim
Ness, Stews Head, and Old Head project on the eastern

coast at such distances from one another as to divido

the entire length of that coast into three fairly equal

sections; Brough Head projects in the extreme S, and

confronts Duncansbay Head in Caithness ; the Wing
and Barth Head project slightly in the SW, opposite

Swona ; Herston Head and Iloxa Head terminate con-

siderable peninsulas in the NW, opposite Flotta ; and

three of the headlands—two in the E and one in the W
—present bold rocky fronts to the ocean, each with an

elevation of over 200 feet above sea-level. Sandwich

Bay, on the W, is a slender incurvature about 3£ miles

|.,n'-.'. between Darth Head and Herston Head; Wide-

v.ail Bay, in the \V, between the peninsulas terminating

in Hereon Head and Iloxa Head, opens in an entrance

little more than \ mile wide, penetrates the land north-

eastward and south-eastward to an extent of 1\ miles,

ramifies into baylets at the head, and affords safo

anchorage to vessels of COO tons burden ; and St

.Margaret's Hope, in the NW, is a comparatively small

bay, but forms one of the safest and best harbours in

Scotland for small craft. Tho rocks throughout the

island are either sandstone or dark blue slate ; and tho

gand lone is quarried in ordinary blocks for building

purposes w hile the blue slate has the character of Hag,

and is raised, at Herston and Hoxa, in slabs of from 6

to 8 feet in diameter. Agriculture is practised in the

same way as in other prime parts of the Orkneys ; and

the fishing of cod aud herrings is very extensively pro-
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secuted. Remains of Piets' houses are numerous and
extensive ; some large standing-stones, supposed to be

of pi e-Scandinavian origin, are near the manse ; and
ruins of pre-Reformation chapels are in seven places.

The parish of South Ronaldshay includes the inhabited
islands of South Ronaldshay, Burray, Swona, Hunda,
and Pentland Skerries, and comprehends the ancient

parishes of St Mary or the South Church (consisting of

Swona, the Pentland Skerries, and more than one-third

of South Ronaldshay), St Peter or the North Church
(consisting of the rest of South Ronaldshay), and
Burray (consisting of Burray, Hunda, and the unin-

habited island of Glimsholm). Its total land area is

15,062 acres. It is in the presbytery of Kirkwall and
the synod of Orkney ; the living is worth £250. The
parish church of South Ronaldshay, St Peter's, stands

on the eastern shore of the island, was built in the 13th
century, and contains 273 sittings. The church of St
Mary, on the south-western shore, contains 413 sittings,

and was raised to quoad sacra status in 1875. Its

minister's stipend is £148. Other places of worship are

Burray chapel of ease, South Ronaldshay Free church,

and the U. P. churches of Burray and South Ronaldshay.
Five schools—Burray, Grimness, Hope, Widewall, and
Tomisen's—the first four public and of recent erection,

with respective accommodation for 130, 60, 140, 110,

and 218 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

114, 47, 117, 61, and 85, and giants of £107, Is., £38,
5s. 6d., £127, 10s. 6d., £78, 18s. 6d., and £83, 8s. 6d.

Valuation of parish (1884") £4406, 4s. 7d. Pop. of South
Ronaldshay island (1821)1949, (1861)2551,(1881)2557;
of the parish (1801) 1881, (1831) 2711, (1861) 3282, (1871)

3228, (1881) 3314, of whom 695 were in St Mary's quoad
sacra parish.

Ronay, an island of North Uist parish. Outer Hebrides,
Inverness-shire, 1 mile S of the south-eastern extremity
of North Uist island, and 2 miles NE of Benbecula. It

measures 2| miles in length, and 1J mile in extreme
breadth ; is much indented by the sea ; has a belt of low
productive land around its coast-line ; and rises to a
height of 600 feet above sea-level, presenting a rocky
aspect in its higher grounds, and a broken surface down
its eastern declivity. At one time it was regarded as of
little or no value, but it has been improved by culture,
so as now to be considered one of the best grazing
grounds in North Uist parish. Pop. (1871) 6, (1881) 6.

Rosa. See Glenrosie.
Roscobie, a place, with extensive lime works, in Dun-

fermline parish, Fife, A\ miles N of Dunfermline town.
Rosebank, a village in Dalserf parish, Lanarkshire, on

the left bank of the river Clyde, nearly opposite Maulds-
lie Castle, 3J miles SE of Larkhall.
Rosebank, a mansion in the parish and near the town

of Wick, Caithness.

Rosebank, a mansion in Kelso parish, Roxburghshire,
near the left bank of the Tweed, a little way E of the
town. It was, for some time, the residence of Sir
Walter Scott.

Rosebery, an estate, with a small mansion, in
Temple parish, Edinburghshire, on the left side of the
river South Esk, 4 miles SW of Gorebridge. The ancient
barony of Nicolson, in the quondam parish of Clerking-
ton, it was purchased in 1695 by Archibald Primrose,
M.P., and erected into the new barony of Rosebery—

a

title assumed by him on his elevation to the peerage of
Scotland as Viscount in 1700, and Earl in 1703. He
.sold it in 1712 ; but the fourth Earl repurchased it

in 1821. Its large and ancient mansion-house was
demolished in 1805-12. See Dalmeny.— Ord. Sur., sh
32, 1857.

Rosehall. See Whifflet.

^

Rosehall, an estate, with a mansion, in Crcieh parish,
S Sutherland, 7J miles SW of Lairg, under which there
is a post office of Rosehall. The mansion stands near
the left bank of Cassley Water, 3 furlongs above its
influx to the Oikell, and has beautiful, well-wooded
grounds. Rosehall gives designation to an Established
mission chapel (1808; 260 sittings), a Free church, and
a public school.— Ord. Sur., sh. 102, 1881.

Rosehaugh, an estate in Avoch parish, Ross-shire, 4

miles WSW of Fortrose. In 1864 it was purchased for

£145,000 from Sir James Mackenzie, Bart, of Scatwell,

by James Fletcher, Esq. (b. 1810), who has built a fine

new mansion in the Renaissance style, besides effecting

vast agricultural improvements, and who holds 11,095
acres in the shire, valued at £8545 per annum. See
Letham Grange and pp. 104-107 of Trans. Highl. and
Acj. Soc. (1877).— Ord. Sur., sh. 84, 1876.

Rosehearty, a fishing village in Pitsligo parish, Aber-
deenshire, on the coast of the Moray Fil th, 44 miles W
of Fraserburgh, and 16 E by N of Banff. It is said to

date from the 14th century, and to have originated partly

with a few crofters, partly with a small body of ship-

wrecked Danes ; and in 1681 it was constituted a burgh
of barony, being governed now by a baron-bailie, a

treasurer, and six councillors, under the superiority of

Fordyce of Brucklay. The 'Lodging House,' on the
S side of its square, was built in 1753 for a Dowager
Lady Pitsligo ; and another old house, the 'Jam,' bears

date 1573. Rosehearty has a post office under Fraser-

burgh, with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph

departments, a branch of the Union Bank, a good inn,

a disused tolbooth, a Free church (1844), a UP. church
(1799), a public school, a weekly Saturday market, a

horticultural society, and a harbour. The herring
fishery, lasting from the middle of July till the end of

August, employs 88 boats, manned by 186 fisher men
and boys ; and the commerce chiefly consists in the
exporting of fish, grain, and potatoes, and the import-
ing of coal, salt, lime, and timber. The harbour has a
depth of 9 feet in neap tides and 14 in spring tides

;

is so situated on an exposed part of the coast as to

possess much relative importance
; and, being the

property, not of the superior of the burgh, but of the
feuars, has been a principal occasion of the town's pro-

sperity. Pop. (1841) 750, (1861) 908, (1871) 1206, (1881)
1404.— Ord. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.

Roseisle, College of, a hamlet in Duffus parish, Elgin-
shire, 1\ miles SSE of Burghead.

Rosemarkie, a parish containing a town of the same
name on the Moray Firth coast of Ross-shire. The
parish is bounded N by Cromarty, SE by the Moray
Firth, S by Avoch, and W and NW by Kirkmichael.
The boundary on the N is the Burn of Ethie. The ex-

treme length of the parish from NE to SW is about 6
miles, the average breadth about 2, and the area
6980 382 acres, including 298 '551 acres of foreshore,
0-130 of tidal water, and 6 584 of water. The coast
lies along the upper part of the Moray Firth, the mouth
of the Burn of Ethie being \\ mile SW of the entrance
to the Cromarty Firth ; and at the SW end the pro-

montory of Chanonry Ness projects \\ mile into the
Moray Firth, and from the point, on which there is a
lighthouse, a ferry-boat crosses the Firth to Fort George
(1 mile). To the N of the point is the fine sweep of the
Bay of Rosemarkie, with its sandy beach, affording

excellent facilities for bathing. To the NE of this the

coast is bold, rocky, and romantic, and from the sea-

board the surface rises, in some places slowly, in others

more abruptly, to the NW, till, along the boundary, it

merges in the lower slopes of the long broad table- land
noticed under Ardmeanacu. From the high ground
(242 feet) to the N of Rosemarkie Bay a very fine view
is to be obtained of the upper reaches and S coast of the
Moray Firth. The soil on tho low grounds adjacent to

the coast is mostly a fine black mould overlying gravel,

and in most places, particularly on the beautiful flat

about the town of Rosemarkie, is in a state of high
cultivation ; on the higher ground the quality is poorer
and the subsoil is clay. The rocks of the sea-cliffs are
principally gneiss, and those of the interior all the way
to the north-western boundary are Old Red Sandstone.
Along the shore, on tho NK, there is a patch of richly
fossiliferous shale, clay and limestone of Jurassic age,

which was one of Hugh Miller's favourite haunts. The
drainage in the N is carried off by Ethie Burn, and in
tho S by tho Burn of Rosemarkie and the smaller
streams that flow to it. The Burn of Ethie has
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t*o null oeaoadea, ima t ho Lower part ol Lttooone i»

through a det»p, rooky, and singularly picturesque
ravine, which has Wen admirably described by Hugh
Miller in his dlil J\>il Samhtoiif. The couroo of tlio

luirn nl liosiiimikio is noted for tlio sections of tho

booldsr olayv
1

Etoeemarkie,' nya Hugh Miller in his

Juimt'Us of a OtoUxjisI, 'with its long narrow valley and
red ftbrupl nun, is chiefly Interesting to the

I fbi us vast bade of the boulder olay. I am
u quainta .1 with no other locality in the kingdom where
thu dapoail is hollowed into ravines so profound, or

presents pnaipioee so Imposing and lofty.' Ono of tho
most interesting seetions is the ' Kaes Craig,' imme-
diately behind the town. The famo of tho ' wondrous
\\ i ud Miehael Scott ' must have penetrated oven thus
i ir north, for we find his name associated by tradition

with the curious points which, jutting out hero from
Isith sides of the lirth at Chanonry Ness and Ardersier

Point would, were they not a mile awry, completely
cut oir the upper reaches of tho Moray Firth from tho
m i.

' Michael had called up the hosts of Faery to erect

the cathedral of Elgin and tho chanonry kirk of Fort-

rose, which they completed from foundation to ridge,

each in a single night—committing, in their hurry,

merely tho slight mistake of locating tho building

intended for Elgin in Fortrose, and that intended for

Fortrose in Elgin
;
but, their work over and done, and

when the magician had no further use for them, they
absolutely refused to be laid ; and, like a. posse of Irish

labourers thrown out of a job, came thronging round
him clamouring for more employment. Fearing lest

he should be torn in pieces—a catastrophe which has
not unfrequcntly happened in such circumstances in

tho olden time, and of which those recent philanthro-

pists who engage themselves in finding work for the

unemployed, may have perhaps entertained some little

dread in our own days—he got rid of them for the time
by setting them oir in a body to run a mound across the

Moray Firth from Fortrose to Ardersier. Toiling hard
in the evening of a moonlight night, they had proceeded
greatly more than two-thirds towards the completion of

the undertaking, when a luckless Highlander passing

by bade God-speed the work, and, by thus breaking the

charm, arrested at once and for ever the construction of

the mound, and saved the navigation of Inverness.'

Such at least is the Ross-shire form of the legend ; the

one obtaining on the southern shore of the firth is some-
what different. The latter tells how the Moray fairies,

envious of the magnificent Chanonry Kirk originally

built at Fortrose, and desiring to have it in their

own district, formed one evening a road across the firth,

and taking up Fortrose cathedral, transported it, with-

out displacing one stone from another, to Elgin, and
carried Elgin cathedral to Fortrose—all before morning,

so that by daybreak the only traces of their night's

work were the causeways of stones and sand jutting out

into the firth where the road had been constructed, and
the portions of this still remaining form the points.

Chanonry Ness was, however, the scene of an act of

pious zeal which must be considered as entirely compen-
sating for anything ' uncanny ' that may exist in con-

nection with its origin. Episcopacy seems to have had
a considerable hold in the neighbourhood, and the

service-book which the Bishop of Ross had introduced

about 1636 had been used 'peaceably' within the

cathedral at Fortrose until the 11th of March 1638. On
that day, however, ' about the ringing of the first bell,

but before the last bell was niDg,'a party of schoolboys,

rnshing into the church, carried off all the service-books,

and, having procured materials for kindling a fire, pro-

ceeded to the Ness, intending to make a bonfire of the

whole spoil. A sudden shower having, however,

extinguished the flames, they tore the books all in

pieces and threw the fragments into the sea. The
Bishop preached, but he seems to have been much
startled at the proceeding, for Spalding, who tells the

story, says that ' He wes not longsum but schort at

sermon, and thairefter haistellie gois to horss and spak
with the bischop of Morray, syne spak with the Marques

2£8

ofHuntlie, and privately disgyssit he rode south, and
to the Kin.;-: gois lie direotlie; ane veray bnssio man
thooht in he in bringing in thir service bookis, and
thairfoir dursl not lor fair of his lyf returne to Scotland
agane.' Theold name of Rosemarkie was Rosemarkyne,
the original Celtic form seeming to have been Rosmbair-
ciiul, mid .•! moiiaslory of Colutnl monks appears to have
been established here about the middle of the 6th century
under Lughaidh(Lugadius) or Moluoc, bishop of I ,isi e

win. died, according to the Ohnm iron. Ili/ntsi:, in 592.
A well near tin; seashore to the N is also associated with
the name of St Konnct. About tho 8th century
Curitan, better known as Albanus Eiritinus or Curitan,
or Bonifacius, who .seems to have boon a bishop of the
Irish branch of tho Celtic church which had conformed
to Rome, came to Scotland, and is said to have founded
a church at Rosemarkie about 716, a circumstance which
led David I., when he founded tho bishoprick of Boss
in 1124, to make this the seat of tho see, and hence,
subsequently, the cathedral was built at Fortrose.
The old building of Bonifacius is said to have been
about tho ground now occupied by the parish church. A
sculptured stone found on the site of the present church
is now carefully set up at the end of the church. It
was found in 1821, but as it long lay uncared for, one
side has been slightly worn by passing feet. The
symbols aro of the usual elaborate character, and there
are some cup-shaped ornaments that aro not very
common. The chief residences arc Flowerburn House
and Raddery House. The parish contains Rosemarkie
and Chanonry, which, though each possessing a sepa-
rate charter, conjointly form the burgh of Fortrose,
which has been separately noticed. Rosemarkie has
a post office of its own under Inverness. Tho Black
Isle combination poorhouse is on the shore of Rose-
markie Bay, half-way out Chanonry Ness.

The parish is in the presbytery of Chanonry and
sytiod of Ross, and the living is worth £356 a year.

Three incumbents of the name of Wood—father, son,

and grandson—were ministers of the parish for over
150 years previous to the appointment of the present
clergyman, the last of them dying in 1874. The parish
church was erected in 1821-22, and contains 800 sittings.

The other churches are noticed under Fortrose. Under
the school board, Rosemarkie public school, with accom-
modation for 130 pupils, had, in 1884, an average
attendance of 58, and a grant of £32. The parish is

traversed by the main coast road from Inverness north-
wards. Two proprietors hold each an annual value of

more than £1000, and 2 of between £750 and £1000.
Valuation (1881) £4561, 3s. 9d., (1885) £4452, 17s. lid.

Pop. of civil parish (1755) 1140, (1793) 12G2, (1831) 1799,

(1861) 1545, (1871) 1441, (1881) 1357, of whom 643
were males and 714 females. Of this total 865 were in

the ecclesiastical parish, 869 in the parliamentary burgh
of Fortrose, 986 in the royal burgh, and 366 in the
Rosemarkie portion, as against 314 in the Rosemarkie
part in 1821.— Orel. Sur., shs. 84, 94, 1876-78.

Rosemount, a mansion in Symington parish, Ayr-
shire, 2 miles NE of Monkton station. A large two-

story edifice, it was rebuilt by Dr William Fullartoun
about 1770, and has since undergone little alteration.

—Orel. Sur., sh. 14, 1863. See A. H. Millar's Castles

and Mansions of Ayrshire (Edinb. 1885).

Rosemount, an estate, with a mansion, in Montrose
parish, Forfarshire, 1 mile NNW of Dubton station.

Roseneath. See Rosneath.
Rosetta, a mansion in I'eebles parish, Peeblesshire, 1

mile NNW of Peebles town. It was built by Thomas
Young, M.D., who changed its former name, Acrefield, to

Rosetta, in remembrance of his service in Egypt under
.Sir Ralph Abercromby in 1801.— Orel. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Rosewell, a village in Lasswade parish, Edinburgh-
shire, 5 furlongs S of Hawthorndep station, and 4 miles

SW of Dalkeith. It is largely inhabited by colliers

employed in neighbouring coal mines ; and it has a post

office, with money order and savings' bank departments,

:m l-'.sl ibli-dicd church, and a public school. The, church

(1872 ; 350 sittings) is a handsome edifice, and was raised
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to quoad sacra status in 1874. Pop. of village (1861)

390, (1871) 790, (1881) 1394 ; of q. s. parish (1881)

2129.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Roshk, Loch. See Rosque.
Rosie. See Glenrosie.
Roslin (Brit, ross, 'a point,' and lynn, 'a waterfall,'

the name often and perhaps more correctly spelled

Rosslyn), a quoad sacra parish containing a village,

chapel, and castle of the same name, in the civil parish

of Lasswade, in the county of Edinburgh. The village,

which stands on high ground near the NW bank of the

river North Esk, has in its neighbourhood three railway

stations on different sections of the North British rail-

way system, and each of them distant about 10 miles

from Edinburgh. The nearest, Roslin, on the Edinburgh

and Glencorso branch, is close to the village. Rosslyn

Castle, on the Edinburgh and Penicuik branch, is

distant about 1£ mile, and Rosslynlee, on the Edinburgh

and Peebles line, about If mile. By road the village is

about 6£ miles S of Edinburgh ; and from Polton station,

7 miles SSE of Edinburgh, a public footpath winds

through the beautifully wooded glen * of the North Esk
to the village, the distance being about 2\ miles. About
1440, under the fostering protection of William St Clair,

Prince of Orkney, Duke of Oldenburg, and having a

string of other titles that it would weary even a Spaniard

to repeat, the place is said to have stood third in Scot-

land for importance. In 1456 it received from James
II. a charter, erecting it into a burgh of barony, with

right to a market cross, a weekly market, and an annual

fair, and in 1622 its rights were confirmed by James
VI., and again by King Charles I. It afterwards

declined and became merely a small rural village, a

condition from which the attractions of the chapel, the

beauty of the surrounding district, and the establish-

ment of industries in the neighbourhood have again

raised it. It has a post office under Edinburgh, two
hotels, a police station, a quoad sacra, parish church,

a Free church, and a public school, and Episcopal

services are held in the old chapel. In the neighbour-

hood are a gunpowder manufactory, where an explosion,

causing loss of life, occurred in 1872 ; a bleachfield, and
paper-mills. The parochial church was built in 1827

as a chapel of ease, and has 444 sittings. The Free

church, to the S of the village, was built in 1880-81 at

a cost of £1600, and contains over 500 sittings. One
of the inns dates from 1660, and is that where Dr John-

son and Boswell 'dined and drank tea' on their way to

Penicuik House. The bridge over the North Esk, to

the SW of the village, with malleable iron lattice girders

in two spans each 64 feet wide, was constructed in 1871.

To the WSW of the chapel is an old burying-ground,

and near it a well, called St Matthew's Well. There
seems to have been in this churchyard a chapel dedi-

cated to St Matthew, and of older date than the present

chapel. The old water supply having been found con-

taminated, a water and drainage district was formed in

1883, and a new supply got from the Moorfoot pipe of

the Edinburgh Water Trust near Rosslynlee station.

The total cost of operations was about £1600, and the

maximum supply is 20,000 gallons per day. Roslin

gives name to one of the battles of the Scottish War of

Independence, in which, 24 Feb. 1303, an English army
under Sir Ralph de Manton encamped on the moor of

Roslin, to the N, in three divisions, was surprised and
defeated by a Scottish force mustered in the uplands of

Peebles and Lanark. Fordun tells how John Comyn
and Simon Fraser ' with their abettors came briskly

through from Biggar to Roslyn in one night with some
chosen men, who chose rather death before unworthy
subjection to the English nation,' and defeated the first

line, but that while they were dividing the spoil, 'another
line straightway appeared in battle array ; so the Scots,

on seeing it, slaughtered their prisoners and armed their

own vassals with the spoils of the slain ; then putting
away their jaded horses, and taking stronger ones, they

* The scenery in the den is very pretty. ' I never,' says Dorothy
Wordsworth, ' passed through a more Ui-lieious dull than the (ilen

ot fUmlin, though the water of the btrcain is dingy and muddy.'

fearlessly hastened to the fray,' and overcame the new
force. Hardly, however, had this been done when
' there appeared a third, mightier than the former, and
more choice in their harness. The Scots were thunder-
struck at the sight of them ; and being both fagged out
in manifold ways—by the fatigues of travelling, watch-
ing, and want of food—and also sore distressed by the
endless toil of fighting, began to be weary and to quail

in spirit,' but plucking up courage, and cheered by the
patriotic words of their leaders, they killed their fresh

prisoners, and ' by the power not of man but of God
subdued their foes, and gained a happy and gladsome
victory.' How far the great slaughter of prisoners is

true may be doubted, but the English chroniclers admit
the battle, and that a disaster bel'el the English arms.

Pop. of village (1861) 467, (1871) 511, (1881) 611, of

whom 307 were males. Houses (1881) 121. The quoad
sacra parish, comprising the district round the village,

and originally constituted in 1835, is in the presbytery
of Dalkeith and synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. Pop.

(1871) 1571, (1881) 1476.

The place gives the title of Earl of Rosslyn (1801) in the

peerage of the United Kingdom to the family of St Clair-

Erskine, and the present and fourth Earl succeeded
in 1866. He has his seat at Dysart House, in Fife

;

and he holds in Midlothian only 99 acres, of £737 annual
value. William de St Clair, son of Waldernus, Count de
St Clair, came to England with William the Conqueror,
and either he or one of his descendants is said to have
settled here as early as 1100, but though this is doubt-
ful, certainly a William de St Clair possessed the barony
of Rosslyn in the time of David I., and his descendants
added Cousland, Pentland, Cardaine, and other lands

to their original domains, and in the 13th century stood

at the head of the baronage of Midlothian. By the

marriage of the eighth baron from King David's time,

with Isabel, one of the daughters and co-heiresses of

Malise, Earl of Stratherne, Caithness, and Orkney, his

son Henry became Earl of Orkney, and in 1379
obtained a recognition of his title from Hakon VI.,

King of Norway. The connection of the family with
the Orkney Islands has been noticed in the article deal-

ing with them. The third Earl of Orkney, as has been
there noticed, was created Earl of Caithness in 1455,

and resigned the title of Orkney in 1470. He had
three sons, of whom William, the eldest, by his first wife

—Lady Margaret Douglas, eldest daughter of Archibald,

fourth Earl of Douglas—inherited the title of Baron
Sinclair, and was, through an heiress who in 1659
married John Sinclair of Herdmanston, in Haddington-
shire, the ancestor of the St Clairs, Lords Sinclair of

Herdmanston. In favour of the second son— the

eldest by a second marriage, in 1476, with Marjory,

daughter of Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeath—his

father resigned the title of Earl of Caithness ; and the

third, Oliver, continued the line of the St Clairs of

Roslin. Sir Oliver's right was disputed by the eldest

son, Sir William, who, however, resigned all claim to

Roslin in 1482, on receiving Cousland, Ravenscraig

Castle, Dubbo, Carberry, and Wilston. The last heir

male of the Roslin branch died in 1778, but he had
previously, in 1736, sold the estate to the Hon. James
St Clair—better known as General St Clair—second son

of Lord St Clair of Herdmanston. The General was
succeeded by his nephew, Colonel James Paterson, on
whose death without issue, in 1789, the property

devolved on Sir James Erskine, Bart., second Earl of

Rosslyn, grandson of the Hon. Catherine St Clair,

General St Clair's second eldest sister, who married

Sir John Erskine, Hart, of Alva. Tho present title

was granted in 1801 to Alexander Wedderburn, Baron
Loughborough of Loughborough (1795), Lord Chan-
cellor from 1793 to 1801; and on his death in 1805,

without issue, the titles passed to his nephew, Sir

James St Clair- Erskine, who represented a collateral

!n, noli of the old family, and founded tho present lino.

The third Earl of Orkney had conferred on him by
King James II., in 1455, tho ollico of Grand Master

Mason of Scotland, which remained hereditary in tha
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family till tho appotntmanl wm surrendered to the
•-ran W tli.- last hch initio of line in 17:16. Of tho Sir

William who lived in liruoo's t i i no. n logond is toKl

that ho added lYntland to his lands by tho llootnoss of

t«>. houmls. A white door had oft on on tho Pontland
HUli baulked tho royal hounds, and on tho king's ask-
ing olio day whothor iiny of his nobles had swiftof dogs
than In- own, Sir William SI Clair offered to wager
his I,. 1. 1 that his two dogs, Help and Hold, would kill

tho door before it could cross a curtain burn. Bruco
jiroinisod at once to give tho forest of IVnthind to tho
knight if he kept his promise. The door was killed

i x.utlv at the burn, and so Sir William acquired
tho lands of U>g.m House, Kirkton, and Carncraig, and
n», at a critical moment in tho chase, he had invoked
tho aid of St Kutheriue, he erected the chapel of St

Katharine in the Eopea on tho Pontland Hills, now
buried beneath tho waters of the Coinpeiisation Pond.
In connection with tho event the rhyme addressed by
Douglas to his dogs has been preserved :

—

"Help! Hold ! pin ye may,
Or Kosnlyn tyncs his head this day.

The seat hero was the Casti.e of ROSLIN, which
OOCnpiee an almost isolated rock to the SSE of tho
\ illnge. ami in a most romantic position, overhanging a
1. in! till reach of the glen. The site is completely
cut off from the bank behind by a deep transverse gully,

across which a narrow single arch bridge alfords the only
access to the castle. The situation, though pleasant,

poems but ill chosen for a place of strengh, for it is

commanded by heights which press closely upon it, and
look almost right down upon the tops of its chimneys.
At what time the original castle was built is

1 not
known. An early castle seems to have been on a
different site, near the present chapel ; but probably tho
oldest part of the present building, a peel tower to the

BE of the entrance, was erected by the Sir William St
Clair who was one of the band of knights who set out
with Brace's heart to Palestine, and who fell fighting

against the Moors in 1330. The great SW or donjon
tower was added about 60 years later by Henry,
the second Earl of Orkney, and large additions, show-
ing French features, were made by his successor, the
third Earl, who kept his semi-regal court here, and was,
according to Father Hay, 'royally served at his own
table, in vessels of gold and silver ; Lord Dirleton
being his master-household, Lord Borthwick his cup-
bearer, and Lord Fleming his carver. He had his halls

and other apartments richly adorned with embroidered
hangings. His princess, Elizabeth Douglas, was served
by 75 gentlewomen, whereof 53 were daughters of
noblemen, all clothed in velvet and silks, with their

chains of gold and other ornaments, and was attended
by 200 riding gentlemen in all journies, and if it

happened to be dark when she went to Edinburgh,
where her lodgings were at the foot of Black Fryar's

Wynd, SO lighted torches were carried before her.'

For such magnificence, a magnificent dwelling must
have been needed, but as the Father did not write till

nearly 250 years after these events, he may have drawn
somewhat on his imagination. Indeed, with all her
grandeur, the princess does not seem to have been at all

particular on some points, for we find that she kept
dogs, of which she was very fond, in her bedroom, and
even allowed them to whelp there, a circumstance that
indirectly led to the destruction by fire of the greater

part of the castle about 1452. It must have been repaired
again very rapidly, for in 1455 we find it selected as the
prison of Sir William Hamilton, who had been con-
cerned in the Douglas rebellion. In 1544 it was almost
totally destroyed by the English, during Hertford's
invasion, and after being partially restored after 1580,
was again injured in 1650 by General Monk, who
plundered it after battering down the NW side. It was
restored about 1682, but was again damaged by a mob
in 1688 ; and Cardoneil's picture a century later, and
Grose's in 1790, show it utterly dilapidated—a mere
rueful apology for the once grand fabric, whose name of
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Roslin Oaatle is so intimately associated with ballad

and son- Tho more modern portion to the SE is still

inhabited, Over the fire-place of the great hall are tho
anus of Sir William Sinclair, who carried out the

n borationsal the end of the L6th century, and those
of his wife, while his sun's initials and the dato 1622
are on the Lintel of the Jour leading to the great stair-

case. Tho ceiling of the dining-room is also richly

or ruled, and has the liosslyn arms in tho c/mtre

and the date 1622. Tho oldest portion of Ene old

building is the triple tier of vaulted chambers on tho
N \V

, i
lartly cut out of the rock. Soino of them havo

boon diiii"r, ins, others sleeping rooms for retainers, and
cme has evidently been the kitchen. Below is a garden,

now noted for tho excellence of its strawberries.

In the 16th, and the beginning of the 17th, century,

Kiislin was a favourite haunt of tho Gypsies, whose
ml roduction into tho neighbourhood is attributed to Sir

William St, Clair, Lord Justice General, who in 1559,

Egyptian fr the gibbel on the burghmuir; upon
which account tho wholo body of Gypsies were of old

accustomed to gather in the stanks* of Roslin every

year, where I hey acted several plays during the months
el May and June. There are two towers which were
allowed I horn for their residence, the one called Robin
Hood, tho other Little John.' A body of them
seem subsequently to have settled down in the neigh-

bourhood, for in 1628 the privy council ordered the

Gypsies to be expelled from Roslin, ' whore they have a

peaceable abode, as if they were lawful subjects.'

Roslin Ciiapei. stands to the SE of the village, on
tho brow of the high ground overlooking the glen of

tho North Esk. The eminence which it occupies is

called College Hill. Tho name chapel which is popu-

larly given to it is incorrect, for the building is

simply all that was ever constructed—the chancel and
Lady chapel—of what was intended to bo the collegiate

church of Rosslyn, erected on a cruciform plan after the

usual manner of such buildings. Although the founda-

tions of the whole seem to have been laid—those of the

nave being dug up about the beginning of the present

century—yet the portion actually built never got

beyond the chancel and the eastern walls of tho

transepts. This part is 69 feet 8 inches long, 35

feet broad, and 41 feet 9 inches high to the top

of the arched roof. The central aisle with clerestory

is 15 feet wide, and on either side of it are aisles

of five bays. At the E end is the Lady chapel,

much lower in height than the rest of the building

—

the arched roof being only 15 feet from tho pavement

—

and separated from it by a double row of three pillars.

The floor is one step higher than in the other parts of

the building, and the four altars seem to have been

dedicated to the Virgin Mary, St Matthew, St Andrew,

and St Peter. Reached by a flight of stairs in the SE
corner, and stretching away to the E, is what is known
as the crypt, and which 'has been a subject of sad

puzzling to antiquarian brains. Was it a chapel, as

generally asserted? Under the eastern window there

m the -tone altar; there is the piscina and the aumbry
for the sacramental plate—but what else ? A fire-place

(which has its chimney), a goodly array of closets, a

doorway, once communicating with the outside, and a

second door, leading to an inner room or rooms. Its

domestic appurtenances clearly show it to have been

the house of the priestly custodier of the chapel, and

the ecclesiastical types first named were for his private

meditations; and thus the puzzle ceases, 'so at least says

Dr Hill Burton, though there are certain difficulties in

the way still, as the crypt is contemporaneous with the

de it'u 'for a complete church. Though used as a sacristy

afterwards, it seems more probable that it was originally

a chapel with a small vestry on the NE and an entrance

apartment on the SE. It is 15 feet high, 14 wide, and

36 long, and has a barrel roof. It is partly subterranean,

* Stank generally means a pool or a ditch, but in this and other

places the meaning must be ilat, perhaps even marshy, ground

near a stream.
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but owing to the slope of the ground on which the chapel
stands, the E end is above the surface, and has a window.
The whole building is remarkable for the peculiarities

of its style, and—except the crypt, which is plain—for

the richness of its ornament. It is often, from the

unique nature of the design, considered to have been
built by foreign masons, but it has been pointed out by
Dr Daniel Wilson that ' many of the most remarkable
features of Eoslin Chapel are derived from the prevail-

ing models of the period [when it was erected], though
carried to an exuberant excess. The circular doorway
and segmental porch, the dark vaulted roof, and much
of the window tracery are all common to the style.

Even the singular arrangement of its retro-choir, with a

clustered pillar terminating the vista of the central

aisle, is nearly a repetition of that of the Cathedral of

St Mungo at Glasgow. Various portions of other

edifices will also be found to furnish examples of

arrangement and details corresponding with those of

Eoslin, as in the doorway of the south porch and other
features of St Michael's, Linlithgow, and also in some
parts of the beautiful ruined church of St Bridget,

Douglas. It is altogether a mistake to regard the
singularly interesting church at Eoslin, which even the
critic enjoys while lie condemns, as an exotic produced
by foreign skill. Its counterparts will be more easily

found in Scotland than in any other part of Europe.'

Both in tracery and arches, forms abandoned more than
100 years before re-appear, and where contemporary
forms are found, the architect seems to have preferred

the baronial to the ordinary ecclesiastical style. ' Its

squat stumpy outline,' says Dr Hill Burton, ' is a great
contrast to the slender gracefulness of its rival at

Melrose. All the beauties of Rosslyn are superinduced
on the design in the shape of mouldings and incrusta-

tions, and there is little to gratify the eye in its purely
structural feature, unless it be the effect of aerial lofti-

ness imparted to the central vaulting—a character to

which its rich clusters of starry incrustations so well
adapt themselves.' Another contrast to Melrose is the
character of the workmanship, which has here no refer-

ence to the unseen, all fine works being in conspicuous
positions, and the ornament stopping whenever it turns
into an out-of-the-way corner. Dorothy Wordsworth
had, for a wonder, no fault to find with Eoslin, and even
thought the architecture 'exquisitely beautiful,' while
her brother has recorded his feelings in the sonnet,
Composed in Eoslin Chapel. On each side there are five

aisle and clerestory windows, with seven buttresses,

surmounted by crocketed pinnacles, and having niches
for statues, but whether these were ever filled is doubt-
ful—probably not, in spite of the many images shown
in the views of Slezer and Father Hay. From the
buttresses graceful and richly carved flying arches
pass up to the clerestory wall, and there is a door on
each side near the W end. In the interior the centre
aisle is cut off from the side aisles by fourteen clustered
pillars disposed in two rows, and though only 8 feet
high, exquisitely rich in workmanship, and with
capitals adorned with foliage and curiously wrought
figures, among which may be mentioned thirteen figures
of angels playing various musical instruments, includ-
ing the bagpipes ( !), Samson slaying the lion, the prodigal
son feeding swine, and the crucifixion. The carvings
on many of the brackets are also highly interesting.
Notwithstanding the number of figure sculptures, they
are far surpassed by the many representations of plants,
including the harts-tonguo fern, the curly-kail, oak
leaves, etc., and almost the only ornament which is

repeated more than once is the rose, probably with
some idea of connection with the name of the place.
The vaulted roof of the centre aisle is divided into live

compartments, each with different flowers sculptured on
them in check fashion. From the pillars flat arches—
to use a very absurd expression—pass to the side walls,
and these the guide, and even more weighty authorities,
delight to point out as marvels of strength from their
ability to support the weight of tho roof above. The
truth is, however, that there is a low-crowned arch over

each, and that all the level part has to support is itr

own weight. All these are richly carved, one of the
designs being a fox carrying off a goose, which a pursu-
ing "farmer endeavours to rescue ; another, Samson
pulling down the house of the Philistines; another,
the Dance of Death, with figures of a king, a courtier,

a cardinal, a bishop, a lady looking into a mirror, am
abbess, an abbot, a farmer, a husband and wife, a child,

a sportsman, a gardener, a carpenter, and a ploughman
;

another, a bishop in full pontificals
;
another, the seven

deadly sins, represented by the proud pharisee, the
drunkard, the careless shepherd, the rich fool, tho
miser, and the sinful lovers, while the devil in tho
dragon's mouth stretches out his claws for his prey

;

another, the cardinal virtues—clothing the naked, lead-

ing the blind, visiting the sick, feeding the hungry,
comforting the fatherless, visiting the prisoner, and
burying the dead

;
another, the inscription in Lom-

bardic letters, ' Forte est vinum, fortior est rex,

fortiores sunt mulieres
; super omnia vincet Veritas/ a

quotation from Esdras. Letters on the N clerestory

wall give the initial letters of
1 William Lord Sinclair,

fundit yis College ye zeir of God mccccl.' The decora-

tion of the Lady chapel is very rich ; the roof is

groined, and from the keystones of the arches prominent
and beautifully carved bosses project. In the SE
corner is the finely sculptured Prentice Pillar. The
ornaments upon the capital are Abraham offering up
Isaac and a figure playing a bagpipe. From the top
four spirals of flowers and foliage wind down the
clustered shaft, while on the base are a number of
dragons twisted together and cut in very high relief.

The story whence the pillar takes its name is the well-

known myth of the apprentice who proved a better
workman than his master. The latter being unable to

execute the design of this pillar from the plans furnished
to him, had to go to Eome to examine a similar one
there, and on his return found that his apprentice had,

in his absence, overcome all difficulties and finished the
work. Instead of being delighted at having trained
such a workman, he was so overcome by jealousy, that
he immediately killed the apprentice with a blow of his

hammer, and thereafter paid the penalty of his own
misdeed. Three heads, supposed to represent those of
the apprentice, his weeping mother, and his wicked
master, were long pointed out in the SW part of the
chapel ; and, to emphasise matters, the wound in the
head of the first was marked with red paint. In connec-
tion with the story, and perhaps even its recent origin, it

is noteworthy that Slezer, writing about 1693, calls it the

Prince's pillar, as if named in honour of the founder of
the chapel ; and Defoe, writing in 1723, terms it the
Princess's pillar. The western wall of the chapel is

disfigured by a recently erected baptistry and organ
gallery, such a method of dealing with an old building

being in very bad taste. Some of the windows are filled

with stained glass.

The burial-place of the St Clair family is in a vault

underneath the chapel, the entrance being under a large

flagstone between the N wall and the third and fourth

pillars. Here ten barons of the line were buried in
full armour, that being always the mode of interment
prior to 1650, when the Sir William St Clair of the

time was, on his death, buried in a coffin 'against tho

sentiments of the Duke of York,' afterwards James VII.,
' who was then in Scotland, and several other persons

well versed in antiquity, to whom,' however, his wife,

'Jean Spottiswoode, grandnicco of Archbishop Spottis-

woodc, would not hearken, thinking it beggarly to bo
buried in that manner.' The vastness of the sum of

money which she threw away upon the obsequies of her
husband was the cause of the sumptuary act for 're-

straining the exorbitant expenses of marriages, baptisms,

and burials' which was passed by the following parlia-

ment in 1681. The burial of the barons in full armour,
and tho belief that on tho night beforo tho death of any
of them tho chapel has the appearance of being in

flames, have been finely used by Sir Walter Scott in his

ballad of Rosabella ; and, in Billings' Baronial and Ecdc-
261
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•faajfaaj Antiquities of Scotland, Dr Hill Burton gives
a graphic accouut of such u phenomenon as once soon
i re bj himaair A monumenl of early date is said to
I th.il ..I tho founder, or. according to others, that of
thn Sir William who was contemporary with Bruce, and
whoso hunting exploit has been already noticed. If tho
1 vttcr bt the ease, it must have been brought hero from
mmm oldn buiying-around, bat it is moro probable
that it is tho memorial of the Karl of Caithness who
v.us killed at Flodden, Another monument is in
memory of George, Karl of Caithness, who died in 1582.
The church was banded in 1460* by Sir William St
OUir, thl s, v.nth of his name, baron of Roslin and
Kirl or Prince of Orkney. It was dedicated to St
Matthew, and founded lor a provost, six prebendaries,
mid two choristers. ' His adgo creeping on him,' says
lithe, Hay, 'to the etui that bo might not seem
nltogither unthaukfull to God for the benefices ho re-

owi i Pram him, it came in his mind to build a house
for God's service, of most curious workc ; the which
that it might bo dono with greater glory and splendor,
he caused artificers to be brought from other regions
nml forrai mi kingdomes, and caused daylyto bo abund-
ance of all kindo of workemen present : as masons,
carpenters, smiths, barrowmen, and quarriers, with
others. The foundation of this rare worke he caused
to bo laid in the year of our Lord 1446 ; and to tho end
the worko might bo tho moro raro : first he caused the
draughts to be drawn upon Eastland boards, and made
the carpenters to carve them according to tho draughts
I D, and then gave them for patterns to the masons
tiiat they might thereby cut the like in stone.' There
is a tradition that ho procured the designs from Rome,
but this, as has been already indicated, docs not seem
to be the case, and ho was probably himself the source
of the whole design, while the pains he took to procure
good workmen—giving to each mason ten pounds a
year, to each master-mason twenty pounds, to both an
extent of land proportionate to the ability they dis-

played, and to other artificers a commensurate extent of
compensation and encouragement—attracted to the
place all the best workmen in Scotland as well as from
parts of the Continent. If he was mainly his own
architect, the preference for baronial types is explained
by the experience acquired in connection with tho
castle, and his architectural taste is said to have been
the cause of his advancement by James II. to the
dignity of Grand Master Mason. He held also other
high offices, having been in 1436 Admiral of the Fleet

—

in which capacity he conveyed the Princess Margaret to
France—and from 1454 to 1458 chancellor of the king-
dom. The crypt was founded by the earl's first wife,

the daughter of the Earl of Douglas. Earl William
endowed the new church with a considerable amount of
land aud various revenues, and spent large sums on the
building, but in spite of his great efforts and vast
expenditure, even the small portion now remaining
seems to have been left unfinished, and to have been
carried on and completed by the founder's third son,
Sir Oliver St Clair. Many of the succeeding barons
made additions to the endowment, and in a grant by
Sir William St Clair, in 1523, of some lands in the
vicinity for dwelling-houses, gardens, and other accom-
modation for the provost and prebendaries, mention is

made of the four altars already noticed. At the
Reformation the lanas and revenues belonging to the
church were virtually taken away, and, in 1572, they
were reb'nquished by a formal deed of resignation. Tho
chapel does not, however, seem to have suffered much
violence till 1688, when a mob did a good deal of mis-
chief. It remained uncared for, and gradually becoming
rninous, till, in the middle of last century, General St
Clair glazed the windows, relaid the floor, renewed
the roof, and built the wall round about. Further
repairs were executed by the first Earl of Bosslyn, and
again by the third Earl, who expended £3000 principally

• The date commonly given is 1448, but If Mr Kerr's reading of
the above-given inscrii.tion on the clerestory wall ia riyht, the
correct year must be UW.
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in renewing and retouching tho carvings of tho Lady
chapel, a work said to havo boon suggested by tho
Queen who visited the chapel 14 Sept. 1842. Since
L882, Bervices in connection with tho Scottish Epis-
copal Church have been hold in it every Sunday.

See also | ho nolcs to Scott's Lay of Ike Last Minstrel;
Katlicr Hay 's < le/iea/oide of t lit: Saint Claires of Jloss/i/n,

inc./iidiioj ike ( 'luirle/lary of Itosslyn ( Kdinb. 1835, edited

by .lames Maidinent) ; T. S. Muir's Descriptive Notices of
the Ancient ('In, relies of Scotland (Edinb. 1848); Billings'

Iitrm,i„ I IU i<l Ivelesiasl iea I. A nt it/nit ies of Sen! /<ra.n!( Kdinb.

1852) ; To Roslinfrom llu. Far West (Edinb. 1872); and
Papers by Mr A. Kerr ill the I'roeeeilinijs of the Society

oj Antiquaries of Scotland for 1870-78.

Rosneath, a village ami a parish of W Dumbarton-
shire. Tho village lies near tho western shore of the
Garo Loch, where a small triangular promontory pro-
jects to within 3 furlongs of tho opposite point of Row,
5| miles S by E of Garoloehhcad, 2g W by N of Helens-
burgh, and 5 NNW of Greenock. A little place, serv-

ing rather as a centre of communication to the sprink-
ling of residences over miles in tho neighbourhood, than
as a seat of trade or of any considerable population, it

adjoins a convenient quay, where steamers call many
times a day ; and it has an inn and a post ollice under
Helensburgh, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments.
The parish, containing also the police burgh of Cove

and Kilckkgoan and tho hamlet of Coulpoiit, forms a
peninsula, bounded N by Row, E by the Gare Loch, S
by tho Firth of Clyde, and W and NW by Loch Long.
Its utmost length, "from N to S, is 7 miles; its breadth
varies between 1£ and Z\ miles ; and its area is 13f
square miles or 8829£ acres, of which 321 are foreshore,

and 37J water. The main part of its surface is a con-
tinuous ridge, which, rising immediately from the shores

of the Gare Loch and Loch Long, and extending from
the isthmus to within 1 mile of the Firth of Clyde,

attains 717 feet at Tamnahara or Cnoc na h-Airidhe,

645 to the E of Peaton, 651 at Clach Mackenny, and
414 at the Gallowhill. The greater part of the ridge is

a tableland, waste or pastoral, with swells commanding
gorgeous views of tho hill-flanks of tho Clyde, together

with the northern screen of the Gat e Loch aud the Duke
of Argyll's Howling Green. The southern extremity of

the parish is on the whole low, but beautifully variegated,

comprising a dingle l'rom side to side, some fine swells

and level fields, and the richly wooded grounds of Ros-

neath Castle, and terminating in a beautiful small point

which projects south-eastward into the Firth of Clyde.

The coast is partly sandy, partly rocky. The skirts of

the slopes along the Gare Loch, and the parts which look

southward down the Clyde, are so studded with villas

and cottages ornies, as to wear a brilliant and embellished

aspect. Numerous brooks run down the sides of the

ridge, swollen in rainy weather into impetuous torrents,

and showing in the lower parts of their course many fine

cascades. Campsail or Rosneath Bay in the lower part

of the Gare Loch has very beautiful shores, and affords

one of the best-sheltered anchorages on the W coast of

Scotland. Clay, passing sometimes into chlorite slate

or mica slate, is the prevailing rock ; but Old Red Sand-

stone or its conglomerate occurs in the SE. The soil

had long a factitious fame for fatality to rats. Nearly
2500 acres are arable ground or artificial pasture ; some
1600 acres are under natural or planted wood ; and most
of the rest is uncultivated moorland. An ancient castle

stood near the shore of Campsail Bay, and seems to have
served for centuries merely as a place of strength, but
was fitted up about the year 1630 by the Marquis of

Argyll as a subsidiary residence to the castle of In-

veraray. It underwent great changes, and was even-

tually destroyed by fire in 1802. A new mansion, on a

spnt at a little distance from the old site, was erected in

1803-5 according to a splendid design by J. Bononi of

London. This is the present ducal palace of Rosneath,

and forms along with its park a conspicuous feature of

I le pal ish, or rather of the general landscape in which tho

-southern part of the parish lies. The edifice, which has
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never been finished, is in the modern Italian style, with
combinations of Greek. One principal front looks to the

N, and is adorned with a magnificent portico, which re-

sembles in its style the Roman Ionic, and projects so far

as to admit of a carriage-way within it. Another principal

front looks to the S, but is less marked in feature. A
circular tower rises in the centre of the edifice, and is

crowned by a balustrade, which commands a brilliant

panoramic view. Blind Harry and tradition associate

the name of the patriot Wallace with Rosneath, but in

tales too legendary to admit of discrimination between
fact and fiction. A precipitous rock to the N of Ros-
neath Castle bears the name of Wallace's Leap. Many
of the persecuted Covenanters, in the days of the Stuarts,

found shelter in the parish under the protection of the
friendly Argyll. Respecting even the noted Balfour of

Burley, the late Mr Story writes in the New Statistical

Account that ' there are strong presumptions that he
found an asylum in the same peninsula, and that, hav-
ing assumed the name of Salter, his descendants con-
tinued here for several generations.' Among the
ministers of Rosneath have been the mathematician,
Prof. Matthew Stewart (1717-84), the father of Dugald
Stewart; Robert Story (1790-1859); and his son, Robert
Herbert Story, D.D. (b. 1835), a leader of the Moderate
party. John Anderson, F.R.S. (1726-96), the founder
of Anderson's College, Glasgow, was the son of another
minister. It may also be noted that the ' picturesque
island of Rosneath ' is the scene of the closing chapters
of the Heart of Midlothian. Much has been written as

to the etymology of the name Rosneath, or Mosnevyth
according to the old orthography. The first part is

clearly the Celtic ros, ' a promontory ; ' and, as to the
second, Dr Skene opines that it probably preserves the
name of Nevydd, an early bishop in the North, who
was slain by the Saxons and Picts. The ancient parish
comprehended, besides the peninsula, all the territory
which now constitutes Row, the latter having been dis-

joined in 1635. In the 12th century its church, St
Modan's, was a free parsonage, under the patronage of
the Earl of Lennox

;
but, in 1225, it was given, with

its pertinents, in perpetual alms to the monks of Paisley

;

and it continued to be maintained by them as a curacy
till the Reformation. The peninsula and the adjacent
but disjoined district of the ancient parish, together
with a portion of land beyond, formed the country of
Nevydd, which was granted at a very early date to the
noble family of Lennox, and continued in their posses-
sion till the latter part of the 15th century. Part of
Nevydd, including most of the peninsula, was, in 1489,
bestowed as a royal gift upon Colin, the first Earl of
Argyll, and introduced his powerful family by territorial
connection to an influence on the western Lowlands.
The Duke of Argyll is the chief of 3 heritors. Giving
off all the quoad sacra parish of Craigrownie and a por-
tion of that of Garelochhead, Rosneath is in the presby-
tery of Dumbarton and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the
living, including the value of manse and glebe, is worth
about £330. The parish church, built in 1853, is a good
Gothic edifice, with nave, chancel, porch, and bell-cote.
There is also a Free church of Rosneath ; and two
public schools, Kilcreggan and Rosneath, with respec-
tive accommodation for 176 and 153 children, had (1884)
an average attendance of 109 and 90, and grants of
£125, 17s. 6d. and £85, Is. Valuation (I860) £12,221,
(1885) £22,044, 17s. 4d. Pop. (1801) 632, (1831) 825,
(1861) 1626, (1871) 1780, (1881) 1994, of whom 775
were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 30
29, 37, 38, 1866-76.

Rosque, Loch, or Loch a Chroisg, a beautiful lake of
Contin parish, Ross-shire, at the boundary with Gair-
loch parish, 1 mile W by S of Auehnasheen station on
the Dingwall and Skye railway, this being 27? miles W
by S of Dingwall. Lying 508 feet above sea-level, and
overhung to the N by Meall a Chaoruinn (2313 feet), it
extends 3§ miles east-by-northward

; has a maximum
breadth of 31 furlongs ; sends off the Bran towards the
Conon

; and contains some char and many fine trout.

—

Ord. Sur., sb. 82, 1882.

Ross. See Burnmouth and Mordington.
Ross, an estate, with a mansion, in Hamilton parish

Lanarkshire, between the confluent Avon and Clyde,

1J mile E by N of the town of Hamilton. Held from
the time of Alexander II. till about 1339 by the monks
of Kelso, and afterwards by a branch of the Hamiltons,
it now belongs to Hugh Henry Robertson-Aikman, Esq.

(b. 1819 ; sue. 1879), who owns 1020 acres in the shire,

valued at £1386 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Ross, a peninsula in the SW of Mull island, Argyll-

shire, forming the Kilvickeon section of Kilfinichen

parish, and projecting 17J miles west-by-southward
from the main body of the island. It commences in an
isthmus 4J miles wide, between Loch Buy on the S and
the head of Loch Scridaiu on the N ; terminates in a

promontory 5| miles broad, overhanging the Sound of

lona ; is pierced, immediately E of the N side of that

promontory, by Loch Laithaich ; contains the village

of Bonessan ; and exhibits, in two places, very remark-
able cliff coast scenery, noticed in our articles on Ardtun
and Carsaig.

Ross. See Borgue.
Ross or Dingwall Castle. See Dingwall.
Ross. See Ross-shire.
Rossdhu (Gael, ros-dubh, 'dark headland'), the seat

of Sir James Colquhoun, Bart, in Luss parish, Dum-
bartonshire, on a small promontory of its own name, on
the W side of Loch Lomond, 3| miles S of Luss village.

A handsome edifice, built about 1774, it stands near
remains of an older tower, and a roofless chapel used
as the family burying-place ; and has beautiful wooded
grounds, partly extending along the lake's shore, partly

ascending Creachan Hill and Tom-na-Cona, and partly

including islands in the lake. On 29 Sept. 1875 the

Queen 'drove up to the house, and, without getting

out of the carriage, received a nosegay from Sir J.

Colquhoun's little girl and a basket of fruit.' The estate

belonged anciently to the Earls of Lennox ; was given,

about the beginning of the 12th century, to the Dean
of Lennox ; and went by marriage, in the reign of

Robert Bruce, or the early part of the 14th century,

to Sir Robert de Colquhoun, whose nineteenth lineal

descendant, Sir James Colquhoun, twelfth Bart, since

1625 (b. 1844 ; sue. 1873), holds 67,041 acres in the
shire, valued at £12,846 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

38, 1871. See also Inchmurrin ; Fuuin Water ;

Lomond, Loch ; and Dr Wm. Fraser's The Chiefs of
Colquhoun and their Country (2 vols., Edinb. 1869).

Rossend Castle. See Burntisland.
Rossie, a plain oblong mansion, with a large old-

fashioned garden and well-wooded policies, in Forgan-
denny parish, Perthshire, immediately W of Forgan-
denny village, and 3/; miles W of Bridge of Earn. Tho
estate of Rossie Hill or Rossie Ochil, 4^ miles due S,

was purchased from Andrew Blair in 1583 by William
Oliphant of Newtoun, whose descendant, Robert, in

1727 added part of the charter lands of Forgandenny
;

and the present proprietor, Thomas Truman Oliphant,

Esq. (b. 1839 ; sue. 1872), holds 1800 acres in the shire,

valued at £1742 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 48, 40,

1868-67. See chap. xiv. of Thos. Hunter's Woods and
Estates of Pertlishire (Perth, 1883).

Rossie Castle, a mansion of 1800 in Craig parish,

Forfarshire, \h mile SSW of Montrose. It belongs to

Mr MacdonaluT of St Martins. See Inchbrayock.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Rossie House, a mansion in tho W of Collcssie parish,

Fife, 1% mile E by N of Auchtermuchty. Rossie Loch,
once the largest sheet of water in the county, abounding
in perch and pike, was partially drained in 1740, but
only so as to bo marshy in summer and almost covered
with water in the winter. In 1805-6, however, it was
better drained, by means of deepened and extended ducts
toward the Eden, at a cost of £3000 ; and it then left 250
acres capable of productive tillage, and 40 more so far

marshy as to yield natural hay.—Ord. Sur. , sh. 40, 1867.
Rossie Priory, the princely seat of Lord Kinnaird in

Inchtube parish, E Perthshire, 8g miles N of Inehturo
station, this being 7| miles WSW of Dundee. Staud-
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tai in f.vt ibore s.:» level, on the K>uth-tutors slopo
ot Uiumh Ih'.l

v
.'.o7 lilt), it commands an extensive and

\<ry brilliant view; Micooedid » previous mansion,
iMllr.1 l)KiM\ut: llousi., within tlui limits of Long-
lorgan parish; mi. I was erected in 1807-17, I'roin designs
by Mr AtkiiiM.ii. b} tin' eighth Lord Kinnaird. It is

a rapwb monastic-looking ] >i]o. spa. ions mill elegant
within, and of imposing a>peet without; contains a
valuable collection nf tmt i<intt iom, chiefly Roman; and
has pliOMirvgronnds, gardens, and polities of groat
rxtont and singular beauty. The barony of Kinnaird
in the Qowria (lutriot was conferred in 1170 on Radul-

]
!m- Unfits, whoso descendant, Koginald do Kinnaird,

1

i i|uirod tlir hinds of Inohturo through niarriago

with Marjory, diuightor und hoiross of Sir John Kirk-
nldy. Their descendant, George- l'atriok Kinnnird, for

his loyalty to tho house of Stuart was knighted by
II in ir.r.1. and raised to tho Scottish peerage

in lti>2 ,. |;.iion Kinnaird of Inchture. The Hon.
. .lames William Kinnaird (1788-1830) was an

nun. nt banker, tho friend of Byron and Sheridan.
Aitluir Fit/gerald Kinnaird, present and tenth Lord (b.

1814 ; sue, 1878), was Liberal M.P. for Perth 1837-39
and 1852-78. He holds 7579 acres in the shire, valued
at £16,460 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 18G8.

Rossie, Wester, a small village on the western vorgo of

Collessie parish, Fife, 1J mile ENE of Auchtermuchty.
Rosskeen (Gael, ros-ccann, 'promontory of the head'),

a coast parish of NE Ross-shire, containing the seaport
and station of Invkkgoudon, 12J miles NE of Dingwall
and SSW of Taiu. It also contains the Bridgend
t>ortion and the station of Alnkss village, 2J miles W
by N of Invergordon. Washed on the SE for 5$ miles
by the Cromarty Firth, it is bounded by Kincardine
around its north-western extremity, and along its

north-eastern side by Eddcrton and Kilmuir-Easter,
along its south-western side by Alness. Its utmost
length, from NW to SE, is 17$ miles; its breadth
vanes between 1J and 6§ miles; and its area is 554;

square miles or 34.384J acres, of which 501$ are fore-

shore, 162f water, and 5 tidal water. From a point 3$
miles below its efflux from Loch Morie, the river

AUUSS flows 8J miles south-south-eastward to the
Cromarty Firth along the Alness boundary ; and at

that point, 495 feet above sea-level, it is joined by the
Bla< k Water, which, rising at an altitude of 1700 feet,

runs 9£ miles south-eastward down Strath Rusdale
through the north-western interior. Locban Chairn

(3J xl} furl. ; 1329 feet) and Loch Chuinneag (2| x 1$
furl. ; 1680 feet), in the north-western extremity of the

parish, near the source of the Black Water, send off

their superfluence north-north-westward to the river

Carron ; and the Strathrory or Balnagowan river,

rising on Beinn Tharsuinn at an altitude of 1980 feet,

mns 4§ miles south-eastward through Iiosskecn till it

passes off into Kilmuip.-Eastkr. Loch Achnadoich
(2x1 furL ; 395 feet), 4| miles N by E of Alness
village, is a beautiful little lake. The shore is low

;

and S of the highroad the surface nowhere exceeds 72
feet above sea-level. Beyond, it rises to 700 feet at

C'noc Navie, 1301 at *Cnoc Corr Guinig, 1000 at Cnoc
Strathy, 2158 at Cnoc an t-Sithein Mor, 2259 at Beinn
Tharsuinn, 1978 at *Carn nan Gabhar, 1744 at *Meall
Bhenneit, and 2114 at Cam an Lochan, where asterisks

mark those summits that culminate on the confines of

the parish. Old Red Sandstone, the prevailing rock of

the lowlands of the parish, has been quarried lor build-

ing purposes. The soil of the coast district is partly

gravelly and light, partly loam, and partly a deep
strong clay ; in the middle district, or higher arable

land, it was formerly light and spongy, but has been
worked into a rich deep loam. Little more than one-

ninth of the entire area is in tillage ; about one-twelfth

is under wood, the middle district being finely wooded
;

and nearly all the remainder is pastoral or waste. A
standing-stone near the church and a number of cairns

are the chief antiquities. William Macintosh (1738-

1809), the Eastern traveller, was born at Newmore, as

aiao was George, his younger brother, who introduced
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Turkey rod dyeing to Scotland, and whose son, Charles,
1 K S. (1766-1848), invented ' macintosh ' waterproofs.
Mansions, noticed separately, are Aunitoss Castle,
[NVHEOOBDON Castlo, and Nhwmoiih; and of 4 pro-
prietors, 2 hold each an annua1 value of more than
£8860. Rosskeen is in the presbytery of Tain and tho
synod of 1,'oss; I bo. living is worth' ,L"IS5. Tho churches
Established and Free, arc described under [nvergor-
don. Five public sol Is- A.dross, Bridgend, Inver-
gordon, Newmore, and Saltburn—with respective ac-
ooi odatiou lor ill, 205, 205, 107, and 90 children,
had (I ss|) an average attendance of GO, „ , 1G5, 58,
and 12, and grants of £-11, 13s. 4d., £ „ , £138,
£88, 10s., and £26, 14s. 2d. Valuation (18G0) £10,171,
(1885) £15,858, 6s. lid. plus £1754 for railway.
Pop, (lNOl) 2074, (1831) 2916, (1861) 3766, (1871)
8808, (1881) 3773, of whom 1119 wero in Invergordon
and 718 in Bridgend, whilst 1272 wero Gaelic-sneaking.
—Ord. Sur., shs. 94, 93, 1878-81.

Ross, Little. See Little Ross.
Rosslyn. See Roslin.
Ross of Mull. See Ross.
Ross Priory, a mansion in Kilmaronock parish, Dum-

bartonshire, on the SE shore of Loch Lomond, 4J miles
NNE of Balloch station. Considerably enlarged about
the year 1810, it has beautifully wooded grounds, and
was much frequented by Sir Walter Scott in 1817 while
he was writing Rob Roy. The estate—1778 acres of
£1416 annual value—has come, through his mother, to
Sir George Hector Leith-Buchanan, Bart. See DitY-
ORANGE.—Ord. Sur., sh. 38, 1871.

Ross-shire, a groat northern Highland county extend-
ing across Scotland from the E coast along the upper
reaches of the Moray Firth, to the Atlantic on the W
coast, beyond the island of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides.
The mainland portion of the county includes the whole
of the sections of the scattered county of Cromarty,
which may indeed be treated as but an integral part of
it, and also the detached Ferintosh district of Nairn-
shire. The island portion consists of the whole of the
N part of the island of Lewis, and a number of smaller
islets on the coast of Lewis, as well as on the coast of
the mainland portion of the county. The boundary
line is treated as taking in all the portions of Cromarty,
and the particular positions of the larger sections of
the smaller county are subsequently described with
more minuteness. Ross-shire is bounded N by E
by Sutherlandshire and the Dornoch Firth, E by the
Moray Firth, SE and S by Inverness-shire, and W
by the Atlantic Ocean. The shape is irregular, but
tho outline of the mainland portion is roughly fan-

shaped, and the part of Lewis is somewhat like the head
.'i in I snout of a great sea-monster of which the rest of
the Outer Hebrides form the shattered remnants of the
body. The extreme breadth of the mainland portion
from Rudh' Re—at tho NW corner of the peninsula,

between Gair Loch and Loch Ewe—E by N to the ex-

treme point of Tarbet Ness at the entrance to the
Dornoch Firth, is 74f miles ; and tho length, from the
source of the Oykell on the N to the S side of the upper
end of Glen Shiel on the S, is 66f miles. From the

island part the mainland is separated by tho Minch, 24

miles across the narrowest part, and from the W coast

of Lewis, ESE to Tarbet Ness, is 125 miles ; while from
the Butt of Lewis, SSE to the upper end of Glen Shiel,

is 106 miles. It is the third largest county in Scotland,

the total land area, inclusive of Cromarty, being 3129 '8

square miles or 2,003,065 acres. Exclusive of Cromarty
the area of Ross proper is 1,861,571 '699 acres, of which
1,768,559-853 are land, 64,406-345 are water, 27,454-091

are foreshore, and 1151 '410 are tidal water. Of this

area there are in the islands 437,221 '438 acres, of which
402,166-473 acres are land, 26,862-856 are water, and
14,641-792 are foreshore, while 417,458 acres, including

foreshore and water, are in the part in the Hebrides.

Of the enormous total of 2,003,005 acres, however, only

134,298—or 6 -

7 per cent.—acres were in 1883 under
crop, bare fallow, and grass, and 43,201—slightly over

2 per cent.—under planted wood, the rest being natural
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wood, rough hill grazing, heath, peat, or stony waste.

The county is the third least densely populated in Scot-

land, there being only 25 persons to the square mile.

There are 11 inhabited islands, with a population of

25,712. Third of the counties of Scotland as regards

area, Ross is eleventh as regards population, and
seventeenth as regards valuation.

Starting at the extreme NW corner of the mainland
portion at Loch Kirkaig between Loch Inver and Enard
Bay, the boundary line passes up the river Kirkaig to

Fionn Loch (357 feet)
;
up the centre of this, along the

connecting stream, to Loch Veyatie (366); and up the

stream flowing into the upper end of this as far as the

bend above the small Lochan Fhionnlaidh, where it

takes to the ridge of the Cromalt Hills, along the

watershed of which it runs by Meall Coir an Lochain

(1692) and Meall a Bhuirich (l"500) to Meall a Bhuirich

Rapaig (1500). From this it turns northward by Meall
Chaomuinn (1491 feet) and Cnoc nan Imirean to the SE
end of Loch Borrolan (460), at the mouth of Allt an
Loin Dhuibh, thence across the loch to the mouth of

the burn that enters the N side near Aultnacallagach

Inn, up this burn to Lochan Sgeireach, curves irregu-

larly to Luban Croma, and follows to the source the

stream that rises in the hollow between the highest top

of Breabag (2670) and Sgonnan Mor (2028), whence it

strikes up Breabag, passes to the E of the summit near

the 2500 contour, and then passes along the N shoulder

of the hill (2338), until, in the hollow between Breabag
and Ben More Assynt, it reaches the source of the
Oykell, and from this point it turns to the S and then
to the E, following the river all the way to the Dor-
noch Firth at Bonar-Bi'idge, and at Loch Alsh (498)

and Kyle of Sutherland passing through the centres of

these sheets of water. At the mouth of Glen Einig at

Oykell Bridge the line is only 8 miles E of the top of

Meall a Bhuirich Rapaig, where it turns to the N,
though between the points following the boundary the
distance is 24 miles round the long narrow finger-like

portion that projects up to Ben More Assynt. From
Bonar-Bridge the line passes eastward along the S
shore of the Dornoch Firth, then south-westward along
the NW shore of the Moray Firth, and thereafter

westward along the N shore of the Beauly Firth, till,

2 miles below Beauly, it once more takes to the land
on the N side of the river Beauly. From this it curves
north-westward to Muir of Ord station, then, by an
irregular zig-zag, back to Tomich, midway between
Beauly and Muir of Ord stations, whence it passes

irregularly westward till it reaches the Allt Goibhre—

a

tributary of the Orrin—up which it passes through
Glen Gowrie to An Gorm-loch (1774 feet), and thence
southward to the summit of Cam nam Pollan (2778).
It then strikes south-westward and then westward by
the Allt na Criche back to the Orrin, which it follows
upward for over 3 miles before it quits it again and
turns southward by Sgurr na Cairbhe to the summit of
Sgurr Ruadh (3254 feet). Here it turns westward along
the top of the ridge by Sgorr a' choir ghlais (3552 feet)

to Sgurr Fhuar-Thuill (3439), thence westward by
Sgurr na Muice (2915) and Beinii na Muice (2272), till,

1 mile below Loch Monar (603), it reaches the Garbh
nisge, up which it proceeds, and then up the loch till,

somewhat over a mile from the W end, it strikes south-
ward along a burn to the W of Aultfearn, and then by
Meall an Buidhe (1819) to the eastern shoulder of An
Kiabhachan (3898), thence eastward along the ridge to
the top of Sgurr na Lapaich, south-eastward down to
the N end of Loch TuiU Bhearnach, which lies here in
a cony, and thence down the glen to Loch Mullardoch
(705), near the centre of the northern shore. Crossing
the loch in a south-westerly direction for g mile, it

reaches the southern shore, and, striking up the hollow
between Tuill Creagach (3452 feet, Inverness) and Tom a
Ohoinich (3646), passes up to the summit of the latter,

and thence along the ridge to the top of Cam Ei"e
(3877), and then to Mam Soul (3862), and from this con-
tinues south-westward along the watershed between the
upper end of Glen Alliick and Glen Clunie by Sgurr nan

Ceathreamhnan (3771), Ben Attow (3383), Sgurr a
BhealaichDheirg (3378), Cam Fuaralach(3241), andCisto
Dhubh (3218), reaches Garbh Leac (3673), just beyond
which the watershed begins between Glen Alfrick and
Glen Morriston. The line crosses this watershed to the
top of Sgurr nan Conbhairean (3632 feet), and thence by
Cam Ghluasaid to Loch Clunie (606), the northern shore
of which is reached 1J mile from the W end. Crossing
Loch Clunie at right angles, and then the highest
point of Druim nan Cnaimh and so down to lower Loch
Loyne (700 feet)—which it reaches about £ mile from the
upper end—it passes up Loch Loyne and the intervening
river to upper Loch Loyne, and then up the river Loyne
till near the source, where it turns off first N and then
W to the summit of Aonachair Chrith (3342), and from
this follows the watershed westward, first between Glen
Clunie and Glen Quoich, then between Glen Shiel and
Loch Hourn, and then between Loch Duich and Loch
Alsh, and Glenelg for a distance of 22 miles along a
ridge with an average height of about 3000 feet, and
reaches the sea at Kyle Rhea, ^ mile from the northern
end. From this it passes across the opening of Loch
Alsh, through Kyleakin, between Longay and the
Crowlin islands, up the Inner Sound between Raasay
and the mainland ; strikes north-westward across the
Minch and up Loch Seaforth (Lewis) ; curves across

Lewis and Harris to Loch Resort, and thence round the
W and N of Lewis, and back across the Minch to the
starting point at Kirkaig. The island district is

separately treated under Lewis, and except for statistics

what follows is chiefly confined to the mainland part
of the county.

Districts and Surface.—The Moray Firth coast from
Tarbet Ness to Craigton Point near Kessock measures
in a straight line about 30 miles. Fourteen miles from
Tarbet Ness it is indented by the CROMARTY Fumi,
and 11£ miles farther to the SW by Munlochy Bay,
while along the S coast the Beauly Firth extends for 7
miles W of Craigton Point. Along the curve of the W
coast the distance is probably about 75 miles, but if

the windings of the coast be followed the length will

be about 400 miles, so much is the line broken up by
sea-lochs, some of them of large size. The chief in order
from the N end, most of which are separately noticed,

are Enard Bay, Loch Broom, Little Loch Broom,
Gruinard Bay, Loch Ewe, Gair Loch, Loch Tonidon
branching off into Upper Loch Torridon and Loch
Shieldaig, Loch Canon branching off into Loch
Kishorn and Upper Loch Carron, and Loch Alsh
branching olf into Loch Long and Loch Duich.
The county may roughly be divided into three great
divisions, Easter Ross, Mid Ross, and Wester Ross.

The first is one of the finest agricultural districts in

Scotland, and may be taken as including all the low
ground on the E coast lying between the Dornoch and
Cromarty Firths. Mid Boss includes all the land lying
between the Cromarty, Moray, and Beauly Firths, and
known as Ardmeanach or the Black Isle ; and the
adjoining parishes of Urray, Contin, Dingwall, Fod-
derty, Kiltearn, and Alness, and these embrace tho

minor district of Strathpeffer and the lower parts of

Strath Conan and Glen Orrin. Wester Boss, including
by far the greater portion of the county, occupies all

the districts to the W of this, and contains the minor
divisions of Strath Oykell in the N, with Glen Einig
opening off it, and the lesser hollows of Strath Carron,

Strath Chuilionaich, and Gleanu Mor near by
;
Coigach

in the extreme NW of the county N of the outer part
of Loch Broom ; Loch Broom, with Strath Kanaird and
Glen Achallt opening off from the loch, and, at its

upper end, Strath More, which passes SE into Dirrie

More, leading across to Strath Garve ; Gruinard all

round the head of Gruinard Bay between Little Loch
Broom and Loch Marec and the lesser district of Rudha
Mor to tho W of Gruinard Bay

;
Gairloch, between

Loch Maree, Gair Loch, and Loch Ton idon
; Applecross

—tho triangular peninsula between Lochs Tonidon and
Shieldaig and Lochs Carron and Kishorn ; tho Aird,

between Loch Kishorn and Upper Loch Carron ; Gleu
265
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Carroll, upwards from Upper Loch Cnrron ; Loohulsh,
batwean Loon Quran and Loot ami, and M the upper
tad »r the latter, Glen Ling ami Glen Blohaig ; kin-

teiL BBB of Loon Alsh
j Glen Bblel, up from tlio top of

1 Dili li mi. I leis-uig over tin' \n .1 1 .1 sh.il into thu
hollow of Olea Gionia, anion Mam downwards into
C.!. u Morristou (luvcrncss-shiro) ; the up]>or parts of
Clcn Orrin and Strath Coiian. Near the centre of thu
N -ide of Strath Conan t h.« hollow mu-npiiul by Loch
Lui.hart branch, s off to the N \V to Strath Bran, which
. nlimn - w. ttward to Am huash, , n, where it. forks, one
branch passing south -westward to Glen Canon, and
the other westward ami south-westward hy tho hollow
of Loan a Ohroitt fBosqne) and Glen Docherty, to
Kinloehewe and I,cnh Marco. From tho NW end of

Loon Lniohart the hollow of strath Bran is continued
nut ward towards Strathpoffor, and from the N side
Strath Carve passes off and is continued northward hy
Strath Vaieh to 111, aim Mor, and so to Strath Oykcll

;

nud north-westward by Dirrio More to Strath More and
Loch Broom. Easter Ross is almost entirely lowland
in its character, consisting nearly altogether of a fertile,

and well-cultivated plain, hut rising along tho coast of
the Moray Kirth into a ridge with lofty cliffs facing tho
sea. Mid Ross is also mostly well cultivated, hut con-
adatS Ol I ere iter portion of uplands, and rises along tho
shore of the Moray Firth into the long ridgo of Aud-
vi \ wi it. Tho western division has a very unequal
surface, its mggedne.ss being scarcely surpassed even by
Inverness shire, J of the whole area being over 1000 feet

above sea-level. Tho mountain tops rising above this
can hardly be said to form distinct chains or ranges,
but occur as single isolated summits or in groups.
In Coigach, between Loch Veyatie and tho outer part
of Loch Broom, are Cul Mor (2786 feet), Cul Beag
(2523), An Stac (2009), Beinn Eun (1973, Sgorr Deas),
and Ben More Coigach (2438). The summits in tho
Cromalt Hills N of the upper part of Strath Kan-
aird have been noticed in connection with the boundary,
except Mcall an Fhuarain (1895 feet) ; between Glen
Oykcll and Strath Carron are Beinn Ulamhie (1616),
Meall Deargaidh (1659), and Breac Bheinn (1520) ;

and between Strath Kanaird and Glen Achallt are Na
Dromannan (1337), Cnoc a Choilich (1336), Meall Liath
Choire (1798), Cnoc an Daimh (1500). Between Glen
Einig and Gleann Mor are the hills in Freevater Forest,
of which the highest point is Sean a Bhraigh (3000 feet)

—between the upper waters of theDouchary, which flows
down Glen Douchary to Glen Achallt, and the upper
waters of Corrieraulzie Bum, which flows by Strath
Mulzie to Glen Einig—and from this a spur passes off to
the NW with Meall nam Bradhan (2221). To the E of
Sean a Bhraigh is Cam Ban (2762 feet), and NE of that
Bodach Mor (2689) and Bodach Beag (2500) ; and a
shoulder runs away to the eastward with the highest
points at An Socach (2424) and Srongun Aran (2138),
4 miles N of which is Cam a Choin Deirg (2302) over-
looking Strath Chuilionaich. To the SW of Cam Ban
is Cam Loch Sruban Mora (2406 feet), overlooking
Gleann Beag, a continuation westward of Gleann
Mor. To the SW of Sean a Bhraigh is a great mass
of hills occupying the district between Glen Ach-
allt on the N, Upper Loch Broom and Strath More on
the WSW, Dirrie More and Glasearnoch river (Upper
Strath Garve) on the S, and Strath Vaich and the upper
ends of Gleann Beag and Glen Douchary on the
ENEL Of these the highest points, S8W from Sean
a Bhraigh, are Eididh nan Clach Geala (3039 feet)

and Beinn Dearg (3547), and from Eididh nan
Clach Geala a ridge is sent off NW towards Ullapool,
where Glen Achallt opens on to Loch Broom, the
highest points being Cam Mor (2122), Meall Dubh
(2105), and Beinn Eilideach (1830) overlooking Ulla-
pooL To the WSW of Beinn Dearg and E of the upper
end of Strath More are Beinn Aonaclair (2915 feet) and
Meall Doire Faid (2390), while to the E the highest
poiDt of the lumpy mountain that overlooks Strath
Vaich is 3120 feet, and it slopes towards Glasearnoch
river by Tom Ban Mor (2433) and Meall an Torcain
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(1786). In the greal lozenge-ahaped district bounded
on the N by the bob ; on the NE by the line of Loch
I in, SI rat li More, Dirrio More, 'Glasearnoch river,

and Strath Garve; on tho S by Strath Bran and the
hollow of Loch a Ohroisg (Bosque) ; and on the SW by
Glen Dooherty, Loch Mare,., and Loch Ewe,—the hills

may be grouped roughly into three divisions, of which
the see l and third may be regarded as forming some-
what broken ranges. The first division is bounded by
Looh Broom and Strathmore on the NE side, by Gleann
Mor (a branch of Strath More passing to tho SW) and
the hollow of Loch a Bhraoin (Vruin) on tho SE, and
the upper part of St rath na Shcallag and the valley of

Loch na Shcallag and Gruinard river to Gruinard Bay
on tho SW. Tho NW cud is indented by tho long,
narrow Little Lneh Broom. The whole, mass is some-
what like a lobster's pineer, Little Loch Broom being
tl pening of tho claw. Beginning to the S of Annat
Bay on the point stretching out between Loch Broom
and Little Loch Broom, there is tho isolated mass With
tho tops of Beinn Ghobhlach (Golcach ; 2082 feet) and
Cnoc a Bhaid-rallaioh (1780) ; farther to the SE is Cnoc
an Droighinn (1327), Creag Chorcurrach (1193), Cam a
Midbrain (1665), and Cam Bhreabadair (1573)—the last

throe round the end of Strath Beg at the head of Little

Loch Broom. Between Strath Beg and Loch na Shcal-
lag is the lumpy mass of An Teallach, with a northern
spur, Mac us Mathair (22!)8 feet), a central summit
(3483), and Sgurr Ruadh (2493), and Sgnrr Fiona (3474)
overlooking Loch na Shcallag. To the NW of this are

Sail Mhor (2508 feet) and Cam nam Buailtcan (1283),
while to the SE are Meall a Bhainne (1503) and Cam
nam Feithean (1820)—to the NE and SW of the upper
hollow of Strathbcg river—Cam Breac Beag (1267) over-

looking tho top of Strath More, and in a triangular pro-

jection to the SW between the hollow of Loch a Bhraoin
and the southward prolongation of Strath na Sheallag,

Meall an t' Sitho (1871), and Creag Ralnich (2646). The
second division begins to the S of Loch na Shcallag, and
extends south-eastward till opposite Creag Ralnich,

where it becomes very narrow, and then turning to the
E stretches eastward to the valley of Strath Garve,
attaining its greatest breadth (over 7 miles) and greatest

height between Glen More on the N and Loch Fannich.

on tho S. The hollow on the SW is occupied by the
basins of Fionn Loch and Lochan Fada, and on the S
by that of Loch Fannich. Beginning at the NW end,

the highest summits are Beinn a Chaisgein Beag (2234
feet), Beinn a' Chaisgein Mor (2802)—above Fionn Loch
—Beinn Dearg Bcag(2500), and Beinn Dearg Mhor(2974)
S of Loch na Shcallag ; Beinn a' Chlaidheimh (2750),

Sgurr Ban (3194), Mullach CoireMhicFhearchair(3250),

and Beinn Tharsuinn (2750) between Strath na Sheallag

and Lochan Fada. To the S of Creag Ralnich are Beinn
Beag (2000 feet) and An Groban (2424) at the narrowest

part of tho range, which here turns to the E. In this

eastward portion the summits are A' Chailleach (3276

feet), Sgurr Bhreac (3000), Beinn nan Ramh (2333),

Sgurr nan Clach Geala (3500), Meall a' Chrasgaidh

(3062), Cam na Criche (3000), Sgurr M6r (3637), Beinn
Liath Mhor Fannaich (3000), Beinn Liath Beag (2175),

Meall an Rairigidh (3109), An Coileachan (3015), Boinn
Liath Mhor a Ghinbhais Li (2484), Beinn Dearg (2230),

Beinn Liath Beag (1967), Meall Mhic-Iomhair (1984),

Beinn a Bhric (1441), Beinn nan Cabag (1544), Cam na
dubh Choillo (1570), and Creagan an Eich Ghlais (1086),

the last two on the W side of Strath Garve. Tho third

range begins at tho N end of the NE side of Loch
Maree, extends up the whole of that side and up tho

NE side of Glen Docherty, at the top of which it turns

eastward, extending as far as the glen by which the

river Fannich flows to the Bran. Beginning at the

NW end the principal summits are Beinn Airidh a' Char

(2593 feet), Meall Mheinnidh (2000), Beinn Lair (2817),

Beinn Slioch (3217) and its eastern shoulder Sgurr

an Tuill Bhain (3058), Beinn a Mhuinidh (2231), Cam
a Ghlinnc (1770) overlooking Glen Docherty, Fionn
Bheinn (3060) with a south-western shoulder Meall a'

Chaoroinn (2313), a southern shoulder Creagan nan
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Laoigh (2101), and a south-eastern shoulder Dos
Mhucarain (1368), Cam Daraith (1521), An Cabar(1831),
and Carn na Beiste (1661), the last on the SW of the river

Fannich. At the SE end of Loch Maree, between Ben
Slioch and Beinn a' Mhuinidh, the range is deeply cut

by Gleann Bianasdail, through which the Fhasaigh
Water flows from Lochan Fada to Loch Maree, and
again opposite the lower end of Glen Docherty by the

hollow of the Bruachaig Water, the central portion of

which is only 239 feet above sea-level. The portion to

the E of this is, from the central summit, often spoken
of as the Fionn Bheinn range.

The promontory between Loch Ewe and Gair Loch is

occupied by a low undulating ridge, which nowhere rises

above 1000 feet, the highest points being An Cuaidh
(971 feet) and Cnoc Breac (962). The portion between
the head of Gair Loch and the NW end of Loch Maree
rises higher, reaching at many places a height of over
1200 feet; 1357 at Meall an Spardain, 1381 at Meall
an Doirein, and 1256 at An Groban, E of Gairloch. In
the district between Loch Maree, the hollow SW of

Kinlochewe, Glen Torridon, Upper Loch Torridon, and
Loch Torridon is a curious circular group spreading out
from the central Beinn Dearg, the surrounding summits
being cut off by hollows radiating out from that hill

like the spokes of a wheel. Beinn Dearg itself is 2995
feet; NNE is Beinn a' Chearcail (2576), with a northern
shoulder Coinneachadh Beag (1830); E is Beinn Eighe,
with a north-western point Ruadh-stac Mhor (3309), a
western summit Sail Mhor (3217), an eastern summit
Sgurr Ban (3188), and a northern shoulder (2882) ; S is

Liathach, overlooking Glen Torridon and the head of
Upper Loch Torridon, and with a central summit Mullach
an Rathain (3358), an eastern shoulder Spidean an a'

Choire Liath (3456), and a western shoulder Sgorr a
Chadail (2287) ; AV is Beinn Alligin with a northern top
(3232), a southern (3021), a western shoulder An Ruadh-
mheallan (2196), and a north-western shoulder Beinn
Bhreac (2031) ; NW is Busbheinn (2869) ; and NNW is

Beinn an Eoin (2801). In the triangular projection be-
tween Loch Torridon, Loch Shieldaig, Glen Shieldaig,
Glen Kishorn, Loch Kishorn, Loch Can-on, and the Inner
Sound, the summits to the NW of the glen that extends
north-eastward from Applecross Bay are An Garbh-
mheall(1615 feet), Croic-bheinn(1618), Meall nah-Uaidne
(1701), and Meall an Fhireachan (2051). To the SE of the
glen is the straggling Beinn Bhan (2936 feet), with Carn
Dearg (2119) to the W, and Creag Ghorm (1945), Sgorr
na Caorach (2539), and Meall Gorm (2325). To the
NE is An Staonach (1682 feet), overlooking Glen
Shieldaig ; and to the N, on the opposite side of the
glen, is the ridge of Ben Shieldaig (1500). To the E
of this an irregular and much broken range stretches
eastward to the upper end of Strath Bran, at the E end
of Loch a Chroisg. The summits from W to E, begin-
ning at Loch Damh to the E of Ben Shieldaig, are Creag
Sgorach (2251 feet), Beinn Damh (2958)', Meall na
Saobhaidhe (1207), Beinn na h-Eaglaise (2410), S«urr
Dubh (2566), Beinn Liath Mhor (3034), Sgurr Ruadh
(3141), Fuar Tholl (2968)—the last four between the
upper part of Glen Torridon and Auchnashellach in Glen
Carron—Carn Breac (2220), Beinn na Feusaige (2000),
Carn Beag (1806), and the eastern shoulder of the range
(1561). To the SW of Sgurr Ruadh an outlying spur
of this range passes away down to the promontory be-
tween Loch Kishorn and Loch Carron, the highest points
being, from NEtoSW, Meall a Chirm Deirg (3060 feet)
An Ruadh Stac (2919), Sgorr a Gharaidh (2396), Glas
Bheinn (2330), An Sgorr (1282), and Bad a Chreamba
(1293), the last two being N of Strome Castle.
To the SE of these, beyond the line of Glen Carron

and Struth Bran, are a series of broken ranges extending
from NE to SW or from E to W. Following first the
line to the SE of the two great hollows just mentioned:
to the W of Strome Ferry is Creag Mliaol (600 feet)

;between Strome Ferry and Loch Alsh are Beinn Raindi
(1466) and Kirktou Hill (1481); and along the NW
shore of Loch Long are Creag an Earbaill (1273) and
lurther E (1184) uud Carn nan Ouaich (1100). To the

N of these towards Loch Carron arc Carn nan Iomairean

(1590 feet) and Carn Allt na Bradh (1085) ; and following

the line of heights east-north-eastward the summits are

Meall Ruadh (1476), Carn Geur-aodainn (1950), Craig

a' Chaoruinn Eagan (2200), Sgurr na Fiantaig (2830)—
SE of Auchnashellach—Sgurr na Ceannaichean (2750),

Moruisg (3026), with eastern shoulders Carn Gorm
(2866) and Carn Liath (2813) ; Cnoc an t' Sithein (1218),

Carn Mhartuinn (1765), Leanuidh (1841), Creag Ghlas

(1895), Meall na Faochaig (2231), Sgurr a Mhuilinn
(Vuillin ; 2750), with Sgurr a Ghlas Leathaid (2778)
and Carn na Feith-rabhain (1437) to the NW, and Creag
Ruadh (2388) to the SE ; Cam na Cre (1514), Meall
Bhad Ghaineamhaieh (1650), Creag Loch nan Dearcag

(1760), and Sgurr Mairc Suidhe (1899) SW of Loch
Luichart. On the opposite side of Loch Luichart,

opposite Garve station, is Cnoc na h-Iolaire (1153 feet),

and farther S Carn Faire nan Con (1210) and Creag a
Chaoruinn (1078). From Moruisg eastward the southern
boundary of this range is marked first by Glen Fhiodhaig
(Evaig) and then by the valley of the river Meig and
the upper part of Strath Conan. From Sgurr na Fian-
taig a branch goes off to the S of Glen Fhiodhaig, and
dividing at the top of Glen Orrin sends offshoots down
each side of that glen, the principal summits being
Sgurr Choinnich (3260 feet), Sgurr a' Chaoruinn (3452),

Bidean an Eoin Deirg (3430), Maoile Lunndaidh (3294),

Creag Dhubh Mhor Maoile Choillmas (1653), overlooking

Loch Monar, and An Sithean (2661), where the range
divides. The tops N of Glen Orrin are Sgurr Coire nan
Eun (2581 feet), Bac an Eich (2791), Beinn Mheadhoiu
(Vane ; 2098), Meall Guibhais (2171), Creag Ghaineam-
hach (1902), Carn Uilleim (2208), Meall nan Damh
(2199), Carn na Cloiche Moire (1936), Carn Sgolbaidh

(1342), Sron nan Saobhaidh (1339), and Beinn an Rudha
Riabhaich (1497); to the S of Glen Orrin is Carn
Eiteige (2891) and the summits about Sgurr Fhuar
Thuill already mentioned in describing the boundaries

;

while farther E in the same range is Sgurr a Chlaisean

(2383), a northern shoulder of Carn nam Pollan. To
the S of Sgurr na Lapaich on the boundary N of tho
top of Glen Cannich are Braigh a Choire Bhig (3303 feet)

and Mullach a Ghlas Thuill (2591) ; to the W of tho
same hill is An Riabhachan, with two tops (3896 E ;

3526 W), and An Cruachan (2312) and Beinn Bheag
(2030) to the N ; and farther W still to the N of Glen
Elchaig are An Creachal Beag (2854), Aonach Buidho
(2949), Am Fitheach (2847), Sguman Coinntich (2881),
and Ben Killilan (2466). From Am Fitheach tho
heights of Carn na Sean-luibe (1903 feet), Beinn
Dronnaig (2612), Lurg Mhor (3234), Bidein a Choire
Sheasgaich (3000), and Beinn Tharsuinn (2807) lead

northward, and connect this group with Sgurr
Choinnich. The heights to the S of Glen Shiel and
Glen Clunie have been already noticed in dealing with
the boundary. To the N of Loch Duich and Glen Shiel

are Creag Reidh Raineach (1654 feet), Sgurr an Airgid

(2757)— N of Kintail church— Sgurr na Moraich
(2870)—at the head of Loch Duich—and Beinn Mhor,
with the two tops Sgurr Fhuaran (Ouran ; 3505 NW)
and Sgurr na Ciste Duibhe (3370 SE), the latter being
connected with Sgurr a' Bhealaich Deirg already men-
tioned on the boundary. Between Loch Dhuich and
Glen Elchaig, NE of Creag Reidh Raineach, are Boc
More (2064 feet), Carn Bad a Chreamha (2073), and
Carn Loch nan Eun (1946). To tho WNW of the last is

Beinn a Mheadhoin (1351 feet), and to the SE Carn
an Cruineachd. To the N of Ben Attow on tho
boundary is A'Ghlas-bheinn (3006 feet), and N of Carn
Eige is Beinn Fhionnlaidh (3294). In the rest of tho
county the principal heights are simply scattered about
without much regard to grouping, except to the E of

Strath Garvo, between which and the upper reaches of

the Cromarty Firth is the huge bulk of Ben Wyvis
(3429 feet) and the subsidiary heights around An
Socach (3295 E), An Cabar (3106 S), and Littlo Wyvis
(2497 W). From Ben Wyvis an undulating series of
heights of from 1000 to 28 r'0 feet leads away northward
to Strath Oykcll, a few of the principal hills being
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I
' " UB Bgtdu (8147 fat), Reinn nan Eun

(2»:io. liim.lh
l2HM\ Itcinn a' I'haistcil (2500),

H.iuii TIkumuiui ^;vm». Cam Fourloclmin (2213), mid
lhui an l.i.iili /J'JIi'i' tin' lu>t four being ranged along
! ii- 11

|
n: ..i Strath Vnich niul Glcnim Mor. To

tin M .i I ten Wvvis another scries of heights pusses

nil', the hollows heing occupied by the streams llowing

SB to tin Cr< in ,ii \ Firth. The juincipal tops hetweeli

the Glass which re'aehes the Fill ii helow Kvaiiton, ami
the Alness which renehesit helow Alness, are Meall Beag
ti 181 tot) mi Meall Mor (8*19), Meall an Tuiro (2019),

l'., inn uDiolkldheflSSl), and Cabhlan(1715); between
the upper part of the valley of the Alness, called Strath
i

. and the upper part of the valley of the Balna-

BOWU BuTO, Called Strath Kory, are Beinn Tharsuinn
I f iii t2»>:«\ To the N of Strath

Kory ut Cnoc an t-Sahhail (1116 feot).MM Md Aorta.—There are a considerable number
of riven throughout the county, and the small streams
aro simplv Innumerable, On tho XE the drainage is

carried to the Dornoch Filth hy the Oykcll, of which
the principal tributary from tho Ross-shire side is tho

liver I inig, and by the river Carron, the head-stream of

Which istiioAhhuinnaGhlinne Mhoirin Olcann Mor, and
the principal tributary the Black Water (NW). Farther

down the lirth are the Wester Fearn Burn, tho Balhlair

Burn, the F.dderton Burn, and the Aldie Water. On the

extreme X W is the river Kirkaig, and Fnard Bay receives

the river Polly and the Abhuinn Owskcich. On the N
lide of the outer part of Loch Broom is the river Kanaird
in the strath of tne same name, and in the inner portion

the Ullapool from Glen Achallt and the Lacl and Broom
at the head of the loch, the latter being formed by tho

junction of the Droma from Dirrie More (SE), and the

Cuileig from Gleann Mor* (SW). Little Loch Broom
receives the Strathbeg river at the top, and into Gruin-

ard Bay flow the Gruinard river from Strath na Shcal-

lag on the SE, and Little Gruinard river from Fionn
Loch in the centre. The surplus water from Loch Maree
reaches Loch Ewe by the river Ewe, and Loch Maree
itself receives the Fhasaigh from Lochan Fada on the

NE side near the bead ; Kinlochewe river at the bead

—

the principal streams of this being the Bruachaig (E)

and the Ghairbhe (SW)—and on the SW side the rivers

Grudie and Lungard. The principal stream flowing

into Gair Loch is the Kerry, and Upper Locli Torridon
receives the river Torridon at the head, and the Balgay
from Loch Damb on the N side, while Loch Shieldaig

receives the Shieldaig from Glen Shieldaig at the upper
end, and the Abhuinn Dubh from Loch Lundie on the

SW. In the rest of the Applecross peninsula a numher
of fair sized streams flow direct to the Inner Sound, the

chief being the river Applecross flowing into Applecross

Bay, a little to the S of the centre. Loch Kishorn
receives the Kishorn, Loch Carron the river Carron,

Loch Alsh a fair sized stream from Gleann Udalain,

Loch Long the Ling (XE) and the Flchaig (ESE), and
Loch Duich at the upper end the Croe (XE) and the

Shiel (SE). At the top of Glen Shiel the watershed is

crossed, and the Clunie flows eastward to Loch Clunie

at the head of Glen Morriston. To the XE of Glen
Elchaig arc streams flowing to the upper end of Loch
Monar, and so away down Strath Farrar, and farther to

the XE still is the river Orrin and the small streams

flowing to it. To the N of Glen Orrin is Strath

Conan, with the river Conan issuing from Loch
Luichart, and receiving ahout mile from the Loch
the Meig (W), which flows through a long narrow wind-

ing glen, extending westwards to Moruisg. Flowing
into Locb Luichart is the Bran, which issues from

Loch a Chroisg and flows down Strath Bran, passing

through the loch3 of Achanalt and Chuilinn near the

lower end, and between the latter loch and Loch
Luichart receiving the Fannich from Loch Fannich
on the N. To the E of Loch Luichart is Loch Garve,

•which receives from Strath Garve the Black Water,

which is formed by the union of streams from Strath

Kannoch (N), Strath Vaich (N), and the Glascarnocb

>'ot to be confounded with the Gleann ilor of Strath Carron.
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river (NW). Below Loch Garvo the stream is still

Known as the Black Water, and it (lows into tho Conan
I

1

, mile helow Ooiitin church. The principal streams
Mowing into the Moray Firth are the Avoeh, Kose-

markie, and Ethie Burns; ami the Cromarty Firth
receives Neuhall Burn (S) at Udale Bay, the Conan
from Strath Conan and the I'ellery from Strathpell'er,

both at the upper end
; the Skiack and Glass passing to

I he Sam! N respectively of Evanton village, both rising
o„ BenWyvis.and the latter passing through Loch Glass;
the Alness Bowing through Alness village ; and the Bal-

agowan Burn flowing into the head of Nigg Bay,
There are ahout 80 lochs of fair size, and an immense

number of s Her lochs and lochans. Of these the
pi im i

j
i : 1 1 oiih i an he mentioned here, the figures show-

ing tho height of tho surface above sea-level. Other
information aboul all the leading ones will he found in

separate articles dealing with them. On the Kirkaig
are Kionn Loch (357 feet) and Loch Veyatie (366) ; on
the Polly, Loch Skinaskink (243) and Lochan Gainm-
hoich (251), and connected with it farther S is Loch
na Moire Seirhhc (222) ; on the Owskcich are Loch
Owskeieh (72) and Loch Bad ,V ( ih.iill and Loch
Bur-ail, both 17:: ; and in Glen Achallt is Loch Achallt
(266). At the summit, level of the pass of Dirrie More
is Loch Droma (ahout 900 feet) ; and on the other
branch of the Broom river—the Cuileig— is Loch a
Bhraoin (813), while to the SE in a corrie of Sgurr
M6r is the lofty Loch a Mhadaidh (1831). In the
course of tho Gruinard river is Loch na Sheallag (279
feet), and stretching south-eastward from Loch Ewe is the
eeh l. rated Loch Maree (32). To the X of Loch Sheal-
lag are Lochan Gaineamhaich, Loch Mor Bad, and
Lochan Eich Dhuihh (737 feet) ; to the E of the centre of
Loch Ewe are Loch a Bhaid-luachraich (311) and Loch
Fada (498). To the XE of Loch Maree and distant from
it 3 miles, across the mountain ridge, are Fionn Loch
(559 feet) and Lochan Fada (1000)—the former having a

number of smaller lochans connected with it
;
among

tlie hills between this and Locb Sheallag are Loch
Ghiubhsachain, Locb Toll a Mhadaidh, Lochan na
Bearta, Lochan Feith, and Fuar Loch Mor ; and farther

X between Little Gruinard river and Gruinard river is

Locli a Mhadaidh Mor. Connected with the river Ewe
and the XW end of Loch Maree are Loch Tollie (W, 388
feet) and Loch Kernsary (E) ; and connected witb the
upper part of it are Loch Garbhaig (1000) X of Ben
Slioch ; Locb Clair and Locb Coulin (WXW) on the
course of the Ghairbhe and ahout 280 feet above sea-

level ; and the small Lochan Coire Mhic Fhearchair at a

height of about 1900 feet on Beinn Eighe. On the course

of the Kerry are Loch Bad an Sgalaig (353 feet), Dubh
Loch close beside it, and at the source Locb na h'Oidhche

(1250) between Busbheinn and Beinn an Eoin. On the

opposite side of Busbheinn are Loch a Ghobbainn and
Loch a Bhealaich (both 1000 feet), the source of the

Horrisdale Water, farther down which are Loch Gain-

eamhaich (900) and Loch Braigh Horrisdale (302) ; the

stream flows X to Gair Loch. To the E of Loch
Diabaig, in the SE of outer Loch Torridon, is Loch
Mhullaich (443 feet) ; to the S of Upper Loch Torridon
is Loch Damb (129), and farther up the same hollow
Loch Coultrie, and on the Amhainn Dubh flowing into

Loch Shieldaig is Loch Lundie (753). On the river

Carron are Loch Dhughaill (168 feet), and high up near

the sources Loch Sgamhain (Seaven, 491) ; at the source

of the northern branch of the river Ling is Loch an
Laoigh (877) ; and on the Elchaig are Locb na Leitrach

(281 ), and at the source Loch Muiricbinn (1500) ; while

in Glen Clunie is the upper half of Loch Clunie (606),

and on the course of the river Loyne part of Locb Loyne
(700). At the top of Glen Oannich—which is mostly

in Inverness-shire—is Loch Lungard (761 feet) and
about half of Loch Mullardoch (705) ; at the top of Glen
Strath Farrar—also mostly in Inverness-shire—is about

| of Loch Monar (663), and farther W An Gead Loch,

Loch an Tachdaidh, and Loch Calavie (1129) ; near the

source of the Orrin are Am Fiar Loch (1000) and Loch
na Caoidhe ; in Strath Conan are Loch Beannachan
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(465), Loch Luichart (280), and Loch Achilty (170)

;

and in Strath Bran Loch a Chuilinn (350), Loch Achan-
alt (365), Loch a Chroisg (508), and, SW of Auchnasheen,
Loch Gown (543) ; while in the tributary hollow of the
river Fannich is Loch Fannich (822). In the valley of

the Black Water is Loch Garve (220 feet), with the small
Loch na Croic at the lower end ; and at the top of

Strath Vaich are Loch Toll a' Mhic and Gorm Loch
;

while near the source of Glascarnoch river is Loch a
Gharbh Raoin and Loch Coire Lair. In the lower basin
of theConan is Loch Ussie (419 feet) ; NE of Ben Wyvis
are Loch Glass (715) and Loch Morie (622), the latter

sending off a tributary to the Aluess ; 1 mile N by
E of Fearn station is Loch Eye (51) ; on the upper
waters of the Oarron (Dornoch Firth) is Loch Crom
(1730) between Beinn a' Chaisteiland Beinn Tharsuinn;
and in Strath Oykell are the Kyle of Sutherland (tidal)

near tho mouth and part of Loch Ailsh (498) ; while on
Corriemulzie Burn, a tributary of the Einig, is Loch a
Choire Mhoir, and on Abhuinn Poiblidh, a tributary of

Rappach Water, the main source of the Einig, is Loch
na Daimh (672), and NW from it the small Lochan
Eilean and Clar Lochan. The whole of the principal
rivers and lakes abound with fish of various kinds,
and furnish capital sport, but most of them are pre-
served, being let with the adjacent shootings.
On the W coast there are a large number of islands,

but most of them are of small size. The chief are :

—

in Enard Bay, Eilean Mor (4x2 furl.) ; in outer Loch
Broom, Kistal (8$ x 8 furl.), Tanera More (lg x 1| mile),
Tanera Beag (6£ x 4 furl.), and Horse Island (8x3 furl.)

;

farther up at Strath Kanaird, Isle Martin (1 x f
mile) ; in Gruinard Bay, Gruinard Island (10 x 5 furl.);

in Loch Ewe, the Isle of Ewe (2x| miles) ; at the
mouth of Gair Loch, Longa (1x4 mile), and farther
in, Eilean Horrisdalc (3x3 furl.) ; at the SW point of
Applecross, the Crowlins, of which Eilean Mor is ljx|
mile, and Eilean Meadhonach (8x2 furl.); at the en-
trance to Loch Kishorn, Kishorn Island (2xl£ furl.);

and near the entrance to Loch Alsh, Eilean nan Gillean
(2x1 furl.). Of these the ones that are or have been
inhabited within the last twenty years with their popu-
lations in 1871 and 1881 respectively are :—Crowlin
(26, 9), Ewe (50, 43), Gillean (10, 6), Gruinard (0, 6),
Horrisdale (37, 0), Kishorn (6, 0), Isle Martin (42, 42),
Ristal (27, 0), and Tanera (114, 119). The county of
Cromarty is scattered all over Ross-shire in twenty
different pieces, of which a great many are along the
peninsula of Tarbet, to the S of the Dornoch Firth.
They cannot all be particularly mentioned here, but the
four largest are the portion to the S of the entrance to
the Cromarty Firth, extending 12 miles along the shore
of the firth, with an average breadth of 3 miles ; a
portion in Coigach, in the extreme NW, extending 20
miles from Enard Bay to Corriemulzie Burn, and with
an average breadth of about 10 miles ; a portion extend-
ing from the top of Ben Wyvis to Loch Ussie, 8 miles,
and with an average breadth of 2| miles ; and a portion
N of Loch Fannich, measuring 5 miles from N to S, and
7 from E to W, and including all the high ground round
Sgurr M6r. For a detached portion of the county of
Nairn, at the top of the Cromarty Firth, reference may
be made to Nairnshire.

As might be expected the scenery of Ross-shire is
extremely varied. The western part of the county
shows little but a sea of- hills with brown undulating
expanses of moorland and bare rock, intersected by
hollows occupied by streams and lochs, and tho whole
in most places dull and dismal, except when the heather
is in bloom. Many of the hollows, however, contain
fertile haughs, though except in Mid and Easter Boss
there is but little wood. Natural forests appear to have
anciently covered almost the entire county, but they
are now represented by straggling copses of oak, birch,
and Scotch pine. In the early part of last century Lord
Seaforth set the example of extensive planting, and
subsequently many of tho other proprietors followed
suit, and extensive plantations now exist, principally,
however, along the shores of the Beauly, Cromarty, and

Dornoch Firths, and especially about Brahan, Redcastle,

Tulloch, Novar, and Balnagowan. The greater part of

the land along the firths is also fertile and highly cul-

tivated.

Geology.—The striking physical features which arrest

the attention of the observer in the W part of the

county are due to the remarkable geological formations

in the NW of Scotland. In this county as well as in

Sutherlandshire there is a considerable development of

those Archa?an rocks which formed the floor of the suc-

ceeding Cambrian deposits. They are the oldest rocks

of which we have any record in Scotland, and whatever
may have been their origin, there can be no doubt that

as a whole they are now highly crystalline. Consisting

mainly of micaceous and hornblendic gneiss with bands
of mica schist and numerous veins of granite and peg-

matite, they have generally a persistent strike towards
the WNW or NW. Nowhere are the characteristic

features of these ancient rocks more strikingly developed

than on the shores of Loch Maree, between tno month
of the loch and Letterewe, where they form irregular

lumpy hills or bosses, retaining the rounded outline im-

parted to them by the ice-sheet. An interesting feature

connected with the series in that district is the occur-

rence of a crystalline limestone on the shores of Loch
Maree above the house of Letterewe. It has been
quarried on both sides of the Fuolish, where it is

associated with dark grey gneiss and schist intersected

with quartz veins. From the S bank of Loch Maree
the Archaean gneiss can be traced SW to Gair Loch, whilo

at Shieldaig on Loch Torridon it reappears from under-
neath the great pile of Cambrian Sandstones. At these

localities it possesses the same NW strike, and presents

the same crystalline characters.

To these crystalline rocks succeed a prodigious

development of red sandstones, grits, and conglomerates,

regarded by Murchison as the equivalents of the Cam-
brian rocks of Wales. They are grandly developed in

the mountains of Applecross, on the colossal heights N
of Loch Torridon, and again on the shores of Loch
Maree. Owing to the comparatively low angles of in-

clination of the beds, the successive outcrops form a

series of terraces in marked contrast with the Arcluean
rocks, on which they rest unconformably. The uncon-
formable junction is admirably seen on the shores of

Loch Maree, Loch Torridon, and Gair Loch. Where
the gneiss passes underneath the overlying grits, it

presents a rounded contour analogous to that produced
by glacial action : indeed the suggestion has been made
by Dr A. Geikie that these rounded outlines may be

due to such an agency acting in pre-Cambrian time
At the base there is usually a coarse breccia composed
mainly of subangular fragments of the underlying
crystalline rocks. Behind the hotel at Gair Loch this

basal breccia is admirably exposed, aud is remarkably
coarse ; some of the included blocks of schist measur-

ing 5 feet in length. Indeed, this deposit has been
compared to moraine matter on account of the angular

earthy character of the material. This breccia is suc-

ceeded by alternations of brecciated sandstones, fine

conglomerates and grits, eventually graduating upwards
into fine grained reel sandstones.

The series just described is overlaid unconformably
by quartzites, fucoid beds, and limestones, which, from
evidence obtained in Sutherlandshire, are regarded as

of Lower Silurian age. The various subdivisions of

these Silurian rocks as worked out in the recent Geologi-

cal Survey of Sutherland will be given in the general

article on the geology of Scotland. At present it will

be sufficient to state that the same zones, varying from
the basal quartzites to the lowest subdivision of the

limestone, are also to be found in Ross-shire. With tho

aid of these zones it will be possible to unravel the com-
plicated structure of tho ground extending along the

line of junction between the Silurian rocks and the
eastern schists. One of tho most remarkable features

in tho W of Ross-shire is the striking appearance pre-

sented by certain lofty mountains of Cambrian Sand-
stone, the tops of which arc capped with a thin cake of
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white quart/ite. In tone instance", ns on Hon Leagaoh,
the ('•sal <nmrl/itfs have boon isolated by denudation,
nn l brae* in th« fur diatanoe they resemble a thin

cappini: of snow on tin 1 sombre-tinted sandstones.

In lb>»-»hue there is llu> clearest evidence ill jiroof of

ihme great terrestrial displacements which intorvenod

the l.owiT BUniun period and the Old Hod

Sandstone (aee nnerel artiole on Geology of Scotland)
v.. I iii., Oil/. ). Not only do the eastern schists

oTerili the BDttriu rooke, but it eertain localities the
>• •:

|
m iiiM'lv unaltered Archteen gneiss is made to rest

1 1 u -. n «>m ly mi vaii.ms members of t ho Silurian series.

The latter phenomenon level] seen in Qlen Logan, N
Ol Rinloohewe, and on tlie liill alone on the right hunk
i.t the stream. This section is ot the highest import-

diowitig tli it tlir remarkable geological structure

« ii !i preti lib in Briboll is also to ho met with in Ross-

ahire. Tb Professor Bonnoy belongs the credit of having
been the Brat to point <>ut that tho coarsely crystalline

pin i— in Olen l.ogan is merely a portion of the Archaean

gnu lea, erhii h baa been brought ui> by a great fault, and
in ide i" oterlie the qnartzitea and limestones. On tho

right lnnk of the stream the qnartzitcs, fucoid beds,

aerpnlite i- i t . and limestone follow each other in regular

Order, till they are abruptly truncated by a massive

crystalline rock resembling the Archaean gneiss, which
or. ur- in the bed of tho stream, and can be followed up
the hill slope to the W. Though it presents in places

a bigbrf crushed appearance, still the NW strike is

r. tainea throughout a great part of the mass. Veins of

granite, pegmatite, and lenticular bosses of hornblende

rock occur in the midst of the gneiss. Indeed, the pre-

v i I these veins in the foliated rock has, in a great

me i-iire. given rise to the controversy regarding the true

nature of this crystalline mass. On the E side of the

valley the upper great reversed fault, or thrust plane,

is met with, which ushers in the eastern schists. At
that locality they consist of fine grey and blue flaggy

schists, which at the first blush one would be apt to

regard as slightly altered Silurian flagstones ; but tho

microscopic examination plainly shows that the con-

Btitnenta have undergone considerable alteration. These
rocks are well developed in Glen Docherty, and they are

traceable for a long distance across the county above
' tli upper thrust plane.' Inclined at a gentle angle to

the SE, they are eventually overlain towards the E by
more highly crystalline garnetiferous schists exposed

on Ben Pyn. These are followed by flaggy mica schists

and gneiss, which are repeated by a series of folds to the

E border of the county, where they are covered by the

Old Red Sandstone. There is one remarkable zone in

the eastern schists deserving of notice, as it possesses

peculiar lithological characters. It is admirably seen in

Strath Garve near Innisbae, both in the stream section

and on the ground by the roadside, where it consists

of a coarse porphyritic gneiss, with large crystals of

felspar, the long axes of which run parallel with the

lines of foliation. The plates of mica envelop the

felspar crystals, and the peculiar arrangement of the

latter relatively to the other ingredients is identical with
that occurring in the av/jen gneiss of German petro-

graphers. Another remarkable band, found between

Garve and Dingwall, is the famous garnet rock, which
has become celebrated for the size and beauty of the

garnets obtained from it. Finally, reference ought to

be made to the occurrence of that rare mineral, zoisite,

in the neighbourhood of Garve, as recently described by
Mr W. Bell.

Along the E border of the county the mctamorphic
crystalline rocks are covered unconformably by the

representatives of the Old Red Sandstone. The boun-
dary' between these two formations forms a sinuous line

which can be traced from the neighbourhood of Beauly,

N by Strathpeffer and the Ault Graat, to Edderton on
the Dornoch Firth. At the base of the series there

is generally a coarse breccia or conglomerate forming

rounded hills ; the pebbles being composed of the

underlying crystalline rocks. These coarse conglomer-

ates graduate upwards into icd or chocolate sandstones
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and M igs, with gray bituminous Sags and shales, which
are seen in Strathpeffer, in the Ault Groat, and in the
Alness river. On this horizon the liov. Dr Joasa of
Golspie obtained a series of ichthyolites from calcareous
nodules embedded in red clays eloselv resombliii" tho
well known lish bed <„, the S' side of the Moray Firth.
Thi b iohthyolitio flagstones are overlaid by an upper
band of conglomerate of considerable thickness, through
which the famous gorge of the Ault Graat has been
excavated. To this zone succeed reddii h sandstones

inclinati in the E side of the basin. Along the Black?
Isle from Munlochy to the Sutors of Cromarty, there is

B greal anticlinal fold revealing the ancient crystalline

rocks, and the conglomerates marking the base of tho

overlying these conglomerates at Cromarty, Hugh
Miller obtained a fine series of fish remains—a locality

which has since become famous through his classic

descriptions. The same anticlinal fold is traceable in

the ridge to the N of the entrance to the Cromarty
Firth, where similar basal beds occur. From tho
Inve ligations of the Rev. Dr Joass, it would appear
that fossils aro to bo met with in tho flaggy strata

at Geanies. In the cliff at the W boundary of

Geanies there aro several bands of calcareous shale rest-

in" on ri d sandstones which have a general inclina-

tion to the NW. These beds are traceable along tho
shore as far as the site of the old Mill of Tarrel, where
they have yielded an entire specimen of Coccoslcus and
other ichthyolites. It is highly probable, therefore,

thai this series of calcareous flagstones occupies the same
horizon as the flaggy strata on Culloden Moor. Beyond
Geanies the strata just described are followed by reddish,

grey, and yellow sandstones resembling tho Upper Old
Red Sandstone on the S side of the Moray Firth, which
are specially interesting on account of tho curious rep-

tilian tracks found in them.
In connection with the Old Red bituminous flags in

Strathpeffer, reference ought to be made to the occur-

rence of the mineral Albertito in veins up to two inches

thick. From tho descriptions of these veins recently

given by Mr Morrison, Dingwall, it appears that in all

cases they are vertical or nearly so, and that they trend

E and W, irrespective of the geological formation in

whirl, they are found. They occur both in the gneiss

at the head of the valley and in the micaceous sandstone

farther down the strath. The mineral is found even in

the E and W fissures in the Conglomerate overlying

these sandstones, but, strange to say, not in the cracks

with a different trend.

At the base of the cliff formed by the Palaeozoic strata

of the Black Isle and the N Sutor, there are certain

patches of Oolitic rocks which, notwithstanding their

limited development, are of great interest. They occur

on the beach beneath high-water mark at Eathie, and
again at Port-an-Righ and Cadh-an-liigh near Sand-

wick. The great fault traversing the great glen is pro-

longed towards the NE, skirting the base of the Old
Red Sandstone cliff' of the Black Isle, and by means of

this dislocation these patches of Jurassic strata have

been brought into conjunction with the Paleozoic rocks.

Near the village of Sandwick, tho strata are composed
of hardened shales with bands of argillaceous lime-

stone which are traversed by numerous transverse faults

shifting the outcrops of the beds. From tho researches

of Professor J udd it appears that the patches at Port-

an-Righ and Cadh-an-Righ belong to the Lower and
Middle Oolite, while that at Eathie pert?ina to the

Upper Oolite. The section at Cadh-an-Righ shows
the following order of succession : next the talus s.t

the base of the cliff covering the position of the

fault, there are estuarine sandstones and blue clay3

followed by sandstones, clays, and limestones, with

fresh-water fossils. These are succeeded by shelly bands

and clays yielding both fresh-water and marine shells,

overlain by a thin coal seam. According to the classi-

fication adopted by Professor Judd, these zones represent
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the Lower Oolite, the thin coal seam being the equi-

valent of the Main coal at the top of the Lower Oolites

of Sutherland. Here, however, it has thinned away to

a few inches, but its position is clearly defined by the

'roof-bed,' consisting of sandy clay merging into hard

sandstone, becoming in places calcareous from the

abundance of shells. A remarkable feature connected

with the ' roof-bed ' at this locality is the number and

size of the belemnites found in the upper part of the

band, but otherwise the fossils agree with those obtained

from the same horizon in Sutherland. This zone is

followed by sandstone, sandy clays, and dark blue clays,

with marine fossils belonging to the Middle Oolite.

At Port-an-Righ certain dark blue shales, with bands

of sandy argillaceous limestone, are met with, which

are regarded by Professor Judd as the equivalents of

the Coralline Oolite of England. They have yielded,

among other forms, Belemnites sulcatus, B. abbreviates,

Ammonites vertebralis, A. cordatus, A. excavatus, Gry-

phcea dilatata, Pecten demissus. The small patches at

Eathie, which have also become widely known through

the publications of Hugh Miller, consist of Upper
Oolite shales and limestones, which have been thrown

into a series of sharp folds, and display a crushed

appearance close to the fault. A remarkable feature

connected with these patches at Eathie is the occurrence

of pseudo-dykes traversing the shales and limestones

usually in tlie direction of the axes of the anticlinal

folds. Instead of being composed of igneous materials,

these dykes consist of ordinary sediment
;
indeed, an

oolitic shell was found by Hugh Miller in one of the

veins. It is evident that the fissures must have

been rilled from above with the sediment, and that this

must have taken place subsequent to the faulting and
folding of the strata. They have generally been con-

sidered as belonging to the Lias, but on palaeontological

grounds Professor Judd classifies them with the Upper
Oolites of Sutherland. The peculiar species of ammo-
nites and belemnites, the abundance of Lima concentrica,

Ostrea liocrneri, with the remains of Conifers, Cycads,

and Ferns, seem to indicate close affinities with the

types of fossils obtained from the Upper Oolites of

Sutherland. In the S patch at Eathie Bay the strata

exhibit certain lithological differences from their

Sutherland equivalents, as they consist of finely lami-

nated shales with bands of limestone ; but in the N
patch the intercalation of grits and sandstones in the

black shales points to physical conditions resembling
those which prevailed during part of this period in

Sutherland. The presence of thin bands with plant

remains led to unsuccessful attempts in search of coal

at this locality. The following fossils have been ob-

tained from these beds : Bclemnitesspicularis, B. obeliscus,

Ammonites mutabilis, A. flexuosus, A. biplex, Lima
concentrica, Avicula sp., Nucula sp., Pecten sp., etc.

In addition to these fossils numerous fish remains have
been found, consisting of bones, teeth, scales, etc., and
with these are associated the vertebrae of Ichthyosaurus.
From these references it is apparent that, though the
patches of Secondary strata at the base of the Ross-
shire cliff are very fragmentary, they are of great
interest as alfording means of comparison with their

representatives in Sutherland.
The glacial phenomena of Ross-shire are in many

respects remarkable, though only a brief allusion can
here be made to them. On the W seaboard the general
trend of the ice-markings is towards the NVV or the
WNW. On the area occupied by the Archaean gneiss
on the shores of Loch Maree the rounded contour in-

dicating intense abrasion by the ice-sheet is everywhere
apparent, the prevailing direction of the stria; being
parallel with the long axis of the loch. Round Gair
Loch and Loch Torridon the trend of the striae is WNW.
Perhaps the most remarkable examples of the effects
produced by the ice-shect in polishing and striating

rock surfaces are to be found in the areas occupied by
the quartzites. At the head of Little Loch Broom, at
Corryhourachan, there is a magnificently glaciated slope
of quartzite, where the striaj are as fresh as if the ice

had but recently produced them. On the E side of the
watershed the general direction of the ice-markings is

towards the Moray Firth.

In the lower parts of the valleys bordering the Moray
Firth there is a considerable development of boulder
clay, and on both sides of the great watershed the
moraines belonging to the later glaciation cover ex-
tensive areas. Indeed, there is no more striking
feature in the glacial phenomena of the W part of Ross^
shire than the great extent and size of the moraines.
Most of the main valleys and the tributary streams
possess great groups of moraines. Further, we find on
the shores of the Beauly, Dornoch, and Cromarty Firths
a considerable development of gravels which probably
belong in part to the 100-feet sea beach. This high -level

terrace is very imperfectly preserved compared with the
25-feet beach which forms a belt of flat land round the
fiords on the W coast and the firths on the E seaboard.

Soils and Agriculture.—The soil varies very much,
the western hill districts having it mostly very poor
and bad, while the other parts of the county include
some of the best agricultural land in Scotland. All the
arable land lies on the E coast or in the glens and
haughs of the streams, the rest of the surface being
pastoral or under game. In the Black Isle the soil

varies considerably, being light and gravelly along the
centre of the ridge, while all along the coast it is rich

black loam, and good clay with a subsoil of sand, gravel,

and clay. Deposits of Moray-coast or pan (see Elgin-
shire) have been mostly broken up and removed. The
clay subsoil is in some places on the Cromarty Firth
side of great depth. On the SW it is a light but fertile

loam. Round Dingwall the soil varies from a good
clayey loam, which produces excellent crops of wheat,
to light rich friable mould, and through this to moun-
tain clay, sand, and gravel, and poor mossy mould.
Along the upper part of the Cromarty Firth, on the N
side, the land is, on the low ground, heavy loam over-
lying clay, and, on the higher ground, a gravelly loam,
but farther to the NE it becomes lighter. In the flat

between the Cromarty and Dornoch Firths it varies

from loam to clay or to sand, but the loam is the pre-

vailing soil, and is in some places very deep, and yields

excellent crops. The E coast is much drier than the
W coast, the rainfall along the former averaging about
50 inches, and in the E about 24, the difference being
accounted for by the prevailing wind, which, being
westerly and south-westerly, comes in from the Atlantic
laden with vapour. Between Loch Carron and Loch
Alsh, where no outlying islands protect the mainland,
the rainfall is sometimes excessive, and has been known
to exceed 70 inches in a single year. The average mean
annual temperature is about 46°, the greater summer
heat on the E coast being counterbalanced by the milder
winters on the W. Complaints were once common that
the seasons were becoming gradually colder and harvests
later, but this seems now to have ceased to be the case.

Up till the end of last century farming was in a very
backward state, but in 1798 the farm of Meikle Tarrel,

in the parish of Tarbat, ' was taken on a nineteen years'

lease by a farmer [Mr George Mackenzie] who had
studied the most approved mode of agriculture in East
Lothian. The farm, which then consisted of about 2.

r>0

acres of arable land, was occupied by several small
tenants, whose lands were in a state of wretchedness,

and their house afforded accommodation for neither man
nor beast. This farmer brought with him horses and
implements of husbandry of the very best description
from the south, as also farm servants of his own training.

This was the first introduction of modern husbandry
into this part of the country, from which the introducer
obtained the name of Farmer George. In bringing bis

systom into practice he had at first to contend with
many deep-rooted prejudices. Even the proprietor
could not then understand how his interests were to bo

forwarded by encouraging his tenants. In the first

place a dwelling-house was to be built, as also a set of
suitable offices, houses, and a thrashing-mill and garden,

etc., enclosed. All this was done at the farmer's own
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eTjviw, without any assistance from tho proprietor, nml

u: .in .-ut!.»> 1. 1 ii:.w. Tho soil In-ill,!" good, and tho

DM >\-t.-ui bringing >' into favourable operation, tho

larnici sen began to reap tho rowurtl of his oxponseand

Uboom tad In tin- seventh year after his ontrj lie had

ih tion ol obtaining Tor his wheat and outs t ho

higheal prior in Murk Lam—i-iroumstam-os which dissi-

pated die opposition ol prejudice and raised up a spirit

«.| imitation.
1 Ho was soon followoil hy others, and

'daring tio- first 1 1 it y yean of the present century,

c.\s Mr James Maodoiuild in his paper ' On the
i

Agri-

on'lturo of tho Counties of Uoss nml Cromarty,' in tho

7
,
rtin.*i<-/i'.>iiA- of the UUihlaiul and Agricultural Society

for 15.77. 'it is not too imiohto say that the agricultural

ami m» i i1 en-tonis of Uoss nml Cromarty wore com-

plataly revolutionised. Large tracts of land were

reclaimed, draining and fencing were executed exton-

bivolv, now dwelling-houses and farm -steadings were

built", roads wore made, improved farm implements

were introduced, threshing-mills brought into tho

country, a regular and systematic course of cropping

was nd.-ptcd, artificial manures introduced ; tho barley,

ont», and potatoes of the olden times supplemented by

wheat, turnips, and clover; better horses, better cattle,

and better sheep were bred
;
and, in short, almost every

trace ol the primitive simplicity and rude barbarities of

tht f. udalistic time were abolished for ever.' In the

latter part of the century tho changes have been equally

gn at, lotK-ing, draining, squaring fields, and reconstruc-

tion of buildings having been extensively carried on
;

tin- introduction of artilicial manures and further im-

provements on the system of cropping have made great

changes for the better ; and the communication estab-

lished by the construction of the Highland railway has

given a great impetus to the breeding and rearing of

stock for the market. Since 1850 over 51,000 acres of

land have been reclaimed, and the rental in some

districts has increased over 100 per cent., and on an

average probably over 40 per cent, everywhere. The

principal reclamations have been carried on by Mr
I t of Bosebangb, the Hon. H. J. Baillie of Red-

i tie, Mr Mackenzie of Ord, Mr Davidson of Tulloch,

Sir Alexander Matheson of Ardross, and the late Mr
Kenneth Murray of Geanies, and Mr John Fowler of

Braemore, In 1854 the whole area under crop of all

kinds, including hay, grass, and permanent pasture, was

about 87,919 acres, and in 1876 this had risen to

124,826 acres; while in 1884 it was 134,187 acres, a

percentage of arable land to whole area of only 67, that

lor all Scotland being 24-2, and for Fife 74 "8. The

areas under the various crops at different dates are given

in the following tables :

—

Grain Crops. —Acres.

Year. Wheat.
Barley or

Here.
Oats.

Total of

All Grains.

1854
1869
1876
1SS4

7527
7356
6019
2182

7,551
9,370

10,461

12,729

16,645
28,806
29,509
31,701

32,717
40,740
47,413
40,012

Grass, Root Crops, etc.—Acres.

Tear.
Hay, Grass, and

Permanent Pasture.
Turnips. Potatoes.

l-5» 19,641 1" U17 5394

1869 28,547 16,735 9524

1976 29,987 17,126 9256

1884 69,850 16,155 9335

while there are about 1500 acres annually under other

root crops or lying fallow. Harvest in Easter Ross

begins usually about the second or third week of Aug-

ust. The farms are worked mostly on the fiye-shilt

rotation, but for some of the lighter lands the six-Shift

is adopted, and on a few of the very rich soils the four-

shift. The average yield of wheat is from 28 to 36
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bushels, but on some of Hie richer soils from 40 to fifi

bushels arc produced; hurley, 82 to 48 bushels; oats,
I.i IN bushels; turnips, 20 to 35 tons; and potatoes,

from -1 to 8 tons. The last are very variable, and the
figures given are too high for the product of the poorer
chi ..I crofts. The ^rcat decrease of the area under
wheal within the last 10 years is as well marked here as

elsewhere, and is the more noteworthy as Ross was
formerly the fifth wheat county in Scotland, and in
point, of quality and amount produced per acre, ranks
cm ii hi ;hcr. It is to bo accounted for partly by the
i hi i I ol recent wet seasons on the rich land on which it

grown but still more by tho great decline in the

price of wheat.
The agricultural live-stock in tho county at different

dales is shown in tho following table:

—

Year. Cattle. Horses. Slicep. Pigs. Total.

1854
1809
1876
1884

15,850

30.071
41,009
42,028

3975
6081
7079
7208

251,019

890,788
302,1180

309,888

4583
4604
6535
6876

270.027

4\H,:'m

300,000

The number of calllebrcd is small, but the number fed

is very large. The animals are mostly Highland or

crosses, and at Udale is a herd of shorthorns. From
tho table it is seen that in 30 years the number of

cattle lias been trebled, but the figures by no means
represent the actual number of cattle fed in the county,

as cattle bought in autumn are fattened during the

winter and sold off in spring before the Board of Trade
returns have been collected. The farm horses were
formerly broad low-sot 'garrons,' and though now
greatly improved by the introduction of good Clydes-

dale stallions, they still want bone and substance,

and among tho smaller farmers and crofters ponies are

common. The area in Wester Ross under sheep is

enormous, and, indeed, Wester Ross is almost as

celebrated for its sheep farms as Easter Eoss for its

arable land. Systematic sheep-farming was introduced

into the county about 1764 by Sir J. L. Ross of Balna-

gowan, who, taking one of the sheep farms on his

estate into his own hands, replaced the native small-

growing Kerry breed of sheep with black-faces, and
for 7 years—the only sheep farmer north of Aberdeen-

shire—he, in spite of all opposition, stubbornly stuck

to his purpose of introducing a better breed of sheep.

By and by, however, others joined him, and the begin-

ning of tho present century saw sheep-farming firmly

established in Ross-shire. In the first 10 years of the

present century Leicester tups were introduced, and
about 1815, Cheviots. Half-bred sheep from Leicester

tups and Cheviot ewes are now common, as well as

grey-faces bred from Leicester tups and black-faced

ewes. Sheep-farming reached its point of greatest

prosperity about 1860-70, but since then it has begun

to decline, owing partly to the low priee of wool brought

about by the large quantities now imported from abroad,

and also to many of the grazings having, under sheep

entirely, deteriorated, so that they will no longer carry

the same number of animals. The total decrease since

1869 has been about 11 per cent. Ewe lambs and ewes

are sold at Inverness Wool Fair, or in autumn at Muir

of Ord, while wethers are generally sold at the Wool
Fair. The young sheep are generally sent to winter in

the lowlands, as far sometimes as Aberdeenshire, but

from the higher and bleaker districts both young and

old sheep have alike to be removed during the winter

months. The best land rents at 40s. an acre, the

medium at about 22s., and the poor at 10s. ; and the

rents of sheep farms are on an average about 4s. per head.

Almost 93 per cent, of the holdings are under 50 acres,

87 per cent, under 20 acres, and 69 per cent, under 5

acres, and of the remainder two-thirds are over 100

of under 5 acres of any other county in Scotland, and

the only county that exceeds it in the total number of

I

holdings is Aberdeenshire. In 1876 there were 4510
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holdings of under 5 acres, 1189 between 6 and
20 acres, 355 between 20 and 50 acres, 175 between
50 and 100 acres, and 286 above 100 acres, some
of the latter being, of course, enormously large sheep
farms.

The area of the county may be estimated as follows :

—

Arable land under crops and permanent pasture, 134,298
acres ; under deer, 719,305 ;

underwood, 43,201 ;
lakes,

rivers, and foreshore, 93,012 ; under sheep alone, about
500,000 ; and waste heath and grouse moor, about
600,000. The whole district under heath amounts
probably to about 1,000,000 acres, but over a large part

of the county this is mixed with fine pasture. The
deer forests given up to deer alone number 39, and some
of them are very extensive. Their area is 719,305 acres,

and the rental £45,628, while in addition there are

forests where sheep and deer graze together. There are

also a number of excellent grouse moors and all the
usual high and low country game. The largest pro-

prietors are the Duchess of Sutherland, Lord Middleton,
Sir Kenneth Mackenzie, Sir Alexander Matheson, Sir

A. G. R. Mackenzie, Sir C. W. A. Ross, Mr R. C. M.
Fergusson, Mr Bankes, Mr D. H. C. R. Davidson, Mr
A. J. Balfour, Mr John Fowler, and Mr H. Mackenzie.
According to the Miscellaneous Statistics of the United
Kingdom (1879), 1,971,682 acres, with a total gross

estimated rental of £269,342, were divided among
2044 landowners, five together holding 1,051,507 acres,

(rental £70,210), four 268,913 (£11,088), twelve 366,063
(£37,738), twelve 154,704 (£34,145), seven 47,163
(£27,410), fifteen 47,733 (£19,081), etc. ; and of these

2044 landed proprietors about 85 percent, hold less than
one acre. The principal mansions, etc., most of which
are separately noticed, are Allangrange House, Amat
Lodge, Applecross House, Ardross Castle, Ardullie
House, Avoch House, Balconie House, Balnagowan
House, Bayfield House, Belmaduthy House, Birchfield

House, Brahan Castle, Calrossie House, Castle Leod,
Conan House, Corriemoillie Lodge, Coul House, Crom-
arty House, Dalbreac Lodge, Duncraig House, Dun-
donnell House, Flowerdale House, Foulis Castle. Geanies
House, Highfield House, Inverbroom Lodge, Inver-
gordon Lodge, Inverlael Lodge, Kerrisdale House, Kil-

dary House, Kinbeachie House, Kindeace House, Leck-
melm House, Ledgown Lodge, Letterewe, Loch Luichart
Lodge, Loch Rosque Lodge, Morangie, Mountgerald,
Newhall House, Newmore House, Novar House, Ord
House, Pitcalnie, Poyntzfield House, Raddery House,
Redcastle, llocktield House, Rosehall House, Rosehaugh
House, Shandwick House, Stornoway Castle, Strath-
more Lodge, Teaninich House, Tarbat House, Tarlogie
Lodge, Tarradale House, Tulloch Castle, and Westfield
House.

Industries and Communications.—Except the distilla-

tion of whisky at Dalmore, Teaninich, Ord, Dingwall,
Glenmorangie, and Balblair distilleries, there are no
manufactures. The salmon fisheries, however, in the
rivers and estuaries are extensive and valuable, and
there are also large sea-fisheries. Of the 26 fishery
districts into which Scotland is divided, Ross-shire con-
tains Cromarty on the E coast, and on the W coast
Stornoway, and Loch Broom and part of Loch Carron.
In 1883 there wero employed in these districts (taking
half Loch Carron as belonging to Ross-shire), 415 first-

class, 700 second-class, and 1332 third-class boats, or
8"1, 158, and 24 -

4 per cent, of the boats in their re-
spective classes in the whole of Scotland. In the same
year these gave employment to 8970 tisher men and boys,
107 fish curers, 116 coopers, and 8162 other persons

;

the value of the boats employed—a largo proportion of
which do not, however, belong to the county—was
£43,719 ; of nets, £67,274 ; and of lines, £14,272. The
number of barrels of herring cured was 74,249, and the
number of cod, ling, or hake taken was 445,253. Com-
merce enjoys considerable physical advantages from the
many bays and inlets, and with many of those on theW coast communication is regularly maintained by
lines of steamers from tho Clyde. The principal articles
oi cspouiua cattle, sheep, wool, grain, and lish. The

fairs, markets, and trysts for cattle and sheep, some
established by act of parliament, others by custom, are

numerous, and are held at convenient places. Regular
communication was established with the S in 1839,
when the steamer Duke of Sutherland began to trade

between Leith, Inverness, and Invergordon, and subse-

quently two steamers were put on the passage. These
were, however, superseded by the Highland railway

;

which was opened in 1862 as 'far as Dingwall, in 1863
to Invergordon, and in 1866 to Tain and Bonar-Bridge,
and the line from Dingwall to Strome Ferry in

1865-68. The portion of the system within Ross-shire

enters the county on the SE at Muir of Ord station,

passes N by the valley of the lower Conan to Dingwall,
and from that skirts the N shore of the Cromarty Firth

as far as Logie-Easter. There it sweeps inland by Fearn,
and reaching the Dornoch Firth near Tain skirts its

southern shore all the way to Invershin at the upper
end of the Kyle of Sutherland, where it passes into

Sutherlandshire. The Dingwall and Skye section strikes

westward by the valley of Strathpeffer and the valley

of the Black Water to the mouth of Strath Garve, and.

to Loch Luichart ; thence up Strath Bran, and then
south-westward across the watershed, down Glen Car-
ron, and along the SE side of the loch to the terminus
at the narrows at Strome. The whole railway system
follows the line of the old main roads, and, besides these,

district roads run up almost all the glens that have
been mentioned, and provide the necessary communi-
cation for the different parts of the low country, or be-

tween one part and another. The opening of the rail-

way system has been of the utmost advantage to the
county, both from the opening up of trade, and from
the great influx of summer tourist traffic brought about
by its means.
The royal burghs are Dingwall (the county town),

Tain, and Fortrose including Rosemarkie ; the only
parliamentary burgh is Cromarty ; the only town of over
2000 inhabitants is Stornoway—which is a police burgh

;

and smaller towns and villages are Alness, Avoch, Hack,
Ballallan, Ballintore, Barvas, Lower Bayble, Upper
Bayble, Bragar, Breascleat, Carloway, Coll, Conan
Bridge, Evanton, Twelvepenny Borve, Garrabost,

Gruver, Hilton of Cadboll, Inver, Invergordon—which
is a police burgh—Jeantown, Knockard, Laxdale, Leur-
bost, Maryburgh, Melloncharles, Plockton, Portina-

homack, Karnish, Saltburn, Shandwick, Shawbost,
Swainbost, Swordle, Tolsta, Tong, Ullapool, Valtos, and
Vatskeir.

The civil county contains the thirty-one entire quoad
civilia parishes of Alness, Applecross, Avoch, Barvas,
Contin, Cromarty, Dingwall, Edderton, Fearn, Fodderty,
Gairloch, Glenshiel, Killearnan, Kilmuir-Easter, Kil-

tearn, Kincardine, Kintail, Knockbain, Lochalsh, Loch-
broom, Lochcarron, Lochs, Logie-Easter, Nigg, Rosolis,

Rosemarkie, Rosskeen, Stornoway, Tain, Tarbat, and
Uig, two parts of parishes, viz., Urquhart and Urray ;

and includes also the quoad sacra parishes of Carnoi h
(Contin, Fodderty, and Urray), Croick (Kincardine),

Cross (Barvas), Fortrose (Rosemarkie), Kinlochluichart
(Contin, Fodderty, and Urray), Knock (Stornoway),

Poolewe (Gairloch), Shicldaig (Applecross and Loch-
carron), and Ullapool (Lochbroom). These are included
ecclesiastically in the presbyteries of Chanonry, Ding-
wall, and Tain in the synod of Ross, and the presbyteries

of Lochcarron and Lewis in the synod of Glenelg.

Except in Avoch, Cromarty (which has a Gaelic chapel),

Fortrose, Rosemarkie, and Alness, tho services are con-
ducted in Gaelic:. There are also 43 places of worship
connected with the Free Church, 3 in connection with
tho United Presbyterian Church, 1 in connection with
the Congregational Church, 5 in connection with tho
Episcopal Church, 2 in connection with the Roman
Catholic Church. In the year ending September 18S3
there were in the county 126 schools, of which 121 were
public, with accommodation for 16,137 children, 11,828
on the rolls, and an averago attendance of 8495. Tho
stall' consisted of 151 certificated, 9 assistant, and 74
pupil teachers. Ross-shiro, with (1834-85) a consti-
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• v of 1748, r. turns member to parliament;

White PuiUaw, Cromartv, Dingwall, niul Tain lmvo
ii r two Iviws and Cromarty are each

governed bj a lord-lieutenant and a vioe-lteutonant,

mill tlip former has 56 tlcputy lieutenants and about '2:10

jnatiooi of tlio peace. The ueriffdom is lions, Cromarty,
miuI Suthcihind, with re.sMetit sherilf-suhstitutes for

Kf« and Cromarty at Dingwall and Stornaway. Ordi-

tun and small debt courts arc hold at Dingwall every

Friday during session for tho parishes of Alness, Apple-

cross, Avoch, Contin, Dingwall, Foililerty, Gairlooh,

GlenshieL, Kulearoaa, Kiltoarn, Kintail, Knockbain,

Loehalab, Loohbroom, Loohcerron, Resolia (partly in

I; ->, tin- rest U-ing in Cromarty), Rosemarkic, Urquhart,

and Urray ; at Stornoway every Tuesday during session

lur the parishes of Barvua, Lochs, Stornoway, and Ui^

;

and at Tain every Tue.day during session for the

perlahei of Bdderton, Pearn, KUmuir-Baster, Kincar-

nine. Logie-Easter, Nigg, Roaskeen, Tain, and Tarbat,

Small debt courts are also held quarterly at Invcr-

ind PortrOM in January, April, July, and

October; at U'hijiool and Jeantown half-yearly in

April and October ; and at Cromarty ee required. The
force consists of 40 men (1 to each 2120 of the

population), under a chief constable, with a salary of

tlO I year. In 1883 the police dealt with 391 cases,

in 273 of which convictions were secured, in 61 pro.

ceedings were subsequently dropped, and 3 were dis-

]K>sed of otherwise than at the police court. Of the

whole cases 230 were in Wester Ross and 93 in Easter

Ross. In tho former division, with a population of

34.830, there ore 89 licensed houses ; and in the latter,

with population of 16,027, 48 licensed houses. The
numlKT of registered poor in 1882 was 281 9 ; of depend-

ants on these, 1068 ; of casual poor, 69 ; of dependants

on these, 62. The expenditure lor poor law purposes was

£34,328. All the parishes are assessed, and seven of

them form the Black Isle Poor Law Combination, with

a poorhouse near Rosemarkic; while ten form the Easter

Ross combination, with a poorhouse near Tain. The
proportion of illegitimate births averages about 4 '6 per

cent., and the average death-rate about 16 per 1000.

Connected with the county are the 3d (militia) battalion

Seaforth Highlanders (Ross-shire Buffs, the Duke of

Albany's), with their headquarters at Dingwall ; Ross-

shire Artillery Volunteers, with companies at Stor-

noway and Lochcarron ; and Ross-shire Rifle Volunteers,

with companies at Tain, Dingwall, Fortrose, Munloeby,
Ullapool, Invergordon, Evanton, Rrahan, and Gairloch.

Valuation (1674) £7683, (1815) £121,557, (1850)

£160,565, (1866) £210,991, (1876) £262,817, (1885)

£266,601, plus £28,623 for railways. Pop. of registra-

tion county, which takes in part of Urray parish from
Inverness-shire and of Urquhart and Logie-Wester

parish from Nairnshire, (1871) 82,093, (1881) 79,467;
civil county (1801) 56,318, (1811) 60,853, (1821 ) 68,762,

(1831) 74,820, (1841) 78,685, (1851) 82,707, (1861)

81,406, (1871) 80,955, (1881) 78,547, of whom 37,027
were males and 41.520 females. In 1881 the number of

families was 17,524, of houses 15,665, and of rooms
51,475. Of the total population 1431 males and 629

females were connected with the civil or military

services or with professions, 441 men and 2938 women
were domestic servants, 1090 men and 13 women were

connected with commerce, 14,600 men and 4882 women
were connected with agriculture and fishing, and 5741

men and 1048 women were engaged in industrial handi-

crafts or were dealers in manufactured substances

;

while there were 13,200 boys and 12,576 girls of school

age. Of those connected with farming and fishing 9445

men and 4436 women were concerned in fanning alone,

and 5219 farmers employed 1706 men, 325 boys, 621

women, and 448 girls.

The Stnod of Ross, which meets at Dingwall on the

third Tuesday of April, contains the presbyteries of

Chanonry, Dingwall, and Tain, all of which are

ly noticed. There is also a Free Church synod
of Ross, containing three presbyteries, with the 83me
names as those of the Established Church. The
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Episcopal Church bishopric of Moray, Ross, and Caith-
ness is noticed under Moray.
The territory HOW forming the mainland districts of

the combined counties belonged to the ancient Caledonii
or I Hi uleilome, and aftei wards to I ho si • tribes under
the name of the Northern Picts. Tho eastern territory
formed one of the mortuaths (sen Moray), but of its

inormai is there is no account, though Macbeth, morniaer
Of Moray, seems to have held sway in Ross as well.

The eastern portion between tho watershed and tho
Boauly, Moray.and Dovnooh Firths was the Ross proper
of this early period, while tho portion \V of tho water-
shed was included in the province of Aregaithel or
Ergadia. The history of the island division is traced
under Hebrides. After the middle of the 12th century
the district seems to havo been annexed to the Crown,
for Malcolm IV. granted it to that Malcolm Macbeth
whose career is noticed in tho article Mohay, and who
held ii till 1179, when, alter his rebellion, he was
driven out by William the Lyon, who, in order to
secure his authority, erected forts at Dunscaith, to the
N of tho entrance to the Cromarty Firth ; and at the
site of tho modem Redcastlo. William had hardly
quitted the district when a fresh insurrection broke out
in favour of Donald Ban Mae. William, who was deb ated
in 1187, and the province along with Moray again
annexed to tho Crown. Nominally the earldom had
been granted to the Count of Holland, but we find him
complaining that he had been deprived of all real

power though he had not been forfeited, and in reality,

probably the whole district remained in a very turbulent
state. Alexander II. granted the earldom to Ferchard
Maeintaggart, the heir of a line of lay abbots of Apple-
cross, and thus the eastern and western portions of
Ross were united, and the foundation of the present
county formed. Subsequently an heiress carried the
earldom to Walter do Lesly, and afterwards to Alex-
ander Stewart, Earl of Buchan (see Hablaw), but it

reverted thereafter by another heiress to the Celtic

Lords of the Isles, by whom, in the person of John of

Isla, it was in 1476 resigned to the Crown. Both before

and after this the shire was constantly disturbed by the

turbulence of the Lords of the Isles and the clans who
inhabited it. Notices of some of the conflicts and dis-

t in bailees will be found under INVERNESS and the

various parishes. The present county was constituted

in 1661. The bishopric was founded prior to 1128, as

a charter granted by King David in or about that year
is witnessed by, among others, Makbeth, bishop of

Rosemarkic. The defeat of the Marquis of Montrose in

more recent times is noticed under Kincardine. For
the Celtic and Scandinavian remains, reference may be
made to the articles on the various parishes.

During the clan period the greater part of the county
was in the possession of the powerful sept of the Mac-
kenzies ; the Munroes occupied a district round Fowlis
Castle and Alness, measuring about 8 miles square ;

the Rosses or Clan Ghillanders, possibly representing

one of the older tribes, held the district between the

lower parts of the Cromarty and Dornoch Firths, and
extending north-westward as far as the Einig ; a branch of

the Macleods of Lewis held the territory bounded NE
by the line of Loch Ewe and Loch Maree, and on the S
by a curved line, extending from the southern end of

Loch Maree to Loch Diabaig on outer Loch Torridon
;

and the Glengarry Macdonalds held two small patches

—one all round Little Loch Broom, and bounded east-

ward by Loch Broom and Abhuinn Cuileig, and west-

ward by the line of Strath na Sheallag and the Gruinard
river ; and the other, in the point between Loch
Kishorn and Upper Loch Carron, and along all tho SVV
side of the latter loch. Tho common language in

Wester Ross is still Gaelic, and many of the inhabitants

speak no English, but the number of these is rapidly

diminishing. In Easter Ross, Gaelic is confined to tho

labouring classes. As has been already noticed, tho

county contains a large number of small holdings, and
these are scattered everywhere, occupying the poorer

soils in the eastern division, the ridge of the Black Isle,
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and most of the seaward glens and straths in the W.
The crofters on the E coast are fairly well off, but on
the W coast the poverty is extreme,* the holdings being
too small to maintain a large family, and the system of

cultivation miserable—indeed the cultivation is mostly
marked by an absence of system, grain-crop following

grain-crop, or potatoes, potatoes, without any break
or rest. In such a poor life superstitious beliefs and
observances still linger, and witch-doctors are by no
means rare, though outsiders can find them out with
difficulty, as they generally keep out of the way of

those who are thought to come to scoff. Illicit distilla-

tion seems also to be still extensively carried on in the

more inaccessible regions all along the western sea-

board, and within the last three years (1881-84) a num-
ber of the ' sraa' stills ' have been found and destroyed

by the inland revenue officers.

Ross, The. See Ross, Lanarkshire.
Rosyth Castle, a ruin on the coast of Inverkeithing

parish, Fife, If mile NW of North Queensferry. It

stands on a small sea-rock, connected by a causeway
with the mainland, but surrounded at high water by
the tide ; and is a square, thick-walled tower of con-

siderable height, somewhat resembling a Norman keep.
Over its main entrance on the N side is the date 1561,
with the initials M. R. (Maria Regina). A large mul-
lioned window on the E side is elated 1655, when the
damage was repaired of Cromwell's men four years

before. And on the S side is this quaint inscription:

—

' In ilev tym dra vis cord ye bel to clink
Qvais mery voce warnis to mete and drink.'

Rosyth Castle is said to have been the birthplace of

Oliver Cromwell's mother, a tradition noticed by the
Queen under date 6 Sept. 1842; and it figures in Scott's

novel of The Abbot. The barony of Rosyth was pur-
chased by Sir David Stewart about 1435, and remained
with his descendants till about the beginning of last

century. It was then sold to the Earl of Rosebery, but
belongs now to the Earl of Hopetoun.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

32, 1857. See vol. ii. of Grose's Antiquities of Scotland

(1791).

Rothes. See Markincit.
Rothes, a parish containing a small police burgh of

the same name, neai the centre of the SE boundary of

the county of Elgin, in which the greater portion of it

lies, while a partis also across the Spey on the Banff-

shire side. It is bounded N by the parishes of St
Andrews-Lhanbryd and Speymouth, for -h mile at the
NE corner by Bcllie, E and SE by Boharm parish and
Banffshire, SSW by Knockando, for J mile at the W
corner by Dallas, and NW by the parishes of Birnie and
Elgin. The greater part of the eastern and south-
eastern boundaries are natural, lying along the river

Spey, except near the centre, where from SherifFhaugh
about 1 mile above Boat of Bridge upwards to the bend
immediately to the E of the village of Rothes, the parish
occupies both the Elginshire and Banffshire sides of the
river for a distance of about 2J miles ; and for a small
portion where, at Haughs of Arndilly to the S of the
burgh of Rothes, both parish and county boundaries
take to the W side of the Spey for about ^ mile, follow-
ing, however, apparently an old course of the river.
Along the other sides the boundary is artificial. The
greatest length of the parish, from where Speymouth,
Bellie, and Rothes parishes meet on the NE south-west-
ward to the boundary with Knockando parish, is 9
miles ; the greatest width, along the south-western
border, from Craigellachie Bridge on the E west-north-
westward to the point where the parishes of Knockando,
Dallas, and Rothes meet, is b j miles ; and the total area
is 20,133785 acres, of which 317784 acres are water,
while 899 332 acres, including 48 008 of water, are in
Banffshire. The surface is irregular, but slopes gradu-
ally from E to W. The whole of the ground on the E
along the Spey is low and level, particularly at the
fertile haughs of Orion, Dundurcas, Rothes, and Dan-

* Ir, tne period of distress, in the beginning of 1833, the propor-
tion ot paupers to population in cisrt "I the western parishes was
1 in 17, auc io Locbbrotn. parisn it was as iii^h as 1 in 13.

daleith, two of which figure in the old rhyme which
declares that

' Dipple, Dundurcas, Pnndaleith. and Dalvey
Are the four bonniest haughs on the banks of the Spey.'

The haughs are separated from one another by hill

spurs, which run westward into rounded eminences
which skirt the low land and pass into wild uplands
along the western border, reaching a height of 639 feet

near Whiteriggs (NE), 925 above Netherglen (N), 887
above Pitcraigie (centre), 1065 at Brylach (NW), 1165
at Branch Hill (W), 1104 W of The Kettles, and 1114
E of The Kettles (S W). The surface declined to less than
160 feet above sea-level in the NE corner of the parish,

and the height of the road at the S end of the burgh of

Rothes is 228 feet. The low ground is highly cultivated,

and as the encircling heights are covered with thriving

woods, the scenery is at many points very pretty. The
drainage in the NE is carried off by the Inchberry and
Sourden Burns, in the centre by the Auchinroath and
Back Burns, and in the S and SW by the Burn of

Rothes, the last three all uniting to the NE of the

burgh of Rothes before they flow into the Spey. None
of the streams are any great size, but in the great

flood of 1829, all of them, as well as the Spey, did a

great amount of mischief. At the flat at Dandaleith
26 acres of excellent land were carried away, and 50

more covered with sand and gravel to a depth of 3 feet,

and the stacks of corn in the farmyard were swept
away. The Burn of Rothes and the Back Burn rose

very high and overflowed the whole of the centre and
the north-eastern end of the burgh of Rothes. Those of

the inhabitants 'who were themselves in safety flew to

succour their friends and neighbours who were in peril.

Then were the stout and active of both sexes seen wad-
ing in at the risk of being carried away by the stream,

and dragging the young, the aged, and the infirm, some
of whom had not for years been from under a roof, out
of their windows or doors as they best could, and carry-

ing them, some on their backs, some in their arms,

through the deep and powerful currents. Peats in black

masses, firewood, poultry, and pigs were seen tumbling
along ; and every now and then the young fellows were
dashing in and hauling out huge hogs by the hind legs,

or plunging to the middle after some other live or dead
object. Fortunate it was that all this confusion

occurred during the light of day, and that the whole of

the people were placed in safety before nightfall ; but,

as the burn increased and the bridge in the centre of

the village gave way, darkness brought with it a night
of dreadful suspense. There was a partial subsidence

here as elsewhere ; but after 12 o'clock next day, the

flood again rose and to a still greater height, and either

totally demolished or partially destroyed 15 dwelling
houses of as good and substantial masonry as could

possibly be built.' Many of the houses were filled with
gravel and mud to a depth of 5 feet ; from 70 to 80 acres

of haugh land were carried away ; and in the whole
parish there were 107 families rendered destitute. At
the rock of Sourden the Spey was 20 feet 10 inches

above its ordinary level. There is excellent salmon and
trout fishing in the Spey, and the larger burns con-

tain trout. The soil of the low flat grounds is mostly
a very fertile alluvium with patches of clay, sand, and
gravel ; that along the skirts of the hills is a sharp
gravelly mould ; and that on the higher arable grounds

is principally a mossy earth with patches of clay. Fully

one-third of the total area is pastoral or waste ; about
1000 acres are under wood ; and the rest is under culli-

vation. The underlying rocks are Silurian schists,

granite, and quartzite ; one mass of the last at Conerock
to the S of the burgh of Rothes being particularly note-

worthy for its finely-veined structure. In the course of tho

Sourden Burn there is a vein of heavy spar. Many large

erratic blocks are to bo found on tho uplands, and a bed
of finely laminated clay in tho course of the Back Burn
is worthy of notice. The haugh of Rothes seems to

have been formed in a large lake by tho dammed back
waters of the Spey, ere the rocky barrier at Sourden
was cut down to its present level. The parish is
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hwi fan and to iind along tiio custom border by
i togml Uaoof rood foUowtngtue left bankoftho8pey,
nmi.it the burgh of Etothot another nutin lino of road
1 i i no lies i.ll to tin- N \V mill passes liv tlio groat hollow,
k: own as tlio Cl.n ,.f liothos. to Klg'in. Following tlio

Mino i-oiir-.,. us tins lin,. ,.| ro:iil is the Morayshire suction

ofthoQml North ofSootland railway system, which
Ims a courno of 7 milt s in the parish from tlio point
Mint.' it enters on the X \V luitr Nothorglon, till it quits
it on the SK »t Cruigcllaohio viaduct. A branch lino

noatlng firoa Bothes station down the valley of tlio

Bpej to Orton station on the Highland railway system
i .. not 1... n worked hiiiio 1866. Auchinroath (J. C.

n, Esq > is a plain two-story house, 14 mile
XNW..I i:,.:l„ s station. Cl.n Rothes (l)nnlittl' of Sl'.A

Pack), :t miles NXW of Rothes, is a plain suninicr

residence, built in 1871. Okton House is separately

ootioexL The obief antiquities are the remains of Rothes
1 ami the ruins of Dundurcas church. The, Castle,

,.l Bothes ft m. Is on a steep rounded hillock to the SW
of the lunch, an. I only a very small fragment of it now
r mams, though it appears to have been a place of con-
siderable size ami strength. It seems to occupy the
name site as, but to bo of later date than, the castlo or
manor-house of Rothes, where Edward I. stayed on
29 and 30 July 1290, when ho was on his way back
from his first visit to tlio N of Scotland. Tho barony
of Rothes belonged, in tho 12th century, to a family
called Pollock, and by tho marriage of tlio heiress
Muriel do Pollock, passed to the family of Murthac, and
again by subsequent heiresses, first to Watsons and
then to tho Leslies, who in 1457 became Earls of
Rothes. They sold their estates in this quarter about
1700 to Grant of Elchies, from whom Rothes was, in

1708, acquired by the Earl of Findlater, and along with
his estates passed to the family of Grant of Grant, Earl
of Seafield, in whose possession the property still

remains. Rothes gives title to the Leslie family, but
their seat is now Leslie House, in Fife. Dundurcas is

se parately noticed, as is also the hamlet of Inchberry
in the NE of the parish. The parish of Rothes, which
was enlarged in 1782 by the addition of part of the
suppressed parish of Dundurcas (the rest being given to
Boharm), is in the presbytery of Aberlour and synod of
Moray, and the living is worth £216 a year. The church
is noticed below. Under the school board the Rothes
and Inchberry schools, with accommodation for 350 and
79 pupils respectively, had, in 1883, attendances of 194
and 52, and grants of £194, 18s. 5d. and £43, 15s.

Valuation (1884-85) £13,322, 9s., of which £12,949, 10s.

was in Elginshire and £372, 10s. in Banffshire, while
£2813 was for the railway. The principal landowner
is the Dowager Countess of Seafield, who holds 10,758
acres, valued at £4370 per annum ; 10 other proprietors
hold each an annual value of £500 or upwards, 3 hold
each between £500 and £100, 5 hold between £100 and
£50, and there are a number of others of smaller amount.
Pop. (1801) 1521, (1831) 1709, (1861) 2407, (1871)
2148, (1881) 2201, of whom 1063 were males and 1138
females, while 19 were in Banffshire. Houses, 476 in-

habited, 30 uninhabited, and 2 being built.

The Town of Rothes was constituted a police burgh
in 1884. It stands in the SE of the parish just
described, and has a station on the Morayshire section
of the Great North of Scotland railway system. It is

by rail 3 miles N of Craigellachie, 7 NNW of Dufftown,
and 11 SSE of Elgin. Founded in 1766, it was long a
mere township of crofters ; but has now come to be the
centre of some local trade. The original feus were given
off along the road which runs from N to S, the portion
to the S being now known as Old Street, which is con-
tinued to the N as New Street. Intersecting the line
of these at an acute angle are Green Street and Burnside
Street, and Breich Street and Land Street run parallel

respectively to New Street and Green Street. The
original houses, which were merely one-story thatched
tenements, have now to a large extent been replaced by
more pretentious structures. The Established church,
near the centre of the town, is a plain building with

276

BOO Bitting*. Tt was iv laired in 1888, and a clock
tower added by public si ascription in 1870. A Free
Church congregation was brmed a1 bhe Disruption, but
the ohuroh was not built till 1858. The Free Church
school adjoining is now disused, and has boon sold.

Tho public sohool, on tlio Eside of the town, is a hand-
mho.' building, erected in 1875-76 at a cost of £2500. To
the W of the town are the Glen Grunt, Glen Bothes,
and < ; l. ii Spey distilleries tho first erected in 1840 and
since greatly enlarged, th • second erected in 1878, and
tho last in 1883-84. T 10 Glen Grant distillery can
produce about tiMMI gallon 3 Of whisky per week, and tho

Others about, 3000 gallons each. Ontne Burn of Kothcs

thrives also a meal mill. A system of drainage is to bo

jxpense being borno by the
Buperior. Gas was introiluccd in 1850, and water in

1870, the supply being ta con from a spring below tho
fain, house of Blackball. An additional supply is

shortly to be introduced, I Hi the source is not yel settled.

Municipal matters are, under the Lindsay Ad,, managed
by a senior magistrate, 2 junior magistrates, and 6

commissioners. Municipal constituency (1884) 456.

There is a post office, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments, under Elgin, branch offices

of the Caledonian and North of Scotland banks, a
National Security Savings' Bank, agencies of 15 insur-

ance companies, a police station, a masonic lodge (St

John's, No. 193). There aro fairs on the Thursday
before the third Fridays of March and April, tho Mon-
day before the lii st Tuesday of June, the Monday before

the third Tuesdays of J uly and October, and the Tuesday
before tho third Wednesday of December ; but, except

that in July, which is a large harvest feeing market,
l hey are practically extinct. Sheriff small debt courts
arc held tour times a year for the parishes of Rothes and
Knockando, and police courts as required. Pop. of tho

village (1861) 1465, (1871) 1319, (1881) 1382, of whom
666 were males and 716 females. Houses (1881) 327
inhabited, 24 uninhabited, and 2 being built.

—

Orel.

Sur., sh. 85, 1876.

Rothesay (perhaps from Gaelic Heogh-siudh, ' King's

seat'), a post and market town, sea-port, and royal

burgh, is the chief town of Buteshire, and stands at the

head of Rothesay Bay, on the E side of the island of

Bute, 9 miles WNW of Largs, 11 NW of Millport, 22

NNE of Brodick, 19 SSW of Greenock, and 40 W by
N of Glasgow. The situation of the town is both
beautiful and sheltered. The bay enters between Ardbeg
Point on the W and Bogany Point on the E, which
lie 1§ mile apart ; and from the middle of a straight line

joining these two points, it stretches inland for about

a mile. Its shape resembles what mathematicians call

a semi-ellipsoid. All round it is screened by a gentle

and varying slope, rising in the E to Ardencraig (433

feet) and in the SW to Barono Hill (530) ; while

from the town and harbour there stretches on either

side, round the entire circuit of tho bay, a curving lino

of elegant villas, picturesquely set with their gardens

and shrubberies against a background of trees or sloping-

ground, and only interrupted on the W side of the

bay, where Skeoch Wood borders the road for some
distance. At some parts, though beyond Rothesay

proper, this line of houses is doubled ; and within the

limits of the burgh the steep slope in the SE of the

town is occupied by houses that rise above each other

in terraces. As the old song has it

—

' The great lilack liills, like slcepin' kingg,

Sit grand roun' Rothesay Bay ;

'

and the views commanded from points upon its shores

are singularly fine. The stretch of water outward from

the bay has been described by ' Delta ' as ' fairer than

that of which Naples makes her boast' The coast of

Cowal, immediately opposite, is adorned with the man-

sion and pleasure-grounds of Cast'c-Toward, and is over-

hung in the distance by lofty mountain masses, stretch-

ing away to the rugged peaks of the Duke of Argyll's

Bowling-Green; to the NF are seen the pleasant hills

of Renfrewshire; and northward one looks into the stern

Highland recess of Loch Striven. 'Sweet Rothesay Bay'



Inverlochy Castle, Inverness-shire.

Kt. Blanc's Chapel, Loch Fad, Rothesay.
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itself is beautiful. In any weather and under any cir-

cumstances it would attract the eye, but it looks its best

under a bright summer sun, with its blue waters dotted

with skiffs and white-sailed yachts, and ploughed by
the keels of gaily-crowded steamers.

The town, as seen from the bay, is picturesque, the

villas especially adding to the ornamental appearance.

The commercial and business parts of the burgh are

chiefly congregated at the head of the bay, immedi-
ately behind the harbour and quay, or along the line

of the High Street, which, contrary to the usual

precedent, does not extend along the shore, but directly

inland. An open space between the inner harbour and
the coast end of High Street is known as Guildford

Square. Thence towards the W bay runs Victoria

Street, and to the E bay Albert Place and East Princes

Street ; while the bulk of the best of the town lies to the

W of High Street and S of Victoria Street. The build-

ings in Guildford Square and in the principal streets are

fairly handsome ; but the less important streets are

remarkable neither for fine building nor for breadth of

roadway. The cleanliness of the streets is, however,

commendable ; and considerable improvements have
lately been effected in relieving the more closely built

parts of the town. About £30,000 has been spent
within about 40 years in these improvements ; and
Russell Street, formerly the Old Vennel, bears the name
of one of the most active promoters of the scheme, Mr
Thomas Russell of Ascog. The outskirts are open and
cheerful ; and the villas and houses there are both neat

and comfortable. The houses are built for the most
part of greenstone, which lacks the lightness and polish

of sandstone ; but their regularity and tidiness com-
pensate this failing. To the N of the harbour a

space of rough foreshore of about 4 acres was, in 1869-

70, at a cost of £5000, converted into a broad esplanade,

laid out with ornamental gardens and gravel walks of

from 50 to 15 feet in breadth. An octagonal band-stand
in the centre, with iron columns and a dome, measures
18 feet in diameter, and 30 high ; and was presented

to the town in 1873 by Mr Russell of Ascog. Esplan-
ades have also been constructed along the shore on both
sides of the bay. There is a public park in High Street,

leased from the Marquess of Bute, it makes no attempt
to be ornamental. Athletic sports are annually held in

it ; and the Highland Games Committee have erected a
grand stand at a cost of £300. From Guildford Square
to Kamesburgh or Port Bannatyne, miles to the
NNW, a tramway line, with frequent cars, was opened
in 1882.

The chief modern public edifice is the County Build-
ings, occupying a conspicuous site with its chief front

to Castle Street. This ornamental erection is in the
castellated style, and contains accommodation for the
town and county officials, a court-room, and a prison

—

the last, however, closed in 1883. The court-room con-
tains a fine portrait of the late Marquess of Bute, painted
by Graham Gilbert, and presented by public subscription

to the corporation. The edifice was originally built in

1832 at a cost of £4000 ; was enlarged in 1865-67 ; and
now represents a total cost of about £12,000. The new
Public Halls form a handsome pile fronting Princes Pier,

and were built in 1879 by ex-Provost C. Duncan at a

cost of £20,000. The largest hall can seat 1350 persons,

and there are various small chambers and committee-
rooms. Other halls in the town are the Victoria Hall
in Store Lane, with accommodation for 500 ; the Music
Hall in Watergate Street, which can hold 400 ; the
"West End Hall in Bridge Street, and the Good Templars'
Hall in Bridgend Street, each capable of containing
300. On the summit of Chapelhill—so called from its

having been the site of a chapel of St Bride, the last

remains of which fell in 1860— is a castellated building
containing the museum of theArcheological and Physical
Society, opened in 1873. The building was erected by
the corporation originally as refreshment rooms. The
Royal Aquarium, erected in 1875-76 on the site of the
former battery at the E end of thu town, is the property of

a joint-stock company, and cost £15,000, the site being

presented by the Marquess of Bute. Designed by Mr
J. R Thomson of Rothesay, the building consists of two
one-story wings, stretching from a low dome-covered
tower, the whole having a ' rustic ' base, and the
entrance being by a broad flight of steps. The frontage
is 102 feet, and the height 22 feet. It contains a
promenade hall measuring 45 by 48 feet, a main corridor
90 by 15 feet, various side rooms, a camera obscura, and
a seal-house. The tanks are chiefly in the corridor

;

and the rock-work about them is supposed to represent
the geology of Bute. Half a mile S of the town is the
Robertson Stewart college hospital, built in 1873 for

£1500 by Mr R. Stewart, a native of Bute, and
merchant in Glasgow, and enlarged subsequently by
his sons. Other public buildings are the churches and
schools noted below. Rothesay has several fountains,

viz., the Albert Memorial erected by public sub-
scription in East Princes Street in 1863 ; the Ballard
Fountain on the Esplanade, presented by Mr Ballard of
Brighton ; the Ewing Fountain in Guildford Square,
erected by bequest of Mrs Catlierine Ewing in 1862 ; and
the Thomson Memorial (1867), at the junction of Ard-
beg Road and Marine Place. In July 1884 a statue was
unveiled on the Esplanade to the late Mr A. B. Stewart,
convener of the county, and merchant in Glasgow, who
has conferred many benefits on the neighbourhood.
The old parish church, in High Street, is a plain

building erected in 1796, and contains 955 sittings.

New Rothesay church, at the W side of the bay, was
originally erected in 1800 as a chapel of ease at a cost of

£1300, and contains 830 sittings. It now is a hand-
some Gothic edifice, with a fine spire. The Established
Gaelic church is a chapel of ease, erected for about £600.
The Free parish or East Free church and the West Free
church are both elegant buildings with conspicuous
spires. The Free Gaelic church is on Chapelhill. The
U. P. church, at Bridgend, was built about 1840, and con-

tains 647 sittings. A new iron church for the Craig-

more U. P. congregation was erected in Crichtou Road
in 1884. St Paul's Episcopal church, in Victoria Street,

has 434 sittings, the Baptist chapel (1855) in Ardbeg
Road 400, and St Andrew's Roman Catholic church
(1866) in Columshill Street 200. The burgh is well pro-

vided with schools. The Rothesay Academy and Thom-
son Institute occupies a fine Gothic pile with an orna-

mental tower, designed by Mr J. R. Thomson. It was
erected in 1869, and partly endowed by the trustees of
the late Mr Duncan Thomson, as a first-class secondary-

school. Originally the property of the East and West
Free churches, it was handed over in 1873 to the burgh
school board. It is conducted by a head classical

master, and has an English and a mathematical master,

besides assistants. The public, former parochial, school

in High Street is a handsome building erected by the
school board, and having accommodation for 769 boys
and girls. Bute Industrial school gives elementary
education and industrial training to 120 boys and girls

from all parts of Bute ; it is managed by a committee
of ladies and gentlemen. Bellevue, in Barone Road,
in 1882 was converted by Lady Bute into a Roman
Catholic orphanage for 16 girls, under the charge of the
Sisters, 'Servants of the Sacred Heart.' 1 here are also

private adventure schools.

Rothesay has a head post offico with the usual depart-

ments, ollices of the Clydesdale Bank, Royal Bank, Bank
of Scotland, and National Security Savings' Bank, and
offices or agencies of 28 insurance companies. The chief

hotels are the Bute Arms, Victoria, Queen's, Lorno,

Eagle, and Argyle Arms, besides 7 temperance houses.

Glenburn Hydropathic Establishment, occupying a lofty

site on the E side of tho bay, was the first institution of

the kind in Scotland, having been opened in 1813 by
the late W. Patcrson, Esq., M.D., who had studied tho
water-treatment at Grafenberg in Silesia, under Priess-

nitz, the father of hydropathy. It contains provision

for the accommodation and amusement of 1 30 persons,

together with a very complete system of baths. The
salt-water Swimming Baths, built in 1882 at a cost of

£1500, and presented to the town by Mr A. B. Stewart,
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err ritUkltd on tho shore, immediately opposite Hip
aquinum. On the opposite si.l<> of the hay, in front
o! Sknvh W.m.I, nrt< tho Indies' and gentlemen's bath-

lag place* meted by tlu< burgh. Thty nave dressing*
...in*, with alien. I uit.i, an. I are sei ceiled from view by
tana walla, Among the miscellaneous institutions of
Rothi-say are the horticultural, funnels', and arohieo-

. and tbo Working Men's club. Tim
Boyd Northern Yacht flub bus its club-house at Rotho-
*>>, built in i*rr adjacent t<> the Queen's Hotel; and
tiie Boyd Both—ay Aquatic Club haa its club-house
at Skitu'li Wood. Both clubs hold annual regattas.

Tin re ate ids., bowling greens in tbo burgh, and tennis
court* at Cr:ii-,'iiioie. liothcsay has threw weekly news-
paper*— tlie Liberal Butman (1664) end the Independent
MMHbW OknmUl (1868) and Rot/i.-sa;/ Kr/,ns.i (1877),
the Bid two published on Saturday, the last on Wed-
nesday ; and The Visitors' List is published every Friday
daring the four summer months.

Kothc-ay i- by no means an industrial town. The.

ni.mut.i. ture of linen was introduced into it about 1750,
but it did not llouri.sh. A cotton factory—claimed to

be the Krai in Scotland—was started hero in 1779
by an English company

;
passed later into the pos-

session ol tho celebrated David Dale ; and at one time
employed SOU hands. For three-quarters of a century
the [nanatry nourished, and it came to employ 4 mills,

with 1000 looms and 50,000 spindles ; but gradually it

began to decline, and at present only one mill is working,
the only other existing having stopped in 1880 or 1881.
Tanning similarly has lost its importance in the burgh,
only one tannery existing where formerly there were
three. Boatbuilding, once carried on in two yards, is

now extinct, though lor 30 years tho industry was
maintained in a yard with a patent slip belonging to

the burgh. Its trade and commerce is equally insig-

nificant In early times it enjoyed a considerable
shipping trade, hut about 1700 it was superseded by the
growth of Campbeltown. About 1765, when act of

parliament made it compulsory that all colonial produce
tor Ireland should first be landed in Great

Britain, Rothesay was made a custom-house station for

the purposes of the Irish colonial trade. But the first

thing to bring prosperity to the burgh was the develop-
ment of the herring fishery, encouraged by a Govern-
ment bounty which had for its real object the obtaining
of naval reserve recruits. Rothesay became a centre of

the west coast herring fishery and of the curing industry,

and quite a brisk trade sprang up, employing vessels of
considerable size. In 1855 the fishery in the district

employed 557 boats of an aggregate tonnage of 2590,
1654 fisher men and boys, and 1102 other persons
indirectly

;
produced 5074 barrels of cured herrings,

besides those sold uncured ; and the value of the boats,

nets, and lines employed was £18,842. But as it began
to be more profitable to have the larger curing stations

nearer the great fishing centres, the industry began to

decline in Bute, and now has quite left Rothesay.
In 1822 an excellent harbour was made at a cost of

£600; in 1840 a slip and building dock were added
;

and in 1863 a large extension of the harbour was made
at a cost of £3800. It now consists of two basins—an
outer and an inner—with substantially built walls, and
protected on the seaward side by a commodious
quay, 650 feet long by 80 broad. The quay and
harbour walls together cost £25,000. In July 1884
a very handsome suite of waiting-rooms and offices,

surrounded with a verandah, was opened at a total cost

of nearly £2000. But about £200 is received in the
shape of rent annually. The quay is one of the busiest
on the Clyde. Nineteen separate passenger steamers
touch at Rothesay daily during summer, some of them
several times a day ; and on the arrival of the large

tourist steamers the quay presents a very gay and
bustling appearance during 'the season.' Only some
ten small vessels of frorn 36 tons downwards belong to
the port

; these, with others registered elsewhere, are
engage i mainly in importing coals, slates, and building
materials, and in exporting turnips, potatoes, and farm

produce. Tin 1 Btoamers perform most of tho other
carrying trade connected wit h the place. For the year

ending In September 1888 the harbour revenue was
1 "

.
of which £1994 wniv paid ns does by the steam-

boats alone, Tho expenditure was £15:1(1. The harbour
trust is vested in the i ristrates and town coi ncil and
4 representati •os of the shipowners.

Rothesay d ipenda for its prosperity almos' on ti rely

upon its Chat icter as a watering place and a a centre
c places of interest on tho CI) lo. The

neighbouring .aside resorts of < 'raigmoro, Po trBanna-
visitors,

and 'these' d'n W m08l Of their supplies lion, totbeaay.

The climate if the burgh is eminently auitt d to tho
delicate, and has earned for Bute the tit) d of the
Madeira of Sc >ll a nd. Tho temperature in wi iter is 13

degrees above the average of Scotland, and in

degrees cooler ; and several eminent physici ns have
n mended Rothesay aa an abode for those suffering

iry complaints. The bathing facilities

have already been noted. Boating is safe

venient, and the letting of small boats is

istry. Yachts find good anchors

quite an
go in the

baj ; while 1 lose who desire to visit tho varii ns places

of interest on the Clyde by steamer will find Rothesay
the most convenient centre on the firth.

Rothesay was a burgh of barony from an early period,

and became a royal burgh in 1400 by charter from.

Robert III., who also conferred grants of landed pro-

perty and various privileges. In 1584, a charter of

confirmation and novodamus was given by James VI.

The ancestors of tho Marquess of Bute used frequently to

hold the office of provost; and from 1788 till 1839, the

office was held

maritime juris- Seal of Rothesay,

diction over all

the coasts of Buteshire and the adjacent arms of the

Clyde, but since a decision in the court of session at that

date, have given up the claim. The burgh revenue in

1883 84, including harbour, gas, water, etc., was

£17 651. The municipal constituency numbered 1711

in 1885. In 1884 the police force consisted of

7 men, and a superintendent, with a salary of £120.

Sheriff courts are held every Tuesday and Friday in

session ; and justice of peace courts on the first Monday

of every month. Gas works were erected in 1840, and are

the property of the corporation. The water supply l or the

houses on the lower levels is obtained from Loch Ascog,

for those on the terraces from Dhu Loch—the two

schemes together costing the burgh £36,000. The

drainage of the town is carried by moans of a brick con-

duit into deep water in front of the quay. From the

union until 1832, Rothesay had a representative in

parliament, but since the Reform Bill, it has been

included in Buteshire. Annual valuation of burgh

(1875) £37,251, (1885) £55,2C6. Pop. (1821) 4107,

(1841) 5789, (1861), 7122, (1871) 7800, (1881) 8329, of

whom 4741 were females, and 618 Gaelic-speaking.

Houses (1881) 1968 inhabited, 363 vacant, 6 building.

The chief antiquity of Rothesay and its most interest-

ing object is its ruined castle, standing near the middle

of the S part of the town. The original portion,
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believed to have been built by Magnus Barefoot about

1098, consists of a circular building, 138 feet in

diameter, with walls 9 feet thick and 26 high, and
flanked by 4 round towers, 3 of which were 28 feet in

diameter, while the fourth and only remaining one is

33. Within the court are seen the walls of the ancient

chapel of St Michael, 45 feet long by 23 broad, built

in the Decorated style, and traces of the foundations

of other buildings, supposed to have been the residence

of the townspeople during sieges. The older part

seems to have been built of pink stone from Aseog ; the

newer part is different in material and style, and is

built on to the entrance-front of the original hold. It

is believed to have been erected by Robert III., and is

called 'the Palace.' The entrance to the castle faces

the N, and is surmounted by a shield, bearing a much
defaced royal coat of arms. Since 1874, this gateway
has been made once more the entrance, access to which
is obtained by a drawbridge across a moat, which
occupies the basin of the original moat. The restora-

tion of the gateway, drawbridge, and moat, and the

removal of contiguous tenements from the castle, were
carried through by the Marquis of Bute, hereditary

keeper of Rothesay Castle, at a cost of £8000. Among
the apartments within the castle are a vaulted hall (43
xll feet), a dungeon below the floor, and a grand
hall above, to which there is access by a staircase. Still

higher, there were sleeping apartments, now disap-

peared, among which was the small chamber in which
Robert III. died in 1406. The walls of the castle are

in many places overshadowed by trees, which have
taken root in the crevices, and they are picturesquely

covered with ivy ; while the grounds surrounding it—
about 2 acres—have been prettily laid out with shrub-

Rothesay Castle, though not unknown in history as a

fort and as a royal residence, presents neither a beauti-

ful nor a highly interesting appearance. As a fortifica-

tion it was even on the ancient principles very deficient;
' even the gate is neither flanked nor machicolated, and
it might have been mined or assaulted at almost any
point.' As a royal palace, also, it seems to have lacked
even an average amount of comfort and commodious-
ness. Built, as we have said, about 1098, it is said to

have belonged, before the time of Alexander III., to a
family of the name of MacRoderick. It underwent
extension and improvement at various periods to serve

as a fortified palace for the Lord High Stewards of

Scotland, and for their successors the Royal Stewarts.
It first comes into historical notice in 1228, when it

was attacked by Olave, King of Man, and Husbac, King
of the Southern Hebrides, with 80 ships, and after a
siege was carried by assault with a loss of 390 men. In
1263 it was captured by Haco of Norway, and after the
battle of Largs was retaken by the Scots. Under John
Baliol it was occupied by the English, but in 1311 it sub-
mitted to Robert Bruce. In 1334 it was again seized and
fortified in the English interest, but was once more re-

captured. Robert II. visited the castle in 1376 and 1381

;

and Robert II I. died broken-hearted within its walls April
13, 1406. Oliver Cromwell's troops destroyed part of its

walls in 1650 ; and in 1685 the brother of the Earl of
Argyll burned it and reduced it to utter ruin, either in
revenge for a raid into his country, or for some action
on the part of the burghers. For long years the castle
was left to decay and destruction ; it became overgrown
with weeds and trees, and environed and hidden by
more modern tenements. About 1815, however, the
hereditary keeper instituted clearances and restitution,

which revealed the terraces, towers, and chapel, with
various apartments. Renewed and more extensive
clearances and renovations in 1871-77 have brought it

to its present well-kept condition. Another interesting
antiquity is the ruined choir of the abbey church of St
Mary, in the present cemetery, lying rather more than
J mile from the town. It contains a recumbent
figure cf Stuart of Bute who fell at Falkirk. The
tomb of the lamily of Bute is a plain Gothic building,
painted white, in the old part of the churchyard.

Among the old tombstones, that of the Wallaces of

Bush, reputed descendants of the great Wallace, is one
of the most interesting. There is also a fragment of
the monument to the Jamiesons of Kilmorie, hereditary
coroners of Bute, which was brought hence from Kil-

morie castle, when the family property was transferred

to the present Bute family.

The town of Rothesay was originally a village in con-

nection with the castle, and its earlier history is directly

associated with the story of that fortress, already nar-

rated. Its later history is merely the account of the rise,

progress, and decline of its commerce, and its arrival

at its present position as a favourite watering-place

and tourist-centre. The Queen and Prince Albert spent
the night of August 17, 1847, in Rothesay Bay ; and
Rothesay she describes in her Journal as ' a pretty little

town, built round a fine bay, with hills in the distance,

and a fine harbour. The people cheered the " Duke of

Rothesay " very much, and also called for a cheer for the
"Princess of Great Britain." When we went on deck
after dinner, we found the whole town brilliantly illu-

minated, with every window lit up, which had a very
pretty effect.' In 1874 the Princess Louise and the
Marquess of Lome, and in 1876 Prince Leopold, visited

the ruins of the castle.

The castle of Rothesay gave title to the first dukedom
which existed in the Scottish peerage, and continues
the title to the British sovereign's eldest son as a col-

lateral for Scotland to that of Prince of Wales for

England. The dukedom of Rothesay was created in a
solemn council held at Scone in 1398, and conferred on
David, Earl of Carrick, Prince and Steward of Scotland,
and eldest son of Robert III. ; and when David, in

1402, fell a victim to the ambition of his uncle, the
Duke of Albany, it was transferred to his brother
James, afterwards James I. of Scotland. An Act of
Parliament, passed in 1409, declared 'that the lordship
of Bute with the castle of Rothesay, the lordship of
Cowal with the castle of Dunoon, the earldom of
Carrick, the lands of Dundonald with the castle of the
same, the barony of Renfrew with the lands and tenan-
dries of the same, the lordship of Stewarton, the lord-

ship of Kilmarnock with the castle of the same, the
lordship of Dairy, the lands of Nodisdale, Kilbryde,
Narristoun, and Cairtoun, also the lands of Frarynzan,
Drumcall, Trebrauch with the fortalice of the same,
"principibus primogenitis Begum Seotire successorum
nostrorum, perpetuis futuris temporibus, uniantur,
incorporentur, et annexantur." ' Since that period,

the dukedom of Rothesay, in common with the princi-

pality and stewartry of Scotland, the earldom of
Carrick, the lordship of the Isles, and the barony of
Renfrew, has been vested in the eldest son and heir-

apparent of the sovereign. In the event of the first-

born dying without an heir, the right passes to the
sovereign's eldest surviving son ; and when the sovereign
has no son or heir-apparent, it reverts to the sovereign
in person as the representative of an expected prince.

The parish of Rothesay, which included till 1846
the parish of North Bute, now occupies the centre of
the island, between the parishes of North Bute and
Kingarth, and extends in a narrow strip right across
Bute from Rothesay to St Ninian's Bay. Its greatest
length, from NE to S\V, is 6 miles ; its greatest 'breadth

is 2£ miles ; and its total area is 6083 acres. It includes
the royal burgh of Rothesay, The natural features have
been already described in our article on Bute. The
chief proprietor is the Marquess of Bute. The parish is

in the presbytery of Dunoon and the synod of Argyll
;

the living is worth £440. Landward valuation (1885)
£2414. Total pop. (1861) 7438, (1871) 8027, (1881)
8538, of whom 636 were Gaelic-speaking, whilst eccle-

siastically 5626 wore in Rothesay and 2912 in New
Rothesay parish.— Ord. Stir., sh. 29, 1873. See J,

Wilson's Account of Rotliesay and the Is/and, of Bute
(Roth. 1848); J. Roger's A'otices of Ancient Monuments
in the Church of St Mary, Rothesay (1818) ; J. Thorns'
Rothesay Castle (Roth. 1870); aud the ' Buteman'
Guide to Rothesay (Roth. 1881).
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Rothie or Rothie Norman. See I'vvirc.

RoUUoinay, * rillage and n parish of B Banffshire.

Tho ullage ol Kothicmnv or Milltown stands, 290 loot,

ulnvr level, on tlir Kit hunk of tin' river Deveron,

•.'I
null '. N N K ol botho-may station in t'nirnio parish

on tin' tiir.it North of Scotland niilwny, this being 3J
iiuK-SSK of Grange Junction, 451 NW of Aberdeen,
and 5 N ol 11 nnt ly, under which thoro is u post and
railway telegraph offloe of Rothiemay. Towards the
i Iom' ,.t l.s.si) the ni'w.uv works of the villain were
i xti'iiilnl an.l (•really i in |>ti>v<'tl. and its water supply
was taken fioin a in-w source, all at the expense of the
Kui oi i He. Pain held here on the third Tuesday

M | 9. j. mid tho Friday liter tho first Thursday of

October o. s.

i -li is bounded NE by Marnoch, SE by Inver-

keithiiv and by r'orgiio in Aberdeenshire, S and SW
by lluntly and I'amiie in Aberdeenshire, nnd NW
by Grange. Its utiuoHt length, from E to W, is

miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 5jj miles
;

and it | area is 930Sj| acres, of which 103.\ are water.

Bhiel Bam runs 4$ miles south-westward along all tho

Grange boundary to the Isla
; the Isla. Hows s\ miles

south-eastward along all tho Oaixnie boundary to tho

DeTarOD ; and the DxVBRON winds SJ miles east-north-

eaatward—for ljj and for l\ mile across the southern
nnd the south eastern interior, elsewhere along tho

II iint ly, Forgue, and Marnoch boundaries. In the

extreme B the surface declines along tho Deveron to

195 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises to 871 feet

at tho Cairns of Geith, 500 at Mossiehead, and 707 at

Heikle Brown Hill on the north-eastern border. The
northern district, a tolerably level plateau, includes an
i Ktenaive moss, affording supplies ol peat fuel to a wide
extent of country, and is elsewhere disposed variously

in arable and pasture ground and line plantations.

The southern district is partly a gentle declivity of

more than 1 mile in breadth to the Isla and tho

Deveron, and partly a luxuriant valley, highly cm-
belliahed with culture and wood. Much land that was
formerly in a waste condition has been brought under

the plough ; and a very extensive aggregate area is

under plantations. Granite is the predominant rock
;

and the soil of the arable lands is mostly rich and fer-

tile. An ancient Caledonian stone circle stands a little

way N of the village ; and an ancient road, supposed

to be a Roman iter, traverses the western district. The
self-taught astronomer, James Ferguson, F.R.S. (1710-

76), was born at the Core of Mayen, in a cottage whose
ruins were removed about 1848. Rothiemay House, to

the E of the village, is a building of some antiquity, tra-

ditionally said to have given a night's lodging to Queen
Mary in 1562. Another mansion, Mayent House, is

noticed separately ; and the property is divided between

tin- Earl of Fife and Mr Hay-Gordon. Rothiemay is in the

presbytery of Strath bogie and the synod of Moray ; the

living is worth £285. Places of worship are the parish

church (1807 ; 500 sittings) and a Free church ; and
three public schools—Mannoch Hill, Rothiemay, and
Ternemny— with respective accommodation for 78, 200,

and 128 children, had (1884) an average attendance

of 64, 70, and 85, and grants of £56, £59, 12s. 6d., and

£74, 7s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £4240, (1885) £5060.

Pop. (1801) 1061, (1831) 1228, (1861) 1414, (1871) 1370,

(1881) 1363.— Orel. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

Rothiemurchus. See Dutiiil.

Rothie-Norman or Rothie. See Fyvie.
Rothmaise HilL See I'.avne.

Rothney, a village in Premuay parish, Aberdeenshire,

close to Insch station.

Rottearns House, a mansion in Ardoch parish, Perth-

shire, 1$ mile E of Greenloaning station.

Rotten Calder. See Calueu, Rotten.
Roucan, a village in Tortherwald parish, Dumfries-

shire, 3J miles ENE of Dumfries.

Roughrigg, a village near the eastern border of New
Monkland parish, Lanarkshire, 2J miles S\V of Slamon-

nan. Pop., with Westfield and Peesweep Row, (1871)

365, (1881) 6S9.
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Rousay, an island of Orkney, 7 furlongs N by E of
the nearest point of Kvio parish in Pomona, 4\ miles
SSW of West ray, and 11 N by W of Kirkwall,
under which it has a post ollieu, with money order and
savings' bank departments. Its utmost length, from E
to W, is f.) miles

; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is

I

1

.
miles ; and, but for Sn.viska.ill Bay (2J miles x 1 mile)

on the N side, its outline would bo nearly circular.

'I be north-western coast, is rocky and precipitous, rising
rapidly to a height of 399 feet above sca-levcl ; but
elsewhere the shore is lower and more sloping, with
several sale though small harbours. Of six fresh-water
lakes much the largest is tho Muckle Water (ljxj
mile ; 822 feet ), which sends oil' Suso Burn east-north-

eastward to Rousay Sound; but Loch Saviskaill or
Wasbister yields far better trout-fishing. On every side
the surface rises in hilly acclivity, and forms an upland
mass in the general shape of a flattened cone, which,

terraces, appore
fertile arable

between the bci

latter are suital

cattle, and for

island in Orion
Sandstone lorn n. A group of five sepulchral

Manzie's or Magnus', on Corquoy
! trenched in 1880, and yielded a
:' a somewhat metallic appearance,
'nr the southern shore, was erected

; by the late David Bryce, R.S.A.,
eut.-Gen. Frederick William Traill-

• annum. The parish of

prises also the inhabitedRousay and Eagleshay
islands of Eaglusiiay or Egilshay and Weir or Viera,

both of which are noticed separately ; and has a land
area of 13,754 acres. It is in the presbytery of North
Isles and the synod of Orkney ; the living is worth £207.

Rousay and Kagloshav have each an Established church,

and there are also Free and U.P. churches of Rousay
;

whilst an Episcopalian cemetery, near Rousay parish

church, was consecrated in 1881. Five public schools

—Eagleshay, Frotoft, Sourin, Viera, and Wasbister

—

willi respective accommodation for 50, (10, 90, 25, and
65 children, had (1884) an average attendance of 18, 30,

41, 17, and 38, and grants of £29, 8s., £45, 13s., £35,
10s. 6d., £18, 14s. 4d., and £47, 2s. Valuation of

parish (1884) £3879, 9s. 4d. Pop. ofRousay island (1811)

795, (1831) 921, (1851) 937, (1871) 860, (1881) 873; of

parish (1801) 1061,(1841) 1294, (1871)1101,(1881)1118.
Routenburn House, a mansion in Largs parish, Ayr-

shire, near the shore of the Firth of Clyde, 2 miles N
by W of Largs town.

Routing-Bridge. See Kiiikpattuck-Irongiiay.

Row (Gael, rudha, 'a promontory'), a village and a

parish in the W of Dumbartonshire. The village lies

on the E side of the Gare Loch, immediately SE of the

small, low, triangular promontory that gives the parish

name, and 2 miles NW of Helensburgh, under which it

has a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments. Charmingly situated on a small

bight nearly opposite Rosencath village, it has delightful

environs of slopes and braes, profusely sprinkled with

elegant villas, and richly embellished with gardens,

shrubberies, and groves. It is not a scat of any trade,

and presents a rural retired appearance, yet serves as a

point of thoroughfare for very many neighbouring resi-

dents, and for crowds of summer tourists; enjoys

frequent daily communication by steamers with Gare-

loehhead, Helensburgh, and Greenock ; and has a good

small steamboat quay. Pop. (1871) 242, (1881) 527,

train!

is bounded NE and E by Luss, SE by Oardross, SW by
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the Gare Loch and Rosneath, anil NW by Loch Long.

Its utmost length, from NNW to SSE, is 9£ miles ; its

breadth varies between 2 and 4| miles or 6\- along Loch
Long ; and its area is 32 square miles or 20,530£ acres,

of which 358J are foreshore and 46 water. The road

from Helensburgh to Garelochhead and Arrochsr runs

7i miles north -north-eastward along the E shore of the

Gare Loch, 2j miles northward across the nock of the

Rosneath peninsula, and then 3| miles north-north-

eastward along the E shore of Loch Long, till it leaves

Row parish near Gorten. Fruin Water, rising at an
altitude of 1500 feet above sea-level, winds 8f miles

south-south-eastward—for the last lj mile along the

Luss boundary—till it passes off into Luss parish on its

way to Loch Lomond. The surface is everywhere billy

or mountainous, chief elevations from N to S being

Creagan Hill (928 feet), Tom Buidhe (936), *Ben
Mhanarch (2328), Maol an Fheidh (1934), *Ben
Chaorach (2388), *Ben Tharsuinn (2149), the Strone

(1683), Auchinvennal Hill (1680), *Balcnock (2092),

*Craperoch (1500), and Tom na h-Airidhe (1185), where
asterisks mark those summits that culminate on the

Luss boundary. Row, on the side of Glenfruin, is

naked and heathy ; but on the Gare Loch side it has in

great part been worked by art into a state of productive-

ness or of high embellishment. At its SE end, for 1|
mile inward from the boundary with Cardross, it de-

clines into very gentle upland, and is nearly all under
cultivation. The skirts and lower declivities of it, from
its eastern extremity to the head of the Gare Loch, are

thickly studded with mansions, villas, and cottages

omits, embosomed among gardens and woods, and pre-

senting a lovely series of close landscapes ; while nearly
all of it, from the beach to the summit, commands
magnificent views of the Gare Loch and the Clyde, the
Cowal mountains, the peninsula of Rosneath, and the
hills of Renfrewshire. The rocks are variously meta-
morphie, .Silurian, and Devonian ; transition limestone
and clay-slate have been worked, but are both of inferior

quality ; and some useless searches have been made for

coal. The soil of the arable grounds is, for the most
part, light and fertile. In the immediate neighbour-
hood of the village of Row, a large trade in illicit dis-

tillation of whisky was carried on about fifty years ago.

Most of the stills were in Aldownick Glen, a deep ravine

J mile from the church. In the Heart of Midlothian,
Sir Walter Scott alludes to the smugglers here, and to
this gorge under the name of the Whistlers Glen, so

called probably from the fact that those on the outlook
gave warning of the approach of a stranger by imitating
the whistle of the curlew. When George IV. visited
Scotland, he expressed a desire to taste real smuggled
whisky ; and the Duke of Argyll procured a barrel from
a still at the mouth of this glen for his consumption

;

though the- bargain was a difficult one to make, the
Duke having to meet the smugglers personally at the
end of Row Point. The conflict of Glenfruin is described
under Fruin Water. Ardincaple Castle, the prin-
cipal mansion, is noticed separately, as also is the
SBANDON Hydropathic. Sir James Colquhoun of
Luss, Bart, is sole proprietor. The present Duke of
Argyll was born at Ardincaple Castle, 30 April 1823.
Including all the quoad sacra parish of Helensburgh and
most of that of Garelochhead, Row itself is a parish in
the presbytery of Dumbarton and the synod of Glasgow
and Ayr ; the living is worth £350. The parish church,
on the shore of the Gare Loch at the village of Row, was
built in 1850, and is a commodious Gothic, edifice.
An organ was placed in it in 1880, and a clock and
chimes in 1881. Its tower, 110 feet high, was par-
tially destroyed by the storm of Dec. 1883, but has
been since restored. John M'Leod Campbell, D.D.
(1800-71), was minister from 1825 till his deposition
for heresy in 1831. A monument in memory of
Henry Hell was erected in front of the parish church
by Robert Napier, Esq. of West Shaudon. (See
Helensiiurgh.) Besides four schools noticed under
Helensburgh, the throe public schools of Garelochhead,
Glenfruin, and Row, with respective accommodation

for 137, 75, and 200 children, had (1884) an average
attendance of 60, 13, and 117, and grants of £57, 10s.,

£28, 12s. 6d., and £104, 13s. 6d. Valuation (1860)
£32,701, (1885) £79,460, 10s. 8d. Pop. (1801) 970,
(1S31) 1759, (1861) 6334, (1871) 8439, (1881) 10,097, of

whom 1736 were in Row ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord.
Sur., shs. 30, 38, 37, 1S66-76.

Rowadill. See Harris.
Rowallan Castle. See Kilmarnock.
Rowanburn, a village in Canonbie parish, SE Dum-

friesshire, near the right bank of Liddel Water, If mile
ESE of Canonbie village. Pop. (1871) 434, (1881) 407.

Rowardennan, an hotel in Buchanan parish, Stirling-

shire, on the E shore of Loch Lomond, opposite Iuver-

uglas ferry, 4 miles S of the summit of Ben Lomond,
and 9| N of Balloch. It adjoins a steamboat pier ; is

the best starting-place for the ascent of Ben Lomond
;

and furnishes guides and well-trained ponies for parties

making the ascent.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 38, 1871.

Rowcan. See Roucan.
Rowchester, an estate, with a fine modern mansion, in

Greenlaw parish, Berwickshire, 3 miles SE of the town.
It was purchased in 1858 by Rt. Hy. Broughton, Esq.
(b. 1829), who holds 926 acres in the shire, valued at

£1890 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Rowdill. See Harris.
Roxburgh, a village and a parish of N Roxburghshire.

The village, near the left bank of the Teviot, has a
station, Roxburgh Junction, on the North British rail-

way, 7i miles NNE of Jedburgh, 8£ E by S of St Bos-
wells, and 3 SW of Kelso. It is an ancient but decayed
place, with a post office, having money order, savings'

bank, and railway telegraph departments.
The parish, containing also HEITON village, is bounded

N and E by Kelso, S by Eckford and Crailing, SW
by Ancrum, W by Maxton, and NW by Makerstoun.
Projecting a long, narrow south-western wing, it has an
utmost length from NE to SW of 7§ miles, a varying
width of 3 furlongs and 3g miles, and an area of 7924

^

acres, of which 143| are water. The Tweed, here a
splendid salmon river, curves 4| miles north-eastward
along all the north-western and northern border ; and
the Teviot, entering from Eckford, flows 4 miles north-
north-eastward—for the last 1§ mile along the Kelso
boundary—until, J mile above its influx to the Tweed,
it passes off into Kelso parish. Near the village it is

spanned by a lofty railway viaduct of fourteen arches.

In the NE extremity of the parish the surface declines

to 100 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises to 212
at Roxburgh Castle, 368 at Ladyrig, 550 at the Eckford
boundary, 383 near Moorhouse, ami 663 at Down, Doune,
or Dunse Law. The western and southern borders, at

one time moorish, have for many years been brought
under the plough. In almost every corner the eye is

presented with objects which nature and art seem vying
how best to adorn. Hedgerow enclosures, rows of trees,

clumps and groves upon knolls and rocky hillocks, and
curvatures of slope, render the landscape rich and beauti-

ful. A tourist travelling eastward along the highway,
a little W of the ancient castle, moves along the summit
of a precipice lined with trees, and sees, immediately on
his left, through the little vistas of the wood, the
majestic Tweed rolling far below him, 'dark, drnmlie,

and deep ;
' and, at a little distance on the right, tho

Teviot, forced aside by a rocky wooded bank, and
meandering round a spacious plain. Advancing a brief

space, he loses sight of both rivers, and is ingulfed

among wood in a hollow of the way. Speedily emerging
from the gloom, ho looks upon one of the fairest prospects

in the world—the ducal castlo and park of Floors, the

splendid mansion and grounds of Springwood Park, the
Tweed and tho Teviot, each spanned by an elegant
bridge, and, right before him, Kelso and its immediate
environs in all their glory. From a spot in the village

of Roxburgh, you look, on tho one band, along a valley

8 or 10 miles long, apparently all of it covered with
trees, or but thinly diversified with glade and dwelling;
whilst, on the other hand, is an open and very diversified

prospect of double the distance, away to the summits of
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tho Cheviot Hills. From a rising-ground

i*>iit)iriii boundary. I ho Toviot, niter movi
talmtnt behind overahadowini hank:

ronunlimllv iul«> vu'w, iiinl in-lniitly pas-os again into

i.i. The tum&iil <>i Dunae Law, anoiently •

id. ii ..I Ntrenglh, commands hy fur tho most extensive

• n. I intri ••>! mil: ol the lonil prospects— one SO largo, 80

r.. ii. m crowded with objects, including nil the elements

ol rnr.il landscape, tliree renowned ensiles, niul a peep

ill llu I'm rni.hi Oodih, M to ilefy IQOOinCt deseiapt ion.

i n. - ..: considerable extent ti ml of curious tonus, once

. . ilmctit, occur on tho banks of the

'1. m An iininenso iiiitiiml dam, called tho Trow
Craig*, consisting of trap rock, lies across the Tweed,
hut lui- been worn hy the river into four slits, which,

w).. .i llu ir is n.. Hood, admit in separated currents the

mine VOlnnt Ol water. Two of these Nlits are 34 feet

di p. end to narrow that a person may bestride them';

and thev and the other millets have a length of 450 and

ill ol lli leet. They form eddies and rapids, and

nil. r t.> the current alternate accelerations and obstruc-

tions, which at all seasons occasion a loud noise, anil,

at th. hii . i K 1 1
»

•_:
up of the ice, create a tremendous mar,

resembling the cry of the tempest-lashed sea. The
principal rocks are traps and sandstones, little suited

for building purposes. Two springs near the Tweed
liavo a remarkable petrifying power. Much of the

peninsuls between the Tweed and the Teviot is so stony

U t" hare given rise to a tradition, that it was once all

covered with town. The soil of the parish is in some

parts a mossy mould, in some a gravelly or sandy

alluvium, in some a fine fertile loam. About 1750 acres

re ui pasture; nearly 230 acres are under wood ;
and

almost all the remainder is in tillage. The great Roman
road, called Watling Street, runs 14. mile along all the

Annum boundary, and was used here till comparatively

recenl times as a drove road for cattle. The strongly-

vaulted basement-story of a fortalice, variously called

Roxburgh, Sunlaws, and Wallace Tower, the subject of

many legends, and seemingly one of a chain of strengths

1
I

... ii Roxburgh Castle and Upper Teviotdale, stands

between the village of Roxburgh and the Teviot.

\ . ri gee of camps and trenches appear in several

localities ; and traces of villages and malt steeps, with

other memorials of inhabitation, indicate the population

to have formerly been very considerable. Mansions are

Sunlaws and Fairuington ; and there are five proprietors

besides the Duke of Roxburghe, who holds fully one-

half of the entire rental. Roxburgh is in the presby-

tery of Kelso and the synod of Mer.se and Teviotdale
;

the living is worth £370. The parish church, at the

village, was built in 1752, and contains 400 sittings.

In the churchyard is the grave of Andrew Gemmcls,

the ' Blue gown, Edie Ochiltree,' of Sir Walter Scott's

Antiquary, who 'died at Roxburgh Newtown in 1793,

aged 106 years.' Three public schools—Fairnington,

Heiton, and Roxburgh—with respective accommodation

for 83, 78, and 123 children, had (1884) an average attend-

ance of 26, 60, and 73, and giants of £27, 17s., £47, 7s.,

and £52, lis. Valuation (1864) £10,441, 3s. 8d., (1885)

£13,364, 3s. 8d., plus £2948 for railway. Pop. (1801)

949, (1881) 962, (1861) 1178, (1871) 1053, (1881) 1012.—

Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Old Roxburgh stood over against Kelso, on a rising-

ground at the W end of the low fertile peninsula be-

twe D the Teviot and the Tweed, 2 miles NNE of the

village of Roxburgh, from which one approaches it

by a beautiful walk by the side of the Teviot. It is

now quite extinct. Brief and obscure notices by various

historians indicate that it was a place of considerable

note long before the 12th century ; but they fail to

throw light on its condition, and do not furnish any

certain facts in its history. While David I., who
mounted the throne in 1124, was yet only Earl of North-

umberland, the town, as well as the castle, belonged

to him as an appanage of bis earldom, and appears to

have been so flourishing that it could not accommodate

the crowds wno pressed into it to enrol themselves its

citizens. An overflow of its population was the occasion
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of tho erection of the new town, tho oritan
present village. Whether Hie. new town was
bj David oral a pcn.nl even mora remote is u
bul the fact of its being so early an oll'shotft f

evinces how great a sc., I ,.f population was 111

al lie mouth ol 1 1 io Tcviol in even ru.lo and
tic

li,

J of t.hfa

founded

ngly
itrict

-bar-

ridand had i

g.ivc to i l.c monks of Kelso Abbey. When he ascended
became, as a matter of course, a royal

thoso ' Four Burghs ' (the others being
rwiek, and Stirling) whose burgbal par-
i Is as lb,- Convent I Kovni llurglis.

ature was its ancient castle, supposed to

It by the Saxons while they held their
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Old Roxburgh was governed by a provost and bailies;

had a burgh or city seal ; and it was the seat of a

yal mint, at least in the reigns of William the Lyon
d James II. It also very early had a weekly market
d an annual fair—the latter the original of the great

ir of St James which continues to be held on its site,

id now belongs to Kelso. In 1368 it was subject to

lward III. of England, and received from that monarch
confirmation of its privileges as a burgh ; and in 1460,

iving again come under the power of the Scottish

own, it was, in punishment of its disloyalty, denuded
its honours, and struck from the list of Scottish

irghs. It was, as a town, more or less affected by

»rly all the vicissitudes which befell its castle ; and
many periods, particularly in the years 1369 and

160, it was burned by hostile armies. It is said to

ive been, for some time, the fourth town in Scotland

in both population and general importance. Near it,

on the Teviot side, at a place which still bears the name
ol Friars, is the site of a convent of Franciscan monks,

n the vicinity stood also a Maison Dicu or hospital, for

he reception of pilgrims, and of the diseased and the

ndigent. David I. spent much time at the town and

astfe of Roxburgh, partly in the way of ordinary resid-

nce, and partly in tho way of conducting hostilities

rith England. William the Lyon, under the niislor-

unes of war, delivered up the castle of Roxburgh to

Ienry II. of England (1174), but received it back from

iichard I. ; and he afterwards held his court here, and

ent forth forces hence to quell insurrections among his

ubjects so far N as the province of Moray. Alexander

I. resided much at Roxburgh, and was married here in

239. Alexander 111. was born at Roxburgh two years

atcr, and afterwards, at two periods, was shut up in it

>y turbulences amongst his nobles; and hero in 1*55

ic welcomed his father-in-law, Henry III. of England.
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Roxburgh Castle was affected by the first movements of

Edward I. against Scotland, and continued to figure

prominently in most of the leading events throughout

the Wars of the Succession. During the interregnum,

the public writings and records had been transmitted

from Edinburgh '

to Roxburgh, where the auditors

appointed for Scottish affairs by Edward I. held

their assemblies. In 1295 John Baliol consented that

Roxburgh, with Berwick and Jedburgh, should be de-

livered to the Bishop of Carlisle, as a pledge of adher-

ence to the interests of Edward. In September 1292

Edward himself resided at Roxburgh ; and four years

afterwards, in puuishment of some resistance to his

claims, he took formal military possession of the castle.

In 1297 an unsuccessful attempt was made by the Scots

to retake it ; but on Shrove-Tuesday 1313, the castle was

surprised and captured by Sir James Douglas, while the

garrison were indulging in riot. In 1332 Edward
Baliol got possession of the castle of Roxburgh, and

here acknowledged Edward III. of England as his liege

lord, surrendering to him the independence of Scotland,

and alienating the town, castle, and county of Roxburgh
as an annexation to the crown of England. Edward III.

spent some time in Koxburgh Castle, and twice cele-

brated his birthday here. On Easter Day, 1342, Sir

Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie took the castle by
escalade (see Hermitage Castle) ; but in 1346 the

English regained possession of it after the battle of Hex-
ham. In 1355 Edward III. of England again resided

here ; and Edward Baliol, who attended him as a vassal,

made here a formal and more absolute surrender to him
than before of the crown rights of Scotland, degrading

himself so far as, in token of submission, to present

him with the Scottish crown and with a portion

of the Scottish soil. In 1398, during a truce, the Earl

of Douglas' son, with Sir William Stewart and others,

taking advantage of the critical situation of Richard II.,

broke down the bridge at Roxburgh, plundered the

town, and ravaged the adjacent lands. In 1411 Doug-
las ot Drumlanrig and Gavin Dunbar adopted the same
course of hostility ; for they broke down the bridge of

Roxburgh, and set fire to the town. James I.'s vain

attempt to recover this fortress in 1435 is naively de-

scribed by Bellenden :
— 'The king past with an army

to sege the castell of Marchmond, that is to say Rox-
burgh. The Scottis war nowmerit in this army to

1
II.C.M. men, by [besides] futmen, and caragemen. At
last quhen the kyng had lyne at the sege foresaid xv.

dayis and waistit all his munitioun and powder, he
returnit haim, but [without] ony mair felicite succeed-

ing to his army.' In 1460 James II.—perhaps from the

thought of its shaming the Scottish crown, that Ber-

wick and Roxburgh should continue so long under
English dominion—laid siege to the latter, with a

numerous army, well-furnished with artillery and war-

like machinery. He had taken the town, and levelled

it to the ground ; but on 3 Aug., during the siege of the

castle, while he was watching the discharge of a cannon,
of so great a calibre, that it was called the ' Lion,' it

burst, and the king was almost instantaneously struck

dead. A yew tree, planted by the late Duke of Rox-
burghe, marks the spot where he fell. On receiving

the mournful tidings the Queen, Mary of Gueldres,

hurried to the camp with her eldest son, a boy of eight

years of age. She conducted herself with such heroism
as to inspire the troops with redoubled energy ; and the

garrison, finding themseh 88 reduced to extremities, sur-

rendered the fortress. 'That the place,' says Ridpath,
'which the English had held for more than a hundred
years, might thenceforth cease to be a centre of rapine

and violence, or a cause of future strife between the
nations, the victors reduced it to a heap of ruins.' In
this dismantled state did it remain till the English
army, in 1547, under the Protector Somerset, encamped
on the plain between the ruins of Roxburgh Castle and
the confluence of Tweed and Teviot. Observing the
strength and convenience of the situation, he resolved

to make the fortress tenable. This he did, and left in

rt a garrison of 300 soldiers and 200 pioneers, under Sir

Ealph Bulmer. While the English were at Roxburgh,
a great number of the Scottish gentry in this district

came into the camp, and made their submission to
Somerset, swearing fealty to the King of England. In
1499 Walter Ker of Cessford obtained from James IV".

a grant of the site of the ruined town and castle.

Robert, his fifth descendant, received the title of Baron
Roxburghe in 1600, and of Earl of Roxburghe in 1616

;

and in 1707 the fifth Earl was created Duke of Rox-
burghe. See Floors Castle, Kelso, and works cited
under the latter article.

Roxburghshire, an inland county in the middle of
the Scottish marches, and perhaps the most character-

istically Border county of all, lies between 55° 6' 40"

and 55° 42' 52" N lat, and between 2° 11' and 3° 7' 50"

W long. It is bounded on the N by Berwickshire, E
and SE by England, SW by Dumfriesshire, and W by
Selkirkshire and a southerly projection from Edin-
burghshire. Its greatest length, from the point where
the Tweed issues from the county in the N to the
extreme SW, is 42 miles ; its greatest breadth, from E to

W, is 30 miles ; and its total area is 669 '5 square miles
or 428,493 acres, of which 2836 are water. Roxburgh-
shire is the thirteenth county of Scotland in point of
size, and the seventeenth in point of population. Its

outline is irregular ; but its shape may be described as a
rough rectangle, 17 or 18 miles by 35 to 40, lying from
NE to SW along the English border, with a narrow
peninsula, 10 or 12 miles long, protruding from its

northern side. The boundary line runs from the Tweed
at Carham Burn southwards to the Cheviot Hills on
the English border ; thence turns to the SW along a
series of watersheds between the two countries, past
Carter Fell and Peel Fell, to Kershope Water, wduch
carries it on to the SW extremity at Liddlelwnk.
Thence the line turns almost due N along the E border
of Dumfriesshire ; but at Tudhope Fell bends suddenly
westwards, and after a circuit trends NVV in an ex-
ceedingly irregular and arbitrary course to the sources
of the Elwyn, which marks the N limit of the county.
Thence turning eastward for a few miles, it strikes the
course of the Leader, and with one indentation follows
it southwards to the Tweed at Makerstoun. From this

point it follows along the course of the Tweed, making,
however, two considerable loops northwards, to include
Smailholm and Makerstoun, and Ednam and Stitchel,

before it once more reaches Carham Burn. This line

throughout most of its circuit, entirely disregards all

geographical and natural boundaries, and its irregular-

ities and divergences are perplexingly capricious. Three
districts of the county are geographically separated from
its main body. The first of these lies N of the Tweed,
between the rivers Gala and Leader, and belongs
naturally to Lauderdale. It contains only part, though
the larger part, of the parish of Melrose. The second
district also lies N of the Tweed, from a line about 3
miles E of the Leader to the NE boundary; and
belongs naturally to the Merse. It embraces the
parishes of Smailholm, Makerstoun, Stitchel, Ednam,
and part of Kelso. The third district consists of the
triangular projection in the extreme SE, and is separ-

ated from the main body by a continuous mountain
watershed. It is drained by the river Liddel, whence
it receives the name of Liddesdale, and comprises the
large parish of Castleton. The main body of Roxburgh-
shire amounts to 14 or 15-20ths of the whole area, and
consists chiefly of the basin of the Teviot. It bi aid

the general name of Tcviotdale, which, indeed, is some-
times used as synonymous with Roxburghshire. This
district surrounds a small isolated portion of Selkirk-

shire, and gives off to the main body of that county
some little districts drained by tributaries of the Teviot;
while it includes a western district on the Tweed, send-
ing no aflluent to the Teviot, with two or three eastern
pendicles drained by Bowmont Water and other streams

Surface.—The surface of the two divisions N of the
Tweed and of the whole northern part of Teviotdale, is,

as compared with the rest of the county, decidedly
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dmaprfga rodolatlng ami oven boldly nrtogated. but
in ii. • puM n>in^ Into heighte, excopl In 1 1 1 »- Bildon
Hilli behind MdraMj the Penielhough, Dunlan. the

Ifinto, end th<> Buberalaw Ihlls. Tin- blerts distriol is

almosl leva] ; while on the 9 bank of the Tweed there
« u. adi n N. rt «.t rolling plain. Everywhere, but

'\ n i lli.' Tweed, this r. ••ion is highly limned

end axtenaively adorned with braes. The oountyS <>f

tin-, onited district is, in it general view, nil hilly, ami
ovci :i great extent iii'iiiii t:untniH. Tlio vales nml hang-
i lis within the Imsiu of tlio Tuviot follow tho

ol that Htnani or its tributaries, and whether
then have narrow bottoms or eloping braes, an either

under tillage or oovered with sheep, or profusely adorned
with wood. Tin1 heights are all heaut i fill nml rounded
in aspect, though those which overhung the upper
Teviot and Liddesdale valleys are more boldly moun-
tainous, and in some inatanoes moorish, barren, ami bleak.

IfoMwhWm —The chief mountains of Roxburghshire
nrt< thCM of the Cheviot range, which extends along the

B border from Yetholm parish to Oraik Hill, near the
s ii: . ! •.!.' I' ithwi. k liordcr. The highest summits
in this range within the county, from K to W, aro the

Bohel (1978 feet), Auehopecairn (23.S-2), Hounam Law
(HGl), Grindstone Law (1685), Arks Edge (14G9),

Carter Fell (1S99), Peel Fell (1964), and Larriston Fells

(H'>77). A projection of the Cheviots strikes westward
from a point about 20 miles SW of Auehopecairn, and
forma the mutual boundary between Teviotdale and
Liddesdale, and thence extends NW across the south-
Mr. tern border of Teviotdale into junction with tho

southern Highlands, which extend across Scotland from
the coast of Berwickshire to the coast of Ayrshire. On
the watershed between Teviotdale and Liddesdale the

chief summits are Wheelrig Head (1405 feet), Carlin-

tooth (1801), Needslaw (H57), Fanna Hill (1643), Win-
burgh (1662), Leap Steel (1544), Maiden Paps (1677),

and Skelfhill Fell (1749) ; while on the Dumfriesshire
border rise Watch Hill (1642), Roan Fell (1839), Din
) (1735), Tudhope Hill (1961), Wisp Hill (1951),

Whitehope Edge (1506), and Craik Cross Hill (1481).

Other summits and hills within the county are Rubers-
law (1392 feet) between the Teviot and Rule, with
Minto Cra^s (700) on the opposite bank of the former
river, while to the NW rise the two rounded summits
of Minto (905). East of the Rule, and between the

Teviot and Jed, rises the Dunian (1095 feet), overhanging
Jedburgh ; and immediately N of tho point where these

two rivers join stands Penielheugh (700). Dunlaw
(663 feet), near the scene of the battle of Ancrum Moor,

is surmounted by the ruins of an observatory built by
Baron Rutherford of Fairnington, and now locally

known as 'the baron's folly.' Near Melrose rise the

three Eildons (respectively 1385, 1327, and 1216 feet),

commanding a lovely and extensive view. In the range

of hills that extends westwards from this point towards
Selkirk, the chief summits in Roxburghshire are Bowden
Moor (933 feet), Cauldshiels Hill (1076), and Whitlaw
Kip (1059). In the small peninsula part of the shire N
of the Tweed and between the Gala and the Leader the

Chief hills are Bnckholm Hill (1064 feet), William Law
(1315), and Sell Moor (1388). Other hills, worthy of

notice from their associations if not from their size, are

Skelfhill Pen, Pencrestpen, Pencrest, and Burgh Hill,

in the W part of Cavers parish ; Nine Stane Rig in

Castleton, where one of the Soulis family is said to have
been boiled alive by the men of Teviotdale on account of

his cruelty ; the Hermitage Hills, with the castle of the

same name ; Billhope Braes, famous for ' bucks and
raes ;' Carby Hill, between the Liddel and Kershope
Waters ; and the Chesters in Southdean parish.

Streams.—Roxburghshire is perhaps only excelled by
Perthshire among the counties of Scotland for the

number and picturesque beauty of its streams ; but the

rivers of the southern county are even more celebrated

in song than those of the northern. The chief stream,

both in bulk and in beauty, is the Tweed, which enters

the county from Selkirkshire about 2 miles below the

burgh ol Selkirk, and leaves it altera beautiful course
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of 30 milt's at tho influx of Carham Burn on the
NK border. The courso of this river in the county
is towards the NK across the northern part of tho shire,

and for a considerable distance it forms tho boundary
with Berwickshire. All the other main streams of

Roxburghshire How directly or ultimately into tho
Tweed. The chiel affluents of thai river in' the county
on the left or northern bank aro the Gala, which forms
pail of the western bonier of the shire; Allan Water ;

the Leader, which separates I'oxburghsliire from part of
Berwickshire ; and nol far from t he point when: il, leaves

the district, Kden Water. On tho right or S hank
the main tributaries of tho Tweed aro the Ettrick,

which touches the county only for a mile or two on tho
the th
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Sir Walter Scott. Huntly Burn flows froi

through the Rhymer's Glen, a favourite haunt of Thomas

the Rhymer. Petrifying streams occur in the parishes

of Roxburgh, Minto, and Carleton ; mineral springs in

Jedburgh, Oxnam, Crailing, St Boswells, and Castleton ;

and ' consecrated ' wells, as St Helen's, St Robert's, and

St Dunstan's, in the neighbourhood of Melrose.

Geology.—The geological history of Roxburghshire pre-

sents several features of special interest to the geologist,

partly from the remarkable development of the older

Palseozoic rocks and partly from the relations of tho

Calciferous Sandstones along the border to the Carboni-

ferous system in the N of England. The various for-

mations represented in this county are given in the

following table :

—

Carboniferous.
and saiKMoneR
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( Upper. Wenlock beds.

(
Queensberry Grits.

Silurian. { , „„,„_ ( Caradoc. ) Moffat Black Shale

I

Lower
\UandeUo.') Group.

V (.Ardwell Group.

Igneous Rocks.

fPorphyrites, tuffs, etc., of Lower Carboni-

] ferous age.

Contemporaneous.
etC" °f UPPer 01d Eed

I Porphyrites, tuffs, etc., of Lower Old Red
V. Sandstone age.

/Basalt dykes of Tertiary age.

j
Diabase, Basalt, Porphyrite, and volcanic

Intrusive. -( necks of Carboniferous age.

| Minette and Granite,_Post Upper Silurian

^ iand Lower Old Red Sandstone age.

Beginning with the Lower Silurian rocks, which are the

oldest sedimentary strata in the county, we find that

they cover an extensive area lying to the W of a line

drawn from Old Melrose, S by Kirkton, to the sources

of the Teviot. According to the classification adopted
by the Geological Survey, the strata forming the Ard-
well Group, consisting of yellow and brown tinted grey-

wackes and shales, are regarded as the oldest members
of the Lower Silurian formation in the S of Scotland.

Though probably of no great thickness, yet by reason
of innumerable folds they extend from the sources of

the Teviot N to near Abbotsford, where they are suc-

ceeded by the representatives of the Moffat black shales.

Disregarding minor folds, the members of this group
are arranged in a gentle arch, the axis of which runs
more or less parallel with the Teviot along a line about
1 mile to the N of that stream. The overlying black
shales are admirably exposed in ' the Rhymer's Glen

'

near Melrose, whence they can be traced in a SW direc-

tion to the bridge spanning the Ettrick ac its point of

.junction with the Tweed. At the former locality there

is evidence of excessive crumpling and crushing of the
beds, but, nevertheless, it is apparent that the zones
present considerable variations compared with their

development in the typical Moffat area. Indeed, some
of the fossiliferous bands have disappeared, and it is

also observable that the black shales which do occur,

are associated with greywackes and shales—a feature

common to the Selkirkshire area (see article on geology
of Selkirkshire, same vol., p. 333). To the N of the
line indicated as the outcrop of the Moffat black shales,

there succeeds a belt of flaggy greywackes and shales

—the equivalents of the Grieston beds, and these
are overlain in turn by the strong grit bands of the
Queensberry series on the Meigle Hill near Galashiels in

Selkirkshire.

The Upper Silurian rocks occupy several detached
areas, the largest of which lies immediately to the S of

the tract covered by the Ardwell beds, extending from
the county boundary at Wisp Hill E by Stobs Castle, till

they are overlapped by the Upper Old Red Sandstone.
Other masses occur in the heart of the Old Red Sand-
stone and Carboniferous areas, and of these, the most
important is traceable from near Riccarton NE to
near Hobkirk—a distance of 14 miles. Throughout
these areas, the strata are as much folded and contorted
as the Lower Silurian rocks, and hence there is a
constant repetition of the same beds. Along the N
limit of the tract bounding the Ardwell Group, about
3 miles S of Hawick, the lowest beds consist of grits,

which are rapidly succeeded by shales containing a thin
band crowded with graptolites and orthoccratites. These
are followed by greenish-grey greywackes and shales
forming the dominant members of the series, occasion-
ally containing a band of fossiliferous shales similar to
that just indicated. Zones of pebbly grit and con-
glomerate, yielding casts of shells, encrinites, etc., are
lrequently met with. Excellent sections of the highest
beds of the series are exposed in the railway cuttings
near Riccarton.

The representatives of the Lower Old Red Sandstone
consist almost wholly of contemporaneous volcanic

rocks, and cover an area of about 80 square miles on
the Cheviots. Before the outburst of volcanic activity

during this period, the Silurian rocks had been plicated

and subjected to a vast amount of denudation. Wher-
ever the unconformable junction is exposed, the lavas

and tuffs rest on the upturned edges of the Silurian

strata, so that a long interval of time must have elapsed

between the close of the Upper Silurian period and the

earliest volcanic eruptions of the Lower Old Red Sand-
stone in this region. The oldest member of the volcanic

series in Roxburghshire consists of a coarse agglomerate
or tuff exposed on the hill slopes E of Hindhope at the

head of Kale Water, where it rests on the Upper Silurian

greywackes and shales. Sheet after sheet of porphyrite

succeeds this basal tuff, the whole series being inclined

at a gentle angle to the SE. Few intercalations of tuff

are associated with these ancient lavas, but occasionally

thin seams of chocolate-coloured sandstone are met with,

thereby indicating that the area had subsided beneath
the waters of the Old Red Sandstone lake. An excel-

lent example of the alternation of sandstones and lavas

occurs on the Kale Water, about 4 miles Sof the village

of Hounam. Some of the bands still retain their original

glassy matrix, as, for example, at Cocklanfoot in the
neighbourhood of the Big Cheviot and near Morebattle

on Kale Water. A few volcanic necks pierce these

porphyrite lavas, occurring chiefly round the Big
Cheviot.

That the volcanic series just described was highly

denuded before the deposition of the Upper Old Red
Sandstone is evident from an examination of the boun-
dary line between the two formations, and also from the

character of the conglomerate at the base of the Upper
Old Red strata. The latter fills up bays and hollows

cut out of the ancient lavas, while the included pebbles

of the basal conglomerate, where it flanks the volcanic

area, are composed mainly of trappean fragments. Far
to the W, even, where no Lower Old Red lavas or tuffs

are now to be found, as, for instance, S of Hawick, there

is a larger number of blocks of Cheviot porphyrites in

the conglomerates than Silurian fragments.

Nearly one-third of the county is made up of Upper
Old Red strata. A line drawn from Newtown St Boswells

to Kirkton, thence to Edgerton, Kelso, and back to St

Boswells, encloses the largest mass of this formation.

To the SW of this area long tongues of Upper Old Red
Sandstone fill old valleys carved out of the older rocks,

while another narrow belt skirting the Cheviot volcanic

rocks extends from Crailing to the English border on the

S side of the Tweed. The oldest member of this for-

mation consists of a coarse conglomerate resembling a

boulder clay, filling up old hollows and river courses in

the older rocks. The greatest development of this

deposit occurs in Lauderdale, where, owing to the

smoothed edges of the included blocks and their irregu-

lar arrangement, it is sometimes difficult to tell the

boundary line between it and the overlying boulder

clay. Overlying this conglomerate wo find a great

development of marls and sandstones forming the

prominent beds of this formation. They are admirably

exposed in the Tweed from St Boswells to Ruthorford,

in the Ale Water near Ancrum, and in the Jed Water
near Kelso. From the sandstone bands in these sections,

fish remains have been obtained, comprising JIolop-

tychius nobilissimus and Pterichthys major. In Belses

quarry near Ancrum, ralceopteris Ilibcniica is said to

have been found.

Along the N border of the county the Upper Old Red
Sandstone attains its greatest development ; and near

the upper limits of the formation near Smailholtn, a

thin band of porphyrite lava is intercalated with the

red sandstones—evidently tho first indication of the

Kelso volcanic rocks. Tho latter form an important

horizon between the Upper Old Red Sandstone and the

overlying Calciforous Sandstones in Roxburghshire.

From tho N border of tho county near Stitchel, where
they pass into Berwickshire, these ancient lavas, com-

Ced of diabaso-porphyritw, can be traced W to Smail-

..„.m, thence across the Tweed to Makerstoun, pausing
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Known as 'tho Mnkorstoun trows' (troughs),

rium thin iHiint tin' volcanic liolt run ln> followed E
»luiig th,' .s -i,lr ..I tin- Tweed mi, Inr ns tho county
U.im.laix This voK-aiiii- rune, represented l>y « few

IkuuU <ii Maggy dinba.se with an overlying bed of tuff,

.Hvurs in tin- neighbourhood of Uiicarton, coining to tho
-airfare wherever this horiiOD is exposed. Between this

;
- » ti t nn, I KcImi tho vi'lcainc rocks an- absent, tin- I'ah-i-

I. r,ms Sandstones resting >lir, ,-tly on tho Unpor Old tted

Bwdatono, It reappears, bowsver, iii the Dinley Burn,
tributary of tin- Hermitage Water, and can bo traced

tin wat, : -ln',1 t,> tho Tanas Water.
An interesting feature i-oniu'i-ti'd with this dovolop-

moutof volcanic activity at tho base of tlio Calciferous
S ind.stiin, -, is the number of n, rks or volcanic orifices

throughout tho county. Soino of those undoubtedly
Mi]M-h, .l the volcanic rocks belonging to this horizon,

vliil-' others probably acted as blowholes for the dis-

charge of triturated materials. An excellent example
000011 at Melrose, and in the quarry near tho station

there is a capital .section of the material filling tho vont.

A glance at tho Geological Survey maps of tho county
( ih« till, 26, 26 "I the 1-inch map) will show tho die-

uiSiiti.'ii of these old centres of eruption. Black Law,
l> iwn Law, Diinian Hill, Rubers Law, tho Maiden Paps,

nre all examples of the cores of Lower Carboniferous

Cones.

There are two areas of Carboniferous rocks in tho
county—one in tho extreme NE part, extending from
near Kelso to the Morse of Berwickshire ; tho other,

and larger area of tho two, runs along the English
lx>rder from a point where the road crosses from Jed-

burgh to Kedcsdalc, to near the junction of the Liddel
with the Esk. The latter covers the greater part of

Liddesdale and the surrounding heights, culminating in

the Peel, Carter, and Larriston Fells. In tho former
area, the strata form the rim of the Carboniferous basin

of the Merse of Berwickshire. As already indicated,

they overlie the volcanic belt at Kelso, and consist of

blue, red, and green clays, white and blue cement-stones,
)' iggy .sandstones, and occasional bands of calcareous

conglomeratic sandstone, dipping away at gentle angles

from the ancient lavas. It is evident, therefore, that
they resemble the type of the Ccment-stono series as

developed in Midlothian.
The relations of the Carboniferous rocks of Liddesdale

to those in the N of England will be discussed in tho

general article on the geology of Scotland. Even in

this limited area there are considerable variations in the

order of succession of the strata when traced along the

strike. Beginning with the section in Lower Liddesdale
we find that the beds overlying the volcanic zone at the

base of the Calciferous Sandstones consist of sandstones,

well seen on the Whita Hill above LaDgholm, followed

by cement-stones consisting of blue and green clays,

shales, and calcareous sandstones. Near Newcastleton
there is a volcanic zone occupying the horizon of tho
famous scorpion bed at Langholm. (Sec article on
geology of Dumfriesshire, Ord. Gaz., vol. ii., p. 398.) A
second horizon of slaggy basalt occurs a little higher up
in the series, just above the lowest beds of the Fell

Sandstones, which form the next subdivision of tho
Calciferous Sandstones of Liddesdale. In the lower
districts the base of this group is represented by a coarse

sandstone seen at Kershope Foot, thickening out towards
the E, and forming the Kidd's Linn Sandstone of Upper
Liddesdale. The basalt zone of Caerby Hill comes next
in order, followed by strata resembling the underlying
Cement-stone group, with a band of fine tuff and some
thin coal seams, the whole series being overlain by the
Larriston Fell Sandstones—the highest beds in this

part of the county. Along this horizon, however,
to the W there is a gradual increase in the number
of bands of marine limestone, the equivalents of the
Penton Limestone group, and perhaps the lower part

of the Canonbie Coalfield. The upper part of the latter

coalfield is probably on the same horizon as the

PLuhetta Coalfield, which is high up in the Fell Sand-
stone group.

In Upper Liddesdale the succession is not so varied.
The white sandstones at. the base are replaced by

1 tnonl Si 18 and clays, the whole of tho upper part of

tho valley boing carvod out of these strata, and they
are also traceable high up on the Hanks of Pool Fell.

Thioll beds of sandstone alternate with tho upper part

of the series, and these are overlain by the great group
of the Fell Sandstones. Underneath tho latter there is

a thin seam of coal, the outcrop of which can bo followed
for some distance.

lictweon Hawick and Selkirk some dykes of minette
ind mica trap occur, having a NNE and SSW trend,
which aro only found in the Silurian rocks. As they do
not piorcoany rocks later than tho Upper Silurian, they
ne ii| il In have been intruded cither c lining Lud-
low or Lower Old Rod Sandstone timo. Pink folsite is

found in dykes, and also in the form of sheets, us in

the Eildons and tho Black Hill of Earlston. As those

shoots ponotrato the Silurian and Upper Old Red Sand-
stone, thoy aro probably associated with the volcanic

activity in tho Lower Carboniferous period. Shocts and
masses of intrusive basalt bolonging to tho same period
occur, and bosses of porphyrite are also associated with
tho volcanic orifices. Basalt dykes of Tertiary ago are

mot with, one of which crosses tho county from E to W,
passing through Hawick, where it is known as ' the
Yethan dyke' {i.e., Cast Iron dyke).
Tho glacial phenomena of tho Border county will bo

discussed in the general articlo on tho geology of Scotland.

Economic Minerals.—Tho calcareous bands in the
Calciferous Sandstone .series have been wrought for lime

in Liddesdale, as, for instance, at Tholieshope. Some of

them yield an excellent marine cement, but those at

present quarried aro used for mortar and for agricultural

purposes. Tho whito sandstones at tho base of the

series in Lower Liddesdale form an excellent building

stone. Tho coarse sandstone at Kershope Foot has also

been worked. One of the thick beds of sandstone in

tho Cement-stones of the upper part of tho basin has

been worked at the Dead Water, and has been exten-

sively used for building purposes in the Border towns.

In the E part of tho county tho harder bands of the

Upper Old Red formation, as well as tho grits in the

Silurian scries, are used for similar purposes.

Soil.—The soil of the arable lands is partly light and
partly heavy. The former consists of rich loam, or of

mixtures of sand and loam, gravel and loam, or sand,

gravel, and clay, on various subsoils, and occurs

generally on low or level lands in the vales of tho

streams. In some cases it is also found on eminences

of considerable height, especially in the parishes of

Linton, Eckford, Crailing, Ancrum, Maxton, and
Melrose. The heavy soil consists chiefly of clay or clay

mixtures lying upon till or other retentive subsoils. It

occurs mostly on the high arable lands ; it rarely

appears in the valleys except on a dry bottom or

alternating with light soiL It forms a considerable

aggregate in the parishes on both sides of Tweed
around Kelso ; it covers an area 10 miles by 4, com-
prising nearly all Bowden, Lilliesleaf, and Minto
parishes, and parts of tho parishes on the northern

border of these. Over one-half of that area it is deep

and fertile ; bnt over the other it is cold and shallow

and uncertain in production, and is therefore largely

devoted to plantation. The pastoral lands have either

dry, wot, or heathy soils. The first prevails all east-

ward of the Jed, is interspersed with some small

patches of heath and a few small drained marshes, and

in general has a thick sward of rich sweet grass. Wet
soil prevails from the SW skirts of Ruberslaw to the

confines of Liddesdale, and consists there of stubborn

clay upon impenetrable till. "Within Liddesdale it is

extensively intermixed with heath ; and in all the

region SW of the Jed, or from tho SW skirts of

Ruberslaw to the SW extremity of Liddesdale, it is

prevailingly so wet as to render the land almost entirely

pastoral. At the same time it isolates a considerable

aggregate proportion of dryland, and includes spongy

fields susceptible of great improvement by draining.
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Climate.—The climate is temperate, but the eastern
border is in winter exposed to violent snowstorms. The
most copious rainfall in the county oceurs in the moun-
tains towards the SW and S. Very cold winds from
the N and E prevail at certain seasons of the year.

Industries.— Besides the manufacturing industries
which centre wholly in the towns and larger villages,

according to the returns of 1881, 4793 of the male
population were engaged in agriculture ; 8347 in
industrial employments ; 815 in commerce ; 9669 un-
productive ; and the rest variously employed. Rox-
burghshire carries on arable and pastoral farming,
which indeed is the sole county industry. In early
times the monks of the great abbeys were the chief
cultivators of the soil in the county, and these con-
tributed not a little to its civilisation and enrichment.
Modern agricultural improvements began in Roxburgh-
shire about the same time as in the other southern
counties of Scotland. Before 1743, the practice of
draining, enclosing, and fallowing, and of raising
cabbages, flax, hemp, rape, and grass seeds, were
generally introduced. In 1747, the practice of sowing
turnips in the fields was introduced by Dr John
Rutherford of Melrose ; and by 1753 the culture was
reduced to a regular system of cropping by Mr Dawson
at Frogden. Potatoes were introduced as a field-crop
in 1754 ; and next year lime and marl began to be used
as manures, after the example of Mr Dawson and Sir
Gilbert Elliot. Thenceforward the progress was rapid.
Mr Wight, who mado two agricultural surveys of the
county, respectively in 1773 and 1780, declared, at the
latter date, that 'he was amazed at the advances all
had made since his former survey, as every field had
assumed a better aspect from an improving hand.' In
the 20 years, 1774-1794, the lands in the county
became doubled in value, almost solely in consequence
of ameliorations in husbandry. In the present century
the shire has not lagged ; and in certain districts the
farmers of Roxburghshire are little behind those of the
Lothians. According to the returns of 1881, there were
71 farms in the county of 1000 acres and upwards ; 82
between 500 and 1000; 217 between 100 and 500 ;

35 between 50 and 100 ; and 60 below 50, of which 18
were below 10. The arable farms are mostly between
400 and 600 acres ; those of larger extent being in most
cases wholly or chiefly pastoral.
The following table exhibits the principal crops, and

tho acreage under each at various dates :—

1868. 1S77. 1882. 1884.

Wheat, ....
Barley, ... *

Oat8
Potatoes, .

Turnips,
,

' 'uhba^o, etc., .

Other Green Crops,
'.

Bare or Fallow,
Grasses in Rotation, '.

Permanent Pasture, [

3,007
13,327
30,903
2,199

25,696
216
450
540

52,712
50,866

1,509
16,472
33,111
1,846

26,531
398
522

57^810

38,037

15,007
33,414
2,133

26,015
544
573
249

56,300

43,889

1,515
13,355
32,621

2,118
25,143

464
660
310

59,937

47,058

The above figures are exclusive of heath or mountain
pasture. In 1884, 47 acres were in orchards

; 47 in
market-gardens

; 53 in nursery grounds; and 14,679 in
plantations and coppices, exclusive of garden shrubberies
I he following table exhibits the quantity of live stock
in tho county at different dates :—

1868. 1S75. 1879. 1884.

Horsc9,
Cattle,

.Sheep,

Piffs, . . .

16,106
487,933

3,911

4,521
17,062

480,790
3,960

4,559

16,540
497,692

3,352

4,420
17,831

502,721

4,783

Among the other resources of tho county, tho valuable
Balmon-nsheries on the Tweed must not be overlooked.
According to the Sportsman's, Tourists, ami General
Guide for Oct. 1884, tho annual value of fishings let in

Roxburghshire was £2290 ; while the value of grouse

and other shootings let was £2829. Very many of the

other streams also contain excellent trout and other

fresh-water fish ; and perch and pike abound in the

lochs. The main imports into the shire are lime, coal,

foreign wool for manufacturing purposes, and articles

for domestic consumption ; and the exports are chiefly

the manufactured products of the textile factories, and
cattle and sheep, largely sent to England.
Roads and Railways.—Previous to 1764 the county

was miserably provided with roads and bridges, and
possessed but few reaches of roadway suitable for

wheeled traffic. There were then only two good bridges

across the Tweed, viz., at Melrose and Kelso ; and only
two across the Teviot, viz., at Hawick and Ancrum.
But, between 1764 and 1797, no less than 153 miles of

excellent road were formed ; 2 bridges were rebuilt

;

25 new stone bridges erected over the principal streams,

besides large numbers of smaller erections over the
minor streams and hollows. Within the present century
a similar activity has prevailed ; and now the county,

except in its more mountainous parts, is amply pro-

vided with the means of interior communication. The
Waverley Route of the North. British railway, from
Edinburgh to Carlisle, runs southwards for about 50
miles through the county, with stations at Galashiels,

Melrose, St Boswells, Belses, Hassendean, Hawick,
Stobs, Shankend, Riccarton, Steele Road, Newcastleton,
and Kershope Foot. From Galashiels a branch extends
to Selkirk, with stations at Abbotsford Ferry and Lin-

dean; and another branch runs to Peebles, with stations

in Roxburghshire at Clovenfords, Thomilee, and Walker-
burn. From Newtown St Boswells Junction, one
branch, known as the Berwickshire railway, runs with
no Roxburghshire stations to Berwick ; and another
proceeds thither also, by the Tweed valley, with
stations at Maxton, Rutherford, .Roxburgh, Kelso,

Sprouston, Carham, and Sunilaws, and sending off at

Roxburgh Junction a short branch southwards to Jed-
burgh, with stations at Kirkbank, Nesbit, and Jedfoot
Bridge. From Riccarton Junction on the main line a

branch starts off westwards, passes the station of Saugh-
tree before leaving the county, and leads vid Hexham
to Newcastle.

Towns and Villages.—The only royal burgh in Rox-
burghshire is Jedburgh (3402); Hawick (16,184) and
Galashiels (12,435), which is partly in Selkirkshire, are

parliamentary burghs ; and the only other towns are

Melrose (1550) and Kelso (5235). The villages with more
than 300 inhabitants in 1881 were Ancrum, Damick,
Denholm, Gattonside, Lessudden, Lilliesleaf, Morebattle,
Newcastleton, Newstead, Newtown St Boswells, Sprous-
ton, and Yetholm. Other villages are Appletreehall,
Ashkirk, Bedrule, Bonjedward, Bowden, Caverton,
Cessford, Chesters, Crailing, Dean, Deanburnhaugh,
Eckford, Ednam, Eildon, Heiton, Hownam, Lanton,
Lempitlaw, Linton, Makerstoun, Maxton, Maxwell-
haugh, Midlem, Minto, Nisbet (East and West), Rew-
castle, Riccarton, Roxburgh, Rutherford, Smailholm,
and Ulston.

Mansions.—Among the principal mansions and seats

in the county are Floors Castle (Duke of Roxburghe),
Branxholm (Duke of Bnceleuch), Eildon Hall, Mount
Teviot (Marquis of Lothian), Minto House (Earl of

Minto), Hartrigge House, Mount Ulston (Lord Stratheden
and Campbell), Harden (Lord Polwarth), The Pavilion,

Stobs Castle, Wells, and Hallrule (Sir William Eliott,

Bart.), Abbotrule, Abbotsford, Allcrly, Ancrum House,
Ashkirk House, Bonrig, Bonjedward House, Borthwick-
brae, Borthwickshicls, Briery Yards, Brigend House,
Broomlands, Bueklands House, Cavers, Cherrytrccs,

Chesters, Chisholm, Cotfield, Crailing House, Dry-
grange, Edenbank, Edenside, Edgerston House, Ednam
House, Elliston House, Fairnington, Gattonsido House,
Hassendeanburn, Hcndersyde, Holmes, Hoscote, Huntly-
burn House, Jcdbank, Jedfoot House, Kirkbank, Kirk-
lands, Knowesouth, Ladhope House, Langlee, Langraw.
Larriston, Lessuddon House, Liddcll Bank, Liutalee,

Linthill, Lochside, Lowood, Makerstoun House, Max-
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i oil!,., Mriisl.iws, Newton lions.-, Orchard, Ormiston
House, Ottorhurn llouno, Pinnacle hill, l'riory, lied-

bough, BlddoU House, St liosw.U's Bank, Samiaston,
BoaUIt, Sill.-il.it Hull, Sintoti House, Springsido Park.

Btirohot, Stitaholl House, Sunlawa, BunnyaYde, Bydon-
but BOOM, TWoibtink, Twecdl.imk, Wftuchopo, Weens,
Winter Luigleo, Whitcrigg, Wilton Lodj;o, WolfoldO,
Woll House, Woo.lsi.le, :,nd Wooplaw. According to

Miwllantous Slutisties of ths Unitid Kimjdom (1879),

423,463 acres, with i total gross estimated rental of

; I :•<".. .->:!, u.-ie divide. 1 .tinoii:; '.'loo proprietors, (lie

Duk.- of BuoolBodh holding 104,461 aorea (rental

t -i>\ the Dul I Koxhur-he 50,459 (£43,820), one

other 25.3S0 {JC7'.K>:.\ two t -th.-r 30.2 15 (t':t2,(ilS),

livo 87,009 (£80,197), twenty-aovon 85,139 (£74,992),

thirty 19,808 (£48,780), thirty-two 23,396 (£50,704),

to.

Boxbnrghahin is governed by a lorddientenant, a

riot lieutenant, 9 deputy-lieutenants, a sheritr, a sheriff-

substitute, :i assistant shoriU'-sulistitutes, and about 150
justi. . s of the ]ieaee. Sheriff and other courts arc held

at Jedburgh periodically, as detailed in our artiole on
that town ; and at Kelso, Hawick, and Melroso. The
rounty police forco in 1884, cxclusivo of tlio forces at

II kwil k and Galashiels, comprised 40 men, and a superin-

tendent with a salary of £300. The county prison is at

Jedburgh. Hawick and Galashiels unite with Selkirk

in s. ii fins a member to parliament; Jedburgh unites

with Haddington, Dunbar, North Berwick, and Lauder
for a similar purpose ; and the rest of the county elects

a member for itself, and had in 1884-85 a parliamentary

constituency of 2018. Tho valuation of the county

was (1674) £26,222, (1815) £251,180, (1855) £310,131,

(1876) £420,161, and (18S4-85) £421,520, inclusive of

railways.

According to tho census of 1881, Roxburgh had 80
inhabitants to tho square mile, 19 counties being more
densely populated ; and the average for all Scotland

being 125 per square mile. Pop. (1801) 33,721, (1811)

37,230, (1S21) 40,892, (1831) 43,663, (1841) 46,025,

(1851) 51,642, (1801) 54,119, (1871) 49,407, and (1881)

53,442, of whom 28,000 were females, and 25 Gaelic-

speaking. Houses (1881) occupied 10,339, vacant 483,

building 76.

The civil county contains 31 entire quoad cvoilia

parishes, viz. :—Ancrum, Bcdrule, Bowden, Castleton,

Cavers, Crailing, Eckford, Ednam, Hawick, Hobkirk,
Hownam, Jedburgh, Kelso, Kirkton, Lilliesleaf, Lin-

ton, Makcrstoun, Maxton, Melrose, Minto, Morebattle,

Oxnam, Roxburgh, St Boswells, Southdean, Sprouston,

Stitchel, Teviothead, Wilton, and Yetholm ; and parts

of Galashiels, Selkirk, Ashkirk, and Roberton. Ecclesi-

astically, the county is distributed among 34 entire

qwiad sacra parishes, and parts of 5 others, all, except

Castleton, in the presbyteries of Jedburgh, Kelso, Sel-

kirk, and Earlston, all in the synod of Merse and Teviot-

dale. Castleton is in the presbytery of Langholm and the

synod of Dumfries. There are in the shire 78 elementary

day-schools (69 of them public), which, with total accom-
modation for 10,657 children, had (1883) 9229 on the

registers, and an average attendance of 7231. All the

parishes are assessed for the poor. In 1882-83 the regis-

tered poor numbered 875, and the casual poor 1172, on

whom was spent a total of £12,494. There are combina-
tion poorhouses at Hawick, Jedburgh, and Kelso. There
is no public hospital in the county. The Roxburgh,
Berwick, and Selkirk district asylum for the insane is

situated at Melrose ; a house of refuge at Hawick ; a

model lodging-house at Jedburgh ; and an orphan home
at St Boswells. The percentage of illegitimate births

waa (1871) 11 5, (1873) 11-4, (1876) 11-4, (1880) 11

and (1883) 10 "2. The registration county gives off

part to Selkirk, and receives part of Ashkirk parish

from that county ; its population is 52,592.

Antiquilwi.—The antiquities of Roxburghshire are

tolerably numerous, and quite as interesting as those of

any other of the southern counties. The tumuli,

standing-stones, camps, and hill-forts of the ancient

Caledonians, the military works and other remains of
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ill, Romanised Britons, and the peel-towers and baronial
l-.lali.v; of the Middle Ages, aro too numerous for

parate menti except in our articles on the various
I'imIi, Among I he chief British remains are tho
very l.n - .-

1

i

t :i
i- Tinnis Hill in Liddesdale, the

1

a
i CTinestiniei igg, a circle at I'lendcrleath, stand-

<
-

t
< -ii. ; :« 1 II. .wi, .nil, Ycthohn, Kale Water, etc. , and

tho moat-hill at. Hawick. There aro remains of forts

on the summits of many, if not most, of tho highest
hills, as on Caerby and Tinnis Hills in Liddesdale: on
Blackhum, Cock law, the Dunian, I'eniclheugh, Gatton-
aide Hill, and one of the Eildons. There aro caves in
the cliffs on the Jed, atGrahamslaw on the Kail, on the
Toviot near lioxburgh, and other places. Perhaps tho
principal r.-h. of tho ancient inhabitants is a reach of

i 'mum,,, which passes through tho county. The
Romans have left luces of their presence in Roxburgh-
shire, in part of tho Watling Stbhet, and in tho
Wheel Causeway, another road which seems to have
deflected from tho Watling Street to traverse Upper
Tcvioidalc. Tr; s of this second road are to be found
in tho NK of Liddesdale, and its junction with the
Maiden Road, in the N of England, has been made out.

Tho Saxons have left most direct vestiges of their

occupation of tho county in tho local names. The
mediaeval peels and fortaliccs, excluding tho minor ones,

amounted at one time to about 40, but for the most
]«rt have now sunk into ruins or absolutely vanished.
Among tho most famous of these were tho castles of

Roxburgh, Jedburgh, Cessford, Hermitage, Home, and
I'Vi-iiii'lici'st, ; and the towers of Branxholm, Goldielands,
Harden, Smailholm, Clintwood, Glassford, Littledean,

Lintalee, Ilabbicdcan, and Delphiston. Fastnesses of

tho time of the Border feuds lined the strong banks of

the Oxnam Water and some of the Cheviot valleys, and
served both as defences against tho English inroads and
as rally-points for tho Scottish forays. These, as they
comprehensively bore tho name of Henwood, gave rise

to tho Scottish Border war-cry of ' A' Henwoody ! A'
Hcnwoody !

' Splendid remains exist of the abbeys of

Jedburgh, Kelso, Dryburgh, and Melrose ; and interest-

ing associations remain in connection with the Culdean
establishment of Old Melrose, and of the neighbouring
successor to it, called Red Abbey. Ancient crosses,

more or less in good repair, still stand at Ancrum,
Bowden, Maxton, Melrose, and Milnholm, and probably
other spots. Among historical crosses, now disappeared,

were Lyliot's Cross, probably on the site of the memorial
stone on the summit of Lilliard's Edge ; Heap Cross

at a place called Heap, near Hawick ; William's Cross,

near Philiphaugh, traditionally said to mark the spot

where one of the Douglases was murdered ; and Tait's

Cross, on the summit of Kershope Hill.

History.—What is now known as Roxburghshire was
at the period of the Roman invasion part of the territory

of the tribes Gadeni and Ottadini. The Romans marched
through the district and made themselves so far masters

of it ; and after their departure it eventually became
part of the Saxon kingdom of Northumbria. Subject

to the varying fortunes of that kingdom, Roxburghshire
passed under the dominion of tho Scottish crown in

1020, when largo part of Northumbria was ceded to

Malcolm Coanninor. In 1107, when Alexander ascended
the throne, Roxburghshire, with other lands in the

south and west of Scotland, passed to Earl David, the

king's brother, as an appanage. David ruled it through-

out the period of his earldom almost in the manner of

a sovereign lord ; and on his accession to the throne,

treated it as part of his kingdom. He made it a chief

scene of his administration ; founded and richly en-

dowed the abbeys of Melroso, Kelso, and Jedburgh, and
made profuse grants of its lands to his barons ; and in

consequence almost revolutionised tho condition of the

county. The Morvilles, Soulises, Corbetts, Percys,

Berkcleys, and Vesseys, all followers of David from Eng-
land, were established in Roxburghshire in this reign.

The ambitions of the nobles, and the power and wealth

of the rich abbeys, speedily made the county a placo of

importance, while they assisted in its development.
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Numerous events of both national and local importance
occurred in the county in reigns subsequent to that of

David ; but they have been already treated in our

articles on the chief towns of the shire.

So early as the commencement of the Scoto-Saxon
period, and up to the death of the Maid of Norway,
Roxburgh was a sheriffdom. Edward I. seems to have
considered this frontier county as his own

;
and, when

he settled the affairs of the kingdom, he appointed a

custodier of the castles of Roxburgh and Jedburgh to

act as military governor of the whole shire. Under
Bruce Roxburghshire began to enjoy for a short period its

ancient policy of peaceful times ; but after his death it

was claimed in sovereignty by the English kings, and
suffered no little anarchy from their collisions with the

Scottish crown. In 1334 a sheriff was set over it by
Edward III., and soon after an antagonist sheriff was
appointed by David II. ; and, during the revolutions of

that age, sheriffs continued to be conflictingly or

alternately appointed by the respective monarchs
according to the fluctuations of their power. During
all the period of David's captivity, Edward III.

nominated sheriffs, and governed as he pleased. As
the shire, with the exception of Roxburgh Castle, was
freed from the English yoke, chiefly by the exertions of

the Douglases, it afterwards, as to its sheriffship or

administration, generally followed their fortunes. In
1398 the sheriffship of the county and the lands of

Cavers were granted to George, Earl of Angus, who died

in 1402 ; and having passed to Isobel, Countess of Mar,
they were, without the consent of the king, transferred

by her to the Earl of Douglas. Robert III., conceiving
that they had become escheated by being disposed of

without his consent, conferred them, in 1405, on Sir

David Fleming of Biggar. But James Douglas of

Balveny, the second son of the Earl Douglas, soon
after assassinated the new sheriff, and paved the way,
amidst the afflictions of the king and the subsequent
misrule of the Duke of Albany, for the Douglases to

domineer over the county with the utmost freedom
from control. The sheriffship of the county was now,
with the lands of Cavers, transferred to Archibald, a

bastard sou of James, the second Earl of Douglas ; and
it continued in his family, though probably with some
interruptions, till the date of the abolition of here-

ditary jurisdictions. Archibald Douglas, brother of

Douglas of Cavers, claimed in 1747 a compensation
of £10,000 for the sheriffship, and was allowed £1666,
13s. 4d.

In early times the major part of Roxburghshire, then
included in 1SI orthumbria, belonged to the diocese of
Lindisfarne. From the reign of David I. till the
Reformation, all of it S of the Tweed belonged to the
bishopric of Glasgow ; and from 1238 this large section
formed the archdeaconry of Teviotdale, and was ruled
by its own archdeacon under the superintendence of the
bishop.

Famous Natives. —Among the natives of this county
who have risen to more or less fame, the following
may be noted :—William Turnbull (died 1454), Bishop
successively of Dunkeld and Glasgow, and founder in
1451 of Glasgow College ; Alexander Cairncross of Cum-
besley (d. 1701), Archbishop of Glasgow ; John Ruther-
ford (d. 1577), scholastic philosopher and author of
The Art of Reasoning on Aristotelian Principles; Mark
Duncan, Principal of Saumur University (d. 1648)

;

Samuel Rutherford (d. 1661); James Thomson (1700-48),
the author of The Seasons, etc. ; Gilbert Elliot
(1722-77), poet ; and his sister Jane Elliot (1727-1805),
who wrote tho Flowers of live Forest ; John Armstrong
(1709-79), physician and poet ; James Brown (1709-88),
linguist and traveller, and author of a Persian grammar
and dictionary

; Robert Riccaltoun (d. 1765), divine
;

William Turnbull (1729-96), London physician ; John
Buchan (d. 1805), physician, author of the Domestic
Medicine; John Clark (1744-1805), surgeon; John
Leyden (1775-1811), poet; Robert Hall (1763-1824),
surgeon ; Rev. Dr Thomas Somerville (1741-1830),
author of a History of the Reign of Queen Anne;

his niece and daughter-in-law, Mrs Mary Somerville

(1780-1872), of mathematical fame; James Bell (1769-

1833), weaver and editor of geographical works ; Robert
Edmonstone (1794-1834), painter; Thomas Pringle

(1789-1834), poet; Andrew Scott (1757-1839), poet;
Robert Balmer (1787-1844), divine ; Robert Davidson
(d. 1855), poet; John Younger (d. 1860), prose essayist;

James Telfer (1800-62), author ; and Thomas Aird
(1802-76), poet.

See Alex. Jeffrey's History of Roxburghshire (1836 ;

new ed., 4 vols., 1857-64) ; Robert Bruce Armstrong's
History of Liddcsdalc (1884) ; and other works cited

under Abbotsford, Castleton, Hawick, Jedburgh,
Kelso, Melrose, Tweed, and Yetholm.
Roy. See Glenroy.
Roy's Cairn. See Knockando.
Rozelle, a fine mansion, with beautifully wooded

grounds, in Ayr parish, Ayrshire, 2 miles S of Ayr
town. Its late owner, Alexander Hamilton, Esq.

(1815-81), held 1805 acres in the shire, valued at

£2691 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.
Ruberslaw, an elongated, rugged, peaked hill on

the mutual border of Hobkirk and Cavers parishes,
Roxburghshire, 2 miles SSE of Denholm and 5 E by N
of Hawick. Rising 1392 feet above sea-level and pro-

jecting boldly from the northern frontier masses of the
Cheviots, it steeply Hanks the left side of the vale of

Rule Water, and broadly overhangs the reach of the
valley of the Teviot opposite Minto Hills. It looks
along a great extent of the Teviot's valley, and forms
a conspicuous feature in one-half or more of all the
picturesque landscapes of Teviotdale ; presents a bleak
stern aspect with more traces of volcanic action than
probably any other hill in the eastern Border counties

;

contrasts strongly in peaked summit, ragged sky-line,

sharp saliencies of contour, and rockiness or heathi-
ness of surface with the green, smooth, neighbouring
Cheviots ; attracts electricity and heavy rain -clouds
with such force as often to occasion a deep drenching
or flooding of the tract adjacent to it while the
neighbouring country remains dry ; and is noted for

having afforded, among the rocky recesses of its skirts,

facilities for hill-meetings of the persecuted Covenanters,
and for containing there a place where Peden preached
to a large congregation. The dwellers in Teviotdale
within view of its summit are well accustomed

' To see, with strange delight, the snow-clouds form,
When Ruberslaw conceives the mountain storm-
Dark Ruberslaw, that lifts his head sublime,
Rugged and hoary with the wrecks of time

;

On his broad misty front the giant wears
The horrid furrows of ten thousand years.'

Rubislaw. See Aberdeen and Aberdeenshir*..
Ruchill, Water of, a stream of Comrie parish, SW

Perthshire, rising on the skirts of Ben Vorlich, and
running first 3 miles east-south-eastward, next 7£ miles
north-eastward along Glenartney, till it falls into the
river Earn at Dalginross, opposite Comrie town. It

receives numerous tributaries, chiefly mountain torrents;

flows mostly on a rugged channel beset with boulders
and fragments of rock ; ami is in high repute among
anglers for abundance of common trout and sea trout.

—Ord. Sur., shs. 39, 47, 1869.

Ruchlaw, an ancient mansion in Whittingham parish,
Haddingtonshire, on the left bank of Souchet Water,

3f miles SE of East Linton. Its owner, Thomas
Buchan Sydserlf, Esq. (b. 1822 ; sue. 1839), holds 2200
acres in the shire, valued at £1701 per annum.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Rueval, the sound between North Uist and Bcnbecula
islands, Outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire. Measuring 9

miles in length from E to W, and about 3 in mean
breadth, it is strewn throughout its eastern part with
such a multitude of islands and islets— Grimsa, Flodda,
Bent, Broad, Rona, Flotamore, Flotabeg, and others
whose names are scarcely known—as to be there a
maze of land and water ; is reduced to two straits

at the W end by the intervention of Balesharo island
;

has nevertheless free communication at both ends with
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tin ami is roiiiniuuly, but itnpro]H*rly, called Loch
Kueval

Ruglea. Sih- KiniKitot.KN.
Rule Water, .1 troutful strwun of Toviotdale. R«-

hurghahirr, formed l»v mvoral I •urns that descend from
tho \vat< r-.li.-a with Liddosdali', nu.l running

!».t
miU-s

northward, partly within Hobkirk parish, a&d partly
on tin' Ummlary between lluhkirk ami Cavers 011 tho
loft ami Bodrulo on tho right, till it falls into the
Tonot, 2J utiles NNE of Douholm.

' Between red etlar hanki that frightful mow],
Frtugwl wltii irroy hazel roars tho 111I11I113; Hnwll,'

.ho-i.' deep rocky ravino is overhung to tho right hy
l("iichi'st. r Hill, to tho loft hy Ruborslaw. In tradition
or song Rule Wat. r is a.s-ociated with tho old roistering

In "I tho Turnbulls, and with Sir Walter Scott's

'Jovial lunar, rattling roaring Willie.'—Ord. Sur., sh.

17. 1864.

Rulllon Green, a place in Olcncorso parish, Edin-
bnighahire. on tho eaatarn slope of the Pantland Hills,

\i mil.- NNW of Ponicuik. On the evening of 28
Nov. 1600, it was the scene of tho defeat of 900
< 'oyenantam under Col. Wallace, hy Sir Thomas
DaljaU of Binns ; and a monument is supposed to

mark tho site of tho battle. Dr Hill Burton, however,
remarks that 'neither tho spot itself, nor any part of
tho Pantlanda oloae to it, corresponds with the descrip-
tion of the ground taken by Wallace—a ridgo running
N and S, and rising abruptly on tho N end."

—

Urd.

Ar., sh. 32, 1857.

Rum, an island of tho Inner Hebrides in the county
of Argyll, and in the parish of Small Isles. It is

separated from Skyc on the N and NE by Cuillin
Sound, across which the coast of Rum is 6J miles N of
Kudh 'an Dunain or Dunain Point, at tho entrance to
Ixich Brittle, 6 S by W of the southerly point of
Soay, 9 SW of Strathaird Point between Loch Scavaig
and Loch Eishart, and 8J W of tho Point of Sleat.

Tho coast is also 4£ miles NW of the nearest part of
the island of Eigg, 7 N by W of Muck, and 15 N
by W of Ardnamurchan. On tho NW it is separated
from Canna by the Sound of Canna, 3j} miles wide to

tho island of Canna, and 2 to the adjacent island of
Sanday. The lonely Hyskeir or Oigh-sgcir Islands are

11 miles W of tho mouth of Glen Harris. In shape Rum
is somewhat like a dumpy pear, with the long diameter
N and S. The extreme length in this direction is 8£
miles, and the extreme width from E to W is 8 miles.

There are some small bays at tho mouth of Kilmory
Glen on the N, at tho mouth of Glen Harris on the
SW, and elsewhere ; but the only indentation of any size

is on the E side at the broadest part, where Loch Scresort
opens inland with a length of 1J rnile, and a breadth of

mile at the mouth ; and forms a safe and convenient
harbour. From this loch to Guirdil on the NW side
the coast consists of low rocks or cliffs, with hero and
there small strips of beach, but round the greater part
of the rest of the island there is a series of cliffs rising
at many points to heights of over 300 feet above sea-

level, and in many places sinking sheer into the sea,

though occasionally there are strips of foreshore. The
whole surface is very rough and hilly, and of the total

area of 30,000 acres little more than one-twentieth is

under cultivation. A narrow valley runs westward
from Loch Scresort along Kinloch river, and passes
across the watershed into the low ground that opens to
the sea at Seilisdeir and Guirdil, but tho rest of the island
may almost be described as a wild sea of hills. The lowest
portion is that to the N of the transverse hollows, where
a height of 635 feet is reached N of Loch Scresort
at Meall a Ghoirtein, and 902 at Sagorishal at the W
side of Kilmory Glen. To the S of the central hollows
a line of high ground begins at Mam Tuach (988 feet),

and extends westward along Monadh Mhiltieh at a height
of over 800 feet, farther W still of over 1100, and rising
between this and the western part of the SW coast of the
island into a lofty cliff-cdgcd plateau, the highest
points of which are 1869 and 1641 feet above sea-level.
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I'" tin N V. th 11 tho most westerly point of tho island
Ho n' is tho lower plateau of Sgor Mor, tho highest
point of which, to the N, is 1272 foot high. Tho wildost

md roughesl part of tho island is, however, to the S
and si:, where, to the N of Glen Harris, is An Dornabac
ts.'.S foot), ami higher up IShaire mlieall (1921). Across
Hi- top of the glen is a narrow sharp-pointed ridgo run-
'
in" I N to S with tho northern shoulder 1770 feet

high, and the highest points at Ailbo-meall (2368) and
Aisge-mheall (26f>!>)

#— the highest point in tho island
;

and SW of this is tho wider ridgo of which tho
iimmits are Ais mhoall ('^.

r
i.
r
.2), Boinn Moro (2505), and

Sg6r nan Cillean (2503). Prom tho last a cliff-edged
plateau runs westward at a height of about 1500 feet,

ill- 1 1 i "1 1
r t part I. riii" 1 607. 'The geology of tho

1 land ol Bum,' says Hugh Miller, ' is simple but curious.
Bet the reader lake, if ho can, from twelve to fifteen

fcrap-hills, varying from 1000 to 2300 feet in height;
lei 1

1
i 1 1 1

park I,hem closely and squarely togother, like

rum bottles in a case-basket; lot him surround them
with a frame of Old Bod Sandstone, measuring rather
more than seven miles on tho side in the way tho basket
surrounds tho bottles ; then lot him set thorn down in

the sea a dozen miles oil" the land, and he shall havo
produced a second island of Rum, similar in structure

to tho existing one. In the actual island, however,
there is a defect in the inclosing basket of sandstone ;

tho basket, complete on three of its sides, wants the
fourth ; and tho side opposite to the gap which tho
fourth would have occupied is thicker than the two
other sides put together.' Tho sandstones are not,

however, of Old lied ago, but are probably Cambrian,
and these, with some masses of Bower Silurian rocks,

occupy the NW, NE, and SE sides of tho island, while

the interior and W consist of great masses of eruptive

crystalline rocks which have burst through tho older

strata, the latter being everywhere violently upheaved
and contorted, and extensively metamorphosed, as they
approach bhe great central mass. Tho volcanic rocks
form wild and rugged peaks, and aro the remains of a

great volcanic mountain that at 0110 time occupied the
centre and S of the island. Sg6r Mor on tho W is

famous for its minerals, including pitchstone, helio-

tropes, and beautiful agates. Tho hills of Muil being
the lirst land between Mull and Skyc to meet the clouds
coming in from the Atlantic, tho climate is very wet,

and there is a largo number of streams, the largest being
Kinloch river, Jlowing through Kinloch River Glen,
W of Loch Scresort

;
Kilmory river, (lowing through Kil-

mory Glon in the N ; Abhuinn Duibhal and Abhuinn
Fiadhinnish on either side of Glen Harris, and Abhuinn
Rhangail in Glen Harris, all near tho centre of the
south-western side ; Dibidil river, in Glen Dibidil, to the

E of Ben More ; and about 40 smaller streams. In tho

centre of the island is Loch Sgathaig ; SSE of it Loch
Gainmhich ; in tho NW, Loch Sgaorishal ; on Abhuinn
Fiadhinnish, Loch Fiadhinnis ; NE of Aisge-mheall,

Loch Coire nan Grund—none of them covering more
than 19 acres—and there aro a number of smaller lochans.

In the /Jt'\rri/ilivit, of tin: Western Isles of Scotland, by
Donald Monro, Dean of the Isles, who visited the

Hebrides in 1549, the name is given as lionin, and tho

island is described as abounding with ' litle deiro ' and
wild fowl, but there seem to have been few inhabitants,

for ho says that ' the fowls lies few to start them except

deir.' Prior to 1826 the crofters and their families

numbered at least 400, but in that year all, save one
family, were cleared off to America, and the whole
island was converted into a single sheep-farm, so that

at the end of 1828 the sole inhabitants were the sheep
farmer and his shepherds. A year or two after somo
families from Skye were allowed to settle at Loch
Scresort. In 1845 Bum was sold to be converted into a

deer-forest, and to deer and sheep it is still mostly given

up. Pop. (1831) 134, (1861) 73, (1871)81, (1881) 89, of

whom 45 were males and 44 females. Houses (1881), 83

inhabited, 1 uninhabited, and 1 building.



RUMBLING-BRIDGE RUTHERGLEN

Rumbling-Bridge, a place in Little Dunkeld parish,

Perthshire, on the river Bran, 2J miles WSW of Dun-
keld. The impetuous Bran, whose chasm is spanned
here by a one-arched bridge, thunders in a sheer leap

of 80 feet into a dark caldron, and is so flanked and
barred by rugged rocks, and so mantled with gloom, as

to present a solemnly imposing scene.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

47, 1869.

Rumbling-Bridge, a station on the Devon Valley
railway, in Fossoway parish, at the mutual boundary
of Perth and Kinross shires, 4J miles ENE of Dollar.

It takes its name from a bridge-spanned cataract of

the river Devon, which, forming part of what are

called the Falls of Devon, commences at the Devil's
Mill, 350 yards higher up ; traverses thence, till

past the Rumbling- Bridge, a narrow gloomy chasm,
over blocks and clefts and rugged shelves of rock,

between tangled craggy steeps ; and emits a hollow
rumbling sound, like that produced by heavy-laden
waggons on a rough road between reverberating heights.

The chasm has a mean depth of not more than 100 feet,

but is so shagged with brushwood, so overshadowed by
crags, as to look like an abyss

;
and, as seen from certain

points of view, has the appearance of a sharp continuous
fissure, formed by a vertical earthquake. Two bridges
span it in the vicinity of the hotel—the one 80 feet above
the bed of the stream, and constructed in 1713 ; the
other 120 feet high, and constructed in 1816—and both
command a grandly impressive view.—Ord. Sur., sh.

40, 1867.

Rumford, a village on the northern verge of Muir-
avonside parish, Stirlingshire, contiguous to Craig_s

village in Polmont parish, 7 furlongs SSE of Polmont
Junction. Pop. (1871) 352, (1881) 314, of whom 169
were in Craigs.

Rusco Castle. See Anwoth.
Ruskie, Loch. See Monteith, Port of.
Rutherford, a decayed village in Maxton parish, Rox-

burghshire, 7 furlongs SW of Rutherford station on the
Kelso branch of the North British railway, this being
6 miles WSW of Kelso. An absurd tradition makes its

name originally to have been either Rue-the-ford or
Rue-their-ford, from the defeat of an English army,
after crossing and re-crossing a neighbouring ford on
the Tweed. The ancient parish of Rutherford, long
united to Maxton, contained the hospice of St Mary
Magdalene, which Robert I. granted to the canons of
Jedburgh. The Rutherford estate belongs to Sir
Edmund Antrobus, Bart.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.
Rutherglen (popularly Ruglon—old form, Rutheglen),

a parish containing a town of the same name in the
Lower Ward of Lanarkshire, and near the extreme NW
of the county. It is bounded N by the river Clyde,
Calton parish, and Shettleston parish, E by the parishes
of Cambuslang and Old Monkland, S by the parish of
Carmunnock, SW by part of the parish of Cathcart,
and W by Govan parish and Renfrewshire. On the N
the boundary is traced by the Clyde for ih miles, and
on the W it is formed by the Polmadie and Malls Mire
Burns as far as West House ; elsewhere it is practically
artificial. The greatest length of the parish, from near
Rosebank House on the E to the point where the
boundary line quits Malls Mire Burn on the W, is 2J
miles

; the greatest width, from N to S, is barely 2|
miles; and the area is 2219 918 acres, of which 0-647
acres are foreshore, and 67 '877 are water. The portion
along the Clyde is from 30 to 40 feet above sea-level,
and the surface rises at the burgh to from 50 to 100
feet, and thereafter southwards till, near the extreme S,
a height of 303 feet is reached. The soil on the low-
ground is a fertile alluvium, and the whole parish is
arable. The surface in the centre is undulating, and
on the S there is an ascent towards the Cathkin Hills.
Coal and iron are extensively worked. The principal
estates are Shawlield, Farme, Rosebank, Gallowilat
Scotstown, Stonelaw, and Bankhead. The parish is
traversed by the main road from Glasgow to Hamilton,
which passes eastward from the S side of Glasgow, and
a branch road connecting this with the Bridgeton

suburb of Glasgow crosses the Clyde by Rutherglen
Bridge, which was erected in 1776 at a cost of about
£1800, of which the burgesses of Rutherglen contributed
more than half. Prior to this the only means of com-
munication had been by a ford, or by going round by
Glasgow Bridge. There is now at Farme, farther to the
E, a wooden bridge called Dalmarnock Bridge, and
there is also a railway bridge between the two. The
parish is also traversed by two branches of the Cale-

donian railway system. Farme, which is separately

noticed, is an old royal domain, and belonged thereafter

to the Stewarts, the Douglases, and the Hamiltons. A
tumulus which stood at Drumlaw was destroyed many
years ago, and another at Farme also met with the same
fate. In the latter, in 1768, a stone coffin was found.

Of a third tumulus at Gallowflat, which was surrounded
by a moat, some traces still remain. An ancient cross,

10 feet high and wide, with a sculptured repre-

sentation of Christ entering Jerusalem riding on an ass,

stood on the top of the 'Cross Hill,' about J mile
WSW of the burgh, till the latter half of last century.

The parish, which was in the time of the early Scottish

kings a royal demesne, is in the presbytery of Glasgow
and synod of Glasgow and Ayr, and is divided eccle-

siastically into Rutherglen and Rutherglen West parishes,

the latter being a quoad sacra charge. The living is

worth £463 a year. The churches are noticed under
the burgh, and there is also a mission station at East-

field. Under the landward school board the Eastfield

public school, with accommodation for 217 pupils, had
in 1884 an attendance of 181, and a grant of £135, 16s.

Twelve proprietors hold each an annual value of £500
or upwards, 39 hold each between £500 and £100, 45
hold each between £100 and £50, and 68 hold each
between £50 and £20. Landward valuation (1880)
£20,400, lis. 6d., (1885) £25,414, 17s. 9d. Pop.

of parish (1801) 2437, (1831) 5503, (1861) 9335,

(1871) 10,766, (1881) 13,801, of whom 6666 were
males and 7135 females. Houses (1881) 2799 in-

habited, 308 uninhabited, and 10 building. Of
the total population 2901 were in the quoad sacra

parish of Rutherglen West, and 1368 were in the land-

ward part of the parish.

Rutherglen, a royal and parliamentary burgh on the

N side of the parish just described, and adjoining the
Clyde. It has a station on the Caledonian railway, 2

miles SE of Glasgow. The burgh is of considerable

antiquity, and tradition carries its origin back to a

mythical Caledonian chief (Reuther) who lived and
ruled here some two centuries before the Christian era.

Though we may decline to believe in this ruler, whether
in his own proper person or even in the identification

of him with that Reuda, under whose leadership,

according to Bede, the Scots crossed from Ireland, and
who lived about 350 years after the birth of Christ, yet
it is certain that there was a seat of some population

here at a pretty early date. As has been already noticed,

the parish was a royal demesne, and, in a supplication

presented to the Scottish Parliament in 1661, David I.

is said to have constituted the demesne village a royal

burgh in 1126 ; while in the oldest extant charter,

granted by King Robert the Bruce in 1324, a con-

firming charter of William the Lyon is quoted, and
the date assigned to it is 1189. The latter monarch
also granted the church to the Abbey of Paisley, and
Bishop Joceline of Glasgow (1175-99) confirmed the

grant. The original royalty bounds wero so extensive

as to include part, if not the whole, of Glasgow ; and
we find Bishop Walter, of Glasgow (1207-32), engaged
in a dispute with both Rutherglen and Dumbarton in

regard to payment of toll and custom ; and though he
prevailed altogether against Dumbarton, he was only
able to push the boundaries of Rutherglen a short
distance to the E, King Alexander II. having decided
that the privileges of the burgh should extend as

far as the cross of Shettleston at the E end of modern
Glasgow. Then, and long after, it was the chief trading
and commercial town in the lower part of the Clyde,

and even in 1402, when Lanarkshire was divided into
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two x».u.U, Kuthorgloii wiw declined tho head burgh ol

Dm Lower w .u,i. Much ..i t ins early Importance waa n<>

doubt duo to tin- royal nwtlu which hiu.nl at the town
.iii.l >H-, ii|n,-,l ii sit,-' in King Street Hourly »l tho point

whore thai thoroughfare is intersected by Castlo Street.

It must latterly hav. bo.n i stronghold of some import-
m

.
.is u xv* - .mi' «'l tli.> places strongly garrisoned l>y

tin- hngiuh daring the rat >'f independence During
tli" < .11 1 v part >'l Urine's em-ocr ho is said to havo
Iv.Mrged it several tim.'s without success ; hut it xvas

. x
. ntu illy orotund by his brother Edward about 1313.

liarbour, in his account of tho strengths that were then

taken, say* :—

' In tlitu tvnic, Hint tliir jii|« rl vb»

Off thlr OHtoUU, that I dewta
Wareaohewyt nhardaly.
s. till I dui.nl Hie linn .' the hardy.
Had nil li.>ll,.sviiv unci Nvdvmlnlo
XX..III.VII till hi* liking nil linllo;

Anddon|;.VN<l<>>iiit).<< casl.'llis hallo

H.v. iii in i he dyk, bath tour and wnlL
llo hard then Buy, nng knew it Weill,

Thnl In Uncivil.' won ii ]>olo.

TMd.lir bfl winl, xvith Ills monyc,
And wonnyn it in schorl tymc litis ho.'

Unlike so many of the other castles then taken, it

w.is i,..: ih tmvoil, ami it remained in Ljood order till

after tho battle of Langside, xvhen the Regent Murray,
in laying xvasto the possessions of the llamiltons, burnt
it. Tlie great tower xvas subsequently repaired, and
became tho scat of tho llamiltons of Ellistoun, lairds of

Sh nvl'n ld. Shortly alter the beginning of last century,

this portion and the new buildings that had been added
abandoned as a residence, and being allowed to

bocomo ruinous, the stones xvcre carried oil' by the
inhabitants of tho town, and the walls xvcre soon
levelled to tho ground. The xvalls of the tower xvcre

very thick, and so large xvere the stones used in the

foundation that they remained somo 30 years after all

the rest of the building had disappeared. Queen Mary,
in her Bight from the tield of Langside, passed close to

the S side of tho town, and at a lane, called Din's

Dykes, about 150 yards S of Main Street, two rustics,

who xvcre cutting grass there at the time, attempted to

stop her by threatening her xvith their scythes. Shortly
after the Reformation, Kuthcrglen seems to have been
considered by tho presbytery of Glasgoxv as a place

needing special care and attention, and xve find that in

1590 they instructed the teacher of the school of

Kuthcrglen to desist from reading prayers, and at the

same time denounced the use of sacramental xvine mixed
with water. In 1593 they had again to interfere xvith the

playing of pipes and the indulging in games on Sunday,
both of which were forbidden between sunrise and sun-

set, on pain of excommunication. Though this pro-

clamation was ordered to be read in all churches, and
especially in the church of Rutherglen, it docs not

seem to nave had altogether the desired effect—in spirit

at all events—for in 1595 the presbytery had to trans-

mit letters to the bailie of the burgh, enjoining him to

stop the profane plays introduced on the Lord's Day,
'as they fear the eternal God, and xvill be ansxverable to

His kirk ;
' and they also made complaint as to the

practice of fishing for salmon on Sunday, and of the

colliers selecting the same time fcr the settlement of

their accounts. During the Covenanting times, Kuthcr-

glen was the scene of an event which was the prelude to

the armed rising which ended at Bothwell Bridge

In 1697, the irreconcilables of the Presbyterian party

had determined to publish a ' Declaration and Testi-

mony of the true Presbyterian Party in Scotland,' and a

body of 80 horsemen, under the command of Robert

Hamilton, brother of the laird of Preston, set off for

Glasgow, with the intention of there publicly proclaim-

ing their doctrine; but finding that that toxvn was
occupied by a strong garrison of royalist troops, they

turned aside to Kuthcrglen. The day chosen xvas the

29th of May, the anniversary of the birthday of Charles

IL, and also of the day on which he entered London at

the Restoration, and the whole town was accordingly
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in up xvith bonfires in honour of the occasion. These
tho Covenantors immediately extinguished, * and having
in a bonfire of their own, they therein burnt all bhe
ft I • "I parliament and proclamations directed against

' i elves and their cause, and then having read 1 bail

be itimonj al the burgh cross, to which they also fixed a

oopy, they retired to Evandaleand Newmilns. Clavor-
hou8e and his dragoons arrived on tho 31st to investi-

gate the mailer, but none of flic inhabitants scorn to

have been implicated, and be passed on to Loudon J 1 ill

(sec Dkumci.oo), where his forco xvas defeated by the
armed Covenanters, and thereafter came tho battle of
the Qallowgate in Glasgow, and of Bothwell Bridge.

Rutherglen espoused the cause of electoral reform at a
votji H I v date, for in Ki71 a new sot was fixed xvhoreby
tin practice of ih. council's electing their successors

was abolished, and the right ol election given to tho
Incorporated Trades and tho burgesses generally.

Shortly afterwards they anticipated the compulsory
clauses of the Ki I ncil ion Act of two centuries after-

wards, by ordaining, in 1075, that all tho inhabitants
of tho burgh should send their children betwixt 6 and
12 years of ago ' to tho comuno Schoolo to be educat
yrat xvith certification that xvhacver neglects there
dewtye In n in shall be compelled to pay tho quarter

waidgesasif there children were at the Schoole,' and the
fees xvcro to be recoverable by

]
minding and imprisonment.

As Glasgoxv rose in importance Rutherglen diminished,

and in 1695 it was reckoned as one of the least of tho
royal burghs, tho monthly cess being fixed at £1 ster-

ling, while thereafter it became practically a quiet

country village ;
and, though it has again become of

more importance, this has arisen rather from its having
become a manufacturing suburb of Glasgoxv than from
any poxver existing within itself. Some old customs
survived to a comparatively recent period, one of them,
entirely peculiar to the place, being a ceremonious
baking, on St Luke's ove, of excessively thin sour cakes,

which were given to strangers visiting St Luke's Fair.

A peculiar kind of sour cream was also long manu-
factured for sale, not only in the town itself, but in the
surrounding district, but this has noxv also entirely

ceased.

The modern toxvn is somewhat mean in appearance,

and consists of a very xvido and spacious Main Street

—

extending along the road from Glasgow to Hamilton

—

xvith narroxv lanes and streets branching oil' from it, the
chief being Farm Loan Koad (N) and Hamilton Road
(S), both at the E end ; Castlo Street (N), near tho

centre ; and Mill Street on the opposite side farther S.

At the W end the principal street divides into two
narrow branches, of which that to tho N retains at first

the name of Main Street, and then becomes Chapel
Street, while the branch to the S is Cathcart Road.
Parallel to Main Street on tho N is tho long narrow
King Street. There are several other straggling streets,

and on the low rich flat to the N and NW, beyond the

railway, are the principal manufactories. The build-

ings, even in the main street, are very poor and
irregular, many of them being very old houses, xvith

loxv walls and thatched roofs. The old town-hall is a

poor structure, projecting into Main Street on the N
side, but the modern town-hall, erected in 1861-62 at a

cost of £7000, farther W, and subsequently added to

on the E, is a very handsome building which xvould do
honour to many a much larger toxvn. Late Baronial in

style, it has a street frontage of 120 feet, and near the

centre a square tower with turrets, with ogee roofs,

rising to a height of 110 feet. The portion to the W,
which was the first erected, contains a burgh court-

room, a council chamber, various retiring rooms, and a

public hall, measuring 75 by 40 feet, and with accom-

* The fifth article of their own testimony was 'against that
presumptuous Act for imposing anc holy anniversary-day as they
call it, to he kept yearly upon the 29th of Hay as a day of rejoic-

ing arid 1 1 1 : i ill. -ji .in- 1 1. 1' tin- kind's hi rth and mil oral ion : whereby

observers have given the glory to tho creature that is due to our
Lord Redeemer, and rejoiced over the setting up of an usurping
power to the destroying the interest of Christ in the land.'
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raodation for about 800 persons. The eastern addition

contains the various burgh offices. The ancient parish

church was immediately to the W of the burgh hall,

and was a building of some note, for, according to Blind

Harry, it was in it that in 1297 a truce was agreed on

between Scotland and England.
' Erll of Stamffurd, was chanslar of Ingland,
With Schyr Amar this trawaill tuk on hand
A saiff condyt thai purchcst off Wallace.

In Buglen Kyrk the tryst than haiff thai set.'

and after telling how ' The gret chanslar and Amar
thidder past,' and giving an account of the debate

between the parties, he tells how
' Wallace said ; " Schyr, we jangill hot in wayne.
My consell gytfis, I will na fabill mak,
As for a ycr a finaill pess to tak.

Nocht for myself, that I bynd to your seill

I can nocht trow that cuir ye will he leill;

Bot for pur folk grethyu has beyne supprisyt,
I will tak peess, quliill forthir \u: be awisit."

Than band thai thus; thai' suld he no debait,

Castell and towne svild stand in that ilk stait,

Fra that day furth, quhill a yer war at an end :

Sellyt this pess, and tuk tbar leyff to wend.'

and according to the same authority, it was here, too,

that Sir John Menteith agreed to betray Wallace to the

English :

'Schyr Jhon Menteth Wallace his gossop was,
A messyn^er Schyr Amar has gcrt pass
On to Schyr Jhon, and sone a tryst has set,

At Buglyn Kyrk thir twa togydder met.'

Of the church which was dedicated to the Virgin, and
had altars of the Holy Trinity and St Nicholas, the
only part now remaining is the quaint low tower with
its curious spire, the rest having been demolished in

1794 when the present hideous structure about 30 yards
farther W was constructed. It is somewhat curious

that the dedication of the church was to 'the Virgin,

while the chief fair was held on St Luke's day in

October. The modern church has 880 sittings, and is

surrounded by a churchyard. The West Church, on the
S side of Chapel Street, was built in 1836 as a chapel of

ease, and stood unused for some time after the Disrup-
tion, but it was constituted a quoad sacra charge in

1868. It contains 880 sittings. In 1883 the Estab-
lished Church also purchased the former Congregational
church. The First Free church on the NW, in Glasgow
Road, erected soon after the Disruption, is a plain

Gothic building with 820 sittings and a square pinnacled
tower. The Second Free church, in Farm Loan Road to

the E, was erected in 1871-72, at a cost of £3000, as a
Reformed Presbyterian church, but passed into possession

of the Free Church when the two denominations were
united in 1876. It is a good Early English building,

with 750 sittings and a SW tower and spire rising to a

height of 128 feet. The U.P. church, a very plain
building of 1836, in King Street, contains 950 sittings.

The Roman Catholic church (St Andrew), on the S side

of Main Street, is a plain building of 1853, with COO
sittings. There are also a Wesleyan Methodist congre-
gation meeting in a building in Cathcart Road, a Free
Church mission in King Street, and a Congregational
church (1881) at Wardlawhill, whilst an Evangelistic
hall is at present in course of erection. St John's
Masouic Hall is a poor building erected in Cathcart
Road, in 1875, at a cost of £1500. Under the burgh
school board are the Burgh, Farie Street, and Mae-
donald's schools, which, with accommodation for respec-
tively 250, 400, and 259 pupils, had, in 1884, attend-
ances of 216, 442, and 280, and grants of £184, 17s.,

£383, 7s., and £211, 14s. A Free Church school has
been closed, but there is also a Roman Catholic school
with accommodation for 405 pupils, and an attendance
of over 250. The Macdonald school was erected
originally by subscription and partly endowed with the
interest of £500 bequeathed by Lieutenant-Colonel Mac-
donald for the education of Protestant children in the
town and parish of Rutherglen. Under the Educa-
tional Endowments Act it is proposed to spend the
interest of this money in bursaries.

Municipal matters are attended to by a provost, 2

Seal of Ruthergt

l's Christian association, and

bailies, a treasurer, a dean of guild, and 13 councillors.

The corporation revenue Is about £1900. The police
force is united with that
of the county. There
is a gas company with
works on the SW of

the town. Rutherglen
has a post office, with
money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph de-

partments, under Glas-

gow, offices of the Com-
mercial and National
banks, agencies of 9

insurance companies,
and a newspaper, Tlie

lieformer (L., 1875),
published on Saturday.

Among the miscellane-

ous institutions may
be noticed a public

library and reading
room, a masonic lodge

(St John's, 347), a young i

other local societies. There are fairs on the first Friday
after 11 March, the first Friday after 4 May, the
first Tuesday after 4 June, the first Friday after 25
July, the first Friday after 25 August, the Wednesday
before the first Friday of November, the first Friday
of November, and the Friday after 25 November.
Several of these, particularly the one in May called

Beltane Fair, and that in November called St Luke's
Fair, are famous for the sale of horses and cattle, and
for the large number of buyers and sellers who attend
them. The inhabitants of the town and district are

employed in the coal pits, quarries, and brick-works in

the neighbourhood, or in the industrial works connected
with the burgh, these latter being factories, chemical
works, dye works, a paper mill, a pottery, tube works,
a small boat building yard, rope and twine works, and
spindle works. Rutherglen unites with Dumbarton,
Kilmarnock, Port Glasgow, and Renfrew in returning

a member to serve in Parliament. Parliamentary con-

stituency (1885) 1609
;

municipal 1633. Valuation
of parliamentary burgh (1875) £30,659, (1885) £34,556.
Pop. of royal burgh (1831) 4741, (1861) 8071, (1871)

9239, (1881) 11,473, of whom 5502 were males and 5971
females; of parliamentary burgh (1861) 8062, (1S71)9453,

(1881) 11, 205, of whom 5435 were males and 5830 females.

Houses (1881) 2343 inhabited, 243 uninhabited, and 7
building. Of the whole population in the same year,

2784 males and 1369 females were connected with in-

dustrial handicrafts, or are dealers in manufactured
substances, and of these 1295 men and 37 women were
connected with mineral substances alone ; while there

were 2064 boys and 2068 girls of school age. See also

Ure's History of Rutherglen and East Kilbnjdc (Glasg.

1793).—Ord. Sur., shs. 30, 31, 1866-67.

Ruthven, a village in Cairnie parish, Aberdeenshire,

2J miles WNW of Rothiemay station and 6 NNW of

Huntly, under which it lias a post office.

Ruthven, a small parish of W Forfarshire, 3 miles E
of Alyth and 4| N by E of Meigle, under which
it has a post office. It is bounded NE, E, and SE
by Airlie, SW, W, and NW by Alyth in Perth-

shire. Its utmost length, from E by N to S by W,
is 2j miles ; its utmost breadth is 2J miles ; and its

area is 2087& acres, of which 38J are water. The
river Isla has hero a winding course of 3J miles ; viz.,

1J mile west-south-westward along the north-western
border, 2| miles south-south-eastward through the

interior, and 3 furlongs south-westward along the south-
eastern border—though the point where it first touches
and that where it quits the parish are only 2£ miles dis-

tant as (lie Him' flics. With rocky bed, and hold, well-

wooded banks, it offers many pretty bits of scenery. The
surface, a gentle southerly slope, on the northern sido

of Strathmore, is diversified by some swells and knolls,

and attains a maximum altitude of 325 feet, whilst
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>kim; southward to 165. The rocks are sandstone bods
»l the OKI Kod formation, and mosses of Mbris from tho
Orampians. The sandstone is a good building material ;

mi. I tlm gravels of tho lUbria have boon much used for

road*. Tho noil, in funeral, is » light loam on a gravelly

Uttom. Al'out iwn-tliir.ls of tho i-ntin- urea are in

tUlua ; 480 acres arc andn wood ; and 170 arc pasture,

Much Of tlic wood is oik coppice, Imth profitable and
i-rn un< uliil ; mill tho rest is chiclly planted larch and
Bootdh tirs on naturally poor land. Kuthvcn Oastle, bd
an. ieiit baronial residi mo, belonging at one time to the

•

I raw ford, itood ifl the BEol the parish near tho

led Lank of the Isla, hut, falling into ruin, was long
«go removed. A knoll in the neighbourhood still hears

the name of Callous Hill, from being tho place whore
the old feudal barons of Ruthven erected their gibbot ;

mid a Bliin.lt tichl adjoining it is known by tho namo
ol the Hangman's Acres. Kuthvon House, near the

• : the i a-sl li . mil. XN V. ol Mri-le, is the seat of

Thomas Wwl.lerbum-Ogilvy, Esq. (b. 1814 ; sue. 1853),
who holds C33G acres in tho shire, valued at £5735
|«t annum. He is sole proprietor, his maternal great-

grandfather having purchased tho estate (long held by
the Oriohtou) in 17*4. Kuthvcn is in the presbytery
of Meigle and the synod of Angus and Moarns ; tho
living is worth i'226. The parish church, on tho right

• •
• I i. icai Inv.-r.pieieh, was built in 1.X59, and

contains 150 sittings. Adjacent to it is the manse, rebuilt

in 1874. Kuthvcn in tho 12th century was a vicarage

of the abbey of Arbroath, dedicated to St Maluack, and
specially confirmed by Pope Honorius III. in 1219. The
public school, with accommodation for 64 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 50, and a grant of £40,
l«s. 9d. Valuation (1857) £1805, (1885) £2195, 2s.,plus

£136 for railway. Pop. (1801) 211, (1841) 471, (1861)

265, (1871) 247, (1881) 195.—Ord. Sur., sh. 56, 1870.

See a work by the minister, Dr M'Pherson, F.R.S.E.,

on The Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Slrathmore (1885).

Ruthven Barracks. See Kingussie.
Ruthven Castle. See Huntingtower.
Ruthven, Loch, a pretty birch -fringed lake on the

mutual border of Dores and Daviot parishes, Inverness-

shire, 11 J miles S by W of Inverness. Lying 700 feet

above sea-level, it curves 1\ miles west-south-westward,
varies in breadth between 1 and 4J furlongs, sends off a

rivulet j mile west-by-southward to the Faiuoaig, and
is jierhaps the beat trouting loch in the district.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 73, 1878.

Ruthven Water. Sec Auciiterarder.
Ruthwell, a village and a coast parish of Dumfries-

shire. The village stands 1 mile inland and lg SSE of

Kuthwell station on the Glasgow ami South-Western
railway, this being 8J miles ESE of Dumfries and 7

WNW of the post-town, Annan. In 1509 it was erected

into a burgh of barony, in favour of Sir John Murray of

Cockpool, with the right of holding fairs and markets ;

but it has lone forgotten all its burghal honours, and is

a place of neither trade nor manufacture.

The parish, containing also the post-office village of

Or.AKF.s-CF.FiEM> and the small decayed watering-place

of Brow Well, is bounded N by Mouswald and Dalton,

E by Gummertrees, S by the Solway Firth, and SW and
W by Oaerlaverock. Its utmost length, from E to W,
is 6i miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 3 J miles

;

and its area is 11, 321J acres, ofwhich 2549 are foreshore

and 78| water. LoOHAB Water winds 5 miles south-

eastward along all the Oaerlaverock boundary, and then,

at low water, must still go £>£ miles further across tho

broad, clayey sands, having Bl>ACK8HA.W Bank to the

right and Priestside Bank to the left. The coast-line,

'i% miles in extent, is low, at no point exceeding 29 feet

above sea-level. The interior, too, in the W forming

j>art of Lochar Moss, is low and flat, and attains a

maximum altitude of only 154 feet near Kirkstyle in

the NE. The principal rock is a coarse limestone,

which, towards the close of last century, was worked to

a considerable extent ; and about the same time search

was made, but in vain, for a workable seam of coal on
Belridding farm. The sod for the most part is a strong
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i m ' intermixed with vegetable mould; and the traot

ol moBS in the W is partly waste, partly pastoral, and
partly used for the supply of peat-fuel. Nearly live-

l ronths of the entire urea aro regularly or occasionally
in tillage; and about 535 acres are underwood. Com-
LONQON and CoOKPOOl Castles havo been noticod sepa-
i ktely. In the manse grounds stands tho famous Ruth-
wi II Cross, a sandstone Runic monument 17$ feet high,
2 a feet to 84 inches broad (3 feet across tho arms* of the
i POSs), and IS to <j foot thick. Of its four facos, tho
side ones are carved with graceful vinos and curious

animals of I be type familiar in ot her sculptured stones

;

w hilst, on their margins are Runic versos from Cicdmon's
lay of Tin- llnhj Hand—unquestionably tho oldest extant

fragment of English literature The other two faces, in

front and behind, contain representations of the Cruci-
li \ioii (almost defaced), I ho Annunciation, Christ hoaling
Hie Klind, etc., with corresponding Latin inscriptions

in Roman character. Tho discoveries of Kemblo (1842),

Haigh (1856), and Stephens (1865) have demolished tho
thoory that these faces, in front and behind, aro of later

workmanship than the cross as a whole, which cross is

lid to have originally been sot up, as early likely as 680
a. ii., at Priestside near tho sea, and thence to have been
drawn by a team of oxen to the parish church, where it re-

mained long after tho Reformation. In 1642, however, it

was cast down and broken intosoveral pieces, one of which
was recovered from a grave towards tl to close of last cen-

tury. The other fragments were lying within tho church
in 1772, but soon after were removed to the churchyard,
and left to decay, until in 1802 this priceless relic of

antiquity was re-erected in the manse garden t by tho

Rev. Henry Duncan, D.D. (1774-1846), who was minister

from 1799 till tho Disruption. He it was who in 1810
established at Ruthwell the earliest savings' bank in Scot-

land ; and ho, too, was first to discover reptilian footprints

in red sandstone from Corncockle Moor. These were in-

serted in the wall of his summerhouse, into which there

were also built two rudely sculptured stones, without any
inscription, said to havo been removed to the churchyard
from a small chapel or preooptory of the Knights of St

.John at Kirkstyle, but afterwards by Dr Duncan built

into the wall of his Free church in Mouswald parish. The
Earl of Mansfield is chief proprietor, four others holding

each an annual value of between £100 and £500. Ruth-
well is in the presbytery of Annan and the synod
of Dumfries; the living is worth £337. The parish

church, J mile N of Ruthwell village, is a patchwork
, .lilirr of various dates, and contains 420 sittings. The
free church, at the Mouswald boundary, If mile NW
of Ruthwell station, was founded by Dr Duncan ; and
near it is a pyramidal monument to his memory, 40

feet high. A public and a female industrial school,

with respective accommodation for 132 and 56 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 80 and 43, and grants

of£78,5s.and£42, Is. 6d. Valuation (I860) £5271, (1885)

£7108, 0s. 5d. Pop. (1801) 996, (1831) 1216, (1861) 1046,

(1871) 972, (1881) 868.—Ord. Sur., shs. 6, 10, 1863-64.

See articles by Dr Duncan in 'Trans. Royal Soc. of Edinb.

(1828), Trans. Soc. Ants. Scotl. (1832), and the New Statis-

tical Account (1845); Dr John Stuart's Sculptured Stones

of Scotland (2 vols., 1856-67); and Joseph Anderson's

Scotland in Early Christian Times (2d series, 1881).

Ruvail. See Rnu Vaal.
Ryan, Loch (the Rcrigonius Sinus of Ptolemy), a sea-

loch striking from the S side of the entrance of the Firth

of Clyde, nearly opposite tho Mull of Kintyre. It pro-

jects partly between Ayrshire and Wigtownshire, but

chiefly into the interior of the latter county, forming the

eastern boundary of the northern part of the Rhinns of

Galloway. It extends 8£ miles nearly due south-by-

eastward ;
and, measuring from lg mile to 2g miles in

breadth, is narrowest immediately within the entrance,

widest within 2| miles of the head, being narrower over

all the lower half than in the moan of the upper half.

* These are a restoration by Dr Duncan in 1823.

t The weather is telling Badly on the Kunic character; and in

Jan. 1&S5 it was proposed to have the monument protected in an

j
apae adjoining the church.
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A sandbank called the Scar runs 2g miles diagonally or

south-south-eastward from the middle of its W side ;

and it is indented on the E side, opposite the lower end
of the Scar, by Cairn Point projecting from a neigh-

bouring eminence 640 feet high. It is overlooked on
the E side of the entrance by rocky shores, and at two
parts of its W side by eminences 324 and 314 feet high

;

has almost everywhere, except at these places and at

Cairn Point, low, ilat, sandy shores ; is left dry, at low
water, over most of the Scar, over a belt nearly £ mile
broad around its head, and over a slender belt round
most of its upper half; contains excellent anchoring
ground over most of its extent, but especially in the
south-eastern vicinity of Cairn Point, at Portmore, and
in the baylets of Wig, Soleburn, and Dalmennock

;

forms, on the whole, a safe, commodious, natural
harbour, of easy access, and so capacious as to afford

ample anchorage for the largest fleets ; is adjoined in

the western part of its head by the town, seaport, and

railway station of Stranraer ; and serves, from that

place, as the line of the most facile communication by
steamers between Scotland and the N of Ireland. Loch
Ryan lighthouse, erected on Cairn Point in 1847 at a
cost of £4241, shows a fixed light visible at a distance

of 12 nautical miles. The Queen has passed four nights
on board the royal yacht in Loch Ryan in 1847 and
1849 ; and she describes it as 'very fine, the hills and
glens lovely, the loch very large, and the hills very high
and wooded.'—Ord. Sur., shs. 7, 3, 1863-56.

Ryedale, an estate, with a mansion, in Troqueer
parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, near the right bank of the

Nith, in the southern vicinity of Maxwelltowu.
Ryefield. See Ferintosh.
Rye Water, a rivulet of Dairy parish, Cunningham

e

district, Ayrshire, running 7 miles south-south-eastward,

chiefly through a hilly country, and falling into the Gar-

nock in the north-eastern vicinity of Dairy town.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

SADDELL AND SKIPNESS, a parish on the E side

of Kintyre peninsula, Argyllshire, formed from
the parishes of Killean and Kilcalmonell in 1753.
It contains the village of Carradale, 13 miles

N by E of Campbeltown and 22 S by E of Tarbert,
with a post and telegraph office and an hotel ; other
villages being Saddell, 4 miles S by W, and Skip-
ness, 15g N by E, of Carradale. It is bounded
NE by the lower waters of Loch Fyne, E by Kil-
brannan Sound, SW by Campbeltown", W by Killean
and Kilcalmonell, and NW by Kilcalmonell. Its ut-
most length, from NNE to SSW, is 24£ miles ; its

breadth varies between If and 5 miles, whilst tapering
northward and southward to a point; and its area is

74£ square miles or 47,663£ acres, of which 300§ aro
water, 480J foreshore, and 10J- tidal water. The coast,

extending 6J miles south-south-eastward and southward
along Loch Fyne to Skipness Point, and thence 24J
miles south-south-westward along Kilbrannan Sound, is

indented by only one good sized inlet, Carradale
Bay

;
projects but one considerable headland, Carra-

dale Point (133 feet high) ; and mostly rises steeply
from the sea to a height of over 100 feet. Of seventeen
streams that run to Kilbrannan Sound much the largest
is Carradale Water, others being Skipness, Claonaig,
and Saddell Waters ; whilst of fifteen small fresh-water
lakes the chief are Lochs Romain (4x1 furl. ; 542 feet)
and Tana (2J x 1 furl. ; 605 feet). The surface is hilly
everywhere, in places mountainous, the principal sum-
mits from N to S being Cruach DoireLeithe (1236 /feet),

Coire nan Capull (1095), Fuar Larach (886), Creag
Mhor (741), Cnoc an Samhlaidh (866), Deucharan Hill
(1081), Cnoc nan Gabhar (753), Beinn Bhreac (1398),
Meall Donn (1138), Ben an Tuirc (1491), Cnocma-
lavilach (853), and Bord Mor (1338). Of these, Ben an
Tuirc, whose height in many works is wrongly given as
2170 feet, commands a magnificent view of seven
Scottish and two Irish counties, from Corsill Point in
Wigtownshire to Ben Moro in Mull and Ben Lomond
in Stirlingshire. The hills are neither steep, barren,
nor rocky, but generally covered with an intermixture
of grass and heath

;
and, rising regularly and with easy

ascent from the shore, they have flat summits, or
stretch away into small tablelands. The glens, all
running from NW to SE, usually open, at their lower
ends, upon beautiful little bays ; and they enjoy so
great a degree of heat, and such happy visitations of
fertilising showers, as are highly favourable to agricul-
ture. A stranger traversing the parish lengthwise
along the road is presented with a great variety of land
and sea views, and alternately moves along a delightful
bank overlooking the sea and Buteshire, and suddenly
descends into pleasant woods and valleys. Mica slate,

s
! intersected with quartzito and basaltic veins, is the
i predominant rock ; and granite occurs in large boulders.

The soil in the bottom of the glens is a fine alluvium;
> that of the higher arable lands is light and sandy. At

Saddell village, near the right bank of Saddell Water,
stand the tree-embowered ruins of Saddell Abbey. Its

cruciform minster measured 136 by 24 feet, or 78 across

I the transept ; and the cloister-garth to the S was 58
feet square ; but little remains save portions of the

i choir wall and the N transept. In the churchyard are
some most interesting sculptured effigies ; and hard by

i is a holy well. The abbey of ' Saghadul ' or Saddell

;
was founded for Cistercian monks by Ragnall or Regi-

i nald, the second son of Somerled, who himself is styled

i King of the Isles and Argyll, and who died in 1207.
It made peace with Haco of Norway in 1263, and in

1 1507 was, with all its possessions, annexed by James IV.
to the bishopric of Argyll. Saddell Castle, 3 furlongs

i SSE, at the head of Saddell Bay, is a large square
: battlemcnted tower. Hither Ragnall's great-grandson,

Angus Og, is said to have welcomed Uol>ert Bruce in

1306, after the defeats of Methven and Dairy. Other
antiquities, besides those noticed under Carradale
and Skipness, are several cairns, tumuli, and hill-

forts. Opposite Saddell Castle stands Saddell or Glen-
saddell House, the seat of John Neil Macleod, Esq. of

i Kintarbert (sue. 1883), who holds 12,805 acres in
the shire, valued at £2935 per annum. Other man-
sions, noticed separately, are Carradale House, Cour,
Skipness Castle, and Tohrisdale Castle ; and four
proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and up-
wards. In the presbytery of Kintyre and the synod ot

Argyll, this parish since 1871 has been ecclesiastically

divided into Saddell and Skipness, the former a living

worth £200. Saddell parish church, at Carradale
i village, was built about 1771, and contains 354 sittings.

There is a Free Church mission station of Carradale and
Skipness ; and four public schools—Carradale, Saddell,

Skipness, and Sperasaig—with respective accommoda-
tion for 63, 48, 60, and 30 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 56, 21, 34, and 13, and grants of

£62, Is., £31, 8s., £46, 9s., and £24, 4s. 6d. Valua-
tion (1860) £6621, (1885) £8586, 17s. 9d. Pop. (1801)
1767, (1831) 2152, (1861) 1227, (1871) 1153, (1881) 1163,
of whom 789 wcro Gaelic-speaking, and 686 were in
Saddell ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 20, 21,
• 29, 12, 1870-76.

Saddle Yoke. Sec Moffat.
St Abb's Head. See Ann's Head.
St Andrews, a parish containing a royal burgh of the

same name on the E coast of tho county of Fife,

between the entrance to the Firth of Tay and Fife

Ness. It surrounds part of the parish of St Leonards,
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irhieb hi separately notload, it UbonndodN by the
\*ui*l\ «.t Uiu-lmni, NNKIiy St Andrews liny. SSK by
the pariah of Kingabarni, B by the pariah * of EH
I

. l>uiiiin>, Cameron, niiil (Yres, W by the

pariah Sf Efjmback, and N\V by tho parish of Lcuihars.

Da thr N ud N w the boundary is formed by the river
K.I, ii lr«m tho mouth to Nydi.' Mill, u distance of G.J

uIIm; ,.ii thr ssk it follows id-Hi v i turn for about 8
miles, though there are divergences

;
elsewhere, except

on thr m.i ,-o.i.st and lor '2 miles neur Wester lialry-

mouth along n snail itraain Bowing to Kinness Burn,
the line is almost entirely artificial. Tlio extromo

length of the pariah, from KTydie Mill on the W east-

oiith.eastwar.l to the mouth ol' Kenly Hum, is '.I,';

miles; the average breadth at right angles to this is

aUmt -:\ miles; and tho area is 13,312-1(13 acros, of

which 1m.'. me water and 1 721 813 foreshore. The
coast, from the Kden to the burgh of St Andrews, is a

Hit. linn, sandy beach, skirted liy the links; and from
the burgh to Kenly Bum an expanso of rough shelving

: ks iirtid by |..w litis I i 30 to 40 feet in height.

Among tin so arc several caves, but Kinkcll Cave, a mile

to the K of tho burgh, with a length of about 75 feet

and n height of from 10 to 25 feet, is the only ono of

importance. Tho Maiden Rock to tho N of the burgh,

tho Kock and Spindle to tho E of Kinkcll Ness, and
Bnddo Kock near lioarhills, also present curious features,

i ipeoially the Kock and Spindle, which shows a peculiar

radial arrangement of basaltic columns. The surface is

generally flat along tho seaboard, and rises from this

slowly towards tin; interior boundary, heights of 360,

.;7o. ami 517 feet being reached at East Balrymonth
Hill, West Balrymonth Hill, and Clatto Hill respec-

tively. The soil is fertilo, and there are over 11,000
acres under tillage, the woodland being mostly con-

lined to the policies of the mansions. Tho underlying

rocks arc carboniferous, consisting of beds of sandstone,

with thin seams of coal, clay, and clay-ironstone.

Many of the beds are fossiliferous, and there aro also

volcanic rocks. Basalt for road metal and paving-setts

is quarried in several places, and sandstone of excellent

quality for building is worked at Knock Hill and Strath

-

kinness. The drainage is carried olf by the river Eden
and Kenly Burn on the borders, and in tho centre by
Kinness Burn, which enters the sea to tho E of St
Andrews, one branch rising on the W at Knock Hill,

and another on the S border at l'riory Bank. At the

mouth of the Eden—up which the tide Hows for 4 miles

—there is a shallow sandy bay abounding in flat fish and
shells, and along the lower part of the river salmon and
aca-trout may be caught. Magus Muir, on the SW,
where Archbishop Sharpe was assassinated, is separately

noticed. The north-eastern part of the parish is

traversed by the great coast road from Burntisland by
the East Neuk of Fife to St Andrews and thence to

Dundee, and by the road from St Andrews westward to

Cupar-Fife, as well as by a large number of good district

roads. The St Andrews branch of the North British

railway system enters the parish at the river Eden at

Guard Bridge, and runs east-south-eastward 3£ miles to

the W end of the town of St Andrews. It was opened

in 1852, and the Anstruthcr and St Andrews section of

the North British system was opened to Boarhills in

1883. Besides the town of St Andrews the parish con-

tains also the villages of Strathkinness (W) and Boar-

hills (E) and the hamlet of Kincaple (N), with part of

the hamlet of Denhead (S), the first three of which
arc separately noticed ; as is also the old bridge at

Guard Bridge. The mansions are Broomhills, Bal-

ronngo, Clatto, Denbrae, Kenly Green, Kineaple, Kin-

gask, and Strathtyrum, all of which are separately

noticed ; as is also Mount Melville, part of the

policies of which are in this parish, though the man-
sion-house is in the parish of Cameron. The parish

is in the presbytery of St Andrews and synod of Fife,

and the charge is collegiate ; the living of the first

minister being worth £800 a year, and that of the

second £203. It gives off the quoo/l sacra parish of

Strathkinness, and there is a mission station at Boarhills.
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i ii. ohurohea are noticed in tho following article, and
there la also a Free church at. Strathkinness. Under t he

Iward school hoard ol (he parishes of Si, Andrews and
Si Leonards, I ho lioarhills, North Strathkinness, and
South Slrathkinnoss schools, with accommodation for

117, 160, and 142 pupils respectively, had in 1883
attendances of 72, 74, and 95, and grants of £56, lis.,

15, I !s., and .C77, is. Tho principal landowner is J.

ii. Balfour of Strathkinness, and 16 others hold cad, an
nal value of XMM) ,„ upwards, 47 hold each between

£500 and £100, 82 hold each between £100 and £50,
and 169 hold each between £50 and £20. Landward
i aluation 1 1 856 - £21,786, (1875)£20,834, (1885) £28,752.
Pop. (1 Mil) 4203, (1831)5621, (1861) 7002, (1871) 7851,
(1881) 7885, Of whom 8581 were males and 4304 females,

while 6458 were in the town and 1120 were in tho quoad
sacra parish of Strathkinness.
The Hay of St Aniuiuws, which may be taken as

bounded on the N by the Red Head, and on the S by
Kile Mess, measures 24 miles along tho line between
these points, 10 miles along a line at right angles to

this westward to the head of the lay. It is dangerous
and stormy ; and vessels driven in by easterly winds
ami emhiived between file Ness and the lied Head, arc

Compelled to run for tho entrance to the Tay, with its

dangerous and intricate sand banks.
Tho Established Church has a Presbytery of St

Andrews, which is in tho synod of Fife, and com-
prehends tho parishes of St Andrews, Abercrombie,
Anstruther-Easter, Anstruther-Wester, Cameron, Carn-
bee, Crail, Dunino, Elie, Ferry Port on Craig,
I'oi-gan, Kenibaek, Kilconquhar, Kilrenny, Kingsbarns,
Largo, I ,eie 'liars, Newbuni, Pittcnweem, and St Leonards,
and tho qunad sacra parishes of Largoward, Newport,
and Strathkinness. The Free Church has also a presby-
tery of St Andrews, with congregations at Anstruther,

Carnbee, Crail, Elie, Ferry Port on Craig, Largo,
Lcuchars, Newport (Forgan), St Andrews, St Monanee,
and Strathkinness. The Episcopal Church has a united
diocese of St Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane, with
churches at Alyth, Blairgowrie, Bridge of Allan,

Burntisland, Callander, Coupar-Angus, Crieff, Culross,

Cupar-Fife, Dollar, Dounc, Dunblane, Dunfermline,
Dunkeld, Dunning, Forfar, Clamis, Kenmorc, Killin,

Kinloch-Rannoch, Kinross, Kirkcaldy, Kirriemuir,

Leven, Meigle, Muthill, Perth (3), Pitlochrie, Pittcn-

weem, St Andrews, Strathtay, and Weem ; and tho
Roman Catholic Church has an archbishopric of St
Andrews and Edinburgh, with churches in Edinburgh
(4), Bathgate, Broxburn, Dalkeith, Davidson's Mains,
Denny, Dunbar, Dunfermline, Falkirk, Fauldhouse,
Galashiels, Haddington, Hawick, Innerleithen, Jed-
burgh, Kelso, Kilsyth, Kirkcaldy, Leith, Lennoxtown,
Linlithgow, Loanhead, North Berwick, Oakley, Peebles,

Ratho, Selkirk, Stirling, and West Calder.

St Andrews, a royal burgh, market, and university

town, and a seaport on St Andrews Bay, near the

middle of the sea-coast of the parish just described. It

was long the ecclesiastical metropolis of Scotland, and
is still the seat of a presbytery. The station, on a

branch line of the North British system leaving tho

main line at Leuchars, is by rail 12 miles E of Cupar,

15 SE of Dundee, and 45 NE of Edinburgh. The
country round is low and flat, and the environs are

.somewhat tame, though from various points of view,

particularly from the W and N, the town itself, with

its spires and venerable towers and ruined buildings,

looks well. The site of the town is a tabular rocky
eminence, some 50 feet above sea-level, and about 1

mile long and % broad, falling to the sea on the E and
N by steep rocky declivities, and dipping on the land-

ward side into a narrow vale traversed by tho Kinness

Burn. The situation is somewhat exposed, but tho

climate is healthy and bracing.

laws of Street, etc.—The cathedral, a short distance

W of the harbour, marks the point from which the

town grew, and so we find that the three principal streets

run westward from this point, diverging somewhat
from one another in their course. The chief of the three
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is South Street, which is the one farthest S ; in the

centre is Market Street, and farther N is North Street.

The first and last are wide airy streets, measuring 70

feet from side to side, and all well built and well paved.

Market Street is broad and spacious in the middle and
W end, but the E end is still narrow. They are inter-

sected by a number of cross streets from N to S. From
the E end of South Street, Pends Lane passes eastward,

farther W are Castle Street (N) and Abbey Street (S)

—the latter being continued westward by Abbey Walk
—Union Street and College Street—both between

Market Street and North Street—Church Street, a con-

tinuation of College Street to South Street, North Bell

Street and South Bell Street—from North Street to

South Street—and at the extreme W are Golf Place,

Hope Street, City Road, and Bridge Street. Between
North Street and the shore there is another thorough-

fare called at one time Swallow Street, the line of

which is now occupied by the walk called The Scores.

Southward from the centre of South Street is Queen
Street, and on the NW of the town is a winding path,

called Lead Braes Walk. The railway station is at the

E end of North Street. The extreme length of the

town is about a mile—counting from the harbour west-

ward, and the greatest width at the W end is under
half a mile. A rough map of the town, made in 1530,

shows that since that time no change has taken place

in the plan of the main streets. The most of

the older houses seem to have been of wood, and one

specimen of a dwelling of this sort remained till com-
paratively recent years on the N side of North Street,

near the E end. Subsequent to the Reformation the

wooden houses were replaced by more substantial

structures, many of them built with stones taken from
the castle, the cathedral, or some of the other

ecclesiastical buildings that had been wrecked at the

time. The Reformation, however, ruined the prosperity

of the town, and the rough and inconvenient state of

the streets that had obtained in the end of the 16th

century, was but little improved till well into the

present century. Prior to 1840, ' there was not a foot

of side pavement in any of the streets ; filth and squalor

abounded unchecked ; cows and pigs grazed in front of

the colleges ; the venerable ruins were fast going, by
neglect, to decay, and were littered with rubbish ; the

lines of the public streets were continually broken
by awkward abutments of ungainly houses ; there were
few visitors of any distinction, even to the splendid

links, which lay with all its vast capabilities almost
untrodden

; and, generally, St Andrews, considering

the prestige of its antiquity as an ecclesiastical capital,

and its rank as a seat of learning, was at the lowest
pitch of miserable neglect and decay.' The St Andrews
of to-day, with its wide well-paved streets, handsome
public buildings and houses, and its gay season of

summer visitors, had still to be created ; but in 1842
the hour came, and the man, in the person of Major
H. L. Playfair (1786-1861), son of Principal Playfair

(1799-1819) of the United College. Major, afterwards
Sir Hugh Playfair, quitted the service of the Hon-
ourable East India Company—in winch he held high
command in the artillery—in 1834, and retired to St
Andrews, where he spent the rest of his life. He was
elected provost in 1842, and at once set to work on
the new reformation, on which his heart was set. The
old streets were widened, levelled, causewayed, and
provided with side paths, a new quay built, barriers
erected to prevent the encroachments of the sea on the
links—one achievement being the completion of the
Dane's Work on the NE, an unfinished bulwark of

rough stones, commenced by one of the priors in 1507,
and afterwards abandoned—the formation of The Scores
and other walks, the erection of new university and
municipal buildings, and of a club-house at the links.

The town had a number of ports or gates, but seems
never to have had a regular wall, the fences at the
backs of the houses being probably deemed sufficient.

One of the gates was at the N end of Castle Street,

another at the Harbour Hill, a third at the W end of

Market Street, one at the shore on the road to Crail,

and one still remains at the W end of South Street.

History.—Like so many of the older Scottish burghs,

St Andrews owes its origin and early importance to its

connection with the Church. About the 7th century
the whole district seems to have been a wild expanse of

moorland and forest, forming a hunting-ground for the

Pictish kings, and known as Muckross, from the Celtic

Muic, ' a pig or boar,' and ross, 'a promontory.' In
the grant of this tract to the Bishop by Alexander I.,

the name appears as Cursus Apri, or boar chase, and
the village of Boarhills seems still to keep up the remem-
brance of the old title, as do also the city arms, the
shield bearing a boar tied to a tree. Hector Boece says

it was ' so called from a boar of wondrous size, which,

after having made prodigious havoc among men and
cattle, and having often been unsuccessfully attacked

by the huntsmen at the imminent danger of their lives,

was at last set upon by the whole of the inhabitants of

the district, and killed while endeavouring to make his

escape across this tract of ground.' Thehistorian further

adds that in his time manifest proofs of the existence of

this huge beast were extant in the shape of two tusks,

each 16 inches long and 4 thick, which were preserved

in the cathedral. Tradition claims for the first religious

house at St Andrews, the date of 347 a.d. The full

account, as ultimately elaborated, is, that when in 345
Constantine the Great invaded Patras with a large

army in order to avenge the martyrdom of St Andrew,
an angel appeared to Regulus the bishop and ordered
him to remove and hide some of the relics of the saint.

In obedience to this command Regulus concealed three

fingers of the saint's right hand, a part of one of his

arms, the pan of one of his knees, and one of his teeth ;

and after Constantine had carried off the rest of the re-

mains to Constantinople, the bishop, again visited by
the angel in a dream, was enjoined to sail northwards
with his relics, and to found and dedicate a church to

St Andrew wherever his ship should be wrecked. Mean-
while the saint himself had appeared in a vision to

Hungus, son of Fergus, king of the Picts, who was at

the time at war with Athelstan, King of the Saxons,

with whom he was about to fight an important battle,

and after promising him the victory, warned him also

as to the approach of the relics and the honour and fame
which would gather round the place where they were
landed. The Picts vowed to revere St Andrew for ever

if they should gain the victory, and as their cause was
successful and Athelstan was killed, they were quite

prepared to extend a warm welcome to Regulus, who,
after sailing about for a year and a half, was at last

wrecked in St Andrews Bay somewhere near the present
harbour. Regulus, weary with his long voyage, rested

for seven days, and then leaving part of his company
at the place whero he had landed, he set out with the

relics for Forteviot, where he was kindly received by
Hungus' three sons, 'who, being anxious as to the life

of their father, then on an expedition in the region of

Argathelia, gave a tenth part of Forteviot to God and
St Andrew.' The king returned safe, and farther grants

of land were made to the clerics, Hungus himself going
with them to Muckeross or Chilrymont, where they had
been wrecked, and ' making a circuit round a great part

of that place immolated it to God and St Andrew for

the erection of churches and oratories, . . . with waters,

meadows, fields, pastures, moors, and woods as a gift for-

ever, and granted the place with such liberty that its

inhabitants should be free and for ever relieved from the

burden of hosting and building castles and bridges, and
all secular exactions.' Such is the completed legend,

the older forms of which make, however, no mention of

Regulus at all ; in a subsequent form he is introduced as

a monk and abbot ; and in tho latest form he is a bishop.

Dr Skene, who has compared and analysed all the stories,

is of opinion that tho early part of the legend belongs

entirely to tho relics, and was tacked ou to the latter

part of the story in order to give the dedication to St
Andrew a fictitious date, so that the foundation might
seem to have a greater antiquity than that of lona,
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Tli • Bfongoa or Alibis, son of Fergus, referred to. Nam
I.. bo tin Angus who ml. ,1 ou t lh« I'i.ts from 731 to

701, ..I, 1 th<. adoption nl St Andrew us tho national
saint must lio soiiu w In it between those dates. It must
have Uvu hultaiMUi. nt to 7;il, lor when ltodo finish-d

hi* Jierltsutstical History, in that yoar the national saint

wa* St l'otir, to whom NV. um hinl dedicated tho hind

of tho Piota in 7io. and ii mual luva bean prior to 71 7,

lor in that year Tighenutc rvoords the death of Tuath-
alan, abbot of Kflirmont Under the date of 730 the
same autiah-t records that Aliens devastated Dalriada,

s.. that the latter year is probably that of tho foundation
• •: t .t tii!. .Ml,, in. ,ii.e\ il piospei ity and importance
of the town. Tln> dedication to St Andrew and the
grrnt veneration in which he was thereafter held seems
to h ive I.. . n Imiitowi d 1 1 out the Saxons of Norl humhria,
where Willred, Bishop of York, who was tho loader

..f tli. Banian party in the Northumbrian Church, had
erected a church dedicated to this saint, at Hexham, in

174] ind there is a vaguo tradition that Acca, Bishop
of Hexham, who was driven from his Northumbrian
biabopric in 732, founded a sco among the Picts.

Whether St Kcgulus or St Kule is to he connected with
the earlier or later portion of tho legend is doubtful, and
in all probability thero is a confusion of two dilferent

persons, viz., St Kegulus the lirst Bishop of Scnlis in

Caul, and St Riaguil of Muicinsi in Ireland ; for while
tho ordinary day assigned in Scotland for the com-
memoration of St Kulo is the 17th October, tho day of

the Irish saint is tho 16th, and the Aberdeen Breviary
has a St Rule commemorated on the 30th March. It

is also highly probablo that tho mystification may be
intentional so as to take in an older church dedicated
to tho Irish St Rule who was a contemporary of St
Columba, and erected in tho end of the 6th century
during the mission to St Cainich—one of tho com-
panions of St Columba—who is said to have had a
church at Kilrymont, although it is possible that the
word in the particular passage where this is mentioned
may refer rather to the district generally than to the
position of the modern town.

In those early days of St Andrews tho primacy was
at Abcrnethy, but it must have been removed to St
Andrews during the next century and a half, whether
by Kenneth II. or Grig cannot now be settled, for in

908 Bishop Cellach of St Andrews appears as the lead-

ing churchman in the great council held by King Con-
stantino at the Mote Hill of Scone. Cellach was the
first bishop, and he was succeeded by ten Culdee bishops,
the last being the second Fothad or Modath, who per-

formed the ecclesiastical rites at the marriage of Malcolm
Ceannmor and Margaret. The next three bishops all

died before consecration, and for about 16 years after

the death of Malcolm the bishopric appears to have been
vacant The thirteenth bishop was Turgot, Queen Mar-
garet's confessor, who ruled from 1109 to 1115—the first

bishop not of native birth—during whose episcopate the
Culdee influence began to decline. At some period prior

to 1107 the Culdee community had split up into two
sections, each of which carried with it a portion of the
spiritualities and temporalities which we may reason-
ably conceive had been originally combined. On the
one side were a prior and twelve brethren representing the
old foundation, and as clerical vicars performing divine
service, and holding part of the estates as well as receiv-

ing the minor dues ; the other party consisted of the
bishop and the representatives of the abbot and other
greater officers, secularised, yet enjoying another por-

tion of the estates and the greater ecclesiastical dues.

The appropriation of church revenues by secular officials

began early in the 12th century to be regarded as a
scandal, and a further blow was dealt at the practice in
the time of the seventeenth bishop, Robert (1121-59),
by the establishment in 1144 of a body of canons
regular, to whom waa granted the hospital as well as

a large amount of other ecclesiastical property, and thus
' there were now two rival ecclesiastical bodies in exist-

ence at St Andrews—one, the old corporation of secular
priest*, who were completely thrown into the shade,

|
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in.
I horn of many of their privileges and possessions;

and tho other, dial of I he regular canons, who virtually

represented the secularised portion of the old institu-

tion, and entered on tho enjoyment of their estates.

But this rivalry or co-existenco was very distasteful to

i no . In. I authorities, both lay and ecclesiastical, as soon

became manifest' Immediately upon the foundation of

St Andrews, King David, as ho did also in tho case

of Lochlovon, made an ordinanco that tho prior and
canons should receive into incorporation with them
the Kclodei of Kilrimont, who woro to become canons
provided they would conform to canonical rule. If

thoy refusod thoy woro to bo morely liferented in their

possessions, and as they died out regular canons woro
to bo appointed in their room. The influence of
tho Ouldees was, however, strong, for, notwithstanding
this edict, Malcolm IV. confirmed them in their posses-

sions in 1160, and though every pope from 1147 to 1248
issued an injunction that from the time of his edict

vacant places should bo filled by regular canons, it

seems never to have been possible to enforce tho order.

In 1199 they had a quarrel with the regular prior, and
compromised matters by giving up their rights as to

dues, while they wcro allowed to hold the tithes of their

own lands. They clung to their prescriptive right to

take part in tho election ofa bishop, down to 1273, when
they were excluded under protest, and in 1332 thoy
were absolutely excluded, and seem to have abandoned
their claim. They, however, retained possession of

their lands in the Cursus Apri, and although the name
of Culdee does not appear after the early part of the

14th century, the institution remained under the names
of ' Praepositura ecclesiae beatss Marite civitatis Sancti

Andres, the 'ecclesia beats Maria} de Rupe,' and 'tho

Provostry of Kirkheugh ' till tho Reformation, when
the provostry became vested in tho Crown, and in 1616
il, was annexed to the seo of St Andrews (see Dr Reeves'

Ouldees). What was the size of the bishopric as origin-

ally established is not known, but in the time of Mal-
colm IV. it embraced the counties of Fife, Kinross, and
Clackmannan, the three Lothians, Berwickshire, Rox-
burghshire, and parts of Perthshire, Forfarshire, and
Kincardineshire, and though it was afterwards lessened

by the erection of new sees, the extent and importance

oi' St Andrews always remained very great, and at the

Reformation the archbishop held the patronage of 131

beneficies, and administered the affairs of 245 parishes,

the diocese being divided into 2 archdeaconries and 9

rural deaneries. Tho benefactions of some of the

bishops are subsequently noticed. The last bishop wad
James Kennedy (1440-66)—the thirty-sixth from Cel-

lach—his successor, Patrick Graham (1466-78), having
obtained from Pope Sixtus IV. a bull erecting the see

into an archbishopric. The document is lost, and the

exact date is not known, but it seems to have been

issued in 1471 or 1472. The bishop of York had origin-

ally the supervision of the portion of the kingdom of

Northumbria, along the S side of the Firth of Forth,

and, after the introduction of the line of bishops of

English birth beginning with Turgot, he repeatedly

claimed the bishop of St Andrews as his suffragan,

and though the claim was always indignantly set

aside by the Scottish authorities, it was revived from

time to time down to this period, when St Andrews be-

came the metropolitan see of Scotland, the suffragans

being the bishops of Dunkeld, Dunblane, Brechin, Aber-

deen, Moray, Ross, Caithness, and Orkney. Poor

Graham did not, however, long enjoy his new dignity,

lor the jealousies and quarrels in which his elevation

involved him seem to have driven him mad, and after a

formal trial in 1477 he was early in 1478 deposed by a

bull of Pope Sixtus IV. and imprisoned first at Inch-

colm and afterwards in tho priory at Lochleven. In-

cluding Graham there were eight Roman Catholic

archbishops—the most famous being James Beaton (1522-

39) and his nephew Cardinal Beaton (1539-46), and tho

last John Hamilton who was executed on a charge

of treason in 1571. The bishops and archbishops were

lords of regality and ultimate heirs of all confiscated
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property within their domains
;
they levied customs ,

and they seem also to have had, at times at all events,

the power of coining money. The archbishops also pre-

sided at synods, controlled the appointment of abbots

and priors, were included with the king in the oath of

allegiance, and took precedence next after the royal

family, and before all Scottish noblemen whatever.
After the Reformation there were three Tulchan bishops,

the last of whom, George Gladstaues, had also from
1610 till his death in 1615 some real ecclesiastical

functions. He was succeeded by the well-known John
Spotiswoode (1615-39), after whose time there was no
archbishop till James Sharpe (1661-79), who was assas-

sinated at Magus Mum, and who was succeeded by
Alexander Burnet (1679-84). Burnet was succeeded by
Arthur Ross (1684-88), who was the last of the arch-

bishops till the re-establishment of the titular dignity
by the Roman Catholic Church in 1878. The modern
bishopric in connection with the Episcopal Church was
originally constituted in 1720 as a bishopric of Dunkeld,
Dunblane, and Fife, but this title was, at the synod
held at Aberdeen in 1844, exchanged for that of Bishop
of St Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane. This see has
been already noticed.

The town, which has been the scene of some of the
most memorable events recorded in Scottish history, is

of great antiquity, and must indeed have originated
soon after the first settlement of the churchmen. The
great creator of royal burghs, David L

,
granted it a

charter about 1140, the first provost being a Fleming
called Maynard ; but the oldest charter existing is a con-
firmation by Malcolm IV. 'to the burgesses of the
bishop of St Andrews of all the liberties and privileges

which my burgesses have in common over the whole of
my dominions, and at whatever parts they may land.'
This grant of free trade led in 1369 and the following
years to a long dispute with the burgesses of Cupar-
Fife, who had just obtained a charter from David II.,

and who wished to prevent the citizens of St Andrews
from trading within the bounds of Cupar without pay-
ment of customs, but the dispute was settled by parlia-

ment in favour of St Andrews. In 1408 John Reseby,
an Englishman, was burned alive on a charge of heresy,
his chief offence seemingly being his upholding the
doctrines set forth by Wyclif ; and here also perished
in 1432 Paul Crawar or Craw, a German physician,
accused of propagating the doctrines preached by Huss
and Jerome of Prague ; and in 1527 Patrick Hamilton,
lay Abbot of Feakn, suffered the same fate. He was a
young man of great accomplishments and of powerful
family, as he was the son of Sir Patrick Hamilton of Kin-
cavel, and Catherine, daughter of the Duke of Albany,
and a nephew of the Earl of Arran ; but this did not
save him from Archbishop James Beaton and his court,
who, having 'founde the same Mr Patrike many wayes in-
famed wyth hcresie, disputing, holding and maintaynyng
divers heresies of Martin Luther and hys folowers, repug-
nant to our fayth,' therefore declared 'the sayde Mr Pat-
rick Hameltone, for his affirmyng, confessing, and main-
tayning of the foresayd heresies, and his pertinacitie
(they being condemned already by the Church, general
Counecls, and most famous Universities), to be an
hereticke,' and so handed him over to the secular power
to bo punished, and he was burned in the open space
in front of St Salvator's Church. Within a few years
this execution was followed by that of a young Bene-
dictine named Henry Forrest, who, for the heresy of
declaring that Patrick Hamilton had been put to death
unjustly, was burned 'at the North Church stile of the
Abbey Church of St Andrews, to the intent that all the
pcoplo of Angus might see the fire, and so might be the
more feared from falling into the like doctrine.'

In 1538 King James V. came here to receive Mary of
Guise, who, says Pitscottie, ' landed in Scotland, at the
place called Fyfcness, near Balcomy, where sho re-
mained till horse came to hor. But the king was in St
Andrews, with many of his nobility, waiting upon her
home-coming. Then he, seeing that she was landed in
?uch a part, rode forth himself to meet her, with the

whole lords, spiritual and temporal, with many barons,

lairds, and gentlemen, who were convened for the time

at St Andrews in their best array ; and received the

queen with great honours and plays made to her. And
first, she was received at the new Abbey-gate, upon the

east side whereof there was made to her a triumphant
arch, by Sir David Lindsay of the Mont, lyon-herald,

which caused a great cloud come out of the heavens

above the gate, and open instantly ; and there appeared

a fair lady most like an angel, having the keys of Scot-

land in her hands, and delivered them to the queen, in

sign and token that all the hearts of Scotland were

open to receive her grace ; with certain orations and ex-

hortations made by the said Sir David Lindsay to the

queen, instructing her to serve her God, obey her hus-

band, and keep her body clean, according to God's will

and commandments. This being done, the queen was

received unto her palace, which was called The New
Inns, which was well decored against her coming.

Also the bishops, abbots, priors, monks, friers, and
canons regular, made great solemnity in the kirk, with

masses, songs, and playing of the organs. The king

received the queen in his palace to dinner, where was
great mirth all day till time of supper. On the morn,
the queen past through the town, she saw the Black-

friers, the Gray-friers, the old college and the new
college, and St Leonards ; she saw the provost of the

town and honest burgesses : But when the queen came
to her palace, and met with the king, she confessed unto
him, she never saw in France, nor no other country, so

many good faces in so little room, as she saw that day in

Scotland : For she said it was shewn unto her in France,

that Scotland was but a barbarous country, destitute

and void of all good commodities that used to be in other

countries ; but now she confessed she saw the contrary

:

For she never saw so many fair personages of men,
women, young babes and children, as she saw that

day ; ' and so ' the king remained in St Andrews the

space of forty days, with great merriness and game, as

justing, running at the lists, archery, hunting, hawk-
ing, with singing and dancing in maskery, and playing,

and all other princely game, according to a king and a

queen.

'

After the appointment of Cardinal Beaton to tho

archbishopric the city was in 1545 the scene of the

martyrdom of George Wishart, who was burned in front

of the Castle for heresy, an execution that led to tho

speedy death of the Cardinal himself in the following

year, when he was murdered by a number of Wishart's

friends. Norman Leslie, eldest son of the Earl of

Rothes, his uncle John Leslie, Kircaldy of Grange, and
others, having, with a small body of followers, obtained

admission to the Castle early in the morning, when the

drawbridge was lowered to admit some workmen, made
themselves quietly and in a very short time masters of

the building, and having succeeded afterwards in forc-

ing their way into the Cardinal's chamber, they put

him to death with their swords and daggers, one of their

number telling him, ere he stabbed him, that the blow
he was about to deal was not the mercenary one ' of a

hired assassin, but tho just vengeance which hath fallen

on an obstinate and cruel enemy of Christ and the holy

Gospel.' The workmen and servants who had been

driven out of tho Castle had meanwhile raised the

alarm in the town, and ' the provest assembles the com-

munitie, and cumis to the fowseis syd, crying, "What
have yo done with my lord cardinall ? Whare is my
lord cardinall ? Have ye slayno my lord cardinall i

Lett us see my lord cardinall !
" Thei that war within

answered gentilyo—" Best it war unto yow to returne

to your awin houssis ; for the man ye call tho cardinal'

has receaved his reward, and in his awin porsone will

truble tho warld no more." But then more euraigedlye

thei cry, " Wo shall never departo till that wo see him."
And so was he brought to the cast blokhouse head and
schawen dead ower the wall to tho faythloss multitude,

which wold not believe befoir it saw : How miserably

lay David Botoun, cairfull cardinall. And so thei

departed, without Requiem ceternam, and Bequiescat in
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fM(t song for hi* i«til<>.' Tlio body lny for ft time,
u la Motived under the Castle, at tin-" bottom of a vault
in tin- m» tower, I. ut w.i- ultimately buried either at

KOrannj or in the ohnrehytrd of the Blaokfrlara
luotiMtery. The baud of conspiiators numbered ut fust

only Mxte. n, but other* soon gathered to them, and so
strong was their position, that they held out for four-

to. ii months ngniust the royal for.es, hut were at last

oocnpeUod to ramndec by a French force which w-
s-uhd the Castle by land and sea, and battered it with
eaniioii placed on the tops of the town steeples; and
no 'at la.st they eon, hided that they would give it

o\.r to the King of fiance's will, as they did. Then
the Frenchmen entered the castle, and spoiled very
rigorously, where they got hoth gold, silver, clothing,

bidding, meat and drink, with all weapons, artillery,

and victuals, and all other plenishing, pertaining to the.

mid castle, and left nothing behind them that they
might get carried away in their galleys ; and took all

the captains and keepers of the said castle, us prisoners,

and had them away to the. king of France.' In April

ISM Welter Mill, parish priest of Lunan, a decrepit old

man of over 80 years of age, was hnrnt for heresy in front

of the main gate of the Priory, but so strongly was the

popular resentment expressed on the occasion, that he
was the last of the Reformation martyrs. One of the
garrison that had defended tho Castlo was John Knox,
who was carried off to France with the others and con-

dl mill d to service in the galleys, hut who was destined

to return in triumph in 1559, when, mooting the Earl of

.\r;yll and Lord James Stewart, by appointment, at St

Andrews, he preached there in spito of tho throats of

tho bishop, who had sent word 'to him that if ho
i in the pulpit he would givo orders to the

soldiers to firo upon him.' His sermons, at this

time, on the 14th of Juno and the three following

days, led up to the popular outbreaks that made the

Lords of the Congregation masters of tho whole king-

dom. Queen Mary was at St Andrews in 15C3 and in

1564, and it was on the former occasion that Chatelar

was hero tried and executed for the crime of forcing his

way into the queen's apartment while sho was resting

at Burntisland for a night. In 1583 James VI. having
obtained permission from the Earls of Mar, Gowrie, Glen-

cairn, and others, into whose hands he had fallen at the

Raid of Ruthven, to visit his uncle the Earl of March,
who was living at the Priory of St Andrews, entered the

Castle and caused the governor immediately to sbut the

gates and refuse admission to the adherents of Gowrie,

who had accompanied him from Falkland. When he
had thus gained his liberty he soon gathered a body of

nobles about him and issued a proclamation ' command-
ing all the lieges to remain quiet, and discharging any
noblemen or gentlemen from coming to court accom-

panied by more than the following number of attend-

ants : viz., fifteen for an carl, fifteen for a bishop, ten

for a lord, ten for an abbot or prior, and six for a baron,

and these to come peaceably under the highest penalties.'

Whether it was from this circumstance or from its being

a seat of learning, certain it is that James retained a

strong liking for St Andrews, and visited it often while

he remained in Scotland ; and when, in 1617, he revisited

his native country with ' a salmon-like instinct to see

the place of his breeding,' he convened an assembly of

the clergy at St Andrews, and addressed them in a speech

of considerable length, in which be proposed the intro-

duction of Episcopacy, and upbraided them with what
he called 'having mutinously assembled themselves and
formed a protestation to cross his just desires.' In

1586 and again in 1605 there was a violent outbreak of

plague in the city, and in 1609 it was the scene of the

trial of Lord Balmerinoch, one of the Secretaries of

State, who, being found guilty of having surreptitiously

procured the king's signature to a letter addressed to the

pope, was sentenced to have his hands and feet cut off,

and his lands and titles forfeited, but the first part of

the sentence was remitted. In 1650 Charles II. visited

St Andrews, and was received at the West Port by the

provost and magistrates, who presented him with silver
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Keys; and afterwards Mr Samuel Rutherford made him
I long address in front of St Mary's College, Muring
the subsequent troubles the importance of the town
rapidly diminished, and Its alfairs had become, so had by
1666, that in that year the council humbly represented
i" general Monk, < 'ommamler-in-chiel' in Scotland, that
in consequence of the total failure of trade the town was
ut telly unable to pay the assessment of C13 imposed by
him. So far had this process of docuy gone in 1697
that a proposal was made to remove the university to
Perth, somo of tho reasons given being that tho ' place
bi ing HOW only a village, where most part farmers dwell
tho whole streots aro filled with dunghills, which are
exceedingly noisome and ready to infect tho air, especi-
ally at this season (September) when tho herriii" "uts
are exposed in them, or rather in all corners of tho town
by themselves ; and the season of tho year apt to breed
infection, which partly may bo said to have been tho
occasion of last year's dyscntirc, and which from its be-
ginning here, raged through most part of tho kingdom.'
Prom this time its deserted condition became still

worse, till by 1830 it had become, as has been already
described, little mora than a country village, with but

of its former grandeur, a"'stato"from ^whic^ it" was
revived by the vigorous exertions of Sir J high Lyon
Playfair. It was then quite neglected by tourists,

and doomed too secluded and bleak to bo thought of
as a watering-place, but by 1855 there was such a
change, that on tho 1st January of that year Provost
Playfair was able to tell tho citizens that 'In conse-
quence of the cleanliness of the streets and the taste

displayed in ornamenting tho houses, tho fame of St
Andrews has sproad abroad. This well-deserved celebrity
is rapidly extending. Strangers from every quarter are
induced to reside amongst us. ' This progress was greatly
aided by the opening of the railway in 1853, and now
what Lord Tcigntnouth desiderated, viz., that it should
be visited by strangers in somo due proportion to ' its

own picturesque situation, the extent, diversity, and
grandeur of the remains of its ancient secular, and
< . ' Ir - ia I ieal eslabli: hmeiits, ! he importance of the
events which they attest, and the celebrity which it has
derived from the records of historians, and the descrip-

tions of topographical writers '—has more than come to
pass, and though the ancient university is not in such a
nourishing state as might be wished, the town has
become one of tho most fashionable summer resorts on
the E coast of Scotland, ' the season ' lasting from June
to October. The great summer amusement is golf, the
practice of which has been much encouraged everywhere
by the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews,
established in 1754 by a body of 22 gentlemen, headed
by the Earls of Elgin and Wemyss. The club holds

great meetings annually, one in May and the other
in October, at which various medals are competed for,

among them being the highest honour of the year—tho

gold medal presented by King William IV. in 1837

—

the contest for which takes place in October. The
captain for the year wears a gold medal gifted by Queen
Adelaide in 1838.

. ( iilii/i/Hii v, ilc.—The ruins of tho cathedral are close

to the shore, at the E end of the town, between the
point where the three main streets branch off westward
and the harbour. The first building was begun by
Bishop Arnold (1159-62) in 1159, but was not finished

till the time of Bishop Lamberton (1297-1328) in 1318,

the work having been carried on by eleven successive

bishops. During its progress in 1276 the eastern end
was greatly injured during a violent tempest, and in

1378, only sixty years after completion, tho roofs of tho

choir, east aisle, and transepts, and part of the great

central tower, were much damaged or totally destroyed

by an accidental fire said to have been caused by a jack

daw carrying a lighted brand to its nest about the roof

of the cathedral. The restoration was begun at once by
Bishop William Landel (1341-85), and completed in tho

time of Bishop Henry Wardlaw (1404-40), who in 1430

greatly improved the interior by laying fine pavements
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in the choir, transepts, and nave, and also filled in the

windows of the nave with stained glass, and formed a

large window in the eastern gable. From about 1440

the building remained in all its grandeur till 1559,

when it was destroyed by a ' rascal multitude ' of

Reformers, who had "been urged on to their work of

destruction by four successive days of the fiery eloquence

of John Knox in those famous sermons against idolatry,

wherein he ' did intreet [treat of] the ejectioune of the

buyers and the sellers furthe of the temple of Jerusalem,

as it is written in the evangelists Matthew and John
;

and so applied the corruptioune that was then to the

corruptioune in the papistrie ; and Christ's fact to the

devote [duty] of thois to quhome God giveth the power
and zeill thereto, that as weill the magistrates, the

proveist and baillies, as the commonalty, did agree to

remove all monuments of idolatrie, quhilk also they did

with expeditioune,' with such expedition indeed that in

a single day the magnificent building which had cost so

many years of labour and so much toil and thought
was utterly ruined amid

' Stcir, strabush and strife

Whan, bickerin' frae the towns o' Fife,

Great bangs of bodies, thick and rife

Gaed to .Sain t Androis town,
And, wi' John Calvin i' their heads.
And hammers i' their hands, and spades,
Eurag'd at idols, mass, and beads,
Dang the Cathedral down.'

From this time the ruins were used as a convenient

storehouse of building materials, whence every man
' carried away stones who imagined he had need of

them,' down till 1826, when the Barons of the Ex-
chequer took possession of what remained, and clearing

away the debris exposed the bases of the pillars, and did

whatever else they could to conserve the ruins. The
total length inside has been 350 feet, the width across

the nave and choir 62 feet, and the width across the

transepts 160 feet. The nave and choir had lateral aisles,

and the transept an aisle on the E side, while at the

extreme E end was a projecting lady chapel about 33
feet square. ' All that remains of the edifice is the east

gable part of the west front, the wall on the south side

of the nave, and that of the west side of the south tran-

sept. In this last may still be seen the remains of some
interlaced arches, and the ruins of the steps by which
the canons descended from the dormitory to the church
to perform their midnight services. The standing walls

contain thirteen windows, of which the six nearest the
west have pointed arches with single mullions, and the

remaining seven semi-circular arches. This transition

from the latter style to the former took place in the
13th century, just at the time when we know the church
was about one-half completed. The great central tower
was built on four massive piers, the bases of which may
still be seen at the intersection of the nave with the
transepts, though of the precise form of the tower we
have no account. The bases of a few of the pillars also

exist ; those of the nave being oblong, unequally-sided
octagons seven feet by six, while those in the choir are
circular and beautifully clustered, five feet and three-
fourths in diameter. The east gable consists of three
very ancient oblong windows, with semicircular arches
and a largo window above them. These are situated
between two turrets which terminate in octagonal pin-
nacles. In these turrets are yet seen the terminations
of the three rows of galleries, one above the other,
which, when entire, ran round the whole clerestory,
passing in some places within the thickness of the walls,

and in other places opening by arcades into the interior
of the church. The west front consists of a pointed
arched gateway, ornamented with rich mouldings. Im-
mediately above it were two windows, of which only ono
is entire ; and above these again there appear to have
been two arches of somewhat larger dimensions. Only
one of the turrets of the west front is standing ; it is of
delicate and elegant workmanship, and terminates in
an octagonal lantern pinnacle. Thero is no appearance
ol buttresses in any part of the ruins except at the
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north-east angle of the Lady Chapel, where there is the
base of a very substantial one. There was, doubtless,

another at the corresponding south-east angle.' The
wall near the S transept, with a number of stone seats,

formed part of the chapter-house. At the opening
between the cloister and the chapter-house is a richly-

carved gateway. The bells from the various turrets are

said to have been sent away by sea to be sold, but the
ship on board which they were sank in St Andrews Bay.
The architecture is partly Norman, partly Early Eng-
lish. Near the site of the high altar is a large, flat,

blue stone, probably marking the burial-place of one or

more of the bishops. In the churchyard around are a

number of interesting tombstones. On that of the

celebrated Dr Samuel Rutherford the following verses

are added after the epitaph :

—

' What tongue, what pen or skill of men
Can famous Ruthcrfoord commend.
His learning justly raised his fame,
True godliness adorned his name.
He did converse with things above,
Acquainted with Emanuel's love;
Most orthodox he was and sound.
And many errors did confound,
For Zion's King and Zion's cause,

And Scotland's covenanted laws
Most constantly he did commend,
Untill his time was at an end,
Then he wan to the full fruition

Of that which he had seen in vision.'

On an old tablet on which is a rude carving of two
figures with joined hands, and an inscription in

memory of ' Christiane Bryd, spous to James Car-

stairs, Baillie of St Andrews,' is a line with the curious

play upon words ' Yet rede my name, for Christ-ane

Bryde am I.' Among more recent monuments may be

noticed a finely executed female figure looking up to a
cross. It was designed and cut by Mr Hutchison,
R.S.A., in 1881.

About 120 feet SE of the E end of the cathedral is the

itnique little Romanesque church of St Regulus or St
Rule, with its lofty square tower. It probably occupies

the site of the older Culdee cell, and was used by the

Roman party as the church before the erection of the
cathedral. The greater portion of it has in some
mysterious way been preserved from the destruction

that has befallen the surrounding buildings. What
now remains consists of a square tower 112 feet high
and 20 feet 8 inches broad at the base. The choir is 31
feet 8 inches long and 25 feet broad ; the height from
the floor to the top of the side walls is 29 feet 7 inches,

and to the apex of the original high-pointed roof, as

shown by the mark on the tower wall, is 55 feet 5 inches.

Marks of three successive roofs may be seen on the tower
wall. The arches are round-headed and very plain, the
tops of the narrow windows being carved out of one
slab. The chancel arch, and indeed all the proportions

of the building are highly remarkable for the great

height in proportion to width. Whether there ever

was a nave is doubtful, as no remains of one have ever

been discovered, but on the other hand, some of the

early seals represent a church—sometimes presumed to

be this one—with a central square tower and nave and
choir. The masonry is good and substantial, and the

stone of such excellent quality that the walls do not

look so much weatherworn as those of the cathedral,

though they must be much older. The exact date of

the structure can be only vaguely assigned to the 10th,

11th, or 12th centuries, most probably the beginning of

the latter, if we are to identify it with the church
erected by Bishop Robert (1126-58) in 1144. It is just

possible, however, that the tower may be older, and be
akin to the round towers of Abcrncthy and Brechin, and
like them intended as a place of security. If this be so,

it was probably erected by tho devotees of the Celtic

Church, but Bishop Robert, finding -it suited for his

purpose, added to it tho little church he erected here

on the introduction of the canons-regular in 1144, after

cutting openings in tho E and W walls to provide access

to the navo and choir. The St Andrews sculptured
stones and the lauious sarcophagus were found near this
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' « »•• »ti..:i»,]|y no st.nr or tr:i<>« of sliiir In

it, bal tho pratont out wm ntrodnosd in 1789 when the
nbbbb about Win building cleared away and the

nrr.l at tlu-oxjuuisoof tho Exchequer. Further
r. : i::- w. n ev.viivd ill 1 S 1 1 . 'I'll. re is nil excellent
\.. » from tho top of tlic town. St Rule's cavo is

r.iWqtiently notietvl, and both cavo and churcli worn
long maoh mortal io by pUgrlma ai nng by Scott in

ItamfM—
' Hut I km M.lrinn fOWl to p»y.
And nm\ not lim-er liv ttio my,

I- r ..i m \i..h. »» bniiml,

Within Ihl ... . oi OkVI t.i |iray.

\\ li. r. Siiint Kill.' his huly Iny,

Kr..in inlilnii;h( to the iluwn .it uuy
Sung to the billowi' Bound.'

A very ol<l chattel, possibly tho first onn erected by
Um Cnldaat, and known h the Church of St Mary on
I II I to have stood on the Lady's Craig, a
real near the piar, but no trace of it now remains.
Another chattel, also dedicated to the Virgin, stood
on the Kirk Hough, immediately W of tho harbour, and
«.i known as the Chapel of the King ol S. oi land on the
Hill, whence, acoordina to somo, the early name of tho
place—Kilrimonth. All traces of it were for a long time
loat, bnt in 1860 tho foundations were discovered, and
show it to have been, in its later form at anyrato, a
cruciform structure 99 feet long, 20 feet wide across the
nave, and 81 feet wide across the transepts.

Tho Priory or Augustinian Monastery, to tho S of
tho cathedral, founded by Bishop Robert (1126-58) in

1144, and one of the finest structures of the class in

Europe, has now almost disappeared. The precinct,
comprising about 20 acres, was enclosed about 1516 by
Trior John Hepburn (1482-1522), by a magnificent
wall, w hich, starting at tho NE corner of the cathedral,
passed round by the harbour and along behind the
nouses, till it joined the walls of St Leonard's College
on the S\V. This, about a mile in extent, is all that
now remains, but it must at one time have passed back
from the college to the cathedral. The wall is 20 feet

high and 4 thick, and has 13 turrets, each of them
with canopied niches for an image. The portion
towards the shore has a parapet on each side, as if

designed for a walk. There were 3 gateways, of the chief
of which, now called the Pends, on the SW, con-
siderable ruins still remain. These consist of walls 77
feet long by 16 broad, with a pointed arch at each end,
and marks of 3 intermediate groins. One of the other
gateways is near the harbour, and the third on the S
side. Martine, the secretary of Archbishop Sharpe,
who wrote in 1683, though his account was not
published till 1797, mentions in his lldiqaim DiviArvdrcce
that in his time 14 buildings were discernible besides
the cathedral and St Rule's Chapel. Among these the
chief were the Prior's House or the Old Inn, to the
SK of the cathedral, of which only a few vaults now
remain ; the cloisters, W of this house, now the garden
of a private house, in the quadrangle of which the
Benzie Fair used to be held, beginning in the second
week of Easter, and continuing for 15 days ; the Senzie
House or house of the sub-prior, subsequently used as
an inn, but now pulled down and the site occupied by a
private house ; the refectory, on the S side of the
cloister, which has now disappeared ; the dormitory,
between the prior's house and the cloister, from which,
as Fordun relates, Edward L carried oir all the lead to
supply his battering machines at the siege of Stirling,

now also gone ; the Guest Hall, within the precinct of
St Leonard's College, SW of Pends Lane ; the Tiends'
Barn, Abbey Mill, and Granary, all to the SW ; and the
New Inn, the latest of all the buildings of the
monastery, erected for the reception of Magdalene, the
first wife of James V. The young queen, who was of
delicate constitution, was advised by her physicians to
reside here, and the New Inn was built for her accom-
modation in, it is said, a single month. The queen,
however, did not live to occupy the house, as she
died on the 7th of July 1537, six weeks alter her arrival
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in Scotland. It was, however, for a short time the
ti idence of Mary of Guise, when she first arrived in

Scotland, and after the priory was annexed to tho
an hbishoprio in L685, the Building became the residence

the later archbishops. The prior had superiority
over the priories of Pittenweem, Lochleven, Monymusk,
and the isle of May, and was also a lord of regality.

A a baron, be tooK precedence in parliament of all

priors, and he, his sub-prior, and his canons formed
lli- . liapl.-r ..I llie calhodral. From 1144 to 1535 there

were 25 priors: from L5S5 to 1686 the lands were in

possession of tne Karl of Murray and Robert Stewart,

the latter entirely and tho former most of tho time
being merely lay c mandators; from 1586 to 1606
they were held by the Crown; from 1606 to 1635 by
the Duke of Lennox; from 1635 to 1639 by the

Archbishop of St Andrews ; from 1639 till 1661 by the
University; from 1661 till 1688 by the archbishops

again ; and from 1688 by tho Crown. The part within
the aliliey wall was sold by tho Commissioners of Woods
and Forests to tho United Collego for £2600, tho inten-

tion being lo convert them into a botanical garden, but
tho design has never been carried out.

A Dominican Monastery, which stood on the S side

of South Street, near the West Port, was founded in

1274, by Bishop Wishart (1273-79), and was governed
by a prior, who was not subject to tho Episcopal con-
trol. Tho sito and the adjacent ground passed at tho
Reformation to Lord Seton, and was subsequently mado
over to the town council as a site for a grammar school,

and passed thereafter into the hands of Dr Bell's

trustees. The ruin of tho N transept of the chapel
still stands on tho street line, in front of Madras
College. An Observantino or Grcyl'riars' Monastery,
which stood immediately N of tho West Port, at the

W end of Market Street, was founded about 1450 by
Bishop Kennedy (1440-66), and was completed in 1478
by Archbishop Graham (1466-78). It was governed by
a warden, but the buildings, partially destroyed at the

Reformation, have entirely disappeared. Tho grounds
belonging to it were granted to the town council by
Queen Mary.
The ruins of the Castle stand on a rocky promontory

overhanging tho sea, NNW of the cathedral. The
original building is said, on tho authority of Martine,

to have been erected by Bishop Roger (1188-1202) as an
Episcopal residence, the bishops having previously

lived in the Culdee monastery at Kirkheugh, or in the

Priory. From the first it seems to have been a place of

military importance, and when in 1332 the discon-

tented Scottish barons, with Edward Baliol at their

head, landed in Fife, the Castle fell into their hands, and
was held by them till 1336, when it was recovered for

David II. by Sir Andrew Moray of Bothwell, who dis-

mantled it. About 1390 a new building was erected

by Bishop Trail (1385-1401), and in 1402 the Duke of

Rothesay set out to make an attempt to seize it, but

was stopped by Albany at Stratbtyrum and carried olf

to die at Falkland. It is sometimes stated that ho was
confined here for a short time, but there seems to be no
foundation for the assertion. James III. seems to

have been born here, for in the ' Golden Charter

'

James II. speaks of tho ' birth of his first-born

son in the chief mansion of the city of tho blessed

Andrew.' In 1514, during a dispute about the

succession to the archbishopric vacant by tho death

of Archbishop Stewart (1509-13), the Douglases seized,

and for a short time held, the Castle on behalf

of Bishop Gavin Douglas, who was one of the candidates,

but they were driven out by Prior John Hepburn as

vicar-general for the time. In 1526 Archbishop James
Beaton (1522-39) sided with the Lennox faction against

the Douglases, and so after the battle of Manuel, in

which the latter party were victorious, they visited Fife

and plundered the Castle, 'but he was,' says Pitscottie,

' keeping sheep in Balgrumo with shepherd's clothes

on him like as he had been a shepherd himself.' As, how-

ever, he was ' a great man and had many casualties of

tacks and tithes to be gotten at his hand,' tho Douglases
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soon came to terms with him, and he returned to his see.

He became involved in other plots later, and was for a

short time, in 1533, imprisoned in his own castle, as

was also his nephew and successor, Cardinal David
Beaton (1539-46), in 1543 by Arran when regent

;

though it is doubtful how far this latter imprison-

ment was real. In 1546 the Cardinal was murdered
here, as has been already noticed, by a party of

the Reformers, who held the Castle till the following

year, when it was captured by a body of French
troops, an expedition sent by Henry VIII. to their

assistance having arrived too late. Many of the

defenders, John Knox among others, were carried off to

France and sent to the galleys. There is a very pic-

turesque account of the siege in Pitscottie's History.

The Castle, which had been much injured, was
repaired by Archbishop Hamilton (1549-71), and in

1583 afforded refuge to James VI. till he freed

himself from the power of the lords who had seized

on his person in the Raid of Ruthven. In 1606
the Castle was gifted to the Earl of Dunbar, but
was restored to the archbishop (Gladstanes, 1610-15)
about 1612, for in the following year, during a meeting
of the bishops at St Andrews, they were entertained by
Gladstanes in the Castle. After the battle of Philip-

haugh a number of the prisoners were confined here,

among others being Gordon of Haddo, Ogilvie of Inver-
quharity, and Sir Robert Spotiswood, the first and last

of whom, as well as some others of smaller note, were
executed. After this time the building passed into the
possession of the town council, who proved but sorry
guardians, for in 1654 they ordered its ' sleatts and fun-
nier' to be used for the repair of the pier. The small por-

tion that remains is now cared for by the Commissioners
of Woods and Forests. The encroachments of the sea in

its neighbourhood have been considerable, for Marti ne
says that in his time there were people still living who
remembered seeing bowls played on flat ground to the
E and N of the Castle where now there is none, and in
1801 a considerable portion of the seaward walls of the
building itself were undermined and fell. In the centre
of the grass-grown court-yard is a rock-cut well about
50 feet deep, but the chief point of interest is the old
bottle-shaped dungeon at the NW corner beneath the
sea-tower. It is cut out of the solid rock, and is 7 feet

in diameter at the top and 16 at the bottom, the depth
being 18 feet. Many of the early Reformers with whose
names St Andrews is associated are said—whether truly
or not, none can tell—to have been confined in its dismal
depths. It was also the original burial-place of Cardinal
David Beaton after his murder in 1546. ' Now because
the weather was hot, ' says Knox, ' and his funerals could
not suddenly be prepared, it was thought best ... to
give him great salt enough, a cope of lead, and a nuke
in the bottom of the Sea-Tower, a place where many of
God's children had been imprisoned before, to await
what exsequies his brethren the bishops would prepare
for him.' The open ground in front of the Castle was
the scene of George Wishart's martyrdom in 1546.

Public Buildings, etc.—The town-house and tolbooth
were long in the centre of Market Street, but they have,
since 1858-62, been superseded by the New Town Hall
on the S side of South Street, at the corner of Queen
Street. It is Scottish in style, and contains a council
room, a police station, and public hall, with retiring
rooms. The great hall is 75 feet long, 35 wide, and 24
high, and has accommodation for 600 persons. The
Town Church, or properly the Church of the Holy
J runty, on the N side of South Street, near the centre,
was originally built in 1112 by Bishop Turgot, and sub-
Bwpently by Bishop Bernham dedicated to the Holy
J runty. It had, in the palmy days of the Roman
Catholic Church, thirty altarages, each with a separate
priest and fifteen choristers

; and it was here that John
Knox preached the sermon that led to the destruction
of the Cathedral and the monastic buildings, as is after-
wards noticed. The original building was a beautiful
structure, partly Norman in style and partly First
Pointed, but iu the end of last century it underwent

vigorous restoration of the only kind then known. The
groined roofs were removed from the side aisles, and the
outer walls raised nearly to the height of the original

clerestory walls, the space so gained being utilised in

the provision of galleries by which the church, whi<h is

162 feet long and 63 wide, was made capable of accom-
modating 2500 people, and, architecturally, ruined for

ever. In it is preserved a fine specimen of the old

Scottish brauks, usually called the Bishop's Branks, and
said to have been fixed on the heads of Patrick Hamilton
and others of the earlier Scottish martyrs when they
were put to death. This tradition seems, however, to

be untrue, and its present name may be traced to the

fact that Archbishop Sharpe made use of it for silencing

a woman who had promulgated scandal about him
openly before the congregation. From the top of the
steeple there is a good view. The pulpit was not occu-

pied by an Episcopalian clergyman from the time of

the Revolution in 1688 till 16 March 1884, when the

Bishop of St Andrews (Dr Wordsworth) preached on
behalf of the University Missionary Society. In the
interior, to the right of the main entrance, is a monu-
ment of black and white marble, erected in memory of

Archbishop Sharpe, by his son, Sir William Sharpe of
Scotscraig and Strathtyrum. Executed in Holland, it

shows an angel about to place the crown of martyrdom
on the archbishop's head ; above is a bas-relief repre-

senting him as propping up a falling church, while
below another represents the murder. On an urn is a
long Latin inscription of a most extravagant description,

which describes the archbishop as 'a most pious prelate,

a most prudent senator, and a most holy martyr,' and
declares that Scotland 'saw, acknowledged, and ad-

mired' him 'as a chief minister of both her civil and
ecclesiastical affairs;' Britain 'as the adviser of the
restoration of Charles II. and of monarchy ;

' and the
Christian world ' as the restorer of Episcopacy and good
order in Scotland.' ' Whom all good and faithful sub-

jects perceived to be a pattern of piety, an angel of

peace, an oracle of wisdom, an example of dignity ; and
all the enemies of God, of the King, and of the Church
found the implacable foe of impiety, of treason,

and of schism.' Sir William also gave a sum of

money to be applied to the relief of the poor on con-
dition that this monument was kept in good repair in

all time coming, and in 1849-50 the parochial board
expended about £130 in restoring it to good condition.

At this time the vault was opened, but no remains of

the archbishop could be found. His skull and bones were
jirobably removed, either when the church was altered in

1798, or in 1725 when the town council offered a reward
of £10 sterling for the discovery of the person or per-

sons who had entered the church and injured the monu-
ment. Some of the communion plate was presented to

the church by Archbishop Sharpe. St Mary's Church,
near the W end of Market Street, built in 1840, and
greatly improved in 1870, contains 560 sittings. It has a

fine oak pulpit and several stained-glass windows, two of

them having been introduced in memory of the Rev. Dr
Robert Haldane, by whose exertions the church was
erected, and who was its first minister. A previous
church of St Mary, of ancient date, and sometimes called

the Kirkheugh Church, has been already noticed. St
Leonard's or College Church, afterwards noticed, contains
396 sittings. A tall square tower somewhat resembling
that at the cross of Glasgow rises at the W end of the
church, and is surmounted by a stumpy octagonal spire.

The Free church (Martyrs), on the opposite side of North
Street, built in 1844, has a good front ; it contains 864
sittings. The original U.P. church, built iu North
Street in 1826, had 380 sittings, but tho present build-

ing with a spire in Market Street, built in 1865, has
accommodation for 700. Tho Congregational church
was originally a small building iu Market Street, witli

320 sittings, but the present place of worship, with 360
sittings, was erected in South Bell Street in 1856-58.

Tho Baptist church in South Street, built in 1842, has
250 sittings. The original Episcopal church (St

Andrew), in North Street, to the E of the College Church,
303
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»'
'

• 1 in l-'.'.'i nt a ii. -t of a' MOO, ami enlarged
in l .»;.;! mi u> In liave 1 SO sittings, Kul il was superseded
by tlir present building, erreted in lSc.7-(!l>, consecrated
in l

s 7>, and containing 530 sittings and a line organ.

Di Bowand Anderson mi thi architect, and the stylo

h Ihiil ni thi 18th oentury, Fundi in now being

ml . d l>'i thi MnpUttoD of thi tower and spire, whoso
height la to he 100 feet. The liiKson Memorial

Hcapital, fi.undrd tad endowed hy the late Mr William
li . : 1 Itih h. for the m< k, aged, and infirm poor of

the iity mid pariah of Bl Andrewi tad of the pariah of

st LMHuwda. mi anotod In 1862-84 at a coat of £4000.
The Keereatiotl Hall with tennis , ,,111 ts, constructed at n

rout of £2000 iu 1883-84, contains tho largest public

hall in Fife, tho room manuring 100 by 50 feet, and
U-ing about M0 leet high. In Market Street is a hand-

• unuin, creeled in 1880 in memory of Major

Whvtl Melville, the well-known novelist, and ono of

the four memorials of him instituted by his friends after

ith, the others being a tombstone at Tetbury

when he diedi a monument in the Guards' Chapel,

Wellington Barracks, Loudon, and a sum forming the

nucleoaofan annuity fund iii connection with the Hunt
S. w. nits' Benevolent Society. The fountain here, which
cost alwut jCSOO, is of red sandstone from Dumfriesshire,

« iih itopa, OOlumni, and Copings of Dalbeattie granite.

Tho diameter is 14 feet, and the total height about the

same. It rises in a series of three basins, and on tho

B oond, which is very elaborately carved, are four white

marble medallions, ono showing a bas-relief bust of

Major Whyte Melville, executed by J. C. Boehm
;

other two respectively, the family arms and the arms of

the Coldstream Guards; and the fourth the following

inscription :

—

"This fountain Is erected by many Mends, rich and poor, to

tho beloved memory of George John VVhytc Melville of Mount
Melville, Bennoohy, and BtratnUnnesa ; bom iuth July 1821

;

died 6th December 1873, from an accident In the hunting-field

in ar Tctbury, Gloucestershire. Ilis writings delighted; his con-
\' r»ati>.n charmed and instructed ; his life was an example to all

who enjoyed bin friendship, and who now mourn his untimely

end.
1

Immediately to the W of the Castle is the ladies'

bathing place, and about 150 yards farther W is the

rave, or rather rock chamber, formerly known as St

Rule's Cave, but now as Lady Buchan's, from having

been fitted up by that eccentric person (the mother of

Lord Chancellor Erskine), at the close of last century,

for tea parties. It is much worn away. A hundred
yards NW of the Castle are the public baths, and
farther W still are the Witch Lake and the Witch Hill,

where, if the witch escaped death by the water ordeal at

the former, she suffered worse doom at the stake on the

latter. St Andrews was long troubled with witches,

and we find it stated that even such a grave man as the

Larl of Murray repaired to St Andrews in 1569, ' quhair

a notabill sorceres callit Nicniven was condemmit to

the death and burnt.' Some have been inclined to

believe that she is the same witch mentioned* in Law's

Memorials as having been burnt in 1572, and that the

regent of the time would therefore be Morton. The
author of the Hislorie of King James the Sext, who tells

the story, also adds that ' a Frenchman callit Paris,

quha was ane of the designeris of the King's [Darnley's]

death, was hangit in St Andro, and with him William

Steward, lyoun king of armes, for divers pointes of

witchcraft and necromancie ;' and again in 1588 Alison

Pearson, in Byrehills, was convicted and burnt on her

own confession. She seems to have been a ' wise

woman,' and to have by means of her prescriptions

cured Archbishop Adamson of an illness, which she was

alleged to have transferred to a white pony, which died

in consequence. Here, as elsewhere, a horrible form of

death seemed to have no effect, for reputed witches

continued to be found in Fife till the end of the 17th

• She seems to have been a very bad specimen, for she is de-

clared to have said openly that she cared not whether she went to

heaven or hell ; but on a white cloth ' like a collore craig with

stringU whairon was mony knottis,' being taken from her person,

me gave way to despair, and exclaimed, ' X(jw 1 ha\e no hoip of

myself.'
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or thi beginning of the 18th century, when the last

ono—a woman namod Young, who lived in North Street
was burnl at the Witch Hill. Their fame, too,

seems lo have sometimes spread abroad, for in 1643 we
find Spalding breaking off an account of tho 'annoyans'
ol the king's subjects over the Solemn League, and
I'ovcnanl lo record I hat 'almiil lliislyme many witches
are takin in AnBtruther, Dysert, Culross, Sanotandroiss,
and sindrie uther pairtis in the cost syde of Fyf. Thay
moid strange oonfessionis, and war brynt to the death.'

The bay, between the Witch Hill ami the point called
The Step, is now the gentlemen's bathing-place. To
the W of this is the Bow Butts, a sort of natural
amphitheatre, where the citizens used anciently to

practice archery, and where, from 1681 to 1751, the
members of an archers' club competed annually for the
right of affixing a medal with the name of the best shot
to a silver arrow. The practice of archery was rovived
in 1833, but did not prosper; but now the pastime is

carried on hy many of the lady visitors. Immediately
S of the Bow liutts is the Martyrs' Monument, erected
in 1842-48 tocomme 'ate the martyrs of the Scottish

Reformation who suffered at St Andrews. It is an
obeli l> on a graduated base, and rises to a height of 45

feet. Farther W is the Golf Club House, a plain
square building of 1851, containing a principal room, a

stewards' apartments; and from tho club-house the

fa us links extend north-north-westward to the mouth
of the river Etlen, a stretch of 1^ mile. They are

simply sandy plains covered with coarse herbage and
interspersed with bunkers and bent hills, but their now
classic connection with the game of golf has been the

making of modern St Andrews. They belong to the
estate of Strathtyrum, but the community have the

privilege in perpetuity of playing golf over them within
certain marks, and they are kept in order by the Royal
and Ancient Golf Club. There are nine holes out and
nine in, the whole round being almost 3g miles. The
average number of strokes for very good players is from
87 to 97.

Educational Institutions. — The University of St
Andrews is the oldest in Scotland, St Mary's College

having been founded by Bishop Wardlaw (1403-40) in

1411, and in 1413 a series of 6 Bulls were obtained

from Pope Benedict XIII. sanctioning the foundation

and constituting a Sliuliinn Unicmlc or University,

where instruction was to be given in theology, canon
and civil law, medicine, and the liberal arts, and power
was also granted to confer degrees. The classes, which
were under the care of 21 doctors or lecturers, were at

first scattered throughout the city, each teacher being

in a separate room, but the bishop soon provided

accommodation for them in a building called the

Pedagogy, in South Street. Under the royal patronage

of James I., who confirmed all the charters in 1432, the

young seat of learning prospered ; and in the time of

James II. , in 1455, Bishop Kennedy (1440-66) founded

and endowed a second college, which he dedicated to

Christ, under the name of St Salvator. The foundation

was confirmed by Pope Nicholas V., and subsequently

fresh privileges were granted to the college by Pope

Pius II. in 1458, and Pope Paul II. in 1468, the latter

granting power to confer degrees in theology and arts.

In 151 L

2, Prior John Hepburn (1482-1522), in conjunc-

tion with Archbishop Alexander Stewart (1506-13),

founded St Leonard's College, and endowed it with the

revenue of an hospital, originally founded for the

maintenance of poor pilgrims who had come to visit the

shrine of St Andrew ; and in 1537, Archbishop James

Peaton (1523-39), with the approval of Pope Paul III.,

added to the endowments of the original Pedagogy, and

erecting new buildings, dedicated the college to the

Virgin .Mary
;
while, ic 1553, Archbishop John Hamil-

ton (1546-71) granted additional endowments and

obtained a fresh Bull of confirmation from Pope Julius

III. In 1580 Andrew Mclvil was transferred from

Glasgow to St Andrews as principal, and the whole

arrangements of tho colleges were remodelled, St Maiy's
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being entirely set apart for the teaching of theology.

The troubles of this and the following century greatly

injured the university, and in 1697 a proposal was made
that its seat should be transferred to Perth, some

of the reasons given being that, at St Andrews, ' the

climate is very severe ; that the town is out of the way ;

that provisions are dear ; that the streets are foul and full

of noisome pestilence ; that endemics and epidemics are

common ; and finally that the town's-folk do not look

favourably upon learning, and frequently mob the

students.' The scheme was abandoned, but a suspicion,

in 1718, that both students and professors were

tainted with Jacobitism and leanings towards Episcopacy

led to a visitation by royal commission, and made
matters still worse. By 1747 the revenues of the

colleges of St Leonard and St Salvator were so much
diminished that in that year an act of parliament was

obtained, providing for the union of the two institu-

tions, and the restriction of their teaching to arts and
medicine, while in St Mary's, theology alone was to be

taught. This arrangement still holds good, and the

University consists of the two corporations of the United

College of St Salvator and St Leonard, with a principal

and 9 professors, distributed into a Faculty of Arts and
a Faculty of Medicine ; and St Mary's College with a

principal and 3 professors, forming a Faculty of

Theology. In the Faculty of Arts the chairs, with the

dates of foundation and patrons, are :—Greek (instituted

at foundation of colleges; University Court); Humanity
(1620 ; Scot of Scotstarvit, Duke of Portland)

;
Logic and

Metaphysics (instituted at the foundation of the colleges

;

University Court) ; Moral Philosophy (instituted at the

foundation of the colleges
;
University Court) ; Natural

Philosophy (instituted at the foundation of the colleges
;

University Court) ; Mathematics (1668 ;
Crown). In the

Faculties of Arts and Medicine both, is the Chair of Civil

and Natural History, originally founded in 1747 as a

chair of civil history only, but by an ordinance of the

University Commission of 1858, the professorship is

now practically devoted to Natural History, and falls

under the Faculty of Medicine. The patron is the

Marquess of Ailsa. In the Faculty of Medicine are the

Chairs of Medicine and Anatomy (1721 ;
University

Court) ;
Chemistry (1808, but no professor appointed

till 1840, as the endowment did not become available

till then ; the Earl of Leven). There is also a principal

appointed by the Crown, and apart from cither faculty

is the Chair of Education, founded by the Bell Trustees

in 1876. In St Mary's, in the Faculty of Theology, are

the Chairs of Systematic Theology (instituted at the
foundation of the college, and held always by the
principal ; the Crown)

;
Divinity and Biblical Criticism

(instituted at the foundation of the college ; the Crown)

;

Divinity and Ecclesiastical History (suppressed for some
time for want of funds, but revived and endowed in

1707 ; the Crown); Hebrew and Oriental Languages
(suppressed for some time for want of funds, but revived
in 1668, and received additional endowment from
William III. in 1693; the Crown). There is a parlia-

mentary grant in aid of the professorial salaries of about
£2200, but, beyond this and the class fees, the incomes
are mostly dependant on land, and as the value of the
college lands has been seriously affected by the present
agricultural depression, the United College has for

several years been labouring under monetary diffi-

culties which have seriously atTected the amount paid
to the occupants of the several chairs. Connected with
the University there are bursaries and fellowships worth
nearly £4000 per annum, of which about £1300 are or
may be shared with other Scottish universities. Of
what belongs to St Andrews alone, £450 belongs to 8
scholarships, all connected with the Faculty of Arts, and
the rest is divided among 93 bursaries attached to the
United College, varying in value from £5 to £50 per
annum ; 22 bursaries shared partly with St Mary's
College, varying in value from £14 to £30 ; and 19
bursaries belonging to St Mary's alone, varying in
value from £6 to £30. There are also a number of
important prizes in books or money open to students

in the different classes. The University corporation
consists of the chancellor, rector, two principals, the
professors, the graduates, and the matriculated students,
the government being vested in the University Court
and the Senatus Academicus. The officials of the
University are the chancellor (appointed for life by the
General Council), the rector (appointed for three years
by the matriculated students), the two principals, and
the professors in the three faculties. The senior princi-

pal for the time being is principal of the University.

The University Court consists of the rector, the senior
principal, an assessor nominated by the chancellor, an
assessor nominated by the rector, an assessor elected by
the General Council, and an assessor elected by the
Senatus Academicus. It acts as a curt of appeal and
supervision for the senatus, and appoints to some of the
chairs. The General Council consists of the chancellor,

the members of the University Court, the professors,

and all graduates who have been registered ; and since

1881 this registration has been compulsory. The
Senatus Academicus consists of the principals and pro-

fessors who manage the affairs of the University and
confer degrees. The session of the United College
begins in the first week of November and closes in the
end of April, and that of St Mary's College begins about
10 days later, and closes in the end of March. The
students of the United College wear red frieze gowns
with crimson velvet collars, those of St Mary's have
no distinctive dress. The number of matriculated
students averages about 160, of whom from 130 to 140
are in the Faculty of Arts and the rest in that of

Divinity. In session 1883-84, in arts 19 took the
degree of M.A., and 1 that of B.Sc. ; and in medicine
10 took the degree of M.D. The University has the
privilege of granting the degree of M.D. to 'any
registered Medical Practitioner above the age of 40
years, whose professional position and experience are

such as, in the estimation of the University, to entitle

him to that degree, and who shall, on examination,
satisfy the Medical Examiners of the sufficiency of his

professional knowledge.' Formerly the number of such
degrees that could be granted was unlimited, but it is

now restricted to 10 every year, and the fee for the
degree is fifty guineas. The General Council for 1883-84
contained 1519 members. It meets twice a year on the
last Thursday of March and the last Friday of Novem-
ber. Under the Reform Act of 1867 St Andrews
University unites with that of Edinburgh in returning
a member to serve in parliament, the electorate con-
sisting of the members of General Council. Among the
distinguished rectors since! 1859 have been Sir William
Stirling-Maxwell, J. S. Mill, J. A. Froude, Lord Neaves,
Dean Stanley, and Sir Theodore Martin ; while con-

nected with the University, either as professors or

students, have been John Major, George Buchanan,
John Knox, Andrew Melvil, James Melvil, Napier of

Merchiston, the Admirable Criehton, Sir Richard Mait-
land of Lethington, Robert Rollock, the Marquis of

Montrose, Samuel Rutherford, James Gregory (the in-

ventor of the Gregorian telescope), Alexander Pitcairn,

John Hunter, William Tennant (the author of Anster
Fair), Thomas Chalmers, Sir David Brewster, James
D. Forbes, John Tulloch, William Spalding, J. F.

Ferrier, John Veitch, J. C. Shairp, Lewis Campbell,
R. Flint, M. Forster Hcddle, and H. A. Nicholson.
Besides these the bishops and archbishops, from 1411
downwards, are all intimately associated with the
history of the University.

The buildings of the United College stand near the
centre of the N side of North Street, where they occupy
three sides of a large quadrangle, 230 feet by 180. The
site was originally that ol SI Salvator's College, the

church of which occupied the S side of the quadrangle,
while on the other three sides were the common hall,

library, classrooms, and students' apartments. The
church still remains, though greatly altered ; but the

other buildings having become ruinous were removed
after the report of the University Commission of 1827,
and the present classrooms on the N and E sides of the
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quadrangle kmc orwrtiM between tlmt ditto and IS 17 at

a >.>t »I xKs.OuO, tli« money being grunted by Govcrn-
BMni Tiir entrance in the quadnngle is unaerneath it

lofty town ! thi w oorau of the S lid*. It is a tail

s.iu.ttv structure, with « itampy octagonal spin, tho
«)...;<• ii-uig t.. a height of l.'.i; led. Tho College of St
lx ..n.ir.i •. . liui. li, mini. .h it. lv to tin- K, is now looked
on as the |niri»li church of St Leonards, its use for that

pupoM dating bom tht early pari <>i lust century. It

oontainaa voir elaborate monument to Biahop Kennedy,
tho founder of the college (d. 1460), said to have cost a
sum . |ii il to t' lO.d. o >ti i ;nii». It w.ik greatly injured

by the t ill of the stoiio root of tho church about tho
middle of last century. Tho tonih was opened in 1683,
when mx silver maces were found in it, of which threo
w n (.resented to tho oilier Scottish Universities and
the rvm.timng threo were retained by tho University of

St Andrews. One of these last, which was made in

P«rin hy Bishop Kennedy's orders in 1461, is very lino.

In the vestibule of the church is a Hat stono marking
tho grave of l)r Hugh Sinus, principal of tho College
1 '

. an.l on the N wall is a marble monument
ere. l.d by his brother officers to tho memory of tho
eldest son of the Into l'rovost Playfuir—Lieutenant W.
D. Playfair, who fell at Sobraon in 1846. There is a
good museum ; and in tho hall are portraits of John
Hunter, Sir David Brewster, dames 1). Forbes, all of
w hom were principals ; of Professors Fcrricr and Mac-
donald, and others. At tho union of the colleges of St
Leonard and St Salvator in 1747 the buildings of the
former, which were in South Street, near the E end,

were sold, and now the ruined walls of the chapel
alone remain. When Dr Johnson and Boswcll were
so hospitably entertained by tho St Andrews pro-
fessors this building was used as a 'kind of green-
house,' and, adds the Doctor, ' to what use it will

next l>e put I have no pleasure in conjecturing
;

' but,

as he had always been hindered by some excuse from
entering it, he admits that it was ' something that its

present state i9 at least not ostentatiously displayed.

Where there is yet shame there may in time be virtue.'

It was afterwards used as an outhouse, but the virtue

came in 1838, when it was cleared out, and since then
the ruin has been properly cared for. It contains a line

monument to Robert Stuart, Earl of March, who died in

1611, and another in memory of Robert Wilkie, prin-

cipal of the college (1589-1611). The official residence

of George Buchanan when he was principal here (1566-70),

a short distance S of the chapel, was the property and
residence of Sir David Brewster when he was principal

of the United College (1838-59). St Mary's College

occupies the site of the old Pedagogy on the S side of

South Street, the college buildings and University
library forming two blocks at right angles, the library

and the principal's residence being on the N, and the

lecture rooms and old dining-hall on the W. The
library, a plain structure, built at the expense of the
University in 1764, and since greatly improved in 1829,

superseded an older building which had been used as

a provincial meeting-place for the Scottish parliament.

It is divided into four large halls, the principal one
76 feet long, 28 wide, and 28 high. There are portraits

of Cardinal David Beaton, George Buchanan, John Knox,
Adam Ferguson, Bruce of Grangohill and Falkland (pro-

fessor of logic at Edinburgh), Archbishop Spottiswoode,
George Wishart, and several of the chancellors. The
nucleus of the present library was established in 1610
by the union of the libraries of the three colleges, and
James VI., under whose auspices this took place,

made a valuable gift of books to the new institution.

Subsequent benefactors have been numerous, and there

are now about 100,000 printed volumes and 150 MSS.
Among the rarities may be specially mentioned a copy
of the Koran that belonged to Tippoo Saib, a copy of

Quinctilian (1465), a Latin translation of thc//ia^(1497),
and the Phrases of Stephanus, both of which belonged
to George Buchanan, and contain notes in his hand-
writing ; a copy of the Canons of the Council of Trent
that belonged to James Melvil, a fine M3, of the works
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of SI Augustine, a MS. ol Wyntoun's Oronykil, written

in the latter part of the reign of James IV.
;
and the

original copy of the Solemn League and Covenant;, sub-

ribod al si Andrews in 1648, and containing upwards
of 1600 .signatures. To tho S of the buildings are tho
. ollege gardens. St An. hews College Hall, to the SSW
of the Cathedral, opened in 1861, and belonging to a

joinl stock company with a capital of £5000, serves as

a residence for young gentlemen attending the Univer-
sity. It has a immodation for about 80 students, and
is conducted by a warden, a, tutor, and such other
tea. hers as mav bo required.

The Ma. has' College, off the S side of South Street

near the W end, was opened in October 1833, and
superseded the old grs arand burgh schools. It was
founded in terms of a bequest by Dr Bell, who was the

first to introduce the monitorial or Madras system of

school management. Dr Bell, who was the son of a

hairdresser in St Andrews, and was educated at the

University here, became, after various vicissitudes of

fortune, superintendent of a male orphan asylum at

Madras under the Honourable Fast India Company, and
there originated his monitorial system. At his death he
left a very large fortune, £120,000 of which was to be
spent in the election and maintenance of schools on his

favoui Lte system, and of this sum £60,000 was sot apart

for St Andrews, while tho sums of £52 and £25 paid

by tho town as salaries to tho masters of the former

grammar and burgh schools has, since the opening of the

new institution, been paid over to its funds. At first

there were only two masters, but now there are masters

of English, classics, arithmetic and bookkeeping, mathe-
matics, modern languages, writing, drawing, and gym-
nastics ; second masters in English and classics, and a

teacher of sewing. Tho grounds cover a space of about
4 acres, and the school buildings are ranged round a

quadrangle near the centre. A detached building to

the W, built subsequently, contains 3 additional class-

rooms, and accommodation is provided altogether for

1540 scholars. At the two front corners of the ground
adjoining South Street, are houses for tho English and
classical masters, which provide accommodation for a

considerable number of boarders. The trustees of the

institution are the provost, the ministers of the first and
second charges, and the sherill'of Fife, Connected with

it is the Madras College Club, founded in 1871. Under
the burgh school board the Fast End and Infant schools,

with accommodation for 250 pupils each, had in 1883
attendances of 204 and 174 respectively, and grants of

£164, 3s. and £135, 15s. There are also 5 private

boarding and day schools for boys, and 3 private schools

for girls.

Trade, etc.—During the 15th and 16th centuries St

Andrews was one of the most important seaports to the

N of the Forth, and was resorted to by merchant vessels

from Holland, Flanders, France, and all the trading

districts in Europe. The number of vessels in port at

the tunc of the great annual local fair called the Senzie

Market—held in the priory grounds in April—is even

said to have been from 200 to 300, but if this be so they

must have been of small tonnage, and probably not

larger than a fair-sized herring boat. The trade, how-
ever, seems to have departed during the Reformation

troubles, and in 1656 Tucker, one of Cromwell's Com-
missioners of Customs—who described the town as 'a

pretty neat thing which hath formerly been bigger,

and although sufficiently humbled in the time of the

intestine troubles, continues still proud in the ruines of

her former magnificence'—mentions that there was
only 1 vessel of 20 tons burden belonging to the port,

while upwards of a century later we find that there

were only 2 small vessels. By 1838 these had
increased to 14 vessels of, aggregately, 680 tons, and
bonded warehouses having been subsequently fitted up,

the place became a head port and yielded a customs

revenue of about £700 a year. A great trade also

sprung up in the export to iron-works on the Tyne of

calcined ironstone from workings near Strathkinncss,

but this did not last, and the port sank again to the
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position of a sub-port, and the shipping trade, parti-

cularly since the opening of the railway, has become
very small, and is confined to export of grain and
potatoes ; and import of coal, timber, guano, salt, and
slates. The harbour, formed along the small natural

creek at the mouth of the Kinuess Burn, has a pier

extending eastward for about 420 feet from high-water
mark, and outer and inner basins. At low water it is

dry except for the stream flowing through it, and even
at high water there is not sufficient depth of water to

admit fully-laden vessels of more than 100 tons, and the
entrance, which is narrow, and is exposed to the roll of

the sea when the wind is easterly, is dangerous. Two
guiding lights—the one a red light at the end of the
pier, and the other a bright white light on a turret of

the cathedral north wall—when brought into Hue
indicate a vessel's course for the harbour. There were
belonging to the port, in 1882, 33 first-class, 16 second-

class, and 5 third-class boats, engaged in the herring
fishing, and connected with them were 145 resident

fisher men and boys.

Municipality, etc.—Created a royal burgh in 1140, St
Andrews is now governed by a provost, 4 bailies, a

Seal of St Andrews.

dean of guild, a treasurer, and 22 councillors, who also
under the Ccneral Police and Improvement Act are
police commissioners, but the police force itself forms
part of that of the county. The corporation revenue is
about £1500 per annum. The burgh boundaries were
extended in 1860, and a thorough system of drainage
was introduced in 1864-65. The old water supply has
recently proved insufficient, and the question of a new
supply is at present agitating the minds of the
inhabitants. Gas is supplied by a private company,
with works near the harbour. The town has a head
post olhec, with money order, savings' bank, insurance,
and telegraph departments, branch offices of the Bank
of Scotland, Clydesdale Bank, Commercial Bank, and
Koyal Bank, a National Security Savings' Bank,
agencies of 30 insurance companies, and several excellent
hotels A newspaper—the St Andrews Citizen and
life News (1871)-issued on Saturday, is printed at
Cupar-Pife. The public reading-room and library was
established in 1845, and acquired in 1847 the books
belonging to the old subscription library. In 1867, the
books ot the St Andrews subscription library were
acquired by purchase, and subsequently in return for a
sum of money voted by the town council from the Bell
Fund, for the purpose of clearing off debt, the whole
library was declared public property. Other institu-
tions and associations are a branch of the Royal
National Lifeboat Institution, with a lifeboat ; a
volunteer life brigade, with a rocket apparatus; a troop
ot the Fife Volunteer Light Horse, a battery of

artillery volunteers, a company of rifle volunteers, a

drill hall, baths, a cottage hospital, a literary and
philosophical society (1838), 2 masonic lodges, a young
men's Christian association, a horticultural society, an
amateur choral society, an archery club, a curling club,

the St Andrews Golf Club (the Mechanics from 1843 to

1851), the St Andrews Thistle Golf Club (1865), and
the Royal and Ancient Golf Club already noticed.

There is a weekly corn market on Monday, a fair on the
second Monday of April, and feeing markets on the
second Tuesday of August and the Monday after the
10th November. Sheriff small debt courts for the

parishes of St Andrews, St Leonards, Kingsbarns,
Dunino, Cameron, Forgan, Ferry Port on Craig, and
Leuchars, are held on the third Mondays of January,
April, July, and October. Justice of peace courts for

granting licences for the sale of exciseable liquors for

the county are held on the third Tuesday of April and
the last Tuesday of October; and burgh licensing courts

are held on the second Tuesday of April and the third

Tuesday of October. The burgh unites with Cupar.
Easter and Wester Anstruther, Crail, Kilrenny, and
Pittenweem in sending a member to parliament (always
a Liberal since 1837), and is the returning burgh.
Parliamentary constituency (1885) 842

; municipal con-
stituency (1884) 1105. Valuation (1856) £15,404, lis.

lid., (1885) £36,083, 4s. 6d. Pop. of royal burgh
(1801) 3263, (1831) 4462, (1881) 6406 ; of the municipal
burgh, with enlarged boundary (1861) 5141, (1871)
6244, (1881) 6458, of whom 3636 were females, and
6452 were in the parliamentary burgh. Houses (1881)
1235 inhabited, 73 uninhabited, and 7 being built. See
also Martine's History and Antiquities of St Rule's Chapel
(St Andrews, 1787), and his Reliquice Divi Andrea: (St

Andrews, 1797) ; Grierson's Delineations of St Andrews
(1807 ; 3d ed. 1838) ; Liber Cartarum Prioratus Sancte
Andrcc (Bannatyne Club, 1841) ; C. J. Lyon's History
of St Andrews (1843) ; C. Roger's History of St Andrews
(1849) ; a paper on the 'Early Ecclesiastical Settlements
of St Andrews,' by Dr Skene, published in the Pro-
ceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland for
1860-62; Walter Wood's East Neuk of Fife (Edinb.
1862); Balliugall's Shores of Fife (Edinb. 1872) ; and
J. M. Anderson's University of St Andrews (Cupar,
1878).

St Andrews, a parish in the SE of the Mainland of
Orkney, whose church stands near the W shore of Deer
Sound, 6 miles ESE of the post-town, Kirkwall, whilst
Deerness church on the E coast is 12 miles ESE of Kirk-
wall by road, though only 9$ as the crow flies. It is

bounded NW by Kirkwall parish and Inganess Bay, N
by Shapinsay Sound, NE, E, and SE by the North Sea,
and SW by Holm parish ; and it is deeply indented by
Deer Sound, which, penetrating the land" for 5* miles
south-westward and south-south-eastward, alternately
broadens and contracts, from 3| miles to 1 mile, from
1£ mile to 5 furlongs, and from 2 miles to 2\ furlongs.
The parish thus consists of two natural divisions, con-
nected by a sandy isthmus only 250 yards broad

—

St Andrews proper to the W and Deerness to the E.
The former has an extreme length from NW to SE of
5| miles, and a varying width of { mile and 5f miles

;

the latter, in outline rudely resembling a topsy-turvy
kite, has an extreme length from SSW to NNE of 4|
miles, and an extreme breadth of 3} miles ; and the
area of the whole is 12,830 acres. The coast is in places
sandy, in places rocky, and sometimes precipitous ; and
the interior rises in St Andrews to 183, in Deerness at
the Ward Hill to 285, feet above sea-level. The shallow
fresh-water Loch of Tankerness (7 x 4£ furl. ; 13 feet
above the sea) lies 5 furlongs N of St Andrews church.
The predominant rock is Old Red Sandstone, with in-
teresting dykes of trap ; and the soil is capable of much
improvement. A curious cavern, the Glout, has been
noticed separately. Tankerness Hall, near the NW
shore of Deer Sound, is the chief residence. In the
presbytery of Kirkwall and synod of Orkney, the civil
parish since 1845 has been ecclesiastically divided into
St Andrews and Deekness, the former a living worth
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XS06 St Andrews church WU built In 1801, and con-

tain* 400 rittingt. Than is alao » Free ohuroh of St
Andrew*; and ilin o new public schools— Doernoss, St
Aiulrrwit, iitut 'i'iiiiki riu'.vs willi respective accommo-
dation lor 168. 55, and so children, baa (1884) an average

ttandtttOa ol 99, 44. mi.l 41, am! ptl of £81, 9s. Gil.,

16*., and £40, 81 Valuation (1884) of St

Andrews. jfJi'SU. 9s. ; of Dcerncss, £2178, lis. To]).

. entfa pariab (1821) 1548, (18611 1681, (1871) 1788,

(1881 16(6, of whom 888 (ran in st Andrews and 8G7

iii Deerneea.
St Andrews Lhnnbryd, :i parish containing t lie villago

I ryd in tin- NK of the county of Elgin and ini-

lySol the burgh ol Elgin." it is bounded N
1 \ tin- \<msh of Dntiuic, si; b\ the parish of Urquhtirt,

1 I.) ih, |.:irisliol Siuviuoiitli, S by the parish of Rothes,

S\V l.y tli.- parish .'I Elgin, and W hy the parishes of Elgin

mid Bpynie. At the centre of the W side the boundary
I- I'.. iini d hy the river Lossie for 1& mile helow tho bend
u! Boy*a Pol ; at the NW corner for i mile by the

.SrvMi t'.uial ; and mar the SE corner for j mile liy

one of the lu ad streams of the Red Hum ; elsewhere tho

Una i- artiAcial. The shape of tha parish is highly

Irregular. There is a compact northern portion measur-

ing fully &l miles from tho point where the parishes of

Drainie, Urqnhart, and St Andrews meet on the N to

Mains of Cotts on the S, and with an average breadth

of about 2 miles. From the SE corner of this a long

straggling projection passes southward by Cranloch,

and after narrowing to about 200 yards at Oldshields,

broaden.', mil again into the triangular portion of Teind-

Innd about 2 by li miles. The extreme length of the

pariah, from the point already mentioned on tho N,

south-south-westward to the extreme southerly point at

the topof Findlay Seat (861 feet), is miles ; and the total

orea is 9359*544 acres, of which 162 "983 are water. The
surface is flat in the N, undulating in the centre—many
of the hillocks being covered with thriving plantations

—and the southern prolongation is a rough moorland,

the highest point of the parish being over 1000 feet, at

tho SW corner of this projection. The drainage is

carried off by the river Lossie, which, entering near the

centre of the W side, flows first eastward and then north-

ward through the parish in a course of about 5 miles; by

the Lhanbryd or Longhill Burn, which flows along the

centre, and by the Red Hum in the extreme S. In the

N end of the parish is all thatremains of tho old Loch

of Brans, now reduced to a portion 5 furlongs in

length by 1J in breadth; and at the point where tho

southern prolongation is given off is Loch-na-bo (4 x

li furl.), and two smaller lochans beside it. The
soil is a sandy loam, which is, however, fertile. About
4000 acres are under tillage, about 700 under wood, and
much of the rest is waste ground. The underlying rock

is mostly an impure limestone, and masses of rocks of

Jurassic age are found scattered through the soil and
subsoil. On the west side, N of Elgin, at Linksfield, a

curious patch of rock, supposed to be of Rhaetic age, was
once laid bare, but the section is no longer visible. The
parish is traversed across the centre for 3J miles hy

the great main road from Inverness to Aberdeen, and
the Forres and Keith section of the Highland railway

is a little to the S of this road. Two sections of the

Great North of Scotland railway system also pass

through the northern and western portions of the parish.

To the SE of Lhanbryd station are the remains of a

stone circle, and many fine flint and stone weapons have

been found at several places. The portion of the parish

to the N was ti e cbapelry of Inchbroom, that to the

E was the chapelry of Lhanbryd—the church of St

Bridget—and that to the W the chapelry of Kilrna-

lemnoc, the last two dating from Culdee times. On the

rising ground on the centre of the W side, on the road

from Inverness to Aberdeen, formerly stood a stone cross

marking the point where Elgin Cathedral first became
visible. The adjoining farm is still called Stonecross-

hill. The old churches of Lhanbryd and St Andrews
are gone, but the churchyards remain, the former at

the village and the latter at a bend of the Lossie near
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Kirkliill, The lower of Coxton is separately noticed.
Besides the village of Lhanbryd lying along the road
hum Inverness lo Aberdeen "near I ho K side of tho
parish, SI Andrews contains also part of the burgh of
Elgin. The village, which has a station on the High-
land railway, miles E of Elgin, has a numberof well-
I .uill houses, the whole place having been re-arranged
and laid oul in 1854 under the direction of the trustees
ofJames, second Earl of Fife. There isa post office under
Elgin. The churchyard near the centre of the village
contains one or two old monuments. There isa wool
mill, and besides the industries connected with the
Elgin portion comprising an iron-foundry, largo wool
mills, and a saw ami Hour mill—thoro is a distillery at
I .ink wood on the SW, which was greatly enlarged and
extended in l«75. Tho residences are Pitgaveny
Mouse in the N and Duiikinly House on the SW. Tho
former—the locality of which is identified by Dr Skene
with the Bothgouanan where King Duncan was killed
— is a four story edifice, 'after a Portuguese model;'
and the latter is"; id building with Scottish baronial
features, erected in 1876-78.
The principal landowner is tho Earl of Fife, and i

Others hold each an annual value of £500 or upwards,

tween Lion ami £50, and there are 'a lew of smaller
amount.. The parishes of St Andrews and Lhanbryd
were united in 17*0, and the, conjoint parish is in tho
presbytery of Elgin and the synod of Moray. The
church is near the centre of the parish, and the living

is worth £364 a year. Under the school board St
Andrews- Lhanbryd and Cranloch schools, with accom-
modation for 175 and 100 pupils respectively, had, in

1884, attendances of 134 and 49, and grants of £152, 0s.

4d. and £45, 8s. lOd. The latter is a combination
school for tho parishes of Elgin and St Andrews-Lhan-
bryd. Valuation (1860) £6654, (1884) £7894. Pop.
(1801) 799, (1831) 1087, (1801) 1402, (1871) 1346, (1881)
1396, of whom 675 were males and 721 females. Houses
(1881) 269 inhabited, 6 uninhabited, and 1 being built.—Ord. Sur., shs. 95, 85, 1876.

St Boswells, a village arid a parish of NW Roxburgh-
shire. The village of Lessudden or St Boswells stands
near the right bank of tho river Tweed, lg mile ESE of

St Boswells or Newtown station (in Melrose parish),

and 1 miles SE of Melrose. A place of high antiquity,

it is thought to have got its original name, Lessedwin
('manor-place of Edwin'), either from Eadwine of

Northumbria (586-633) or from some yet earlier prince.

It contained sixteen strong bastel houses in 1544, when
it was burned by the English ; and now it consists of
one long street, extending north-eastward from St Bos-
wells Green. This common, about 40 acres in extent, is

the scene of a handball match on 12 March, and of a

fair on 18 July, or the following Monday if the 18th
falls on a Sunday. At the close of last and the begin-

ning of the present century, St Boswells fair was the
greatest in the South of Scotland for lambs, cattle,

horses, wool, and general business ; and from £8000 to

£10,000 changed hands in the course of the day. It

was largely attended by the Tinklers and Totters of the
lioider Counties. In his History of the Gipsies (2d. ed.,

New York, 1878) Mr Simson describes their encamp-
ment ; and states that on one occasion 'there were up-

wards of 300 Gipsies in the place. Part of them formed
their carts, laden with earthenware, into two lines,

leaving a space between them like a street. In the rear

of the carts were a few tents, in which were Gipsies,

sleeping in the midst of the noise and bustle of the

market ; and numbers of children, horses, asses, and
dog-, hanging around them. . . . Any one desirous

ol viewing an Asiatic encampment in Scotland, should
vi it St Boswells Green, a day or two after the fair.'

There is one good inn, the Buccleuch Arms ; and
at the end of the Green are the kennels of the

Buccleuch Foxhounds (56 couples), erected by the

late Duke of Buccleuch about 1830. Braeheads, a

ridge to the N of the village, commands a most ex-

quisite view of the ruins of Dryburgh, the winding
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Tweed, anrl the triple Eildons. Pop. of Lessudden (1831)

4.53, (1861) 447, (1871) 556, (1881) 555.

The parish is bounded NE by Mertoun in Berwick-

shire, SE by Maxton and Ancrum, SW by Bowden, and

.NW by Bowden and Melrose. Its utmost length, from

NE to SW, is 3f miles ; its utmost breadth is 2 miles
;

and its area is 31984 acres of which 43£ are water. The
Tweed curves 3 miles south-eastward, north-eastward,

and south-by-eastward along all the Berwickshire bor-

der, though the point where it first touches and that

where it quits the parish are but 1A mile distant as the

crow flies. It is spanned here by two suspension bridges,

one erected by Lord Polwarth in 1880 ; and its bank
on the St Boswells side is steep and wooded. The sur-

face sinks to 200 feet above sea-level along the Tweed,

and rises gently thence to 268 feet at Benrig, 326 at

Hiltonshill, and 538 near Maxpoffle, thus everywhere

being dominated by the Eildon Hills (1385 feet) in

the neighbouring parish of Bowden. Red sandstone, of

good building quality, is the predominant rock ; and

the soil is variously alluvium, black loam, and stiff clay,

liather less than 200 acres are under wood ; and most
of the remainder is in tillage. The parish is named
after Boisil, who from about 650 to 661 was successively

prior and abbot of the Columban monastery of Old
Melrose, and the fame of whose sanctity attracted

thither the youthful St Cuthbert. Not a vestige re-

mains of the ancient village of St Boswells, which stood

near the parish church, 7 furlongs SE of Lessudden.

This parish was the lifelong residence of, and has given

designation to, John Younger (1785-1860), the shoe-

maker-fisherman-poet, who was born at Longnewton,
and whose interesting Autobiography was published at

Kelso in 1882. Near the village is Lessudden House,

'the small but still venerable and stately abode of

the lairds of Kaeburn.' Other mansions are Benrig,

Elliston, Maxpoffle, Maxton Cottage, and The Holmes

;

but only one out of seventeen proprietors holds an
annual value of more than £500. St Boswells is in

the presbytery of Selkirk and the synod of Merse and
Teviotdale ; the living is worth £375. The parish
church is an old building, and, as enlarged in 1824, con-
tains over 300 sittings. There is also a Free church ; and
the public school, witli accommodation for 125 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 112, and a grant of

£95, 3s. Valuation (1864) £6403, 12s. 8d., (1884)

£9029, 4s. lid. Pop. (1801) 497, (1831) 701, (1861)

865, (1871) 973, (1881) 959.—Od. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

St Catherines. See Catherines.
St Cuthberts. See Edinburgh.
St Cyrus, formerly Ecclesgreig, a parish, with a

village of the same name, in the extreme S of the
county of Kincardine. It is bounded NE by the
parish of Benholm, SE by the North Sea, SW by
Forfarshire, and NW by the parishes of Marykirk anil

Garvock. Along the sea-coast the boundary is natural,

as it is also at the S corner and along the SW, where,
as noticed in the article on the parish of Montrose, it

follows for 4 miles partly the present and partly an old
course of the river North Esk. For 2J miles on the
NW side it follows the course of the stream running
along the Den of Canterland, and elsewhere it is artificial.

The shape of the parish is a rectangle with irregular
sides, the greatest length, from NE to SW, being 54.

miles ; and the average width, north-westward from the
sea-coast, 2£ miles. The area is 8718'608 acres, of
which 390 561 are foreshore and 78 -698 water. The
sui lace lies on the slope from the hill of Garvock to
the sea, and is broken up into a series of undulations
running from NE to SW, attaining 486 feet at the Hill
of Morphie, and 600 near Maryland in the NW corner
of the parish. Almost the whole of the surface is under
cultivation or woodland. The soil is everywhere a good
sound loam, strong in some parts and light in others,
but very fertile. It lies on a subsoil of decomposed red
sandstone or volcanic rock, varying from clay to gravel.

The underlying rocks are Old Rod Sandstone—which is

quarried at Lauriston—or interbcdded volcanic strata,

which at Denfinella and elsewhere contain very iiue

agates and other minerals. In the Den of Canterland
fish remains are found in the shales constituting the

upper fish bed of the Old Red Sandstone of Forfar and
Kincardine. There are also, at several places, bands
of limestone which are not now worked, though former
quarrying operations in connection with them led, at

the E corner of the sea-coast, to rather disastrous results.
' On the Kincardineshire coast,' says Sir Charles Lyell,

'an illustration was alforded, at the close of the last

century, of the effect of promontories in protecting a
line of low shore. The village of Mathers, 2 miles

S of Johnshaven, was built on an ancient shingle beach,

protected by a projecting ledge of limestone rock. This
was quarried for lime to such an extent that the sea

broke through, and in 1795 carried away the whole
village in one night, and penetrated 150 yards inland,

where it has maintained its ground ever since, the new
village having been built farther inland on the new
shore ;' and this new hamlet had to be protected by a
stone bulwark. In the SW the drainage is carried oif

by the North Esk and the burns of Canterland, Morphie,
Dannies Den, and Commieston, which flow into it. To
the E of the village is the small burn of Woodston, and
in the NE end of the parish are the burns of Lauris-

ton and Denfinella, all flowing direct to the sea. The
Esk and all the other streams flow through deep and
romantic dells, the gorges of the burns of Lauriston and
Denfinella being particularly fine and well-wooded. The
latter, in which there is a high waterfall, and which is

spanned by a very lofty viaduct of the Montrose and
Bervie railway, is separately noticed. On the North
Esk is a pool known as the Ponage or Pontage Pool,

which was, in the days when bridges were not, long the
abode of a water-kelpie. On one occasion the monster
having appeared as a horse, was caught and bridled

—

presumably with a witch bridle—and kept in captivity

for a considerable time, during which he was employed
in drawing stones to Morphie for a castle that was then
being erected, but of which only the site now remains.
A servant having, however, incautiously removed the
bridle to allow him to get some food, the kelpie imme-
diately vanished through the wall laughing with joy,

and calling out

—

' Sair back and sair banes,
Carrying the laird o' Morphie's stanes.
The laird o' Morphie carina thrive
As land's the kelpie is alive.'

a rhyme which he used often afterwards to repeat as he
showed himself in the pool, a circumstance that has been
turned to advantage in the local poem of John 0' Arnha.
The coast is mostly low and sandy, though at several
points there are rocky promontories. From the centre
of the coast-line south-westward to the mouth of the
North Esk there is a stretch of sandhills, bounded on
the NW by an old line of cliff, in some places from 150
to 200 feet high, but gradually becoming lower as it

approaches the North Esk. The view from this across
towards the Red Head and away beyond by the Isle of
May towards the Firth of Forth is very fine. In 1858
a cave of considerable size, with many bones and
heaps of edible shells lying along the floor, was dis-

covered in these cliffs about half a mile from the North
Esk, but was shortly afterwards rendered inaccessible

by a fall of rock at the mouth. Near the river, in the
stackyard of the farm of Stone of Morphie, is a solitary

standing-stone, but nothing is known as to its history.

It is traditionally connected with the Danes, and said

to have been erected to mark the grave of one of their

leaders— Camus— who was killed here, and whose
memory is also preserved in the name of the neighbouring
farm 01 Commieston, while the Danes themselves give
name to Dannies( Dane's) Den. Several stone coffins have
been found in the neighbourhood, but defeated armies
have seldom time to bury their dead in stone coffins,

much less erect memorial stones. Amid the sandhills,

near the centre of the base of tho line of inland cliff

already described, is the small parish burying-ground
known as the Nether Kirkyard. It was probably the
site of the old Culdco church from which the parish
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ST CYRUS ST FERGUS

'

: .: •
•. ••, !' U vi, i !m mg ' tin' rhim li of Grig

'

I'lui lirifj or Cine or Cuiig, whom Chalmers describes
\-> Moiiu.ii'i ol tli» tii.t ol country l>t<t\vc>ou tho Dee and
s |*y, but who in tc.dity wis iiv-o, i.itnl in tlio govorn-
i init of the k ini^.l..ni of Scone with Kochn, who was tho

. -.in l-.'u . ! Ki-mirth inac Alpin, reigned from 878
i-i SS'.t. A-< guardian to » king whoso succession was
.1 i-j.nt. .1. ami who was ii Itriton ol St rathclyde, ho seems
• I. i'.. tn. i to win ovi-r the clergy of tlio Scottish

Ohvnh bj frwrtng than from nil secular exactions ami
MliOUti In tho Pietbl) Chronicle his niiiiio appears as

Cinoiu*, niul a« ho hooiiin to have hcon named after St
Cyr ..r ( in. us, s martyr of Tarsus, tho church was
dedicated ill honour of that saint, an. I lionco the namo
Bl I'm us. Tho church of ' Saint Cirieus of Eglesgirg'
'.v in kM\ . u to th< pi ion ol St Andrews hy llishop Richard
(1163-77), and tlio grant was continued by King William
tho Lyon. Tho adjacent estate is still called Kirksido,

and the old namo is preserved in connection with
Etvlosgroig House, the former name of wliich was
Mount Cyrus. The church remained that of tho parish
till 1 tilfj. when a new one was erected on tho sito of the
present building. A dependent chapel dedicated to St

Laurence was at Chapeflield, i mile N of Lauriston
lions,.. At the point of Milton Ness, 14, mile E of the
village, are the remains of an old castle called tho Kaim
of Mathers, said to havo been built by Barclay of
Mathers us a place of refuge from the vengeance of the
law, by which ho was threatened for his share in the
slaughter of Sir John Melville. (See Gaiivook.) In
O, tober 1715 a band of Jacobites from Farnell and Kin-
naird placed an Episcopal clergyman in possession of tho
church and refused the minister admission, nor did he
preach again till the 5th February 1716, when 'the
rclicls having all passed by this church,' he ' repossest

himself of his pulpit ; but on this and the two following

Sundays he had but a small congregation, the people
not being able to leave their houses lor fear of finding
them plundered before their return by the Swiss and
Dutch soldiers who were in the neighbourhood.' The
principal mansions are Lauriston and Ecclesgreig. Tho
lormer is separately noticed, and the latter is the
residence of I . G. Forsyth-Grant, Esq. Lauriston was
long in possession of the family of Straton, one of whom
was 'the stalwart laird of Lawriestoun ' who 'was slain

into his armour scheen ' at the battle of Harlaw. A later

laird, George Straton, was one of the early Reformers.
His brother David was burnt for heresy at Greenside in

Edinburgh in 1534, and his son, Sir Alexander, was
moderator of the General Assembly held at Aberdeen in

1605. The last of the family was Sir Joseph M. Straton
of Kirkside, K.C. B., a Peninsular and Waterloo hero,

who died in 1846, and is buried in the Nether Kirkyard.
In the SK corner of the same burying-ground is also

interred George Beanie (1786-1823), a lawyer in Mon-
trose, and the author of John o' Arnha and other poems
of some local celebrity, who was a native of the parish.

In a fit of despair at being jilted by a Miss Gibson,
daughter of the then farmer at Stone of Morphia, he com-
mitted suicide close to the spot where now stands the
tombstone erected to his memory ' by the friends who
loved him in life and lamented him in death.' Another
distinguished native is David Herd (1732-1810), editor

of the first classical collection of Scottish songs and
bWlads

—

Ancient and Modem Scottish Songs awl Heroic
Ii'dlads Edinb. 1769-74). The Rev. Alexander Keith,
D.D. (1791-1880), the writer on prophecy, was minister
from 1816 till 1840. The village stands on high
ground overlooking the sea near the middle of the
coast of the parish. It has a post office under Mon-
trose, and near it is the battery in connection with the
St Cyrus company of the Forfar and Kincardine
Artillery Volunteers. The parish is traversed near
the coast by the main line of road from Dundee by
Montrose to Aberdeen, which crosses the North Esk by
a good stone bridge erected in 1775-80 ; and parallel to

this road and between it and the sea is the Montrose
and Bervie section of the North British railway system,
with stations at the North Esk, at the village of St
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Cyrus, ami at Lauriston, 8J, 5}, ami (i } miles respec-

tively N ol Montrose. There are also a largo number
..I very good district roads. The only industries are
1'urimng, and operations connected with the quarry
already mentioned and with the valuable salmon fishings
a Inn..., I be coast and in tho North Esk.

81 Cyrus is in the presbytery of Fordoun and synod
of Angus and M earns, and (he living is worth £357 a
year. Tho parish church, at tho village, built in

1868-54, is a good building with a tall spire, and con-
tains 580 sittings. There is also a Free church with

500 Bittings, built in 1844. Under tho school board
the SI Cyrus and Shortside schools, with accommodation
for 222 and 89 pupils respectively, had in 1884 attend-
ances of 154 and 38, and grants of £139, 10s. and
£30, 3s. The principal landowners are D. S. Porteous
of Lani'lston, and F. (J. Forsyth-Grant of Ecclesgreig,

and t here are several other proprietors. Valuation (1856)

£12,809, (1885) £17,614, 13s. Id., plus £2801 for the

railway. Top. (1755) 1271, (1801) 1622, (1831) 1598,

(1861) 1552, (1871) 1585, (1881) 1487, of whom 728
u. i. , miles and 759 females. Houses (1881) 330 in-

habited and 33 uninhabited.— Old. Su.r., sh. 57, 1868.

St Fergus, a village and a coast parish of Buehan, be-

longing si ill in certain respects to l'.anll'sbire (detached),

but locally situate in NE Aberdeenshire. The village

lies 1 mile inland, and 5 miles NNW of Peterhead,
under which it lias a post office.

The parish is bounded NW and N by Crimond, E
by the German Ocean, S by Peterhead, and SW by
Longside and Lonmay. Its utmost length, from NNW
to SSE, is 6g miles ; its breadth varies between 3 fur-

longs and 4 miles ; and its area is 9180J acres, of which
285 are foreshore and 39J water. The low flat shore,

6| miles in extent, is bordered landward by a natural

rampart of clay and sand hills, which, rising in places

to 50 feet above sea-level, and thickly covered with
bent-grass, protect the interior from encroachments of

drifting sand. Extending along the coast for several

miles, but of unequal breadth, within this ridge, is

ground called tho Links of St Fergus, constituting, pro-

bably, one of the pleasantest plains in Scotland, and
producing—from its wild thyme, white clover, and
short grass, it is thought—mutton of peculiar delicacy

and fineness of flavour. Along the shore is an
inexhaustible quantity of shells, which have been
advantageously used as manure. The river Ugie winds
4 miles east-south-eastward along all the Peterhead
boundary to its mouth in the German Ocean ; and its

feeder, the Burn of Ednie, runs 3g miles south-south-

ea tward along all the south-western border. A canal,

which was cut near the Ugie towards the close of last

century, has long been entirely useless except for supply-

ing water to a few farms. The surface exhibits a beauti-

ful succession of rising grounds and valleys ; but there

is no hill, the highest point (164 feet) being 2 miles

WNW of the village. The rocks comprise granite,

gneiss, trap, quartz, and crystalline limestone. The
soil of the seaboard district is sandy loam and moss, of

the middle district a strong adhesive clay, and of the
western district reclaimed moor and moss. Fully four-

fifths of the entire land area are in tillage
; barely 30

acres are under wood ; and the rest is pasture, links,

moss, etc. Inverugib Castle, which is noticed

separately, was the birth-place of the great Field-

Marshal 'Keith (1696-1758). See Peterhead. The
name of the parish was Inverugie, or, occasionally,

Langlcy, till 1616, when it was changed to St Fergus,
most likely after the ancient patron saint, an Irish

bishop of the Roman party, who built a basilica

here in the first half of the 8th century. St Fergus
is in the presbytery of Deer and the synod of Aber-
deen ; the living is worth £325. The parish church,

built in 1869, contains 658 sittings. There are also a

Free church and a Baptist chapel (1810) ; and 3 public

schools—the Central (male), the Central (female), andthe
North—with respective accommodation for 120, 75, and
85 children, had (1884) an average attendance of *

,

60, and 85, ajnd grants of £0, £44, 14s., and £58, 17s.



ST FILLANS ST HILDA

Valuation (1860) £7082, (1885) £8701, 16s., of which
nearly six-sevenths belonged to Mr Ferguson of Pitf'our.

Pop. (1801) 1270, (1831) 1334, (1861) 1608, (1871)

1633, (1881) 1527.— Ord. Sur., sh. 87, 1876.

St Fillans. See Fillans.
St Germains, a plain mansion in Tranent parish,

Haddingtonshire, 2 miles NE of Tranent town and 2^
SW of Longniddry station. It was built towards the

close of last century by David Anderson, Esq., at one
time secretary to Warren Hastings ; and by his de-

scendant it was sold a few years ago to the trustees of

the late Chs. Stewart Parker Tennent, Esq. of Well-
park, Glasgow. The Knights Hospitallers here had an
establishment, founded in tho 12th century.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 33, 1863. See Jn. Small's Castles and Mansions of
the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

St Kilda, called anciently and by the natives Hirta
or Hirt (Gael. lorta), is the chief islet of a rocky group
included among the Hebrides, though lying far out in

the Atlantic, and quite detached from these islands.

Situated in N lat. 57° 48' 35", and W long. 8° 35' 30",

St Kilda is nominally included in the parish of Harris
in Inverness-shire. It lies 40 miles almost due W of

Griminish Point, the NW extremity of North Uist,

and about 76 nautical miles NW of Dunvegan in Skye.
It measures 3 miles from E to W, 2 from N to S, and
about 7 in circumference ; and its area has been
estimated at from 3000 to 4000 acres. In shape it

resembles a roughly formed stunted letter H, sloping

NW and SE ; and its coasts are faced with lofty

precipitous cliffs, rising sheer out of deep water, at

nearly all points except the landing place in the SE, or

village bay. In the NW bay also, the cliffs are lower,

and m favourable weather a landing may sometimes be
effected there. The other islets of the group are

uninhabited ; but serve as grazing ground for the St
Kildans' sheep, and a breeding place for myriads of sea-

fowl. They are the following—The Dune, a precipitous

and jagged peaked islet forming the southern horn of

the village bay, and only separated from St Kilda by a
narrow passage of sea

;
Soa, or the Sheep Island (1031

feet), divided from the NW extremity of St Kilda by a
strait 400 yards across, in which rise 3 lofty needle
rocks, or ' stacks ;

' Borrera (1072 feet) between Stack-
an-Armin and Stack Lii, 3£ miles towards the N ; and
Levenish (200 feet), a small rocky islet, 1£ mile SE of
the Dune. The prevailing feature of all these islands is

the precipitous nature of the cliffs of which they are
composed ; but apart from their picturesque aspect,

they are entirely subsidiary to the inhabited island in
interest. Between the bays at either end of St Kilda
rises a high rocky ridge, forming the main body of the
island, and rising into the 4 principal summits or
'tops' of Conagher (1220 feet), Mullach-sceal, Mullach-
geal, and Mullach-osterveal or oshival. The sides of
these descend sheer into deep water; and the precipice of
Conagher is said to be the deepest perpendicular precipice
in Great Britain. There are several small streamlets
flowing from the high lands ; and among the wells and
springs are St Kilda's Well and the Well of Virtues.
The climate is on the whole mild, as might be inferred

from its situation, though sometimes damp mists, severe
frosts, heavy snowstorms, and tempestuous winds fall

upon the little community. No trees or shrubs grow on
the island ; but the grass is plentiful and nutritious as
pasture. The only wild animal is the mouse ; but
the islets swarm with myriads of sea-fowl—fulmar,
puffins, guillemots, razor-bills, and solan geese,—which
annually supply the islanders with great part of their
wealth. The last-named birds do not breed on St
Kilda but only on the smaller islets, and chiefly on the
detached 'stacks' near Borrera. The geologic forma-
tion of St Kilda has not been scientifically determined,
but Mr Sands says that the hills for several hundred
feet are formed of sandstone, above which cliffs of
igneous rock, trap, granite, etc., are found. The
cultivated soil, though black, yields now a somewhat
poor return to the labour spent upon it by the
industrious natives; but visitors are generally impressed

with the brilliant verdure of the pastures and hills.

The husbandry was long of the most primitive descrip-

tion, the caschrom or spade-plough being used up till

1830 ; but more modern implements have now been
introduced into the island, and the people show much
industry in fencing their fields and preparing the soil.

In 1758 about 80 acres were estimated to be under
tillage, and barley was the chief crop. Now only about
half that area is in cultivation ; and the chief crops aro

potatoes, oats, and bere. A few turnips and cabbages
are also grown. A curious agricultural feature on the

islands is formed by the cleits or claetyan, little

pyramidal huts of dry-stone, 8 to 10 feet in diameter,

and 4 to 5 high, used formerly to dry the sea-birds

before salt was introduced, but now to protect the crops

when cut. These are very numerous
;

though the

estimate of 5000 supplied to one visitor is certainly

exaggerated. The pasturage is sufficient and good in

summer ; but the sheep receive little attention from
their owners. At the end of the 17th century there

were about 2000 sheep on the group, in 1841 about tho
same, in 1861 about 1500, and in 1877 between 1000
and 1200, though the islanders are averse to revealing

the true number, as they pay a rent to the proprietor of

the island proportioned to the size of their flocks. The
sheep were for a long time a peculiar breed, but have
been improved by crossing. The mutton is good ; and
the wool, which is plucked from the sheep, not shorn, is

generally of a light dun colour. There are about 50
cows of the West Highland breed on the island. The
young cattle are annually purchased by the landlord,

who removes them from the island. There are now no
horses on St Kilda, though in 1697 there were 18, and
in 1841, 3 or 4. They are said to have been shipped
away by a former lessee of the island, on the ground
that they injured the grass. There is an imported
breed of mongrel collie dogs, used in catching puffins

;

every house possesses a cat ; but a recent visitor to the
island affirms that there were only 2 hens upon it. In

1877, 16 families, as crofters, paid each £2 per annum
for their holdings, while the rest of the inhabitants

ranked as cottars. In 1815 the rental of the island was
worth about £40 ; in 1841, £60 ; and from £90 to £100
is the present estimated return. The rents are paid in

kind
;

feathers, oil, cloth, cheese, cattle, tallow, and
ling being the chief articles exported. Although the

surrounding seas abound with fish, fishing is rather

neglected by the St Kildans. They are shy of fish-diet,

asserting that it produces an eruption on the skin.

The capture of sea-fowl is the chief occupation of the
islanders. The men are bold and expert cragsmen

;

suspended only by slender ropes, they fearlessly explore

the perpendicular cliffs of their island. The fulmars
are captured for the sake of the oil the young birds have
in their stomachs ; and the other gulls are taken for

their feathers. The women employ themselves in

catching puffins on the adjacent islands in the season
;

and immense numbers of birds are annually killed,

without causing any appreciable lessening of the
numbers that hover about the islands. The only manu-
facture is that of coarse tweed and blanketing from the

wool of the sheep. The women spin the thread and dyo
it ; while the men weave it into cloth

;
and, moreover,

make all the garments required of it, both for them-
selves and for the women. Mr Sands gives the follow-

ing as the exports from St Kilda for 1875, and the price

paid to the inhabitants, showing a total value of £250.

Cloth, .

Blankets, .

Fulmar oil,

.

Tallow,
Black Feathers, .

(irey Feathers, .

Cheese,
Fish, .

1 Year Old Cattle,

227 yards of 47 inches and thumb,
403 yards of 47 inehes and thumb,
666 gallons.
414 lbs.,

1494 lbs.

1179 lbs.,

646 lbs

1080 marketable, ....
20 head

There is but one village on St Kilda, situated at the
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ST KILDA ST LEONARDS

hnd of tho E bar. on comparatively level ground at the

loot of »trrp MM lofty hiUm. It com ains a church, a

, i !.i tor's hot«M\ n store, H rincroofcd ami 2

thatchrd cottages arranged in i\ crescent, iliul standing

Iron L6 to 90 jaida uul I i aaoh other, The line-

roofed oottagoa were built in 1861 N bj 1 1 1
» late pro-

prietor alter u severe storm hail unrooted the former

primitive, howls, many of which still standi end ere

byrea or oellara The chnroh, • plain and sub-

»lanti.il building wnli four windows, a slated roof, lint

an ..u i inn tioor, <o-t £800i The manse, the factor's

hoiiv (used only for nlmnt 3 days in tlio year), and tho

mi' nil sl.itrd houses. Till' lit t lo burial-place

Uhind tlir vill,-, is walled, and the Rate is kept closed
;

bat tlu> interior is »s negleoted u most Highland
et ni. tenes. The St Kildans are exceedingly primitive

m their habits ; hut they are more intelligent than

tii, n isolation seems to promise. They are for the most

|>.»rt fair- omploxioiied, hut some are swarthy ; and

thoOgb inclined to he stout, they are active and hardy.

'Hi,' women are comely ; some are said to ho beautiful.

] h< m rage hi Ight of the male inhabitants is 6 feet 6

inches. They are a very prolific race, hut the new-horn

infants arc peculiarly liable to ho fatally seized with

tStomu iiiuinitnn, from a cause never satisfactorily ex-

plained It is said that 8, and even 9 out of 10, infants

tarn on the island die from this disease. When once

past the dangerous ago the children are healthy and

strong. Both tho juvenile and adult inhabitants are

liable to a feverish cold, which they call 'the boat-cold,'

became they believe it attacks the island whenever a

boat from tho outer world touches on their shores.

Imbecility is almost unknown. Though nearly all can

read the Gaelic Testament, only a lew can write in

the vernacular ; and none can speak English, except of

course the minister. The St Kilda music was formerly

famous among the Hebrides ; but the inhabitants are

not now specially musical. Their morality is good ;

crime is unknown ; and they adhere to the somewhat
rigid piety of two generations ago. The entire popula-

tion belongs to the Free Church, whose minister on the

island receives a stipend of £80; and acts as tho sub-

stitute for the schoolmaster. The dress of the in-

habitants is made of the native cloth ; and resembles

the ordinary lowland costume in Scotland ; the kilt is

not worn even by children. The food is chiefly sea-

fowl, mutton, milk, and eggs. Besides the name of the

minister there are only five surnames now known on the

island, viz., Gillies, Macdonald, Ferguson, Mackinnon,

and Macqueen. The population in 1697 was said to be

180 ; in 1758, 88 ; in 1795, 85 ; in 1815, 103 ; and in

1S41, 105. The first government census took place

only in 1851, and returned the population at 110 ; in

1861 it was 78 ; in 1871, 71 ; and in 1881, 77, of whom
44 were females. In 1856, 36 inhabitants emigrated to

Australia ; and in 1864, 8 were drowned by a boating

accident.

St Kilda is the property of MacLeod of MacLeod, who
purchased it for £3000 about 1872. It has, however,

been for centuries in the MacLeod family. Lord

Dunmore, proprietor of South Harris, is the feudal

superior of the island, and is entitled to receive an

annual fen-duty of one shilling. The intercourse of St

Kiida with the outer world is maintained by means of

the factor's boat, which visits it once a year, and the

chance visits of yachts in summer.
The old name of the island appears in the forms Hirt,

Hirth, Hirta, and Hyrtha, and is referred to the Gaelic

hlar-tir, ' the west country.' The inhabitants have a

proverb, 'Hirst to Perst' (Perth), indicating their dis-

tance from the centre of the kingdom. The name St

Kilda is probably connected with the Cnldees. as the

dhadowy chronicler Gildas does not usually figure as a

saint, and no more authentic representative of the name
is found in history. Hirt appears in a charter of the

14th century by which the island and other lands are

granted by John, Lord of the Isles, to his son Reginald.

It is confirmed by Robert II. The island next passed

to Macdonald of Sl-»t, and later to the MacLeods of

212

Punvof.tn, who have held ii lor ihrec een(urio9. James
Boswellal one time thought of buying St Kilda,. in
1616 H w as Invaded and ravaged' by ' Colkitto ; ' in

172i it was depopulated by smallpox, only 4 adults
being left alive to support 26 children ; from 1734 to
L742 Lady Grange was confined to the island by her
cruel and powerful husband Lord Grange; and tales of

In 1697 I lu re chapels are said to have existed Oil tho
island, and were dedicated to Christ, Columba, and St
Bri ndan. The only relic of those is a stone, marked
with a cross, built into one of tho houses. In the Glen
Mhor or Amazon's Valley, at the head of tho N hay,
there stood a pyramidal stone hut called tho Female
Warrior's house—a lady who is said to have hunted
from Si Kilda 1o Harris, at a time when tho sea did not
flov, between them, On Borrera is a dome-roofed hut
called the Stallir House, and related to havo been the
abode of a hermit ; and on the Dune are the remains of
an ancient fort. Subterranean dwellings, stono imple-
inrnls, ami pottery have also been found.
The unique and' romantic situation of St Kilda have,

IV •oinparaliwlv earlv limes, attracted a good deal of
interest to tho lonely little island. Sir Walter Scott
notices it in his Lord of the Isles (Canto i., st. 8) ; and
David Mallet makes it the scene of his poem Amynlor
uml Tin tulnnt ; or, The Hermit. Lord llrougham visited

the island in 1799.

Notices of the island occur in Fordun, Boethius,
Buchanan, Camden, Sir Robert Murray, and others.

Books on the subject are Martin's Late Voyage to St
Kiltl'i, li;!t.\ llll.l iiis Di sc, -iiii inn, of lla: Western Islands

of Scotland, 1 703 ; Buchan's Description of St Kilda,
1711 and 1773; Rev. Kenneth Macaulay's Voyage to

and History of St Kilda, 1764 ; Rev. John Lane
Buchanan's Travels im, the Western Hebrides, 1793; Dr
John Maeeulloeh'.s /hwri/diim of Ihi' Wexlr.ru Islands of
Scotland, 1819, and his Highlands and Western Islands,

i vols., 1824 ; L. Mac Lean's Sketches of the Island of St
Kilda, 1838 ; J. Sands' Out of the World; or, Life in
St Kilda, 1876 and 1877 ; MacDiarmid's ' St Kilda and
its Inhabitants ' in Trans. Highl. and Ag. Soc., 1878 ;

and finally Geo. Seton's St Kilda, Past and Present,

1878, to which we are indebted for much of the preced-

ing article. Besides these a large number of magazine
hi icles, etc. , on the subject are detailed in Poole's Index
I,, /: , //'nil Lil, ratnn:.

St Leonards, the seat of Thomas Nelson, Esq., pub-
lisher, in the SE vicinity of Edinburgh, near the south-

western base of Arthur's Seat, and 1J mile SSE of the
General Post Office. Surrounded by grounds 12 acres

in extent, it is a lofty Scottish Baronial edifice, erected

in 1869-70 from designs by Mr John Lessels.

St Leonards, a small parish in the E of Fife, and
forming practically part of the parish of St Andrews,
though it is civilly and ecclesiastically distinct. It

consists of a main portion near the centre of the S
border of St Andrews parish and several detached

portions in and about the town. The main part, which
lies to the S of Boarhills, is bounded W and N by the

parish ol St Andrews, E by the parish of Kingsbarns, S
by t he parish of Grail, and SW by the parish of Dunino

;

its extreme length and breadth are If mile. The
physical characteristics are the same as in St Andrews,

and the height above sea-level rises towards the S till

317 feet is reached near the coiner of Balcaithly Wood.
The drainage is carried off by Kenly Burn, which has,

along the boundary or through this part of the parish,

a course of fully l| mile. Another portion immediately

SW of the town of St Andrews measures 4 by 2 furlongs,

and there are smaller sections at the E end of the town.

The land area is 820 acres ; and the whole parish, which
was originally the property of the Priory of St Andrews
and afterwards of St Leonard's College, now belongs to

the United College of St Salvator and St Leonard at St

Andrews. Although the principal of St Leonard's did

not always officiate as the minister of the parish, and in

the case of George Buchanan (1566-70) was not even a

clergyman, it is certain that lor some time before the
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Revolution the two offices were held by the same per-

son ; and from that time till 1836, first the principal of

St Leonard's, and thereafter of the United College, was
always a clergyman and minister of this parish. St

Leonards is in the presbytery of St Andrews and the

synod of Fife, and the living is worth £315 a year.

The chapel of St Salvator's College has been used as the

parish church for more than a century, and was legally

annexed to the parish in 1843. Valuation (1856) £859,
7s., (1875) £1660, 16s. 3d., (1885) £1377, 10s. lid.

Pop. (1801) 363, (1831)482, (1861)513,(1871)741, (1881)

769, of whom 436 were females.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 49, 41,

1865-57.

St Madoes, a small parish at the W end of the Carse

of Gowrie, Perthshire, adjoining, at its north-western

boundary, Glencarse station on the Caledonian rail-

way, 15$ miles WSW of Dundee and 6 E by S of the

post-town, Perth. It is bounded NW by Kinfauns, NE
by Errol, S by the Firth of Tay, and W by the Inchyra
section of Kinnoull. Its utmost length, from N to S,

is 1 J mile ; its utmost breadth, from E to W, is lg mile
;

and its area is 1417$ acres, of which 153$ are foreshore

and 104$ water. The Firth of Tay, which curves along
the southern border for 1§ mile, broadens eastward from

| to 1 mile, but at its widest is divided by Mugdrum
island into the North and the South Deep. The shore

is fringed by three old sea-margins, 3, 9, and 14 feet

above the level of the Tay
;
and, beyond, the surface

rises gently to a maximum altitude of 71 feet nearDum-
green. Old Red Sandstone is the predominant rock,

and has been quarried at Cottown. The soil, a deep
strong clay near the Tay, on the higher grounds is a
rich brown loam. Excepting about 30 acres of planta-

tion, 76 of permanent pasture, and 68 in the policy of

Pitfour Castle, the entire area is constantly in tillage.

A large brickwork employs about 60 people. Near the

eastern boundary is the 'Hawk's Stane ' referred to

under Luncarty ; in the Pitfour policy are remains of

a stone circle, with cup-markings; and in the church-
yard is an elaborately sculptured stone, 7 feet long, and
3 to 2$ feet broad. Alexander Lindsay, Bishop of

Dunkeld, was minister from 1591 till his death in

1639. Pitfour Castle, noticed separately, is the only
mansion ; and Sir J. T. Stewart-Richardson, Bart, is

almost the sole proprietor. St Madoes is in the pres-

bytery of Perth and the synod of Perth and Stirling
;

the living is worth £247, with a manse and a glebe of

£80 value per annum. The parish church, near Glen-
carse station, was built in 1798, and contains 410 sittings.

The public school, with accommodation for 114 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 85, and a grant of

£74, Is. lOd. Valuation (1860) £39S0, 8s. 10d., (1885)
£5297, 13s. lOd. Pop. (1801) 295, (1831) 327, (1861)
280, (1871) 290, (1881) 316.—Ord. Sur.. sh. 48, 1868.

St Magnus Bay, a spacious bay on the W coast of the
mainland of Shetland. It measures 12g miles across
the entrance, expands to 14 miles, and indents the land
to a depth of 13| miles. It enters between the head-
lands of Esha Ness on the N and the Ness of Melby on
the S ; but has in its mouth, 1 mile from the latter,

the island of Papa-Stour ; so that it is reduced at the
entrance to an open channel only 9J miles broad.
Around its inner verge are the islets of Vemantry,
Meiklo Roe, Papa Little, and Linga, besides various
holms and skerries ; and projecting from it into the
land are various bays or voes, which contain safe and
excellent anchorage for any number of vessels of any
burthen—particularly Ura Firth, Olna Firth Voe, Gen
Firth, and Aith Voe.

St Margaret's Hope, a harlwur and a post-office
village in the island of South Ronaldshay, Orkney.
The harbour is a small bay, projecting iato the middle
of the N coast of the island, and opening into tho sound
which separates South Ronaldshay from Burray. It is

one of the safest and best harbours for small vessels in
the kingdom. A fishery here, which drew regular visits

from London lobster smacks, and engaged the capital of
diiferent English companies, was, for many years, the
only regular fishery in Orkney. The village, standing

at the head of the harbour, 13 miles S of Kirkwall, is

the seat of an industrious population, chie fly engaged in

fisheries. It has a post office under Kirkwall, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,
a branch of the Union Bank, and a good inn. Pop.
(1861) 260, (1871) 363, (1881) 412.

St Martins, a parish in the Strathmore district of

Perthshire, containing Guildtown village, 6 miles N by
E of Perth, under which it has a post office. Since the
close of the 17th century it has comprised the ancient
parish of Cambusmichael ; and it is bounded N by
Cargill, NE by Collace and the Bandirran section of

Kettins in Forfarshire (detached), SE by Kilspindie

and the Balbeggie section of Kinnoull, S by Scone, W
by Redgorton, and NW by Auchtergaven. Its utmost
length, from W by N to E by S, is 5j miles ; its utmost
breadth is 3f miles ; and its area is 6565 acres.

The Tay, here a splendid salmon river, curves 2j
miles south-south-westward along all the Auchtergaven
and Redgorton boundary, and past the village of Stanley.

Beside it the surface declines to less than 2U0 feet above
sea-level ; and thence it rises to 239 feet near Guild-
town, 453 near Newlands, 413 near Cairnbeddie, 397
near Rosemount, and 424 near East Melginch. Thus,
although neither flat nor hilly, it rises considerably

above the Tay, and is much diversified by depressions

and rising grounds. Plantations are extensive enough
to give a warm appearance to the interior ; and copse-

woods fringe the margin of the river. The soil in

general is a black mould, incumbent on till, and much
improved by art ; whilst towards the river it is naturally

good and fertile. Freestone abounds, and has been
largely quarried. Limestone and rock-marl also occur.

One still may trace a Roman road leading north-north-

eastward from the ancient Bertha towards the parish of

Cargill. There are vestiges of several stone-circles ; and
one most interesting antiquity has been noticed in our
article Cairnbeddie. The church of St Martins
anciently lay within the diocese of Dunkeld, and was a
mensal church of the abbey of Holyrood. The church of

Cambusmichael—still indicated by its ruins beside tho

Tay, on a low plain of the class which Gaelic calls

cambus—was included in the diocese of St Andrews, and
belonged to the abbacy of Scone. The principal mansion,
St Martins Abbey, 5 miles NNE of Perth, is the seat of

the chief proprietor, William Macdonald Macdonald,
Esq. (b. 1822 ; sue. his cousin, 1841), the only son of

Gen. Farquharson, who holds 22,600 acres in Perthshire

and 2801 in Forfarshire, valued at £9192 and £5617
per annum, and who claims the chieftainship of the

Colquhouns. The estate, originally called the Kirk-
lands, was purchased by Wm. Macdonald, W.S., of

Ranachan (1732-1814), a founder of the Highland ami
Agricultural Society ; and by him the mansion was
erected towards the close of last century. A massive
and commodious building, it has been greatly enlarged

and adorned by the present proprietor ; and its beauti-

ful grounds and policies were planned and laid out
about 1858 by Mr Craiggie-Halket, the celebrated land-

scape gardener. In Sept. 1884 Mr Gladstone visited

Sir Andrew Clark, Bart., M.D., at St Martins Abbey.
(See chap. xlii. of T. Hunter's Woods and Estates of
Perthshire, Perth, 1883.) St Martins is in the presby-

tery of Perth and the synod of Perth and Stirling ; tho

living is worth £259. The parish church is a handsome
and commodious edifice of 1842. Guildtown public

school, with accommodation for 125 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 62, and a grant of £42, 18s. 7d.

Valuation (1860) £7296, 5s. 3d., (1885) £8754, 13s. 5d.

Pop. (1S01) 1136, (1831) 1135, (1861) 904, (1871) 735,

(1881) 741.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

St Mary's. See Ronaldshay, Soutii.

St Mary's Holm, a place on tho S coast of Holm
parish, Orkney, 7 miles S by E of Kirkwall, under which
it has a post offico, with money order, savings' bank,
and telegraph departments.

St Mary's Isle, tho scat of the Earl of Selkirk, in

Kirkcudbright parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, 1J mile SSW
of the town, from which it is approached by a long limo-
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tnv avriiuo. it stands on a finelv.w.ioded peninsula,
j'l.Mo-tiiis 1ft uiilr »outli.Miiith.w,.«t\viir.l into the head
oi Klrkooabnght lUy, tad i to :> furlong* broad. The
rytmt ol the *t<*, no MtioeabU along the whole coast of
Kirkcudbrightshire, i« peculiarly observable in this
itiiiiisuI.v Tlio mm, 111 former times, made tho place
lit. rally an i»l„, ami covered nt every tide ut least one-
half oi it* present cultivated surface. The \V si.l.< is

high noond, ilnrml.nl by border of rocks
j
but the B

M.lr vim1.1v .iivloMN Ir.lin rn.l to ««ml, in largo slicll-

Isuika, tl,r former line of liij-li water. Tile house, u

rambling. old>ftthioned building, with groanda of
Mii.Mil.ir beauty, occupies the site of n priory, founded
•boa ir.".» t»y Fomij I«<>rd of Galloway. The original
name «.l tin- island was Traliil .,r Tray I, ami tho |iriory

»'M dcdi,Mte.l t.) the \'ir^'iii Mary, whence we liml it

I'l rat ns Sam-tic Maria- ile Trayl. ' Itwastlio
mt of canons-regular of the order of St Augustine, and,
bring glTen bj its founder to the abbey of Holyrood,
bonme a dependent cell of that establishment. The
prior w.« n lord of parliament. The, priory was sur-

round.-, I with high walls, which enclosed an extensive
•it. .i I I,. outer gate was distant at least J mile from
the priorr, and stood at a place still called the Great
Cros.-. The iim. r gate led immediately to a group of
rolls, the habitations of tho monks, and was called the
Little Cross. All the buildings were swept awuy to-

wards the close of the 17th century, to give full scope
for beautifying the ground as a noble demesne. A
hundred yean since, while the Earl of Selkirk was ex-
tending his garden, 14 human skeletons were discovered
by the workmen, placed regularly alongside of one
another with their feet to the E, occupying a spot quite
different from the burying-ground of tho monks, and
all the remains possibly of persons interred previous to
the existence of the priory. David Panther, or Paniter,
was prior of St Mary's Isle, and afterwards commenda-
tor of Camiiuskenneth. He was one of the most
eminent literary men of his day, and wrote letters,

published by Knddiman in 1772, which afford a model
of classical latinity. According, however, to Buchanan,
he was a profane man, and instigated persons at court
to all manner of impurities ; whilst Knox says that
' eating and drinking was the pastyme of his lyif. ' Ho
cicd at Stirling on 1 Oct. 1558. Robert Richardson,
descended from a line of respectable citizens of Edin-
burgh, and previously promoted to the offices of lord-

I -n •• r and general ol the mint, was made commen-
(Utor of St Mary's Isle in 1558 ; and he was so adroit
m to hold all his lucrative situations under both Mary
and her son. Large estates were purchased by him

;

and at his death, in 1571, were left to his two sons, Sir
James Richardson of Smeaton, and Sir Robert Kichard-
on of Pencaitland. On 22 April 1778 the famous
Paul Jones made a descent on St Mary's Isle, with the
view of seizing the Earl of Selkirk as a hostage during
the war with America. His lordship being from home,
all the silver plate in his mansion was seized and carried
away ; but it was returned uninjured and without cost

seven years after the depredation. Lord William Doug-
las (1634-94), eldest son, by a second marriage, of the
first Marquess of Douglas, was created Earl of Selkirk
in 1646. He married Anne, Duchess of Hamilton,
and in 1660 obtained the title of third Duke of Hamil-
ton, at the same time resigning the earldom of Selkirk,

which, however, by a new patent of 1688 was conferred
on his second son. Dunbar James Douglas, present
and sixth Earl (b. 1809 ; sue. 1820), holds 20,283 acres

in Kirkcudbrightshire, valued at £19,770 per annum.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

St Mary's Loch, a beautiful lake on the mutual
border of Selkirk and Peebles shires, 15J miles WSW of
Selkirk, 14 SSW of Innerleithen, and 16JNB of Moffat.

Lying 814 feet above sea-level, and 80 to 90 feet deep,
itextends 3 miles north-by-eastward andnorth-eastward,
and has a maximum breadth of exactly \ mile. At its

head is the smaller Loch of the Lowes ; SIegoet Water
and Kikksteal- Burn are the chief of eight streams that

enter it ; and Yakeow Water issues from its foot. On
314

either side the Bmooth green bills rise steeply—to the
si-:. Uowbuhopb Law (1570 feet), the Wisa (198*), and
Peat Law (17:17); to il„. N\V, Watch Hill (1710),
B id Ilill (1594), Copper Law (1690), Henderland
Hill (1740), and DEER. Law (2065). Its waters are
«'.-ll stooked with trout, of

.J
lb, each on an average;

end pike and perch are also taken, with an occasional
salmon and bull trout,. Scott, in his introduction to

canto second of Marmion, has drawn a perfect picture
of the :ccnery :—

' (if! in my inlnil such thoughts awake
Bj lone 81 Mary's silent lake,

Tnou know'el ll well,—nor fen, nor sedge,
I'. 'Hut i- I lie pui r lake's crystal edge

;

Abrupt and sheer, Hie inc'iuntaii.H siuk
Al ..nee upon the level brink

;

sand
the land.

I Mh b

N.'t' 1 1

«

\\ 1

Ami silence aids,—though the steep hills

Bend to the lake a thousand rills;

In Milium i I id.- so Kofi t hey weep,
The sound hut lulls the ear asleep ;

Your horse's hoof-tread sounds too rude-
So stilly is tho solitude."

Yet, as in Wordsworth's day

—

' The swan on still St Mary's Lake
Float douhle, swan and shadow ;'

and yet, like Wordsworth, we may fancy that

—

' Throne;!,, ml her depths, St Mary's Lake
Is visibly delighted

;

For not a teat ore of I hose hills

Js in the inirrur slighted.'

The road from Peebles and Innerleithen to St Mary's
Loch passes through a wild mountain defile, which
opens on the vale of the Yarrow about 3 miles from the

lake. On emerging from this, tho lonely Yarrow bursts

all at once on the traveller's view ; and he looks on the
mountains dotted with sheep, and Altkive, the cottage

of Hogg, the Ettrick shepherd, which stands a little

way E of the lake, and which, more than any other

feature in the landscape, makes St Mary's Loch an
object of interest to lovers of poetry. Almost every

mountain and stream in ' fair Ettrick Forest' have been
hallowed by the genius of the bard, who

' Found in youth a harp among the hills,

Dropt hy the Elfin-people ; and whilst the moon
Entranced hung o'er still St Mary's Loch,
Harp'd hy that . harmed water, so that the swan
Came floating onwards through the water-blue,

—

A dream-like creature listening tn a dream ;

And the t^ueen of the Fairies rising silently

Through the pure mist, stood at the shepherd's feet,

And half-forgot her own green paradise,

Far in the bosom of the hill,—so wild

!

So sweet ! so sad 1 flowed forth that shepherd's lay.'

' My beloved Shepherd,' said Christopher North in 1824,
' some half century hence your effigy will be seen on
some bonny green knowe in the forest, with its honest

face looking across St Mary's Loch, and up towards the

Grey Mare s Tail ; while by moonlight all your own
fairies will weave a dance round its pedestal.' And his

prediction has been almost exactly verified by the

erection in 1860 of a monument on a grassy esplanade

at the head of the loch. It consists of a square pedestal

and a statue, 9£ and 8J feet high, of Denholm freestone,

by Andrew Currie, F.S.A., himself a native of 'the

Forest.' The Shepherd, with plaid around him, is

seated on an oak-root ; at his feet lies Hector, his

favourite dog; his right hand rests on a staff; and his

left holds a scroll inscribed with the last line of the

Queen's Wake—
' He taught the wandering winds to sing.'

Opposite, ou the wooded patch of holm between the
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lochs, 19 miles WSW of Selkirk, is St Margaret's

Cottage or ' Tibbie Sheils,' long kept by Mrs Richard-

son (1781-1878), and the scene of one of the Nodes.

The Rodono Hotel has been noticed separately, as also

are Binram's Cross, Blackoouse, Ciiafelhope,
Coppercleuch, Douglas Burn, Dkyttope, Hender-
land, and Mount Bengek. On the NW shore of the

loch, 7 furlongs from its head, is the site of St Mary's

kirk, with its ancient graveyard. This, too, the poet's

pen has rendered a classic spot. In this lonely place

the bones of many an outlaw mingle with the dust
;

and here the shepherd of the present century still liuds

hi- last resting-place.

' For though in feudal strife a foe
Hath laid our Lady's chapel low,

Yet still beneath the hallowed soil,

The peasant rests him from his toil

:

And, dying, hi. Is his hones be laid

Where erst his simple fathers prayed."

This ancient chapel is the subject of many traditions,

and of numerous ballads and poems of ancient and
modern date.

« St Mary's Loch lies shimmering still,

But St Mary s kirk-bull's lang dune ringing !

There's naething now but the grave-stane hill

To tell o' a' their loud psalm-singing !

'

Among the ballads, that of The Douglas Tragedy has

been rendered widely familiar by the Border Minstrelsy.

Another ancient and very popular tradition furnished

the ground-work of Hogg's ballad of Mess John; and
the chapel is the scene of the principal incident in his

ballad of Mary Scott. Here the daughter of stern

Tushilaw is supposed, by the poet, to have been brought
to be buried ; here she awoke from that sleep which
seemed to all the sleep that knows no waking ; and here

she was married to her lover, Pringle, Lord of Tor-

woodlee.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

St Mary's Tower, the Scottish seat of the Right Hon.
Lord John Manners, in Little Dunkeld parish, Perth-
shire, near the right bank of the Tay, a little way E of

Birnam. It is a large and stately Scottish Baronial
edifice, of modern erection, with very beautiful grounds.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

St Monance. See Abercrombie.
St Mungo, a parish of Annandale, Dumfriesshire,

whose church stands near the right bank of the Water
of Milk, 3 miles S by E of the post-town, Lockerbie.
It is bounded NE by Tundergarth, E by Hoddam, S by
Cummertrees, SW by Dalton, and W, NW, and N by
Dryfesdale. Its utmost length, from N by E to S by
W, is 5| miles ; its breadth varies between \ mile and
3) miles ; and its area is 4932J acres, of which 35J are
water. The river Annan winds 3g- miles south-eastward
along all the Dalton and Cummertrees boundary ; and
the Water of Milk 6 miles south -by-westward —
mainly through the interior, but for the first If mile
along the boundary with Tundergarth, and for the last

5£ furlongs along or near to that with Hoddam—until
it falls into the Annan at the SE corner of the parish.
Springs of the purest water, welling up from the rocks,
and maintaining, in some cases, an equable temperature
all the year round, are both many and copious. The
general surface is slightly uneven, sinking little below
130, and little exceeding 300, feet above sea-level ; but
in a wing of the parish to the E of the Caledonian
railway it attains near Cowdens a maximum altitude of
603 feet. Seen from distant heights which command a
maplike view of it, the parish looks almost flat

; but,
though not strictly hilly, it has such swells and
eminences as, with aid of Brunswark Hill in the neigh-
bouring parish of Hoddam, and the wooded rising
grounds of Kirkwood in Dalton, present on nearer in?
spection a gracefully, varied, and pleasing landscape.
Silurian and Devonian rocks predominate

; limestono
has been quarried on the north-eastern border; sand-
stone and shale, belonging to the Carboniferous for-
mation, are at the head of the glebe

; porphyritic
amygdaloid forms the main mass of Nutholm Hill

;

and galena, jasper, and chalcedony are found in various

parts. The soil on about 280 acres of holm-land
adjacent to the Annan and the Milk is a rich, deep
alluvium, and elsewhere varies considerably. Nearly
nine-tenths of the entire area are in tillage ; and some
300 acres are under wood. A sepulchral tumulus was
removed half a century since from Sorrysikemuir ; an
ancient Caledonian camp was formerly near the site of

that tumulus ; and on Cowdens farm is the spot where
Ralph Erskine's tent was pitched at the introduction of

Secession principles to Annandale. Mansions, noticed

separately, are Castlemilk and Murrayfield ; and
R. Jardine, Esq., M.P., is chief proprietor, 1 other

holding an annual value of more than £500, and 8 of

between £10C and £500. St Mungo is in the presby-

tery of Lochjiaben and the synod of Dumfries ; the

living is worth £310, 5s. 5d. The original parish church,

which was dedicated to St Mungo or Kentigern, stood

on the left bank of the river Annan, 1^ mile SW of the

present one, and was a cruciform First Pointed edifice,

partly rebuilt in 1754 and 1805. This church was con-

firmed by Rohert de Bruce in 1174 to the episcopate of

Glasgow, and became a mensal church of that see till

the Reformation. The bishops of Glasgow are con-

jectured—chiefly from some remains visible at the end
of last century of an ancient village, and of an extensive

garden with a fish-pond—to have had a residence here.

In 1116 the parish bore the name of Abermilk ('con-

fluence of the Milk ')—a name exchanged for Castle-

milk by 1170, and afterwards for St Mungo. For a
short period succeeding 1609 the parish was annexed to

Tundergarth. The present church, on a picturesque

site 200 yards to the SE of its predecessor of 1842, is a
handsome edifice erected in 1875-77 at a cost of £5000,
the whole defrayed by Mr Jardine of Castlemilk. Scot-

tish Gothic in style, from designs by the late David
Bryce, R.S. A., it is built of light grey freestone, and has
350 sittings, stained -glass windows, and a massive
NE tower, 19 feet square and 70 high. The public

school, with accommodation for 115 children, had (1884)
an average attendance of 114, and a grant of £109.
Valuation (1860) £4699, (1885) £6529, 7s. 4d. Pop.

(1801) 644, (1831) 791, (1861) 686, (1871) 658, (1881)
653.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

St Ninians or St Ringans, a large parish containing
a post-town of the same name in the NE of the county
of Stirling. It is bounded N by Perthshire, by portions

of the parishes of Lecropt and Logie in Stirlingshire, by
the parish of Stirling, and by Clackmannanshire, E by
the parish of Airth, S by the parishes of Dunipace,
Denny, and Kilsyth, W by the parish of Fintray, ami
WNW by the parish of Gargunnock. There is a small

detached portion NE of the town of Stirling in the loop

of the river Forth N and S of Queenshaugh. The
boundary is largely natural. From the NW corner the
line follows the N side of the Forth from the mouth of

the West Carse Burn downwards to the junction with
the Teith, and then the middle of the river downwards
to the mouth of East Mains Burn, except for 1J mile

N of the town of Stirling, where the parish of Stirling

comes in, the whole distance traced by the Forth being

19£ miles following the windings of the river. On the

E the line largely follows the courses of the East
Mains, Darnbog, and Tor Burns ; on the S those of

Tor Burn and the river Carron, which forms the

boundary for 6£ miles ; and on the W those of Endrick
Water and Burnfoot Burn. The greatest length of the

parish, from the junction of the Darnbog and Tor Hums
to form the Pow Burn on the E, to the junction of Burn-
foot Burn with Endrick Water on the W, is 12f miles ;

the greatest breadth, from the junction of the rivers

Forth and Teith on the N, to the junction of Buckio
Burn with the river Carron on the S, is 7 miles ; and
the land area is 38,012 acres. The height above sea-

level rises from 26 feet near the Forth in tho NE corner

and 35 Men the Forth at the NW corner, towards tho

S and W borders. The central portion of the parish is on
an average from 200 to 300 feet high ; and at Gillies

Hill the height is 500 feet, at Great Hill W of Sauchie

House 831, abovo Barr Wood SW of Auchenbowie
315
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Rmm IM The higbwl ground fovmiii!* tlio eastern

Mtrsnityof the i.insox Sou 'it, In the W and SW,
•( Scout Hoed (705 Toot), Earl's Hill (1443), Hart
Hill (1428), Gifomta Law (1800)— Including bha moor-

i
•. .-. >•! lunch Hulr, Touonadim Muir, Tlia flail, and

»,it.g.>lo Mint t'.urn.vch Hill (l.'i.'.n, Oaigannot Hill

QUI), Oraigangall Bill (1000), and DundaffHlll (1167).

'Hi.- ground la divided into what is locally known aa

. uaa, dn Said, and moorland. Tito Aral which oooupiea

tin' sonthei n nml eastern districts was. before the march
.1 in.., Inn n-m ultural improvement began, a Hat stretch

«.t moraaa, bni is now Manly cultivated, and produces

i Dpa, Thapart cflt along the edge of the Forth

has to Ihi protn ted by strong embankments against the

OTtrflow ol the river during flooda. The dryneld—tho

DMMt aXtanaiTa of the three-is the higher grounil bo-

hind the earse, with an andulating surface sloping

chiefly to the N ami B. It is highly cultivated, and
has numerous hedgerows and plantations. Tho moor-

land, lying in tin' W ami SW among the heights already

mentioned, oomprisea about \ of tho whole area. Tho

BOltharn part is heathy, hut the southern ahounds in

oa.sture, and there is some good and well-

cultivated nanghland along the river Carron. The soil

ot tin- eara« is an alluvium 8 to 20 foot deep, and below

this lie successively layers of moss, drift, and sand,

'll.i' whole ol it has been, within a comparatively recent

period — certainly subsequent to the appearance of

man— Dl W ath the level of the sea, but there must have

bi .n a land surface previous to the formation of the

np| ar alluvial deposits, as the layer of moss beneath these

contains bark and branches of hazel. At tho time of the
• Bannoekburn the carsc seems to have been an

impassable morass. The underlying rocks are carbonifer-

ous, those to the E belonging to the Coal-measures,

those in tho centre to tho Carboniferous Limestone

while on the W throughout the moorland district

an- interbedded basalts. There are collieries at Auchen-

bowie, Bannoekburn, Cowie, Greenyards, and Plean,

and the other beds are quarried at dilferent places.

The drainage of a small portion of the parish in

the extreme W goes to the great Clyde basin, being

carried off by ENDRIOK WateB and Burnfoot Burn and

the smaller streams flowing to it : the surplus rainfall

elsewhere goes to the Forth. Along the N it is carried

off by the river Forth itself, which receives in the NW
corner the Baston and Touch Burns—the latter receiv-

ing the Craigbrock Burn—and elsewhere along the N
a number of smaller streams. Flowing through the

centre and NE of the parish is the Bannock Burn, which,

rising at Earl's Hill, has a course of 14 miles north-east-

ward to the Forth, receiving near the middle of its

length Sauchie Burn. Besides the streams already

mentioned on the E and S borders, there are also in

the SE Small Burn, uniting with some other streams to

form Sauchinford Burn (lowing to Tor Burn, and Plean

Burn also flowing to Tor Burn ; in the centre of the

S side Auchenbowie Burn, which passes through the

parish of Dunipace to the Carron ; and in the SW
Buckie Burn and Earl's Burn, both flowing to the

Carron. On Touch Bum is a waterfall called Uilmour's

Linn, and on the river Carron another called Auchen-

tillin's Spout. Neither are of any great height. The

only lake is Loch Coulter near the middle of the S side,

which is separately noticed.

There are a number of tumuli, and at that at Ghosts'

Knowe, on the Buckie Burn, near the centre of the S side

of theparish, a sepulchral chamber was opened in 1839, but

the valuable find of implements, etc., was scattered by

the ignorant workmen employed. The Roman road from

Carnclon northwards entered the parish about % mile

W of Carbrook House (Dunipace), and ran in a straight

line north-westward to Snabhead, SW of Bannoekburn

House, where it turned NNW and ran parallel to the

modern road through the town of St Ninians to Stir-

ling and to the W of it. A few traces of it are still

to be seen, as well as of some of the stations. The

old pronunciation and often the spelling of the name

was St Kingans, which is still in common local use,
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though it is now beginning to be superseded by St
Ninians, whioh has been the spelling since the end of
lust century. There must have been a church here
from a very early date, and the dedication was to St
Ninian, who flourished in the end of the 4th and the
beginning of the .Mb centuries, and who converted tho
southern Plots to Christianity. (See Whithorn. ) This
Church was probably near tho well culled St Ninian's
Well, on the Sside of Stirling, [n the reign of David l.

Robert, Bishop „l St. Andrews (112li-f,8), granted to the
newly founded Oambuskenneth Abbey 'the church of
Egghs si Ninians, with its chapels of Dunipace and
Lltllbert, and all ils other chapels and oratories, and
all ulln i pertinent n ;' but whether this church was on
Hi' ite "I the early one or occupied tho samo position
as the present church cannot now be determined.
Another ohuroh at Kirk-o'-muir, 7^ miles SW of the
pro ' ni parish church, is said to havo been one of the
earliest churches in Scotland where the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper was dispensed by tho Reformers in Scot-
land. It figures in tho Commissary's list as tho church
of a distinct parish apart from St Ninians, but no
traces of the building are now to bo seen, though the
elnii'i livard remains. There was also a chapel at
Cambusbarron, and another dedicated to tho Virgin
Mary atSkeoch, !, mile NE of Bannoekburn. In tho
extreme SW ol' the parish are the ruins of a castle,

once the stronghold of Sir John Graham, the companion
ol W allace ; and near it are the lands of Dundalf, from
which the Duko of Montrose, who is sprung from an
elder branch of tho same family of Graham, takes his

title of Viscount of Dundalf. There are also ruins of
old castles at Sauchie and Carnock, which are separately

noticed. Traversed by the great main road from Edin-
I'UiL'li I" Stirling and the t.h, the parish lias been
I he scene of many of the events connected with the
national history of Scotland. To the SW of the town
of St Ninians is the Bore-stone marking the place

where Bruce's standard was planted during the battle of

Bannoekburn. The battle itself is separately noticed,

as are also the battles of Sauchieburn and Stirling

Bridge, the latter under Stirling. The town of St
Ninians was the limit of the pursuit of the surpriso

party from Edinburgh which in 1571 attacked Stirling

and attempted to carry off the Regent Lennox, who
was slain in the skirmish that followed. The exact

spot where the Regent fell was formerly pointed out at

Newhouse between Stirling and the town of St Ninians

;

but, considering the whole circumstances, the place

where he received his mortal wound was probably nearer

Stirling. A heap of stones raised to mark the spot was
removed when the road was widened in 1758. In 1745
Prince Charles Edward Stewart, on his march to the
south, spent a night at Bannoekburn House ; and in

January 1746, when on his return to the north, he
made that house his headquarters. While lodging

there he was shot at, and the mark made by the bullet

is still shown in one of the rooms. On the morning of

the 17th January he drew up his army on Plean Moor
preparatory to their march to the battlefield of Falkirk

;

and on the 1st of February, just as the retreat north-

ward was begun before the approaching forces of tho

Duke of Cumberland, the parish church, which had
been used by the Highland army as a powder magazine,

was blown up, whether purposely or accidentally is not

known. The steeple remained entire, and, as the new
church was built at some distance from it the tower still

stands a lonely witness to the rebellion of 1745. The
parishioners here suffered so much from a case of intru-

sion in 1734, and from another in 1773, that they adopted

towards the end of the century a very effective method
of dealing with the patronage question by buying up tho

of the patron in 1788 at a cost of between £600
and €700, which they raised by voluntary contributions

among themselves. In the immediate neighbourhood
of Plean quoad sacra church is an asylum founded and
endowed by the late Francis Simpson, Esq. of East

Plean, for the residence and support of indigent old

men, preference being given to those who have served
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in the army or navy. It has usually about 30 inmates.
Distinguished natives of the parish are Dr Henry, the
historian (1718-90). who was born at Muirton ; Sir

George Harvey, P.R.S.A. (1805-76); and Dr Robert
Buchanan, Free Church leader (1802-75) ; and Miss
Hamilton (1758-1816), author of the Cottagers of Glen-
burnie, resided at Crook while composing that work. The
parish is traversed by main roads from Stirling to Airth,

Edinburgh by Falkirk, Denny, Glasgow, and Balfron
;

and there are also a largo number of good district roads.

A reach of the Scottish Central railway (North British

and Caledonian jointly) from Edinburgh and Glasgow,
which passes across the SE and centre for 5J miles, has
a station at Bannockburn, 33i miles NW of Edinburgh,
27 NE of Glasgow, and 2J SSE of Stirling ; and access

is also readily obtained from Stirling station. In the
E end of the parish the South Alloa (Caledonian) branch
of the Scottish Central has a course of 2^ miles before
it passes into Airth parish close to Dunmore pottery.

A reach of the Forth and Clyde railway passes for 5
miles along the northern border from Stirling westward.
The industries other than farming are noticed in con-
nection with the villages. An important annual market
for cattle and horses is held at Bannockburn on the third
Tuesday of June. The principal mansions, most of
which are separately noticed, are Auchenbowie House,
Bannockburn House, Carnock House, Craiglbrth, Gartur,
Laurelhill, Easter and Wester Livilands, Plean House,
Polmaise, Sauchie House, Seton Lodge, and Touch House.

St Ninians is in the presbytery of Stirling and synod
of Perth and Stirling, and the living is worth £400 a
year. The parish church at the town was built in 1750,
and contains 1500 sittings ; and there are quoad sacra
churches at Bannockburn and Plean, the former dating
from 1838 and the latter from 1839. There are also
Free and U.P. churches at Bannockburn and the town
of St Ninians, and a Free church at Cambusbarron.
The first Relief congregation, that at the town, was
formed after the forcible induction of a parish minister
in 1773, and that at Bannockburn in 1797. Under the
school boardare Bannockburn, Cambusbarron, EastPlean,
Fallin, Milton, Muirland, and West Plean public schools,
which, with accommodation for 270, 270, 150, 60, 150,
40, and 100 pupils respectively, had in 1884 attendances
of 203, 145, 112, 20, 91, 20, and 52, and grants of £187,
17s. 6d., £122, 7s., £100, 3s., £32, lis., £73, 2s. lid.,

£35, 18s., and £35, lis. At Bannockburn there is also
the endowed Wilson Academy, founded and endowed
in 1848 by Sir James Wilson, and further endowed by his
sister in 1849 and 1859. It is proposed under the
Educational Endowment Act to hand over the building
to the school board along with one-third of the revenue,
to devote about three-eighths of the revenue to the
assistance of technical education in Stirling, and the
rest of the income to the foundation of six bursaries to
enable children of merit resident in the village of Ban-
nockburn to attend Stirling High School. The prin-
cipal proprietors are the Duke of Montrose, the Earl of
Dunmore, Sir James R. Gibson-Maitlaud of Sauchie,
and Colonel John Murray of Touchadam and Polmaise,
and there are over 120 other proprietors, but somo of
their holdings are very small. Valuation (I860) £41,980,
(1885) £55, 167. Pop. of parish (1801) 6849,(1^51)9552,
(1861) 8946, (1871) 10,146, (1881) 10,423, of whom 5141
were males and 5282 were females, while 6105 were in
the ecclesiastical parish. Houses (1881) 2125 inhabited,
251 uninhabited, and 12 being built. The population
of the landward portion of the parish in 1881 was 5029,
of whom 2552 were males and 2177 females. —Ora. Sur
shs. 39, 31, 1869-67.

Besides the post-town of the same name, the parish
contains also the post-towns of Hannockburn and Cam-
busbarron and the villages or hamlets of Auchenbowio,
Belfield, Chartershall, Muirton, Newhouse, Plean, Tor-
brex, and Whins of Molton, most of which are separately
noticed. Tho Town of St Ninians stands in the N of
the parish, closo to tho S side of Stirling. Up to 1724
it was simply the Kirkton, but has since thea been
known as St Ringans or St Ninians. Although
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nominally 1J mile S of Stirling, it is in reality a

straggling appendage to that town, with which it is

connected by the villages of Newhouse and Belfield,

and within the parliamentary boundaries of which it is

included. It consists mainly of one long narrow street

along the great south road from Stirling, just to the N
of the point where it forks into the roads leading to

Glasgow and Edinburgh. The houses are curious and
old-fashioned, and many of them bear rude sculpturings

of dates, initials, and sometimes of the tools of the

tradesmen to whom they originally belonged. St
Ninians has a share in the woollen industries connected

with Stirling, Bannockburn, and Cambusbarron, and
has besides a manufacture of nails and screw-bolts of its

own as well as tan-works of considerable size. Pop. of

town (1861) 1334, (1881) 1647, of whom 788 were males

and 859 females. Houses in the same year 371 occupied

and 64 unoccupied.

St Quivox, a parish of Kyle, Ayrshire, containing

Whitletts village and the Wallacetown suburb of

Ayr. It is bounded N by Monkton, NE and E by
Tarbolton, SE by Coylton, S by Ayr, and W by New-
ton-upon-Ayr and Monkton. Its utmost length, from
ENE to WSW, is 4g miles ; its breadth varies between

| mile and 2| miles ; and its area is 4930J acres, of

which 54^ are water. The beautiful river Ayr curves

5J miles west-south-westward along all the south-eastern

and southern boundary, its banks in places being steep

and wooded. The surface rises north-eastward to 228
feet above the sea at Brocklehill ; but the southern and
western districts are low and level, at no point much
exceeding 60 feet. The rocks are carboniferous ; and
coal and excellent sandstone have both been worked.

The soil is sandy in the W, in the centre is light and
gravelly on an irretentive subsoil, and on the eastern

border is a stiffish clay. Nearly 250 acres are under
wood ; and almost all the remainder is arable. Mansions,

noticed separately, are Auchencruive and Craigie
;

and 3 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500
and upwards, 2 of between £100 and £500. Giving off

since 1874 the quoad sacra parish of Wallacetown, St

Quivox is in the presbytery of Ayr and the synod of

Glasgow and Ayr ; the living is worth £394. The
ancient parish church was originally, and lor centuries,

called Sanchar, the antique form of the modernised
Sanquhar, from the Gaelic scan, 'old,' and caihair or

caer, 'a fort.' In 1212 it was a rectory ; between 1229
and 1238 it belonged to the short-lived Gilbertine con-

vent, which the second Walter, the Stewart, established

at Dalmulin ; and from 1238 till the Reformation it

belonged to the monks of Paisley. Though Sanchar
continued to be the name of the several estates which
were portions of the ancient territory or manor, tho

church, at the Reformation, appears under the designa-

tion of St Kevoe. This name is commonly supposed to

be derived from Kevoca, a holy virgin of Kyle, who lived

in the first half of the 11th century ; but Bishop Forbes,

in his Kalcndar of Scottish Saints (1872), refers it to the

Irish saint, Caemhan or Pulcherius, the affectionate form
of whose name is Mo-chacmJwc, pronounced Mo-Jcccvoc.

The present parish church, near Auchencruive station, is

of pre-Reformation date, and, as enlarged about 1825, con-

tains nearly 500 sittings. Two public schools, St Quivox
and WhitlettS, with respective accommodation for 94 and
180 children, had (1881) an average attendance of 64 and
106, and grants of £49, 16s. and £71 lis. Valuation

(1880) £11,416, 16s. 2d., (1885) £12,076, 9s. 8d., plus

£2354 for railway. Pop. (1801) 2070, (1831) 5289, (1861)

7097, (1871) 6069, (1881) 7352, of whom 1429 were in the

ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.

St Ringans. See St NlNIAN S.

St Vigeans, a village and a coast parish of Forfarshire.

The village, though small, is ancient; and is said to

derive its name either from a hermit and confessor who
died at Grango of Conou in the neighbourhood about

the year 1012, or from the Irish ecclesiastic Fechin,

abbot of Fobhar, who died in 664. It stands on the

Brothock, 1% mile N of Arbroath.

Tho parish of St Vigcaus, one oi tho oldest in the
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country. coiisMs ol i in uti body and two detm bed por
ti> Tlir main .tectum, containing great part of tho
' «rn I \> i ItoATII, is hounded N by I nvei kcilor, K and
SK l.y tin North Sou, S by Arhr. it'll ami Ail.irl.it, ami
W and N W by C.irinylhc. It UMIUH 76 miles from K
to \V ; tnd varies in broad tli botwoou 1J and 4jJ miles.

The smaller of tho <'"t*i'bid portions li«-s \ milu SW
ol the main body, bom which it is separated by tho
burgh roods ol" Arbroath. It is 5 furlongs long by
3 broad, ami bears tlu> name of llospitallidd, from
having bMB the -ite of the hospital of Arbroath Abbey.
1 !n' other section is 1) mile long by 18 mile broad,
and lies ;i mih * S\V of Arbroath. It bears the namo
of Inverjx-lfer, ami before being purchased in tho 17th

DtUturj by the Panmuro family, belonged to tho
Fletcher*, afterwards of S.ilton. Tho area of tho entire

[•arish is 18,418'6S1 acres, of which 1055*744 belong to

the det.n bed jiortions, whilst 393 -362 nro foreshore

and W-887 water. Up till about 1560 tho parish of

B I IBI Included the entire town of Arbroath with

ft] bey, and was sometimes called Abcrbrothook.
From the boundary with Inverkeilor to within aniilo of

Arbroath, the coast of the parish is a range of almost

I
1
1" mil ul u dill's, with a maximum height of 157 feet.

In nearly their whole extent their base is covered with
water at full tide, so that for tho most part access to

the largo and interesting caves, crevices, and arches

which are numerous along tho seaward face, is possible

only at low water or by boat. Tho chief of these

spacious and romantic caverns are the Gaylet Pot, tho

Mason's Cave, and tho Maiden Castle Cave. Tho dills

figure in Sir Walter Scott's Antiquary as the scene of the

dangerous adventuro of Sir Arthur and Miss Wardour.
The surface of tho main portion of the parish is mainly
occupied by three diirerent declivities or ridges ; while

tho streamlet Brothock, flowing SSE, divides it into

two tolerably equal parts. Tho chief eminences aro

Dichmont Law (323 feet), about 1} mile from the coast,

and Cairn Conan (597), in the W, 74 miles from the
sea, and commanding a beautiful and extensive view.

Eruptive rock occurs in St Vigeans, but is not pro-

minent ; Old Red Sandstone is found tolerably general,

and is extensively quarried at Whittingncss, and has been
a good deal used for building in Arbroath ; and a softer

variety, containing vegetable fossils, is quarried at Drum-
yellow and I'rax. Diluvial ridges, consisting of boulders,

gravel, sand, and clay strata, several of them 1 mile

long, lie along the sides of the Brothock, and have a

maximum altitude of about 40 feet. Several rocky
heights of sandstone also occur near the lower course of

the Brothock. One of them affords a convenient and
conspicuous site for tho parish church ; and another
very similar in appearance, 180 yards distant, is famous
for an echo of four syllables. The soil varies in character

throughout the parish, but is prevailingly fertile. In

1744, with the exception of garden ground, not more
than 40 acres were enclosed within the parish. Now
rather more than 800 acres are under wood, and
nearly all the remainder is in tillage. The industries

of the parish include, besides agriculture, a part of

tho textile industry in Arbroath, with fishing at

ArcHMiTiiiE, spinning in an extensive establishment

at Inchmill, originally erected in 1808, and in smaller

mills at Colliston and North Tarrey. Tho roads of

the parish are good ; and a section of the Arbroath
and Forfar branch of the Scottish North-Eastern railway

crosses it. Besides the village of the same name, St

Vigeans parish includes the villages of Auciimitiiik,

Colliston, Marywell, and Gowanbank, and part of

the post-town of Arbroatjj. The chief modern mansions
are Letham, Seaton, Abbethune, Springfield, Parkhill,

Newton, Millbank, Woodlands, Almeriecloss, Beechwood,
and Hospitalfidd. The old mansion of Colliston is said

to have been built byCardinal Beatoun for his son-in-law.

St Vigeans itself is in the presbytery of Arbroath

and the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the living is

worth £359. The parish is divided ecclesiastically

into St Vigeans proper and the qu/jod sacra parishes

of Colliston and Inverbrotiiock, with parts of
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I the qmxul wicra parishes of Laiiyloan and Abbey
Arbroath. There is also a chapel of easq at Auch-
mithie, The parish ohurob was originally ereeted not
later than the beginning of the llth century, but
it was considerably enlarged beforo 1242, and repaired
in 1485. Alterations or repairs took plauo during
the 18th century, and some enlargements iu 1822
rod 1827, in course of which tho church lost much
of its original Saxon or Norman character. In 1872,
however, it. was restored at a cost of fully £3000,
to a plain uniform 15th century Gothic stylo; and it

now comprises :i nave, aisles, pentagonal chancel, with
a square tower and spire ; while the interior is adorned
with a carved oaken pulpit, an octagonal baptismal
font, and beautiful stained-glass windows. It contains
about 900 .sittings. Both the ancient church and the
aurrounding burying-ground wore noted for sculptured
sepulchral stones; and several ancient crosses and finely

executed mouldings have, been found. A chapel, dedi-

cated to St Ninian, formerly stood near the sea ; and
tho adjacent St Ninian's Well was believed to possess
great curative powers. Two public schools, Colliston

and St Vigeans, with respective accommodation for 171
and 150 children, had (1884) an average attendance of
103 and 113, and government grants of £79, 8s. and
£75, 15s. 6d. Valuation (1857) £10,691, (1885)£20,970,
plus £5351 for railway. Pop. of civil parish (1801)
4243, (1831) 7135, (1861) 10,537, (1871) 12,805, (1881)
14,982, of whom 1821 were in tho ecclesiastical parish.— Ord. Sur., shs. 57, 49, 1868-65.

Salachie, Loch, or Lochan t-Salachaidh. See Golspie.
Salen, a quoad sacra parish in the NE of Mull island,

Argyllshire, on tho Sound of Mull, containing Auos
post office, an Established church (circa 1783), a Free
church (1883), St Columba's Episcopal church (1874),

and a now public school. Pop. (1871) 605, (1881) 600,

of whom 387 were in Torosay parish and 213 in Kil-

ninian and Kilmore.

Salen, a place in Ardnamurohan parish, Argyllshire,

on the N shore of Loch Sunart, 10 miles WNW of

Strontian. It has an inn and a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments.

Saline, a village and a parish of SW Fife. The
village, standing 405 feet above sea-level, at tho SW
base of Saline Hill, is 1\ miles N by W of Oakley
station, and 54 NW of Dunfermline, under which it

has a post ollice, with money order and savings' bank
departments. It is a pleasant little place, clean and
picturesque in appearance, the houses neatly built and
whitewashed, and all with small gardens attached.

Pop. (1871) 396, (1881) 369.

The parish is bounded N by Fossoway in Perthshire

and Torryburn (detached), E by Dunfermline, SE by
Carnock, SW by Culross in Perthshire (detached), and
W by Clackmannan. Its utmost length, from E to W,
is 5| miles ; its utmost breadth, from N to S, is 3£
miles ; and the area is 8188J acres, of which 1154J be-

long to a detached portion lying 2J furlongs S of the

nearest point of the main body, surrounded by Carnock,

Torryburn, and Culross, and containing Oakley station.

The drainage is mainly carried west-south-westward

towards the Forth by tho Black Devon ; and in the

extreme W the surface declines to 200 feet above sea-

level, thence rising eastward to 340 feet near Stand

Alane, 700 mar Bandrum, 627 near Miry Hall, and
1178 at Saline Hill. Coal, limestone, and ironstone

have been largely worked ; and the' soil of the low

tracts is mostly a mixture of clay and loam incumbent
on till, generally somewhat shallow, but in places ex-

tremely fertile. The uplands are chiefly pastoral, and
partly marshy, yet include some good arable tracts.

Peat moss abounds in the marshy parts, and affords ex-

cellent peat fuel. The antiquities aro some cairns, two
Roman camps, and two old towers ; and mansions,

noticed separately, are Baloonar, Bandrum, Kined-
der, and Inzievar, the last in the detached portion.

Including ecclesiastically the detached portion of ToERT-
burn, Saline is in the presbytery of Dunfermline and

the synod of Fife ; the living is worth £207. The
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parish church occupies a conspicuous site, and is a

handsome Gothic edifice. There is also a Free church ;

and the public school, with accommodation for 150

children, had (1884) an average attendance of 110, and
a grant of £91, 16s. Valuation (1856) £11,156. 15s.,

(1885) £7936, 16s. 3d. Pop. of ecclesiastical parish

(1881) 1038 ; of civil parish (1801) 945, (1831) 1139,

(1861) 1610, (1871) 1259, (1881) 954—a decrease due to

the stoppage of the Forth Ironworks.— Ord. Sur., shs.

40, 39, 1869-67.

Salisbury Craigs. See Arthur's Seat and Edin-

burgh.
Salloch. See Glensalloch.
Salsburgh or Salysburgh, a village, with a post office,

in Shotts parish, Lanarkshire, 3J miles NW of Shotts

station, and 4£ ENE of Holytown. Pop. (1861) 325,

(1871) 553, (1881) 576.

Saltburn, a village, with a public school, in Rosskeen

parish, NE Ross-shire, on the shore of the Cromarty
Firth, 1£ mile NE of Invergorden.

Saltcoats, a watering-place of Cunninghame district,

Ayrshire, in the parishes of Ardrossan and Stevenston.

Lying about the middle of the northern side of the Bay
of Ayr, 1£ mile ESE of the town of Ardrossan, it has a

station on a branch-line of the Glasgow and South-

Western railway, 4 miles WSW of Kilwinning Junction,

and 29J SW of Glasgow. Its site is low level ground
in the vicinity of sandy bluffs and flat expanses, but is

relieved from dulness by the vicinity of a range of high

ground to the N, and by the prospect, across the waters,

of the splendid mountains of Arran. Great improve-

ments have been effected in recent years ; some of the

churches, one or two other public buildings, and a

handsome spire on the town-house (1825), have claims

to architectural beauty ; the near neighbourhood of

Ardrossan also is not a little pleasant ; and the accom-
modations of Saltcoats itself, together with the character

of its sea-beach, are such as to draw to it many families

for summer sea-bathing. Places of worship within it

are Ardrossan parish church (1774), the North church,

the Free church, the Gaelic Free church, the East and
West U.P. churches, the Congregational church (1863),

and the Roman Catholic church of Our Lady, Star of

the Sea (1856). The last is a good Early English edifice,

built at a cost of £2200. A new public school, French
Gothic in style, with accommodation for 500 children,

and with a bell-tower 60 feet high, was erected in 1876
;

and in 1882 a new Academy, for 280 pupils, was built

midway between Ardrossan and Saltcoats. The town
has a post office, with money order, savings' bank, in-

surance, and telegraph departments, branches of the
Bank of Scotland and Royal Bank, agencies of 19 insur-

ance companies, an hotel, sea-baths, a gas company, an
admirable drainage system, a cemetery, a horticultural

society, a mission coast home, etc. Saltcoats was made
a burgh of barony by a charter of 1528 ; but it soon
lost its burghal character, and almost sank into

extinction. It wa3 originally a collection of clay-built

cots, inhabited by poor persons who manufactured salt

in small pans and kettles ; and it thence obtained the
name of Saltcotes. But it possessed only a fitful pro-
sperity

;
and, about the year 1660, it had dwindled away

to only four houses. In 1686, however, Robert Cuning-
hame, whose uncle, Sir Robert, had purchased the
barony of Stevenston in 1656, built several large salt-

pans at Saltcoats, placed the manufacture of salt on an
entirely new and advantageous footing, constructed a
harbour on a scale which the circumstances of the case
rendered large and enterprising, and opened various
coal-pits in the vicinity on a plan to render the new
harbour a place of large export for coal. The decayed
hamlet grew suddenly into a considerable village ; and
the village thenceforth enlarged into a small town. The
salt manufacture, engaging seven large saltpans, con-
tinued to flourish till the repeal of the salt duty in 1827,
and is not yet quite extinct. A magnesia work, started

in connection with the saltpans in 1802, was the earliest

establishment of its kind in Scotland. Ship-building
has, at various periods, been vigorously conducted, but

has been so fitful as alternately to rise into prominence
and to sink into extinction. Rope-making, also, has
been a fluctuating trade. The commerce of the port has
ceased for a good many years, having been absorbed by
Ardrossan. It consisted chiefly in the export of coals

to Ireland, and was of such extent that the amount of

local dues yielded by it was about £120 a year. The
harbour is a creek of the port of Irvine. A fair for

cattle, pigs, and hiring is held on the last Thursday of

May ; and a justice of peace court sits on the first

Friday of every mouth. Pop. (1821) 3413, (1841) 4238,

(1861) 4780, (1871) 4624, ^1881) 509t> cf whom 2760
were females, and S?20 were in Ar'i'Of.'san parish.

Houses (lool) 1169 inhabited, 121 vacant., 11 building.— Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Salthouse Head. See Peterhead.
Salton, a parish ofW Haddingtonshire, whose church

stands at East Salton village, in the centre of the parish,

6J miles SSW of Haddington, 5f SE of Tranent, and
2| ESE of the post-town, Pencaitland. Containing also

West Salton village (1 mile WSW), with a post office,

it is bounded N by Gladsmuir, NE by Haddington, E and
SE by Bolton, S and SW by Humbie, and W and NW
by Pencaitland. Its utmost length, from N to S, is 3£
miles ; its utmost width is 2| miles ; and its area is 381l|
acres. The Tyne winds 2| miles north-eastward along
or near to all the north-western and northern boundary

;

and its affluent, Salton or Birns Water, over the last

3g miles of its course, roughly traces all the southern,
south-western, and western boundary. The surface has
a general southward ascent—from a little below 200 feet

at the northern border to a little over 500 at broad-
based Skimmer Hill. On the SE and E this high
ground is, in a certain degree, continued by low uplands

;

but on all other sides the surface falls gradually off to

the boundaries, and becomes lost in levels of very
humble altitude. A wood, which covers nearly 1 square
mile, and is continuous with a forest of similar size in

Humbie, occupies most of the hanging plain on the SW.
The rocks are carboniferous ; and limestone has been
largely worked, whilst coal is believed to lie under the
strata of limestone. The soil is very various, chiefly a
deep rich clay, but also a clayey or friable loam and a
light sand. Except the area under wood, and about
150 acres in permanent pasture, the entire parish is

arable. Salton is noted for having been the first place

in Scotland in which pot-barley was manufactured, and
the first in Britain in which the weaving of hollands
was established—both these industries having been in-

troduced from the Netherlands by the lady of Henry
Fletcher of Salton in or soon after 1710. It was also

the first place in which a bleachfield of the British

Linen Company was formed (in 1750), and one of the
earliest in which a paper-mill and a starch-work were
set up. It is further associated with the invention and
improvement of some agricultural machines ; but all its

manufactures have long been things of the past. The
parish is traversed by the road from Edinburgh, across

the Lammermuirs, to Duns. In the 12th and the first

half of the 13th century the manor of Salton belonged
to the De Morvilles, lords high-constables of Scotland,

and their successors the Lords of Galloway ; but about
1260 the greater part of it seems to have been possessed

by Sir William de Abernethy, whose descendant,

Laurence, in 1445 was created Baron Saltoun (see

Philorth). In 1643 the ninth Lord Saltoun sold the
estate to Sir Andrew Fletcher, a judgc-of-session, with
the title of Lord Innerpeller, among whoso descendants
have been Andrew Fletcher (1653-1716), the patriot and
political writer, and Andrew Fletcher, Lord Milton
(1692-1766), a distinguished judge. The present owner,
John Fletcher, Esq. (b. 1827 ; sue. 1879), holds 3928
acres in the shire, valued at £6457 per annum. His
seat, Salton Hall, on tho right bank of Salton Water,
1£ mile WNW of East Salton, was formerly a fortified

place of some strength, but, as modernised and improved
in recent years, is now a fine Elizabethan structure, with
a great square tower, a valuable library (formed by tho
patriot, Andrew Fletcher), and a largo and well-wooded
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park (Jn. Bull's C.isttes ami Mansions of the Lathians,
!>>:• An. tin r mansion, noticed separately, is Hicrii-

MAX <w Gilbert lun in i , n I). (i(ii;M7ifi), historian
in. I Pushup of Salisbury, w»s minister from 100.1 to 1009,
jinl lit hi* .li nth lH!«|U<'Uthr.l 20,000 mcrks lor the benefit

• t tlir parish, to Ik- applied in building a schoolhouse,
ilothing mill educating 30 poor children, improving a
library lor tin- use uf the minister, etc. Patrick Scouga),
l» IV 1 10OS. >•>), was minister from lOr.l) to 1004, when
ho r:u-. .1 to tin- bishopric of Aberdeen ; and his son

ll.nry (16\'.0-7f*), author of Life of Owl in tlic Soul of
.Von, his |.,vn claimed—wrongly it would seom—as a
n.-»tiv«'. Sill, .ii is in tlio presbytery of Haddington and

synod ol Lotlii in and Twooddalo ; tho living is

worth £414. Tho church, which was hold by Dryburgh
Al'U v from it^ foundation till the dissolution, was an-
n. \. I in It: '..i tlir sh.irl ,iv. .1 ol Ivlinlmrgh. As
almost rebuilt iu 1805, it is a cruciform Gothic edifice,

with 400 sittings, a tower and spire 90 feet high, and
the family vault of the Fletchers. A Free church for

Salton and Itolton is situated in tho lattet parish, lj
milo NNK of Fast Salton. Salton public school,

with accommodation for 129 children, had (1884) an
alt. ill m... ..f <<.r., and a grant of £85, 1 (is.

Valuation (1800) £5070, (1885) £0011, 9s. Pop. (1801)
780, (1831) 780, (1801) 712, (1871) 047, (1881) 575.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1803.

Samphrey, an uninhabited island of Delting parish,

i. in the SE entrance of Yell Sound, milo S
by W of tho south-western extremity of Yell island. It

has an utmost length and breadth of 7£ and 4J furlongs,

and attains a maximum altitude of 99 feet.

Samson's Bibs. See Arthur's Seat.
Sanda, a small island, belonging to tho parish of

Southend, Argyllshire. It lies at tho W side of tho
entrance of the Firth of Clyde, 1$ milo SSE of tho
nearest part of the peninsula of Kintyre, G§ miles ESE
of the Mull of Kintyre, and 10 S by E of Campbeltown.
It has an utmost length and breadth of 1J and £ milo

;

it consists of sandstone rock ; and has a tumulated sur-

face, with an extreme altitude of 405 feet above sea-

level. Moderately high cliffs form part of its shores
;

and one of these is pierced with a very large natural
arch, and forms a very picturesquo object. The island
is covered with good grass, and is all disposed in sheep-
walk, in the tenancy of one farmer. Two islets, called

Sheep Isle and Glunimorc, lie off its NE side, and
are also clothed in good grass. A small, good, natural
harbour lies between it and these islets, and is a place
of shelter and rendezvous for the smaller sort of vessels

which navigate the Clyde. This harbour was a com-
mon station of the Scandinavian fleets during the con-
tests for the possession of Kintyre and the Hebrides.
The island, in this connection, was then called Avona
Porticosa—a name which it still retains, in the abbre-
viated form of Aven, among the Highlanders; but it

figures, under its more proper name of Sanda, in the
more ancient record of Adamnan's life of Columba.
There are remains on it of an ancient chapel which was
dedicated to Columba, and of a circumjacent cemetery
which appears to have long possessed some superstitious
celebrity. A dangerous rock, above a mile in circum-
ference, and bearing the name of Paterson's Rock, lies

1 mile E by N of Sanda
; and, being always covered by

flood tide, has endangered many a vessel. A lighthouse,
erected on Sanda in 1850 at a cost of £11,931, shows an
occulting light in a SW directfon, from NW j "\V round
to SE by E £ E, visible at the distance of 17 nautical
miles. Pop. (1841) 11, (1801) 30, (1871) 57, (1881) 14.

—Ord. Sur., sh. 12, 1872.
Sanday, a small island in the Hebridean parish of

Small Isles, Argyllshire, lying on the S sido of the
eastern extremity of Canna, of which it may be viewed
as constituting a portion, the two being united at low
water by a beach of shell sand. It extends If mile
east-by-southward, has a maximum breadth of 5 fur-

longs and an area of 577§ acres, and is distant 2J miles
from Rum. Its surface is low at the side towards Canna,
but rises at its south-western extremity to 192 and at

ii caslcrn I.. 131 feel above sea-level, terminating in

abrupt cliffs, which arc skirted with detached high
masses of rock. See l)l!N-N A-FHULAN. Pop. (1871) 58,

(1881) 02.

Sanday, ono of tho most considerable of tho North
Isles of Orkney. It contains a post ofhco station of
its own name. It lies 2J miles N of Stronsay, ljj

nil ' E of Fday, 7 miles E of Wcstray, and 2A
S of North Ronaldshay. Its form is exceedingly
irregular, and may, in a general view, bo regarded as
l In..' large peninsulas and two small ones radiating from
a common centre. Its length, from NE to SVV, is 13J
miles; and its breadth varies between J mile and 5
miles. Excepting a hillocky ridge of 110 to 173 fcot

in altitude on its W side, tho island is extremely flat.

Its soil is everywhere light and sandy, and, when well
manured with seaweed, produces as good crops as any
which are raised in Orkney. Tho principal harbours
are Kettletofl .in the SE side of the island, and Ottbrs-
WIOB BAT! .hi tho NE, both commodious and pretty
safe. Eleven small lakes, tho largest about 24; miles in
circumference, and two or three others not much inferior

to this, occur in various pails of the island, particularly
in the N. On the promontory of Els Ness, which projects

upward; twenty vitrified eai rn
'

,' Supposed by Dr
Hibbcrt to have been signal stations of tho Norsemen
for communicating with their fleets in the sound. The
other antiquities of tho island are tho ruins of ono or
two ancient chapels, and of some considerable Picts'

houses. Sanday is ecclesiastically divided into Lady
parish on tho E, and tho united parish of Citoss and
DURNESS on the W. Five jmblie schools—Burncss,
Cross, Lady, North Ronaldshay, and Sellibister—with
respective accommodation for 80, 00, 140, 90, and 132
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 50, 49,

85, 55, and 79, and grants of £49, 18s., £52, 4s. 0d.,

£81, 7s. 0d., £30, Is., and £90, 19s. 0d. Pop. (1831)

1839, (1801) 2145, (1871) 2053, (1881) 2082, of whom
1137 were in Cross and Burncss, and 945 in Lady.
Sandbank and Ardnadam, a watering-place in

Dunoon parish, Argyllshire, on the S side of Holy
Loch, opposite Kilmun, and 2| miles NNW of Dunoon
town. Of recent origin, it forms the upper end of the
long line of summer sea-bathing resort extending
through Hunter's Quay and Kirn to the southern
extremity of Dunoon

;
occupies a similar site and enjoys

similar amenities and advantages to those of Kilmun
and Hunter's Quay; commands ready access to the
romantic glens at the head of Holy Loch ; enjoys com-
munication with Greenock and Glasgow by means of

the Kilmun steamers ; and has a post office under
Greenock, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, an hotel, a pier 200 feet long, a
club-hall, a bowling-green, a coffee-house, a good water
supply, a quoad sacra church, a Free church, a public
school, and two newspapers—the Saturday Argyllshire

Standard (1871) and the Wednesday Oowal Watchman
(1870). The Established church, built as a chapel of

ease at a cost of £840, has a stained-glass window and
an harmonium, and was madel quoad sacra in 1870.

Pop. of village and parish (1871) 020, (1881) 570.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 29, 1873.

Sandend.a fishingvillage in Fordyce parish, Banffshire,

to the SE of Crathio Point, and 2£ miles W by N of

Portsoy.

Sanderay, an island in the Hebridean parish of Barra,

Inverness-shire. It lies 3 J miles S of the island of

P.arra, 2£ miles NE of Pabbay, and f milo SSE of

Vatersay, being separated from the last by a strait called

tho Sound of Sanderay. Thougli indented in outline, it

is not far from being circular, with a diameter of 1J
mile ; and it consists of a single hill of gneiss, which
attains an elevation of 800 feet. To a certain extent

it is sheltered from the western swell by the islets

Fladda and Linga, but it is so covered with drifted

calcareous sand as to present the appearance, at somo
distance, of being sheeted with snow. A very large

Danish dun is on its E coast. Pop. (1871) 7, (1881) 1Q
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Sandford. See Stonehouse.
Sandford Bay. See Peterhead.
Sandhaven. See Pitullie and Pitsligo.

Sandhead, a village in Stoneykirk parish, Wigtown-
shire, on Luce Bay, 7 miles S by E of Stranraer. It

has a post and telegraph office, an iun, a public school,

and a natural harbour consisting of a small bay, and

affording anchorage for lime and coal sloops.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 3, 1856.

Sands, a mansion in Tulliallan parish, Perthshire

(detached), near the shore of the Firth of Forth, 1$

mile SE of Kincardine. Its owner, Laurence Johnston,

Esq. (b. 1856), holds 987 acres in the shire, valued at

£1079 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Sandside Bay. See Eeay.
Sandsound Voe, an elongated narrow bay or sea-loch in

Sandsting parish, Shetland. It opens at the extremity

of the N side of Scalloway Bay, strikes 5§ miles north-

north-westward, and is all narrow and winding.

Sandsting and Aithsting, a united parish in the

middle of the mainland of Shetland, 13 miles and up-

wards NW of Lerwick, under which there are post

offices at Tresta and Garderhouse. It comprises the

islands of Vementry and Papa Little, with a number
of smaller islets, and is bounded NE by Delting, E by
Tingwall, W by Walls, and on all other sides by the

sea. Its utmost length, from N to S, is 13£ miles
;

its utmost breadth, from E to W, is 8£ miles ; and its

land area is 62| square miles, or 39,870 acres. The
coast, which in places is bold and rocky, is deeply in-

dented by Grating, Skeld, Seli, and Sandsound Voes on
the S, and by West Buna Firth, Brindister Voe, and
Aith Voe on the N. The surface is everywhere hillocky,

and, at no point reaching any noticeable elevation or

admitting any considerable extent of plain, attains 297

feet in Vementry, 348 at the Ward of Scollan, 457 near

the eastern border, 436 at Sand Field, 355 at the Giant's

Grave, and 393 at the Ward of Culswick. A perfect

network of fresh-water lochs is scattered over the interior,

their number being estimated at no fewer than 140 in

the New Statistical Account. Among the larger are

Clousta, Vaara, Hulma, Gossa, Sulma, and Vaxterby
Lochs, the last of which lies on the Walls boundary.

The rocks include red granite in the W, quartzose

gneiss, quartzite, hornblende slate, felspar porphyry,

syenitic greenstone, etc. The soil, in a few places sandy,

in some clay, and in others a light brown mould, is

mostly a deep black moss. The arable land lies mostly
along the shore. Antiquities are several standing-stones

and sepulchral barrows, three or four Scandinavian
brochs, and five pre -Reformation burying-grounds.
Reawick is the chief mansion ; and 6 proprietors hold
each an annual value of between £100 and £500. Sand-
sting is in the presbytery of Olnafirth and the synod of

Shetland ; the living is worth £185. The parish church,
built in 1780, contains 437 sittings. There are also

Baptist and Congregational chapels ; and 7 new public
schools, with total accommodation for 442 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 284, and grants amount-
ing to £290, 8s. Valuation (1860) £1617, (1884) £2678,
5s. 3d. Pop. (1801) 1493, (1831) 2194, (1861) 2670,

(1871) 2806, (1881) 2702, of whom 1640 were females.

Sandwick, an Orkney parish on the W coast of

Pomona, whose church stands 100 yards from the NE
shore of the Bay of Skaill, and 5 miles N by W of

Stromness, under which there is a post office. It is

bounded N and N K by Birsay, E by Harray and the
Loch of Harray, SE by Sternness and the Loch of Stcn-
ness, S by Stromness, and W by tho Atlantic Ocean.
Its utmost length, from N to S, is 5^ miles ; its utmost
width is 4i{ miles ; and its land area is 184 square miles
or 11,827 acres. The coast, 7£ miles in extent, is

everywhere precipitous, except at the Bay of Skaill,

which measures 6 furlongs across the entrance and 44
thence to its inmost recess, and S of which the Ward
Hill rises steeply to a height of 194 feet above sea-level.

The western district is somewhat hilly, in the S
attaining 342 feet at Crua Breck, 252 at Gyran, and 206
at Linga Field, in the N 305 at Vestra Field ; whilst

the eastern district slopes gently towards the Lochs of
Harray and Stenness. The Loch of Skaill (7x4 furl.

)

is the largest of seven small fresh-water lakes scattered
over the interior. The rocks include granite, flagstone,

sandstone, and trap
;

bog-iron, clay, and marl are
plentiful ; and moss yields abundance of peat-fuel. To
abridge from a recent article by Mr Pringle, 'The
parish of Sandwick presents a more fertile aspect than
that of Stromness, and a more advanced state of agri-

cultural industry. The manse has a singularly cosy
look for an Orkney dwelling owing to the thriving
plantation which is growing in front of it. There are
about 70 heritors, and the valuation of many of these
lairds does not exceed £15 to £20 per annum, whilst
some are valued as low as £5 per annum. They are the
relics of the old Norse udallers, a class of freeholders

once very common in Orkney, but now existing only in

some parts of the West Mainland. Hitherto this class

has not done much in improving their lands, and their

houses and habits are those of the lowest rank of

peasantry. If they make a shilling they put it past,

and no inducement is sufficient to cause them to part
with it. The improved appearance of the parish is

owing chiefly to the operations carried by the late W.
W. G. Watt, Esq. of Breckness, who owned fully two-
thirds of the parish. Mr Watt's father for many years
farmed a large portion of his property, and had effected

great improvements on it fifty years a<;o, and the work
so begun was carried out on a still more extensive scale

by his son. The farms of Skaill and Kierfiold are as
highly improved and well cultivated as if they had been
situated in East Lothian, instead of on the N side of
the Pentland Firth. These farms are contiguous, but
are worked separately. A considerable part of Skaill

has been long under cultivation, whereas but little

more than thirty years ago Kierfiold was a rabbit warren
and commonty, from which state it was reclaimed by
the late proprietor. The soil of both farms varies from
pure sand to a stiff clay loam, and their extent alto-

gether is upwards of 700 acres.' Near the coast are
remains of a large building, the ' Castle of Snusgar ;

'

and other antiquities are standing-stones, vitrified

cairns, a cromlech, Scandinavian brochs, a great
number of sepulchral barrows, and ruins of a small old
church. A large collection of ornaments, ingots, coins,

etc. (more than 16 lbs. in weight), was found in 1858
in a sandhill near the N side of the Bay of Skaill, and
is now in the Edinburgh Antiquarian Museum. This
deposit, which was probably the concealed hoard of
some of the Scandinavian Vikings of the 10th century,
consists of five large penannular ring brooches, having
bulbous extremities shaped like thistle-heads, and orna-
mented with dragonesque tracery on one side and
prickly-like ornament on the other ; four penannular
ring brooches, with flattened extremities and thistle-

headed acus ; thirteen wreathed neck-rings of silver

wires, spirally twisted together, and with recurved ends
or hook and eyelet fastenings ; an arm-ring, 3£ inches
inner diameter, of spirally twisted plaits of silver wire,

welded into solid ends, which terminate in dragonesque
heads ; a flat arm-band of thin metal ; an armlet or
anklet, penannular in form and triangular in section

;

twenty -five plain rings of the same form ; a quan-
tity of ingots of silver ; a quantity of fragments
of brooches, rings, etc., which have been purposely
chopped into small pieces ; seven Cufic coins of

tho Samanian, and two of tho Abbasside Caliphs,

dating from a.d. 887 to 945 ; a coin of JSthelstan, 925,
struck at Leicester ; and a Peter's Penny, struck at

York. The Row Charlos Clouston, LL. I)., eminent as

a meteorologist, naturalist, and antiquary, was minister
from 1833 till his death in 1884. Sandwick is in the
presbytery of Cairston and the synod of Orkney ; the
living is worth £181. The parish church, built in 1836,
contains 564 sittings. There are a U.P. church of
Sandwick (1828) and a Free church of Harray and Sand-
wick ; and tho North and South public schools, both of

recent erection, with respective accommodation for 75
and 60 children, had (1884) an average attendanco of 54

321
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and M, and grants of £46, l .'s uml X3C, lfls. fid. Valua-
tion t l^tiO) jfjoro, ilSS41 ilUitiO, lis. 1.1. Pop. (1801)

LMUU.r;!, (18G1) i-jj:.,
{ \*7\) 1153, (1SS1) 1 1 OS.

MMWiok, i hamlet, an ancient parish, and n quoad
nu-ni jmrish in the S ..I' Shetland. Tlio liamlot lies on
••'> I oast ..1 Mam!.m. I, |:i mii!,< SSW ..I Lerwick,
under which it li.i.s :i post :ui.l tel. graph ollice. The
tinn-nt pui-h li.-i around ili.' lunula, and is now
ibmum&i pumd abriUa, t«> Dunrossnets. The quoad
vn-rn parish, comprehending the ancient parishes of

Sandwi k mid Connir.gKhurgh, is in tlm presbytery of

I.- r»i. k in. I Mti... I i.f Sin l l:in.l. Stipend £130. The
i liiir. li w.lh built in 1807 at tl.e expense of government,
so I i-utit.iiiis r.tU sittings. A l'rec church is in Connings-
burgh ; ami a Congregational chapel, a public school,
and a parochial library are in Sandwick. Top. of q. s.

parish (1871) 2320, (1881) 2308.
Sandwick, a tillage in Stum. .way parish, Lewis, Ross-

slur. . 11 mile K by S of the town. Pop. (1871) 445,

11881) ASS.
Sandy Knowe. Bee Smaildolm.
bancox. S, . C.i i :ns \nm>\.
Sanquhar, a bsuU town and a pariah of Upper Niths-

dale, Dunineashiro, A royal and parliamentary burgh,
tho town stands 440 foot above sea-levol, within 3 fur-

longs of tho Nith's loft bank. By road it is 32 miles
BSB ••! Ayr, 18i SW of Abington station, and 56 3W
ol Edinburgh; whilst its own station on the Glasgow
and S.cith-We.stcrn .ailway (1?:,0) is 264, miles NNW
of Dumfries and 16J Z3E of Cumnock. The main street

runs 5 furlongs south-eastward along the Glasgow and
Dumfries highroad (1777) ; and on a rising-ground, at
its upper end, stands the parish church (1824 ; 900 sit-

tings), a handsome edifico with a square tower. This
succeeded a building which was remarkable for its size

and disproportion, and which, from some sculptured
stones in its walls, was supposed to be of great antiquity.
At an expansion of the High Street, a short way from
its head, is the town-hall, built at the expense of the
last Duke of Queensberry, and having a tower and clock.

On a steep bank, overlooking the Nitli, about 1 furlong
from the foot of the town, stands the picturesque ruin
of Sanquhar Castle. This seems to have been a strong
quadrangular structure, with towers at the angles. On
the N side was a deep fosse witli a drawbridge ; on the
W were gardens, whose site retains traces of a fish

|K>nd ; on another side was a spacious deer park ; and a
little way to the SE is the ancient mote of Ryehill.
Either the castle, or some fortified predecessor on its

site, seems to have given origin, as it certainly gave
name, to the town ; for 'Sanquhar,' originally and for

centuries spelt 'Sandier' or 'Sanchar.'is simply the
Celtic scann-caer, 'an old fort.' The earliest proprietors
of the castle and circumjacent lands, or Lords of San-
quhar, were the Roos, Roose, or Ross family, cadets of
the Earls of Ross, Lords of the Isles. Isabel de Ross,
daughter and heiress of Robert de Ross, the last of the
line, married William de Crichton, who died in 1360

;

and Sir Robert de Crichton, their great-grandson, was,
in 1485, created Lord Crichton of Sanquhar. The sixth
Lord, Robert, was hanged at Westminster in 1612 for

the murder of a fencing master ; and his kinsman and
successor, William; first Earl of Dumfries, who in 1617
welcomed James VI. to the 'Peel' of Sanquhar, in 1630
disposed of lands, lordship, and castle to William
Douglas, Viscount of Dkumlanrig. The castle be-
came now the scat of the proud Drumlanrig Douglases.
Even after William, first Duke of C2ueensbcrry (1637-

95), had built the magnificent palace of Drumlanrig, lie

spent but one night within its walls, and retired for the
remainder of his days to Sanquhar Castle. The old
pile was forsaken, however, by the second Duke, and
abandoned to utter neglect. Plunderers speedily
thronged upon it, first to divest it of its leaden roof, next
to uae it as a quarry, until they left not a vestige of its

ancient magnificence except its gaunt but venerable
ruin. Excavations carried out in 1876 brought to light
several human skeletons and a very deep well with a
bucket suspended in it.
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Sanquhai rose into considerable prosperity under the

fo i Oareof the third Duke of Quecnsborry, who,
ii .i cost of £1500, formed for at least 21 miles across

bis estate, I ho great line of road which passes through
thi burgh between Dumfries and tho Wost of Scotland,
lb- ab... .Hi. at an expense of £600, a cross road run-
1 1 1 1

1

' up Minniek Water to Wanloekhoad, and at a cost

ni £800, a road in the neighbouring parish of Kirkcon-
n. '1, leading up to a lime-work at Whitocleugh

;
whilst,

jointly with the trustees lor the encouragement of manu-
factures, be gave £40 a year to be distributed among
.st.icking-inakers and other manufacturing artificers in

the town and its vicinity. The knitting of stockings

and mittens, mostly parti-coloured and very various in

pattern, long formed a staple manufacture, and afforded

a large number of the lower classes a comfortable sup-

port ; but this industry was extinguished by tho out-

break of the American War in 1775, the principal

market having till then been Virginia. The weaving
of carpets has also greatly declined ; and brick and tile

making, coal-mining, and tin; manufacture of shovels

now constitute the leading industries. Sanquhar has a

post ollice, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, branches of the British Linen Co.

and Royal Banks, a local savings' bank (1819), 10 in-

i
nee ageiiei. ., 2 hotels, gas and water coin panics, a

public library, a bowling green (1871), a curling club

(1774), and fairs on the first Fridays of February, May,
August, and November (all old style), and on 17 July
if a Friday, otherwise on the first Friday following.

Places of worship, besides tho parish church, are a Free

church (1845 ; 500 sittings), the North U.P. church

(1849; 550 sittings), of which the Rev. Robert Simpson,
D.D. (1792-1867), author of Traditions of the Cove
nantcrs, etc., was 48 years minister; tho South U.P.
church (1742 ; 500 sittings), an Evangelical Union
church (1864 ; 300 sittings), and a small Baptist chapel.

The 'Corda' of Ptolemy, a town of the Solgovae, San-

quhar was a burgh of barony from time immemorial, and
was re-erected in 1484.

In 1598, at the instance

of Robert, sixth Lord
Crichton of Sanquhar,
it was, by charter of

James VI., constituted

a royal burgh. The
town council consists

of a provost, 2 bailies,

a dean of guild, a

treasurer, and 4 coun-

cillors. A grey granite

monument, erected in

1860, marks the site of

the old town cross, to

which were affixed the

two famous Sanquhar
' Declarations '—the first on 22 June 1680 by Richard

Cameron, disowning allegiance to Charles II. ; the

second on 29 May 1685 by the Rev. James Renwick,

witnessing against the usurpation of the government by

James VII. Sanquhar unites with Dumfries, Annan,

Kirkcudbright, and Lochmaben in returning a member

to parliament. Parliamentary constituency (1885) 210

;

municipal, 217. Corporation revenue (1832) £66, (1865)

£354, (1884) £280. Valuation (1855) £2163, (1885)

£4120. Pop. (1831) 1527, (1841) 1719, (1851) 2381,

(1861) 1754, (1871) 1324, (1881) 1339, of whom 715

were females, and 1299 were in the royal burgh. Houses

(1881) 350 inhabited, 31 vacant.

The parish, containing also the village of Wanlock-
head and part of Ckawick Mill, since 1727 has com-

prehended great part of the ancient parish of Kilbride

or Kirkbride. It is bounded NW by Kirkconncl, NE
and E by Crawfordjohn and Crawford in Lanarkshire,

SE by Durisdeer, S by Penpont and by Dairy in Kirk-

cudbrightshire, and W by New Cumnock in Ayrshire.

Its utmost length, from ENE to WSW, is 15§ miles ;

its utmost breadth is 1\ miles ; and its area is 64\ square

miles or 41,077g acres, of which 231 J
2 are water. The

al ot Sanquhar.



SANQUHAR HOUSE SAUCHIE

Nith flows 2 miles east-south-eastward along the Kirk-
connel border, then b\ miles through the interior : and
amongst its numerous affluents the chief are Kello
Water, running 8j$ miles north-eastward along the New
Cumnock and Kirkconnel boundary ; Crawick Water,
running 8 miles south-south-westward along the Kirk-

connel boundary ; Euchan Water, running 9J miles

east-north-eastward through the south-western interior

;

and Minnick Water, running 6| miles west-south-west-
ward through the nrrth-eastern interior. Declin ig
along the Nith, at the point where it quits the pa; sh,

to 347 feet above the sea, the surface is everywhere
hilly or mountainous. Chief elevations to the NE of

the Nith are Dalpedder Hill (1291 feet), *Cairn Hill

(1471), *Threehope Height (1802), Brown Hill (1544),

Willowgrain Hill (1686), *Lowther Hill (2377), Stood
Hill (1925), *Wanlock Dod (1808), and Conrig Hill

(1591) ; to the SW *Heathery Hill (1669), Whiteside
Hill (1695), Mid Hill (1695), *Corse Hill (1902), and
*Blacklarg Hill (2231), where asterisks mark those

summits that culminate on or close to the confines of

the parish. The vale of the Nith is here a mimic strath

of considerable beauty, flanked by hill-screens which are

cleft by little transverse vales, each bringing down its

tribute rivulet to the Nith. The rest of the surface is

hilly, partly green and partly heathy, exhibiting great
diversity of upland character and mountain contour.

The rocks of the uplands are nearly all of Silurian for-

mation. A coalfield, extending along the Nith, is sup-
posed to be a wing of the great field of Ayrshire. Ex-
tensive lead mines are worked at Wanlockhead ; and
coal mines, as also quarries of sandstone and limestone,
are worked in the carboniferous region. The soil in

the vale of the Nith, and in the lower parts of some of
the lateral vales, is in general dry and gravelly, and in

some places loamy ; but that in the ether districts is

for the most part clayey or mossy, much of it very wet,
yet generally deep and well adapted for grazing. Rather
less than one-seventh of the entire area is in tillage

;

nearly 800 acres are under wood ; and almost all the
rest is pastoral or waste. Castle-Gilmour stood near
the light bank of Minnick Water, Kemps Castle on the
left bank of Euchan Water ; and other antiquities are
part of the Deil's Dyke running S of the Nith, a cran-
noge in Black or Sanquhar Loch, and remains of barrows,
stene circles, etc. The glens and moors were the fre-

quent retreat of the persecuted Covenanters. The Rev.
Andrew Thomson, D.D. (1779-1831), an eminent Edin-
burgh minister, was born in the former manse ; and a
yet more illustrious native, the 'Admirable' Crichton
(1560-83), was born in Elliock House. The Duke of
Buccleuch holds more than five-sixths of the entire
rental, Mr Veitch about one-ninth, and the rest is mostly
divided among three. Since 1861 giving off the quoad
sacra parish of Wanlockhead, Sanquhar is in the pres-
bytery of Penpont and the synod of Dumfries; the
living is worth £490. Four schools—Sanquhar public,
the Crichton (founded 1821), Minnick Bridge, and
Wanlockhead—with respective accommodation for 258,
160, 66, and 136 children, had (1884) an average attend-
ance of 130, 147, 29, and 144, and grants of £106, 6s.,

£130, 7s., £25, 0s. 6d., and £120, lis. Valuation (1860)
£14,135, (1885) £15,044. Pop. (1801) 2350, (1831)
3268, (1851) 4071, (1861) 3569, (1871) 3038, (1881) 3109,
of whom 2255 were in the ecclesiastical parish.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 15, 1864. See the Rev. Dr J. Moir Porteous'
God's Treasure-House in Scotland (Lond. 1876).
Sanquhar House. See Forres.
Sarclet, a small fishing village in Wick parish, Caith-

ness, 5 miles S of Wick town.
Sark, a small river in the extreme SE of Dumfries-

shire. It is formed by the confluence of Woodsido or
AU-for-nought Burn, tracing the northern boundary of
Half-Morton, and Hall Burn, out of Canonbie ; and it
winds 1 1 i miles in a southerly and a south-south-westerly
direction to the head of the Solway Firth. For the first

3| miles it divides Half-Morton from Canonbie ; and
afterwards, over a distance of 7A miles, it divides Half-
Morton and Gretna from Cumberland. Its sources lie

among the lower declivities of the Eskdale Hills ; but by
far the greater part of its course is across either a low and
beautiful plain or along the skirts of the Solway Moss.

It yields lair trout-fishing ; but during a comparatively

dry summer it almost ceases to exist.

—

Ord. Sur., shs.

1C, 6, 1864-63.

Sark, The Black, a rivulet of SE Dumfriesshire,

rising at Burnfoot Hill, near Sarkshiels, in the parish

of Kirkpatrick-Fleming, and flowing south-eastward

through that parish, and through Half-Morton and
Gretna, to the Sark, § mile above Springfield.

Sauchie, an estate, with a mansion and a ruined

fortalice, in St Ninians parish, Stirlingshire, 3 miles

SSW of Stirling. At the death of his cousin, Sir Ram-
say, in 1865, it passed, with Barnton, to Sir Alex-

ander Charles Gibson-Maitland, Bart., of Clifton Hall,
whose great-grandfather, the Hon. Gen. Alexander
Maitland, received the baronetcy in 1818. and was the

fifth son of Charles, sixth Earl of Lauderdale. Accord-

ingly his son, Sir James Ramsay-Gibson-Maitland,
present and fourth Bart. (b. 1848 ; sue. 1876), is a

claimant, since August 1884, to the earldom of Lauder-

dale. (See Thirlestane Castle.) He holds 6023
acres in Stirling and 4505 in Edinburgh shire, valued

at £5809 and £14,246 per annum.
The Battle of Sauchie, called also the Battle of

Sauchieburn or Stirling, was fought on 11 June 1488,

botween James III. and his insurgent nobles. The two
armies met on a tract of ground, now called Little

Canglar, on the E side of the streamlet of Sauchie Burn,
about 1| mile from the field of Bannockburn. The
malcontent army was 18,000 strong, and was ranged in

three divisions, commanded respectively by Lords Home
and Hailes, by Lord Gray, and by officers acting as

prompters to the Prince of Scotland, a youth of 15.

The King's army is variously stated in strength, and
was also disposed in three divisions, commanded, we are

not told under what arrangement, by the Earls of Rlen-

teith and Crawford, the Lords Erskine, Graham, Ruth-
ven, and Maxwell, and the second Lord Lyndsay of the
Byres. The King was armed cap-a-pie, and mounted on
a spirited grey charger, which Lord Lyndsay had given
him that very day, with the assurance that he might at

any moment trust his safety to its swiftness and sure-

footedness, provided only he could keep his seat. The
malcontents saw their first line driven back at the
onset ; but, the second speedily giving support, all

became firm and composed ; and they soon not only
recovered their ground, but pushed the first and the

second lines of the royalists back to the third. The
King, who was not noted for courage, soon lost the

little he possessed ; and—previous to the striking of

any decisive blow—put spurs to his horse, and galloped

off, with the view, it is thought, of saving himself on
one of Sir Andrew Wood's two ships, which lay in the

Forth near Alloa. After the King's flight, his troops

continued to fight with great bravery
;
but, eventually

finding themselves unable to stand their ground, and
disheartened by a flying rumour of the King's death,

they began to retreat towards Stirling, and were allowed

to retire without much pursuit. The victorious army
lay all night upon the field, and next day marched to

Linlithgow. The number of slain on both sides must
have been great, as the action was of several hours'

duration, ami stubbornly maintained
; and, on the

royalists' side, it included the Earl of Glencairn, and
some other persons of high rank. James himself, in

his flight, was on the point of crossing the Bannock
Burn at the village of Milton, when his horse started at

a pitcher which a woman, in the act of drawing water,

dropped at the sight of the furious rider. The King
was thrown to the ground, and sustained such damage
from his fall and the weight of his armour, that he
fainted away. He was removed, by the miller and his

wife, into a mill in the immediate vicinity, anil treated

by them, though ignorant of his rank, with every
possible care. When he had somewhat recovered, lie

told them who he was
; and, supposing himself dying,

called for a priest. The miller's wife flew in search of
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» chostiv adviser, una. meeting pert? of the miIoon<
ir,,t^ who had i.Wrvnl tlu< King's ilight, and wore
tracking his steps, entreated that, it there were a priest

among them, he would ston and ' shrive his majesty.'
' I,' »nid one of them, whoso name is not certainly
known, ' I am a priest : lend me to him." Being intro-

duced, he approached on his knees under pretence of

r.v. rt iue, tna. hcrously ascertained that the King
thought he would recover if he had tlw aid of a sur-

geou, and then (tabbed him again and again to tho
In-art. 'lie.iton's Mill,' a small old house, with crow-
sti-p]-«-d gables, but a mill no longer, is pointed out as

tin scene ot this tragedy. The King was buried in

I m u sm in Abbey.—Ord. fito*., en. 39, 1869.

Sauchie, a village in' the detached portion of Clack-
mannan pari-h, with a station on tho Devon Valley
railway, mile N by K of Alloa, under which it has
a post oil • A church here, built as a chapel of ease

in 1841-42, wan raised to quoad sacra status in 1877.

Top. of 7. .«. parish (1SS1
)

29IS5, of whom 1252 were in

Alloa parish and 1083 in Clackmannan.

—

Ord. Sur.,

lb. 39, 1869.

Sauchicburn. See Savcimk.
Baughs, Water of. See Wkst Watp.k.
Saughton, New, or Cammo, B mansion of 1693, with

finclv wooded ground-, in Ciamond parish, Midlothian,

on SSW of Onmond Bridge, and 2 J miles WSW
of Pavidsons Mains.

Saulseat or Soulseat, an ancient parish and an abbey
of Wigtownshire. The pariah was a vicarage under
tho monks of tho abbey

; and, about tho middle of

tie 17th century it was incorporated with Inch. Its

ecclesiastical revenues are divided between the minister
of Inch and the minister of Portpatrick. The abbey
stood on a peninsula of Saulseat Loch (4 x \ to 2| furl.),

in the vicinity of the present manse (1838) of Inch, 3

miles ESE of Stranraer. The building was in ruins in

1684, when Symson wrote his Description of Galloway;
and it is now commemorated only by some grassy
mounds. Its burying-ground contains some curious

gravestones, one of them bearing date 1647. The abbey
was founded, in 1148, by Fergus, Lord of Galloway, for

I'r< inonstratensian monks. It was called in Latin
.SWc? Animarum ('souls' seat') or Monastcrivm Viridis

Stagni ('monastery of the green loch ') ; but some have
derived its name from its having had one Saul for its

first abbot, and so being Scdcs Saulis ( ' the seat of Saul ').

Chalmers says, 'It was the mother of the more celebrated

and opulent priory of Whithorn, as well as of the abbey
of Holywood, both of which were planted by monks of

the same order. It appears to have been the original

establishment of the l'remonstratensian monks in Scot-

land ; and the abbots of Soulseat were the superiors of

that order in this kingdom.' Its abbacy was one of tho
few in Scotland, the appointment of which remained with
the King, and could not be disposed of or controlled by the
Pope. The abbey never rose to any eminence or figured

conspicuously in history. In 1568 its abbot, along with
some of the most distinguished men of the kingdom,
subscribed a bond obliging themselves to defend Queen
Mary.—Ord. Sur., sh. 3, 1856.

Scalloway, a seaport village in Tingwall parish, Shet-
land, 6 miles WSW of Lerwick. Its cottages are of a
better description than most in the northern islands;

and, arranged round a fine semicircular sweep of bay,

they combine with the sea-scene in front, and the old

castellated mansion of Scalloway towering above thern

in the rear, to form a picturesque landscape. The har-

bour is naturally good, and is supposed to have given
to the locality the name of Scalloway, or 'the huts on
the bay'

—

Sko.li signifying 'a booth or shieling,' and
vas/r, transmuted into way, 'a voe or roadstead.' The
village was anciently a burgh, and the capital of Shet-

land. A century ago most of the great Shetland land-

owners had residences here. The great bulk of the

present population are fishermen and their families.

A large quay, warehouses, and a cooperage were erected,

a good many years ago, for the accommodation of tho

fisheries ; and Scalloway has a post office under Lerwick,
224

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, a branch of the Union Hank, a Congregational
chapel, b Baptist chapel, and a public school. Pop,
(1861) 148, (1871) 525, (1881) 648.

Scalloway Castle, situated abovo tho villago, was
built in 1 600 by Patrick Stewart, tho tyrannical
Earl ol Orkney. A previous mansion of tho Earl, at
Siiinlnipdi, having given way in consequence of the
aandinesa of its foundation, the despot, compelled the
inhabitants, on pain of forfeiting their property, to find
as many men as were required for speedily building a
HOT castle, and to supply t hem grat uitously with pro-
vi ions; and ho superintended and matured tho execu-

E his ignoble plan by means of a military force.

The castle, though now a mere shell, exhibits plentiful

and distinct indications of its original condition. It is

a structure ol three stories, surmounted at each angle by
a small round turret. The windows arc very large ; but
the principal door is quite disproportionate and even
puny. On the ground floor arc an excellent kitchen
and vaulted cellars, with a broad flight of ascending

ti ps and above are a spacious hall and suites of ordinary

Scalpa or Scalpay, an island in the Harris district
of the Hi brides. It lies at the entrance of East Loch
Tarbert, £ mile from the northern, and 3 miles from
tho southern, headland. It measures 2J miles in

extreme length, and 1£ mile in extreme breadth; but is

much indented, and cut into small peninsulas, by the
sea. It is low and heath-clad, and consists of irregular

protuberances of gneiss. A bed of serpentine, generally

placed at a high angle, and often having a vertical

position, traverses a promontory in tho extreme E.
Near the western extremity are two of the best natural
harbours in the Hebrides. Pop. (1841) 31, (1861) 388,

(1871) 421, (1881) 540.

Scalpay, an island of Strath parish, Skye, Inverness-
shire, separated from the E coast of Skye by Scalpay
Sound or Loch na Cairidh, which, at two points, is less

than \ mile broad. It lies olf the mouth of Loch Ainort,

and is 7 furlongs SSE of Kaasay, 9£ miles SSW of Apple-
cross, and 7^ W by N of Kyleakin. It is of an irregu-

larly oval shape of 4£ by 3 miles ; and has the longer

axis from NW to SE. Most of its area is occupied by a
grassy mountain (994 feet) of uneven summit and
rounded outline, displaying much bare rock, yet nowhere
marked by asperities or wearing a barren aspect. The
descent, in most places, but especially along the side

towards Skye, comes down in smooth and gentle de-

clivities to the sea
;
but, towards the NE, it terminates

in bold though not very high cliffs. The Sound of

Scalpay is a noted rendezvous of the herring fleet ; and
it abounds in oysters, some of which, both fish and shell,

are black, while others are of a dingy blue colour. These
oysters are supposed to be only a variety of the common
species, and to derive their unwonted hue from the dark
mud in which they breed. On the island are vestiges of

an ancient chapel dedicated to St Francis. Pop. (1841)

90, (1861) 70, (1871) 48, (1881) 37.

Scalpay Sound. See SoALPAT.
Scalpsie Eay, a bay (9J x 5 furl.) on the SW coast of

the island of Bute. It penetrates the boundary between
the parish of Kingarth and the parish of Rothesay ; and

i
i-iceiied on the N side by a small promontory, called

Ardscalpsie Point (90 feet), 1£ mile ESE of tho S end of

Inchmarnock.
Scamadale, Loch. See Kilninver.
Scapa Flow, a large expanse of sea interspersed with

land in the southern parts of Orkney. Irrespective of

lateral recesses and outlets, it measures about 15 miles

in extreme length from N to S, 8 miles in mean
breadth, and 45 or 47 miles in circumference. In a

general view it may be regarded as having Pomona on

the N, Hurray and South Ronaldshay on the E, the

Pentland Firth on the S, the island of Hoy on the W
and the small islands of Cava, Risa, Pharay, Calf, Flotta,

Switha, and Hunda in its bosom. In the extreme NW
it opens by Hoy Sound, 7 miles in length and 2 in mean
breadth, to ths Atlantic Ocean ; in tho NE, it opens by
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Holm Sound, 3§ miles by 2, to tlie German Ocean ;
in

the middle of the E side, it opens by Water Sound, 4

miles by \ mile, to the same ocean ; and, in the S, it has

the island" of Swona near the middle of the line where it

becomes identified with the Pentland Firth. This isle-

begirt sea abounds, in its numerous recesses, with safe

roadsteads and fine harbours. The chief is Longhope,

in Walls, quite landlocked, capacious enough for the

largest fleet, and possessing good anchorage and suf-

ficient depth of water for the largest ship in the British

navy ; and others are Holm Sound, Widewall Bay, St

Margaret's Hope, and Panhope. The tide, at its entering

Scapa Flow from the SW, and through the Sound of

Hoy, flows with rapidity akin to its current through

the Pentland Firth ; but it gradually slackens, till its

motion becomes scarcely perceptible. At one part of

the coast of Graemsay lying in the Sound of Hoy, the

current, in consequence of being intercepted by a reef

of rocks, runs 9 hours in one direction and 3 in the

opposite.

Scar. See Kirkcolm.
Scarba, an island in the Hebridean parish of Jura and

Colonsay, Argyllshire. It lies \\ mile 1ST of the island of

Jura, and 3£ milesWNW of Craignish Point on the main-

land. Its length is 3£ miles, and its greatest breadth is

2f ; but its mean breadth is much less. Most of it con-

sists of a single mountain of an oblong conoidal form,

which towers aloft to a height of 1500 feet, and is con-

spicuous at a distance as much for its outline as for its

altitude. The shores on the S, the W, and the N are

generally high, rocky, and precipitous
;
and, in some

places, they consist of a perpendicular face or sheer fall of

several hundred feet of the mountain. All these shores

and the high grounds, wherever not quite naked, are for

the most part covered with heath. But the E side of

the island is eminently beautiful : it recedes in a semi-

circular curvature from the sea, so as to enclose a fine

bay in a magnificent amphitheatre ; it arises up along

the seaboard with a uniform and quite practical do

acclivity ; it has a subsidiary and comparatively low
ridge of rising ground along the skirt of the interior

mountain ; it is sheeted over with verdure and with

natural woods, occasionally interrupted by projecting

rocks ; and in all the magnificent sweep of its recess

from the bay, it commands a view of the variegated and
intricate channel of the Slate islands, with the sound of

Oban, and the distant ranges of mountains that extend
from Ben Cruachan to Ben Nevis. Quartz rock, dipping

towards the E in angles of 40 or 50 degrees, forms the

principal body of the mountain ; but it alternates with
and passes into micaceous schist; and both it and the

varieties which the intermixture with it of the micace-

ous schist produces, alternate with clay-slate. The
island belongs to F. Gascoigne, Esq. of Craignish, and is

under deer. Scarba (Norse Skarpcy) is the Engaricenna
of Ptolemy, and one of his five Ebudae. Pop. (1861) 13,

(1871) 7,(1881) 19.

Scare, Big and Little. See Ltjce Bay.
Scarfskerry, a hamlet in the NE corner of Dunnet

parish, Caithness, on the coast, 74 miles NE of Castle-

town. It has a post oliice under Thurso.
Scarp, an island in tho Hebridean parish of Harris,

Inverness-shire, \ milo W of the nearest point of the
island of Harris proper. Its length north-westward is

3 miles ; and its greatest breadth is 1\ miles. It con-

sists chiefly of one mountain of gneiss rock, with little

soil, and rising to an altitude of 1000 feet above sea-level.

Pop. (1841) 129, (1861) 151, (1871) 156, (1881) 213.

Scarsburgh. See J edburgh.
Scar Water, a troutful rivulet of Nithsdalc, Dumfries-

shire, rising within 14; mile of the meeting-point of

Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, ami Ayr shires, at an altitude

of 1600 feet, and flowing 18g miles east-south-eastward

—for the first 11§ miles through Penpont parish, and
then along or closo to the boundaries of Tynron and
Keir—till, after a descent of 1420 feet, it falls into the
Nith at a point 2 miles S by W of Thornhill.—Ord.

Swr., shs. 15, 9, 1864-63.

Soatwell, a mansion in Contin parish, Ross-shire, on

the right bank of the Conan, near the Meig's influx, 10
miles WNW of Muir of Ord station. Its owner, Alex.
Mackenzie, Esq. (b. 1812; sue. 1856), holds 10,052
acres in the shire, valued at £899 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 83, 1881.

Scavaig, Loch, a remarkable inlet of the sea, a
scene of wild and dismal grandeur, on the SW coast of

Skye. It measures 4f miles across the entrance, and
3 miles thence to its inmost recess ; and it penetrates

among the Cuchullin Mountains. Its flanks are

stupendous heights of bare rock, which shoot abruptly
up from the bosom of the sea, and, being composed of

hypersthene, have a singularly dark and metallic aspect.
' But,' says Dr Macculloch, who brought this remark-
able piece of scenery into notice, and is the fittest

person to describe it, ' it is impossible to convey any
idea of this spot, which before my visit bad never been
seen by a stranger, and was indeed known to few, even
of the inhabitants of Skye. Scarcely any but shepherds
had trod these sequestered retreats, the dwelling of

clouds and solitude ; fit haunts for the poetical demons
of the storm. Loch Scavaig is inaccessible by land on
the N side, and equally so on the S, to all but the
active and practised mountaineer. The traveller whose
object is picturesque beauty, should enter it from Strath-
aird. In this direction the view from the sea is

extremely fine, the dark ridge of the Cuchullin, with
all its spiry and serrated projections, flanked by tho
equally dark and lofty ridge of Blaven, forming a varied

and rugged outline of the sky. On entering the bay,

these summits disappear, as they retire below the high
skirts of the hills which descend into the sea, varied by
projecting points and rocky islets, and surrounding the
spectator with a continuous surface of bare and brown
rock, scarcely presenting a symptom of vegetation.

The falling of a cascade, the deep dark green of the
the water, and the wheeling flight of the sea-birds that
frequent this retired spot, are the only objects which
vary the uniformity of colours and of character it every-

where displays. On landing, similar scenes meet the
eye in every direction, no intruding object occurring to

diminish the effect produced by the gloomy grandeur
and savage aspect of the place.' See Coeuisk and
Cuohullins.
Schaw Park, a seat of the Earl of Mansfield, in Alloa

parish, Clackmannanshire, 2J miles NNE of the town.
It is a fine mansion, and commands a wide and beauti-

;
fill prospect.

Schel. See Morebattle.
Schiehallion, an isolated mountain of Pert hshire, on the

mutual border of Fortingall and Dull parishes, \\ miles
SE of Kinloch-Rannoch, and 11 WNW of Aberfeldy.
Its altitude above sea-level is 3547 feet. It is situated

at the eastern entrance of the district of Rannoch, a little

detached from the long ridge of 7 miles breadth at the
base, and 3000 feet or upwards in mean elevation, which
divides Rannoch from the vales of Glenlyon and Fortin-
gall

;
and, seen on entering the country by any approach

from the Lowlands, it has a conspicuous and command-
ing appearance. Viewed from the NW, it seems a cone ;

but viewed from the S or E, it is seen to be elongated
eastward and westward, to rest on a long narrow base,

to rise gently at its E end, and to be steep on the W
and on the S side. Its outline is, on the whole, curvili-

near, and has fewer angles and breaks than that of most
of the monarch-heights of the Highlands. The view
from its summit promises, a priori, to be magnificent

;

but, when actually seen, it greatly disappoints. The
valley of the Tummel is sufficiently remote to appear
trilling ; Loch Rannoch seems stript of its attractions,

and sinks into comparative taineness
; Glenlyon is shut

out by tho interposed mountain-range ; and all else is

a tumultuous sea of wild elevations, among which tho
eye traces few striking forms. Schiehallion is known
throughout the .scientific world as the scene, in 1772, of
curious observations by Dr Nevil Maskelyne, astro-

nomer-royal, to ascertain the mean density of tho earth
by observing the effect of the mountain on the plumb-
lino; and it afterwards acquired additional colebrity
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fr»m tho vinit mid notiivs, first of l)r l'l.iylair, and noxt
oi l) Ma.vullo. il. Tli.. naini. is said to ho a corruption
oi th<- QMlifl Tt chailiinn, ' tho maiden's Dtp.'

—

Ord,
Aw. ah. 66, 1S09.

Schtvu. So.' Taiivi s.

Scouo. Jn ili containing the hamlet of Old Scono
«n l (I... town ..I N .' » S.-oii.-, in lli,' SK of Perthshire,
on the K bank of 1)1,, riv-r Tay. It consists of a main
bod| and a detached section, the latter lying 6 miles
NKol tin 1

ii
• pill of Iho main body, bet ween tlio

i >li« s .,| C..:.'i:; .iinl K, II ii,., In tlio latter ol which it.

•••:<• V'l <• I> -I w-ti.-.il |, ill poses. 'I'll,, area is 7174
a.r<>. 'I'h, 111:1111 portion is hounded N and NK hy tho

' S: M.uinis, B by th« parish of Eilspindie, SK
• , : I section of tho parish of Kinnonll, S by

ol Kinfauns and Kinnonll, and W by tlio

1 : Perth, Tihbermoie, and Redgorton. On tho
\V tho boundary lino follows tho Toy for 44 miles, and

ro it follows tho courses of two of tho burns for

:i ihoii ,1 lstanoo, but it L mostly artificial. The length,

from Colin Wood on the N to the point on the river

Tay where the parishes of Kinnonll, Perth, and Scone
DUet on the S, is 3J miles ; the extreme breadth, from
th, [xiinl on 1 ho K where tho parishes of St Martins,
Kilspindie, and Srone meet, near Blackcraig, to the bend
of tho Tay at the NW corner of tlio policies of Scone
1' >'

1 on :!,' \V, I- f. mill s ; and tin- area is 7237.} acres,

of which 139J arc water. Tho surface rises in gentle
undulations trom the Tay towards the eastern boundary,
where it attains an extreme height of over 500 feet.

The whole is fertile and well cultivated, and there are
numerous belts and clumps of trees. The surface of
the detached portion immediately SK of Burrelton has
been practically noticed under Kettins. The prevail-

ing rocks are basalts and sandstones, both of which are
quarried. Along the W side near the Tay is a strong
rich clay, elsewhere the soil varies from good deep black
loam to a light sandy gravel. The drainage is carried
•

• '
ii.o I '.V I snllie SIIKl]] 1.11II1S lloWUlg illto it.

Of these the chief are one in the N at Stormontfield,
one (lowing from Muirward Wood farther S, two flow-

ing through the policies of Scone Palace, and one to

the S of New Scone, flowing through the Den of Scone.
The principal antiquities are two stone circles, each
about 21 feet in diameter, in the SE of the parish—one
to the WKW of the town of New Scone, and the other
about 1 mile to the NE near Shianbank ; a cairn in the
N near Barclayhfl] House; traces of a reach of Roman
road which, coming from Ardoch, crossed the Tay at

Derders Ford, W of the palace of Scone, and passed in

a straight line N by E till it left the parish near Colen

;

remains of a Roman camp on this road, N of the Palace
policies ; and the site of an old fortification called Gold
Castle in the NW of the Palace policies. The old
palace and the Mote Hill * are subsequently noticed.

The great Earl of Mansfield (1705-93), being one of the
Stormont family, was connected with the parish though
born at Perth, and Scone was itself the birthplace of

David Douglas (1799-1834) the traveller and botanist.

The parish is traversed by the roads from Perth to Blair-

gowrie, Coupar-Angus, and Newtyle. Scone contains the
hamlet of Old Scone, the town of New Scone, the village

of .Stormontfield, and a small part of the burgh of Perth.

Stormontfield is separately noticed, and the two Scones
are described afterwards in this article. The chief

residences are Scone Palace and Bonhard House, the
latter the seat of Alexander Macduff, Esq. The Earl
of Mansfield is the principal landowner ; and 3 others

hold each an annual value of £500 or upwards, 5 hold
each between £500 and £100, and there are a consider-
able number of smaller amount.

Th<; parish is in the presbytery of Perth and the
synod of Perth and Stirling ; and the living is worth
£450 a year. The churches are noticed under the
town. Under the school board the New Scone and
Stormontfield schools, with respective accommodation
for 311 and 59 pupils, had (1884) an average attendance

• Called also the Bote Hill ; the Gaelic name ii Tom^mhmd,
' the hill where justice is administered.'
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Ol 226 and 29, mid grants of £218, 12s. 6d. and £36, 2s.

\ alual ion (1 860) £1 '2,329, (is. 11,1., (1885) £14,414, 3s. 6d.

I',, I'. (1801) Ki70, (1831) 2268, (1861)2199, (1871)2240,
1 381)28*7, ofwhom 1125 were males and 1222 females,

mi,
I
Mi l weie in Ihe landward \>\ri. ol' Iho parish. Houses

(1881) in landward part 161 inhabited, and 7 uniL-
habitod.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

I'lic town of Nk.w Sconk is near tho centre of the

southern part of Iho parish, <>n tlio road from Perth to

Blairgowrie, 2 miles NK of Perth. Occupying a fine

airy position well sheltered 011 the E, it dates from tho
beginning "I the present century, and its houses are

mostly Deal substantial buildings. There is a post
ollice under Perth, with money order and savings' bank
departments, a public hall and reading-room, a public
school, iiinl Established, Free, and U.P. churches. The
public ball is a Romanesque building, erected in 1879-80
at the junction of Albert and Coupar-Ankus roads, and
Hie hall has accommodation for 400 persons. The
s,li, ml, Elizabethan in style, was opened in March
1876. The parish church, crocted in 1804, and enlarged
in 1834, has 638 sittings. The U.P. church, built in

1810, has 560 sittings. Tho Free church is small. Pop.
of town (1841) 1364, (1861) 1403, (1871) 1477, (1881)
1483, of whom 692 were males and 791 females.

Houses (1881) 324 inhabited, 20 uninhabited, and 4

being built.

The hamlet of Old Scone, 1J mile to the WNW, may
be said to have practically disappeared, but the site is

interesting, from its connection with old Scottish his-

tory. In the early part of tho 8 th century we find

Scone appearing as tho capital of Pictavia, one of the

four kingdoms into which the modern Scotland was
Hu ll divided. Occupying a position between tho two
divisions of the Northern and Southern Picts, it seems
to have become naturally the central point of the

Pictish government, and in 710 it seems to have been

here, at the Moto or Bote Hill that Naitan, King of the

Picts, publicly ' renounced the error by which he and
his nation had till then held, in relation to the observ-

ance of Easter, and submitted, together with his people,

to celebrate the Catholic time of our Lord's resurrection,'

and it was probably from this that the mound acquired

its name of Caislcn Credi or Castle of Belief. This

change in the date of the keeping of Easter led to the

expulsion of the Columban missionaries who had
exercised ecclesiastical sway within tho Pictish terri-

tories for over a century, and so caused tho quarrel

between the Picts and Dahiadic Scots that afterwards,

in 844, led to the union of Dalriada and Pictavia under
Kenneth Mac Alpin. Under Kenneth it remained the

capital of the kingdom, and appears too as the place of

keeping of the famous Stone of Destiny, which is

traditionally said to have been brought by this monarch
from Dunstaffnage. This myth represents it as having
been the stone which Jacob used as a pillow at Bethel,

but which, having passed into the possession of Scota,

daughter of Pharaoh, who married Gaythelos, son of

the King of Greece, and contemporary with Moses, was

by her carried first to Spain, then to Ireland, and
ultimately to Dalriadic Scotland, being all this time a

sort of talisman for the owners, and held in high rever-

ence as their liafail or stono of destiny, as set forth in

the old rhyme

—

' Ni fallat fatum, Scoti, quocunque locatum,
Invenicnt lapidem, regnare tencntur ibidem;'

or, as Bellendcn has rendered it

—

' The Scottis sail brake that realrae, as natyve frround

(Gcif wcirdis fayll nocbt) quhair evir this Chiar is found.

Wyntoun, in telling the story, says that the stone was

brought to Ireland f by Simon Brec, son of the King of

Spain, and that it was afterwards by Fergus-Ercson

transferred to Iona, and thereafter to Scone ; while the

Rhyming Chronicle makes Simon Brec the son of Milo,

t It is a curious fact that while the Scottish stone was said to

have been brought from Ireland, the Irish stone of Tara was,

according to tradition, brought from Scotland.
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King of Spain, who did not live till more than a

thousand years after Pharaoh's time, and all the later

chroniclers agree that the stone was finally transferred

to Scone by Kenneth Mac Alpin, when he united the

Picts and Scots under one sovereignty. Such is the

rough tradition, but Dr Skene has shown that for its

later more polished forms, and for the identification of

the mystic stone with that at Scone, we are indebted to

Baldred Bisset, who was one of the commissioners sent to

Rome to plead the cause of Scottish independence before

the Pope, and who was desirous of thus strengthening

his cause. That the stone was looked on as mystical,

and held in high reverence, is undoubted, though the

reason cannot now be definitely ascertained. Dr Joseph
Robertson supposed that it might have been brought
from Iona, and was possibly the stone used by Columba
as a pillow, but the block is of no rock found in that

island, and is indeed a mass of dull reddish or purplish

sandstone, with a few imbedded pebbles, and having as

much resemblance tc the sandstones of the neighbourhood
as to any other deposits. Dr Skene thinks that in all

probability it was a stone used by St Boniface—an Irish

missionary who was concerned in the conversion of

Naitan and his people to the Roman method of cal-

culating Easter—as an altar, and hence the veneration
;

and he points out that a stone on which the kings of

Munster were seated when crowned, was believed to be

the stone altar used by St Patrick in his service after

the conversion of the king of Cashel. There seems to

be a difference between both the Scone and Munster
stones, and those used in the common Celtic custom of

inaugurating kings while they stood on some rock or

large stone, for both of the former slabs were movable
and were kept in churches. After the kingdom of

Scone passed into the kingdom of Alban in a.d. 900,

Scone still remained the capital, for in 906, when the
Mote Hill was the scene of a solemn assembly where
King Constantin and Cellach, Bishop of St Andrews,
resolved on a union of the Pictish and Scottish Churches,
it is spoken of as rerjalis civitas, and from this time on-
wards the same hill was frequently the meeting place
of rough parliaments. In 1054 a battle was fought in

the neighbourhood between the forces of Siward, Earl
of Nonhumbria, and Macbeth. Siward was the uncle
of Malcolm Ceannmor, and, anxious to place his nephew
on h ;

.„ rightful throne, he 'went with a large army into
Scotland, both with a naval force and a land force, and
fought against the Scots, of whom he made great
slaughter, and put them to flight, and the king escaped.'

The struggle was, however, so keen, and so many of
Siward's men were killed, that he had to retire, and
Macbeth's rule over Scotia was maintained for other
three years. From the reference to a naval force, Siward
would seem to have brought ships, which operated alon"
theTay.

After the kingdom of Alban became the kingdom of
Scotia, and still later, when Celtic finally passed into
feudal Scotland, neither the importance of the place
nor of its mystic stone diminished. 'No king,' says
Fordun, ' was ever wont to reign in Scotland unless
he had sat upon this stone at Scone ; ' and this may
possibly have been so, though there is no contem-
porary evidence of the fact prior to the 12th century,
when John of Hexham states that in 1153* Malcolm
IV. was crowned here, and from this time onwards
Scone was the regular place of coronation till the begin-
ing of the reign of James IV. Subsequent to that time
the only king who was crowned at Scone was Charles II.
in 1651. Of most of the ceremonies no particulars have
been recorded, but of that of Alexander III. a graphic
account has been given by Fordun, and of that of
Charles a full account is given in a thin quarto printed
at Aberdeen in 1651, and reprinted by Dr Gordon in
his Monasticon (London, 1875). The last king crowned
seated on the mystic stone was Alexander III., as the
relic was in 1296 carried off to London by Edward I.

,

* Dr Hill Burton's statement that Malcolm III. was crowned at
•Scone lias been traversed by Dr akeno. bee Celtic Scotland, vol.

who, much given to relic worship, seems to have held

it in as high esteem as the Scots themselves, and
evidently regarded it as the palladium of Scotland.

His first intention was to make for it a magnificent

shrine, which was to serve as a coronation chair for the

English kings, but this idea was abandoned in favour of

that of a chair of bronze, and then of one of wood, which
has been used as a coronation chair for all the English

and British sovereigns since, and underneath the seat of

which the stone still remains. Some doubt was at one
time expressed as to whether this stone at Westminster is

that formerly at Scone, because in the treaty of North-
ampton in 1328, it was stipulated that the relic should

be given back. Complaint is, however, afterwards made
that the stipulation had not been fulfilled, and there

cannot be the slightest question as to the identity. The
Abbey of Scone stood to the W of Old Scone on the

site of the present palace. It was founded by Alexander
I. in 1114 for Augustinian monks, whom he brought
from the priory of St Oswald at Nastlay, near Pontefract

in Yorkshire. The new foundation was dedicated by
Alexander and his wife Sibylla to the Virgin, St
Michael, St John, St Lawrence, and St Augustine ; and
it seems to have replaced an older church dating from
the time of St Boniface, and dedicated to the Holy
Trinity. During the Wars of Independence the monks
of Scone were, like so many of the Scottish churchmen,
thoroughly opposed to the English claims, and so we
find their home destroyed by the English army in 1298,

and Edward petitioning the Pope to take the Abbey
out of the midst of a hostile population, while, later,

Abbot Thomas was one of those who took part in the
coronation of Robert Bruce and suffered in consequence,

being sent to England as a prisoner. The Abbey pos-

sessed a precious relic in the head of St Fergus (circa

700), for which James IV. provided a silver case. From
traces which have been observed of its foundations, the
abbey wall is supposed to have enclosed an area of

12 acres. About 100 yards due E from the SE corner

of the present palace is an old burying ground, and here

in 1841 part of the abbey buildings were laid bare.

The church is supposed to have stood here. About
70 yards N of this is the Mote Hill—'the hill of

belief ' of the chroniclers and the Mons Placiti of the

Rcgiam Majcslatcm—with a flat area, on the top, of

100 by 60 yards. The Abbey buildings and the old

palace, properly the house of the abbots, were destroyed

by a mob from Perth in 1559. ' Some of the poore in

houp of spoyle and sum af Dundie, to considder what
was done passed up to the same Abbay of Scone

;

whairat the Bischopis servandis offended, began to

threattene and speak proudlie ; and as it was constant-

lie affermed one of the Bischopis sonis stogged throuch
with a rapper one of Dundie, for because he was looking

in at the girnell door. This brute noysed abrode, the

town of Dundie was more enraged than befoir, who,
putting thame selffis in armour, send word to the in-

habitantis of Sanct Johnestoun, " That onles they
should support thame to avenge that injurie that thai

should never after that day concur with thame in any
actioun." The multitud easelie inflambed, gave the

alarme, and so was that Abbay and Palace appointit to

saccage ; in doing whairof they took no lang delibera-

tion, hot committed the hole to the merciment of

fyre ; wharat no small uomber of us war offendit, that

patientlie we culd nocht speak till any that war of

Dundie or Sanct Johnestoun.' So complete was the

destruction, that hardly any ruins even remained. The
building of a new palace was begun by the first lay com-
mendator, the Earl of Gowric, and on his forfeiture the

property was bestowed by King James VI. on David
Murray of the house of Tullibardine, who became Baron
Scone in 1605, and Viscount Stormont in 1621. Ho
finished the palace and erected the old gatoway 200
yards to the NIC of the present mansion. The old

abbey church having fallen, he also, in 1624, erected a
parish church on the top of tho Moto Hill. Of this

only an aisle now remains, containing a magnificent

marble statue of the first Viscount, and other family
827
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nt< During thi< January of 1716 the Chevalier

> I . lived here for about three weeks ' in nil the

(jmiivlriir of mi Knglish King,' dining and Niii«|>in^ alone

muI bain* served on the knee bv 1 1 1 «• Lord of the bed

i-li unWr in waiting. Prince Charles Edward also visited

the house in 171.'.. AfN r the succession of the Stonuollts

to the Mansfield title the old |mhiee seems to have dis-

N*t»-.lit d tln iii, and it new mansion house, the present

Palac* of Soone, wu croctod in 1803-8 at a cost of

£70,000 from designs by Willlsm Atkinson of London,

ll .i .Msti-lhit. .1 i dil'n-ej somewhat heavy and cumbrous,

bul oontaina many Baa paintings, tad the greater part

ot l!o- eld famitON :nnl furnishings have been preserved,

lie ifa Una a bad thai belonged to.lames VI., ami another,

the hanging* of which were worki d by l.uccn Mary when
a prisoner in Loch I/ev.n Castle. The music gallery

H oupi. s tlie site of the old gnat hall where the corona-

ti >n . . ^ monies took place. The situation is pleasant,

on mi , xti n-ive lawn sloping gently up from the Tay
;

ami the well-wooded ami heautiful grounds known as

> •..
I nk stretch along the river lor about 2 miles.

Among many noble trees may bo noticed Queen Mary's

jOUnora, and an oak and another sycamore, both

planted bv .lames VI. The Omen and Prince Albert,

ii. :. -pent' the night of 6 Sept. 1842. In the, grounds
• . the ,.].! . iuss ot Scone—a narrow pillar, 13 feet high,

« i-h i lonlptnred top—the original position of which was

nlmut 30 yards K of the ancient gateway already men-

tioned. Scone l'alaco is the seat of William David

Murray, present and fourth Karl of Mansfield, ninth Vis-

oonnl Btormont and Baron Scone (b. 1806; sue. 1840),

who holds 48,039 acres, valued at £40,697, 16s. per

annum, viz., 31,197 acres in Perthshire (£23,052, 6s.),

795 in Fife (£638, 8s.), 1705 in Clackmannanshire

(£3617, 9s.), and 14,342 in Dumfriesshire (£13,389,

13s.). See Comlonoan and Sciiaw Park.
See also the Liber EccUsic de Scon (Edited by Cosmo

Inncs for the Bannatync and M ait land Clubs in 1843) ;

Skene's Coronation Stone (Kdinb. 1860) ; his Celtic Scot-

land (Edinb. 1876-80) ;
Urquhart's History of Scone

(1884) ;
chap. viii. of Thos. Hunter's Woods and Estates

,.f I: rthshin (Perth, 1883) ; and for the burning of the

Abl>cy, Knox's Iliitory of live lie.formation.

Scoonie, a parish on the S coast of Fife, containing

the post-town and station of Leven. It is bounded N
by Kettle and Ceres, E by Largo, SE by the Firth of

Forth, S by Markinch (detached) and Wemyss, and W
by M irkinHi and Kennoway. Its utmost length, from

N to S, is 4g miles ; its breadth varies between 5 furlongs

and 2| miles ; and its area is 4286J acres, of which 184J
are foreshore and 10J water. The shore, 1| mile in

ext) nt. is lint and sandy, and beyond the town is skirted

bv Bcoorde Links. The river Leven flows \% mile cast-

by-sonthward along all the southern boundary to Largo

Bay ; a burn, coming in from Kennoway, runs eastward

and south-by-eastward through the interior to the bay
;

and a copious spring, called the Boiling Well, rises in a

sandy flat a little way from the beach. The surface

rises gradually northward to 200 feet near Springfield,

380 near Toddy Bridge, and 600 near Kilmux Wood in

the extreme N ; and the higher grounds command an

ive and brilliant view of the Firth of Forth and

the Lothiar.s. Beds of coal of various thickness lie

beneath all the surface, and were formerly worked ; and

a bed of ochre, 4 feet thick, on the estates of Durie and

Aitheniie, has furnished considerable quantities of ochre

t .r exportation. The soil is variable ; but nearly nine-

tenthsof theentireareaarein tillage, whilst over 260 acres

are nnder wood. A tumulus on the Aithernie estate in

1821 was found to contain about twenty stone coffins.

The chapman-scholar, Jerome Stone (1727-57), was the

son of a Scoonie mariner. Mansion", noticed separately,

are Dtrik, Kii.mux, and Montrave ; and 6 proprietors

hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 11 of

between £100 and £500. Scoonie is in the presbytery

of Kirkcaldy and the synod of Fife ; the living is worth

£426. The old parish church, in the centre of the

buryin "-ground, I mile distant from Leven, is now

reduced to a fragment, which serves as the family vault
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..I the Durie property, The present ohurchea have been
desoiibed under Leven ; but wo may add that an organ
\\;is placed in the parish church in August 1884. Two
public schools, Leven and Smithy Green, with respec-
tive accommodation for 916 and 65 children, had (1884)
in average attendance of 510 and 29, and giants of

E460, 5s. and £29, 2s. Valuation (1856) £11,824, 7s.,

(1886) £19,044, 0s. lid. Pop. (1801) 1081, (1831) 2566,
(1861) 8267, (1871) 3178, (1881) 3730.—Ord. Sur., sh.

40, 1867.

Bootlandwell. See Portmoak.
Scotsbrii;, a farm in MMdlebie parish, Dumfriesshire,

3 miles NK of Kcelcfechnii. It became tho home of the
Carlylc family in 1826.

Scotsburn. See Louie-Easter.
Scotscraig, a large substantial mansion of 1817, in

Ferry Port-on-Craig parish, NE Fife, 1 mile SW of
Ta \ port. The estate at an early period belonged to the
bishops of St Andrews, by one of whom it was fcued
during the Brsl half of the 13th century to Sir Michael
Scott of Bahvearie, father of the famed Sir Michael
Scot I, with whose descendants the lands for some time
continued. H, was in consequence of this that they
<

i
1

> I"' denominated Scotscraig. from the family
of Scott, Scotscraig came by purchase to Durie of that
ilk, Fr whom it passed to tho Kamsays, ancestors of
tho Earl of Dalhousic. It afterwards belonged to
the Buchanans, then to the Erskincs ; and during tho
reign of Charles II. the whole estate became the pro-

perty of Archbishop Sharp, from whose successors it

was purchased by Mr Alexander Colville, tho repre-

sentative of the Lords Colville of Culross. From this
family the lands were afterwards purchased by the Rev.
Robert Dalgleish, D.D., who was minister and pro-
prietor of the whole parish. The present proprietor

is Vice-Admiral William lleriot-Dougall (b. 1819 ; sue.

1851), who holds 2550 acres in Fife, valued at £2725
per annum.-

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 49, 1865.

Scots Dyke, The, an old ditch and embankment 3g
miles in length, forming part of tho march-line between
England and Scotland. It struck off abruptly from the

Esk at a point 4 miles to the N of Longtown, and ran

W to the banks of the Sark, which, flowing southward
to the Solway Firth, from the point of contact with the
Scots Dyke to its elllux in the Solway forms the boundary
of the two countries. The small district situated S of

the Scots Dyke, and bounded on the E by the Esk and
on the W by the Sark, used formerly to be known as

the Debatable Laid, ami was claimed by both king-

doms.—Ord Sur., shs. 11, 10, 1863-64.

Scotstarvet Tower, a .square, battlemented tower in

Ceres parish, Fife, 2{ miles S by W of Cupar. Stand-
ing on an eminence, it is 24 feet square, and 50 to 60
fi el high, commands a fine view, and itself is widely
conspicuous.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Scotstown, a village of Sunart district, Argyllshire, 2

miles N of Strontian.

Scourie, a village in Eddrachim.is parish, WSuther-
landshire, at the head of a small bay of its own name,
4'.i!

t
miles NW of Lairg, under which it has a post office,

with money order and savings' bank departments, and
with which it communicates by a daily mail-gig.

The township, except where it looks out upon the bay,

is quite surrounded by an amphitheatre of rugged ledges

of rock ; and the land is comparatively verdant and
.liable, in fine contrast to the sterile and rocky surface

of the mountain -screens. Scourie Bay is 7§ furlongs

in length by 5 across the entrance, and opens upon the

romantic island of Handa. In the 16th century a branch

oftheMackays took possession of the south-western part

of what came to be called Lord Reay's Country, and,

adopting Scourie as the seat and centre of their influence,

assumed the designation of the Mackays of Scourie. One
ol this race was Lieutenant-General Hugh Mackay, the

(sell brated commander-in-chief in the reign of William
and Mary. He was to have been ennobled by the title

of Earl of Scourie, but lost favour at court through the

intrigues of his rival, Mackenzie of Cromarty.—Ord
Sur., sh. 107, 1881.
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Scour-na-Lapaich. See Monar, Loch.
Scrabster. See Thurso.
Scrape, The, a rounded mountain (2347 feet) on the

mutual border of Manor and Drummelzier parishes,

Peeblesshire, 7 miles SW of Peebles. It consists of grey-

wacke veined with quartz, and commands an extensiveand
interesting prospect. Along its top are traces of a road
which is supposed to have been Roman, and which pro-

bably connected the camp at Lyne with the great road
from Carlisle up Annandale and down Lanarkshire.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Scresort, Loch. See Rum.
Scriden Rocks. See Arran.
Scroggiehill, a village in Methven parish, Perthshire,

4 miles WNW of Perth.

Scuir of Eigg. See Eigg.
Scullamie. See Kyle of Tongue.
Seacliff House, a mansion in Whitekirk parish,

Haddingtonshire, near the coast, 4J miles E by S of

North Berwick. Scottish Baronial in style, it was
rebuilt by the late Mr Sligo, and enlarged by John
Watson Laidlay, Esq., who acquired the estate in 1850,
and holds 720 acres in the shire, valued at £2075, 17s.

per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 41, 1857. See J. Small's
Castles and Mansions uf the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Seafield Tower. See Kinghorn.
Seafield Tower, a mansion in Ardrossan parish, Ayr-

shire, near the coast, 1 mile N by W of the town.
Built in 1820, and greatly enlarged and improved in

1858, it is now a chateau-like edifice in a pleasing com-
bination of the Scottish Baronial, Jacobean, and Italian

styles. In 1881 it was purchased for £7050 by Arch.
Douglas Bryce Douglas, Esq.—Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.
See A. H. Millar's Castles and Mansions of Ayrshire
(Edinb. 1885).

Seaforth, Loch, a projection of the sea on the E coast
of the island of Lewis. It is 3| miles wide at the
entrance, and, striking north-westward for 8£ miles,
diminishes gradually to a breadth of 1 mile ; it then
bears 5J miles north-north-eastward, its breadth con-
tracting from 2J miles to \ mile, and enbosoms to
the S an island, Eilean Shithford (li mile x6J furl.

;

600 feet high) ; and it finally goes off in two arms—

1

mile westward and 3 miles eastward, with a maximum
breadth of £ mile. Over the first 8£ miles it divides
Lewis from Harris, and over the rest of its length it

penetrates the Lewis parish of Lochs. The mountains
around its entrance rise to a great height, and, together
with much grandeur of outline, form groups of highly-
picturesque composition. In all the narrow or central
and upper part, the loch, being environed with lofty
ground, and forming a stupendous natural canal, is

gloomy, sequestered, and silent ; and in its lower part,
though frequented by shipping, it is subject, from the
clefts of the surrounding mountains, to sudden squalls
and gusts, which render its anchorage not altogether
safe. At a shoal, 3£ miles above Eilean Shithford, the
current of a spring tide runs at the rate of 8 miles an
hour, and makes a noise which, in calm weather, can
be heard at a distance of several miles. This shoal
cannot be passed by boats except near high water.
Seaforth gave the title of Earl to a branch of the family
of Mackenzie, created Baron Mackenzie of Kintail in
1609, and Earl of Seaforth in 1623. The earldom
became attainted, in 1716, in the person of William,
the fifth Earl, whose heir-male is Mr Mackenzie of
Allangrange.—Ord. Sur., sh. 99, 1858.

Seal Island. See Ellan-na-Ron.
Seamab Hill. See Muckhart.
Sea Park, a good modern mansion, with beautiful

grounds, in Kinloss parish, Elginshire, 1J mile W by
N of Kinloss station, and 2J miles NE of Forres. The
estate belonged to the Ellisons from 1574 till 1800, and
in 1838 was purchased by the late John Dunbar, Esn —
Ord. Sur., sh. 95, 1876.

Seaton. See Seton.
Seggieden, a mansion, with finely wooded grounds,

in Kiufauns parish, Perthshire, near the left bank of
the Tay, 4 miles ESE of Perth. Its owner, Mrs

Drummond Hay (sue. 1854), holds 800 acres in the

shire, valued at £2495 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 48,

1868.

Seil, an island of Kilbrandon and Kilchattan parish,

Argyllshire, lying 3£ miles S by W of Kerrera, and 4

SE of Mull. It is separated on the E by a very
narrow strait from the mainland district of Nether
Lorn ; on the S by sounds only 2 or 3 furlongs broad

from Torsa and Luing ; and on the W by sounds of £
mile and 1 mile in breadth from Easdale and Sheep Isle.

It measures 4| miles in length from N to S, and 2J
miles in extreme breadth ; but is much indented by the

sea, and has a very irregular outline. Its area is 3820^
acres, of which 433i are foreshore and 2580f moorland.

The surface is disposed in three parallel ridges, two inter-

vening valleys, and a belt of plain along part of the

shore. The northern ridge, which is the highest and
most rugged, has an altitude of upwards of 800 feet, and
presents to the sea on the N side of the island a series

of naked precipices. The middle ridge is prolonged

more decidedly than the former, and in a north-easterly

direction ; it does not acquire an elevation of more
than 400 feet

;
and, though in many parts presenting

faces of bare rock, it descends at each end to the sea in

flat and verdant shores. The southern ridge is low and
narrow ; it extends from side to side of the island iti

the same direction as the former ; it is distinguished,

even at a distance, by its grey colour and its numerous
protrusions of bare rock ; and it is succeeded on the SE
by a flat shore, much indented, but verdant and fertile.

Clay slate, in several varieties, constitutes the larger

part of the island ;
but, in consequence of the immediate

vicinity of the superior slate of Easdale, it is not very
extensively worked. The soil, wherever the form of

the ground admits of cultivation, is good. Several

summits of the ridges command pleasant views of the

intricate channels and numerous islands along the coast

of Lorn, and of the distant mountains of Mull and
Jura. The E side of the island, and the confronting

land in Lorn, form, with the intervening strait, a series

of very rich close landscapes. The strait somewhat
resembles the famed Kyles of Bute, but is more isleted.

more romantically narrow, and rifer in those flexures of

channel and projections of land which seem to prohibit

farther progress. The shores, on the Seil side, now
lofty and now low, are finely variegated with arable

fields, green meadows, waving trees, and rugged rocks
;

and on the Lorn side, they are high, extensively sheeted

with hanging wood, and romantically varied with orna-

mental culture, wood-embosomed cliifs, and sharply re-

ceding bays and creeks. The strait between these shores

is at least 3 miles in length ; and over most of this

distance it rarely exceeds 200 yards in breadth, whilst

in one place towards the Nit contracts for a considerable

way to a breadth of only 50 or 60 yards. The tidal

stream, running with considerable velocity through this

passage, generally wears the appearance of a great in-

land mountain river ; and it betrays its marine con-

nections only at low water when the rocks look up with

a shaggy dress of seaweed. The water is deep enough
at half tide to admit the passage of the boats of

the country ; and across the narrowest part of the strait

strides a bridge of one large arch, erected towards the

close of last century, 78 feet in span and 26 above

high-water mark. Lord Breadalbano owns all tho

island, except the estate of Ardincaple, which was sold,

with Sheep Island, in 1881, for £21,000. Pop (1861)

724, (1871) 731, (1881) Cfil, of whom 330 wero females,

and 589 wen; Gaelic-speaking.

Selkirk, a post and market town, a royal and
parliamentary burgh, and the county town of Selkirk-

shire, is situated on a rising ground flanking a fine

haugh on the right bank of Ettrick Water, G$ miles S
by W of Galashiels, 7 SW of Melrose, 11 N by W of

Hawick, 22 ESE of Peebles, and 38 SSE byroad and 40

by rail from Edinburgh. It stands at tho terminus of

a branch lino, 6J miles long, from Galashiels, formed
under an act of 1854, and amalgamated with the North
British in 1859. Its site on an eminence, rising from
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4 > to til:> feet above s. :i-1.m 1, is miiinently favourable,

for sanitary arrangvuiont* ; and its environs comprise tho

U auiiiul ph aMirv grounds ol I luimii^ uud jiicturi'stjuu

! Kttn. k and Yarrow Wuti re to Oakwood Towor
tad N. wark Castle. At tin. bqrf&nifig of tho present
. nturv tin' town presented the ujipt aranc e of an ill-

built, irrvgular, mid decaying place, fast hastening to

rxtuii tiuii . luit diiu-o thru it lias suddenly revived, lias

undergone Kith renovation and extension, and is now a

I
.. . ml. . ions, .Hi'! comparatively ornate place,

including » . -i of new thoroughfares, elegant

1 :.\ I. -:.:< n- . -. moi.i1 I public imildings, and a

iiuiiiIht of busy factories. The plan of Selkirk is far

from l«-ing regular. A .spa. ions triangular market-

place occupies the eeiitre ot the town ; and tlionco tho

hm branch oil" in different directions. On the

-!..::,,', hide ol lie inai k. t -place is til.' town-hall, a

heat modern edifice surmounted by a spire 110 feet high.

The county buildings, occupying a site on tho side of

the rond lending to Galashiels, wcro erected in 1870,

and conUiu a hnndsoino courtroom with an open

timber roof, and well-planned apartments for various

official purposes. Two portraits of George III. and
his Queen wcro presented by a Duke of Buccleuch.

A tunnel under tho intervening street communicates
with the sunk floor of tho county prison, which stands

opposite, and which was altered and enlarged in 1865-66

at a cost of £2000. In tho open area of the markct-plnce
.. Il.indy-idr Uitehie's monument to Sir Walter

Scott, erected by the gentlemen of the county in 1839.

The statue, 7$ feet high, represents tho great author

in Ins robes as sheriff ol Selkirkshire, and is raised on a

pedestal 20 feet high. Another monument) by Andrew
Curric, was erected in 1869 to Mungo Park, the cele-

brated African traveller. Tho ancient market-cross and
the tolbooth, as well as the stalls of the old flesh market,

also stood in the market-place ; but all these have now
disappeared. In 1884 a marble tablet was erected in

tie West Port to mark tho site of the old Forest Inn,

where, on 13 May 1787, Burns is believed to have
written his 'Epistle to Willie Creech.' The railway

station stands in the haugh at the foot of the rising

ground occupied by the town ; and the ascent from it,

though short, is steep and fatiguing. A bridge,

carrying the line across the Tweed immediately below

the influx of Ettrick Water, was originally a wooden
structure ; but after the winter of 1877 it was recon-

structed in a more substantial form, with six piers and
with iron girders.

The present parochial church was built in 1862, and
contains 1100 sittings. The living is worth £461. A
chapel of ease was opened at Heatherlie in Feb. 1877, and

cost £3856. Early Decorated in style, it is a cruciform

and apsidal structure, containing 600 sittings. In Jan.

1 885 it was raised to quoad sacra parish status. The Free

church was built soon after the Disruption, and contains

700 sittings. There are two U.P. churches in the town.

The first U.P. congregation occupy a new church, opened

in September 1880, with 850 sittings, and a hall behind.

It is in the Early Gothic style, with a spire 130 feet

high, and cost about £5000. The West U.P. church

has 490 sittings. The E.U. chapel contains 130 sittings.

St John's Episcopal church, with 150 sittings, is an

Early English edifice of 1869 ; and the Roman Catholic

church of Our Lady and St Joseph contains 250 sittings,

and was erected in 1866. Four schools—Grammar,

Knowe Park, Burgh, and Roman Catholic—with re-

spective accommodation for 378, 485, 260, and 124

children, had (1884) an average attendance of 282, 158,

297, and 57, and government grants of £215, 17s., £129,

19s., £215, 9s., and £31, 18s. 6d. Since these returns

were made the Grammar School staff has been trans-

ferred to Knowe Park school, which cost £3763, anil

was opened on 4 Jan. 1882 ; whilst the Grammar and

Burgh schools, now designated Burgh school, have been

placed under one head-master.

Selkirk has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, branches of the

British Linen (1825), the National (1864), and the
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National Security Savings' Banks (1838-39), offices or
agencies, of '21 insurance companies, and 5 hotels.
Among the miscellaneous institutions and associations
ol the burgh are :i subscription library, founded ill 1772;
a mechanics' institute, library, and reading-room, estab-
lished in 1853; a Young Men's Mutual Improvement
Sooietj (1881), a ohoral society (1872), a cottagers' horti-
oultural sociel y(1852), a farmers' club (1806), an associa-

tion for (he improvement of domestic poultry (1863), a
pastoral society for the improvement of live stock (1819),
the Kit rick forest Club (1788), a dispensary (1851),
a olothing society (1854), two friondly societies, a
weavers' provident, society (1864), a provident building
BOOiety (1859), a Freemasons' lodge, reorganised in 1864

;

curling, cricket, two bowling, and golfing clubs (ro-

spectively founded in 1850, 1852, 1855, 1875, and 1882);
a total abstinenco society, and various religious and
philanthropic associations. A Liberal newspaper, the
SoutJwm Reporter (1855), is published in tho town every
Thursday. The Selkirk AihvrLUcr, containing chiefly

advertisements, is published every Saturday, and dis-

tributed gratis in tho town and neighbourhood. Tho
weekly market day is Wednesday. The anniversary
festival known as tho Common Riding is on the
Friday following that of Hawick. Annual fairs are
held as follows: - Herds and hinds hiring on the first

Wednesday of March, servants on 5 April and 31 Oct.,

shearers on 15 July, and Yule on 19 Dec. There is a
general holiday on the first Saturday in August.

Industries.—The present staple manufacture of Selkirk
is woollen goods—tweeds, tartans, shawls, and such
articles—similar to those produced at Galashiels. This
manufacture was introduced about 1836, has since

steadily increased in importance, and is now carried on
in large factories employing very many hands. Less
than twenty years ago, according to a careful estimate,

tho number of power-looms in Selkirk was 181 ; hand-
looms, 97 ; carding-machines, 32 sets : spindles in self-

acting mules, 15,612; do. in hand-mules, 12,260 ; do. in

throstles for twisting, 1726
;

persons employed, 1032.

Between 860,000 and 870,000 lbs. of wool were supposed
to be then annually consumed ; between £28,000 and
£29,000 paid in wages ; while the annual turn-over was
about £220,000. There can be no doubt that these

averages have very largely increased ; but the manufac-
turers, like those of Galashiels, are somewhat averse to

taking the public into their confidence on the subject of

their business operations. There are now 3 mills engaged
in spinning woollen yarns, 1 in spinning Cheviot and
Saxony yarns, and 6 in the manufacture of tweeds and
tartans, etc. Tho other industrial establishments are

of less importance
;
they include one engineering and

millwright work, a saw-mill, a corn-mill, and the

usual commercial institutions of a country town. In
former times a principal employment of the inhabit-

ants was the making of single-soled shoon, ' a sort of

brogues with a single thin sole, the purchaser himself

performing the further operation of sewing on another

of thick leather. ' So prominent was this craft as to

give the name of ' souters ' (shoemakers) to the whole
body of burgesses ; while, in conferring the freedom of

the burgh, one of the indispensable ceremonies con-

sisted in the new-made burgess dipping in his wine and
then passing through his mouth in token of respect to

the souters four or five bristles, such as shoemakers use,

which were attached to the seal of the burgess ticket,

and which had previously passed between the lips of the

burgesses present. 'The ceremony,' however, writes

Mr T. Craig Brown, ' is comparatively modern, and I

am much inclined to blame Sir Walter Scott for its in-

stitution.' He himself was made a ' Souter o' Selkirk'

in this sort, but in the case of Prince Leopold of Saxe-

Coburg (1819) the custom was omitted. Even in tho

middle of last century the shoemakers of Selkirk were

so numerous as to furnish more than one-half of the

6000 pairs of shoes demanded from the magistrates of

Edinburgh by the Highland army in 1745. But since

then the glory of the craft has departed, and tho souters

are not more conspicuous in Selkirk than in any other



country town. The insignia, documents, and books of

the 'Craft of Cordiners,' as the souters called themselves,

are in possession of Mr T. Craig Brown, at whose house

(Woodburn) they may be seen. A song very familiar

in the S of Scotland has for its first verse :

' Up wi' the souters o' Selkirk

And down wi' the Earl o" Home !

And up wi' a' the braw lads

That sew the single-soled shoon !

'

These lines, which undoubtedly relate to a football

match between Lord Home's men and the souters, have

given rise to much literary controversy. Scott, who

gives other two verses in his Minstrelsy of the Scottish

Border, seems inclined to refer them to the gallantry

of the men of Selkirk at Flodden, and to the alleged

poltroonery of Lord Home on the same occasion.

'The few survivors,' he says, 'on their return home,

found, by the side of Ladywood Edge, the corpse of a

female, wife to one of their fallen comrades, with a

child sucking at her breast. In memory of this latter

event, continues the tradition, the present arms of the

burgh bear a female, holding a child in her arms, and

seated on a sarcophagus, decorated with the Scottish lion,

in the background a wood.' Certain at least it is that

the figures in the burgh arms are those of the Virgin

and Child. Nor is the legend much more tenable that

a weaver of Selkirk greatly distinguished himself in

the fi^ht, and captured an English flag, though this so-

called Flodden flag is now in the custody of a gentleman

in the town.

Selkirk was made a royal burgh in the reign of David
I. It is governed

by a provost, 2

bailies, a dean of

guild, a treasurer,

and 10 coun-

cillors. Prior to

1871 the burgh
adopted portions

of the General
Police and Im-
provement Act
of 1862. The
corporation re-

venue in 1883-

84 was £1837
;

and in 1885 the
municipal consti-

tuency was 1157,

of whom 257 were
females. The

police force is incorporated with that of the county,

and since 1884 has been under the chief constable

of Selkirkshire. Police courts are held as occasion

requires ; as also justice of peace courts for the whole
county. Sheriff courts for the county and sheriff

small debt courts are held weekly during session

;

small debt cases, ordinary cases, and cases under the

Debts Recovery Act, on Fridays. By the Reform Act
of 1832 Selkirk was thrown into the county for parlia-

mentary purposes, but under the Act of 1868 it now
unites with Galashiels and Hawick in returning one
member to parliament. The parliamentary burgh is

coterminous with the royal burgh, and has a constitu-

ency of 900. Extensive works in connection with the
water supply were undertaken in 1866-67 ; and in 1876
the sewerage having been declared inefficient in a special

report prepared at the instance of the board of super-
vision, a complete drainage system was introduced,
the sewage being dispersed by irrigation. Valuation of

real property in the burgh (1851) £0904, (1876) £15,433,
(1885) £22,898. Pop. (1831) 1880, (1861) 3695, (1871)
4640, (1881) 6090, of whom 3251 were females, and 5977
were in the police burgh. Houses (1881) occupied ] 153,
vacant 64, building 3.

History.—Shielkirk, or the kirk planted beside the
shiels of herdsmen and hunters in the Forest, is the
modern equivalent of Scheleschirche, the earliest spell-

ing of the name on record. In 1113 Earl David-

Seal of Selkirk.

afterwards David I.—founded at Selkirk a Tyronensian

abbey. The erection of a royal castle was probably pos-

terior to that of the church, as he speaks of a road ' be-

tween the castle and the old town ;
' but after 13 years

the abbey was removed for convenience to Kelso ; and
the distinction between Selkirk Abbatis, or the village

beside the abbey, and Selkirk Regis, or the village beside

the castle, gradually disappeared as the places merged
in one. David I. seems to have preferred Roxburgh
to Selkirk as a place of residence ; but the latter

castle was frequently inhabited by William the Lyon,

who dated several of his charters from it. Alexander

II. and Alexander III. also spent some time at Selkirk;

but after the accession of Robert I. it seems to have

ceased to be a royal residence, though still regarded as a

town of the king's demesne. Selkirk made some figure

in the war of succession ; and the gallantry of its citizens

at the battle of Flodden has already been alluded to.

James V. recognised the claims of the burgh by grant-

ing 1000 acres of Ettrick Forest to the corporation ; and
when the town, a little later, was burned by the English,

the king gave timber from his forest to rebuild it.

With the battle of Philiphaugh, also in 1645, Selkirk

had intimate connection ; and in 1745 it was the scene of

some skirmishing with the foragers of the Pretender's

army, on its way to England. Selkirk gives the title

of Earl in the peerage of Scotland to a branch of the

|

powerful family of Douglas, which at one time held

extensive sway in the Forest. See St Mary's Isle.

The quoad civilia parish of Selkirk comprises a main
body(chiefly in Selkirkshire but partly in Roxburghshire)

and a detached portion. The main body is bounded N by
Stow, NE by Galashiels, E by Galashiels and Bowden,
SE by Lilliesleaf and Ashkirk, SW by Kirkhope, and
W and NW by Yarrow. The detached portion lies 1J
mile S of the nearest point of the main body, and is

bounded by Ashkirk, Roberton, and Kirkhope. The
greatest length of the main body, from ENE to WSW,
is 7f miles ; its breadth varies between 4£ and 7i
miles ; and the area of the entire parish is 22,895^
acres, of which 1358& are in Roxburghshire, 1430J
belong to the detached portion, and 316 are water.

The surface of the parish is all of a hilly character

;

but, from the loftiness of its base and the peculiarities

of its contour, presents less of an upland appearance
than other districts much less hilly in reality. The
Tweed flows 4§ miles east-south-eastward along all the
northern and north-eastern boundary ; Ettrick Water
flows 7| miles north-eastward either through the interior

or along the Kirkhope and Galashiels boundary to the
Tweed ; and Yarrow Water runs 2f miles east-north-

eastward along the boundary with Yarrow parish, then
3g south-eastward through the interior to the Ettrick.

The ground in the detached portion sinks along Todrig
Bum to less than 800 feet above sea-level, and rises to

1257. In the NE corner of the main body, at the
influx of Ettrick Water to the Tweed, the surface

declines to 397 feet. That portion of the parish to tho
right of the Ettrick rises rather in verdant swells and
undulations than in hills ; that between the Ettrick and
Yarrow is largely occupied with the Duke of Buccleuch's
wooded park of Bowhill ; and that between the two
last-named streams and the Tweed is mainly lofty and
heath-clad. The highest points are Foulshiels (1454
feet), South Height (1493), Broomy Law (1519), Three
Brethren (1523), and Fastheugh Hill (1645). The pre-

vailing rocks are greywacke, greywacke slate, and clay

slate. Tho soil, for the most part, is light and dry.

The mansions are Bowhill, Hainiug, Sunderland Hail,

Broadmcadows, Philiphaugh, and Yair. All of these
are noticed separately, as also arc Newark Castle, tho
scene of Scott's Lay ofthe Last Minstrel; Oakwood Tower,
the traditional residence of Sir Michael Scott, but built

hundreds of years after the Wizard had died ; the battle-

field of Philiphaugh
;
Carterhaugh, the scene of the

ballad of Tamlcme; and Foulshiels, where Mnngo Park
was born. Besides Park, Selkirk counts among her dis-

tinguished sons Andrew Pringle, Lord Alemoor, an
18th century judge, famous lor learning and eloquence ;
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c.^rffo i-swson, n i>. (I7401S20), profcitoi of theology
to tl.r Aa«vi»t« Synod, a man ..I considerable lonrning
»ud of aaintlv character ; mi.l tli.- living ports, Andrew
Iahk'iui.IJ. B. HruwnCJ. It. Selkirk'). Tho town is tho

i! ol i pr, v(. ty in the \ I ol Mi rsc m. 1 Tcviotdalo.
AUmt OH -third of the quoml eiviliu parish is now dis-

: i.-r.i, forming the new parish of llo.ithorlio

and a sin til part ol Cid'doufoot. Selkirk presbytery
conipriM - : in- ,/ .

,'.
i p irisln'H ol' Ashkirk, SI lios-

I! >wd«-n. Kit.., k, Galashiels, Kirkhopo, Lillics-

Iral', Maiton, Melrose, Roberton, Selkirk, and Yarrow;
nd the mead icura pwMhh of < 'addon loot, Qalaahiela
W.st Clmtvh. Heatlu-rlie, and Ladhopo. The Free
Church has also a presbytery of Selkirk. Under tho
landward s, hool hoard, Selkirk public school, with
rcommodation for 200 ehildren, had (1884) an avorago
attendance of 1S7, and a government grant of £150,
t»s I'd. Landward valuation (ISC.'.) .112,684, (18H5)

ol which iM.'I.Hm was for the Selkirkshire pnr-

ti 1. -. r,,p tisoi,'jo.'s,(is:in'>,s:t:i,(is(;i)47:!!),(lH7i)

(.;_'. ,,1 whom :;.; «,-.,- in the Roxburgh-
bin portions.— Ord. Stir., shs. 25, 17, 1865-64.

Selkirkshire or Ettrick Forest, an inland .shire in the S
ofS • rla.nl. and one of the Border counties, lies between

M 22 90" and 55* 41' 54" N lat., and between 2" 47'

40" and 3° 18' 46" W long. It is bounded on tho N
by Peeblanhire and Midlothian, NE, E, and SE by
Roxburghshire, SW by Dumfriesshire, and W by Peebles-

shire. IU greatest length, from the source of the Ettrick
on tho SW to tho confluence of the Tweed and Gala on
tho NE, is 28 miles ; its greatest breadth, from Roberton
Kirk on the SE to where llaystoun Burn leaves the
county on the NW, is 17 miles ; and its total area is 260
K'[uarc miles or 166,524 acres, of which 1997 are water.

In point of size Selkirkshire is twenty-sixth among tho
Scottish counties ; and in point of rental and popula-
tion it is twenty-seventh. Its outline is very irregular,

but its shapo may be described as roughly resembling
that of Ireland, with a deep indentation on tho NW.
Besides the main body, the county includes two small
detached portions, embedded respectively in Roxburgh-
shire and Peeblesshire. From the point on the NE
where the Tweed leaves the county, the boundary line

runs with a south-westerly slope, at first along the bank
of tho Ettrick, but afterwards moro irregularly to

Borthwick Water in Roberton parish. Thence after

describing a considerable loop it runs pretty constantly
westwards along the N of Dumfriesshire, by Crib Law,
Moodlaw Loch, and Gair Mill, to Whin Fell, where it

trends tolerably due N by Herman Law, St Mary's Loth,
Glcn'ath Heights, and Hundleshope Heights, to the
junction of Waddenshope and Glensax Burns, from
whicn point it makes a wide irregular sweep to the SW
to Glengaber, and thence NW to the Tweed opposite

Catehope Burn, forming a kind of irregularly shaped
arc, divided into three parts by two narrow peninsulas,

the W extremities of which just touch the Tweed, which
forms the chord. The bounding line follows the Gate-
hope Burn NE from the Tweed for some distance, then
sweeps round towards the NW, and from the source of

Caddon Water runs in a comparatively straight line SW
till it strikes the course of the Gala, which continues to

bound the shire till we reach the Tweed at the point at

which we began to trace the outline.

Selkirkshire forms parts of the southern Highlands of

Scotland, and lies from 300 to 2433 feet above sea-

leveL It rises in a continuous succession of uplands,

and, excepting a narrow portion on the E side, is

nothing more than a congeries of heights intersected by
gorges, glens, and narrow bays. The pastoral nature of

the country causes human habitations to be few and far

between, so that an air of solitary stillness seems to

hang over the verdant hills. Between the Tweed and
Yarrow the hills arc mostly heather-covered, but else-

where they are more grassy.

Hills.—The positions of the chief heights are most
conveniently indicated with reference to the rivers and
river basins. In that part of the shire N of Tweed and
W of Gala, the chief summits are Gala Hill (904 feet),
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Ncldpath Mill (1208), Mossilee Hill (1261), Meigle
(1887), Greaf Law (1666), Ferniehurst Hill (1648),

Deaf Heights (isM), Rcdscar l.aw (1837), Seathope
Law (1778), and Windlostrae Law (2161). In tho
pa. Is of Yarrow and Selkirk parishes N of tho Yarrow
un Linglee Mill (1128 feet), Three Brethren (1523),
Foulshiels Hill (1464), Ashiesteil Hill (1814), Elibank
Law (1715), Lewi..: hop,, Rig (1. ,20), Minchmoor (Lsr.6),

Stake Law (2229), Blackhouso Heights (2213), Door
Law (2061), I'lora Craig (1212), Dun Rig (2433; the
In 1), I point, in the county), Hundleshope Hoights
(2240), and Birkscaim (2169). In tho parts of tho
parishes of Ettrick, Yarrow, and Selkirk, botweon tho
Yarrow and Ettrick, are Black Andrew (1364 foot).

Newark Hill (1450), Fastheugh Hill (1645), Faulds-
hopc 11.11 (1532), Sundhopo Height (1684), liower-
hope Law (1569), Ward law Hill (1951), and Herman
Law (2014). In tho SW of Ettrick parish rise Bods-
lieck Law (217:; feet), Cape] Fell (2223), Wind Fell

(2180), Ettrick Pen (2269), Blacknowo (1806), and Gair
Hill (1601). In Selkirk and Yarrow parishes E of
tho Ettrick, ami in Ashkirk, are Stand Knowo (1528
feet), Dun Known (1459), Dodhead Mid Hill (1118),
Shaw's Hill (1292), Bleak Law (1215), Bellendean Rig
(1144), The Craigs (1238), Whiteslade Hill (1134),
Cavers Hill (1209), Hutlerburn Hill (1178), Huntly
11.11 ( 1 1 46), and Moat Hill (744). Firestane Edge (1155
1

1
el ), Hanging ,haw Hill (1011), Blaekeastle Hill (908),

aro between tho Ale and Borthwick
; Philhopo Hill

(1121) and Calfshaw Head (1320) between the Borth-
wick and Teviot.

Jiivcrs.—The largest river in Selkirkshire is the Tweed,
which for 10 miles flows across the N part of tho county,
from its [confluence with the Gatehopo Burn, to the
junction with the Gala, and divides the Selkirkshire
portion of Stow and Innerleithen parishes, and Galashiels

parish on the N, from Yarrow and Selkirk on tho S.

At two points, as has been noticed, Yarrow parish sends
out narrow peninsulas which just touch the S bank of
tho river. Within tho bounds of Selkirkshire the Tweed
recoives on its right bank the Glensax or Haystoun
Burn, Kirkburn, (juair, Plora, Bold, and Glenkinnon
Burns ; and on the left, Gatehopo Burn, Caddon Water,
and the Gala. The Quair receives tho Ncwhall and
Fingland Burns as affluents. But the two specially

Selkirkshire rivers aro the Yarrow and tho Ettrick,

both flowing diagonally through the county from SW
to NE in parallel courses till they meet at Carterhaugh,
about 2 miles above Selkirk, whence tho united stream,

under the name of Ettrick Water, Hows north-eastward

to the Tweed. The Yarrow rises in the SW corner of the

county, and flows through the Loch of the Lowes and
St Mary's Loch, at the NE end of which begins the true

Yarrow of Scottish song. Its whole course of 25 miles

towards the NE through the ' dowie dens o' Yarrow ' is

studded with scenes of historic and romantic interest.

It has about forty affluents, of which the chief on
the right bank are the AHrieve and Sundhope Burns,

and on the left, the Megget (from Peeblesshire), Kirk-

stead, Dryhope, Douglas, Mount Benger, Catslack.

Deuchar, Lewinshope, and Hangingshaw Burns. Tho
Ettrick, perhaps only second to the Yarrow in Scottish

song, rising on Capel Fell, flows NE for 32§ miles

before it joins the Tweed a little below Sunderland
Hall. On tho left bank it receives the Rangecleuch,

Kirkhope, Tushielaw, Crosslce, Birkindale, Singlio, and
Philiphaugh Burns; and on tho right, Tima Water
(receiving Dalgleish and Glcnkerry Burns), Rankleburn,

with its tributary the Buccleuch Burn, Deloraine,

Baillie, Huntly, and Windy Burns. After these rivers

the Gala, in the N, ranks next in importance, which,

flowing from Midlothian, forms the W boundary for

about 5 miles. It is joined by the Heriot, Armit, and
Lugate. In tho SE of Selkirkshire, the Ale Water,

taking its rise in Roberton parish, flows through Ale-

moor Loch into Roxburghshire. Its four Selkirkshire

tributaries, each flowing from a separate little loch, are

the Byrelee Burn from Ringside Loch ; Wilson Burn
from Hellmoor Loch ; Todrig Burn from Shaws Loch :
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and Blindhaugh Burn from Akennoor Loch. Borthwick
Water, which skirts a short reach of the SE boundary,

receives from the county, on its left bank, Wolfeleuch,

Dirthope, and Hoscote Burns.

Lochs.—The lochs of Selkirkshire, though numerous,
are small. St Mary's Loch, at the middle of the W
boundary, is by far the most famous. This clear and
calm sheet of water, 3 miles long and less than 1 mile

broad, is beautifully situated in a sequestered valle}',

overlooked by rounded verdant hills, which impart a

striking air of solitude to the scene. Sir "Walter Scott,

Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd, and Wordsworth have each

celebrated its beauty in their poetry. Separated from
St Mary's by only a narrow isthmus is the little Loch of

the Lowes, 1 mile long and £ mile broad. The district

about these lochs is inseparably associated with the

Ettrick Shepherd, a monument to whom stands at the

N end of the isthmus referred to. In the NE of Rober-

ton parish are Hellmoor and Alemoor Lochs; the latter,

an expansion of the river Ale, about 2 miles in circum-

ference. Other small lakes, all in the same district, are

Kingside, Crooked, Shaws, and Akermoor Lochs; while

the Haining Loch was, till recently, the chief source of

the water supply of the town of Selkirk.

Geology.—There is little variety in the geology of this

county, as the stratified rocks belong exclusively to the

Silurian formation. The strata represented are divisible

into three groups, which are easily distinguished by
marked lithological characters. Of these, the lowest

consists of brown crusted greywackes, flags, and shales ;

the beds being singularly destitute of fossils. They
form the high ground along the S border of the county,

and at Ettrick Bridge End plunge underneath the over-

lying black shales, flags, and sandstones—the prolonga-

tions towards the NE of the Moffat Black Shale series.

These are in turn overlaid by the members of the third

group, composed mainly of massive grits forming the
Queensberry series of the Geological Survey. A line

drawn from Ettrick Bridge End, SW to the county
boundary at the Blue Cairn Hill, indicates the outcrop
of the black shales, where th^y rest on the underlying
greywackes and flags and pass underneath the Queens-
berry grits. The general inclination of the strata along
this line is towards the NW, so that there appears to

be a regular ascending series from the brown tinted

strata through the black shales to the Queensberry grits.

The order of succession of the black shale series has
been admirably worked out by Professor Lapworth in

Moffatdale—the region where they are typically de-

veloped. A generalised section in the basin of the
Ettrick shows at the base hard flinty black shales with
chert bands, the shales being characterised by Bicello-

grapti, Dicranograpti, Thamnograpti, etc. These are

overlaid by grey shaly mudstones, with occasional

calcareous nodular bands, and two thin bands of black
shale containing Dicellograptus anceps. To these suc-

ceed black flaggy shales, with thin partings yielding
the following forms : Oraptolithus gregarius, Diplo-
graplus acuininatvM, I). xcdculosus, Climacograptus
teritiusculus, etc. Next in order come alternations of
dark blue, almost black and white shales with clay
bands ; the black shales yielding Graptolithus grcgarius,

G. Sedgwickii, G. tenuis, and several Diplograpti. At
the top of the series come about 20 feet of blue shale,
like the overlying Grieston beds, with occasional beds
of silky and dark shales containing mainly simple
graptolites, several species of Rastrites, and a few
Diplograpti. Perhaps the finest sections are to bo met
with in that part of the county extending from St
Mary's Loch and Altrieve to the head waters of the
Ettrick. In that region the black shales come to the
surface along a series of anticlinal folds in the over-
lying Queensberry Grits, and present much the same
order of succession which obtains in Moll'atdale. To
the S and E of this area, however, there is a remark-
able change observable in the members of this series.

On the crest of each successivo anticline of the Moffat
series, as we pass towards the S, there is a gradual
increase in tho thickness of the sedimentary strata
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associated with the black shales, until, near Ettrick

Pen, the latter are represented only by a few thin zones
belonging to the highest subdivisions of the group.
For some miles to the E of St Mary's Loch the Moffat
series is buried underneath the overlying Queensberry
Grits, but where they reappear the main subdivisions

are still traceable with certain variations.

At the base of the Queensberry group there is a
variable thickness of shales and flags representing the
well-known Grieston shales. They are not typically

developed in this area, but in the neighbourhood of

Ettrick they assume the flaggy character which towards
the NE merges into the Roxburgh type.

Throughout the county the strata are thrown into a
constant succession of synclines and anticlines, and
over a considerable part of the Ettrick area the folds

are inverted. If the black shale series had not been ex-

posed by denudation along the crests of the anticlines, it

would have been very diflicult to unravel the geological

structure of that region. But with the aid of the
various subdivisions and their embedded fossils, it is

possible to decipher the most complicated sections.

The Silurian strata are singularly free from intrusive

igneous rocks. The dykes of minette or mica trap,

referred to in the article on the geology of Roxburgh,
are also represented in this county near Todrig, where
they are much decomposed, weathering frequently into

a ferruginous sand, while the walls of the dyke are

hardened and silicified. These dykes were intruded
among the Silurian strata prior to Upper Old Red Sand-
stone time, but the evidence in favour of their being
older than the lower division of that formation is ex-

tremely doubtfuL Quartz-felsite occurs in the form of

dykes on the heights surrounding the Caddon Water
;

but perhaps the most interesting development of these

veins is in the small detached area of Selkirkshire to

the NE of Innerleithen. Basalt dykes of Tertiary age
are also represented in the county. One of them crosses

the Bowerhope Law, overlooking St Mary's Loch, and
probably is a prolongation of the dyke which passes

through Hawick. Several small basalt veins occur in

the neighbourhood of the head waters of the Ettrick.

These are probably the continuations of the great basalt

dykes that cross the Clyde near Abington, which have
been traced far to the NW into Ayrshire and Renfrew-
shire.

The general trend of the ice movement throughout
the county was from W to E, as proved, both by the
strise and the dispersal of the stones in the boulder clay.

In the neighbourhood of St Mary's Loch the direction

is a few degrees to the N of E, while on the heights
between Eskdalemuir and Borthwick and Ettrick it is

ENE. Near Selkirk the trend varies from ENE to NE.
There are extensive deposits of boulder clay along the
valleys, presenting the features commonly met with in

Silurian areas. An examination of the stones in the
boulder clay points to the conclusion that blocks were
carried in the moraine pro/ondc from Moll'atdale into

the vale of Ettrick towards Eskdalemuir, surmounting,
in fact, the highest ground in the county. In the

valleys situated to the N of the line of outcrop of the
black shales at Ettrick Bridge End, the boulder clay

forms well-marked terraces which have been cut through
by the streams. The same distribution of the deposits

is observable throughout the area occupied by the flags

and greywackes underlying tin black shales. The
valleys or depressions are smaller, however, and the
rib-shaped features formed by the rock project above the

deposit of boulder clay. There is one interesting

feature connected with the Selkirkshire valleys which
is worthy of note. Tho slopes of the hills facing the

ice flow are usually steep and rocky, while the opposite

sides of tho valleys are covered with drift. Such a dis-

position of the boulder clay is readily accounted for

when wo remember that the deposit would naturally

accumulate in the leoof tho hill ranges, while the slopes

of tho hills exposed to the sweep of tho ice sheet would
be subjected to a vast amount of erosion.

Many of tho valleys in the upper part of tho county
saa
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nourished glariera during t)n> later }>hust<s of tho ice ago.

Nearly all the tributary valleys in the upper put of the
Immu of tlte Kt trick |H>sw\s.sed glaciers tliut united in tho
lu.tni valley, relics ol which hit ^1 1 1 1 lo lie found ill llio

m
!

"i iiH.i.uiu's. Excellent examples occur in tho
I'.voiul) llitm a great hasiii-shapcd hollow scooped out
ol tin- shouhh i ol Kltriik Ten, and another conspicuous
group is to be Men on tlic watershed between the hciul

mtnai tin Snrow and tfoflkt, where tho ico hoohw
to h»vi moved i: towards St Mary's Loch. This sheet
ol water ami the Loch ol tin Lowes seem to have formed

Niglnallj one lake, filling un ancient rock b&sin, whichm probably excavated daring the extreme glaoiation.

The l.o, h ol the Lowes has been isolated from St Mary's

by the i . Mies of detritus accumulated by tho Whitehopc
Hum on the S and the Oxeloiigh Burn on tho W.

Kcxnimnic Minerals.—Excellent building stono is

obtained from the massive, grits of tho (jueonsborry

series, and the harder greywacko bands underlying the

Molfat black shale group.

SotL—The soil, lying largely on a bottom of gravel,

or whinstone, is, generally speaking, sound and dry.

M ir li s ground is, however, found near the tops of some
ol the lulls, and among tho moors of the SYV. What
little day soil there is in tho county lies mainly midway
between tho base and summits of the hills. Tho soil of

tho arablo land is light and easily worked, and is well

drain' . 1 by the configuration of tho surface. The sheep-

walks lie mostly on greywacko rock or gravel, and are

sound and dry.

U . — More rain falls on the moors and lofty hills

of the \Y than on tho other parts of tho county. Snow-
storms used to be frequent, and in some of the deep

gullies the snow used to lie till almost summer. The
air is pure, and the climate healthy ; and the people

attain a fair average of longevity.

Industries.—Besides the manufacturing industries

which centre wholly in tho towns and larger villages,

Selkirkshire carrier on arable and pastoral farming

—

which indeed is the sole county industry proper. Accord-

ing to the returns of 1881, 984 of the male population

were engaged in agriculture, 5732 in industrial pursuits,

425 in commerce, 4898 unproductive, and tho rest

variously employed. As its title of Ettrick Forest sug-

gests, this county was in early times covered with woods,

and so more adapted to the chase than to tillage; indeed

it was only in the third decade of last century that

any considerable agricultural improvements were set

on foot. Since then, however, great advances have
been made, though the county has always been far

more pastoral than agricultural. An estimate made
near the close of the 18th century, assuming the total

area of the county at the much exaggerated extent

of 181,000 acres, distributed 169,650 to pasturage, 300
to arable ground, 2200 to plantations and coppice, and
250 to garden and pleasure-ground. The present pro-

rations, though dilferent, do not deviate very largely

from these results. Wheat has been raised in tolerably

good crops at a height of 700 feet above sea-level ; and
oats, turnips, barley, and clover-hay thrive in regular

rotation on ground from 700 to 800 feet above sea-ievel,

near the head of Ettrick Water. According to the

returns of 1881 there were in the county 35 farms of

1000 acres or more, 30 between 500 and 1000, 14 be-

tween 100 and 500, and 5 between 5 and 100 acres.

The following table exhibits the acreage under the chief

crops at various dates :

—

1857. 1868. 1877. 1884.

Wheat, . 55 41 16
Oats, 4162 4255 4449 4494

Barley, . 949 663 676 376
Turnips,

.

2624 2671 2942 2553
Cabbages, etc., 102 263

Other Green Crops, 223 252 252

Bare Fallow, .
'65 38

Gra/w, BenniJient
Basture, . 5789 6286 7518

Crags in B*tation,

.

6960 7374 7763
|

l» 188. there weir 8228 acres under plantation, and
/ sores in market gardens and nursery-ground.

i lie following tenia shows the numbers of live-stock
in the county at various dates :

—

1857. 1868. 1 1876. 1884.

Horses,
Cuttle,

Shuop,
Plge, • •

698
2,449

145,7:12

474

508 1 680
2,402 I 2,572 2,657

170,306 162,718 1.65,06]

359 ! 447 ' 449

As will ho scon from tho above tablo, sheep-farming is

a highly important industry in tho county, and is

largely developed. The ruin breed of sheep is the

Cheviot, which is highly valued for its wool. The
black faced breed, atone time more numerous than any
otber kind, is reared in more limited numbers.
The manufacture of woollens is very important, but

Iims been already I rented in tho articles on the towns
and child' villages. Its development has contributed

largely to increase the value of property in the county.
The trade of Selkirkshire consists chiefly in the sale and
export of shocp, lambs, and the manufactures of the
towns ; and tho import of food, Australian wool, coal,

and lime. Among the other resources of the county are

tho salmon fisheries on the Tweed, and the other fish-

ings and shootings. According to the Sportsman and
Tourist's G'ltMr. for Oct. 1884, the annual value of fish-

ings let in Selkirkshire was £305, and the annual value
of the grouse and other shootings was £1473. The
extensive vineries at Clovenfords, where enormous quan-
tities of grapes are grown for tho markets, should also be
classed among the industrial institutions of the county.

All the habitablo portions of the county are well pro-

vided with good roads. The chief roads run along
respectively the banks of the Tweed, the Yarrow, and
the Ettrick ; and various cross roads and minor
thoroughfares intersect the portions of the county be-

tween these. The line of the North British railway

from Edinburgh to Carlisle skirts the NE boundary for

about 5 miles, with stations within the county at Bow-
land and Galashiels. A branch of the same line, 6 miles

long, extends from Galashiels southwards to Selkirk,

intersecting a part of Roxburghshire, and passing the

Selkirkshire station of Abbotsford Ferry. Another
branch runs from Galashiels westwards along the course

of the Tweed to Innerleithen and Peebles. Its Selkirk-

shire stations are at Clovenfords and Thornilee. Thus
the whole county S of tho Tweed is as yet quite un-

touched by any railway, with the exception of the short

branch line to Selkirk, so that visitors to St Mary's
Loch district must avail themselves of the coaches

plying from Selkirk or from Innerleithen, if they are

dependent on the public means of conveyance. Tho
only royal burgh in the county is Selkirk (6090) ; the

only other town is part of Galashiels. Villages and
hamlets are Clovenfords, part of Deanburnhaugh, Ettrick

Bridge, Yarrow-feus, and Yarrow-ford. The chief seats

are Bowliill (Duke of Buccleuch), Broadmeadows, Eli-

hank Cottage (Lord Elibank), Gala House, Glenmayne,
Haining, Hangingshaw, Harewoodglen, Holylee, Laid-

lawstiel (Lord and Lady Reay), Philiphaugh, Rodono
(now let as an hotel), Sunderland Hall, Thirlestane (Lord

Napier and Ettrick), Torwoodlee, and Yair. The chief

landowner in the county is the Duke of Buccleuch.

According to the Miscellaneous Statistics of the United

Kingdom (1879), 161,815 acres, with a total gross esti-

mated rental of £103,030, were divided among 706 pro-

prietors ; the Duke of Buccleuch holding 60,428 acres

(rental, £19,828), six together holding 42,868 (£12,272),

twelve 35,964 (£19,122), ten 14,923 (£7777), six 5060

(£3031), seven 1684 (£2124), etc.

Selkirkshire is governed by a lord-lieutenant, 12

deputy-lieutenants, a sheriff, sheriff-substitute, and its

justices of the peace. Sheriff and other courts are held

at Selkirk and Galashiels periodically as detailed in our

articles on these towns. The county police force in

1884 comprised 14 men, under a chief constable.
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From 1832 till 1867 the county, inclusive of the

burgh, sent one member to parliament ; but it now
unites with Peeblesshire in returning one member,
and the burgh of Selkirk unites with Hawick and
Galashiels in returning another. The parliamentary con-

stituency of the county in 1885 was 306. Valuation

of the county (1674) ,£6692, (1865) £63,651, (1885)

£67,709, plus £6174 for railway. According to the

census of 1881 Selkirkshire had an average of 99 in-

habitants to the square mile, 12 counties being more
densely populated, and the average for all Scotland

being 125. Pop. (1801) 5388, (1811) 5889, (1821) 6637,

(1831) 6838, (1841) 7990, (1851) 9809, (1861) 10,449,

(1871) 14,005, and (1881) 25,564, of whom 13,405 were
females, and 11 Gaelic-speaking. Houses (1881) occupied

5082, vacant 264, building 86.

The registration county takes in part of Yarrow
parish from Peeblesshire, parts of Selkirk, Galashiels,

and Roberton parishes from Roxburghshire
;

gives off

part of Stow parish to Edinburghshire, part of Ashkirk
parish to Roxburghshire, and parts of Peebles and
Innerleithen parishes to Peeblesshire ; and comprehends
5 entire quoad civilia parishes, and had in 1881 a popu-
lation of 26,346. All the parishes are assessed for the

poor. The civil county includes two entire quoad civilia

parishes (Ettrick and Kirkhope), the greater part of

Galashiels. Selkirk, and Yarrow, and portions of

Ashkirk, Innerleithen, Melrose, Peebles, Roberton, and
Stow. It contains four entire quoad sacra parishes, and
has two small parts of quoad civilia parishes in the

presbytery of Peebles and the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale, and another small part quoad civilia in the

presbytery of Lauder and synod of Merse and Teviot-

dale ; and all its other parts are in the presbytery of

Selkirk and synod of Merse and Teviotdale. There are

in the shire 20 elementary schools (15 of them public),

which, with a total accommodation for 4191 children,

had in 1883 on their registers 3551, and an average

attendance of 2875.

Antiquities.—Selkirkshire seems always to have main-
tained its character as a 'forest' or hunting-place, so

that the remains of its ancient inhabitants are not
numerous. In the eastern parts there are remains of

several British forts, and what has been described as a
square or Roman camp, has been traced on the Borth-
wick Water. The chief British antiquity is the Cat-
rail, which intersects part of this county. Three
crosses, called William's, Tait's, and Craik, stood re-

spectively on a height near Broadmeadows, on Kers-
hope Hill and on Craik Moor. Among the less ancient,

but the most interesting, antiquities of the county are

the ruined castles and moss-grown towers of the old
Border troopers, none of them older than the 14th,

and most belonging to the 16th or the 17th, century.
The names of very many of these are familiar in
Scottish Border ballad and history ; for none of the
Border counties is more celebrated in song than Ettrick
Forest. Among the more famous of these towers are

Dryhope Tower, where dwelt Mary Scott ' the Flower
of Yarrow ;

' Hangingshaw, the scene of the ballad of
' The Outlaw Murray ; '

' the shattered front of New-
ark's Tower, renowned in Border Story,' as Wordsworth
sings, Thirlestane, Gamescleuch, Tushiclaw, the hold
of Adam Scott, ' the King of the Borders ; ' Oakwood,
Deuchar, Blindlee, and Kirkhope. Blackhousc Tower
was the scene of the Douglas tragedy ; and ' seven
large stones,' says Sir Walter Scott, 'erected, upon
the neighbouring heights of Blackhousc, are shown
as marking the spots where the seven brethren were
slain ; and the Douglas Purn is averred to have been
the stream at which the lovers stopped to drink.'
Thero are still vestiges of a tower to mark the site of
the abode of ' Jamie Telfer of the Fair Dodhead ; ' and
the position may still be traced of St Mary's Kirk, near
St Mary's Loch, which was destroyed by the Scotts in
a feud with the Cnmstons in 1557. The old church of
Buccleuch, also, has left some remains.
History.—The territory now known as Selkirkshire

formed part of the domains of the ancient Gadeni, who

seem to have occupied it rather as hunters than as
settlers. The Saxons, also, who followed upon the
retirement of the Romans, seem not to have cleared
away the woods to any great extent

; for, many centuries
after their first appearance, the shire still was famous
for its forests and its facilities for the chase. Under the
Scottish kings, the forest was a royal demesne ; and the
barons and Border nobles who dwelt in it, held their
lands nominally as kindly tenants or rentallers of the
crown ; and according to Sir Walter Scott, did not
receive charters till about 230 years ago. But in point
of fact, the Border chieftains paid little attention to the
conditions of their holding, and acted with complete
independence — requiring James V. himself to take
strong measures to reduce them to order. Sheriffs were
appointed by the king ; the earliest on record appearing
before 1214. King Edward I. of England, in 1304,
granted to the Earl of Gloucester the keeping of the
forest of Selkirk, and in 1305 recognised the Earl of
Pembroke as the hereditary sheriff of the county. From
soon after the accession of Bruce till 1455, the forest

was, however, held of the Scottish crown by the
Douglases. In 1346 William Douglas succeeded in

expelling the English from at least part of this county.
In 1509 the sheriffdom was assigned to John Murray of
Falahill ; and in 1748, on the abolition of hereditary
jurisdictions, John Murray of Philiphaugh received
£4000 in compensation, and the Duke of Douglas a lesser

sum. The more romantic features of its history are

closely interwoven with its literature ; and the numerous
Border ballads commemorate more or less accurately

various historical incidents connected with the shire.

The pathetic ballad of The Flowers of the Forest refers

to the desolation caused in the district by the disaster

of Flodden ; while the ballad of the Battle of Philip-

haugh records the victory within the county of the
Covenanters over Montrose in 1645. The labours of

Scott, who lived for a time at Ashiestiel, and was sheriff

of Selkirk ; of Hogg, who was born in the vale of Ettrick

in 1770 ; and others, have either preserved or caused the
lyric fame of countless spots within the county, from
the ' Dowie Dens o' Yarrow,' to the famed anglers'

hostelry of Tibbie Shiels at St Mary's Loch.

—

Ord.

Sur., shs. 25, 17, 16, 24, 1864-65. See Mr T. Craig
Brown's forthcoming History of Selkirkshire.

Sempill. See Castle-Semple.
Senwick, an ancient parish of Kirkcudbrightshire,

united to Borgue in 1618. Its ruined church is beauti-

fully situated near the W of Kirkcudbright Bay, 5|
miles SSW of Kirkcudbright. In the kirkyard is

buried John M'Taggart (1791-1830), author of the
Gallovidian Euajclopwdia. Senwick House, a little to

the NW, is the seat of Adam John Corrie, Esq. of

Dunrod (b. 1842; sue. 1874), who holds 1062 acres in

the shire, valued at £1156 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

5, 1857.

Seton, an ancient parish of Haddingtonshire, annexed
to Tranent in 1580. Its church of St Mary and Holy
Cross, If mile NE of Tranent town and 2£ miles SW of

Longniddry station, must have been founded prior to

Robert III. 'a accession in 1390, since early in his reign

Catherine Sinclair of Herdmandston, widow of Lord
William Seton, ' biggit ane yle on the south syde of the

paroche kirk of Seytoun.' From time to time additions

were made to the church, which George, second Lord
Seton, rendered collegiate in 1493 for a provost, six

prebendaries, a clerk, and two singing boys ; but it was
never completed, and in 1544 suffered much at the

hands of the English invaders, who ' tuk away the

bellis and organis and other tursable (movable) thingis,

and put thame in thair schippis, and brint the tymber
wark within the said kirk.' As restored at considerable

cost by the late Earl of Wemyss, who is buried here

with his Countess, Seton church now consists of a
Decorated three-bayed choir, with a trigonal apse and a

N sacristy, two transeptal chapels, and a low square
Early English tower, with a truncated octagonal spire.

The tracery of the choir windows is very good, and special

features of interest are the sedilia and piscina, three

335
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iuoimmriit.il .tli-ii-i oi the Sctons, and a long Latin
buoriptioo to thfl ftfth Lord.

Srton Palace, win,!, stood near th<> church, appears
to li»vr Ucn built »t dillervnt periods. It is said to
ii»vn boa 'rami ud doitroyoa

1

by tho English in
KU, ami it.-. SK front most probably .hitc-.l lion, tin-
i ol Qu.eii Man It excelled i-.i tasty ami elegance
any oth.-r mansion of tho Kith or tho 17th c.-ntury, and
was esteemed imirh tin- most magnificent castle in Scot-
land. Its g.u.leiis and bOROJM walks, us well as its

splendid interior, wore tho delight of kings ; and it

OOnalltod Of two sides of n quadrangle, united by a
rampart. When, on 6 April 1608, James VI. was on
I s w.iy to take |.,issession of his English crown, ho
met the funeral of tho first Karl of Winton, and, halting
his retinue, he seated himself on tho garden-wall of tho
palace wl. • Inn. i.il |..iss.-d by. In 1 HI 7, tlio same
in. .ii it, h, revisiting his native kingdom, spent at Soton
Ins s, Bond ,,ight a |,,. r ,. r0ssing tho Tweed ; and Charles
I and his . ..ui t wen- twice entertained hero in 1033.
No VOOtigl of the palace now remains, it having been
pulled down in 1790 by Mr Mackenzie of Portmore, tho
th.-n proprietor, who erected tho present castellated
edifice after a design by Adams.

In the 12th century tho ancestors of tho Seton family
r [red a charter of tho lands of Seton, Winton, and
Winchburgh. Alexander do Sctou, a nephew of Robert
Bruce, obtained from his royal uncle tho manor of
1 : •' • •»"•' "' b.-r .-\t. i. ivr possessions of the noblo
family of Do Quincy, who had espoused the cause of
tho English king. Tho Setons became one of tho
richest and most influential families in Scotland, groat
in their own strength, and exalted by many noble and
prim ely intermarriages. They were created Lords Seton
in 1448. George, third Lord Seton, fell at Flodden
(1513), and George, fifth Lord, is famous in history as
Queen Mary's most zealous adherent, and, with two of
his children, figures conspicuously in Sir Walter Scott's
tale of Tlie A bbol. Calderwood characteristically speaks
of him as 'a man without God, without honestie,
and often times without reason.' On 11 March 1566,
the night after Rizzio's murder, the Queen and Darnley,
slipping out of Holyrood, rode straight to Seton, and
thence got an escort to Dunbar ; and on Sunday, Feb.
16, 1567, iust a week after Darnley 's assassination, the
Queen and Bothwell went to Seton Palace. There they
remained some days, amusing themselves shooting at
the butts, and, having together won a match against
Seton and Huntly, were entertained by the losers to a
dinner at Tranent. Lord Seton was one of Mary's chief
supporters at Carbcrry Hill, and when she made her
escape from Loch Leven in May 1568, he was lyin"
among the hills on the other side, and immediately
joining her, conducted her first to his castle of Niddry,
in Linlithgowshire, and then to Hamilton. From the

f> •'' "* Lui:r-i,le he lelii-d to Fland.-rs, where, during
two years of exile, he was forced for his living to become
a waggoner. A painting of him driving a waggon with
four horses was in the north end of the lon<* gallery of
Seton. In 1584 he was sent by James VI. on an
embassy to France ; and he died soon after his return
on 8 January 1585, aged about 55. In 1600 Robert, his
son, was created Earl of Winton—a title forfeited by
the fifth Earl for his part in the rebellion of 1715, when
Seton Palae - was held for three days by a body of
Highlanders under Mackintosh of Borlum. The Earl
died unmarried at Rome in 1749

;
and, through the

marriage, in 1582, of the first Earl of Winton with the
eldest daughter of the third Earl of Eounton, the
representation of the Winton family devolved on the
Earl of Eglinton, who in 1840 was served heir male
ROnenl of George, fourth Karl of Winton, and who in
1*09 was created Earl of Winton in the peerage of the
United Kingdom.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See Sir
Richard Maitland'a C'ronick of the Wmse of Scyloun
(Hannatyne Club, 1829); vol. iv. of Billings' Baronial
a7y* EkUiimiAum.1 Antiquities (1852); and pp. 183-194
of P. M '.Veil

i
s Tranent awl its Svrrowndmgs (1883).

Snaggle Burn, a stream of Monzie and Crieff parishes,

Perthshire, rising at an altitude of 2050 foot, and run-
ning ii miles .south-south-eastward and south-south-
w. -si ward, till, after a total descent of 1800 feet, it falls

into Turret Hum, 1J mile N by W of Criell'. It forms
three cascades, has beautiful copse-clad banks, contains
small trout, and itself receives Khltuc Burn.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 47, 1869.

Skambollie, a inodorn mansion, witli beautiful

grounds, in Nowabbey parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, 7
miles S by W of Dumfries. Its owner, William Stewart,

Esq. (b. 1848; sue. 1874), holds 2468 acres in tho shire,

valued at £1517, 18s. per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.
Shandon, a place in Row parish, Dumbartonshire, on

the E shore of tho Cure Loch, 44 to miles NW of
Helensburgh. It has a Free church, a steamboat pier,

and a post and telegraph office under Helensburgh.
Its name (Gael, snin-du u, 'old fortress') is derived from
I lie '

< )ld Dun,' traces of which are still visible. West
Shandon, a line Elizabethan edilico of two stories, with
a lofty turreted tower, was commenced in 1851 as the
seat of Robert Napier, Esq. (1791-1876), the great

marine engineer. After his death its splendid collec-

tion of art treasures was sold in London ; and the man-
sion itself was converted into a hydropathic establish-

ment, being enlarged by the addition of Turkish and
swimming baths, etc. The grounds are of great beauty,

with their winter garden and artificial ponds, and the
view from the house is singularly fine.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

30, 1866.

Shandwick. See Nigo, Ross-shire.

Shankend Station. See Cavers.
Shankston Loch. See Kirkmichael, Ayrshire.

Shanter. See Kirkoswald.
Shanwcll House, a mansion in Orwell parish, Kin-

ross-shire, near tho loft bank of the North Queich, 3

miles W of Milnathort.

Shapinshay, an Orkney island, 1 mile N of tho

nearest part of Pomona, 3| miles S by W of Eday,

?4 W of Stronsay, and 3| NNE of Kirkwall, under
which there is a post oflice of Balfour, with money
order and savings' bank departments. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 4J miles ; its breadth, from
N to S, varies between lg and 4$ miles; and its area

is 6733 acres, of which 85 belong to the pastoral islet

of Helliar Holm (2xl£ furl. ; 90 feet high). On its

southern coast, towards the W, lies the modern village

of Ellwick, around a fine bay of the same name;
whilst the N side is indented by Veantroy Bay, which,

measuring 2^ miles across the entrance, and lg mile

thence to its inmost roeess, is flanked to the W by Gait

Ness, to the E by the Ness of Ork. The surface, all

round the shore, and for some way inward, is low and
tolerably level, but rises gradually towards the centre,

where the Ward Hill (162 feet) commands a map-like

view of great part of the Orkney Islands. To abridge

from an article by Mr Pringle in Trans. Highl. and
Ag. Soc. (1874), 'The surface soil is naturally moorish,

and covered with short heath, but underneath there is,

for the most part, deep red clay subsoil, with which
the upper soil mixes well. Much of the upper soil,

however, has been skinned in former times for the pur-

pose of mixing with dung to manure the "infield" land.

The prevailing rock in the western part of the island is

clay-slate, which mostly lies at a considerable depth

from tho surface. A coarse sandstone prevails in the

eastern part. There is not much peaty soil, i.e., deep

enough to convert into peat fuel ; and this kind of land

is now nearly run out. Nearly all the land has required

draining, which appears to have been efficiently done

with stones or pipe tiles. In 1848 there were exactly

700 acres—one-tenth of the entire, area of the island-

in cultivation. In 1859 the arable land had been in-

creased to 5000 acres, and now it extends to over 6000.

[n 1848 the land under cultivation was scattered in

small jiatches of a few acres here and there all over tho

island, but Shapinshay now presents one continuous

tract of cultivation, until we reach the extreme point

of the island on the E, where there is some unimproved

land, immediately behind an exposed headland. Thft
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farms vary from 30 to 200 acres in extent, as it has
been Col. Balfour's principle to encourage his tenants

to rise in the social scale ; and some, who now occupy
large farms, began on much smaller holdings. In
former times the people lived partly by the sea and
partly by the land, and were neither fishermen nor
farmers ; but this is all altered, and a man must elect

to be either one or the other. Houses, draining, and
other permanent improvements are erected and done
either by the tenant, who receives "amelioration" for

the same at the end of his lease, or by the proprietor,

in which case the tenant pays interest on the outlay ;

but, in general, the tenants prefer the former plan.

Houses and cottages must, however, be put up accord-

ing to plans approved by the proprietor; and in Shapin-
shay the new farm-steadings and cottages are all of a
most substantial character. When Col. Balfour laid

off the island into squares, he provided at the same
time for main lines of excellent road throughout the

island, and these have since been completed to the

extent of 12 miles.' Picts' houses, for the most part

pleasantly situated, are numerous along the shores, and
usually occur at such intervals that two or three are

within view of each other. The Standing-Stone of

Shapinshay, near the centre of the island, rises 12 feet

above the surface of the ground, and the Black Stone of

Odin, a huge mass of rock, lies prostrate on the sand of

the northern shore. Both are supposed to have been
deemed sacred in Scandinavian folklore. A place called

Gnicula, on the W coast, nearly opposite the skerry of

Vasa, where the tides are rapid and the sea is shallow,

is absurdly said to have received its name from the

stranding on it of one of Agricola's ships, in the cele-

brated voyage of discovery round the northern seas of

Britain (86 A.D.). Balfour Castle, 6 miles NNE of

Kirkwall, commands a magnificent view, and itself is

an imposing Scottish Baronial edifice, erected in 1847
from designs by the late David Bryce, R.S.A., with a

fine library, conservatories, vineries, peach-houses, ter-

raced gardens, and thriving plantations. Its owner,
Col. David Balfour of Balfour and Trenabie (b. 1811

;

sue. 1846), holds 29,054 acres in Orkney, valued at

£7578 per annum. Shapinshay is a parish in the pres-

bytery of North Isles and the synod of Orkney ; the
living is worth £212. There are Established, U.P.,
and Evangelical Union churches ; and a public and
another school, with respective accommodation for 100
and 47 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

67 and 36, and grants of £76, 16s. 6d. and £38, 2s.

Valuation (I860) £1421, (1884) £2273, 15s. 7d. Pop.

(1801) 744, (1831) 809, (1861) 973, (1871) 949, (1881)
974.

Shawbost or Sheabost, a village in the Carloway por-

tion of Loch parish, Lewis, Ross-shire, near the NW
coast, 5| miles NE of Carloway. Pop. (1861) 312, (1871)

376, (1881) 322.—Ord. Stir., sh. 105, 1858.

Shawhead. See Kirkpatrick-Irongray.
Shawhill, a neat modern mansion in Riccarton parish,

Ayrshire, near the left bank of the winding Irvine, 5
furlongs NNE of Hurlford.

Shaw Park. See Schaw Park.
Shaws Loch. See Kirkhope.
Shee. See Glensiiee.
Sheeoch, Burn of. See Durris.
Sheep Isle. See Sanda.
Sheep Isle, an islet of Kilbrandon parish, Argyllshire,

1 mile NW of Seil, and 5£ miles SW of Kerrera. It

measures 7 by 2 furlongs, and has an abrupt rocky
boundary of low oliffe. It forms a connecting link be-
tween Mull on the otic hand, and Seil and Kerrera on
the other. Its name of Sheep Islo is a fictitious one,
given it by map-makers ; whilst Inis-Capul, its real

name, in the translated form of Mare Island has been
erroneously applied to the Garvelloeh islands, 6 miles
to the SSW. J 'op. (1871) 4, (1881) 2.

Sheil. See Glbnshiel.
Sheildaig. See Shirldaig.
Shell, Loch, a sea-loch of Lochs parish, Boss-shirc, on

the E coast of the Lewis, 15J miles S by W of Storno-

way. It strikes 6| miles west-by-northward, and
measures 3$ miles across the entrance, in which lies

Eilean Iubhard (1§ mile x 5 furl. ; 100 feet high).—
Ord. Sur., sh. 99, 1858.

Sheriffmuir, a battlefield in Dunblane parish, Perth-
shire, on the north-western slope of the Ochils, 2£
miles E by N of Dunblane town. The battle was
fought on 13 Nov. 1715—the same day on which the
Pretender's forces surrendered at Preston in England.
The Duke of Argyll commanded the royalist troops, and
the Earl of Mar those of the Pretender. The Earl,

having just taken up his quarters at Perth, and re-

ceived strong reinforcements from the north, got intel-

ligence which led him to believe that the Duke was
insecurely posted at Stirling. Accordingly, he con-

ceived the idea of forcing the passage of the Forth, and
marching southward in defiance of the Duke, so as

to form a junction with the Pretender's friends in the
south. He left Perth on 11 Nov., and rested that night
at Auchterarder. Argyll, getting information of his

movement, determined instantly to intercept him, and
give him battle. He accordingly passed the Forth at

Stirling on the 12th, and took post in the neighbour-
hood of Dunblane, with his left resting on that town,
and his right extending towards Sheriffmuir. Mar
arrived the same evening within 2 miles of Argyll,

and encamped for the night in order of battle. His
troops amounted to 8400 ; while those of Argyll did not
exceed 3500. General Whetham commanded the left

wing of the royal army, and Argyll himself commanded
the right. Early on the 13th the right wing of the
rebel army commenced the battle by a furious attack

on the royalist left. They charged sword in hand with
such impetuosity as at once to break General Whetham's
array, and drive his troops into complete rout, with
prodigious slaughter. Whetham fled at full gallop to

Stirling, and there announced that the royal army was
totally defeated. But, in the meantime, Argyll, with
the right wing of the royalist army, attacked and broke
the rebels' left, and drove them 2 miles back to the
Allan. He pushed his advantage chiefly by the force

of his cavalry, and was obliged to resist no fewer than
ten successive attempts to rally. A part of his infantry

was following hard to support him, when the right

wing of the rebel army, suddenly returning from the
pursuit of Whetham, appeared in their rear, and
threatened to crush both them and the cavalry. Argyll
faced about, with all his strength, to repel this new and
great danger. The antagonist forces, however, looked
irresolutely at each other, neither of them seeming dis-

posed to rush into fresh conflict ; and after cooling com-
pletely down from the fighting point, they retired

quietly from each other's presence, Argyll to the town
of Dunblane, and Mar to the village of Ardoch. Both
armies laid claim to the victory, and hence the well-

known sarcastic lines :

—

' There's some say that we wan.
And some say that they wan,

Anil some say that nane wan at a', man

;

But ae thing I'm sure
That at Sheriffmuir,

A battle there was, that I saw, man

;

And we ran and they ran, and they ran and wc ran,
And we ran, and they ran awa, man.'

For Argyll, however, this ineffectual conflict had all

the results of a victory. On the field of battle is a largo

block of whinstone, the 'Gathering StOLt of the Clans,'

on which the Highlanders are said t.. have whetted their

dirks and claymores, and which i i 1840 was enclosed
in a strong iron grating by the late Mr Stirling of Kip-
pendavie.—Ord. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Shetland, a group of islands and islets lying NE of

the Orkney Islands, forming a division of the county of

Orkney and Shetland, and the most northerly part of
the whole of Scotland. The group consists of 29 in-

habited islands, about 71 smaller islands used for grazing
purposes, and a very large number of waste rocky islets

and skerries. All the islands except two—Fair Isle and
Foula—form a compact group, the most southerly point
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of which, Sumburgh Head, is fiO milos NE of Point of

.
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' - ' i. - )•••".! ..r North It ildshay.

1 1 17 mJlei ENS of Point of sins..** tnd ii
SW of Sumburgh Head, aiul Foula is 27 milos W of
S .illowax and 1.', \VS\V,,t tho nearest pint of tlio Main-
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mil.-s N K of Foula nr.- the II nvro do Grind Uocks. The
-roup .•xt.-u. Is Irom N Utitudo tht" r.l' 45" (Out Stack,
N ol (Tut) to 69* 30' 30" (MOO Ness at tho S ond of
Fair Uli), tnd from W longitude 0° 40' 20" (Hound
Skerry, on., of (ho Out Skerries NK of Whalsey) to W
lonintudo 2* 7' (\V( stor Hoovdi on tho W side of Foula).

KTflndtng tho outlying islands, tho compact main
portion Bxtendi from N latitude 60* 51' 45

V
(at Out

S'.wk) (.. .Me .'..f .Mi it I lot .o Island W hy S of Sum-
burgh lloa.l, and from W longitude 0" 40' 20" (at Hound
Skrrry) to 1* 40' 30" at Fogla Skerry W or Papa Stour.

Thfl (fiatUl e in I Straight lino, from either The Gord or
Tho Noup at tho N end of Un.st south -south-westward
to Suml'iit h II. id. is 70 miles, and tho breadth, from
Hound Skrrry west-south-westward to Fogla Skerry,

35j miles, hut the avorago breadth is very much less.

Sumburgh Head lies 170 miles N of Htichan Ness, and
the distance from Out Skerries across tho North Sea to

tho mainland of Norway near Bergen is 204 miles. Tho
principal island of the group is tho Mainland, which
OOmpruea more than half tho area, and contains fully

two-thirds of the inhabitants. It extends from N to

S for 64 miles—that being the distance in a straight lino

from Point of Fcthalaml (N) toSumhurgh Hcad(S)—and
has an extreme breadth of 2lf miles from Stava Ness
on tho S side of Dury Voe opposite Whalsey, to Matta
Taing on the W near Melby. It is impossible to give
any general idea of its outline, as the coast-line is every-
where broken up by deep voes,* some of which run so

far inland as almost to divide the land into several

islands. The chief of theso bays or inlets are, from N
to S, along the E coast, Hurra Voe, Colla Firth, Gluss
Voe, Sullom Voe—including Ell Wick (at the head) and
Garths Voe (E)—Orka Voe, Dales Voe, another Colla
Firth, Swining Voe, and Lunna Voe—these four all

close together W of Lunnasting—Hamna Voe, Vidlin
Voe, Dury Voe, South Nesting Bay, Cat Firth,

Wadbistcr Voe, Lax Firth, another Dales Voe—these
four closo together to tho N of Bressay Sound

—

Brei Wick, Voe of Sound, Gulber Wick, Aith Voe,
Sand Wick, Hos Wick, Channer Wick, and Levcn
Wick—the last four all branches of one great opening
near Sandwick : at the S end West Voe of Sumburgh,
and on the other side of Scatness Quendale Bay :

on the W side of the long promontory that runs
southward and terminates at Sumburgh Head are

St Ninian's Hay and Bigton Wick, and away to the N
of this is Clift Sound, at the upper end of which is Scal-

loway Bay, and farther N are Whiteness Voe, Strom-
ness Voe, Weisdale Voe, Sandsound Voe, Sand Voe,
Seli Voe, Skelda Voe—the last five opening out into

The Deeps and Sandsound Voe passing up into

Sandsting Firth and Bixter Voe: farther W are

Orating Voe passing up into Browland Voe, and
Vaila Sound ; and on the W side of the island is the
great St Magnus Bay (12 x 7 miles), with Voe of Snar-
raness, West Burra Firth, Brindister Voe, and Voe of

Clousta on the S ; Aith Voe (SE), Gon Firth and Olna
Firth (centre), and Busta Voe (NE)—at the head ; and
Mangaster Voe, Ura Firth, and Brei Wick, on the N :

and farther N still is Ronast Voe. Many of the inlets

are well sheltered, and afford convenient anchorages. St
Magnus Bay and Ell Wick at the head of Sullom Voe
approach so near to one another that the parish of

Delting is connected with the rest of the mainland by a

narrow neck of land only some hundred yards wide, and
at Glass Voe, Orka Voe, Lnnna Voe, and elsewhere
there are ab>o very narrow necks. All round Mainland

* A voe it a fiord ; a jry>, a rocky CTcelf with precipitous sides t

a wielc in a broad, open hay.

t So the Ordnance Survey, hut the proper spelling is more
prooahly Root-nosa—Roue heir.? a corruption of the Norse
ratulr, 'red.'
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nro many islands and islets, tho chief of the former, ex-

clusive <>f Veil, being West Linga, Whalsey, Bressay,

hie oi Nov., and Mousa on the E side; East, Burra,
West Burra, Trondra, and Vaila on tho SW

;
Papa

Stout on Hir W, and Muckle Hooo, Vomentry, and
I'apa Little at the brad of St Magnus Hay. Of the
islets the chief are < Irunry

(
,' mile N of Point of Fctha-

land), Muckle Holm, Lu'nba, Hrother Isle, Little Roe,
(Jynarey, Bigga, Samphrey, Fish Holm, Linga, and
Lunna Holm, all in Yrll Sound; East Linga, E of

Whalsey; Colsay, at St Ninian's Bay ; South Havra,
S of Hurra

; Papa, Oxna, Langa, and Ilildasay, NW of

Hurra
; and Linga, E of Muckle Rooo. West Linga

is separated from the main island by Lunning Sound
(

I
' mile), and from Whalsey by Linga Sound (4 furl.)

;

Bressay from tho main island by Bressay Sound (J to 1

mile), and Islo of Noss from Bressay by Noss Sound
(200 yards) ; Mousa from tho main island by Mousa
Sound (4 mile at narrowest part) ; East Hurra and Tron-
dra from the main island by Clift Sound (J to f mile),

the one from the other by Stream Sound (200 yards),

and Bast Hurra from West Hurra by Long Sound (N),

South Voe (middle), and West Voe (S), none of these

being anywhere more than A mile wide, and so narrow at

tho junction of Long Sound and South Voe that tho

two islands are here connected by a bridge; Vaila is

separated from the main island by Wester Sound {\ milo
NW), Vaila Sound (N), and Easter Sound (300 yards
NE)

; Papa Stour from the main island by Sound of

Papa (1 mile)
;
Vemcntry by Criba Sound and Uyea

Sound (100 to 400 yards, both SE) ;
Papa Little by Tho

Rona (3 furl. SW) and Sound of Houbansetter (| to i
mile E) ; and Muckle Rooe from Vomentry by Swar-
backs Minn (1 milo S) and from tho main island by
Roe Sound (150 to 300 yards NE). Four miles NE of

Whalsey are tho Out Skerries, the most easterly of them
being Hound Skorry; and NE of Mainland are the large

islands of Yell, Unst, and Fetlar. Yell is separated

from Mainland by Yell Sound, which runs duo N
and S for 10 miles, and then passes SE for 2$ miles,

and E for 4. The north -and-south portion has an
average breadth of from 3£ to 4 miles ; the narrowest

part is about the middle of tho south-easterly portion,

where, at the island of Bigga, the width is only 2| miles
;

and at the E end the distance from Lunna Holm (Main-
land) to Hurra Ness (Yell) is fully 24; miles. The small
islands lying in tho Sound have been already men-
tioned, and at the NW corner of Yell is the small Gloup
Holm, at the S end of Hluemull Sound is one of

the many islands called Linga, and farther S opposite

the middle of the E coast is Hascosay, separated from
Yell by Hascosay Sound (£ mile), to the E of which
beyond Colgrave Sound (f milo to 4 miles) is Fetlar.

To the NE of Yell, and separated from it by Bluemull
Sound (£ to 1 mile wide and 4 miles long), is Unst, with
the Rumblings, Tipta, Muckle Flugga, and Out Stack
skerries to the N, the last being the most northerly

portion of Scottish land. Olf the middle of tho E coast

are Balta and Huney ; near tho SE corner is the small

Haaf Gruney ; and at the S ond is Uyea, separated from

Unst by Uyea Sound (2£ furl. NW) and Skuda Sound

(i to J mile NNE).
Tho surface is irregular, and generally rises higher

than in Orkney. About half the whole area is over

250 feet above sea-level, but only in a few places

does it rise higher than 500 feet, the highest points

being Ronas Hill (1475 feet) near tho centre of the

parish of Delting, in the NW of Mainland, and The
Sneug (1372) in Foula. Particulars of all the leading

islands and inlets will be found under their separate

headings. Between North Ronaldshay and Fair Isle the

sea bottom has a depth of from 40 to 60 fathoms, and
between Fair Isle and Sumburgh Head the greatest

depth is from 60 to 80 fathoms, except at two points

NE of Fair Isle, where the depth is between 80 ana 100.

About the compact portion of the islands the depth of

tho voes, wicks, and sounds is nowhere greater than 20

fathoms, and a rise of 120 feet would unite the whole
into one island, except Out Skerries ; East Linga,
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Grif Skerry, and the surrounding rocks ENE of Whal-
sey ; Ve Skerries off St Magnus Bay, Fair Isle, and
Foula. The last three would not be united to the
others till a rise of 360 feet had taken place, when dry
land would stretch from Caithness northward far be-

yond Unst, but all the others would be joined by a

rise of 240 feet. The slope of the sea-bottom round the

coast from sea-level to 40 fathoms is rapid, but after-

wards it becomes more gradual, except SE and E of

Sumburgh Head, where the rapid slope oontinues to

80 fathoms, which is reached within about 4 miles of

the shore. Moderate, however, as is the depth of the
voes and sounds, the winding nature of the inlets, which,
cutting inland on every hand, threaten ere long to add
to the number of the islands, attest the hard nature of

the struggle that is constantly taking place between the
land and the surge of the Atlantic Ocean and the North
Sea. No spot, even on the Mainland, is 3 miles
from the sea in all directions, and probably no equal
land area on the face of the earth has such a large

extent of u^st-line. ' Probably no part of the British
coast-lins,' *ays Dr Archibald Geikie, 'affords such
striking evidence of the violence of the waves as that
which may be seen along the margin of the Shetlands.
These islands are exposed to the unbroken fury at once
of the German Ocean and of the Atlantic, while the
tides and currents of both seas run round them with
great rapidity. Hence their seaboard wears in many
places an aspect of utter havoc and ruin. Against
their eastern side the North Sea expends its full violence,
tearing up the rocks from the craggy headlands, and
rolling onwards far up into the most sheltered fiords.

The island of Whalsey, for instance, lying off the east
side of the mainland, about the middle of the Shetland
group, is completely sheltered from the gales of the
Atlantic. Yet in the Bound Skerry of Whalsey [Out
Skerries], the breakers of the North Sea have torn up
masses of rock sometimes 8$ tons in weight, and have
heaped them together at a height of no less than 62
feet above high-water mark. Other blocks, ranging in
bulk from 6 to 18$ tons, have been actually quarried
out of their place in situ at levels of from 70 to 74 feet
above the sea. One block of 7^ tons, lying 20 feet above
the water, has been lifted from its bed and borne to a
distance of 73 feet from SSE to NNW over abrupt
opposing faces of rock as much as seven feet in height.
On the west side of the Shetland Islands the fury of the
Atlantic has produced scenes of devastation which it is

hardly possible adequately to describe. In stormy
winters, huge blocks of stone are overturned or are
removed from their native beds to a distance almost in-
credible. Dr Hibbert found that in the winter of 1802
a tabular mass, 8 feet 2 inches in length, by 7 feet in
breadth, and 5 feet 1 inch in thickness, was dis-
lodged from its bed and removed to a distance of
from 80 to 90 feet. In 1820 he found that the bed from
which a block had lx?en carried the preceding winter,
measured 17$ feet by 7 feet, and 2 feet 8 inches in depth.
The removed mass had been borne a distance of 30 feet,
when it was shivered into thirteen or more fragments,
some of which were carried still further from 30 to 120
feet. A block of 9 feet 2 inches by 6$ feet, and 4 feet
thick, was hurled up the acclivity to a distance of 150
feet. "Such," he adds, "is the devastation that has
taken place amidst this wreck of nature. Close to the
Isle of Stenness is the Skerry of Eshaness [at the NW
corner of St Magnus Bay], formidably rising from the
sea, and showing on its westerly side a steep precipice,
against which all the force of the Atlantic seems to
have been expended

; it affords refuge for myriads of
kittiwakes, whose shrill cries, mingling with the dash-
ing of the waters, wildly accord witli the terrific scene
that is presented on every side." The result of this
constant lashing of the surge has been to scarp the
coasts of the Shetlands into the most rugged and fan-
tastic cliffs, and to pierce them with long twilight
caves. Dr Hibbert describes "a large cavernous aper-
ture, 90 feet wide, which shows the commencement of
two contiguous immense perforations, named the holes

of Scranda [or Scraada, near the NW corner of St

Magnus Bay], where in one of them that runs 250 feet

into the land the sea flows to the utmost extremity.

Each has an opening at a distance from the ocean by
which the light of the sun is partially admitted.

Farther north other ravages of the ocean are displayed.

But the most sublime scene is where a mural pile of

porphyry, escaping the process of disintegration that is

devastating the coast, appears to have been left as a

sort of rampart against the inroads of the ocean. The
Atlantic, when provoked by wintry gales, batters

against it with all the force of real artillery—the waves
having, in their repeated assaults, forced for themselves

an entrance. This breach, named the Grind of the

Navir, is widened every winter by the overwhelming
surge, that, finding a passage through it, separates large

stones from its sides, and forces them to a distance of

180 feet. In two or three spots the fragments which
have been detached are brought together in immense
heaps, that appear as an accumulation of cubical masses,

the product of some quarry. " In other places the pro-

gress of the ocean has left lonely stacks, or groups of

columnar masses, at a distance from the cliffs. Such
are the rocks to the S of Hillswick Ness [N side of St

Magnus Bay], and the strange tower-like pinnacles in

the same neighbourhood called the Drenge or Drongs,

which, when seen from a distance, look like a small

fleet of vessels with spread sails.

'

Farther interesting details of a similar nature may be

found in a paper by Mr Stevenson, the eminent light-

house engineer, in the fourth volume of the Proceedings

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and in his book O?!. the

Design and Construction of Harbours (1864), as well as

in a paper communicated to the British Association by
Mr Teach in 1864. The tidal wave comes rushing with
great speed and force from the westward, and causes

everywhere round the coast currents and eddies of

such a nature as to require the greatest care and skill

in their navigation, and even in the calmest weather, at

the northern and southern extremities, and in the

narrow channels where the force of the current is

greatest, there is always a considerable sea running.*
The flowing tide seems to strike first at the NW, whence
one branch passes down the W side, and along the N
side of St Magnus Bay towards its head. The rush of

water into the bay itself strikes on the southern shore,

and while part flows out by the Sound of Papa, the rest

is deflected eastward to the top of the bay, and meeting
the current from the N side rushes with great force

into the open space at Mavis Grind, N of Muckle Rooe.

The portion that passes through the Sound of Papa is

again united with the main current, which beats against

the whole coast on its passage southward, till at Sum-
burgh Head it turns off south-eastward through Sum-
burgh Roost. Other branches in the extreme N rush
through Bluemull and Yell Sounds, and meeting at the

E side with the branch of the tidal wave that has passed
round the N end of the group, produce very wild and
dangerous cross currents, particularly all round Fetlar.

At Out Skerries and Whalsey this current again divides,

one branch passing onward to the SE and the other

down the E coast of Mainland to meet the W coast

current at Sumburgh Roost. During the ebb the flow

of the various currents is almost exactly reversed.

Set thus 'far amid the melancholy main,' and that
main, too, of such a boisterous and uncertain nature, it

is hardly to be wondered that the Shetland Islands long
remained a terra, incognita—of which the inhabitants of

'the adjacent islands of Great Britain and Ireland' had
only the vaguest idea, and that idea, like everything
vague, almost entirely wrong—more especially when we
consider that the only means of communication in the
beginning of the century was a sloop, which was sup-

posed to sail from Aberdeen once a month for Lerwick
;

but as the start depended on the weather and the
skipper, only some seven voyages a year wero actually

» When a south-oasterly Kale is blowing against the run of
fl'»«l till.-, s Iniixh li.>..sl,at tin- S , ,.f Mainland, \h prohahly
the wildest portion of sea all round the Ki itiah eoast.
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m .do. Yet notwithstanding this, mio is hardly pi • -

|
ur.l to Bud Id the edition of liailoy's Dictionary,

I m 1MH>. Shetland described a.s consisting 'of

tit-out forty islands nt tho north of Scotland, where the

- in docs not set lor two mouths in summer, mid docs

i two months m winter or that somewhere

aUnit 1810 the Commissioners of Customs refused to

(say Uainty on some herring caught uhout Shetland in

the (Tints') on the ground that, us tho islands wore sur-

rounded hv no at that season of the year, no fish could

jMvaibly have been caught than; though perhaps such

ignorance cm hardly bo wondered at when we rollout

that aUnil ls.'.t the Home Office authorities soom to

have Ul>oured under the (Musion that Gaelic was tho
• .:. « ':'mi' \ . t li.it in 1>7- the Kdueation

Department were so ignorant of the real condition of

D Is th«l they approved of phuu whereby tho

school boaid oi Mid and South Yell |iro]>oscd to spend

about £7000 in the erection of six schools, while the

whole rental of the parish, Iroin rates on which this was

to W paid, amounted to only XlilOO ; and that in 1882

one ot the leading London dailies informed its readers

that a Glasgow artist had been drowned at 'Kirkwall,

Shetland !
' Except business men and an occasional

traveller of sciontihe tastes, the islands had, before the

publication of tho Pirate, and still more tho introduc-

tion of steam communication all the year round in

; -. i, j.raeti. illy no visitoi., at all, but this is now

Ohangl 1, and the northern archipelago has a very large

tonrial traffic. Nor is this to bo wondered at, for the

m • m iv of Shetland is far before that of Orkney, and

tho rocks are surpassed by nothing anywhere in

Britain, and hardly equalled out of Cornwall—'a
strange wild land of stacks and skerries, of voes and

1 of dills and caves,' with but few things to

compare with the grand sweep of St Magnus Lay, as

s.-cii from the top of Sandncss Hill, or with the dill's of

Ponla. ' It would almost seem,' says Sheriff Rampini,

i t the Shetland Islands had been specially prepared

by nature to be the home of a Scandinavian people.

It one but the hardy Norsemen,

" Whose house, of yore.

Wag on the foaming wave,"

would voluntarily have selected this desert of peat-moss

aud weathered rock
—"this wilderness of mount and

moor and moss, quhairin are divers great waters"—for

his chosen resting place. For, after all, this "Old
Book," as its sons love to call it, is no land flowing with

inilk and honey, no Goshen, no Deseret, no Laud of

Promise, no
" Emerald isles of Paradise

Set In an azure sea."

The kindly fruits of the earth are conspicuous by

their absence. There is never a tree on its whole surface,

for the stunted specimens—twisted by the wind and

lopped by the gales— which exist in some sheltered

localities, scarcely deserve the name. It lies amidst

boiling seas. Terrible tempests range round its coasts.

There is scarcely a feal-thatched cottage within its

bounds from which the cruel sea has not taken toll of

its inmates. Sky, sea, and shore are too often of a dull

leaden hue. Its climate is damp and humid. It has

ten months of winter, says a facetious traveller, and

barely two of summer. Its shortest day is only five

and a half hours long. Still there are compensations.

If theTe are dayless winters, there are also nightlcss

summers. In the months of June and July darkness is

unknown. The sun sets only to rise again. One can

read small print at midnight, and the lark—"Our
Lady's hen," as the country people used to call it—may
be heard singing at one in the morning. So, too,

though the winters are long, the cold is never intense.

If the winter days are dark, the nights are illuminated

with the brilliant rays of the Aurora Borealis. Above

all, if nature has been chary in her gifts of luxuries to

the rich—in the fruits and flowers of more genial and

southern climates—she has made up for this in her
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nbundanl supply of necessaries to the poor. Peats and
fish and Oil -fuel and food and light— aro the heritage
ol every Shetland peasant. Thus, though in his lot
I lin e may U< groat poverty, thero nover can be, except
by his own indolence and want of onergy, actual
prival As for the scenery <>f this lone, northern
land, it has a subtle charm which is all its own. It is

only within the last few years that the attractions of the
Shetland landscape have begun to bo recognised. It

was reserved for Sir Walter Scott, whoso, wonderful eye
for the picturesque is not the loast attribute of his
genius, to discover its capability as a themo for

i iphic and picturesque) description. But even Sir
Walter himself failed to perceive wherein its prin-
cipal charm lay. Grand and romantic as is the rock
scejiery of Its western coasts, tender and touching
as on a calm sum r eve is tho beauty of its quiet voes
and solitary lochs, the true beauty of the Shetland land-
scape consists in its unequalled ollccts of light and
shade. Other parts of Scotland can boast of as beet-
ling crags, as solitary stacks, as gloomy caves, as

peaceful beaches, as reposeful nooks as any to be seen
within its limits ; but none can approach it in the weird
and splendid variety of its aerial aspects. Its gorgeous
sunsets, its opaline, dawns, the changing lights and
shadows on its green hillsides, the diversified hues and
colours of its seas, have a fascination and a spell which
only thoso who have seen them can adequately under-
stand. From these results the passionate attachment
of tho islanders to their native land—an attachment so
intense and so deep-rooted as to produce at times, in
the case of Shetland girls in domestic service in the
south, a peculiar and aggravated form of nostalagia,

known in tho faculty by tho name of morbus island'kus.

From these, also, results that atmosphere of mystery
and romance which has always gathered around the

very name of Ultima Thule. What Britain was to

Rome according to Lord Macaulay, in the days of

Procopius, tho Shetland Islands have always been to

the rest of Scotland. Even if we discount the fertile

products of local tradition and superstition—the legends
of trows and elves and fairies, of giants and gay carles,

of mermaids and seal-maidens, of bokics (bogies) and
rjrii/.ies (gruesome beings), of Niogles and water-horses, of

Finns and ghosts and devils—in which the native

mythology of the islands abounded, there still remains
sufficient to satisfy the imagination of the most ardent
lover of the marvellous. Tho works of the older

travellers are full of the wonders of this distant and
enchanted land. Brand, whose credulity was only
equalled by his piety, has preserved for us a long list

of the ferlies of which tho Islands boasted in his day.

On the top of a hill in Unst, he solemnly assures us,

there was a hole, covered with a slate, down which a

Dutch skipper let eighteen fathoms of rope, without
finding a bottom. In the kirk-yard of Papa Stour was
a gravestone which had floated ashore with a dead man
tied to it. There was a gentleman's house at Udsta in

Fetlar, where the needle turned to all the points of the

compass. It was a well-known fact that no cats would
ever stay in the island of Vaila. It was an equally well-

known fact that not only were no mice found in the

islands of Buna and Haskassey, but that earth taken
from them and sprinkled in other places, would in-

fallibly drive them away. Nor is the marvellous con-

lined only to the soil. It attaches to its history as well.

Few countries so limited in area can boast of so thrilling,

so romantic— I was almost going to say—so pathetic a

history ; nor one which is so sharply defined in the

various stages of its progress. Alike in its Pre-historic,

its Heroic, its Feudal, and its Renascent age—although
these are each and all of them an age later than in other

parts of the Kingdom—it excites in us an interest

entirely disproportionate to its territorial extent, while,

at the same time, presenting us with almost typical

representations of the social and political characteristics

of these various phases of civilisation. And though the

materials for its annals are meagre and few, consisting

only of the mute records of the Brocks, the doubtful
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testimony of Skaldie songs, and the stained and mutil-

ated fragments of old charters and parchments, they
have attracted the attention of antiquarians and scholars

as the chronicles and archives of no other country have
done.'

There are a large numher of little brooks, many of

which near their mouths contain good trout. There
are also a large number of fresh water lochs, many of

them of fair size. The principal are the lochs of Cliff,

Watlee, Stourhoull, and Snarravoe in Unst ; Gossa
Water, Lumbister, Colvister, Vatsetter, and Kettlester
in Yell

;
Papil Water in Fetlar ; Moosa Water, Muckle

Lunga Water, Tonga Water, Roer Water, Gluss Water,
Eela Water, Punds Water, and Burraland Loch, in the
N and NW of Mainland ; Clousta Loch, Vaara Loch,
Sulma Water, Burga Water, Lunga Water, Voxterby
Loch, and Gossa Water in the centre (W) of Mainland

;

and Strom Loch, Tingwall Loch, Vatsetter Loch, and
Loch of Spiggie in the centre and S. Formerly the
fishing was poor, as every means legal and illegal was
used to destroy the trout, but as Shetland was erected
into a fishery district in 1883, matters will now be much
improved. The close time extends from 10th Septem-
ber to 24th February, both inclusive ; but the rod
season lasts from 1st February to 15th November, both
days inclusive. In many of the lochs the fishing is free,

and for most of the others the necessary permission is

by no means difficult to obtain.
The land area of the islands is 551 "4 miles or 352,876

acres. The inhabited islands, with their populations in
1871 and 1881 respectively, are as follows :—Bound
Skerry (2 ; 2), Bressay (878 ; 847), Burray, one of the
Out Skerries (43; 59), East Burra (239 ; 215), West
Burra(442; 427), Fair Isle (226; 214), Fetlar (517 ;

431), Foula (257 ; 267), Grunay, one of the Out Skerries
(19 ; 25), Haseosay (4 ; 0), Hevera or South Havra (32 ;

35), Hildasay (3 ; 7), Holm of Papil or Papa (5 ; 4),
Housay, one of the Out Skerries (71 ; 71), Langa, in
Tingwall (7; 4), Linga, close to Hildasay (12; 10),
Linga, N of Vaila (10 ; 13), Muckle Flugga (3 ; 3),
Muckle Rooe (216; 230), Noss (24 ; 3), Oxna(29; 30),
Papa (20 ; 14), Papa Stour (351 ; 254), Mainland(21,698

;

20,821), Trondra (126 ; 133), Unst (2768 ; 2173), Uyea
in Unst (9 ; 5), Vaila (11 ; 9), Whalsey (784 ; 870).
and Yell (2732 ; 2529).

Shetland has a much more equable temperature
throughout the year than most places on the mainland
of Great Britain, the total average range of temperature
being as in Orkney about 16°, while at Thurso it is 20°,

at Leith 22°, and at London 25°. The general remarks
made as to the temperature of Orkney apply equally
here, except that the averages are from "1° to -2° lower,
except for August, when they are higher in the same
proportion. The variations of temperature are, however,
very rapid, and even at midsummer wind from the N orNW causes a fall at once. The mean average rainfall
is considerably above that of Orkney, being about 48 '6

inches, and this dampness renders the climate unplea-
sant to strangers, though the natives do not seem to find
it unhealthy. The prevailing winds are from NW to
SW, and in autumn the gales from these quarters are
so heavy as often seriously to injure the crops. Next
in frequency are winds from N and NE, which are
generally accompanied by settled weather, but though
dry and healthy they are bitterly cold, and as they are
common in spring they often check the progress of
vegetation. The spring is thus generally cold and late,
and can hardly be said to begin before the end of April,
and there is but little real warmth till the middle of
June, but from that time till summer terminates
between the middle and end of September the growth
of vegetation is very rapid. Sometimes sudden and
dangerous gales occur about midsummer, and in one
on 20 July 1881 ten 'sixern' boats belonging to tho
North Isles were lost and 58 persons drowned. Tho
magnificent sum of £15,500 was raised by public sub-
Bcription throughout Great Britain for the relief of tho
widows and orphans, and being much larger than was
required a portion of it was set aside as the nucleus ot a

general Shetland Fishermen's Willows' Relief Fund for

the relief of those left destitute by disasters at sea.

Autumn extends to about the middle of October, and
from that time till the end of March there is an almost
constant succession of high winds and heavy rains.

Fogs are frequent in May and June, and the few
thunderstorms that occur generally break in winter

during high winds and long-continued falls of rain

or snow. Owing to the high latitude the summer
evenings are long and in fine weather charming. At
the longest day the sun rises at 38 minutes past 2
and sets at 33 minutes past 9 ; but even after his

departure he leaves his glory behind in the bright glow
of delicate tints of violet, yellow, and green that lie

along the northern horizon. For a month at this

season the light is so strong all night through that

small print may be read without difficulty. At the
shortest day the sun rises at 12 minutes past 9, and sets

at 59 minutes past 2 ; but the long nights are often lit

up by very brilliant displays of aurora borealis. Stray
specimens of walrus that had wandered too far S have
been seen on several occasions. The common seal and
grey seal, which were at one time very numerous, are now
greatly reduced in numbers ; but schools of ca'ing whales
are very common, no fewer than 1540, it is said, having
been killed at Quendale Bay within two hours on 22
Sept. 1845 ; and solitary specimens of the razor-backed
whale, the narwhal, and the manatee are known to

have occurred. Among the birds of prey are the golden
eagle, the white-tailed eagle, the osprey, the Greenland
falcon, the Iceland falcon, the peregrine falcon, and all

the common hawks, except the sparrow-hawk, which is

rare, as are also the first three birds mentioned. Ravens
are common, but rooks are rare, and grouse, though
introduced, have never prospered. Among the rarer

plants may be mentioned cochlearia officinalis at Out
Stack

; ophioglossumvulgatum and pui'i/jiuh'iumdryopteris,

near Ordale House
;
hymenophyllum Wilsoni, at Skaw

;

trientalis Europcca, atHermaness; saxifraga oppostifolia,

at Sand Voe ; and nymphcea alba, in a loch at the base
of Ronas Hill.

Geology.—The geology of Shetland presents certain

remarkable features which never fail to arrest the atten-
tion of visitors to those regions. The great development
of the metamorphic crystalline rocks, containing an abun-
dant series of minerals, has become widely known through
the descriptions of Dr Hibbert and Professor Heddle

;

while the isolated masses of Old Red Sandstone, with
their associated igneous rocks, give rise to much of the
striking scenery along the seaboard.

Beginning with the stratified metamorphic rocks,

they are divisible into two groups with well-marked
lithological characters—(1.) dark blue and grey clay
slates and schists, with occasional bands of limestone

;

(2.) coarse micaceous and hornblendic gneiss, with
quartzites, chlorite-schists, mica-schists, and lime-
stones. The members of the former group occupy a
considerable tract on the Mainland, extending from the
S promontory at Fitful Head, N by the Cliff Hills to
Laxfirth Voe ; while the more highly crystalline gneissose
series covers wide areas in Tingwall, Weisdale, Nesting,
Lunnasting, Delting, and along the E seaboard of North-
maven. Along the line of junction between these two
groups, extending from Scalloway N by Tingwall Firth
to Laxfirth Voe, the strata are generally inclined to the
WNW ; and hence, if we take the order of superposition
as an index of the succession, we might naturally infer

that the clay slate group represents the oldest members
of the metamorphic series. Beds of limestone occur in

this group at Ocraquoy and Fladabister, but their
dovekqmient is insignificant compared with the massive
limestones of Tingwall and Weisdale. At Tingwall the
massive limestones aro overlaid by coarse micaceous and
hornblendic gneiss, which is tho prevailing rock in the
centre of the Mainland, forming, indeed, all the great
parallel ridges between Scalloway and Weisdale Voe,
except the promontory between Whiteness Voe and
Stromncss Voe. Another great belt of limestone crops
out in Weisdale Voe, and extends N to Dales Voe in
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Dtlttng, To tho W of tins limestone zono tho> strata
c».n»i>t "I c,<:ii><> iin, i,cms gneiss, mien-schists, and
qiurt.-il.s. which, both in Weisdulo ami Belting, are

InoUnad t,> tbt WWW ami NW at angles varying from
N to td'. Tli* moUiiiorpliio rocks that have become
famous for tli.' variety ami beauty of tin' minerals con-

t > n, i m tli, in, an i" bund tlong the B seaboard
<>i Nortiunmn, and on tho Hillawiok promontory
Utu.eii Samiwi. k ami I'm- Kirtli. The latter locality

I
.
r- i , , 11 , iii lullv explored l>y l)r Heilille, who has

mbliahad dotaUea deaoripttoni of the minerals in the

iMwrainriMJ ifayanim. From his descriptions, ami
Br Eiibbert, it appears that the Btrata forming

the BiOn Idk promontory ooniiat ofmioa-sohist, chlorite-

M'hist, ami horiihlemlie gneiss, pierced by numerous
dyfc - ami veins of pink quartz-felsite—evidently off-

-hoots from tin- it intrusive granito mass so largely

developed in Northmaven. Among tho minerals found
in the rocks on this promontory, tho following may bo

in, n:i, mod : hornblende, actinolite, epidote, nntho-

phyllite, precious serpentino, steatite, chlorite, kyanito,

caleite, ami fluor-spar.

Again, along the E seaboard of Northmavcn, between

OUu 1 1 iy and I'ethalnnd Point, there are several oxcel-

1, nt mineral localities in the metamorphic series. In Cola-

lirth Voo, m>t tar to the N of Ollaberry, the strata consist

ot chlorite-schist, margarodite-schist, hornblendo rock,

hornblondic-gneiss, serpentine with chrysotilo, which
are Hanked on the W by the great granitic mass of tho

I!iurgs. Perhaps tho most interesting of the sections

in this part of Northmaven occurs at Fethaland, where
some beautiful minerals have been obtained. The
peninsula of Fethaland is composed mainly of gabbro,

a crystalline rock consisting of diallagc and triclinic

felspar. Above Kleber Geo excellent specimens of the

former mineral are to bo found. In this bay eh lori te-

ll bat, actinolitc-schist, and steatite occur—indeed, the

name Kleber Geo is given to this locality from the occur-

rence of steatite or soap-stone, which is termed ' Kleber

'

or ' Klemmer stone ' by the Shctlandcrs. Many tourists

purposely visit this locality, to examine the curious

sculptures on the weathered face of the steatite, in the

form of squares and circles. From this locality- the

following minerals have also been obtained: ihuenite,

magnetite, pyrite, asbestos, and amianthus. Not far to

the 8, in Pundy Geo, Professor Heddle found a band of

chlorite of singular beauty, containing octahedral crystals

of magnetite.

The island of Yell is composed of coarsely crystalline

gneiss with granito veins, the prolongation towards the

N of the gneissose strata of the Mainland. Similar

strata are met with in Whalsey and in the Out Skerries

of Whalsey, but in the latter islets the gneiss is asso-

ciated with crystalline limestone.

The metamorphic series in Unst and Fetlar presents

several interesting features on account of the remarkable

development of serpentine and certain minerals asso-

ciated with it. The prominent ridge of high ground
along the W coast of Unst is composed of gneiss, in-

clined to the SE, succeeded by mica-schist, chlorite-

schist, and graphite-schist. The schistose strata over-

lying the gneiss are well developed in the hilly ground

in the N of the island, between P»urra Fiord and Nor-

wick Bay. At Cliff a band of limestone is associated

with these schists, which, however, has not been traced

across the island. The graphitic schists pass underneath

the serpentine at the S end of the island near Bailment,

and again on the E coast in Norwick Bay. The serpentine

crosses the island from SW to NE, extending from the

Gallow Hill near Bellmont to the Nivv Hill beyond

Haroldsv ick Bay, varying in breadth from J to 2 miles.

It is widely known, on account of the veins of chromite

found at Hagdale, which will be referred to under the

section on Economic Minerals. Native copper and

malachite have also been found on the S side of Harolds-

wick Bay, and at other localities asbestos, brucite, talc,

magnetite, and arragonite have been obtained. There

is one celebrated locality in this island where talc can

be got of an exquisite apple-green tint—indeed, it would

tie difficult to obtain liner specimens of this minoral.

The locality, which was discovered by Dr lloddlo, is

situated in the STE corner of Haroldawiok Bay, in Quin
Co, where it is associated with dolomite, magnetite,

and other minerals. To tho E of this mass of serpentine
there is a belt, of gabbro, forming a parallel strip up-
wards of a mile in breadth, Hanked on tho E by chlorite
schists and mica-schists, exposed on tho shore near
Muncss Castle. At tho oxtromo SE promontory thero

18 another small area of gabbro resembling that on the
Void Hill and on Ualt.i Island.

The group of si rata just described are continued towards
the S in tho island of Fotlar. In the centre of the

island the chlorite-schists and graphitic-schists forma
low arch, < blowing oil' to tho E and W gabbro, diorite,

and serpentine. Along tho W seaboard tho gabbro and
diorite are succeeded by coarse micaceous gneiss ; while

towards tho E, in Gritting Bay and at Heilinabrotta,

tho micaceous, chloritic, and graphitic schists again

appear.

Only a passing referenco can bo made to the largo

mass of diorito in Northmaven, stretching from Mavis
Grind to Roeness Voe, and to tho remarkable epidotic

syenite described by llibbort near Loch Spiggie in

Lmnrossness, which is traceable through the islands

lying to tho W of tho Cliff Hills to the Mainland at

Bixetter.

The isolated relics of Old Bed Sandstone still pre-

served to us in Shetland clearly show what an important
development of this formation is to be found in those

islands. Fossils are not very plentiful throughout the

strata, but recently the remains of plants have been
obtained at new localities in the neighbourhood of Walls,

in altered sandstones and flags. This discovery has

resulted in tho addition of about 40 square miles of

ground to the area occupied by the Old Red Sandstone.

Along the E seaboard of the Mainland the represen-

tatives of this formation occur at intervals between
Hovey Head, N of Lerwick, to Sumburgh Head, and may
be grouped in the following order :

—

5. Flaggy series of Bressay.

4. Lerwick Grits and Sandstones.

3. Rovey Head Conglomerates.
2. Brenista Flags.

1. Basement breccia resting unconformabiy
on the crystalline rocks.

The breccia forming the base of this formation on the

E seaboard is seen only at a few localities owing to the

existence of faults, which bring different zones into con-

junction with the metamorphic series. In the neigh-

bourhood of East Quarff, at Fladabister, and again near

Loch Spiggie in Bunrossness, the unconformable junction

is admirably seen, the breccia being composed of angular

fragments of the underlying rocks. The red and choco-

late coloured flags of tho second subdivision are to be

found capping the breccia between Fladabister and East

Quarff, but the best exposure of them is to be found on

Brenista Ness, where they are gently inclined to the E,

and conformably overlain in Gulberwick Bay by coarse

conglomerates belonging to the third group. The latter

can be traced at intervals N to Rovey Head, situated

about 2 miles N of Lerwick, where, by means of a fault,

they are thrown against the crystalline schists. Rest-

ing on these conglomerates, and forming the hilly

ground in the neighbourhood of Lerwick, we find a suc-

cession of grey massive sandstones and grits with shaly

],actings which occasionally yield plant remains in the

quarries to the S of the town. The members of this

group are followed in regular order by a great develop-

ment, of Hags, shales, ami thin-bedded sandstones of the

island of Bressay, in which specimens of Calamites Can-

nae/ormis have been found. An admirable section of

the flaggy series of Bressay is to be seen in the great

sea-cliff of Noup Head (477 feet), at the base of which

certain dark shales with calcareous nodules occur,

resembling the well-known fish-bed of the Moray Firth

basin.

When we pass to the W side of the Mainland there is

a remarkable change in tho features presented by this
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formation. Instead of an unbroken succession of sedi-

mentary deposits, there is a striking development of

contemporaneous and intrusive igneous rocks forming

noble cliffs in Northmaven, Sandsting, and in Papa

Stour. There can be little doubt that during the de-

position of portion of the strata on the E side of Shet-

land volcanoes must have been active in the W area,

discharging sheets of lava and tuffs which were spread

over the sea-floor and buried underneath the accumulat-

ing sediments. But in addition to the volcanic materials

ejected at the surface, there are extensive areas occupied

by granite and felsite which were injected amongst the

sedimentary deposits and crystallised at a considerable

depth. Before indicating the areas where these igneous

rocks occur, reference must be made to the tract of

highly altered strata in Weisdale, Walls, Sandsting,

and Sandness. Till the discovery of numerous plant

remains in these altered strata in 1878 by Messrs Peach

and Home, they had been grouped with the metamorphic

series of Shetland; but the nature of the plant remains,

comprising specimens of Psilopihyton princeps and Lepi-

dodendron nothum, clearly showed that they are merely

an altered portion of the Old Red Sandstone. This

tract of altered strata is bounded by two great faults,

one extending from Aith Voe in Aithsting to Selie Voe
in Sandsting, and the other from the island of Papa

Little, by Clouster Voe, Burra Firth, to Sandness Hill.

There is a small patch of sandstones and shales at Melby
resembling the unaltered beds on the E seaboard.

The contemporaneous lavas and tuff's associated with

this formation occur at several localities on the W side

of the Mainland. The best exposure, however, is to be

found in Northmaven between Stenness and Ockren
Head, where they are thrown into a synclinal fold, the

axis of which runs in a N and S direction from Sten-

ness by Hamna Voe to the mouth of Roeness Voe. On
the S side of the latter sea-loch they are brought into

conjunction with a great intrusive sheet of pink felsite

by a fault which is admirably seen on the sea-cliff.

Similar interbedded lavas and tuffs are to be found at

various points round the shores of Papa Stour, where

they are overspread by a later sheet of pink felsite. A
bed of diabase porphyrite is to be found in the Holm of

Melby, close to Papa Stour, while at Clouster Voe in

Aithsting, on the Mainland, there are dark green dia-

base lavas associated with the indurated flags and shales.

The only relic of these interbedded rocks on the E sea-

board occurs on the E shore of Bressay, where a thin

band of tuff is intercalated between the flagstones. In-

teresting as these volcanic ejectamenta doubtless are,

there are still more striking manifestations of the vol-

canic activity which characterised that period, presented

to us in the form of sheets, dykes, and necks. Of these,

the intrusive sheets are the most important, as they
cover large areas in Northmaven and Sandsting on the

Mainland, a great part of Meikle Rooe, a portion of

Vementry, and nearly the whole of Papa Stour. The
masses in Northmaven, Sandsting, Vementry, and
Meikle Rooe consist of coarse granite composed mainly
of pink orthoclase, felspar, and quartz, 'with only a
small quantity of mica, while the great sheet in Papa
Stour is made up of pink sphcrulitic felsite. On the E
shore of Hrcssay and in the island of Noss there are

traces of old volcanic vents or necks from which some of

the igneous materials were discharged.

The glacial phenomena of Shetland are of special

interest on account of the evidence in favour of a remark-
able extension of the Scandinavian ico sheet in the
North Sea during the primary glaciation. From recent

researches it would appear that along the E seaboard
of the Mainland and in Whalsoy, the Outskerries of
Whalsey, Yell, and Unst, the general trend of the
glacial stria? is W, WSW, SW, and, in certain instances,

SSW. But when we cross to the W side of the Main-
land tho direction of the ice-markings swings round to

the NW and NNW. These are supposed to have been
produced by the Scandinavian ice sheet crossing tho
islands towards the Atlantic during the primary glacia-

tion. A detailed examination of tho boulder clay

sections on the W side of the Mainland and in the N
islands points to the conclusion that stones have been
transported in the moraine pro/ondc from the E to the
W of these islands. For instance, blocks of serpentine

and gabbro derived from the E side of the Vallafield ridge

in Unst are found in the boulder clay on the W coast,

while striated blocks of flags and grits derived from
the E side of the Mainland between Lerwick and Dun-
rossness are also found in this deposit on the W
coast. These facts evidently point to an ice move-
ment from E to W, but there are also certain data

which point to a later glaciation, when local glaciers

radiated from the more elevated parts of the Mainland
and the N islands. During this period the direction of

ice flow between Lerwick and Dunrossness was towards
the SE, when certain morainic deposits were accumulated
containing fragments of slates from the Cliff Hills.

Economic Minerals.—Some of the mineral localities

in Shetland have been indicated in the foregoing article,

but there are certain mineral veins demanding special

notice. In Unst a valuable vein of chromite occurs in

the serpentine on the SE slope of the Heog Hills.

According to Dr Heddle this vein has yielded thousands
of tons of ore, and runs in an E and W direction, not
continuously but in irregular 'bunches,' throwing one
or two offsets near Buness. The chromite at Hagdale
is associated with Emerald Nickel, Arragonite, Kam-
mererite, and Williamsonite. Another important vein

of ore occurs at the Sandlodge mine on the Mainland,
from which is obtained sparry carbonate of iron, or

chalybite and copper pyrites. With these are asso-

ciated native copper, limonite, chalcopyrite, fibrous

malachite, and psilomelane. According to Hibbert
there is evidence of the presence of magnetic iron in a

small hill in Whalsay proved by the deflection of the

magnetic needle. Magnetite also occurs at Fethaland
Point on the Mainland, and at Osta in Fetlar. Iron

pyrites occur at Garthsness and at Fethaland. Excel-
lent building stone is obtained from various members of

the Old Red Sandstone on the E side of the Mainland,
especially from the Lerwick grits and sandstones.

Soils and agriculture.—The soil is of much the same
nature as in Orkney, but there is less inducement to

cultivate even the good alluvial soil along many of the
voes in consequence of the damp and stormy climate.

There is in Mainland and Unst a considerable extent of

peat-moss, which is cut for fuel ; but this has been done
in many cases so injudiciously that the heavy rains have
washed away the whole of the lower soil. The mosses
abound in roots and stems of trees, which show that

the islands have not always been in their present

treeless condition. The land is held as in Orkney, the

original udal ienure having now in the majority of

cases been converted into feudal holding by the same
causes as are noticed in the article on the Orkney
Islands. At Tingwall and Dunrossness, and in Bressay,

Whalsey, and Unst, there are some good farms—one in

Bressay indeed being almost as early as any farm in the
north of Scotland— ' but the uncertainty of the returns

from the grain crops is a great bar to extensive agri-

cultural projects, and the feeling is yearly gaining
ground that improvement of land should proceed in the
direction of grazing and green crops. The harvest in

average years is generally so late, and the weather so
uncertain, that crops which promise all that could be
wished to-day, are, to-morrow, blackened and blasted by
an unexpected change to rain, sleet, or snow. No
single cause, however, is so injurious as tho drift which,
in stormy weather, is blown from the sea over the land,

carrying ruin in its train.' Tho rest of Mainland and
by far the greater part of Yell is pasture or peat-moss

;

and Unst and Fetlar, which are noted for tho production
of butter, abound in excellent pasture land, there being
almost no moss. The small average size of tho holdings,

the want of roads, rents paid till recently in kind, and
the many exactions piled on tenants by the crown
donatories or their tacksmen all operated against any
improvement in Shetland agriculture, and just as in the
case of Orkney and tho failure of the kelp trade, so in
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Shetland mob slight improvement n» bll taken plaofl is

dM to l lif imlurr Of the potato orOB in 1847-49. The
small holding* still operate against improvement, more
than half of the urnhle land being held by crofters—and
by crofters too who, looking on a croft and its aecotn-

patiiing scathold or riglit to hill grazing as an absolute

MOMOMJ Of existence, yd cannot possibly, like their

Orcadian brethren, exist by agriculture alone, hut look

to the sea to supply tlu ir chief means of living. The
lundaincuUl idea oil which the old system of agriculture

\>.i- based was the * toun ' or township, the nature of
'•

:

'. has bull alre.id> sufficiently indicated in (lie

article on Orkney ; but in Shetland it is much nioro of

living DOW*! than in the other grou|i of islands, and
itself is not yet altogether a thing of the past.

• lostl'y done by the long-handled spade,

and the only crops are oats, here, and potatoes, the.

Utter occupying about n fourth of the holding, which
averages from 3 to 10 acres. There is no rotation, and
land israi.ly.il e\ . r, allowed to lie fallow. The only

manure is.s.a-w.ed «.r large .piantitics of peat-earth that

i i 1 • ' ii us.
! |..r 1 >. 1 i 1 1 ,

- .at tie. Hay is practically

unknown. 1'otntocs became a common article of diet

«!>.. lit the middle of last century, and the few turnips

grown are for domestic nso only. Cabbages, which
were introduced by Cromwell's soldiers, are kept during
winter in small walled patches called plantie-cruives,

and transplanted in summer.* The first step to any
improvement in such cases must bo by a division of the

scatholds, and this has in many cases been already

accomplished. Of a total of 3339 holdings, 3765 were
of 00 acres or under, 34 between 50 and 100, 30 between
100 and 300, 7 between 300 and 500, and 3 over 500 ;

and the average area of the smaller holdings was 9J
acres. The ground under crop and permanent pasture

rose from 50,454 in 1870 to 58,383 in 1884. The
acreage under the various crops at different dates is

given in the following table :

—

Year.
Barlev or

Ber'e.
Oats. Turnips. Potatoes.

inert 2189 8695 347 2609
1874 2398 8606 605 2831
1882 2610 8123 869 3313
1884 2531 7789 1066 3314

while about 200 acres are annually under other green
crops ; about 1000 acres on the large farms are allowed
to lie fallow; and there are 41,649 acres under per-

manent pasture.

The agricultural live-stock in the county at different

dates is shown in the following table :

—

Year. Cattle. Horses. Sheep. Pigs. Total.

1868
1874
1882
1884

20,255
21,683
21,345
22,373

5951
5305
6345

73,506
86,718
81,163
84,003

6385
4853
3788
8753

119,206
111,601

115,474

The cattle, which seem to be descended from Nor-
wegian animals, are small, and somewhat resemble
Alderneys. They are well shaped and flossy, and when
fattened weigh from 2 to 3 cwt. They are thoroughly
suited for a country where the grazing is poor; are good
milkers when well fed ; and their flesh forms tender and
finely flavoured beef. The sheep are, like the native

sheep of Orkney and the Hebrides, small animals of

• 'The liberal custom ot the country." says Sir Walter Scott,
'permit* any person who has occasion for such a convenience to
•elect out of the unenclosed moorland a small patch, which he
amrandi with a dry-stone wall, and cultivates as a kail-yard, till

he exhausts the soil with cropping, and then he deserts it and
encloses another. This liberty is so far from inferringan invasion
of the right of proprietor and tenant that the last degree of con-
tempt is inferred of an avaricious man when a Zctlauder says he
would not hold ijilarUie-cruive of him.'
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Si indinavian origin, but as bones of similar animals are

found in the broohs, they must havo been introduced
into the island before tho Norwegian occupation.
Though .small ihcy arc very active and even intolligont,

and their wool is noted for its line quality, the best of
ii being moorat, i.e., yellow brown in colour. The
animals arc not shorn in the usual way, but tho fleece

ib removed by 'rooing' or plucking. The finest wool
is prooured from the neck and shoulders. The mutton
is excellent. Considerable numbers of black-face,

Cheviot, and half-bred sheep are now, however, to be
found in various districts. Tho 'horses' are tho well-

known Shetland ponies, from 9 to 10 hands high, and
the best animals are black, bay, or iron-grey in colour.

They are supposed also to have a Scandinavian origin,

and to owe their dwarfed condition to neglect and hard
living, for they arc seldom or never admitted within
i he walls of a building; and, ranging about in herds in

a half wild state over the commons and hills, they have
to find their own food both winter and summer. A
considerable number are said to perish every winter

from exposure and hunger, but this seems to weed out
the weak specimens, and the animals, which are in great

demand lor children, as well as for work in coal pits, are

strong, spirited, and enduring far beyond the proportion

of their bone and bulk. They do not reach maturity
till about eight or nine years old, and till they are three

or four their bodies are covered with long woolly-looking

hair. The pigs, like all the other domestic animals of

Shetland, are small and peculiar. They have small

bones, erect and pointed ears, and very strong snouts.

Tho back is short and arched, the legs long, and the

body covered with long bristly hair, varying in colour

from dunnish white to black, and from which formerly

the ropes used by the cragsmen on the ' banks ' were

made. They arc hardy and active, and as they are

generally allowed to run about wild, they do a great

deal of mischief, especially where the soil is sandy.

Poultry of all kinds, particularly geese, are extensively

kept, and tho annual exports of eggs alone are worth
probably nearly £30,000 a year. In 1884 the number
of turkeys in the islands was 86, of geese 4463, of ducks
7368, and of fowls 37,113.

Industries.—Fish of all kinds are plentiful round the

shores of the islands, and for centuries the great main-
stay of the Shetlanders was the ling or haaf (Scand.

Itav or luiaf, ' the deep sea
') fishing, but of late years

the herring fishing has been so enormously developed,

as to throw tho haaf fishing quite into the shade. The
herring fishing in the Shetland seas was practically in

the hands of the Dutch fishermen till the early part of

the 18th century, when a French fleet destroyed a large

number of their busses, and the field began to be left

open to home enterprise. During the Napoleonic wars
the Hollanders had to keep away from their old ground,

and advantage was taken of the opportunity by the

proprietors along the coast to get the fishings into their

own hands, each of their crofters being bound as a con-

dition of his tenancy to assist in fitting out and manning
a boat, as well as to assist or provide assistance in curing

operations. Proprietors who were non-resident, or did

not care to embark in the fishing, leased their rights and
privileges to fish-curers, and as both classes set up shops
lor the supply of their tenants, goods being given in

exchange for produce and work, this was really the

origin of what is known as the Truck System of Shet-

land, which was investigated by a Government Com-
missioner in 1872, and which the force of public opinion

has now almost, if not altogether, stopped, much
to the welfare of the Shetland fishing community.
The Dutch have never recovered their old hold, though
a large number of booms and luggers still make their

appearance every year. These gather in Bressay

Sound, and during the period that intervenes between
their arrival and St John's Mass when they begin

to fish, the sailors land at Lerwick and hold high
festival, pony-riding affording great amusement, both

to themselves and to those who have the good fortune

to witness their brilliant exploits in horsemanship (see
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the account of this in Campbell's pamphlet on the Great
White Herring Fishery, ami in Dr Kerr's Shetland and
the Shetlanders in Good Words for 1866). From 1834 to

1842 the boats engaged in the Shetland herring fishing

were about 1100 annually, but as the average catch over

the whole fleet was sometimes as low as 5 barrels, and
never during that period more than 60, the number
gradually diminished, till, in 1874, only 96 boats were
here so employed, the total catch being 1180 barrels

;
by

1879 the number of boats had increased to 206, and the

catch to 8755 barrels ; while in 1880 with 217 boats
the catch was 48,552 barrels ; in 1882 with 372 boats

the catch was 134,187 barrels ; and in 1883 with S07
boats 256, 664 barrels. The boats are gathered from all

the fishing ports on the N and E coasts, as well as from
England, Ireland, and the Isle of Man, and they are

scattered round the islands at about 100 different

stations, the chief of which are Lerwick and Balta

Sound. The great development of the industry since 1875
seems to be due to the introduction of first-class decked
boats in place of the old ' sixern ' or six-oared boats used
by the Shetland fishermen. These—lineal descendants
of the lang-schip of the Vikings—were about 20 feet

in the keel, 6£ wide, and 3 deep. They carried a lug-

sail, containing about 60 yards of canvas, and though
the Shetlanders managed them with the greatest skill,

and would even venture in them in rough weather
long distances from land, they were quite helpless

in gales. In 1877 there were 3 decked boats be-

longing to the island, and by 1882 the number had
risen to 77. Shetland forms one of the Scottish fishery

districts, and there were, belonging to the islands in

1883, 654 boats, employing 3064 resident fisher

men and boys. The principal stations for first-class

boats were Lerwick with 45, Whalsey with 14, and
Burra with 14 ; for second-class boats, Dunrossness with
13, Levenwick with 11, Whalsey with 11, Out Skerries

with 14, Gloup with 12, Fethaland with 16, Stenuis

with 24, and Papa Stour with 1 ; and for third-class

boats, Dunrossness with 50, Vaila with 16, Scalloway
with 18, Bigton with 10, Quendale with 16, Foula with
12, and Fair Isle with 13. The boats were valued at

£34,096, the nets at £23,074, and the lines at £5200
;

and the total number of persons employed in connection
with them, inclusive of fishermen, was 5654. The deep-

sea fishing was in the hands of German merchants down
to 1712, when a high duty imposed on imported salt

and the establishment of a custom house at Lerwick
proved fatal to their interests. The fish caught are cod,

ling, and tusk, the latter a white and flaky-flushed fish,

never seen S of the Moray Firth, and more plentiful on
the E side of Shetland than on the W. The dried cod
goes to Spain, and the ling to Ireland, but the tusk is

mostly used at home. Nearly one-half—sometimes
nearly two-thirds—of the total quantity of cod, ling,

and hake captured in the whole of Scotland come from
Shetland, the number of fish having in 1883 been
1,617,262 out of a total for the whole of Scotland of

3,620,207. Besides boats, 40 smacks, with a total

tonnage of 1932 tons, and employing 468 men, were
engaged in the fishing, the number of fish thus
caught being 625,309, weighing 14,934 cwts. The
smack fishing is carried on about the Faroe islands

and Iceland. Conger, skate, and halibut (locally turbot)

are also caught, and in 1876 boxes of these packed in

ice began to be sent to the south markets. In that year
the fresh fish so exported amounted to only about 60
cwts., but in 1878 the amount was 300 cwts. ; in 1879,
1000 cwts. ; in 1880, 6000 cwts. ; in 1881, 10,000 cwts.

;

at or near which figure it has since remained. Many
of the fishermen also sail with whaling and sealing ships
to the Davis Strait and Greenland whale and seal fish-

ings, joining the vessels at Lerwick. A small quantity
of kelp is still made along the shores of Yell Sound, but
besides the fishing tho great Shetland industry is the

knitting of woollen articles from the lino worsted yarn
made from the wool of the native sheep. The manu-
facture of coarse stockings, gloves, and nightcaps has
long been carried on, and an extensive trade is done overy

year with the Dutch and German fishermen. When
trade with Leith was developed the articles were sent to

that port, and so great was the success of the industry
that in one of the early years of the present century the
stockings alone that were exported were estimated to

be worth £17,000. The manufacture of shawls was
introduced in 1837-39, and the demand for them became
common in 1840. In 1850 veils were introduced, and
since then neckties and various fancy articles have been
tried. The amount sold averages from £10,000 to

£12,000 yearly. Each district has a special 'line,'

Northmavine producing underclothing
;
Westing, stock-

ings ; Walls and Sandsting, socks and small shawls
;

Whiteness and Weisdale, fancy coloured gloves ; and
Lerwick, shawls and veils. The fine, soft and light but
very warm Shetland flannel or tweed is manufactured
in Northmaven, Delting, and Lunnasting. The com-
merce is noticed under Lerwick, as is also the means
of communication with the mainland. Internal com-
munication, though greatly improved since the end of

last century, when there were practically no roads, still

leaves much to be desired.

The old miserable, windowless, chimneyless hut, with
the byre forming the antechamber to the family dwell-
ing room, has now almost disappeared, and in most
cases the byre is a separate building, while the cottage,

poor and thatched though it be, has a ' but ' and a
'ben,' the latter generally floored, but the former with
clay floor, and very often still without a chimney. The
inhabitants retain many of the old Scandinavian
peculiarities of character as well as feature and com-
plexion. The men are a fine powerful race, with an
active swinging walk, and though they possess much
hardihood and power of physical endurance, they are

gentle in their manner and style of speech. Their
acquaintance with the perils of the deep and the risks

incident to egg-gathering lead to the same cool and
matter-of-fact way of treating danger and death that
has been already remarked on in the article on Orkney.
They are markedly religious, hospitable, and outwardly
courteous, but one who is well acquainted with them
finds more underneath, and in many cases it seems as

if Scott's opinion of 'jimp honest' were no calumny, and
that this is so is probably due to the long period of

oppression they had to endure after the islands were
annexed to the Scottish crown, as well as to the false

system which eventuated in the quasi-truck system, and
which was strongly calculated to produce hypocrisy.
To the same cause is probably to be assigned the Shet-
lander's horror of law and lawyers, as well as his intense
dislike to bind himself by any written obligation. The
dislike for Scotland and the Scotch, produced by the
oppressions of the mediaeval lords of the islands, has also

lingered to our own time and seriously retarded the
progress of the islands, though probably not many are

of opinion with the sailor mentioned by Dr Kerr, that

the mainland has never given them anything but ' dear
meal and greedy ministers.' A fisherman who has a
farm, the Shetlander retains all that reverence for the
marvellous that seems peculiar to sea-faring folk. ' He
still occasionally sees krakens, sea-serpents, and other
monsters of the deep. Although, of course, he does
not believe in them, he still dislikes to talk about trows
and fairies, mermen and mermaids, ghosts, apparitions,

and warnings. . . . Ho still regrets the change from
the Old Style to the New, tho growing indifference to

the observance of old holidays and customs, the trans-

formation of the old Norse festival of Yule, with its

blazing tar-barrels and its companies of straw-clad

Guizers, its Yule bread, its lighted candles, and all its

quaint and antique rites, into the modern Christmas
witli its preaching and singing of hymns.' In short,

ho is in a transition period, and with the shame-faced-
ness that belongs to it, though he no longer believes in

witches, in charms and incantations, lucky and unlucky
days, ho has still a lingering reverence for all these
things, and has in consequence a sort of uncomf'ortablo

feeling that those who laugh at all tho lore that

his forefathers believed, and all the customs that they
345
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ol'M-rvc 1, an' scoffing at really hiwrcd things. Tho
IM is soft mid almost [taping, being always

I as <l ; the hciMiul jHTson singular is used in

•»:.:.>•
. and 1 1 1

. i
:
^ 1 1 the old Noise tongue—which

liiifprvil hrrt' lovingly in Fouln and Unst down to tho

t*-i;">»"»g ol the present century— is not now oven
understood, tho dialect is so full of Noise words that
it sounds to kt rangers ns if it wore a foreign tongue.
Tin- place names belong to the same language, and
though tio re air many Si oti h family names to he found,

by far the grejter number of these too oro of Norse
origin.

1':
• .-n'v town ts l.rrwi. U. and the only village of any

sire, S. allow av, hut there are a large uuinher of hamlets
lor win. li nmnnoa may l»> made to the parishes.

According to the .V Ihi mnus Statistics of the United
Kimjilom (1879) 805.383 acres, with a total gross esti-

inated rental of £88,669, were divided among 549
proprietors, live together holding 120,154 acres (rental

£9648), seven 88,940 (£8166), two 10,000 (£999),

88,810 (£8216), seven 9975 (£795), nineteen
13,053 (£1307), sixty-four 13,290 (£2052), etc.

The | .ri n. 1 1 • il maiisioiis are I trough Lodge, Bllliess

House, llusta House, (tarth I Imiso, Lunna House, Melhy
BOOM, Keawick House, Sandlodge, and Sumhurgh
lhai-. The islands are divided into the twelve entire

•MOdd cirilia parishes of Unst—which includes Baits,

1 1 inn v, Haaf Gruney, Uyca, Sound Gruney, and a num-
ber of smaller islets and skerries ; Fetlar and North
Y. U which includes the N end of Yell, Linga, Fetlar,

Urifl Lingey, Daaey, and some smaller skerries; Mid
an i Smith Yell—which includes tho S end of the island

of Yell, Hascosay, Orfasay, Bigga, and Uynarey ; North-
maven—which includes all the NW part of Mainland
with Uvea, Grunev, Muckle Holm, Lamba, and some
smaller islets

;
Delting—which includes on the E the

i-landsol Brother, Little ]!oe, Samphroy, Fish Holm,
Linga, and Wether Holm, and on the W, Muckle Rooe
and Linga; Walls, S of St Magnus Bay—which in-

cludes Papa Stour, Holm of Melby, Vaila, Linga, and
Foula

;
Sandsting, SE of St Magnus Bay—which in-

cludes Vementry, Papa Little, West Isle of Burrafirth
(all in St Magnus Bay), and Stonda Stour in The Deeps
and the skerries to the N of it

;
Nesting—which in-

cludes Lunna Holm, Whalsey and all the islands round
atwut including the Out Skerry group, and all the coast
islets S to South Isle of Gletness

; Tingwall—which in-

cludes Grecna, Flotta, Hoy, North Havra, Hildasay,
Linga, Langa, Cheynies, Oxna, Green Holm, and
Trondra; Lerwick

;
Bressay— which includes the Isle of

Noss and all the islets round about, part of the main-
land between East Voe of Quarif ami Clift Sound, and
the islands of East Burra, West Burra, Papa, South
Havra, and Little Havra; and Dunrossness—which
includes Mousa, Muckle Bard, Lady's Holm, Horse
Island, and Fair Isle. The quoad sacra parishes of

North Yell, South Yell, Whalsey, and Skerries (Nest-
ing), Quarff( Bressay), and Saudwick (Dunrossness) are
also included.

There are Established churches within all the parishes

and quoad sacra, parishes, and there are also mission
stations at Ollaberry (Northmaven), Olnafirth (Delting),

Lunna (Nesting), Sandness and Papa (Walls), White-
ness (Tingwall), and Fair Isle (Dunrossness). There
are 10 places of worship in connection with the Free
Church ; 4 in connection with the United Presbyterian
Church ; 7 in connection with the Congregational
Church ; 7 in connection with the Wcsleyan Methodist
Church ; 5 in connection with the Baptist Church ; and
1 in connection with the Episcopal Church. In the
year ending September 1883 there were in Shetland 67
schools, of which 61 were public. Shetland, with a
constituency of 459 in 1884-85, unites with Orkney
in returning a member to serve in parliament. The
islands have the same lord-lieutenant and vice-lieutenant

as Orkney, but they have 8 deputy-lieutenants and 41

justices of peace of their own. They form a division of

the sheriffdom of Caithness, Orkney, and Shetland, but
have a separate sheriff-substitute resident at Lerwick.
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Ordinary Sheriff COUrtS are held at Lerwick ovory Wod-
in .Liv during session

; a sheriff .small debt court, for-

merly lu ll! at Burravoe, is now discontinued. Justice
of peace, ordinary, ami small debt courts are held at

Lerwick as occasion requires. The average number of

regi tered poor in 1883 was 942 with 252 dependants,
ami nl casual poor with 28 dependants. The parishes

propose to form a combination and erect a poorhouse.
The average of pauper lunatics is high, being 27'6

per 10,(100, while the ratio for tho whole of Scotland
is 28, The proportion of illegitimate births averages

about 5 por cent, and the death-rate about 164 per
1000. Valuation (1074) £2288, (1843) £19,929, (1874)

176, (1884) £44,098, (1885) £45,730. The civil

ami registration counties aro identical. Pop. (1801)

22,879, (1811) 22,915, (1821) 26,145, (1831) 29,392,

(1841) 30,558, (1851) 31,078, (1861) 31,670, (1871)

31,608, (1881) 29,705, of whom 12,656 were males and
17,049 females. The great discrepancy of tho sexes

is caused by many of tho men having been away at dis-

tant fishings at Iho period when the census is taken.

In 1881 the number of persons to each squaro mile was
54, the number of families 6183, tho number of houses
5444, and tho number of rooms 12,251. Of tho 29,705
inhabitants, 371 males and 139 females were connected
with the civil or military services, or with professions;

57 men and 1118 women were domestic servants; 710
men were connected with commerce ; 5024 men and
941 women wero connected with agriculture, and fishing;

and 1367 men and 4648 women were engaged in in-

dustrial handicrafts, or were dealers in manufactured
substances. Of those connected with farming and fish-

ing 2476 men and 939 women were concerned with
farming alone, and 2016 farmers employed 29 men, 3
boys, 8 women, and 10 girls.

Ecclesiastically tho whole of Shetland is embraced in

the Synod of Shetland, which contains the presby-

teries of Lerwick, Burravoe, and Olnafirth. It meets
at Lerwick on the second Wednesday of July. The
presbyteries are separately noticed. The Free Church
has also a synod of Shetland, containing, however, only

one presbytery of the same name, and including charges

at Cuimingsburgh, Delting, Dunrossness, Fetlar, Ler-

wick, Hillside (Unst), Uyea Sound (Unst), Walls, Weis-
dale, and Yell.

History.—Tho name is derived from tho Scandinavian
Hjaltland—or 'high-land'—whence Hjatland, Zetland,

and Shetland. The history is so largely identified and
intermixed with that of Orkney, that the outline given
in dealing with that group is in great measure applic-

able to both. In 1195 the lordship of Shetland became
separated from that of Orkney in consequence of tho

rebellion of Jarl Harald against Sverrir, King of Nor-
way, and the two were not again united till the grant
by King Hakon to Henry St Clair in 1379. During
the interval the islands are in the happy condition of

having no history except what may bo connected with
I he forays of the Vikings that frequented their bays and
sounds ; and yet it was during this period that tho

Norseman, with all his ways, took firm root here, and
laid the foundation of all the peculiarities of the Shet-

lander of the present day. Gilford, who wrote in 1733,

draws indeed a melancholy picture of the state of the

islands during this period under the direct rule of the

Kings of Norway, but whence he procured his materials

is very doubtful. If any really exist they must be in

the archives at Bergen. 'The poor udallers,' he says,

' were miserably oppressed by the governor or Foud and
kept under, being forbidden all sort of commerce with

fori igners, as tho subjects of that king are to this day
in Faro and Island : so there was no such thing as

money amongst them ; and what they had of the

country product more than paid the corn rent, they

were obliged to bring to the governor, who gave them
for it such necessaries as they could not be without, and
at what prices he had a mind, wherewith they were

obliged to rest content, having no way to be redressed.

Kept under this slavery they were miserably poor, care-

less, and indolent, and most of their young men, when
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grown up, finding the poor living their native country
was likely to afford them, went abroad, and served in

foreign countries for their bread, and seldom or never
returned : so that these Islands were but thinly in-

habited '—an excellent lesson this last for the Highland
and Island crofters. After the islands passed under the
sway of the Scottish kings the government was still more
oppressive, as Crown donatory after Crown donatory,
'looking on them as a milch cow to be squeezed for their

own especial benefit,' laid heavier and heavier imposts
on the long suffering people, and it is to this time that
the old hatred of Scotland and the ' ferry-loupin ' Scots

is to be traced. The history during this whole period
and down to 1766, when Shetland was sold by the Earl
of Morton to the ancestor of the Earls of Zetland, is

simply one long tale of oppression (see Scalloway).
During the 18th century the government was based on
a series of ' Country Acts ' applicable to this stewartry,

and passed with consent of the heritors and kirk-session.

They are excellent specimens of good old grandmotherly
legislation, providing among other things that all per-

sons should punctually attend the diets of catechising
;

that no person should 'flight' with or provoke his

neighbour ; that no servant should disobey his or her
master's or mistress's lawful commands, or use provoking
and unbecoming language towards them ; that no one
should keep more servants than they had absolute need
for

; that none should marry who had not £40 Scots
of free gear to set up house on, or a lawful trade where-
by to subsist, and so on, all the enactments being
enforceable by fine or ' personal punishment ;

' and be-

sides this, the Rancelmen or balifs had the power of
inquiry into all domestic relations, as well as the highly
important duty of finding out all witches and persons
using charms. In 1817 the eminent French savant, M.
Biot, carried on experiments with the pendulum at
Buness, and was much struck by the simplicity of life

and freedom from excitement enjoyed in this northern
land. 'During the twenty-five years,' he says, 'in
which Europe was devouring herself, the sound of a
drum had not been heard in Unst, scarcely in Lerwick

;

during twenty-five years the door of the house I in-

habited had remained open day and night. In all this
interval of time neither conscription nor press-gang had
troubled or afflicted the poor but tranquil inhabitants
of this little Isle. The numerous reefs which surround
it, and which render it accessible only at favourable
seasons, serve them for defence against privateers in time
of war ; and what is it that privateers would come to
seek for ? If there were only trees and sun, no residence
could be more pleasant ; but if there were trees and
sun everybody would wish to go thither, and peace
would exist no longer.' In 1818 Captain Kater con-
ducted similar experiments in the same place. The
title of Earl of Zetland in the peerage of the United
Kingdom was granted, in 1838, to Baron Dundas of
Aske. The present—the third—earl, born in 1844,
succeeded his uncle in 1873, but his estates in Shetland
are not of very large size. His Scottish seats are at
Kerse House, Stirlingshire, and Dunbog, Fifeshire.
The antiquities of the Shetland Islands are numerous
and interesting, and the brochs or burghs, cairns, castles,
and old churches will be found noticed either under
the islands or parishes in which they are. Some of the
more important are treated separately.

See also Brand's Brief Description of Orkney, Zetland,
etc. (1683 ; reprinted 1701 ; and again, Edinb. 1883) ;A Voyage to Shetland (1751) ; A True and Exact Des-
cription of the Island of Shetland (Lond. 1753) ; An
Account of the New Method of Fishinq practised on the
Coasts „f Shetland < Kdinb. 177.".;; Ncill's Tour throuqh
some of lite Islands of Orkney and Shetland (Edinb.
1806); Arthur Edmondston's View of live Ancient and
Present Stale of the Zetland Islands (Kdinb. 1809);
Feterkin's Notes on Orkney and Zetland (Kdinb. 1822);
Bibbert's Description of the Shetland Isles (Edinb. 1822)

;

Sibbald's Description of the Islands of Orkney and Zet-
land, by Robert Monleiih of Egilsea and Oairsay in 1633
(Edinb. 1845) ; Balfour's Oppressions of the Sixteenth

( rrtuiy ih -he Islands of Orkney and Zetland (Banna-

t-yne Club, Edinb. 1859) ; two papers on 'Shetland and

the Shetlanders ' by Dr. John Kerr in Good Words foi

1866 ; Thos. Edmondston's Shetland Glossary (Edinb.

l
c
66) ; Reid's Art Rambles in Shetland (Edinb. 1869) ;

Sazby's Birds of Shetland (Edinb. 1874) ; Shetland Fire-

side Tales (Edinb. 1877) ; Cowie's Shetland (Aberdeen,

1879 ; 3d ed., 1880) ; Gifford's Historical Description

of the Zetland Islands in the year 1733 (Edinb. 1879)

Low's Tour through the Islands of Orkney and Shet-

land in 1774 (Kirkwall, 1879) ; articles by Karl Blind

on the Folklore of the Islands in the Nineteenth Century,

in the Contemporary Review, and in the Gentleman's

Magazine for March 1882 ;
papers by Dr M. F. Heddle

in the Magazine of the Mineralogical Society, and by

Messrs Peach and Home in the Quarterly Journal, of the

Geological Society for 1879 and 1880, and in the Proceed-

ings of the Royal Physical Society of Edin burgh for 1878-

80 ; Tudor's Orkneys ami Shetland (Lond. 1883) ; and

Kampini's Shetland and the Shetlanders (Kirkwall, 1884).

Shettleston, a parish containing a small town of the

same name, in the Lower Ward of Lanarkshire, im-

mediately to the E of Glasgow. It is bounded N and

NE by the parish of Cadder, E by Cadder and Old

Monkland, S by Kutherglen, W by Calton and Barony,

and NW by Springburn. Except on the S, where the

line follows the centre of the Clyde for about 2 miles

downward from the E side of the grounds of Easterhill

House, the boundary is almost entirely artificial. The

greatest length of the parish, from the E end of Bishop

Loch west-south-westward to the western limit of the

parish in the eastern suburbs of Glasgow, is 4J miles
;

the greatest width, from the S corner of the policies of

Easterhill House northward, is 3J miles ; and the area is

5174-674 acres, of which 123 710 are water. The surface

is undulating, and the height above sea-level rises from

70 feet in the E to over 300 at a number of places to the

N and E, the highest point, N of Barlanark House, being

337 feet. The soil is mostly a good sound loam, and

the underlying rocks belong to the Coal-measures forming

part of the rich mineral field of Lanarkshire. The
greater part of Frankfield Loch (2 x 2 furl.) lies within

the parish on the N, and the whole of Hogganfield Loch

(3x2 furl.) on the NW. The chief mansions are Bar-

lanark House, Cardowan House, Carntyne House, Craig-

end House, Easterhill House, Frankfield House, Gart-

craig House, Garthamlock House, Greenfield House,

Haghill House, Tollcross House, and West-thorn House.

The chief prison for the county of Lanark is at Barlinnie,

in the NW of the parish. Shettleston is traversed by

two of the main roads between Edinburgh and Glasgow,

while the road from Glasgow to Stirling by Cumbernauld

and Denny passes along the north-western border. It

also includes a portion of the sections of the North

British railway system which pass from Glasgow to

Edinburgh, vid Bathgate, and from Glasgow to Both-

well ; and a reach of the Monkland Canal. There is a

station at Parkhead, and another where the two railway

lines branch off at the town of Shettleston. Besides the

post-town of the same name the parish contains also part

of the eastern suburbs of Glasgow, the greater part of

the conjoint villages of Millerston and Hogganfield,

almost the whole of Tollcross, and a few small hamlets.

The town of Shettleston, which includes the suburbs of

East Muir and Sandyhill, has a station 3 miles E by

S ,, I' Glasgow, and is a somewhat dingy and poor [dace,

inhabited chiefly by colliers and agricultural labourers.

A water supply was introduced from the Glasgow mains

in 1869. There is a post office under Glasgow, a parish

church, a Free church, a Roman Catholic church, and a

public school, but none of them call for particular

notice. Pop. of town (1861) 1947, (1871) 2418, (1881)

3608, of whom 1753 were males and 1855 females.

Houses (1881) 748 inhabited, 184 uninhabited, and 10

being built. The other villages are separately noticed.

The parish, which was originally a part of Barony

parish from which it was civilly disjoined in 1847, is in

tho presbytery of Glasgow and synod of Glasgow and

Avr, and the living is worth £588 a year. The mission
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oliuri h at Bflgpafldld is connected With tl.n parish, <uid

hmUm tiu- oSaiohM already mention, d, there uro Five
churvhci «t Mill.rston ud Yollcross, and I U.P, church
at Tolhrovi I'm I, r t ho Bchool board the Kastmuir,
GarthaiuUk, Slk'ttlcston. Tolleross, and Millcrston
(combination) schools, with accommodation lor 'J'.'7,

144, 300,300, an.l 301 pupils respectively, had, in 1884,
attendances of l'.Ki. 44, jdO, 34 4, ami U'l, ami grants

ol £168, ft . £84, M . £888, 17*.. £891, His. UdT, and
J.' I OS, tU. In thi' same your thi' Koiiiini Catholic
1 ! •

'
il

«
' ni.'W .in m. I

]'.
i inmir, witli accommodation

for U IP an.l lfil pupils respectively, had attendances of

S.. and lo;>, .n„l f.-1-.mt ol XS'2. lis. lid. ami £92, 12s.

r- p ii-. i i. (lM'.iuv.ii i. ii>rn 7.M7. i
ism ) 92:1s,

ol whom 4.',oj „,.re males mid 473(i females. Houses
1 1 > > l ) lM'.' Inhabited, 884 uninhabited, and 12 being
built.— Old, Sur., ah. 81, 1807.

Sucuchon. See Stkankakk.
Shevock. The, it rivulet of Aberdeenshire, dividing

Insch and Culs.ilmond on the N from Kennethmont,
l't n iv, and Oyno on the S, and falling into the Ury
at old Barne.
Shewalton House, a plain two-story mansion of 1 800

in Dandonald pariah, Ayrshire, near the left bank of

tli,. brine, 1 mile WNW of Drybridgo station. The
Wallaces owned the estate from at least 1473 till 1715,
when it was sold to William Boyle, a brother of the

• Barl of Glasgow. His descendant, David Boyle,

Baq. [h. 1833; sue. 1874), holds 2344 acres in the shire,

rained at £2684 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Shian, a hamlet in the Glenquaich section of Ken-
more parish, Perthshire, near the left bank of the

Quaieh, 15 miles WSW of Dnnkeld.
Shiant Isles, a group of islets of basaltic character

and picturesque appearance in the Outer Hebrides. It

lies in the Minch, 44; miles SE of the nearest point of the
coast of Lewis, and 21 S of Stornoway. It comprises a

number of rocks or skerries, and the three islets of

Garv-Eilan, Ellan-na Kelly, and Ellan-Wirrey, all three

of which are noticed separately. They all present a
verdant surface, the hollows and declivities abounding in

ri, Ii pasture ; and they form a single sheep -farm, super-

intended by a single family, who reside on Ellan-na-

Kelly. This islet seems anciently to have been the seat

of a monastery or a hermitage ; and it still possesses

some ruins which look to have been ecclesiastical. Its

name means ' the island of the cell
;

' and probably its

reputed sanctity gave rise to the Gaelic designation of

the group as Eilcanan Scunla or ' sacred islands.' The
Shiant Isles are strikingly characterised by columnar
masses similar to those of Staffa and the Giant's Cause-

way ; and had they lain in a position more accessible to

tourists or less remote from the tracks of steamboat
navigation, they could scarcely have failed to acquire a

fame as great as that of Stafra, Pop. (1871) 5, (1881)
6.— Ord. Sur., sh. 99, 1858.

Shieldaig, a quoad sacra parish and a village on
the W coast of Koss-shire. The quoad sacra parish,

comprehending portions of the civil parishes of Apple-

cross and Locncarron, was constituted by the General
Assembly in 1833, and reconstituted by the Court of

Tcinds since 1851. Its church is a parliamentary one,

built in 1827, and containing 300 sittings. Stipend,

£137. A Free church was built in 1876.—The village

of Shieldaig stands on the E side of Loch Shieldaig, 6

miles NNW of Jeantown. Loch Shieldaig is a south-

ward offshoot of the middle division of Loch Torridon
;

and measures 3 miles in length, by 2J miles across the

entrance. In its bosom lies Shieldaig island, 50 feet

high. A stupendous cliff of shelving precipices, tier

above tier, rises immediately behind the village to a

height of 1691 feet, and completely screens the inner

part of the neighbouring marine waters. Most of the

villagers are employed in the herring fishery. Pop. of

q. i. parish (1871) 1395, (1881) 1332, of whom 1281

were in Applecross, and 1257 were Gaelic-speaking.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 81, 1882.

Shieldhill, an ancient mansion in LlBBEKTON parish,

Lanarkshire, 4 miles KW of Biggar. Alterations were
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made on it in 1820, but it still comprise!! a massive
si|uare keep, w hose second story, now tho dining-room,
was the family chapel in pro- Reformation days. Held
bj hil ancestors from at least 1432, the estate now
l.elongs !o John George Chancellor, Esq. (b. 1821 ; sue.

1841), who owns 1500 acres in the shire, valued at

£1986 per annum. Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.
Shiol, Glen. See Gi.knniiiki,.

Shielhill a scat of the I,yell family in Kirriemuir
pariah, Forfarshire, near the right bank of the South
Esk, 3jj miles NE of tho town.

Shiel, Loch, a lake on tho boundary between the
district, of Moidart in Invorncss-shiro and tho district

of Ardgour in Argyllshire. Commencing at tho foot of
Glenfinnan, it extends 11 J miles south-westward and 6
west- by-southward, is nowhero more than 1 mile broad,
and from its foot sends olf tho river Shiel 3 miles north-
westward to salt-water Loch Moidart. Tho mountains
which Hank it have a maximum height of 2915 feet, and
go off in diverging chains. They present a remarkable
variety of outline and most magnificent groupings of

their masses. Tho fishing is excellent, salmon, grilse

sea-trout, and brown trout being both tine and numerous.
In Glcnuioidart House is the old canoo (an oak trunk
hollowed out by axe and fire) in which Prince Charles
Edward was towed by his followers across Loch Shiel.

They sunk it near St Finnan's Isle, and there it lay till

1855 (see Finnan). On 15 Sept. 1873 the Queen drove
from Inverlochy to ' Loch Shiel, a fresh-water loch,

with fine very high rugged hills on either side. . . .

As wo suddenly came upon Loch Shiel from the narrow
glen, lit up by bright sunshine, with tho lino long loch
and the rugged mountains, which are about 3000 feet

high, rising all around, no habitation or building to be
seen except the house of Glenaladale, which used to be
an inn, and a large picturesque Catholic church, re-

minding one, from its elevated position to the right and
above the house, of churches and convents abroad, I

thought I never saw a lovelier or more romantic spot,

or one which told its history so well. What a scene it

must have been in 1745 ! And here was 7, the descen-

dant of the Stuarts and of the very king whom Prince
Charles sought to overthrow, sitting and walking about
quite privately and peaceably' (More Leaves from tfx

Journal of a Life in the Highlands, 1884).

Shiels. See Belhelvie.
Shiness Farm. See Lairg.
Shin, Loch, a lake in Lairg parish, Sutherland. Lying

270 feet above sea-level, it extends 16$ miles south-east-

ward to Lairg village, and varies in breadth between |
and 1^ mile. Tho trout are fine, and salmo-ferox are

numerous. Loch Shin possesses strictly a Highland
character, but wants the magnificence of mountain-
flank, the wealth of forest, and tho adornment of park
and islet, which distinguish many of the Highland lochs.

Its south-eastern extremity, indeed, is overhung by a
fine sweep of wood, and washes a slope beautifully

studded with the neat cottages, the humble church, and
the peaceful manse of tho village of Lairg ; and its W
end is so sublimely encircled by the stupendous moun-
tain-masses which are grouped with Benmore-Assynt as

to need only wood and a little culture to produce a

picturesque blending of grandeur and beauty ; but its

middle and greatly chief extent was described by Dr
Macculloch as ' little better than a huge ditch without

bays, without promontories, without rocks, without
trees, without houses, without cultivation, as if Nature
and man had equally despised and forgotten it.' Hugh
Miller spent three autumn Holidays at his aunt's cottage

in the ancient Barony of Gruids on tho shore of Loch
Shin ; and chapters v. and vi. of My Schools and School-

masters are largely devoted to those happy days of his

boyhood.—Ord. Sur., shs. 108, 102, 1880-81.

Shin, The, a short but picturesque salmon river of

Sutherland, issuing from the SE end of Loch Shin, in

the parish of Lairg, and running 7| miles southward to

the Oikell at Invershin in the parish of Creich, 3£ miles

NNW of Bonar-Bridge. The vale which it traverses

derives from it the name of Strathshin ; and, though
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rnrrow, is cultivated, wooded, and rich in the features
of close landscape. At the river's exit from the lake,

and on its E bank, are the village of Lairg, with an
hotel and a pier. Two miles from the river's confluence
with the Oikell is the Linn of Shin—a waterfall whose
picturesqueness has been marred by blasting, but which
is quite remarkable for its height as a salmon-leap.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 102, 1881.
Shinnel Water, a troutful rivulet of Tynron parish,

Nithsdale, Dumfriesshire, rising at an altitude of 1500
feet in the north-western extremity of the parish, and
flowing 10J miles east-south-eastward through the in-

terior, then 2 miles north-north -eastward along the Keir
boundary, till, after a total descent of 1275 feet, it

falls into Scar Water, J mile WSW of Penpont. Just
at the point of its influx to the Scar, it rushes with
great impetuosity over a remarkable ridge of bold rocks

;

and between 2 and 3 miles above this point, or a little

below Tynron manse, it makes a considerable waterfall
called Aird Linn, which, owing to its being richly fringed
and shaded with wood, is highly picturesque.

—

Ord. Sur.,
shs. 15, 9, 1864-63.

Shira. See Glenshiea.
Shirmers Tower. See Balmaclellan.
Shiskine, a hamlet in Kilmory parish, Arran, 10^

miles WSW of Brodick. It has a post office, with
y

church, and a public school.

Shochie Burn. See Moneydie.
Shona, an island (3 x 1£ miles) of Ardnamurchan

parish, Moidart district, Inverness-shire. It lies in
Loch Moidart, extending in length athwart about two-
thirds of that loch, and dividing it into two channels.
Pop. (1861) 96, (1871) 102, (1881) 118.

Shotts, originally Bertramshotts, a parish on the E
border of the Middle Ward of Lanarkshire. It is

bounded N by the parish of New Monkland and by
Linlithgowshire, NE and E by Linlithgowshire, SE and
S by the parish of Cambusnethan, for £ mile at the SW
corner by the parish of Dalziel, and W by the parishes
of Bothwell and New Monkland. The boundary is

largely natural. On the NW and N the line follows
North Calder Water from the mouth of Shotts Burn
upwards to Hillend Reservoir, passes through the centre
ot the reservoir, and follows the feeding stream at the E
end for 3 furlongs to the county boundary. It then
passes south-eastward along the county line, till, £ mile
NE of Bauds, both reach Barbauchlaw Burn, the
course of which is followed downward to a point 3 fur-
longs E of Barracks, whence it passes first E and then
S till it reaches How Burn i mile W of Balgornie. It
follows this burn upwards for 1£ mile, and then strikes
S by K across the Polkemmet and Fauldhouse Moors to
2| miles S by E of Harthill, where, quitting the line of
the county boundary, it passes W by S to the source
ot South Calder Water, which stream it follows all the
way down to the junction of Tealing or Tillon Burn.
Jurning up this it follows it to a point 1 furloii" N
of Brownhill, whence it runs irregularly first north-
westward and then north-eastward till, \ mile E of
Fairybank, it reaches Shotts Burn, which it follows to
its junction with North Calder Water. The greatest
length ol the parish, from the point on South Calder
Water where the parishes of Shotts, Cambusnethan,
ami Ualziel meet, north-eastward to beyond Southrig, is
10 J miles

;
the greatest breadth, from South Calder

Water at Shotts Ironworks, north-westward to North
Calder \\ ater, is 6} miles ; and the area is 25,336 acres,
ol wind, 3<J2 are water. The height above sea-level
varies from 341 feet at the mouth of Shotts Burn on theW, to about 1000 feet along the central ridge of high
land winch Forma part of the watershed between tho
oas.ns of the Forth and Clyde. By far the greater

£on !£?5 surla(-'c consists of undulating ridges from
/00 to 900 feet high, from many points along which
excellent views are to be obtained. Of the land area
ahout 15,000 acres are arable, 3000 moss, 1300 woodland,
ami the rest is occupied by buildings, roads, and rough
pasture. T he drainage is carried oif, in the SE, by tho

upper waters of the river Almond which has its source

within the parish, by the streams already mentioned in

describing the boundary line, and by smaller streams

flowing to them, of which the chief is Forrestburn
Water, which traverses a great part of the length of the

parish on its way to join Barbauchlaw Burn. Hillend
Reservoir (ljx§ mile) on the northern border, formed
for supplying the Forth and Clyde Canal, has an area of

almost 300 acres, of which, however, only 172 acres are

in Shotts, the rest being in New Monkland. Lily Loch
(4x2 furl.), a little to the SW, receives its name from

having formerly contained a large number of water-

lilies, but these were destroyed in 1836 when the canal

company converted the loch into a compensation reser-

voir and raised the level of the water. The area is about

49 acres. Roughrig Reservoir (6x2 furl.), 1J mile SSW
of this and covering an area of 120 acres, was formed in

1848 in connection with the water supply of Airdrie and
Coatbridge. The soil varies very much, but, considering

the elevation, produces fair returns, so that in average

seasons good crops of oats, hay, potatoes, and turnips

may be seen, even at an elevation of nearly 900 feet above

sea-level. In the northern part of the parish the under-

lying rocks are intrusive dolerites, but elsewhere they

belong to the Coal-measures, and are rich in bands of

coal, ironstone, sandstone, and fireclay, all the beds of

economic value having been long extensively and
vigorously worked. Coal seems to have been mined to

considerable extent from at least the middle of last

century, and the development of the ironstone dates from

1787, when the Omoa Ironworks, near the extreme SW
of the parish, were established by Colonel William
Dalrymple, who, having distinguished himself at the

capture of Omoa in the West Indies, bestowed that name
on his new establishment. The works changed hands
several times, and were finally abandoned in 1866.

Shotts Ironworks on the SE, established in 1802 by a

private company, for which John Band was long

managing partner, carry on extensive smelting opera-

tions. The company was reconstituted in 1824, and
became a limited liability company in 1874. Ironstone

and coal pits are scattered all over the southern portion

of the parish, from Benhar on the E to Gartness on the

W ; and the other industries are a paper-mill at Calder-

cruix ;
tile, fireclay, and composition-brick works at

Auchenlee, Greenhill, and Hareshaw in the SW, and
quarries at Auchenlee and Greenside ; while the Calder-

vale print-works, Moll'at paper-mill, and Gartness Iron-

works are quite close to though beyond the western bor-

der, as are also the extensive collieries about Cleland.

The church of Bertramshotts is mentioned in a Bull

of Pope Sixtus IV. in 1476, and the name was after-

wards applied to the whole parish, but the first part of

the name dropped off during the following century.

The modern name—the latter part—seems to be from

the Saxon Shot, a plot or division of ground, but wdio

or whence the Bertram must remain doubtful. Accord-

ing to Hamilton of Wishaw, he was ' a great robber

that infested all that part of the country [in the time of

Robert II.] by violent outrages and depredations, which
he carried to a very insufferable degree ; so that, at

length, the Government were obliged to take notice

of him, and by a public Act notified, "that whosoever

should apprehend, kill him, or bring him to justice,

should be rewarded with such and such lands." His

name, tradition tells us, was Bartram de Shotts ; ho

was a terror to everybody that resided near him, or who
had occasion to pass cast or west through those parts

where he lurked and had his haunts. The Laird of

Muirhead at that time was a bold, daring, intrepid man ;

he did not surprise him in his lurking places, but with

a few of his company whose courage he could well trust,

came up, and in tho daytime attacked him in that

valley to the east side of the Kirk of Shotts, when, after

a pretty smart encounter, tho Goliah, Bartram, was

slain on the place. Tho Laird of Muirhead cut tho

head oil' this robber, which he carried straight to tho

king, who, immediately in terms of the proclamation,

ordered him a charter and infeftnient of these lands, that
349
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w«r*i thon, or soon r»ft« r. called l-aohop f«oo LArrnorp.1,

•jikI guva bin m nn additional honour to Mi armathe
1 11- m the seed on tin' bend dexter; fur tho

ONtl tWI hand- lOpportlDA n sword, in pal*, jnopor ;

anil tho motto .-Ji/ji/io lift.' There is also nn allusion

to tin incident lo the fragment called 'Tha Laird of

Mairhead,' pabllahod iu us lliiutttliy 0/ ttu Soottith

JionUr ;—
'Afore llio Klin; In onlrr utinlo

Ttie (tout UUnl of Muirhriul,

Wl inateam twa-hand muokla sword
Thai JUrimni fell it murk doud.'

'I ' |] ti idition :is now preserved differs from Hamil-
ton »* to tho manner of tin giant's death, which is

el ktod to have bees brought about by Bfuirnead alone,

arhoi nononaHiifl hlnwlf among some heather near a

Well where the robber WU in the habit of quenching
1 ..• : 1 1 1 1 > t . rushed out as Bertram lay on his face drink-

ing, and rendered him powerless by cutting his ham-
There is ih> charter evidence as to when or

I .» I hi . . mie into possession of the Mnirheads, as

tho older family papers seem to have been lost when
I House was burned in 1670, because the owner
l id given shelter to Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh as he

fled Iron Linlithgow alter the assassination of tho Earl

of .Murray. The 'stout' laird of Muirhcad of the

ballad «rae John Muirhead of Lauohope and Bullis, who
•rai killed at Hodden. The family is now represented

by the Qroaaet-Muirheads of Bbbdisholh. As the

pariah is traversed near the centre by tho southern of

the old main lines of road from Edinburgh to Glasgow,
it was during the troublous period of Scottish history

visited by several of the armies that then marched and
i mitiT inarehcd through the land. The great Roman
road from the S divided at Belstane in Carluke, and

: r 'i
|

ip:: tlnoii-h ( 'amhiisncthan crossed the
South Calder Water near .Allanton House, and passed

through Shotta by l'cnty, Kirkgateknowes, Hareshaw,
Moor, 9alsburgh, Duntillan Hill, Mountcow, and Eraco,

ond thence to Castlecary. Stuart in his Caledonia
J:<muina mentions that on Braco farm there were faint

traces 'of what seems to have been an oblong enclosure,

with rounded angles, about 300 feet long, by from 150

to 200 broad,' but he says the marks of it were even in

hia time exceedingly indistinct, and they have now
pther vanished. Traces of an old line of road are

visible at several points along the route given, and near

Eraco and at Duntillan Hill remains of a regularly

constructed way roughly causewayed with whinstone
boulders have been found. In 1845 a hoard of valuable

Greek coins was found on Braco farm, and in 1856 one

of Koman coins. In the beginning of the present cen-

tury a large number of 16th century coins were found

at the base of Middle Braco Craigs.

Originally in the barony of Eothwell, Shotts was
separated therclrom in 1457 and formed into a distinct

lordship with the name of Eothwell Moor, which was
granted to the Hamiltons, in which family the

surieriority still remains. In consequence of this con-

nection the inhabitants suffered severely during the

reprisals that took place after the murder of the Earl of

Murray, and in Nov. 1570, ' Captain Andro Cuninghara
and Captain Thomas Crawford, accompanied by certain

men of weir, departit of Glasgow and passed in the night

to Eothwell Moor, where they reft and spulyet all the

inhabitants and tenants thereof; and because the

Hamiltons was gathering to rescue the said guids, they

fearit to return again to said toun of Glasgow, but came
to Edinburgh with the same. They brocht to the said

burgh of Edinburgh 400 kye and oxen, 600 sheep, and
60 mares and staigs ; this done they passed to my Lord
j gent, and knew his mind, whether they should take

ane composition from the poor tenants or not ; but the

matter was sae unmercifully handled, that the said

guids were proelamit, by sound of drum and trumpet,

to be sauld to whatsornever person wald buy the same.

To heare the lamentable crying of the said poor tenants

for the unmercifull robbery and oppression committit

upon the said persona by the men of weir, it wald make
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ane stana hartit man to grcit and bewail, But cry what
they wald cry. and lament as they pleasit, there was
nanc that oblainit comforl at their unmerciful hands

;

for when the said pool creatures made their complaint
i" the said Regent, he wald not, hear them, till the
oppression was ei yil out upon by John Craig, minister.
And then I lie regent and Lords of Secret Council
ordainil thai ane half of the guids be renderit again to
the said poor tenants; hut ere this time, the men of
we ir had sparfilil the best of them, and then the ]>oor

tenants we e constrainit either to take again tho ane
hall of the warsi of the said guids that were left, or else

they wald not have gotten naething.' In 1630 Shotts
was the scene of a great 'revival,' which resulted
mainly from a wonderful sermon preached by the Rev.
John Livingstone, who was then living with the Earl

of Wigtown at Cumbernauld, hut there must have been
a sad falling away afterwards, for in 1043-44 the ses-

sion had :o .lea' w ith a number of witches, and in 1683,
according to Law it; his Memorials, 'thirty men mat.

betwixt the Kirk cf Shotts and Camhusnethan who had
beforehand forsaken the ordinances of God, and there
did debate the authority of tho Scriptures, and thereafter

played at the football with them, and after that burned
them ; this was verified by two Ministers, Mr William
Violent and Mr John Oliphant, who had certain infor-

mation of it.' In October 1650 Cromwell was here,

having marched from Glasgow with all his ' horses and
lute, iiy the muir-way and Kirk of the Shotts, whare
they had much difficulty to carey their cannoun and
gunns;' and in July of 1651 his army encamped here
for a night on the way from Linlithgow to Hamilton.
The Shotts people were stout Covenanters, and many of

them were concerned in the Pentland Rising as well as

in the later affairs of Drumclog and Eothwell Bridge.

The Duke of Monmouth's army on its way to the last

battle encamped for ten days near Muirhead in the E
end of the parish, and on their return march passed the
same way, on both occasions making pretty free with
the property of the inhabitants as the Highland Host
had done before them. The moss in the extreme SE of

the parish between Bcnhar and Starryshaw was tho

chief scene of tho district conventicles, and it was
here that Cargill preached the Sunday after Richard
Cameron's death from the text, ' Know ye not that

there is a prince and a great man fallen this day in

Israel' A large boulder to the S of Bcnhar farm-house
is known as Peden's Stone, and to it is now attached

an iron slab with the inscription 'This stone, according

to tradition, is one of the places where Peden and others

preached to the Covenanters, of whom the world was
not worthy. They wandered in deserts and mountains
and in dens and caves of the earth.—Erected by a Com-
mittee from proceeds of sermons, 1866.' In the church-

yard is an upright stone with the inscription, ' Here
lyes the bones of William Smith, who lived in More-
mellen, who, with others, appeared in arms at Pentland
Hills in defence of Scotland's Covenanted work of

Reformation, anno 1666, agreeable to the Word of God
in opposition to Popery, Prelacy, and Perjury, and was
murdered near this place.' His death seems to have
taken place, however, in a private quarrel just after his

return from Pentland. Two of the Covenanters' flags

were long preserved in a family in the E end of the

parish, and though one has now disappeared the other

still remains. The latter is made of linen 5 feet by 6, and
bears the crown and Scottish thistle, an open Bible with

the words Verbum Dei across it, and the inscription in

red letters: 'For the parish of Shotts, for Reformation in

Church and State according to the Word of God and our

Covenants.' In subsequent historical events the parish

had but little share, though in 1745 part of the Highland

armypassed through itduring their retreat from England,

and levied contributions from many of the inhabitants.

A church dedicated to the Virgin Mary and St

Catherine of Sienna * existed at a ' desert place

'

called Bertramshotts in the middle of Eothwell Moor
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prior to 1450. It was a dependency of the Collegiate

church of Bothwell, and the site was about the

E end of the present churchyard. It was repaired

and partly rebuilt in 1640-48, and again in 1691,

but having become unsafe it was removed and the

present church erected in 1819-21 at a cost of nearly

£3000. The spire was struck by lightning and destroyed

in 1876, but a new one was at once erected and other

repairs executed. After the Reformation, Bothwell,

Shotts, and Monkland were all attended to by the

minister of Bothwell, and afterwards this grouping was
altered to Shotts, Bothwell, Cambusnethan, and Dalziel,

while from 1571 to 1591 the parish had a ' reader.' In

1588 the Synod of Glasgow ordered a minister to be

appointed, and this was done in 1591. Distinguished

natives have been John Miller (1735-1801), miscellaneous

writer and professor of civil law in Glasgow University,

whose father was minister of the parish ; Dr Matthew
Baillie (1761-1823), the famous London physician, whose
father was minister of the parish, his mother being a

sister of the celebrated anatomist, Dr William Hunter
;

Dr Baillie's sister, the well-known Joanna Baillie, was
born at Bothwell only 9 days after her father's trans-

lation from Shotts to that parish ; Janet Hamilton
(1795-1873), the poetess ; while Gavin Hamilton, the

historical painter (1717 to 1776 or 1796), seems to have
sprung from a Shotts family, but he was probably born
in Edinburgh. Dr Cullen, the eminent Edinburgh
physician, had his first practice at Shotts. The parish

is traversed by one of the main roads from Edinburgh
to Glasgow, which passes for 7 miles through the

centre ; another by Bathgate, Airdrie, and Coatbridge

passes for 3J miles just inside the northern border, and
there are, except in the moorland, good district roads.

The northern border of the parish is traversed by the

Coatbridge and Bathgate section of the North British

railway system, with stations at Westcraigs and Forrest-

field, while others farther W at Caldercruix and Clark-

ston are close to the parish boundary. The first is 23^
miles W by S of Edinburgh, and the second 26£, and
from Westcraigs a branch passes through the eastern

part of the parish, quitting it at Shotts Ironworks
on its way to join the Bathgate and Morningside
section at Blackball. The Edinburgh and Glasgow
section of the Caledonian railway passes along the

S side, and has stations at Shotts Ironworks, 25|
miles from Edinburgh and 1 6J from Glasgow

;
Oinoa,

30 from Edinburgh and 12 from Glasgow ; and Cleland,

30 from Edinburgh and 12 from Glasgow, the last

being on a branch line from Newarthill to Morning-
side. There are also several mineral loops and branches.

The lands of Hartwood and Bowhouse Bog, about 2
miles E of Omoa station, with two small adjoining

properties, extending in all to about 600 acres, were, in

1883, acquired by the Lanarkshire Lunacy Board at a

price of £26,500 as a site for a new district asylum,
which is to be built with accommodation for about 1000
patients, at a total coast of over £150,000.
The village, including Kirk of Shotts and Shottsburn,

is about 2| miles NNW of Shotts station. It has a
post office, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, and a branch office of the Commercial
Bank. The Duke of Hamilton obtained in 1685 'full

power, liberty, and privilege to hold two free fairs yearly
at the Church of Shotts. The one upon the . . . day
of June, the second upon the . . . day of August, witli

a weekly mereat at the said Church of Shotts ; ' and
annual lairs are still held on the third Tuesday of June
and the last Tuesday of November—both o. s.—the
latter having probably superseded the August fair,

which was given up early in the present century. It
was a yarn fair where home-spun cloth and yarn were
disposed of. The balance on which the material was
weighed hung at the Tron Knowe to the E of the
present school. The parish also includes the villages of
Dikehead (SE), Greenhill (SVV), Harthill (E), Muir-
head (SE), and Salsburgh (W), and the greater part of
the villages of Cleland and Shotts Ironworks, all of
which are separately noticed.

Shotts is in the presbytery of Hamilton and synod of
Glasgow and Ayr, and the living is worth £593. The
church, which has been already noticed, contains 1200
sittings. The parish contains also the quoad sacra
churches of Calderhead, Harthill and Benhar, and
Cleland, and embraces part of the qvond sacra parish of
Clarkston. The Free church, built in 1848 and rebuilt in

1878, is at Dikehead ; and there are also Free churches
at Harthill and Cleland. The United Original Secession
church at Shottsburn originated in an Associate Congre-
gation formed in 1738 in consequence of the forced settle-

ment of Rev. David Orr in that year, and afterwards
greatly strengthened by the forced settlement of Rev.
Laurence Wells in 1768. The church was erected in

1771, but has since been repaired. There is a Roman
Catholic church at Cleland. Under the school board
Cleland, Greenhill, Greens, Harthill, anil Shotts public

schools, with accommodation for 300, 250, 63, 230, and
207 pupils respectively, had in 1884 attendances of 211,

116, 26, 268, and 129, and grants of £180, 12s., £105,
lis., £33, 12s., £208, 7s., and £115, 7s. Not under
the school boai'd Benhar Colliery and Cleland Roman
Catholic schools, with accommodation for 373 and 254,

had at the same date attendances of 290 and 116, and
grants of £264, 13s. and £109, lis. The mansions are

Murdoston and Easter Moffat. Nineteen proprietors

hold each an annual value of £500 or upwards, 25 hold
each between £500 and £100, 22 between £100 and £50,
and there are a number of smaller amount. Valuation
(1S60) £27,266, (1885) £76,494, 18s. Pop. (1801) 2127,

(1831) 3220, (1861) 7343, (1871) 8353, (1881) 11,214, of

whom 6045 were males and 5169 females, while 4294
were in the ecclesiastical parish. Houses (1881) 2014
inhabited, 277 uninhabited, and 12 being built. See
also Grossart's Historic Notices of the Parish of Shotts

(Glasgow, 1880).— Ore?. Sur., shs. 31, 23, 1867-65.

Shotts Ironworks, a village on the border of Shotts
and Cambusnethan parishes, Lanarkshire, near Shotts
railway station, and 9£ miles E of Holytown. It has
pig-iron works with six furnaces. Pop. (1861) 1335,

(1871) 1208, (1881) 969, of whom 543 were males and
426 females, while 740 were in the Shotts portion of the
village.

Shuna, a Hebridean island in Kilbrandon and Kil-

chattan parish, Argyllshire, lying 1 mile SW of the
entrance of Loch Melfort, and separated from the main-
land on the E by a sound 1 to 2 miles broad, from the
island of Luing on the W by the Sound of Shuna, £ to

| mile broad. Its length, from N to S, is 2J miles
;

its greatest breadth is 1£ mile ; and its area is 1173£
acres, of which 57f are foreshore. The surface is all

rolling, tumulated, and broken ground, whose tiny
summits nowhere rise higher than 200 feet above sea-

level. It possesses much of that intricate mixture of
land and rock which, with the aid of wood and cul-

ture, abounds in mild soft pictures of rural beauty
;

it derives picturesqueness from its cut incturement with
intricate bands of sea, overhung by the lofty hard-
featured heights of island and mainland ; and it has
everywhere such a profuse and curious interspersion of
natural woods, with rocks and cultivated fields and pas-

ture lands, as to look, from end to end, like a large sea-girt

park. Though topographically grouped with the Slate

Islands, it possesses little or none of the clay-slate so
prevalent in Luing and Seil, Easdale, Lunga, and
Scarba

;
yet it presents interesting objects of study to a

geologist, and at each end it has a bed of dark blue
crystalline limestone, which has long been wrought for

economical purposes. Shuna belongs to the City of
Glasgow. Pop. (1861) 43, (1871) 15, (1881) 14.

Shuna, an island of Lismoro and Appin parish,
Argyllshire, iu Loch Linnhe, nearly opposite Portna-
croish village, and 14 miles NNE of Oban. Measuring
10£ by 5£ furlongs, it rises to a height of 233 feet, and
contains the ruins of CastleShuna. Pop. (1871) 14,

(1881) 8.— Ord. Sur., sh. 53, 1877.

Shurrery, Loch. See Reay.
Shurroch Hill. See Kingolduum.
Sibbaldbie. See APPLEQARTH.
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SIDLAW HILLS SKENE

8tiU»w niii», n ion- ohato <>f hetghto) extending from
KlanouU Hill, on the left bank of the Tay, in I'erth-

idiir*, rasl northeastward im.l northeastward to t ho

Qeraaa Oooan at Redhead in Forfarshire, tad at Stone-
haven ii, Kincardineshire. Tho chain in detached from
the Oohil ruga only by tho intervention of the 'I'ny and
the Kim ; ju-t ns tfii letter range is dotaohed from the
I^rtiiiox Hills oniv by the Intervention of tho valo of
the Forth; ud jointly with these ranges it forms the
i > mi earoen, or the eoreen on the Lowland Bide, of

« hat, without any great accommodation of language,

may !><• ealled a oontuoone valley along tho skirt of the
1 1 itrli l.tii'l frontier, from the vnle of tho Lovon in Dum-
bartonshire to die d'erman Ocean at Stoncliaven. To
the more marked and omphetio, and to tho popularly
designated pari of this mat valley; or 'Strathmore/

the reen ol tho Sidlaws. Vet the heights are

not strictly a ohain, They extend with considerable
ridgy regularity from Kinnoull Hill, north-eastward to

n pomt i little dietanoe BE of tho town of Forfar
;
they

there fork into two lines, tho one of which goes off in

undulations and detachments, yet with very observable

oontinnity nearly eaatward to the sea at Bedhead, while
tl tli. r proceeds irregularly north -eastward, becomes
almoal loel in the vicinity of Brechin, ami afterwards
rallies and straggles on along tho Lowland side of the
Howeol Kincardine to the sea at Stonehaven. In the
popular application of the name, however, the Sidlaws
ure only the part in Forfarshire from Lundio to Bed-
head. Many of the hills, such as tho celebrated Dun-
inane, are isolated in position, and have conical sum-
mits. Some, such as the hills of Lower, Dunnichen,
Dumbarrow, and others, are rounded and detached,
and overhang intervening valleys. In some instances,
as in the ridge of tho Tullocs, which runs along the
southern frontier of the parishes of Inverarity, Dun-
nichen, and Kirkden, the heights form a long flat regular
range of moderate elevation. The highest point is

Am bterhouae Hill (1399 feet); but this, or an altitude

very little inferior, is attained by many other of the sum-
mits. Seen from Fifeshire, they appear a lofty brown
mountain-barrier, drawn out like a huge rampart to cover
the interior of Perthshire and Forfarshire. Some of them
ore cultivated to the summit , and many which, a century
ago, were covered all over with stunted heath, now seem
to groan beneath loads of green umbrageous timber.
The prevailing formation of the Sidlaws is the Old Red
Sandstone,—part of the vast bed which so curiously
wave* in several great and successive curvatures across

Forfarshire, On the side facing Strathmore, the strata

dip to the Nat an angle of about 45°; but they diminish
in <lip as the hills are crossed, till on the side facing the

Lowlands, especially in the upper part of Carmyllie,
they become nearly or altogether horizontal. The sand-
stone is of various colours, red, brown, grey, white, with
a slight tinge of green ; and it is, in some instances,

susceptible of a remarkably smooth polish. The strata

alternate with beds of shale, and occasionally with some
beds of conglomerate which measure from 50 to 100 feet

in thickness. Trap rocks, chiefly of greenstone, and to

some extent of porphyry, occur plentifully in intersect-

ing veins, and occasionally in surmounting nodules and
masses. An impervious boulder-formation covers a large

part of the surface.— Orel. Sur., shs. 48, 57, 66, 67,

1668-71.

Sillyearn HilL See Grange, Banffshire.

Silverbanka. See Cam isuslanq.

Simprin. See Swinton.
Sinclairston. See Ochiltree.
Sinclairtown. See Dysart ami Kirkcaldy.
Skar Water. See Scar Water.
Skateraw. See Innerwick.
Skateraw, a fishing-village in Fctteresso parish, Kin-

cardineshire, close to Newtonhill station, and 6 miles

KB E of .'Itonehaven. Pop. (1871) 336, (1881) 375.
Skavaig, Loch. See Scavaio, Loch.
Skelbo Castle, the ancient seat of the Suthcrlands,

Lords Duffus, in Dornoch parish, Sutherland, or the
southern shore of Loch Fleet, 5 miles N by W of the town.
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Bkelmorlie, a watering-place in Largs parish, Ayr-
shire, and a quoad mora parish partly also in Innerkip
parish, Renfrewshire. The village stands upon the
I' M Mi of civde to the S of the terminus of the Greenock
and Wbmybs W.w railway (1865), this being 8 miles SW
ol I'pper tireennek and W of Glasgow. Felled out
since I860, and mainly built of nat i ve rod sandstone, it

comprises two portions, Upper and Lower Skolmorlie,
llielonner of which contains some workmen's houses,
whilst the latter consists of three rows of villas and a
beautiful crescent behind. A hydropathic establish-

ment, in the Scottish Baronial style, was erected in

1868, and in 1875 received tho addition of now Turkish,
sail water, and other baths. It is perched on the edge
of a rugged cliff of conglomerate sandstone and pebble,

which rises to a sheer height of 100 feet above the shore-
road ; and it thus enjoys tho most bracing air and com-
mands a magnificent view. Tho quoad sacra parish,

formed in I860, is in tho presbytery of Greenock and
the synod of Glasgow and Ayr; the living is worth
£500. Its church was built in 1856, and enlarged in

1858. There are also a U.P. church (1874), a post office

uniler Greenock, with money order, savings' bank, and
b li graph departments, and a public school, with aceom-
i fation for 135 children. Pop. of village (1871) 404,

(1881) 757, of whom 238 were in Lower Skolmorlie ; of

q. s. parish (1871) 886, (1881) 1264, of whom 311 were
in Renfrewshire,

Bkelmorlie Castle, lf milc S ofWemyss Bay station

and <1,{ miles N by W of Largs, stands 1 furlong inland,

on t he N side of lovely Skelmorlie Glen. Its oldest part

dates from 1502 ; and Pont described it in 1608 as 'a

fair veill-built bousse, and pleasantly seatted, decorred

with orchards and woodes, the inheritance of Robert
Montgomery, Laird thereof,' whoso ancestor, George,

was second son of tho first Lord Montgomerie, and from
him received in 1461 the lands of Skelmorlie, formerly

held by the Cunninghams of Kilmaurs. The estate

reverted by succession to the Eglinton family ; and in

1852, with consent of the late Earl, the old ruined man-
sion was restored by the present occupier, John Graham,
Esq., a wealthy Glasgow merchant, who has made it a

picturesque and delightful residence. He is a great art

collector, and possesses paintings by Turner, Landseer,

Holman Hunt, Wilkie, Ary Scheffer, Gainsborough,

Gerdme, Stanfield, liosa Bonheur, etc. Under IiAEGS

are noticed tho Skelmorlio Aisle and the ' serpent

mound.'—Ord. Sur., sh. 29, 1873. See Eglinton
Castle ; Gardner's JVcmyss Bay and Skelmorlie (Pais-

ley, 1879) ; and A. H. Millar's Caslles and Mansions of
Ayrshire (Edinb. 1885).

Skene, a parish of SE Aberdeenshire, whose church

stands, 405 feet above sea-level, 6 miles S by E of Kin-
tore and 8J W by N of Aberdeen, under which there is

a post office, and with which Skene communicates daily

by the Cluny and Edit coaches. It is bounded N by

Kintore and Kinellar, E by Newhills, SE and S by

Peterculter, SW by Echt, W by Cluny, and NW by
Kcmnay. Its utmost length, from NW to SE, is 7

miles ; its breadth varies between lg and 4| miles ; and
its area is 10,500 acres, of which 270 are water. Oval

Loch Skene (7x5 furl.) lies at an altitude of 276 feet

on the SW border, and covers an area of 311j acres, 45

of which are in Echt. It contains pike; has a maximum
depth of only 12 feet ; receives Kinnernie or Corskio

Burn, flowing VI mile east-south-eastward along tho

Echt boundary ; and sends off Leuchar Burn, creeping

3§ miles southward and east-south-eastward along the

Echt and Peterculter boundary, on its way to the river

Dee. The surface sinks along Leuchar Burn to 234

feet above sea-level, and rises thence to 632 feet at the

Hill of Kinmundy, 744 at the Hill of Keir, and 731 at

the Hill of Auchronie. Formerly Skene had a bleak

and barren appearance ; but it has, within recent times,

bc/ n greatly improved in the way of both reclamation

and planting. Its highest grounds are now all either

cultivated to the top or largely clothed with plantation.

But a small part of it, however, has a fertile soil ; tho

greater part being either light or cold, aud generally



SKENE, LOCH SKIPORT, LOCH

incumbent on clay. The predominant rock is granite.

Fully two-thirds of the entire area are in tillage; one-

eighth is under wood ; and the rest is either pasture,

moss, or waste. Antiquities are the ' Drum Stone ' on
the Kinellar border, remains of tumuli and stone

circles, traces of a watch-tower on the Hill of Keir, and
supposed memorials of a Roman road from the Dee to

the Don. Skene House, 3 miles WNW of the church,
is a fine baronial edifice, part old, part modern. In
1880 it was purchased from the Earl of Fife by George
Hamilton, Esq. Other mansions, noticed separately,

are Easterskene and Kirkville ; and 8 proprietors

hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 7 of

betwesn £100 and £500. Skene is in the presbytery
and synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £221. The
parish church, originally dedicated to St Bride, was
rebuilt in 1801, and contains 700 sittings. The Free
church stands J mile to the W, near the NE shore of

Loch Skene. Four schools—the Central, Garlogie,

Westhill, and Lyne Free Church— with respective

accommodation for 126, 68, 100, and 100 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 116, 68, 59, and 46, and
grants of £101, 3s., £59, 10s., £50, 19s., and £41, 4s.

Valuation (1860) £8585, (1885) £10,908, 16s. 6d. Pop.

(1801) 1140, (1831) 1677, (1851) 1862, (1871) 1842, (1881)
1787.—Ord. Sur., shs. 76, 77, 1874-73.

Skene, Loch, a dark and lonely lake in the NE of

Muifat parish, N Dumfriesshire, £ mile W of the meet-
ing-point of the counties of Dumfries, Selkirk, and
Peebles, 1J mile W of the source of the Yarrow, and

11J miles NNE of the town of Moffat. Lying 1680 feet

above sea-level, it has an utmost length and breadth of

6 and 1§ furlongs, and is of unknown depth. Its basin

is mossy, bleak, and wild, White Coomb (2695 feet)

rising to the S, and Lochcraig Head (2625) to the N.
Loch Skene affords good sport to the fisherman, its

trout running 2 or 3 to the lb., and 12 to 18 lbs. being
a fair day's catch. The stream by which the lake dis-

charges its superfluent waters to the river Moffat forms
the magnificent cascade called the Grey Mare's Tail,
According to a paper read by Mr Ralph Richardson to

the Edinburgh Geological Society on 3 Feb. 1881, a
glacier once moved down towards Moffatdale, following

the existing drainage line, viz., the courses of Midlaw
and Tail Burns. The northern lateral moraine of this

glacier—now represented only by mounds—acted as a
barrier to the water flowing from the N, and thus Loch
Skene was formed.—Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Skerries, Out. See Hou.sie Skerries.
Skerries, Pentland. See Pentland Firth.
Skerrow, Loch, a triangular lake near the Balmaghie

boundary of Girthon parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, close

to the railway, 13 miles WNW of Castle-Douglas.
Lying 425 feet above sea-level, it measures 54 by 4
furlongs, is prettily studded with five or six copse-clad
islets, and contains pike and very fine trout, running
up sometimes to 6 lbs.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.
Skerryvore Lighthouse, a lighthouse on a rock form-

ing oue of an extensive reef, 10 miles SW of the Isle of
Tyree. Lying in the fairway of vessels making for the
Clyde and Mersey, and exposed to the mighty 'fetch'
of the Atlantic, this reef was long the terror of mariners.
The rock on which the tower is built is composed of
gneiss worn so smooth by the continued action of the
sea that the foreman mason compared landing on it to
climbing up the neck of a bottle. In order that the
light might show far beyond the foul ground, the tower
was so designed as to have a range of 18£ nautical miles.
The tower is 137 feet 11 inches high (158 feet to top of
the lantern), 42 feet in diameter at base, decreasing to

16 feet at tho top, and contains a mass of granite
masonry of 58,580 cubic feet. For 26 feet in height
the tower is solid, and the contents weigh nearly 2000
tons. The walls, as they spring from the solid, u~e 9J
feet thick, gradually diminishing to 2 feci at the top.
Above the solid the interior is 12 feet 'n diameter,
divided into nine stories, surmounted by a lightroom
and lantern. Operations were commenced on the rock
iu 1838, and the light was eihiUted in February 1814,

six years being thus occupied in the work. The ap-

paratus is dioptric revolving, the light attaining its

greatest brilliance once a minute ; the machinery which
drives the apparatus is also employed to toll fog-bells.

The tower is the tallest and most graceful rock light-

house in Britain, if not in the world. The cost of the
work, including the steam-vessel, the small harbour for

the attending vessel, and the dwellings for the keepers
and seamen, was £86,977. The lighthouse, which was
designed and erected by the late Mr Alan Stevenson, is

a noble monument of his engineering skill. See his

Account of the Skerryvore Lighthouse (Edinb. 1848).

Skiach, Loch. See Dunkeld, Little.
Skiack, The, a troutful rivulet of Ross-shire, formed

by several head-streams that rise among the south-eastern

and southern skirts of Hen Wyvis, and winding 10J miles

east-north-eastward through Fodderty, Dingwall, and
Kiltearn parishes till it falls into the Cromarty Firth,

close to Kiltearn church. During a drought in summer,
it almost disappears ; but, after heavy rains or the thaw-
ing of winter snows, it is a voluminous and headlong
torrent, which, but for embankments, would desolate

the arable grounds on its banks.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 93,

1881.

Skibo Castle, a modern mansion in Dornoch: parish,

Sutherland, 4 miles W by S of the town. Purchased
in 1872 for £130,000, and greatly improved since then,

the estate belongs to Evan Charles Sutherland, Esq.

(b. 1835), who holds 20,000 acres in the shire, valued
at £4194 per annum.— Ore?. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Skinnet. See Halkirk.
Skinsdale, a stream of Clyne parish, Sutherland, rising

at an altitude of 1900 feet on the E side of Ben-an-
Armuinn, and running 13 miles eastward, south-east-

ward, and southward, till, after a total descent of nearly

1800 feet, it falls into the Black Water, 2 miles WNW
of the head of Loch Brora.—Ord. Sur., shs. 108, 109,

103, 1878-80.

Skipness (Norse 'ship point'), a village and a quoad
sacra parish on the E side of Kin tyre peninsula, Argyll-

shire. The village, lying on a small bay of its own
name, at the northern entrance to Kilbrannan Sound,
is 4£ miles by water NNAV of Loch Ranza in Arran, and
12 by road S by E of Tarbert. It has a post and tele-

graph office ; and If mile to the NE is a quay, erected

at a cost of £3000. The old castle of Skipness stands

5£ furlongs E by N of the village and 3 WNW of low
Skipness Point, which divides Kilbrannan Sound from
the entrance to Loch Fyne. An imposing structure, of

high antiquity, but in good preservation, it forms a
square, with an inner court. The outer wall is 7 feet

thick, 33 high, and 450 in circumference. Tho western
side is flanked by a small central tower ; whilst of two
projecting towers, one at the SE and one at the NE
corner, the former was known as Tur an t'sagairt ('the

priest's tower '), and the latter was evidently the keep
of the castle. A portcullis defended the entrance.

Modern Skipness Castle is the seat of Robert Chellas

Graham, Esq. (b. 1848), who is Lord of the Barony of

Skipness, having purchased this property in 1867, and
who holds 15,000 acres in the shire, valued at £1876
per annum. The quoad sacra parish, forming the

northern portion of the civil parish of Saddell and
Skipness, and constituted in 1871, is in tho presbytery

of Kintyre and the synod of Argyll ; its minister's

stipend is £120. The church, on the left bank of

Claonaig Water, 2\ miles WSW of Skipness village, was
built in 1756 at a cost of £300, and contains 288 sit-

tings. Pop. (1871) 500, (1881) 470, of whom 362 were
Gaelic-speaking.—Ord. Sur., sh. 21, 1870.

Skiport, Loch, an intricately ramified chain of marine
sounds and straits across the island of South Uist, at tho

mean distance of about 5 miles from its N end. It is

usually described as simply projecting into the island
;

but really bisects it from sea to sea, so as to render it

two islands though one only in name. To add to the

confusion, the loch or strait assumes, at the W end, the

name of Loch Garaoslechan or Bee. All the land im-

mediately connected with it is a maze of low rocky
353



SK1KMNQ SKYE

i«Unn* anil prontontorlM ; Ibnnlng the commencement
of thai ohequarad diftnUtod mixture of tint bvnda

waN-iM which Mpiuitis South Uist from Ben-

Skirling, a village anil a parish of \V Peeblesshire.

The tillage stninls BM foot above eea-level, 2J miles
KN K of tlio town iiml station of Rigour, under which it

fan a |«st offuti.

The puis!, is hounded N T. I.y Kirkurd, K and S by
Brooghton tad Kllbuoho, ami wud N\V by Biggar in

tawuhir*, It.s utmost length, from N to S, is 3
nibs; Itl utmost bmdtb, from B to W, is 2 miles;

ind its or. i is B4871 lent, of which 5 are water.

BlOOAl W it. r Mows 1) mile fast ward along all the
> athen boundary

j
and Spittal Hum, its affluent,

i > • • " • -t ot th. Lmai kshirc border. Beside Biggar
Water the surface declines to 610 feet above sea-level

;

nnd thenoe it ri-es northward to 920 feet near South
Mains, 1035 at Skirling Craigs, 1163 near Townhead,
and 1899 at Broomy L:nv near the northern extremity

i

ri-h. The rocks are chiefly Silurian, nnd the
soil is mostly light but fertile. Nearly four-fifths of

the entire area are in tillage ; about 35 acres are under
wood ; and the rest is partly moor but chiefly green
pasture. Skirling Castle, an old baronial fortnlico

whiofa stood in the south-western vicinity of the village,

belonged in the Kith century to Sir James Cock burn, a
warm partisan of Queen Mary

;
and, demolished in 1 568

by or.b r of the Re gent Moray, has entirely disappeared.
A monastic establishment is believed to have stood on
Kirklawhill farm ; and coins of Adrian and Antoninus
were found about 1814 near Greatlaws. James Howe
(17S0-1836), the animal painter, was the sou of a
former minister. The barony of Skirling, possessed by
the Cockburns from about 1370 till 1621, since the close
of the 17th century has lielonged to the Carmichaels

;

ami the Rev. Sir W. Gibson-Carniichael, Bart, of
Castle-Craig, is almost the sole proprietor. Skirling
is in the presbytery of Biggar and the synod of Lothian
.m l Tweeddale; the living is worth £336. The parish
church, at the village, is a building of high antiquity,
renovated in 1720, and containing upwards of 200
sittings. There is also a Free church ; and a public
school, with accommodation for 87 children, had (1884)
an average attendance of 42, and a grant of £44, 18s.

Valuation (1860) £2274, (1885) £3598, 18s. Pop. (1801)
308, (1831) 358, (1861) 317, (1871) 325, (1881) 274.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Skye, an island in the W of the county of Inverness,
of the whole area of which it forms a little more than
one-seventh. It is the largest island of the Inner
Hebrides, and the second largest of the whole group, as

well as of all the islands lying off the coast of Scotland.
It extends from N latitude 57° 42' 30" at Rudha Hunish
in the extreme N—though the outlying islets of Trodday
and Fladdachuain are respectively 2J and 4 miles NE
and NW of that point—to N latitude 57° 1' 12" at Point
of Sleat on the extreme S, and from W longitude 5° 38'

50* at Rudha na Caillich at the S end of Kyle Rhea to
W longitude 6° 47' 8" at Eist on the extreme W of
Duirinish. The shape of the island may be compared to

that of the tail part of the body of a huge whale, the
tail lying to the SE next the mainland, and the body
stretching away to the NW ; but it is a whale that has
suffered from the onslaughts of the ocean, for the out-

line of the sides, instead of being smooth and regular as
it would be in the animal, is everywhere cut into by sea

lochs which deeply indent the island on every side. To
the N and NE the island is bounded by the Minch, the
distance across which, from Point of Aird near Rudha
Hunish to the coast of Ross-shire at the mouth of

Gairloch, is 19 miles ; from the E side of Staflin Bay to

Red Point at the N side of Loch Torridon it is 14
miles ; and from the point at the S side of the entrance
to Loch Torridon westward through the extremity of

8outh Bona the distance is 12 miles. To the S of this

the boundary is the Sound of Raaaat, the narrows of

Raasay, and Loch na Cairidh, J mile wide, between
Bkye and Scalpay. At the SE end the last widens out

into the open sea-space where the inner .sound nnd
I m I. Can-on meet, the distance across from Broadford
Baj to i lie s\v corner of Applecross being >s miles.

Prom this point the coast, curves east-north-eastward to

form the right hand lobe of the tail, the point to the
..i tward being divided from the Lochalsh district of the
in nil. .ml of Inverness-shire first by the narrow Kjle
Akin (8 furlongs) and then by Loch Alsh (1 mile).
I'V Loch Alsh along the bottom ofthe tail thai is, the
SK side of Skye the boundary is for 2 miles Kyle Rhea
(barely

J
mile), and for the remaining 19 miles the

Sound of Sleat, averaging fully l mile in width, to the
N side of Loch Hourn, 3 to 4 miles from Loch Hourn
to Loch Nevis, and from 4J to 7 beyond Loch Nevis as
ii widens out into the sea of the Hebrides. To the W
of the Point of Sleat, between Skye on the ono hand
and RtIM and Canna on the other, is Cuilho Sound,
which opens out at both ends into the sea of the
Hebrides. Its width is noticed under Rum. On the
W and NW of the island is the Little Minch, the
distance across which from Hist Point on the extreme W
of Duirinish westward to Benbeculais 16 miles; from
Vatemish Point at the extreme NW of Skye westward
to Loch Maddy in North Uist it is 18 miles; ard from
Rudha Hunish north-westward to the mouth of East
Loch Tarbert in Harris it is 16 miles. Along the
narrow kyles and sounds on the E and SE the tides

rush with great speed and force, so much so indeed that
sailing vessels cannot pass northwards through Kyle
Rhea and Kyle Akin against an adverse tide. These
straits are also of considerable depth. One basin,

occupying Raasay Sound, the Inner Sound, and part of

the Minch, has been already noticed under Raasay
;

there is another at the point where the Inner Sound and
Loch Carron meet which reaches a depth of 68 fathoms
below the surrounding sea bottom, which has a depth
of about 50 fathoms ; and a long narrow one begins at

the mouth of Loch Hourn, and extends clown and beyond
the Sound of Sleat, till it dies out about 3 miles NE of

Eigg. Its depth at the entrance to Loch Hourn is 50
fathoms below the surrounding sea-bottom, which
has a depth of about 60 fathoms, but the depres-

sion gradually diminishes to about 20 fathoms as

the hollow extends south-westward. In Cuillin Sound
to the N of Rum there is another basin which
reaches a depth of 74 fathoms beneath the surface

of the surrounding sea-bottom, which has a depth of

about 65 fathoms. Still another—and that a large one
—extends from the N end of South Uist northwards
through the Little Minch as far as Loch Seaforth in

Lewis, but keeps mostly to the side next the Outer
Hebrides, except along the W coast of Skye, where it

occupies the greater part of the width of the strait, the

depth of the portion opposite Dunvegan Loch being 36
fathoms below the surface of the neighbouring sea-

bottom, which is about 60 fathoms deep. There are

also smaller hollows at the mouths of Loch Sligachan

and Loch Ainort, in Loch Alsh and the narrow part of

the Sound of Sleat, and in Lochs Slapin, Scavaig,

Brittle, Eynort, and liracadale ; in Loch Bay off Dun-
vegan, and near the mouth of Loch Diubaig on the S
side of Loch Snizort. In several of these depressions

groups of shells of Arctic habitat still linger, seeming to

be survivals of those that lived in the British seas

during the glacial epoch.

Coast, etc.—The coast-lineis veryirregular andbroken.

Beginning at the N end at Point of Aird 2J miles E of

Rudha Hunish, the first opening is Kilmaluag Bay (4 x 4

furl.), and 4 miles SSE is Staflin Bay, 1J mile across

the mouth and £ mile deep. From Staflin Bay southward

the line is very little broken for almost 15 miles till

POETEEE Bay is reached. The next large opening,

opposite Kyle More, between Raasay and Scalpay, is

Loch Sligachan, averaging £ mile wide and 3 miles

deep from entrance to head ; and 3 miles SE of this

at the N end of Loch na Cairidh is Loch Ainort, J mile

wide and 1£ mile from entrance to head. At the S end

of the open sea-space where Loch Canon opens out to

the Inner Sound is Broadiord Bay, 1£ mile wide and
jf
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mile from entrance to head ; and to tha E of it is

Breakish Loch, 1 mile long by about 100 yards wide;
while immediately to the E of Kyle Akin is Loch na
Beiste, 5 furlongs wide at the entrance and 1 mile from
that to the head of the loch. In the SE side the only
opening of any size is Loch na Dal (1 mile wide at
entrance and 1£ deep) near the centre, corresponding to
the gap between the lobes of the tail. Close to the
mouth of this loch is the small but well sheltered
harbour of Isle Ornsay. The peninsula to the SW of
this is Sleat, and to the W of the northern part of it is

a nameless inlet, which branches off on the E into Loch
Eishort, and on the N into Loch Slapin. The former
is 1J mile wide across the mouth from Rudha Suisnish
between the two lochs and Dunscaith Castle, and is 6
miles from entrance to head ; but along the upper 3£
miles it narrows considerably, the average width being
from 2£ to 3 furlongs, but in some places less. Loch
.Slapin, 2 miles wide at the entrance and 3| miles deep,
also narrows considerably in the upper reaches. The
nameless inlet lying outside these lochs may be taken
as 3 miles wide and 4 in depth from the entrance,
between Tarskavaig Point in Sleat and Strathaird Point,
to Rudha Suisnish. The promontory to the W of this
and Loch Slapin is Strathaird, immediately to the W
of which is Loch Scavaig, 2| miles wide at the en-
trance and 44 deep from this to the head of the loch.
1 he outer part of the western side is formed by the
IClfJid ct Soay, which is Separated from the mainland
of Skye on the N and NW by Soay Sound, from 5
furlongs to 1 mile wide. The point at the extreme W
corner of this is Rudh 'an Dunain, immediately to theNW of which is Loch Brittle, If mile wide and 14l
_rom entrance to head, and 3 miles NW of it is Loch
Eynort, averaging 3 furlongs wide and 3J miles from
entrance to head. Six miles farther to the NW is the
large Loch Bracadale, 4 miles wide across the mouth
from Rudha nan Clach (SE) to Idrigill Point (NW), and
with an area of over 16 square miles. From the E side
the long curved Loch Harport branches off with an
average width of J mile and over 6 miles long. At the
top of Loch Bracadale are the smaller Loch Caroy
(N

), Loch Valten (N), and Loch Varkasaig (NW). The
district between a line drawn from Loch Scavaig to the
top of Loch Shgachan on the E and Lochs Bracadale and
Harport on the NW is called Minginish. Beyond Loch
Bracadale along the SW coast the only other inlet of
any size is the shallow Moonen Bay close to Eist at the
extreme western point of the island, but along the NW
there are in all 4 openings that need be mentioned, and
oi these 2 are of very large size. The first of these on-
ward from Eist is Loch Pooltiel. a triangular openin*
about 2 miles dee],, and then in order are Loch Dun-
vegan, Loch Smzort, and Score Bay, the northern part
of the latter being known as Duntulm Bay, beyond
which is the small Loch Hunish, with Rudha Huiiish
the most northerly point of the island on its N side.
Loch Dunvegan is fully 3 miles wide across the entrance
Horn Dunvegan Point (SW) to Ardmore Point (NE),
aim is wider inside. Two and a half miles from the
ontrance it branches off into two forks, of which the
one to the S retaining the name of Dunvegan extends
8out i-.-astwar.ls for 6 miles, while the other runs east-

rtSww 1
"",1 °'S

'
aml bears tho name of Loch Pay. To
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10re P°int is the sma11 Ardmore Bay.H e peninsula almost cut off from the rest by the island

between Dunvegan Bay-in all its Lengtn-and the
«mth.wcstwi, ,|, v.sionof Loch Bracadale, is Duirinish
1 wo and a half mi NE of Dunvegan is Loch Snizort,
the largest inlet in the whole island, which may, in its
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centre of the E side of the main loch is Uig Bay. Loch
Snizort is sometimes confined to the portion of the Loch
to the S of Uig Bay. The district between Loch
Snizort and Loch Dunvegan isVaternish, which termin-
ates in Vaternish Point at the extreme NW ot the
island ; and that E of Loch Snizort and between it and
the E coast is Trotternish. These inlets give the island

an enormous extent of coast, the total length being
probably over 900 miles. Most of the lochs afford

sheltered anchorage, except from particular winds, but
great care has to be taken in them, and indeed any-
where along the Skye coast, where mountains overhang
the shore, in consequence of the violent and dangerous
squalls that suddenly come whirling down from the
high land, and for which Lochs Scavaig and Sligachan
are particularly noted. ' There's aye wind among the
gullies yonder, ' says Robert Buchanan speaking about
Loch Scavaig, through Hamish Shaw, in The Hebrid
Isles, ' and the squalls at Sligachan are naething to what
ye hae here. I wouldna sail aboot Scavaig in a lug-

sail skiff—no, if I had the sheet in my hand and the
sail nae bigger than a clout—in the finest day in sum-
mer. It strikes down on ye like the blows o' a hammer
—right, left, ahint, before, straight down on your head,

right up under your nose—coming from Lord kens
where, though the sea be smooth as my cheek. I've

seen the punt heeling o'er to the gunnel with neither

mast nor sail. I mind o' seeing a brig carry away her
topmast, and tear her foresail like a rag, on a day when
we would hae been carrying just a reef in the mainsail

of the Tern; and I've seen the day when the fishing-

boats running out o' the wee harbour there would be

taking their sails on and off, as the putrs came, twenty
times in as many minutes. Many's the life's been lost

off Skye, wi' the wind frae these hills.'

From the N side of Score Bay all round the N end of

the island down to Loch Staffin, and beyond it, the

coast is formed by precipitous clill's of basalt, which are

remarkable in many places for the great regularity of

their columnar formation. The cliffs extend also down
along the Sound of Raasay to Portree, and though they
change their character somewhat, the cliff scenery along
this whole stretch is excellent, and among the best

things of its kind in Britain (see Portree). ' The
coast views here,' says Robert Buchanan in The Hebrid
Isles, referring to this tract from Duntulm to Portree,
' were beyond expression magnificent. Tinted red with
dawn, the fantastic cliffs formed themselves into shapes

of the wildest beauty, rain-stained and purpled with
shadow, and relieved at intervals by slopes of emerald

where the sheep crawled. The sea through which we
ran was a vivid green, broken into thin lines of foam,

and full of innumerable Medusae drifting southward
with the tide. Leaving the green sheep-eovered island

of Trodday on our left, we slipt past Aird Point, and
sped swift as a fish along the coast, until we reached

the two small islands off the northern point of Loch
Staffin—so named like the island of Staffa, on account

of its columnar ridges of coast. Here we beheld a sight

wdiich seemed the glorious fabric of a vision • a range

of small heights sloping from the deep green sea, every

height, crowned with a columnar cliff of basalt, and each

rising over each, higher and higher, till they ended in

a cluster of towering columns, minarets, and spires, over

which hovered wreaths of delicate mist, suffused with
the pink light from the east. We were looking on the

spiral pillars of the Quirang. In a few minutes the

vision had faded ; for the yacht was flying faster and
faster, assisted a little too much by a savage puff from

off the Quirang's great cliffs ; but other forms of beauty
rose before us as we went. The whole coast from Aird
Point to Portree forms a panorama of cliff scenery quite

unmatched in Scotland. Layers of limcstono dip into

the sea which washes them into horizontal forms,

resembling gigantic slabs of white and grey masonry,
rising sometimes stair above stair, water-stained and
hung with many coloured weed ; and on theso slabs

stand tho dark cliffs and spiral columns : towering into

the air like tho fretwork of some Gothic temple, roofless

355
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: flustcrt'.l itonu'times together in Muck

is i.| <!i rii.il hlmdow
; lorn open here and tlioro to

ihoW glimp-<- ,.f shining lawn- .-own in tlio heart of
lh.-i.ti.il, . .1 i! i-l:, , ,.| t, 11,11!- lushing in silver veins

ll. tough the darkness
; , row lie, 1 in some places by a

).:>< n patch, on whirl) tlio goat* feed .small as mico ;

an, I t w mtr frequently into tower- ol most fantastical

«1< \ue. that lie dark an, I spectral against the grey back-

ground of th« air. To our Kit we conhl now Behold the

dI Sou ud the northern end of BaaaaT. All

, bowOTOr, wore soon engaged in con-
templating the Storr, the highest part of tlio northern

Skya, t lotting In • mighty insulated rock
or BMBOUtO which points solitary to heaven, two
th ih-iinl thice hundred feet above t he sea, while at its

1 I* 1 I Ud , rag have been torn into the wildest forms
l \ the teeth of earthquake, and o great torrent leaps

lo.imiug Into the Sound. As wo shot past, a dense
whit, vapour enveloped the lower part of the Storr, and
towers, pyramids, turrets, monoliths were shooting out

ebOTI it like a supernatural city in the clouds. At
BT< iv hundred yards the coast presented sonic new form
of jHTfect loveliness.'

l r Portree southward to Loch Alsh tho coast is

low, and possesses but few marked features ; and tho
nine remark may be made of the shore along the Sound
oi Bletti although from it may ho obtained magnificent
vii «- ,,t the line mountain scenery around Lochs llourn

and Nevis on the mainland side of the Sound. To the
W of Slcat round Lochs Eishort and Slapin tho scenery
improves, and the dill's and mountain slopes overhang-
ing the latter are, especially under certain conditions of

lighl and -hade, very grand and impressive (see Strath-
AJBD). To the W of Strathaird round Loch Scavaig
the outlying ridges of tho Cuillin Hills slope steeply

down upon the sea without any intervening cliil's, and
produce a coast remarkable for its difference of character

from that of any other coast in the kingdom, and for a
curious weirdness that is indicated, though with a sug-

gestive want of accuracy in Thomson of Duddingstone's
picture of the entrance to the loch (see Scavaig) ; and
the lonely clift-girt gorge of Cokuisk at the NW corner

is the eeriest and most solemn place in Britain
—

' per-

petual twilight, perfect silence, terribly brooding desola-

tion.' Along Soay Sound and round Loch Brittle such

cUfla as exist are low, and about the loch they are dis-

posed in terraces, but from this to Talisker Bay, l£
mile S of the entrance to Loch Bracadale, there is a line

of lofty and picturesque cliffs. Bound Talisker Bay,
and all round Loch Bracadale, the shores are generally
low, tl.it, and cultivated, as they are likewise about the

E and S of Loch Snizort, and on northwards by Score

Bay ; but along the tract between Loch Bracadale and
Loch Snizort there is a considerable amount of good
rock scenery (see Bracadale, Duirinish, Dunvegan,
Snizort, and Uio).

All round the coast are a number of islands and islets,

of which the two principal on the N have been already

mentioned. To the N of Staffin Bay are Sgeir Eirin

and Eilean Altavaio (£ x \ mile), and at the E side

the triangular Staffin Island (£ x \ mile). Extend-
ing down the E coast is the chain formed by South
Bona, Eilean Tigh, Fladday, and Raasay, and to

the SE of the last is Scalpay, opposite Loch Ainort.

One mile E of the centre of Scalpay is Longay (5 x

3 furl.), and 2 miles SE is Paisav (J x J mile), and
these with the small Eilean Ban at the NW end of

Kyle Akin complete the list of important islands on the

E coast. Along the Sound of Sleat the only island is

Isle-Ornsay, and the next of importance is Soay, to the

W of Loch Scavaig. In Loch Bracadale are Wiay and
the smaller Harlosh (£ x £ mile), Tarner (3x2 furl.),

and Ornsay (4x1 furl.). Near the centre of the

outer part of Dunvegan Loch is Isay or Issay Island,

and close to it on the NE are Llingay Island (5 x §
furl.) and the small Clett, while far up the southern

branch are Eilean Gairbh, Eilean Dubh, Eilean Mor,

with a number of small islets. Near the NW of Loch
Snuort are the AacMB Islands, consisting of Eilean
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losal, Eilean Creagaeh, Eilean Garave, and South
Asorib, with some smaller islets. The only one of any
.1 e 1 Smith Ascrih (4 x

.)
mile). Near tho entrance

to Loch Greshornish is the small Eilean Mor. Of these
only lele-Ornsay, Pabay, Raasay, South Bona, Scalpay,
Soaj . and Wiay are inhabited.

Svaface, etc. -The length of Skye in a straight lino

from Rudha Bunish south-south-eastward to i'oint of
Sleal is 181 miles, and from Vatcmish Point south-
eastward to Isle-Ornsay, 44$; whilo the average breadth
Of the island is about 12 miles

; and the area, inclusive

of foreshore, 411,708-652 acres. The breadth of the
hunt is in some places very much more than tho average,

and in others much less, e.g., from tho E coast of
Mooiien P.ay eastward lo I'orlroo Harbour tho distance
is 20 miles, while from the top of Loch Harport to the

top of Loch Sligachan is only miles, and from the
h. el of Loch Eishort to tho head of Loch na Dal is

barely 1J mile ; but so much is tho island indented by
the extensive sea-lochs already described, that but few
I'l l' ' ;i 1

c 1 e I lei 11 :>,!, mil: :, distant from I he sea, anil

n< -tie 1, 11 ire 1 1 4L The surface, with the exception of

Kilmuir—the plain of which is the largest continuous
trad "f arable land in the island—and a small tract

near Loch Bracadale, consists almost entirely of three
distinct groups of hills, with intervening stretches of
undulating 1 rland of considerable altitude From
the N end of tho island tho ground slopes downward
from the heights overlooking the sea, and then rises

again to another scries of hills westward from Staflin

Bay, the highest summits being Sgurr Mor (1460 feet)

and Meall na Suiramach (1779), NW of the Quiraing.
Tho rocks are basaltic, and the cliffs in many places

show line examples of columnar structure. From this

point a long ridge extends in a southerly direction

towards Portree, with an average elevation at the N
end of from 1000 to 1500 feet ; in the centre, of from
1700 to 2300 feet ; while at the S end it slopes down to

about 1000, till nearly at the extremity it rises again at

Beinn a' Chearcaill to 1817. The highest points from
the N end southwards are Bioda Buidhe (1523 feet),

Beinn Edra (2003), Creag a Lain (1995), Bac a Ruadh
(2091), Tun Storr (2360), and Beinn a' Chearcaill (1817).

The whole extent of the ridge, with its picturesque basaltic

cliffs, commands wide and extensive views. ' On the

north-east, facing the sea, it dips down suddenly,

with no end of picturesque craggy spurs and green
knolls, very peculiar and fairy-like. Then there is a

wide expanse of solitary moor, with here and there a

small lake glistening in the sun, then green inhabited
spots away to the coast-line, which is for many miles a

lofty terrace of basalt, resting on limestone, with
columns in some places as regular as those of Stafla,

but on a larger scale. This whole district is called the
" East Side," and there is no part of Skye more
picturesque, though, with the exception of Cuiraing,

which is the culminating point of interest, it is generally

quite unexplored.' Apart from the cliffs the green ter-

raced lolls almost call to mind in bright weather the

soft pastoral heights of the southern uplands. The
second group of hills lies along the SE from the Point

of Sleat to Loch Alsh, and has in tho peninsula of

Slcat an average altitude of from 800 to over 900 feet,

the highest point being Sgorach Breac (977) between
Isle-Ornsay and the head of outer Loch Eishort. At
the head of Loch na Dal the ridge is cut by the low
ground between the head of that loch and upper Loch
Eishort, but, immediately beyond, it reaches a height of

1427 feet at Beinn Bhreac, and passes along the coast by
Beinn na Seamraig (1839) and Ben Alask (1984) to the

highest summits, Sgurr na Coinnich (2401) and Beinn

na Caillich (2396) overlooking Kyle Rhea. To the W of

these is Beinn na Creine (2000 feet). The hills along this

part of the group descend rapidly to the sea on the SE,

but slope more gently to the NW where there is a tract

of low ground extending from Kyle Akin to Broadford

Bay, and thence across the island to Loch Slapin, the

latter portion being bounded on the K by undulating

ground, the highest point of which at Beinn a Chairn
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near Boreraig is 983 feet above sea-level. Occupying
the space bounded on the E by a line drawn from
Broadford to the middle of the E side of Loch Slapin,

and on the W by a line drawn from the head of Loch
Sligachan to the head of Loch Brittle, is the wildest and
most mountainous part of the island, occupied by the

hills that may be spoken of collectively as the Cuillin

group, of the principal summits of which the lower

have a range of over 2300 feet and the higher of over

3000. The group consists of two distinct portions

totally different in both rock formation and external

appearance. To the NE between Broadford and Loch
Sligachan are the Red Hills, which are syenitic in

structure and pyramidal in shape. Formed of rock
which weathers and decomposes with great readiness,

their slopes are formed by masses of bright red detritus

—whence the name—only relieved here and there by
strips of bright green sod. View hunters often vote

them tame, but seen in proper light—as all West High-
land scenery must be—especially when the sun is well

down in the west, and the evening clear, they present

as fine a ' bit' of colour as could be wished. The prin-

cipal summits are Beinn Dearg Mh6r (2323 feet) and
Beinn na Caillich (2403) between the head of Loch
Slapin and Broadford ; Glas Bheinn Mhor (1851), S of

Loch Ainort ; Beinn Dearg Mheadhonach (2094), Beinn
Glamaig (2537), S of Loch Sligachan ; and Marsco (2414),

farther S still, E of the upper part of Glen Sligachan,

opposite Scuir nan Gillean. The red colour does not
prevail universally, but it occupies by far the larger

space, and is the more prominent from its superior

brightness. The other portion consists of hypersthene
rocks of Laurentian age, and noted for their dark
colour. 1 The darkness of that mass is indeed extra-

ordinary, and adds much to the wildness of aspect and
grandeur of effect produced by the rugged and bold

outlines of the mountains of which it is formed. No
light seems to harmonise their colour to its place in

the general landscape
;
perpetual shadow seems to cover

them in every state of the atmosphere, and when the
clouds involve their summits a deep and dark abyss
seems opened beneath into which the eye vainly
endeavours to penetrate. Their exterior outline is

equally remarkable, as well for the contrast it presents

to the tame and smooth boundary of the Red Hills as

for its peculiarly rugged and serrated form. Pinnacles
and projecting crags darkly indenting the sky rise along
the whole line, marking by their acuteness and per-

manence the durability of the rock of which they are

composed.' It is this dark colour and weird outline that
gives them their deep, mysterious, awe-inspiring look.
' The enormous bulks, their gradual receding to invisible

crests, their utter movelessness, their austere silence

daunt you. You are conscious of their presence, and
you hardly care to speak lest you be overheard. You
can't laugh

;
you would not crack a joke for the world.

Glen Sligachan would be the place to do a little self-

examination in. There you would have a sense of your
own meannesses, selfishnesses, paltry evasions of truth
and duty, and find out what a shabby fellow you at

heart are ; and, looking up to your silent father-con-

fessors, you would find no mercy in their grim faces.'

The Cuillin Hills proper may be said to be enclosed
by lines drawn from the head of Loch Sligachan to the
NE corner of the head of Loch Scavaig on the E and to

the head of Loch Brittle on the W, the summits forming
a long sinuous ridge from N to S, and the highest being
in that order Sgurr nan Gillean (3167 feet), Bruach na
Frithe (3143) to the W, Sgurr Thuilra (2885) to the
WNW, Sgurr na Banachdich, near the centre of the
ridge, with a NVV summit (3167), a SE one, the highest
point in Skye (3234), and outlying shoulders to the W
and SW, Sgurr nan Gobhar (2047) and Sgurr Dearg
(2012); to the SE of this is Sgurr Sgumain (3104)—
with a southern shoulder 2507—Sgurr nan Eag (3037)
and Gars-bheinne (2934), from which the ground slopes

to Loch Scavaig. To the ESE of Sgurr na Banachdich
is Loch Corui.sk, to the N of which is the ridgo of

Drumhain, with au extroine height of 1U22 feet ; and

N of this again the deep, mysterious looking Harta
Corrie. The eastern side of the ridge of the Cuillins

proper is marked to the N by Glen Sligachan, and to

the S by Strath na Creitheach opening on to the NE of

Loch Scavaig at Camasuuary, the two glens forming a
continuous hollow across the island. To the E of
Strath na Creitheach is the long black pinnacled ridge

and huge precipices of ' the wonderful mountain of

Blaven,' of which Alexander Smith has sung so well :—

* O Blaven, rocky Blaven !

How I long to be with you again,
To see laslieil gulf and gully
Smoke white in the windy rain

—

To see in the scarlet sunrise
The mist-wreaths perish with heat

;

The wet rock slide with a trickling gleam
Right down to the cataract's feet

;

While toward the crimson islands,

Where the sea birds flutter and skirl,

A cormorant flaps o'er a sleek ocean floor

Of tremulous mother-of-pearl.'

The top of Blaven is 3042 feet above sea-level, and
there is a northern shoulder, Garbh-bheinn (2649).

Between this grand mountain district and a line drawn
from Loch Snizort to Portree are the little valley of

Talisker, the green pastures about Lochs Brittle and
Eynort, and the low open cultivated ground about
Loch Bracadale ; but with these exceptions the whole
country is an undulating upland, averaging from 600 to

1000 feet and upwards in height, almost entirely covered

with brown heath, and somewhat bleak and bare iu

appearance, though at the proper season even this is

relieved by the great masses of purple blooming heather.

The basaltic pillars at Brish-meall or Preshal More, near

Talisker Bay, are worthy of notice. A number of

summits to the W of the Cuillins reach a height of

from 1200 to 1350 feet, but the highest points are the

flat-topped Healaval More (1538) and Healaval Beg
(1601), generally known as Macleod's Tables in the S
of Duirinish. In Vaternish the highest point is Ben
Geary (929 feet), E of Ardmore Point at the entrance

to Loch Dunvegan.
Lochs and Rivers.—There are a considerable number

of fresh water lochs and lochans, but none of them are

of any great size, the principal being Lochs Cokuisk
(1Jx| mile) at the top of Loch Scavaig, Leathan (f x ^
mile), Fada (J x $ mile), both in the parish of Portree ;

Duagrich, in the parish of Bracadale ; Cill Chriosd (f x
nearly J mile), na Creubhaig (7 x 2 furl.), both in the

parish of Strath ; nan Uamh (J x \ mile), Dhughaill (3

x 2 furl.), and a' Ghlinne (4x1 furl.), all in the parish

of Sleat. Many of them abound in trout, and though
all the best are preserved it is not very difficult to

obtain permission to fish, while some are quite free.

Loch Columkill, 2 miles N by W of Uig Bay, in Kil-

muir, once the largest stretch of fresh water in Skye
and covering over 300 acres, was drained mauy years

ago. The streams are very numerous, but none of them
are large except during, and after, heavy rains, when
they sometimes do a considerable amount of injury.

For instance, on the night of the 'Big Flood,' in

October 1877, the stream from Glen Uig and the river

Rha, whose mouths are generally nearly 200 yards

apart, came down in such high flood that Uig Lodge,

which stood on the ground between, was swept away by
their united waters ; while the same rainfall so flooded

the streams between Uig and Portree that all the bridges

along the road were carried away. The principal streams

are the Kilmaluag flowing to the bay of the same name,

the Kilmartin entering the S side of Staffin Bay, the

Bearreraig from Loch Leathan, the Chracaig and the

Leasgeary, both entering the N side of Portree Harbour,

the Varragill flowing northward to the head of Portree

Loch, the Sligachan flowing from Harta Corrie north-

ward to the head of Loch Sligachan, the Broadford from

Loch Cill Chriosd to the W corner of Broadford Bay,

the Abhuinn Lusa entering the sea 2 miles E of Broad-

ford Bay, the Brittle and Eynort entering the sea at the

heads of the lochs of the same names, the Ortl at tho
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B ridi of Loeh Biahort, th« TalUker at Taliiker Bay,

tha Diynooh t>t ilu> head of Loch Harport, theOsa at

I le of Loch |t|iic:i,hile, the (ilelidalo entering

Loeh PooltM, tha Treaalane on tha 9 side of Locfi

BnUort Bang, tha Bnlaort it tha head tad tha Haultin,
. . and H iimux.I.a) on llu< NIC si.lo of th« same

u i the i ind Rha it dig Bay- TheSniaort
and tha Yarmgill aro the largest streams, hut all thoso

mentioned ftftntain salmon and iea- and burn-trout.
Semtry, ete.—Tha grand and beautiful aoenary for

which Bkye i* noted is not to be frund all over the

bland. hai bean already Indicated, much depends
.•Ti the eoaat) and Ilea in the ever changing disposition

oml Mjwt* of tha rocks and mountain masses to bo

* n in Batting round tha island, while in tbo interior

I port tone worth seeing are confined to certain

pal tnulnrly about the Quiraing, Storr, and
tbo Cuillin group of hills—ami lie nlon<^ certain wdl-
ki ""ii imiii mid tin- largo remaining portions are, as

i n si not, mi !<• ' weary wastes expanding to tbo skies,'

I ik, 1.are, and disninl. ' We passed,' suys Alexander
Smith in describing a drivo through one of these,

' tbrongh a very dismal district of country. It was
i .to the eye what the croak of the raven is to

Ult ear. It was an utter desolation, in which Nature
seemed deteriorated and at her worst. Winter could

not possibly sodden the region ; no spring could quicken

it into Bowers. The hills wore for ornament out the

white str< ak of the torrent ; the rocky soil clothed itself

with no heather. . . . Labour was resultlcss ; it

went no further than itself— it was like a song without

an echo.' Yet, this notwithstanding, tbo constantly

changing atmospheric effects on the hills, whether
or close at hand, are always magnificent, and

what is grand is grand, standing in all respects by
in I'.ritish scenery. As Shcrilf Nicholson—one of

tliu tiuest of the sons of the Isle of Mist—has it

—

' Let them sing of the sunny South,
Where the blue /Kgean smiles,

But give to mc the Scottish sea,

That breaks round the Western Isles

!

Jerusalem, Athens, and Rome,
I would see them before I die !

But I'd rather not see any one of the three,
Than be exiled for ever from Skye.

Lovest thou mountains great,
I'eaks to the clouds that soar,

Corric and fell where cables dwell,

And cataracts dash evermore?
Lovest thou green glassy glades.

By the sunshine sweetly kist.

Murmuring waves and echoing caves?
Then go to the Isle of Mist !'

Besides all this for those who are weary from excess of toil

and wish for rest and change, the island has the charm
of its seclusion— not now, however, quite so great as

formerly, thanks to the tourist rush—and its utter un-

likeness to anything on the mainland except the western

districts of Ross and Sutherland, and over these it has

the advantage of much greater accessibility.
1 Jaded and

nervous with eleven months' labour or disappointment,

then will a mar. find the medicine of silence and repose.

Pleasant after poring over books to watch the cormorant

at early morning flying with outstretched neck over the

bright firth
;

pleasant lying in some sunny hollow at

noon tc hear the sheep bleating above
;

pleasant at

evening to listen to wild stories of the isles told by the

peat-fire ; and pleasantest of all, lying awake at mid-

night, to catch, muffled by distance, the thunder of the

northern sea, and to think of all the ears the sound has

filled. In Skye one is free of one's century ; the pre-

sent wheels away into silence and remoteness. . . .

In Skye the Londoner is visited with a stranger sense

of foreignness than in Holland or in Italy. To visit

Skye is to make a progress into "the dark backward
and abysm of time.' You turn your back on the pre-

sent and walk into antiquity. You see everything in

the light of Ossian as in the light of a mournful sunset.

"With a Norse murmur the blue lochs come running in.

The Canongate of Edinburgh is Scottish history in stone

and lime ; but in Skye you stumble on matters older still
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Everything about the traveller is remote and strange.

Vou hear a foreign language ; you are surrounded
by Macleods, Macdonalds, and Nicholsons; you come
on grey stones standing upright on the moor—marking
the site of a battle or the burial-place of a chief. You
listen to traditions of ancient skirmishes; you sit on
ruins of ancient date in winch Ossian might have sung.
The loch vonder was darkened by the banner of King
Ih Prince Charles wandered over this heath or
slepl in thai cave. The country is thinly peopled, and
its solitude is fell as a burden. The precipices of tbo
Storr lower grandly over the sea; tbo eagle has yet its

eyrie on the ledges of tbo Cuchullins. The sound of

the sea is continually in your ears ; the silent armies of
mists and vapours perpetually deploy; the wind is

gusty on the i r; and ever and anon the jags of the
hills are obscured by swills of fiercely-blown rain. And
more than all the island is pervaded by a subtlo
spiritual atmosphere. It is as strange to the mind as
it is to tbo eye. Old songs and traditions are the
spiritual analogues of old castles and burying-places—
and old songs and traditions you havo in abundance.
There h a smell of the sea in tbo material air; and
there is a ghostly something in the air of the imagina-
tion. There are prophesying voices amongst the hills

of an evening. The raven that flits across your path is

a wienl thing—mayhap by the spell of some strong
enchanter a human soul i 8 baleful fy imprisoned in tbo
hearse-like carcase. You hear the st ream and the voice

of the kelpie in it. You breathe again the air of old
story-books ; but they are northern, not eastern ones.

To what better place, then, can the tired man go ?

There ho will find refreshment and repose. There the
wind blows out on him from another century. The
Sahara itself is not a greater contrast from the London
street than is the Skye wilderness.'

The origin of tbo name is uncertain. Some say the
Scandinavian Ski, 'cloud,' or 'vapour,' and hence
ICilniii Slin iiiu-li, 'the island of mist;' others take it

from the Gaelic Skianach, ' winged,' from the resem-
blance of the half-detached peninsulas to wings. The
island seems to be the Scetis of Ptolemy, and the oldest

form is probably Sgithidh, and there the matter must
be left. During the period when the Hebrides belonged
to Norway, the Norsemen, though they held the people
in subjection, seem never to have made large settlements

on the island, for almost all the place names except in

the N and NW, and along the E coast, are Celtic, not
Scandinavian. For such history as the island then had,

reference may be made to the article cn the HEBRIDES.
Traditionary history associates many of the localities

with Ossian, and during the Middle Ages the only

events of local importance are connected with clan feuds

which cannot be here detailed. The northern branch
of the Macdonalds possessed the whole of Trotternish

down as far as Portree, a strip extending along the SW
co i i from the W side of Loch Scavaig, along by the

head of Loch Slapin to the head of Loch Eishort, all the

promontory of Sleat, and the whole of the coast beyond
as far as the N end of Kyle-Rhea. All the E coast from
Portree to Loch Alsh, including Scalpay, belonged tc

the Mackinnons ; Vaternish and Dunvegan to the

Macleods of Lewis ; and Diminish and the SW coast

down to Loch Scavaig inclusive of Soay, to the Macleods
ol Hai l is. The support the clans afforded to the various

rebellious Lords of the Isles led to many royal expedi-

tions against them, one of the most noteworthy being

that commanded by James V. in person in 1542. The
incidents connected with the adventures of Prince

Charles Edward Stewart after the battle of Culloden

will be found noticed under the places with which they

are more immediately connected, as will also those con-

nected with the visit of Dr Johnson in 1773. Of more
recent history the island had none till 18S1, when the
bail eason that have prevailed, and the partial failure

of the fishing industry with which so many of the

people are connected, began to cause distress among
the crolter population, and this, having led them to

lend a willing ear to land-law agitators, pioduued such
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a state of matters, that large bodies of the Maw-abiding
and generally contented ' people of the Report of the
Agricultural Commissioners in 1881 were, in 1883-85,

openly banded together to offer resistance to all consti-

tuted authority. So lawless had proceedings become in

1883-84 in regard to seizure of grazings belonging to

adjacent sheep farms of large size, defiance of consequent
interdicts of the Court of Session, and resistance to the

police, that a special police expedition had to be de-

spatched by steamer from Glasgow, and ultimately a
gun-boat sent to make arrests, and the police force of

the county of Inverness was temporarily increased by
fifty men After a lull, fresh disturbances of the same
nature, and culminating in a determined assault on a

number of policemen, took place, and in the end of

1884 it became necessary to send to the island an armed
expedition, consisting of a troop-ship, two gun-boats,

and a steamer with a special police force. A large body
of marines was landed and marched through several of
the disturbed districts, and small bodies of them left at

one or two points to protect police forces there stationed.

The partial withdrawal of the soldiery has again in

1885 proved the signal for fresh outrages, in connection
with which a number of men from two of the most dis-

turbed districts, at Valtos near Loch Staffin and Glen-
dale, have recently been committed for trial. There
the matter at present rests, but it is to be hoped that
ere long wiser counsels may lead to the restoration of
the old peaceful habits. The present popular methods
of showing the existence of poverty are scarcely such as

will produce a remedy.
Geology.—None of the "Western Isles presents more

remarkable geological phenomena than Skye. The
greater part of the island is occupied by contempo-
raneous and intrusive volcanic rocks of Tertiary age,

the former being arranged in great horizontal sheets
piled on each other to a considerable depth. At
intervals, round the coast, fragments of Secondary strata,

ranging from the Poikilitic beds underneath the Lias
to the horizon of the Oxford Clay, are met with.
Originally buried underneath a vast pile of basaltic
lavas, these fossiliferous Secondary rocks have been
exposed by denudation, and though their development
is but limited, they are of the highest importance in

enabling the geologist to interpret the history of the
Mesozoic formations in the N of Scotland. Skye has
always been a favourite resort for students of geology.
The researches of Macculloch, Professor Edward Forbes,
Dr A. Geikie, Dr Wright, Dr Bryce, Professor Judd, and
others have thrown much light on the geological history
of this interesting island so far as the Secondary forma-
tions and Tertiary volcanic rocks are concerned. The
geological structure of theSE peninsula extending from
Kyle-Akin to the Point of Sleat is, however, rather
complicated. This area is occupied by Cambrian strata
and crystalline schists, lying in the line of strike of
the great terrestrial displacements extending from
Strome Ferry to Loch Enboll. Hence the sections in
Sleat must be read in the light of recent investigations in
the counties of Sutherland and Ross.

According to the description given by Macculloch, it

would appear that the metamorphic rocks along the
shore of the Sound of Sleat S of Isle-Ornsay consist
of gneiss, chlorite schist, mica schist, and hornblende
schist, with a general inclination to the SE. The
characteristic feature of the gneiss is the presence of
pink felspar associated with black mica and quartz,
the lamination being very apparent. Near Loch (ban-
say a bed occurs containing white felspar, with needle-
shaped prisms ofhornblende, and anotherwith actinolite.
The strata just described when followed towards theNW seem to be underlaid by mica schist and greywacke
schist, their general inclination being to the SE. Within
a short distance, however, they fold over towards the
NW, and on advancing to the head of Loch in Daal,
quartz-rock and hard brown and grey sandstone are
associated with the greywacke schist. Beyond the
latter locality the strata bend again towards the SE,
and from this point lo the head of Loch Eishort there

is an alternation of schistose beds, with varieties of

quartz-rock and red sandstone. In the geological map
published by Macculloch, the whole of the N portion

of the Sleat peninsula and a large part of the S portion

are represented as being occupied by red sandstone,

quartz-rock, and schist. According to the researches

of Murchison and Geikie, this peninsula originally

formed an anticlinal arch of Cambrian sandstone over-

lain by quartz-rock, limestone, and schists, since trun-

cated by great faults running parallel with the strike of

the beds. The red sandstones crop out on the coast

between Kyle-Akin and the base of the Secondary for-

mations, and they also occur along the shore from the

head of Loch Eisiiort to Sleat Point. At Ord, on the

shore of Loch Eishort, the red sandstones are overlain

by white quartzites, with a high inclination to the NW,
followed by limestone, which, according to the same
authorities, are the equivalents of the quartzites and.

limestones of Assynt and Eriboll. The limestone is

again followed by quartzite, but the strata seem to be
traversed by a series of powerful faults.

On the shore opposite Balmacaira the series of red

and grey quartzose flagstones are exposed with a general

SE dip, which continues towards Kyle-Rhea, and at

Isle-Ornsay they appear to graduate upwards into

schist and gneiss.

The lowest members of the Secondary formations rest

on the Cambrian sandstones with a marked uncom-
formability. The relation between the two may be seen

at several points in Strath, and particularly on the shore

at Lussay, where the Poikilitic strata, marking the
base of the Lias, consist of a thin layer of conglomerate,

followed by variegated marls and clays, with sandy
clays and calcareous concretions. These beds are over-

lain by the representatives of the Infra Lias graduating
upwards into a fine development of the Lower Lias

exposed on the shore of Broadford Bay from Obe Break -

ish to the village of Broadford. The latter consist of

black micaceous shales, with occasional limestone bands
replete with fossils, such as Ammonites Bucklandi,

GrypTwea arcuala, Lima gigantca, Cardinia Listeri,

etc. The beds just described are overlain by similar

black shales with occasional limestone bands, but pre-

senting certain differences in their fossil contents.

According to Professor Judd the most prominent feature

is the absence of the typical Ammonites Bucklandi, and
the abundance of other species, such as A. scinicostatus.

It is obvious that in this area the lithological characters

of the Lower Lias do not quite correspond with those

met with in England, but in districts of the West High-
lands S of Skye this divergence is not so apparent. The
representatives of the Middle Lias consist of dark sandy
shales, with limestone nodules charged with Ammonites
armatus, A. Jamcsoni, Bclemnitcs clongatus, graduating
upwards into calcareous sandstones, the characteristic

forms being Ammonites spinatus, Bclemnitcs clongatus,

etc. These beds occur at Strathaird between Loch
Slapin and Loch Scavaig, on the S side of Portree

Harbour, and also on the shore at Prince Charlie's cave

on the E coast. Next in order comes a thin series of

beds representing the Upper Lias, consisting of finely

laminated blue clays, with argillaceous nodules, iron

pyrites, and some jet, averaging about 80 feet in thick-

ness, yielding the following typical fossils : Ammonites
serpcnlimis, A. radians, A. communis, Posidonomtja

Bronni, etc. This horizon, which was first detected by
Dr Bryce and Professor Tate, occurs in Strath, at

Strathaird, and also at Prince Charlie's Cavo N of

Portree.

To these beds succeed an important group of strata of

tho age of the Lower Oolite, which attains a remarkable
development in Skye. From the descriptions ofMurchi-
son, Bryce, Tate, and Judd, it would appear that tho

order of succession of the beds is obscured by numerous
intrusive sheets of doleritc ; but notwithstanding this

fact they are divisible into the following zones : (a)

at the base, sandy micaceous shales and sandstones,

with bands of shelly limestone containing Ammonites
Murc/usonui, A. COTTUgatUS, Bclemnitcs giga ulcus, etc.

;
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(M and sandstones with largo roncrotions, with
>v.-.M«iiml marine fossils

;
(c) prolmlilv an I'stiuirino

mi; .it white sandstones, with some shales

onntaining much oarbonaoooui putter: (</) limestones
made uii of comminuted shells, resembling the horizon
of tin- Ragliafc Oorabruh n (Tonal Marble. Perhaps

' wi tinii dl these strata is to |>(< found in tlio

cliff above Prinoa Charlie's Care, bat they may bIbo bo
< \.imiM<-,i on the shore both N and S of Portree Hay.

loth. 1. scan lies of Professor Judd tho Lower
*

'
I • "i Skyi .11.

• succeeded by a great ostuarine

aatiaaooiiM'.tiiiL.' "! massive white and grey sandstones,

« \ i. ii< on-, mi. I conglomeratic, with wood
mi l plant remains. These graduate upwards into shales
and shelly limestones, with oysters and fibrous carboimto
• I lime, which are exposed on the shore at Loch Staffin

on ill. K side of Itotterniah, at Ami, Duntulm, at Stein
In I. < h Hay on the W const, and also at Coimahow
Hi 1 1. Owing to the Injection of igneous masses of
I . age the members of this series have undergone
ooaaidi table alteration, the sandstones being converted
Into qaartxite, the clays into Lydian stone, and the
line st.mes into marble. Finally we have a considerable
development of dark blue clays, with septarian nodules,
which, from tho nature of tho fossils, undoubtedly
be) uj to tie' horizon of tho Oxford Clay, and form the
higheat beds of tho Secondary formations in Skye.
I b ita. whiofa occur at Loch Staffin, Duntulm, and
in Uig Bay, have yielded the following characteristic

brmi : Ammonites cordalus, A. JVilliamsoni, Bcltmnites
fulcatiut, B. gracilis, Ostrca Rocineri, etc. Professor
Judd has shown that the remarkable features presented
by the Storr Rocks and the Quirang are due to the
slipping of huge superincumbent masses of basalt over
thes.. plastic clays, and similar phenomena in the neigh-
bourhood of Uig have been figured and described by Mr
A. Koss, Inverness.

Tho great development of volcanic rocks in Skye
forms one of the most striking geological features in the
island. The serrated peaks of the Coolins, the smooth
cone-shaped masses of the Red Mountains, tho great
basaltic plateaux in the N part of Skye, are due to the
peculiar characters of the igneous rocks and their mode
of weathering. The evidence in favour of the Tertiary
age of these volcanic masses and the theories which have
been advanced to explain their physical relations will
be stated in the general article on the Geology of Scot-
laud. At present it will he sufficient to indicate the
character and distribution of the igneous rocks. They
include (1.) two distinct types of intrusive rocks, con-
sisting of an acidic series and a basic series; (2.) a
remarkable development of contemporaneous volcanic
rocks. Beginning first with the intrusive rocks, we
find that the acidic series is represented by pink granite,
syenite, and hornblendic felsite, which form picturesque
cone-shaped mountains between Loch Sligachan and
Broadford. These masses are coarsely crystalline as a
rule, save towards the outer limits, where they come in
contact with the sedimentary strata through which
they have been erupted. On the slopes of Ben
Glamaig, E of Loch Sligachan, the mode of weather-
ing of the Bed Mountains may be studied with ad-
vantage. The crystalline constituents of the granite
crumble away under the influence of atmospheric
agencies, giving rise to a comparatively smooth or
dome-shaped eminence. Far otherwise is it with the
basic intrusive rocks so grandly developed in the Coolin
Mountains round Loch Coruisk. Consisting of coarsely
crystalline dolerite and gabbro of a dark grey tint, the
masses weather with serrated peaks, owing to the pre-
sence of crystals of diallage and augite. Sometimes
these crystals reach an unusual size, possessing a marked
bronzy lustre, and where the felspars have been decom-
posed, they cause the rock to assume a peculiar jagged
surface. The geologist who rambles round the shores
of Loch Coruisk cannot fail to observe the striking con-
trast between the glaciated contour presented by the
lower slopes of the mountains and the valleys on the
one hand, and the jagged peaks of Blabheiun and the

Coolins on the olber. From an examination of the

relations between the granites and the gabbros, Pro-
ot Judd has inferred that the former were erupted

before the latter, and that the gabbros and dolerites

belong to the same epoch of volcanic activity as the
ba ill h- plateaux which now fall to be described, from
the shores of Loch Sligachan and tho Coolin Hills, N
io the headlands of Trotternisb, Vaternish, and Dun-
vegan, there is one continuous succession of basaltic

lavas preserving throughout this wide area a striking
horizontalify. The presence of thin seams of coal be-
tween the sheets of basalt and tho absence of sedimen-
tary deposits point to the conclusion that these volcanic

ejcctamciila were subierial and not submarine. Tho
terraced slopes of tho bills, and tho horizontal lines

traceable along tho dill's, coupled with the slaggy
characters of the upper and under surfaces of tho flows,

indicate the successive discharges of the igneous
materials. Hut. in addition to these great contempor-
aneous sheets of lava there is sufficient evidence to show
that at a later dale they were pierced by veins, dykes,
and shoots of dolerite and basalt. The occurrence of
ii roils basalt dykes forms one of tho characteristic

features of tho history of this period of volcanic

activity. They aro to bo found in great numbers in
tho metamorphic rocks of Sleat, and they pierce all

the Sec lary formations as well as the volcanic

plateaux. Usually they display a marked columnas
arrangement at right angles to the walls of the dykes,
and in tho centre they are more coarsely crystalline

than at the edges.

Soil and Agriculture, etc.—Tho climate of Skyo is

very moist, but not more so than that of many places,

such as Greenock and Fort William, on the mainland.
The air is, however, almost constantly laden with
vapour; and rain falls, though not always in large

quantities, on about 250 days throughout the year.

The average rainfall is about 65 inches, but in exception-

ally wet seasons it is sometimes over 100 inches. The
prevailing winds aro westerly or south-westerly, an.1

,

being intercepted by the hills as they come from tho

Atlantic laden with vapour, clouds are formed, which
sometimes break in useful and refreshing showeis, but
at other times burst like water spouts, deluging the

lower grounds and injuring the crops. The mean annual
temperature for the winter months is 40°, and for the

rest of the year about 50°. In Kilmuir and Vaternish

and round Loch Bracadalo there is some fine clayey

land, with a subsoil of rotten rock of different kinds,

much of it limestone and volcanic deposits ; and some
haughs along the streams at several points are almost

equally good. The rest of the arable land—the whole
amount of which is but small—lies along the seaboard,

and the soil is either light or peaty. The soil on the

grazing lands is sometimes clayey, but it is mostly

peaty ; and, indeed, peat and stones ruin a considerable

extent of land that might otherwise produce good
returns, and thus a very large portion of the surface is,

for economic purposes, practically almost valueless, and
will, it is to be feared, always remain in that state, so

great is the expense of draining and improving, and so

uncertain the prospect of any return. The want of sun

shine and the damp climate render harvest late, and the

exposure to rain and to the stormy winds that set in

about the end of August and tho beginning of September
do a great deal of damage to the ripe standing crops,

the wind, in some seasons, as in 1882, completely

t hreshing and destroying the grain just as it is ready to

be cut. Much, even, of the pasture land is covered with

heath and very coarse grass, with tracts of better herbage

occurring here and there. Good land is estimated to be

worth 10s. an acre, medium 6s., and poor about 2s. 6d.

There is almost no land under wood except about Armi-
dale Castle, Dunvegan Castle, and Skeabost. On Lord

Mai -I dd's estate, a tract to the S of Loch Sligachan,

extending to 10,350 acres, is set apart as a deer forest—

the only one in the island. The arable land is most
extensive in Snizort, Hracadale, and Sleat, and the

greater part of it is in the hands of crofters, th& to>ial
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number of holdings in the island in 1383, with a rental
of under £30 a year, being 1922. About 700 of these
tenants pay under £4 a year, about 1000 from £4 to
£10, about 200 from £10 to £20, and only about 50
over £20. The average number of persons belonging to
each crofter family was slightly under 6, the average
arable acreage 4 '8 acres, the number of horses kept
about 1 to every 2 crofts, of cattle nearly 3 for each
croft, and of sheep about 10. These holdings are much
too small to support the owners and their families, and
in consequence the crofter has always to add some other
employment to his farming. A number of them eke out
their livelihood by temporary removal to the mainland
where they work as labourers, and a still larger number
have to trust largely to their wages as ' hired men

'

while engaged at the east coast herring fishing in June,
July, and August. During the winter fishing is also
carried on at home, but in this the men are greatly
hindered by the want of adequate appliances and
the lack of harbours ; and it has also the bad effect of
keeping the crofter by the sea-shore. He cannot afford
to go inland and improve ground, as it would take him
away from the source of a considerable portion of his
winter means of living. This necessarily causes limita-
tion in the number of the population that the island can
maintain, and should this limit be exceeded, there
must be, as there now is (1885), a large amount of
poverty and misery among the people. The only
remedies seem to be enlarging the holdings so that each
will maintain a family—though here a difficulty arises
as to stock—and constructing harbours so that a race of
fishermen pure and simple may subsist along the coast.
Here, however, the difficulty of getting the fish to market
arises, so that this would need improved communi-
cation.

_
Whatever surplus population, if any, remained

after this would have to move elsewhere. The crops
grown on the larger holdings are oats, potatoes, and
turnips, but on the smaller ones only oats and potatoes.
The grain crop yields a return of only about 3 to 3J
times the seed, and in this respect things must be very
much worse than in 1549, when Dean Monro describes
the island as 'fertill land, namelie for aitis, excelling
aney uther ground for grassing and pastoures ; ' and
Martin, writing in 1 703, says, ' The soil is very grateful to
the husbandman. I have been shown several places that
had not been tilled for seven years before, which yielded
a good product of oats by digging, though the ground
was not dunged, particularly near the village Kiliuartin,
which the natives told me had not been dunged these
forty years last. Several pieces of ground yield twenty,
and some thirty fold when dunged with sea-ware. I had
an account that a small tract of ground in the village
Skerrybreck yielded an hundred fold of barley.' What
he says about the fallow and the manuring is, however
suggrsiive, and it is hardly to be wondered that the
power of the soil should have become exhausted under
the constant cropping that it has undergone, oats and
potatoes alternating year after year, or one crop of
potatoes being taken to two of grain, while little or no
manure was applied, except some poor compost or
exhausting sea-weed. Lime is worked both at Broadford
and in Vaternish, but it is not of a quality very suitable
for agricultural use and most of what is so employed is
brought from the N of Ireland. The soil seems to suit
turnips, and where they are grown the return in an
average season is

i

from 16 to 20 tons, and potatoes yield
about 5 tons, but they generally Buffer much from
disease. I he cattle are of the black west-highland
breed, and the sheep are Cheviots and blackfaces,
mos ly the former The cattle are generally disposed
of at the markets held at Broadford in May August
and September, at Portree in May and August, and
at Sligachan m August and September. A graphic
picture of market day at Broadford is given in Alex-
ander Smith a Summer in Skye. The sheep are sold at
Inverness Muir of Ord, and Falkirk markets, and the
wool mostly or. commission in Glasgow and Leith,
1 hough a considerable quantity goes also to the woollen
rcauulactory at Portuee,— tho making of winceys

etc., there carried on, being the only manufacture in
the island.

The making of kelp, once so extensively prosecuted, is

now practically extinct. The magnitude of this industry
and the causes of its decline have been already noticed
in the article on the Hebrides, and its importance in

Skye may be gathered from the estimate formed, that in

some years prior to 1830 Lord Macdonald's annual gross

income from this source was over £20,000, of which at

least £9000 would be payed in wages to the people
employed in the manufacture. Skye is combined with.

Loch Carron to form one of the fishery districts of Scot-

land, and the number of first-class boats belonging to this

in 1883 was 29 ; of second-class boats, 172 ; of third-

class boats, 542 ; but of these, probably, not one-third

belonged to Skye itself. The number of fishermen and
boys employed in 1883 was 2575 ; and of other

persons, 1487 ; and the value of the boats was £6344,
of the nets £21,132, and of the lines £2879. Fifty-nine

vessels were also fitted out for the same purpose, and
the total number of barrels of herring salted or cured
in the district was 5282 (77,783 in 1882); and the

number of cod, ling, and hake taken was 32,240.

The crofter communities have their houses in each
district close together on their patches of arable land,

the group so formed constituting a township. The
houses are very miserable structures, generally consisting

of two rooms of which the outer is the byre. The walls,

formed of rough masses of unhewn stone, are some 5 or

6 feet thick, and about the same height, the middle
portion being sometimes filled up with heather or turf

;

and the corners are rounded off. The thatch roof

is secured against wind by a network of straw or

heather ropes, held down at the ends by large blocks

of stone. There is often no window, or if there be

one it is merely a single pane of glass inserted in the

thatch or in a turf-packed hole in the wall prepared for

its reception. The island being practically destitute of

wood, the rafters are valuable possessions, and many
were the complaints before the recent Crofters' Com-
mission as to non-compensation for these precious pieces

of timber. The peat fire is on a stone or stones in the

middle of the clay floor, and as there is either no
chimney or merely a hole in the roof to serve for that

purpose, the smoke either lingers all over the place,

sinking into the thatch overhead and forming with it a

sooty compound that will by and by become valuable

as dressing for the cultivated land, or finds its way out

at the half open door, as best it can. The people are in

no way different from those of the Hebrides generally,

and the remarks made in the article on the whole group
as to their present condition, and the changes that have

taken place during the past century, are equally applic-

able here.

Skye and the adjacent smaller islands form a judicial

division of Inverness-shire, with a resident sheriff-sub-

stitute, and Portree as the seat of the sheriff-court. It

is divided into the 7 quoad civilia parishes of Kilmuir,

Snizort, Duirinish, Bracadale, Portree, Strath, and Sleat,

which include also the quoad sacra parishes of Halin-in-

Vaternish and Stenscholl, in the articles dealing with

which, or in separate notices, all the chief points of

interest will bo found more particularly described.

The seven civil parishes form a poor-law combination

with a poorhouse near Portree containing accommodation
for 75 inmates. Portree, with a population of 893 in

1881, is the only place that can bo called a town ; the

villages are Broadford, Kyle-Akin, Islc-Ornsay, and Uig
;

and there are a considerable number of townships

scattorcd round the coast. There is communication
with tho mainland by meaus of ferries at Kyle-Akin and
at the S end of Kyle-Rhca ; and by steamers from
Glasgow and from Strome Ferry, as is noticed under
Portree. Good main linos of road traverse the coasts

of the island on both sides except between Staffin Bay
and Portree, at the W side of Sleat, at Minginish, and at

Duirinish, but tho district roads are few and mostly poor.

Of the whole area of tho island it has been estimated

that Maeleod of Macleod possesses 141 000 acres, Lord
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M»cWl.l v:o,ooo. Major Fraaarof Kilmutr 45,000, tbo
i.l M I. .Kiln, dale ;;:..0'i0. Mi W Uaasay

17.000, Mr Kobertaon of Greshoruiidi 16,000, Mr Mac
a. rtarol Strathaird 18,000, Captain tfaodonald of Vat or-

nlafc Hid Loch Bay 8000, Mr Macdonnld of Skcabost
i s'.i, Mi M 'l>on:iKI k| l.vn. iluli. f.OOH, |)r Martin ofUlon-

dal« •'
i, and Mi tfaodonald ofTraulane 8000, bu1 horn

Qu quality ol the land bold, tlu> rental is not at alt in

* ofl to thi in thai of Lord Macdonald oelng

n an than thai of Marlood of Madcod, while for

bit 8000 Her** Captain ilacdonald draws more than

H'Lood of Glendaie for bit 38,000. Pop. (1821)

80,8 7, (1841) 28,089 (1881) 18,908, (1871) 17,3110,

l«i.>M». ..| whom M»o:i were females mid 16,00!)

< Am-. Hooaea (1881) 8483 inhabited, 47

\ t . rt building.

The Established Church has n Prbsbttee'S of Skyb
in tbo ajnod "i Glanalg. It ambraoea all the Skye

I
iriabai alroady mentioned, aa well as tbo parish of

BMAU [SUB, ami mission stations at Braes and
K>le Akin. The Free Church has also a Presbytery of

Bkn ambracing the obargea at Braoadale, Diminish,

Kiimuir, Portree, ltaasay, Sleat, Snizort, and Strath

in Skye, and those of Carinish, Harris, North Uist,

South Cist, and Tarbert in the Outer Hebrides. The
only othe r places of worship in the island are a U.P.

church nl Portree, a Baptist church at Broadford, and
nn Bpiaoopal church at Caroy.

S. also Martin's Description of the Western Islands
„f Scotland (1708 ; reprint, Qiaos. 1884); Dr Johnson's

Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland (1775);

Boawell's Tour to the Hebrides (1785); Gregory's

of tin Western Highlands and Isles of Scotland

(Edinb. 1886; 2d ed., Glasg. 1881); Macculloch'a

m of the. Western Islands of Scotland (1819),

and his Highlands and Western Isles of Scotland (1824)

;

Alexander Smith's Summer in Skyc (Edinb. 1865)
;

Buchanan's The Hcbrid /*Zes(1883) ; the appendix to the

Import of the Royal Commission on Agriculture (1881) ;

end the Rrpert of the Crofters' Commission (1884),

Skyreburn. See Anwoth.
Slaim, Loch. Sec Bougie and Craooie.
Slains, a coast parish of Buchan, E Aberdeenshire,

ins the fishing-village of Colli eston, 6 miles E
by S of Ellon, under which it has a post office. It

comprises the ancient parish of Forvie ; in outline

resembles a triangle, with south-south-westward apex
;

and is bounded N by Ciuden, SE by the German Ocean,

and W by Foveran and Logie-Buchan. Its utmost
length, from N by F *o S \>y W, is 7 miles ; its utmost

wiath is 4g miles; and its area is 9276 acres. The
Burn of Forvie Mowf 4jj miles south-by-westward along

the western border to the tidal Ythan, which, with a

high-vater breadth here of from 1 furlong to J mile,

winds ii| miles south-by-eastward to its mouth in the

German Ocean along all the rest of the Logie-Buchan
and Foveran boundary. At Waterside of Slains it is

crossed by a bridge, erected in 1876 at a cost of £4000.

The coast-line, 6| miles in extent, has a general south-

Bouth-westerly trend, and S of Hackley Head is fringed

by the Sands of Forvie, a desert of links between the

sea and the Ythan, rolled into knolls and little peaks,

and scantily covered with bent. Tradition differs as to

the date when Forvie was overwhelmed by sand, one

account referring it to the middle of the 15th century,

another to the reign of James VII. ; but both concur in

ascribing the calamity to a furious nine days' easterly

gale. Northward the coast grows rocky and precipitous,

attaining 100 feet at Hackley Head, 131 near the parish

church, 193 near Oldcastle, and 122 at Bruce's Haven.
The cliffs are indented by numbers of little creeks, are

torn and piled in terrible confusion, exhibit deep ghastly

chasms, and are pierced profoundly with numerous
taverns. One of the caves, Hell's Lurn, is upwards of

2( feet long, and in places 30 feet high ;
another, the

Dropping Cave or White Cave of Slains, is so richly

incTUsted with stalactites, and profusely watered with

the calcareous drippings from a porous rock which forms

them, that though the whole was swept away for trans-

mutation Into manure, a new coating, similar in
appearance to carved white marble, was very rapidly

f< ed, In the old smuggling days so well described
in John Skelt oil's Crookit Meg ( 1 880), these caves were
great contraband storehouses; and a spot near the
church was the scene of a desperate fray, in which
Philip Kenney was slain by a revenue officer, 19 Dec.
1798. A round hill of soliil rock near tbo manse is

pierced by the 'Needle's Eye,' a fissure 30 yards long,

4 feel wide, and 20 to 30 feet high, through which, in

asterly gale, the waves rush with terrific violence.
In a neighbouring creek, St Catherine's Dub, the 'St
( 'at hcrine,' one of the Spanish Armada, was wrecked in

1588; and a cast-iron gun was raised here in 1855.
Along the western border the surface declines to less

than 50 feet above sea-level
; but elsewhere the interior

[a high though hardly hilly, attaining 204 feet near the
northern boundary and 216 at the Kippet Hills on the
northern Bhore of the Muckle Looh (4 x 2J furl. ; 134
feet), This, lying towards tbo centre of the parish, is

much the largest of lour small fresh -water lakes, the
others being Little, Cotchill, and Sand Lochs. Gneiss
and mica slate are the chief rocks of the cHIPs

;
gravel

and small limestone boulders form the Kippet Hills;

and a caustic calcareous sand, suitable to bo spread over
newly reclaimed clay land, and long used in a general

way as a manure, prevails over much of the sandy waste.

The soil is of every variety, from the lightest sand to tbo
heaviest clay. A great extent of land, formerly waste,
has been reclaimed, and more than 7000 acres are now
under the plough. On Brownhill farm the late Mr
Gordon of Cluny introduced the steam plough into

Aberdeenshire, 24 April 1872. Only at Pitlurg ere

there any trees, and they have a stunted appearance.

The chief antiquity is the ruin of Slains Castle, crown-
ing a steep peninsulated rock, 120 feet high, whose base

is washed by the sea. This castle was very extensive

and of great strength, tbo only approach to it being
a narrow delile which a handful of brave men could
have held against any force ; but a fishing village, with
about 80 inhabitants, now occupies most of its site.

From the early part of the 14th century it was the

stronghold of the Hays of Erroll, but was demolished in

1594 by James VI., on occasion of the eighth Earl of

Erroll having joined in the Earl of Huntly's rebellion.

The foundation of the old church of Forvie may still be
traced on the Links ; and 3 furlongs SSE of Pitlurg is

the ivied gable of St Adamnan's Chapel, with a Gothic
window nearly entire. William Robinson Piric, D.D.,
Principal of Aberdeen University, was born at the manse
in 1804. Pitlurg House, 6 miles ENE of Ellon and 3|
N by W of Collieston, was built in 1828, and belongs to

Alexander Gordon-Cumming-Skene, Esq. of Parkhill.
Slains is in the presbytery of Ellon and the synod of

Aberdeen ; the living is worth £294. The parish church,

I mile N by E of Collieston, was built in 1806, and
contains 654 sittings. It was thoroughly repaired and
renovated in 1882 ; and a new manse was built in

1876. There is also a Free church ; and three schools

—Collieston public, Slains public, and the endowed
Bruce-Hay girls'—with respective accommodation for 50,

100, and 72 children, had (1884) an average attendance

Of 55, 06, and 40, and grants of £40, 6s., £45, 4s., and
£81, Is. Valuation (1860) £6328, (1885) £6838, 5s. 9d.

Pop. (1801) 970, (1831) 1134, (1861) 1266, (1871) 1355,

(1881) 1256, of whom 421 were in Collieston.—Ord. Sur.,

shs. 87, 77, 1876-73.

Slains Castle, the seat of the Earl of Erroll, in

Cruden parish, Aberdeenshire, on the brink of a lofty

sea-cliff, 1$ mile SSW of the Bullers of Buchan, 5

miles NNE of Old Slains Castle, and 7 SSW of Peter-

head. Built in 1664, and much extended at several

periods, it was, with exception of the lower part of its

original tower and of two other small portions, rebuilt

in 1836-37 ; and now is a stately and commodious edifice.

Dr Johnson, who was here in 1773, described it as

'built upon the margin of the sea so that the walls

of one of the towers seem only a continuation of a

perpendicular rock, the loot of which is beaten by the
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waves. To walk round the house seemed (and is)

impracticable. From the windows the eye wanders
over the sea that separates Scotland from Norway, and,

when the winds beat with violence, must enjoy all the

terrific grandeur of the tempestuous ocean. I would
not, for my amusement, wish for a storm ; but as

storms, whether wished for or not, will happen, I

may say, without violation of humanity, that I should

willingly look out upon them from Slains Castle.'

William Harry Hay, twenty-second Hereditary Lord
High Constable of Scotland since 1315, and eighteenth

Earl of Erroll since 1452 (b. 1823 ; sue. 1846), holds 4249
acres intheshire, valuedat£4268 perannuni.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 87, 1876. See Ltjncarty, Errol, and Slains.

Slamannan, a village and a parish of SE Stirlingshire.

The village stands near the right bank of the Avon, 5f
miles SSW of Falkirk and 5 furlongs N by W of Slam-
mannan station on the Slamannan section (1840) of the

North British railway, this being 4£ miles W by S of

Blackston Junction, 9| ENE of Coatbridge, and 17|
ENE of Glasgow. It has a post office, with money
older, savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a

branch of the Bank of Scotland, 3 hotels, and gasworks.

Pop. of village (1861) 482, (1871) 681, (1881) 1644, of

whom 419 were in Blinkbonny. Houses (1881) 322
inhabited, 7 vacant, 1 building.

The parish contains also the conjoint villages of

Balquhatston Row and Arnloss Colliery, of Binniehill

and Southfield, and of Limerigg and Lochside. In out-

line rudely resembling an obtuse angled triangle with
southward apex, it is bounded N by Falkirk and Muir-
avonside, SE by Torphichen in Linlithgowshire, and
SW by New Monkland in Lanarkshire. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 6 miles; its utmost breadth,

from N to S, is Z\ miles : and its area is 7148 acres, of

which 86 J are water. The river Avon or Aven winds
8 miles east-by-northward and east-by-southward along
all the Falkirk and Muiravonside boundary ; and Pol-

ness or Drumtassie Burn runs 4f miles north-eastward
along nearly all the Torphichen boundary, till it falls

into the Avon at the eastern extremity of the parish.
1 riangular Black Loch (^ x \ mile) lies just on the

New Monkland border ; and 5 furlongs ENE is Little

Black Loch (1J x 1 furl.). The surface is flatfish, sink-

ing along the Avon to a little less than 500 feet above
sea-level, and attaining a summit altitude of 707 feet

near the Little Black Loch. The lands adjacent to the

Avon, to the breadth of about a mile, comprise much
haugh and meadow, and are subject to floods after heavy
ruins. The rocks are mainly carboniferous, and include
gn at quantities of excellent coal and ironstone. Min-
ing employs a large proportion of the population ; and
the manufacture of coke is extensively carried on. The
mil of the haugh and the meadow lands is light and
fertile ; and that of the higher tracts is partly a good
loam, partly strong hard clay, partly black mossy earth,

and partly moor or wet moss overlying a bed of sand.

Much ground, formerly heathy or swampy, has been
reclaimed into good arable condition. Part, or perhaps
the whole, of the parish was obtained in 1470|from
James II. by Lord Livingstone; and, along with the
advowson of the church, was held by his lordship's

successors, the Earls of Linlithgow and Calendar, till

their attainder in 1716. The parish in pre-Heforma-
t inn times was called St Laurence—on account of

the dedication of its church to this saint
; and,

in legal instruments, it is still designated 'the
parish of Slamannan, otherwise St Laurence.' An
excellent fountain, a little SE of the church, bears the
name of St Laurence's Well. A mansion, noticed
separately, is Balquhatston ; and 6 proprietors hold
each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 8 of between
£100 and £500. Since 1730 the southern portion of

Falkirk parish has been annexed ecclesiastically to

Slamannan, which is in the presbytery of Linlithgow
and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale. The living

is worth £319. The parish church was built in 1810,
and contains upwards of 700 sittings. There are also

Free and Methodist churches, besides an Evangelical

Union church at Avonbridge ; and five schools—
Avonbridge public, Limerigg public, Slamannan public,
Drumclair Colliery, and Slamannan Free Church—with
respective accommodation for 166, 282, 416, 126, and
148 children, had (1884) an average attendance of 90,

237, 414, 102, and 142, and grants of £100, 18s., £153,
14s. 6d., £277, lis. 6d., £67, 6s., and £115, 18s.

Valuation (1860) £8902, (1885) £22,606, 10s. 3d.

Pop. of civil parish (1801) 923, (1841) 979, (1861;
2916, (1871) 4164. (1881) 5850 ; of ecclesiastical parish

(1871) 4847, (1881) 6428.—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.
Slapin, a sea-loch on the S side of Strath parish, Isle

of Skye, Inverness-shire, striking at right angles from
the mouth of Loch Eisbcrt, and penetrating i\ miles
north-by-westward to within 3 miles of the head of
Loch Eynort, on the opposite side of the island. Across
the entrance it measures 2\ miles, and thence narrows
gradually to a point. It goes parallel with Loch Scavaig,
and, in common with that sea-loch, is sublimely over-

hung by Blabhein (3042 feet).

Slate. See Sleat.
Slateford, a village in Colinton and St Cuthberts

parishes, Edinburghshire, on the Water of Leith and the
Union Canal, \ mile SSW of Slateford station on the
Caledonian railway, this being 2-J miles SW of the
Edinburgh terminus. It has a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a
bridge, a canal aqueduct, a railway viaduct, a plain
old U.P. church, a public school, a Good Templar's
hall (1872), a police station, and the extensive
bleachfield of Inglis Green. The Rev. John Dick,
D.D. (1764-1833), afterwards professor of theology to
the Associate Synod, was minister here from 1786 to

1803 ; and Robert Pollok (1799-1827), author of the
Course of Time, spent the last summer of his life with
Mr Dick's successor, the Rev. John Belfrage, M.D.,
and preached once or twice in his church. The
aqueduct and the viaduct are magnificent works, the
former 500 feet long and 65 high ; and they and the
bridge stand so near one another, and have such differ-

ent heights, as to form a curious scene. Pop. (1841)
221, (1861) 514, (1871) 647, (1881) 621, of whom 519
were in Colinton parish. —Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Slateford, a small village in Maybole parish, Ayr-
shire, 1 £ mile N by E of the town.

Slateford, Forfarshire. See Epzell.
Slate Islands, a group of islands off the mainland of

Lorn district, Argyllshire. It commences 7$ miles
SSW of Oban, and terminates 4£ miles N by W of
Craignish Point ; measures about 10 miles in length
from N to S, and about miles in breadth ; is separated
from the mainland, and intersected in its several parts,

by narrow straits ; takes its name from consisting

largely of fissile clay slate, well adapted for roofing pur-
poses ; and exhibits, throughout shores and surfaces,

such mixtures of rock and wood, of height and hollow,

as form an assemblage of charming close views. Its

chief islands are Luing, Shuna, Torsay, Seil, Easdale,

and Balnahuaigh, all of which are separately described.

Sleat, a parish in the SE of the Isle of Skye, containing
the coast village of Lsle-Oiinsay, 11 miles SSE of Broad-
ford, under which it has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments. It is bounded
at its north-eastern extremity by Loch Alsh and by
Kyle-Rhea (J mile broad), along all its south -eastern
side by the Sound of Sleat, and along its north-westein
by the Atlantic, Loch Eishort, and Strath parish. Its

utmost length, from NE to SW, is 21J miles; its

utmost breadth is 5| miles; and its area is 65J square
miles or 41,757 acres, of which 13303 are foreshore and

458J water. Loch na Dal indents it on the SE side to a

depth of 1J mile, and leaves an isthmus only 1J mile
broad to the head of Loch Eishort on the opposite side.

It thus cuts the parish into two natural divisions, of

which the north-eastern, measuring 7| miles in extreme
length and 2\ in extreme breadth, is separated from
Strath or tho rest of Skye by a lofty hill range. The
road from Broadf'ord to Kyle-Rhea crosses this range by
the pass of Bealach Udal, 911 feet high, and to the NE

363
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of that nut riwSgurr naCoinnirh (2401 for-tUml Tleinn

. li [iVM . to thoSW, lion .Mask (1084), Belnn
M Beamralg tis:u>\ ud Belnn Bhmc o '-')• The
Mth-WWtUB oivUoil funis a peninsula between the

BonndofBlaal ind Looh Rishobt, and measures 1 :i 4

n Hi -. ni extreme length b* 5j in extreme breadth, it

tapers to a headland, the Point »r Bleat, 242 feet high ;

bii.I rU. » li, !,. (I,,' coast is generally steep ami rocky.

The Interior i> inllv. bnt hardly mountainous, chief

summits Iron NK to sw being Sgoraoh Breao (977 feet),

Sgurr na h-Ioluire (95(1), nnd Sgurr nan Caorach (918).

I hi I'.itnli (07 acres) nml Loch Dhughaill (50,',,

Bona) nre tin- largest of fourteen moorland lochs, which
Boinctiincs ntl'nril lair spoil to t lie fisherman, ami which
m n i nil" a number of streams to the sea. Tho rocks nro

nninlv metami>r]>hio, hut thoy exhibit great variety,

and include ouartiite, gneiss, ^lay slate, limestone,

1
1

. . t
. Tl '-li .'l much ,i| tin' arable html mi

thi' SK si. le is a ilreji and nut unproductive clay. With
[I nit itions and trim hedgerows, the long pro-

montory nl Sh it has been termed 'the best wooded, the

Minniest, and the most carefully cultivated part of

Bkjm ;
' still, in the Ordnance Area Hook, 30,038;}: acres

are entered as moorland, leaving less than one-fourth of

the entire area for arable, green pasture, or woodland.
DumOAITB and SHOOK Castles, the chief antiquities,

are noticed Separately, as also is modem Armadale
<'. mk, whose owner, Lord Macdonald, is sole pro-

prietor. Sleat is in the presbytery of Skye and the
xynod of Glenelg ; the living is worth £198. The now
parish church, at Kilmore, 6 miles SSW of Isle-Ornsny,

is a good Gothic building of 1877, and contains 600
sittings, There is also a Kree church; and six public

] -And, Ardva r, Duisdalc, Ferrindonald, Kyle-

rhea, and Tarscabhaig—with respective accommodation
for 68, 46, 145, 90, 31, and 80 children, bad (1884) an
average attendance of 42, , 35, 53, 13, and 30, and grants
of £36, 4s. 9d., £.,£„, £58, 17s. Id., £25, 13s.,

and £44, 18s. Id. Valuation (1860) £2751, (1884) £4453.
Pop. (1801) 1903, (1831) 2957, (1861) 2330, (1871)2233,
(1&81) 2060, of whom 2000 were Gaelic-speaking.

Sleat, Sound of, a belt of sea dividing the SB shore
of the Isle of Skye from the Glenelg, Knoydart, and
Morar districts of the mainland of Inverness-shire. In
the N communicating by Kyle-Rhea with Loch Alsh,
it extends 19J miles south-south-westward ; broadens
from 1 mile to 7 miles ; sends ofr, on its mainland side,

Lochs Hourn and Nevis ; on its Skye side contains the
harbour of Isle-Ornsay ; and is regularly traversed by
steamers plying between Oban and the Clyde to the S
and Portree and Wester Ross-shire to the N.

Sliach. See Drum blade.
Sligachan, a place, with a good inn, in the Islo of

Skve, Inverness-shire, at the head of salt-water Loch
Sligachan, 9 miles S by E of Portree and 15£ WNW of

Broadford, under which it has a post oflice. See Glen-
smoachan and Portkee.

Slipperfield Loch. See Lintov, Peeblesshire.

Slitrig Water, a troutful rivulet of Teviotdale, Rox-
burghshire, formed by several head-streams which rise

on the northern slope of the watershed with Liddes-
dale, and mnning through or along the borders of
Cavers, Kirkton, and Hawick parishes till it falls

into the Teviot at the town of Hawick. Its descent
is very great ; and its current, in consequence,
rapid. Over a great part of its course it has a
rocky path ; occasionally it careers down a shelving
descent ; and, at one place, it forms a picturesque
cataract. Its vale, though gorge-like, and screened by
bold green heights, repeatedly expands into little

hanghs, and is pleasantly tufted with wood
;
and, so

high up as 4 miles above Hawick, is spread out into the
rich and beautiful demesne of Stobs Castle. The stream,
as a whole, is charmingly picturesque. Dr Leyden, one
of several poets who have celebrated it in verse, seems
to have been annoyed by the harshness of its name, and
capriciously gives it the soft designation of ' Slata.'

—

Ord. Hv.r., sh. 17, 1864.

8ioy. Loch. See AbBOCHAB.

Smaddy, Loch. See OrOSSMIOHADI,
Snmilholm, a village and a parish of N Roxburghshire.

An ancient straggling place, Hie village is 5| miles S
bj E of Gordon Btation, and WNW of Kelso, under

Which it has a post office.

The parish is bounded SK by Kelso and Makerstoun,
and on all other sides by Berwickshire, viz., SW ami W
by Mertoun, N by Earlston and Nenthorn, and NK by
Nenl horn. Us utmost length, from E to W, is 4
miles; its utmost breadth is -l\ miles; and its area is

i acres, of which 7:} are water. Troutful Ki>en
WATBB winds .'! miles east -by-southward along tho

eastern pail Of Hie northern boundary; and beside it,

in the north eastern corner of the parish, tho surface

sinks to 298 le t, above sea-level, thence rising to 570
feel near Overtown, 058 near New Smailholm, and 680
ai Sandyknowe Crags. Trap rock, 'rotten rock,' and
limestone are plentiful; and tho two first furnish very

fair road metal. Some 65 acres are under wood ; about
one-ninth of the entire area is natural pasture ; and all

the remainder is in tillage. Sandyknowe, a comfortable
and substantial farm, M, mile SSW of tho village and
li miles W by N of Kelso, was t he frequent homo, from
his third till his eighth year, of Sir Walter Scott (1771-

1832), whoso paternal grandfather, Robert Scott, held

a lease of it from his chief and kinsman, Mr Scott of

Harden. Behind, on Sandyknowe Crags, ' standing
stark and upright as a warder, is tho stout old Smail-
holm Tower, seen and seeing all around. It now is

moro than a hundred years sinco that "lonely infant"
was found in a thunderstorm, lying on the soft grass at

the foot of the grey old Strength, clapping his bands
at each flash, and shouting, " Bonny ! bonny !

" ' Thus
wrote tho author of Rah and Ms Friends ; and Scott him-
self, in the Introduction to Canto Third of Marmitm,
has sung

—

' Those crags, that mountain tower,
Which channel! my fancy's wakening hour:
Though no broad river swept along,

To claim, perchance, heroic song

;

Though sighed no groves in summer gale,

To prompt of love a softer tale ;

Though scarce a puny streamlet's speed
Claimed homage from a shepherd's reed.

Yet was poetic impulse given,

By the green hill and clear hlue heaven.
It was a barren scene, and wild,

Where naked cliffs were rudely piled;
But ever and anon between
Lay velvet tufts of loveliest green

;

And well the lonely infant knew
Keoesses where the wall-flower grew,
And honey suckle loved to crawl
Up the low crag and ruined wall.

I deemed such nooks the sweetest shada
The sun in all his round surveyed ;

And still I thought that shattered tower
The mightiest work of human power

;

And marvelled, as the aged hind
With some strange tale bewitched the mind
Of forayers, who, with headlong force,

!•••»» from that strength had spurred their l.orai!.

Their southern rapine to renew,
l-'ar in the distant Cheviots blue,

And, home returning, filled the hall

With revel, waesel-rout, and brawl.

—

Methought that still with tramp and clang
The gateway's broken arches rang;
Methought grim features, seamed with scars,

Glared through the windows' rusty bars.'

In the Eve of S't John, too, almost his earliest ballad,

the scene is laid at Smaylho'me or Smailholm Tower,
which later formed his prototype of ' Avenel Castle.'

Built in the early part of the 15th century, it is a plain

square gabled tower of the usual Border typo, three

stories nigh, with massive walls 9 feet thick, small

windows, vaulted stone roofs, and a narrow stone turn-

pike stair at the SE angle. On three sides are crags,

on the fourth or eastern a morass and a deep brown
loehlet, the remains of a larger lake that once surrounded

the height. A strong outer wall, now very ruinous,

i qi lo 1 a courtyard, within which stood the domestic

chapel. From the top is gained a magnificent view

to Berwick, the Cheviots, 'triple Eildon,' and the

Lammermuirs ; and at such a distance is the tower

visible that in old topographical works it figures as 'a
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conspicuous landmark to direct vessels to Berwick.'
The lands of Smailholm were held by the Pringles
from 1408 until the first quarter of the 17th century,
when they went to the Scotts of Harden, so that their
present owner is Lord Polwarth. The Earl of Hadding-
ton is chief proprietor in the eastern half of the parish

;

and two lesser landowners hold each an annual value of
between £100 and £500, and 2 of from £20 to £100.
Smailholm is in the presbytery of Earlston and the
synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth
£370. The ivy-mantled church, supposed to have been
built in 1632, contains 282 sittings. The public school,
with accommodation for 122 children, had (1884) au
average attendance of 76, and a grant of £57, 13s.

Valuation (1864) £5492, 3s. lid., (1884) £5785, 2s.

Pop. (1801) 446, (1831) 628, (1861) 554, (1871) 534,
(1881) HQ.— Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.
Small or Sma' Glen. See Glenalmond.
Smailholm. See Lochmaben.
Small Isles, a Hebridean parish of Argyll and Inver-

ness shires, detached from Sleat parish in 1726, and
successively known as Eigg, Short Isles, and Small
Isles. Besides a few uninhabited islets, it comprises
the islands of Canna, Muck, Rum, Sanday, and Eigg,
the first four belonging to Argyllshire, the fifth to
Inverness-shire, and all described in separate articles.
Its total area is 62| square miles or 39,945f acres, of
which 32,039£ belong to Argyll and 7906£ to Inverness
shire, whilst 2008J are foreshore and 1844 water. The
post-town is Oban. Small Isles parish is in the pres-
bytery of Skye and the synod of Glenelg ; the living is

worth £208. Two public schools, Canna and Eigg, with
respective accommodation for 25 and 60 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 17 and 24, and grants
of £30, 16s. Id. and £50, 5s. 3d. Valuation (1884)
£3678, of which £2659 was for the Argyllshire islands.
Pop. (1811) 1547, (1831) 1005, (1861) 567, (1871) 522,
(1881) 550, of whom 482 were Gaelic-speaking, and 291
were in Eigg.

Smeaton, a mansion of 1790, in Prestonkirk parish,
Haddingtonshire, 1£ mile N of East Linton. It is

interesting as containing several relics of Mary Queen
of Scots—viz., an autograph letter, an altar cloth of her
embroidering, a comb, a black satin body, etc. In 1538
Sir Patrick Hepburn of Wauchton gave half the lands
of Smeaton and all Smeaton-Crux to his second son,
Adam, whose last male descendant was succeeded in
1764 by his nephew, George Buchan of Letham. He
was created a baronet in 1815 ; and his grandson, Sir
Thomas Buchan Hepburn, third Bart. (b. 1804 ; sue.
1833), holds 2772 acres in the shire, valued at £8513
per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See J. Small's
Castles and Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb. 1883).
Smeaton, a railway station on the S border of Inveresk

parish, Edinburghshire, on the Macmerry railway, 4 miles
SE of l'ortobello.

Smithston. See Greenock.
Smithstone, an estate, with a mansion, in Tarbolton

parish, Ayrshire, 1? mile WSW of Mauchline.
Smithton, a village in Cumbernauld parish, Dum-

bartonshire, near the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway,

(1881) 420
Cumbernauld town. Pop. (1871) 446,

Smoo Cave, a limestone cavern, with three compart-
ments in Durness parish, Sutherland, at the head of
a small sea-inlet 1J mile E of Durness church. Its
entrance is 53 feet high, and resembles a Gothic arch
with high entablature and spreading pillars; its first
compartment is 200 feet long and 110 wide, and has a
vaulted roof with vertical aperture to the open air ; its
second compartment is 70 feet long and 30 wide, has
also a high arched roof with vertical aperture, contains
a deep pool, and receives a waterfall of 80 feet in leap •

and the third compartment is 120 feet long, 8 wide, and
fr°!"

f.°
40 hi«''- all| l cannot he seen without an

artificial light. A small harbour is adjacent to the
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Smyllum, Sue Lanark.
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Snaigow, a modern English Baronial mansion in

Caputh parish, Perthshire, 4 miles E by N of Dunkeld.
The estate was purchased in 1874, and lias since been
greatly improved, by William Cox, Esq., a partner in

the great Lochee firm.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Snar Water. See Crawfordjoiin.
Snizort, a parish in the N of Skye, Inverness-shire,

whose church stands towards the head of Loch Snizort

Beag, 6§ miles NNW of Portree, under which there is

a post office of Snizort. Containing also the post office

villages of Skeabost and Uig, it is bounded N by Kil-

muir, E by the Sound of Raasay, SE by Portree, SW by
Bracadale, and W by Duirinish and Loeh Snizort. Its

utmost length, from N to S, is 15 miles ; its utmost
width, from E to W, is 8J miles ; and its area is 84|
square miles or 54,285* acres, of which 789J are fore-

shore, 177f water, and 38J tidal water. The E coast

measures 5| miles, and the W coast no less than 23,

following all the ins and outs of Uig Bay and Loch
Snizort Beag ; and both are generally bold and rocky.

Loch Leathan (7x4 furl. ; 436 feet), on the Portree

boundary, is much the largest of four fresh-water lakes

;

and the principal streams are the Snizort, the Haultin, the

Romesdal, the Hinnisdal, and the Conon, all running to

Loch Snizort Beag or Loeh Snizort. The surface is every-

where hilly or mountainous, chief elevations from N
to S being Biodha Buidhe (1523 feet), Beinn Edra (2003),

Baca Ruadh (2091), the Storr (2360), Beinn a Chearcaill

(1817), and Beinn Grasco (768). Of these the huge and
lofty ridge that bears the name of the Storr sends up a

chief cluster of torn and precipitous summits, which,

rising to a height of several hundred feet above the
adjacent masses, shoot up from the bosom of a fog like

a series of air-borne spires, towers, and walls—a far-

away city on the clouds. Much of the parish is irre-

claimable waste, 47,439 acres being ranked as moorland
by the Ordnance Survey ; but much of this moorland is

occupied in the rearing of black cattle. The rocks are

principally traps, partly overlying stratified formations
;

and the soil of the arable grounds, though various, is

principally a gravelly loam on a cold clay. On an islet

formed by the river Snizort, and now used as a
cemetery, are the ruins of an old cruciform church,

which probably was once the parent church of Skye.

In various localities are cairns, tumuli, and vestiges of

stone-circles. The Old Man of Storr is a natural

obelisk of uncommon magnitude, measuring 360 feet

around the base, swelling below the middle to a larger

girth, and thence tapering away to nearly a sharp point

at an altitude of 160 feet. On the boundary with
Portree is a beautiful cascade over a precipice about 90
feet high. Beneath it, and nearly opposite its middle,

an arched hollow path passes across the rock, so broad
that five or six persons may occupy it abreast, and so

situated that they are secure from the body of water
which rolls over them, and looks like a thick curved

pillar of smoke. Kingsburgh House, near the E shore

of Loch Snizort Beag, 2J miles NNW of the parish

church, is gone ; but some venerable plane trees mark
the site of its garden. Hither, disguised as ' Betty

Burke,' Miss Flora Macdonald's muckle Irish maid,

came Prince Charles Edward, on 28 June 1746 ; here he
made a hearty supper, drank a bumper of brandy,

smoked a pipe, and enjoyed, for the first time for many
weeks, the luxury of a good bed. Hither, too, in 1773,

came Dr Johnson. ' To see,' says Boswell, ' Dr Samuel
Johnson in Prince Charles's bed, in the Isle of Skye, in

the house of Miss Flora Macdonald, struck mo with such

a group of ideas as it is not easy for words to describe.

He smiled and said, " I have had no ambitious thoughts
in it." ' Lord Macdonald is chief proprietor, but 4 others

hold each an animal value of more than £500. Snizort

is in the presbytery of Skye and the synod of Glenelg
;

the living is worth £158. The parish church, built in

1805, and enlarged in 1839, contains 750 sittings. There
is a Free church of Snizort ; and five schools—Bernisdale,

Glenhinnisdal, Kensaleyre, Uig, and the Macdiarmid
foundation—with respective accommodation for 120, 33,

80, 134, and 61 children, had (1884) an average attend-
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:i.-r ..! ;-0, H. CS. 49. im.l nml grants of £M, 4s. 0.1.,

M IBa . £18, 7s. ML, £81, 14a, Id . tad xio. 3h. r>d.

\ -duMion .l.Ml.n x'lW. (1»M! XM1S. l'op. (IMH)
•jm. .s<s7. tiM.n WW. (1*71) WJO, (1881)

8180, <! whoa urn « :.n u. >].. iikin^. and 17 inn
in SiriiM'lioll (/iiikk/ srimi pitrinli.

Snlsort, Loch, .1 -r.i Ku h in I lie NW of Skye, entering

from the Little Minrh between the promontories of

Ti< 'tlrruir.il and Vaterniidi. Striking >s i miles south

-

itward, and dittowing Iron v miles at t ho

Unnot t<> miles, it emboaoma the Aaorib Ielands,

madi off Dig Bm to the B, and forks at its bead Into

Lo,hs Cn^li, rnisii nml Sni/.ort Beng. Of these. Loch
Crrithi'tiiish extends iiiilrs south-south-westward, ami
varus in width between 1J mid i mile ; whilst Loeh
Siu/ort Bmg, winding SI miles south-south-eastward, is

nowherr more than n mile across.

Soay. an island <>l Itra. adale parish, Skye, Invcrncss-

s' ii.', i\,n tt s\v oi Loob Beavaig, nml B of Minginish,
Irom whieli it ia »c]iaratcd by a strait, called Soay
Sound.

.'.-J
luiiongs to lg milo wide. The island is 3

nub s long from NE to SW, nml lj milo in extreme
. bn1 it Is nearly bisected by two bays, indent-

1 tit; it .11 opposite .sides. Its surface is low and broken,

mid in iw In re us. - t" -in i'li -vat lull of v I ban 4f>f> feel
;

and its coast is bold and rocky, and generally presents

to the aurgo perpendicular ciiffs of 60 or 70 feet in

height, lin rocks present an alternation of red sand-

stone and greywacko traversed by trap. Pop. (1841)

113. (1861) 129, (1871) 120, (1881) 102.

Soay. See SoYEA.
Solway Firth (the Itunrr Acstuarium of Ptolemy),

• projection of the Irish Sea north - eastward be-

tween Scotland and England. Its entrance on the

English side is obviously at St Pees Head in

Cumberland ; but, on the Scottish side, is far from
being distinctly marked, and has been very variously

Stab I. Burrow Head, at the southern extremity of the

distri.-t "I Mai bus in Wigtownshire, is the furthest and
the most commonly assigned entrance

;
yet between that

headland and Palmae Head or even Balcarry Point,

respectively lf»j and 25 miles in a straight line east-

north-eastward, the whole Scottish coast directly con-

fronts the entire expanse of the Irish Sea. Starting

fr»m Burrow Head, the firth measures 32J miles across

the entrance, and 49 miles in length ; but measured
from Balcarry Point, it is only 22 miles across the

entrance, and 36$ miles in length. From Balcarry

Point to the mouth of Pow Water in Cummertrees, it

extends nearly due north-eastward, and gradually con-

tracting in width, though with occasional expansions,

baa a maximum breadth of 18J miles, a minimum
breadth of 7, and a mean breadth of 13. From the

mouth of Pow Water to its head—a distance of 13

J

miles—it extends in an easterly direction, and has a

varying breadth of from 1 J mile to 8J miles—the maxi-

mum being at Morecambe Bay, and the minimum near

the Solway Viaduct. The streams, bays, and coasts of

the tirth on the English side do not come within our

scope. The Sark, Kirtle Water, and some smaller

streams enter it on the Dumfriesshire coast, without

forming estuaries ; the Annan, Pow Water, and Lochar
Water enter it on the same coast through estuaries of

but small extent ; and the Nith, before entering it, forms

along and gradnallyexpandingestuary between Dumfries-

shire and Galloway. The chief streams which enter it

in Galloway, calculating to the extreme point of Burrow
Head, are Southwick Water, Urr Water, the Dee,

the Fleet, the Cree, and the Bladenoch ; and its prin-

cipal marine expansions within the same range of sea-

board are the estuary of the Uir, Aucheneairn Bay,

Kirkcudbright Bay, Fleet Bay, and, chief of all, Wig-
town Bay. The coast along Dumfriesshire is low and
sandy, and ascends by an exceedingly low gradient from
the line of high-water mark ; but along the greater part

of Galloway it is bold and rocky, and exhibits cliffs,

caverns, pinnacles, isolated rocks, and a variegated

rampart in such frequent and curious combinations as

to produce abundance of picturesque scenery.

S66

Thfl Solway, as to the depth of its wafer, the character
"i H beaoh, and especially the phenomena of its tides,

differs widely from every oilier firth in Scotland, or
even from every other marine indentation in the world.
Ovei a di tance ofaboul 20 miles from its bead, the
whole oi us bed, excepting the narrow and canal-like
ohannelsof the Nith and the confluent waters which
enter near the eastern extremity, is alternately a
Burgy brown sea, t inclined with silt, and oscillating
with the tide, and a naked, flat, unrelieved ox-
pan.se of sand, a wilderness of desolation, a miniature
Sahara, Btrangely interposing its dark dreary projection
between the blooming slopes of Cumberland aiid the
fertile lands of Scotland. Much of its beach, or rather
ol ils bed, even in its broader and more seaward parts,
is of the same character; so very much, indeed, that
were the li»t 1 1 estimated only by the space it covers at
low water, it would figure iii comparative insignificance.
All its tides are rapid, and constitute rather a rush or
careering race than a How or a current of waters. A
Bpring tide, but especially a tide which runs before
a stiff Inci ze from the S or the SW, careers along at
tho rate of from 8 to 10 miles an hour. It is heard
by the people along the shore more than 20 miles
before it reaches them, and approaches with a hoarse
loud roar, with a tumult far more sublime than if

the wide sandy waste were scoured by the lleetest

host of invading cavalry. Before the first wave
can be descried from the shore, a long cloud of
spray is seen, as if whirling on an axis, zoned with
mimic rainbows, sweeping onward with the speed of a
strong steady breeze ; then follows a long curved white
and flowing surf; and then suddenly appears the
majestic van of the tide, a deeply dimpled body of
waters, from 3 to 6 feet high, rolling impetuously
forward, and bringing closely in its rear a tumbling
mass of sea, glittering and gorgeous all over with the
most fitful play of the prismatic colours. Accidents
occasionally occur with ships, and have been very fre-

quent—though much less so of late years than before—
with persons venturing within high-water mark. The
rivers which traverse the bed of the firth being easily

fordable, strong inducement is offered by the shortness
of the path to cross tho sands to England during the
recess of the tide. But Scotchmen, even when well-

mounted, have, in numerous instances—sometimes to

an amount to constitute a literal catastrophe— been
overtaken and drowned, while returning from the Cum-
berland fairs. Even persons best acquainted with the
locality are liable to mistake in their calculations

of the time when the tide will approach
;
and, when

they are halfway across, may hear the appalling sound
of the watery invasion so near and menacing, that

a clear atmosphere, a good steed, much self-collected-

ness, and a steady remembrance of the direction of

the path, may all be necessary for their preservation.

1 )i rise logs frequent ly ai ise, and so bewilder experienced

guides, that they can proceed in safety only with the

aid of the compass ; and quicksands are occasionally

formed, and fitfully shift their localities, to the im-
minent peril of every intruder who has not watched the
impressions made upon the ground by almost every
successive tide.

The fisheries of the Solway are extensive and various.

Some curious particulars respecting their former con-

dition are furnished in Scott's novel of Bedgwwntlet.

The mode of fishing is principally by stake-nets, which
are wholly submerged by the tide, and which, when the

tide is out, contribute their lank proportions to the pre-

vailing dreariness of the landscape. Salmon, herling,

sea-trout, flounders, and codlings are taken in large

quantities ; turbot and soles occur, but are not plenti-

ful
;
herrings, at a former period, were in some seasons

caught and cured in great abundance, but of late they
appear but occasionally, and not in large numbers ; and
mussels and cockles are gathered along the shores \y
poor persons, and carried weekly to the markets of

Dumfries and Carlisle. The fishings usually commence
early in March, and close before the end of (September.
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The Solway, in spite of the singular character of its

tides, and in spite of the opening of railways, is still

of value to Dumfriesshire and Kirkcudbrightshire for

its navigation ; much more so, in proportion, than it

is to Cumberland. Not only the seaboard, but most
of the interior of the counties, is far distant from Scot-

tish coal of any sort, and especially from coal of good
quality, so is largely dependent on Workington, White-
haven, and other places near the mouth of the English
side of the Solway, for supplies of fuel. The amount of

tonnage in vessels employed in importing coals is, in

consequence, aggregately great. The export trade, too,

of the two counties, or the outlet for the produce of their

arable farms, their grazing-grounds, their sheep-walks,

their dairies, and their poultry yards, is mainly with
Liverpool and other English towns on the western coast,

and is largely carried on by the navigation of the Solway.
Ordinary tides rise about 10 or 12 feet, and spring tides

about 20 ; and they bring enough of water up to the
very head of the firth to let vessels of 120 tons move
up the channel of the stream to the foot of the river

Sark. The Solway has long been gradually receding
from the land ; it once filled the large area now occupied
by Lochar Moss, and covered less than a century ago
lands which are now verdant or arable 1 mile distant

from its present high-water mark. The Solway Railway
Viaduct, described under Annan, has been recon-

structed, and was reopened to traffic in 1884.

Sonachan House, a mansion in Kilchrenan parish,

Argyllshire, on the SE shore of Loch Awe, 12 miles N
by W of Inveraray.

Sorbie, a village and a coast parish of SE Wigtown-
shire. The village stands 2| miles W of Garliestown
and \ mile S by E of Sorbie station on the Wigtown-
shire railway (1875-77), this being 6 miles N by W of

Whithorn and 6| S of Wigtown. It has a post and
railway telegraph office, a neat little Free church, with
belfried gable to the street, and a handsome school,

erected in 1875-76 at a cost of more than £1000 ; but
its damask factory, established about 1790, and long
famous through many parts of Britain for the quality

of its goods, is now a thing of the past.

The parish, containing also the seaport village of

Garliestown, consisted anciently of two divisions,

Great and Little Sourbie, each with a church ; and now
comprises the ancient parishes of Sourbie, Cruggleton,
and Kirkmadrine, united about the middle of the 17th
century. It is bounded N by Kirkinner, NE and E by
Wigtown Bay, S by Whithorn, and SW by Glasserton.

Its utmost length, from E by N to W by S, is 6 miles
;

its utmost breadth is 5§ miles ; and its area is 11, 366\
acres, of which 1608J are foreshore and 147 water.*
The coast, with a total extent of 1 Og miles, is low and
flat on the NE, fringed by the broad expanse of the
Baldoon Sands ; but on the E is rocky and precipitous,

in places rising to over 100 feet, and pierced near l'almal-

let Point by two curious caves, the larger of which is

120 feet long, 100 high, and 36 wide. The chief inden-
tations are Garliestown Bay and Rigg or Cruggleton
Bay, which are flanked on the N by Eagerness Point,
on the S by Sliddery or Cruggleton Point. The
interior, attaining a maximum altitude of 225 feet at
the Gallow Hill, is prettily diversified with gentle emi-
nences and fertile vales ; and from several standpoints
one gains a superb prospect of the Irish Sea, the Solway
Firth, and their far-away mountain screens. One of the
vales runs eastward through the centre of the parish,

from the bed of Dowalton Loch to the head of Garlie-
stown Bay. The rocks are chiefly Silurian ; and the
soil, a heavy clay in some of the vales, is elsewhere
mostly of dry brownish earth mixed more or less with
till or gravel. Nearly 500 acres are under wood ; about
730 are pastoral or waste ; and all the rest of the land
is in tillage. The old Tower or Place of Sorbie, 1 mile
to the E of the village, is a mass of ruin 60 feet high,

* According to the Ordnanco Survey, but this water-area has
been almost reduced to nil by the draining in lWl-IZS of DowAL-
ton i i. at the meetlDg-point.ol Sorbie, Kirkinner, una ciks-
scrtou parishes.

which forms two sides of a quadrangle, and has been
four stories high. It has lost its pepperbox turrets

;

and the fine old trees, which, till lately, surrounded it,

have nearly all been felled. From the beginning of the
16th till the latter part of the 17th century, it was the
seat of the Hannays, one of whom, Patrick, served the
' Winter King' in the Thirty Years'. War, and published
a very scarce volume of Poems (1622). Another minor
poet, Robert Cowper, M. D. (1750-1818), was born at
Balsier Farm. The antiquities of Cruggleton, Eager-
ness, and Kirkmadrine are noticed separately, as also

is Galloway House, whose owner, the Earl of Gallo-
way, is chief proprietor, 2 others holding each an
annual value of more than £500, and 2 of between £100
and £500. Sorbie is in the presbytery of Wigtown and
the synod of Galloway ; the living is worth £-J92. The
new parish church, successor to one at Sorbie village,

is situate at Millisle, 1$ mile WNW of Garliestown.
Built in 1874-76 at a cost of £2500, it is a cruciform
Early English edifice, with 450 sittings, a SW tower
and spire over 60 feet high, and a stained E window in
memory of the late Earl of Galloway. Two public
schools, Garliestown and Sorbie, with respective accom-
modation for 171 and 160 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 132 and 113, and grants of £140,
8s. and £101, 8s. Valuation (1860) £11,307, (1885)
£15,648, 7s. 7d. Pop. (1801) 1091, (1831) 1412, (1861)
1814, (1871) 1667, (1881) 1696.—CW. Sur., shs. 4, 2,

1857-56.

Sorn, a village and a parish in the NE of Kyle
district, Ayrshire. The village stands on the rightbank
of the river Ayr, 2£ miles ENE of Catrine, and 4J E
of Mauchline, under which it has a post office. Pop.
(1861) 363, (1871) 393, (1881) 354.

The parish, containing also the town of Catrine, was
disjoined from Mauchline in 1692, and bore for some
time the name of Dalgain. It is bounded N by Gal-
ston, NE by Avondale in Lanarkshire, E by Muirkirk,
S by Auchinleck, and W by Mauchline. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 6| miles ; its utmost breadth,
from N to S, is 6J miles ; and its area is 30£ square
miles or 19,314 acres, of which 116£ are water, and
11 lie detached. The river Ayr, flowing between steep,

bold, copse-clad banks, has here a west-by-southerly
course of 9| miles—for the first 3J furlongs along the
Muirkirk, and for the last 7£ along the Mauchline,
boundary. Cleugh Burn runs 4 miles south-westward
to the Ayr between Sorn Castle and the parish church,
and makes several romantic waterfalls ; whilst Cessnock
Water, rising on Auehinannoch Muir, runs 4| miles
south-westward, till it passes off into Mauchline on its

way to the river Irvine. The surface sinks in the
extreme SW to 297 feet above sea-level ; and thence it

rises to 657 feet at Roundshaw, 694 at Airds Moss,
557 near Sorn Mains, 887 at Burn o' need Rigg, 964
at Auchmannooii Muir, 961 at Tincornhill, 1342 at
Blackside, and 1340 at Auchinlongford Hill. Of these,

Blackside commands a magnificent view over Ayr and
Lanark shires, and parts, it is said, of 14 other counties.

Coal, ironstone, and limestone have all been worked
;

sandstone is plentiful ; and fine specimens of calc-tuff

are found in the Cleugh Burn glen. The soil of the
haughs is a gravelly loam

; on many of the arable slopes

and braes is a reddish clay
;
and, on the skirts and

shoulders of the hills, is a mossy earth or moss itself,

sometimes incumbent on clay. Nearly one-sixth of the
entire area is regularly ill tillage ; rather more than 600
acres are under wood ; and the rest of the parish is

meadow, coarse hill pasture, or moss. Sorn Castle, lif

mile ~NK of Catrine, is charmingly situated on a lofty

and well-wooded rocky terrace overlooking the river

Ayr. The building is of very high but unknown an-
tiquity. About the year 1406 it became, along with,

the manor of Sorn and other lands in K \ ]c, the property
of Andrew Hamilton, third son of Sir David Hamilton
of Cadzow, ancestor of the Duke of Hamilton

;
and, in

subsequent times, it passed by marriage to the Earls
of Winton, and by purchase to the Earls of Loudoun.
Margaret Dalrymple, Dowager-Countess of Loudoun
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(167S 1 7 T 7 lived and died in it, nttomlotl by servants

nnarlv a* olil ns herself. Under the- persecutions of
i 11 , the ..»>il< »i- t.ik. ii possession of as a fort-

HmoI ll io\.i I. -. .ni.l made tlir scut «>f a garrison

for ovrr.iwing tho Covenanters. * Purchased by liis

Umilv toward* the dose of lost century, it now is the
I noes Somervell, Esq. (b. 1846 ;'mi.-. 1881), who

holds tiJ4.'. acres in the hliir«', viiluod at £1)787 ]>or

an n ti id. Catiiink lltii'KK, noticed separately, has

BMIBOriM of Dugald Stewart and his fathor. The
'prophet' ilaaada Pedes (1626*86), was born and
died iii the parish. Exhausted with his prolonged (nils

and sufferings in traversing the. kingdom as a proscribed

milliliter, nnd believing death to bo near, ho returned
to his brother's house in Sorn to die; but he was there,

in the imtnrdi ite vicinity of the garrison posted in Sorn
Castle, so lived chiefly in on artificial cave,—uniformly
i i. as he had been in a hundred places before,

Irom the pc. ring searches of tho blood-thirsty soldiery.

He w.is visited on his death-bed by tho celebrated

K»:iwi. k. i See CfMXorK.) Another native was
Joseph Train (177i'-1862), poet and antiquary. Ten
] toil bold Mob U annual value of £600 and up-
ward-, and 8 nl b, tween £100 and £600. In 1871 the

quoad sncra parish of Catkine was disjoined from
Sorn, which itself is a parish in the presbytery of Ayr
and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr. The living is

worth £310. Tho parish church, | mile W by N of

Sorn village, was built in 1668, and, as enlarged in

1S26, contains 611 sittings. Three public schools

—

Citrine, Sorn, and Woodsidc—with respective accom-
modation for 315, 208, and 207 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 276, 136, and 116, and grants of

£223, 4s., £119, 17s., and £112, 14s. Valuation (1860)
£13,140, (18S5) £21,105, plus £986 for railway. Pop.

(1801)2606, (1831)4253, (1861)4042, (1871)4032, (1881)
4 266, of whom 1617 were in Sorn ecclesiastical parish.
—Ord. Sur., shs. 14, 22, 15, 23, 1863-65.

Soulseat. See Saulseat.
South Alloa, etc. See Alloa, South, etc.

Southannan, an estate in the N of West Kilbride
. Ayrshire, 4 miles S of Largs. It belonged for

centuries to the Lords Sempill, and belongs now to the

Karl of Kglinton ; is traversed by a romantic burn,

making a series of beautiful falls ; and gives name to

a long reach of foreshore sands, of half-moon form,

sheltered by a curving recess in the land, which, when
the tide is out, have a maximum breadth of 1* mile,

nnd are notable for beds of shell fish and flocks of wild-

fowl. A ruined mansion on the estate, near a fine

cascade of the burn, was built in the time of James VI.

by one of the Lords Sempill after an Italian model.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 21, 1870.

Southbarr. See Inchixnan.
Southdean, a large Border parish ofSE Roxburghshire,

containing Chesters hamlet, near the left bank of Jed
"Water, 7 miles SSW of Jedburgh and 9 ESE of Hawick,
under which there is a post office of Southdean. Com-
prising since 1777 one-half of the ancient parish of

Aebotrulk, it is bounded NW and NE by Jedburgh,

E by Oxnarn and the two detached portions of Jedburgh,

BE by Northumberland, 8W by Castleton, and W by
Hobkirk. Its utmost length, from N by E to S by W,
is 10J miles ; its utmost width is 1\ mile3 ; and its area

is 43$ square miles or 27,983| acres, of which 55 are

water. Jed Water, rising, as Raven Burn, at an

* Sir William Hamilton, whose daughter and heiress married
Oeorge Lord Seton, and carried the property to the Earls of

Winton, was one A the senators of the College of Justice, and
lord-treasurer to James V. On the eve of the daughter's mar-
riage, the king set out to honour the bridal with his presence ;

but he had to traverse a long and dreary tract of moor, moss,
and miry clay, where there was neither road nor bridge; and,
when about half-way from Glasgow, he rode his horse into a quag-
mire, and was with difficulty extricated from his perilous seat on
the saddle. Far from a house, exposed to the bleak wind of a
cold day, and environed on all sides by a cheerless moor, he was
compelled to take a cold refreshment by the side of a well, and at

length declared that ' were he to play a trick on the devil, he
would send him to a bridal at Sorn in the middle of winter.' The
well at which he sat is still called the King's Well ; and the quag-
mire into which tus horse went is known as the King's Stable.
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altitude of 1500 feet, <>n the western slope of Carlin
Tooth, within 1 mile of a head stream of the English
T\ m

,
Iims here a north-north-easterly course of 15 miles

ovi i the Brsl 9 through the interior,and then along the
Jedburgh and Oxnam boundaries until, just above
Fernieherst, it passes oil' from this parish, whose
wi tern border is drained by head-streams or early

affluents of Rule Water. In the extreme N the
surface sinks along the Jed to close on 400 foot above
the sea; and chief elevations, from N to S, are FaW
Mill (lOSC, feet), Mervins l,aw(S30), Helling Mill (1162),

Wolflee Mill (1288), Cartbb Fell (1899), and Carlin

Tooth (1801), summits of the Cheviots these, which

a |">ilinn',,f Tcvioldale. The .southern district is

boldly hilly; and the northern also contains much
upland pasture, yet is softer in feature than the southern
district, ami comprises a considerable extent of arable

land. About 500 acres are under wood, and about
3000 in tillage. The soil of tho arable lands is variously

gravel, light black earth, and strong clay. Excellent

red and white sandstone has been worked in several

quarries ; limestone is inexhaustible ; coal has been
vainly sought for; and antimony occurs, but not in

such quantity as to ho profitably worked. British
camps and I'ordcr peel-houses exist in such number as

to show how stirring and blood-stained an arena the

parish must have been of early wars and marauding.
Close to tho English Border, 5f miles ESE of Chesters,

is the scene of the ' Raid of the Redeswire,'7 July 1575,
u hen .< mile Scots, resent ing 1 lie slaughter of one of their

countrymen, made a vengeful attack on the offenders,

and were repulsed. But meeting in their llight a body
of the men of Jedburgh, who joined them, they wheeled
round on their pursuers, completely routed them, killed

Sir George Heron, an eminent Northumbrian, and
carried prisoners to Dalkeith, Sir John Forster, the

warden, and some considerable persons, his attendants.

(See Jedburgh.) James Thomson (1700-48) was the

son of a former minister, who removed here from Ednam
a few weeks after the poet's birth, and whose monument
in the churchyard was renewed in 1866. Thus most of

the impressions which formed his characteristic style of

poetry were gained from Southdean and its neighbour-

hood. The Rev. Mr Veitch and Mr Bryson found
among the Southdean hills a retreat from persecution.

Mr James Davidson, who had terriers called Pepper and
Mustard, and was an enthusiastic lover of field-sports,

occupied the farm of Hyndlee, 2^ miles N of the mountain
pass into I.iddcsdale called 'Note o' the Gate,' and 10

SE of Hawick. He is believed, in the district, to have
been the original of Sir Walter Scott's ' Dandie Din-
inonf. ' in Guy Manneriny. Mansions are Wolflee,
Abbotkule, and Glendouglas ; and 3 proprietors hold
each an annual value of more, 2 of less, than £500.

Giving off a portion to Edgcrston quoad sacra parish,

S,,i;i lulean is in the presbytery of Jedburgh and the

synod of Mcrsc and Teviotdale ; the living is worth £450.

The old church stands in ruins on the right bank of Jed
Water, 1£ mile S by E of Chesters. The present parish

church, at Chesters, successor to one of 1690, was built

in 1876, and is a tasteful Early English edifice, one of

whose stained windows is a memorial to the poet

Thomson. The public school, with accommodation for

111 children, had (1884) an average attendance of 51,

and a grant of £53, 14s. 6d. Valuation (1864) £8922,

3s. 3d., (18S4)£10,777, Is. lOd. Pop. (1801) 697, (1841)

868, (1861) 759, (1871) 753, (1881) 724, of whom 641

were in t lie ecclesiastical parish.

—

Orel. Sur. , sh. 17, 1864.

Southend, a village and a parish at the southern

extremity of the peninsula of Kintyre, Argyllshire.

The village stands 9£ miles S by W of Campbeltown,

under which it has a post and telegraph office.

The parish, comprising the ancient parishes of Kil-

colmkill and Kilblane, includes the island of Sanda and

the adjacent islets, and has been called Southend since

the Reformation. It is bounded N by the parish of

Campbeltown, and on all other sides by the sea. Its

utmost length, lrom E to W, is 10^ miles ; its breadth.
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from N to S, varies between and 6$ miles ; and its

area is 31,160 acres, of which 277§ are foreshore and 81 ^
water. The coast, 20£ miles in extent, is slightly

indented by three or four little baylets capable of

affording anchorage to vessels, and terminates on the

SW in the bold broad promontory of the Mull of

Kintyre. It is chiefly sandy in the E, but high, bold,

and very rocky in the W, and in its high bold parts

abounds with caves, and presents a striking appearance

as seen from the sea. The interior exhibits a picturesque

variety of heights and hollows, pastoral hills and arable

vales, low grounds and heathy eminences. Chief
elevations, from E to W, are Kenan Hill (775 feet),

Tod Hill (610), Cnoc Mor (399), *Cnoc Odhar (907),

Beinn na Lice (1405), and *Cnoc Moy (1462), where
asterisks mark those summits that culminate on the

northern border. The last, Cnoc Moy, commands a

magnificent panoramic view. Two brooks, Conieglen

Water, and the Breackerie Water, which drain the

surface southward to the sea, are subject to sudden
inundating freshets, and sometimes cut out for them-
selves reaches of new channel. Mica slate, trap, Old
Red Sandstone, and limestone are the principal rocks

;

and the trap has been quarried for masonry, the lime-

stone worked for manure. The soil on the eastern sea-

board is a light loam mixed with sand or gravel ; that

on the slopes of the hills is mostly a light gravel incum-
bent on till. The proportion of arable land to pasture

is nearly as 1 to 15. Antiquities, other than that

noticed under Dunaverty Castle, are remains of

Scandinavian forts, some ancient standing-stones, and
ruins or vestiges of three pre-Reformation chapels.

Mansions, noticed separately, are Caeskey and Keir ;

and the Duke of Argyll owns nearly five-sixths of the

entire rental, 2 others holding each an annual value of

more, and 2 of less, than £500. Southend is in the

presbytery of Kintyre and the synod of Argyll ; the

living is worth £232. The parish church was built

in 1774, and contains 600 sittings. A U.P. church,

originally Relief, was built in 1798. Two public schools,

Glenbreackerie and Southend, with respective accommo-
dation for 45 and 161 children, had (1884) an average

attendance of 35 and 72, and grants of £29, lis. 6d.

and £63, 13s. Valuation (1860) £10,291, (1885)

£14,010, 8s. Pop. (1801) 1825, (1831) 2120, (1861)

1214, (1871) 1044, (1881) 955, of whom 121 were Gaelic-

speaking.—Ord. Sur., sh. 12, 1872.

Southerness, a village in Kirkbean parish, SE Kirk-

cudbrightshire, at Southerness Point, on the Solway
Firth, 10 miles SE of Dalbeattie, and 16 S of Dumfries.

It was built some time after the middle of last century
by Oswald of Auchencruive near Ayr, in the expectation

of its becoming a mining-village and depot for coal ; but
the desired mineral having been vainly searched for in

the neighbourhood, the village became transmuted into

;i Bea-bathing retreat. Southerness Point screens the

W side of the entrance of the estuary of the Nith, and
is crowned by a disused lighthouse.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 6,

1863.

South Esk, etc. See EsK, Soutii, etc.

Southfield, a village in Dairy parish, Ayrshire, If
mile N E of the town. Pop. (1871) 369, (1881) 374.

Southfield, a village in Slaiuannan parish, Stirling-

shire, 5 furlongs W of Binniehill, and 1 mile W by S
of Slamannan station.

South Hall, a mansion in Inverchaolain parish,

Argyllshire, on a picturesque reach of the Kyles of
Bute, 5 miles NNW of Rothesay. Its owner, Lieut. -

Col. Duncan Campbell (b. 1814 ; sue. 1864), holds 19,736
acres in the shire, valued at £2245 per annum.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 29, 1873.

Southwick. See Colvend.
Soutra, an ancient parish on the SW border of Had-

dingtonshire, annexed since 1589 to the contiguous
parish of Fala in Edinburghshire. Tho hospital and
church of 'Soltre' stood near the top of Soutra Hill

(1209 feet), 6| miles SE of Pathhcad, 6 E by S of Tyne-
head station (only 3§ as tho crow flies), and 16$ SE of
Edinburgh. The hospital was founded by Malcolm IV.,

in or a little before 1164, for pilgrims, travellers, and
poor folk, and was dedicated to the Holy Trinity. Mary
of Gueldres annexed its lands to Trinity College, Edin-
burgh, in 1462 ; and after the Reformation its church
ceased to be maintained as a distinct parochial charge,
and the buildings fell into ruin. About 1850 every
vestige of wall and foundations was dug up and carted
away for building dykes and farm steadings, with the
exception of a small aisle, which in 1686 had been
appropriated as a burial vault by the Pringles of Beat-
man's Acre. Soutra Hill is the most westerly ridge of

the Lammermuirs, and commands a gorgeous view,

over the Lothians and the Firth of Forth, to the
hills of Fife.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See David
Laing's Rcgistrum Domus do Sultrc (Bannatyne Club,

1861).

Soya. See Soay.
Soyea, a pastoral islet of Assynt parish, W Suther-

land, off the mouth of Loch Inver, 2| miles W by S of

Lochinver village. It measures 5 j by 1J furlongs, and
rises to a height of 110 feet.—Ord. Sur., sh. 107, 1881.

Spango Water. See Kirkconnel.
Spean, a river of Laggan and Kilmonivaig parishes,

Inverness-shire, issuing from Loch Laggan (819 feet),

and winding 20£ miles westward till, after a descent of

728 feet, it falls into the Lochy at Bridge of Mucomir,
3 furlongs below the Lochy's efflux from Loch Lochy.
At a point 1J mile below Loch Laggan, the Spean re-

ceives from the S the large stream emitted by Loch
Ossian ; and near Bridge of Roy it receives from the N
the Roy. Its other affluents, though numerous, are in-

dividually inconsiderable. Its salmon, sea trout, and
river trout afford capital sport. On 9 Sept. 1873 the
Queen, en route for Inverlochy, ' drove along through
Glenspean, which is very fine and grand in some
parts, the road looking down upon the rapid, rushing,

gushing river, as it whirls along imbedded in rocks,

and overhung with wood, while high ranges of hills,

fine and pointed in shape, are seen in the distance,

rising peak upon peak. Along this road I had driven
when staying at Aedverikie, but I had forgotten it.'

—Ord. Sur., shs. 63, 62, 1873-75.

Spean Bridge. See Kilmonivaig.
Speddoeh, a mansion in Holywood parish, Dumfries-

shire, 10 miles WNW of Dumfries. Its owner, John
Henry Gilchrist-Clark, Esq. (b. 1861 ; sue. 1881), holds
1499 acres in the shire, valued at £1275 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 9, 1863.

Spedlins Tower. See Jarihne Hall.
Spey (the Tuessis of Ptolemy), a river rising near the

centre of the southern part of Inverness-shire, and flow-

ing first E and then NE through that county, and there-

after NE through the county of Elgin, or on the
boundary between Elginshire and Banffshire—with a
few stray excursions for short distances into the latter

county—till it reaches the sea near the centre of Spcy
Bay between Lossiemouth and Portknockie. It is the
most rapid river in Scotland, and in point of length
and volume of water is inferior only to the Tay—in-

cluding the longest tributary among the head waters of

that river as forming the source—while the area of its

drainage basin is inferior only to those of the Tay and
Tweed. The Spey and the smaller streams flowing to it

drain all the south-eastern part of Invcrncss-shire except

the extreme S (nearly J of the area of the whole county),

all the eastern part of the county of Elgin (nearly half

the whole area), and all the upper, and the greater

portion of the central district of Banffshire (also nearly

half the area of the whole county). The NW side of the
drainage basin begins at Corrieyairack, which divides tho

upper waters of the Spey from those of the Tai tf flowing

to Loch Ness ; and from that mountain the line of water-

shed stretches away to the north-eastward along tho

Monadhliadh Mountains, which divide it first from tho

Loch Ness basin and then from that of the Findhom.
At the N end of these heights the line strikes across the

Slochdmuick Pass, and keeps north-eastward along tho

heights of Braemoray, to the E of the Knock— these

separating it from the valleys of the Divie ami Dorbock
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(Fin.thorn Iwwin). At Knock a\ih> it t urns eastward

long tii" M iimivli Hill, ud, puaing t<> the N of tha
tillage. »f Kuthoa, follows • north-easterly and northorly
t-ourw to th.. mm. Tho height* last mentioned setianito

tin- Sjm'v Immii Irom tluil of tin- I.ossie. On the Sh side,

W-iniiing i»t the sen, the line passes son! h winds, to tho
K "t the village ..t Koch shore, lo between Miilhennnd
k.r.h. wheie it anrTM Ural s..nth westward and than
»>uth eastward round the suinve of the Isla, and then-
alter follows mainly a south-westerly direction, first

long the btgb ground botwMO Glan Fiddich and tha

Oppai waters of the lteveron, and then between Glen
I ii. I the upper waters of the Doveron. At tho
upper end ol Strathdeveron it heeomes identical with
the boundary between tha oonntlaa of Banff and Aber-
1 > • ii . an I follow! lh.it lino along the heights round
the baa I of Btl tthdon which separate it from the middle
part of tho valley of tho Avon ; and further S along
th that separate Glen Avon from the upper part
01 tha rallaj ol the Dee, by Men Avon (3843 feet),

Bainn a Bhnird (8024), Beinn a Ohaoruinn (35.13),

and Ban M <ii. ii Dhui (4211) to the point on the SW
sh.pi' of Cairn Oorui, where the counties of Inverness,

Banff, and Aberdeen meet. From this tho line of

I is identical with tho boundary lino first

I
l he counties of Inverness and Aberdeen, and

thereafter between the counties of Inverness and Perth,
a. fir th.' AtholeSoW. This line has been already

1 in dealing with Invkknf.ss-shikk. The
serration is, in the former case, from tho basin of the

Dae, and in the latter from that of tho Tay. From the
Athole Sow the lino passes northwards close to Loch
Kn lit. round the N end of that loch, and back along the
opposite side as far as Meall Cruaidh (2941 feet), whence
it i i i 1 1 passes northward between the Mash in Water
(S|>ey) ami river Pattack (Loch Laggan), round the N
end of Loch Laggan to Cam Liath (3298). Thence
it passes with a curve to tho NW up the slope of

Creag a' Chait to the top of Cam Leac (2889 feet), and
from that across the Pass of Corrieyairack (2507) to
< orrieyairack itself (2922). The total area of the basin
may be taken as about 1300 square miles. The prin-
cipal subsidiary valleys contained in it are those of the
Dulnain on the NW and the Avon on the SE ; nnd the
whole length of the river from source to sea, following
all the windings, is 107 miles.

The source is a small stream which rises about 1500
feet above sea-level on the SE side of Creag a' Chait, 1%
miles E by S of the N end of Loch Lochy, and close to

the watershed between the E and W coasts of Scotland,

the head waters of the river Hoy which flows to the
Spean coming from the same shoulder. About 1 mile
from the source this head-stream expands into the
small Loch Spey (3 furlongs by 100 yards, and 1142
feet above sea-level), and from this the course is east-

ward for 15 miles, till beyond Cluny Castle it turns to

the NE, and then more to the N as it approaches the sea.

The total length of the course, inclusive of windings, in

Inverness-shire, is 53j miles ; for 5£ miles thereafter it

forms the boundary between the counties of Inverness
and Elgin ; for more than 22 miles chiefly from the
mouth of the Avon at Isveravon to Boat of Bridge, it

is more or less the boundary between the counties of

Elgin and Banff; and over the rest of the distance it is

through Elginshire. Thirty-three and one-half miles
from the source the river expands into Loch Insh (1 x J
mile, and 721 feet above sea-level). Within 4 miles
of Loch Spey the river receives a very large number of

tributary streams—forming the minor head waters—of

which the chief are a stream (8) from a height of 3000
fed from Coire a Bhan-eoin W of Cam Liath ; another
(N) from about 2600 on Cam Leac, the Allt Yairack
(N) from the Pass of Corrieyairack, and the Allt a
Chaoruinn (8) from Cam Liath. In the E and W part

of the- course the other principal tributaries are the

MarJup Bum (N) from Glen Markie, Mashie Water (8)
from Strath Mashie, and the Allt Breakachy (S). About
2 mile* below the point where the river turns to the
NE it ii joined by the Truira, from Glen Truiin, at the
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battlefield of [nvernahavon; and between that and Loch
lush are the Haider (N) at Spey Bridge near Nowton-
more, the Kingussie Burn (N) at Kingussie, the river

Tromie (8) from Glen Tromie, and the Raitts Burn (N)
at Belleville, Half-a-mile below Loch Insh is the Feshie

(8) from Glen Feshie, and between this an. 1 the point
where the tiver quits Inverness-shim arc tho Druio (S)

i Rothiemurcnua Forest and Glenmore, atAviemore ;

Milton Burn (S) at Kincardine; the Nethy (S) from
Abernetby Forest and Strath Nethy; and tho Dulnan
(NW). In the upper part, of Elginshire the Spey is

joined by a large cumber of streams, but none of thom
are of any great size, t he chief on the N W side being tho

Craggan, Cromdale, Dellifur, Tulchan, and Gheallaidh
Burns, and a little above the lattor is tho Avon from
the 8. Between this and Boat of Bridge the chief

tributaries on the Elginshire side arc tho Allt Arder,
Knockando Burn, Ballintomb Burn, and the burns
described in the account of tho parish of Rothes ; and
on the Baulfshirc side Canon and Aberlour Burns, and
the Fiddich, the latter joining at Lower Craigellaehie.
Below Boat of Bridge the basin narrows and tho side

streams are small, the largest being the Red or Orblis-

ton Bum (W) above the bridge at tho village of

Fochabers.

The Spey has but little commercial importance, as no
part of it is properly navigable, though thoro was for-

merly, and is to some extent still, a natural harbour
suitable enough for small vessels, at the mouth of tho
river at Kingston. This was, however, rendered incon-

venient, first by the shifting of tho river mouth steadily

westward subsequent to 1831, and still more so in I860
by the cutting of a new channel at the point where tho

river now joins the sea—an operation rendered necessary

by this shifting. Shipbuilding is still carried on at tho

mouth at both Kingston and Garmooth, and timber
is still taken in rafts or ' floats ' down the river from
the woods along the middle reaches, though not to the

same extent as of old. The Spey is tho third salmon
river in Scotland, ranking next the Tay and Tweed.
The fishings are in tho hands of 7 proprietors on the

lower waters and 13 on the upper waters, the total

rental being about £8000 a year, of which the Duke of

Richmond—whose fishings extend from Boat of Bridge
to the sea—has nearly £6000, the other 19 holding the

rest among them. The upper fishings are poor, except

when Hoods enable the fish to get readily past the cruive

on the Richmond waters. The fishings have recently

fallen off in value, their rental in 1875-76 having
amounted to £11,332. No trout fishing is allowed from
15th April to 1st June, in order to protect the smolts

on their way to the sea, and the net fishing closes on
the 26th August, but the rod fishing not till the 15th
October.

The channel along the lower part of the course often

shifts, a process rendered particularly easy during
floods by the loose nature of the shingle, of which the

bottom and sides are composed. The shingle is con-

stantly being moved down the river, and it is probably
from boulders thus carried down that the great gravel

ridges to the W of the mouth of the river have been
foi med From the large extent and high lyins character

of the sources of the Spey itself, as well as of its prin-

cipal tributaries, the river is subject to sudden and
heavy freshets. The greatest was that of 1829, the

.1 mi ige done by which was enon is. There is a graphic

de cription of the after appearances all along the course

of the river from Kingussie downwards, in Sir Thomas
I)i< k Lauder's An;, ii id of the. Monty Floods. In winter

and spring large masses of ice are carried down by the

river, but from the rapidity of the current it is seldom
that any portion of the lower part of the river is frozen

completely over, though this certainly happened near

the mouth in 1854. At Kingussie, Fochabers, and else-

where there are beautifully marked river terraces.

As regards scenery, Macculloch places the Spey—and
probably rightly—below all the great branchesof the Tay,

the Forth, the Dee, the Isla, and the Earn. The course,

from the source to about the mouth of Glen Truim, lies
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through an upland glen with nothing of grandeur or
even picturesqueness about it, the base from which the
surrounding hills rise being too far above sea-level to
allow of their height telling with full force. From
about Cluny Castle downwards trees begin to make
their appearance along the lower heights, skirting the
valley, and though some portions between this and Loch
Insh are still bleak-looking, the general appearance of
the country decidedly improves, though even about
Kingussie and Belleville, it can hardly be said, notwith-
standing the fine mountain screens, to be pretty or
picturesque. About Loch Insh still farther improve-
ment takes place, and the Queen, who passed it on the
way from Balmoral to Grantown in 1860, speaks of the
loch itself as ' lovely . . . though not a wild lake,
quite the contrary ; no high rocks, but woods and blue
hills as a background.' From this onward by Kinrara,
Loch Alvie, and Aviemore, there is more wood, that on
the E extending to a height of 1500 feet, and forming part
of the great Rothiemurchus and Glen More Forests.
Kinrara itself has long been famous, both for its beauty
and for its associations with the beautiful Jane, fourth
Duchess of Gordon, and her son the last Duke. ' Though
many splendid landscapes,' says Dr Macculloch, in one
of the few grudging paragraphs he gives to the beauties
of the Spey, ' are obtained along the roadside between
Aviemore and Kinrara, constituted by the far-extended
fir- woods of Rothiemurchus, the ridge of Cairngorm, the
birch-clad hill of Kinrara, and by the variety of the
broken, bold and woody banks of the Spey, no one can
form an adequate idea of the beauties of this tract,
without spending days in investigating what is concealed
from an ordinary and passing view. By far the larger
proportion of this scenery also is found near to the river,
and far from the road

; and the most singular portions of
it lie on the east side of the water, and far beyond it, in
places seldom trodden and scarcely known. This too
is a country hitherto undescribed, and therefore unseen
by the mass of travellers

;
though among the most

engaging parts of the Highlands, as it is the most
singular : since there is nothing with which it can be
compared, or to which, indeed, it can be said to bear
the slightest resemblance. Much of this depends on
the peculiar forms and distribution of the ground and
of the mountains, and still more on the character of
the wood, which is always fir and birch ; the latter, in
particular, assuming a consequence in the landscape,
which renders the absence of all other trees insensible

;

and which is seen nowhere in the same perfection, ex-
cept at Blair, and for a short space along the course of
the Tumel. Of this particular class of beauty Kinrara
is itself the chief seat

; yielding to very few situations
in Scotland for that species of ornament which, while
it is the produce of Nature, seems to have been guided
by art. A succession of continuous birch forest cover-
ing its rocky hill and its lower grounds, intermixed
with open glades, irregular clumps, and scattered trees,
combines the discordant characters of wild mountain
landscape and of ornamental park scenery. The Spey,
here a quick and clear stream, is ornamented by trees in
every possible combination, and the banks beyond, ris-
ing into irregular, rocky, and wooded hills, everywhere
rich with an endless profusion of objects, and as they
gradually ascend, displaying the dark sweeping forests
of fir that skirt the bases of the farther mountains,
which terminate the view by their bold outlines. To
wander along the opposite banks is to riot in a profusion
ot landscape, always various and always new: river
scenery, of a character unknown elsewhere, and a spacious
valley crowded with objects and profuse of wood.' From
Aviemore—close to which are the beautiful birch-clad
crags ol Upper Craigellacbie—downwards the banks are
often very bleak and bare, but at many points where
they are well wooded—and this is not now so rarely the
case as it once was—the scenery is good, more particu-
larly about Boat of Garten, where the great Aberncthy
1 orest stretches away to the E, and farther down about
Aber lour and Lower Craigellacbie, and from this almost
ail the way down to Fochabers. From Oraigellachie

downwards there are a series of fine fertile haughs
chiefly on the W side of the river.

The Spey was, in the early period of Scottish history,

the boundary between the province of Moray and the

Scotia of that time. The first part of the course of the
river lies in the district of Badenoch, from Upper to

Lower Craigellachie is Speyside pure and simple or

Strathspey, and below Lower Craigellachie are the
haughs of Rothes, Dundurcas, Orton, and Dipple.

Strathspey is the home of the Grants, whose motto of
' Stand Fast, Craigellachie,' was taken from the crags

at its upper and lower extremities. It has given name
to a peculiar dance somewhat slower than the reel, and
which is said to have been first practised in the district.

See also the articles on Laggan, Kingussie, Alvie,

Rothiemurchus, Duthil, Aberncthy, Cromdale, Knock-
ando, Aberlour, Rothes, Boharm, Bellie, and Spey-
mouth ; Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's Account of the Moray
Floods (1st ed., Edinb. 1830; 4th, Elgiu, 1873); and
Longmuir's Spajsiile (Aberdeen, 1860).

Speymouth, a parish in the extreme NE of Elginshire.

It is bounded N by the parish of Urquhart, E by Banff-

shire and the parish of Bellie, SE by the Teindland
district of the parish of St Andrews-Llanbryd, and NW
by the parish of Urquhart. The boundary all along the

E side is the centre of the course of the Spey ; elsewhere

it is almost entirely artificial, though in the NW at

Lunan Wood it follows for | mile the centre of the road
along the valley of the Spey from Garmouth upwards.
The greatest length, from the centre of the Spey a little

below Essil south-south -westward to the top of Findlay's

Seat, is 7| miles ; the average breadth at right angles to

this is about 1| mile ; and the area is 6352-370 acres,

of which 327 '082 are water. In the N the surface is

low, but rising abruptly almost at once it passes south-

ward in an undulating plateau from 150 to 200 feet

above sea-level, and with a steep bank along the course

of the Spey. Towards the SW it rises still higher,

reaching its greatest height in the SW corner at

Findlay's Seat (861 feet). In the N the steep bank just

mentioned approaches close to the river, but to the SE
at Dipple there is a stretch of tine haugli having an
extreme breadth of about f mile. About half the

parish is moorish, pastoral, or woodland, and about 100
acres along the river are pebbles or bare beach. The
soil of the haugh is fertile alluvium, and that of about
one-half of the rest of the area is a light loam. The
remainder of the parish has a light sandy or gravelly

soil, and the sub-soil all over varies from clay to gravel.

The underlying rock is Old Red Sandstone, and the

beds, which are of a deep red colour, are quarried for

local purposes. The drainage is carried off by the Spey
and a few small rivulets, of which the chief is the Red
Burn, which crosses the southern part of the parish.

Speymouth was formed in 1731 by the union of the old

parishes of Dipple and Essil and the barony of Garmouth.
The last, including Garmouth and Kingston, was origin-

ally in the parish of Urquhart, from which it was dis-

joined in 1649, but it was again united to its old

parish in 1662. It remained in Urquhart till 1688, and
was then re-transferred to Speymouth, in which it

remained till 1851, when it was again joined to Urquhart.

As the ' king's highway' from Aberdeen northwards has

passed through the parish from a very early date, Spey-
mouth has been the scene of several events connected
with the history of Scotland. It was here that in 1087
Malcolm Ceannmor's army crossed the Spey to attack

the forces of Maelsnectan, ' Ri Moreb ' or King of Moray,

and 'won the mother of Maelslaeht and all his best men
and all his treasure and cattle.' Bower, in his Scoti-

chronicon, fixes it also as the scene of the battle, in

1116, between Alexander I. and 'certain people ol the

Mearns and Moray' that had attacked him while he
was engaged in erecting a new palace near Dundee. ' Ho
then pursued the rebels to the river Spey, ^ajflUfaere-

finding his enemies collected in great nunjfiffiLjjnthe

opposite bank, and the river so swollen,a4id/4m-

iueii

unwilling to cross, he gave his standardly mexjuidm
Canon, who plunged into the stream, \\W folMtoVd lay
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the army, and his enemies were j>\il to flight' Tho
<irt.nl, of ihp battle arv doubtful, though thoro run be
no doubt that come kiu-Ii affair took place. Wynton
looaluo* tho fi^ht at tho lieauly, mid not at the Spoy.

II Ml cither hi S|K-vmo«tli or in Urcjuhart, though
BON probably in the hitter, that Malcolm IV. defeated

the Moray uii ii in llfm before he introduced his Flemish
wttlcn. into the lower dtltliol of the province. In 12D6,
ami agnin in iao:t, Edward I. oroMM it tho ford below
the church, ami MMHBpod in Spcymoulh, probably ftt

lirdhill ; aiul in later centuries the parish shared in all

the ilinturha •. in which the Cordons wcro concerned.

The same ford used by I'M ward's army was also that

selected by the troops \<r Cromwell and Montrose, and
again in "the lsth century by tho forces under tho

Dokoof Oamberland on their way to Oulloden, It is

noted in the records of the kirk session t hat there was

Doaarrlot inohorcta on the 28d Feb., 9th, lGth, 23d,

3uth March, or the tit It April 1716, in consequence of

tho produce of the Highland army in the parish. A
memorandum recorded by tho minister in the same
volume tells that on 11 Feb., 'tho first body of the

rrliols, on their return from Loehborough, in England,
came to Fochalx-rs, and some of them came to Stynie.'

On 89 Feb. some of Crichton of Auchingoul's men
' hindered public!: worship,' and on 2 March ' several

tabelll were in church, heard King George prayed for,

and made no disturbance;' while under Tuesday, 18

March, it is recorded that 'Lord .John Drummond came
to the manse, and it became the rebels' headquarters at

Spey. About a week after the Duke of Perth came, and
the house was frequented by Lord Ogilvie, Sir Wm.
Gordon of l'ark, Sir James Kinloeh, Avochie, Cow-
bardie, Major Males, Mr Fletcher of Benochie, and
sometimes others, aa Lord Elcho, Lord Strathallan,

I i r.i'm.i iioeh, Karlc of Kilmarnock, Secretary

Murray, Mr Sullivan, and many others. Though this

was expensive to tho minister, they used him very

civilly and gave him no disturbance on point of prin-

ciple, but there was no public, worship during their

stay.' On 12 April 'The Duke of Cumberland with
his army marched from Cullen, crossed the Spey at

a ford directly E of Speymouth church, with the loss

of one man only drowned, and encamped from Redhall

to Speymouth manse, where he sleeped.' He left on
the following day, which was a Sunday, for Alves. The
Highlanders had retired on the approach of Cumber-
land's forces, Sir John Drummond and his advisers,

who had been left to guard the passage with a force of

about 2000 men, deeming the position too open in the

rear. There was very little wood then in the ' laigh ' of

Moray as compared with what there is now, and had
the ford been forced tho defenders would have had no

chance of taking up a fresh position till they reached

the Findhorn. The Highlanders seem to have behaved
themselves well, as the only charge brought against

them is that some of Gordon of Glenbucket's men stole

about twenty shillings of poor's money from the session

clerk ; while it is also noted ' that the velvet mortcloth

was taken away by the souldiers under the Duke of

Cumberland, April 12th, 1746.'

The only person who can in any way be claimed as a

distinguished native is Jane Inncs, the wife of Governor

Pitt, of Madras—grandmother of the Earl of Chatham
and great-grandmother of William Pitt—who was a

daughter of James Innes of Redhall. The main road

from Aberdeen to Inverness crosses the Spey at Foch-
abers Bridge, and passes westward for lj mile across

the centre of the parish. It is intersected at right

angles about the middle by the road from Garmouth up

the W side of the Spey. The south-western part of the

parish is also traversed for 1 £ mile by a reach of the Forres

and Keith section of the Highland Railway system,

on which is Fochabers station. Along the first-men-

tioned road i.s the little village of Mosstodloch, 2 miles

NE of Fochabers station.

Speymouth is in the presbytery of Elgin and synod of

Moray, and the living is worth £250 a year. The
pariah church, built in 1732, and repaired and en-
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larged In 1799, stands on the high ground over-
looking the Spey, :

,> mile NE of Mosstodloch. Though
Garmouth and Kingston arc now in Urquhart quoad

i

they remain for ecclesiastical and school hoard
matters In Speymouth, and the school board 1ms under
its charge schools at Car nth and Speymouth, which,
with accommodation for 280 andl73 pupils respectively,

bad in ism attendances of L85 and M, and grants of
.1166, 0s. (id. and £69, 15s. Tho only landowner is the
Duke of Richmond. Valuation (I860) £8392, (1883)
£6581, 15s. Pop. (18(31) 089, (1871) 034, (1881) 656,
ol whom 329 were males and 327 females. Houses
(

I
ss

l
) | i:; inhabited and 3 uninhabited. The, pop.

of the parish, inclusive of tho portions afterwards trans-
fi rred to Urquhart, was 1470 in 1831 and 1608 in 1881.
—Old. 8w., shs. 95, 85, 1876.

Spital House, a mansion in Ilutton parish, Berwick-
shire, 54 miles W of Berwick-on-Tweed. Its owner,
Wm. Oompton-Lundie, Esq. (b. 1851 ; sue. 1871),
holds 572 acres 111 I he shire, valued at £1655 per
a im.— Ortl. tiiir., sh. 26, 1864.

Spittal. Seo Ciuii.ino.

Spittalfield, a village in Caputh parish, Perthshire,
8 miles N by E of Murtlv station and 6£ E by S of
Dunkeld, under which it lias a post office

Spittalhaugh, a fine castellated mansion in Linton
parish, NW Peeblesshire, near tho right bank of Lyne
Water, 2 miles SSE of West Linton. Built in 1678, it

was greatly enlarged and beautified by the late pro-
prietor, Sir William Fergusson, F.R.S. (1808-77), the
eminent surgeon, who received a baronetcy in 1866.
His son, Sir .laines Uanken Fergusson, second Hart. (b.

1835), holds 1512 acres in the shire, valued at £1785
per annum.

—

Oral. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.
Spittal of Glenshee. See Glenshee.
Spott, a village and a parish of E Haddingtonshire.

The village lies towards the N of the parish, near tho
Left hank of Spott Burn, and 3 miles S by W of tho
post-town, Dunbar.
The parish is hounded NW and N by Dunbar, E by

Innerwick and Stcnton (detached), SW by Stenton
(detached) and Whittinghame, and W by the main
body of Stenton. Long and narrow, it lias an utmost
length from N to S of 8} miles, a varying width of 2J
furlongs and 3 J miles and an area of 7582| acres.*
Spoil or I'.unx HruN and Woodhall or Dry I5URN drain
the northern portion of the parish north-eastward direct

to the German Ocean ; whilst BOTHWELL Water flows

south -south -eastward along the Innerwick boundary of

the southern portion until it falls into the Whitadder
at the southern extremity of the parish. Sinking to

85 feet above sea-level in the extreme N, and to 690
feet in the extreme S, the surface is an alternation of
hill and dale, part of the Lammermuir range ; and
chief elevations, from N to S, are Doon Hill (582 feet),

Spott Dod (608), Black Law (800), Lothian Edge (1157),
and Bothwell Hill (1250), the first culminating on the
eastern, the last on the south-western, boundary. Tho
predominant rocks are Devonian ; and the soil is clayey
in some parts, but light and sandy in most. Between
2000 and 3000 acres are in tillage ; about 100 are under
wood ; and most of the remainder is hill pasture. On
the top of Doon Hill lay David Leslie's Scotch army two
days before the Battle of Dunbar (1650); and Cromwell
is said to have spent the night after the battle in Spott
House. Elsewhere, in three or four localities, are remains
or the sites of ancient hill-forts and cairns. A strango
fatality appears to have waited on the incumbents of

Spott in the 16th century. One, Robert Galbraith, was
assassinated by John Carketle, a burgess of Edinburgh,
in 1544 ; the next, John Hamilton, a natural son of tho

first Earl of Arran, became Archbishop of St Andrews,
and, captured by Craufurd at Dumbarton Castle, was

* In every account, from the New Statistical downwards, Spott
is said to comprise a main body to the N and a detached section

to the S; but a (.-lance at the Ordnance maps will show that one
can walk from .Spott village to Iieltondod, C.ildercleujjh, and
Bothwell, without at any point quitting the parish. The mistake
arose from regarding Dunbar Common as a detached section of

Lunbar parish.
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hanged at Stirling in 1570 ; and in the same year a
third, John Kello, was executed at Edinburgh for the
murder of his wife. He had hanged her in the manse,
and then gone and preached ' a more than usually
eloquent sermon.' In the annals of witchcraft this

parish is famous as almost the last place in Scotland
where reputed witches were burnt, for so late as October
1705, the kirk-session records contain this entry :

' Many
witches burnt on the top of Spott loan.' Spott House,
a little way E by S of the village, is delightfully situated
at the SW base of Doon Hill, and commands a beautiful
view, away to the Bass Rock and the Isle of May.
Partly a building of high antiquity, it was greatly im-
proved soon after its acquisition, more than 50 years
since, by the late proprietor, James Sprot, Esq. (1804-82),
who held 1138 acres in the shire, valued at £1873 per
annum. Elias de Spot swore fealty to Edward I. in
1296 ; and later the e,state was held by the Humes,
Douglases, Murrays, and Hays. It has been bought by
Miss Watt of Spe'ke Hall, Liverpool (J. Small's Castles

and Mansions of the Lothians, Edinb. 1883). Another
mansion, noticed separately, is Bower House ; and, in
all, 4 proprietors hold each an annual value of more,
and 3 of less, than £500. Spott is in the presbytery
of Dunbar and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale

;

the living is worth £460. The church, surrounded
by fine old trees, is a building of high antiquity, and,
as restored in 1848, presents a picturesque appearance.
The public school, with accommodation for 118 children,
had (1884) an average attendance of 49, and a grant of

£28, 18s. Valuation (1860) £6993, (1885) £6641, 13s.

Pop. (1801) 502, (1831) 612, (1861) 555, (1871) 560,
(1881) 579.—Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Spottes, a mansion in Urr parish, Kirkcudbright-
shire, near the left bank of Urr Water, 4 miles NNW
of Dalbeattie. Its owner, Alexander Young-Herries,
Esq. (b. 1827 ; sue. 1872), holds 987 acres in the shire,
valued at £920 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Spottiswoode, a mansion in Westruther parish, Ber-
wickshire, 5£ miles ENE of Lauder. It is partly an
old edifice, renovated, altered, and worked into har-
mony with a fine Elizabethan structure of about the year
1834. A terrace 300 feet long runs round the building,
whose central tower rises high above the surrounding
trees. The Spottiswoodes of that ilk can be traced back
to the latter half of the 13th century, and have included
John Spottiswood (1510-85), the superintendent of
Lothian in the early period of Presbyterianism

; John
Spottiswood (1565-1639), Archbishop of St Andrews,
who crowned Charles I. at Holyrood, became Lord High
Chancellor of Scotland, and wrote the well-known His-
tory of the Church of Scotland ; Sir Robert Spottiswood
(1596-1646), Lord President of the Court of Session and
Secretary of State, who was beheaded at St Andrews

;

and John Spottiswood, the first law professor in Edin-
l—rgh University, and the author of several works on
urisprudence, who in 1700 repurchased the lands and
arony of Spottiswoode, which his grandfather, the
Archbishop, had sold to the Bells in 1620. The present
proprietor, Alicia Ann Spottiswoode, who succeeded
her mother in 1870, and who in 1836 married Lord
John Douglas-Montagu-Scott (1809-60), youngest son of
the third Duke of Buccleuch, holds 11,412 acres in the
shire, valued at £5426 per annum. She has composed
the music of Annie Laurie and other popular songs.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

°

Spout Bay. See Keltic. Burn.
Spout of Ballagan. See Ballag w.
Spout of Garnock. See Garnock.
Springbank. See Ayton.
Springfield. See Gretna.
Springfield, a village on the south-western border of

Cupar parish, Fife, near the left bank of the Eden, 3
miles SW of the town of Cupar. It has a station on
the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee railway, a post-
oliice under Cupar, with money order and savings' bank
departments, and a quoad sacra parochial church Pop
of village (1861) 524, (1871) 608, (1881) 931 ; of q V
parish (1871) 1098, (1881) 1480, f whom 100 were in

Ceres, 64 in Cults, and 1316 in Cupar parish.—Ord
Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Springfield, a seat of population, connected with
paper-mills, in Lasswade parish, Edinburghshire, on
the right bank of the North Ksk, \h mile SSW of Lass-

wade village and Sh miles SW of Dalkeith. Springfield

House, in its vicinity, is a fine mansion in an exquisitely

beautiful situation.

Springhill, a mansion in Eccles parish, Berwickshire,

near the left bank of the Tweed and the village of

Birgham, 4 miles W by S of Coldstream.

Springholm, a village on the mutual border of Urr
and Kirkpatrick-Durham parishes, Kirkcudbrightshire,

6 miles NNE of Castle-Douglas. It has a post office

under Dalbeattie.

Springkell, a mansion in Kirkpatrick-Fleming parish,

Dumfriesshire, near the left bank of Kirtle Water, 4

miles E by N of Ecclefechan, and 2^ NE of Kirtle

Bridge station. Erected in 1734, and greatly enlarged

in 1818, it is a fine Grecian edifice, of centre and wings,

with beautiful grounds. In 1609 William Maxwell
acquired the barony of Kirkconnell and Springkell

;

and his fifth descendant, Sir John Heron-Maxwell, sixth

Bart, since 1683 (b. 1808 ; sue. 1844), holds 13,391
acres in the shire, valued at £8758 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

Springwood Park, a mansion in Kelso parish, Rox-
burghshire, near the right bank of the winding Teviot,

1£ mile SW of the town. Built in 1756, it figures well

in the gorgeous views around Kelso ; is surrounded
with a finely wooded park ; and has an admirable
entrance gateway, formed after designs by Gillespie

Graham in 1822. It is the seat of Sir George Henry-
Scott Douglas, fourth Bart, since 1786 (b. 1825 ; sue.

1836), who was Conservative member for Roxburghshire
from 1874 to 1880, and holds in it 5568 acres, valued at

£6730 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Sprouston, a Border village and parish of NE Rox-
burghshire. The village, a decayed place, stands near

the right bank of the Tweed, and close to Sprouston
station on the North-Eastern railway, this being 20

J

miles SW of Berwick-on-Tweed, 13J E by N of St
Boswells, and 1\ NE of Kelso, under which there is a
post office.

The parish, containing also Lempitlaw hamlet, 6
miles ESE of Kelso, is bounded N by Eccles in Berwick-
shire, E by Northumberland, SE and S by Linton,

SW by Eckford and Kelso, W by Kelso, and NW by
Ednam. Its utmost length, from NE to SW, is 5£
miles ; its utmost breadth is 3§ miles ; and its area is

8731 A acres, of which 96 are water. The Tweed, here

a glorious salmon river, sweeps 3f miles north-eastward
along all the Ednam and Eccles boundary ; and the

lands beside it are low and flat, sinking little below and
little exceeding 100 feet above sea-level. The interior

is partly a ridgy swell called Hadden Rig (541 feet),

which flanks the low grounds, and partly a parallel vale,

which here and there is marshy ; whilst the southern

district is comparatively high, attaining 690 feet near

Greenhead, but largely subject to the plough. The soil,

a rich loam near the Tweed, degenerates towards
Hadden Rig, and improves again towards the S. Trap,

sandstone, and limestono have been quarried. Nearly
130 acres are under wood, plantations mostly of fir

;

550 acres are waste ; and all the rest of the parish is in

tillage. Hadden Stank and Redden Burn were frequent

meeting-places of Scotch and English commissioners
for settling Border disputes ; and Hadden Rig, about

tho year 1540, was the scene of a defeat of 3000 English

horsemen by a body of Scottish troops. One pre-Refor-

mation chapel stood at Hadden, another stood on
Sprouston manor ; and tho burying-ground which sur-

rounded the church of the ancient parish of Lempitlaw
is still in use. The Duke of Roxburghe is chief pro-

prietor, 3 others holding each an annual value of moro
than £500. Sprouston is in tho presbytery of Kelso and
the synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth
£419. The parish church, on a gravelly eminence in

the middle of tho village, was built in 1781, and cou-
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tain* 400 lifting* Two public schools, Lcmpitlaw and
Sprvmitiui, with r«-»|« .live accommodation lor 90 and
h7 otiililrrn, had il8S41 mi tiv. rage iittendttnco of til and
7S. and moll of £54, 18s. 6d. and £66, 8a. 6(L Valua-
tton (I860) £18,688, 1 1 >S4 > £18.609, Bd. Pop.
(l.son no:.. uao, <imii) laor., (i«7i) 1294,

(1881) 1026 —(M/. .stir., h)is. -jr., 20, 18(55 01.

Spynie 01 Now Spynie, « pariah in the northern part
I I bin, N\V oi the town of Elgin. It is bounded
N l > tlir |<:it ikIk'-. of Ihill'us iitnl I )i uinio, K mill SE by
the pari»h oi st Andrews Lhutbryd) BSE and S by the

j.»ri,h of Elgin, S\V by ihu parish of Alvea, and NW by
tlu- I'.ii i-.li of Putins.

" On tin' N llu' liouiulary follows

i
. tin drainage cannl in the old basin of the

Lx-h of Spynie, ami its rontinuntion westward to

bmi Hid Klntrae, On the 9 it follows the present and
L i mi r POBrae Of tlio river Lossie, from tho bend at

Bojj I
'. N I • l the town ol Elgin, ;i miles upwards to

Aldrtuighly, iiml theme pusses still farther to the W for

I inili- along the klonaughty GanaL The old course of

the Losj.ii' Jot mentioned extended from the bridge nt

Biabopmill along the .S side of Lossic Green and the

H"rouL.'li I'.n. I^inds, rejoining the present course at

'I'll- Haiigh. Elsewhere tlie line is artilieial. The length
ot the pariah, from E to W, through the line of the farms

Of Weetfield mid Spynie, is 5| miles; the width, from
N to S, through the church, is fully 2} miles ; and the

aiva is 6971 '512 acres, of which 26*866 are water. A
ridge of high land, running from ENE to WSW, near
the S side of the parish, attains an altitude of 300
I. '

.i • . i 1. vi l at thr tup of Quarrywood Hill, the

highest point in the parish. From this ridge there is

a slope towards the S to the Lossic, and a longer one
towards the N to the Spynie Canal, the Hat ground along

which in the NE is but very little above sea-level.

Tho greater portion of the ridge just mentioned is

niYi r. .1 with line woods, that on the SW side, about 1

mile to the W of Elgin, being covered with a stretch of

natural oak. This is the Oak Wood, and the whole of

the rest of the western portion is known as Quarrywood.
The eastern portion is the Hill of Spynie. Of the whole
surface of the parish, about 1400 acres are under wood.
The rest, except about 200 acres, is almost entirely

arable, the soil varying from rich clay in the great

northern hollow to a stony loam on the higher grounds.

The subsoil is clay. The underlying rocks along the S
and up to and beyond the top of Quarrywood Hill are

Old Red Sandstone ; but from a short distance beyond
this, down along tho hollow, as well as all through the

Hill of Spynie, they belong to the rocks which have
figured so prominently in geological discussion since

about 1857 as 'the Elgin Sandstones.' (See Elginshire.)
Boulders of rock of Jurassic nge also occur scattered about

the valley, chiefly in the NE. There is a small patch of

limestone in the extreme E near the Palace of Spynie.

Loth sandstone deposits are extensively quarried for

building stone, and in some places for millstones. The
rock is generally of excellent quality, and varies in

colour from a very light yellowish grey to red and
brown. The drainage is carried off by the Lossie and
the canals already mentioned, and rivulets flowing to

them. Along the Lossie and on the slope northwards

from Quarrywood Hill there are several well-marked

river and lake terraces.

A considerable strip of land along the northern and
north-eastern part of the parish was formerly covered by
the waters of the Loch of Spynie. It is possible that

within the historic time a shallow arm of the sea extended

all along the valley of Roseisle and Duffus, from Buna-
jif.au to Lossiemouth ; but whether this was so or not,

it is certain that, long after the western portion of the

hollow had become dry land, the eastern portion was

occupied by a sheet of water communicating with the sea.

la
- NW of Spynie parish are three farms bearing the

name of Kintrae, from Celtic words meaning 'the top

of the tide.' In 1397 there is mention of a harbour

at Spynie; and in 1451, when the lands were erected

into a Regality, the right 'of harbour' was granted.

The loch must at this time have been connected with
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the *ca by tho Lossie, whioh then flowed through it.

llolliugshcd, in his translation of Bm co, speaks of it as
'• lake named Spiney, wherein is exceeding plentie of
BWans,' Which were drawn thither by tho abundance of
herb called ' Bwangirs,' which, once planted anywhere,

could not be again rooted out, and which was not en-
tirely beneficial in its results, ' for albeit that this lake
be five miles iii length, and was sometime within tho

remembrance of man verie well stocked with salmon and
otht t Bsh, ye1 after that this herbe began to multiplie
upon the same, it became so shallow that one may now
wade through the greatest part thereof, by means
whereof all Urn great, fishes there, be utterly consumed.'
I'mlerneath the present surface of tho drained bed,
evidence of the former connection of the lake with tho

sea may be found in a deposit of sandy mud, containing
sle lls of oysters and a number Ol Other marine molluscs.
The Bishops of Moray were almost sole proprietors of tho

loch ;
and after the lake became shallow, they began,

ali. ml ihe close of the 16th century, to try to drain it

by deepening the bed of the Lossie, and by this means
the water was kept down till after tho Reformation,
when, miller the lay proprietor, the works wore neglected
and the waters increased. In 1609 tho Episcopal Bishop
Douglas carried out works, excluding the Lossie, and
ran drains into the basin of the loch ; but the troublous
times of the Covenant were at band, and so little more
was done till 1779,—the loch being then about 6 miles
in length and at its widest part 1 mile in breadth, and
covering an extent of about 2500 acres,—when extensive

works were carried out by Messrs James and Alexander
Bramler of Pitgaveny, which had tho ell'ect of reclaiming
over 1100 acres of land. Their operations were stopped
by Sir William Gordon of Gordonstown, who claimed the

whole loch as his propcrty,and the drains being neglected,

tho waters again began to rise. In 1808-T2 a canal re-

commended by Telford was carried through the whole
loch and on to the sea at Lossiemouth, where there were
sluices for shutting out the tide. These works, which had
cost the large sum of £12,740, were entirely destroyed

by the great Hood of 1829, and the waters again increased,

till in I860 the loss to proprietors and farmers had
become so great that fresh operations were undertaken.

The great drain was restored and deepened, and new
sell acting sluices erected. These are four in number,
and each consists of a mass of iron weighing 18 hundred-
weights, and very delicately poised and tightly fitted

into a frame, so that they shut with the slightest pres-

sure, and exclude all sea water. The cost of the whole
works was about £8000, but the result has been highly
satisfactory, and the bed is now thoroughly dry, except

a portion that has been retained for sporting purposes,

m ar Pitgaveny. This, which is cut oil' from the main
canal by a strong bank of puddled clay, is about 110
acres in extent, and is in the parish of St Andrews.
The greater portion of the land recovered has already

produced, or will in course of time produce, excellent

crops ; but the loss of the picturesque stretch of water,

frequented by all kinds of waterfowl, has been a matter

of sad regret to sportsmen.
On the south-eastern margin of the old lake-basin

stand the ruins of the Episcopal Palace of Spynie.
The buildings, which have no doubt been the work of

several successive bishops, were ranged round a quad-

rangle, about 50 yards in length by 44 in breadth, with

a tower at each corner. The sides were occupied by
buildings or protected by connecting curtain walls. A
postern gate on the N led to the loch, and the principal

ordinary gateway was on the E side. The shield above

it bears the arms of Bishop John Innes (1406-14). The
principal feature in the ruins now is the great tower at

the SW corner, 60 feet high, 50 long, and 40 wide, and
the outer walls are between 9 and 10 feet thick. The
inner wall to the court is very much thinner, being only

between 2 and 3 feet thick. The windows, which must
have been unusually large, have all been protected by
strong iron bars. The lower part is occupied by vaults,

one of which at least seems to have been used as a

dungeon. The first iloor was the great hall, and above
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were otlier large rooms, with vaulted closets and passages.

One very small bedroom is associated with the name of

Queen Mary, who 'supped and slept' here on 17

September 1562. At the corners were cape houses.

This tower is known, from its builder, as 'Davie's

Tower,' it being the practical reply made by Bishop
David Stewart (1461-76) to a threat of the Gordons.

The Earl of Huntly and his kin having been excom-
municated, threatened that they would come and pull

the bishop out of his pigeon holes at Spynie, to which
the bishop replied that he would soon build a house,

out of which the Earl and all his clan should not be

able to pull him, and this tower was the result. It is

a magnificent testimony to the worthy prelate's archi-

tectural teste. On the S wall, on the outside, are the

arms of Bishops David and Andrew Stewart, and of

Patrick Hepburn. On the S side of the court was a

spacious tennis-court, and parallel to it the chapel. On
the E were the kitchen and other offices, and round the

precinct were gardens and an orchard. The castle

passed in 1590 to Alexander Lindsay, Lord Spynie, who
never lived in it; but he re-sold it to the Crown in 1606.

After Bishop Guthrie was deposed in 1638, he tried to

keep possession of this palace, which he had provisioned

and garrisoned, but when he was attacked by General

Munro in 1640, he was compelled to surrender, and in the

subsequent troubles of the middle of the 17th century,

when the armies of Montrose and the Covenanters were

marching and counter-marching in the north, the build-

ing was held by Innes of Innes and Grant of Ballindalloch

in the Covenanting interest. After the Restoration it

became again the Episcopal residence, the last bishop who
resided in it being Colin Falconer (1680-86), who died

here. After the Revolution the building passed to the

Crown, and it was allowed to fall to ruin ; all removable
portions being carried off by the people of the district.

About 1825 more attention began to be given to its

condition, but the mischief had been done. In 1840 it

was sold to the Earl of Fife, in whose possession it still

remains. In 1590 Spynie gave the title of Baron to

Alexander Lindsay, fourth son of David, ninth Earl of

Crawford, but the peerage became dormant on the death
of George, third peer, in 1672.

To the SW of the Palace is the old church-yard, in

which stood the church dedicated to the Holy Trinity,

which in the early part of the 13th century served at

times as the cathedral of the diocese of Moray (see

Elgin). This remained the site of the parish church
down to 1736, but the position being inconvenient, the

church was in that year removed to its present site near
the centre of the western portion of the parish, 2£ miles

NW of Elgin ; and it was this that gave rise to the
name of New Spynie given to the parish in connection
with school board, parochial board, and registration

matters. The few houses beside the church constituting

the kirkton are spoken of as Quarrywood. The new
church is a very plain building, with belfry and door-

way taken from the old church, of which no portion is

now left. The former bears the date 1723. The bell was
also brought from the old church, and has the inscription,

'This Bell—For the Pearia of Spynie. Me Fecit, 1637.

Soli Deo Gloria Michael liorgertwys.' There seems to

have been a Culdee church in the NW corner of the
parish. It is referred to in the beginning of the 13th
century as veterem ccclesiam de Kyntra. No trace of the
building has remained for a long time, but the church-
yard attached, which stood in the centre of the eastern
margin field called Chapel field, on the home farm of
Westfield, was preserved until a comparatively recent
date. On the S side of Quarrywood Hill are the
remains of a Celtic hill strength, known locally as the
Danish Camp.
The great main road from Aberdeen to Inverness

passes through the southern portion of the parish for 2^
miles, and the roads from Elgin to Lossiemouth, Hope-
man, and Burghead, also intersect it in the E and
centre. There are a largo numlier of good district

roads, and a reach of the Morayshire branch of the
Great North of Scotland railway system passes for j

mile across the eastern end of the parish. In the
eastern portion of the parish is a large brick and tile

work. The only mansion is Westfield. Spynie
includes the Bishopmill suburb of the town of Elgin.
It is in the presbytery of Elgin and synod of Moray,
and the living is worth £250 a year. The parish
church, built in 1736 and repaired in 1883, contains
400 sittings. A school in Bishopmill is under the
Elgin school board ; under that of Spynie, New Spynie
school, beside the church, with accommodation for 102
pupils, had in 1884 an attendance of 40, and a grant of
£34, lis. 2d. The principal proprietor is the Earl of
Fife, and 3 others hold each an annual value of £500
or upwards, 2 hold each between £500 and £100, and
there are a number of smaller amount. Valuation
(1860) £4565, (1885) £5432. Pop. (1801) 843, (1831)
1121, (1861) 1600, (1871) 1612, (1881) 1620, of whom
772 were males and 848 females, while 424 were in the
landward part of the parish. Houses (1881) 330
inhabited, 11 uninhabited, and 9 being built. See also

R. Young's Parish of Spynie (Elgin, 1871).—Ord. Sur.,
sh. 95, 1876.

Staffa (Scand. Staphi and ey, 'the island of pillars'),

a small uninhabited island of the Inner Hebrides, off

the W coast of Mull, in the county of Argyll, in the
civil parish of Kilninian and Kilmore, and in the quoad
sacra parish of Ulva. It is 3J miles SW of the island
of Ulva, 6 N by E of Iona, and the same distance
from the nearest point of Mull at Gribon ; and 54 by
steamer W of Oban. In shape the island is an irregular

oblong, with a length of less than f mile, and an average
width of slightly more than J mile, and the area is

71 '424 acres. The surface is an uneven table-land with
cliffs varying in height, dropping to the sea all round.
The greatest height is in the SW, and is about 144 feet.

The soil is good, and produces excellent pasture for the
sheep, with which the island is stocked. The black
cattle that were once kept here became very wild and
savage, and had to be removed. Staffa appears to have
been very little noticed up till near the end of the last

century, when Sir Joseph Banks, after visiting it in

1772, published a full account of its marvels in the
second volume of Pennant's Tour in Scotland. The
ship in which Sir Joseph was sailing to Iceland put
into a port in Mull, and at the house of Mr Maclean of
Mull he met an Irish gentleman, who told him that
the day before he had seen what was, in his opinion,
one of the greatest wonders of the world, though none
of his Highland acquaintances seemed to have ever had
their attention drawn to it. Excited by this account
of the marvels to be seen, Banks made an expedition to
the island, and the result was the account in Pennant's
Tour. Since that time, and more especially since tho
introduction of steam navigation, Staffa has enjoyed
abundant celebrity, and been visited by multitudes of
admirers. The day's sail by swift steamer from Oban
to Staffa and Iona is now, except in rough weather, one
of the regular tourist trips during the summer months.
The steamer allows passengers a short time on shore to

see Fingal's Cave, but those who wish to examine the
island more leisurely and thoroughly must take boat
from either Ulva or Iona. On 19 Aug. 1847 the Queen
and Prince Albert were here on their way to Ard-
VERIKIE. 'We anchored,' says Her Majesty, 'close

before Staffa, and immediately got into the barge with
Charles, the children, and the rest of our people, and
rowed towards the cave. As we rounded the point the
wonderful basaltic formation came in sight. The ap-
pearance it presents is most extraordinary ; and when
we turned the corner to go into the renowned Fingal's
Cave, the effect was splendid, liko a great entrance into
a vaulted hall ; it looked almost awful as wo entered,

and the barge heaved up and down on the swell of the
sea. It is very high, but not longer than 227 feet, and
narrower than I expected, being only 40 feet wide.

Tho sea is immensely deep in the cave. The rocks
under water were all colours—pink, blue, and green

—

which had a most beautiful and varied effect. It was
the Ikst time tho British standard with a Queen of
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Civ*' Britain, and to husband and children, had arer
rlltrlVil >im./i/'» ('illV, mill tllO Illt'll gave three ollcors,

which vninded very impressive tlu ro. Wo hacked out,

an. I l.nn u . lit .m a lit t lo further to look at tlio other
i»vc, nut of basaltic I.Tiimti.-n, mi. I at tlio point onllo.l

Tke AnbuMM.' It is aaldom, Indeed, that in then
tuihuloiit seas \mm\* can ontor tlio cave itself eomfort-
i

. Uie rojtl bott did on thli ooeteion, bat it ie not
it tlio iheltered lending near the centre of the

B atfa fa impracticable) as it is on tho loo of the pre-

vailing wind*. Tho utruoturo of tlio island shows a
l"».r -t r^>t mil of volcanic agglomerate, ahovo which
n-rs a hli.-k or <lnrk brown compact rolumnnr basalt,

wln.-h iti^.tiit Mii iM.niiit. il hy iiiiothor Imsalt with small
column* here mid thoro, Imt generally amorphous. To
tin' S ..I tho landing-place tho objects of chief interest

which challengu the visitor's notice an. I admiration are,

tir-t, the Scallop or Clamshell Cave; second, the rock

oallod BnaohaiHa or the Hardeman ;
third, the Oauae-

> 'In- tin .it I'.n or Colonnade at tho SH corner
ot the laland ; fourth, Pingal'a or the Great Cave on
the S tide; fifth, the Boat Cave; and sixth, tho Cor-

morant's or Mackinnon's Cavo at the SW corner. Thcro
are other caves in two bays on tho W side of tho island,

and othen again at the N end, and between the N end
and the landing. place, but those latter groups are re-

markable neither for beauty nor size, though in some of
them the air, suddenly compressed by tho inrolling

urge, pradnoea a sound resembling that caused by tho
• ..I" a cannon. The form of the basaltic pillars,

..I whil h the whole of tho coast and of the arches, sides,

and floors of tlio caves are composed, is finely perfect

;

and tin- spots on tho surface of the island which are

bare of soil, as well as the Hatter parts of the rock at

tho bottom of the coastdino of cliffs, show in many
places the ends of the columns so regularly arranged as

closely to resemble a tcsselated pavement. It is this

architectural regularity of structure that gives the island

and its caves their particular interest and attraction,

and forms one of the leading features which strike

and impress a visitor, though the feeling of awe and
wonder is, it must be confessed, rather driven away by
the singing, whether of the Old Hundred or of God Save
the Queen, which the ordinary tourist seems to consider

the appropriate method of expressing his feelings in

such a place. It was this feeling that prompted the
first of Wordsworth's three sonnets on the Cave of
Staffa .—

* We saw, but surely, in the motley crowd,
Not one of us has felt the far-famed sight

;

How could we feci it? each the others blight.

Hurried and hurrying, volatile and loud.

O for those motions only that invito

The Ghost of Fingal to his tuneful Cave
By the breeze entered, and wave after wave
Softly embosoming the timid light

!

And by one Votary who at will might stand
CJazing and take into his mind and heart,
With nndistractcd reverence, the effect

Of those proportions where the almighty hand
That made the worlds, the sovereign Architect
lias deigned to work as if with human Art !

'

The highest point of the coast cliffs is between Fingal's

Cave and the Boat Cave, where they rise to 112 feet

above high-water mark. To the W of this they become
lower, and at Mackinnon's Cave are only 84 feet. At
the N end there is a rocky shore rising but a very short

distance above sea-level.

' At the Scallop or Clamshell Cave,' says Macculloeh,
' the columns on one side are bent, so as to form a series

of ribs, not unlike an inside view of the timbers of a
ship. The opposite wall is formed by the ends of

columns bearing a general resemblance to the surface of

a honeycomb. This cave is 30 feet in height and 16 or

18 in breadth at the entrance ; its length being 130 feet,

and the lateral dimensions gradually contracting to its

termination. The inside is uninteresting. The noted rock

Bnachaille, the Herdsman, is a conoidal pile of columns,
about 30 feet hi;'h, lying on a bed of curved horizontal

ones visiblo only at low water. The Causeway here

presents an extensive surface which terminates in a
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long projecting point at the eastern side of the Great
Cave, li is formed of tin. broken ends of columns,
onoe OOntinuoua to the height of the dill's. This alono

\. ...I. III.' noted Giant's Causeway, as well in dimen-
Biona as in the pieluresipiu diversify of its surface, but
ii is almost neglected, among the more striking and
splendid objects by which it is accompanied. The
Great Pace is formed of three .lisiimi. beds of rock of
i qua] thickness, inclined towards the east in an angle
of about 9 degrees. Tho thickness of tho lowest bed at

the western Bide is about f>0 feet ; but in consequence of

the inclination, it disappears under tho sea, not far

we tward of the Greal Cave.' Tho second—the columnar
bed— is of unequal thickness, being :!G feet at tho western
.side, and 54 where the water first prevents its base from
being seen. The unequal thickness of the upper bed
produces the irregular outline of the island. In respect
ni n larity the pillars fall somewhat short of those of

tho Giant's Causeway. ' Very often they have no
joints; sometimes one or more may be seen in a long
column : while, in othor places, they are not only
divided into numerous parts, but the angles of the con-

tact are notched. They aro sometimes also split by
oblique fissures, which detract much from the regularity

of their aspect. These joints are very abundant in the

columns thai form the interior sides of the Great Cave,
to which, indeed, they are chiefly limited ; and it is

evident, that the action of the sea, by undermining
these jointed columns, has thus produced the excavation ;

as a continuation of the same process may hereafter in-

crease its dimensions. The averago diameter is about
two feet ; but they sometimes attain to four. Hexagonal
and pentagonal forms aro predominant ; but they are

intermixed with figures of three, four, and more sides,

extending even as far as to eight or nine, but rarely

reaching ten.'

Round a projecting corner of cliff from the Great

Colonnade is the magnificent Fingal's Cavo, worthy in

tho grandeur of its association with the grandest of the

Ossianio heroes :

—

' Where as to shame the temples deck'd
By skill of earthly architect,

Nature In rs. If, it seem'.l, would raise

A Minster to her Maker's praise !

Not for a meaner use ascend
Her columns, or her arches bend;
Nor of a theme less solemn tells

That mighty surge that ebbs and swells,

And still, between each awful pause,
From the high vault an answer draws,
In varied tone prol.mg'd and high.

That mocks the organ's melody."

The height from the top of the arched roof to the top of

the cliff is 30 feet, and downwards to the mean level of

tho sea 66 feet. The pillars on the western side are 36

feet high, and those on the eastern side only 18, though
tho upper ends arc nearly in the same horizontal line.

Tlie breadth at the entrance is 42 feet, and this is main-

tained till within a short distance of the end of the cave,

where it is reduced to 22 feet. The extreme length is

227 feet. The regularity of the arch and entrance is

best seen from tho sea at some little distance, but good
views are also to be obtained from the point of tho

Causeway at low water. A path, now rendered more
secure by a strong rope passing through iron supports,

leads along the eastern side to near the end ; but caro

requires to be taken, as tho rock is damp and slippery,

and occasionally, though very very rarely, enormous
tidal waves come rushing in. A party of tourists

were overtaken, inside, by one of these in August 1884,

and three of them swept away and drowned. The
columns extend inward along the sides of tho cave, and
the ceiling, which is divided by a longitudinal fissure,

varies in different places. At the outer portion of tho

cave the roof consists of volcanic ash, in the middle of

broken ends of columns, and at the end portions of

both of these rocks come in. As the sea, even at full

ebb of the lowest tide, always remains of considerable

depth, ' the only floor of this cave is the beautiful green

water, reflecting from its white bottom those tints
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which vary and harmonise the darker tones of the rock,

and often throw on the columns the nickering lights

which its undulations catch from the rays of the sun
without.

'

' Fingal's Cave,' says Wilson in his Voyage Round the

Coasts of Scotland, is indeed a most magnificent example
of Nature's architecture. A vast archway of nearly 70
feet in height, supporting a massive entablature of 30
feet additional, and receding for about 230 feet inwards
—the entire front, as well as the great cavernous sides,

being composed of countless complicated ranges of
gigantic columns, beautifully jointed, and of most
symmetrical, though somewhat varied forms—the roof
itself exhibiting a rich grouping of overhanging pillars,

some of snowy whiteness, from the calcareous covering
by which they have become encrusted—the whole rising
from and often seen reflected by the ocean waters

—

forms truly a picture of unrivalled grandeur, and one on
which it is delightful to dwell even in remembrance.
How often have we since recalled to mind the regularity,

magnitude, and loftiness of those columns, the fine

overhanging cliff of small prismatic basalt to which they
gave support, worn by the murmuring waves of many
thousand years into the semblance of some stupendous
Gothic arch,

* " Where through the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault

"

the wild waves ever urge their way—and the receding
sides of that great temple, running inwards in solemn per-
spective, yet ever and anon, as ocean heaves and falls,

rendered visible in its far sanctuary by the broad and
flashing light, reflected by the foaming surges sweeping
onwards from below ! Then the broken and irregular
gallery which overhangs that subterranean flood, and
from which, looking upwards and around, we behold
the rich and varied hues of red, green, and gold which
give such splendid relief to the deep and sombre coloured
columns—the clear bright tints which sparkle beneath
our feet from the wavering yet translucent sea—the
whole accompanied by the wild yet mellow and sonorous
moan of eacli successive billow, which rises up the sides
or rolls over the finely formed crowns of the lowlier and
disjointed pillars—these are a few of the features of
this exquisite and most singular scene which cannot fail

to astonish the beholder.'
The Boat Cave, so called from being accessible only

by sea, is a long mine-gallery-like passage, 12 feet wide,
16 high, and 150 deep, hollowed out in the bottom
agglomerate. It owes its interest entirely to the range
of pillars that overhangs it. The Cormorant's, Scarfs,
or Mackinnon's Cave is easy of access ; it terminates in
a gravelly beach on which a boat may be drawn up. It
is noteworthy for the overhanging pillars, as well as for
the elfect its wide dark entrance produces when seen
from the sea to the SW of the island. The height of
the entrance is 50 feet, and the breadth 48, and these
dimensions are maintained almost the same to the very
end, which is 224 feet from the mouth. The caves and
cliffs are frequented by large numbers of sea-birds of diffe-

rent kinds, of which the kittiwakes and the razor-backed
auk rear their young in Fingal's Cave. See also Graham's
Staffa and lona Described and Illustrated.

Staffin. See Skye and Steinsuholl.
Stair, a parish of Kyle district, Ayrshire, whose church

is beautifully situated near the left bank of the river Ayr,
1§ mile S of Tarbolton station, and 6£ miles ENE of Ayr.
Tarbolton is the post-town, and there is a post office of
Stairbridge, designated after a three-arch bridge of 1745.
The parish, formed out of Ochiltree in 1673, is boundedNW and N by Tarbolton, NE and E by Mauchline, SE
and S by Ochiltree, and SW and W by Coylton. Its
utmost length, from NE to SW, is 5ft miles ; its utmost
breadth is 2$ miles

; and its area is 5449£ acres, of which
73 are water, and 1940.J belong to two detached portions.
Of these, one containing Trabbochburn farm, and com-
pletely surrounded by Ochiltree, is very small, only 6
by 24. furlongs; the other, containing Drongan station,
and surrounded by Ochiltree and Coylton, has an utmost
length from N by W to S by E of 2£ miles, and varies

in breadth between 1 furlong and 2J miles. Luoar
Water flows 1 mile north-north-eastward along all the

eastern boundary to the river Ayk, which itself winds
7h miles west-north-westward and south-westward along
all the north-eastern, northern, and north-western
boundary, though the point where it first touches and
that where it quits the parish are but 4| miles distant as

the crow flies. The scenery along its deep gorge is very

beautiful, especially at Barskimming. The Water of

Coyle traces all the western boundary of the larger

detached portion. The surface undulates gently, at no
point sinking much below 200 feet above sea-level, at

none much exceeding 300 in the main body or 400 in the

detached portion. Sandstone of various qualities, some
of them well adapted for building, is plentiful, and has

long been quarried ; coal has also been largely mined ; the

celebrated Water-of-Ayr (now 'Tarn o' Shanter') stone

has been quarried on the Dalmore estate since 1789 ; and
plumbago or black-lead was worked between 1830 and
1850. The soil, in the hollows or small vales along the

streams, is generally sandy loam ; but the rest of the parish

consists of stiff clay. Most of the lands of the parish

are disposed for tillage or the dairy ; but more than 700
acres are under wood. The chief antiquities are remains
of two old towers at Trabboch and Drongan. Stair House,
near the church, is an antique corbie-stepped building,

with round towers at the angles. In 1450 William de
Dalrymple acquired the lands of Stair-Montgomery by
marriage with Agnes Kennedy ; and their eighth descen-

dant, James Dalrymple (1619-95), was created a baronet
in 1664, and Viscount Stair in 1690. His son, John
(1648-1707), of Glencoe notoriety, in 1703 was raised to

the earldom of Stair ; and his son and successor, John
(1679-1747), best known as Field-Marshal Stair, is said,

as a mere boy, to have accidentally shot his elder brother

in a room on the ground floor of Stair House. The
estate was disposed of by the Stair family, but was
repurchased about the year 1826. (See Lochinch.)
Dalmore House is a fine castellated edifice of 1880-81

;

and another mansion is Barskimming, noticed sepa-

rately. Three proprietors hold each an annual value of

more, and four of less, than £500. Stair is in the pres-

bytery of Ayr and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the

living is worth £347. The church is a Gothic edifice

of 1864, and contains 400 sittings. The public school,

with accommodation for 150 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 94, and a grant of £78, 14s.

Valuation (1860) £6478, (1885) £7834, 16s., plus £1959
for railway. Pop. (1801) 563, (1841) 823, (1861) 743,

(1871) 734, (1881) 928.— Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.

Standrig. See Wallacetown.
Stane, a village in Cambusnethan parish, Lanark-

shire, on the left bank of South Calder Water, in the
vicinity of Shotts Ironworks, 5 furlongs SE of Shotts
station, and 6J miles ENE of Wishaw. It dates from
ancient times ; is now associated chiefly with the Shotta
Ironworks and with extensive collieries ; and has an
Evangelical Union chapel. Pop. (1871) 937, (1881) 911.

Stanely Castle, an ancient seat of the Danzielstons,

in Abbey-Paisley parish, Renfrewshire, at the northern

base of the Braes of Gleniffer, 2 miles SSW of

Paisley. A massive corbelled tower, 40 feet high, it is

in a state of fair preservation, and since 1837 has been
engirt by a reservoir of the Paisley waterworks.

—

Old.

Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Stanhope Burn. See Drttmmelzier.
Stanley, a Perthshire village in Auchtcrgaven and

Redgorton parishes, on the right bank of the winding
Tay, 5 furlongs S by W of Stanley Junction on tho
Caledonian railway (1847), this being 8J miles SE of

Dunkeld, 8| SW of Coupar-Angus, and 7b N by W of

Perth. It owes its origin to extensivo cotton-mills,

erected in 1785 under tho auspices of tho celebrated

Arkwright; and it has shared the fluctuating fortunes

of these mills, which wcro stopped from 1814 to 1823,

and then acquired by Dennistoun, Buchanan, & Co., who
spent £160,000 on their improvement, and employed
1200 workers. Tho cotton famine of 1862 occasioned

another stoppage, but since 1876 the works have greatly
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r fffo | under tie new ud nl.lo management of Col.

Bandanna. Tli. v aiv driven by water-powor, brought
fan Um r«v «u'li n lull i.i U i<> t, ud ud t<> 1 1 1 nulls

l'j » (imiirl M>0 li-ft long, 'l'lir Hit tutt ion of Stanley, on
i"lis|. triable eli\ itti.ui above tin' river, is pleasant mill

lobrioWi There en two placet or wonhip in the
town—the ouo Batahllahed, tin- other Pre*. The
l. nin:. i« large niul bendeorae edifice, with 11.10 sit-

IniK'N «•»» iif.t.a in 1828 .it ft rost of over £5000,

MM Ml ins., I to juoad Mora status in 1877. Its

low rr, !».'« Ii i t liinh, tonus ft i'oiis|iii'iioiis object to tlio

vi. » ol i In- surrounding country. A public hull, with

aooomtnodetton tor 800 persona, mi built In 1880 ; end
Btu v bt ildei has ,» |„,st offloe, with money order, sav-

• i . end telegraph departments, gee-works (lor the

mule onlj \ :i pnblio library, mui » public school. Stanley

Bona*,* to the B <>i the rillage, fa an enoient mansion
dating Iron the first half of the 15th century, but greatly

alti-ml during the last huiiilrcil years. Sheltered to the

N 1 v SOW nt shaped hill, which rises 135 feet ahove

thi i iv. it stands on a beautiful haugh, surrounded by
grand old trees. Inoludinge broad beech avenue. It was
• ii' t i s. i! ,.| tin Lords Nairnc, and has ineiuories of the

Jaoobite third lord, who escaped from its dining-room
nlt.r the '4.r

> ; whilst 'Lady Naime's Tea-House' still

c [OWni the top of the hill. At Stanley House, too, John
I/.'h drew lor I'inirh 'Mr Briggs landing his first

salmon. ' The present proprietor, Col. Francis Stewart

Bandsman, is a grand-nephew of the poetess, Lady
Nairnc. Pop. of village (1841) 1945, (1851) 1769,

(1861) 1274, (1871) 9.32, (1881) 1030, of whom 596 were
f. Hi d' and T'.'T were iii Kcdgorton parish ; of q. s. parish

(1881) 1276, of whom 856 were in Auchtergaven, 98 in

Kineleven, and 322 in Redgorton. Houses in village

(1881) 275 occupied, 27 vacant, 2 building.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 48, 1868. See also Cami'sif., Inohbeevib, AtrcHTER-
<-\ \ i tr, and pp. 511-516 of Thos. Hunter's Woods and
I. .

,./• I; rtl.shirr (I'erth, 1883).

Starley Burn. See Burntisland.
Start Point, a headland at the eastern extremity of

Banday Island in Orkney, 2g miles SE of Tafts Ness, 5

BSE ot the southern extremity of North Bonaldshay, and
11 NE of Papa Stronsay. It terminates a narrow penin-

sula 1J mile long ; was formerly, with that peninsula,

the scene of numerous shipwrecks ; and was crowned,
in 1802, by a lofty stone beacon, transmuted, in 1806,

into a lighthouse, which now shows a fixed red light,

visible at a distance of 14 J nautical miles.

Staxigoe, s fishing village in Wick parish, Caithness,

2J miles NE of Wick town. A place of some antiquity,

it retains, in a state of tolerable preservation, two store

bouses which were used by the Earls of Caithness for

the reception of grain, in the times when rents were

paid in kind ; and has a public school and a fairly

good natural boat harbour.

SteeL See Monks Burn.
Steele-Road Station. See Casti.f.ton, Roxburgh-

shire.

Steinacholl, a hamlet in Kilmuir parish, and a quoad
mcra parish, partly also in Snizort parish, Isle of Skye,

Inverness-shire. The hamlet, called sometimes Staflin,

lies on the E coast of Trotternish peninsula, near the

head of Staffin Bay, 18 miles N of Portree. It has a

post office (Staffin) under Portree, and an inn. The
quoad mcra parish, consisting principally of the ancient

parish of Kilmartin, which now is united to Kilmuir,

was constituted by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1833,

and reconstituted by the Court of Teinds in 1847. It

is in the presbytery of Skye and the synod of Glenelg
;

the stipend is £120, with a manse and a glebe worth
jointly £16 a year. The parochial church was built

bv Government, and contains 350 sittings. Pop. of q. s.

parish (1871) 1228, (1881) 1314, of whom 17 were in

Snizort.

• So named, about the bctfinnin? of the 18th century, after

Lady Amelia Sophia Stanley, rlau«hterof the Earl and the famous
Countesg of Derby, arid herself Marchioness of Athole. Her fourth

«.,n, Lord William Murray, m lt»Ov succeeded his father-in-law as

aecood Lord Sairne,

378

Btunitor nonso. Sec Bower,
Btenhouce, a hamlet, in Libel ion parish Edinburgh*

shire, on Burdiehouse Burn, J mile NW ol Gilmerton.
Btenhouse, a mansion in Larbert parish, Stirlingshire,

in the northern vicinity of Carron Iron -works, 1J mile

E bj N "i Larberl station. Built in 1622, it has the

form "l two Bides of a rectangle, with turrets at its five

external angles. William Bruce, second son of Sir

Alexander Bruce of Airth, in 1611 obtained from bis

father a charter of the lands of Stenhouse. Ho was
created a baronet in lti2!>; and his seventh descendant,
Sir William Cuningham Bruce, ninth Hart. (b. 1825

;

sue. ]Mi2), holds 78(1 acres in the shire, valued at £2050
per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Stenhousemuir, a small town in Larbert parish,

Stirlingshire, 8 furlongs NE of Larbert station, and 3
mibs NNW of Falkirk. It presents an orderly and
pleasant appearance ; consists chiefly of one-story and
I wo. story houses, many of them with gardens attached;
lias a post office, With money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, a branch of the Royal Bank,
a public hall, a Free church, and a public school ; and
adjoins 1 1 its large common on which the Falkirk trysts

have been held since 1785. Pop. (1841) 1206,(1861)
1892, (1871) 1872, (1881) 2617.—Ord. Sur., sh. 31,

1867.

Stenness, an Orkney parish, whose church stands

near the SE shore of the Loch of Stenness, 5^ miles N K
of Stromnessand 10£ W by N of Kirkwall, under which
there is a post office. It is bounded SE and S by
Orphir, W by the Bay of Ireland, NW by the Loch of

Stenness and Sandwick, N by Harray, and NW by
Firth, to which last it is quoad civiiia united. Its

utmost length, from E to W, is 5£ miles ; and its

utmost breadth, from N to S, is A\ miles. Several

burns drain the interior to the Loch of Stenness or the

Bay ol Ireland ; and tin; surface, largely consisting of

n Hand and heathy ridges, attains a maximum altitude

of 514 feet above sea-level at a point lg mile S by E of

Stenness church. The Loch of Stenness consists of two
portions—upper and lower, or northern and south-

western. The upper, called sometimes the Loch of

Harray, extends 4J miles south-south-eastward, and
varies in width between 3 furlongs and If mile ; the

lower extends 3J miles south -eastward, and has a

maximum width of 1£ mile. There are boats on the

loch, which contains abundance of sea-trout, yielding

capital sport in September. Hugh Miller, in his Foot-

prints of live Creator (1849), describes the Loch of Sten-

ness as 'a large lake about 14 miles in circumference,

bare and treeless, like all the other lochs of Orkney,
bui picturesque of outline, and divided into an upper
and a lower sheet ol water by two long narrow promon-
tories, that jut out from opposite sides, and so nearly

meet in the middle, as to be connected by a thread-like

line of road, half mound, half bridge, and known as

the Bridge of Brogar. "The Loch of Stennis," says

David Vedder, the sailor-poet of Orkney, " is a beautiful

Mediterranean in miniature." It gives admission to

the sea, the Bay of Ireland, by a narrow strait, crossed

like that which separates the two promontories in the

middle by a long rustic bridge, the Bridge of Waith.

In consequence of this peculiarity the lower division of

the lake is salt in its nether reaches, and brackish

in ils upper ones, while the higher division is merely

brackish in its nether reaches, and fresh enough in

its upper ones to be potable. Viewed from the E, in

one of the long clear sunshiny evenings of the Orkney
summer, it seems not unworthy the eulogy of Vedder.

There are moory hills and a few rude cottages in front,

and in the background, some 8 or 10 miles away, the

bold steep mountain masses of Hoy ; while on the pro-

montories of the lake, in the middle distance, con-

spicuous in the landscape, from the relief furnished by
the blue surrounding waters, stand the tall grey

obelisks of Stenness.' These lichened 'Standing Stones

ol Stenness' are second of their kind in Britain to those

only of Stonehenge. They occur in two groups—the
smaller (composed, however, of the larger stones) on the
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south-eastern peninsula, and the larger or ' Ring of

Brogar' on the north-western. The smaller, 104 feet

in diameter, with an outside ditch 50 feet in width,

originally consisted of twelve stones, 15 to 18 J feet

high ; but now only three remain, the largest prostrate,

the other two still erect. Remains of a dolmen exist

within this circle, near which, at the S end of the

Bridge of Brogar, is a monolith 18 feet high, the finest

of all the group. In another direction is a lesser mono-
lith, only 8 feet high, 3 feet broad, and 9 inches in

diameter. It is pierced with a circular hole, and by Mr
Fergusson, in his Rude Stone Monuments (1872), is

identified with the ' Stone of Odin,' familiar to readers

of Scott's Pirate. The Ring of Brogar, 340 feet in

diameter, is likewise encompassed by an outer ditch,

1071 feet in diameter, 31 to 33 wide, and 6 deep.

It originally consisted of sixty stones, 6 to 15 feet high
;

but only fifteen, 3 to 14J feet high, are now standing,

with remains of twenty-two others. The material of all

is Old Red Sandstone. The famous tumulus of Maes-
howe has been noticed separately. Near it is the

House of Stenness or Turmiston, a grey old-fashioned

building of no very imposing appearance. From it

Scott makes the ' Pirate ' see the burning of his ship in

Stromness Bay. In 1879 Stenness, with a small portion

of the civil parish of Sandwick, was formed into a quoad
sacra parish in the presbytery of Cairston and the

synod of Orkney. The minister's stipend is £130.
The church was built in 1793. There are a Free Church
preaching-station and a public school. Pop. of q. s.

parish (1881) 697, of whom 48 were in Sandwick.
Stenscholl. See Steinscholl.
Stenton, a village and a parish of Haddingtonshire.

The village stands near the right bank of Souchet Water,

5J miles SW of Dunbar, and 4 SE by S of East Linton
or Prestonkirk, under which it has a post office.

The parish, containing also Pitcox village, 1J mile

ENE, consists of a main body and two detached sections.

The main body is bounded N by Dunbar, E and SE by
Spott, SW and W by Whittinghame, and NW by
Prestonkirk. Its utmost length, from N by W to S by
E, is 4| miles ; its breadth varies between 3| furlongs

and 4& miles ; and its area is 4818J acres. The larger of

the two detached sections, containing Millknowe farm,

miles SSE of Stenton village and 12 NW of Duns,
is separated from the southern extremity of the main
body by a strip of Spott, 2\ furlongs wide at the
narrowest ; and is bounded N and E by Spott, S by
Cranshaws in Berwickshire, and SW, W, and NW by
Whittinghame. Its utmost length, from NNW to

SSE, is 5^ miles ; its breadth varies between \ and 1£
mile ; and its area is 2547^ acres. The smaller or

Friardykes section, 3 furlongs E of the Millknowe
section, is bounded NE and SE by Innerwick, SW and
NW by Spott

;
and, with an utmost length and breadth

of 9£ and 6 furlongs, has an area of 340J acres. Thus,
the area of the entire parish is 7706| acres. Whitting-
hame or Beil Water Hows 2£ miles east-north-eastward
along the Whittinghame boundary and across the
northern interior, and, at the point where it first

touches the parish, is joined by Souchet Water, running
2| miles north-by-castward along the western border.
Pressmennan Lake, lying in a deep ravine, % mile SSE
of the village, extends 14. mile north-eastward, but
nowhere is wider than 70 yards. It was formed about
1819 by the construction of a strong breastwork between
the hill-screens of the ravine near a point where they
stoop gradually to the plain. The hill-screens here are
undulating and richly wooded, and, coming down in
steep high banks upon the margin of the lake, sweep
along in sinuous parallels, so as to render its configura-

tion serpentine ; whilst they are cut by walks and
gemmed with attractions, which render them, jointly
with the lake, one of the most delightful pieces of close

landscape in Scotland. Its waters, which are strictly

preserved, abound in trout, originally brought from
Loch Leven ; aud it sends off Hennets or Spott Burn
north-eastward towards the German Ocean. The
drainage of both the detached sections belongs to the

basin of Whitadder Water, which, rising in Whit-
tinghame, flows 4 miles south-south-eastward and
eastward along all the south-western and southern
boundary of the Millknowe portion. In the extreme N
the surface declines to 97 feet above sea-level, in the
extreme S (at St Agnes) to 700 ; and between these two
points it rises to 900 feet at Deuchrie Dod, 1000 at

Friardykes Dod, and 1250 at Bothwell orSpartleton Hill

—summits these of the Lammermuir Hills. The rocks

are variously Devonian, Silurian, and eruptive ; and the

soil of the arable lands is partly of a light quality suited

to the turnip husbandry, but mainly of an argillaceous

kind, varying from stiff to loamy. Little more than
2000 acres are in tillage ; about 400 acres are under
wood ; as much or rather more is in permanent pasture ;

and the rest of the land is either hill-pasture or waste.

Beil House, noticed separately, was a seat of Lady Mary
Nisbet-Hamilton, who died in 1883, and who was much
the largest proprietor, 1 other holding an annual value

of more, and 2 of less, than £500. (See Dirleton.)
Stenton is in the presbytery of Dunbar and the synod of

Lothian and Tweeddale ; the living is worth £400 (22

chalders). The parish church, at the village, is a hand-
some Gothic edifice of 1829, erected from designs by
W. Burn at a cost of over £2000, and opened by Dr
Chalmers, with 400 sittings and a fine tower. The
parish was long called Pitcox, from the village of that

name, where stood the original church ; and it seems to

have acquired the designation of Staneton, or Stonetown,
from the stoniness of the ground in the district around
the church. In ancient times it was first a chapelry and
next a prebend of Dunbar and a rectory. The public

school, with accommodation for 124 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 103, and a grant of £100, 0s. 6d.

Valuation (1860) £6302, (1885) £6245, 15s. Pop. (1801)

620, (1831) 686, (1861) 692, (1871) 612, (1881) 594.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863.

Stenton, a mansion in Caputh parish, Perthshire,

delightfully situate on the left bank of the winding
Tay, opposite Murtly Castle, at the southern base of

the wooded Craig of Stenton, and 3J miles SE of Dun-
keld. Its oldest part bears date 1745 ; but the larger

portion, in the Italian style, was built in 1860 by the

present proprietor, Thomas Graham Murray, Esq. (b.

1816), who holds 185 acres in the shire, valued at

£209 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 48, 1868.

Stepps, a station near the mutual boundary of Cadder
and Shettleston parishes, Lanarkshire, on the Cale-

donian railway, 44 miles E by N of Glasgow.
Sterling Hill See Peterhead.
Steuartfield. See Stewartfield.
Stevenson, a mansion in Haddington parish, Had-

dingtonshire, near the right bank of the Tyne, 2h miles

ENE of Haddington town. John Sinclair, an Edin-
burgh merchant, who purchased the barony of Steven-

son, was created a baronet in 1636 ; and his eighth

descendant, Sir Robert Charles Sinclair, ninth Bart,

(b. 1820 ; sue. 1863), holds 473 acres in Haddington-
shire and 18,874 in Caithness, valued at £1042 and
£5285 per annum.— Ore?. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See
MtJRKLE.

Stevenston, a town and a parish in Cunninghame
district, Ayrshire. The town, lying f mile inland, is

2* miles E of Ardrossan, 1| mile ENE of Saltcoats, and
£ NNW of Stevenston station on the earliest sec-

tion (1832) of the present Glasgow and South-Westcrn
system, that station being 2$ miles SW of Kilwinning
Junction and 28 J SW of Glasgow. It consists of a
street ^ mile long, intersected by some cross streets ;

and commands a fine view of the Bay of Ayr and
the neighbouring parts of the Firth of Clyde, magnifi-

cently screened in the distance by Brown Carrick Hill

and the Arran mountains. It is a place of so high
antiquity as to be mentioned in a charter of the year

1240. Its inhabitants at a former period, and those of

an extinct neighbouring village called Pipers Heugh,
were famed for the making of Jews' harps. A large

proportion of its present male inhabitants arc employed
at the neighbouring coal mines and works ; and a ccu-
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aiJrratilt mimVr, but much fewer now (linn once, are
« "I »ilk mid coil,m fabrics. Slcvenston Ims u
|mw( oiii. r, wuii bmhmu order, savings' bunk, rod tcio-

jjr.iph d< p u I in. nt-. 3 In. iris, » gas company, n police
»t .turn, niul n crmeterv. Tin' pnriiih church in ft linnd-
*»'•"" cdifloa of L888, nstomd in L888, with « steeple
120 fort high, nn.l l.'.oo sittings; ami n mission hull,
Willi ••-.t>iiiiii>Hlntiiiii fur nciu Iv .'100 jn-r.tons, was erected
in I -» ! nt .« , „si „| X 400. There i.s nlso 11 Free church ;

and the public Rcluuil, in (he centre nf the town, is n
raosnl mi l commodious building. Pop., inclusive of

Ironworks (1801) 317.'., (1S71) 8140, (1881)
3.'..'.il. ol whom 1790 were mules. Houses (1881) 737
Inhabited, 40 raoant, 4 building.

Tlie |«irish, containing nlso p u t of the town of Salt -

ooats, >> bounded N by Eilwuning, E liy Kilwinning
Mild Irvine. SK by Dun.lonnld, SW l.v the Bay of Ayr,
•Ad W lad WW by Ardrossan. Its utmost length,
Ir.mi N \V t.. SE, is 4J miles ; its utmost breadth is 2jj

iiuli s; mid its an a is 0$ square miles or 4268 J acres,
of which 424J are foreshore and 72<j water. The Gau-
rooh outn naarly :« miles south-hy-eastward along the
Kilwinning and Irvine boundary, till it. falls into the
nv.r Ikvink, which, itself dividing Stevenston from
Dondonaldi Hows 4 mile weat-aoutn-westward to its

mouth nt Irvine Bar. Triangular Asligrovo or Steven-
I

I. (8] x 21 furl.) lies at the meeting-point with
Ardrossan and Kilwinning parishes, and sends olF a
rivulet 2J miles southward, through the town of Steven-
ston, to the sea. The coast-line, extending 4J miles
north-westward from the mouth of the Irvine to Salt-
costs harbour, is low ; and all the tract between the
beach and the Garnock is occupied by the desolate A11-

Dl 1
1: Sandhills, 60 to 90 feet high. Here, 1J mile SSE

of the town of Stcvenston, is the extensive factory of
Nobel's Explosives Company, founded in 1873. It
OOvera an area of nearly 1 square mile, comprises thirty
cartridge huts and a similar number of other wooden
erections, employs 250 men and women, and on 8 May
1884 was the scene of a dreadful explosion, by which
ten women were killed and four injured {III. London
jVacs, 26 April 1884). Under Ardbeb have been
noticed the ironworks (1852) of Messrs Merry & Cun-
ninghame, the coal mines, and the valuable sandstone
quarry. The rest of the parish is rather hilly, attain-
ing 104 feet near Seabank, 215 on the western border
near Middlepart, and 288 at the north-western corner.
This more elevated district, whose soil consists chiefly
of stiffish clay or loam, is well enclosed and cultivated,
and in some places finely wooded. The parish derives
its name from Stephen Loccard or Lockhart, whose
father about 1170 obtained a grant of it from Richard
de Morville, Lord of Cunninghame and Constable of
Scotland. The second steam engine ever employed in
Scotland was set up in 1719 for pumping water between
Saltcoats and the town of Stevenston. Ruined Kerb-
law Castle is noticed separately, as also are the man-
sions of Hayocks, Hullekuukst, and Kekei,aw. Six
proprietors hold each an annual value of more than
£500, and six of between £100 and £500. Stevenston
is in the presbytery of Irvine and the synod of Glasgow
and Ayr

;
the living is worth £500. Prior to the Refor-

mation the parish was a vicarage under the monks of
Kilwinning. Two public schools—Kyles Hill and
Stevenston—with respective accommodation for 120
and 750 pupils, had (1884) an average attendance of
128 and 518, and grants of £102, 15s. 6d. and £443,
15s. A new school, with accommodation for 300 chil-
dren, was opened at Saltcoats in 1885 to take the place
of Kyles Hill, and near the same site. Valuation
(1860) £9865, (1885) £21,546, 7s. 8d., plus £1920 for
railway. Pop. (1801) 2146, (1831) 3544, (1851) 3811,
(1861» 5452, (1871) 5019, (1881) 5694.—Orel. Sur., sh.
22, 1865.

Stewartfield, a village in Old Deer parish, Aberdeen-
shire, 2i miles SW of Mintlaw, and 11£ WSVV of Peter-
head. Founded in the latter part of last century, and
for some time called Crichie, it now has a post office

under Mintlaw, a Free church (1843), a U.P. church
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(1882; 4 10 sittings), a Congregational chapel (1801;
800 Miliums), and a girls' public school. Pop. (1841)
'in. tisiil) 75 1, (1871) 617, (1881) 675.—Ord. Sw„
sh. 87, 1876.

Stowarton, a town and a parish of Cunninghame
district, Ayrshire. The town, standing, 300 feet above
sea-level, on the rifrht bank of Annick Water, hns a
station upon the Glasgow, Barrhead, and Kilmarnock
Joinl railway, 5§ miles N by W of Kilmarnock, and 181
SW by S of Glasgow. Aunick Water, whilo passing
alongside the town, makes a beautiful semicircular
sweep of such scope as to measure, nearly J mile along
the chord

; and it, is spanned by three bridges, respec-

tively at the ends and in the middle of the sweep.
One street, extending along the chord of the semicircle,

and prolonged upon tin margin of the stream, runs fully

1 mile from NE to SW, ami carries along the Glasgow
and Irvine highroad. Another street opens from the
bridge al the middle of the semicircular sweep, cuts the
former street at. right angles, and carries along the Kil-

marnock and Paisley road. Some minor thoroughfares
belong to the body of the town, and considerable clusters

of buildings form suburbs. Stowarton may vie with any
town of its size in the West of Scotland for regularity,

beauty, and general attractions. But though a place of

village
; and not till Hie Hose ol the lHth century did 'it

decidedly assume the healthful, growing, and well-to-do

appearance by which it has since been distinguished.

Most of the houses of its operatives have gardens
attached to them ; and many of the houses of its middle
or better classes are substantial or even handsome
structures. The prosperity of Stowarton has arisen

wholly from manufactures, chiefly in the department of
woollen fabrics. The making of tartan and other

woollen bonnets has long been carried on, the making
of military forage caps forming in particular a staple

manufacture. A score of firms are engaged in the

trade, which, according to the latest statistics published,

employs about 1800 knitters, 500 liners, and 200
finishers, and produces goods to the annual value of

£90,000. More than fifty years since a great im-
pulse was given, and much increase to trade and popula-

tion occasioned, by the introduction of carpet manufac-
tures and worsted-mills. Dyeing and spindle-making
are also carried on. Stewarton has a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,

branches of the Royal, Clydesdale, and Union Banks,

a savings' bank, 18 insurance agencies, gas-works (1832),

an hotel, a public library and reading-room (1810), etc.

Thursday is market-day; and fairs are held on the Mon-
day before the first Tuesday of May, the Wednesday before

the last Thursday of October, and the Wednesdays of

April and May before Glasgow ' Skeir ' Friday and
Rutherglen ' Beltan Fair.' The parish church, built

in 1696, and greatly enlarged in 1825, contains 1300
sittings. The Free church was built in 1828 by a

Secession congregation who had recently joined the

Church of Scotland
;
and, standing conspicuously on a

rising ground nearly in the centre of the town, has a

spire 80 feet high, and 800 sittings. The U.P. church,

with 592 sittings, was erected in 1854 ; and there are also

Congregational and Wesleyan chapels. The public school

is a recent and handsome edifice. Prior to 1871, the

town partly adopted the General Police and Improvement
Act (Scot.) of 1862, and it is governed by a chief and two
junior magistrates and six commissioners. Municipal

voters (1885)520. Pop. (1833)2909, (1851)3104, (1801)

3145, (1871)3299, (1881)3130, of whom 1414 were males

and 1716 females. Houses (1881) 626 occupied, 49

vacant, 4 building.

The parish is bounded N by Dunlop, NE by Neilston

and Mearns in Renfrewshire, E by Fenwick, S by Dreg-

horn, SW by Irvine and Kilwinning, and W by Kilwin-

ning. Its utmost length, from NK to SW, is 8 J miles
;

its breadth varies between 1# and 4^ miles ; and its area

is 21J square miles or 13,667§ acres, of which 41

J

are water. Annick Water flows through the parish

from end to end, and receives the tribute of Glazeut
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and other burns. In the extreme S\V, where Annick
"Water passes off from Stewarton, the surface declines to

150 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises north-east-
ward to 363 feet near Lainshaw, 404 at High Cross, 428
at Little Cutstraw, 526 at Gallowberry, 772 at Glenouther
Rig, and 802 at the Renfrewshire border. It is thus
comparatively high at the NE end, but gradually de-

scends south-westward in a beautiful diversity of gentle
eminences, fine slopes, and pleasant flats. Not a few of
its heights, even though of little altitude in themselves,
command gorgeous panoramic views of much diversity

and of great extent. Trap rocks predominate in the
north-eastern district, and rocks of the Carboniferous
formation in the SW. Sandstone, limestone, and coal

are worked ; but the last exists only in very thin strata,

and is used principally for calcining the limestone. The
soil, for the most part, is fertile, and derives great bene-
fit from the grass-fallow. Nearly 2700 acres are in
tillage ; about 7300 are disposed in arable grass land

;

1300 are natural pasture ; 2000 are moor or moss

;

and the rest is woodland, gardens, or roads. Natives
were David Dale (1739-1806), the New Lanark manu-
facturer ; and Robert Watt, M.D. (1774-1819), the com-
piler of the Bibliotheca Britannica. The principal anti-

quities are remains of two castles, once the seats of the
Cunninghams of Corsehill and the Cunninghams of
Atjchenharvie, both of them branches of the noble
family of Kilmaurs. These are noticed separately, as
also are the mansions of Kennox, Lainshaw, and
Robertland. Four proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards. Stewarton is in the presby-
tery of Irvine and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the
living is worth £400. The parish was anciently a vicar-
age under the monks of Kilwinning. On the lands of
Lainshaw, at a place now called Chapel, and formerly
called Chapelton, anciently stood a chapel dedicated to
the Virgin. Two public schools, Kingsford and Stewar-
ton, with respective accommodation for 93 and 538
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 63 and
495, and grants of £57, 2s. 6d. and £416, 18s. Valua-
tion (1860) £19,616, (1885) £27,508, plus £2081 for

railway. Pop. (1801) 2657, (1841) 4656, (1861) 4449,
(1871) 4478, (1881) 4309.—Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865.

Stewarton. See Kirkcolm and Wishaw.
Stewarton, Inverness-shire. See Campbeltown.
Stinchar, The, a salmon and trout river of Carrick,

Ayrshire. It rises on the eastern border of Barr parish,
and runs 29| miles north-westward and west-south-
westward, through or along the borders of Barr, Col-
monell, and Ballantrae parishes, till it falls into the
Irish Sea, in the vicinity of the village of Ballantrae.
Its principal affluents are the Dhuisk and the Tig. Its
current, for the most part, is clear, broad, and shallow

;

but is subject to sudden and violent freshets.

—

Ord.
Sur., shs. 8, 7, 1863.

Stirkoke House, a mansion in Wick parish, Caith-
ness, 3£ 7niles W of the town. Its owner, Edward
William Home, Esq. (b. 1857 ; sue. 1874), holds 7117
acres in the shire, valued at £2477 per annum.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 116, 1878.

Stirling, a small parish, containing the royal burgh
of the same name, in the NE of Stirlingshire, and
extending also on the NE into a detached section of the
county of Clackmannan. It is bounded N by the
parish of Logio and a detached portion of St Ninians,
and elsewhere by the parish of St Ninians. The shape
is highly irregular, and the boundary, except where it
lies along the forth, almost entirely artificial. Beginning
at the NW corner, opposite the old Toll House beyond
Raploch, the lino passes down the centre of the river to
the Old Bridge of Stirling, zig-zags thence eastward
to the rivar a little below Queensliaugh, and then passes
up the river, till, about half way round the bend below
the Old Bridge, it strikes due S to the Forth near
the quay. From this it follows the river up to Lady-
neuk, then winds eastward and along the course of a
small rivulet back to the Forth once more near West
Grange, and follows up the river to the bend E of
the railway station. From this it twists very irregularly

first SE and then back SW to the S side of the burgh of

Stirling, and after skirting theS side of the King's Park,

passes down the Mill Burn to the road at Raploch, and
back along the road to the point on the river opposite

the old Toll House. The portion in the loop of the
Forth between Ladyneuk and the station is in Clack-

mannanshire and the rest in Stirlingshire. The former
is the barony of Cambuskenneth, and was formerly a

separate parish, but is now ecclesiastically in Stirling,

though for poor law purposes it is included in Logie.

Its area is 241 acres, of which 8J are foreshore and 32$
water ; while the area of the Stirlingshire portion of the

parish is 127 If acres, of which 12$ are foreshore and
46| water. The castle and park were, till the first

half of the present century, excluded from the parish.

The ground outside the town is mostly low and level,

the highest point being in the King's Park, where a
height of over 200 feet is reached. The castle ridge in

the town is 420 feet. The soil on the low flats is a

rich carse clay, and elsewhere it is a sharp friable earth.

The underlying rocks are carboniferous, with masses of

intrusive basalt. The parish is traversed by diffe-

rent sections of the Caledonian and North British rail-

way systems, as well as by the main roads that radiate

from the town.
Stirling was anciently in the diocese of St Andrews,

but being comprehended within the archdeaconry of

Lothian, it followed the fortunes of that district when
it was in 1633 erected by Charles I. into the diocese of

Edinburgh, the minister becoming one of the pre-

bendaries of the cathedral church of St Giles. It is the

seat of a presbytery in the synod of Perth and Stirling,

and has three charges, with livings worth respectively

£490, £250, and £200 a year. The churches are noticed

in the following article. Under the landward school

board, Abbey School, at Cambuskenneth, with accom-
modation for 48 scholars, had in 1884 an attendance of

42, and a grant of £35, 9s. The parishes of Stirling,

St Niniaps, and Kilsyth form a poor-law combination
with a poorhouse at the N end of Stirling. There is

accommodation for 200 inmates, and the average number
in it is about 120. The village of Raploch is separ-

ately noticed. Seven proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards, 107 hold each between
£500 and £100, 113 hold each between £100 and £50,
and there are a large number of smaller amount.
Valuation, exclusive of the burgh (1884-85), £2435,

12s. 2d., of which £1629, 12s. 2d. was for the Stirling-

shire portion. Pop. (1801) 5271, (1831) 8556, (1861)

11,714, (1871) 12,014, (1881) 13,480, of whom 7069
were females, and 217 were in Clackmannanshire.
Houses (1881) 2823 inhabited, 191 uninhabited, and 90
being built.

The Prusbytery of Stirling comprehends the

quoad civllia parishes of Airth, Alloa, Alva, Bothken-

nar, Clackmannan, Denny, Dollar, Gargunnock, Larbert,

St Ninians, and Stirling ; the quoad sacra parishes of

Bannockburn, Bonnybridge, Haggs, Marykirk, Plean,

and Sauchie, and mission stations at Alloa and Can-on-

shore ; the total number of charges being 21. The
Free Church has a presbytery of Stirling, with charges

at Alloa (2), Alva, Bannockburn, Canibusbarron,

Clackmannan, Denny, Dollar, Dunipace, Larbert, St

Ninians, Stirling (4), and Tullibody—in all 16. The
United Presbyterian Church has also a presbytery of

Stirling, with charges at Alloa, Alva, Bannockburn,
Blairlogie, Bridge of Allan, Bridge of Teith, Bucklyvie,

Clackmannan, Dollar, Dunblane, Greenloaning, St

Ninians, Stirling (3), and Tillicoultry—in all, 16.

Stirling (old forms Strivelin, Striveling, Strivelyn,

Strewelin, Sterling), a market town, a royal and parlia-

mentary burgh, and the county town of Stirlingshire,

occupying partof the parish just described, but havingout-

lying suburbs extending into the parishes of St Ninians
and Logie. Standing on the river Forth 16§ miles from

its mouth opposite Kincardine, tho town is connected

with Leith by steamer, but in consequence of this having
to accommodato itself to the tide, and owing also to the

winding course ol the river, there is but little river trade.
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Stilling i«, however, u rallwnj outre, 1 1 1
«- joint line

. ! tli the Caledonian and North Kritish com-
]*iiim Wtwceu 1-nrbcrt Junction ami Perth passing
through it. mid lines belonging to the hitter company
alio branching off to the eastward through Kile, anil

*,-:\«.u>l along the v»ltcy ol the forth. It is by rail 7

l W ot Alloa, lu NW ..I Kiilkirk. 13 W liv S of

H.diar. M w by s of Kinross, •»> N k of Glasgow, :io

KNK ..I llalh.ch on l.o. h Lomond, 33 S\V of Perth, 3(i

WKWofBdinl Ugh, and M KSK of Oban. The town
Us origin to the well known castle, of Stirling,

which holds such * ]<roiuinent |>osition in Scottish

hintory, The castle nccuiues the summit of an isolated

hill nl intrusive hasnlt, which, springing kbmptly from

|
.: t! .• Forth, presents a precipitous front to

tl.<- NW, and llopei from this eastward. It has been
oft' ii i mnpared to the Acropolis at Athens, and bears a

oi.Md. ral'le reseuihlam e to the long ridgo of tlie old

town of Kdinhurgh, extending from the Castle to Holy-
rood, but the ridgo at Stirling is much shorter. The
i dern districts of the town and the suburbs

•Stand over the Halter ground around the base. The
! :

i
rtl ol the rock—particularly along the Pack

Walk, and still more in tho Castle gardens NW of

the Douglas Boom and SW of the Palace—command
very fine views. 'Who,' says Ur Macculloch, 'does

not know Stirling's noble rock, rising, the monarch
of tho landscape, its majestic and picturesque towers,

its splendid plain, its amphitheatre of mountain, and
the windings of its marvellous river ; and w ho that

has once seen tho sun descending here in all the blaze

of its beauty beyond the purple hills of the west can
ever forget the plain of Stirling, the endless charm
of this wonderful scene, the wealth, the splendour,

the variety, the majesty of all which here lies between
earth and heaven.' The foreground is everywhere a

rich alluvial plain, fertile, highly cultivated, and well

wooded, with here and there an abrupt protruded hil-

lock, starting abruptly from the flat, and relieving it

from tamencss. To the N and NE are the woods
about Bridge of Allan and Dunblane, and the hill-

screened vale of Allan Water, then the picturesque

wood-crowned cliffs of Abbey Craig, and the soft pas-

toral slopes of the Ochils. To the E and SE are the

fertile carses of Stirling and Falkirk, with the Forth
winding her silvery course to the sea, and beyond, the

distant hills of Fife and the Lothians ; while to the

SW is the termination of the Lennox Hills. To the
W and NW are the flat valleys of the upper Forth and
Teith with winding rivers and wooded policies, and
shut in by the Campsie Fells, the Monteith Hills,

the Braes of Doune, and behind and beyond, sweeping
round from W to N, are a great semicircle of distant

peaks, the most conspicuous of which are Ben Lomond
(3192 feet), Ben Venue (2393), Ben A'an (1851), Ben
Ledi (2875), Ben Voirlich (3224), and Uamh Mhor
(Uam Var

;
2179). 'Eastward from the castle ram-

parts,' says Alexander Smith, 'stretches a great plain

bounded on either side by mountains, and before you
the vast fertility dies into distance flat as the ocean

when winds are asleep. It is through this plain that

the Forth has drawn her glittering coils—a silvery

entanglement of loops and links—a watery labyrinth

—

which Macneil has sung in no ignoble numbers, and
which every summer the whole world flocks to see.

Turn round, look in the opposite direction, and the

aspect of the country has entirely changed. It undulates

like a rolling sea. Heights swell up into the blackness

of pines, and then sink away into valleys of fertile

green. At your feet the Bridge of Allan sleeps in azure

smoke—the most fashionable of all the Scottish spas,

wherein, by hundreds of invalids, the last new novel is

l»enig diligently perused. Beyond are the classic woods
of Keir ; and ten miles further, what see you ? A
multitude of blue mountains climbing the heavens !

The heart leaps up to greet them—the ramparts of the

land of romance, from the mouths of whose glens broke

of old the foray of the freebooter; and with a chief in

front with banner and pibroch in the wind, the terror
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ol the Highland war. Stilling, like a huge brooch,
ii ighlands and Lowlands together.'

History, W inn the Bret fort or village was formed
at Stirling must remain doubtful, for though the
Isolated position of the rock, and its nearness to what
must always have been the principal ford along the
lower pari of the Forth, point it out as the natural key
Ol the Highlands ami an important strength, it is ex-
tremely difficult to say whether it was so occupied prior
to and dining the Roman times or not. Situated near
the skirls ol the great Caledonian Forest, and in tho
midst of a flat that must at. that time, have been, to a
considerable extent

, a marsh, we might expect to find
it one of the strongholds of the Damnonii who inhabited
the, district, but Ptolemy places their chief town Alauna

not to he confounded' with Alauna of the Gadeni—to

the NW on the point, at the junction of tho Allan and
the Forth. The Roman road from Camelon northward
passed to the W of the Castle rock, and seems to have
crossed tho river close to this at a ford called the
Drip ; but whether the Romans had a camp on the
high ground cannot ho ascertained, though during the

period when they held the district N of Antoninus' Wall
they certainly seem to have had au outpost here. At
least Sir Robert Sibbald, writing in the end ol the 17th
or the beginning of tho 18th century, says that there

was at that time on a stone on the brow of the hill over-

looking Ballengeich Road, opposite the old gate of the
Castle, an inscription 'Inexcu. agit. kg. II.,' which has
been extended into In excubias agitantes legionis'

sccwida;, the suggested rendering being 'for the daily

and nightly watch of the second legion.' The inscrip-

tion was obliterated by the close of the 18th century,

but a large boulder with a defaced inscription is still

pointed out as ' tho Roman Stone.' It is now marked
by an iron rod. What the history of the place may
have been from the 5th to the 10th century it is hardly
possible to conjecture—probably that of any border
fortress lying between two peoples who were often at
war, and it is to this period that the modern name

—

the first part of which is said to be a word meaning
strife, is supposed to be due ; and hence also a name
used by some of the chroniclers Mons Dolorum. Another
name, used subsequently and referred to by Sir David
Lindsay in his Complaint of the Papingo (1539), was
Snawdon or Snowdoun, which Chalmers has derived

from tho British Snuadun, ' the fortified hill on the
river.' According to Boece, followed by Buchanan, the

Northumbrian princes, Osbrecht and Ella, in the 9th
century subdued the whole country as far as Stirling,

where they built a strong fort and also a bridge across

the river, but the story is undoubtedly fabulous, for

these princes were in reality rival claimants of the

throne of Northumbria, and were, in 867, both slain

in a battle against the Danes at York, the danger of

the realm from the sea-rovers having compelled them
to unite their forces. There certainly was war between
Alban and Northumbria a century later, about 971 or

975, when, however, the attack was made from the

Scottish side by Kenneth III., whom we find also, as a

means of protection, fortifying the fords of the Forth,

which was the boundary of his kingdom to the S, but

no specific mention is made of Stirling.

By the 12th century, when the place finally emerges
from its historic obscurity, it must have made con-

siderable progress. Alexander I. died in the castle

in 1124 ; David I., in a grant to the chinch of the

Holy Trinity at Dunfermline between 1124 and 1127,

speaks of his burgh of Stirling ; in 1175 the castle

must have been one of the five most important strengths

in Scotland, for it was one of those selected to be held

by English garrisons till the conditions under which
Henry II. had released William the Lyon should be

fulfilled; and William himself, after holding his last

parliament here in 1214, and getting his son accepted as

their future king by the bishops, earls, and barons, died

in the Castle 'full of goodly days and at agood old age,

fully armed with thorough devoutness, a clear shrift,

true charity, the viaticum of Christ's body, and the rest
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of the sacraments.' From this time onward the Castle

became a favourite royal residence, and here Alexander

II. is said to have been when he promulgated his law

establishing trial by jury ; and here John Baliol held

the convention which, in 1295, agreed to the formation

of an offensive and defensive league with France against

England, and for the marriage of his son Edward with

the daughter of the French King. On the approach of

Edward I. with his army in 1296 the Castle was either

abandoned or at once surrendered, only to be recaptured

the following year, after the battle of Stirling Bridge.

This was fought at the site of the earliest bridge that

existed in the neighbourhood of Stirling, at Kildean,

about five furlongs NW of Stirling Castle. Sibbald

says that a bridge was built here by Agricola, but

there does not seem to be any authority for the state-

ment. That there was one at a very early date is,

however, clear, for it is probable that this Kildean

bridge is the one mentioned in the old laws printed

at the beginning of the Record edition of the Scots

Acts. It seems to have been formed by beams resting

on stone pillars, remains of which were to be seen

till about the end of the 18th century. In 1279, after

the departure of Edward I. for Flanders, Wallace,

having raised a large army in the districts N of the

Tay, and got possession of all the strongholds there,

was besieging Dundee when news arrived that the

Earl of Surrey was pressing forward at the head of a

large English army in order to attack him. He imme-
diately advanced to the Forth, judging that to be the

best position for receiving their attack ; and took up his

position along the loop of the Forth in front of the

Abbey Craig, where the massive tower reared to his

memory now stands. Terms offered by the English

leaders having been rejected, they advanced to the

attack. A proposal that a portion of the army should
cross by the neighbouring ford was not acted on, and
the whole line began to advance by the bridge, which
was so narrow that only two persons could pass

abreast. When about half of the English force had
crossed, a body of spearmen, sent by Wallace for the

purpose, dashing suddenly forward, gained and took
possession of the end of the bridge, and Surrey and
the rest of his forces had to stand helplessly by and see

their comrades who had crossed attacked and routed by
the Scottish army. Only a few were able again to cross

the river in safety, and the body that had not crossed

retired in great disorder. Blind Harry accounts for

the severance of the two portions of the English army
somewhat differently. After recording Wallace's in-

tention

—

' Bot ner the bryg my purposs is to be
And wyrk for thaim sum suttell jeperte'

;

he goes on to tell how
' On Setterday on to the bryg thai raid,

Off )fud playne liurd was Weill and junctly maid:
Gert wachis wait that nane suld fra thaim pass.
A wricht he tuk. the suttellast at thar was,
And ordand him to saw the burd in twa,
Be the myd stmt, that nane mycht our it ga ;

On charnaill bandis nald it full fast and gone,
Syne fyld with clay as na thing had beyne done.
The tothir end he ordand for to be,
How it suld stand on thre rowans off tre,

Quhen ane war out, that the laiff doun suld fall

;

Him selff wndyr he ordand thar with all,

Bownd on the trest in a ereddill to sit,

To louss the pyn quhen Wallace leit him wit.
Bot with a horn, quhen it was tyme to be,
In all the ost suld no man blaw bot he.'

And so when Wallace blew his horn, part of the bridge
fell. The cognomen of ' Pin ' Wright was given to the
man who undertook to ' louss the pyn ; ' and a descendant
who now lives in Stirling still bears the name, the
family having for their coat of arms a carpenter's axe,
the crest being a mailed arm grasping an axe, and the
m il to Tain arte quam marte.

Between this and 1303 the Castle seems to have
changed hands several times, but when Edward I. com-
menced his great invasion in the year just mentioned,
it was held by a Scottish garrison. So strong did

Edward deem the position that he passed it by when he
went north, and did not turn his attention to it till

' all magnates but William Wallace had made their

submission unto him, and all castles and towns—except
Strivelyn Castle and the warden thereof—were sur-

rendered unto him.' After keeping lent at St Andrews,
and holding a parliament at which Sir William Wallace,
Sir Simon Frazer, and the garrison of Stirling Castle,

were outlawed, he began at Easter 1304 the siege which
is memorable for the determination with which the

small garrison of less than 200 men held, for more than
three months, against the whole English army, this

the last spot of ground that was not in the hands of

the foreign foe. The Castle seems to have been partly

rebuilt, not long before, on the Norman model, and here

not only did the strength of the masonry olfer stout

resistance to the battering machines of the besiegers,

but there was the additional difficulty of the steep rock
on which the" Castle stood. Some of the machines
threw very heavy stones, and one is mentioned as being
able to hurl against the walls blocks weighing from two
to three hundredweights. King Edward himself, though
sixty-five years old, was in the midst of the work. ' He
was,' says Dr Burton, 'repeatedly hit, and the chronicles

record with reverence the miraculous interventions for

his preservation. On one occasion Satan had instigated

one of the Scots to draw an arblast and aim an arrow
against the Lord's anointed, who was riding exposed in

the front. A devil's angel sped the shaft in so far that

it pierced a chink of the mail, but then one of heaven's
angels came to the rescue and stopped it from penetrat-

ing the sacred body of the conquering king—for it is

curious to observe, that it is all along not from the

justice or holiness of his cause, but from his success as

a conqueror that these chroniclers treat his cause as a
holy one, and denounce the resistance it met with as

unholy rebellion. Stronger evidence still of his fixed

determination to leave no means untried for the reduc-

tion of the Castle is his bringing the lead from the roofs

of churches and religious houses in St Andrews and
Brechin to be made into weights in working the siege

engines.' He was a superstitious man, and knew that

this was sacrilege, but he gave orders that no altar was
to be uncovered, and by-and-by, when he had attained

his object, payment was made to the Bishop of Brechin
and the Prior of St Andrews 'proplumbo quod dextrahi
fecimus tam de ecclesiis quam de aliis domibus ipsorum
Episcopi et Prioris apud Breghyn et Sanctum Andream.'
When Sir William Oliphaut and his garrison were at

last driven by famine to surrender, they numbered only
140. From this time the Castle remained in the hands
of the English till 1314, when it was surrendered the

day after the battle of Bannockburn. In 1333 it was
taken by BalioPs party, and though it was besieged in

1336 and again in 1337 by Sir Andrew Moray, it was on
both occasions relieved by the English, and did not fall

into the hands of David Bruce's friends till 1339. In
1360 Sir Robert Erskine was appointed governor of the

Castle by King David, and besides ample allowances for

the maintenance of the garrison, obtained a grant of all

the feus and revenues in Stirlingshire belonging to the

Crown, with the wardships, escheats, and other emolu-

ments annexed to them. This office was hereditary

in the Erskine family till the forfeiture of the Earl of

Mar in 1715. During the times of Robert II. and
Robert III., though the Castle was occasionally the royal

residence, there is but little mention of it otherwise.

The warlike operations of the 13th and the begin-

ning of the 14th centuries were by no means in favour

of tho burgh, for after it had been accidentally de-

stroyed by fire in 1214, it was again burnt in 1298 by
Wallace on his retrent from Falkirk, so that it might
not afford shelter to the English. It was also burned
in 1385 by Richard II., and though its losses were
partly compensated by the grants to the burgesses by
Eobert II. of fishings and petty customs, it was not till

the time of James 1. that it may be said to have fairly

started in its course of progress. The Castle was the

birthplace of James II., and alter the murder of his
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uth.r it afforded i\ plaoa of raftwa tor him and hi*
iiuithrr againal the unbitloai dadgni «»r Bir William
i'ru-titon Subsequently, in 1462, ono of tlio rooms in

ihr C.istl,, \v»s tli,' scene of tin' murder of the Enrl of

Dougla*, who, having come to Stirling at the King's
nomnund and with » royul iaia*oonduot, ami having
I 'well rweived niul entertained by the king, who
khan iftw i iiii.i liim to tlw rapper, and banquet ted

him rtrj royally,' vit haughtily refused to break the
•mtmonti that hi bad antorad into with tha Earlaof
Crawford and Ron Be awn retaliated and ' reproached
the king »eij arrogantly,

1 so thai al last tho royal

gave Way, and James 'took a high linger and
thought to ,lo the thing thut w:is less skaith to tho

oonunoowealth than to trouble tha whole realm there-

with . ami sci |n< |uilli.,l forth a sword, and said, " I soo

well, inv lord, inv prayer eaimot prevail to eause yon
desist Iroiu your wieked counsel and enterprises, I shall

cause nil your wicked eonspiracjes to cease." Thereafter
imiiiedi.it. ill ha struck him through the body with tho
sword ; and thereafter the guard, hearing tho tumult
within the ' hamber, rushed In and slew the earl out of
hind ' The Kill's brother and many of his friends were
in the town, and as they were unable to revenge them-
selves on the king, they wreaked their wrath on tho
burgesses, which was hardly fair. Tho Earl's brother
' made a long harangue and exhortation to his friends

to siege the Castle and to revenge the unworthy slaughter
of his brother with the king's life. But when they

a is impossible to do, seeing they had no muni-
tion fitting for this effect, the Castle being so strong,

they gave the king very contumelious words, saying,
" that they should never obey nor know him again as a
king or prince, but should be revenged upon him and
his cruel tyranny or ever they ceased." After this
they burned and berried the town of Stirling.' James
III. found its retirement congenial to his artistic tastes,

nnd made the Castle his chief residence, while it was
also a favourite residence of James IV., who is said to
have done penance in the neighbouring church of the
Franciscans for the share he had taken in the insur-
rection that ended with his father's death. James V.
was born at Stirling and also crowned there, and the
Castle afforded him a place of refuge when he escaped
from the power of the Douglases in 1528, and the pass
to the NE of it furnished him with the name he so often
adopted in his wild incognito rambles and adventures
among his people—the Gudeinan of Ballengeich. His
infant daughter Mary and her mother were brought
here in 1543,—Stirling being deemed a safer place than
Edinburgh or Linlithgow, on account of its nearness
to the Highlands,— and here the infant queen was
crowned when scarcely nine months old, the Regent
Arran carrying the crown and Lennox the sceptre ; and
the Estates fixed the Castle as the royal residence for

the time being. In the early times of the Reformation
it became, in consequence, one of the centres of the
influence of Mary of Guise, who was here when
the news came of the first outbreak of popular fury at
Perth against the Roman Catholic Church in 1559.
Later she intended to garrison the place with French
soldiers, but was prevented by the Earl of Argyll, Lord
James Stewart, and the other Lords of the Congregation,
who 'reformed Stirling ' in the usual manner, and also

entered there into their third bond of mutual adherence
and defence. Stirling is closely associated with many
of the important events of Mary's reign after her return
from France. In 1561 'her grace's devout chaplains
would, by the good device of Arthur Erskine, have
ming a high mass,' but ' the Earl of Argyle and the
\/>: 1 Jarnes so disturbed the quire, that some, both
priests and clerks, left their places with broken heads
and bloody ears.' It was here that the special council
wa^t held at which she announced her intended marriage
with Lord Darnley, and here her infant son, after-

wards James VI., was baptized with great pomp in
December 1566, the Privy Council levying a sum of
£12,000 to defray the expense, the large amount being
necessary from the fact that 'sum of the grcttest
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princes is Ohtiatosdome lies ernestlie requlrit of our

Boverania that be thair ambasaatouria thai may bo
,\ in is and gosseppis at the baptisme of thair Majes-

teis derrist sone.' Queen Elizabeth, wdio was god-
mother, Bent :i gold Font weighing 88S ounces, which
her ambassador was told to 'say pleasantly was made as

soon us we heard of the prince's birth, and then 'twas big

e tth for him ;
but now he, being grown, is too big for

it
; therefore il may be better used for the next child,

provided il tie christened before it outgrows tho font.'

The Countess of Argyll represented the English Queen,
and as the ceremony was a Roman Catholic one, and the

countess was a member of the Reformed Church, she

came under the displeasure of the General Assembly of

1567, which ordered her to make public repentance in

the Chape] Royal of Stirling—tho place of her offence

—

' upon ane Sunday in time of preaching, for assisting at

the prince's baptism, perfon 1 in a papistical manner.'
In the following year, Mary having abdicated, James was
crnwiie.l here, and the Castle remained his residence for

the ftral thirteen years of his life, and was the meeting-

place of the parliaments convened by tho various regents

as well as tho scene of several other incidents connected

with the struggles for power going on at the time. In
May 15t!!> lour priests of Dunblane, who had been sen-

tenced to he hanged at Stirling for saying mass contrary

to act of parliament, had their punishment commuted,
and wero instead chained to the market-cross wearing

their vestments, and after they had stood thus for an
hour, wdiile the, mob pelted them with stones and offered

them other indignities, they wero loosed, but their vest-

ments, books, and chalices were burned by the hangman.
During part of the regency of Lennox the Court of Ses-

sion sat here, as also did the General Assembly in 1571

and 1578. In tho former year also, Stirling was the

scene of the execution of John Hamilton, Archbishop

of St Andrews, who was captured at Dumbarton Castle

early in the year, and hanged at the common place of

execution at the market-place of Stirling shortly after-

wards on charges of being accessory to the murders of

1 )arn ley and the Regent Murray, and ofconspiring against

King James. In the same year too, while a parliament,

summoned by Lennox—contemptuously styled by its

opponents the Black Parliament—was sitting, a number
of Queen Mary's supporters who had been threatened with

forfeiture, sent a party of horsemen, led by Kirkaldy

of Grange, from Edinburgh by night, to attempt to

surprise and seize a number of tho nobles attending the

parliament. Reaching the town before daybreak, they

surrounded tlio houses where the leading men were

lodged, and meeting with no resistanco except from

Morton, who would not surrender till his house had

been set on fire, they started on their return to Edin-

burgh, carrying olf Regent Lennox and ten other noblo-

ini'ii as pri unci's. Si "I the followers of Scott of

Buecletich having, however, stayed behind for the

purpose of plundering, caused an alarm in the Castle ;

and the Earl of Mar, marching out with a body of

soldiers, soon not only put the plunderers to flight, but,

having aroused tho townsmen, pursued the main body

so holly that all the prisoners were rescued, the Regent

bi tag, however, mortally injured in the struggle. In

1578 the first parliament convened by James VI., after

he nominally took tho government into his own hands,

met in the hall of the Castle ; but the place of meeting

was so displeasing to the party opposed to Morton

—

who maintained 'that a meeting of the Estates held

within a fortress commanded by an enemy of his

country was no free parliament'—that its choice almost

led to civil war. After a great reconciliation banquet

given subsequently in the Castle, the Earl of Athole

died suddenly, and it was asserted that he had
been poisoned. In 1584 the Earls of Angus and Mar,

the Master of Glamis, and others of the Ruthven

party, seized the Castle ; but being unable to hold it

against the force raised by the Earl of Arran, they

retired to the Highlands, and finally fled to England,

only, however, to return in 1585, when, in the Raid of

Stirling, they took possession of the place, where James
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was himself residing at the time, and procured from the
king a reversal of their own forfeitures and the restora-

tion of the Gowrie family to their vast estates. In 1594
the town witnessed the greatest pageant that it ever saw,
or probably ever will see, at the baptism of Prince Henry,
the eldest son of James VI. ' The noble and most potent
prince of Scotland was born in the castle of Striviling,

the 19 day of February 1594, upon which occasion the
King's majestie sent for the nobles of his land, and to
all the capitall burrows thereof, . . . and proposed
unto them that it was necessary to direct out ambas-
sadours to France, England, Denmark, the Low
Countries, the Duke of Brunswicke, his brother-in-
law, and to the Duke of Magdelburg, the queenis
majestie's grandfather, and to such other princes as
should be thought expedient. Likewise he thought the
castle of Striviling the most convenient place for the
residence of this most noble and mightie prince, in
respect that he was borne there ; as also, it was necessary,
that sufficient preparation might be made for the am-
bassadors that should be invited to come, for honour
of the crown and countrey. And besides all this, because
the Chapell Royal was ruinous and too little, concluded
that the old chapell should be utterly rased, and a new
erected in the same place, that should be more large,

long, and glorious, to entertain the great number of
straungers expected. These propositions at length con-
sidered, they all, with a free voluntarie deliberation,
graunted unto his majestie the summe of an hundred
thousand pounds money of Scotland. ' And so the new
chapel was built by the 'greatest number of skilled
workmen,' James himself superintending ; and the
ceiling was adorned with gold, and the walls decorated
with paintings and sculpture. During the two days
before the baptism, which took place on 30 Aug.,
sports were held in ' The Valley. ' After all the pompous
ceremonial of the baptism, which was too long to be here
minutely detailed, a banquet took place in the Parlia-
ment House, where ' the kinge, queene, and ambas-
sadors were placed all at one table, being formed of
three parts, after a geoinetricall figure, in such sort that
every one might have a full sight of the other.' During
the progress of the feast, a triumphal car, seemingly
drawn by a Moorish slave, entered, full of fruits and
delicacies, which were distributed among the guests by
six damsels clothed in satin and glittering with gold and
silver. Thereafter there entered a boat eighteen feet in
length, placed on wheels and moved by invisible
springs. The masts, which were forty feet high, were
red, the ropes of red silk, and the blocks were of gold.
The sails were of white taffety, and the anchors were
tipped with silver. She was loaded with sweetmeats,
and on board were Neptune, Thetis, Arion, and Triton,
while three syrens floated in the artificial sea that sur-
rounded the vessel.

In 1637 the meetings of the privy council and of the
Court of Session were held at Stirling for several months
in consequence of the disturbed state of Edinburgh
arising out of the attempted introduction of the liturgy.
In 1645 the plague raged in the town from the middle
ol July till October, and obliged the parliament which
had been already driven by it from Edinburgh to ad-
journ to Perth. Dining this time the meetings of town
council are said to have been held in the Cow Park.
In the same year the opposing armies of Montrose and
.aillie passed tin; Forth at Kildcan ford on their way to
Kilsyth, but they seem both to have avoided the town in
consequence of tin; plague. The Castle was held for the
Covenanters. In 1648 the Highland followers of the
Marquis of Argyll on their way to join the forces being
assembled by the anti-royalist minority of the Estates
were attacked and defeated by a portion of the Duke of
Hamilton s army under Sir George Munro. Stirling
was the rallying point of the force defeated by Cromwell
at Dunbar, and ali'orded at that time a place of refuge
for the Committees of Church and State, and the magi-
strates of Edinburgh who endeavoured to concert a plan
ol future operations, while at the same time a parlia-
ment—afterwards adjourned to Perth, and the last in

Scotland at which the sovereign personally presided—
was held ; and it was thence that Charles II. started in

1651 for the march into England that terminated at

the disastrous battle of Worcester. In 1651 the Castle

was besieged and reduced by Monk, and the national

records, which had been lodged here for safety, were
seized and sent to London. At the time of the Union
it was declared one of the four Scottish fortresses which
were to be ever afterwards kept in repair, and in 1715
it atForded valuable support to the small force with
which Argyll held the passage of the Forth against

Mar and the Jacobites. In the subsequent rebellion in

1745-46, though the town wall had been repaired in the
former year, the inhabitants made no resistance to the
Highland army on its retreat, but having sent all tlieir

arms into the Castle, and obtained a promise that no
man's person should be injured, and all articles required

should be paid for, admitted the Jacobites within the

town, when they kept their pledge so well that within
two hours they had plundered the houses and shops of

all the leading inhabitants opposed to their cause.

They began to besiege the Castle, but though General
Hawley's effort to cause them to raise the siege failed

in consequence of the disaster at Falkirk, the attack
was made in vain, and was hurriedly abandoned on the
approach of the Duke of Cumberland's army. The only
other historical event of general note connected with
the town is the execution of Andrew Hardie and John
Baird, who were in 1820 beheaded in front of the Town
House for high treason, they having been two of the
leaders of the Radical rising at Bonnymuir. The
Highland and Agricultural Society's Show has been
held here in 1833, 1864, 1873, 1881.

The last sovereign who resided in the Castle was
James VI., but in 1681 the Duke of York, afterwards
James VII. , was here with his family, including Princess

—afterwards Queen—Anne ; and in September 1842 the
Queen and the Prince Consort were here on their way
from Taymouth to Dalkeith, on which occasion her
Majesty was presented with the silver keys of the
burgh in due form and the Prince Consort was
made a burgess. The Prince of Wales visited the
town in 1859. Stirling gave successively the title

of Viscount and Earl to the family of Alexander
of Menstrie and Tullibody, William Alexander having
in 1630 been created by Charles I. Viscount Stirling

and Baron Alexander of Tullibody, and in 1633 he
became Earl of Stirling and Viscount Canada. The
title became dormant at the death of Henry V., Earl in

1739, but there are still claimants. The only dis-

tinguished native of Stirling may be said to be Dr John
Moore (1730-1802), author of Zcluco and other works
now forgotten, and father of General Sir John Moore

;

but of those connected with the place by residence,

besides the historical characters already spoken of, we
may here mention George Buchanan (1506-82), who
was tutor to James VI. during his early residence

at the Castle ; the Rev. Patrick Simpson, one of
the ministers, who about 1600 published a History
of the Church ; the Rev. Henry Guthrie (1600-76),

another of the ministers, author of Memoirs of Scutch

Affairs from 1637 to 1649 ; the Rev. James Guthrie,

his successor, one of the leading Remonstrants, who was
executed in Edinburgh in 1661 ; Lieutenant-Colonel
John Blackader (1664-1729), deputy-governor of Stir-

ling Castle; the Rev. Ebenezer Erskine (1680-1754),
one of the founders of the Secession Church ; Dr David
Doig (1718-1800), rector of the grammar school, a literary

opponent of Lord Karnes, whom Burns, who met him
while at Stirling in 1787, describes as ' a queorish figure

and something of a pedanr,
;

' and the Rev. John Hussel

(1740-1817), the ' Black Russel' of The Holy Fair, who
was translated from Kilmaiinock to Stirling in 1800,
and who is buried in the old churchyard.

Lines of Street, etc.—The Castle Hill proper and some
other heights associated with it form a triangular group
to the NW of the town, the apex of the triangle being
to the W, and the rock occupied by the Castle buildings
and the Lsplauade in front lying along the SW side.
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Ah-tiR the N K si, !.• of the r.i-tle Rock isthc doop hollow
known nn Ballengeioh, tad beyond this is the undu-
latUjl height knownu (fowling or Gowan RUIL This
i bm of one ol the Jaoobite batteries during the
Mr-, oi tin- C.v>tle in 174ti. X.-nr tin- N corner is tlio

raooded bu»v summit c.illod the Mote Hill or llouding
ll.li, the

• nil iad mound I

T)i»t oft hut ii. Ar.i the deetlHute iound,
A* on tlio iioblcal of tlio Imiil

Kcll tin; •urn luaiUiimirn bloody Imnd."

It wiv tl . i in ,l i !., I'M-i-ut ion of thi> Duke of Albany,

kil two Miiis, ainl his father-in law, the Karl of Lennox,
in \i'2!< ; nml as the Castle niul Braes of Douno aro

visible frviin it, Albany's hist glance, must havo hoon

ovrrliis ow n wide domain. It seems to havo been here,

No that in 1 4 :t7 Sir Robert (iraham and those of his

aRsoointcs in the murder of .lames 1. who were executed

•t Stirling had an end pnt to their torments. Tlio Mote
Hill i* known loi ally as Hurly-llaaky, a name said to be

deriv, d from nn amusement indulged in here by James
V. when he was young, and alluded to by Sir David
Lindsay, who says

' BODS liarlit liym to tlio Hurliellacklt.'

It Bconn to havo consisted in sliding down a steop

hank in some sort of sleigh. Sir Walter Scott says the
Edinburgh boys in the beginning of the present century
indulged in such a game on the Calton Hill, 'using for

theil • ila horse's skull
;

' and as hawky or haaky is a

Scottish word meaning a cow, it is possible that a cow's

skull may have been used formerly for the same pur-

pose. All this tract of ground is now open to the

public, and walks beginning hero extend round the base

of the Castle Rock and along the wooded slopes to the

SW of the old town, the principal path in this latter

portion being the Hack Walk with its fine trees. It was
laid out in 1724 at the instigation of William Edmon-
stone of Cambuswallace. To the S of the Esplanade, and
between it and the NW end of this walk, is a flat-

bottomed hollow now occupied by part of the cemetery,

but known particularly as 'The Valley,' and said to

have been the ground used for tournaments and sports

in the time of the Stewart Kings. A rocky eminence on
the S side, called The Ladies' Rock, is traditionally

the spot whence the ladies of the Court surveyed the

feats of strength and skill. To the SW of this were the

Roy.il Gaxdena or Haining, now simply laid out in grass,

and with but few traces of the terraces and canal that

once existed, though in this respect the Government
have in recent years caused considerable improvement
to be made. The canal seems to have been near the

line of the modern Dumbarton Road. Near the

extreme SW side of the gardens is an octagonal earthen

mound with terraces and a depressed centre known as

the King's Knot, and probably the place where the old

game called The Round Table was played. The older

name of the mound seems to have been also The Round
Table, and it must have been here from a very early

date, for Barbour speaks of King Edward and some of

bis followers who had in vain sought refuge at Stirling

Castle after the battle of Bannockburn going

' Rycht by the Round Table away ;

1

so that it must have been there in his time ; and Sir

David Lindsay, in his Farewell of the Papingo (1539),

also mentions it :

—

* Adew fair Snawdoun. with thy towris hie,

Thy Chanill Royall, Park, and Tabill Round.
May, June, and July wald I dwell in thee,

War I ane man, to heir the birdis sound '

Quhilk doth agane thy Royall Rocke resound.'

To the S of the Knot is the King's Park, 2 miles in

circumference, which was in the time of the Stewarts

stocked with deer and partially wooded. It is now a

stretch of fine sward used as a drill ground and public

park. It was here that Argyll's army was encamped in

1715. From the higher part of the ground to the W
there are excellent views. The racecourse in the north-

[
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eaatorn p u t was formed in comparatively modern l imes,
bul lias Keen disused for a considerable period.

The old town of Stirling, with its narrow and winding
streets, lies along the ridge to the SE of the Castle,

To the N G of the Esplanade are Upper and Lower
Castle Hill and Bam Road, the former turning south*
ward to Broad Street, at tho E end of which St Mary's
Wynd passes off to the N, while Bow Street on the

S l.-ads into Baker Street, the line of which eastward is

continued by King Siivet. Parallel to Broad Street but
farther to the Sis St John Street, which is continued
eastward bj the very narrow Spittal Street, the latter,

which is parallel to Baker Street, entering King Street

near the centre of the S side. Running in tho same
line, from SE to NW, but on tho opposite side of the

ridge, is the Back Walk already mentioned ; and passing

northward from the E end of Baker Street is Black-

friara Street. The N and S line of streets begins

at the E end of King Street, that leading to the

N being Port Street. The part of tho town just

mentioned maybe taken as that included within tho

precinct <>f the old town-wall, but there are now very

extensive suburbs extending to theN and E, and S and
SW. King Street is wide and well built, and its neigh-

bourhood may bo taken as constituting tho business

centre of tho town, and Broad Street is also spacious
;

but the others present a curious mingling of modern
and antique—houses of all ages, from the 15th century
downwards, being to bo found. The road to Airth
passes oil' f rom the E side of Port Street, and along it is

the small suburb known as The Craigs. The line of

Port Street is continued to the S by Melvillo Place and
Pitt Terrace, with a line of fine old trees along each

side ; and beyond these the road leads on to the villages

of Newhouse, Belfield, and St Ninians, all of which
are included within the parliamentary boundary. Be-

tween Melvillo Terrace and Newhouse on tho W side

of tho road is Randolph Pield, the traditional scene

of Randolph's victory over tho English cavalry under
Sir Robert Clifford, who attempted to relieve Stirling

Castle the day bel'oro tho battle of Bannockburn. The
line of Airth Road across Port Street is continued west-

ward by the broad open Albert Place leading onward to

Dumbarton Road. Albert Place, and the whole district

between this and Melville Terrace, are occupied by villa

residences, the principal thoroughfares being Aber-

cromby Place, Clarendon Place, Victoria Place, Park
Terrace, Snowdon Place, Drummond Place, Southfield

Terrace, Gladstone Place, Glebe Crescent, and Allan Park.

From St Mary's Wynd, already mentioned, a line of

newer streets passes northwards by Upper Bridge Street

and Lower Bridge Street to the Old Bridge of Stirling
;

and from Lower Bridge Street a road passes round the

end of the Heading Hill, and on west-north-westward

to Callander. From the S end of the same street, Union
Street passes NE to the Bridge of Stirling ; while from

the N end of Upper Bridge Street there is a lino of

thoroughfare—with the successive names of Cowano
Street, Barnton Place, and Murray Place—southward
to Port Street. From Barnton Place, Queen Street

and the narrow Irvine Place lead north-westward to

Upper Bridge Street and St Mary's Wynd, and at its N
end Wallace Street strikes off northward to the Bridge

of St irling. Oil' Murray Place, near the centre of the E
side, a short street leads to the railway station, and at

the N end Shore Road branches off north-eastwards to

the steamboat quay at the river. Most of these

streets are wide, well-built thoroughfares, with minor

streets passing off from them. The town of Stirling

proper, from the Old Bridge on the N to Randolph

Field on tho S, extends over a distance of mile ; and

from the King's Knot cast-south -eastward to beyond Tho

Craig , the distance is $ mile. The length of the parlia-

mentary burgh, however—which extends from the Forth

below Kildean southward to beyond the village of St

Ninians—is 3 miles ; and the breadth at right angles

to this most of the way, except on the extreme S, whero

it tapers to a point, is % mile. As might be expected in

the case of the town recognised as the key of tho High-
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lands, Stirling seems to have been well protected by a

wall and ditch all round, except on the NW, where the

Castle works were considered a sufficient defence. Part

of the wall still remains at the E end of the Back Walk

;

and Port Street gets its name from the old South or

Borough Port or gate which was originally at a point in

the wall about 100 yards W of the line of the present

street. After the extension of the town to the E in 1591,

a new gate was formed farther to the E, but it was
removed about the middle of last century, in order to

render the access to the town from the S more convenient.

The road to the N was by St Mary's Wynd, leading to

the Old Bridge. The early recognition of the value of

the fords at Stirling, as affording a direct passage to the

N of Scotland, has been already noticed, as has also the

first bridge at Kildean, where the battle of Stirling

Bridge took place. The present Old Bridge is fully 1

mile to the ESE of this ; and though the date of its

erection is unknown, it must, judging by its style,

have been built about the end of the 13th or the begin-

ning of the 14th century. It has four arches, and is

narrow and high in the centre. It had formerly two
low towers at the centre, and two small flanking towers

and iron gates at each end. In 1745 the south arch was
destroyed by General Blakeney, governor of the Castle,

in order to embarass the Jacobite army ; and when the

Duke of Cumberland's forces passed northward in the

following year they were delayed here till the damage
was roughly repaired. About a hundred yards farther

down the river is the wider and more convenient modern
bridge, erected in 1831, from designs by Robert Steven-

son, at a cost of £17,000 ; and about the same distance

farther down still are the viaducts, crossed by the main
line of the Caledonian railway and by the Stirling and
Dunfermline branch of the North British system.

The Castle, etc.—The Castle is approached by Broad
Street and Mar Place, which lead to the spacious

Esplanade or parade-ground, on the NE side of which is

a gigantic statue of King Robert Bruce, erected in 1877
on a spot from which are visible the fields of Stirling

Bridge and Bannockburn. The statue, which is 11 feet

high, and represents the king in chain armour looking
towards Bannockburn as he sheathes his sword, was
executed by Currie. The entrance to the Castle is in

the centre of the curtain wall at the NW end of the
Esplanade, the outer wall being protected by a ditch

with a drawbridge. The inner ditch and entrance

are commanded by the Overport Battery, while the

bomb-proof structure on the left, known as Queen
Anne's Battery, with the adjacent unfinished works,
was erected in Queen Anne's reign—whence the name
—when the Castle was enlarged. The Queen's initials

and the date, 'A. R. 1794,' may be seen on the second
arch. To the N are the gun sheds, and adjoining
them on the NE is the Spur or French or Ten-gun
Battery, built by the French engineers of Mary of

Guise in 1559, and overlooking Ballengeich and the

Gowan Hill. At the SW end of the gun sheds is the
old entrance, with two towers—not now so high as

they formerly were—and a flagstaff. To the left of it

is the Princes Walk, and inside the entrance is the open
space called the Lower Square, on the NE side of which
is the Grand Battery, while to the left is the Palace.

This building, commenced by James V. and finished by
Queen Mary, surrounds a central quadrangular court,

and is very fantastic in its architecture—the N, E, and
S sides having five or six curious pillars, formed by em-
blematic figures standing on carved balustrade columns,
with pediments supported by grotesque figures. All
the statues are much defaced, but those on the E side,

which is the most richly—or wildly—ornamented, are
supposed to represent Diana, Venus, Omphale, Perseus,
and other mythological personages. Those on the N
side include figures of James V. and his daughter,
and one showing Cleopatra with the asp on her breast.

The statue of James represents him with a bushy beard
and wearing a hat. Over him is an allegorical personage
holding a crown and a scroll with the kingly title ; and
he is attended by a royal lion and a cup-bearer, the

former crouching at his feet, and the latter a beardless

youth holding forth a cup. In the small interior square
is the Lion's Den, said to have been the place where
lions were kept for the royal amusement. Defoe waxes
quite eloquent in praise of this building :

' King James
the Fifth,' he says, 'also built a noble Palace here,

adorn'd without with Pillars finely engrav'd, and Statues
as big as the Life at the Top and Bottom. In this

Palace is one Apartment of Six Rooms of State, the
noblest I ever saw in Europe, both in Heighth, Length
and Breadth : And for the Fineness of the Carv'd Work,
in Wainscot and on the Cieling, there's no Apartment
in Windsor or Hampton-Court that comes near it. And
at the Top of this Royal Apartment, the late Earl of

Mar, when he was Governor, made a very convenient
Apartment of a Dozen Rooms of a Floor, for the Governors
to lodge in. Joining to the Royal Apartments afore-

mention'd, is the Great Hall of Audience, roof'd at the

Top with Irish Oak like that of Westminster-Hall at

London : And in the Roof of the Presence-Chamber, are

carv'd the Heads of the Kings and Queens of Scotland.'

Though Defoe's description is not quite clear, it is

evident that the latter part of it refers not to the
palace but to the Parliament Hall mentioned below,
The oak carvings of the heads of the kings and queens,

known as ' the Stirling heads,' were taken down in 1777,
as they had become insecure, and one of them had fallen

on the head of a soldier. The burgh prison afforded

them a place of refuge during 40 years of subsequent
neglect, and since then they have been scattered. A
few are preserved in the Smith Institute. The spacious

rooms of the palace itself have since Defoe's time also

suffered badly, some of them having been partitioned

off as barrack stores, and the others for similar pur-

poses.

To the N of the Palace is the Upper Square, the

S side of which is formed by the Palace itself. On the
E side is the Parliament Hall or Parliament House,
erected by James III. It was originally a fine building,

the hall proper having been 120 feet in length, but it

has, like the other buildings, suffered greatly by being
converted into barrack rooms. On the N side of the

square is the building erected by James VI. as a
chapel, but used as a store, and generally called

the Armoury. It at one time contained 15,000 stand
of arms and many pieces of old armour, but most
of these have now been removed to the Tower of

London. There seems to have been a chapel in the
Castle founded by Alexander I., and attached to the
monastery at Dunfermline, and the Capella Castelli de
Strivdin is mentioned in a deed of David I. (1124-53),
and in another in the reign of William the Lyon (1165-

1214). What the original dedication was is unknown,
as the earlier documents mention only the King's Chapel,
but in the 14th century, perhaps earlier, there is men-
tion of the chapel of St Michael, which may probably
date from the time when St Malachi or Michael—the
Irish ecclesiastic—visited David I. at Stirling Castle

and healed his son Prince Henry. The chapel was
rebuilt in the early part of the 15th century, but it was
not till the time of James III. that it became a founda-

tion of importance. That monarch seems to have added
to his other artistic tastes a great love of music, and
this led him to determine that St Michael's Chapel
should be rebuilt and constituted both as a royal chapel
and as a musical college, and in the High Treasurer's

accounts for 1473 and 1474 we find a number of entries

of expenses in connection with the new building. He
also endowed the new foundation with the rich tempo-
ralities of the Abbey of Coldingham, the annexation of

which interfered with the interests of the powerful
family of Home, and so led to the downfall and death
of James himself. The chapel thus erected was the
scene of the penitence of James IV., who, after the
victory at Sauchie, ' daily passed to the Chapel Royal,
and heard matins and evening-song ; in the winch every
day the chaplains prayed for the king's grace, deploring
and lamenting the death of his father ; which moved
the king, in Stirling, to repentance, that he happened
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(» l-o HBB—IUiI to MOM against his futhor in battle,
whrnv through h.< was murdered mid slum. To that
rlltvt he wa- moved In pas* to tho dean of tho said

QmmI Royal, ud ko have his oounael how he might be
I, in hi* own conscience, of tho ni t mill part of

the omil dttd iHklefa was ilono to his futhor. Tho
... in. ! piii^ it go II) man, gnvo the king a good comfort

;

i -cm.; him III I, (., ii!.ili> c, was Very glad thereof."

Whctbti rram thii penitence or from ii devotion to
imiM> itself, James IV. carried out liis father's purposes,
an i endowed th. i, .im i.itii.ii with large revenues. Tho
•!. in> ..| tli.. . Ii.ijk I. who were first tho provosts «r Kirk-
hru^h u! Si Am.ktm.s. all. iw.ir.ls tho bishops of Gal-
I. ».!>, and eventually 111., hishops .if Dunblane, pos-MM in their oeptoity as deans mi opiscopal jurisdic-
!.'..-

1 in l.'.oi il„. . hapcd was oroctod into a c'olltgiato

church. The rhapcl erected hy Janus III. scums, how-
OTOr, t» havo Ik'oii a poor structure, for in 1583
DMntfan 1 1 nude that

1

the thak thairof reaavia woit and
ratiB in sic sort that the Kingis hioncss may QOCht Weill

rvmntio within tho same in tyuio of weitt or rano,' and
as 'tho nil than..) Ins bene wrang wrocht mekil under
square that tho thak of the same is all* skailze, and isM w. rr.iv Uohl thak,' and as there aro ' many kyppil-
li- thairol broken, swa it is ncecssar to put ano new
nnf ii|H.n«. the suid Chapell,' and so on, the whole struc-
ture being evidently in very ruinous condition. No-
thing was, however, dono till 1594, when James VI.
polled the old building down and erected on its site

the very- poor erection now standing, which was the
scene of the haptism of Prince Henry. It was sub-
sequently destroyed internally hy being converted into
an nrmoury. It is to be hoped that the singularly
inappropriate use to which the old portions of the
Castles of Stirling and Edinburgh are put, may finally
cease and determine under the regime of the corning
Secretary of State for Scotland. The buildings on
the SW sido of the Upper Square are partly older in
date than tho others, some of them having been
erected in the end of the reign of James I. They are
now used as officers' quarters and offices, the officers'

mess-room being what is known as Queen Mary's
Boudoir. Over the gable window are the letters M. K.,
with a crown and thistle, and over another window the
monogram M. R., with the date 1557. A passage to
the W of the Chapel Royal leads to a garden opening
off which is the Douglas Room or King's Closet, tho
reputed scene of the murder of the Earl of Douglas by
James II. The skeleton of an armed man found in the
garden in 1797 is supposed to have been that of Douglas.
This portion of the Castle was destroyed by lire in 1855,
but was, in 1856, restored from designs by R. W.
Billings, in keeping with the old design. In the small
closet opening off the room is a stained-glass window
with the Douglas arms and the motto, ' Lock Sicker.'

A small door opening ofT at one side leads to an under-
ground passage, which is supposed to have come out at
Ballcngeich. Round the cornice of the closet is the in-

scription : Pic Jesus Unminum. Salvator Pia Maria Salvcle

Bssftm, and beneath, Jacobus Scolor. Itex. In the Douglas
Room itself may be seen the communion table used in
the Castle by John Knox, an old pulpit from the Chapel
Royal, an old clock from Linlithgow, several personal
relics of the Stewart sovereigns, and a number of pikes
used at the Bonnymuir rising in 1820. From the ram-
parts on the N side of the garden there is a magnificent
view. The best is from what is called Queen Victoria's

Look-out at the N\V corner—though the Queen saw
but little when she was there as the day was misty—but
good views may also be obtained from Queen Mary's
Look-out on the W, and from the Ladies' Look-out
Battery SW of the Palace, where the rock is steepest.

To the N of the buildings just described, but at a
lower level, is a rarn part-protected plateau on which are
the magazines. The Castle is now used as an infantry
barracks, forming the head-quarters of the 91st regi-

mental district, and the depot lor the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders, formerly the 91st and 93d
regiments, with whom are associated as 3d and 4th
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luii iliona the Highland Borderers Militia (Stirling) and
the Royal Renfrew Militia (Paisley).

To tiio SK of (ho Ksphinado is tho spacious quad-
rangular edifice called Argyll's Lodging. It is Jacooean
in style, and was built in 1680 by the first Earl of

Stirling. On Ins death In 1640 it passed into the pos-
session of the Argyll family, and was the temporary
residence of Charles 11. in 1650, of tho Duko of York in

L683 ;
was the I dquarters of tho Duko of Argyll in

171.r. ; and was occupied by the Duke of Cumberland in

1746 when he was on his march to tho north. It was
purchased hy the government in 1799 and converted
into a military hospital, for which it is still used.

Above the .1 way are tho arms of the Earl of Stirling,

with the mottoa Per mare per terras, and Aut spero aul
apmw. Above some of tin! windows is tho boar's head
<>i Argyll. Farther to tho S is tho ruin known as Mar's
Work, tho remains of the palace built by tho Earl of
Mar in 1570, and a notable specimen of tho work of
that age. Sir Robert Sihbald says that 'the Earl lived

splendidly hero,' and that James VI. and his Queen
resided in it till a portion of the Castle was got roady
for their reception, but of tho buildings which once
surrounded a central quadrangular court only the front

portion now remains, and it is very doubtful whether
this was ever finished. Over tho entrance gateway are

the royal arms, while on the towers at either side are

those of the Earl and his wife. As the stones used were
taken from the Abbey of CambusebNNBTH, the noble
builder was at tho time charged with sacrilege. The
inscriptions on throo tablets built into tho wall seem to

give his answer. The first is inscribed

—

' I pray al luikaris on this luginp;

VVitli gentil u to gif thair juaing."

Another

—

' The mnir I stand on oppin hitht,

My faultis moir subject ur to sitht.

And the third

—

' Esspy spoilt furth and spair notht,
Considdir weil I eair notlit.'

The 'luging' became in its turn a quarry, whence stones

wero procured for a churchyard wall at St Ninians, and
had it not been that it sheltered the market-place from
the west winds it would probably have been entirely

removed. Opposite Argyll's Lodging was a house with
a projecting turret, said to have been the residence of
I ieorge ISuclianan when he was here during the minority

of James VI. Regent Morton's house occupied a site

near the S corner of Broad Street ; and E of Cowane's
Hospital is a house said to have belonged to the Earl

of Bothwell, and called Buthwell House or Bogle Hall.

At the foot of Broad Street is Darnley House, bearing a

tablet with the inscription 'The nursery of James VI.

and his son Prince Henry;' and at the S end of Bow
Street was a house used as the mint. It was removed
in 1870. Many of the houses in Broad Street and
Baker Street are characteristic specimens of old Scottish

architecture, and several of them havo the quaint mottoes

which our ancestors of the 16th and 17th centuries were

so fond of. One at least takes a somewhat unusual

form :

—

' Heir I fnrbearc my name or armes to fix,

Least I or myne shovvld sell these stones and sticks.'

On another house is a stone tablet—possibly older than

the house itself—with a tailor's scissors, and the inscrip-

tion, 'This hons is foundit for support of ye puir be

Robert Spittal, taillyour to James ye 4th. Anno 1530,

R. S.'

Oilier Public Buildings.—The Old Town House, built

in 1701, is at the N VV end of Broad Street, and contains

the burgh court rooms and the police and parochial board

offices. There is a tower with an illuminated clock and
containing several good bells. The oldest has the in-

scription, ' The Counsell bell of Sterline. Ovdcroggo
Fecit, 1656;' another, 'Sit nomen Domini benedictum.

Petrus Hermony me Fecit. Amstelodami, a.d. 1669.'
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There is also a chime of fifteen bells, one having the date

i

1729. In front stood formerly the town cross, formed
by a pillar surmounted by a unicorn, and raised on four

steps. It was removed in 1792, but the unicorn is pre-

served over the doorway of the town house. This was
the place of public execution, and it was here that the
priests were scoffed at in 1569 ; that Archbishop Hamil-
ton was executed in 1571 ; that two poor rhymesters
were hanged in 1579 for writing a satire on Regent
Morton ; and that Hardie and Baird were beheaded in

1820. Behind the Old Town House are the old county
buildings and jail. The new Town Buildings—formerly
the Athen.eum—containing the council chamber and cor-

poration offices, are at the junction of Baker Street and
Spittal Street. The style is poor Italian, and there is

a spire. Over the entrance is a statue of Sir William
Wallace, executed by Handyside Ritchie at the expense
of Mr William Drummond. The new County Build-
ings, on the E side of Barnton Place, were erected in
1874-75 at a cost of over £15,000. The building is

modified Scotch Baronial in style, and has a frontage
of 120, and a depth of 80, feet, with turrets at the angles,
and an ornamental porch at the main entrance. It
contains a fine room for the justiciary courts, 56 feet

long, 36 wide, and 26 high ; sheriff and justice of peace
court rooms, and the various county offices, including
the headquarters of the county police. The new jail is

on a commanding site to the SW of the Old Town
House, and is a prominent castellated building erected
in 1846-48 at a cost of more than £12,000. The grounds
cover a space of about 1 acre, and there is accommoda-
tion for 60 prisoners.

The Public Halls in Albert Place, between Port Street
and Dumbarton Road, were erected in 1881-83 by a
joint-stock company at a cost of about £12,000, of
which the Ouildry of Stirling contributed £1000 in
return for the use of the halls for guildry purposes.
The internal arrangements are convenient and good.
The east wing has a front of 98 feet, and the side to
Albert Place a length of 157 feet. The large hall is 80
feet long, 67 wide, and 40 high, with accommodation
for an audience of 800 in the area and 500 in the gallery.
The platform at the W end is 4 feet 6 inches from the
floor, and is 43 feet wide and 33 deep. Complete pre-
parations have been made for theatrical performances,
and the organ, constructed by Willis of London, cost
£2000. The smaller hall to the E has accommodation
for 250 persons. Over the centre doorway are the

|

burgh arms. The building occupies the site of the old
I royal fish ponds. Some distance farther W is the

Smith Institute, a plain but well designed building,
Italian in style, erected in 1873-74 at a cost of over

|

£6500. This building is due to a bequest of £22,000
from T. S. Smith, formerly of Glassingall (1817-69),

j
along with all his own paintings and those of other

i
artists in his possession at the time of his death. Mr

,
Smith intended to erect and endow the institution
in his own lifetime, but this was prevented by his
sudden death, and the design has been carried out
by his trustees. The building contains two picture
galleries 105 by 43 feet, and 43 by 27 feet; two

j

museums measuring respectively 148 by 30 feet, and 44
by 24 feet ; a library and reading-room 50 by 28 feet,
besides offices and stores. Besides the founder's own
works the galleries contain good pictures by John
Phillip, David Cox, David Cox, jun., Harding, Maris,
Ten Kate, George Cole, and Drummond. In the museum
are a number of interesting objects, including the
Stirling Jug, which, as the standard of the old
Scotch pint, has been in the keeping of the town
council since 1457, and possibly from an earlier date ;

the old Linlithgow wheat firlot, made of wood hooped
with brass, and adjusted at Edinburgh in 1754 to
contain 21 pints and 1 mutchkin of the Stirling Jug,
as settled by the Act of Parliament in 1618 ; or 73 lbs.
and 2 oz. French Troycs weight of Edinburgh fountain
water. It contains 21 97 84 cubic inches. Tllore are
also the standard bushel (1824), the chair of the Rev.
James Guthrie already mentioned, a jougs, the axe and

|

mask used at the execution of Baird and Hardie in 1820,
and in the vestibule are several of the ' Stirling Heads

'

from the Castle. The reading-room and library have
the ceiling finished in the styie of the old roof of the
Parliament Hall, and contain the books belonging to

the old Stirling Library (1804), and those since acquired
by the trustees of the late John Macfarlane of Coneyhill.

The Macfarlane Library was opened in 1882, and as the
trust funds admit of a considerable sum being spent
yearly on books, the library will in course of time
become a very large and valuable one. Visitors, other

than inhabitants of the parishes of Stirling, Kinbuck,
and Dunblane, pay a small sum for admission. Cowane's
Hospital, now the Guild Hall, high up on the ridge to

the N of the Smith Institute, is a quaint old building
of 1639. It owes its first name to a bequest of John
Cowane, merchant in Stirling, and Dean of Guild from
1624 to 1630, and from 1631 to his death in 1633,

who bequeathed £2222 sterling, or ' fortie thousand
merkis usual money of this realme, to be employed on
annual rent for building and erecting ane Hospitall or

Almowshous wtin. the said Burt to be callit in all tyme
cumyng Cowane's Hospitall. ' Twelve decayed members
of the Guildry were to be maintained in the hospital,

but it has been found more convenient to abandon the

monastic system, and out of the annual income, which
now amounts to over £2000, yearly allowances are paid
to both male and female members of the Guildry varying
from 3s. to 10s. per week. There are about 120 pen-

sioners, and the patrons are the town council and the
minister of the first charge. Over the doorway is a
statue of the founder, and the inscription, ' This
Hospital was erected and largely provyded by John
Cowane, Deaneof Gild, for the Entertainementof Decayed
Gild Breither. John Cowane, 1639. I was hungrie and
ye gave me meate, I was thirstieand ye gave me drinke,

I was a stranger and ye tooke me in, naked and
ye clothed me, I was sicke and ye visited me.
Matt. xxv. 35.' Elsewhere on the E are

—'And he
which soweth bountifully shall repe bountifully. 2d
Corinth. 9, 6. John Cowane;' and 'He that hes
mercie on the poor lendeth unto the Lord, and that
which He Hath given He will pay him agane. Prov.

19, 17. John Cowane.' The great room now used as

the Guild Hall has in the E end a stained-glass window
in memory of the founder. It contains a number of

interesting objects, including palmers' hats, several old
Bibles, including that which belonged to Cowane him-
self, a fine old carved oak chest which also belonged to

Cowane, a pulpit from the East Church, the old guildry

and town flags, the standard wine gallon of 1707, with the
crown, the initials A.R., and 'Anno Regni VI .,' the
old standard ell of 45 inches, the new yard and ell

which ' wes adjusted at Edinburgh 2Cth of Feby. 1755
with great care by the Revd . Mr Alexr

. Bryce ; ' a set

of old standard weights, running from \ lb. to 28 lbs.,

and a new set, dated 1707, running from \ oz. to

28 lbs. The Guildry is said to date from the time
of Alexander II. in 1226, who gave to the burgesses

of the town ' ane mercat day, to witt the Saturnday
of everie week,' and 'lykwayis that they shall have
their gildrie of merchds. excepting out of the same
cloathe waiters and dyceplaycrs. We discharge and
prohibit lykwayis stricklie that no man dwelling within

the sherifdome of Stirling without the burt shall

make any cloathe ather litted or schorne after it is

waked or causo make the same except our burgesses

of Stirling who are of ye gildrie of ye merchds.' This
charter is known only from a confirmatory one by
David II., but the latter monarch granted also in 1364
a general charter in favour of all the burgesses of Scot-

land, which the Stirling guildry were successful in

enforcing in 1697 in a lawsuit in which it is recorded
that t hey not only produced David's general charter but
also 'the great Ring gifted by him to them.' This
ring, which is unique, and was probably gifted to the
brethren in 1360 when King David granted the charter

to tho burgh, still exists, and is a handsome gold hoop,

with five stones set in the form of a cross. The wholo
389
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wru-hi lisll an ounce, and of tin- stones only ix ruby and
n £*riirt nrr rriil. Oil tho outnido of till' 1khi|1 is tllO

inscription in hold Konmu capitals, ' Yis I'm- ye doinoof
vo grild of Stirling.' It norms to have boon originally

intended to bo worn on tin 1 forefinger, luit it is now
suspended from i\ chain, ami used as one of tin 1 badges

of the Dm ol Qoild tor tho ttnM being. The e.uildry

Ann* iii the figure 4 reversed, in allusion, it is said, to

Stirling being obi of tim 'four burghs. ' Adjoining

Oomnrl Bfotpttal la a mod public bowling-green and a

terrace on which tn two of the cannon captured at

> .-:„,,. |. The Trades Hall, olfthoSW side of Spittal

Street, is iis.d as a inootingplaoo for the membors of

thr incon*. rated tra<l< s, ami lias l» come associated with

SpitUl'i Hospital. This latter, the oldest of tin- Stir-

ling charitable endowments, originated with Robert
Spin il. tailor to James IV., who about 1030 bequeathed

certain lands to beheld in trust to the town council, and
the in. . .me derived from thorn Applied to tho support of

de. aye.l m. mbersof tho seven incorporated trades. The
plan of tho beneficiaries wearing a particular dress and all

thing together has here also been abandoned, and tho

•anna] Income, which now amounts to about £800,
is divided among them in allowances varying from

2s. to 7«. weekly. In the hall is a tablet with the

inscription, 'In order to relieve the distress of useful

in. ml • i - .1 ;. tv, ill.- ground within this wall, with

the adjoining Hospital and lands for supplying it, were

given to tho Tradesmen of Stirling, in the year 1530,

by Robert Spittal, who was Tailor to King James the

Fourth of Scotland. lie likewise gave part of his

wealth for building useful bridges in this neighbour-

hood. Forget not, reader, that tho scissors of this man
do more honour to human nature than the swords of

conquerors. To commemorate his benevolence the

Seven Incorporated Trades of Stirling have erected this

tablet' Spittal seems to have been fond of building

bridges ; that over tho Tcith at Doune is only one of

those erected by him. Stirling has a number of other

charitable funds of a like character, which may in this

connection bo noticed here. Allan's Hospital was
founded by John Allan, a writer in Stirling, in 1724,
' for the maintenance and education of the indigent

male children of tradesmen belonging to the Seven
Incorporated Trades of Stirling and others.' The
intention here too was that the boys should live in a

building to be erected for that purpose, and this was
provided ; but it is now used merely as a school, the

annual revenue, which is about £700, being spent on
30 boys, who are admitted to the foundation at the age

of 7 to 9 years, and remain in it for 5 years, during

which time they receive free education, books, clothing,

and an allowance of half a crown a week. Cunning-
ham's Mortification (1808), with an income of about

£200, bequeathed ' for maintaining, cloathing, and edu-

cating more poor boys of the guildry and mechanics of

Stirling, and putting them to trades or business,' is now
pent in the same way as the Allan fund, 18 boys being

benefited by it. M'Laurin's Trust, instituted in 1838,

for the erection and endowment of a school at Craigs,

has funds amounting to over £2000 ; but they have not

yet become available in consequence of being burdened
with an annuity, the recipient of which still survives.

On the SW side of Spittal Street, near the centre, is

the Stirling Royal Infirmary. The building which it

occupies, originally the Commercial Bank, was enlarged

in 1883 at a cost of £1600. About 200 indoor and
1300 outdoor patients are treated every year. The
poorhouse, hospital, and lunatic asylum for the district,

erected in 1856 at a cost of £7000, is in Union Street,

near the extreme N of the town. There is accom-

modation for 200 paupers. To the E of the Infir-

mary is the Corn Exchange, erected in 1838, where
the weekly Friday markets are held. The path along

the side leads through an opening in the old city wall

to the Back Walk. At the comer of King Street and
Murray Place is a handsome building, Italian in style,

erected in 1863, at a cost of £5000, by Mr Peter Drum-
mond as a tract depot, and as the office of the well-
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Km.wn British Messenger and oilier religious publications
oi a like nature. Over the windows of the ground floors
me oarvc.l li. a.ls representing Luther, Calvin, Zwinglo,
Wyklif, Knox, Cuthric, Whilelield, and Chalmors.
Immediately behind Ibis, between Murray Place and
King Street, is Crawford's Arcade, Italian in style,

built iii ISM. 82, wilh access In both stroets, and con-
taininga number of shops and a largo central ball with
accommodation for 1400 persons. Several of tho banks
are also good buildings.

Ohwrahes "ml. Sclmoln. — Tho High or Greyfriars
Church, comprising I lie Kast ami West parish churches,
Mauds at, the N W end of St John Street to tho W of

I lie old Town Hall. The division into two churches
look place in 1656. Tho building, which is 200 feet

long, and has a mnssivo square tower 90 feet high at

the W end, consists of two portions of very different

appearance and age. That to tho W is tho older and
finer, and dates probably from the middle of the 13th
century. The date generally given is 1494, but that i3

probably only tins year when the monastery of the Grey-
friars was founded, and the church became that of the

convent. The massive round pillars of the four bays to

tho W, the (lutings on the two pillars at the E end,
and the style of tho capitals and bases, as well as the
appearance of tho tower and tho clerestory windows, all

poinl to a datu during the early period of the Early
English stylo. Tho later appearance of the tracery of

the aislo windows may bo due to subsequent alteration.

The largo window at tho NW corner was originally a
doorway leading to a small chapel now unroofed and
nearly level with tho ground, but which at even a
recent date had a roof on it. It is traditionally known
as Queen Margaret's Chapel, and the rose and thistle on
either side of the present window seem to indicate an
English Queen Margaret. The wife of James IV. has
been adopted as fulfilling the condition, but this window
is so unlike those of the East Church, which dates

from her time, that the identification of the Queen Mar-
garet of the chapel with the wife of James IV. may
probably be set aside as due merely to the common date
of 1494. If this be so, the only queen who will answer
is Margaret, the wife of Alexander III., and this brings

us again to a date corresponding with the architectural

style of the church. Two churches in Stirling are

spoken of in the time of David I., one of them being
the chapel -royal, which was dedicated by Alexander I.,

and the ' vicar ' of the 1 Kirk of Stirling ' is mentioned
in 1315, and in the time of David II., and there are

also notices of it in the reigns of Robert II. and Robert
III., when it is designated as the church of the Holy
Cross of Stirling, and the present West Church is in

reality this parish church rebuilt during the reign of

Alexander III. The (luted pillars at the E end may
indicate the greater amount of elaboration always be-

stowed on the part nearest tho altar. The church seems
to have suffered injury by fire in the beginning of tho

15th century, and grants for repairs were made by the

exchequer in 1407 and 1410, and there is fresh mention
of 'Ecclesie Sancte Crucis de Streveling' in 1450; while

in the treasurer's accounts for 1500-1 there is a charge

foi repairing the windows of the Greyfriars Church at

Stilling, a word which would hardly have been used

had the church been new, and the windows in process

of insertion for the first time. The choir, which now
forms the East Church, was begun in 1507, and additions

were made to it by Archbishop James Beaton (1523-39),

the eastern window and chancel still retaining the name
of Beaton's Aisle. The transept has never been erected.

In the tower, from the top of which there is an extensive

ami beautiful view, are four bells, one of which, remark-

able for its fine tone, is supposed to date from the 14th

century. The church is connected with many important
historical events. It was here trmt in 1543 the Regent
Arran publicly renounced the Protestant religion ; and
here, too, in the following year, the convention met that

appointed Mary of Guise regent. The convent, which
seems to have stood on the site now occupied by Cowane's

Hospital, was totally destroyed by the Reformers in 1559,
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but the church, though ' purged ' of its images, was not
otherwise injured, and so was all ready, in 1567, to be

the scene of the coronation of James VI., then an infant

thirteen months old. In 1651 while General Monk was
besieging the Castle, the tower was one of the points of

vantage seized by his soldiers, and the little bullet pits all

over it show how hot must have been the fire directed

against its holders. It was also held by the Highlanders
in 1746, and the bells rang out a merry peal in honour
of the victory of Falkirk. It is wonderful that Cumber-
land did not cause them to be broken. The West
Church, which was extensively repaired in 1816, con-

tains about 1100 sittings, and a proposal for its entire

restoration is now under consideration. Underneath
the W window behind the pulpit are marble tablets

erected by the town council to William Drummond,
Alexander Cunningham, John Allan, John Cowane,
Robert Spittal, John M 'Gibbon, and Thomas Stuart
Smith—benefactors of the town. There are a number
of other monuments—one being to Lieutenant-Colonel
John Blackader (1664-1729), deputy governor of Stir-

ling Castle—and a commencement has been made in

inserting stained-glass windows. Ebenezer Erskine was
one of the ministers. The East Church, which con-

tains about 1100 sittings, was improved in 1808, and
underwent thorough repair in 1869, since which time a
large number of stained-glass windows have been intro-

duced. One of the ministers was James Guthrie. An
institute (1884) in connection with the East Church
stands in Spittal Street, and cost, with the site, £1200.
To the W of the High Church is the old churchyard
with several noteworthy stones, the oldest bearing date

1523. Many of them have the reversed figure 4,

showing that it marks the grave of a guild brother.

One has the quaint inscription :— "

Our life is but a winter day :

Some only breakfast, and away ;

Others to dinner stay, and are full fed.

The oldcjst man but sups, and goes to bed.
Large is his debt that lingers out the day ;

He that goes soonest has the least to pay.'

To the N of the churchyard is the beautiful new
cemetery, occupying ' The Valley ' already mentioned.
In both 1745 and 1746 the ground here was selected by
the Highland army as the site of batteries. In the
cemetery there are statues of John Knox, Andrew
Melvil, Alexander Henderson, James Renwick, James
Guthrie, and Ebenezer Erskine, and a fine marble group,

executed by Handyside Ritchie, commemorative of the
heroism of the Wigtown Martyrs. At the base of the
statue of Knox is the Rock Fountain, and on the N side

of the ground is the structure known as the Star Pyra-
mid or Salem Rock, with Scripture texts and symbolical
designs. To the W of it is a granite cross, erected to

the memory of the officers and men of the 75th (Stirling-

shire) Regiment who fell in the Indian Mutiny. This
portion of the ground was purchased and presented to

the town by the late William Drummond(1792-1868), to

whose generosity are also due the Star Pyramid, the
statues of the heroes of the Reformation, and the
memorial of the Wigtown Martyrs. Mr Drummond is

buried near the pyramid.
A Dominican monastery, founded by Alexander II. in

1233, with a church and burying-ground, stood to the
E of the present Blackfriars Street (formerly Friars
Wynd), outside the old city wall, and on the site now
occupied by the National Bank. It was here that
Albany and his sons and the Earl of Lennox were
buried, as also the pretended Richard II. The build-
ings, which formed the residence of Edward I. in 1298,
were destroyed in 1559, but the churchyard was used
till comparatively modern times, though the ground is

now nil appropriated for other purposes. A chapel
dedicated to St Ninian stood near the South Port ; and
a copious spring near it, called St Ninian's Well,
furnished the town till 1774 with the greater part of
its necessary supply of water. Another important spring
was the Putts Well behind the Smith Institute.

The North Parish Church, on the E side of Murray

Place, erected in 1842, is a good Norman building, with
a low, massive, square tower. It contains about 1100
sittings. Marykirk, in St Mary's Wynd, formerly a
mission church, belonging to Miss MacLagan of Ravens-
croft, but now belonging to the Church of Scotland, has
481 sittings. The North Free Church, on theW side of
Murray Place, is a good Early English building, with
tower and spire, erected soon after the Disruption, and
containing about 1000 sittings. The South Free Church,
off the SW side of Spittal Street, has 760 sittings. The
Craigs Free Church, which was, down to 1876, a
Reformed Presbyterian church, was originally built in

1783, but was renovated in 1874. It contains 320
sittings. The Free West congregation erected a new
church in Cowane Street in 1881-82 at a cost of £3000.
It is a handsome building, with a tower having a four-

dial clock and a bell. The Erskine United Presbyterian
Church is within an enclosed plot on the SW side of
St John Street, immediately SE of the prison, and was
erected in 1826 in room of a previous church of 1740.
It was considerably improved in 1876, and is a
Romanesque building, with 1400 sittings. In the
centre of the plot in front is a small mausoleum mark-
ing the burial-place of Ebenezer Erskine. This spot was,
in the old church, immediately in front of the pulpit,

but the new church was placed farther back. View-
field U.P. church, on a small eminence at the corner of
Barnton Place and Irvine Place, is a plain Gothic build-

ing, with a spire, erected in 1860 in place of a previous
church. It contains about 750 sittings. Allan Park
U.P. church, on the N side of Albert Place, is an Early
English building, with tower and spire ; was erected in

1865-67 ; and contains about 1000 sittings. The Congre-
gational church, on the W side of Murray Place, recon-

structed in 1842, is a good Tudor building, with 400
sittings. The Baptist church, on the E side of Murray
Place, erected in 1854, has a good Gothic front, and
contains 380 sittings. The Wesleyan church, on the SW
side of Queen Street, is a plain building, with 550 sit-

tings. The Episcopal church (Holy Trinity), in Albert
Place, to the W of the Public Halls, is a fine First

Pointed building, erected in 1875-78, at a cost of

£10,000, from designs by Dr Rowand Anderson, and
containing 500 sittings—somewhat of a change since

Bishop Gleig was incumbent, just a century ago, when
the congregation of 50 met in a room in an old house in

Spittal Street. The Roman Catholic church (St Mary's),

in Irvine Place, is a Gothic building, erected in 1838,
and containing 500 sittings.

The High School is a handsome Elizabethan build-

ing, designed by Messrs Hay of Liverpool, and erected

in 1855 at a cost of about £5000, of which sum
£1000 was contributed by Colonel Tennent, £1000 by
the town-council, and £3000 by public subscription.

The original design embraced buildings round three

sides of a quadrangle, but of these only the portion fac-

ing the street and containing class-rooms has been
erected, the other two sides intended to contain a hall,

lecture-room, and museum yet remaining unbuilt.

There is accommodation for 414 pupils, and instruction

in the usual branches are given by a rector, two masters

for English, three for mathematics, two for classics, one
for modern languages, one for drawing, and one for

gymnastics. The High School superseded the old

burgh schools for English, classics, and mathematics.
It is one of the secondary schools scheduled under the
Education Act, and is now managed by the burgh school
board (9 members), under whom are also Allan's, Craigs,

Raploch, St Ninian's, the Stirling Infant, and the
Territorial schools, which, with accommodation for 347,

450, 54, 348, 233, and 236 pupils respectively, had, in

1884, attendances of 279, 408. 36, 183, 218, and 230,
and grants of £247, 13s. 6d., £391, 12s. Id., £28, £165,
2s. 6d., £154, 13s., and £192, 12s. In the same year
the elomentary department of the High School had an
attendance of 192, and a grant of £200, 10s. There are

also a School of Art in connection with South Kensing-
ton, Episcopal and Roman Catholic day schools, and
two industrial schools—one for boys and one lor girls.

391
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The Torritorinl achool, « good building boside tho West
Fnr i iuir.-ii, w.i-i grout ly enlarged in 1884.

Tiuir,tU —Cotton nmnufuoturo in connection with
the I'.U-goK cotton trade \v«s largely < u i >. .1 on in the
eiul of |h| ami tho hughming of tho praatnl century,
hut li.i.i miiv-o declined. Tho nmnufiu-tnro of shalloons
».\- . .u nci I'll to .1 i-nii-.iili i.iblo extent, sn tar buck us

tho mi of tho 10th oenturv, ohiolly for export to
t!..' Nothorlnud*, hut it his long disappeared, having
I- hi :

' nth .ill. i tho I" -inning ut last oolitnry

by tho itiiiinfiii-ttiii ..I t ut in -. This imlustry Nourished
t.'.i ibwl K.'.o. but thereafter CeU off to much that ill

IT'.'-' tin- weaving ol tut.ins was almost entirely

nqglwttdt though tho miking of ci rpets was extensively
rarriod on. It revived again, however, about 1820, in

• t. |in n of tho Highland fever that sprang up after

the publication of H'urrrUij, and again made groat

i'i .
:• -s about lMlfi ; so that along with the kindred

OnnehM of tartan-shawls, tweeds, winceys, carpets, and
yarn spinning and dyeing, it is now tho principal
in inufai-lure of the neighbourhood, tho annual value

of tho pradooa being about £300,000. The preparation
r, brewing, ooach-making, and tho nianufacturo

of agricultural implements are also extensively carried on.

The quay, or rather jetty, is about 1 furlong NE of tho
main part of the town at the point whero Shore Boad
touches the river, but the shipping trade is now almost
entirely Mipcrsedcd by the railway trallic. The port has,

mil e 1707, Ik'cii a creek under Alloa, and tho depth of
w it.r at the wharf is 5J feet at neap tides, and 11 feet at
spring tides. A steamer plies daily to and from Leith,

but iU sailings are very inconvenient, as they require

to be regulated by the hour of high water, and the wind-
ings of tho Forth make the voyage rather tedious. The
railway station, near the centre of the E side of tho
town, is, as has been already remarked, an important
centre of communication. A tramway lino from l'ort

Street to Bridge of Allan was constructed in 1874.
Municijmlity, etc.—Stirling, as we have already seen,

ugh in the reign of David L, butis mentioned as a
the earliest known charter is one granted by Alex
ander II. in 1220. The original deed is lost, but the
purport is engrossed at full length in the earliest charter
now in existence—that granted by David II. in 1360.
Confirming and extending deeds have been granted by
later monarchs, the last and governing charter being that
given by King Charles I. at Holyrood in 1641, in which
the burgh is referred to as ' ane of the maist ancient
bnrghes of this his Hienes Kingdom of Scotland, being
erected before the days of umquhile King Alexander.'
It was one of the four burghs—the others being Edin-
burgh, Berwick, and Roxburgh, or, when Berwick and
Roxburgh were in the hands of the English, Edinburgh,
Linlithgow, and Lanark— constituting the Curia Quatuor
Burgorum, a partly legislative, partlyjudicial, body, which
afterwards grew into the Convention of Royal Burghs.
The older of the two burgh seals shows a bridge of seven
arches, with a cross rising over the centre one, with

Christ extended.

Above His right

band is a star, and
above His left a

crescent. To the

right of the cross

are three soldiers

with bows, and on
the left three armed
with spears. The
motto is, Hie arrais

Bruli Sujli slant

hie cruce Mi. On

motto, Continet
Seal of Stirling. hoc in se nanus et

. _
centrum Slrivelinse.

The on': now in use is smaller, and shows a wolf couchant

over a rock, nnd tho motto is Oppidvm Sterlini. The
register of sasines commences in 1173, and the regular

series of Council records in lf)!)7, though some frag-

ments exist of others extending back to 1561. Some
of the early out ries refer to matters which still require

Looking alter. For instance, in 1561 'theconsall ordamV
that ' tavernares Ball all stamp thair stow pis ;

' and
thai ' nane wync be sauhl derrar nor xiiid. tho pynt,
under the paine of confiscing oft the pece;' and in 1562
' IIiccouiismII, havund consideration!! that thair is certane

1
.uii- barnis greting and crying nychtlie under stairis for

Fall of Ingoing, hes grantit that olklie ane laidofcolis be

laid in to tb" alliums hous for lugeing of tho saidis

puns during this winter tyme.' In 1594 wo find them,

in view of the ' baptisms of the Prince,' making rules as

to I he price of wine which, having been bought ' npono
vcrray hie prices, ' was to be sold at seven shillings a pint

and the rent, of rooms, which was to he five shillings

for 'ano chalmer weill provydit in all neeessaris, honest

in appan-ell, everie I., in- within the chalmer,' while

the rent of ' dial l is and bedding in simple sort ' was
to bo settled ' at the discretioun of tho magistrat of the

quarter.
1

In the same year it was also found necossary

to fix lines for absent, and lato members of council;

while in 1597 watches were sot at tho bridge and port,

to provent all and sundry from entering therein

unless thoy could give an account of themselves. In
1 7 7 :i threw members of tho council—which was then
elected under tho old close system—having entered into

an illegal combination to keep themselves and their

friends in office for life, the matter was taken to the

Court of Session, and by the casting-vote of the lord-

president the election was declared 'null and void,' and
tho town was deprived of its corporate privileges. An
appeal was taken to tho House of Lords, when Boswell

was ono of tho counsel, some of his arguments being

furnished by Dr Johnson ; but the decision was con-

firmed, and till 1781 there was no corporation. In
that year the king granted the petition of the inhabi-

tants, praying him to restore tho burghal privileges

;

but the set was altered, and the franchise vested in the

burgesses all together ; and this continued to be the case

till the passing of the Municipal Reform Act of 1883.

Since that time the Police Act has also been adopted.

The modern town council consists of a provost, 4 bailies,

a treasurer, a dean of guild, and 14 councillors—the town
being, for municipal purposes, divided into four wards.

The magistrates acquired, in 1501, the hereditary sheriff-

ship of the burgh, and the provost is also styled high-

sherifl', and the bailies sheriffs. They have 'insido the

burgh concurrent jurisdiction with the sheriff. The cor-

poration revenue was, in 1832, £2295, in 1884, £2721.

The town council acts also as the police commission,

and maintains a police force of 15 men (1 to each 1067

of the population), under a superintendent with a yearly

salary of £150. Water was introduced from Gillies

Hill in 1774, and the present supply comes from the

Touch Hills. The works are managed by a body of

water commissioners elected partly by the town council

and partly by ratepayers. Gas is supplied by a joint-

stock company, with works near the station. Besides

the guildry there are seven trades incorporated by royal

charter, viz., hammermen, weavers, shoemakers, tailors,

butchers, skinners, and bakers, and four incorporated

by seal of cause from the magistrates—mechanics,

barbers, carters, and maltmen. The town has a head

posl office, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, branch offices of the Bank of Scot-

land, British Linen Company, Clydesdale, Commercial,

National, Royal, and Union Banks, a National Security

Savings' Bank, and agencies of 47 insurance companies.

Then are a number of excellent hotels. A religious

newspaper called the British Messenger is published

monthly, and the newspapers are the Conservative

Stirling Journal (1820), published on Friday; the

Liberal Stirling Ohwrmr (1873), published on Thursday;

the Conservative Reporter (1859) and the Liberal Stirling

Saturday Observer (1836), both published on Saturday.

Among the miscellaneous institutions may be noticed a
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subscription reading-room in Murray Place, a Natural

History and Archa/ological Society (formerly the Field

Club), an Agricultural Society, a Horticultural Society,

a Choral Society, cricket, football, curling, and angling

clubs, a Religious Tract Society, a Young Men's
Christian Association, and the usual religious and
philanthropic associations. There is a weekly market
every Friday, and cattle fairs are held on the first

Fridays of March, April, and May ; horse and cattle

fairs on the first Friday of February and the last Friday

of May ; and there is a hiring fair on the third Friday

of October. There is a resident sheriff-substitute, and
ordinary courts are held every Tuesday and Thursday
during session, and small debt courts every Thursday.

A justice of peace small debt court is held on the first

Monday of every month, and for other business as may be

required. Quarter sessions are held on the first Tuesday

of March, May, and August, and on the last Tuesday of

October. Stirling unites with Inverkeithing, Dunferm-
line, Queensferry, and Culross in returning a member to

serve in parliament, and is the returning burgh, but under

the Redistribution of Seats Bill now before Parliament,

it is proposed to assign a member to Stirling and Falkirk.

Parliamentary constituency (1885) 2048
;
municipal,

2085, including 464 females. Valuation (1865) £43,158 ;

(1875) £57,854, inclusive of £3686 for railways and
£49 for tramways; (1885) £77,760,*.inclusive of £3823
for railways and £104 for tramways. Pop. of royal

burgh (1841) 8307, (1861) 10,271, (1871) 10,873,

(1881) 12,194. Pop. of parliamentary burgh, the size

of which has been already indicated, (1861) 13,707,

(1871) 14,279, (1881) 16,013, of whom 7588 are

males and 8425 females. Of these 13,167 are in Stir-

ling parish and 2845 in St Ninians, 1647 being in St

Ninians village. Houses (1881) 3369 inhabited, 270

uninhabited, and 99 being built. Of these 2760, 185,

90 were in Stirling parish, and the rest in St Ninians
parish, 371, 64, being in St Ninians village. Of the

whole population in 1881, 630 men and 154 women were
connected with the civil and military services and with

professions, 126 men and 832 women were domestic

servants, 673 men and 20 women were engaged in com-
merce, 160 men and 86 women in farming and fishing,

3132 men and 1073 women in handicrafts or dealers in

manufactured substances, and there were 2695 boys and
2709 girls of school age.

See also Sir Robert Sibbald's History and Description

of Stirlingshire (Edinb. 1710) ; Nimmo's History of
Stirlingshire (1st ed., Edinb. 1777 ;

2d, Stirling, 1817 ;

3d, Edinb. 1880) ; Sutherland's General History of
Stirling (Stirling, 1794) ; Chalmer's Caledonia (1807-

24) ; Mrs Graham's lacunar Strevilense (1817) ; R.

Chambers' Picture of Stirling (Edinb. 1830) ;
History

of the Chapel Royal of Stirling (Grampian Club, Edinb.

1882) ; a number of papers in the Proceedings of

the Natural History and Archaeological Society ; Local
Notes and Queries reprinted from the Stirling Observer

(Stirling, 1883) ; and Charters and other Documents
relating to the Royal Burgh of Stirling (Glasg. 1884).

Stiriing and Dunfermline Railway. See North
British Railway.

Stirlingshire, one of the midland counties of Scotland,
partly Lowland and partly Highland, and consisting of
a main portion and two detached sections to the NE,
included in Perthshire and Clackmannan. The main
portion is bounded N by the county of Perth, NE by
the county of Clackmannan and the detached portion of
Perthshire about Culross, E by the Firth of Forth and
Linlithgowshire, SE by Linlithgowshire, S by Lanark-
shire and a detached portion of Dumbartonshire about
Kirkintilloch, and SW and W by Dumbartonshire.
The first detached section lies 3 miles NE of P.ridge of
Allan, and measures 2 by 1£ mile. It is entirely sur-

rounded by Perthshire. The second detachod section
lies 1^ mile E of this, and is much larger, extending
northward from the Devon at Alva for over 4 miles,

and averaging 2 miles wide at right angles to this. It

is bounded on the N by Perthshire, and E, S, and \V
by Clackmannanshire. The shape of the main body
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of the county is irregular, but there may be said to

be a compact eastern portion measuring 27J miles,

from Grangemouth on the . E to the junction of Catter

Burn with Endrick Water >on the W, and averaging
13 miles from N to S at right angles to this ; and
from this compact portion a long projection passes

up the NE side of Loch Lomond for 20 miles, 6J
miles wide at starting, and tapering to the head of

Glen Gyle. The extreme length of the county, from the
head of Glen Gyle south-eastward to Linlithgow
Bridge, is 45J miles ; and the extreme breadth, from
the boundary line NE of Bridge of Allan south-

westward to the Kelvin near Killermont House, is 22£
miles. The boundaries are largely natural. Beginning
at the NW corner, the boundary line follows the stream
in Glen Gyle down the glen to Loch Katrine (364 feet),

and then passes along the loch itself to Coalbarns, SE of

Stronachlachlar, whence it strikes straight west-south-

westward to Loch Arklet (463). From near the NE end
of this loch it passes south-south-eastward to the top of

Beinn Uaimhe, and thence south-eastward by the sum-
mits of Beinn Dubh (1675 feet) and Mulan an t' Sagairt

(1398) to Duchray Water at the entrance to Gleann
Dubh, 1| mile W of the W end of Loch Ard. From
this the boundary is Duchray Water, to a point | mile
below Duchray Castle, and thereafter the line winds
south-eastward till it reaches a tributary of Kelty Water,

£ mile WSW of Gartmore. It follows this stream
to the Kelty, then the Kelty to the Forth, and there-

after the last river for i\ miles, till, WNW of Port of

Monteith station, it turns southward to Bucklyvie Moor,
then eastward for \\ mile, and again northward back to

the Forth J mile above Arngomery Burn, and from this

it follows the Forth for 19J miles to the junction of the
Forth and Teith. Here it passes north-north-eastward,

to the SE of the policies of Keir, and Lecropt church,

curves round, 1 mile N of Bridge of Allan, and then
turns back through the policies of Airthrey Castle to the

Forth near Causewayhead station, whence it follows the

main channel of the river and the firth all the way to

the mouth of the river Avon. The latter river separates

the county from Linlithgowshire for 13| miles, upwards
to the junction of the Drumtassie Burn, which then
forms the boundary to its source, and after this the line

passes westward to North Calder Water, which it follows

for 1 mile up to Black Loch. Crossing this loch, it

curves north-westward to the river Avon, \ mile below
the great bend near Fannyside Loch, and follows this

river up to Jawcraig, whence it passes westward to the
Castlecary Burn, and follows this downwards to Bonny
Water. Thereafter it keeps near the Forth and Clyde
Canal on the N side, along a small stream that forms
the head source of the Kelvin, and then with minor
irregularities follows the Kelvin for 12i miles to a point

barely \ mile above Killermont House. From this the
line passes irregularly to the NW, till near Clober House
it reaches the Allander Water, up which and the Auld-
murroch Burn it passes to Auchingree Reservoir. From
the reservoir it runs north-westward, partly by Crooks
Burn, to Catter Burn, follows this downward to Endrick
Water, and then the course of the latter to Loch Lomond,
where, curving outwards to include the islands of Clair-

inch, Inchcailloch, Inchfad, Inchruim, and Bucinch,

it passes between Inchlonaig (Dumbartonshire) and
Strathcashell Point, and then up the centre of the loch

till opposite Island Vow, 2 miles from the N end of the
loch, where it turns eastward to the summit of Beinn a'

Choin (2524 feet), and thence by Stob nan Eighrach
(2011) to the stream in Glen Gyle. Near the place

where Perthshire crosses to the N side of the Forth,
Stirlingshire includes, between Arngomery and KlPPEN,
a portion of Perthshire measuring 2) miles by fully \
mile. The area of tho county is 466 '53 square miles or

298,578 65 acres, of which 3294 are foreshore and 8946
are water, while of the whole 9176 acres lie N of tho
Forth, including the two detached portions of the
county. Of the land surface of 286,338"65 acres,

114,678 were under crop, bare, fallow, and grass in

1884, and 12,483 under wood—an increase in the former
393
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o«v of •J;i,'J7S .•»>•!, s within the last thirty yours, and ft

docrr*** 111 the Utter ittso of ul tout 60u in tho same
ptriod Tho man summer and winter temperature*.
differ hut huh- from what ^.V mid 37") mav ho taken
«.- those for tho central Scottish counties ; mid tho moan
awagw annual rainfall vanes greatly, being only ahout
8;. null.", foi the district ahout Stilling, while ut tho
lower end ol Lech l.oinon.l it is f.:., and further up tho
1" h ri to ovei t'i> Anions the . utilities ol Scotland,
Stirling is twentieth ns regards urea ; ninth as regards

ii, Inith absolutely mid in respect of tho
number of petlMll (861) to tho scpiaro mile; and tenth
ma rvgsrdit valuation.

Sur/aee, etc—Tho eastern part of the county is finely

.. vail cultivated, and undulating, but no portion
of it reaehos fiOO feet above sea-level, and this ilat tract

ii prolonged up tho valleys of tho Forth and Kolty,
swi eps from the neighbourhood of Fl.A N DKlts Mosssouth-
v

: .

|
Hi tKi.vvir. and Balkkon, and thence down

tho valley of Eudriek Water to tho SE end of Loch
Lomond. In the eeiitro of the compact eastern portion
ol tin ounty the ground slopes upward from tho valley

of tho Forth at C ugiinnoek and Kippen to the Gargun-
nock Hills (highest point 1691 feet), and thence south-
ward in on n inhibiting grassy and heathy plateau from
1000 to 1400 feet high, and terminating along tho S
edge i„ the Kilsyth 1 1 ills (highest point, Laird's Hill,

1393) overlooking tho valley of the Kelvin at Kilsyth.
From tho NW portion of tho Kilsyth Hills the long
green line of the Campsie Fells stretches away westward
to the flat ground at the SE end of Loch Lomond, their
L-emral h> ight being from 1M>0 to 1 S00 feet, and the
I summit, Earl's Seat (1894 feet). These throw
out on the SW the lower spurs known as the Strath-
blue Hills, and from this the ground undulates down-
wards by Milngavie to the valleys of the Kelvin and the
Clyde. Northward the Campsio Fells slope down to
the valley of Endrick Water, on the opposite side of
which, at Fintry, are tho Fintry Hills (highest point,

1676 feet), NW of which, beyond the hollow of the head-
stream of the Endrick—here making a sharp bend
—are the Gargunnock Hills. The long projection
already referred to as branching off to the NW along
Loch Lomond is purely Highland in its character,

and contains the whole of the summits, from Beinn a'

Choin south-eastward, which have been already described
in the article on Loch Lomond. The highest summit is

Ben Lomond (3192 feet), and the ridges slope rapidly
down in the SW to Loch Lomond ; and on the NE to-

wards Loch Katrine, and Lochs Chon and Ard, and the
upper waters of the Forth. The two detached portions
of the county are among the Ochil Hills.

Nearly half of Loch Lomond (23 feet) is in Stirling-

shire, but otherwise the lakes of the county are few and
small. The southern shore of Loch Katrine (364 feet)

for 2 miles at the western end lies along the boundary,
and wholly in the county are Loch Arklet (lx|
mile; 463 feet); Walton Reservoir (4x|mile), at the
base of the Fintry Hills on the S ; Loch Coulter (5x3
fnrL), 3 miles NW of Dunipace ; reservoirs near Carron
Ironworks, about Kilsyth, and between Strathblane
and Milngavie, one of this last group being the settling

reservoir at Mugdock for the Glasgow water-works
;

and in the SE of the county Loch Ellrig (| x barely J
mile), Little Black Loch, and part of Black Loch. The
whole of the southern side of the county is drained by
Dcchp.ay Water, the Kelty, and the Forth, with
the innumerable smaller streams flowing to them ; the
eastern portion by the Bannock Burn, the Pow Burn,
the Carron and Bonny Water, and the Avon, with the

smaller streams flowing to them ; the centre is drained
by the npper waters of the Carron and Endrick Water

;

in the S and SW are the Kelvin, with Garrel Burn,
Glazert Water, and Allander Water ; the centre of

the W side has Endrick Water and the streams flow-

ing to it ; while Loch Lomond receives a large number
of small burns from the mountains along the NE side.

Loch Arklet contains capital trout, red-fleshed, and
air..'/ * t"M a-; th /-.<: ol Loch Leveri, but it is pre-
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Ted, The fishing in the larger streams is good, but
the .smaller it is worthless.

Taology.—Apart from the economic value of the

Qerol Holds along the margin of the county from Strath-
no to Stirling, there are several features of special

nest connected with the geology of Stirlingshire,

uninent among these must he ranked the remarkable
ioanio chain of the Campsie Fells, where the suc-

sivo lava Hows can bo traced, piled on oach other like

rizontal lines of masonry. The geological formations

•resented within the county are given in the following

do :

—

( Pout and alluvium.
Kecent. < i> i i i> , ( 2.

ri-Fcet Reach.
\ Raised Beaches.

•( 50.Feet Beaoh.

( 100- Foot Raised Beach,
etttocene. - Moraines, Sand, and Uravel.

( llouldur-eluy.

Oosl-Me

Mlllston

I I,Yd Snii.lslonn group.

( Upper Limestone group.
1 Middle Coal-bearing group.

| Lower Limestone group.
(Upper or Cement-stone group,

which in Stirlingshire is for

the most part replaced by con-
temporaneous volcanic rocks.

Lower Red Sandstone group.

Metamorphic rocks of the Highlands.

A line drawn from tho shore of Loch Lomond near Bal-

maha NE to a point near Aborfoyle marks the position

of the great fault, bringing the Old Bed Sandstone into

conjunction with the metamorphic rocks of the High-
lands. That portion of the county situated to the NW
of the fault is wholly occupied by these metamorphic
strata, being repeated by various folds, some of which
are inverted. Close to the fault occur the oldest strata

consisting of alternations of slates and schistose grey-

wackes, occasionally merging into pebbly and even con-

glomeratic bands which are inclined to the NW. These
beds pass upwards into fine silky hydro-mica schists

alternating with grit bands containing pebbles which are

still recognisable. A zone of massive grits, well de-

veloped in Perthshire, crosses this county from Ben Venue
through Ben Lomond to Loch Lomond. To the N of this

line the strata are repeated by a series of folds, and as

we advance N to the border of tho county they gradually

assume a more crystalline form. To the S of a line

drawn from Lochard to Rowardcnnan the general dip

of the beds is to tho S, which continues till we approach
near to the great fault. In that district there is a con-

stant repetition of slate and greywacke with an occasional

band of limestone, the sedimentary strata being as little

altered as the beds at Callander and Lochard.

The representatives of the Lower Old Bed Sandstone
cover a belt of ground stretching from the great fault

already indicated SE to Kippen and Killearn. The
beds occupying the lowest geological horizon are exposed

along the margin of the fault in the drum of Clashmore
about 3 miles SW of Aberfoyle, where a vertical band
of porphyrite is seen in contact with the fault. This

bed of lava evidently represents a portion of the great

volcanic series of the Ochils. For upwards of 1 mile

from the fault the conglomerates and red sandstones

overlying this band of porphyrite are highly inclined

or nearly vertical, the general inclination being towards

the SSE. As the observer advances farther S, the angle

of inclination gradually diminishes, and the beds are

repeated by occasional minor undulations till he reaches

a point about 3 miles from the fault which forms the

centre of a great synclinal fold. The axis of this basin

coincides with a line drawn from Flanders Moss to a

point near Drymen. On the SE side of this synclinal

axis the general dip of the beds is towards the NW, and
hence the observer crosses anew the same series of beds

in regular order. It is observable, however, that the

strata along the Highland border are always much more
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conglomeratic than those occupying the same geological
horizon situated several miles to the S. The con-
glomerate bands close to the great fault are composed
chiefly of porphyrite pebbles, but as we ascend in the
geological succession the porphyrite pebbles disappear,
and the blocks consist wholly of various metamorphic
rocks of the Highlands. The strata occupying the
centre of the syncline, which are the highest members
of this formation in the county, are composed of grey
sandstones which yielded to Mr R. L. Jack numerous
plant remains, regarded by Mr Kidston as specimens of
Arthrostigma (Dawson). These grey sandstones underlie
the great conglomerates of Uamh Var in Perthshire,
which are hardly, if at all, represented in this county.

Resting on the denuded edges of the Lower Old Red
Sandstone strata comes a succession of red sandstones
and conglomeratic marls, forming the base of the Car-
boniferous system. Along the line of junction the
Lower Old Red strata are inclined to the NW, while
the members of the overlying group are inclined to the
SE. It is evident, therefore, that in this area there is

additional proof of the extensive denudation which
intervened between the Lower Old Red Sandstone and
the deposition of the red sandstone series at the base of
the Carboniferous system. The unconformable junction
between the two formations is not traceable, however,
across the county, for between Kippen and Balfron they
are brought into contact with each other by a fault
trending ENE and WSW. This fault is a continuation
of the great dislocation throwing down the Clackmannan
coalfield against the Old Red volcanic rocks of the
Ochils. Near the top of the group there is a concre-
tionary cornstone which has been worked for lime at
intervals between Balfron and Garguunock. The red
sandstones just described are succeeded by blue, grey,
green, and red clays, with numerous thin bands and
nodules of impure cement-stone, and occasional beds of
sandstone, forming the base of the Cement-stone group.
They skirt the N escarpment of the Campsie Fells, and
are likewise seen in some of the glens on the S side of
the range near Clachan of Campsie and on the hills above
Kilsyth. One of the finest sections of these beds occurs
in the Ballagan Burn near Strathblane. Along the base
of the escarpment on the N and W sides of the range
they are overlaid by white sandstones, which at intervals
are associated with fine volcanic tuffs. These tuffs are
specially observable to the E of Fintry, and also to the
N of Kilsyth, where they alternate with sheets of
porphyrite. To these succeed a grand development of
contemporaneous volcanic rocks consisting almost wholly
of sheets of diabase porphyrite, with few or no inter-
calations of tuffs. Occupying the same horizon as the
volcanic rocks of the Kilpatrick and Renfrewshire hills
(see article on geology of Renfrewshire, Ord. Gaz.,
vol. vi.), they reach a thickness in the present area of
nearly 1000 feet. The successive lava flows are
admirably displayed on the S side of the chain, forming
a series of parallel beds recognisable even from a
distance. Skirting the escarpment on the S side, a
great fault is traceable from Strathblane E to near the
Can on Water, which brings the overlying Carboniferous
Limestone series into conjunction with the cement-
stones and the porphyrites at the base of the volcanic
series. At the E end of the range, however, from a
point W of Stirling S towards thoCarron Water, the
upper limit of the volcanic rocks is well defined. In
that direction the lavas are gradually thinning out, but
eventually they pass underneath blue shales with
cement-stone bands forming the top of the Cement-
stone group. It is apparent, therefore, that in Stir-
lingshire this group is mainly represented by volcanic
rocks. It is interesting to observe, however, that not
far to the E ol Bridge of Allan, at Causowayhead, this
volcanic series is not represented at all ; and where the
horizon emerges in the Cleish Hills from beneath the
Clackmannan Ooallield it is represented merely by some
bands of tuff. The roots of some of the old volcanoes
which discharged the lavas of the Campsie Hills are
still to be found in different parts of the county,

especially on both sides of the Blane Valley W of

Strathblane. Dumgoyne Hill is perhaps one of the

best examples in that region. They also occur on both
sides of the Endrick at Fintry, where they pierce the
sedimentary beds underlying the volcanic series and
the porphyrites and tuffs at the base. Meikle Bin, the
highest peak in the Campsie range, marks the site of

another of these ancient volcanoes.

As indicated in the table of geological formations the
triple classification of the Carboniferous Limestone
series obtains in this county. Beginning at the W
limit of this important division we find the limestones

of the lower group lying at low angles against the

volcanic rocks. From the researches of the Geological

Survey it would appear that on descending the hill

slope the observer crosses the Hosie Limestone and the
Hurlet Limestone with the underlying coal, until, in

the bed of the valley, he finds the white sandstone
underlying the limestones. On the South Hill of

Campsie the same beds reappear, and the Hurlet lime-

stone and coal can be traced more or less continuously
round the slope. Passing E to the neighbourhood of

Kilsyth, there is a great development of the middle
coal-bearing group, forming indeed one of the most
valuable mineral fields in Scotland on account of the
various seams of coal and ironstone. From Cairnbog E
by Kilsyth to Bauton the beds are thrown into a series

of small arches and troughs, the most conspicuous being
the anticlinal fold at Kilsyth, locally known as ' The
Riggin.' Again, in the tract between Denny and Stir-

ling, the various subdivisions of the Carboniferous
Limestone series dip towards the E, and there is a
general ascending series from the Hosie Limestone
through the coals and ironstones of the middle group
to the Index, Calmy, and Castlecary Limestones of the
upper group.

Along the E margin of the county the strata just

described are followed by the Millstone Grit, consisting

of alternations of thick sandstones and fireclays, with
irregular seams of coal and clayband ironstone. To
these succeed the true Coal-measures, which are well

developed between Stenhousemuir and Grangemouth,
and again at Falkirk. At the former locality the pro-

minent seams are the Coxroad, the Splint, and the

Craw Coals, the highest being the Virtuewell seam.
Between Dennyloanhead and Coneypark there is a small

outlier of Coal-measures thrown down by two parallel

faults running E and W. On the N side the outlier is

brought into contact with the Carboniferous Limestone,
and on the S side against the Millstone Grit and the
Carboniferous Limestone.
There are numerous intrusive sheets of basalt rock as-

sociated with the Carboniferous strata, of which, perhaps,

the most conspicuous extends from Abbey Craig through
Stirling to Denny, where its outcrop is shifted further

W by a fault. It is perhaps connected with the sheet

so often repeated in the neighbourhood of Kilsyth,

though here it occupies a higher horizon among the coal-

bearing series of the Carboniferous Limestone, while at

Denny the sheet is intruded in the lower limestones.

A glance at the Geological Survey maps will show the

number of Tertiary basalt dykes traversing the county.

During the glacial period the direction of the ice

flow between Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine was
nearly N and S. On reaching the plain between Dry-
men and Stirling, tho movement was gradually deflected

towards the SE, and eventually as the ice crossed the

range of the Campsie Hills, the direction became nearly

E, parallel with the escarpment on the S side of the

range. There is an extensive deposit of boulder clay

throughout tho county, which varies in character with
the underlying strata. An interesting feature con-

nected with it is the occurrence of shells at certain

localities in the Endrick Valley. Near Drymen station,

a section was exposed showing on the surface about 12

feet of boulder clay resting on 7 feet of laminated blue

clay, which yielded marine shells and tho antler of a

reindeer. Mr R. L. Jack believes that the shell

fragments found in the bonldcr clay in tho basin of the
395
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Badikk htm Km derivod from the denudation of suoh
marine .It i--.Hi The Inter rjacicr* must have attained

grt«i limnnutou in tlu« hignar portloni of the county,

judging !imiu the gie»t moraines which uro seen along
the valleys.

In this MNUltS there am deposits, evidently belong-

ing to tin tuo t..t 1m .uli, consisting of sands, gravels,M .'.:»>., prbJoh oraM the watershed i>i* the midland
valley, and are to bo bond "1 Kilsyth. At a lower

level there i- another nneient bench, the upper limit of

which n. ni.iikcd 1\ the fit) feet contour line, composed
of laminated clay, mud, silt, and sand. It now forms

the well known t'.u se nl Stirling. These deposits an 1

abundantly charged with recent sen shells, and they

have also yielded the remains of whales, canoes, and
implement*.

fHwwnWW'lJ MInMllti. The geological horizon of the

valuahle seams of coal and ironstone has already been

Indicated. In the Kilsyth diatHot there are 4 seams of

black -hand ironstone wrought, comprising the Possil

and Buton seams. There, are also several beds of coal,

of which the Hanton Main is much in demand. The
•rail-known Bnrlet Limeetone has boon extensively

Wrought in the Camjisie district and the seam of aluni-

ahale underlying this limestone. The upper limestone-

group yields a large supply of lime ; one of the bands,

viz., the Caliny or Arden, being formerly much wrought.

Two valuable coal seams, known as the Hirst coals, are

aaaodated with this band, being found only a few

fathoms below the limestone. The seams are in high

repute, owing to their caking properties, being nearly

cijual to Newcastle coal. Again, in the true Coal-

measures in the neighbourhood of Grangemouth and
Carron, the chief coals sought after are the Splint and
< x i .

. i 1
• m-. while in Falkirk they are also in much

request. Excellent building stone is obtained from the

different subdivisions of the Carboniferous formation.

Sandstones belonging to the Carboniferous Limestone
series are wrought at Kilsyth, Castlecary, and other

localities, while the sheets of intrusive basalt are

largely in demand for paving stones. The red sand-

stones between Killearn and Kippen are also locally

used for building purposes.

Soils and Agriculture.—The soils may be divided

into carse, dry field, hill pasture, moor, and moss. The
first, which includes some of the finest land in Scotland,

extends for 26 miles along the Forth, from the Avon
upwards to beyond Kippen, with a breadth of from \ to

4 J miles, and covering an area of about 36,000 acres.

It is flat or slopes gently from the S and SW towards

the river, the height above sea-level varying generally

from 12 to 40 feet, but some of it lies lower, having been

reclaimed from the sea in the end of last, and the be-

ginning of the present, century. Originally a bluish

argillaceous earth, damp and marshy, it has been brought

into its present condition of a fertile friable loam by

the thorough application of deep draining and subsoil

ploughing first introduced by Mr Smith of Deanston.
' It is perfectly wonderful,' says a writer in the Quarterly

Journal of Agriculture for 1839, 'to behold the mighty
change this thorough drain system is making in the

different parts of the county where it is in operation.

"Wet land is made dry ; poor weeping clays are con-

verted into turnip soil ; and even what would formerly

have been accounted dry is advanced in quality.

"Whole parishes in the vicinity of Stirling are completely

transformed from unsightly marshes into beautiful and

rich wheat fields ; and where the plough could scarcely

be driven for slush and water, we see heavy crops per

acre and heavy weight per bushel, the quantity and the

quality alike improved.' The drainage would now, in

several places, again need to be looked to. The depth

of this soil is often over 30 feet. It is everywhere free

from stones and pebbles, and the place and period of its

formation are indicated by the beds of recent shells

which it contains at various depths. The dry field be-

gins at the higher margin of the carse, comprehends the

arable slopes on the lower part of the hills, and occupies

all the straths, valleys, and low grounds not included
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in i he oarse diatrict. This soil varies very much in
quality mi. I in oharaoter, hut. though it is sometime*
very Inferior, it is much oftenera highly fertile loam oi

gravel, particularly suitable lor the cultivation of
potatoes and turnips. Drylield soil prevails in tho
parishes of Polmont, Larbert, Denny, St NinianB, Kil-
syth, and Baldernock, and in portions of Muiravonaide
and Sliiniii in, as well as all the parishes in the hilly

oentral division of tho county—Strathblane, Campsie,
Killearn, Balfron, Gargunnock, and Kippen. In the
distrid between Linlithgow and Stirling it is so good
and fe rtile us to bo almost equal to carse land, and the
portion of it sloping down towards tho valleys of the
Forth and Endrick are also good. The moorland was,
in the latter half of last century, very extensive, com-
irehending about one-fourth of the wholo county, but it

ias now been almost all improved into dryfield, only a
small portion being left in the Highland district, chiefly

in the parish of Buchanan. Tho hill-posture occupying
tho rost of the Highland district, all the rising-grounds
already mentioned in tho contre and W of tho shire,

and most of the detached portions of the county have a
Bandy or pe.aty soil covered with heath and short grass.

It embraces nearly half of the whole county, and in-

cludes some of the best grazing ground in tho whole
of Scotland. In the early part of the present century
moss occupied about one-thirtieth of tho whole area, but
this proportion has since that time been much reduced
by reclamation, principally in Slamannan and in the
carse district. In the latter case it is worth removing,
as it overlies land of excellent quality, but in the W of

Slamannan parish, where a considerable district is still

covered with a mass of it from 3 to 12 feet deep, the
sandy soil beneath is valueless. The increase in the
amount of arable land within the last 30 years has been
already stated. In tho percentage of cultivated area
Stirlingshire comes twelfth among the Scottish counties,

tho proportion being 40'05, while that for all Scotland
is 24 '2. Tho areas under various crops at different dates

are shown in the following tables :

—

Grain Crops.—Acres.

Year. Wheat.
Barley or

Bere.
Oats. Total.

1854 4!)Sfl 6773 22,379 34,138
1870 3818 4995 19 480 28,293
1877 2803 4950 19,244 27.003
1881 2760 4174 19,330 26,270

Grass, Root Chops, etc.—Acres.

Year.
Hay, Grass, and

Permanent Pasture.
Turnips. Potatoes.

1854 39,656 5964 3607

1870 4885 4941

1877 69^70 4898 4265

1881 71,520 4132 3607

while there are about 650 acres annually under rye, peas,

vetches, etc., 3450 acres under beans, 1700 acres fallow,

and generally from 50 to 80 acres under flax, the last

having gradually fallen off since 1854, when there were

770. There is the same falling off in the area under

wheat as in the other Scottish wheat-growing counties.

The seeming falling off in the area under the plough since

1854 has been remarked on in previous county articles.

The wheat and beans are grown on the carse land, and

the average yield of the former is 32 bushels per acre ;

of barley, 38 bushels ; of oats, 35. bushels ; of turnips,

16 to 24 tons ; of potatoes, 4 to 8 tons. In the S and

W of the county, along the railways, and about the

towns many of the farms are used for dairy purposes.

Kents vary from 12s. 6d. to £3 per acre ; and sheep-

grazing is 2s. 6d. to 6s. a head, except on the Ochils,

where it is from 8s. to 10s.
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The agricultural live-stock in the county at different

dates is shown in the following table :

—

Year. Cattle. Horses. Sheep. Pigs. Total.

18S4

5279

4765
4572

85,513
110,277
108,862
114,292

24S8
1791
2205
2246

122,392

144.S60
152,338

For dairy purposes Ayrshire cows are generally kept,

anil at several farms there are excellent pure bred herds.

Cattle kept for feeding are generally crosses, though
some also are shorthorns. The fine pure bred shorthorn

herd formerly belonging to the Earl of Dunmore lias

been dispersed, but a few of the leading proprietors

keep small herds. The horses are chielly Clydcsd;i t's,

and some of the farmers are well-known breeders. The
best sheep are blackfaced, but there are also Leicesters

and crosses. In 1884 there were in the county 986
turkeys, 440 geese, 3712 ducks, and 36,851 fowls.

Of 1537 holdings in the county, 789 were 50 acres

and under, 382 between 50 and 100, 329 between 100
and 300, 29 between 300 and 500, 7 between 500
and 1000, and 1 above 1000. In 1881, 966 farmers
employed 1057 men, 263 boys, 264 women, and 430 girls.

Anciently a large portion of the county seems to have
been covered with wood, and most of the mosses in the

carse and dryfield seem to have originated in the decay
of these forests. Where no mosses are now found

—

e.g.,

between Stirling and Polmont—there must also have
been large tracts of woodland at Torwood Forest and
elsewhere. About 1735 extensive plantations were
formed on the estates of the Duke of Montrose, Sir
Charles Edmonstone, and Lieutenant-General Fletcher
Campbell ; and by 1854 the area under wood was
13,045 acres. It was, in 1884, 12,483. Of tho old
orchards planted and tended by the monks in the E of
the county none now remain ; but 27 acres were in 1884
used as orchards and 27 as market gardens. According
to the Miscellaneous Statistics of\he United Kingdom
(1879), 284,751 acres, with a total gross estimated rental
of £521,407, are divided among 4257 proprietors, the
Duke of Montrose holding 68,878 acres (rental £15,706),
Mr Forbes of Callendar 13,041 (£16,215), and eight to-

gether 55,342 (£54,977), fourteen 48,052 (£48,758),
eighteen 24,395 (£32,807), forty-one 30,000 (£63,802),
etc. Thus two only have more than 10,000 acres. Many
of the smaller proprietors and feuars obtained possession
of their lots in consequence of former Dukes of Mon-
trose, and Earls of Mar, Menteith, and Glencairn, having
made grants to some of their retainers and their heirs for
ever at very small rents. The Earl of Wigtown, who had
large estates in the neighbourhood of Denny, was so con-
vinced that the Union in 1707 would ruin tho country
that he sold all the property to his tenants on condition
that they would continue to pay as feu-duty their rental
at the time. The principal mansions, most of which
arc separately noticed, are Airth Castle, Airthrey Castle,
Arngomery, Antermony House, Auchencck House,
Auchinbowie House, Auchinrcoch House, Auchmedden
Lodge, Avondale House, Balfanning House, Ballagan
House, Ballikinrain House, Ballindafloch, Balquhatston
House, Banknock House, LSannockburn House, Ban-
taskine House, Bardowie House, Blairquhastle, Boquhan,
Buchanan Castle, Callendar House, Candio House, Car-
beth House, Carbrook House, Oarnoek House, Canon
Hall, Clober House, Colzium House, Craigbarnet House,
Craigend Castle, Craigfoith House, Craigmiwddie House,
Craigton, Culcreuch, Denovar. Dougalston House,
Duchray Castle, Dunipaco House, Dunmoro Park',
Duntreath House, Garden, Oa-gunnock House, Gavell
House, Glenbervie, Glenfuir House, Glenorchard House,
Glorat House, Hayston House, 1 lerbertshiro House,
Invcrsnaid Lodgo, Kerso House, Killearn Houso, Kin-
caid Houso, Kinnaird House, Kirk ton Houso, Larbert
House, Laurence Park, Laurelhill, Leckio House, Led-
driegreen House, Lennox Castle, Livilands, Manuel
House, Meiklewood House, Merchiston Hall, Milllicld
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House, Muiravonside House, Neuck, Parkhill Houso,

Plean House, Polmaise, Polmont House, Polmont Park,

Quarter House, Rowardennan Lodge, Sauchio House,
Scton Lodgo, Stenhouse, Thornhill House, Touch House,
West Quarter House, and Westertown House. In the
detached Alva portion is Alva House.

Industries.—The manufactures of the county are

numerous and important, comprising, besides thoso

connected with its minerals, the weaving of carpets,

tartans, tweeds, winceys, and other woollen fabrics at

Alva, Bannockburn, Cambusbarron, and Stirling ; and
of cotton at Balfron and Milngavie. There are print-

works and bleachticlds at Denny and Milngavie, as well

as at Kincaid and Lennoxtown, and several other

localities in the parish of Campsie. There are largo

chemical works at Campsie, Denny, and Falkirk, paper

works at Denny, a pottery at Dunmore, fish hatcheries

at Howietoun, near Sauchie House ; and distilleries at

Glenguin, Glenfoyle, Gargunnock, Cambus, Bankier,

Bonnymuir, rioscbank, and Camelon. The great iron

industries are noticed under Carkon IRONWORKS, Fal-
kirk, and elsewhere, and details will be found for tho

other industries in the separate articles dealing with the

places or under the different parishes. The position and
structure of the Stirlingshire coalfield have been already

indicated in the section on the geology, and it hero

remains but to notice its economic aspects. The total

amount of coal raised from the whole of the Scottish

coalfields in 1882 was 20,515,134 tons, valued at tho

pit mouth at £4,541,935 ; and of this the 47 Stirling-

shire collieries produced 1,153,389 tons, valued at.

£288,347 at tho pit mouth. Of the 2,404,177 tons of

ironstone raised in the same year all over Scotland,

valued at £1,123,286, 71,837 tons, valued at £32,837,
were obtained in Stirlingshire ; as were also 9850 tons

of fire-clay out of a total of 435,457 tons for all Scot-

land, tho value being £1231. Sandstone is quarried at

Dunmore, Polmaise, and Plean, and Limestone at several

places about Campsie.

Communications, etc.—Tho commerce is principally

centred at Grangemouth, but the county is very well

provided with roads and railways. Of the former the

three main lines may be said to be that from Edinburgh
to Glasgow by Falkirk, Kilsyth, and Kirkintilloch

;

that from Edinburgh to the north by Falkirk, Larbert,

and Stirling : or the parallel route, Falkirk, Denny, and
Stirling; and that from Stirling up the valley of the

Forth, and by Bucklyvie, Balfron, Killearn, and Miln-

gavie, or Bucklyvie, Drymen, and New Kilpatrick to

Glasgow. An important branch connects the first and
third of these across the centre of the county by Kippen,

Fintry, and Campsie, to Kirkintilloch. There are also a

large number of excellent cross and district roads. Tho
eastern part of tho county is traversed by the main line

of tho North British system between Edinburgh and
Glasgow and between Edinburgh ami Larbert ; and tho

main line of tho Caledonian between Glasgow and
Stirling; and also that from Glasgow by Airdrie to

Slamannan, Manuel, and Bo'ness. From Lenzio Junc-

tion (North British) there is a branch by Lennoxtown
and Strathblane to KUlearrj and Balfron ; and from the

Dumbarton section, a short branch to Milngavie. From
Stirling another section of the North British system

passes up tho valley of the Forth, and on by Bucklyvie

and Gartncss to BAIXOCH, uniting with tho Killearn

branch near Balfron. From near Larbert a branch of

tho Caledonian system leads to Grangemouth, and there

aro also a branch lino from Larbert to Denny, and
many other branches in the SE from both systems. Tho
Forth and Clyde Canal also passes through tho county

from Castlecaiy to Grangemouth.

The only royal burgh is Stirling. Falkirk is a parlia-

mentary burgh and burgh of regality. Kilsyth is a

police burgh and burgh of barony ; and Alva, Denny
and Dunipace, Grangemouth, and Milngavie, aro police

burghs. Places with upwards of 5000 inhabitants aro

Falkirk, Kilsyth, and Stirling ; towns with botweeu

5000 and 2000 inhabitants aro Alva, Bannockburn,

Bridge of Allan, Denny, Grangemouth, Lennoxtown,
Q07
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MOntavia, and Btenhouaemuir ;
place* with populations

"OOO mi. I Icon mo lioiiiiybridgc, Ciimbus-
I hi. mi, LraifatoDi nn«l Slniiinmi.m ;

places with popula-
tion* o! U tH.rn 1000 mill 600 uro Bullion, Binmehill
•ii.l Southlipld, llollumlhuidi and Huggs, Limcrigg and
Imchside, Mill. hi, Pukfbot and Longoroft Polmont,
lc «i. i tiifi tnd loii.in.c, an. I Wistii Balgroohan ; while
Smaller vill.ii;>'* niul li iinliis urt Airth, Aiirliiniuully,

Baldaraook, Salmon, Balquhataton Row, Button, Barley-

kit, Birdstone. Blackbraae, Blaneflold, Buoklyvie, Burn<
l<i iii^.-. Bora Bow. Cnuu lon, Oampaie, Oarron, Oarron*
lull, l arronslmrr, D.nny l.ouiihead, Dtininoro, Fintry,
I i iinoik, (Jli ii. Gonoelmn, Killonrn, Kinnaird, Lar-
i !•.. Loagdyko, Newton. Bast Plean, Baplooh, Bum-
Kurd and Drain! Bui Bhieldhill, Bkinflacta, Torbrex,
Torwood, VaUuetown and Standrig, ami Whins of

Milton, l'orlions of Causcwnyhciid, K qipcn, mid Lin-

Utknw Bridge an eleo included.
'1 h.- ei\ il < ounty contains the 21 entire quoad civilia

i
..: aJrth, au.i, Baldsrnock, Balfron, Bothken-

nar. Itiirluuian, Cunipsie, Denny, Dunipaco, Drymen,
Falkirk, Fintry, Gargunnock, Killoarn, Kilsyth, Lar-
U'rt, Mniravonsiile, l'olniont, Slamannan, St Ninians,
and Strathblane, ami portions of Kippen, Logic and
Li ran) Perthshire), N\ w Kilpatrick (Dumbartonshire),
ami Slu ling (Clackmannanshire). The quoad sacra

l.ari-ln s ol Buinockhurn, Banton, Bonnybridge, Bridge
of Allan, Bncklyvie, Camelon, Carronshore, Grange-
in. nth, Bagga, Maiykirk (Stilling), Milngavie, Plean,
•ml Sanehie are also included ; ami there is a mission
station at Shieldhill and Blackliracs in the parish of

PolmODt. Eci lcsiastically 10 of those parishes are in

the presbytery of Stirling, and 3 in the presbytery of

Dunblane, both in the synod of Perth and Stirling; 8

ate in tin' presbytery of Dumbarton, and 2 in the pres-

bytery ol Glasgow, in the synod of Glasgow and Ayr;
and 4 arc in the presbytery of Linlithgow in the synod
of Lothian and Twecddale. There are 40 places of wor-
ship in connection with the Established Church, 23 in

connection with the Free Church, 26 in connection with
the United Presbyterian Church, 2 in connection with
the Congregational Church, 2 in connection with the
Evangelical Union Church, 3 in connection with the
Baptist Church, 2 in connection with the Wcsleyan
Methodist Church, 4 in connection with the Episcopal
Church, and 5 in connection with the Roman Catholic
Church. In the year ending September 1883 there

were in the county 97 schools, of which 76 were public,

with accommodation for 20,086 children. These had
19,448 on the rolls, and an average attendance of

14,532. The stair consisted of 171 certificated, 49
assistant, and 120 pupil, teachers.

The county is governed by a lord-lieutenant, a vice-

lietitenant, 20 deputy-lieutenants, and 156 justices of
the peace. The sheriff-principal is shared with Dum-
barton and Clackmannan ; and there are two sheriff-sub-

stitutes, one at Stirling and one at Falkirk. The
former has jurisdiction over the parishes of Alva, Bal-

dernock, Balfron, Buchanan, Campsie, Denny, Drymen,
Dunipace, Fintry, Gargunnock, Killearn, Kippen, Kil-

syth, Lecropt, Logie, New Kilpatrick, St Ninians, Stir-

ling, and Strathblane, and holds ordinary courts every
Tuesday and Thursday, and small debt courts every

Thursday; the latter has jurisdiction over the parishes

of Airth, Bothkennar, Falkirk, Larbert, Muiravonside,
Polmont, and Slamannan, and holds ordinary courts

every Monday and Wednesday, and small debt courts

every Wednesday. A small debt circuit court is held

at Lennoxtown on the second Wednesdays of February,

May, August, and November. Justice of peace small

debt courts are held at Stirling on the first Monday of

every month, and quarter sessions are held on the first

Tuesdays of March, May, and August, and the last

Tuesday of October. The police force, exclusive of the

burgh of Stirling, consists of 52 men (1 to every 1335
of the population), under a chief constable with a salary
f>( £300 a year. There are about 1100 apprehensions
every year, and there are prisons at Stirling and Fal-

kirk' In 1883 the average number of registered poor

was l.MI with
with 56 depem
assessed ; ami c tin

dependants, and 48 casual poor
Two of the parishes arc un-

others, Stirling, St. Ninians, and
Kilsyth form Stirling Poor-hu
ii i o i"". i house for itself, Muiravonside b
lij hgov. i lombination, ami Kippen is in Du:
bination, The proportion of illegitimate 1:

aii. .Hi 6'6 per cent., ami Hie average deatl
18-2, Connected will, il unty is ba
volunteers, and the 8d battalion of the Pri
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, formerly the High-
land Borderers Light Infantry Militia, both battalions
having theii headquarters at Stilling. The county
retui as member to serve in parliament, and the par-
liamentary constituency in 1884-85 was 3442. Another
member is shared by Stirling burgh with Dunfermline,

Falkirk

to Lin-

i of rifle

Louise's

Inverkeith

by Falkirl

Amine ; I

before pari

Stirling at

poses the

Valuation

£269,640,
the last tl

with
III Mil.

rry, and a third

,
Hamilton, and

l Bill at present

of Alva is united to Clackmannan.
I £9024, (1815) £218,761, (1855)
£370,023, (1885) £428,569, lis. 9d.,

ng exclusive of railways, canals, and
tramways, which were valued in 1886 at £128,640. Pop.
of regis! nil ion county, which takes in part of Stirling

parish from Clackmannanshire ami part of Kippen from
Perthshire, and gives on" part of New Kilpatrick to

Dumbartonshire, and parts of Logic and Lecropt to Perth-
shire, (1871) 93,345, (1881) 106,883 ; civil countv (1801)
50,825, (1811) 58,174, (1821) 65,376, (1831) 72,621,
(1841) 82,057, (1851) 86,237, (1861) 91,926, (1871)
98,218, (1881) 112,443, of whom 56,147 were males and
56,296 females. These were distributed into 23,656
families occupying 22,361 houses, with 67,514 rooms,
an average ol 1 '66 persons to each room. Of the
112,443 inhabitants in 1881, 1422 men and 674
women were connected with the civil or military
services or with professions, 673 men and 4015 women
were domestic servants, 3305 men and 48 women
were connected with commerce, 3932 men and 906
women were connected with agriculture and fishing,

and 23,104 men and 5065 women were engaged in in-

dustrial handicrafts or were dealers in manufactured
substances, while there were 20,175 boys and 20,110
girls of school age. Of those engaged in farming and
fishing, 3673 men and 904 women were concerned with

farming alone; and of those connected with industrial

handicrafts, 10,316 men and 152 women were concerned
with the worki
The county

of il substances.

tnciently to the Caledonian
Damnonii, and was afterwards partly included in the
Roman province of Valentia, partly in that of Ves-

pasiana. Still later it lay on the debatable land be-
tween the Angles, the Piets, and the Britons of Strath-

clyde ; became the seat of a Scotic kingdom, thereafter

part of Cumbria, and finally almost the central point of

modern Scotland; and associated with many of the
leading events in its history. Few counties can boast

of being the scene of so many decisive battles as this—
Stirling Bridge, 1297

;
Falkirk, 1298

;
Bannockburn,

1314 ; Sauchie, 1488
;
Kilsyth, 1645 ; and the second

battle of Falkirk, 1746. The antiquities are both nume-
rous and important, but for them reference may be made
to the articles on the different parishes and towns and
the ot hers therein referred to. The Roman Wall, between

the Firths of Forth and Clyde, which passed through
portions of the county on the S, is separately noticed

(see Antoninus' Wall), as is also Arthur's Oven.
See 'The Agriculture of Stirlingshire,' by James Tait,

in Trans. Highl. and Ag. Soc. (1884), and works cited

under STIRLING.
Stitchel, a village and a parish of N Roxburghshire.

The village occupies a beautiful site, 405 feet above sea-

level, and 3£ miles NNW of Kelso, under which it has

a post office. Consisting of one old-fashioned street, it

lias greatly decayed since the close of last century, when
it was famous for the open-air preachings or 'Holy
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Fairs' of its Secession church ; and it was the first place

in the county visited by the cholera in 1832.

The parish, united since 1640 to Hume in Berwick-

shire, is bounded SE by Ednam, and on all other sides

by Berwickshire, viz., S and W by Nenthorn, N by
Hume, and NE by Eecles. Its utmost length, from

ENE to WSW, is 3£ miles ; its breadth varies between

1| and 2% miles ; and its area is 2803f acres, of which

5 are water. Eden Water, a capital trout stream,

winds lg mile east-by-northward along the southern

boundary, and forms, near Newton-Don, the beautiful

waterfall, 40 feet high, of Stitchel Linn. Sinking to

close on 200 feet above sea-level, the surface thence

rises north-north-westward, till at Sweethope Hill it

at tains a maximum altitude of 731 feet. The rocks are

chiefly eruptive and Devonian ; and the soils are

variously argillaceous, loamy, and gravelly. Some of

the land is naturally wet and cold, but all has been
greatly improved, and most is in a state of high culti-

vation. In 1628 the lands of Stitchel were sold by Sir

John Gordon of Lochinvar (afterwards Viscount Ken-
inure) to Robert Pringle, whose grandson received a

baronetcy in 1683, and whose great-great-grandson, Sir

John Pringle, Bart. (1707-82), an eminent physician

and natural philosopher, was born at Stitchel House.

About 1855 the estate was purchased by the Bairds
;

and its present proprietor, George Alexander Baird,

Esq. of Stitchel and Strichen (b. 1861 ; sue. 1870),

holds 4339 acres in Roxburgh and 11,248 in Aberdeen
shire, valued at £8375 and £9049 per annum. His
seat, Stitchel House, 5 miles NNW of Kelso, is a large

and splendid edifice of 1866, whose tower, 100 feet high,

commands a magnificent view of the country for 30

miles round. The grounds possess much beaut)'.

Stitchel is in the presbytery of Kelso and the synod of

Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth £401. The
parish church contains 320 sittings, as also does the

new U. P. church, this being an Early Decorated build-

ing, erected in 1877 at a cost of £2000. Stitchel public

school, with accommodation for 113 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 38, and a grant of £35, Is.

Valuatiou (1864) £4196, 5s. 6d., (1884) £4765, 2s. 5d.

Pop. (1801) 506, (1831) 434, (1861) 425, (1871) 388,

(1881) 342.— Ord. Sw., sh. 25, 1865.

Stobbs. See Gorebridge.
Stobbs Castle. See Stobs Castle.
Stobcross. See Glasgow.
Stobhall, a mansion in Cargill parish, Perthshire, on

a high narrow tongue of land, on the wooded left bank
of the river Tay, 8 miles N by E of Perth. It is an old

edifice, bearing date 1578, but supposed to have been
founded fully 400 years earlier. The chapel—probably
once the banquet-hall—has a curious painted roof, with
representations of all the kings of the earth ; and its

windows are now filled with stained heraldic glass.

The gardens are a miniature of those at Drummond
Castle ; and many of the trees on the estate are of great

size and beauty. By his marriage, in 1360, with the
daughter and co-heiress of Sir William de Montifex,
justiciar of Scotland, the estate went to Sir John Drum-
mond, and has continued in the possession of his

descendants, the mansion being now the residence of

Lady Willoughby de Eresby's factor.—Ord. Sur., sh.

48, 1868. See Drummond Castle and chap, xxviii. of
T. Hunter's Woods and Estates of Perthshire (1883).

Stobhill, a quoad sacra parish of Edinburghshire,
whose church stands 5 furlongs NNE of the village and
station of Gorebridge. Pop. (1871) 2447, (1881) 3065,
of whom 367 were in Borthwick, 1113 in Cockpen, 575
in Newbattle, and 1010 in Temple.

Stobo (anc. Sloboc, ' the hollow of stobs or stumps '),

a palish of central Peeblesshire, containing Stobo station

(with a post and railway telegraph oflice) on the Peebles
branch of the Caledonian, 12$ miles E by N of Syming-
ton Junction and 6£ WSW of Peebles. The present
parish since 1742 has comprehended part of the ancient
parish of Dawiuk. It is bounded N by Newlands, NE
by Lyne and Peebles, E by Manor, S by Drummelzier,
SVV and W by Broughton, and iSW by Kirkurd. Its

STOBO

utmost length, from E to W, is 5J miles ; its utmost
breadth, from N to S, is 4g miles ; and its area is

10,372f acres, of which 71 are water. From the influx
of Biggar Water in the SW to the influx of Lyne Water
in the E, the Tweed has here a north-easterly course of

65 miles—3J miles east-north-eastward along the Drum-
melzier border, 2g miles north-north-eastward across
the interior, and l| mile east-north-eastward along the
Manor border. Biggar Water flows 1J mile eastward
along the Broughton boundary, and Lyne Water 4|
miles south-eastward along the Newlands, Lyne, and
Peebles boundary ; whilst the Tweed's chief affluents

from Stobo itself are Hopehead or Weston Burn, rising

on Broughton Heights at an altitude of 1550 feet, and
running 4g miles south-eastward through the interior,

and Harrow Burn, running 2| miles south-eastward to

its mouth near the parish church. Sinking in the
extreme E, at the confluence of Lyne Water with the
Tweed, to close on 550 feet above sea-level, the surface
thence rises to 1266 feet at Quarry Hill, 1495 at

Torbank Hill, 1760 at Penvalla, and 1872 at Brough-
ton Heights, which culminate on the meeting-point
of Stobo, Broughton, and Kirkurd parishes. The
valley of the Tweed here, whilst possessing much
natural beauty, is rich in artificial embellishment ; and
some of the hills are green, but most are covered with
heath, all those of the western district forming a con-
tinuous upland, fit only for sheep pasture. Greywacke,
more or less schistose, is the prevailing rock ; and coarse
clay slate, of a dark blue colour, and well adapted to

roofing purposes, was quarried so long ago as 1661.
The soil on the hills is mostly moorish ; and that in

the vales presents no little variety, but is generally a
light fertile loam, incumbent on gravel. Barely one-
sixth of the entire area is in tillage ; about 500 acres
are under wood ; and nearly all the remainder is hill-

pasture. The 'Black Dwarf,' David Ritchie (1740-

1811), was born at Slate Quarries (see Manor).
Antiquities are two cairns and two Caledonian stand-
ing-stones on Sheriffmuir ; the three hill-forts of
Kerr's Knowe, Hog Hill, and Dreva Craig ; and the
site of a feudal keep, called the Lour, on the S side of
the Tweed. Stobo Castle, near Stobo station and the
Tweed's left bank, is a spacious castellated pile, with
battlements and round flanking towers, erected in
1805-11 from plans by J. & A. Elliot. The grounds are
well laid out and finely wooded, four of the trees (an
oak, ash, sycamore, and beech) being described among
the ' old and remarkable trees of Scotland ' in Trans.
Highl. and Ag. Soc. for 1880-81. The barony of Stan-
hope and Stobo, once the property of the Murrays, was
purchased in 1767 for £40,500 by James Montgomery,
who, having in 1775 been created chief baron of the
exchequer in Scotland, received a baronetcy in 1801.

His grandson, Sir Graham Graham-Montgomery, third
Bart. (b. 1823; sue. 1839), Conservative M.P. for

Peeblesshire 1852-80, holds 18,172 acres in Peebles and
2336 in Kinross shire, valued at £6945 and £3130 per
annum (see Kinross). Two other proprietors hold
each an annual value of more than £500. Stobo is in

the presbytery of Peebles and the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale ; the living is worth £244. The parish
church, 9 furlongs NNE of the station, on a rising-

ground beside the Tweed, is an interesting old edifice,

consisting of chancel, nave, S porch, and square saddle-

roofed tower with a bell-cote. Portions of it are Nor-
man or Romanesque, as old as or older than the 13th
century ; but the general features belong to the Pointed
style of architecture. The jongs still hang on the porch

;

and in the N wall of the chain rl is a canopied tomb,
whoso every stone has a ' W ' carved on it, and within
which a skeleton, four German coins, and a Scottish

one, apparently of James V. (1537), were found in

1863, when the church was well restored at tho cost
of Sir Graham Montgomery. Stobo church is an
example of what is called a 'plebania' or mother church,
having subordinate churches or chapelries within its

territory. These were Dawick, Drummelzier, Kingle-
doors, Tweedsmuir, Broughton, Glenholm, and Lyne.
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RTOES CASTLE STONEHAVEN

Ti>« [wreon \r»» styled Daan, and in early times the
ofl i mi hereditary. W« And nontlon made <n stoiio

in raltonot to ohnnh matters in 1110, when the
' V nl St.il ii \i is converted into il prebend of
ti..is.,,H

. an, I »l nil the [.l Im imIs of Tweeddah', StoiioM tlir must valuable. 'The ri^lits of tho manor of
Stuho," «ay» Chalmers in his Caledonia, ' wcro its

fiercely contested «> tlif sovereignty of Scotland. ' Tho
abik Mhooli with accommodation for f>-l children,
i i (1884 u average attendance of 47, ami a grant of

£42. HU 0,1. Valuation (\st>7) £3803, 7s. 4d.', (1884)
jf.'.Ooti, 2s. ( i so l ) :i:ts, (1831) 410, (1801) 478,

(1871)459, (1881) 407.— Onl. Sur., sh. 24, 1804.

Stoba Castle, I line mansion in the upper section of

C.ivrr* parish, lioxhurghshiN , mar the right hank of
Shin- Water, mid I mile S by EE of Stohs station on
the W.iMih-y r.'Ute ot the North Itritish railway, this

bttag 4 mlua 9 of Hawiok, ander which there is a
l~ist offloaof stubs, in looo Gilbert Eliott of Stobs,
the grandson nf ' (iibby wi" the gouden gartins,' received
n ! irniieti-y ; ami Ins youngest great -grandson, George
Auguitaa, KB. (1718-90), the gallant defender of Gib-
r.ili ir, was created Lord Ileathfield in 1787. Sir

William Fram is - Augustus Eliott, eighth Hart. (b.

|s-.'7; -• ISO 1 1, holds 10,475 acres in the shire,

valued nt £81)34 per annum. See Wells.—Ord. Sur.,

ah. 17. 1804.

Stockbridge. See KniNnrnoii and COOKBUBN8PATH.
Slockbriggs, an estate, with a mansion, in Lesma-

liagow jiarish, Lanarkshire, on the river Nethan, 3\
miles SSW ol I.esmahagow village. It was purchased
from the Alstons in 1879 by James Waddell, Esq.

Stoer, a quoad sacra parish in Assynt quoad civilia

pariah, 8W Sutherland, whose church (1829) stands near
the shore of the Hay of Stoer, 5 miles SSE of the Point
of Stoer and 6J N \V of Lochinver. There are a post
office of Stoer under Lairg, a Free church, and a public

school. Hop. of parish (1871) 1507, (1881) 1391.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 107, 1881.

Stonebyres, a mansion in Lesmahagow parish, Lanark-
shire, 3 furlongs from the left bank of the Clyde, and 3

miles W of Lanark. A lofty semi-Baronial edifice, it

was mainly rebuilt by the late James Monteath, Esq.,

from designs by Mr Haird of Glasgow ; but its oldest

jiortion, embraced in the modern structure, is ascribed

to the 14th century, and has walls 8 to 10 feet high.

The ancient banqueting-hall is the finest perhaps in

the county. The estate—comprising now 825 acres, of

£1091 annual value—was held by the Weirs or Veres
from the 15th century till 1842, when it was sold to

Mr Monteath. He was succeeded by his kinsman, Gen.
Sir Thomas Monteath Douglas, K.C.H. (1787-1808),

whose only surviving daughter in 1801 married Sir

William Monteath Scott, Bart, of Ancrum. Stone-
byres Linn, the last and broadest of the Falls of Clyde,

\\s mile below Lanark Bridge, bears a general resem-
blance to Corp.a Linn, but is commonly admitted to be

of a less striking character. Like" Corra Linn it

encounters two ledges of rock, but in spates the water
seems to fall in one unbroken sheet from a height of 70
or 80 feet into the deep 'Salmon Pool,' beyond which
the fish can never ascend. Seen from below, the dark
shelving rocks and the wooded banks of the stream
present an exquisite contrast to the snowy foam of the

cataract—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1803.

Stonefield, a thriving seat of industry and population
in Hlantyre parish, Lanarkshire, 2£ miles NW of

Hamilton and 8£ SE of Glasgow, under which it has a

post office. Its Established chapel of ease was founded
in 1878, and contains 900 sittings. Pop. (1871) 395,

(1881) 4511, of whom 2104 were in Stonefield proper,

331 in Baird's Rows, 1321 in Dixon's Bows, and 095 in

Springwell.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1805.

Stonefield, a modern mansion in South Knapdale
pariah, Argyllshire, on the W shore of Loch F'yne, 2
miles N of Tarbert. Its owner, Colin George Campbell,
Esq. (b. 1811; sue. 1857), holds 35,180 acres in the

shire, valued at £5813 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 29,

1873.
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Btonaflald, a hamlel in Muckairn pariah, Argyllshire,
on the S shore of Loch Klive, 34 miles WNW of
Tavnuilt station.

Stonehaven (commonly Stanehive), a post town, .sea.

port, and Beal of sumo trade, and the county town of

Kincardineshire. It has a railway station on the
( 'ale. Ionian and [forth British line from Perth to Aber-
deen, and by rail is 10 miles SSW of the latter city.

By road it is 10 miles NNE of Hervio. Its site is tho
head of the bay of 1 he Bame name at the inllux of the
Canon and Cowie, and the place consist B of an old town
and a new, of which the former claims to bo a burgh of

barony. The old town, in the parish of Dunnottar, on
the S bank of tho Carron, consists chiefly of two main
Btreets with closeB branching off, and is irregularly

built. It is inhabited mostly by fishermen. Tho new
town, which is now the 1 e important, occupies the
point of land to the NW at the junction of the Carron
and Cowie, in the parish of Fetteresso. It is well built,

and has its streets, laid off at right angles, passing out
from a <-•<11lr.1l square. A bridge across the Carron con-

nects the two towns, and another carries the N road
over the W ater ol' Cowie. In the old town the only
thing of note is the old well and the public barometer
sot up in 1852. In tho new town there is a market
house in the square, erected in 1827, with a steeple 130

feet high. In Allardyce Street is a new town-hall in

the Italian style, erected in 1877-78 at a cost of £4000.
The hall contains a picture of 'The Coining Storm,'

presented by the architect, Mr W. Lawrie, Inverness.

Besides a public hall, it comprises news, billiard, and

rooms'anil other accommodation for The sheriff courts.

1807, has been, since the passing of' the Prisons Act,

used only as a 14 days prison, prisoners for longer

periods being sent to Aberdeen. Tho Established

churches are noticed under the parishes of DUNNOTTAK
and FETTERESSO. In the town itself are a Free church,

a U. P. church (1803 ; 400 sittings), the Roman
Catholic church of the Immaculate Conception (1877 ;

80 sittings), and St James's Episcopal church (1875-77 ;

100 sittings), a Norman and Early Transition edifice,

built at a cost of £3000 from designs by Dr Rowand
Anderson, but still wanting chancel and spire. Stone-

haven public school, under tho Fetteresso school

board, on a high bank to the NW, was built in

1870 at a cost of £4000, and contains accommoda-
tion for 400 children. Donaldson's Free School,

which at one time provided free education for a
number of children, is now closed, and tho benefaction

managed by the school board. The harbour, consisting

of two basins, was originally a small natural bay to

the S of the mouth of the Carron, sheltered on tho

SE by Downie Point. The old harbour and quay to

the N date originally from very early times, a grant

of them having been obtained by the feuars from tho

Earl Marischai in the beginning of the 17th century.

The situation is convenient, but the harbour itself

was poor, till, under an Act of Parliament obtained

in 1825, it was vested in harbour commissioners, and
improvements executed in 1820, tho sea wall and breast-

ing of the new harbour to the S being built, and other

improvements made, from designs by Mr Robert Steven-

son. Subsequently jetties were added so as to protect

vessels in the new basin from damage during storms.

During these operations a large rock to the S, giving

name to the place—Stane-hive or Stone-haven or harbour
— was removed. The whole harbour area is about

5 acres. The improvements have cost about £9000,

and further extension has recently been proposed.

There are good leading lights. There are four vessels

belonging to the port—none of them over 100 tons—
which are engaged in the coasting trade or in carrying

cargoes of herring to the Baltic ports. The harbour has

become very important in connection with the herring-

fislTing industry, over 100 boats fishing from the port

every season. The 102 boats thus engaged in 1884 had

a total catch of 13,770 craus. Iu 1883, 80 first-class,
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STONEHAVEN BAY STONEHOUSE

50 second-class, and 69 third-class boats, employing 485
resident fisher men and boys, were in Stonehaven fishery

district, which includes Stonehaven itself and the
villages of Shieldhill, Catterline, Crawton, Cowie,
Stranathrow, and Skateraw ; while the number of boats
fishing within it were 110, employing 688 fisher men
and boys, and 422 other persons. The value of the
boats belonging to the district in the same year was
£9115, of the nets £10,334, and of the lines £2828.
The harbour revenue for 1884 was £958. The old
town has the status of a burgh of barony, though the
claim is disputed. The Act of Parliament of 1607,
ratifying the change of the county town from Kincar-
dine, speaks of it as 'the burgh of Stanehive,' but the
original Act of 1600 merely calls it 'the Stanehive.'

From 1624 the superior—the Earl Marischal—granted
the feuars the privilege ofnominating two persons to serve

as bailies. After the forfeiture of the Marischal family
the feuars elected managers, but from 1797 till 1812,
under Lord Keith, the old custom was re-established.

In consequence of quarrels it was discontinued from
1812 to 1823, but w;as then restored, and now the
council of the old town consists of 2 bailies, a dean of
guild, and 3 councillors. The present superior of the
old town is Lndy O. A. H. Elphinstone, and of the new
town, Alexander Baird of Urie. The aifairs of the new
town are attended to by a provost, 2 bailies, and 7
councillors. The manufacture of cotton and linen, at
one time extensively carried on, has long been extinct

;

and the only industries in the neighbourhood now,
apart from fishing, are a large distillery at Glen Urie, and
a small wool mill, both, however, outside the town.
In the town there are a tannery and brewery. There
are a considerable number of summer visitors every year.

Stonehaven has a head post office, witli money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph departments,
branch offices of the Bank of Scotland, North of Scotland,
and Town and County Banks, a branch of the National
Security Savings' Bank, agencies of 16 insurance com-
panies, and 2 good hotels. There are also a subscription
library, a literary society, a choral union, cricket and
football clubs, a masonic lodge (Si John's, No. 65), a
court of the Ancient Order of Foresters, a Good Templar
lodge, and the usual religious and philanthropic associa-

tions. Water and gas are supplied by private joint-
stock companies. The Independent Stonehaven Journal
(1845) is published every Thursday. There is a weekly
market on Thursday, and cattle fairs on the Thursday
before Candlemas, on the third Thursday of June, on
the Thursday before Lammas, on the second Thursday
of October, and on the Thursday before Christmas, all

O. s. ; and there are hiring fairs on the day before 26
May, and the day before 22 Nov., or if those days be
Mondays, on the Saturdays before. Sheriff and small
debt courts for Kincardineshire are held every Wednes-
day during session, and there are justice of peace courts
on the first Saturday of every month. Pop. of entire
town (1841) 3012, (1861) 3009, (1871) 3396, (1881) 3957,
of whom 1830 were males and 2127 females. Houses
(1881) 647 inhabited, 25 uninhabited, and 9 being built.
Of the whole population 1708 were in the old town and
2249 in the new town, and of the inhabited houses 199
were in the former and 448 in the latter.— Ord. Sur.,
eh. 67, 1871.

Stonehaven Bay is the shallow depression of the
coast near the head of which Stonehaven stands, and is

bounded by Garron Point on the N and Downie Point
on the S. It measures fully 1£ mile between these
from NNW to SSE, and is j mile deep at right angles
to this. The depth along this line is from 30 to 50
fathoms, and the anchorage is good, the bottom beiri"
a stiff clay.

ft

Stonehouse, a town and a parish in the Middle Ward
of Lanarkshire. The town, which lies 450 feet above
sea-level, near the right bank of Avon Water, by road
is 3J miles ENE of Strathaven and 1\ SSE of Hamil-
ton, whilst its station, on a branch-line of the Cale-
donian, is 3\ miles SSW of Ayr Road Junction and 18J
SE ol Glasgow. Mostly a growth of the last half century,

it is a fine, airy, thriving place ; and has long been
kept in a neat cleanly condition. It comprises a main
street extending 7 furlongs south-westward along the

highroad from Edinburgh to Ayr, two new streets built

on a specified plan, and some small lanes or subordinate

parts. Its houses, 50 years ago, were mostly of one
story and generally thatched ; but now not a few are

substantial, well-built, slated, two-storied structures.

The town's rapid advances, both in character and popula-

tion, arose from the liberal encouragement given to feuars

and builders by the late Robert Loekhart, Esq. of Castle-

hill. A large portion of the inhabitants are miners,

weavers, and tradesmen. Stonehouse has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments, a branch of the Union Bank, 9 insurance

agencies, a gas company, a public library, and fairs on
the last Wednesdays of May, July, and November. Pop.

of town (1841) 1794, (1861) 2585, (1871) 2623, (1881)

2615, of whom 1331 were males. Houses (1881) 511

inhabited, 31 vacant, 4 building.

The parish contains also Sandford village, at the SW
border, 3J miles SW of the town and 1| mile SE of

Strathaven. It is bounded NE and E by Dalserf, SE
by Lesmahagow, SW by Avondale, W by Avondale and
Glassford, and NW by Hamilton. Its utmost length,

from N to S, is 5| miles ; its utmost, breadth is 2|
miles; and its area is 6311i acres, of which 70^ are

water. Avon Water winds 4~£ miles north-north-east-

ward along the Avondale and Glassford boundary, 2
north-north-eastward across the interior, and 2\ north-

north-westward along the Dalserf boundary. It thus

has a total course here of 8J miles, though the point

where it first touches and that where it quits the parish

are only 5 miles distant as the crow flies. Kyph Water
flows to it 3| miles west-north-westward along all the

south-western border, and Cander Water 2J miles

north-north-westward along the southern half of the

Dalserf boundary. Sinking in the extreme N to closo

on 200 feet above sea-level, the Vale of Avon Water is

very romantic, especially below the town of Stonehouse.

From it the surface rises gradually to 533 feet near
Crofthead, 642 at Udston, and 734 near Hazeldean.

The parish thus mainly consists of gentle ascents, higher

in the S than in the N, but nowhere hilly, and nearly

all subject to the plough. Its general appearance is

pleasing and rich. Wood was formerly scarce, but is

now abundant enough to afford both shelter and embel-

lishment. The rocks belong to the Carboniferous for-

mation, with protrusions of trap. Prime limestone has
been largely worked ; and ironstone of excellent quality

occurs in thin beds and in round isolated masses above
the limestone. Coal is abundant, but has been chiefly

used in the lime-works
;
sandstone, suitable for build-

ing, is also plentiful ; and the trap is of a quality well

adapted for road-metal. A sulphurous spring, called

Kittymuir Well, situated on the banks of the Avon,
long enjoyed some medical repute for cutaneous diseases.

The only noticeable antiquities are vestiges of two old

castles, called Coat Castle and Ringsdale Castle, sur-

mounting cliffs on the banks of the Avon, but unstoried

by either record or tradition. William Hamilton,

D.D. (1780-1835), an eminent minister of the Church
of Scotland, was a native. Major-General G. A.

Loekhart, C. B., of Castlehill, owns more than one-half

of the parish, 2 lesser proprietors holding each an
annual value of £500 and upwards, 11 of between £100
and £500. Stonehouse is in the presbytery of Hamilton
and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the living is worth
£295. The parish church is a handsome modern build-

ing, with a neat spire, and upwards of 900 sittings.

The Free church, rebuilt in 1874, is a good Perpendicular
structure, with a spire 114 feet high, and nearly 700 sit-

tings. The U. P. church was rebuilt in 1879. Four public

schools—Camnethan Street, Greensido Infant, Sandford,

and Townhcad—with respective accommodation for 178,

143, 100, and 253 children, had (1884) an average at-

tendance of 104, 90, 76, and 183, and grantsof £79, 6s.,

£78, 15s., £68, 18s. 3d., and £171, 3s. Valuation

(1860) £9965, (18S5) £13,301. Pop. (1801) 1259, (i831)
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STONELAW STORNOWAY

«:'.•.!>. (ISrtP SC67. (1*71)3177, (ISM) 3173.-Oiu\ Sur.,

oh. as, isas.

S'.onrlaw. S, e Ki i in i n.

Sloneriitge 01 SUiuriKS. I mansion in F.cclcs ptiruh,

lUrwi.Ulurr, ti miles N \V ..I Coldstream.
Stonevkirk, n post ollico villn^c ami n roust parish in

the Rhinnaol Galloway, s\v Wigtownshire. The villas
_ - N I'V \V >'l S.mdhc.id, mid (>'{ SSE nf

fltunmr
1 ! |>:ii i-h, containing also tlir 1 ii"<-r village of Sanii-

iit vp. Bomprim tlu anoiant parUhot of Stophenkirk
(8boenieklrk and Btoneyklrk), Ci ilorshan r, ana Tosker-
ton or KiKKMAintiNK— nil three united about thu middle
of the 17th oentury. It is bounded N l>v Inch, XE by

Old Loos, I by Luoe Bay, B by Kirkraaiden, W by the

lnOi OhanueL and X\v by Portpatriok. Its utmost

booth, from X to B| is Bl miles ; its breadth decreases

southward from lift to 28 miles ; and its area is 32ft
equate nilet, Or 20,7694, acres, of which 1274 are fore-

shore and 1
1 J water. The K coast, 6tf miles in extent,

to the X of Somlhead is fringed hy the Sands of Luce, a

nontinnoui bell "f sandy foreshore, 3 to 5J furlongs

S of Samlhead it is stony but still low, attaining

a maximum altitude of 70 feet above sea-level The W
coast, measuring 8J miles, is mostly bold and rocky,

and in pi .ices precipitous, rising rapidly to 125 feet at

Orennan Point, 160 at Ardwell Point, 884 atOairnmon
Pell, and n7 near Cairngarnoch. It is slightly indented

by Ardwell Bay, Cairgarroch Bay, and Port-of-Spittal

1 4.iy . and several minor inlets. The interior ascends

slowly from the E, more abruptly from the W, abounds
in in' Qualities and tumulations, and culminates on Bar-

more II ill at an altitude of 463 feet above sea-level.

Piltanton Burn runs 8] miles cast-by-northward along all

the Inch boundary ; and two or three considerable burns
rise ne.ir the W coast, and run eastward to Luce Bay. The
rocks are chiefly Silurian. The soil of about 650 acres

on the E coast, and of 60 on the W, is barren sand ; that

of the greater part of the eastern and southern districts

il light, dry, sharp, and tolerably fertile ; and that of

ol the western district is heavy vegetable mould,
reclaimed from heath and moss. Rather more than one-

ninth of the entire area is pastoral or waste ; about 370
acres are under wood ; and the rest of the land is in

tillage. The principal antiquities are noticed under
Akhwei.t., Bai.gkkggan, and Gautiiland. A prominent
natural curiosity is the Goodwife's Cave, situated near

Port Float, and yielding a very remarkable echo. Five

proprietors hold each an annual value of £.500 and
upwards. Stoneykirk is in the presbytery of Stranraer

and the synod of Galloway ; the living is worth £434.
The parish church was built in 1827 at a cost of

£2000, and is a handsome Gothic edifice, containing

660 sittings. There is also a Free church ; and four

public schools—Ardwell, Mcoul, Samlhead, and Stoney-

kirk—with respective accommodation for 160, 70, 117,

and 141 children, had (1884) an average attendance

of 86, 59, 74, and 73, and grants of £68, 8s., £65,

4s. 6d., £63, 15s., and £74, 15s. 6d. "Valuation (I860),

£14,727, (1885) £21,360. Pop. (1801) 1848, (1831)

2966, (1861) 3228, (1871) 2993, (1881) 2766.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 3, 1856.

Stoneywood, a village in Newhills parish, Aberdeen-
shire, on the right bank of the Don, 1 mile N of Auch-
mull. It has large paperworks, two schools, and an
Established chapel of ease (1879 ; 800 sittings). Near
it is Stoneywood House.

Stoop. See Gref.nbraf,.

8tormont, a district of Perthshire, bounded on the E
hy the Ericht, on the S by the Isla and the Tay, on the

W by the Tay, and on the N by the frontier mountain-
rampart of the Highlands, from the foot of Strathardle

to a little distance S of the foot of Strath-Tummel. The
district measures 14 miles in length from E to W, and
about 7 or 8 in mean breadth. It comprehends the

greater part of the parishes of Blairgowrie, Kinloch,

Clunie, Caputh, and Dunkeld, all Lethendy, and about

a third of Bendochy. For an exquisite combination
of land, wood, and water, lowland expanses and
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Highland barriers, romantic glens and picturesque

lochlets, this district, though excelled in its turn for

other combinations, or for a higher perfection of some of

the bi onio elements, excels every other in evon panoramic
Perthshire, The best view of its brilliant surface and its

nu rous pretty lakes is obtained from the summit of

Bi a i bally, a considerable lieighl on the mutual border
of Caputh and Clunie; and a charming, flu.ugh a less

oxten ive and commanding, one, is obtained from the
summit of ( 'rag-Koman, a w led eminence about 1 mile
\Y hi Blairgowrie. Stormont gave, in 1621, the title of

Viscount in the | ra f Scotland to tho ancestor of

the Karl of Mansfield/ Seo Scone.
Stornoway, a parish containing a town of the sanio

name, in Etoss-shire, in the N E of the island of Lewis.
It is bounded E by the Minch, 8 by the parish of Lochs,
S\V by tho parish of Uig, and NW by the parish of

Barvas. There is a compacl main portion with a narrow
peninsula running out eastward. The length of tho

mainland portion, from N N K at a point on the coast 9
miles S of I In- Bull of Lewis south-south-westward to

the boundary with Lochs, is about 20 miles; and the

extreme breadth is about 6 miles. Some distance S of

the centre of this at the town of Stornoway, an isthmus
projects east-north-eastward between Broad Bay on tho

N, and Loch Stornoway on the S, for 3£ miles, and is

at its narrowest point on the E only about 200 yards
wide ; and Iroin this neck the Peninsula of Eye extends
north -eastward almost parallel to the coast-line of the
i pact main portion of the parish for 7 miles with an
average breadth of 2J miles. The total area is 67,651-862

acres, of which 2145-419 are water, and 2282 275 fore-

shore. The coast-line has many indentations, and
though there are some fine sandy beaches, the greater

portion of it consists of bold shelving rocks or pre-

cipitous cliffs. There are a number of caves, one of

which, the Seal Cave, at Gross, about 8 miles N of the

town of Stornoway, is said to be inferior only to the

Spar Cave in Skyo. The chief inlets are Broad Bay,
Loch Stornoway or Stornoway Harbour, Bayble Bay,
and TOLSTA Bay. Stornoway Harbour lies to the
S of the isthmus already described, and is a triangular

space extending 5 miles north-westward from a line

drawn from the S end of Eye Peninsula to the mouth
of Loch Banish, along which line the distance is also

5 miles. The inner portion is thoroughly sheltered, and
alfords good ami safe anchorage. The other inlets aro

separately noticed. From the coast the surface level

ol the parish rises gradually westward to the watershed

of the island, where a height of 800 feet is reached at

Monach and 900 at Ben Barvas. Fresh-water lakes are

very numerous, but they are mere lochans, and notwith-
standing their number do not cover a large proportion

of the area. The principal streams are the Gress, Lax-
dale, and Creed, the last being the fourth best fishing

stream in the island of Lewis. The soil is generally

mossy, but there are patches of sand, gravel, and loam.

The sub-soil is a red till, so hard that it can hardly be

broken even with a pick ; and the underlying rocks are

Laurentian gneiss, with patches of a Cambrian con-

glomerate along the NW side of Broad Bay, across the

isthmus at the S end of it, and in the S end of the

Peninsula of Eye. Little more than a narrow belt along

tho shore was formerly under cultivation, the rest of

the surface being a dismal expanse of moor and bog,

till after the island passed into the possession of Sir

Jame Matheson (1796-1878) in 1844, when large tracts

were reclaimed and improved. Ten out of twelve of

thi 1 trge holdings in this parish aro the only farms in

Lewis on which regular rotation and systematic cultiva-

tion are carried out. The rentals of these twelve farms
vary from £35 to £320, the total amount being £1500.

Sir .lames also brought about great improvements in

cattle rearing, the animals in the Stornoway district

being mostly Ayrshires or crosses, much superior to the

poor Highland cattle of the rest of the island. There
were in the parish, in 1880, 950 crofters paying a rental

of £2-419, 19s. 7d. The principal mansion is Lews or

Stornoway Castle, which stands at the head of Stornoway
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Harbour, on an eminence to the W of the town, and
occupies the site of Seaforth Lodge, the old mansion of

the Maekenzies of Seaforth. It is a castellated building
in the Tudor style, measuring 170 feet along the princi-

pal face to the E, and 153 from E to W. The
octagon tower reaches a height of 94 feet, and the
square flag tower 102 feet. There are 76 rooms, and
the whole was completed in 1870 at a cost of £40,000.
The policies were reclaimed at a cost of £48,838, from
very uneven and rugged ground, but they are now so

beautiful and well laid out that both gardens and
grounds compare favourably with any in Scotland.
They contain a fine monument erected in memory of

Sir James. (See Achany.) At the head of the Harbour
stands a small fragment of the old Castle Macnicol,
which is said to have been built before the Norse con-

quest of the Hebrides, and to have been taken from the
Naenieols by a Scandinavian leader named Leod, from
whom the Macleods of Lewis sprung. Near it was a
small fort erected by Cromwell, the garrison of which,
tradition says, were all slain by the people of the island.

The parish, which contains the ancient chapelries of

Stornoway, Gress, and Eye,* and is divided ecclesi-

astically into Stornoway proper and the quoad sacra

parish of Knock, is in the presbytery of Lewis and the
synod of Glenelg, and the living is worth £233 a year,

The churches in the town are afterwards noticed, and
there is an Established quoad sacra church at Knock,
and Free churches at Garhabost and Back. Under
the school board Aird, Back, Bayble, Knock, Laxdale,

Sandwickhill, Tolsta, and Tong schools, with respective

accommodation for 180, 270, 210, 121, 150, 160, 130,

and 116 pupils, had (1884) an average attendance of

93, 179, 143, 90, 122, 102, 79, and 58, and grants of

£69, 0s. 6d., £28, 13s. lid., £112, 2s. 6d., £68, lis.,

£80, 12s. 8d., £79, 8s. 7d., £59, 9s. 6d., and £30, 15s.

There is a chemical work at Garrabost, and the other
industries are noticed in connection with the town.
The villages are Back, Bayble, Coll, Garrabost, Knock,
Sandwick, Swordle, Tolsta, Tong, and Vatskir, all of
which are separately noticed. The chief landowner is

Lady Matheson. Six others hold each between £500
and £100, 19 hold each between £100 and £50, and
there are a nun, her with smaller amounts. Valuation
(I860) £8673, (1885) £14,991, 3s. Id., of which Lady
Matheson has £5715, Is. 3d. Pop. (1801) 2974, (1831)
5422, (1861) 8668, (1871) 9510, (1881) 10,389, of whom
4724 were males and 5665 females, while 7399 were in

the ecclesiastical parish.—Ord. Sur., shs. 105, 106,
1858.

Stornoway, a police burgh, burgh of barony, sea-

port, and the chief town in the Outer Hebrides, in the
parish just described, on the neck of land between
Broad Bay and Stornoway Harbour, near the head of
the latter. It is 22 miles in a straight line S by
W of the Butt of Lewis, and by steamer 43 miles
NW of I'oolewe, 44 W of Lochinver, 51 WNW of

Ullapool, 59 N by W of Portree, and 180 N by W of
Ohan. It was made a burgh of barony by James VI.,
but long remained a mere hamlet inhabited by poor
fishermen, and though some improvement took place
when attention was first directed to the Hebridean
fisheries, its present importance is largely due to the
exertions of its former proprietor, and more particularly
to the energy and enterprise of Sir James Matheson, and
tin- huge sums of money which he cheerfully spent on
improvements from which he could never expect a return
adequate to his outlay. Before his time the place had
been dependent for all communication with the mainland
on a sailing mail packet, but on his various attempts to
introduce steam communication, over £180,000 were
lost ; while £6000 were spent on the construction of a
patent slip, £2225 for a quay for the steamers, and
large sums on the erection of curing-houses, the intro-
duction of gas and water, the construction of roads and
bridges, and the erection of schools and payment of
teachers' salaries. Iii late years, owing to the Princess

" The ancient church of Stornoway wax dedicated to St. Lcmian,
that of cireas to St Aula, and that of Eye to St Columba,

of Thulc and others of Black's novels, 'Styornoway
has become known all over the English -speaking world,
and, indeed, apart from the halo of romance which has
thus been thrown around it, visitors are astonished to

find such a flourishing place in such a remote corner.

The town now consists of ten fairly well-built streets,

with a number of straggling suburbs. There is a good
public hall—containing a news-room, a public library,

and a meeting-room for the masonic lodge (Fortrose,

No. 108)—a drill hall, a court house, a prison, a custom
house, a sailors' home and dispensary, Established,

Free (2), U.P. , and Episcopal churches, and several

schools. The parish church, built in 1794 and repaired

in 1831, has 568 sittings. The English Free church
was built in 1878, and contains 630 sittings. The
U.P. church was erected in 1873, and the Episcopal

church (St Peter), with sittings for 120, was erected

in 1838 ; but neither of them calls for particular

notice. At Lady Matheson's Seminary instruction

is given in the ordinary branches, and in Ayrshire
needlework, by a mistress and two pupil teachers

;

and education is also given at Nicolson's Institution

—partly endowed by Sir James Matheson—and a Free
Church school. Stornoway is a head port, including

not only all the creeks and harbours of the Outer
Hebrides, but also those of Skye and Mull ; and the

vessels belonging to it, in Jan. 1884, were 17 sailing

vessels, whose total capacity was 927 tons, and 1 steamer,

with a capacity of 66 tons. The harbour proper, at the
upper end of Stornoway Harbour or Loch Stornoway,
affords safe and ample anchorage, being sheltered on tho

S by Arnish Point, and on the W and N by high land.

There is a good stone pier, with quays and breast-walls;

while the patent slip is capable of accommodating ships

of 1000 tons. Harbour affairs are managed by a body of 7

commissioners. Guidance is afforded to vessels entering

or departing at night, by a lighthouse (1852) on Arnisli

Point, which shows a bright white revolving light every

half-minute. This, which is visible at a distance of

12 nautical miles, illuminates two arcs, one towards the
entrance to the loch, and the other up the harbour

;

and by means of reflection from glass prisms placed

on the top of a beacon, it also marks a low-tide rock
about 200 yards distant, by an apparent light. The
tonnage of vessels entering all the harbours belonging
to the port, from and to foreign and colonial ports and
coastwise, with cargoes and ballast, was :

—

Entered, Cleared.

Year. British. Foreign, Total. British. Foreign. Total.

1860 26,277 ! 539 26,816 23.854 214 24,068

1874 75,113 647 75,760 75,534 517 76,051
1881 95,497 1

-550 96,047 90.378 255 92,633
1883 123,383 1187 124,570 119,949 1456 121,405

There is a custom house, with a collector and receiver of

wreck, an examiner, and an out-door officer
J but the

dues are practically nil. The great article of export is

fish, but cattle, horses, sheep, and wool are also de-

spatched. The imports are miscellaneous, including

coal, lime, slates, timber, dress-goods, and provisions.

Steamers ply daily in summer and three times a week
in winter between Stornoway and Ullapool ; between
Glasgow and Stornoway twice a week ; between Granton
and Stornoway every week in summer ; and between
Liverpool, Dundee, anil Aberdeen, and Stornoway every

week.
Stornoway is also the centre of the greatest of the Sot-

tish fishery districts, embracing the whole of the Outer
Hebrides. In 1883 tho district contained 203 first-class

boats, 419 second-class boats, and 476 third-class boats,

finding employment for 4185 fishermen and boysand 3628
other persons. Tho value of the boats was £3 1,401, of tho

nets £25,742, and of the linos £9208. In the same year

1117 boats fished in the district, and employed 6387 men
and boys and 2895 other persons, while there were

68,163 barrels of herrings cured. About half the number
403
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of htrrrli exported go to St Petersburg, about i\ fourth

to Stotttn, and khi rail to Daniig ana Hamburg, [n
the Minr raai ths iiuiiiU'r of ood, ling, niul hake oured

!4i,4M| while tha ndueofthe different kinds of fish

m-M Irohwm over 134,000. There is a small bout-

boUdlng y.tr.1, r»|H- tad nil works, « dUtillery, and a
i1i. hii.mI w..ik, which in, 1 i k «• that at (bmiihost, intended

tot ths manufacture of paraffin ud lubriuting nils from
] tl . tod than nre Die usunl local industries. The
I. wars au.l hurgesMK obtained iu lvjfm charter from the

OMiiori enpowaringthem toolaol 9 bailies and o ooua-
iillori to in. in. il;.' tin' iitliiir.s of the community ; but
luuiiu ipil affairs nr.' now attended to by a senior ningi-

iitntte, 2 junior magistrates, mi. I i! commissioners acting
under the Polios sad Genera] Improvement Act of 1862.

Tlio waterworks were transferred to the police, commis-
nioners in Wo, but pis is still supplied by a private com-
paiiy. The town has a head post offloe, with money onlcr,

Mvinps* hank, iiiMiiauce, ami -telegraph departments,
branch ..lines of the llritish Linen Company, Caledonian,
in. I N.-iti. .mil liuiiks, agencies of 19 insurance companies,
mi I M-vci-.il giHi.l In >i . Is, Among miscellaneous institu-

tions DM b< DOtiood S Company of Artillery Volunteers,
House Company, an Incorporated Trades Society,

n Fanners' Society, a Horticultural Society, a Choral
I'nioii, a Boating Club, a Literary Association, and a
Ki.-e t Inn. h Yonus; Men's Christian Association. Horse
nnd cattle fairs are held on the first Tuesday ofJuly and
the la-t Tin s lays of August and October. The shcriff-

suhstituto for the Lewis district is resident here, and
ordinary and small debt courts are held every Tuesday
during session. Pop. of town (1841) 1354, (1801) 2587,
(1871) 2525, (18S1) 2627, of whom 1152 were males and
1475 females. Houses (1881) 369.

Storr. See StllZORT.

stotfielA See Lossiemouth.
Stour. See Papa Stour.
Stow (Old Eng. ' place '), a village of SE Edinburgh-

shire, and a parish partly also of Selkirkshire. On all

sides sheltered by hills, the village lies, 580 feet above
sca-lcvcl, near the left bank of Gala Water, and i mile
E of Stow station, across the stream, this being 6% miles
N N W of Galashiels and 26J (by road 24) 8SE of Edin-
burgh. A pretty little place, of high antiquity, it has
a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, 6 insurance agencies, an hotel, gas-
works, 3 woollen mills, and a hiring fair on the second
Tuesday of March. Its town-hall, built about 1854, is

a handsome edifice, with a reading-room and library.

The new parish church, on a sloping bank, a little way
S of the village, was erected in 1873-76 at a cost of
£8000, and is one of the finest parish churches in the
South of Scotland. Designed by Messrs Wardrope and
Reid in the Early Decorated Gothic style, it consists of
apsidal nave, transept, N side aisle, and NW clock-
tower and spire, over 140 feet high, and has 700 sit-

tings, warming apparatus, stained-glass windows, etc.

A free church, £ mile NNW of the village, dates from
Disruption times; and a new U.P. church, built in
1871-72 at a cost of £1800, is a neat structure, with a
spire and 500 sittings. Pop. (1841) 408, (1861) 397,
(1871) 435, (1881) 440.
The parish, containing also Fountaixhall, Bow-

land, and CLOVENFORDS stations, is bounded N by
Fala and Soutra, NE by Channelkirk, E by Channel-
kirk, Lauder, and Melrose, SE by Galashiels, S by Sel-

kirk and Yarrow, SW and W by Innerleithen, and NW
by Heriot, so that, while itself lying in two counties, it

is in contact with three others— Haddington, Roxburgh,
and Peebles shires. Its utmost length, from N by W
to S by E, is 12J miles ; its breadth varies between $
mile and 9J miles ; and its area is 57| square miles or I

S6,891§ acres, of which 10,0174 belong to Selkirkshire,
and 463f to the Nettlingflat detached portion (8 x 6J
furl.), | mile N of Heriot station. The Tweed flows 2
miles east-south -eastw ard along all the southern border
to the mouth of Caddon Water, which, rising close to
the western border at an altitude of 1800 feet, runs 7£
miles south-eastward, for the last J mile along the Gala-

|

I pa I
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ShielS boundary. From
station, Gala Water wJ
ward—for the first 74 fu

Heriot. and lor the lust

!
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this course its prii

are 1 1 briot, Arm
and it is closely lb

route ol the North
crosses it no fowci
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away part of a dwi
inmates, The Gi

railway runs, too,

and southern ver;

the surface declini

i furlongs SSE of Heriot
miles south-south-east,

ong the boundary with
along that with Mel-

vc Torwoodlee. During
all noticed separately,

nd Lugqatb Waters;
miles of the Waverley
V, which crosses and ro-

ifhioh, in June 1835, here swept
ouse, and drowned two of the

s and Peebles branch of the
miles along tho south-eastern

lie parish. Beside the Tweed
90, beside Gala Water to 490,

fi o1 above sea-level. Chief Novations to the E of the
latter stream, as one goes up the valo, are *Caitha or

Cathie Hill (1125 feet), Torsonce Hill (1178), "Sell

Mom- (KINS), Cufpair Hill (1070), Kittyflat (1079), and
a heighl near Middle Town (1250) ; to the W, Laidlaw-
sli.'I Hill (I0.S3), Crosslee or Mains Hill (1157), Knowes
Hill (1222), Black l,;nv (1473), *Stony Knowe (1647).

Greal Haw (1606), F.-rnieherst Hill (1643), *Windle-
ntkaw Law (2161), *Eastside Heights (1944), and
Rowliston Hill (1380), where asterisks mark those

summits that culminate on the confines of tho parish.

The rocks are mainly Silurian; and tho minerals in-

clude small quantities of cale-spar, quartz, and steatite.

The soils range from loamy alluvium to barren moor;
and barely one-third of the entire area is in tillage,

rather more than 800 acres being under wood, and the

rest chiefly lull pasture. Ancient camps, varying in

size from half an acre to two acres, some of them circular

and others oval, occur in at least seven places Old
castles, of various size, generally square towers or

parallelograms, were formerly numerous ; and the ruins

ol a number of them still exist (see Hop-Pringle, Lug-
oatb Water, Torwoodlee, and Wikdtdoors). Tho
church of Stow was formerly possessed by the bishops

of St Andrews as a mensal church, and served by a

vicar. The whole parish anciently bore the name of

Wedale, 'the vale of woe;' and a residence of the

bishops on the site of tin: village originated the name
of Stow, and, under the name of the Stow of Wedale, was
the place whence they dated many of their charters.

The earliest church of Wedale, St Mary's, alleged to

date from Arthurian days, stood on the Torsonce estate,

neai the ' Lady's Well,' and was famed for its possession

ol certain fragments of the True Cross. Till about 1815
a huge stone was pointed out here, bearing a so-called

footprint of the Virgin Mary. The next church, only

lately superseded, and still standing in the village, is

ii II a sine-tun; of great though varying antiquity, as

atle led by a round-headed Romanesque S doorway and
a good Second Pointed W window. An extensive forest

anciently existed. in a district partly within Wedale and
partly within Lauderdale, and was common to tho in-

habitants of Wedale on the W, the monks of Melrose

on the S, and the Earls of Dunbar and tho Morvilles on

the E. Wedale early possessed the privilege of sanctuary

in the same manner as Tyninghame ; and ' the black

priest of Wedale' was one of the three persons who
i njoyed the privileged law of the clan Macduff. John
Hardyng, when instructing the English king how to

ruin Scotland, advises him

' To send an hoste of footmen in,

At Lammcsse next, through all Lauderdale,
At Lamermore woods, and niossis ovor-rin.

And eke therewith the Stow of Wedale.'

William Russell (1741-93), the historian of Modern
Europe, was born at Windydoors ; and John Lee, D.D.
(1780-1859), the Principal of Edinburgh University,

at Torwoodlee Mains. Mansions, noticed separately,

are Rowland, Burnhotjse, Crookston, and Torwood-
lee. A fifth, Laidlawstiel, 1 mile NE of Thornilee

station and 6 miles W by N of Galashiels, belongs to

Lady Reay. Eleven proprietors hold each an annual

value ol £500 and upwards, 8 of between £100 and £500.
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Giving off since 1870 part of Caddonfoot qvoad sacra

parish, Stow is in the presbytery of Earlston and the

synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth
£454. Three public schools—Caitha, Fountainhall, and
Stow—with respective accommodation for 50, 133, and
226 children, had (1884) an average attendance of 46,

67, and 165, and grants of £56, 8s., £64, 13s., and
£152, 16s. 6d. Valuation of Edinburghshire portion

(1871) £22,826, (1881) £26,387, (1885) £24,856 ; of

Selkirkshire portion (1865) £4337, (1885) £6851.

Pop. (1801) 1876, (1831) 1771, (1861) 2171, (1871) 2306,

(1881) 2395, of whom 441 were in Selkirkshire, 2010 in

Stow ecclesiastical parish, and 385 in. Caddonfoot.

—

Orel. Sur., shs. 25, 24, 1865-64.

Straan. See Strachan.
Stracathro (old forms, Strukatherach and Stracathi-

rach ; Celt. Strath-cath-ralh, ' the fort of the battle-

field or strath ;
' or Strath-calhroc, ' the strath of the

Cathroc,' this being a conjectured old name for the

Cruick), a parish in the NE of Forfarshire, with the

centre about 3 miles N of Brechin. It is bounded N
by the parish of Edzell and by Kincardineshire, E by
the parish of Logie-Pert, SE by the parish of Dun, S
by the parish of Brechin, SW by the parish of Menmuir,
and W by the parish of Lethnot. The boundary is

largely natural, being formed on the W and the greater

part of the N side by the West Water for 1\ miles

upward from its junction with the North Esk. From
the mouth of the West Water the line strikes up the

North Esk for \ mile, and then crosses the haugh by
Capo to a point farther down a little below the NE
corner of the policies of Stracathro House ; follows the

E side of the policies ; zig-zags round Hill of Stracathro,

back across the valley of Cruick Water, till, near

Chapelton, it takes to the course of a small burn which
it follows up to its source, and on between Hill of

Lundie and the Brown Caterthun, back to the West
Water. The greatest length of the parish, from this

part of the West Water south-eastwards, is 6h miles ; the

average breadth at right angles to this is a little over

1 mile ; and the area is 5304 522 acres, of which 65 -954
are water. Nearly 4000 acres are under cultivation,

and about 600 are woodland, the rest being pastoral

or waste. The central portion along the Cruick is part

of the great valley of Strathmore, and from this the
surface rises north-westward to the Hill of Lundie (800
feet), and south-eastward to the Hill of Stracathro (400).

The former is still bleak and bare, though portions of

it have been reclaimed by the present proprietor, Mr
John Shepherd ; the latter commands a fine view. The
soil is, in the NW, partly workable clay or loam, but
a good deal of it is moorish ; in the centre a sharp black
loam with a gravelly subsoil ; and in the SE a deep
clay. The underlying rocks are conglomerates, red
sandstones, and beds of limestone belonging to the
Old Red Sandstone system. The drainage is effected

by the streams already mentioned and the burns that
flow to them, the chief being Inchbaro Burn. The
bridges across the Cruick at Nevvtonmill and the Manse
were built about 1781, that across the West Water at

Inchbaro in 1787. Three long graves at the E end of
the church used to be pointed out as those of three
Danish kings who fell in battle here during an incursion.

A ford on the North Esk, about \ mile above the mouth
of the West Water, is called the King's Ford, but it was
probably merely the point where the ancient ' King's
Highway' crossed the river. Three events of historic

importance have taken place within the parish. The
first was the battle of Stracathro, where, in 1130, the
army of David I. defeated the followers of Angus, Mor-
maer of Moray. It seems to have been fought on the
lands of Newton and Auchonreoch, SW of Tnchbarc,
where many relics of such an event have turned up from
time to time ; and some authorities hold that from it is

derived the name of the parish

—

Strathcathcrach, 'the
strath of the battle of the king.' The second event was
in 1296, when, at Stracathro church, John Baliol did
homage to Edward I., and was deprived of his royal
position ; and the third was in 1452, wheu at Huntly

Hill, on the Hill of Stracathro, 'Earl Beardie,' or the
'Tiger Earl of Crawford,' one of the 'Banded Earls,' was,
with his ' kine and friendis,' defeated by the loyal clans
of the NE of Scotland, under the command of the Earl of
Huntly. The incident is generally known as the Battle
of Brechin, and Earl Beardie was so enraged at his
defeat, which was caused by the treachery of one of his

own followers, that he declared if he had only gained
the victory he ' wad have been content to hang seven
years in hell by the breers of the e'en.' A large boulder
on the top of Huntly Hill is said to mark the spot where
Huntly's standard was planted. There are hamlets at

Inchbare and Newtonmill, and the mansions are

Auchenreoch House and Stracathro House. The latter

is a good Grecian building erected about 1840 by the
then owner of the estate, Mr Alexander Cruickshank,
whose trustees sold the property in 1848 to Sir James
Campbell (Lord Provost of Glasgow, 1840-43). His
son, Jas. Alex. Campbell, Esq., M.P. (b. 1825; sue.

1876), holds 3846 acres in the shire, valued at £5901
per annum. The E end of the parish is traversed by
the main road through the Valley of Strathmore from
Brechin to Stonehaven, and there are a number of good
district roads, but the nearest railway stations are at

Craigo and Brechin.
The parish, which comprehends the ancient parishes

of Stracathro and Dunlappie (the latter being the north-
western part), united in 1618, is in the presbytery of

Brechin and the synod of Angus and Mearns, and the
living is worth £220 a year. Before the Reformation
Stracathro was the vicarage of the Chanter of Brechin.
A well (now dry) near the church was known as Brawl's
or Sbrule's Well, so' that the old church was probably
dedicated to St Rule. The present parish church, a
plain building erected in 1791, and repaired in 1849.

has 360 sittings. Under the school board, Stracathro
school, with accommodation for 146 pupils, had, in

1883, an attendance of 66, and a grant of £59, 18s.

The principal proprietor is Dr J. A. Campbell, M.P., of

Stracathro, and 1 other holds an annual value of more
than £500, 7 hold each between £500 and £100, and
2 hold each between £100 and £50. Valuation (1865)
£5344, 8s. 10d., (1885) £6569, 2s. Pop. (1801) 593,

(1831) 564, (1861) 546, (1871) 503, (1881) 487, of whom
264 were males and 223 females. Houses (1881)111.—Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Strachan, a hamlet and a parish of NW Kincardine-
shire. The hamlet stands, 260 feet above sea-level, on
the left bank of the Water of Feugh, 3£ miles SSW of

Banchory and 21£ WSW of Aberdeen, under which it

has a post office.

The parish, much the largest in the county, is bounded
N and NE by Banchory-Ternan, E by Durris, SE by
Glenbervie, Fordoun, and Fettercairn, SW by Edzell

and Lochlee in Forfarshire, and NW by Birse in Aber-
deenshire. Its utmost length, from NNE to SSW, i3

13 miles ; its utmost breadth is 7f miles ; and its area

is 65f square miles or 41,885f acres, of which 213J are

water. Issuing from tiny Loch Tennet (1650 feet above
sea-level), on the NW slope of Mount Battock, the
Water of Aan, A'en, or Avon runs 8£ miles north-east-

ward along the Aberdeenshire border, till it falls into

the Water of Feugh, which winds 6 miles east-north-

eastward—for 3 and 4f furlongs along the Birse and
Banchory boundaries, but elsewhere across the interior

—and which passes off into Banchory at a point 7^
furlongs above its influx to the river Dee. The Water
of Dye, rising at an altitude of 2000 feet on the SE
slope of Mount Battock, winds 14J miles eastward and
north-by-eastward to the Feugh ; and the Dee curves

34 miles eastward along all the northern boundary. The
surface declines beside the Dee to 195 feet above sea-

level, and rises thence to 1104 feet at the Hill of Goauch,
1747 at Kerloch, 1944 at Claohnahen or Klochnaben,
1488 at Cairniehount, and 2555 at Mount Battock,
near the meeting-point of Kincardine, Foliar, and Aber-
deen shires. ' The main portion of Strachan consists of

high hills and moors,' writes Mr James Macdonald in

Trams, llvjhl. and Atj. Soc. (1881). 'The arable area ia
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Trr\ Himll, .ni.l n 111 1 !. \i ]
« 1 iivrlv by a narrow irregular

fmige along Iwih sides ol tho Fongh nuil its nlllnent, the
V i*.rr..l l>\c. Nr. ii Strachan hamlet on tlu< Fough, there

h » outderablt itretoh of really good amble Land, mostly
I i k ti.e fertile loam. Tho principal estates in this

pwMi are those of Clondye, Stnuhan. and Blackball.

Da tin- former, now ownnd hy Sir Thomas Gladstone,
lurt., of Faoqui, than is « until snip of arable land
along tho course ot tho Dye, mostly between Binglyburn
an. I Qlondve Lodge, a short ilistuni'o above tho bridgo

: I'v On tlio Str.nhan estate there iiro a low good
arable farm*, tho In., st. How butts, extending to 180
actcs. The soil in light blnek loam, on gravel 01 rock.

. . . Very little wheat in grown in this district,

but otta tm barley of heavy weights and very Qne
quality nre raised. Harvesting begins, as a rule, early
in Boptamber, A good many eattle, mostly crosses bo-

IWMI thl polled and shorthorn breeds, nro reared in tho

flrish. Most of the land has. been drained sinco 1850
tJ I'ornmont, tho proprietors, or tho tenants ; whilo,

beeideegti .it Improvement in the way of building and
l> n. mg, a large < xt< iit of new land lias been reclaimed,
chiefly from mom- and moss. Rent varies from '20s. to

28a. per acre. On the Blackball estate there are also

tome fery good arable farms, managed in a manner
similar to the system prevailing on tho Strachao pro-

party. Due of t lie largest and best managed holdings
is the combined farms of Lettci beg and Bucharn. Tho
extent is 'J 15 acres arable and GO of natural pasture,

the rental being £240, lis. Tho soil is mostly black
friable loam. A portion of the farm is put under sheep,
and is broken up occasionally. The other portion is

worked in five shifts.' The predominant rock is granite.
Barely one -twenty-fifth of the entire area is in tillage

;

nearly ns much is under wood, plantations mostly of
larch and Scutch firs in the northern district; and nil

under is either pastoral or waste. On 21 Sept.
l-' l. the »,» ii, after leaving Fettkhcairn, ' came to

very long hill, called the Caimiemount, whence there
is a very line view ; but which was entirely obscured by
n heavy driving mist. We walked up part of it, and
tlwn for a little while Alice and I sat alone in the
carriage. We next came to the Spittal Bridge, a
curious high bridge, with the Dye Water to the left,

and the Spittal Burn to the right. Sir T. Gladstone's
ahooting-place is close to the Bridge of Dye—where we
changed carriages again, re-entering the double dogcart
— Allicrt and I inside, and Louise sitting behind. We
went up a hill again and saw Mount Battock. You
then come to an open country, with an extensive view
towards Aberdeen, and to a very deep, rough ford,

where you pass the Feugh at a place called White
Stones. It is very pretty, and a fine glen with wood.'
Dr Thomas Beid (1710-96), the distinguished moral
philosopher, was the son of a minister of Strachan ; and
the great Covenanter, Andrew Cant (circa 1590-1664),
was one of the Cants of Glendye. The modern name,
Strachan, Is simply a corruption of Stratha'en ('Valley
of the A'en '), and is popularly pronounced Straan. This
pariah is in the presbytery of Kincardine O'Neil and
the synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £202.
The parish church, at the hamlet, was built in 1867,
and contains 340 sittings. There is also a Free church

;

and two public schools, Glendye and Strachan, with
r '•".•> :j" '.inmodatioii lor "55 and 120 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 16 and 64,
and grants of £27 and £62, 8s. Valuation (1856)

If, 1885) £5782. Pop. (1801) 730, (1831) 1039,
(1861) 870, (1871) 795, (1881) 694.— Ord. Sw., sh.

66. 1871.

Strachur and Stralachlan, a parish on the W side of
Cowal district, Argyllshire, containing Strachur village,

1 mile SE of Creggans steamboat pier on Loch Fyne, 5
uSe» B by E of Inveraray, 4J NXW of Locheckhead,
and 19 NXW of Dunoon. The village has a post office,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, a goxl hotel, and cattle fairs on the last Satur-
day of May and the first Tuesday of October. The
present parish comprises the ancient parishes of Kilma-
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glass or Strachur to the NE and Kilmorrie or Stralach-
Ian to tho SW, which were disjoined from Dunoon,
Loohgoilhead, and Inverohaolain in 1650. It is bounded
Ni : and E by Loohgoilhead, S by Kilmun, Cilmodan,
and Killinan, and NW by Loch Fyno. Its utmost
length, Er MO to SW, is'l7.f miles ; its breadth varies

between 1 | and 7 miles ; and its area is 62§ square miles

or S0.083A acres, of which 24,542$ belong to Strachur
and 1 1,5 1

1 to Stralachlan, whilsl 866{ are foreshore and
I 10 water. Tho coast, extending 18:{ miles south-west-
ward along the eastern shore of Loch Fvnk, from tho

neighbourhood of Si Catherines Ferry to Largiemore,
rises rapidly from the water's edge, which, except for 3
miles oear Stralachlan church, is closely skirted by the
road i '

' Otter Ferry. It is.slightly indented by Strachur,
Newton, and Lic'hlan ISays, and between the two last

proji cts its sole conspicuous headland, Barr nan Damn,
527 feel high. The river Cni, formed by two head-
Btreams at an altitude of 380 feet, runs 6$ miles sonth-
wei I ward and south-eastward to tho head of fresh-water

Loch Eck (ii£ miles x 3 furl. ; 07 feet), whose upper 2J
miles belong to Strachur. The surface of Strachur is

hilly everywhere, in places mountainous, chief eleva-
t ions i N to s b. ing ( Ireag Dubh (1559 feet), Creagan
an Rich (1068), Meal! Reamhar (1864), *Ben Lochaih
(2806), Carnach Mor(2048), *Ben Bhettla (2557), Ben
Dubhairj (2090), *Sgor Coinnich (2148), and Ben Bheag
(2029), where asterisks mark those summits that culmi-
nate on the eastern bonier. In Stralachlan the highest
point, is Cruach nan Capull (1576 feet). Metamorphic
rocks, chiefly mica slate and clay slate, predominate;
limesti has been worked ; and there are indications of

coal and ironstone. The low grounds are disposed in

two vales which bear the distinctive names of Strachur

Strath and Stratll-Lachlan. The former and larger, at

the bead of Lock Eck, consists of good alluvial soil,

pari icularly along the banks of the Cur. ' Any kind of

crop might be raised in such soil. There is good
meadow ground for hay, but the river often overflows

its banks in summer and autumn, doing much harm to

the crops of hay and corn. Like many other rivers fed

by mountain streams, it is very difficult to provide any
remedy against the overflowing of its banks or the

occasional changing of its course.' The hills afford

excellent pasture for sheep and black cattle, and, though
once heathy, are now to a great extent covered with rich

soft verdure. Barely one-thirtieth of the entire area is

in tillage
;
nearly one-twentieth is under wood ; and all

tlx- remainder is pastoral or waste. Strachur Park,

In twc-ii Strachur village and Creggans, is the property
of John Campbell, Esq. (b. 1847 ; sue. 1874), who holds

24,593 acres in the shire, valued at £3287 per annum.
Another mansion, noticed separately, is Caktle-Lach-
LAN. This parish is in the presbytery of Dunoon and
the synod of Argyll ; the living is worth £205. Strachur

church, at the village, was built in 1789, and contains

400 sittings ; and Stralachlan church, 6 miles to the

SW, was built in 1792, and contains 150 sittings. There

is a Free church of Strachur ; and three public schools
— Poll, Strachur, and Stralachlan— with respective

accommodation for 72, 80, and 76 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 23, 71, and 47, and grants of

£36, 16s., £37, 14s., and £50, 2s. Valuation (1860)

£4707, (1885) £7628. Pop. (1801) 1079, (1831) 1204,

(1841) 1086, (1861) 872, (1871) 867, (1881) 932, of

whom 623 were Gaelic-speaking, and 358 wero in

Stralachlan, 574 iu Strachur.—Ord. Sur., shs. 37, 29,

1876-73.

Strae. See Glenstrae and Glenorchy.
Strageath Camp. See Mut/iill.

Straiton, a village and a largo parish of Carriole, S

Ayrshire. The village, towards the NW of the parish,

stands, 380 feet, above sea-level, near the right bank of

the Water of Girvan, 6g miles W by S of Dalmellington

and 7 ESE of Maybole, under which it has a post office.

The parish, containing also most of PATNA village,

is bounded NE by Dalrymple and Dalmellington, SK
and S bv Carsjihairn anil Minnigaff in Kirkcudbright-

shire, SW by Barr, W by Dailly and Kirkmichael, and
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NW by Kirkmichael Its utmost length, from N by
W to S by E, is 17§ miles ; its breadth varies between

and 9 miles ; and its area is 81| square miles or

52,249.| acres, of which 2448^ are water. Desolate

Loch Enoch (6J x ih furl. ; 1650 feet), at the southern

extremity of the parish, sends off Eglin and Gala Lanes

6| miles north-north-eastward to the head of Loch
Doon (5§ miles x 6£ furl. ; 680 feet), whose western

shore belongs wholly to Straiten, whilst the eastern is

divided between Carsphairn and Dalmelmngton, and,

issuing from whose foot, the river Doon winds 12 miles

north-westward along all the north-eastern border, till,

a little below Carnochan, it passes off from Straiton.

(See Ness Glen.) From a point 7 furlongs below its

source in Barr parish, the Water of Girvan winds 7£
miles north-by-eastward, 8| miles north-westward, and

6^ furlongs northward along the Kirkmichael boundary
to within 2^ furlongs of Cloncaird Castle. It thus has

a total course here of nearly 17 miles, though the point

where it first touches and that where it quits the parish

are only 10 miles distant as the crow flies ; and early

in this course it travers four lakes, of which Loch
Bradan (1 x \ mile ; 900 feet) is much the largest. The
Stinchar, early in its course, runs 3.| miles north-

north-westward and west-south-westward along or close

to the Barr boundary, on which lies also Lin fern
Loch (4J x 3 furl. ; 980 feet). Of eight other lakes

and lakelets the chief are Lochs Macaterick (\\
mile x 4| furl. ; 990 feet), Ricawr (6x5 furl. ; 960
feet), Derclach m x 1| furl. ; 870 feet), and Fi.v-

1.AS (1£ mile x 2| furl. ; 840 feet), sending off their

superfluence to Loch Doon ; and triangular Loch
Spallander (3x2 furl. ; 695 feet), on the Kirkmichael
boundary. Sinking along the Doon to 295, and along
the Girvan to 300, feet above sea-level, the surface thence
rises to 1005 feet at Keirs Hill, 1163 at Turgeny, 1160
at Craiuenoower, 929 at Benan Hill, 1252 at the
Big Hill of Glenmount, 1716 at Craiglee, and 2270 at

Mullwharehar. The valleys of the Girvan and the Doon,
and the gentler acclivities of their hill-screens, are under
the plough, and tufted with wood ; and they offer to

the eye some fine landscapes. The rest of the parish is

all upland and pastoral ; and the greater part of it, from
the southern and eastern boundaries inward, is a wilder-

ness of heights, not mountainous, but wild and solitary,

with nothing save rocks and heather. The extent of

uncultivated land is about eleven times that which
owns the dominion of the plough. The rocks exhibit
great diversity, and afford wide scope for the study of

the geologist. Granite prevails above Loch Doon

;

greywacke and greywacke slate adjoin the granite

;

along the Girvan are trap rocks, interspersed with
mountain limestone; and rocks of the Carboniferous
formation, comprising workable coal, ironstone, and
limestone, occur around Patna. The soil of the arable
lands is clayey and retentive on the Doon, light and
gravelly on the Girvan, and very diversified in other
places. The chief antiquities, excepting only some
cairns, have been noticed in our article on Loch Doon.
Mansions, noticed separately, are Blairquhan Castle
and BeRBETH House ; and the chief proprietors are the
Marquis of Ailsa, Sir E. Hunter-Blair, Bart, and A.
F. M'Adam, Esq. Giving off a portion to Patna quoad
sacra parish, Straiton is in the presbytery of Ayr and
the synod of Glasgow and Ayr ; the living is worth
£393. The parish church, St Cuthbert's, is a plain old
building, with an earlier Gothic aisle, and, as altered
and repaired in 1787 and 1813, contains 414 sittings.

Two public schools, Patna and Straiton, with respective
accommodation for 180 and 98 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 108 and 62, and grants of £98 and
£53, 10s. Valuation (1860) £10,347, (1885) £14,988,
13s. 3d. Pop. (1801) 1026, (1831) 1377, (1861) 1544,
(1871) 1443, (1881) 1241, of whom 701 were in the
ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 14, 8, 1863.
Stralachlan. Sec Strachub.
Stranathrow, a fishing-village, with a harbour and a

coastguard station, in Fetteresso parish, Kincardineshire,
6 miles NNE of Stonehaven. In gneiss rocks to the S

are two magnificent natural arches, 80 feet high and 50
wide, which are washed by the sea at high tide.

Stranraer, a town and a parish at the head of Loch
Ryan in Wigtownshire. A royal, parliamentary, and
police burgh, a seat of trade, a seaport, and the capital of

the W of Wigtownshire, the town stands on the Portpat-

rick railway (1861), 7J miles NE of Portpatriek, 58fSSW
of Ayr, 72| WSW of Dumfries, and 162J (by road 128)
SW of Edinburgh. It includes a portion called Tradeston
in Inch parish, and portions called Sheuchan and Hill-

head in Leswalt parish ; is bisected nearly through the

middle by a streamlet, which has now been arched over at

all points where it comes in view of the public streets ;

occupies broken ground, with such inequalities of surface

as are unfavourable for scenic effect, and even disadvan-

tageous for facile traffic
;
and, though consisting chiefly

of modern streets and possessing a large amount of

handsome or elegant architecture, presents very little

regularity or tastefulness of arrangement. One street,

about 3 furlongs in length, runs with a curvature along
the margin of Loch Ryan

;
another, of about equal

length, but commencing further to the E, goes bend-
ingly in somewhat the same direction ; a third, about

3| furlongs in length, beginning at a point opposite the E
end of the first and nearly the middle end of the second,

goes also in somewhat the same direction ; seven others,

each from 100 to 200 yards in length, cross these in

various directions ; and some clustered rows of houses
stand in the outskirts. Entire streets, formed towards
the end of last century, contained originally, and much
more contain now, many houses equal to the best in

some of the richer and more populous towns in the
kingdom ; but they were allowed to take any line or

curve or bend which caprice or accident might dictate,

so that they exhibit scarcely any symmetry or grace in

the grouping of their edifices. The plain old Town-
Hall, erected in 1855, is now used as a volunteer drill-

hall and armoury. The new Town-Hall and Court
House was erected in 1872-73, after designs by Mr
Wardrop of Edinburgh, at a cost of £7000. It is a fine

Scottish Baronial edifice, two stories high, with a tower
and spire, a court room, a police office, etc. The prison

was closed in 1882, along with many other local prisons

in Scotland, and the building is now used as a private

dwelling. All prisoners sentenced at the court here to

more than 14 days' imprisonment are now sent to the
central prison at Maxwelltown, Dumfries—those to less

than 14 days to the local prison at Wigtown. Stranraer

or Kennedy's Castle, almost hidden by other buildings,

in the centre of the town, is a baronial fortalice founded
towards the close of the 15th century. Consisting of

whinstone, with corners and lintels of sandstone, it has
thick walls and small windows, crow-stepped gables

and pepper-box turrets, and in 1682 became the resi-

dence of the 'Bloody Claverse,' as sheriff of Galloway.
Stranraer parish church is a plain, substantial building
of 1841, and contains 1084 sittings. Sheuchan Estab-

lished church, a handsome edifice, with a conspicuous
square bell-tower, was built as a chapel of ease in 1842,

and became parochial in 1868. Stranraer Free church
is a plain building of the Disruption period, containing

728 sittings ; but for the Sheuchan Free church congre-

gation, a tine new church was opened in August 1884.

It is situated in King Street, contains 550 sitting-:,

and cost over £2000. Ivy Place U. P. church, built

in 1840, contains 750 sittings; and a handsome new
church, erected by the West U. P. congregation, w is

opened in October 1884. It is situated in Lewis Street,

close to the Court House, contains 500 sittings, and
cost about £3000. The Reformed Presbyterian church
was built in 1824, and contains 710 sittings. Tlio

United Original Secession church was built in 1843
;

and St Joseph's Roman Catholic church (400 sittings)

in 1853. The Stranraer Academy, built in 1845 at a
cost of £2000, passed, in terms of the Education Act of

1872, to the burgh school board ; and is conducted by
three masters, two mistresses, and four assistant teachers.

The burgh school hoard had in 1884 threo schools under
their charge—the Academy, with 445 on the roll ; the
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Shru.-hsn M-li.ml. with Ur.O ; nml the elementary school,

with 4;.o. Tiio total rxpcuitituro of the board was
ftiMl, it 3,1.. being »t the rot« of jC-2, :»». 104,1. per
oholai in mngi ttnudinoa Tfat bond beve mo oer»

HUftlttl) tWUhltn under them, seven i'x pupil teachers,

mid »ev,n pupil teachers. Sit am :ii-r liiloiuiiitoiy (lWfiO)

u liiv«*o«l m contain loo boys; and tha Wigtownshire
Combination Poorhouae has accommodation for ar>'2

Inmafe a Otbar Inatitutiona are • public reading-room,
a pabltc Ubrarj, an athannum, an agrioaltural society,

ad aoma phuanthrapio, religious, and miscellaneous

Tin- tuttii I. i- a post olliee, with money order, savings'

l«»uk, niiil telegraph departments ; » railway station,

niul a branch railway to the harhour ; ollicos of

I ritish Linen Company, the Clydesdale, the

Commercial, tin' National, ami tho Union Hanks;
office* or egeneiai "i '-'<i tnauranoa companies: gas-

•rorki (184CH ; ami 4 prinoipal hotels, ealled tho King's

Amu, the Commercial, tho George, ami the Albion.

a Liberal newspaper, the Galloway Advertiser and
H't./toirnshirr Firt I'ress (18-13), is published every

Thursday. A wiekly market is hold on Friday ; cattle

fairs are held on the third Friday of April, May,

Jane, .'ulv, Augi: t, September, October, and Novem-
Ut ; horso fairs are held on the Monday before the

Brat Wednesday of January, the Thursday in Juno
before KeltOU Mill, and the Monday before the second
Thai-. lay of October ; and a hiring fair is held on
tli.' lir-t Friday of May. Manufactures, on any con-

Mdn.ible scale, ore prevented by the want of water-

powt r. and the high price of fuel. The employments of

the inhabitants arc mainly such as arc common to towns

touted in the centre of agricultural districts. There is

im engineering and locomotive works in connection with
the Portpatrick railway, employing between 30 and 40

men. The handloom weaving and nail-making trades

formerly carried on arc now defunct. Some fishing,

chiefly for white fish and oysters, is carried on in Loch
Ryan : and, during the winter herring fishing on Ballan-

t: • I '. inks, a large number of boats make Stranraer

their headquarters, owing to the excellent harbour
occommodation and railway facilities. A large general

trade, for the W of Wigtownshire, is conducted in the

exchange of country produce for imported goods. The
healthiness of the town and its capacity of uniting

the facilities of a market with many of the advantages

of a country life, have rendered it the adopted home of a

considerable number of respectable annuitants. Tho
commerce was so small in 1704 that only two vessels, of

30 or 35 tons each, belonged to the port ; and it since

has alternately increased and dwindled, the aggre-

gate tonnage belonging to the port being 1732 in

1801, 2684 in 1818, 1481 in 1855, 2969 in 1868,

ad 1373 in 1884. The port had formerly a custom-

house jurisdiction, from Sandhouse in Carleton Bay
to the Mull of Galloway, and thence to the S side

of Gillespie Burn, but it has now been merged in Ayr.

Owing to the increase in the railway facilities due to the

opening of the Girvan and Portpatrick railway in 1877,

the shipping trade of the port has declined rather than

advanced since that time. The harbour has a long wooden
j.ier of modern erection, but is only tidal, and has not

much depth of water ; vessels of from 60 to 100 tons

come close to the town ; vessels of somewhat greater

1 r.b n find good anchorage in the vicinity of the pier
;

and vessels of 300 tons anchor at what is called the

Bond, al>out \ mile distant. On the opposite side of the

J.arUjur there is the Railway or East Pier, from which
the steamers ply daily to and from Lame in Ireland by
what is known as the 'short sea route ' (39 miles). It

has water at all states of the tide for vessels of moderate
draught. A steamer also sails weekly to Glasgow, and
another fortnightly to Port William, Isle of Whithorn,
JJromore, and Liverpool. The principal import is coal

;

and the exports include shoes, leather, cheese, grain,

and miscellaneous farm produce. Sir James Caird,

K.C. B., F.R.S., of Cassencakkie, the agricultural

reformer, was born at Stranraer in 1816 ; and North
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Weal Oaatle was the residence of the famous Arctic
explorer, Sir John Boss, K.C.B. (1777-1856), whoso
fa1 her was minister of Inch,

The town, which rose up around the castle and a pro-
Reformation chapel, was createda burgh of barony in

1606, and ;i royal burgh in I017. It has adopted' tho
( aeral Polioe and Im-
provement Act of 1862,
Mini is governed by a pro-

vost. 2 bailies, a 'dean of

guild, a treasurer, and 13

councillors, who also net

a-, police co issioners.

Willi Wigtown, Whit-
horn, and New Gallow;

it unites in sending a

member to parliament ;

but the Redistribution Bill

of 1885 proposes to merge
the burgh in tho county.
The sheriff court for the

western division of the county
Wednesday during session ; a sheriff small debt
court is held on every alternate Wednesday during
session ; and a justice of peace small debt court is

held on the first' Monday of every month. Corpora-
tion revenue (1833) £225, (1865) £272, (1884) £338.
Parliamentary constituency (1885) 788

;
municipal,

1004. Valuation (1875) £14,733, (1885) £22,151.
Pop. (1841) 4889, (1861) 6273, (1871) 5977, (1881)
'ill.., of whom 3402 were females, 6342 were in the

parliamentary and police burgh, 3455 were in the royal

Rent of Stranraer.

he.l

by Loch Ryt
acres of land,

Bll ot Stranraer, 3528 in Stranraer eccle-

, 1506 in Inch parish, 1381 in Leswalt

f Stranraer, eoextetisivo with the royal

ned out of Inch in 1628. It is bounded
•Inch, and Leswalt ; and comprises 55£
tnd 35J acres of foreshore. Part is held

in burgage
;
part belongs to the Earl of Stair, and is let

in leases of 99 and 999 years ; and part is subfeued by
Agnew of Sheuchan. The Rev. John Livingstone,

(1603-72), a Covenanting divine, was minister from
1638 to 1648. Stranraer is the seat of a presbytery in

the synod of Galloway; the living is worth £286
;

whilst that of Sheuchaii, with 533 inhabitants, is £237.
The presbylery of Stranraer comprehends the quoad

civilia parishes of Ballantrae, ColmoneU, Inch, Kirk-
colm, Kirkmaiden, Leswalt, New Luce, Old Luce,
Portpatrick, Stoneykirk, and Stranraer, and the quoad
sacra parishes of Arnshcon, Glenapp, Lochryan, and
Sheuchan.—Tho Free Church also has a presbytery of

Sti mraer, with churches at Cairnryan, Glenluce, Inch,

Kirkcolm, Kirkmaiden, Leswalt, Portpatrick, Sheuchan,
Stoneykirk, and Stranraer, and a preaching-station at

New Luce.— Ord. Sur., sh. 3, 1856.

Strath, a parish in the Isle of Skyo, Inverness-shire,

containing the villages of linoADi'oRD and Kyle-Akin,
and including the islands of Scalpay, Pabba, and
Lonoa. It is bounded E and SE by Sleat, W by
Bracadale, NW by Portree, and on all other sides by

ea. Its utmost length, from E by N to W by S,

is 19J miles ; its breadth varies between 3£ and 10|
miles ; and its area is 110J square miles or 74,751 acres,

of which 2644J are foreshore, 678 water, and 17^ tidal

water. The northern coast is indented by Loch Ainokt
at the Portree boundary, Bkoadfoud Bay, and Loch
na Bei te; the southern by Loch ElSHOET at the Sleat

boundary, Loch Slapin, and Loch Scavaig at the

Bracadale boundary. Of eighteen fresh-water lakes the

largest and most interesting is Loch Cokuisk, which,
lying on the Bracadale border, is 114J acres in extent

;

whilst of several streams the largest is the Sligachan.
The surface is everywhere hilly or grandly mountainous,
the chief elevations being Beinn na Caillich (2396 feet),

SgiurnaCoinnich (2401), and Beinn na Seamraig (1839)

on the Sleat boundary ; a second Beinn na Caillich

(2403) and Beinn Dearg (2323), to the W of Broadford ;

and Mareco (2414), Blabhein or Blaven (3042), and
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Bon Meabost (1126), still further to the W. According
to the Ordnance Survey, 62,010 acres are moorland,
leaving less than one-seventh of the entire land area

for arable grounds and woodlands. Where limestone

abounds the pasture is rich and luxuriant ; but where
the primitive rocks occur, they are of a kind to yield

little soil, and maintain a scanty and inferior herbage.

The soil of the arable grounds is partly clay, partly

black loam, and partly reclaimed moss. Sandstone,

chiefly of a light-blue colour, has been quarried for

building, and limestone worked both as a manure and
as a coarse yet ornamental marble. Remains of pre-

Reformation chapels exist at Ashig, Kilbride, and
Kilmorie ; and ruins of seven circular towers, each in

sight of the next, and all surmounting rocks, stand in

the W. From the southernmost commences a series in

Sleat, and from these again a series on the opposite

shore of Arisaig. A number of tumuli in the E are

traditionally said to mark the scene of a conflict with
the Danes. A cave in the N is an object of interest to

the curious as having, during several nights, in 1746,
afforded shelter to Prince Charles Edward. A rocking-

stone, consisting of a prodigious block of granite, and
movable by a single finger, stands on the glebe. The
landowners are Lord Macdonald and Alex. Macalister,

Esq. of Strathaird. Strath is in the presbytery of Skye
and the synod of Glenelg; the living is worth £370.
The parish church was built at Broadford in 1841, and
contains 900 sittings. There are also a Free church
and a Baptist chapel at Broadford, and a chapel of ease

at Kyle-Akin. Seven new public schools, with total

accommodation for 439 children, had (1884) an average
attendance of 251, and grants amounting to £243, 9s.

3d. Valuation (1S60)£36S4, (1884) £5538. Pop. (1801)

1748, (1841) 3150, (1861) 2664, (1871) 2562, (1881) 2616,
of whom 2523 were Gaelic-speaking.

Strathaan. See Stkachan.
Strathalladale. See Halladale and Reay.
Strathallan Castle, the seat of Viscount Strathallan,

in Blackford parish, Perthshire, near the right bank
of Machany Water, 3 miles NNW of Auchterarder.
Standing rather high, amid a perfect sea of noble woods,
it is a fine and substantial edifice, in which the Baronial
style predominates. The exterior is comparatively
modern, but the centre is of some antiquity. James,
second son of the second Lord Drummond, in 1609 was
raised to the peerage as Baron Maderty ; and William,
the fourth Lord Maderty, in 1686 was further ennobled
as Viscount Strathallan. William, fourth Viscount, a
zealous Jacobite, fell at Culloden (1746) ; and the
forfeited titles were not restored till 1824 to his grand-
son, James Andrew Drummond, M.P., whose son,
William Henry, seventh Viscount (b. 1810 ; sue. 1851),
holds 7208 acres in the shire, valued at £7612 per
annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 47, 1869. See chap. xxvi. of
T. Hunter's Woods and Estates of Perthshire (1883).

Strathaven, a town in Avondale parish, Lanarkshire,

7J miles S by W of Hamilton, 16 SSE of Glasgow, and
8ij (by rail)S byEof High Blantyre station, as terminus
of a branch line of the Caledonian. It stands, 600 feet
above sea-level, on both banks of Powmillon Burn, 1

mile above its influx to Avon Water, and is a place of
some antiquity. Seemingly it grew up under the pro-
tection of a strong castle built by an illegitimate grand-
son of the second Duke of Albany, Andrew Stewart,
who in 1456 obtained the barony of Avondale, and
next year was created Lord Avondale. The ruins of
the castle still crown a rocky eminence by the side of
Powmillon Burn, and form a fine feature in the land-
scape. In the days of its strength it was probably quite
engirt by the stream, and approached by a drawbridge.
During Cromwell's usurpation it was temporarily in-
habited by the Duchess of Hamilton, commonly called
the good Duchess

; but alter her death in 1717 it seems
to have fallen rapidly into decay. The town, which
lost forty houses, a brewery, and large tanworks, by
the great fire of 1 Nov. 1844, in its older parts wears
an antique appearance, the houses being much huddled
together, and the streets narrow and irregular ; but the

more modern parts contain some excellent housc3, and
comprise fine wide streets. A number of neat small
villas also stand in the neighbourhood. Strathaven has
a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, branches of the Bank of Scot-

land, the Royal, and the Union Bank, 13 insurance
agencies, gasworks, a weekly Thursday market, and
fairs on the first Thursday in Jan., March, April, and
Nov., the last Thursday in June, and the Thursday
after Lanark October Tryst. Weaving is the staple

industry. Avondale parish church, built in 1772, con-

tains 800 sittings. It was thoroughly renovated in

1879, and was adorned with an heraldic stained-glass

window by the Duke of Hamilton, and with three beauti-

ful ' in memoriam ' windows by leading parishioners.

East Strathaven chapel of ease was erected in 1837, and
there is a Free church, dating from Disruption times,

but replaced in 1884 by a neat new edifice seating 4S0.

There are also three U.P. churches—First (1777 ; 603
sittings), East (1820; renovated 1877

; 800), and West
(1835 ; 976) ; and St Patrick's Roman Catholic church
(1863 ;

150). Crossbill public, Ballgreen public, and a
Roman Catholic school, with respective accommodation
for 405, 333, and 90 children, had (1884) an average

attendance of 298, 244, and 37, and grants of £298,
£228, 6s., and £28, 13s. The town was erected into a

burgh of barony in 1450, but enjoys little or no special

local government. Pop. (1781) 1444, (1841) 3852,

(1851) 4274, (1861) 4085, (1871) 3645,(1881) 3812, of

whom 2027 were females. Houses (1881) 562 inhabited,

21 vacant, 5 building.— Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Strathbagasty. See Mudale.
Strathblane, a village and a parish of SW Stirling-

shire. The village, standing on the river Blane, 265
feet above sea-level, by road is 4£ miles N by E of Miln-
gavie and 11J N by W of Glasgow, under which it has

a post office ; whilst its station on the Blane Valley

section of the North British is 13 miles S of Bucklyvie,

4 J W by N of Lennoxtown, and 15j N byW of Glasgow.

The parish, containing also the larger village of Blane-

field, with print-works and another station, is bounded
E by Campsie, SE by Baldernock, S by the Stirling-

shire portion of New Kilpatrick, SW by its Dumbarton-
shire portion, and W and N by Killearn. Its utmost
length, from N to S, is 4f miles ; its utmost breadth,

from E to W, is 4§ miles ; and its area is 9217J acres,

of which 149J are water. The Blane, rising on the
western side of Earl's Seat, in the NE corner of the

parish, at an altitude of 1650 feet above sea-level, runs
first, as Ballagan Burn, 2£ miles south-by-eastward,

and next 5| miles north-westward, for the last f mile
along the north-western border. It thus has a total

course here of 7£ miles, though the distance from its

source to the point where it quits the parish is but 2g
miles as the crow flies. Allandeu Water flows 2J
miles south-south-eastward along all the Dumbarton-
shire border ; and the largest of nine sheets of water in

the southern half of the parish, Loch Ardinning and
Craigallion Loch, have each a maximum length and
breadth of 3J and 1£ furlongs. The Loch Katrine
aqueduct of the Glasgow Waterworks traverses the
parish for a distance of 4i miles. Along the Blane, in

the N W, the surface declines to 100 feet above sea-level

;

and thence it rises to 634 feet at the western boundary
near Auchengillan, 600 near Carbeth, 566 near Loch
Ardinning, 1624 at the Strathblane Hills, 1664 at
Dumbreck on the Campsie boundary, 1401 at Duni-
goyn, and 1894 at Earl's Sicat, which culminates just

on the meeting-point of Strathblane, Killearn, and
Campsie parishes. The Blane's valley, which gives the
parish the name of Strathblane, forms a cut or depres-

sion across the Lennox Hills, dividing the Campsie Fells

on the E from the Kilpatrick Hills on the W. Com-
mencing witli a width of less than 1 mile, and expand-
ing to one of nearly 2 miles, it exhibits, from stand-
points at its head, a very beautiful view. On the NE
side it is screened at one point by a basaltic colonnade,
240 yards long and 30 feet high. The hills on this

side are bold, lofty, and picturesque ; tiiosc on the SW
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mm «m> »»>niy outlined, Martially woodad, nnd com-
j*»r.ti\rly low ; and tho low grounds display an ox-

i|iii>i!p nwinhhini' ol mansions, lukos, woods, anil

uurarkal mm una Tin- pnvailing rook of the hills

!•. tt.ip. nnd tli.it ol tin- low grounds 1)1.1 Red Sandstone.

Tin mhI in vih.lv in tin' u|>|ht part ol tho viillc-y, iiinl

elan] iii tlir lowar, About 8680 urn in in tillage;
•••• 1

. i < - ti - u: .: i u. ..|
, .iii.l il.,- i. -i is mostly

)«*ture. Mi i;i»iK'K fustic is noticed separately, us ulso

an- the m. .us.
. us „l lUt.l.AOAN, OaBBBTH»QUTHRXB,

OKAiono OntUj and IH'ntkxath Oaatle, Fivo
proprietor^ hold each an annual vulno of £.100 and
opworda, ami io of betweoo £100 "nil £.100. Strath-

in thr presbytery of Diimharton and tho

nwiod ol tilo-sgow in. I Ayr; the living is worth £280.
'tin- pariah ohoroh is a Gothic adifin of 1808, containing
4.',0 sittings. There is also a Freo church ; and a

pabUe nhooV with accommodation for 200 children,

Ltd (1884) an average attendance of 139, and a grant
ol £189, 7s <>d. Valuation (I860) £6095, (1885) £9488,
0s. 7,1. Pop. (1801) 784, (1831) 1033, (1801) 1388,

(1871) 1986, (18S1) 1343.—Ord. Sur., ah. 30, 1866.

Strathbogie. the vale of the river BooiE on the NW
I ni Alu i.leeiishiie, and a prcshytcry partly also in

I'.aniKhiro. Tho prcshytcry, in the synod of Moray,
i iiipiehemls the i/iuuii/ rn-iliii jiarishcs of licllic,

Botnpbnie, Cairney, Gartly, Glass, Grange, Huntly,
K th, Main,, eli, Mortlach, Rhynie, and Rothiemay,
and the quoad sacra parish of Newmill. It figured

prominently in the events precurrent to the formation

of the Free Church in 1843. The Freo Church ulso

lias a prcshytcry of Strathbogie, with churches at

I Botnpbnie, Cairney, Uartly, Glass, Grange,

Huntly, Keith, New Marnoch, and Rothiemay. See

Dr John Stuart's Extracts from l/ic Presbytery Book of

Utrnthbonif (Spalding Club, 1843).

Strathdon, a pariah of W Aberdeenshire, whose church
stands, 9.

r)2 feet above sea-level, on the right bank of

thfl Don, opposite the influx of the Water of Nochty,

13j miles N by W of Ballater, 19§ W by S of Alford,

45 W by N of Aberdeen, 174 SW of Rhynie, and 2lj

SW of Gartly station. With both Gartly and Alford

stations Strathdon communicates daily by coach. There
are a branch of the Aberdeen Town and County Bank,
a post office under Aberdeen, with money order, savings'

Kink, and telegraph departments, and fairs on the second

Fridays of February, May, and November, the last

Tu' -lay of April, the Friday of July after Glass, the

Friday of August after Mearns, and the last Saturday of

September, The parish, anciently called Invernochty,

is bounded NE by Glenbucket, E by the Deskry section

of Tarland-Migvie and by Logie-Coldstone, S by Glen-

mnick and Crathie-Braemar, and W and NW by Kirk-

michael and Inveraven in Banffshire. It embosoms
the Edinglassie or Glenernan section (8293J acres) of

Tarland-Migvie parish, which ecclesiastically is united
to Corgarfl! Its utmost length, from E to W, is 13J
miles; its breadth varies between 1 ' and 104. miles; and
the area is li\ square miles or 47,737^ acres, of which 9

are water, and 8557$ belong to an easterly detached

portion, already noticed under Gi.ENKINDIE. The trout-

f nl Don, rising close to the Banffshire border at an
altitude of 1980 feet above sea-level, winds 23j| miles

east-north-eastward—for 5J miles along the southern

boundary of the Edinglassie section of Tarland, and for

the last 1| mile along the north-western boundary of its

Deskry section—until, near Glenbucket Castle, it passes

off from the main body. The chief of its many Strath-

don affluents are the Water of Nochty, formed by two
head-streams at an altitude of 1263 feet, and running 4J
miles south-eastward ; and Deskuy Water, rising at an
altitude of 1800 feet, and over the first 4J miles of its

north-north-easterly course tracing all the boundary with

Logie-Coldstone, over the last 2? furlongs part of that

with the Deskry section of Tarland. The surface sinks

in the extreme E, where the Don passes off from the

main body to 805 feet above the sea ; and chief eleva-

tions to the N of the river, as one goes up the valley,

axe the Hill of Cummertou or Lonach (1662 feet), *Brea-
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gael. Hill (1826), the »Sooaeh (2858), Tarn Mor (26S8)
'thai Chain (2207), and "Cam Kalasaid (2600); to

the s. Craig of Bunnsaoh (1742), Mullaohdubh (2129),
•Meikle Sgroilleaoh (2482), *Carn a' Bhacain (2442), and
•Brown Cow Hill (2721), where asterisks mark those
summits thai culminate on the confines of the pariah.
'I'he arable km, I whioh lies all in the glens, most of it in

thai "I the Hon, consists of considerable haughs, belts
oi banging plain, ami shuts of pastoral heights; ami it

possesses in general a Light, sharp, ami .somewhat fertile

s.ul. Mill ranges ,1 eonsiderablo height and breadth
th ink the glens, and render the general aspect of the
parish Highland. The hills are prevailingly heath-clad

;

and in their loftier altitudes are covered with a black

spongj soil, inclined to moss; yet in many parts they
form good sheep-walks, and in most they abound with
game. A I ion I one fifteenth of the entire area is in tillage

;

fully 6000 acres are under plantations ; and the rest is

either pastoral or wasto. Syenite, limestone, and coarse

slate abound, and the limestone has been largely worked.
The chief antiquities aro noticed under Colquiiony,
Coroarfp, Doune, and Gi.knkindie. Mansions, also

noticed separately, are Alton HliNACH, Casti.k-Nkwk,
and Glenkindie; and 5 proprietors hold each an annual
value of £500 and upwards. Since 1874 giving off its

western portion lo Chi:<;ai;kk i/ituiid mirra parish, Strath

don is in the presbytery of Alford and the synod of

Aberdeen ; the living is worth £:i07. The parish

church, built in 1853, is a good Gothic edifice, with a lofty

spue and 600 sittings. Upwards of 30 handsome
marble tablets adorn the walls of the interior, and
produce a most pleasing and striking ell'ect. Five
schools— Forbeston female public, Knocklca public,

Strathdon public, Ardlcr, and Tillvduke—with respec-

tive accommodation for 50, 41, 96, 59, and 139 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 38, 19, 52, 22, and
10, and grants of £34, 10s., £25, Is., £47, 15s., £26, 8s.,

and £32, 19s. 2d. Valuation (1860) £4755, (1885)

£8618, 7s. 8d. Pop. (1801) 1354, (1821) 1698, (1841)

1563, (1861) 1459, (1871) 1469, (1881) 1316, of whom
1068 were in Strathdon ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 75, 1876.

Strathearn, the basin of the river Eaun and its tribu-

taries, in Perthshire. It extends about 32 miles from
W to E, and has a mean breadth, including its flanking

heights, of 6 to 8 miles. Commencing on the E border

of Balquhidder parish, at the head of Loch Earn, it is

grandly Highland around that lake and for the first 8

miles of the river
;
expands into brilliant strath in the

western vicinity of Crieff; and thence, in opulence of

lowland beauty, proceeds into mergence with Strathtay

at the mouth of the Earn. It forms, as a whole, one of

the most exquisite tracts of country in Scotland, replete

with every element of beauty, and exhibiting almost
perfect specimens of very various styles of scenery.

Forming with Monteith the ancient province of Fort-

renn, Strathearn was the seat of an ancient Celtic earl-

dom, whose first Earl, Malise, was a witness to the foun-

dation charter of Scone (1115). It formed a stewartry,

in the hands of the Earls of Perth, till the abolition of

t he heritable jurisdictions in 1748 ; and it gave the title

of Duke, in the peerage of Scotland, to His Royal High-
ne the Duke of Kent, father of Queen Victoria.

Strathendry, an estate, with a handsome Tudor
mansion, in Leslie parish, Fife.

Strathgarry House, a mansion in Moulin parish (de-

tacho'l), Perthshire, near the right bank of the Garry,

1£ mile SE of Pdair A thole.

Strathire. See Balquhidder.
Strathkinness. See St Andrews.
Strathlachlan. See Strachur.
Strathmartine. See Mains.
Strathmiglo, a village and a parish of NW Fife. The

village, standing, 200 feet above sea-level, on the river

Eden or Miglo, has a station upon the Fife and Kinross

section of the North British railway, 2 miles WSW of

Anchtermnchty, 6f W of Ladybank Junction, \1\ WSW
oi I upar, and 8{ NE of Kinross. Strathmiglo proper,

which is a burgh of barony, lies on the left or northern
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side of the river ; on the southern is the modern suburb
of Casli Feus ; and between is a fine level meadow, the

Town Green. The burgh consists of one principal street,

of rather an antique and picturesque appearance, run-

ning parallel to the river, with four or five wynds
diverging at right angles, and a lane called the East
and West Back Dykes, passing at the head of the

gardens of the feus on the N side. The Kirklands are

situated on the S side of the principal street, at its

eastern extremity ; the Templelands are also on the

same side of the street, about the middle of the town
;

and the Stedmoreland Feus are situated at the western
extremity on either side of the street. The suburb of

Cash Feus forms a street £ mile long, of well-built

tradesmen's houses, also running parallel with the river.

A castellated mansion, Strathmiglo Castle, which stood
on a spot a short distance E of the town, is supposed to

have been built in the time of James V., but was removed
in 1734 as building material for a steeple in front of the
town-house. This steeple is a handsome structure, com-
prising a square tower, terminating in an open balustrade,

and surmounted by an octagonal spire 70 feet in height.

From the front of it projects a defaced sun-dial, in the

shape of a stone pillar ; and above are the arms of the
Balfours of Burleigh, who acquired the lands of Strath-

miglo from the Scotts of Bahvearie about the year 1600.

Besides a bleachfiekl, there are two manufactories of

damasks, diapers, and other linens. Strathmiglo has

a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, a branch of the Bank of Scot-

land, 5 insurance agencies, 3 hotels, a hall accommo-
dating about 200 persons, a Young Men's Christian

Association, a horticultural society, a gas company,
a fair on the last Friday of June, etc. The parish

church, built about 1785, contains nominally 750
sittings. One Free' church dates from Disruption
times, another (the North) till 1876 was Reformed
Presbyterian. There is also an Evangelical Uuion
chapel. The burgh acquired its rights so early as

1509, but lost those of them which pertained to its

government in 1748, and has since that time been under
the public management of a committee annually elected

by the feuars. Pop. (1861) 1408, (1871) 1509, (1881)
1283, of whom 698 were in Cash Feus, and 753 were
females. Houses (1881) 349 occupied, 23 vacant.

The parish, containing also EDENSHBAD or Gateside
village, is bounded N by Abernethy, NE by Auchter-
muchty, SE by Falkland, S and SW by Portmoak and
Orwell in Kinross-shire, and NW by Arngask. Its

utmost length, from E to W, is 5| miles ; its utmost
breadth, from N to S, is 3 miles ; and its area is 9026
acres, of which If is water. Formed at Burnside on
the western border by the confluence of Carmore and
Beattie Burns, the Eden or Miglo flows 5J miles east-

north-eastward and eastward, for the last 1£ mile along
or close to the Auchtermuchty boundary. Its chief
and earliest affluent is the Glen Burn, rising just within
Portmoak, between the West Lomond and Bishop Hill,

and running 2| miles north-westward. In the extreme
E the surface declines to 150 feet above sea-level, and
thence it rises to 898 feet at Pitlour Wood on the NE
boundary, 600 near Freeland, 645 near Carmore (skirts

of the Ochils these three), 447 at Upper Urquhart, 569
near Lappiemoss, and 1713 at the West Lomond—the
highest point in all the Fife peninsula. The rocks, in
some parts trap, in others sandstone, have been quarried
for building material. The soil in the N is mainly a fertile

friable loam, in the S is light and sandy. About four-
fifths of the entire area are in tillage ; some 350 acres
are under wood

; and the rest of the parish is either
pastoral or waste. Down to a comparatively recent
period there were numbers of cairns and tumuli, so
arranged, and in such position, as to have given Strath-
miglo a claim, among other places, of having been the
scene of the famous Battle of the Grampians. In the
days of the persecution the Covenanters often met in
the sequestered vale of the Glen Burn. The principal
n ansions are BalcanquhaL, Edenshead, Pitlour, and
Wellfield ; and 7 proprietors hold each an annual value

of £500 and upwards, 10 of between £100 and £."00.

Strathmiglo is in the presbytery of Cupar and the synod
of Fife ; the living is 21 chalders, with manse and glebe.

Two public schools, Gateside and Strathmiglo, with re-

spective accommodation for 108 and 354 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 77 and 215, and grants
of £66, 13s. 6d. and £209, 9s. 6d. Valuation (1856)
£11.394, 2s., (18S5) £13,330, 6s. 7d.,^tw£2828 for rail-

way. Pop. (1801) 1629,(1831) 1940,(1851)2509,(1861)
2261, (1871)2267,(1881) 2061.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Strathmore, the far-stretching band of low country
which skirts the frontier mountain-rampart of the High-
lands, is flanked along the hither side by the Lennox,
the Ochil, and the Sidlaw Hills, and extends from the
centre of the main body of Dumbartonshire to the
German Ocean at Stonehaven. In this large sense it is

exceedingly various in breadth, as well as in the features

of its scenery ; and comprehends part of Stirlingshire,

all Strathallan, most part of Strathearn, and all the

Howe of Mearns in Kincardineshire. But the strath is

more popularly regarded as consisting only of what is

flanked by the Sidlaw Hills, and as extending from
Methven in Perthshire to a point a little NE of Brechin
in Forfarshire

;
and, in this view, it is somewhat uniform

in breadth and feature, and, belonging principally to

Forfarshire, has been succinctly described in our notice

of tbat county. This great district is, in the aggregate,

remarkably beautiful and fertile ; it contains numerous
towns, villages, and elegant mansions ; and it is the
seat of a great and industrious population. See Glamis
Castle and Rtjthven.

Strathpeffer, a valley, containing a village of the same
name, opening off the upper reaches of the Cromarty
Firth at Dingwall, and extending for about 5 miles

westward from that town. The boundary on the N
consists of the Heights of Inchvannie, Brae, and
Dochearty, outlying slopes of Ben Wyvis, and on the S
of the ridge of Druimchat or the Cat's Back, separating
Strathpeffer from Brahan and lower Strathconon. On
this ridge is Knockfarkel, one of the best known
examples of a vitrified fort. The bottom of the hollow,

the lowest part of which is only 20 feet above sea-level,

has a good rich clay soil passing into loam, and has
evidently at no distant period—geologically speaking

—

formed part of the bed of the Cromarty Firth. It is

highly farmed, and the fields are marked off by fine

hedgerows, which, with the neighbouring woods, assist

in making the strath one of the prettiest vales in the
North of Scotland. The soil of the lower hill slopes is

a good reddish loam, but higher up it becomes mossy.
The valley is now much disfigured near the centre by
a huge embankment, which carries the Dingwall and
Skye section of the Highland railway system from the
S to the N side of the hollow. This was rendered neces-

sary in consequence of opposition to the line passing
farther up the S side; but in an Act of Parliament
recently obtained, power has been granted to make a
loop past the village of Strathpeffer along the courso
originally proposed. The greater portion of the valley

belongs to the Duchess of Sutherland, Countess of

Cromertie, whose mansion is the fine old house of

Castle-Leod in the NW, which is at present the
residence of her second son, Viscount Tarbat. Some of

the trees about it are very old and fine. The hill slopes

above it are occupied by the crofting community of

Auchterneed or Botlacks, the original holdings in which
were granted by Lord Macleod to the veterans of the
Highland corps raised on his estate who returned from
the great American War. The E end of the valley is

in Ross-shire, and the W in Cromartyshire. The drain-

age is carried off by the Peffcry or Pheoran, which flows

eastward to the Cromarty Firth. (For other particulars,

see Fodderty.) Strathpeffer has a station on the
section of the Highland railway already mentioned,
4 miles W of Dingwall ; and the village is 1 mile S by
W of the station, but this inconvenience will bo remedied
when the new loop lino is constructed. It owes its fame
to its mineral springs, which, rising from calcareo-

biluminous sandstones belonging to the Old Red Saud-
411
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•tone formation, to which they owe their virtues, are

highly impregnated with various salts that mako thom
highly taiaAafa] in digestive and kidney disorders, as
v ... .w s nl rheumatism iiihI .skin disease ; but tlio

\»»(ri must lie taken under advice. Tho springs vary in

quctlity, hut on an average a gallon of water may bo
t ikcn .H containing 18 0511 cubic inches of Hlllphurottod
hydro-, ii ^.i.i nn. I 107 4S4 grains ol tho varioiiH suits in

i utioBi iins bains made ui> of 58*710 groins <>i' sulphate
. 10*686 gnilM of tulphato of liiuo, 1 Si •-»:*:» grains

of ohlands ol sodium, and t'856 grains of sulphate of
i. There is a pump room, with a rungo of

h it lis ; and a howling-greoii, ami walks, both in tho
^niiimU ami all round the neighbourhood, provide for

outdoor amusement, while for hud weather and indoor
i i' ii * there is ii large pavilion. The air is clear

and bracing. The proprietrix has done much to improve
tin- pi n e. There nro three largo hotels, and most of the
other houses h ive 1 1 1 n erected for the accommodation
i I i ifitui during the touon, which lasts from tho begin-

ning "I M.iy to the end of October. A stone pillar with
i the crest of tho Munros—carved on it, is said

the site of a clan battle in the bitter part of tho

16th iiiitnry, in which the Munros of Foulis wcro do-

I' it. i I'V the Mackenzie's of Seaforlh ; and near it some
years earlier (in 1478) another conflict took placo, in

w hi. Ii the Mackenzie's were victorious over a body of tho

M i lonaldi of the Isles. There is a post olliee, with
in >!!••>- onler, savings' hank, and telegraph departments,
nndet Dingmll; and an omnibus plies between the
village and the station, and a coach to and from Ding-
wall. See Dr D. Manson On the Sulphur and Chalybeate
Waters of Stratli/xffer Spa (5th edition, 1884).—Ord.
Sur., ah. 83, 1881.

Strichen (old forms Stratheyn and Strichncy ; Gaol.

Strath a'en, ' the strath of the river '), a parish contain-
ing a small town of tho same name in tho Buchan
district of Aberdeenshire. It is bounded N by detached
portions of the parishes of Abcrdour and Fraserburgh,
>*.\'E by the parish of Rathen, E by the parish of Lon-
may, S by a detached portion of Banffshire, and by the
parish of Old Deer, SW by the parish of New Deer, and
WNW by the parish of Tyric. The boundary is formed
for lj mile on the N by the Ugie, which separates
Strichen from the detached section of Abcrdour, and for

2 1
, miles on the S by the same river which here separ-

ates the parish from Old Deer and the detached section

ol Bonflshire. Elsewhere it partly follows tho courses

of small burns, but is mostly artificial. The greatest

length, from the extreme E point beyond New Leeds to

the point on the W where the parishes of Tyrie, Strichen,

and New Deer meet beyond Craigcultcr, is 6g miles
;

the average breadth at right angles to this is about 2jj

miles ; and the area is 10,206£ acres, of which 23 are

water. The surface is hilly, and the height above sea-

level rises from the centre of the parish towards both
the NE and SW. The lowest point (125 feet) is where
the Ugie leaves the parish on the SE, and the highest
points are 769 feet at Mormond Hill (NNE), 440 at

Adziel Hill (SSW), and 383 in the woods of Strichen

Boo Though a considerable amount of land was
reclaimed between 1824 and 1855, a third of the parish

is still peat-moss, rough-grazing, or waste ; about 400
acres are under wood ; and the rest is arable, but the

soil is, on the whole, poor, though there are patches of

good land here and there. The underlying rocks are

granite and Lower Silurian beds. The impure lime-

stones in the latter were formerly worked. The drain-

age of the parish is carried off by the northern branch
of the Ugie—which, besides forming part of the northern
and southern boundaries as already noticed, has a course

of 23 miles from HW to SE across the centre of the
parish—and small streams flowing to it. The greater

j>art of the parish was originally in Rathen and the rest

in Fraserburgh, but a church and family burial aisle

having been erected in 1620 by Thomas Fraser,* pro-

prietor of Strichen, the parish was constituted in 1627,

* The Fraaers of Strichen were a branch of the house of Lovat,
thrcugh Thomas Fraser of Knockie.
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and Its disjunction confirmed by A.c1 of Parliament in

1689 The greot-grandson of this Thomas was the
li. ..i. Alexander Fraser of Striohen (d. 1775) who, under
the title of Lord Strichen, was one of the judges of tho
Court, ol' Session from 1730 till his death, and OS such

took part in the trial of Isabella Walker, the prototype
of Effie Deans, in 1786, and also in the decision of the
Douglas Cause in 17(i.H. Lord Strichcn's great-grand-
i , Thomas Alexander (1802-75), succeeded to tho Lovat
Estates in is t.i, and made good his claim to the dormant
peerage of I.oval, in 1857. Ho bad previously, however,
Bold the estate of Strichen in 1855 to George Baird
(1810-70), one of the Gartsherrie family, in tho posses-

sion of whose son, George Alexander Ilaird, it now is.

(See S i i I i'ii nr. ) The mansion, StiucHEN House,
about J inilo SW of the centre of the parish at tho
town, is a three-story building, measuring 126 by 90
feet, erected in 1821, It is Grecian in style, and has
a portico with Muted Doric pillars. Tho finely wooded
grounds, originally laid out by Gilpin, contain a stono
circle, and the ruins of an old chapel a little to the
\V of the house. This is the circlo mentioned in Dr
Johnson's Tour, where ho says ho and Boswoll 'dined
al the house of Mr Frazor of Stroiohton, who showed us
in his grounds some stones yet standing of a dmidical
circle, and what I began to think more worthy of notice

some forest trees of full growth.' Boswell adds that

they went out of their way to see the circle, as Dr
Johnson was anxious to inspect an example. Their
entertainer was Lord Strichen's son, at one time an
officer in the Kino's Dragoon Guards, and seemingly a
somewhat eccentric porsonago. It was he who founded
tho village of Now Leeds, which was intended to be a
rival to the great Yorkshire town of that name, but
which never throve, and is only a poor straggling hamlet.

There were to be statutory fairs, and the laird offered a

prize of an eight-day clock to the 'drunkest man that

should appear' in the first of those markets. This samo
Captain Fraser erected ' Bob Gibb's Hunting Lodge,' on
tho W side of Mormond Hill, and also caused the well-

known 'White Iforsoof Mormond' to be cut on tho

SW slope of the Hill. Tho stag on the SE slope was
cut in 1870. (Sec Mormond.) Tho horse is represented

as standing stiffly erect, and measures 162 feet from tho
point of the nose to tho tip of the tail, and 126 feet

from hoofs to ears, while the body is 106 feet long and
41 deep. The parish is traversed along the centre for

6.} miles from SW to ENE by the Fraserburgh extension

of tho Formartine and Buchan branch of the great North
of Scotland railway system, with stations at the town
of Strichen and at Mormond near the ENE border.

Two main lines of road from Aberdeen to Fraserburgh
;il .. pass through the centre and E end, and there are

good district roads.

The Town of Strichen was originally laid out as

the village of Mormond, by Lord Strichen, in 1764, to

promote ' tho Arts and Manufactures of this country,

and for the accommodation of Tradesmen of all Denomi-
nations, Manufacturers, and other industrious people to

settle within the same.' It is now a thriving little

place, with pretty surroundings, almost exactly in the

centre of the parish, on tho NE bank of the Ugie, on
flat ground at the SW end of Mormond Hill, and has a

railway station 10| miles SSW of Fraserburgh, 18$ W
by N of Peterhead, and 36^ N by W of Aberdeen. Tho
two principal streets meeting at the N end are well-

built, and there is a town-hall, Established, Free,

Episcopalian, and Roman Catholic churches, a public,

an Episcopalian, and Nichols Free schools, branches of

the North of Scotland and the Town and County banks,

agencies of 7 insurance companies, a post office, with

money order, savings' bank, insurance, and telegraph

departments, under Aberdeen, a public library, a gas

company, an agricultural society, a company of rifle

volunteers, and three hotels. There are live stock

market i on the first Thursday of every month, and hir-

ing fail 3 on the Wednesdays after the 19th May and the

12th November. The town-house was erected by Mrs
Fraser of Strichen in 1816 at a cost of £2000. The
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present parish church, to the S of the town, built near

the site of the old one in 1799, has 950 sittings.

There is a burial-ground to which an addition was

made in 1874, but the parishioners long continued to

bury at Rathen, and some of the lych-stanes, where the

bearers rested, may still be seen along the old road,

over Mormond Hill. The church bell came from the

I
old building, and has the inscription, ' Ucnrick Ten

I Horst me fecit Daventria anno, 1633.' The Roman
Catholic church, to the W of the town, built in 1854,

was, with the priest's house and a croft, reserved for

the Church of Rome, when the estate was sold to Mr
Baird. None of the other churches call for notice.

In the neighbourhood of the town the Ugie is crossed

by a railway viaduct and four stone bridges. Of these

two are modern—one having replaced an old bridge

near the S end of the town—while the others are old,

that to the N being a high-backed structure. The second,

at Howford, was built in 1777. Pop. of town (1861)

1030, (1871) 1184, (1881) 1204, of whom 511 were males

and 693 females. Houses (1881) 298 occupied, 4 un-

occupied, and 2 being built.

The parish is in the presbytery of Deer and the synod
of Aberdeen, and the living is worth £200 a year.

Ecclesiastically a portion of theW of the parish is given

off to the quoad sacra parish of New Pitsligo. Besides

the churches already mentioned, there is a U.P. church

at New Leeds. Under the school board (5 members)
Strichen public school, at the town, with accommodation
for 262 pupils, had, in 1884, an attendance of 163, and
a grant of £141, lis. The Episcopal school (All Saints)

has accommodation for 160. Mr G. A. Baird owns
almost the entire parish, and 22 others hold each be-

tween £50 and £20. Valuation (1860) £6581, (1885)

£13,296, 16s. 5d., of which £1802 is for the railway. Pop.

(1801) 1520, (1831) 1802, (1861) 2472, (1871) 2318,

(1881) 2348, of whom 1074 were males and 1274 females,

while 2013 were in the ecclesiastical parish. Houses
(1881) 493.—Ord. Sur., shs. 87, 97, 1876.

Stroan Loch. See Kells.
Strome Ferry, a place in Lochalsh parish, SW Ross-

shire, on the southern shore of salt-water Loch Canon
(3 furlongs broad here), and at the terminus of the

Dingwall and Skye railway (1870), 53 miles WSW of

Dingwall. It has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a steamboat
pier, and a good hotel ; whilst on the opposite side of the

loch are a small inn and the picturesque ruins of Strome
Castle, which existed prior to 1472, and was blown up
by Kenneth Mackenzie of Kintail in 1602. On Sunday,
3 June 1883, Strome Ferry was the scene of a Sabba-
tarian riot.—Ord. Sur., sh. 81, 1882.

Stromness, a town and a parish in the SW of Pomona,
Orkney. The town, skirting theW side of a beautiful bay,

by road is 14i miles W by S of Kirkwall, and by water
27 miles NNEof Duncansbay Head, 35 NNEof Scrabster

Pier, Thurso. With Kirkwall it communicates by public
coach and steamer, and with Scrabster by steamer, as also

with Leith, Aberdeen, Scalloway, Stornoway, Liverpool,
and other seaports. At the beginning of last century it

consisted of only half a dozen slated houses and a few
scattered huts, the former inhabited by two gentlemen
of landed property and two or three small traders, the
latter by a few fishermen and mechanics ; and it then
had only two vessels, each of 30 tons, and both em-
ployed in catching cod and ling at Barra, and making
an annual voyage to Leith or Norway. Its rising
importance, from the visits of the American rice-ships,

drew the attention of the burghers of Kirkwall, and
brought upon it a persecution whose origin and upshot
form an interesting chapter in the history of Scottish
burghs. Founding on an obscure act of 1690, which
declared that the export or import of native or foreign
commodities, with some exceptions, belonged only to
freemen inhabiting royal burghs, and on a subsequent
act of 1693, which declared that the benefit of trade
allowed to royal burghs might lie communicated to other
places on condition of their paying cess, Kirkwall made
exactions upon Stromness with inequalityof distribution,
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and with most vexatious, unrelenting, and illegal

severity. The people of Stromness complied with the
exactions from 1719 till 1743

;
but, seeing ruin coming

on their trade, they then resisted, and entered on a
successful litigation against their oppressors before the
Convention of Royal Burghs, the Court of Session, and
the House of Lords. In 1754 they obtained from the
second of these courts a declaration that ' there was no
sufficient right in the burgh of Kirkwall to assesv; the
village of Stromness, but that the said village should be
quit thereof, and free therefrom, in all time coming :

'

and, in 1758, after their relentless persecutors had
dragged them to the House of Lords, they obtained from
that court of final appeal a decision affirming the
declaration of the Court of Session. By this decision
all the villages in Scotland became free and independent
of the royal burghs ; and Stromness grew rapidly in
importance, in 1817 being erected into a burgh of barony.
It has not, however, altered much since 1847, when
Hugh Miller described it as 'a narrow, tortuous slip

of a town, nearly a mile long, and fairly thrust by
a steep hill into the sea, on which it encroaches in a
broken line of wharf-like bulwarks, where, at high
water, vessels of a hundred tons burden float so immedi-
ately beside the houses, that their pennants on gala days
wave over the chimney tops. This steep hill, 292 feet

high, and called the Ward Hill, forms part of a granitic
axis, about 6 miles in length by a mile in breadth, which
forms the backbone of the district, and against which
the Great Conglomerate and lower schists of the Old
Red are upturned at a rather high angle. ' The bay or
natural harbour excels in safety and commodiousuess
the great majority in Britain. It extends 1 j- mile from
S to N, and is entered by a passage J mile wide, but ex-

pands in the interior to a width of 3 furlongs. Sheltered
to the S by Graemsay Island, and at its mouth by
the Inner and Outer Holms, it has a firm clay bottom,
and sufficient depth of water for ships of 1000 tons
burden, and is protected from the violence of every wind.
Two substantial patent slips admit vessels of 700 tons
burden ; and a new and commodious pier was opened
in 1879. The American vessels in the rice trade for-

merly unloaded here their cargoes for the different ports

of Britain, but were afterwards induced to prefer the
Isle of Wight. Many vessels, owing to the excellence
of the harbour, call at Stromness for shelter, provisions,

or men ; and among them are annually the Hudson's
Bay vessels. An agent of the Hudson's Bay Company
resides in the town. A considerable number of vessels

belong to the port ; and many boats are employed in the
local fisheries. Boat and ship building is carried on to

a noticeable extent ; but the manufacture of linen and
woollen cloth has been long discontinued ; and the mak-
ing of straw-plait, which formerly employed a large num-
ber of women, is also quite extinct. A weekly market
is held on Wednesday ; cattle fairs are held on the first

Wednesday of every month, the Wednesday before

Wasdale Market, and the first Tuesday of September.
Stromness has a post ofiice, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, a submarine cable

(1876) to Scrabster, branches of the Commercial,
National, and Union Banks, two hotels, a gas company,
a natural history society with a good museum, a court -

house, a reading-rooin, a lifeboat, etc. The parish

church, built in 1814, contains 1200 sittings; the Free
church dates from Disruption times ; and the U.P. church,
with 643 sittings, was erected in 1862. George Stewart,

the 'Torquil' of Byron's Island, a poem on the mutiny of

the ' Bounty ' (17S9), was the son of Stewart of Masseter,

and lived in the White House, one of the earliest mortar-
built houses in Stromness; and Gow or Smith, the hero
of Scott's Pirate, was born in a house where now is the
boat-building yard of Messrs Copland. He revisited

Stromness in 1724, the year before his execution in

London. Sir Walter himself was here in 1814, and
Hugh Miller in 1847, when from tho neighbouring flag-

stones was exhumed the specimen of Astcrolepis, referred

to in his Footprints of the Creator. It may also be
noticed that in the churchyard is buried William New
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Un.N (17884684), the 'king of tli« Orkney Gipsies.'

Sheriff miikii debt oooita an Bald on the third Thursday
.•I March, June, au.l September, mi.! the tit ^ t Thursday
.•I l>rcciiil«or

; justice ol |>o:u e snmll debt courts on the
last Thursday of every month. The town i.s governed
1 \ -J bailies .iii.l it councillors, wlio also net ns police

commissioners under tho General Police and Improve
Ml Boot) A.-t of 186ft Its municipal voters numbered

l.'.S 111 l.ss.'.. when tlic :iuuunl value of real property wns
£iWM. Pop. (KVU -J.VJ4. (1NII) 2057. (1851) 2055,

OStJl) 1795, (1871) L«84, (18S1) 1705, of whom 1021
w.re females. Houses (l.vM) :)70 inliiihiteil, 8 vacant,

4 boHding,
Tlir parish is l.oun.le.l N hv Sandwick, NE by the

Loch of Stknnkss, BE by the Bay of Ireland, s by Hoy
Sound, and \V by the Atlantic. Its utmost length,
from N to S, is 4J miles; its utmost width i.s 4 miles;

and its land area u 7618 acres. Tho W coast, 3J miles

I. .lie, rises everywhere sheer from tho sea to altitudes of

from 60 to 363 feet ; exhibits terrific grandeur of scenery

duringtOTina; and terminates at tho southern extremity
in Hn 1. N evs, H uiking the entrance to Hoy Sound. It.

is piorrcd there by a cavo, called Johnson's Cave, after a
shipwrecked sailor who spent four days in it in 1834. A
chain of hills, prolonged southward from Sandwick, and
attaining a maximum height of 518 feet above sea-level,

extends from the northern boundary to within about

1 J mile of Hoy Sound ; and commands impressive views
ol the hills of Hoy and the northern mountains of the
Scottish mainland. Limestone abounds; rooling slates

were largely quarried a century ago ; and granite and
1 i i h ive both been formerly worked. A mineral spring
of some medicinal repute is in the vicinity of the town.
The soil of the arable lands is variously a black earth, a
sandy black earth, a stiff clay, and a mixture of clay and
amd. Much has been done on tho Cairston estate in

the way of draining, building, and other improvements,
the late J. K. l'ollexfcn, Esq., having expended £4000
thereon ; and the bare hill at the back of the town has
• .f late years been converted into useful pasturage by
the feuars amongst whom it was divided. Breekness
House, near the headland of that name, was built in

1633, as an Episcopal residence, by George Graham,
the last Bishop of Orkney; and above the door are
. arved his initials, the date, and the Episcopal arms.
A little BW of the town are the ruins of the old parish
cimrch, with the graveyard and the remains of an old

monastery ; and in other places are ruins of ancient
chapels whose history is lost to record. Stromness is

the seat of Cairston presbytery in the synod of Orkney;
the living is worth £205. Two public schools, Kir-

buster and Stromness, with respective accommodation
for 65 and 443 children, had (1884) an average attend-

ance of 40 and 264, and grants of £56, 5s. and £256, 8s.

Valuation (1860) £3603, (1884) £6095. Pop. of parish,

(1801) 2223, (1831) 2944, (1861) 2540, (1871) 2403,

(1881) 2410.

Stronachlachar. See Katrine, Loch.
Strone, a modern watering-place in Kilmun parish,

Argyllshire, at the headland of Strone Point, which
projects sharply between the mouth of Holy Loch and
that of Loch Long, 6J miles WNW of Greenock, and
7 furlongs N of Hunter's Quay. Extending along tho
shore of Holy Loch, it chiefly consists of a chain of
villas and cfjU/j/jcs omits; commands superb views of the
scenery of Holy Loch and the Firth of Clyde ; vies in

general attraction with the best and newest of the sea-

bathing resorts of the Glasgow citizens ; communicates
several times a day by well-appointed steamers with
Qfwnoek and Glasgow; and has a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, a good hotel, a steamboat pier, an iron public
hall (1872; 400 sitings), a quoad sacra parochial church,
an 'Alliance' church, and a public school. The quoad
sacra parish, constituted in 1884, is in the presbytery of
Lnnoon and the synod of Argyll. Pop. of village,

together with Blaihmore, (1881) 539.—Ord. Sur., sh.

29, 1873.

Stronfearnan, a village in Kenmore parish, Perthshire,
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,.ii the northern Bliore of Loch Tay, 9 miles WSW of

Al.elfel.lv.

Stronsay, an island in the North Isles district of

approaching to within 2J miles S by E of Spur
V l in San, lay, 2g K of Voness in Eday, 3 E of the

v oi Ork in Shapinshay, 7 NNK of Mull Head in

Pomona, and L2 NE- of Kirkwall. Its utmost length,

i i WW toSSE, is 7,f miles; its utmost bread I h is

I milesj ami the lana area of the entire parish is

Hi, Kil acres. P,y the I Say of Holland on the S, Odin
an. I Mill Bays on the E, Papa Sound on the NE, and
si Catherine's Bay on tho W, Stronsay is cut into

three peninsulas in such a way that no part of it is

more than 1 mile distant from the sea, and that its

coast-lino has an extent of not loss than 35J miles.

The principal headlands are Links Ness and Iluip Ness
to the N, d ice Ness, Odin Ness, and Burgh Head to

the E, and Lamb Bead, Tor Ness, and Kousholm or

Roithisholm Head to tho S—all of thorn low, except

Burgh and Rousholm Heads; while livo islots, lying

Off itS shores, are PAl'A-STRONNAY to the NE, AlfSKEKRY
to tho S, LlNGA HOLM to the W, and Little Linga and
Holm of Huip to the N. Tho largest of eleven small

lakcsarcMeikle Water (5 x 2 furl. ; 28 feet above sea-level)

towards the centre, and Lea Shun (4£ x 3£ furl.) in theS.

Three mineral springs, all near ono another on tho E
coast, were once in high medicinal repute. The surface

is of moderate elevation ; but an almost continuous

ridge running through tho island attains 154 feet at

Burgh Hill in tho SE, and 141 at St John's Hill in the

N. Tho predominant rocks are clay and sandstone, and
lcad-oro has been found. The soil is mostly a strong

clay, with a rich red clay soil ; but Kousholm, tho

south-western peninsula, consists largely of sandy soil.

Tho interior was formerly a tract of tho flayed moorland
common in Orkney, but now it is all improved or nearly

so. Tho island is traversed by good roads ; and much
has been dono in the way of reclamation, building,

fencing, etc., in the course of tho last forty years.

Antiquities are tumuli, some Picts' houses, and a

circular thick-walled structure at Lamb Head. The
property is mostly divided among three. The parish of

Stronsay and Eday comprises the inhabited islands of

Auskerry, Eday, Papa-Stronsay, Pharay, and Stronsay,

all of which are noticed separately. It comprehends no
fewer than five ancient parishes— Eday and Papa-
Stronsay, each consisting chiefly of its cognominal
island ; and St Peter's, St Nicholas, and Lady, con-

sisting respectively of the northern, southern, and
western sections of Stronsay. Besides the kirks of

these parishes, there were anciently so many as 10

chapels—4 in Stronsay, one of which was called St

Mart/a ret's Kirk ; 2 in Papa-Stronsay, dedicated respec-

tively to St Nicholas and St Bride ; 1 in Eday ; and 1

in each of the pastoral islets of Little Linga, Linga
Holm, and Auskerry. The ruins of the majority of

these chapels still exist. Stronsay and Eday is in the

presbytery of North Isles and the synod of Orkney ; the

living is worth £280. Stronsay parish church, built in

1821, contains 500 sittings; and Stronsay U.P. church,

built in 1800, contains 391 sittings. Three new public

schools—Central, North, and South—with respective

accommodation for 126, 70, and 70 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 48, 32, and 44, and grants of

£53, 18s., £18, 2s., and £40, 13s. Valuation of parish

(I860) £3692, (1884) £4543. Pop. of parish (1801)

1642, (1831) 1827, (1861) 2207, (1871) 2210, (1881)

2107 ; of Stronsay island (1841) 1234, (1861) 1210,

(1871) 1267, (1881) 1274.

Strontian, a village in Ardnamurehan parish, Argyll-

shire, in the mouth of a glen on the N side and towards

the head of salt-water Loch Sunart, 21 miles ENE ol

Tobermory, and 24 SW of Fort William. At one time

a filthy clachan, it underwent in 1828 a total revolu-

tion under the direction of Sir James Riddell and his

lady, and now consists of some renovated turf huts and
neat slated cottages of granite. It has a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,

an inn, a quoad sacra parochial church, a Freechurcn, a
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public school, and fairs on the Thursday before the last

Wednesday of May, the Friday after the third Thursday
of June, old style, and the Thursday before the last

Wednesday of October. The quoad sacra parochial
church was built in 1827 at the expense of Government,
and contains nearly 500 sittings. Strontian House, in

the vicinity of the village, is the seat of Sir Rodney
Steuart Riddell, fourth Bart, since 1778 (b. 1838 ; sue.

1883), who holds 54,418 acres in the shire, valued at

£3673 per annum. Lead mines in the glen to the N of

the village were worked from the beginning of the 18th
century till 1855. They contain a great variety of

very rare calcareous spars, with splendid specimens
of the staurolite ; and are famous for having yielded, in

1790, a metal of the alkaline earths, known ever since

to naturalists as strontian, and then found in them in

th6 form of strontites of carbonate of strontian. The
quoad sacra parish is in the presbytery of Mull and the
synod of Argyll. Pop. (1871) 803, (1881) 691, of whom
633 were in Ardnamurchan and 58 in Morvern.

Stronvar, a mansion in Balquhidder parish, Perth-
shire, near the southern shore and the foot of Loch
Voil, 5£ miles SW of Lochearnhead. It is a Scottish

Baronial edifice, built in 1850 from designs by the late

David Bryce, R.S.A. Its owner, David Carnegie,
Esq. (b. 1813), holds 22,205 acres in the shire, valued
at £3558 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 46, 1872.

Strowan, a mansion in Monzievaird and Strowan
parish, Upper Strathearn, Perthshire, near the right
bank of the Earn, 3 miles W of Crieff. Built in the
latter half of the 18th century, and greatly enlarged in

1866, it is the seat of Thomas James Graham-Stirling,
Esq. (b. and sue. 1811), who holds 3566 acres in the shire,

valued at £3386 per annum, and who has spent between
£20,000 and £30,000 in improving the estate.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 47, 1869. See chap, xxxix. of T. Hunter's
Woods and Estates of Perthshire (1883).

Struan. See Blair Athole and Bracadale.
Stray, a place, with a public school, in Kilmorack

parish, Inverness-shire, between the confluent Farrar
and Glass, 10 miles WSW of Beauly, under which it

has a post office.

Stuart Castle. See Castle Stuart.
Stuartfield. See Stewartfield.
Stuckgown House. See Arrochar.
Sueno's Stone. See Forres.
Suilven. See Assynt.
Sulem or Sullom Voe, a voe or sea-loch on the E

side of the mainland of Shetland, striking 8J miles
south-south-westward between Northmaven and Delting
parishes, and varying in breadth between 3 furlongs and
2j miles.

Summerhill. See Machar, New.
Summerhill. See Ayton.
Summer Isles, a group of islets at the entrance of

Loch Broom, on the W coast of Ross and Cromarty.
Only one of them, Tanera More, is inhabited, and only
nine or ten are of sufficient size to be occupied as pas-
tures. They lie at from 5 furlongs to 4 miles distance
from the coast, and are composed of Old lied Sandstone.
Tanera More is 1£ mile long and If broad ; and has an
irregular rocky surface, rising to tho height of 406 feet
above sea-level. The other islets are all similarly rocky,
but of much less elevation. The whole group are bare

;

and except where their bluff coasts are worked into
caverns and points by the incessant action of the sea,
they possess not one feature of picturcsquoness or beauty.
'Why they are called the Summer Islands,' says Dr
Macculloch, ' I know not ; as they have a most wintry
aspect, as much from their barrenness and rocky out-
lines, as from the ugly red colour and tho forms of their
cliffs.' Pop. of Tanera More (1871) 114. (1881) 119.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 101, 1882.
Sunart, a district in the extreme N of Argyllshire.

Its length is 12 miles, and its breadth 6. It is bounded
on the N by Loch Shiel, on the E by Ardgour, on the
S by Loch Sunart, and on the W by Ardnamurchan.
See Ardnamurchan, and Sunart, Looh.

Sunart, Loch, a sea-loch of Argyllshire, winding 10J

miles eastward, from the northern entrance of the Sound
of Mull, to within 5 miles of Loch Linnhe. It separates

Ardnamurchan and Sunart on the N from Mull and
Morven on the S. Its breadth, for the first 5 miles, is

generally upwards of 2 miles, but afterwards varies

between 3 and 11 furlongs. It contains a number
of islets, the chief of which are Oransay, Carnich,

Riska, Dungallan, Garve, and More. Glen Tarbert—

a

rough pastoral valley—extends from its head to Loch
Linnhe, and brings down to it a parliamentary road

from Corran Ferry, whence the communication is con-

tinued to Fort William. Loch Sunart, though little

visited, possesses considerable scenic beauty.

Sunderland Hall, a mansion in Selkirk parish, Sel-

kirkshire, between the confluent Tweed and Ettrick

Water, 2^ miles N of Selkirk town. Its owner, Charles

Henry Scott-Plummer, Esq. (b. 1859 ; sue. 1880), holds

3483 acres in Selkirk and Roxburgh shires, valued at

£3408 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Sunderland House, a modern mansion in Kilchoman
parish, Islay island, Argyllshire, 5 miles W of Bridgend.

Sundrum, a mansion in Coylton parish, Ayrshire, on
an eminence near the left bank of the Water of Coyle,

5J miles E of Ayr. Its oldest part is a tower of unknown
antiquity, with walls 10 feet in thickness, whilst the

modern portion dates from 1792. Acquired by his

grandfather in 1750, the estate now belongs to John
Hamilton, Esq. (b. 1806 ; sue. 1837), who holds 2944
acres in the shire, valued at £4280 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 14, 1863. See A. H. Millar's Castles and Man-
sions of Ayrshire (Edinb. 1885).

Sunlaws, an estate in Roxburgh parish, Roxburgh-
shire, on the E side of the Teviot, \\ mile SSE of Rox-
burgh station. The mansion, a handsome Tudor edifice,

with a lofty tower, was totally destroyed by fire on 16
Jan. 1885, the damage being estimated at £2500. Its

owner, William Scott-Kerr, Esq. (b. 1807 ; sue. 1831),

holds 2662 acres in the shire, valued at £3154 per

annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Sunnyside Asylum. See Montrose.
Sutherland (Scand. Suther-lanal, 'the southern land,'

i.e., the land to the S of Caithness), a county in the
extreme N of Scotland bounded N by the Atlantic
Ocean, E by the county of Caithness, SE by the Moray
Firth, SSW by the Dornoch Firth and the counties of

Ross and Cromarty, and WNW by the Minch and the
Atlantic Ocean. In shape it is an irregular pentagon
with the apex to the NW at Cape Wrath. The side

along the N measures 41 miles in a straight line from
Cape Wrath eastward to a point midway between the
Bay of Bighouse at the mouth of Glen Halladale and
Sandside Bay at Reay in Caithness—the distance follow-

ing the windings of the coast is nearly double—the E
side measures 30J miles in a straight line from the

point just indicated to the Ord of Caithness ; the SE
side 24 miles in a straight line from the Ord of Caith-

ness to the point at the entrance to the Dornoch Firth
;

the SSW side 49 miles in a straight line from this point

to Loch Kirkaig at Enard Bay—the distance following

the windings in all these cases being somewhat more

—

and the distance along tho WNW side, from Loch
Kirkaig to Cape Wrath, is in a straight line 35J miles,

but following the windings it is double that length.

The distance from Rhu Stoer, which is the most
westerly point, east-north-eastward to the point where
the boundary-line with Caithness reaches the Atlantic,

is 59 miles, and the distance from Cape Wrath south-

eastward to the point at tho N side of the entrance to

the Dornoch Firth is 63J miles. The total area is

2125-717 square miles or 1,360,458731 acres, of which
1,298,459732 are land, 47,633-406 are water, 12,812-299

are foreshore, and 1553-294 are tidal water. Of the
whole land area of 1,298,459 732 acres, only 39,996 acres

were in 1884 under crop, bare fallow, and grass, and
12,260 acres under wood, all the rest being rough hill

grazing, heath, peat, or stony waste. The increase in

land under plough and grass has been 11,179 acres

within the last thirty years, and of that under wood
1447 acres. Tho climate varies considerably, /.long the
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M V itli • i>t nml in tin' straths tho moan annual
ii. |« i.itun I - nl... ul I.. . In lli.. lower districts snow

: lie long, ami Uio winters mo eimiimrativolv
mil.

i and omo, but m raring there me Qola n to E
wiii.U, an. I 111 autlltiiii the -1. us ure early visited by
:.!i .1 p in-tn. Anions the uplands of the interior of the

MUUJ the winters are long and severe. The rainfall

in the low .list rut along the Moray Firth is on an
overage little over 31 inches, mid along the N coast it

il :»o inehes, hut ill the \V and N W, w here the winds
from the Atlantic bring in large quantities of vapour,
it ruw s to GO in. lies. The prevailing winds are westerly
and north-westerly, and those next in frequency are
It . in the I'., and are generally wet. l.'ain t ills, on an
average, on 200 days in the year. Among tlio counties
ol Boot!Mid Sutherland is tilth us regards area, the
larger om I

. ing Inv. rness, Argyll, Hoss and Cromarty,
an. I I'. i!h; hut it i- I w > nt y -eighth as regards popula-
tion tlo only ones helow it heing Bute, Peebles, Nairn,

and Einro • and twenty-ninth as regards valuation.
In pi..|...itioii to area it is tho least densely populated
.. miity in Scotland, the average nuinher of persons to

the square mile being only 12, while Inverness-shire
with 22 comes next.

Along the B side the houndary line follows the rising

round forming the watershed to the E of Strath Halla-
dale— with the Halladale river flowing to the N—and
Strath Bog and Strath Ullic—with the river Ullie or
II. I m.dale flowing to tho S. To the E of Strath Halla-
dale the height is nowhere over 900 feet, and is gene-
rally lietwccn 700 and 800, hut to the E of tho valley of

the IMmsdale the average height is from 1000 to 1700
feet, the highest points being Cnoc Crom-uilt (1199),
Knockfin Heights (1416), Cnoc Coirena Feama (1434),
I no an Bireannaich (1698), Creag Scalabsdalo (1619),
Cnoc na Maoile (1315), Cnoc na Saobhaidhc (1206), Cnoc
an Damhain (1324), and thence by Cnoc an Tubhadair
(1078) and the road over the Ol d of Caithness (726) to the
-ei The run of the boundary along t he 88 \V side, has been
indicated in describing the boundaries of Koss-sniHE,
the greater part of it being formed by the river Oykell.
The N and NW sides are deeply indented by sea-lochs.
On the N from Cape Wrath eastward are lia'lnakill Bay
with the Kyle of Durness, Loch Eriboll, Tongue Bay
Dd the Kyle of Tongue ; Torrisdale Bay at the mouth

of Strath Naver, with the lesser bays of Farr, Swordly,
and Kirtomy to the E; Armadale Bay, Strathy Bay,
and Bay of Bighouse (£ x \ mile) at the entrance to

Halladale. To the E of Balnakill Bay is a
long narrow promontory (2 miles x 3 furl.) termi-
nating in Fair Aird or Far-out Head ; the broad pro-
jecting mass of land to the E of the entrance to Loch
Kriboll is Kennageall or Whiten Head ; to the NE of
Farr Bay is Farr Point, and between Armadale Bay and
Strathy Bay there is a projecting mass terminating on
the N at Strathy Point. Near the entrance to Loch
Briboll are Eilean Hoan and the smaller Eilean Cluimh-
rig; at the entrance to Tongue Bay are the Rabbit
Islands, and mile NE, Eilean Iosal and Eilean nan
Ron, separated from the mainland by Kyle Rannoeh

mile); and there are a number of smaller islands.

I he only inhabited island is Ron, which is separately
noticed, as is also Hoan. The WNW side is still more
broken than the N. From Cape Wrath southward are
Bandwood Bay with the shallow Sandwood Loch, Loch
[nchard, Loch Dougal {\\ x £ mile), Loch Laxford
with Loch a'Chathaidh branching off its N side, Scourie
P.ay, the large Edderachylis or Ebdkachimjs Bay
fiom which branch off Badcall or Badcaul Bay, Loch
Oiirnbawn [see Kyi.rsku] branching eastward into
Loch Glendhn and Loch Gleneoul, Loch Ardvar (1 x \
mile), Loch Nedd (| x \ mile), and Clashnessie Bay

;

Bay of Stoer, Achrnelvich Bay, Loch Roe (1 x £ mile),

Loch Inver (24 x| mile), and Loch Kirkaig (ljx|
mile). The only very prominent headland is Rhu
Stoer, with the Point of Stoer on the SW side of
FVldrachiRii Bay. There are an immense number of
ialanda, of which the chief are Eilean an Roin Beag and

Hi Roin Mor (5x1 furl.) 2 mileo NW of the
416

in. mill oi Loch 1 nchard, Handa s of Scourie Bay,
separated from the mainland by Sound of I lamia,

leag and Calblm Mor
|
see Calva] at the en-
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is generally low

ih Fleet,
erne NW of the
tvvard along the

e the districts of Tongue, Farr, and the
portii f Hoay, whilo extending down the

Bddrachillis and Assynt. In the SE along

Mid Dornoch Firths are the Helmsdale, Loth,
ipie, Rogart, Dornoch, and Creich districts,

io latter at the lower end of Loch Shin is the

ict. Tho minor subdivisions arc almost all

with tho straths, and will bo afterwards

I'he moorland waste between Kyle of Durness
Wrath is known as Parph, and is marked

on the map in lilacu's Alias as haunted by ' verie great

plenti of wolfes;' while Sir Robert Gordon says that
'there is an excellent and delectable place for hunting
called the Parvo wher they hunt the reid deir in

abundance.' Between Loch Eriboll and the Kyle of

Tongue is A'Mhoine. Hound the greater part of all the

coast except in tho extreme NW, in tho bottom of the

larger glens, and round most of the large lochs there are

tracts of low ground, occupying about ff of the whole
county, which nowhero rise to a height of more than
500 feet. Of the remainder tho greater part is from
500 to 1000 feet high, while portions here and there

reach heights of from 2000 to 3000 feet, and at one or

two points rise above 3000. ' The whole of the interior,'

says a recent writer, 'is mountainous, varied with
elevated plateaus covered with heath, vast fields of

peat bog, some pleasant straths of average fertility,

watered by considerable streams and numerous lakes,

embosomed cither in bleak dismal regions of moorland,

or begirt by a series of hills of conglomerate, whoso
naked and rugged sides have no covering, even of

heather. Wildness and sterility are the great features

of the landscape, the dreary monotony being seldom
relieved by tree or shrub ; and this uniformity of

desolation is only occasionally broken by some glen or

strath presenting itself as an oasis of verdure in the

bleak desert ;' but this description, though in the main
fairly correct, hardly conveys an adequate idea of the

number of the straths or of the extent to which many
.., the lochs ami glens have had much of their bleak

appearance softened or removed by fringes of wood.
Though the higher hills can hardly bo said to form

regular chains or groups, but are scattered about,

solitary, with picturesque and curious outlines, or in

broad-based lumpish masses without any markedly
characteristic features at all

;
yet the mountainous

moorland forming the main portion of the surface is

divided into quite distinct portions by a number of

straths with well-marked trends. These fall into two
great divisions. If a line be drawn from Cape Wrath
south-eastward to the centre of the county at Benin
Cleith Brie (Klibreck; 3154 feet), and thence E by N
to the centre of the boundary line with Caithness, it

will be found that all the hollows to the N and E of

these lines in part of Durness, Farr, Tongue, and Reay,

run from N to S, while all over the rest of the county

the direction of the valleys is from SE to NW. Along
the northern portion the principal glens are Strath

Dionard southward from the Kyle of Durness, Strath

Beag southward from the head of Loch Eriboll, the

hollow of Loch Hope and Strath More southward from

the entrance to Loch Eriboll, the hollow of Kylo of

Tongue and of Amhainn Ceann Locha at its head, the
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valley of the Borgie and Locli Laoghal, and Strath

Naver, both southward from Torrisdale Bay. Strath

Naver is the largest valley on the N coast, and near the

upper end it branches off W by S into the hollow in

•which is Loch Naver and the river Mudale, and east-

ward into a hollow leading to that in which are Lochs
nan Cuinne, a' Chlair, and Baddanloch, which send
off their surplus water to the river Helmsdale. South-
ward from Strathy Bay is the hollow drained by Strathy
Water, and from Bay of Bighouse Strath Halladale
extends inland to Forsinard. Short straths extend
inland south-eastward from most of the large lochs on
the NW coast, but they are neither so large nor well-

marked as those in the N ; the chief one is that from
Lochs Inchard and Laxford, by Loch Stack and Loch
More. Along the Moray Firth coast beginning at the

NE end the principal hollows are Strath Ullie or

Helmsdale, the short Glen Loth, the hollow occupied
by Loch Brora and dividing at its upper end into the

Valley of the Black "Water and Glen Skinsdale (both N)
and Strath Brora (W), the small Dunrobiu Glen behind
Dunrobin Castle, Strath Fleet, and Strath Carnach,
both branching off from the head of Loch Fleet, and
the great hollow of the Dornoch Firth and Strath
Oykell. From the latter at Invershin the great hollow
occupied by the river Shin and Loch Shin branches off

to the N and NW, and continues by Loch Merkland
through the narrow glen of Allt Ceann Locha, to the
low ground extending down the sides of Loch More and
so to the NW coast. The highest point all along is

little over 400 feet above sea-level, and the hollow is

traversed by the main line of road from the SE to the
W coast. Near the lower end of Locli Shin the minor
Strath Tirry branches off to the N and NW, and off

Strath Oykell, which has here an E and W direction 6^
miles above Invershin, Glen Cassley branches away to

the NW.
Several of the points that reach a height of over 1000

feet have already been mentioned in describing the
boundary between Sutherland and Caithness, and others
are Creag an Oir-airidh (Hill of Ord

; 1324) NE of

Helmsdale; Eldrable Hill (1338), Beinn na Meilich

(1940), and Creag a Mheasgain (1346) between Helmsdale
and Glen Loth ; Beinn na h-Urrachd (2046) and Beinn
Dobhrain (2060), both at the head of Glen Loth ; and
from these the high ground curves round by Creag Mhor
(1581), Cnoc a' Chrubaich Mhoir (1382), Meall an Liath
Bcag (1512), Meall an Liath Mor (1608), Beinn Smeoral
(1592), and Beinn Choi (1767) towards Loch Brora, on
the opposite, or south-western, side of which is Beinn
nan Corn (1706), with the shoulders of Meall Odhar
(1326) to the W and Cagar Feosaig (1239) to the SE.
On the opposite side of Dunrobin Glen is Beinn Lundie
(1462 feet), witli the shoulders of Cnoc na Gamha (1220)
to the S and Beinn a Bhragie (1256) to the SE behind
Golspie. In the district bounded N by the hollow of
Strath Fleet, S by the Dornoch Firth, andW by the river

Shin, only a few patches rise over 1000 feet, and none
of them to any great extent, the highest points being
Beinn Donuilf(1144 feet) near the centre, and An Stoc-
bheinn (1104). To the W of the river Shin, and be-

tween Loch Shin and Glen Cassley, the heights have a
continuous summit-level of over 1000 feet except at two
points near the SE end. The highest points from SE
to NW are Cnoc a Choire (1318 feet), Carn nam Bo
Maola (1389), Beinn Sgreamhaidh (Ben Screavie; 1428),
Carrachar Dubh (1238), and Maol a' Bhealaich (Maol-
veally

; 1673), from which a narrow ridge leads to Ben
Leoid (2597) between the glens leading up from Loch
Glendhu and Loch Glencoul. To the W of Ben Leoid
is Beinn Aird da Loch (1722 feet) between the lochs
just mentioned, and E of it Meall an a Chuail (1500),
with Meall na Leitreach (1852) to the NW and Meall
an Fhuir Loch (2010) to the NE. To the N of Loch
Glendhu is Beinn a Bhutha (1777 feet), NW of which
beyond Loch an Lcathad Bhuain (Led Vuan) is Ben
Dreavie (1500), and farther N still at the NW end of
Loch More and overlooking Loch Stack is the isolated

lien Stack (2364). To tho S of Loch Cairnbawn is

Quinag (2653 feet), with shoulders Sail Ghorm (2551 ;

NW), Sail Garbh (2100; N), and Spidean Coinich
(2508 ;

S). To the S of this is Loch Assynt, and in the
district bounded by the Loch on the N, the river

Loauan on the E, and the county boundary at Loch
Vevatie and Fionn Loch on the S, are Beinn Garbh
(1769 feet), Canisp (2779), and the curious Suilven (The
Sugar Loaf; 2399). To the NE, E, and SE of Loch
Assynt are Glas Bheinn (Glasven ; 2541 feet), Beinn
Uidhe (Uie

; 2384), Beinn an Fhurain (Ben an Uran
;

2500), Ben More Assynt (3273), with a western top
Coinnemheall (Coniveal

; 3234), to the S of which is

Breabag (2670). The heights along the Cromalt Hills

on the boundary with a detached portion of Cromarty
have been already noticed under Ross-shire. The
southern shoulder of Ben More Assynt is Carn nan
Conbhairean, and to the SEof it is the outlying summit
of Meall an Aonaich (2345 feet), which is cut olf by the

hollows of the Ruathair and Muic from the high ground
that stretches away to the SE between the upper Oykell
and the Cassley with an average height of about 120O
feet, the highest points being near the centre at Carn
na Ceardaich (1633) and Beinn na Eoin (1785). In the
south-western district between Loch Inchard and the
Kyle of Durness and lower Strath Dionard a height of

over 1000 feet is reached at several points, but only
Creag Riabhach (1592 feet), Meall na Moine (1522), anil

Earrmheall (Farveal ; 1709) rise to over 1500. At the
head of Strath Dionard a line of heights commences and
stretches south-eastward into the centre of the county,
being divided into minor sections by cross glens. The
highest points from NW to SE are Foinne Bheinn
(Foinaven) with its different tops Ceann Garbh (2952
feet), Ceann Mor (2980), and Creag Dionard (2554) ;

Arcuil (2580), Meall a' Chuirn (Meall Horn ; 2548),

Sabhal Mor (2288), Sabhal Beag (2393), Meall Garbh
(2471), Meall an Liath (2625), Carn Dearg (2613), Carn
an Tionail (2484), Riabhaich (2500), Ben Hee (2864),

Creag Dhubh Mhor (1821), Creag Dhubh Bheag (1500>,

Meall an Fhuarain (Uaran
; 1549), Beinn Cleith Brie

(Klibreck) with the tops of Meall an Eoin (3154) and
Carn an Eild (2500), and the lumpy mass of Beinn an
Armuinn (Ben Armine) with the tops of Creag na
h-Iolaire (2278) and Creag Mhor (2338). Between
Strath Dionard and the head of Loch Eriboll are Beinn
Spionnaidh (2537 feet) and Grann Stacach (2630) ; be-

tween Strath More and the head of Kyle of Tongue is

Ben Hope (3040), with the north-eastern shoulders Creag
Riabhach Bheag (1521), Creag Riabhach Mhor (1500),

and Meall an Liath (1952) ; 5 miles E of Ben Hope i.s

Ben Laoghal (Ben Loyal; 2504), and on the opposite

side of Loch Laoghal is Beinn 's Tomaine (Ben Stomine

;

1728) ; while 12 miles ESE near the sources of the

Helmsdale river are Ben Griam Bheag (1903) and Ben
Griam Mhor (1936).

Rivers and Lakes.—Sutherlandshire may be divided

into three different drainage basins, by lines drawn
from Cape Wrath south-eastward by Creag Riabhaich,
Fionne Bheinn, and Meall a' Chuirn to Carn Dearg

;

from Carn Dearg southwards by Ben Leoid, Beinn an
Fhurain, and Breabag to the E end of the Cromalt
Hills ; and from Carn Dearg in a winding course by the

N end of Ben Hee, the S end of the high ground at,

Creag Dhubh Bheag, the S end of Beinn Cleith Brie, to

Creag na h-Iolaire, thence N by E along the E border
of upper Strath Naver, and thereafter in a winding
course eastward to Forsinard. In the district to the N
of the first and third of these lines and covering about,

half the whole county tho general inclination is to the
N, and all the rivers run to tho Atlantic, the chief from
W to E being the Chearbhaig ; the Claigionnaich, the

Buaigheal Duibhe, and the Dionard all flowing to Kyle
of Durness ; the Amhainn an t' Stratha Bcag, at the top
of Loch Eriboll, and the river Hope, near the entrance ;

the Melness, near tho entrance to the Kyle of Tongue,
the Amhainn Ceann Locha at its head, and tho Allt an
Rian on the E side at tho village of Tonguo ; the Allt

an Dearg at Kyle Rannoch ; the Borgie and the Naver
—with upper tributaries, the Mudale Bagaistcach

417
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I
and Malltrt—«t l'orris.lnlo Bay; Strathy

u r. r s:,.vt!iv Bm . .ui.i tii.. Halladale—with upper
tributary Pyko Water—at Hay of Bighouso. In tho

dtaMal W »i tin. tirst «u. I .sp.on.l lines, niul covering
»t*iut one-sixth of the wholo county, (ho streams How
w.-tw.ud , r north west ward to thi. Minrli ami the
Atl.mti.- I'll.' . In. t we, from N to S, tho Simiiridh,

flowing int.. Stadwood Bn : the Laxford, flowing to

i i i\'..t.l ; thr lnv.r, Howing from Loch Assynt to

Uvh Iiivit, anil its upper ooiitiiiuntiou, tho lioannn,

« itit liOi h Assynt at Inchna.lamlV ; tho Amhain
i \n i. Ih, also llowmi; to Loch Inver ; ami tho

Kirk.ig from Kionn Loch ami Loob Veyatio, flowing

Jong tho boundary with Eton ami Cromarty to Loch
Kirinift Iii the third division, between the second ami
third of tho lines mentioned, and covering one-third of

tho county, tho rivers How in a south-easterly direction

to thr Mi. 1. 1\ firth. TIm' principal streams, from NE to

S\V. an- tho Helmsdale, Loth Hum, tho Hrora, tho
Itl.u-k Water, Colspie Hum, tho river Fleet, tho river

Brolix, and the Oykcll, with its tributaries tho Shin
and the t'asslcy.

I h.' . . unity is full of lochs of all sizes, from Loch
Shin (16| x 1J mile ; 270 feet above sea-lovel) down to

tnere turns. There aro said to bo moro than 2,
r
)0 in the

\ y ill di trie! alono, and 70 may I" 1 counted from the

summit of t>uinag. The western drainage basin is

simply a network of small lochs and lochans. Tho
il sheets of water—which alone it is possible to

mention hero—are :—(in tho northern drainage basin)

Loch Airidh na Beinne, W of Kyle of Durness; Loch
Hope (12), E of Loch Eriboll ; Loch na Seilg and Loch
a' Bhabha Dhuibh, high up Hen Hope; Loch an Dith-

N ibli (Deerie), in the glen upward from Kyle of Tongue
;

1 i, ami Loch Laoghal (both Mil), in the

hollow of the river Horgie ; Loch Naver (247) and Lochs
o

-

Bhcalaich and Coir' an Fhcarna (both 570), in tho
upper part of Strath Naver, to the Wand N respectively

;

and Loch na Meide (518), to the NW ; Loch Meadie
(405), SE of Farr; Loch Leum a Chlamhain (770),
between the two Hen Griams: (in the south-eastern basin)

Loch an Ruathair (415) and Loch Truid Air Sgithiche
(Loch Truderscaig ; 426), Loch nan Cuinne, Loch a'

Chlair, and Loch Haddanloch (all 392) ; Loch Allt an
FhsuiUI (433) and Loch na Moine (377), all in the
upper waters of the Helmsdale river ; Loch Brora (91),

on the Brora ; Loch Migdale (115), E of Bonar-Bridge
;

Loch Shin (270), Loch a' Ghriama (304), and Loch Merk-
land (368), all in the valley of the Shin ; Loch Fiodhaig
(Fiack), on one of its feeders ; and Loch Ailsh (498), on
the upper part of the Oykell : (in the western drainage
basin) a chain of small lochans E by S of Loch Inchard

;

Loch Stack (118) and Loch More (127), both in the
valley of the Laxford river ; Loch an Leathaid Bhuain
(Led Vuan), discharging by the Muldie Burn into Loch
Glendhu ; Loch Leothaid (Leoid), W of Quinag ; Loch
Assynt (215), in the valley of the Inver ; Loch Crocach,
2 miles N of Lochinver ; Loch na Gainimh (Ganive),

between Canisp and Suilven
;
parts of Fionn Loch (357)

and Loch Veyatie (366), and the whole of Cam Loch
(405), Loch Urigill (515), and Loch Borrolan (460), all

in the valley of the Kirkaig. The fishing in all the
streani3 and lochs is very good, especially for trout.

There is a remarkable subterranean lake in the Cave of

Smoo in Durness. All the chief hills, rivers, and lochs

are separately noticed ; and for farther details reference

may be made to the particular articles dealing with them.
Gentogy.—Along the W border of Sutherlandshire, an

extensive area is occupied by those crystalline Archaean
rocks which might not inaptly be regarded as the
foundation stones of Scotland. From the wild head-
land of Cape Wrath they can be traced at intervals

rising from underneath the Cambrian sandstones to Loch
Inchard, and from the latter sea-loch they cover a belt

of gronnd along the coast S to the county boundary at

Loch Inver. From the top of one of the minor hills at

Scourie the observer can descry, for miles around, that
peculiar type of scenery which is found nowhere else in

Scotland. Bare, rounded hummocks and bosses of grey

gneiss follow ''.o il other in endless succession, and in

the hollows there are pools and lochs tilling rock basins.

Hue ln.ul.lers aro strewn ovor tho barren hummocks,
which, with the highly polished surfaces of tho gneiss,

give one a vivid impression of tho glaciation of that
region. With certain prominent exceptions, those

verdureless Knolls ami hills of Archaean gneiss do not
use much above one uniform level, which only tends

to inorease the monotony of the lamlscapo. On closer

examination we find that many of tho ridges have a

persistent N W trend, and that oven tho prominent
elevations, such as Hon Stack, possess rib-shaped
features trending in a .similar direction. Those pocnliar

features are due to tho prevalent strike of tho highly

crystalline gneiss which, as a rule, runs NW and SE.
Numerous icral localities aro to bo found in tho area

occupied by the Archaean gneiss, some of which have
been minutely described by Dr Heddlc. The rocks in

the neighbourhood of Scourie are not only interesting

for then- lil In. logical varieties, but also for the minerals

contained in them, Garnets abound in the hornblende
rocks on the shore S of tho village, and at the NW
promontory of the Bay ol'Scourie, hydrous anthophyllite

with small crystals of talc or ripidolite is to bo met
with. Not far to tho S of Capo Wrath, Professor Hoddle
found an interesting mineral locality yielding chert,

moss-agate, actinolite, hydrous anthophyllite, steatite,

and ripidolite, and he also found a thin vein of clial-

copyrite and chrysocolla in the gneiss to tho SE of

Rhiconich. In the gneiss and pegmatite on Ben Ken-
nabin and other localities, agalmatolite is found in con-

siderable abundance. An interesting feature connected
with the veins of pegmatite is the occurrence in them of

crystals of titaniferous iron, which disintegrate under
the influence of atmospheric agencies, and the grains

form a black sand strewn along tho seashore.

This undulating plateau of bare gneiss hills was
originally covered by a vast pile of Cambrian sandstones

which have since been removed by denudation. Not-
withstanding this excessive waste, there are still ex-

tensive relics of these overlying sedimentary deposits in

the extreme NW of the county and in Assynt. Between
Cape Wrath and the Kyle of Durness they form one of

tho noblest cliffs in Scotland, reaching a height of 650

feet, and yet neither the base nor the top of the series

is exposed in this section. Between Loch Inchard and
the Kyle of Durness, however, the unconformable
junction between tho Cambrian sandstones and the

Archaean gneiss is admirably exposed at various localities.

From the researches of the Geological Survey it appears

that they aro divisible into certain zones, the lower por-

tion of the scries consisting of breccias, conglomerates,

and alternations of grits and conglomeratic sandstones.

These graduate upwards into red sandstones, indicating

deposition in deeper water. By a series of remarkable

dislocations, which will be referred to in the article on
the geology of Scotland, the unconformable base line of

the Cambrian formation has been repeatedly shifted, and
hence, as the observer traverses the region from Rhiconich

to Cape Wrath, he crosses again and again the same suc-

cession of beds. In Assynt the unconformability at the

base of the Cambrian strata is well marked, and in

that region, too, the geologist cannot fail to realise the

enormous denudation to which these red sandstones

have been subjected. The great terraced escarpments

of Suilven, now completely isolated from Quinag,

Canisp, and Coul More, with which they were at one

time connected, enable one to compute the thickness of

the vast pile of strata since removed by denudation.

A careful examination of the sections in Sutherland-

shire proves beyond doubt that there is a marked un-

conformability between these Cambrian sandstones and
the Silurian strata overlying them. On the slopes of

Quinag and Canisp, the white quartzites at the baso of

the Silurian series being inclined at a higher angle,

cross the successive beds of Cambrian sandstone which
are nearly horizontal or tilted at a gentle angle to the

SE. Indeed, this unconformable relation is so strongly

marked that the observer can trace it, even in the far
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distance. Still more striking proof is obtained in the

Durness area, for to the \V of the Kyle of Durness the
Silurian quartzites pass transgressively across the edges
of the underlying Cambrian sandstones till they rest on
the Archaean gneiss. It is apparent, therefore, that
prior to the deposition of the Silurian sediments there

must have been extensive denudation of the Cambrian
deposits.

The various subdivisions of the Silurian formation as

developed in this county will be given in the article on
the geology of Scotland. From the quartzites at the
base of the formation, a regular order of succession has
been established through the fucoid beds and serpulite

grit to the limestones at the top of the series. In the
Durness area, where the limestones yield fossils, and
where they are typically developed, the Silurian strata

are arranged in the form of a basin, which has been
isolated from the same series of rocks in the Eriboll
area by normal faults. On the E side of these great
dislocations there rises a prominent escarpment of

Archaean gneiss, which is traceable from Kennabin near
Durness, S by Ben Spionnu, Ben Stack, to Quinag in

Assynt. The E slope of this ridge is covered by the
quartzites at the base of the Silurian series, followed by
the fucoid beds, serpulite grit, and the limestone, which
are repeated by a series of folds and reversed faults.

Eventually, at various localities along the line from
Eriboll to Assynt, the Archaean gneiss is brought up by
means of a great reversed fault or thrust plane, and is

made to overlie the Silurian strata. This is followed by
another great thrust plane or reversed fault, which
ushers in the eastern schists with a general dip to the
ESE at gentle angles. The peculiar features of these
schists as well as the order of succession will be given
elsewhere in this volume. At present it will be sufficient

to state that throughout a large part of the county the
metamorphic rocks are remarkably uniform in character,
consisting of flaggy gneiss and mica schist, and that,

disregarding minor folds, the general inclination of the
beds is to the ESE. An interesting band of limestone
is met with on the banks of Loch Shin at Shinness and
Arskaig, which has yielded to Professor Heddle a rich
variety of minerals. In approaching the limestone the
mica schists and gneiss become more hornblendic, while
a bed of hornblende rock immediately overlies the
limestone. In the contact zone the following minerals,
among others, were obtained by Dr Heddle : Biotite,

Actiuolite, Tremolite, Asbestos, Augite, Pyrite, Sahlite,
Sphene, Apatite, Chlorite, Steatite, etc. He regards
the specimens of sphene found at this locality as the
finest in Britain.

Several important masses of granite and syenite occur
among the eastern schists : one forms the tract of high
ground round Ben Loyal; another, Ben Stomino ; a
third occupies a tract on the county boundary at the
head of Strath Halladale ; a fourth extends from Lairg
to near Rogart station ; a fifth is situated to the N of
the Dornoch estuary on the Migdale Hill ; while a
sixth occurs at the Ord, and is traceable SW by Helms-
dale to Lothbeg. The granite forming Ben Loyal,
which is perhaps one of the most picturesque mountains
in Sutherland, is fine grained, containing quartz,
felspar, black mica, and hornblende. From this centre
boulders were dispersed in great numbers during the
glacial period, two of which deserve special notice on
account of the rare series of minerals which they yielded
to the Rev. Dr Joass and Professor Heddle. Occurring
on the E slope of Ben Bhreck, in the line of tho ice
movement from Ben Loyal, there can be little doubt
that they were derived from that mass. In or near a
small exfiltration vein traversing one of these boulders
the following minerals, among others, were found

:

Babingtonite, Fluor spar, Sphene, Allanite, Magnetite,
nnienite, Amazon stone, Strontianite, etc. Of these,
perhaps the most interesting are tho beautiful green-
tinted crystals of Amazon stone.

Resting uuconforrnably on the metamorphic rocks of
Sutherland, there are numerous outliers of Old Red
Sandstone which evidently belong to tho lower division

of that formation. They have not, as yet, been found
to the W of the Kyle of Tongue ; but on the hills

immediately to the E of this arm of the sea there are

large masses of coarse conglomerate, and also on the
Roan Islands at the mouth of tho Kyle. On the ridge

to the E of the Kyle, the conglomerate can be traced

more or less continuously from Coalbackie by Cnoc
Vreckan to the slopes of Ben Stomino, where the

materials consist mainly of granitic detritus. A similar

outlier occurs on the crest of Ben Armine. There are

two prominent hills in the E of Sutherland, however,
that rise with steep slopes from the undulating moor-
land of schist and gneiss which owe their special features

to cappings of coarse conglomerate, viz., Ben Griam
More and Ben Griam Beg. With the strata inclined at

low angles, and forming a series of parallel lines, they
remind one of the great cone of Morvern in Caithness.

In Kirktomy Bay, and again to the E of Strathy Point,

strata of the same age occur. At the former locality

they consist of red sandstones, with nodular bands and
red sandy clays. At the latter point they are traceable

from Strathy Bay E by Melvich to the county boundary.
At the base there is a pink granite breccia, with thin

seams of sandstone passing upwards into a group of

flagstones forming bluff cliffs, which show excellent

sections of the beds. From the researches of Dr Archi-

bald Geikie it appears that there is a gradually ascending
series from the county boundary W to Bighouse Bay

;

but at the latter locality the beds dip to NNE. At the

Portskerry Harbour the unconformability is admirably
seen, the crystalline gneiss and granite being covered by
a thin breccia passing up into yellow and greenish sand-

stones, which yielded to Mr C. W. Peach an ichthyolite

like Glyptolaemus. Still further W, near Baligill, grey
and red sandstones, with flagstones and calcareous shales

yielding Diptcrus, Osteolepis, and Coccosteus, are to be
found. At this locality also a thin seam of workable
limestone is intercalated with the Old Red strata.

The patches of Old Red Sandstone just described are

insignificant in extent compared with the area which
they cover along the E seaboard. From Ben Uarie near
the Glen of Loth they can be followed S by Ben
Smeorail, Ben a Braghie, to the mouth of the Dornoch
Firth. Forming a belt of ground averaging 5 miles in

width, they consist mainly of coarse conglomerates
resting unconformably on the highly denuded meta-
morphic rocks. That this great development of con-

glomerate is of no great thickness is apparent from the
fact that the river Brora has cut through the deposit,

exposing the platform of crystalline rocks on both sides

of the valley. Still more interesting is the narrow belt

of flagstones resembling apart of the Caithness flagstone

series, which is wedged between two faults on the shore

between Helmsdale and Lothbeg. The relations of

these flagstones were first described by Professor Judd,
who showed that the belt of strata which is about 5

miles long and about \ mile Abroad, is bounded on the

W side by a fault bringing them into conjunction with
a mass of granite, while on the E side they are truncated
by a fault throwing down strata of Upper Oolite age.

He suggests that the great fault bounding the Secondary
strata in Sutherlandshire divided into two blanches
along 5 miles of its course, and that the patch of Old
Red flagstones has been preserved between these branch-
ing faults. The best section of the strata occurs in the

Gartymore Burn N of Port Gower, where they consist

of calcareous flags, red and green argillaceous beds with
red and white sandstones. From these beds a fragment
of Coccosteus has been obtained, so that there can be
no doubt that they belong to some portion of the Caith-

ness flagstone series.

Along the K coast of Sutherland from Helmsdale to

the Ord—a distance of about 16 miles, a belt of Second-
ary strata can be traced more or less continuously,
which are evidently but fragmentary relics of formations
originally having a great development. By means of a
powerful fault running parallel with the coast, they
have been brought into conjunction with the meta-
morphic and associated igneous rocks already described.

419
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r.trtlv on account of tho pnwfinv of coal swims in this
'

'. oW !!!•.• to tin- llhtlltdlinCK Ol fossils ill

iimiin ol tin' Is this development ol Secondary strata

h.ls U-rll CMIIllilli'tl lllld described hv numerous lnvesti-

puton*. Tho recent resonrches of Professor Judd hu
„ddrd largrly to our knowledge of the order of succes-

moi. ol lb<s, I , .l» nii,l ol (ho physical conditions which
prevailed during thtir deposition. The strata occupy-
nip the lowest peolopieal position, consisting of sand-

'• " I by « peculiar chcrty calcareous rock, arc

to U- fotin.l on the sea -,1m n . In i witii Ihmrohin and

Golspie, in Dunrobln Glen, tad in the burn of Colspio.

y I'rol oi Ju, lit us the equivalents of the

indjtonsi iiml oberty rock of Triasaic ago
in Klpinshlie, tin V lmvc, as yet, yielded no fossils to

d, li inline their hoi iron. Tiny arc immediately followed

by sandstones u>d conglomerates containing pebbles
<:• ri\, t lioin the loiepoiup strata, marking tho base of

I To tin i mi, eeed a group of estuarine strata,

i •insisting ol sandstones, shales, and coal scams, the

lattec being extremely thin; and towards their upper
llmlta, they graduate Into blue micaceous clays with

hall} lime*tones yielding marine fossils characteristic

I m r Lias, such as ltitcmnitcs acutus, Ammonites
eaprotjntU, A. OgytUtUt, I'holadomya ambigua, Pcctcn

UaiimiU, P. Ivmidus, P. sublxtvis, Lima punctata,

Orypfura Miqua, etc. The strata just described are

overlain by the representatives of tho Middle Lias, con-

liating of micaceous clays w ith pyrites and nodules of
. ,'ill i • oiis limestone, inclined to tho NNE at a gentle

angle. It is probable that the members of this sub-

division are truncated by a fault on the N side throw-

ing down the clays of Middle Oolite exposed at Clayiidc.

This much is certain that none of the sections in

B ithet and shows the relations of the Lias to the Lower
1 The latter are represented by sandstones,

shales, and coals, in large part estuarine, and followed

by marine strata on the horizon of the lower part of the

Middle Oolite. The estuarine strata of Lower Oolite age

are of special importance, as they contain the seams of

coal which have led to repeated hut not very successful

mining operations. The main 6eam of coal, from 3 to

1 feel thick, is overlain hy a roof-bed markingtheba.se
ol the Middle Oolite. In places it really forms a good
coal, l>eing composed of the crushed stems of Equisclitcs

• •lumnnris, but the presence of a thin layer of pyrites

considerably affects its economic value. It occurs on
the shore at Brora, in the valley of the river Brora, and
other localities. Owing to the estuarine character of

t he strata, the order of succession varies considerably,

em within a short distance. Several remarkable
examples of this phenomenon are given by Professor

Judd, but one will suffice to show their variable

character. In the section at Cadh-an-Righ on the Ross-

shire coast, the position of the Main Coal seam is repre-

sented only by a carbonaceous band about 5 inches thick.

Overlying the estuarine series just described, we find

a considerable development of marine beds alternating

\uth estuarine strata representing the Middle Oolite.

At the base, there is a prominent band known as the

roof-bed of the coal-bearing strata, consisting of a hard
c-ilcareons sandstone, charged in the lower part with
plant remains, and in the upper part with marine shells.

I n virtue of the fossils obtained from this band it has

been placed on the same horizon as 'the KellowayRock '

in Yorkshire. This zone is succeeded by a mass of

clayey and sandy strata, the former yielding Ammonites
ornatus, A . Ja.vin, BtUmniivx Ovenii, B. haslalus, Ceri-

Ihium muricalum, Gryph/JM dilolnta. In the thin

zone of marine sandstones overlying these clays the

following fossils have been found : Ammonites cordalus,

A. perarmalw, A. excavalus, Belemniles sulcatus,

Next in order cornea a considerable thickness

of sandstones, probably of estuarine origin, which
have been extensively quarried on the Braamberry and
Hare Hills, as they form an excellent building stone.

These are followed by a bed of grey sandy limestone

regarded by Professor Judd as the equivalent of the

Coralline Oolite, and yielding Ammonites excavalus,
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A . ccrda'.u}, A. veriebralis, with species of the genera
I'eeten, rholatiomya, Afodiola, Lima, etc. This horizon

[a overlain by clays, sandstones, and limestones, the
latter alternating with dark clays which probably mark
the hiohcsl beds of the Middle Oolite in this county.

in the neighbourhood of Braamberry Hill, the foro-

cries is .succeeded hy certain .strata marking the

base oi the Upper Oolite, 'I'L is important group

—

the true position of which was first defined by Professor

•i . .Hi.l .-.lit-:, : eiiniiioiy o| estuarine origin, and
reaching a thickness of about 1000 feet. They extend
along the shore from the neighbourhood of Clyne to

Oieen Table near the Ord— a distance of 11 miles, being

repeated by a series oi anticlinal and synclinal folds,

which afford excellent opportunities for studying the
characters of the beds. Between Garty and the Ord

.•-].e,'aa'l noliee. Al Kinl radwcll and Lot hbeg the stnila

their usual characteristics; but to tho N of
On l y, blocks of foreign rocks are embedded in tho grits

and Limestones, till at the Ord these included fragments

are so abundant and of such a size, that a special name
has been assigned to them. They were first described
by Sir Roderick Murchison as the ' brecciated beds of

the Ord,' which aptly indicates their remarkable features.

At certain localities, as at Colyburn, the blocks consist

of tho same material as tho matrix, both yielding fossils

"I Si e buy age
; I, III sueli is In il tile ease at this Ord.

At the latter locality huge blocks of Caithness flags,

with hard sandstones and shales, are embedded in the

matrix ;
the former yielded to Hugh Miller fish remains

of Old Red Sandstone age, while the matrix contains

Jurassic fossils. It is somewhat remarkable that these
' brecciated beds ' should alternate with finely laminated
shah s, thin sandstones with ammonites, and even thin

layers of lignite, indicating deposition in still water.

These alternations only show the rapid changes in the

physical conditions which prevailed during the period

of the Upper Oolite in that region. From tho fossils

found in the matrix of the ' brecciated beds ' and the

strata, associated with them, there can be no doubt of

their geological horizon. The suggestion has been thrown
out by Professor Judd, that violent floods may have
occurred at intervals during that period, when sub-

angular masses of the parent rocks, with trunks of trees,

may have, been borne seawards, and that ice rafts may
have helped in the transport of the materials.

In connection with the organic remains found in the

Upper Oolites of Sutherland, reference ought to be
made to the rich flora which they contain, consisting of

ferns, cycads, and conifers, so eloquently described by
1 1 ugh Miller in his Testimony of the Rocks. But in addi-

tion to the plant remains, masses of coral, ammonites,

and belemmtes are abundantly found in these strata.

The following forms have been obtained: Ammonites
biplex, A. triplkalus, A . altcrnans, Belemnites abbreviatus,

II. obeliscus, B. s/iiadivris, Lima concenlrica, L. laevius-

cula, Pcctcn vimineus, Ostrca Bruntrutana, 0. expama,
i I'JnpiriiiiiUii Siilhrrlii mli, Tercbrrilttlu Joassi, etc. Be-

tween Navidale and Green Table, the shales, grits, and
limestones just described are succeeded by light-coloured

sandstones, becoming ferruginous in places which as yet

have not yielded any fossils. According to Professor Judd,
these sandstones form the highest beds found in situ of

the Secondary formations on the E coast of Scotland.

During the glacial period, the ice radiated from the

high grounds of Sutherland in different directions.

Along the W coast the general trend of the ice mark-
ings is towards the KW ; on the N coast the direction

varies from N to NNW ; while on the E side of the

watershed the striae point towards the Moray Firth.

Amongst the glacial deposits, the enormous development,

of moraines claims special notice. It is interesting to

observe the relics of these ancient glaciers along the

margin of the 50-feet beach at various points in the

county, thus clearly indicating the existence of glacial

conditions in comparatively recent geological time.

Economic Minerals.—The bed of limestone in the
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metaraorphic series was formerly wrought at Shinness,

and likewise the calcareous band in the Old Red Sand-
stone at Strathy, and several of the beds of limestone
on the E seaboard, N of Golspie. Numerous attempts
have been made to work the coal seams in the Lower
Oolite, but owing to the presence of iron pyrites in

the beds, their value for household purposes is much
impaired. Excellent building stone is obtained from the

sandstone quarries on Hare Hill and Braamberry Hill,

the stone being in much request for its white colour and
excellent quality. It was used in the erection of London
Bridge, Dunrobin Castle, and other important build-

ings. Some years ago extensive operations were carried

on in search of gold, with no satisfactory success. From
the observations made by the Rev. Dr Joass, it appears
that gold was found at the following localities: in the
Blackwater, Strath Brora, at the head of Clyne-Milton
Burn, in the Helmsdale river and the Kildonan Burn,
in the Suisgill Burn, and other places. The gold in the
Suisgill and Kildonan Burns was found in water-rolled

stones, composed of felspar and quartz. He makes the
following important statement, that since many of the

streams were searched in vain, it 'suggests no widespread
deposit, the result of extensive glaciation, but several

independent centres connected with the local rocks.

'

Soils and Agriculture.—The arable land is entirely
confined to the lower part of the county, and mainly to

the narrow strip along the SE coast, where the soil,

though generally light, yields good returns to skilful

farmers. The soil there varies from light sandy and
gravelly loam through clay-loam and black loam to a
stiff clay. The black loam occurs in patches, and the
clay is mostly in the parish of Loth, particularly in the
small tract of carse land near the mouth of the Burn of
iwoth. In Assynt there is practically no arable land,
and in Durness little over 300 acres ; but elsewhere,
particularly in Strath Helmsdale, Strath Naver, Strathy,
and Strath Halladale, there are patches of light soil

along the edges of the rivers. The rest of the county
is given up to grazings for cattle and sheep or to deer
forests, of which there are four—Dunrobin, among the
hills to the N of the Castle, containing 12,180 acres;
Ben Armine, about the hill of the same name, containing
35,840 acres ; Glen Canisp, about Canisp, containing
34,490 acres; and Reay, farther N about Ben Stack,
containing 64, 600 acres—a total of 147,110 acres devoted
to this purpose. The rental of the four forests is about
£4500. The grouse moors are good, and they are also
used for grazing purposes. A large portion of the
county is and must ever remain practically a heathy and
rocky waste. Agricultural improvements under such
conditions were very late of being attempted, especially
as the county was the last district in Scotland to be
opened up to free intercourse with the outer world; and
their first introduction was accompanied by that trans-
ference of population known as the ' Sutherland Clear-
ances,' the wisdom of which still forms such a vexed
question among the friends of the crofters. The small
tenants had, in the beginning of the present century,
spread all over the county, taking ' advantage of every
spot that could bo cultivated, and which could with any
chance of success be applied to raising a precarious crop
of inferior oats, of which they baked their cakes, and of
here from which they distilled their whisky. Impatient
of regular and constant work, all heavy labour was
abandoned to the women, who were employed occa-
sionally even in dragging the harrow to cover in the
seed. To build their huts or to get in their peats for
fuel, or to perform any other occasional labour of the
kind, the men were ever ready to assist ; but the great
proportion of their time, when not in the pursuit of
game or of illegal distillation, was spent in indolence
and sloth. Their huts were of the most miserable
description

;
they were built of turf dug from the most

valuable portions of the mountain side. Their roof con-
sisted of the same material, which was supported upon
a wooden frame constructed of crooked timber taken
from the natural woods belong] ng to the proprietor and
of moss-fir dug from the peat bogs. The situation they

selected was uniformly on the edge of the cultivated

land and of the mountain pastures. They were placed

lengthways, and sloping with the declination of the hill.

This position was chosen in order that all the filth

might flow from the habitation without further exertion

upon the part of the owner. Under the same roof and
entering at the same door were kept all the domestic
animals belonging to the establishment. The upper
portion of the hut was appropriated to the use of the

family. In the centre of this upper division was
placed the fire, the smoke from which was made to

circulate throughout the whole hut for the purpose

of conveying heat into its furthest extremities —
the effect being to cover everything with a black,

glossy soot, and to produce the most evident injury

to the appearance and eyesight of those most ex-

posed to its influence. The floor was the bare earth,

except near the fire-place, where it was rudely paved
with rough stones. It was never levelled with much
care, and it soon wore into every sort of inequality,

according to the hardness of the respective soils of

which it is composed. Every hollow formed a receptacle

for whatever fluid happened to fall near it, where it

remained until absorbed by the earth. It was impos-
sible that it should ever be swept ; and when the ac-

cumulation of filth rendered the place uninhabitable,
another hut was erected in the vicinity of the old one.

The old rafters were used in the construction of the new
cottage, and that which was abandoned formed a valuable

collection of manure for the next crop. The introduction

of the potato in the first instance proved no blessing to

Sutherland, but only increased the state of wretched-

ness, inasmuch as its cultivation required less labour,

and it was the means of supporting a denser population.

The cultivation of this root was eagerly adopted ; but
being planted in places where man never would have
fixed his habitation but for the adventitious circum-

stances already mentioned, this delicate vegetable was
of course exposed to the inclemency of a climate for

which it was not suited, and fell a more ready and
frequent victim to the mildews and the early frosts of

the mountains, which frequently occur in August, than
did the oats and bere. This was particularly the case

along the courses of the rivers, near which it was gene-

rally planted, on account of the superior depth of soil.

The failure of such a crop brought accumulated evils

upon the poor people in a year of scarcity, and also made
such calamities more frequent ; for in the same propor-

tion as it gave sustenance to a larger number of inhabi-

tants when the crop was good, so did it dash into misery,

in years when it failed, a larger number of helpless and
suffering objects. As often as this melancholy state of

matters arose—and, upon an average, it occurred every
third or fourth year, to a greater or less degree—the
starving population of the estate became necessarily

dependent for their support on the bounty of the land-

lord. . . . The cattle which they reared on the
mountains, and on the sale of which they depended for

the payment of their rents, were of the poorest descrip-

tion. During summer they procured a scanty susten-

ance, with much toil and labour, by roaming over the

mountains ; while in winter they died in numbers for

the want of support, notwithstanding a practice which
was universally adopted of killing every second calf on
account of the want of winter keep. To such an extent

did this calamity at times amount, that in the spring of

1807 there died, in the parish of Kildonan alone, 200 cows,

500 head of cattle, and more than 200 small horses.'

In consequence of the constant recurrence of such
famine periods, when these small tenants and their

families thus became, in consequence of the loss of cattle

and sheep and the failure of their crops, absolutely

dependent on others for support, 'it was thought desir-

able that some change should be made in the condition

of the people, both for their own interests and with the

view of properly developing the resources of the county.

The subject was remitted by Lord Stafford, tho first

Duke of Sutherland, to eminent agriculturists, who
reported in effect, "that the mountainous parts of the
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aetata and, imWl, of the. oonntj of Sutherland—woo
«» urn. h calculated tor tin- maintenance of iteok us thev
«prr uniit fbi thi< habitation of man ;" aod that ii aaamed
•• a* it it had been |..>int, ,1 out by Nature, that tlit< system
for t)im remote district, in order that it might hear its

unuhlo inijK.ii in. o in contributing iU slmro to tho
general stock ol the country, was to convert tho monn-
tun .c.s districts into sheep-walks, nmi to remove the

mta I., tin- coast, or lo the valleys near tho sea."
The movements thus imlicnteit «< re carried into effect

between 1810 and 1880, thi peat bulk of the amaU
icnanu tad their families having baan settled near the

coMt, whne :i liuiileil piece of land was allotted to each
at a merely noniinal rviit. It is stated, also, that a few
who preferred that step, were conveyed to Canada at

I/ord Stafford * expense ; but it is denied that tho popu-
lation of the county was redueod to any appreciable

i \;. nt by emigration due to those clearances ;' and that
this is true is clear Irom the census returns, which show
a continuous tlioii. h small increase from 1S01 to 1 831.

The do. reive since that time has probably been brought
•bout more by the tendency of labourers to pass south to

p. >• • - whei. w are higher, than by emigration,
compulsory or otherwise ; and a recent observer, who
bad g o.l opportunity of studying tho subject, thinks

that the smaller tenants aro 'hotter educated, better

fad, and better clothed, ns well as better housed, than
when thev were scattered along tho straths in tho in-

terior.
1 The dirty old turf houses have now almost

entirely disappeared, though much might still be dono
for the improvement of the crofter's habitation.

I he no ro.i-e in the amount of the arable land in the

|
since tho beginning of the present century has

probably been over '21,000 acres, tho estimated area in

1808 having been 18,125 acres, while now it is 39,996.

Of this increase 10,000 acres have been added since

1879, but a considerably larger proportion of land is

now allowed to lio fallow. In consequence of the

large sums spent by the people on the Sutherland
estates in the purchase of oatmeal and turnips from
districts out-side the county, the Duke of Sutherland
determined in 1870 to try to increase the arable area

on his estate, and requested the late well-known agri-

culturist, Mr Kenneth Murray of Geanies, to make
a careful survey of such portions of the property as

seemed most suitable for reclamation. On his recom-
mendation large tracts were cleared and reclaimed
between 1873 and 1878 at Lairg and Kildonan at

very great expense. The ground was deep-drained and
deeply ploughed and trenched by means of large ploughs
and other implement!—many of them specially designed
lor the purpose—all worked by steam. The operations

attracted a great amount of notice at the time, and during
their progress the place was visited by a deputation of

the members of the Highland and Agricultural Society

in 1874 and by the Prince of Wales in 1876. In many
cases the process involved the creation rather than the
improvement of the soil, and was carried out, in the
earlier cases at all events, at an outlay that only a very
wealthy proprietor with other sources of income than
these northern estates could venture to incur. In fact

the expenditure on the Sutherland estates between 1853
and 1882 exceeded the income derived from them by
£215,374, exclusive of the household maintenance. Of
the total expenditure the sum of £254,900 was on
reclamation, £226,300 on railways, and £47,516 on the
works at Brora. The percentage of cultivated to whole
area (2 9) is the lowest in Scotland. The areas under
the various crops in different years are given in the
following tables :

—

Grain Crops.—Acp.es.

Tear. Wheat. Barley or
Bere.

Oats. Total.

]-";

1870
1*79
van

217
248
27

WAZ
2060
2268
2063

6181
7809
8277

10,529

8,644
10,235
10,423
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Gbass, Root Chops, etc.—Agues.

Year.
II iv :ilol <;i:isi

iii Rotation
Permanent
Pasture

Turnips. Potatoes.

1868 4977 1818 2091 2507
1870 5887 4198 2500 1748
1879 7017 (1102 3232 1929
1884 7183 0332 3076 2152

whilo there are ou an average about 120 acres under
other grain crops, and about 50 under othor green
crops. The fallow used to average about 150 acres,

but last year it reached tho large total of 7764 acres.

Tho chief increase, as is seen from tho tablos, is in
«ats and pasture. Wheat, has fallen off rapidly sinco

1870, principally in consequence of tho wet seasons.

The returns are average, but oats give a large yield,

and the grain is of good quality, the soil and climate
being admirably suited for this crop.

The, livo stock in tho county at different dates is

shown in the following table :

—

Year. Cattlo. Horses. Sheop. Pigs. Total.

1853
1870
1879
1884

12,592
10,307
12,343
12,186

2794
2511
2629
2606

168,170
210,561
209,413
218,852

1310
1378
1157
1218

184,866
230,817
225,542

234,856

Cattlo reaving is not carried on to any great extent.

The old small black cattle are now gone, and there

place has been taken by West Highland, polled, short-

horn, and cross-bred animals. The horses on the large

farms aro Clydesdales, but on tho smaller farms they
are lighter, though compact, well-shaped, and active

;

and many of tho crofters have ponies. In the beginning
of the present century the sheep were mostly of the old

small Kerry breed, but in 1806-7 these nearly all died

from disease, and in the latter year two Northumbrian
sheep-farmers took a grazing farm in the centre of the
county about Beinn Cleith Brie and Beinn an Armuinn
and introduced Cheviots, which remain tho principal

breed in the county. An attempt was once made to

introduce merino sheep, but it did not succeed. The
rents of sheep farms vary from 4s. to 7s. a head. Over
92 per cent, of the holdings are under 20 acres, and
over 68 per cent, under 5 acres, and of tho remainder
the greater portion are under 100 acres, but some of

the sheep farms are of very large size. No county has
such a large percentage of holdings under 20 acres, a

fact which affords a strong presumption that the com-
plaint about the consolidation of small holdings can
hardly bo true in regard to this county, though it is

sometimes instanced as a typical case. Of 2589 hold-

ings, 2505 are of 50 acres or less ; 29 of between 50 and
100 ; 42 of from 100 to 300 ; 9 of from 300 to 500 ; and
I ol above 500, The w oodland has been largely increased

since 1872.

Industries, Communications, etc.—The county can

hardly be said to have any industries except those

already described under Brora, but there is a well-

known distillery at Clyneleish ; and sandstone of fine

white colour and good texture is quarried at Clyne.

Cotton manufacture was at one time tried in the SE,

but it failed, and the spinning of linen yarn from flax

imported from the Baltic, in which there was once a

trade worth £3000 a year, was ruined by Buonaparte's

continental system. Woollen stuffs were at one time

manufactured for local supply, but tho industry is gone,

and a proposal made some years ago by the Duke of

Sutherland to establish a woollen mill at Brora has not

been carried out. The manufacture of kelp, at one

time extensive, was ruined here as elsewhere by the

removal of the duty on barilla. Helmsdale is one of

the chief herring-fishing stations on the Moray Firth,

and the .salmon fishing in many of the rivers is of value

and importance. There is good fishing ground off the

N coast, but the difficulty of getting the fish to market
prevents its beinj; taken advantage of. In the begin-
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ning of the present century, the count}' was without

formed roads, but in 1811, under the Highland Road Act
of 1803, the Parliamentary Commissioners completed

the formation of a road along the E coast and through

the centre, the former leading over the Ord into Caith-

ness, and the latter to Tongue. There are now also

good main lines of road from N to S by Strath Halla-

dale and Strath Ullie, by Strath Naver and Bagaisteach

to Lairg, by Strath More and Bagaisteach from Eriboll

to Lairg ; and from Lairg to the W coast by the hollow

of Loch Shin, Loch Merkland, Loch More, and Loch
Stack to Laxford, and thence to Rhiconich, Durness,

and Cape Wrath ; and there are also a number of good
cross and district roads in the SE. The Highland
Railway enters the county at Invershin, runs up the

hollow of the Shin to Lairg station, turns down Strath

Fleet, skirts the coast from Golspie to Helmsdale, and
then turns up Strath Ullie to Fersinard, where it passes

into Caithness.

The county town and only royal burgh is Dornoch ;

towns with more than 1000 inhabitants are Golspie,

Helmsdale, and the combined Portskerra and Melvich
;

and smaller villages are Armadale, Backies, Bonar-
Bridge, Brora, Clashnessie, Durness, Embo, Farr,

Inver, Kinlochbervie, Kirkiboll, Lairg, Melness, Mel-

vich, Port Gower, Scourie, Skianid, Strathy, Tongue,
Torrisdale, and West Helmsdale. The chief residences

are Dunrobin Castle, Achany, Balnakiel, Creich House,

Culgower, Dornoch House, Embo, Eriboll House, Inver-

brora, Kirtomy, Ospisdale, Rhives, Rosehall, Scourie

House, Tongue House. The principal proprietor is the

Duke of Sutherland, who holds 1,176,343 acres ; E. C.

Sutherland- Walker, Esq. of Skibo, has about 20,000;
Lady Matheson of Lewis and Achany, 18,490 ; and the

remainder is divided among 430 proprietors, of whom
only 8 have over 1000 acres.

The cival county comprehends the thirteen entire

quoad civilia parishes of Assynt, Clyne, Creich, Dornoch,
Durness, Eddrachillis, Farr, Golspie, Kildonan, Lairg,

Loth, Rogart, and Tongue, and part of the parish of

Reay shared with Caithness. The quoad sacra parishes

of Stoer, Kinlochbervie, and Strathy are also included.

Except Reay, which is in the presbytery of Caithness,

they are all included in the presbyteries of Dornoch
and Tongue. Service is conducted in Gaelic in all the

churches, of which there are in the county 16 in

connection with the Established Church, and 18 in

connection with the Free Church. In the year ending
September 1883, there were in the county 40 schools

(37 public), which, with accommodation for 3856 pupils,

had 2550 on the rolls, and an average attendance of

1816. Their staff consisted of 45 certificated, 4 assist-

ant, and 5 pupil, teachers. Sutherlandshire, with a

parliamentary constituency of 374 in 1885, returns a

member to serve in parliament, and Dornoch being
included in the Wick burghs, has a share of another.

It is governed by a lord lieutenant and high sheriff,

a vice-lieutenant, 8 deputy lieutenants, and 43 justices

of the peace. It forms a division of the sheriffdom of
Ross, Cromarty, and Sutherland, with a resident sheriff-

substitute at Dornoch. Ordinary and small debt sheriff

courts are held at Dornoch every Tuesday and Friday
during session, and small debt circuit courts are held in

May, July or August, and September or October at

Helmsdale for the parishes of Loth, Clyne, and Kil-
donan ; at Tongue for the parishes of Tongue and
Durness ; at Melvich for the parishes of Farr and Reay

;

and at Scourie in May only, for the parishes of Assynt,
Eddrachillis, and Durness. Justice of peace courts are

held at Dornoch on the first Tuesday of every month
;

at Golspie on the second Tuesdays of February, April,

June, and October ; at Brora on the Wednesdays after

these Tuesdays ; and at Helmedale on the Thursdays
after. The police force consists of 13 men (1 to every
1797 of the population), under a chief constable with a

salary of £255 a year. The number of cases dealt with
is about 80 every year. The prison at Dornoch was
discontinued in 1880. The average number of registered

poor in 1883 was 74 4, with 223 dependants, and of

casual poor 13, with 9 dependants. All the parishes
are assessed, and they unite to form a poor-law com-
bination with a poorhouse at Bonar-Bridge. The pro-
portion of illegitimate births averages about 6 '3 per
cent., and the death-rate is about 16 "2. Markets are
held at Dornoch, Alltnaharrow, Brora, Clashmore, Farr,
Golspie, Helmsdale, Inchnadamff, and Kyle of Suther-
land. There are artillery and rifle volunteers connected
with the county. Valuation (1674) £2266, (1815)
£33,878, (1860) £52,379, (1870) £62,629, (1880) £96,273,
(1885) £99,124, inclusive of railway. Pop. of registra-

tion county, which gives off part of Reay to Caithness,

(1871) 22,298, (1881) 22,376; of civil county (1801)

23,117, (1811) 23,629, (1821) 23,840, (1831) 25,518,

(1841) 24,782, (1851) 25,793, (1861) 25,246, (1871)

24,317, (1881) 23,370, of whom 11,219 were males and
12,151 were females. These were distributed into 5220
families occupying 4840 houses, with 17,242 rooms, an
average of 1 -35 persons to each room. Of the 23,370
inhabitants, 397 males and 150 females were con-
nected with the civil or military services or with
professions, 153 men and 830 women were domestic
servants, 264 men were connected with commerce, 4262
men and 1540 women were connected with agriculture

and fishing, and 1940 men and 224 women were
engaged in industrial occupations. Of those engaged
in agriculture and fishing 3031 men and 1430 women
were employed in farming alone, while there were 3502
boys and 3238 girls of school age.

The territory now forming the county of Sutherland
was held by the Scandinavians along with Caithness,

but not so firmly nor so long, one result being that far

more Celtic place-names have survived in Sutherland.
The antiquities—the most important of which are the
numerous Pictish towers or brochs—and also the events
of historical importance, will be found noticed in con-

nection with the parishes. After the North passed finally

into the hands of the Scottish kings, the district became
a thanedom, and was granted in the end of the 12th
century to Hugh Freskin, son of that Freskin de Moravia
who had obtained a grant of the lands of Duffus from
King David I. Hugh's son William was created Earl
of Sutherland by King Alexander II. about 1228, and
the title descended in the direct male line till the death
of John, the ninth earl, in 1514. He was succeeded by
his sister, who was married to the second son of the Earl
of Huntly, and her husband, becoming Earl of Suther-
land in right of his wife, was the founder of a new line

of earls who were Gordons. In 1766 this line again
ended in an heiress, who in 1785 married George Gran-
ville Leveson-Gower, second Marquess of Stafford, who
was created Duke of Sutherland in 1833. The
Duchess-Countess, who died in 1839, was succeeded by
her son, who died in 1861. He was succeeded by his

son, the present Duke (b. 1828). The seats are Dun-
robin Castle and Tongue House.

See James Macdonald, ' On the Agriculture of Suther-
land,' in Trans. Eight, and Ag. Soc. (1880) ; C. W. G.
Saint John, A Tour in Sutherlandshire (2 vols. 1849);
Sir Robert Gordon, Genealogical History of the Earldom
of Sutherland (1813) ; and A. Young, Angler's and
S7cetcher's Guide to Sutherland (1880).

Sutherland and Caithness, a synod of the Established
Church, comprehending the presbyteries of Dokmh h,

Tongue, and Caithness. It meets at Dornoch on the
last Wednesday of August. The Free Church has also

a synod of Sutherland and Caithness, embracing the
same districts and presbyteries, and meeting at Helms-
dale or Lairg on the second Wednesday of April.

Sutherland and Caithness Railway. See Highland
Railway.

Sutors of Cromarty. See Cromarty.
Swana. See Swona.
Sweatheart Abbey. See Newabbey.
Sweno's Stone. See Forres.
Swindridgemuir, a plain two-story mansion in Dairy

parish, Ayrshire, 2 miles ENE of the town. It was
built about 1830 by Jn. Smith, Esq. (1754-1838), whose
gioat-giandfather had acquired the estate about the
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yer 1700, and whoao great-nephew was Brigadier-
lUmcnl .Ui. Ceo. Stint h- Neill (lMo f.?), a horo of the
In.'.un Mutiny. (.Sec Ayiu) 11 in miii, Wm. Jos.

Smith N. dl, Esq. (b. 1837). holds 1275 aores in tho
•hire, valurd at £3743 per milium. —On/. .W., sh. 22,

1 . S. .. A. II. Millars <\wtf« Mansions of Ayr-
• Sir* (Edinh. 1886).

Swiney House, :i mansion in Lithoron parish, Outli-
ne-.-, 1J mile WSW of Ly bster.

Swin. Loch, nu inlet ol tbe sen, on tho coast of Argyll-
slurr, o|i|msite tbe island of . I urn, l>4 miles long, anil

Croat B wriongi to | miles broad, it runs up north-
iiorth o.istw.n.i, in i Una slightly divergent from that of

tbe rout, w u to enclose a long and very slondor
|H'tiinsula ; and it flings several long, narrow arms,
in lines ii< aih iiaralli 1 to its own direction, so as to penin-
sulatc various dolts of bill-ground on its coasts. At its

entrance lies n duster of islets, on olio of which arc

: ni.iins of an aneiont chapol and vaulted
cell, with an elegant and curiously sculptured sarco-

phagus. A series of abrupt and lofty hills encompasses
the 1" ii : and they terminate in rocky and deeply in-
deiiti I shores, and, over much of their declivity, are

richly wooded. The scenery is striking and full of
oh.-ir.i. ter. < »n tho E shore, 2 miles from the entrance,
•land the fine ruins of Castlk-Swin.

8winna. See SWORA.
Swinton, a village and a parish in the Morse district,

BE Berwickshire. The village stands, 190 feet above
L. near tho left bank of Lcet Water, 6J miles N

by W of Coldstream and 5£ SE by S of Duns, under
mil b it bae.a post ollice, with money order and savings'
bank departments. Built round a large green, whereon
stands an ancient cross, it presents a pleasant appear-
ance, and has an inn and several shops ; but its two
fnirs, on the third Thursday of June and the fourth
Tii' - lay of Oct., have long been obsolete. Pop. of vil-

lage (1831) 450, (1861) 431, (1871) 456, (1881) 434.
The parish, since 1761 comprehending the ancient

parish of Simprin, is bounded N by Edrom and Whit-
some, E and BE by Ladykirk, S by Coldstream, W by
I rod NWby Fogo. Its utmost length, from E
to W, is 4 miles ; its utmost width is 3 miles ; and its

area is 65713 acres, of which 11 are water. Lket
W ITER, entering from Whitsomc, flows 3J miles south-
westward through the interior, and 5£ furlongs south-
by-westward along the Eccles border, till it 'passes off

on its way to the Tweed at Coldstream. The surface is

a series of gentle ridgy elevations, ranging from E to
W, with intervening flats, and, at no point sinking much
below 170, at none exceeds 274, feet above sea-level.

New Bed Sandstone is the predominant rock, and has
been largely quarried. The soil in general is clayey, deep,
and fertile. Nearly all the land, except some 25 acres

under wood, is regularly or occasionally in tillage.

From time immemorial the lands of Swinton have been
held by the Swinton family ; Edulf de Swinton having
received from Malcolm Ceannmor (1058-93) a charter

—

one of the earliest granted in Scotland—confirming to
him the entire parish of Swinton. Among his descen-
dants were Sir John Swinton, to whom Fordun ascribes
the victory of Ottcrburn (1388), and who fell fighting
bravely at Homildon Hill (1402); Sir John, his son, who
nnhorscd and slew the Duke of Clarence, Henry V.'s
brother, at the battle of Beauge (1421), and himself fell

at Verneuil (1424); Alexander, the 'fanatic judge,'
Lord Mersington, who headed the riotous attack on the
Chai*l Royal of Holyrood (1688); and John, likewise a
lord of session by the title of Lord Swinton, who died
in 1799. The estate is now hf-Id by Mrs Swinton, who
owns 1161 acres in the shire, valued at £2808 per annum.
Her seat, Swinton House, lg mile WSW of the village,

13 an elegant modern mansion successor to one of great
antiquity. An interesting history of the Swinton
family was privately printed in 1883. Simprin was
long the properly of the Cockbnrns of Langton, who
tola it in 1758. In all, 5 landowners hold each an
annual value of £500 and upwards. Swinton is in the
presbytery of Chirnside and the synod of Merse and

Teviotdale; tho living is worth £011, Thomas Boston
(16! I L782), author oi the Fourfold State, was minister

01 Simprin from 1699 until bis translation to Bttriekin
1707. The .session register during those eight years is

wholly in his handwriting, and is still preserved; but
the little church, near the southern border of the united

pari n, baa long Binoe fallen to decay. Swinton parish

ohuroh, at the village, was built in 1729, and, as en-

larged by an aisle in 1782, contains 366 sittings. A
beautiful Free church (i860) contains 550 sittings j and
a handsome public school, erected in 1877 at a cost of

• -<>"», willi .itvonmiodalioii for 200 children, had (1884)
an average attendance of lf>0, and a grant of £126, 17s.

Valuation (1865) £10,993, 9s. 7d., (1885) £10,529, 5s.

8d, Pop. (1801) 875,(1841) 1095, (1861) 964, (1871)

996, (1881) 964.— Ord. Sur., sh. 26, 1864.

Swinton, a village in Old Monkland parish, Lanark

-

lure, .'. mile N of Baillieston, and 6 miles E of Glasgow.
Pup. (1861) 386, (1871) 346, (1881) 619.

Swinton Bank, a mansion in Peebles parish, Peebles-

shire, 1 mile N of the town.
Swona, an island of Soul h Ilonaldshay parish, Orkney,

at the outrance of Scapa-Plow from the Pentland Firth,

2i miles W by S of Barth Head in South Ronaldshay
island, and 8j} miles SB of Cantick Head in Walls. It

measures 1J mile in length, and 3J furlongs in extreme
breadth; is strongly swept by the tidal currents of tho

Pentland Firth; and gives the name of Wells of Swona
to whirlpools in its vicinity. Pop. (1861) 46, (1871) 47,

(1881) 47.

Swordle, a village in Stornoway parish, Outer Hebrides,
Koss-shiro, adjacent to Knock village, and 6 miles ESEof
the town of Stornoway. Pop., with Knock, (1871) 408,

(1881) 496.

Sydenham, a mansion in Kelso parish, Roxburghshire,

2 miles N of the town. Its owner, Sir John-Poynder
IbVI "ii I'oynder, sixth l!art. since 1802 (b. 1866; sue.

J ss | ;, holds 234 acres in the shire, valued at £754 per

annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Symington, a village and a parish in tho NW of Kyle
district, Ayrshire. The village stands 3A miles NNE
of Monkton station, and 6 SSW of Kilmarnock, under
which it has a post office.

Tho parish is bounded NE by Ricearton, EbyCraigie,

S and SW by Monkton, and W and NW by Dundonald.
Its utmost length, from NNE to SSW, is 4| miles; its

breadth varies between 1 and 1\ miles ; and its area is

3736J acres, of which \\\ are water. In the extreme S
the surface declines to close on 100 feet above sea-level

;

and thence it rises gently to a maximum altitude of 333

feet at a point 2J furlongs NNE of the church, from
which it sinks again to 201 feet near the Ricearton

border. It thus exhibits a pleasing diversity of swells

and slopes, and contains many vantage grounds com-
manding extensive views of great part of Ayrshire, the

Firth of Clyde, and the Isle of Arran. Trap rock has

been quarried for road metal, and sandstone for building;

whilst limestone and coal exist, but not under profitable

conditions. The soil, in general, is of a clayey character,

on a hard subsoil. Nearly all the land, except about
:;'«') acres under wood, is regularly or occasionally in

tillage. The. principal residences are Coodham, Dan-
k'-ith, llosemount, and Townend ; and 5 proprietors hold

each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 5 of between
£100 and £500. Symington is in the presbytery of Ayr
and the synod of Glasgow and Ayr; the living is worth
£350. The parish church is an old building with Nor-

man features, and, as entirely remodelled in 1880, con-

tains 359 sittings. There is also a Free church ; and tli6

iblii ichooL, with accommodation for 132 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 85, and a grant of £69,

16s. Valuation (1860) £6560, (1885) £7104, 5s. 3d.

Pop. (1801) 668, (1841) 918, (1861) 855, (1871) 792,

(1881) 697.— Ord. Sur., shs. 22, 14, 1865-63.

Symington, a small Clydesdale parish in the Upper
Ward of Lanarkshire, containing, at its NW border,

Symington Junction on the Caledonian railway, 6|
miles SSE of Carstairs, 19 W by S of Peebles, and 3J
WSW of Biggar, under which there is a post office.
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It is bounded NW by Covington, N by Libberton and
Biggar, E by Culter, SE by Lamington, and SW bv
Wiston. Its utmost length, from ENE to WSW,
is 4>f miles ; its utmost breadth is 2^ miles ; and its

area is 5|j- square miles or 3549f acres, of which 46

are water. The Clyde winds 6J miles north-north-

eastward and north-westward along or close to all the

Lamington, Culter, Biggar, and Libberton boundary,
though the point where it first touches and that where
it quits the parish are only 3i miles distant as the crow
Hies ; and two little affluents of the Clyde, Lanimer and
Kirk Burns, trace most of the south-western and north-

western boundaries. In the N, beside the Clyde, the
surface declines to close on 650 feet above sea-level ; and
thence it rises to 754 feet near Annieston, 854 at the
Castle Hill, 1261 at Wee Hill, 1925 at Scaut Hill,

and 2335 at Tinto, which culminates just on the meet-
ing-point of Symington, Wiston, Carmichael, and Cov-
ington parishes. The rocks are variously Devonian,
Silurian, and eruptive ; and the soil ranges from fertile

alluvium on the level lands fringing the Clyde to

moorish earth on the hills. According to Ordnance
Survey, 2274 acres are arable, 193 under wood, 674
moorland, and 249 rough pasture. Fatlips Castle,
the chief antiquity, is noticed separately ; on the Castle

Hill, £ mile SW of the village, are vestiges of an earth-

work rampart ; and at Annieston is a ruinous tower.

The parish derived its name from Symon Loccard, pro-

genitor of the Lockharts of Lee, who appears to have
founded its church between 1153 and 1165 ; and from
early in the 14th, till towards the middle of the 17th,

century, the barony was held by Symingtons of that

ilk. Now there are 4 proprietors owning each an
annual value of more than £500, and 2 of between £100
and £500. Symington is in the presbytery of Biggar
and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale ; the living is

worth £194. The parish church, near Syminjrton
village, f mile SE of the station, is an old building,

repeatedly repaired, and containing 200 sittings. The
public school, with accommodation for 72 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 76, and a grant of £71,
8s. Valuation (1860) £4879, (1885) £6558, 9s. Pop.

(1801) 308, (1831) 489, (1861) 528, (1871) 442, (1881)
462.—Ord. Sur., shs. 23, 24, 1865-64.

Symington House, a modern mansion in Stow parish,

Edinburghshire, on the W side of Gala Water, 3| miles

NNW of Stow village.

Synniness, a ruined castle near the coast of Old Luce
parish, Wigtownshire, 3 miles SSE of Glenluce. It was
built by Archibald Kennedy towards the close of the

16th century.

Syster, Loch. See Dunnet.

TAARNER, a triangular islet (| x J mile ; 218 feet

high) of Bracadale parish, Isle of Skye, Inverness-

shire, in Loch Bracadale, 6 furlongs from the
shore.

Tain (Scand. Thiiui, 'a place of assembly'), a town
and a parish of NE Ross and Cromarty. A royal,

parliamentary, and police burgh, the town stands 3

furlongs from the southern shore of the Dornoch Firth,

and has a station on the Highland railway (1864), 25J
miles NE of Dingwall and 44 NNE of Inverness.

Extending \ mile north -westward along the ancient

sea-margin of the firth, it has pleasant environs of hill

and brae, terrace and down
;

and, though irregularly

aligned, has undergone such improvement of recent

years as to contain a number of good modern houses,

and to present a remarkably tidy appearance. The
Gaelic name of Tain is Baile Dhutkaich, or ' Duthus'
town,' after St Duthus or Duthac, a famous Saint styled

'Confessor of Ireland and Scotland,' and supposed
(probably erroneously) to have been Bishop of Ross, who
was born at the site of St Duthus' Chapel, Tain, about
the year 1000, and died in 1065 at Armagh in Ireland,

whence his body was ' translated ' to Tain for burial in

1253. A rude granite chapel ' quliair he was borne,' now
roofless and partly broken down, bears his name, and was
of old a famous ' girth ' or sanctuary. Hither, in 1306,
Isabella, Queen of Robert the Bruce, his daughter
Marjory, and ladies of his court with attendant knights,
fled lor safety from Kildrummy Castle, but were seized

at the chapel by the Earl of Boss, and delivered by him
to Edward I. of England, who imprisoned the ladies

and executed their male attendants. Hither, also, in

1427, M'Neillof Creich (Sutherland), a barbarous chief,

pursued Mowat of Freswick (Caithness), and burned the
chapel over him and his followers, who had taken refuge
in it. It was probably on that occasion that the earlier

charters of the burgh had been burnt ' by certain savages
and rebellious subjects,' as stated in a charter of Novo-
damus, granted by James VI. in 1587. It is probable
that several of the earliest Scottish monarchs visited the
shrine of St Duthus ; and al ter the death of James III.,

an annual sum was paid to its chaplain from the royal
treasury to say masses for the King's soul. But it is

certain (from entries of disbursements in the King's
Treasurer's books) that James IV. visited it regularly
every year, probably without the omission of one, dur-

T
; I ing at least 20 successive years from 1493 to 1513, to do

penance for the part which he took in reference to his

i father's death. His last visit was made early in August
1513, and on 9th September of the same year he was

i killed on the fatal field of Flodden. Again, in 1527
James V. made a pilgrimage barefooted to it at the

'< instigation of his popish advisers, who wished to get him
out of the way when they were about to condemn and
burn for heresy his near relative Patrick Hamilton, the

first martyr of the Scottish Reformation. A rough foot-

; path across the moor in the uplands of the parish is

traditionally pointed out as the hastily-constructed route
' by which he approached, and still bears the name of the
; King's Causeway. The grounds around the chapel have

been recently enclosed by a handsome parapet wall and
! railing, and formed into a very pretty cemetery. The

collegiate church of St Duthus, in the Decorated
English Gothic style, was founded in 1471 by Thomas
Hay, Bishop of Ross, for a provost, eleven prebendaries,

i two deacons, a clerk, and three singing-boys. From the
; Reformation till 1815, it was used as the parish church,

but being too small to contain the parishioners, it was,

in that year, relinquished for the present large parish

church, and thereafter was allowed to fall into great

i decay by neglect. At the instance of the late Provost

M'Leod and his son, A. B. M'Queen M'Intosh, Esq. of

Hardington (son of Rev. Dr Angus M'Intosh, during
whose ministry the church was vacated), Kenneth
Murray, Esq. of Geanies, Provost Vass, and others, the
church was completely restored between 1849 and 1882

i at a cost of about £11 10 ; and, set apart for monumental
and memorial purposes—the Valhalla of Ross-shire

—

it has been entrusted to the 'Tain Guildry Trust,' for

care and preservation. It may be remarked that its

line old oak pulpit was a gilt from the 'good Regent'
Murray to Tain for its zeal in the Reformation. The

i church stands beautifully on the N side of the town oil

a wooded knoll, by whose trees it is embosomed. All
i its five principal windows are tilled in with stained-glass

designs. The live-light E window is on a grand scale,

and is the gift of Mr A. B. M'Queen M'Intosh, in

memory of his father, Rev. Dr Angus M'Intosh, and his

brother, Rev. DrC. C. M'Intosh, ministers of Tain ; and
the four-light W window, representing the adoption ofthe
Confession of Faith by the Scottish Parliament in 1560,

is the gift of Mr George M'Leod, in memory of \>is
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father, Provost M'I*'ix1 A tliinl window represents
M»l lm iVannmor with his goodgueen Margaret, hand-
iii),' the burgh's first charter to the provost iiml magi-
tratm. Uh.lcnio.ith the K window there is it most
Ixautiful .louhle pannelled moiium. lit lli feet long by

7J high, 111 the Gothic style of the 10th century which
is of Scottish national interest It commomorates
Patrick Hamilton—of royal aztraotion—the youthful
Abbot of Foarn, who wan burned nt the stake ut St
Ai. lr. Hs, 2j} Hobrimrv 1528, the first martyr of tho
l>

; iiml Thomas Hog, the Covenanting
minister of Kiltearn, one ol Tain's most honoured sons,

and ths intimate in. nd and adviser in Scottish affairs
of William III., Prince of Orango. Opening into thu
Obnrebyard in whih the Ohurcli stands, a very hand -

Uneata] gate haa been erected (1885) in memory
of the laftl William Koss, bank agent, Tain.
A court house, erected in 1825, was burned to tho

ground in ls:u, when time lives were lost
; but in 1849

It « i- i: < ; I by a haiel-oiiie jiiniiacled edilii-e in the
Boattiah Baronial style, which, with additions made in
1873, cost nbout £3000. Immediately adjoining it is

an ancient square tower, formerly the prison, which is

n line massive en ction with n completely foreign air, and
which has \» m utilis. 1 to form a liaudsome entrance to
the court house. It has a central conical spire, and a
smaller one at each angle. It has also a fine weather-

i a sweet. toned bell, founded in Holland in

1(516. In 1706 tho General Assembly of tho Church of
Scotland ordered a collection to be made over the whole
ohnrch for the building (repairing?) of 'the Tolhooth
of Tain,' but with what result, and whether it was for
this Prison Tower, is unknown {Church of Scotland Maga-
afna, 1831). A morket-cross formerly stood in front of the
tower, and was surmounted by a lion rampant, the crest
of the Earls of Ross. A public hall, French Renaissance
in style, was erected in 1875-76 at a cost of £2500, and
contains accommodation for nearly 600 people. In 1879
a very handsome monument, 44 feet high, in the
Decorated Gothic style, by Mr Laurence Beveridge, of
Edinburgh, was erected at a cost of £700 to the
memory of the late Kenneth Murray, Esq. of Gcanies,
of whom there is a fine marble bust by Mr T. S.

Burnett, Edinburgh, under its central arch. Tho
present parish church, built in 1815, is a square battle-

mented structure, with 1200 sittings and a heavy tower
at each of the four angles. Other places of worship are
a Free church (1844 ; 1200 sittings), a U.P. church
(entirely remodelled in 1879 ; 350 sittings), and an iron
Episcopal church (1878 ; 84 sittings). The Academy,
constituted by royal charter in 1809, and built by sub-
scription in 1812, is a handsome and spacious edifice,

pleasantly situated in a park of nearly 3 acres at the W
end of the town. It IS conducted by mathematical,
classical, and English masters, and a female teacher of
music and drawing ; is attended by 175 scholars ; and
has a yearly endowment of upwards of £300. A univer-
sity bursary, with a capital fund of £930, was founded
in connection with it in 1879, in memory of Kenneth
Murray, Esq. of Geanies. The Easter Ross Poor-
house, 7 furlongs 8SW of the town, is a high-roofed
building, erected in 1848, and having accommodation
for 176 paupers. Tain has besides a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,
branches of the Bank of Scotland, the Commercial,
British Linen Co., and North of Scotland Banks, 14
insurance agencies, a gas company, 3 hotels, a
mechanics' institution, a farmers' club, a curling club,

a volunteer corps, 2 masonic lodges, a fortnightly
Friday grain market, and fairs on the first Tuesday of
January (Cormack's Fair), the third Tuesday of March,
the Wednesday after the second Tuesday of July, the
Wednesday after the third Tuesday of August, the
third Tuesday of October, and the Tuesday before
Christmas. In the neighbourhood are Glenmorangie
Distillery and Hilton Woollen Mills, the former lg
mile NW, the latter 1$ mile SE, of the town. Tain
his a most spacious links, affording great scope for

recreation. Near its centre is the 'Gallows Hill '(the
423

magistrates in anoienl times had tho power of 'pit and
gallows'); and al its S end is a large skating-pond,

had, dm
Bevere

last

Is upon it,

mlwark of

the links,

tod (about
mill ; ;in extensive stoic

, etc. (1885), at a cost of

(1885), in tho Lombardic

lormcd in 1882. As tl

century, been making rapid an
ii has boon protected by a g

boulder stones. In the neig
and near tho railway station, 1

1878) a large wooil and meal
house for corn, coals, manures
£1400 ; and a public shambl
Style, at a cost of £800. A most copious supply of

excellent spring water was introduced to tho town in
1871 from a distance of 4 miles, at a cost of £4200 ; and
£2000 was expended in 1877-84 in a system of thorough
drainage over and above previous outlay for this pur.
pose ; so that tho town is now one of the healthiest in

the kingdom.
Tain is said to havo been created a royal burgh

by M alcolm Ceannmor about tho year 1057, but its

earliest extant charter
was granted by James
VI. in 1587, and was
ratified and extended by
others of 1612 and 1671-

72. In 1863 it adopted
the General Police and
ImprovementAct (Scot.

)

of 1862, and is governed
by a provost, 3 bailies,

a dean of guild, a trea-

surer, and 9 councillors.

With the five other
Wick burghs it returns

a member to parliament.

A district sheriff court

sits every Wednesday Seal of Tain,

during session. Corpora-

tion revenue (1833) £314, (1865) £1131, (1884) £1024.
Valuation (1864) £4055, (1885) £5983. Parliamentary
constituency (1885) 237

;
municipal, 282. Pop. of

royal burgh (1841) 2287, (1861) 2319, (1881) 2221 ; of

parliamentary and police burgh (1841) 1867, (1861) 1779,

(1871) 1765, (1881) 1742, of whom 972 were females.

Houses in parliamentary burgh (1881) 343 inhabited

and 10 vacant.

The parish, containing also most of Inveii village, 6£
miles E by N of Tain, is bounded N by tho Dornoch
Firth, E (for 3 furlongs only) by Tarbat, SE by Fearn,

S by Logie-Easter, and W by Edderton. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 84, miles ; its utmost breadth
is 4| miles ; and its area is 33$ square miles, or 21,606J
acres, of which 3706£ belong to Cromartyshire, and

269J are water, 4639 foreshore, and 30J tidal water.

The coast, from end to end of the parish, has nearly the

figure of a crescent, and encloses the Bay of Tain. In
general low and flat, nowhere rising to a greater altitude

than 30 feet ; it is sandy, curved, and indented
; and,

suffering constant erosion from the sea, may be viewed
as a broken sandbank. Along the skirt of its eastern

half a tract of sand, 5 furlongs to li, mile broad, is

alternately dry and covered with the tide. Shoals and
sunken banks obstruct the whole firth opposite the
pari h, and render navigation quite impracticable to

trangers, and but lirnitedly practicable to the most
skilful local pilots. The chief bank, or bar, called tho

Geyzen-Briggs, runs from coast to coast, with the ex-

ception of a narrow and difficult channel through its

middle; and, whenever northerly or easterly winds blow,

or sometimes even during a calm in frosty weather, it

flings up a roaring and violent surge. Several banks in

the middle of the firth, 2 miles above the Geyzen-Briggs,

furnish large supplies of mussels, which are a principal

source of revenue to the Burgh of Tain, and in 1783,

'luring a great scarcity of food, yielded such immense
quantities of mussels and cockles as, with some imported
pease meal, contributed to the support of multitudes of

human beings over the adjacent country. So compara-

tively recent has been the conquest of these banks and
the adjacent sea-crounds from the solid ttr-i'ory bota of
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Tain and of the opposite coast, that, in the words of

the New Statistical Account, ' although the firth now
measures 3| miles across, there is an (improbable)
tradition, that it was at one time possible to effect a
passage over it at low water upon foot, by means of a
plank thrown across the channel where narrowed to a
few feet ' by promontories which have been worn into

the long sunken bank of the Geyzen-Briggs. Meikle
Ferry, a narrow promontory, extending 1| mile north-
westward to within 5 furlongs of the opposite shore, is

at the western extremity, and 4 miles distant from
Tain. A smaL trouting stream, dignified with the
name of the river Tain or Aldie Water, comes in from
the SW, and makes a circuit round the burgh to

the Firth. Springs of excellent water are numerous.
Loch Eye (If mile x 4J furl. ; 51 feet) lies on the Fearn
boundary ; and five smaller lagoons are scattered over
the broad sandy golf-liuks of Morrich More, which skirt

all the eastern seaboard. The surface of the parish con-
sists of three well-defined districts—a belt of low flat

plain along the coast, about I mile in mean breadth,
and partly disposed in public links or downs ; a broad
sheet of land, of middle character between a terrace and
a hanging plain, receding from a bank or escarpment of

50 feet above the plain, and displaying rich embellish-
ments of wood and culture ; and a ridge or series of
gentle uplands along the exterior frontier, sending up
their loftiest summit in the Hill of Tain to an altitude
of 931 feet above sea-level. The soil is variously deep
and light, fertile and barren ; and the hills are partly
heathy, partly clad with fir timber. The formation
of the lowest grounds indicates an alternation of con-
quests and abandonments by the sea ; that of the central
district shows a prevalence of red clay with numerous
boulders of granitic gneiss ; and that of the hills is

entirely sandstone—apparently the Old Red, though
principally of whitish colour. The sandstone has been
largely quarried in the Hill of Tain. Tarlogie House,
2 miles NW of Tain, was built in 1825 at a cost of
£1750. Its owner, Major Hugh Law Rose (b. 1837 ;

sue. 1867), is the largest proprietor in the parish with
an annual rental of nearly £2000. Mr Macleod of
Cadboll (residing at Invergordon Castle) has a rental
of £1236 in the parish, and 2 lesser proprietors hold
each an annual value of between £400 and £500, 11 of
between £100 and £300. Tain is the seat of a presby-
tery in the synod of Ross ; the living is worth £431.
Two public schools, Inver and Tain, with respective
accommodation for 70 and 323 children, had (1885)
an average attendance of 59 and 208, and grants of
£52, 6s. and £188, 17s. Valuation (I860) £7641,
(1885) £6943, 12s. 10d., plus £1509 for railway. Pop.
(1801) 2277, (1831) 3078, (1861) 3294, (1871) 3221,
(1881) 3009, of whom 1010 were Gaelic-speaking.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

The presbytery of Tain comprises the quoad civilia
parishes of Edderton, Fearn, Kilmuir-Easter, Kincardine,
Logie-Easter, Nigg, Rosskeen, Tain, and Tarbat, and
the quoad sacra parish of Croick. The Free Church
also has a presbytery of Tain, with churches at Ed-
derton, Fearn, Invergordon, Kilmuir-Easter, Kin-
cardine, Logie-Easter, Nigg, Rosskeen, Tain, and
Tarbat, and a preaching station at Croick. See the
History [of Tain by the Rev. William Taylor, M.A.
(Tain, 1882).

Talla Water, a troutful rivulet of Tweedsmuir parish,
Peeblesshire, rising at an altitude of 2300 feet at a point

\ mile NW of Loch Skene, and running 6£ miles north-
westward, till, alter a descent of 1500 feet, it falls into
the Tweed near Tweedsmuir church. See GameshopJ':
Burn.— Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.
Tamsford or Thomsford, a hamlet in Largo parish,

Fife, 2 miles NW of Lower Largo.
Tanera. See Summer Isles.
Tankerness Hall, a mansion in St Andrews parish,

Orkney, on the northern shore of Deer Sound, 6 miles
ESE of Kirkwall.

Tannach, a village in Wick parish, Caithness, 4 miles
SW of Wick town.

Tannachy, an estate, with a mansion, in Rathven
parish, Banffshire, 1 mile SSW of Port-Gordon.

Tannadice, a village and a parish of NW central

Forfarshire. The village stands, 208 feet above sea-

level, on the left bank of the river South Esk, 8} miles

WSW of Brechin and 7 N by E of Forfar, under which
it has a post office.

The parish is bounded N by Lethnot, E by Fearn and
Careston, SE by Aberlemno, S by Oathlaw, SW by
Kirriemuir, and W and NW by Cortachy. Its utmost
length, from N to S, is 8| miles ; its breadth increases

southward from 2J to 8 miles ; and its area is 21,452§
acres, of which 124J are water. Trusty Burn, rising at

an altitude of 2160 feet in the NW corner of the parish,

and running 3 miles south -south-eastward, unites, at 890
feet above sea-level, with another rivulet to form Noran
Water, which itself flows 4£ miles south-south-east-

ward through the interior and then 4£ miles east-south-

eastward along the Fearn boundary, until it passes oif

from Tannadice at a point 1J mile above its influx to the

South Esk. That river has here an east-south-easterly

course of 11 miles, viz., 6J miles along the western and
south-western border, next 3^ miles through the southern
interior, then 5 furlongs along the Oathlaw boundary at

Tannadice House, and lastly, a little lower down, j mile
along the same boundary at Marcus Lodge. The East
Burn of Moye runs 5 miles south-south-westward along
the north-western border to the South Esk, to which
or to Noran Water flow several rivulets that rise in the
interior. In the SE the surface declines to 140 feet

above sea-level ; and thence it rises to 415 feet at Meikle
Coul, 889 near Newmill of Inshewan, 1611 at St Arnold's

Seat, 1682 at Pinderachy on the Fearn boundary, and
2383 at the Hill of Glansie on the Lethnot boundary.
The southern district is part of the rich and beautiful

territory of Strathmore, but is more undulated and
otherwise diversified than many other parts of the
strath. The central and northern districts rise in hilly

and undulating ridges to the lower acclivities of the
Grampians ; and St Arnold's Seat, a conspicuous hill in

the van of the range, commands a gorgeous view of all

Angus and Fife and most of the Lothians, away to the
Pentlands and the Lammermuirs. The uplands are to a
large extent heathy and almost wholly pastoral ; and
they maintain several hundreds of sheep. Only a few
cattle are bred, a large number being bought in a fed

condition every year. Except for a trap dyke extending
across the entire breadth of the parish, Old Red Sand-
stone is everywhere the predominant rock. Of a coarse

grain and a reddish hue, it is quarried chiefly for build-

ing fences. The soil is partly a fertile black loam,
partly thin and of moorish texture. Within the last

thirty-live years great improvements have been carried

out in the way of draining, fencing, and building,

especially on the Tannadice estate, which was purchased
from Mrs Baliour Ogilvy in 1870 by William Neish,

Esq. The mansion, Tannadice House, 7 furlongs ESE
of the village, was built about 1805. Other mansions,

noticed separately, are Down IE Park, Glenogil, and
Inshewan ; and there are 14 estates, but only 12
proprietors. On the N side of the Esk, near Shiel-

hill Bridge, anciently stood Quiech Castle, a seat of

the Earls of Buchan. The site, now without a vestige

of the castle, and occupied by a plain cottage, is a pre-

cipitous rock, looking sheer down, through deep and
yawning chasms, upon a rush and turbulence of water,

and almost isolated and rendered nearly inaccessible by
the river. In the vicinity of Achlouchrie is the site ot

another ancient castle, an eminence which still bears the

name of Castle Hill, and overhangs a deep gorge of the

river, having round its base a semicircular fosse 12 feet

deep and 30 wide. Three conical ' laws,' or ancient

sepulchral tumuli, were levelled in the early part of the

present century. Tannadice is in the presbytery of

Forfar and the synod of Angus and Mearns ; the living

is worth £214. The parish church, at the village, is a

Gothic edifice of 1846, containing 656 sittings. A Free

church, Momus, stands 3g miles W by N of the village

and 5^ NE of Kirriemuir. Three public schools—Bura-
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*Hir t'f Inihowtn, Dentiih. ind ftnntdii'iv with resnoc-

• • ouuiHKlation lor or, 75, .ui.l 133 children, had
ll>M .11 »v,ri^ attendance of 58, 31, and 8(i, and
muU of £68, 6*. 7d., £20, 7». 7.1. , nnd £00, 4a. lOd.

Valuation ikV.7) £11.02u, (KSS.'O £H,«S8, 7m. Pop.

1378, (1841) li».'.4, (1861) 1488, (1871) 125>«,

(18M1 12.'.*.— Oni. Stir., him. 57. 50, 1808-70.

Tanner. Water of. Sc.- \i ..\m..

Tantallon Castle, IB an. lent ruin on the coast of

X.ttli l.ciwnk parish. Haddingtonshire, 3 miles E of

the town It stands, (routing till' Pass, on a lofty pre-

ripitoui t«>. k, whose base is washed on thrco sides by
.

. . ii the SW M.lc, w here alone it is accessible,

K RH ai :. ii.!. i i \ !».. .lii. Ih - .'I exliaor.linary depth,

an. I I v vi-ry in.is-ivr t«>w. is. Tho entrance was over n

drawbridge, through u strong, docp stono gatoway. Tlio

i .1- i! • .!. iii lis i. ul. r structure, is still comparatively
rutin-, Lot wholly unioole.l ami in a .state of desolation.

Its interior is a DMM of broken stair-coses, ruined

chambers, and deep, dismal subterraneous dungeons.
iii p.. ill. ii, ami v> skillul in

construction, that previous to the invention of gun-
jH.w.br, it was regarded as impregnable, insomuch that

to Ming doHO Tantallon' was thought the same kind of

fr.it M to ' mak a brig to the Bass.' Sir Walter Scott,

in Marmwn, thus finely describes its former condition :

—

' Tantallon vast,

tin .ad, massive, hltth, and stretching far,

And In 1.1 impregnable in war.
On a projecting rook it rcae,
Ami roiin.l three Nidus the ocean Hows,
Tlie fourtli did battled walls enclose,

And double mound and fosse ;

By narrow drawbridge, cntworks strong,
Throne/li studded (.-atcs, an entrance long,

To the main court they cross.

It was a wide and stately square.
Around were lodging! lit and fair,

And towers of various form,
Which on the coast projected far,

And broke its lines quadrangular

;

Here was square keep, there turret high,
Or pinnacle that Bought the sky,
Whence oft the warder could descry,

The (fathering uccan-Btorm.'

The date of the castle and the circumstances of its erec-

tion are unknown. It comes into notice with the rising

fortunes of the family of Douglas, who obtained the

barony of North Berwick about the year 1371, and
whose bloody heart crumbles on the stone shield above
the entrance. In 1479, 24 years after the Douglas
forfeiture, Archibald, fifth Earl of Angus—the well-

known ' Bcll-the-cat'—received a grant of it from
James III. ; and he afterwards so figured in connection
with it as to have furnished subjects lor some of Scott's

most graphic delineations. The next Earl of Angus,
after he had married the queen-mother of James V.,

and lost influence over the person and councils of

that young monarch, shut himself up in Tantallon,

and defied for a time the whole hostile force of the
kingdom. The monarch went in person to reduce it,

sat down before it in September 1528, and borrowed
from the castle of Dunbar, to aid him in his operations,

two great cannons, called ' Tbrawn-mouth'd Meg and
hef .Marrow,' also 'two great bocards and two moyons,
two double falcons and four quarter-falcons,' for the safe

redelivery of which to their owner, the Duke of

Albany, three lords were left in pledge at Dunbar. Yet,

in spite of his great preparations and formidable efforts,

James waa compelled to raise the siege ; and he after-

wards obtained possession of it only by Angus' fleeing

i d, and by a compromise with Simon Panango,
the governor. After Jarnes V.'s death, the Earl obtained

leave to return from his exile ; in 1543 he was restored

to his possessions, and began to make Tantallon stronger

than before ; and here he died in 1556. In 1639, the

Covenan ters, provoked at its lord, the Marquis ofDouglas,
making a *tand in it for kingcraft and prelacy, at length

'dangdoun Tantallon,' and even garrisoned it against

the King. About the beginning of the 18th century,

Sir Hew Dalrymple, president of the Court of Session,

bought the castle, along with the circumjacent barony,
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from the Duke of Douglas, dismantled it, nnd gave it

up to decay. On 26 Aug. L878 the Queen, Prince

Leopold, and the Princess Beatrice drovo over from
liroxnioutli lo Tantallon, which some have claimed as

the birthplace of Gawin Douglas (1471 1522), the poet-

bishop oi Dunkeld.—Ord. Bur., sh. 41, 1857. See
\ol. iv. of Billings' Baronial Antiquities (1852) and the
works cited under the Pass.

Turansay, an island of Harris parish, Outer Hebrides,

[nverne shire, off the entrance of West Loch Tarbert,
1

I-
mile W of Harris mainland, and 3J miles NE of Toe

Head, at the N side of the W entrance of tho Sound
of Harris. It measures 4J miles in length from NE to

SW, and .'t miles iii extreme breadth; comprises
two peninsulated hills, 750 feet high, and a connecting
narrow sandy isthmus; consists mainly of gneiss rock,

traversed by veins of granite, and very scantily covered
with soil ; and affords to its inhabitants little means of

support except facilities for fishing. Pop. (1861) 55,

(1871) 08,(1881) 55.

Tarbat (Gael, tairbeart, 'an isthmus'), a coast parish
in the north-eastern extremity of Ross and Cromarty,
containing the post-office and fishing village of Poet-
MAHOMAOK, 9| miles ENE of Tain and 9 NE of

l earn station. Containing also Rockfield and a
mall p. f Invi.k, it is bounded NW bv the

Dornoch Firth, SE by tho Moray Firth, S by Fearn,
and W by Fearn and— for 3 furlongs— Tain. Its

utmost length, from NNE to SSW, is 7f miles; its

utmost breadth is 3,f miles ; and its area is 7660f acres,

of which 2870J belong to Cromarty, and 7 are water,

818 foreshore, and 49 tidal water. The coast, extend-
ing 7 J miles east-north-eastward and north-north-east-

ward along the Dornoch Firth, and 6f south-south-

westward along the Moray Firth, to the latter presents

a bold, rock-bound front, which, S of Rockfield, rises

rapidly to heights of 100 and 200 feet above sea-level.

Along the Dornoch Firth it is not so steep, and at Inver
is fringed with foreshore 7 furlongs in breadth. Tarbat
Ness, 50 feet high, and 3 miles NNE of Portmahomack,
is crowned by an elegant lighthouse, erected in 1830 at

a cost of £9361. The light, which is visible at a dis-

tance of 18 nautical miles, is intermittent, continuing

in sight for 1\ minutes, and then eclipsed for \ minute.

At various points are six natural harbours and a number
of small creeks ; and several curious caverns pierce the

south-eastern coast. The predominant rock is Old Red
Sandstone ; but the small vein of limestone, that runs
from the North Sutor to Tarbat Ness, crops out at

Geanies. The soil is generally light and sandy, but in

some parts gives place to a deep, black loam. The
great improvements carried out on the Geanies estate by
the late Mr Kenneth Murray have already been described

in the article Feakn. Antiquities, other than those

noticed under Balone and CastleHAVEN, are some
so-called 'Roman' remains on Tarbat Ness, a 'Gallow
Hill,' sites or vestiges of three pre-Reformation chapels,

and in the churchyard, the 'Dingwall's Tomb' and
fragments of a 'Danish' cross. Geanies House is the

only mansion; but 2 proprietors hold each an annual

value of more than £2900, and 2 of between £100 and
£500. Tarbat is in the presbytery of Tain and tho

synod of Ross ; the living is worth £310. Both the

parish church and a Free church stand close to Portma-

homack. Two new public schools, Old and West, with

ive accommodation for 289 and 68 children, had

(1884) an average attendance of 147 and 63, and grants

of £92, 10s. 8d. and £30, 17s. 8d. Valuation (1860)

£4918, (1885) £5314, 16s. 8d. Pop. (1801) 1343, (1831)

1809, (1861) 2269, (1871) 2182, (1881) 1878, of whom
1244 were Gaelic-speaking.—Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Tarbat House, the seat of Viscount Tarbat, in Kil-

muir-Easter parish, Ross and Cromarty, near the NW
side of Nigg Bay, and 7 furlongs SSE of Hilda./

station. It was built by John, Lord Macleod, in the

latter part of the 18th century, and his stately avenues

and beautiful gardens. New Tarbat Castle, once tlie

seat of the Earls of Cromarty, stood near the site of the

present mansion, and was a stately, turreted edifice,



Coilsfield, Tarbolton, Ayrshire (now Montgoinerie). The Mansion of Colonel Hugh Montgomery, afterwards

Earl of Eglinton, where Burns's Highland Mary served as dairymaid.

" Ye banks and braes, and streams around

The castle o' Montgomery."
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which fell into dilapidation after the third Earl's

forfeiture in 1746, and has left some remains. See

Ckomakty.—Ord. Sur., sh. 94, 1878.

Tarbert, a village and small seaport in the parishes

of Kilcalmonell and South Knapdale, Argyllshire, 35

miles NNE of Campbeltown and 13J S of Lochgilphead.

It stands at the E end of the isthmus between East Loch
Tarbert and West Loch Tarbert, separating the penin-

sula of Kintyre from the district of Jinapdale. That
isthmus is only 1£ mile across, and was anciently pro-

tected by three castles—one in the centre, one at the

head of the West Loch, and one on the S side of the

East Loch. The ruin of the last of these castles still

exists, in grouping with the village, and is the subject

of curious popular traditions. The village probably
arose under protection of the castle—at all events it is a

place of much antiquity ; and it is so situated around
the head of the East Loch, with command over its

natural harbourage, as to have possessed from the
earliest time as much commerce as the circumstances of

the surrounding district could give it. The loch, pro-

jecting westward from Loch Fyne, is of small size

—

only 7 furlongs long, and nowhere more than \ mile
broad ; but it is a curious and singularly safe and land-

locked natural harbour, and is entered by so narrow
and circling a passage between low ridges of naked
rock, that a steamer, in sailing through it, appears to

a stranger to be irretrievably rushing upon the crag.

On its S side near the head is a steamboat quay ; and
both here and all over the inner space of the loch may
be seen in the fishing season a very numerous fleet of

herring-boats. The steamers from Glasgow to Ardri-
shaig call regularly at this harbour. The village is in-

habited principally by fishermen, and is the resort,

during the herring fishery season, of several hundreds
of fishermen from other parts. It has a post office

under Greenock, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, four inns, several neat villas, 3
branch of the Union Bank, a quoad sacra church, a

Free church, a new public school, and fairs for horses,

etc., on the Wednesday of March and the Tuesdays of

June and November before Lochgilphead, and on the last

Thursday of July. Pop. of village (1861) 1254, (1871)
1434, (1881) 1629, of whom 793 were females, and 508
were in South Knapdale parish ; of q. s. parish (1871)
1866, (1881) 2017, of whom 1261 were in Kilcalmonell,

7 in Saddell, and 556 in South Knapdale.—CW. Sur.,
sh. 29, 1873.

Tarbert, Loch. See Jura.
Tarbert, Loch, East and West, two indentations of

the sea on the opposite coasts of Harris, approaching
each other to within \ mile. (See Harris.) East Loch
Tarbert is 5J miles long, and from 4£ to nearly 2 miles
broad. Forking at the head into two slender bays, it

embosoms several islets, and has the considerable island
of Scalpa at its entrance. West Loch Tarbert is 6 miles
long, and diminishes in breadth from 4£ miles to nearly
a point ; it is screened from the fierce W winds by
Taransay ; and it is overhung by lofty mountains,
which stoop precipitously down to its margin.

Tarbert, Loch, East and West, two sea-lochs ap-
proaching each other's heads to within 1$ mile, and
separating the peninsula of Kintyre from the district of
Knapdale in Argyllshire. The East Loch has already
been noticed in our article on Tarhert. The West
Loch extends 10 miles nearly due north-north-eastward,
and measures j} mile in mean breadth. Over all its

extent it has the calm aspect of a fresh-water lake, and
is picturesque and lovely. Three islets lie in it ; soft
and moderately high hills recede from its margins

;

woods and enclosures fling their images upon its

waters ; and a profusion of cottages, farm-houses, villas,

and mansions, with the villages of Laggavoulin and
Kilcalmonell, sit upon its banks. At its head is a
(juay for the accommodation of the Islay steam-packet.
An Act was passed in 1883 for connecting the two lochs
by a canal, 18 feet deep and 56 wide, at a cost of
£200,000.

Tarbet, a hamlet in Arrochar parish, Dumbartonshire,
101

on the western shore of Loch Lomond, If mile E by N
of Arrochar village at the head of Loch Long. It has
a steamboat pier and a large hotel. All the Loch
Lomond steamers call at it ; and many tourists pass

from it across the isthmus to Arrochar. It stands on
the road from Inveraray to Dumbarton by way of Luss.— Oral. Sur., sh. 38, 1871.

Tarbolton, a village and a parish in Kyle district,

Ayrshire. The village, standing near the right bank of

the Water of Fail, by road is 8h miles S of Kilmarnock,
7 NE by E of Ayr, and 1J NNW of Tarbolton station

on a loop-line (1870) of the Glasgow and South-Western
railway, this being 4^ miles WSW of Mauchline Junction.

Occupying a considerable area, and containing a number
of neat houses, it has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments, 2 hotels, a

town-house (1836), a cattle-show on the first Monday of

May, and a fair on the Tuesday after 11 June. The
parish church, erected in 1821 at a cost of £2500, is a
good edifice, with 950 sittings, a four-dial clock, and a
spire 90 feet high. There are also a Free and a U.P.
church. In 1671 Tarbolton, granted to John Cunning-
hame of Enterkine, was constituted a burgh of barony,
with right to hold a weekly market. Two bailies and
twelve councillors are annually elected by the house-
holders in December. Pop. (1841) 1083, (1861) 1154,

(1871) 829, (1881) 922.

The parish, containing also the village of Ann-
bank, is bounded NW and NE by Craigie, E by
Mauchline, SE by Stair, S by Coylton, and W by
Coylton, St Quivox, and Monkton. Its utmost length,

from E by N to W by S, is 6£ miles ; its utmost
breadth is 5£ miles ; and its area is nearly 19
square miles or 12,141| acres, of which 82 are water.

The Water of Fail runs south-eastward across the in-

terior to the river Ayr, which winds 9J miles west-
south -westward along all the Stair and Coylton boun-
dary, though the point where it first touches and that
where it quits the parish are only 4f miles distant

as the crow flies. Along the Ayr the surface declines to

195 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises gently north-
ward to 205 feet at Commonside, 302 at Afton Lodge,
424 at Torcross, 575 at Skeoch, and 437 at Coldcothill.

The parish is thus undulatory, comprising softly out-

lined ridges, all under culture except where covered with
wood. The low grounds, especially along the Ayr, com-
prise much pleasant close scenery ; and the high grounds
command magnificent prospects, over land and sea, to

bold and distant backgrounds. The rocks are variously

Old Red Sandstone, rocks of the Carboniferous forma-

tion, and trap. Coal was worked here so early as 1497.

Nearly eight-ninths of the entire area are in tillage ;

some 950 acres are under wood ; and the rest is either

meadow or morass. At Parkmoor are trenches of a
reputed Roman camp ; and other antiquities are noticed
under Fail and Coilsfield. The ' prophet,' Alexander
Peden (1626-86), was schoolmaster at Tarbolton ; and
Dr William Ritchie, professor of divinity in Edinburgh
University, who died here in 1829, was minister. In
1581, when Esme Stuart, Lord d'Aubigny, was created

Duke of Lennox, one of the titles given him was Lord
Tarbolton. The self-taught sculptor, James Thorn
(1799-1850), of 'Tam o' Shanter' and ' Souter Johnny '

fame, was born in the upper part of the parish, within
a mile of Lochlee, which from 1777 to 1784 was the
home of Robert Burns (1759-96). Both the village and
its neighbourhood abound with reminiscences of tho
poet. To the Tarbolton lodge of Freemasons he ad-
dressed a well-known Farewell; and at Tarbolton in

1780 he started a debating society, the Bachelors' Club.

His extraordinary piece, entitled Death and Dr Horn-
book, is said to have been written with the view of
burlesquing a person of the name of Wilson, who united
the vocations of parish schoolmaster and a vendor of

medicines. And at Coilsfield or Montgomeric, Mary
Campbell, his 'Highland Mary,' was ' byreswoman ' or
dairymaid. Mansions are Coilsfield or Montgomeric,
Alton Lodgo, Enterkine, and Smitiistone ; and 8
proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and up-
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ward*, 11 i>l I :».,n £100 mid £500. Tarholton is in

thr |'rr-.l>vl.-rv of Ayr iiiul the synod of lilasgow and
.\\r. lire liTing i> woi 111 £400. Tlio present parish

|Tt-.-M tli.' :iiu u ni pan-di of Tarholton and the larger

|xtrt of the pariah of Barnwell. Ancient Tarholton WU
t»i. | Miljn t.d to tlio monks of Kail, vet did not remain
with tin in, luit continued to lie an independent rectory;

and in Hi';' it was envied into a prebend or eanonry of
<• i >» r.i'.h. dial I '..ii nwell, liuwever, was a vicarage

of the monks of Fail ; and in 1053 it was annexed partly

t > Iklbolton. and jmrtl v to Craigio. Its church, which
atood near an old raatfo of the same, name, was then
allowed to go to ruin. A chapel of ease was built at

Annbank in l *>r 1 ; and two public schools, Annbank
»nd Tarholton, with rc>| tive aecomniodation for 4(39

and 324 children, had (18S4lan average attundanco of
4n0 and 'J IS, and grants of £325, 8s. fld. and £187, Is.

Valuation (1800)404,474, (188.r.) jC'21,r»f>2
p
5s. 7d., plus

£5908 for railway. Top. (1801) 1760, (1831) 2274,
( 1 Ml

|
MOT, (1871) 3219, (1881) 3099.—Ord. Sur., shs.

14, tt, IB6S-65,
Tarff Wator, a stream of Hnlcskino and AlicrtarfT

parish, Inverness-shire, formed by two head-streams at

an altitude of 10'>0 feet, and running 5$ miles north-

br-WMtward to Look Ness (50 feet) at Fort Augustus.

—

Ord. Ar., shs. 03, 73, 1873-78.

Tarff Water and Station. Sec Tonoland.
Tarfside. See LOOHUB,
Tarf Water, a dark, troutful stream of Blair Atholc

parish, N l'crthshire, rising close to the Inverness-shire

border at an altitude of 2692 feet, and running 11} miles
cAst-hv-southwarxl along a wild rocky glen, till, after a

total desc ent of 1200 feet, it unites with a lesser stream to

form the Tilt. Aliout 15 yards above the meeting of the

waters was a deep nnd dangerous ford, Poll Tarff, whose
passage by the (Jueen, on 9 Oct. 1861, forms the subject

oi a m II known picture by Carl Haag, and which now is

spanned by the Bedford Memorial Bridge (1885).
Tarf, Water of, a trout-stream of Lochlce parish, N

Forfarshire, rising close to the Aberdeenshire border at
an altitude of 2100 feet, and running 7g miles south-
south-eastward, till, after a descent of 1420 feet, it falls

into the North Esk, i mile below Tarfside village.

—

Onl. Sur., sh. 66, 1871.
Tarland, a village and a parish of Aberdeenshire.

The village, lying, 440 feet above sea-level, on the left

bank of Tarland Burn, is 54 miles NNW of Aboyne
station, 16 SW of Aboyne, and 31 W of Aberdeen, under
which it has a post office, with money order, savings'
bank, and telegraph departments. A burgh of barony,
it has also branches of the Union and Aberdeen Town
and County Banks, two hotels, a cafe and reading-room,
and fairs on 5 Jan. (if a Wednesday, otherwise on the
preceding Wednesday), the second and the last Wednes-
day of Feb. o. »., the first Wednesday of May and the
Wednesday after 26 May, the Friday after St Sairs

(Wednesday after last Tuesday of June), the second
Wednesday after first Tuesday of Oct. o. and 22 Nov.
(if a Tuesday, otherwise on the Tuesday and Wednesday
following). Pop. (1861) 316, (1871) 315, (1881) 374.
The parish, comprising the ancient parishes of Tar-

land and Migvie, consists of four separate portions, and
has a total area of 27£ square miles or 17,381 i acres.

—

The portion containing Tarland village is bounded N by
Leochcl and Cushnie, E and S by Coull, and W by
I»gic-Coldstone. Its utmost length, from N to S, is

33 miles ; its utmost breadth is 3J miles ; and its area is

47K*J acres. Tarland Burn drains it towards the river

Dee ; and ita highest point is Sockaugh or Cushnie
Hill (2032 feet), at the mceting-point of Tarland,
Leochel, and Logie-Coldntone parishes.—The second
riortion, containing Migvie church, 3tj miles WNW of
farland village, u bounded N by Towie and on all

other sides by Logie-Coldstone. Its utmost length,
from NNW to SSE, is 2g miles; its breadth varies

between 1 and l|f mile ; and its area is 1969| acres.

A likewise is drained towards the Dee by Tarland Burn,
and ita surface rises north -north-westward from 600 to

1500 feet.—The third or Deskry-side portion of Migvie,

7 miles NW of Tarland village, is bounded N by Men-
bucket and Btrathdon (detached), E by Towie, SE by
rjogie-Coldstone, and Wand NW by Strathdon. Its

ut must length, from N by K to S by W, is 3j| miles ; its

breadth vanes between 5 furlongs and 1| mile ; and its

area is 2898| BOrOS. Di.nkky Water winds miles

north-eastward, north-north-eastward, and west-south-
westward—for IS mile across the interior, but elsewhere
along the Ijogie-Coldslone and Strathdon boundaries

—

till it falls into the Don, which itself winds 8§ miles
north-north-eastward and east-south-eastward along all

the north-western and northern boundary. The surface

here ranges in altitude between 750 and 1250 feet. —The
fourth or Donsi.le portion of Tarland, 13 miles WNW
of Tarland village and 18 SSW of Rhynie, is bounded
N W by Kirkmieiiael in Hanlfshiro and on all other sides

by Strathdon, Its utmost length, from WNW to ESE,
i

I
' miles; its breadth varies between J mile and 4£

miles ; and its area is 8293} acres. Eknan Water runs

71 miles east-south-eastward to the Don, which hero

\v i i 1 1 1 s 5{ miles east-north-eastward along all tho southern
I n.lary ; and the surface rises west-north-westward

from 1000 to 2553 feet. Granite is tho predominant
rock ; and the soil of tho arablo lands is clayey or loamy.

Scarce a vestigo remains of Migvlo Castle, a seat of the

Earls of Mar, near Migvie church ; but in the church-

yard and on tho Kirkhill are three sculptured stones.

There is a Picts' house on Mill of Migvie farm, and
another at Culsh ; and several stone cists have been

found on the farm of the Meadow ; but a good many
cairns and stone circles have been almost wholly re-

moved. Mansions are Tarland Lodge, Tillypronie,

Hopewell, Candacraig, Edinglassie, Skellater, and Inver-

ernan (the last lour all in the Donsido portion of Tar-

land) ; and there is one estate with a gross rental of

over £2000, besides 7 with a rental of between £390
and £625. Giving olF its westernmost portion to Con-
gahff quoad sacra parish, Tarland and Migvie is in

the presbytery of Kincardine O'Neil and the synod
of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £285 (16 chahlers).

Tarland church is a good Gothic structure, built in

1870 at a cost of £2300. Migvie church, built

about 1777, contains 250 sittings, and is served on
the afternoon of every second Sunday. There is a Free

church of Tarland; and two public schools, Migvie
and Tarland, with respective accommodation for 65 and
198 children, had (1884) an average attendance of 39

and 122, and grants of £31, Is. 6d. and £107, 2s.

Valnalion (1S0U;£15:;9, (J885)£7202, 10s. Pop. (1801)

922, (1831) 1074, (1861) 1246, (1871) 1275, (1881) 1173,

of whom 1051 were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord.

Sw., shs. 76, 75, 1874-76.

Tarlogie. See Tain.
Tarradale. See UitQurrATtT and Logie-Wester.
Tarransay. See Takansay.
Tarras Water, a trout-stream of Eskdale, E Dum-

friesshire, rising at an altitude of 1748 feet on Harts-

garth Fell, close to the Roxburghshire border, and
running 11 miles south-south-westward through or

along liie border of Ewes, Canonbie, and Langholm
parishes, till, after a descent of 600 feet, it falls into

the Esk at a point 2J miles SSE of the town of Lang-

holm. It has a very rugged channel and romantic

banks. So impetuous is its course, and so obstructed

by rocks, that any person whom it might sweep away is

in less danger of being drowned than of being dashed

to pieces. Hence the old doggerel

:

' Was ne'er ane drowned in Tarras, nor yet in doubt,

I>'or ere the head can win down, the harns are out.
1

Another old rhyme, which celebrates the localities in

Liddesdale and Eskdalo most noted for game, gives

prominent importance to the Tarras :

* Bilhope-braos for bucks and rae9.

And Tarra- fur the good hull-trout,

' The bucks and roes, as well as the old swine,' says Sir

Walter Scott, in a note to the Lay of the Last Minstrel,
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'are row extinct; but the good bull-trout is still

famous.' See Harden.—Ord. Sur., sh. 11, 1863.

Tarrensay. See Taransay.
Tarth Water, a sluggish but troutful rivulet of

Peeblesshire, rising 2& miles SW of West Linton, and
running 6£ miles south -south-eastward, chiefly along
the boundaries of Linton, Dolphinton, Kirkurd, New-
lands, and Stobo parishes, till it falls into Lyne Water
near Drochil Castle.— Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Tarves, a village and a parish of central Aberdeen-
shire. The village, standing 274 feet above sea-level,

is 5| miles NE of Old Meldrum, 6J W by N of Ellon,

and 5£ NNW of Udny station. It has a post office

under Aberdeen and a branch of the Aberdeen Town
and County Rank.
The parish, very irregular in outline, is bounded N

by Methlick, NE by New Deer, E by Ellon and Meth-
lick (detached), SE by Udny, SW by Bourtie and Mel-
drum, and NW by Fyvie. Its utmost length, from
NNE to SSW, is 8§ miles ; its utmost breadth, from E
to W, is 7| miles ; and its area is 25J square miles or

16,333| acres, of which 30J are water. The only stream
of any size is the Ythan, which here has a south-south-
easterly course of nearly 2f miles, viz., 1J mile along
the boundary with Methlick proper, then 1£ furlong
along the base of the Schivas or north-eastern wing of

the parish, and lastly 1| mile along the boundary with
the detached portion of Methlick. The triangular

Upper Lake (2§ x 1 furl.) in the Haddo grounds lies on
the Methlick boundary, 1\ miles N by E of the village.

In the extreme E the surface declines to 48 feet above
sea-level ; and thence it rises gently to 578 feet at the
Hill of Skilmafilly on the New Deer boundary, 389 at

the Earl of Aberdeen's monument on the Hill of Ythsie,
458 near Tolquhon, 363 near Courtstone, and 476 at
Couchercairn near the western border. The rocks in-

clude granite, gneiss, and limestone ; and the soil for

the most part is a fertile loam, incumbent on clay drift.

Except in the vicinity of Haddo House, the parish is

rather bare of trees. Cattle-breeding is largely carried
on ; and an old established cattle, horse, and sheep fair

is held on the Friday after 28 August at Bartol or
Bartle (Bartholomew) Chapel, 4| miles WNW of the
village and 5 N of Old Meldrum. Schivas, now a farm-
house, 4jf miles NNE of the village, was built about
1640, and was the seat of a Roman Catholic branch of
the Grays. The ruined castle of Tolquhon, 2\ miles S
by E of the village, with the exception of an older
tower, was built by William Forbes in 1584-89. Held
first by the Prestons, and then, from 1420, by the
Forbeses, the Tolquhon estate was purchased in 1716
by Lieut. -Col. Francis Farquhar, and from him it

passed to the second Earl of Aberdeen. The remains of
Tillyhilt Castle (1583) are 1£ mile WNW of the village.

The Earl of Aberdeen is sole proprietor, and one of his
titles is Baron Tarves. Giving off portions to the quoad
sacra parishes of Savoch and Barthol Chapel, Tarves is

in the presbytery of Ellon and the synod of Aberdeen ;

the living is worth £280. The parish church, at the
village, was built in 1798, and contains 870 sittings.

A1 Craigdam, H mile WSW, is a U.P. church (1806;
600 sittings); and three public schools—Barthol Chapel,
Craigdam female, and Tarves—with respective accom-
modation for 132, 80, and 261 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 99, 60, and 171, and grants of
£96, 4s., £54, 19s., and £156, 13s. 6d. Valuation
(1860) £9310, (1885) £15,109, 5s. lOd. Pop. (1801)
1756, (1831) 2232, (1861) 2509, (1871) 2443, (1881)
2558, of whom, quoad sacra, 1827 belonged to Tarves,
169 to Savoch, and 562 to Barthol Chapel.— Ord. Sur.,
shs. 87, 77, 86, 1874-76.

Tarvit Hill. See Cupar.
Tayfield, a mansion in Forgan parish, Fife, close to

Newport, and opposite Dundee.
Tayinloan. See Killean and Kti.chenzie.
Tay, Loch, a magnificent lake in Breadalbane, Perth-

shire Commencing at the foot of Glendochart and
Glenlochy, where it receives the united waters of these
glens, and lying 355 feet above sca-level, it extends 14J

miles north-eastward from the vicinity of Killin to

Kenmore, where it discharges itself by the river Tay.
Its breadth ranges between 3J furlongs and 1£ mile,

and its depth between 15 and 100 fathoms. It is

strictly a Highland lake, similar in character to the

lakes of Glenmore-nan'-albin, flanked by mountains
and occupying a glen. The mountains on its N side

form a bulky chain, rising into bare, lofty, finely-out-

lined heads, the most conspicuous of which is Ben
Lawers (3984 feet), the highest summit in Perthshire.

The heights on the S side are soft, regular, and much
less lofty ; but, like those on the N side, are well

clothed with heath and verdure. Good roads are carried

along both sides of the lake from end to end. The N
road is the best for carriages, and the one most com-
monly taken by travellers ; but it has the disadvantage

of being too distant from the lake's margin, too high up
the mountain slope, to command as good views as those

which are obtained from the other road. Though it

generally overlooks almost the entire expanse of the

lake, the prospect is unvaried and monotonous, the

foregrounds tame or altogether wanting ; and there

is an almost total absence of those delicious close views

which are the delight alike of the artist and the con-

noisseur. Had this road been carried nearer to the

margin of the lake, and amid the windings of the beauti-

ful promontories and bays with which it is bounded,
the effect of a ride up the N shore of Loch Tay would
have been very different. The man of taste would have,

selected this line ; nor would he have found fault with
the additional 2 miles of road which are saved by the

straightforward views of Marshal Wade. In taking the

S road, however, the case is materially different. This

road generally runs near the lake, and follows in

numerous instances the sinuosities of its margin and
the inequalities of the ground. The declivities of the

southern range of mountains are, besides, much more
varied and intricate than those on the N ; while the

general outline of the northern range, being bolder and
loftier than the southern, forms a striking termination

to the views from this side. Few roads, therefore, are

more productive of a succession of picturesque land-

scapes, or offer greater temptations to the traveller than
this. The landscapes here present an ever-varied fore-

ground ; are rich and full in the middle distance ; while

the extreme distance is grand and imposing. Near the

foot of the lake, 3 furlongs from Kenmore, is a small

wooded islet, with the shapeless ruins of an Augustinian
priory, founded in 1122 by Alexander I. for himself

and the soul of his queen, Sibylla, a natural daughter
of Henry I. of England, who on 12 June of that year had
died suddenly at the castle of Loch Tay, and whom he

here interred. On 10 Sept. 1842 a splendid flotilla of

six gorgeous barges rowed up the lake to Auchmore,
bearing Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, the Marquis
of Breadalbane, Sir Robert Peel, etc., etc. Since 1883

a steamer has plied to and fro on Loch Tay, which is

the finest salmon lake in Scotland. The fish range

from 18 to 48 lbs., and in Feb. 1880 no fewer than 26,

together weighing 551 lbs., were caught in five days

by a single rod.—Ord Sur., shs. 46, 47, 55, 1869-72.

Taymount, a mansion in Kinclaven parish, Perthshire,

on the right bank of the Tay, 2 miles NNE of Stanley.

Taymouth Castle, the seat of the Earl of Breadalbane,

in Kenmore parish, Perthshire, near the right bank of

the winding Tay, 1 mile NEof the foot of Loch Tay, and
5 miles WSW of Abcrfcldy. Built between 1801 and 1842

on the site of the Castle of Balloch (1580), it is a magnifi-

cent pile of four stories, with round towers at the angles,

wings two stories high at opposite corners, and a massive

central quadrangular tower, forming an airy pavilion

150 feet high. It is constructed of a dark grey stone ;

and the interior is fitted up in a most princely style,

and adorned with paintings by Titian, Rubens, Van-
dyke, etc. The pleasure-grounds, comprising a circuit

of 13 miles, contain a great number of noble trees, and
ore laid out in a stylo of elaborate decoration which has

sometimes been pronounced too fino and formal. The
Queen and Prince Albert made a visit of three days to
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Tnwnoiith Castle ill Sept. 1 S4U ; and on 3 Oot I StiO

ll.r v.'ii.oii druvp ovi>r ug.iiu Iroui l>iinkcKl. Sir Colin
» ampMl ol tilmorvhv (r. 140n-78), younger son of Sir

lHni.au Cain pis II of Lochow, received from .lames 111.

tl.t> barony "I Liners Among Ins descendants lmvo
baas Sir Dutou QamnbalL uwad » baronet In l t>^»r>

;

Su John Oampball (165J 1710), omtad Bui of Breadal-
l ah. 111 1681, irliom blacky doicribed ns 'grave ns a

Bpaniard, onnning fox, rite h a serpent, and
»1i|'|htt ns an i-. l

;

' John, fourth Karl (1 762-1834),
hi itc.l M.n |U. nf l'.ii M.l.illiaiu' in 1831 ; im.l Oiivin,

•math >n.i nroatnl Bail (b. 185] ; sue. 1871), who is

thirtiTiilh in ilfsnin l i Su Col in , ami who holds

Ioral in l'.Mli mi. I Aigyll shins (an area

tl .11 lint "I 10 dl tin' 33 Scot, h counties), valued

• t i4y.f»31 pat annum.—Oral Snr., sh. f>.
r
i, 1809. See

1 in u>m lust'. Kii i in i.N t'A-ii.i:, Ci. i:\coi:, and chap.

xxxii. of T. Hunter's Woixls and Estates of Perthshire

(Perth. 1883).

Taynuilt, a haml. t in Muckairn parish, Argyllshire,

near the southern shore of Loch Stive, with a station

on tho Callander and Ohan railway, 15 J miles E hy N
»«fOI>an. It has an inn and a post ofliec, with money
«.r.l. r, savings' hank, and telegraph departments.

Tayport. See Fkkky - Port-on -Chaio.
Tay. The. a river draining the greater part of Perth

-

alliN and passing olf to tho sea between Forfarshire and
shire. It issues from Lorh Tay, <.r rather hegins there

I
• is. ' i. iiim' . >l i iv ; hut it is really fiirmed hy two

great head-streams whieh rise among the Grampians on
the mutual horder of Perth and Argyll shires. Tho
northern stream bears .successively the names of tho
l'.\. the (Jauik, and the Tummki,

;
and, in its progress,

it forms, by expansion of its waters, the three great
l«l ol Nvi i Laidon, Rannoch, and Tummel.
It rises at an altitude of 2309 feet, within £ mile of an
affluent of the Etive, and 44, miles BSW of Kingshouse
Inn ; and tbenee it winds 58 J miles east-north-eastward
and south-south-eastward— viz., 20 £ miles to its efllux

from Loch Rannoch (668 feet), 15£ thence to its efflux

from Loch Tummel (480 feet), 4§ thence to the Garry's
confluence, and 9J thence to its own confluence with
the Tay. It traverses or bounds the parishes of Glen-

orchy (in Argyllshire) and Fortingall, Logierait (de-

tached), Dull, Blair Athole, Moulin, a part of Dowally,
and the main body of Logierait. The southern one of

the great head-streams hears successively the names of

the Fii.lan, the Dochakt, and the Tay ; and traverses,

in its progress, Loch Dochart and Loch Tay. Rising
at an altitude of 2980 feet on the northern side of

J'.knj.oy, at the boundary of Killin with Argyllshire,

it flows 56| miles east-north-eastward—viz., 25£ miles

to the head of Lorh Tay, 14 J miles through the lake,

and 17 miles from its foot to a confluence with the

Tummel at an altitude of 185 feet. It bounds or tra-

verses the parishes of Killin, Keumore, Dull, Fortingall,

Logierait, and Little Dunkeld, and receives the Lochy,
the Lyon, and other streams. From its junction with
the Tummel to its junction with the Earn, where it

begins to expand into an estuary, the Tay winds 362
miles southward, eastward, southward, and east-south-

eastward ; and over this part of its course, it has on
its right bank Little Dunkeld, Kinclaven, Auehter-
gaven, Redgorton, Tibberrnore, Perth, and Rhynd,

—

and on its left bank Logierait, Dunkeld and Dowally,
Caputh, Cargill, St Martins, Scone, Kinnoull, Kin-
fauns, and St Madoes. As an estuary, it extends 24£
miles from the mouth of the Earn to the German
Ocean ; has for the first 15 miles a breadth of from

31 furlongs to Z\ miles, and the direction of NE by
E ; has over the other 9J miles a prolonged con-

traction of from 7 furlongs to 1J mile, and a pre-

vailing easterly direction ; and separates Abernethy
Ni Perthshire and the parishes of Newburgh, Abdie,

Fli.«k, P.almerino, Forgan, and Ferry-Port in Fife on its

right bank, fion St Madoes, Errol, Inehture, and
Jxmgforgan in Perthshire, and Lift" and Ben vie, Dundee,
Mori i net h, and Barry in Forfarshire on its left. Its

entire length of course, jointly as a river and as an
432

r tn.irv. is I bus, if measured from t lie source of (ho I '.a,

I in il measured from tho source of the Fillau, 118
miles.

The tributaries of tho Tay, evon excluding tho
secondary ones, are so numerous, that only the principal
must be named. Those of t he mu l lin n great, head-
brarn h are only two the Erieht, which falls into Loch
llaunoeh, and the Garry, which brings along with it the
Edendon, the Erichdie, the Bruar, and the Tilt, and
falls into the Tummel a little bolow Killioerankie.

Those of the southern great head-branch are also but
two the Lochy, which joins the Dochart at tho village
ol Killin, and the Lyon, which brings along with it

Glenmore Water, and joins tho Tay 2$ miles below
tin- fool of l,o. h Tay. Those of tho united stream are
the Bran, on the right hank, opposite the town of Dun-
keld ; the Isla, swollen by the Dean, the Erieht, and
other streams, and entering on the left bank, near Car-
gill station ; tho Shochie, on the right bank, at Lun-
carty ; the Almond, on the same bank, 2h miles above
Perth; and the Earn, als the same bank, at the
commencement of the estuary, or 2J miles above the
town of Newburgh. Those of the estuary are all in-

considerable, the largest being Dighty Water, which
disembogues itself from Forfarshire, 1J mile below
Broughty Ferry.

From the vicinity of Broughty Ferry on the one shore,

and Ferry-Porl on Craig on the other, to the mouth of

tho estuary, there is a sweep of sandbank, called Barry
or Goa Sands on the N side, and Abertay Sands
on the S. The opening or breadth of channel
beneath the two sides of the sandbank varies from 5J
furlongs to ]' mile ; and the depth of water is about 3
fathoms, but, higher up the firth, increases to 6. Sand-
banks occur elsewhere, especially a large and shifting

one opposite Dundee ; but they have all been rendered

harmless to navigation by moans of dredging, buoys,
lighthouses, and charts. The estuary in general is

shallow, and receives much debris from tho steady and
I nge current of the river. Though it cannot compare
in spaciousness and some other properties with the

Forth, it is not a little commodious, and may be con-

sidered as, over large part of its extent, a continuous
harbour. The tide flows to a point about 2 miles above
Perth

;
and, in consequence of improvements made in

the channel, vessels of 100 tons can pass up to Perth
harbour. The Tay Bridge is described under Dundee ;

and the unrivalled salmon fisheries of the river and
estuary are treated of in our supplementary article on
the Fisheries of Scotland.

The extent of surface drained by the Tay and its

tributaries is computed at 2400 square miles, and
that of tho Spey, the entirely Scottish river next
to it in size, at 1190 square miles. The geographic

positions and character of the district whence most
of tho waters are drawn, being in the case of the

two rivers very similar, the Tay may be supposed
to discharge about twice as much water as the Spey.
lit Anderson, making a nice measurement for a judicial

purpose, determined the quantity of water which, in tho

mean state of the river, flows through a section of it

opposite Perth, to be at the rate of 3640 cubic feet per

second. The river, as represented on a map, or imagined
after a survey of the vast district which composes its basin,

appears emphatically ' the many-headed Tay ; ' and, in

consequence of its great feeders coming down like the

main arteries on a "half-moon-shaped leaf, it has less

inequality in its stream than occurs in either the Spey
or any other of our Highland rivers. The variety of

its origin, too, affords such a compensation of rain as

always, except in seasons of extreme drought, to yield a

sufficient bulk and altitude of water for the occupying
of its path, and the beautifying of its landscape ; while

the wide variety in the relative distance of its sources,

prevents its floods, however high, from being as sudden
as those of the Spey, the Aberdeenshire Dee, and some
other upland streams. Yet, owing to the gradual but

great extension of the system of draining, which is pro-

secuted oil arable grounds and on reclaimable mosses
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and moorlands, the river has become considerably less

equable than at a former period ; it swells, during great

floods, to a magnitude which never in former days
belonged to it ; it subsides, during a continued drought,

to a corresponding diminution of volume
;
and, in its

ordinary or mean state, it has very visibly lost some of

its ancient greatness and importance. Though averagely

charged at Perth, as we have seen, with 3640 cubic feet

of water per second, it was reduced, in the course of the

summer of 1819, to 457 cubic feet, and at the close of

the summer of 1835, to a still smaller volume.
Much of the country which now forms the seaboard

of the estuary, and especially the whole of the Carse of

Gowrie, and the lower part of Strathtay, exhibit evidence
of having, at a comparatively recent period, lain under
the sea, and been gradually raised above its level by
depositions from the Tay. After the Carse of Gowrie
became dry land, too, the Tay seems, for a long series of

years, to have made a circle round its N side, along the
foot of the Sidlaw Hills, entering what was then the
Firth of Earn at Invergowrie, and entirely peninsulating
the Carse, or cutting it into a series of islands. Great
modern changes have taken place likewise on all the
vale or strata of the Tay, S of the confluence of the
Tummel. Dr Macculloch, from close and various obser-

vations on cuts of corresponding rocks on the opposite
sides of the stream, and on the harmonising altitude of

series of alluvial terraces in the screens of the valley,

calculates that the ancient level of the river, from
Logierait downward, was about 100 feet above the pre-

sent bed ; and he adds :
' And thus, while it is easy to

see how far the Tay has sunk, it would not be very
difficult to compute the quantity of land or earth that
has been removed and carried forwards towards the sea.

When we look at this enormous waste we need not be
surprised at the formation of the Carse of Gowrie, nor
at the deposits which are still augmenting it

;
shoaling

the sea about Dundee, and laying the foundations of
new meadows. For this operation is still going on, and
must go on as long as the Tay shall continue to flow

;

though diminishing in rapidity as the declivity and
consequent velocity of the river itself diminish. If it is

curious to speculate on the period when Perth, had it

then existed, must have been a seaport, and when the
narrow Tay, far above and below it, was a wide arm of
the ocean, it is not less so to consider what the aspect
of Strathtay itself was when the present place of Dun-
keld was buried deep beneath the earth. Nor is it

difficult even to see what it must have been. By laying
our eye on any of the terraces, it is easy to bring the
opposed one in the same plane, and thus to exclude all

the valley beneath, reducing it once more to what it

was when the river was flowing above. These specula-
tions, thus pursued, may interest the artist as well as
the geologist and the geographer

;
since, not only

here, but in every deep valley of the Highlands, he
would, in making such trials, be at a loss to recognise
in the original shallow and rude glen, the spacious and
rich valley which is now the seat of beauty and cultiva-
tion. Contemplating, in this manner, not only the
Highland mountains and valleys, but those of the world
at large, we are lost in the magnitude of the changes
which have carried the rains of the Himalaya to the
mouths of the Ganges—which, from the sediments of
the Nile, have formed the land of Egypt—and which
have created, out of the lofty ridges of America, the
plains that now form so large a portion of its continent.'
The Tay, inclusive of its principal tributaries, is by

much the most scenic of the British rivers. Its estuary,
and the lowest 3 or 4 miles of its stream, are a con-
tinued expanse of loveliness, softly screened with
heights or swells of the gentlest beauty. Its vale
from the romantic Hill of Kinnoull, a little below Perth,
to the Pass of Birnam, 2 miles below Dunkeld, is

everywhere lively, frequently brilliant, and occasionally
gorgeous. Its scenery hence to the mouth of the Tum-
mel, a9 seen from a vantage ground in the vicinity of
Dunkeld, is pronounced by Dr Macculloch singularly
rich and grand, with all its features, for about 6 miles,

so minutely detailed before the eye that every part of

its various ornament is most advantageously seen.
' On each hand, ' says he, ' rises a long screen of

varied hills, covered with woods in every picturesque

form ; the whole vista terminating in the remoter
mountains, which, equally rich and various, are softened

by the blue haze of the distance, as they close in above
the Pass of Killiecrankie. This general view, varied in

many ways by changes of level and of position, forms

the basis of the landscape for some miles ; but so great

are the changes in the middle-grounds, and so various

the foregrounds, that although the same leading char-

acter is observed, the separate scenes are always strongly

distinguished. Many distinct pictures can thus be

obtained, and each of them perfectly adapted for paint-

ing ; so that Strathtay is here an object to charm every

spectator,—him who desires to see every thing preserved
)

in his portfolio, and him who seeks for nothing ii^

Nature but beauty, come under what form it may.'
' Though the western and upper branch of Strathtay,

from the junction of the Tummel upward to Kenmore,
' is not, perhaps, equal in splendour to the lower and
southern one, it still maintains the same character of

richness throughout ;
while, instead of the flat extended

meadows which mark the latter, it displays a consider-

able undulation of ground. Thus the vale of the Tay,

from Dunkeld even to Kenmore, a space of 25 miles, is

a continued scene of beauty ; a majestic river winding
through a highly wooded and cultivated country, with

a lofty and somewhat parallel mountain boundary,

which is itself cultivated as far as cultivation is admis-

sible, and is everywhere covered with continuous woods
or trees as high as wood can well grow. It contains, of

course, much picturesque scenery
;
presenting not only

landscapes of a partial nature, comprising reaches of the

river, or transient views in the valley produced by the

sinuosities of the road, but displaying the whole to its

farthest visible extremity, under aspects which are

varied by the casual variations of level or position, or by
the accidental compositions of the fore or middle
grounds. Where Ben Lawers is seen towering above
all in the remotest distance, these views are peculiarly

magnificent ; nor is anything ever wanting which the

artist could require to give fulness and interest to the

nearer parts of the landscape, where, after all, the chief

interest must always lie.' ' I believe it is but just to

say, that Strathtay is, in point of splendour and rich-

ness, the first of the Scottish valleys.'

—

Ord. Sur., shs.

53, 54, 55, 46, 47, 48, 49, 1865-77.

Tealing, a Forfarshire parish, whose church stands 64
miles N of Dundee, under which there is a post office.

It is bounded N by Inverarity, E by Inverarity, Murroes,

and a detached section of Dundee, S by Murroes and
Mains and Strathrnartine, W by Caputh (detached) and
Auchterhouse, and NW by Glamis. Its utmost length,

from N to S, is 4| miles ; its utmost breadth, from R
to W, is 4 miles ; and its area is 7231£ acres, of which
4 are water, and 195 belong to a small detached portion,

3 furlongs W of the main body. Tithie Burn traces

much of the southern boundary ; and several rivulets,

rising on the north-western border, run mainly south-

eastward through the interior. Sinking in the SE to

350 feet above sea-level, the surface thence rises north-

westward and northward towards the watershed of the

Sidlaw Hills, attaining510 feet near the parish church, 900
at Ualludoron or Craigowl Hill, and 1104 at a nam.-l.^
height 2J miles N of the church. Trap occurs, but the

principal rocks are Devonian, mostly grey slaty .sand-

stone. ' In the lower lying portion of the parish there

is a good deal of strong rich land, that yields well when
skilfully managed and when the seasons suit. It is a

clayey loam with a subsoil of clay and gravel, in some
parts rather retentive. In part of tho hollows thore i3

also very poor soil, thin, hard, and unproductive, with
very stilf subsoil. There are several instances in this

parish where the land on the one side of tho road is

worth 25s. or 30s. an acre, and not worth more than 15s.

or 20s. on the other. On the higher lying parts there

is also a good deal of variety of soil, but in general it is
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• mmltratrly fertile lonm. resting on a clayey or gravelly
nul»oil which iu sonio |K»rt* is not no open as could ho

•fated ' {.Twhj. jii/hi ,1,1,1 .-/./. s,«-., LU1). About mo
' i' 1 '• i ll . i w i^te, us nun h or rather more under
wood, mid tho nst ol the bad is in tillage. A subter-

i .in. ui building, ii suhlcrniiiriin cnvo or piixsage, several

lliii», and sonio small Koinmi antiquities huvo
! . T. I . .1! \..ll..us p.-||...ls. Tier Kt-V. Jollll OIllSS

(1695 1773), the founder of tho Ohitwutea or Scottish

iih.iiin, w.v. minister i>l Toiling from 1719 till

•••••!. •!! in 17"J S . Two proprietors hold ouch an
I U .'. I i ii iiml four • ! Ii -s, than i.'.'.00. Toal-

mg in in the presbytery ol Dundee iiml the synod of

An^iu nud Mrnrns ; tho living is worth £250. Tho
I
irish church w.i- I ., i m I

-•<>'>. and contains 700 sit-

lii'k'v Tin 1 1 also ;i free church ; and n public school,

with nccouiuiodatiou lor KiS children, hud (1884) an
average attendance of 88, and a grant of £81, 6s. Valua-
tion ti857 £:,$•>:,, A70or., nis. pop. (isol) 765,

,
.- 1 706, (1801) 883, (1871) 879, (1881) Ibl.—Ord.

Sur., bIih. 48. 49, 67, 1805-68.

Teantnieh House, a mansion in Alness parish, Ross-
kI.ii.

. between Alnen village and tho Cromarty Firth.

Teith. Tho. a river of SW Perthshire, formed by two
held Itlimui whhh rise within 3 mile of one another,

and within 2$ miles ENE of tho head of Loch Lomond,
but which so far diverge from each other as to be at one

'' miles asunder. The northern one, rising at
an altitude of 1700 feet, runs 8i miles E by N to Loch
Doom (7J x 24 furl. ; 420 feet), passes 1J furlong thence
to Loch Voil (3$ miles x 3 furl. ; 414 feet), assumes
tbl ii tii«- name of the Ilalvag, and winds 6 miles south-

land to Loch Luiinaio (3£ miles x 3 furl.;

•Jo;, fret), and thence, through the Pass of Lkny, goes

3fS miles south-eastward to a conlluence with the other

; • am in the vicinity of Callander. It thus has
a total course of 25J miles, mainly through tho parish

of Halquhidder, but partly through that of Callander.

The southern head-stream, rising at an altitude of 1750
bet runs 3J miles south-eastward through Glenoyle
t" b>ch Katrine (8 miles x 7| furl. ; 364 feet), from
its foot passes lj mile east-by-southward through the
Trossachh to Loch Achhay (1J mile x 3 furl. ; 276
feet), winds next ljj mile east-south -eastward to Loch
Vi nnachar (3j miles x 5 furl. ; 270 feet), and proceeds

thence 1J mile east-north-eastward to its confluence

with the other head-stream. It is thus, in a large

degree, the connecting stream of a chain of most pic-

turesque lakes; and its length of run, inclusive of its

course through those lakes, is 20g miles, through or

along the borders of Callander, Buchanan, Aberfoyle,

and Port of Montcith parishes. The Teith proper, or

united stream, abounds in beautiful scenery, but has

none of the grand, bold, romantic features of its head-
waters. It runs 13| miles south-eastward through or

along the borders of Callander, Kilrnadock, Kincardine,

and Lecropt parishes. Its tributaries are numerous

;

but, excepting Keltie Water, they are all inconsiderable.

The ' arrowy ' Teith, if either its volume of water or its

length of course had been made the ground of decision,

would have been regarded as the parent-stream, and the

Forth which joins it as the tributary. The point at

wh i> ii they unite is the Bridge of Drip, 2£ miles NW
of Stirling. Yielding fairly good salmon and trout

fishing, the Teith is a clear stream, and, for the most
part, rapid. It is excelled by none in Scotland for

water-power, or for general adaptation to manufacture
;

yet in consequence of the want of lime and coal there

ia but a small aggregate of public works on its banks.
—r/rd. Sur., shs. 46, 38, 39, 1869-72.

Templand, a village in Lochmaben parish, Dumfries-
shire, 2J miles N of the town. It has a post office

under Lockerbie.

Temple, a village and a parish in the S of Edinburgh-
shire. The village stands, 605 feet above sea-level, on
the right bank of the South Esk, 3 miles SW of Gore-
bridge station, 7 S by W of Dalkeith, and 124; SSE of

Edinburgh. It is a quiet, sequestered, little place, with
• post office under Gorebridge.

Tho parish is bounded NE by Borthwick, SK by
Hi riot, 8 and SW by Innerleithen and Eddleston in

Peeblesshire, and NW by Penicuik and Carrington. Its
iiiinosi length, from N by E to S by W, is 8J miles;
its utmost breadth is 6jJ miles; and the aroa is 22fj

Bqtttre liulrs.n 1 -l.MS-j acres, of which V!'AN H„ , t ntacli in I

.

and contain the greater part of GoitKiiRIDGBi village.

The river South Esk, rising at an altitude of 1700 feet

on the western slope of I '.lurk hope Scar, winds 9J milos
north by-eastward through all the length of the parish,

and quits it al the influx of Fullarton or Krdsiuo Burn,
which traces all the not I h- western border. In tho ex-

treme N the surface declines to 690 feel above the sea;
and chief elevations to the E of the South Esk, as one
goes up the vale, are Corkmoor (990 foot), *Torfiehen
Hill (1608), "Mauldslie Hill (1684), Huntly Cot Mill

(1694), the Kipps (1776), and "Blaok -uScar (2136),
the loftiest ol l ho Mooki'oot lln.i.s ; to the W, Toxsido
Moss (900), ".Mines Corse (2004), and "Bowbeat Hill

(2049), where asterisks mark those summits that oul-

ii, in. ill on I he conlines of the parish. Tho rocks of tho
hills are Lower Silurian ; those of the lower grounds of

the main body include abundance of limestone and
sandstone ; and those of tho detached portion are car-

bonifi ions. The soil of the arable lands, though various,

is generally fertile ; but fully one-half of the entire area
is hilly and mountainous sheepwalk, black and moorish
in aspect. Through Gladhouse reservoir, on the course

of the South Esk, this parish furnishes one-fourth of

the entire water-supply of EDINBURGH, the new works
having been formally opened on 13 Juno 1879; and two
additional reservoirs (Rosebery and Edgelaw) have been
constructed for compensation purposes. Rosebery and
Toxside, both noticed separately, are the chief resi-

dences; and the principal proprietors are R. Dundas, Esq.

of Arniston and the Earl of Rosebery, 2 others holding
each an annual value of £500 and upwards, 1 of between
£100 and £500, and 4 of from £50 to £100. The'present

parish comprises the ancient parish of Clcrkington, and
the chapel l ies of Moorfoot and Balantradoch. Clerking-
t.in, previous to the Reformation, was a vicarage under
the monks of Newbattle. Moorfoot comprehended tho

upper half of the vale of the South Esk; and was a

chapelry established by the Newbattlo monks, to whom
tho lands had been gifted. The chapelry of Balantra-

doch, after the suppression of the Knights Templars,
was granted in 1312 by Pope Clement V. to the

Hospitallers or Knights of St John. The three districts

having been united after the Reformation, assumed
their present name from the circumstance of tho chapel

of tho Templars being adopted as their common or

paro. 'hi ,| i:l h. tin ing oil* its detached portion to

Stobhill quoad sacra parish, Temple is in the presbytery

ol I 'alkeith and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale
;

the living is worth £218. The old parish church, still

standing, is an oblong structure (54/? x 17$ feet), a

simple but pleasing specimen of the transition from tho

I ii i Pointed to the Scottish Decorated style. It has

two long, narrow lancet windows (now blocked up), a

Large three-light E window, and smaller three-light

windows on the S side; and it retains a piscina and
Easter sepulchre. On the E gable below the belfry is

an inscription which has puzzled antiquaries. Tho
church formed part of a preeeptory of the Knights

Ti mplars, which, founded by David I., and originally

called Balantradoch, was the chief scat of the order in

Scotland. The present parish church is a neat edilice

of 1832, containing 400 sittings. There is also a Free

church ; and Temple public and Toxside schools, with
re prehve accommodation for 105 and 47 children, had

(1884) an average attendance of 73 and 33, and grants

of £66, 18s. 6d. and £45, 10s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£7830, (1885) £10,060, plus £9924 for railway and
waterworks. Pop. of civil parish (1801) 855, (1831) 1255,

(1861) 1385, (1871) 1536, (1881) 1551 ; of ecclesiastical

parish (1871) 058, (1881) 541.— Ord. Sur., shs. 32, 24,

1857-64.

Templelands. See Stratiimiglo.

Temple Liston. See Kirkliston.
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Tenandry, a quoad sacra parish in Athole district,

Perthshire. Constituted in 1836 by the presbytery, and
reconstituted in 1851 by the Court of Teinds, it is in

the presbytery of Dunkeld and the synod of Perth and
Stirling. Stipend, £121. The church, near the right

bank of the Garry, 1 mile S of Killiecrankie station, was
built in 1836, and contains 430 sittings and a harmonium
(1884). Pop. (1871) 530, (1881) 497, of whom 55 be-

longed to Blair Athole, 212 to Dull, and 230 to Mouliu.—Ord. Sur., sh. 55, 1869.

Tents Moor. See Leuchars.
Terraughtie, a mansion in Troqueer parish, Kirkcud-

brightshire, 2-J miles \V by S of Dumfries. It belongs

to the owner of Munches.
Terregles, a parish of NE Kirkcudbrightshire, con-

taining a very small portion of the parliamentary burgh
of Dumfries. It is bounded NE and E by Holywood
and Dumfries in Dumfriesshire, SE and S by Troqueer,

SW by Lochrutton, and NW and N by Kirkpatrick-

Irongray. Its utmost length, from ENE to WSW, is

44 miles ; its utmost breadth is 24 miles ; and its area

is 3868^ acres, of which 26 are water. Cluden Water
winds 2J miles east-south-eastward along or close to all

the north-eastern border till it falls into the river Nith,
which itself curves 9£ furlongs south-by-eastward along

all the Dumfries boundary ; whilst Cargen Water
flows 3§ miles east-north-eastward and south-eastward,

mainly along the Lochrutton and Troqueer boundary,
but for a brief distance through the southern interior.

All that part of the parish to the E of the church is

low and flatfish, rarely sinking much below 50 or much
exceeding 100 feet above sea-level ; but the western
border is hilly, and, rising near Brae Croft to 692 feet,

commands thence a beautiful view of the vale of the
Nith, the town of Dumfries, the Solway Firth, and the

distant Cumberland mountains. The rocks are variously

eruptive, Silurian, and Devonian ; and the soil, though
diversified, is generally fertile. On Terreglestown farm,

2 miles W by N of Dumfries, stood a good-sized village,

erected into a burgh of barony in 1510 ; and near it is

a spot, the Gallows Hill, where criminals in bygone
days were hanged. The chief antiquity, Lincluden
College, is noticed separately ; and a history of it by
Mr Wm. M'Dowall was published in 1884. Sir John
Herries had a charter of the lands of ' Travereglis ' or
Terregles from David II., on the resignation of the same
by Thomas, Earl of Mar, in 1359 ; and his descendant,
Sir Herbert Herries, was created Lord Herries of Ter-

regles in or prior to 1489. In 1547 his great-grand-
daughter, Agnes, Lady Herries, married John Maxwell,
second son of the fifth Lord Maxwell, who, in 1566,
assumed the title of fourth Lord Herries, in virtue of
his wife, and who is famous in history as Queen Mary's
zealous adherent. According to his memoirs (Abbots-
ford Club, 1836), on the rout of Langside, 13 May 1568,
Queen Mary ' was carried from the field by the Lords
Herries, Fleming, and Livistoune. Prettie George
Douglas and William the Fundlin escapt also with the
Queen. She rode all night, and did not halt until she
came to Sanquhir. From thence she went to Terregles,

the Lord Herries' hous, where she rested some fewdayes,
and then, against her friends' advyce, she resolved to

go to England and commit herselfe to the protection of
Queen Elizabeth ; in hopes, by her assistance, to be
repossessed again in her kingdome. So she embarked at
a creek near Dundrennen, in Galloway, and carried the
Lord Herries to attend her with his counsel, and landed at

Coekennouth, in Cumberland. Heer she stayed, and sent
the Lord Herries to Londoue, in hopes to be recaved
with honor.' Three relics of this brief visit arc still

preserved at Terregles—the Queen's illuminated Missal

(1544), remains of her bed, and the silken embroidered
leading-strings of James VI. John, seventh Lord
Herries, in 1667 succeeded his cousin as eleventh Lord
Maxwell and third Earl of Nithsdale ; but in 1716 all

three titles were attainted in the person of the Jacobite
fifth Earl, whose escape from the Tower in woman's
attire was effected by the heroism of his countess, Lady
Winifred Herbert. She had buried the family muni-

ments in the garden at Terregles ere starting on the long
ride to London, in the depth of winter—a lady naturally
delicate, and then advanced in pregnancy

;
and, after

the Earl's escape, she returned, and dug up the deeds,

by one of which, executed in 1712, the estates were
disponed to William, the only son. His daughter and
heiress, Winifred, married William Haggerston Con-
stable, Esq. of Everingham, in Yorkshire, and built

about 1789 the present spacious mansion of Terregles

—

an event commemorated by Robert Burns in Nithside's
Welcome Harne. In 1814, her son, Marmaduke, dis-

poned the lands and baronies of Terregles, Kirkguuzeon,
etc., which formed great part of the ancient Herries

estates, to his second son, Marmaduke ; and he, in 1872,
was succeeded by his nephew, Alfred Constable-Maxwell,
Esq. (b. 1841), who holds 15,803 acres in the stewartry,

valued at £14,622 per annum, and who is thirteenth in

lineal descent from the first Lord Herries. The family
has always adhered to the Catholic faith ; and on 14
Nov. 1879, the interesting ' queir ' or choir of Terregles,

which was founded by the fourth Lord Herries not long
before his death in 1583, and which contains the tombs
of himself and his descendants, was reopened by the
bishop of Galloway after a thorough four years' restora-

tion at the cost of the present proprietor. There are

8 lesser landowners in the parish, 1 holding an annual
value of more than £500, 4 each of between £100 and
£500, 1 of from £50 to £100, and 2 of from £20 to £50.
Terregles is in the presbytery and synod of Dumfries ;

the living is worth £210. The parish church is a poor
building of 1799, and contains nearly 300 sittings. The
public school, with accommodation for 60 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 57, and a grant of

£49, 3s. Valuation (1860) £4770, (1885) £7660, 4s. lOd.

Pop. (1801) 510, (1831) 606, (1861) 580, (1871) 547,

(1881) 471, of whom 8 were in the parliamentary burgh
of Dumfries.— Ord. Sitr., sh. 9, 1863. See Dr William
Fraser's Book of Caerlavervck (2 vols., Edinb. 1873).

Tertowie House, a modern mansion in Kinellar parish,

Aberdeenshire, 6 miles SSE of Kintore.

Teviot, a river of Roxburghshire, formed at Geddings-
cleuch, 700 feet above sea-level and 12^ miles SW of

Hawick, by head-streams that rise at an altitude of

from 1200 to 1300 feet close to the Dumfriesshire
border. Thence it runs 37| miles north-eastward till it

falls into the Tweed at Kelso. Its chief tributaries are,

on the left bank, Hislop Burn, Borthwick Water, and
Ale Water ; and on the right bank, Frostley Burn and
Allan, Slitrig, Rule, Jed, and Kale Waters. The
parishes which it bounds or traverses are Teviothead,

Hawick, Wilton, Cavers, Minto, Bedrule, Ancrum,
Jedburgh, Crailing, Eckford, Roxburgh, and Kelso.

The towns or villages on or near its banks are Hawick,
Denholm, Ancrum, Crailing, Eckford, Heiton, Rox-
burgh, and Kelso. Its scenery is everywhere pleasant,

often brilliant, and sometimes even superb. Its im-
mediate banks are, for the most part, a charming alter-

nation of rich haugh and variegated, often abrupt,

rising ground. Its basin is, for some distance, a com-
paratively narrow vale, flanked with bold green heights

;

for a greater distance it is a strip of alluvial plain,

screened by terraced but undulating and tumulated
dale, and overhung at from 3 to 8 miles' distance by
terminating heights ;

and, in the lower course, it is a

richly variegated champaign country, possessing all the

luxuriance without any of the tameness of a fertile

plain, and stretching away in exulting loveliness to the

picturesque Eildons on the one hand, and the dome-
like Cheviots on the other. Its upper parts abound in

fastnesses, both natural and artificial, which figured

constantly and fiercely in the old Border raids. Tho
trout fishing is capital, especially over the lower 5 or 6
miles ; and the salmon fishing is very fair.

—

Ord. Sur.,

shs. 16, 17, 25, 1864-65.

Teviotbank, a handsome modem Elizabethan man
sion in Minto parish, Roxburghshire, near the lelt

bank of the Teviot, 5 miles NE of Hawick. Purchased
by him in I860, it is now the property of Edward
Heron-Maxwell, Esq. (b. 1821), who holds 295 acres

435
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in tho »hir*, valued at £500 MI annum.— Ord. Sur.,

»h. 17. 18*4,
TevloUUle. Soe Tkviot and BOXBTOOHBSI KB.

Tevtotheatl. .» p.i: :-!» ol S\V I; .\l.ui>-hslme, \vhos«<

rhureh stands near tin rit;lit bank of the Teviot, 14

mile* N by E of LtBghobn and SW of Hawick, under
whleh then i* a poal offloa. Formed In I860 out of

Hawick and Cavers parishes, it is hounded NH by
K liy Kirkton and Cavers, SK l>v Castleton, 8

and S\V l>v Kwes, Wrstrrkirk, and Kskdaleiuuir in

Damfriaaahira, and nw and N by Boberton, lis utmost
lei ili, from NK to SW, is 10J miles; its breadth

rariea batwaan and 7 J tnllet ; and its area is nearly

4t>l s[iiir.' miles or 81.ri.MiJ acres, of which 101 aro

aJaT. Hio Tkviot, form, d at (M-ddingscleuch, 700 feot

almve mM-lcvel, by brad stre.iins tliat rise at an altitudo

of fnmi 1200 to 1800 feet eloso to the Dumfriesshire
U.rd. r, winds "J miles north >east by eastward, for tho

lv> i :!j larlonn along the Hawick boundary, till it
1

i!,!.. Il.iui k at C.irsknowe. Allan Water,
formed by Pricsthaugh and Skclfhill Hums, runs 5
miles north-north eastward and norl h-north-wcstwanl,

for the last '2\ miles along tho Kirkton and Hawick
boundary, till it falls into the Teviot at tho northern
extremity ..I the parish

; and. with its affluent, the Dod
the town of Hawick with water. The

surface, sinking to 490 feet above sea-level at the Allan's

mthiv to the Teviot, is everywhere hilly, chief elevations

to the NW of the Teviot, as ono goes up tho vale, being
Sw.mst.-ads Hill (1003 feet), *Calfshaw Head (1320),

I euoh (1050), and 'Stock Hill (1561) ; to tho SIC,

liroadhaugh Hill (913), Skclfhill Pen (1745), "Cauld-
i Bead r.''.<6), *Tndhope Hill (1961), and •Wisp

Hill (1950), where asterisks mark those summits that
culminate on the confines of the parish. The rocks arc

chiefly Silurian ; and the soil of the arable lands is

moetly gravelly. The road from Hawick to Langholm
runs 8 miles through tho parish— for 43 miles up the

vale of the Teviot as far as the church, and then lor 3 J

miles up the narrower glen of Frostley Burn to disused

Mosspaul inn at tho Ewxa boundary. Up this road,

on 23 Sept. 1803, drove Wordsworth and his sister

Dorothy, who writes in her Journal that ' the quantity
of arable land gradually diminishes, and the plantations

liecome fewer, till at last the river flows open to the

sun, mostly through unfenced and untilled grounds, a

soft pastoral district, both the hills and tho valley

being scattered over with sheep. Here and there was a

single farmdiouse, or cluster of houses, and near them a
portion of land covered with ripe corn. Towards the

head of the vale of Teviot, where that stream is but a

small rivulet, we entered another valley. Hereabouts
Mr Walter Scott had directed us to look about for some
old stumps of trees, said to be the place where Johnnie
Armstrong was hanged ; but we could not find them
out. [See Caeri.ankio.] The valley which we were
ascending, though, for aught I know, it is unnamed in

song, was to us more interesting than the Teviot itself.

Not a spot of tilled ground was there to break in upon
its pastoral simplicity ; the same soft yellow green
spread from the bed of the streamlet to the hill-tops on
each side, and sheep were feeding everywhere. It was
more close and simple than the upper end of the vale of

Teviot, the valley being much narrower, and the hills

equally high and not broken into parts, but on each

side a long range. The grass, as we had first seen near
Crawfordjohn, had been mown in the different places of

the open ground, where it might chance to be best

;

but there was no part of the surface that looked perf ectly

barren as in those tracts. We saw a single stone house
a long way before us, which we conjectured to be, as it

pnred, Mosspaul, the inn where we were to bait.' Teviot-

head Cottage was long the home of the poet, the Rev.
Henry Scott Riddel! (1798-1870) ; and a spot overlook-

ing it is crowned with a large cairn to his memory. Tlie

principal proprietors are the Duke of Buccleuch, Sir W.
Eliott, Bart., of Stobs, and five others. Teviothead is

in the presbytery of Jedburgh and the synod of Merse
and Teviotdale ; the living is worth £300. The church
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ma buill by the late Duke of IWclouch in 1856, and
contains 820 sittings. Teviothead public and Allan-

water schools, with respective accommodation for 93

and 88 children, bad (1884) an average attendance of

48 and 10, and grants of £53, Is. 6d. and £33, 3s. 6d.

Valuation (1864) £8805, 10s. (id., (1885) £10,163,
l.'ts. 4.1. Top. (18(11) 43S. (1871) 515, (1881) 486.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 17. 16, 1864.

Texa, an islet, 152 acres in area, off Urn 8E coast of

Islay island, Argyllshire, 2 miles ESK of Port-Ellen.

Thainston, a seal, of tho Forbes- Mitchells, in Kintoro
parish, Aberdeenshire, 24 miles NNW of Kintoro town,
li is a handsome edifioe, in a charming situation, with a
very extensive view ; and succeeded a previous mansion
which was plundered and burnt by the rebels in 1745.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Thankerton. See Covington.
Thief's Road. See Pkkiilhssiiirf..

Thirdpart, an estate in Cilrenny parish, E Fife, 1$
mile WSYV of Crail. Its owner, Philip George
Anstruther, Esq. (b. 1875 ; sue. 1884), holds 1433
acres in ihc shire, valued at £3502 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 41, 1857.

Thirlestane Castle, a modern mansion, the seat of

Lord Napier and Ettrick, in Ettrick parish, Selkirkshire,

beautifully .situated, amid extensive plantations, near

the left hank ol Ettrick Walci-, 17 miles SW of Selkirk.

I .dial. Iv behind il is a ruined lower, the. stronghold
of t hai Sir John Scott of Thirb-stane whom James V. in

1542 pronounced 'Ready, aye ready' for battle. His
descendant,, Sir William' Scott, Bart., in 1699 married
Elizabeth, Mistress of Napier, the great-great-grand-

daughter of the famous inventor of logarithms, John
Napier of Merchiston (1550-1617), whose son, Sir Archi-
bald, was created Baron Napier of Merchiston in 1627.

The fifth descendant of this marriage, Francis Napier,

present and ninth Lord Napier (b. 1819 ; sue. 1834), filled

van, ins high diplomatic stations from 1810 to 1865, and
was C.veruor of Madias from 1866 to 1870, when he

was created Baron Ettrick in the peerage of the United
Kingdom, Ho holds 6988 acres in the shire, valued at

£2067 per annum.—(3rd Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Thirlestane Castle, the seat of the Earl of Lauder-

dale, in Lauder parish, Berwickshire, on the right bank
of Leader Water, 3 furlongs NE of Lauder town.

Originally a strong tower called Lauder Fort, built by
Edward I. during his invasion of Scotland, it was reno-

vated or rebuilt by Chancellor Maitland, and acquired

from the Duke of Lauderdale a new front and wings,

together with great interior improvements. It now is

a massive and stately pile, partly ancient and partly

modern, whose decorations are mainly in the style of

Charles II. 's reign. Sir Richard de Maitland was lord

of Thirlestane in the latter half of the 13th century,

and among his descendants were the blind poet, Sir

Richard Maitland of Lbthington (1496-1586) ; Wil-

liam Maitland, Secretary Lothington (1525-73), tho
'

' lhameleon ;
' Sir John or Chancellor Maitland (1537-

95), created Lord Maitland of Thirlestane in 1590 ;
John,

second Lord Maitland (d. 1645), created Earl of Lauder-

dale in 1624 ; John, second Earl (1616-82), created Duke
of Lauderdale in 1672, of Cabal fame; and Charles,

twelfth Karl (1822-84), who was killed by lightning

whilst grouse -shooting near Lauder, and who held

25,512 acres, valued at £17,320 per annum. The titlo

is now claimed by Major Henry Maitland (b. 1840),

who is third in descent from the fourth son of the sixth

Earl, and by Sir James Gibson-Maitland, Bart, of

Sauohie (b. 1848), who is fourth in descent from his

fifth son.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Thomaston, a ruined castle in Kirkoswald parish, Ayr-

shire, 4^ miles W by S of Mavbolc. It is said to have
been founded by a nephew of liobert Bruce in 1335.

Thom, Loch. See IxNEtllCiP.

Thorn. See JOHNSTONE, Renfrewshire.

Thornhill, a village in the detached section of Kin-

cardine parish, Perthshire, 4 miles WSW of Doune and

9.4. WNW of Stirling. It has a post office under

Stirling, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-
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graph departments, two inns, Norriston Established
and Free churches, a public school, and fairs on the first

Tuesday of January and the second Tuesday of March.
Pop. (1861) 621, (1871) 498, (1881) 474.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 39, 1869.

Thornhill, a village in Morton parish, Nithsdale,
Dumfriesshire. It stands, 225 feet above sea-level,

within £ mile of the Nith's left bank, and bv road is 65
miles SSW of Edinburgh, 66 SSE of Glasgow, and 1

mile SW of Thornhill station on the Glasgow and South-
Western railway (1850), this being 14J miles NNW of

Dumfries and 2S£ SE of Cumnock. Crowning a terrace

or rising ground, it commands a magnificent view, and
chiefly consists of a spacious main street, ^ mile long,

which is planted with limetrees, and sends off three
shorter streets at right angles. In the centre is a neat
stone pillar or cross (1714), surmounted by a Pegasus
and the Queensberry arms. On 19 Aug. 1803 Cole-
ridge, Wordsworth, and his sister Dorothy 'passed
through the village of Thornhill, built by the Duke of
Queensberry, the "brother-houses" so small that they
might have been built to stamp a character of insolent
pride on his own huge mansion of Drumlanrig, which
is full in view on the opposite side of the Nith. ' But
the late Duke of Buccleuch effected striking improve-
ments in 1833 and after years ; and Thornhill now has
a post office, with money order, savings' bank, and tele-

graph departments, branches of the British Linen Co.
and Union Banks, a local savings' bank (1843), two
good hotels, gas works (1841), water and drainage
works (1867), a brewery, a bowling green (1832), a
masonic lodge (1814) with a handsome hall (1834), the
Nithsdale Agricultural Society (1827), small debt courts
on the second Thursday of April, August, and Dec, and
fairs on the second Tuesday of Feb., May, August, and
Nov. o. s., and the last Friday of June, besides cattle

and flower shows on the third Tuesday of Sept. Dr
Grierson's Museum (1869-72) of natural history and
antiquities is specially interesting for its relics of Burns.
The parish church, £ mile NE, is a handsome Norman
edifice of 1841, built at a cost of £3554, and containing
1200 sittings. There are also a U.P. church (1816 ; 480
sittings) and an Evangelical Union chapel (1874 ; 312).
Joseph Thomson, the African explorer, was born at Thorn-
hill in 1858. Pop. (1779) 325, (1791) 430, (1831) 1373,
(1861) 1450, (1871) 1349, (1881) 1289. of whom 685 were
females. Houses (1881) 259 inhabited, 14 vacant, 1 build-
ing.—Ord. Sur., sh. 9, 1863. See Dr C. T. Ramage's
Drumlanrig Castle and Morton (Dumf. 1876).

Thornilee. See Innerleithen.
Thornliebank, a manufacturing village in Eastwood

parish, Renfrewshire, on Auldhouse Burn, 1J mile SSW
of Pollokshaws. It has a post office under Glasgow,
with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, a railway station (1881) on the Caledonian, a
U.P. church (1836; renovated 1883), a public school
(1878), and a public hall (1879), erected by the Messrs
Ci um at a cost of £4000. That firm's extensive works,
for cotton-spinning, power-loom weaving, calico-print-
ing, and bleaching, were commenced towards the close
of the 18th century. The mansion of Thornliebank is the
seat of Alex. Crum, Esq. (b. 1828 ; sue. 1867), Liberal
M. P. for Renfrewshire since 1880. Pop. (1841) 1620,
(1861) 1839, (1871)2123, (1881)2156, of whom 1069 were
females. Houses (1881) 404.—Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Thornton, a village in the S of Markinch parish, Fife,

near the left bank of the Ore, and 5 furlongs W by S of
Thornton Junction on the North British railway, this
being 15£ miles ENE of Dunfermline, 20 N by E of
Edinburgh, and 8J S of Ladybank Junction. It has a
post office under Kirkcaldy, a public school, and an Estab-
lished church, raised to quoad sacra parochial status in
1878. Pop. of village (1861) 527, (1871) 526, (1881)
552 ; of q. s. parish (1881) 909, of whom 70 were in King-
lassie and 839 in Markinch.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Thornton, a place, witli an hotel, in Grange parish,
Banffsliire, 4 miles E by N of Keith, under which it has
a post office.

Thornton Castle, a mansion in Marykirk parish,

Kincardineshire, near the right bank of the Black Burn,

3 miles W of Laurencekirk. An ancient Scottish

Baronial edifice, bearing date 1531, but supposed to be

partly much earlier, it was repaired about 1822, and
greatly improved about 1846. John Strachan, knighted
in 1375, obtained from his father the lands of Thornton;
and Alexander Strachan of Thornton was created a

baronet in 1625. The sixth baronet was Admiral Sir

Richard Strachan, G.C.B. (1760-1828), distinguished

for his naval services. Alex. Crombie, a successful

and much-esteemed advocate and land agent in Aber-

deen, acquired the property in 1804. He was succeeded

by his cousin, the Rev. Alex. Crombie, LL.D., F.R.S.

(1760-1840), the author of several well-known works
;

and his grandson, Alex. Crombie, Esq., W.S. (b. 1836
;

sue. 1877), holds 2300 acres in the shire, valued at

£2632 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1868.

Thornton Hall, a station on the East Kilbride railway,

7& furlongs SSE of Busby station.

Thorntoun House, a mansion in Kilmaurs parish,

Ayrshire, 3£ miles W of Kilmarnock.
Threave Castle, a fine ruin in Balmaghie parish,

Kirkcudbrightshire, on an islet formed by the river

Dee, 1£ mile W of Castle-Douglas. A tall, square,

battlemented tower, massive but roofless, it is sur-

rounded by remains of a strong outer wall, with circular

towers at the four angles. It was built by Archibald,

'the Grim,' third Earl of Douglas, towards the close of

the 14th century on the site of a fortalice of Alan, the

last native lord of Galloway ; and William, eighth

Earl of Douglas, kept here in 1451 a retinue of more
than a thousand armed men. Threave was the scene in

1452 of the murder of Sir Patrick Maclellan, the tutor

of Bombie ; and in 1455 it was the last of the Douglas
fortresses to surrender to James II., who employed
' Mons Meg' against it. (See Douglas Castle, Edin-
burgh, and Kelton.) After the fall of the Douglases,

the castle went into the possession of the Crown ; but

it was afterwards transferred to the family of Maxwell,
who became Earls of Nithsdale and hereditary keepers

of Threave and stewards of Kirkcudbright. During the

troubles of Charles I. the Earl of Nithsdale, at his own
expense, held this castle for the King, and armed, paid,

and victualled a garrison of 80 men ; nor did he flinch, till

the king, unable to send him any assistance, instructed

him to obtain the best conditions he could for himself

and his garrison. The Earls, as keepers of the castle,

received from each parish of Kirkcudbrightshire 'a

lardner mart cow,' or a fattened cow in condition to be
killed and salted at Martinmas for winter provision

;

and, in 1704, when they sold the circumjacent estate,

they, for the sake of this perquisite, retained the castlo

itself. In 1716, at the attainder of the fifth Earl, tho

levy of the ' lardner mart cow ' fell into desuetude
;
ami,

in 1747, at the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions, tho

last vestiges of the ancient power and importance of tho

castle disappeared. Threave House, on Kelton Hill, 1J
mile S of Castle-Douglas, is a Scottish Baronial edifice of

1873, the seat of William Gordon, Esq., who acquired tho

estate of Threave in 1870, and who holds 1469 acres in tho

shire, valued at £2025 perannum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 5,1857.

Thrumster House, a mansion in Wick parish, Caith-

ness, 4£ miles SSW of the town. Its owner, Mrs
Bentley-Innes (sue. 1854), holds 7400 acres in the shire,

valued at £1932 per annum.— Ord. Sur., sh. 110, 1877.

Thurso (old form, Tliorsa; Scand. Thors-a, 'Thor's

river'), a parish, containing a town of the same name,
and also a river, in the extreme NE of Caithness. Tiie

parish is bounded N by the Atlantic, E by the parishes

of Olrig and liowcr, S and SW by the parish of Halkirk,

and W by S by the parish of Reay. Tho boundary is

formed for 2£ miles on the SW by tho river Thurso, for

3£ miles on the W by S by Forss Water, and elsewhere,

except on tho N, it is artificial. The greatest length,

from NW at Brims Ness to SE, at tho point wliero the

parishes of Thurso Bower, and Halkirk meet on the SE
side of Sordale Hill, is 10 miles ; the greatest width at

right angles to this, from Clardon Head to tho SW
boundary, W of Buckies Hill, is 6 miles; and tho area
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in 28, 707 127 »m-n. of « Inch |68'809 nro water, 889*804
a:« u.irOu t,-, and 80'807 are tidal water, wlii lo OS00 07.1

kcrwuv in a oh tached portion ol the pariah 41 milei SW
«•! tlir main |H>iluni, niul miming 5J miles SW from the

5 nut of tho Dorrry Hills, with an average breadth of

14 mil*. The whole rarffcos of tha parish is considerably

•boro aea-levcl, rlatag from tho koii in tho N in sheer

clilU, with an av. -ra.no height of ovor 200 foot, or in high
Morn hanks. From Ihoso a inoory plateau passes

aouthwarit by Hrinu Hill (300), Holburn Hill (300),

Hill of Korwi (400). ami O.immoro EUllook (489), ami

than umiui.itrs towarda kha ityai Thurao, which has

li:gh atocp banks on Kith suh s. To tho K of tho rivor

I igaina riat to Doncan'a Hill (816) ami Sordale
Hill (SOOi, tho last in tho exticiiio SK of tho parish, ami
with Hu. kios Hill (310) to tho W on tho opposite siilc of

the rncr. About hall tho wholo area is under tillago,

i il tha graatH pari of tha soil is poor, and of tho other

half a oonaidarahla moli y is barren heathland. Tho
oooat, from mar tha nw oorner of the pariah at Brima
Ncsli, has a general N ami S direction for 4J miles to

Hull.urn Head, whence it turns southward to Scrabster

lichtlu'ii-r, then curves W'SW to Scrabster itself, and
M , K, and HE to Clardon Head, forming by

tl.i^ nraap Thvbbo May,* the portion of which to the

Wi-th. w. II known anchorage of Scrabster ltoads. The
wide across tho entrance from Hollmrn

H.-.id o.Lst-.south-eastward to Clardon Head, and lj> mile

.in j. «. -! south-westward, at right angles to this line,

t.. tha extreme B at the town of Thurso. To the E of

Clardon Head ia Hueslb Hay. The rocks of the pariah

arc fissile beds belonging to the Old Red Sandstone
ayitem, some of which, at Weydale, Forss, and else-

where, aro quarried for the Caithness Hags or Caithness

pavement, so well known for its smooth surface and its

durability. Many of the beds aro highly fossil iferous,

and those in the neighbourhood of the town of Thurso

J
laldl i the lino .specimens of Astcrolcpis now in the Hugh

Miller and John Miller Collections in the Industrial

Unaeam at Edinburgh. One thin bed, a short distance

\V of Holburn Head, contains the scarce little crustacean,

Esthcria mcmbranacca. The drainage is carried off by
the river Thurso, which, after tracing part of the south-

western boundary, as already described, has a course of

6 miles through the parish, till it falls into the S corner

of inner Thurso Bay. The only lake of any size is Loch
Cailam or Chaluim (5 x 4 furl. ; 435 feet) in the de-

tached portion of the parish. The mansions arc Forss

House, Scrabster House, and Tnunso Castle. The
last, to the E of the mouth of tho river Thurso, is a

large and rather staring structure of 1872-78, in a

somewhat poor variety of the Baronial style. The
height of its main tower is 147 feet. Its predecessor,

erected in 1660 by George, Earl of Caithness, was the

birthplace and residence of the famous Sir John Sinclair

(1754-1835), to whom Scotland owes the Old Statistical

Account, and also of his daughter, Miss Catherine
Sinclair (1801-64). His grandson, Sir John-George-
Tollemachc Sinclair of Ulbster, third Bart, since 1786
(b. 1825; sue. 1868), has been Liberal member for

Caithness since 1869, and holds 78,053 acres in the

shire, valued at £14,212 tier annum. A short distance

E of the castle is Harold's Tower, erected by Sir John
Sinclair to mark the supposed grave of Harald, grandson
of Rognvald, who was defeated by Harald Maddadson in

this neighbourhood in 1196. Near the centre of Scrabster

Bay are the ruined remains of the old castle of the

Bishops of Caithness, occupying the site of the ' borg

'

which Harald Maddadson destroyed when he captured

Bishop John of Caithness and the principal men of

the district in 1201. The neighbourhood was also the

scene of an earlier battle in 1040, when Moddan, nephew
of King Duncan, was surprised and slain in or about the

• The name is sometimes more wirlcly applied to tho whole
fweep bounded on the HW by Holburn Head and on the E by
DtuxcT Head; and embracing on the SK the great sweep of

Ihinnet Bay. This opening measures 7 miles across the mouth
from Holburn Head NE to bunnet Head, 7} from Ounnet Head
SW to the town of Thurso, and 7 from Holburn Head E by S to
Imnnct Sand*.
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town by Thorkall Fostri ami his Norsemen, and there-

after Thorkell's victorious army proceeded to join
Thorflnn and take part in the great battle in Mora's
thai preceded Duncan's death. There are somo traces

ol a camp a1 Holburn Head, and remains of rids'
bouaea or weems at Sordale, Balliemore, Cairnmore,
Sorabater Hill, and elsewhere. A little to the W of
Holburn Head is a small obelisk called Slater's Monu-
ment, srectod in memory ol Captain M. A. Slater of tho
Coast Survey, who is BUppoaod to have been thrown
jrom bis horse over the cliff close at hand. Tho parish
[a in the presbytery of Caithness and tho synod of
Sutherland and Caithness, and the Jiving is worth .t'433

a year. The churches aro noticed in connection with
tin- town. Seven schools, with total accommodation
for lOS'J pupils, had (1884) an average attendance of

8 and grants amounting to £584. Thurso unites
with Bower, Cannisbay, Dunnet, Halkirk, Olrig, Keay,
and Watteii to form Thurso poor-law combination, with a

poorhouse having accommodation for 149 inmates. Thd
cemetery is on a nigh bank overlooking the river Thurso,
fully A mile S of the town. It contains a monument
to Robert Dick (1811-60), tho famous scientific baker
"i Thurso, whose story baa been told by Dr Smiles in

Robert Dick, Geologist and Botanist (1 878). Tho George-
mas and Thurso branch of the Highland Railway
passes NW through the parish to the town, and near
il are I WO main roads from Wick to Thurso. Another
road goes westward to Ileay, ,-md there are a number of

good district roads. The principal proprietor is Sir

J. (!. T. Sinclair, I '.art.., of Ulbster, and f> others hold
each an annual value of £500 or upwards, 6 hold each
between £500 and £100, 16 hold each between £100
and £50, and there are a considerable number with
smaller amounts. Valuation (1860) £14,740, (1885)

£20,707, 15s., including £918 for tho railway. Pop.

(1801) 3628, (1831) 4679, (1801) 5561, (1871) 5754,

(1881) 6217, of whom 2939 were males and 3278 females,

while 4026 were in the police burgh. Houses (1881)
1418.— Ord. Sur., shs. 116, 115, 1878.

The RlVER THURSO rises near the extreme SW end
of tho parish of Halkirk among the hills that there

form tho boundary between Sutherland and Caithness,

and Sows first NK, and then N, through the centre of

tho parish of Halkirk, and thereafter near the centre of

the parish of Thurso to the sea at the S side of Thurso
Bay. The whole length of tho course is about 27 miles,

of which 19£ are in Halkirk and 7^ in Thurso. The
hollow through which it (lows in the upper part of its

course from SW to NE is called Strath More, and
near the centre of it is Loch More. At the point where
tho stream turns N it receives from Strath Bheag a
tributary which drains the northern part of the parish

of Latheron, and 5 J miles farther down another joins

it from tho W, from Loch Calder. The other allluents

are neither numerous nor important. The fishing is

good, particularly in early spring. There is almost

no wood along its course, but the high banks between
which the river often runs are by no means devoid of

beauty. The boulder clay along them contains at

several points comminuted shells.

The Town of Thurso stands on the W bank of the
river at the mouth, and has a station at the northern

terminus of the Sutherland and Caithness section (1874)

of the Highland railway. It is by rail 20| miles NW of

Wick, 154 NNE of Inverness, and 298 N of Perth.

Bj ea it is 25 miles SSW of Stromnoss, and 30£ SW
of Scapa pier, and by road 21 miles from Wick and 44

ENE of Tongue. It seems to have become an important

resort of the Norsemen at a very early date, and it

soon became the great centre of trade between Scot-

land and Norway, Sweden and Denmark. In 1633 it

was created a burgh of barony, a status which it still

holds, though it is now also a police burgh, the General

Police and Improvement Act having been adopted.

Tho superior is Sir J. G. T. Sinclair of Ulbster. For
nearly two hundred years after 1633 it was practically

the county town of Caithness, the sheriff courts being

held and all the ordiuary law business of the county
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transacted there. The superior and magistrates

of Wick having, however, raised an action to show
that their rights were being usurped, obtained a decree

of the Court of Session in their favour in 18*28, and
the legal business was then removed to Wick. The old

part of the town occupies a triangular piece of ground
between the bay and the river, and is irregularly built

;

but the newer part to the S\V is regularly laid out,

though it has not yet developed into the large place it

was designed to be. Near the centre of the town is

Macdonald Square, in which is a small public garden,

originally the private property of the Sinclair family, but

presented to the town by Sir John Sinclair in 1876. In

the centre is a statue of Sir John Sinclair of Old Statistical

Account celebrity, originally erected at Thurso Castle in

1835, but removed to its present position in 1856. The
ground was formerly somewhat bare and neglected, but

it was laid out and ornamented in 1882-83 at an expense

of £213 raised by public subscription. A promenade
was formed at the links in 1882. It is over 300 yards

long, and the expense of construction was defrayed by
the public. The sands to the N of the town form
excellent bathing ground. The principal street is

Princes Street, formerly High Street, the name having
been changed after the visit paid to the town by the

Prince and Princess of Wales in October 1876, when His
Royal Highness opened an Art and Industrial Exhibi-

tion in the Town Hall. The Town Hall, a good Gothic
building in Princes Street, contains a courtroom, a

public library, and a museum on the ground floor, and
on the upper floor a public hall 56 feet 6 inches long, 40

feet wide, and 80 high. It was erected in 1870 at a cost

of £2500, obtained partly by public subscription and
partly from the proceeds of a bequest of £1000 made by
Mr Alexander Henderson several years before. The
centre window over the doorway is of stained glass, and
shows St Peter—the patron saint of the town—and the

arms of Mr Henderson and of Sinclair of Ulbster. The
museum contains part of the collections made by the

late Robert Dick. The library is carried on under the

Public Libraries Act, which was adopted in 1872. The
parish church, erected in 1832, after designs by Burns,
at a cost of £60U0, is a good building, with a tower 140
feet high and a clock, the latter the gift of Mr Henry
Miller, London. There are 1540 sittings. Near the

river are the roofless walls of the old church of St Peter,

believed to date from the 14th century, and surrounded
by the old burying-ground. There are two Free churches,

the First and the West, of which the latter is a handsome
building of 1860 with a good spire. The Congregational
church, erected in 1875-76 at a cost of £1100, replaced

an old church dating from 1799. There is also an
Original Secession church. There is a public school,

an institution in Sinclair Street endowed by Mr Alex-
ander Miller for the education of boys, a benevolent
institution for girls in Olrig Street, and a Free Church
school. The Dunbar Hospital originated in a bequest
by Mr Alexander Dunbar, Scrabster, who died in 1859.

The foundation stone of the building was laid by the

Duke of Edinburgh in 1882. There is regular railway
communication with the south, and the mail steamer
sails between Orkney and Scrabster daily. There is a
small harbour at the mouth of the river, ranking as a
creek under Wick, but it is neither convenient nor safe.

The principal exports are grain and paving-stone. The
harbour or rather roadstead and pier at Scrabster are

separately noticed. The only industry of any importance
is in connection with the trade in Caithness Hags, the
sawing, dressing, and polishing «f which is carried on
by four companies ; and there is good fishing in Dunnet
Bay. Thurso has a head post ollice, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, annuity, and telegraph depart-
ments ; branch olliccs of the Bank of Scotland, British
Linen Company, Commercial, National, and Town and
County Banks ; a branch of the National Security Sav-
ings' Bank

;
.agencies of 27 insurance companies ; a

newspaper, the Independent Caithness Courier (1866),
published every Friday ; a rifle hall, with a public
reading-room ; and several good hotels. Gas is supplied

by a private company, and new gasworks were erected in

1880. There is a weekly market on Friday, and there

are fairs on the second Tuesday of July (Peterrnass),

and the Fridays in August and September after Dunnet.
Sheriff small debt courts are held ten times a year, i.e.,

once every five weeks, on Thursdays; and justice of

peace small debt courts are held every second Wednes-
day. Pop. of town (1841) 2510, (1861) 3426, (1871)

3622, (1881) 4026, of whom 1827 were males and 2199
females. Houses (1881) 995 occupied, 34 unoccupied,
aid 16 being built.

Thurston, a plain two-story mansion in Innerwick
parish, Haddingtonshire, near the right bank of the

Dry Burn, 5 miles SE of Dunbar.
Tibbermore, a parish of Perthshire, containing Ai,-

mondbank station, Huntingtower and Ruthvenfield
village, and a small portion of the parliamentary burgh
of Perth. It is bounded N by Methven and Redgorton,
E by Scone and Perth, S by Aberdalgie and Forteviot,

and W by Findo-Gask. Its utmost length, from ENE
to WSW, is 6J miles ; its breadth varies between 6h
furlongs and 1\ miles ; and its area is 6170 acres, of which
30 are water. The Almond winds 2| miles east-north-

eastward along all the Redgorton border, till it falls into

the Tay, which itself flows \ mile south-eastward along
all the boundary with Scone. Beside the Almond the

surface declines to less than 50 feet above sea-level ; and
thence it rises to 223 feet near Hillyland, 257 near Hill

of Ruthven, and 467 near the Forteviot border. Thus,
without being hilly, the parish is considerably diversi-

fied. In the western district it descends in a gentle

slope to the N, and terminates in a narrow tract of level

ground ; and in the eastern district it in general lies

somewhat high above the Almond, and then, going
down in a steep descent, forms a delightful plain along
the margin of the stream. The district is in general

fertile ; and to a large extent, especially on the E and
S, is beautified with wood. The arable grounds, com-
prising nine-tenths of the entire area, have a various

soil—a sandy loam along the Almond, an argillaceous

earth toward Perth, and a reclaimed substratum of moss
in many parts of the W. Old Red Sandstane is the pre-

vailing rock, and has been largely quarried. At Letham,
2 miles WNW of Perth, a new mansion was built about
1880. The chief objects of antiquity and the chief manu-
factures have been noticed under Huntinctowek. Tib-

bermore or Tippermuir, though containing less of the
battlefield than Aberdalgie, has given name to the first

battle fought between the Marquis of Montrose and the
Covenanters (1 Sept. 1644)—a battle in which the latter

confronted 1700 Highlanders and Irishmen with 6000
foot and 600 horse, but were completely vanquished,

and suffered a loss of 2000 slain and 2000 captured.

Tibbermore was the residence of several of the bishops

of Dunkeld, particularly of Bishops Geoifrey and Sinclair,

who died in 1249 and 1337. Bishop Sinclair is noted in

history for an exploit against the English in the reign of

Robert Bruce. The earliest parish church of Tibbermore
was originally a chapel dedicated to St Serf or Servanus,

and situated on the N side of the Almond, within the

present boundaries of Redgorton. At Tullilum, in the

E end of Tibbermore, anciently stood a convent of Car-

melites ; and beside it Richard Inverkeithing, Bishop of

Dunkeld, built, in 1262, a chapel and a house. Hero
the synods of Dunkeld diocese were held till 1460, when
they were removed by Bishop Thomas Lauder to his own
cathedral. Alexander Young was the last prior of the

convent
;
and, on his embracing the Protestant religion

at the Reformation, he became minister of Tibbermore.

The name Tibbermore signifies 'a great well,' and
probably alludes to a perennial spring which issued

from behind the church, and was long known by
the namo of the 'Lady Well,' but which, not long

before 1843, was destroyed by the draining of the

adjacent field. The father of Principal Tulloch was
minister from 1833 to 1844. The Karl of Kinnoull owns
about three-fifths of the parish, 5 lesser proprietors hold-

ing each an annual value of £500 and upwards, and 7 of

between JL'100 and £500. Giving off a small portion to
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the fNanrf tatm parish of St Leonard, Tibbcrmoro is In
tho |>nxit>ytrrv of IVrth and th.« synod of Perth and
BtirUng ; las ihrtnf li worth a :«<»4. The parish ohuroh,
I imirtSWof aJmondbank station, Is a pre Reformation
baUdlnjj . «n.l the date* |6M and Ksos on t ho belfry—
« !>wh is * , ui mult structure, much admired by hoido oc'clo-

.:. •!-•.< ate ill,-.,- ,,| n-paiis, ami not of its erect ion.

aaauamd to a N aisle In 1810, it contains 600 sit-

tines. Two public schools, liuthvoiilitdd and Tibbormoro,
with rmt|xvtive accommodation tor -J1S and 153 cbildron,
had (1884) nn averago attendance of 71 und OS, and
mala of £01. 18a. end £67, 17* Sd, Valuation (1865)
jl 'Mo, (i.ss;,) A n. 617. 17h. lid. To]). (1801) 1306,

- IMS, (1841) 1851, (1861) 1296, (1871) 1503,
• 1>M> 1>^:>. ,,f wbom 7.V.! were in tho parliamentary

i i "< i tli. and l >:fj in tho ecclesiastical parisli.

—

Org. ArM ab. 48, 1808.

Tibbere, an anoient oaatla adjacent to tho mutual
bonndarj ofPenpont und Doriadeer parishes, Dumfries-
oil*, at the influx of Park Burn to tho river Nitb,

<

' irr.-ii l,t i.Ilt.' and 2$ miles NNW of Thornhill.
I to have been built by tho Romans, and named

in honour of Tiberius Ciesar, it was garrisoned by the
English in tho early part of tho Wars of tho Succession,
nnd surprised and captured by Sir William Wallace;
and it i- now represented by only slight vestiges.

—

Urd.

Ar., ah. 9. 1803.

Tibbie Shlels. Bee St Mauy's Locn.
Tifty. Seo Fyvik.
Tighnabruaich (GaeL 'house on tho edge of the

bank'), a recent watcring-placo in Kilfinan parish,

Argyllshire, on tho Kyles of Bute, 2J miles SW of tho
mouth of Loch Riddon and 9J (by water) NW of Rothe-
say. It has a post office under Greenock, with money
order, savings bank, and telegraph departments, a
branch of the Royal Bank, 2 hotels, a steamboat pier,

nn Established church (made quoad sacra in 1882), a
Freo church, and a new public school. Pop. (1871) 404,
(1881) 771.—Ord. Sur., sh. 29, 1873.

Tillery House. See Fovf.ran.
Tillichewan Castle. See Bonhill.
Tillicoultry, a town and a parish of Clackmannan-

shire. Tho town lies at the southern base of the Ochils,
on Tillicoultry Burn, and within £ mile of the right
bank of the Devon, 2 miles E of Alva, 3J NNE of Alloa,

81 W by S of Dollar ; whilst its station, on the Devon
Valley section (1851-71) of the North British railway,
is 10 miles ENE of Stirling, and 13£ WSW of Kinross.
The Queen, who passed it by train on 20 Juno 1879,
just after receiving the news of the death of the Princo
Imperial, describes its ' situation, in a wooded green
valley at the foot of the hills,' as ' beautiful, reminding
me of Italy and Switzerland.' In the course of tho last

half century, Tillicoultry has grown from a village to a
thriving town, such growth being due to the great ex-
tension of its woollen manufactures. These date, indeed,
from the days of Queen Mary, and long made Tilli-

coultry serges and blankets famous throughout Scotland

;

but the weaving of tartans and shawls was not intro-

duced till 1824, and the manufacture of tweeds and silk

fabrics is of still later origin. There now are no fewer
than eighteen factories ; and the larger of these employ
several hundreds of hands. The town has a post olfice,

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-
ments, branches of the Clydesdale and Union Banks, 2
hotels, gasworks, a police station, a cemetery, and a
Wednesday Liberal pajier, the Tillicoultry Nev;s (1879).
The Popular Institute and Library, with accommoda-
tion for 1000 people, was erected in 1860 ; in 1862 an
Academy was gifted to the townsfolk by David Paton,
Esq., at a cost of nearly £1200 ; and in 1875 handsome
ooard schools were built at a cost of £5500. The parish
church (1829 ; 650 sittings) stands 4J furlongs E by S
of the centre of the town. The Free church was built
soon after the Disruption ; and other places of worship
are the U.P., the Evangelical Union, and the Congre-
gational church, the last erected in 1876 at a cost
of £3000. The town, having in 1871 adopted part of
the General Police and Improvement (Scot.) Act of

lNo-', is governed by nine police commissioners. Its

munioips] constituency numbered 550 in 1885, when
the annual value of real property within the burgh
amounted to .110,001), whilst the revenue, including
assessments, was £660, Pop, of town (1851) 3217,

(1861) 8684, (1871) 8746, (1881) 3732, of whom 1999
were females. Houses (1881) 817 inhabited, 80 vacant.
The parish, containing also tho villages of COALS-

NATTOHTOS and DflVONSIDE, Ifl bounded N and N E by
Blackford in Perthshire, E by Dollar, S by Clackman-
nan and Alloa, SW by the detached section of Clack-
mannan, and W by Alva in Stirlingshire (detached).

Its utmost length, from NNW to SSE, is 6+ milos ; its

breadth v aries between 7 J furlongs and 2$ miles ; and
its area is 0970$ acres, of which 30.4. aro water. The
Devon first, a little below its source, flows H milo
ea 1

i.\ northward along the northern border, and then,

much lower down, winds 8| miles west-south-westward,
partly along or close to the Clackmannan boundary, but
mainly across tho southern intorior. Gloominosidr or

Gannel Burn, rising at 1050, and Daiglen Bum, rising

at 1500, foot above sea-level, run lj milo south-south-
westward and ljj mile south-south-eastward, until, at

an altitude of 1660 feet, they unite to form Tillicoultry

Burn, which itself flows 1£ milo south-by-westward
to tho Devon at Glcnfoot. Greenhorn and Broich

Burns run northward along the Alva and Blackford

boundaries to the Devon, four others of whose affluents

have a southerly course, either through the interior or

along tho eastern and western borders. The scenery of

these little mountain rivulets, with their pools, cascades,

and wooded banks, is almost as fair to-day as it was in

t hal olden time when tho wife of the miller of MeNSTRIE
w as Bprited away by tho fairies. In the valley of tho

Devon tho surface declines to loss than 50 feet above
sea-level ; and thence it rises southward to 327 feet near
Shannockhill, northward to 1000 at Wester Kirk Craig,

2094 at the Law, 21 1 1 at King's Seat Hill on the Dollar

boundary, 2363 at BENCLETJGH (the loftiest summit of

tho Ocnn, Bills), and 1724 at Burnfoot Hill, from
which it again declines to close on 1000 feet at tho

northern border. The entire landscape, whether we
view the hills or the plain, is pleasant and beautiful.

A rising ground, called the Kirk Craig and the Cuning-
har, which closes a fine plain stretching out to it from
the Abbey Craig near Stirling, has a strikingly romantic
appearance as approached from either the E or the W,
and is supposed to be 'the mount at the back of tho

country,' the tulaich-cul-lir, whence the parish derived

its name. The rocks are mainly eruptive in the hills,

carboniferous in the plain. Red and grey porphyries

compose the summits of tho central and loftiest heights
;

and they exhibit some very fine varieties, and contain

large crystals of black schorl. Clay-slate is a prevailing

rock in tho King's Seat chain ; and basaltic rocks, in

sonic instances containing curious decomposed masses,

occur in the lower heights. Micaceous schist, too, is

found, containing numerous garnets. Some veins of

copper ore were worked towards the middle of last

cenl ury
;
but, after the expenditure upon them of a very

great sum of money, were abandoned as not defraying

the cost of mining. Silver, lead, cobalt, arsenic, and
sulphur seem also to exist, but in small quantities. A
rich variety of ironstone, and rich veins of iron ore of

the kidney kind, aro in sufficient quantity to have been

an object of marked attention to the Devon Company.
A stratum of dark-blue clay, suitable for fire-bricks,

occurs ; and on the banks of the Devon are singular

concretions of hardened clay in a great variety of fan-

tastic shapes. Sandstone, of good quality, occurs on
the skirts of the hills and in the plain, and has been

largely quarried. Coal, in four workable scams, and of

various quality, occurs in the same district as the sand-

stone, and is the object of extensive mining and traffic.

The soil, at the foot of the hills, is a fine quick loam, of

no great depth ; on the haughs of the Devon is a deep

loam mixed with sand ; and in other parts is now loamy,

now argillaceous, on a variety of subsoils. Much of the

ground is stony ; but in many fieldii where little soil can
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be seen, on account of a thick powdering of quartzose
nodules, it is, nevertheless, of high fertility. An-
tiquities are remains of a Caledonian stone-circle on the
SE end of the Kirk Craig, and of a circular fort on the
basaltic eminence of Castle Craig. At ' Tuligcultrin

'

St Serf is said to have wrought many miracles, one of

them, the raising of a woman's two sons ' frae ded to

lyf.' Tillicoultry House, 1 mile ENE of the town, is

an elegant mansion, erected about 1806. The estate

was granted by Alexander III., in 1263, to an ancestor
of the Earl of Mar and Kellie, and in 1483 came to the
Colvilles of Culross, of whom Sir James Colville served
with much distinction in the French wars under Henri
of Navarre, and was created Lord Colville in 1609. In
his latter years he spent much of his time at Tillicoultry,

where he loved to walk on a beautiful terrace, and to

rest himself beneath an aged thorn. It happened, one
day of the year 1620, that, standing on a stone, and
koking up at the thorn-tree, describing his battles, he fell

down the sloping bank of the terrace, and, it is said, was
killed on the spot. His grandson sold the property in

1634 to the poet, Sir William Alexander of Menstrie,
afterwards Earl of Stirling ; and since, it has changed
hands no fewer than twelve times. The present owner,
Robert George Wardlaw-Ramsay, Esq. of Whitehill
(b. 1852 ; sue. 1882), holds 4147 acres in Clackmannan,
and 2963 in Edinburgh shire, valued at £3430 and
£5134 per annum. Harviestoun, with its memories
of Burns and of the late Archbishop Tait, has been
noticed separately

;
and, in all, 4 proprietors hold each

an annual value of £500 and upwards, 5 of between £100
and £500. Tillicoultry is in the presbytery of Dun-
blane and the synod of Perth and Stirling; the living
is worth upwards of £400. Two public schools, Coals-
naughton and Tillicoultry, with respective accommoda-
tion for 309 and 783 children, had (1884) an average
attendance of 234 and 559, and grants of £204, 15s.

and £489, 2s. 6d. Valuation (1881) £18,598, lis. 4d.,

(1885) £19,685, 8s. 7d. Pop. (1801) 916, (1831) 1472,

(1841) 3213, (1861) 5054, (1871) 5118, (1881) 5344.—
Orel. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Tilliechewan Castle. See Bonhill.
Tillietudlem. See Craignethan.
Tillyangus. See Clatt.
Tillyfour. See Tough.
Tillynaught Junction, a station in Fordyce parish,

Banffshire, on the Great North of Scotland railway, 6
miles WSW of Banff, 2f SSE of Portsoy, and 10£ NNE
of Grange Junction.

Tillypronie, a fine modern mansion in Tarland and
Migvie parish, Aberdeenshire, 4 miles NW of Tarland
village and 10 NNW of Aboyne. Its owner, Sir John
Forbes Clark, second Bart, since 1837 (b. 1821 ; sue.

1870), holds 649 acres in the shire, valued at £350
per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.
Tilt, a small alpine lake and a mountain rivulet, in

Blair Athole parish, Perthshire. Loch Tilt (3 x If furl.
;

1650 feet above sea-level) lies among the central Gram-
pians, within \ mile of the Aberdeenshire boundary,
and 5J miles E by S of the meeting-point with Inver-
ness-shire. It is overhung by mountains rising to
altitudes of from 2131 to 2515 feet. The rivulet,
issuing from the lake, is joined within \ mile by a
mountain torrent, descending from the E

; proceeds \\
mile south-south-westward, until it receives, on the
right, Takf Water ; then goes 13J miles south-west-
ward, for the most part along a deep narrow alpine
glen, 'a ditch to guard and separate a world,' flanked
on most of the left side by Benglo (3671 feet)

;

receives in its progress hundreds of torrents and cata-
ractine rills

;
becomes, in its lower reach, intricately,

picturesquely, romantically grand ; is joined, at one of
its most magnificent points, by Fender Burn, making
three very fine cascades ; and enters the Garry, amid
most splendid scenery, at Bridge of Tilt. Its waters
are strictly preserved, and swarm with trout. See
G LENT] lt.— Ord. Sur., shs. 64, 55, 1874-69.

Tilt, Bridge of. See Blair Athole.
Tima Water, a troutful hill-stream of Ettrick parish,

Selkirkshire, rising on the Dumfriesshire boundary at

an altitude of 1300 feet, and running 6g miles north-

north-eastward and northward, till, after a descent of

525 feet, it falls into Ettrick Water at Ramseycleuch,
1 mile E of Ettrick church.—Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Tingvrall, a parish of Shetland, whose church stands

near the head of Tingwall Loch, 6 miles WNW of Ler-

wick, under which there is a post office. Containing
also the seaport and post-office village of Scalloway,
the parish is bounded N bv Delting, NE by Nesting,

E by the sea, SE by Lerwick, S by Quarlf, and W by
the sea and Sandsting. It includes the inhabited

islands of Hildesay, Langa, Linga, Oxna, and Trondra

;

and comprises the ancient parish of Weisdale on the N,
Whiteness in the centre, and part of the ancient parish

of Tingwall on the S, having till 1701 comprehended
likewise the Lerwick-proper district of Lerwick parish.

Its utmost length, from N to S, is 13J miles; its utmost
breadth, from E to W, is 4| miles ; and its land area is

45§ square miles or 29,204 acres. No part of it is more
than 2 or 3 miles from the sea, so deeply are its coasts

indented with voes or firths—Wadbister Voe, Lax Firth,

and Dales Voe on the E ; Clift Sound on the S ; and
Whiteness, Stromness, and Weisdale Voes on the W.
A ridge of hills, extending from N to S, divides the

parish into two distinct districts, and attains 921 feet

at Scalla Field, 511 at Hamarsland Hill, 442 at Her-
rislee Hill, and 418 at Steinswall Hill. Each of these

districts is disposed in straths, nearly parallel with
the ridge. The soil is either moss or a dark-coloured

loam ; and the moss generally lies on a ferruginous

subsoil, which is naturally impervious to water, and for

some years resists the plough, but yields to persevering

tillage, and enrichingly mingles with the soil. Much
waste land has of late years been reclaimed. In all the

straths is abundance of primitive limestone, and the

hills on the eastern side consist of clay and mica schists.

Near Rova Head is a bed of good blue roofing-slate; and
in several of the meadows are beds of excellent shell-

marl. Of a score of fresh-water lakes and lakelets, the

largest are the Loch of Girlsta (1A mile x 3 furl.), Strom
Loch (2| miles x 2£ furl.), and Tingwall Loch (8^x2^
furl.). All afford good trout-fishing ; and on an islet,

called Lawting, in the last, the ' Grand Foud ' anciently

held bis supreme court, and heard appeals. Hence the

name Tingwall (Norse Thingvollr, ' a field or place where
courts are held '). On an islet in Strom Loch is the ruin

of a small fortalice, said to have been inhabited by a

noble, whose father, a Jarl of Orkney, ordered him to

be put to death. Tumuli and flint implements are

numerous. Tingwall was anciently an archdeaconry
;

and for upwards of a century after the Reformation,

either itself or the village of Scalloway gave name to

the Shetland presbytery. The ancient churches of

Weisdale and Whiteness were dedicated respectively to

the Virgin Mary and St Ola ; and so powerful was the

hold which Catholicism had on the entire parish, that,

as we learn from the New Statistical Account, there are
' remains of a very great many pre-Reformation chapels.'

One proprietor holds an annual value of more than £500,

and 5 hold each between £100 and £500, 5 from £50 to

£100, aud 13 from £20 to £50. Tingwall is in the

presbytery of Lerwick and the synod of Shetland ; the

living is worth £339. There are two parish churches,

each containing about 570 sittings—the one at Tingwall,

built in 1788 ; the other at Whiteness, by Strom Loch,

built in 1837. Six public schools— Girlsta, Gott, Scallo-

way, Trondra, Weisdale, and Whiteness—with total

accommodation for 391 children, had (1884) an average

attendance of 218, and grants amounting to £190, 5s. 8d.

Valuation (1860) £2791, (1884) £4577, 13s. Cd. Pop.

(1801) 1863, (1841) 2957, (1861) 2697, (1871) 2491, (1881)

2385, of whom 2164 belonged to the Mainland portion.

Tinto, a big porphyritic hill at the meeting-point of

Carmichael, Wiston, Symington, and Covington parishes,

Lanarkshire, flanking the left side of a detour of the

river Clyde, and culminating 7£ miles SE of Lanark,

2J WSW of Symington Junction. Standing alone, and
dominating like a king over the Upper Ward, it is the
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lofti**t of the ' Suit horn Heights of tln> Central Low-
lands,' and attains nu altitude of Hi.'..', foot uhovo tlio

t .\de at it> mi. I Vii:!.'. fort above tilt' soft. Its

base U 6| bOm iu length from K to W, and 2J in
1 BWB N to B ; ami it rises nt lir.st slowly, alter-

ward* more rapidly, to a massive domical summit.
It tigum. \oty roiispiouoii-ly throughout a groat extent

of Uh.Im .i)" . mail i-oiiitimiiil.H ii view along the Clyde to

thr Grampian* and Gontlell, together with sido viows

t.. thr |l.»v», to i uniU i hiii. I, mill to Ireland ; it consists

of rruptn. i. . DYSrOtpping Silurian uml Devonian
rocka; on n* Bl skirt is the fragment of the ancient
rastli. of Kati u s ; and its Niiinmit is crowned by a

i rn .•! proMbl] the inoienl Caledonian times.

Long a It.voii jk.-i mid u place of Beltane tiros, it took

thriii-c it.« imiiio of 'l'mto, signifying the 'hill of fire:'

it i- In lirvnl !.. have I " . ii ulso ik scone of ancient Cale-

donian l.ratlioii worship
;
and, as to either its grand

ap|>caraiicr, its antiquarian associations, or its fancied

D with popular myths, it Bgarei in many old-

Warid rhymes, one of wlii.lt ('On Tintock tap there is

a Hrist)' •to.) is finely moralised in l)r .John Brown's
Jrrm* thr Ihnrk frjtrr.—Ord. Sur. , ah. 23, 1865.

Tinwald. a I hiiiilric-sliiiv parish on the mutual border

of Nitlisdale and Annandale. It comprehends the
ni: ...nt parishes of Tinwald and Trailllat, united in

1660; and contains the small post-office village of

Amim ii i n. with a station on the Caledonian railway,

4 nr .'- NXK of the post-town, Dumfries. It is

: NK l.v Kirkiiiii'li.nrl, K l>v Lochmaben, S by
Tbrthorwald, Bw by Dumfries, and Wand NW by Kirk-

mahoe. Its utTnost length, from N by W to S by E, is

f.g miles ; its utmost breadth is 4J miles ; and its area

is 10,391$ acres, of which 109 are water. The Water
of Af flows fi miles east-south-eastward along or close

to all the Kirkmichael boundary; LiOOHAB Water or

Park Burn, its head-stream, runs 6$ miles south-south-

eastward along all the boundary with Kirkmahoe and
Dumfries; and several burns rise in the interior, and
run to cither the Ae or the Lochar. Along the Water
of Ae the surface declines to less than 200, along Lochar
Water to less than 100, feet above sea-level, 'lhe tract

adjacent to the latter stream appears to have formed
part of an estuary in times subsequent to the human
occu[>ation of the surrounding country

;
comprises a

belt about 1 mile long and £ mile broad, reclaimed from
moss into remarkably fine meadow ; and includes a

aandy ridge of some 35 acres, called Tinwald Isle, once

SWVOnndea with such depth of cstuarial water as to have
served the purpose of a commodious harbour. About
three-fourths of the entire area arc occupied by hilly

height", which, rising slowly from the low flat grounds,

have diversified shoulders and an undulating tabular

summit, are either ploughed or verdant over nearly all

tli' ir surface, and attain a maximum altitude of 818
feet above sea-level at High Auchnane. They com-
mand brilliant views over all the lower basin of the

Kith from Queensberry to Criffel, and across the Solway
Firth to Skiddaw ; and they pass, at the southern

boundary, into the continuous but lower heights of

Torthorwald and Mouswald. A lake, called Murder
Loch, was once of considerable size and great depth, but
lias been much reduced by draining, and now is nowhere
more than 18 feet deep. The predominant rocks are

greywacke and greywacke slate. The soil, to some
extent, is cither reclaimed moss, sandy gravel, or stiff

moorish clay ; but is mainly a loamy or friable clay,

nwh mixed in places with small stones. Woods cover

a Considerable area; about 2150 acres are meadow,
pasture, or waste ; and the rest of the parish is in

tillage. Tinwald House, on the western skirt of the
hills, If mile SE of Amisfield village, was once a seat of

the Marmiis of Queensberry, but is now a farm house ;

and the Queensberry estate in Tinwald and Torthorwald
was sold in 1884 to James Jardine, Esq. of Dryfeholm.
Kessfon*, noticed separately, are Amisfield House and
Gi.f.nae; and the principal antiquities are Amisfield
Castle, adjoining Amisfield House, vestiges of four

ancient forts at Amisfield, Shielhill, High Auchnane,
442
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end Bsrrehell Hill, and tran s of a Roman road byTrail-
Qa1 towards Burnswark. William Peterson (1665-1719),
the projector ol the Darien colony and the Hank of
i Qgland, was born si Skipmire faun, ns also was his

grand nophow, Dr Jamea ntounsay, first physician for

many years to the Empress of llnssia. Five proprietors
bold SSCh Sn annual value of more, and 6 of less, Mian

00 Tinwald ia in the presbytery and synod of Dum-
(Viesj ths living is worth £228. The parish church
was built, iu 176,1, and contains 400 sittings. Two
public schools, Amisfield and Shieldhill, with respective

accommodation for 140 and 49 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 91 and 57, ami grants of £71,
ins. and £68, ISS, Valuation (180(1) £7795, (1885)
£11,190. Pop. (1801) 980, (1831) 1220,(1861) 1079,
(1871) 993, (1881) 861.— Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1804.
Tippermuir. Sec TlBBEUMOllB.
Tiree. See Tyube.
Tirry. See La i no.

Tobermory, a seaport village in the N of Mull island,

Argyllshire, 28 miles WN W of Oban, and 24 W by S of
the nearest point of the Morvern mainland. It stands
al the head ofasheltered bay, on the SW side, and towards
the north-weslern enl.ranco of tho Sound of Mull; and
it was built in 1788, at the same time as Ullapool, by
the British Fisheries Company, as the site of a fishing

establishment, and the rendezvous of the herring vessels.

Its name means 'Mary's Well,' and was taken from a
fountain on the spot, which was dedicated to tho Virgin,

and had much celebrity in pre-Reformation days. The
chief part of tho town is arranged in the form of a
crescent ; but an upper town, surmounting a clilf to the
rear, consists almost wholly of poor cottages or huts,

though a number of villas have teen recently built on
the outskirts. The harbour or bay is spacious, and
almost completely landlocked; and is sheltered across

the entrance, and at a brief distanco, by Calve Island.

A new quay and pier, constructed by the proprietor,

F. W. Caldwell, Kv<|. of Mishnish, a,t a cost of over

£2000, was opened in 1864. As the only town in Mull,

and in a large circumjacent district, both Hebridean
and continental, Tobermory possesses much provincial

importance, and is the scat of some domestic trade.

As a seaport, it is the natural outlet of the surplus

produce of northern Mull; and enjoys regular steam-
boat communication with Oban, the Clyde, etc. It

has a post ollicc under Oban, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, blanches of the
Clydesdale and North of Scotland Bank, 18 insurance
agencies, 3 hotels, a reading-room and library, a Scottish

Baronial courthouse (1862), a public school, a girls' in-

dustrial school, a poorhouse, etc. A new water supply
was introduced in 1882 at a cost of over £6000. Places

of worship are the quoad sacra parochial church
(1827-28), a Baptist chapel (1816), and a new Free
church (1878-79). The last is an Early English edi-

fice, built at a cost of over £3400, with a tower and
spire, and 500 sittings. The quoad sacra parish, which
was constituted ecclesiastically in 1827, and politi-

cally in 1845, is in the presbytery of Mull and the

synod of Argyll ; its minister's stipend is £120, with

m tn 1 and _ !. he. The town is a police burgh under the

Genera) Police and Improvement Act (Scot.) of 1862,
1

.

1 ing governed by a chief magistrate and two bailies,

who act, with three others, as police commissioners.

1 1 pri on was closed in 1884. The ' Florida,' one of the

ships ol the Spanish Armada, in 1588 was blown up in

Tobermory Bay (see Inveraray), where the ill-fated Earl

of Argyll put in on 11 May 1685, and where the Queen
pa ed i he night of 19 Aug. 1847 on board the royal yacht.

Pop. Of village (1841) 1396, (1851) 1543, (1871) 1196,

(1 881 ) 1 200, of whom 1007 were Gaelic-speaking and 629

females; of q. s. parish (1871) 1344, (1881) 1342. Houses
in town (1881) 180 inhabited, 10 vacant, 4 building.

Toberonichy, a village on the E side of Luing island,

Argyllshire, 7£ miles S of Easdale.

Todhills, a hamlet in Tealing parish, Forfarshire, 6

miles N by E of Dundee.
Tolla, Loch. See Glenorchy.
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Tolquhon Castle. See Tarves.
Tolsta, a village in Stornoway parish, Lewis, Ross-

shire, near Tolsta Head, 13 miles NNE of the town of

Stornoway. Pop. (1871) 566, (1881) 597.

Tomachaistel. See Monzievaird.
Tomatin, a mansion in Moy and Dalarossie parish,

Inverness-shire, near the left hank of the winding

Findhorn, 16 miles SE of Inverness, under which there

is a post office of Tomatin.

Tombae, a place, with the Roman Catholic Church of

the Incarnation (1829 ; 300 sittings), in Inveraven parish,

Banffshire, near the right bank of Livet Water, 4£ miles

SSE of Glenlivet post office.

Tomich, a place in Kiltarlity parish, Inverness-shire,

23 miles SW of Beauly, under which it has a post office.

Tomintoul, a village and a quoad sacra parish in

Kirkmichael parish, Banffshire. The village stands,

1100 feet above sea-level, on a small plateau, with the

river Avon to the W and Conglass Water to the E. It

is 14| miles S of Ballindalloch station, this being 12

miles NE of Grantown and 12 SW of Craigellachie.

Consisting of a central square and a single street,

running f mile north-north-westward, it is described

by the Queen, under date 5 Sept. I860, as 'the most

tumble-down, poor-looking place I ever saw—a long

street with three inns, miserable dirty -looking houses

and people, and a sad look of wretchedness about it.

Grant told me that it was the dirtiest, poorest village

in the whole of the Highlands.' Tomintoul has a post

office with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph

departments, a public and a Roman Catholic school,

cattle fairs on the Tuesday of April after Beauly,

the Tuesday after the second Wednesday of May, the

Tuesday after the third Wednesday of June, the Tues-

day after the third Thursday of July, and the day in

August, September, and October after Grantown, a

market, called the Well Market, on the last Thursday

of July, o. s., and hiring fairs on 26 May and 22

November if the day be a Thursday, and if not, on the

Thursday before. The quoad sacra parish, constituted

by the General Assembly in 1833, and reconstituted by

the Court of Teinds in 1845, is in the presbytery of

Abernethy and synod of Moray. The stipend is £120,

with a manse and a glebe worth respectively £10 and £3

a year. The parochial church, built in 1826 with funds

from Government, was renovated in 1877, and contains

336 sittings. St Michael's Roman Catholic church was

built in 1837, and contains 368 sittings. Pop. of village

(1839) 530, (1861) 659, (1871) 533, (1881) 478 ; of q. s.

parish (1871) 799, (1881) 686.— Ord. Sur., sh. 75, 1876.

Tomnachaistel. See Monzievaird.
Tomnahurich. See Inverness.

Tomnavoulin, a place, with a post office under Craigel-

lachie, in Inveraven parish, Banffshire, on the left bank

of Livet Water, 8 miles S by E of Ballindalloch station.

Tonderghie, an estate, with a mansion, in Whithorn
parish, Wigtownshire, 3 miles S of the town.

Tong, a village in Stornoway parish, Lewis, Ross-

shire, 4 miles NNE of the town of Stornoway. Pop.

(1871) 402, (1881) 454.

Tongland, a hamlet and a parish of S Kirkcudbright-

shire. The hamlet lies on the right bank of the river

Dee, 2b miles SSW of Tarff station, and 2£ NNE of

Kirkcudbright, under which it has a post office.

The parish contains also Tarff station on a branch

(1864) of the Glasgow and South-Western railway, 3i
miles N of Kirkcudbright and 6? SVV of Castle-Douglas

;

and Ringford village, 1 mile N by E of Tarff station,

with an 'innanda post office. Comprising the ancient

parishes of Tongland and BALNACROSS, it in outline

resembles a triangle with southward apex, and is

bounded N and NE by Balmaghie, SE by Kclton and

Kirkcudbright, and SW by Twynholm. Its utmost

length, from N to S, is 5 J miles ;
its utmost breadth,

from E to W, is 4J miles ; and its area is 98f>8± acres,

of which 34i are foreshore and 77 water. The Dee,

here a splendid salmon river, flows 5 miles south-south-

westward along all the Kelton and Kirkcudbright

boundary; and troutl'ul Tarff Water, formed in the

NW angle of the parish by the confluence of Glengap
and Anstool Bums, winds 5| miles, chiefly south-by-
eastward, through the interior, then 2 miles south-
south-eastward along the Twynholm boundary, till it

falls into the Dee near Compstone House. The Dee is

spanned, a little below the hamlet, by the old two-arch
bridge of 1737, and, 3 furlongs lower down, by the
railway viaduct and by Telford's new bridge, which,
with a span of 110 feet, consists of one circular arch,

and was constructed in 1804-8 at a cost of £7710. The
rocky turbulent reach between the bridges is described
in Montgomery's Cherric and the Slae (1595). Limpid
Tarff Water, at a point 2J miles NNW of Ringford,
forms a picturesque series of falls, the Linn of Laird-
mannoch, from 50 to 60 feet high. Culcaigrie Loch (2
x 1J furl. ; 375 feet) lies on the boundary with Twyn-
holm, and Bargatton Loch (3J x 1\ furl. ; 250 feet) on
that with Balmaghie. At the southern extremity of
the tongue of land between Tarff Water and the Dee
the surface declines to less than 100 feet above sea-level

;

and thence it rises northward to 326 feet at Argrennan
Hill, 719 at Kirkconnell Moor, and 588 at Barstobrick
or Queen's Hill. The southern district consists of a
hilly ridge running N and S, and of gradual declivities

sloping down to the rivers. The northern division is

rocky and moorish, and consists of a medley of small
hills, rising-grounds, valley-land, moss, and meadow.
A tract along both margins of Tarff Water is fine flat

alluvial ground, naturally rich meadow. The pre-
dominant rocks are porphyry and clay slate ; whilst the
soil of the arable lands is very various, but, in general,
especially in the southern and central districts, is fertile

in either grain or grass. Less than one-fourth of the
entire area is constantly in tillage ; and most of the
remainder is meadow, hill-pasture, or waste. On the
rocky moor called Bartstobrick a spot is pointed out
where Mary of Scotland is alleged to have rested to
refresh herself in her flight from the battle of Langside
to the abbey of Dundrennan. The event has be-
queathed to the farm the name of Queenshill. On
Kirkconnell Moor, at a great distance from -any house,
a plain granite monument was erected in 1831 over the
grave of the martyr, James Clement, who, with four
other Covenanters, was shot here by Grierson of Lag in
Feb. 1685. There are sites or remains of cairns in four
localities, of a fort near the Free Church manse, and of
a stone circle near the Linn of Lairdmannoch. The
Pnernonstratensian abbey of Tongland, near the parish
church, was founded by Fergus, Lord of Gufowny,
about the middle of the 12th century, for canons who
came from Cockersand in Lancashire. In 1325 the
Gallowegian rebels slew the abbot and sacrist in the
church, because they were foreigners, and had sworn
allegiance to Edward I. of England. The last abbot,
Damian, satirised by Dunbar, was an Italian alchemist,
who, in the reign of James IV. essayed to fly from
Stirling Castle to France. He fell into a midden, and
fractured his thigh bone—a fiasco ascribed by him to
the blending in his pinions of a dunghill cock's plumes
with eagle's feathers. Little remains of the abbey save
the northern round-headed arch, excavated and restored
in 1851. John Morrison (1782-185?), painter, poet, and
land-surveyor, spent most of his life in Tongland, and
is buried in the churchyard. Argrennan and Queens-
hill, noticed separately, are the principal residences;
and 6 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500
and upwards, 5 of between £100 and £500, and 8 of
from £20 to £50. Tongland is in the presbytery cf
Kirkcudbright and the synod of Galloway

; the living
is worth £209. The parish church, at the hamlet, is a
red granite Gothic edifice of 1813, with 42C sittings and
a square pinnacled tower, in which hangs a bell bearing
date 1633. A Free church stands close to Tarff station

;

and two schools, Tongland public and Ringford female
industrial, with respective accommodation for 87 and 76
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 60 and 46,
and giants of £56, 5s. and £28, 10s. Valuation (1860)
£6920,(1885)£14,183. Pop. (1801) 636, (1831)800, (186)
892, (1871) 908, (1881) Md.—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.
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J!».J acres, of which
8M7| a.' * itor, 8888{ foreshore, and 414 tidal water.

1 I>kkk\ or Un h mi Dithreibh (1J milox5 furl.
;

868 foot] ni 11. Is olf the Amhiiinn Oeaiiu Loehii 3j miles
IiKtth I'V i istM.uil ti> the head of the KYLE OK ToNOUH,
• si .1 looh P| miles long and 21 hrood at the entrance.
1 1 m.iI IkiI ( 4j miles x 7 furl. ; 369 feet),

on the Knrr boundary, sends oil' the river Bougie 10}
niloi oorth Dorth-eaatward. through Lochs Ckagoih or
I \'i niilexllj lurl.) and Slnim (3x2 furl.),

to Torriadafe Hay (lxj mile). Loch na Meido (3$
mil« s l\ furl. ; 490 feet), in tho extreme S, belongs
munly to Tongue, but partly to Durness and Fair,
and sends olf the Miiialk into the latter parish to

Looh Narer. Of m arly a hundred other fresh-water
lakes or lakelets, the chief are Loch Cuil na Sith * (74 x
1 lurl.

; 898 leet), .sending olf a stream 14, mile cast-
north.eastward to the head of Loch Loyal ; and star-

. Loch Halm or Chaluim (5J x 44 furl. ; 690 feet),

ending oil' one 1J mile north-westward to the head of
Lneh Dcrry. Both streams and lochs afford splendid
lishing. Measured along all its ins and outs, the coast,

from the entrance of Tongue Lay, extends 7J miles
west-north-westward to within 1 mile of Loch Eriboll,
and 5fl miles eastward and south-eastward to the middle
ol Torriedale Bay. It is nearly everywhere rocky and
precipitous, rising rapidly to a height of 935 feet above
tl i NO at WHITEN Head, 314 at Lamigo Bay, and
300 at Ard Torrisdale. Ellan-na-Coomb (231 feet
high) and Ellannan-Ron (247), to the NE of the
entrance to Tongue Bay, and the Raisisit Islands (100),
within the bay, are all three noticed separately. The
interior is everywhere hilly and often grandly moun-
tainous, chief elevations from N to § being Meall
Leathad na Craoihle(1018 feet), BeinnsTomaine (1728),
and Bra Loyal (2504), to the E of Loch Derry and
the Kyle of Tongue

; and, to the AV, Ben Hutio (1340),
Meall.™ Liath (1962), and the south-eastern shoulder
(2364) of Ben Hope, whose summit (3040) is in Durness
parish. Gneiss, capped with conglomerate, on some of
the hills, is the predominant rock

;
syenite forms the

main mass of Ben Loyal ; mica slate has been quarried
on the western border for slates and flags ; and moss,
partly abounding in bog iron, partly of a kind well
suited for fuel, covers an extensive area. The soil

of the arable lands is partly a light or a rich black
loam, but chiefly a compound of moss, gravel, sand, and
clay. Over 150 acres have been reclaimed at Ribigill,

steam-power being employed in part of the work ; but
only about 1100 acres are in tillage, whilst 700 or so
are under natural and planted wood. The rest of the
parish is largely disposed in sheepwalks, the vast
sheep-farm of Ribigill extending to 30,000 acres,
and that of Melness (which is partly in Tongue and
partly in Dup.ness) to 70,000 acres. The House of
Tongue stands 14, mile N of the village, at the com-
mencement of the Tongue peninsula, its garden washed
by the waves of the Kyle, and its grounds overshadowed
hj noble old trees. An aggregation of successive
structures, the work of many generations, a grotesque
collection of masonry formed and run together in defiance
of all architectural rule or taste, it is now the residence

• The unsflidiiin? of the Oaelie Cuil na Silk (' comer of peace ')
Into CwUide, in the Imjanal Gazetteer of Scotland, is a curiousMaHM ' I phonetic corruption.
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..I t]„> Duko <-r Sutherland's factor, but it has all the

uwooiationa ol having been the principal seat of Lord
Reay, the ohiefof the clan Maokay, from whom a largo
'..ill I Sul hei land took the name of 'Lord lleay's

oountry.' The wizard, Sir Donald Maokay of Parr, who
bei una lie i Lord Reay in 1628, figurea in both the

Thirty years' War and 'the Great Rebellion. His fifth

descendant, Kric, seventh Lord Reay (1773-1847), sold

the Reay estates to the Sutherland family in 1829;
and at toe death of the ninth Lord Reay in 187.r», tho

title
J
Kissed to .Eneas Maekay (1800-70), eldest male

descendant of the second Lord Reay, and a baron of tho
kingdom of the Netherlands. His son and successo",

Donald .lames Mackay (b. 1839), was raised to the peer-

age ui I In- United Kingdom in 1881 as Baron Reay of
1 'nun ss, and in 1884 was appointed Governor of Bombiy
(See <

' \ R.0L8IDE). The most striking antiquity is Castle-

Varrich or Caisteal Bharich, surmounting a promontory
to which it gives name, and originally a strong square

building of two stories, the Bret arched with stone, tho

second covered with wood. It still forms a largo square
shell, figuring finely in the landscape, but unknown to

«-it I n r history or I radii ion. Remains of several circular

towers occur, so situated within view of ono another,

from the coast to tho interior, that they may bo sup-
pused lo have been raised as beacon-towers. Other
antiquities are tumuli, cup-marked stones, and subter-

ranean retreats. Tho Duko of Sutherland is sole

proprietor, Tongue is tho seat of a presbytery in tho

synod of Sutherland and Caithness; the living is worth
£218. The paiish church, built in 1680, and almost

rebuilt in 1781, was repaired in 1862, and contains 120

sittings. There are Free churches of Melness and
Tongue ; and threo public schools—Melness, Skerray,

and Tongue—with respective accommodation for 130,

109, and 110 children, had (1884) an average attendance
of 92, 56, and 44, and grants of £56, £38, and £51.

Valuation (1860) £2998, (1884) £4335, 10s. 8d. Pop.

(1801) 1348, (1831) 2030, (1861) 2077, (1871) 2051,

(1881) 1929, of whom 1791 were Gaelic-speaking.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 114, 108, 1880.

The presbytery of Tongue comprises the quoad civilia

parishes of Durness, Eddrachillis, Fair, and Tongue,
and the quoad sacra parishes of Kinlochbervie and
Strathy. Top. (1881) 6371, of whom 67 were com-
municants of the Church of Scotland in 1883. The Free

Church also has a presbytery ol Tongue, with churches

at Altnaharrow, Durness, Eddrachillis, Farr, Kinloch-

bervie, Melness, Strathy, and Tongue, wluch eight

churches together had 3584 members and adherents in

1883.

Tonley House. See Tough.
Tor-Alvie. See Alvie.
Tore, a post office under Inverness in Killearnan

parish, Ross-shire, 4 miles W by S of Munlochy.
Torgyle. See Glenmouiston.
Torlum. See Drummond Castle.
Tornaveen, an estate, with a mansion, in Kincardine

O'Neil parish, Aberdeenshire, 3 miles N by W of

Torphins station.

Torosay, a parish in Mull Island, Argyllshire, con-

taining the hamlet of Lochdonhead, 8£ miles W of

Oban, under which it has a post ollice (Auchnacraig),

with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph depart-

ments. Communication is hold with the mainland by

steamers passing through the Sound of Mull. The
parish is bounded NE by the Sound of Mull, E, SE,
and S by the Firth of Lorn, W by Killinichen and Loeh-

na-Keal, and NW and N by Kilninian. Its utmost
length, from E to W, is 124 miles in direct line, but

I
1 the shortest road; its utmost breadth, from N

to S, is 10 miles ; and its area is nearly 146 square miles

or 94,049 acres, of which 1307 lie detached, and 1407?

are water, 2018? foreshore, and 29 tidal water. The
coast, on the Sound of Mull and the Firth of Lorn,

measures, exclusive of sinuosities, about 22 miles; has

headlands of various shapes—some rounded, some acutely

angular ; and is indented with the sea lochs of Don,

Spelvie, and Buy, and the bays of Duart, Craignure,
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Macalister, Cornahenach, Macallister, and Pennygown.
The interior is mainly mountainous, yet contains

the three vales of Glenmore, Glen Forsa, and Glen
Cainail, and comprises a considerable aggregate of

low-lying land. A chain of peaked mountains ex-

tends along its centre from end to end, has mostly
a common base, and attains a maximum altitude

of 3185 feet in Benmore. Several minor chains strike

laterally from the main one, rise from common bases,

and run nearly parallel to one another ; and Ben Buy
(2352 feet), a splendid mountain, stands by itself at the
head of Loch Buy. A series of small lakes lies in Glen-
more, and several others are scattered over the rest of

the parish. One considerable rivulet issues from the
Glenmore lakes ; another issues from Loch Ba ; and
another traverses Glenforsa. The predominant rocks
are trap, sandstone, and a coarse limestone ; and the
most noted minerals are rock-crystals, calc-spar, and
fluor-spar. The soil of the arable lands is chiefly

gravelly or mossy, and partly sandy, loamy, or clayey.

Less than one-thirteenth of the entire area is in tillage,

but about one-twentieth more is capable of reclama-
tion. The chief mansions are Duart House, Glenforsa
House, and Lochbuy House. A principal antiquity is

Uuart Castle ; and other antiquities are a tower at

the head of Loch Buy, and ruins of three pre-Reforma-
tion chapels. Four proprietors hold each an annual
value of more than £500. Giving off all Kinloch-
spelvie and part of Salen quoad sacra parish, Torosay
is in the presbytery of Mull and the synod of Argyll

;

the living is worth £212. The parish church was built

in 1783, and contains 280 sittings. There is a Free
church of Torosay : and four public schools—Crogan,
Kinlochspelvie, Lochdonhead, and Lochbuy—with re-

spective accommodation for 28, 39, 70, and 50 chil-

dren, had (1884) an average attendance of 14, 25, 33,
and „ , and grants of £24, 10s., £20, 12s. 3d., £45,
14s. lid., and £ „ . Valuation (1S60) £6871, (1885)
£8902, lis. lOd. Pop. (1801) 1764, (1831) 1889,

(1861) 1380, (1871) 1254, (1881) 1102, of whom 392
were Gaelic-speaking, and 396 were in Torosay ecclesi-

astical parish.

Torphichen (Gael, torr-fithichean, ' the raven's hill '),

a village and a parish of W Linlithgowshire. The
village stands 1£ mile ENE of Westlield station, 4£
miles SSW of Linlithgow, and 2§ N by W of Bath-
gate, under which it has a post office. Pop. (1841)
397, (1861) 477, (1871) 406, (1881) 358.
The parish, containing also Blackridge village, 6J

miles to the SW, is bounded on the N and E by Lin-
lithgow, on the SE by Bathgate, at its SW extremity
by Shotts and New Monkland in Lanarkshire, and on
the NW by Slamannan and Muiravonside in Stirling-

shire. Its utmost length, from ENE to WSW, is 9g
miles ; its breadth varies between f mile and 2| miles

;

and its area is 15£ square miles or 9956J acres, of which
17| are water. The river Avon or Aven winds 3£ miles
east-north-eastward along all the Muiravonside boun-
dary ; and its affluent, Polness or Drumtassie Burn,
runs 4| miles north-eastward along nearly all the
Slamannan boundary. Barbauchlaw Burn, coming
in from Lanarkshire, runs 7| miles north-eastward
along the Shotts and Bathgate boundary, until it unites
with Couston or Ballencrihff Water to form Logie
Water, which, flowing 6J furlongs north-north-west-
ward across the narrowest part of the parish, falls into
the Avon near Crawhill, and divides the parish into two
unequal portions, the smaller to the E, the larger to the
SW. Along the Avon the surface declines to 300 feet

above sea-level, and thence it rises eastward to 777 at the
Torphichen Hills, 749 at Bowden Hill, 912 at Cocklk-
RUE, and 1016 at Cairn-naple or Cairnpapple ; south-
westward to 648 feet near Wester Righead, 705 near
Canties, 824 at Eastcraigs Hill, and 759 near Bedlormie.
Torphichen thus sends up the highest points in West
Lothian, and, compared with the general aspect of that
line champaign county, is markedly tumulatcd, and
boldly hilly at the NE end. The south-western district
is naturally moorish

; but, making abatements for cold
102

wet moor towards the W, and some little extent of hill-

pasture on the E, the parish is generally fertile, and
has an enclosed, warm, wealthy appearance. A judicious

distribution of planted trees has materially served both

to shelter and to beautify. The summits of the hills

command a most magnificent prospect of the Lothians

and Fife, of the Ochils and the frontier Grampians,

and generally of the basin of the Forth, from the sources

of the river at Ben Lomond to the mouth of the Firth

at North Berwick Law. The rocks are partly eruptive,

partly carboniferous, and they exhibit in the eastern

group of hills a very interesting series of superpositions.

Trap, limestone, and sandstone are quarried ; coal is

mined ; ironstone also occurs ; and silver ore exists, but

in so small a quantity that an attempt to work it was
soon abandoned. The soil is very various, and ranges

from fertile alluvium to barren moor. Adjacent to the

village on the NE are some remains of the hospital or

preceptory of Torphichen, from 1153 the principal

Scottish residence of the Knights of St John of Jeru-

salem. Of the cruciform church of the preceptory,

the chancel and the nave are entirely gone, and there

only is left a portion of the transept or 'quier,'

which, measuring internally 66 feet by 20, is Early

Second Pointed in style. The nave appears to have
been 112 feet long ; but its site is now occupied by an
edifice of very different character from it—the plain

modern parish church. The traceried window of the

southern transept makes some pretensions to beauty,

and the four piers supporting the central tower display

some architectural grace ; but the other parts which
remain of the edifice do not prove it to have been con-

spicuous either for size or for beauty. The belfry or

steeple is ascended by a narrow spiral stair, and has

comparative meanness of altitude and aspect. Within
the choir are the baptismal font, a curious recess where
corpses were laid during the celebration of the burial

mass, and the monument (1538) of Sir Walter Lindsay,

the last preceptor but one. Fragments of massive old

buildings in the village, and the stones in the fences

over the face of the adjacent country, indicate how great

and magnificent a seat of population once surrounded

the church. A stone, resembling a common milestone,

but with a cross carved on its top, stands in the church-

yard, near the W end of the present church, and is

thought to mark the centre of a privileged sanctuary-

ground attached to the preceptory. Similar stones

marked the limits or corners of that ground, each 1 mile

distant from the centre ; and all the space within the

circle drawn round these outlying stones was as much a

legal sanctuary as the church at its centre, and afforded

protection against the law to every criminal or debtor

who entered and remained within its precincts. The
knights were introduced to this establishment by David
I., and had many possessions conferred on them by him
and his successors ; and after the suppression of the

Knights Templars in 1312, they inherited the extensive

property of that great rival Order. In 1291 and 1296,

Alexander de Wells, ' prior hospitalis Sancti Johannis
Hierusalemitani in Scotia,' swore fealty to Edward I. ;

and in 1298 he was slain in the battle of Falkirk. From
precepts which Edward issued to the sherilfs to restore

the property of the Knights, the preceptory of the Order

seems, even at that early period, to have had estates in

almost every county except Argyll, Bute, and Orkney.

Radulph de Lindsay was preceptor under Robert I. Sir

Henry Livingston was preceptor under James II., and
died in 1463. Sir Henry Knolls, the next preceptor,

governed the Order in Scotland during half a century,

and was commonly called Lord St John. Treasurer to

James III. from 1468 to 1470, he joined tho party who
hunted down that monarch to his unhappy end ; in

1489-90 he was appointed to collect tho royal revenues

in Linlithgowshire ; and after being much employed by
James IV., he fell fighting by his side on the Field of

Floddcn. Sir George Dundas, his successor in tho pro-

ceptorship, was the school-fellow of Hector Hoeco, and
is praised for his learning. Sir Walter Lindsay, tho

next preceptor, was a ' valient capitano by sea and laud,'
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and nvse to r* Justi. o n. ii.Tftl of Sootland. Sir .Turned

N»n.hlmuK tlir last on i lu< list, join.-.! t ho K. formers in

m.l .'ii his paving down 10,000 crowns mid on-

bo pay ftii annual rent ..l fiOO works, ho received
U" rriiian .

: it, i>| ||„. Order «s u temporal Imroiiy,

m 1.1 i.in.d to id.- poo rag* mi.I.r tho title of Lord
T.-rpln. h. n s, ,• lint ll.ir.si-.) Tlio civil iinti

.niiiiov, Um,I. i ilu.n' noticed iiii.Ur Bkiu.oiimik, Biuihik
i i-.i i

. ud O.iii.KArr, in.- tlx- .il.l iicol liko mnnsion of
hippy Ml mi. - Ot i. mains ol four lull torts or camps,
•ii.l rrnmiii» ol tt Moiir oirclo in n hold ailjoining tho
maimon ol Kipps. Tho parish is traversed by tho
middle ro.-t.l lioiu K'liiil'iitgh to Glasgow, hy tho roii.l

Iroin Halligato to Falk irk. an. I bv 74 furlongs of tho
lUukiion.- and Bathgate branch of tho North British
i nl« i) ll< nry H.-ll 1 1707-1 i*:i0). who introduced steam
navigation into Europe, was a native. (Sco Hulkns-
m i. i. n.) Mansions, noticed separately, are Bunion
Caktlk, Catiii.aw, LoOHCOTK, and Waixhousk ; and
ii |'ro|iriotors h.-l.l enoh an aunuiil value of £500 nnd
ii|i«-iud», 18 of between £loo and £500. Torphiohen
i> in the presbytery of Linlithgow and the synod of

LothltD and Tweeddale : the living is worth £102. Tho
pariah ohnroh, built in i".r>ti, contains about 860 sittings.

the Free church is one of the earliest in Scotland ; and
at Bhwkridos thero is a Free Church preaching station.

Tin.. |. ul. Ii.- schools — Blackridgc, Torphiohen, and
B . -with respective acconnnodation for 80, 140,

and 120 children, had (1884) an average attendance of
.' J. ISO, and 115, and grants of £47, 2s., £109, 12s., and
£102, 2s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £9040, (1885) £11,325,

-' l for railway. Pop. (1801) 1028, (1831) 1307,
-

' I-1-. -J-n i 1>;:;0, (1>M) ir,20.— Ord. Sur., sh.

31, 1

Torphins, a quoad sacra parish of Aberdeenshire, in

thi quoad etviUa parish of Kincardine O'Neil, with a
station on the Deeside railway, 24 miles W by S of Aber-
deen, under which there is a post office, with money
order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments. Con-
stituted in 1875, it is in the presbytery of Kincardine
' ) S< il and the synod of Aberdeen ; the minister's stipend

is £183. Pop. (1881) 830.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.
Torrance, a village in Campsic parish, Stirlingshire,

on the right bank of the Kelvin, 3 miles W of Kirkin-
tilloch. It has a post office under Glasgow, a station

on the Kilsyth and Maryhill section of the North
British railway, and a new public school of 1882. Pop.
with Wester Balgrochan (1871) 671, (1881) 624.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Torrance, an ancient parish of \V Lanarkshire, an-

nexed to East Kilbride in 1589. Torrance House,
near the left bank of the Rotten Calder, 2 miles SE of

Bast Kilbride village, in its oldest part dates from the

14th centurv, but has been added to at different times.

Its owner, Rt. Edward Stuart Harington-Stuart, Esq.

(b. 1834 ; sue. 1879), holds 2274 acres in the shire,

valued at £2681 per annum. The Tor, \ mile to the

W, is an artificial mound, 160 yards round the base, and
20 of ascent—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Torridon, Loch, a large sea-loch of Applecross parish,

W Ross-shire, striking 7§ miles south-eastward to the

entrance of Loch Shiki.daig, and then 6 miles eastward
to the foot of Glen Torridon. It measures 4£ miles across

the entrance, contracts near ShieMaig to 3 lurlongs, and
afterwards, in Upper Loch Torridon, attains a maximum
width of 1 1 mile. Of the bold steep mountains surround-
ing it, the loftiest are Liathach (3456 feet), 2g miles NE
of the head of the Upper Loch, and Beinn Alligin (3232),

24 miles from its northern shore. The Queen drove over

from Loch Maree on 15 Sept. 1877, and Upper Loch
Torridon she describes as 'almost landlocked and very
pretty. ... To the W are the hills of Skye, rising

al/ove the lower purple ones whh:h close in the loch.

To the 8 are Applecross and the high mountain of Beinn
Damh (2958 feet), with, in the distance north-eastward,
the white peaks of Liathach. ... An old man,
very tottery, passed wh/sre I was sketching, and I asked
the Duchess of Roxburghe to speak to him ; he seemed
strange, said he had come from America and was going
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to England, and thought Torridon very ugly!' (Jiort
I . L884). Ai the head of the Loch, 10 miles Wsvv
of Kinloohewe, is the tiny hamlet of Torridon, where are
a ; m .ii inn, a post office, with money order and savings'
bank departments, and a now public school. Torridon
ii I, 2 miles WNW, the northern shore of the
Upper l .... h. is a fine mansion, built by Duncan Darroch,
E8q. of Gourook, who purchased the estate in 1873 for
• 1,000. It had been Bold in 17(57 for £1727 {i.e., for

little more than Is. an acre), and in 183G for £12,150;
and its increased value was due to the change from sheep
to deer.—Ord, Sur., shs. 81, 91, 82, 1881-82.

*

Torrio House. See Tokkyhurn.
Torrisdale Castle, a mansion in Saddell and Skipness

pari b, Argyllshire, near the E shore of Kintyro, and
lj mile SSVV of Carradale.

Torry, a fishing village in Nino parish, Kincardine-
shire, on the righl bank and near tho mouth of the Dee,
opposite Aberdeen, with which it now communicates
by Victoria Bridge (1881), a ferry-boat accident of 5

April 1877 having cost the lives of 32 out of 60 pas-

aengers. It. has a post office under Abordocn, with
mi y order and savings' hank departments, a battery,

a pier, large brickworks, a Free church, and a public
school. Pop. (1861) 473, (1871) 686, (1881) 1117.—GW.
Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Torryburn, a village and a parish of SW Fife. The
village, lying on the shore of the Firth of Forth, 1£ mile
SSI-', ol' Kast Grange station, 2J miles E of Culross, and

4J WSW of Dunfermline, is a seaport carrying on a
small amount of commerce, and was at one time the
port of Dunfermline. It has a post office under Dun-
fermline, with money order and savings' bank depart-
ments, and a fair on the second Wednesday of July.

Pop. (1871) 723, (1881) 427, of whom 245 were in Low
Torry.

Tin- parish, comprising the greater part of the ancient
parish of Crombie, and a small part of that of Saline,

consists of a main body and a detached portion. The
main body is bounded W by Culross in Perthshire

(detached), N by Culross and by Saline (detached), E by
Carnock and Dunfermline, and S and SW by the Firth

of Forth. Its utmost length, from NW to SE, is 4£
miles ; its utmost breadth is If mile ; and its area is

32G0 acres. The detached portion, lying 5 miles N of

the main body and 8 NW of Dunfermline, is bounded
W and N by Fossoway in Perthshire, E by Cleish in

Kinross-shire and by Dunfermline, and S by Saline.

It measures 2J by 2 miles, and has an area of 1734

J

acres. The area of the entire parish is 4995 acres, of

which 3 are water and 99S^ foreshore. The coast is

mostly low and flat, and in the main body the highest

point is Shaw Hill (250 feet), whilst in the detached
portion are Cult Hill (865) and Wether Hill (1100).

Coal, ironstone, and sandstone have all been largely

worked ; and a fine brown clay, suitable for making
bricks and tiles, is plentiful. The soil of the arable

huels i I snd highly cultivated. Antiquities are the

ruins of Crombie church and a large stone at Tollzies,

supposed to commemorate an ancient battle. Torrie

House, a little way N of the village, belongs to R. G.

Ei kiiie-Wcinyss, Esq. of Wemyss Castle; and 2 pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards,

6 of between £100 and £500. The detached portion

i annexed i/uoud sacra to Saline]; and Torryburn itself is

in the presbytery of Dunfermline and the synod of Fife
;

the living is worth £271. The parish church, at Torry-

burn village, was built in 1800, and contains 502 sittings.

There is also a Free church ; and a public school, with

accommodation for 175 children, had (1884) an average

attendance of 103, and a grant of £87, Is. 6d. Valuation

(1856) £6977, 19s., (1880) £8429, 4s., (1885) £7145,

10s. lOd. Pop. (1801) 1403, (1831) 1436, (1861)

1229, (1871) 1051, (1881) 737, of whom 653 were in

Torryburn ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 40,

39, 1867-69.

Torsay, one of the Slate Islands in Kilbrandon

and Kilchattan parish, Argyllshire. It is separated

by only narrow straits fromSeil on tho N, the main
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land on the W, and Luing on the E. The strait

between it and Luing ofl'ers a communication across,

from ebb till half-tide, by a rocky bar not 100 yards

in breadth ; and is rendered so intricate and whirl-

ing by rocks and rocky islets, that the tide sweeps

it with great rapidity, and in a perfect dance of com-
plicated movement. The island is an irregular ellipsoid,

the
v
longer axis extending NE and SW ; and it measures

3 miles by 1, having an area of 275 acres. Its surface

exhibits one smooth green hill, 200 feet high, and a

ridge of still lower elevation on the W, both descend-

ing in gentle slopes to the sea. The whole of its E
side, excepting a few trap rocks, and a little grey-

wacke, consists of the same clay-slate as that for

which Luing and Soil are celebrated. Pop. (1871) 20,

(1881) 10.

Torsonce House, an ancient but renovated mansion
in Stow parish, Edinburghshire, near the left bank of

Gala Water, 7 furlongs S by W of Stow village.

Torthorwald, a village and a parish of SW Dumfries-

shire. The village stands on the face of a long broad

brae, 3J miles N of Racks station, and 4 ENE of

Dumfries, under which it has a post office.

The parish, containing also the villages of Racks and
Collin, is bounded NW and N by Tinwald, E by
Lochmaben, SE by Mouswald, SW by Caerlaverock,

and W by Dumfries. Its utmost length, from N to S,

is 6£ miles ; its utmost breadth is 3§ miles ; and its

area is 6843J acres, of which 12 are water. Sluggish

Lochar Water flows 6J miles south-by-eastward along
all the boundary with Dumfries and Caerlaverock ; and
ditch-like Wath Burn traces all the Mouswald boundary,
until, at the southern extremity of the parish, it falls

into Lochar Water. All the parish to the S of Collin

village, with a strip about £ mile broad along all the

upper part of the western border, is part of Lochar
Moss ; and at no part exceeds 57 feet above sea-level.

The rest of the surface is mainly the western face or west-

ward brae of the middle portion of the broad based range
of hill commencing in the N of Tinwald, and extending
southward to the S of Mouswald. This brae extends
across a base of from 2 to 2\ miles, to a maximum alti-

tude in Torthorwald of 803 feet close to the Lochmaben
boundary. It is finely diversified with hillock, terrace,

and waving hollow
;
presents, as seen from Dumfries,

and from any other part of the Nith's banks, a very
beautiful section of the eastern hill-screen of Lower
Nithsdale ; and commands, from its highest points, a
very brilliant view of the southern half of Dumfries-
shire, the eastern part of Galloway, the Solway Firth,

and part of Cumberland and the Irish Sea. Much of

the moss district has been reclaimed ; and all the brae,

excepting a small extent of pasture, is in tillage. The
predominant rocks are Silurian, and cannot be quarried.

The soil, on a bank contiguous to the E side of the
moss, is sandy ; on the lower and middle parts of the
brae is rich and fertile ; and on the higher grounds is

cold and moorish. Torthorwald Tower, in the southern
vicinity of Torthorwald village, is a curious ruin, with
very thick walls, whose mortar is as hard as stone. It

is of unknown origin, but was inhabited by the Carlyles

and Kirkpatricks, as well as by a natural son of the
Regent Morton, who, about 1590, was created Lord
Torthorwald by James VI. Vestiges of two ancient
Caledonian camps are on the brow of the brae, and
show two or three concentric trenches. The Marquess
of Queensberry's estate in both Torthorwald and Tin-
wald was purchased in 1884 by James Jardine, Esq. of
Dryfeholm ; and Sir Alexander Davidson Gricrson of
Lag, Bart., is another large proprietor; whilst a third
holds an annual value of between £300 and £400. Tor-
thorwald is in the presbytery and synod of Dumfries

;

the living is worth £290. The parish church was built,

partly in 1730, chielly in 1782, and was enlarged in 1791
and 1809. Restored and reseated in 1877, it contains
500 sittings. Two public schools, Collin and Torthor-
wald, each with accommodation for 100 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 82 and 52, and grants,

of £71, lis. and £53, 13s. Yaluat ;on (1860) £5764

15s. 9d., (1885) £7739, 7s. 8d. Pop. (1801) 703, (1841)
1346, (1861) 1254, (1S71) 1098, (1881) 990.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 10, 1864.

Torwood, a village in Dunipace parish, Stirlingshire,

2£ miles NNW of Larbert station. To the S are the
ruins of Torwood Castle, supposed to have heen built by
one of the Baillies about the middle of the 16th century,
and surrounded by the Torwood, a remnant of the
ancient Caledonian Forest. The true ' Wallace Oak '

here is gone for ever, though a shoot of it was thriving

so late as 1835. The so-called 'Wallace Oak' in the
Carbrook policies cannot be more than 300 years old

;

but an old thorn near it was very possibly the identical

tree beneath which Donald Cargill excommunicated
Charles II., Sept. 1680 (Trans. Hiqhl. and Ag. Soc,
1881, p. 204).—Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Torwoodlee, a handsome and commodious mansion of

1784, in the Selkirkshire portion of Stow parish, near
the right bank of Gala Water, 2 miles NW of Galashiels.

To the W are the ruins of its predecessor, a large and
well-built tower. Held by his ancestors since 1509,
Torwoodlee now belongs to James Thomas Pringle, Esq.
(b. 1832 ; sue. 1859), who owns 7901 acres in Selkirk

and Roxburgh shires, valued at £40S0 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

Toskerton. See Stoneykirk.
Touchadam. See Polmaise.
Touch House, a mansion in St Ninians parish,

Stirlingshire, near the right bank of Touch Burn, 3

miles W by S of Stirling. Having come to his grand-
mother in 1835, the estate now belongs to Sir Alan-
Henry Seton-Steuart of Allantw, fourth Bart, since

1815 (b. 1856 ; sue. 1884), who is hereditary armour-
bearer and squire of the royal body in Scotland. He
holds 4801 acres in Stirling and 2673 in Lanark shires,

valued at £2676 and £4076 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

39, 1869.

Tough, a parish in Alford district, Aberdeenshire, at

its northern boundary containing Whitehouse station,

2£ miles ESE of Alford terminus, and 26J WNW of

Aberdeen, under which it has a post and railway tele-

graph office. It is bounded N by Keig, E by Mony-
musk, SE by Cluny and by Kincardine O'Neil, S by
Lumphanan, W by Leochel-Cushnie, andNW by Alford.

Its utmost length, from NNE to SSW, is 6£ miles ; its

utmost breadth is 3| miles ; and its area is 7112^ acres,

of which 4 are water. The drainage is carried north-
ward towards the Don ; and at Whitehouse station the
surface declines to 450 feet above sea-level, thence rising

to 1306 feet at Green Hill on the Monymusk boundary,
and 1621 at Corrennie or Benaquhallie on the Kincar-
dine O'Neil boundary. Red and blue granites and gneiss

are the predominant rocks ; and hard claystone porphyry
and inagnesian limestone also occur. The soil, in most
places light, in several shallow and stony, is here and
there mixed with moss, but very deep and fertile. Less
than one-half of the entire area is in tillage ; some 1100
acres are under wood ; and the rest of the land is either

pastoral or waste. Antiquities are two or three cairns,

several stone circles, an assemblage of standing-stones

and small tumuli, and a standing-stone 12J feet high
and 9£ in circumference, traditionally alleged to mark
the grave of Lulach or Luath, the son of Lady Macbeth.
The plain farmhouse of Tillyfour, 3.^ miles SSW of

Whitehouse station, was the home of the ' king of

Graziers,' William M'Combie, Esq. (1805-80), whose
matchless herd of polled Angus or Aberdeen cattle

procured him the honour of a visit from the Queen in

1866, and who sat for West Aberdeenshire in the Liberal

interest from 1S68 till 1876, being the first tenant-

farmer returned in Scotland. In Feb. 1883 the Tilly-

four estate, of 1900 acres (1195 arable, 400 hill-pasture,

and 305 wood), was sold for £23,000 to Henry Begg,
Esq. of Lochnagar Distillery. Tonley House, a large

old mansion, | mile NNW of the church, is the seat of
George Moir- Byres, Esq. (b. 1813; sue. 1881), who
holds 4623 acres in the shire, valued at £3:V27 per

annum. Two more mansions are Whitehouse, standing
high, to the SE of the station ; and Tullochvenus, in
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'' N of Lnmphnnsn station. Two
l'r\>|>iirt.iro liul, I p.vh nil niuiuul villllo ol more, 2 ol

k il than £800. Ttoogfa is in ti„. presbytery of Alford
an. I (lio hviniil c.f AWdoon ; the living in worth
A 190. Tl„. paush rhurvli. 1J mil.- S hy W of

Whitohonae mil wa» bofll in 1B88, end oontalni
NO rittbup, a on public school, opened on 9 April
1884, with looonunodetion i..r 120 children, hid
( an m.ta.e ti 1 1 <-ti. 1 n n of 7.'-, an. I a grant of

x- . . Valuation d.sOOi a;I233. £'5504, ;</».?

JtMl f..r railway. ^f.01) 029, (1831) 828, (1801)
f>r». 11871) 700, (KS81) 081. — Oni. Sur., sh. 70,
1874.

T.uir. . ! i ;n Kilmanrs parish, Ayrshire, 2
mil.* NNW of Kiliiiarn.uk.

Toward Point, I headland in Dunoon parish, Argyll-

aMra, ''i miles >s\v ,,r Danoon town, 3j W by s of

Wemyei Bur, end S| NEof Rothesay, Its lighthouse,
• !>&\ f.'. t above liifth-wntcr, was completed in

1M J. an.) him.' 1873 has shown n fixed light, flashing

every L0 eeoonda. Near it is a steamboat pier. (See

OajtL>>ToWAJU) and DCNOOK.}—Ord. Sur., sh. 29,

1S73.

Towerhill House, a mansion in Kilmaurs parish, Ayr-
shir.-,

'2 J miles N\V of Kilmarnock.
Tower-Lindsay. See Crawford.
Towie, a pa i ish of Aberdeenshire, whose church stands

on the right hank of the Don, 10 miles SSW of Rhynic,
and 12 J WSW of Alford (only 8J as the crow flies). On
th( oppoeite side of the river are lnverkindie post office

(under Aberdeen) and the Glenkin.lio Arms Inn (1821),
when fairs nre held on 27 May and 23 Novemher.
The |«arMi is boundi i N and NE hy Kildrummy, E hy
Leo tiel-Cushnie, S hy Logie-Ooldstone and Tarland-
Migvio (detached), and W by Logie-Coldstono and de-
ti bed portions of Tarland-Migvie and Strathdon. Its

utmost length, from E to W, is5J miles; its breadth, from
N to S, varies between 3J and 5jj miles ; and its area is

12.21 4 j acres, of which 740 belong to a detached strip

K J mile), extending north-north-westward from
Chaptlhaugh, at the NW corner of the main part of
the parish. The Don winds 6J miles east -north

-

L mainly across the interior, hut partly along
the Kildnimmy and Strathdon houndaries ; and here
is joined by four or five little burns. Along it the
surface declines to 000 feet above the sea, and chief
elevations on its left or northern side are Glaschuil
or Gr. v Hill (1177 feet), Garlct Hill (1590), and
•Peat Hill (1857); on its right or southern side, *Scar
Hill (1723), 'Broom Hill (1883), and Gallows Hill
(1425), where asterisks mark those summits that cul-

minate on the confines of the parish. The hills are
undulating, smooth, and heathy; and the arahlo lands
are partly haugh, partly the steep declivities of the hills.

The soil near the river is very fertile, and produces com-
paratively early crops. The parish is fairly well wooded,
especially to the Ji of the Don, but in the S there is

hardly a tree. Granite and sandstone are scarce or
difficult of access ; a coarse hard limestone is found in

one or two places ; and serpentine occurs on one farm.
The ancient name of the parish was KilbartJia ('the
church or cell of Bartha') ; and its later name, "written

in full, was Towie-JCinballoch ('the north-lying land at
the head of the fair hill '). There are sites or remains
of five pre-IMormation chapels; artificial mounds, seem-
ingly parts of ancient fortifications, at Kinbattoch and
Fichlie

; large tumuli at Grayhill, one of which, heing
opened a few years ago, was found to contain charred
bones and an arrow head ; and a sculptured stone in

the churchyard. But the most conspicuous antiquity
is the ruin of the Castle of Towie, anciently the
fortified seat of a branch of the sept of Forbes. A
square tower is almost all of it that now remains.
The castle is famous as the scene of a terrible

tragedy, enacted in the November of 1571. Alexander
Forbes was absent at the time ; but his lady, Margaret
Campbell, being summoned to surrender by a party of
Boldieffc despatched by Sir Adam Gordon of Auchin-
tioun, fired niton their leader, one Captain Kerr, and

wonndod him in Hi.' knee. In revenge, theoastlewaa
StraightV ay lircd, when she and her family and domestics,

a mil in;; to I went y-scven persons, perished ill the

Barnes.* Three proprietors hold each an annual value
ol more, and two of less, than £600. Towio is in the
presbytery of Alford ami the synod of Aberdeen; the

living is worth £198. The parish church, built in 1803,
is a plain structure. There is also a Free church ; and
a puhlic .school, with accommodation for 110 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 84, and a grant
oi £80, 19s. 7d. Valuation (1800) 43080, (1885)

£5259, Be, 4.1. Pop. (1801) 528, (1831) 728, (1801)

889, (1871) 798, (1881) 759.— Ord. Sur., shs. 70, 75,

1874 70.

Towic-Barclay, an old castlo in the SE corner of

'I'm rill pai i li, A I icr.lccushire, near A uchterless station,

anil 4} miles SSli of the town of Turriff, Supposed to

have been built in 1593, it remained pretty perfect till

179 '. was re roofed in 1874, and rotains a lino baronial
hall with vaulted ceiling. From tho beginning of the
12th century till 1733, tho estate belonged to the
Barclays, <>i f whose, line was the celebrated Russian
Mieia'l, Prince. Michael Barclay do Tolly (1759-1818).
In 1792 ii was sold to the governors of Gordon's
Hospital, Aberdeen, for £21,000.—Ord. Sur., sh. 80,

1870. See vol. iv. of Billings' Baronial Antiquities

(1852).

Townend House, a mansion in Symington parish,

A \ i lure, 4 miles E by N of Troon.

Townhead, a place in Crossmichael parish, Kirkcud-
brightshire, 2 miles NW of Castlo-Douglas, under which
it has a post ollice.

Townhill, a collier village in Dunfermline parish,

Fife, 1J milo NN Ii of tho town. It has a post and
telegraph office under Dunfermline, a puhlic school

(1870), and a chapel of ease (1878). Pop. (1871) 855,

(1881) 18(52.—Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1807.

Town-Yetholm. See Yetholm.
Traithrow. See Cummeutrees.
Tranent, a town and a parish of NW Haddington-

shire. The town is 1J mile SE of Prestonpans station,

7J miles W hy S of Haddington, 3^ E of Musselburgh,
r.\ N i; of Dai'k. nli, I

'<', li of Edinburgh. It stands,

200 to 312 feet above sea-level, on a ridge of rising-

ground ; and its ancient name, Trairruntil, means 'the

hamlet on the vale'—from the Cymric trcf, 'a home-
stead or village,' and nant, 'a valley.' Its main street

extends from li to W along the public road, and is fully

J mile long. The buildings along this street consist

partly of villas and partly of shops, and have a neat

and elegant appearance. There are other streets branch-

ing oir, but the buildings in these are not equal to those

in the main street. It is fair, however, to add that all

over the town t here is much improvement as compared
with what it was 30 or 40 years ago. Built, it is said,

by the Picts about the middle of the 11th century, and

d< moli hed in 1797, the old parish church is now repre-

sented by only a small ruin, which the late Mr Cadell

converted into a mausoleum. This church about 1145

was confirmed by Thorald, the son of Swan, to the canons

of Holyroodhouse. The present plain building, with a

square tower, was opened in 1801, and has been lately

cham d and redecorated. It contains a harmonium
( ]

- '•>! ami 9 1 1 sittings. The churchyard has been much
d within tjie last few years, and commands a

view of the Firth of Forth, unsurpassed for beauty and
variet y. Other places of worship are a Free church (1843),

a U.P. church (1820; 037 sittings), and a Primitive

Methodist chapel (1870 ; 250 sittings). The Catholics,

who number 400, have neither chapel nor schools, but

a site has been bought, and a building fund is in pro-

* The erroneous date fl751), given for this event in the New
yinli. tirnt Aeeou.nl, lias Ikm-ii l.lindly accepted by many subse-

oii.-nt writers. It is also curious that a wholly identical tragedy

]i narrated of Coiioaupk Castle, in Strathdon parish, Aberdeen-

shire (under the different dates of 1551, 1571, and 1581); of the

Hon-;.; </ Rodes,' near Gordon village, in Berwickshire; and of

I,.,,,.).,,,,, (U He, in Avrshin; 'I In- line ballad, Hditm o' 0»r>Um,

baa often been published as a 'Border ballad.' Its Ayrshire

version id given in the New Statistical, vol. v., pp. 846, 847.
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gress. The great ornament of the town is its public

school, which cost £6500, and was opened on 8 March
1877. It is a stone Elizabethan edifice, with clock-

tower and spire, and was designed by Mr Starforth of

Glasgow. Stiell's Institution, 5 furlongs N of the town,
was built in 1821-22 at a cost of £3000, from a plan by
Mr Burn. Till 1884 it provided a free education to

some 150 children, having been endowed by George
Stiell, a smith and builder in Edinburgh, and a native

of Tranent; but the funds will now be expended in

bursaries and scholarships for the district, and in
making special provision for secondary education in

connection with the public school, the boarding and
clothing of a few poor children, and the free education
of many others. A branch of the Royal Bank now
occupies the new premises (1874) of the City of Glasgow
Bank ; and the town has besides a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,
gasworks, 2 inns, a reading-room, a public hall, a
volunteer corps, etc. Waterworks, costing £7000, and
capable of supplying 300,000 gallons per diem, were
opened on 10 May 1883. The water is drawn from
Crichton springs, about 8 miles off. There is a small
iron-foundry and agricultural implement works ; but
weaving, nailmaking, brewing, candle-making, and
straw-plaiting are all extinct ; and the inhabitants are

principally tradesmen, coal-miners, and day-labourers.

Queen Mary was once in Tranent, as noticed under
Seton ; and Colonel Gardiner was borne to the manse
from the field of Prestonpans. He was buried at the
W end of the old church, but no tombstone now marks
his grave, which is included within the present church.
In the 'No Militia' riot of August 1797 eleven persons
or more were killed and twelve wounded. A police

burgh under the General Police and Improvement Act
(Scot.) of 1862, Tranent is governed by a senior and
five junior commissioners. Pop. (1851) 2096, (1861)
2257, (1871) 2306, (1881) 2235, of whom 1101 were
females. Houses (1881) 457 inhabited, 32 vacant, 4
building.

The parish, containing also Elphinstone village and
the conjoint fishing-village of Cockenzie and Port-
Seton, is bounded N by the Firth of Forth, E by Glads-
muir and Pencaitland, S by Ormiston and by Cranston
in Midlothian, W by Inveresk in Midlothian, and NW
by Prestonpans. Its utmost length, from N to S, is 4J
miles ; its breadth varies between If and 34, miles ; and
its area is 6176J acres, of which 258J are foreshore.

The coast-line, 2| miles in extent, is all quite fiat,

except for two greenstone dikes, at Cockenzie and E of
Port-Seton, and has a beautiful beach of fine sand. The
interior looks, in some views, to be almost level, but
really rises southward from the shore, with slow gradient
and gentle undulations, attaining 475 feet at Falside
Hill and 492 near Elphinstone. The rocks belong to
the Carboniferous Limestone series

; and, owing to the
seams cropping out at the surface, coal has been worked
here for upwards of six centuries. Some time between
1210 and 1219, Seyr de Quinci granted a coal pit at
Preston to the monks of Newbattle—the earliest notice
of coal mining in Scotland ; and in 1547 the inhabitants
took refuge in the coalpits a few days before tho battle
of Pinkie. The chief existing mines are those of
Tranent and Elphinstone ; and from these large
quantities are sent out weekly by rail and sea, few
coals being more prized in tho markets of Scotland.
Sandstone has been worked in several quarries ; and
trap is quarried for road-metal. Tho soil is partly
light and sandy, partly reclaimed morass, but chiefly
a rich loam, inferior to none in Scotland. Excepting
some 50 acres of sandy downs on the coast, and
100 or so of plantation, the entire area is regularly
or occasionally in tillage, and wears a finely cultivated
aspect. The ancient parisli comprehended all Preston-
pans (till 1595), and considerable parts of Pencaitland
and Gladsmuir

; but did not comprise the barony or
ancient parish of Seton, which was annexed to it in
1580. Bankton, Elphinstone Tower, Falside Castle,
St Germaius, and the palace and church of Seton are

all noticed separately. Eight proprietors hold each an
annual value of £500 and upwards, and eight of between
£100 and £500. Giving off the quoad sacra parish of

Cockenzie since 1885, Tranent is in the presbytery of

Haddington and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale
;

the living is worth £400. The three public schools of

Tranent, Cockenzie, and Elphinstone, with respective

accommodation for 557, 392, and 154 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 419, 293, and 133,

and grants of £366, 12s. 6d., £244, 10s., and £108.

Valuation (1860) £18,252, (1875) £27,185, (1885)

£24,631. Pop. (1801) 3046, (1831) 3620, (1861) 4647,

(1871) 4852, (1881) 5198, of whom fully 1750 are in

Cockenzie quoad sacra parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 33, 32,

1863-57. See P. M'Neill's Tranent and its Surround-
ings (Edinb. 1883 ; 2d ed. 1884).

Traprain Law, a conspicuous conical hill in Preston-

kirk parish, Haddingtonshire, 4k miles E by S of

Haddington, and 1J mile SSW of East Linton. Rising

724 feet above sea-level, it forms a beautiful and far-

seen feature in the rich champaign landscape around it

;

and, from its summit, it brings under the eye of a

spectator nearly the whole Firth of Forth, a wide
expanse of the German Ocean, and part, it is said, of

no fewer than thirteen counties. Its ancient name was
Dunpender, from two Gaelic words which signify ' a

steep hill;' and this name is quite descriptive of its

character. On the S side it rises almost sheer up from
the plain in one grand perpendicular ascent ; and on
other sides, though admitting sheep, and affording

them excellent pasturage, it is too steep to be a grazing-

ground for black cattle. Its composition is a slaty

clinkstone, so seamed as to be irregularly columnar,

and occasionally merging from a clouded brown to a

porphyritic appearance ; and towards the summit the

clinkstone passes into greenstone of a bluish-grey hue,

and slightly granulated with hornblende.

—

Ord. Sur.,

sh. 33, 1863.

Traquair, a village and a parish of E Peeblesshire.

The village, of some importance during the 12th century,

but now dwindled down to a mere hamlet, stands 1£
mile S of Innerleithen, near the right bank of Quair
Water, 5 furlongs from its junction with the Tweed,
which is near that point crossed by a wooden bridge

giving access to Innerleithen.

The parish was formed in 1674 by incorporating with

St Bryde's all that portion of the suppressed parish of

Kailzie which lay S of the Tweed. It thus took the

name Traquair, meaning the hamlet on the Quair or

winding rivulet. It consists of a main body and a

detached section. The former is bounded N by Inner-

leithen, and on its other sides by the Selkirkshire

parishes of Yarrow and Peebles (detached) ; and is

intersected from the S to within 2 furlongs of its N
boundary by a tongue of Yarrow, 2 miles long and 1J
mile broad at its N and broadest end. The length of

the main body, from its extreme NE to its extreme SW
point, is 8£ miles ; and its greatest breadth is 5J miles.

The detached section lies from % to 1£ mile W from the

main portion, from which it is separated by Yarrow
(detached) ; is wedge-shaped, tapering towards the S,

and bounded N and NE by Innerleithen, N and NW
by Peebles, and SE and SW by Selkirkshire (Yarrow
and Peebles detached) ; and has an extreme length of

3J miles, and a breadth across tho N of 2| miles. The
Tweed winds along tho N boundaries for 3J miles of the

W and smaller portion, and, after passing for 32 miles

between Innerleithen and Selkirkshire (Yarrow), for 5j
miles along that of the larger portion. Quair Water,
its affluent, gathers its waters from the slopes of Slake

Law (2229 feet), Dun Rig (2433), and Whiteknowe
Head (1676) in the SW, and follows a tortuous course

through tho middle of tho parish. Of its numerous
small tributaries the principal are Newhall, Curly, and
Fingland Bums, all rising among the hills in the S.

The whole of the Quair valley is (lotted with lovely

birches, relics of the once famous Ettrick Forest. It

was a clump of theso near tho village of Traquair of

which Crawford sang in Tlic Busli aboon Traquair.
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Th*> Kirk Burn .iritis the W MttoB of tho ivu ish nnd
tAH into ill,' Tweed. Till' greater pail of tlio Sel-

kirkshire boundary i* high mountain watershed, nnd
includes, besides iIik three ulici.lv mentioned, tho
following (uiiunitK i.f nn altitude of 150U feet ami over,

via., Nlbuh Lin [ITU tot), hi Mill (i7:rj), San
Law (16701 Plon EUg(lM7). ttwoEMuia(1868), Scurf

ftin [lMtt Blakt Muir (infli), Daohar Law (1779).
KiiIIi..|k. Uiv or:> . aii.l lliik.so.iirn Hill (2169). Tho
lull* atv mostly ol it lumpish form, and generally green
on tho S shir mid heather-chid on the N. Largo Hocks
.!' Cheviot simp ate reared on their pastures. Tho
interior of the parish U hilly, and, in many parts, rocky
mid MiNik. the heights diminishing in iiltitndo towards
the Tweed, whose valley declines loan ultitudo of 450

level. The rocks are mainly Silurian.

The eiilv ohjoal of geological interest is an old slate

quarry nt tin ton on tho Tra<[iiair estate, which
UMBOdl in Olrioai fossils. The mansiou-houso of

fa nr. perhaps tho oldest Inhabited niunsion-houso
in MBtlaiid, stands in tho Quair valley closo to tho
I'weed. It consisted originally of a singlo tower on tho

1 ink of the river, which in those early days took a
sharp bend here. Tho straightening of tho course of

r was accomplished hy ono of tho Earls of

Traquair. Tho houso has heen added to at various
i Hi -. chiefly during Charles I.'s reign, and now con-
t tin! the original tower in its NE corner. Built in tho
style of the old chateau, and standing at tho bead of a
green meadow, with its hack towards the river, it now
looks down a long broad avenuo to tho Peebles road.

The old-fashioned gateway, Hanked by figures of two
Wars in stone, are said to have suggested to Sir Walter
S.oit the description of 'fully Veolan in Waverlcy.
The avenue has not been used for many years. It was
closed up in 1796 by tho seventh Earl after tho
death of his countess, and ho declared his intention

of never having it again opened till another Countess
of Traquair should bo brought home to fill her
place, an event, however, which never happened.
The walls of tho house are of great thickness ; and
the interior is fitted up partly in ancient and partly

in modern style, and includes the family library

and a Roman Catholic chapel. It was originally a royal
resilience, and was visited from time to time by the
Scottish kings and queens. Here William the Lyon,
some time between 1175 and 1178, granted a charter
restituting the hamlet of Glasgow a bishop's burgh.
Mary Queen of Scots and Darnley stayed here for a short

time in Aug. 1566, six months before Darnley's tragic

di ath. It is also interesting as being the first place at
which Montrose halted during his flight after the
disastrous battle of Philiphaugh.

The lands of Traquair were gifted by Robert Bruce to

Bit James Douglas, and, after passing through the
hands of a branch of the Murray family, then to

Douglas of Cluny, and afterwards to the Boyds, they
were resumed by the crown in 1469. For 10 years
the property of Dr William Rogers (upon whom James
I. had conferred them, much to the disgust of his

nobles), it was sold by him in 1478, for a most
insignificant sum, to James Stuart, Earl of Buchan,
who bestowed it on his natural son James Stuart, the
first of the illustrious family of Stuarts of Traquair.

He acquired by marriage the baronies of Rutherford
and 'Wells, and fell in Flodden (1513), leaving a son
William. In 1628 Sir John Stuart was raised to the
peerage, under the title of Lord Stuart of Traquair,
and in 1633 was further honoured with the dignity of

Earl of Traquair, Lord Linton and Caberston. At one
time Lord High Treasurer of Scotland, and Lord High
Commissioner of the General Assembly of the Church,
he sank, towards the close of hia life, to a state of
destitution. In the former capacity he played a very
ominent part in canying out the commands of Charles
regarding the introduction of the liturgy into Scot-

land, and in the latter presided over the Assembly of

12 August 1639, which ratified the Scottish Covenant.
As commissioner, he opened parliament after the as-
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semblv, but owing to the incompatibility of its demands
v.nii llie royal orders, he was obliged to proroguo it Soon
alter he was Impeached by Parliament as u grand in-

coudiary, and only escaped capital punishment through
I he dl. , i ls of the king. His treasiirership was taken
1 1 "in him, and he received a pardon on condition that
i" did n"i approach the royal person. His breaking
through this condition led to further penalties and his

banishment to Scotland. Restored to parliament in

1647, again through the King's intercession, he, in
I'-.ls. was taken prisoner at. the bailie of Preston, light-

ing for the royal cause. He was confined in Warwick
I a tie for four years d his estate, considerably drawn
upon, was in. ant line .sequestrated. Ho died in 1659,
alter living somo yoars in groat obscurity and abject

poverty, A man ol great intellectual vigour, he con-
tributed In his own fall through his rashness and incon-

i tency, By his countess, Catherine Carnegie, ho had
four daughters and one son, John land Linton (b. 1622),
who succeeded as second Karl of Traquair, and died
li'ii'ai, h aving his young family in charge of his second
wile, Lady Ann Scion, who, being a stanch Catholic,

educated William, third Earl, in that faith. He was
succeeded by his brother Charles, fourth Earl (1659-

1741), who was .succeeded by his sons Charles (fifth) and
John (sixth). Then follow in direct descent, Charles,

seventh Earl, and Charles, eighth Earl. Tho latter

(b. 1781) died unmarried in 1861, the title thus becom-
ing dormant. The last of the line, the venerable Lady
Louisa Si ii.ii I, of Traquair (b. 1776), sister of the eighth

earl, died 8 Dec. 1875 in her hundredth year. Tho
estates passed by will to her kinsman, the present

proprietor, tho Hon. Henry Maxwell, of the ancient

family of the Maxwells Earls of Nithsilale, who assumed
the name of Stuart on his accession to the property. He
owns 10,778 acres in the shire, valued at £4846. Traquair

is in the presbytery of Peebles and the synod of Lothian
and Twcc.1, laic ; the living is worth £461. The parish

church, near tho right bank of Quair Water, 2j miles

S by W of Innerleithen, was built in 1778, and, as

altered in 1821, contains 350 sittings. Attached to

the N wall is the burial aisle of the Traquair family.

Traquair public and tho Glen school, with respective

accommodation for 104 and 37 children, had (1884)

an average attendance of 75 and 25, and grants of

£41, 7s. Id. and £32, 4s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£6071, (1885) £7526, plus £2237 for railway. Pop.

(1801) 613, (1831) 643, (1861) 687, (1871) 669, (1881)

1M.—0rd. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Traside, a mansion in Temple parish, Edinburgh-
shire, 8 miles SW of Gorebridge.

Treesbank, a mansion in Riccarton parish, Ayrshire,

2} miles S by W of Kilmarnock. It was founded about

1672, when James, second son of Sir Hugh Campbell
of Cessnock, obtained the estate from his father;

and it was enlarged in 1838. The present proprietor,

Captain George James Campbell (b. 1832 ; sue.

I <),, bold l'» P.I acres in the shire, valued at £1882
per annum. — Orel. Sur., sh. 22, 1865. See A. H.
.Millar's Castles and Mansions of Ayrshire (Edinb.

1885).

Treig, Loch, a wild and beautiful lake in Kilmonivaig

parish, Inverness-shire. Lying 784 feet above sea-level,

it extends 5$ miles north-by-eastward ; varies in breadth

between 1 and 5^ furlongs ; is overhung by mountains
2000 to 3658 feet high ; abounds in fine trout ; and
sends off the river Treig 2| miles north by-eastward to

the Spean, at a point 6 miles E of the Bridge of Roy and

L8| ENE of Fort William.—Ord. Sur., shs. 54, 63,

1873.

Treshnish Isles, a group of Hebridean islets, 5 miles

NNW of Stalfa, X>\ SE of Coll, and 3 W of the entrance

of Loch Tuadh in Mull. They are disposed in a chain

of between 4 and 5 miles in length from NE to SW ;

and consist of five principal isles and some intervening

rocks. Their whole coasts, with little exception, pre-

sent perpendicular cliffs of from 40 to upwards of 60 feet

in height ; and, as seen from a little distance, they

possess a singularly interesting appearance, and give a
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promise, which they but slenderly realise, of disclosing

objects of worth to naturalists and the curious. They
are mere uninhabited pasture-groioids, carpeted with
rich grass, and attached to a farm in Coll. Cairnbug-

more and Cairnbug-beg, two of the principal, are sepa-

rated by a very narrow strait, and are supposed to have
anciently formed the limits and the advanced post of

the Sudreys or Southern Hebrides. A fortalice on the

former seems to have been constructed by the Macleans,

on the site of a more ancient strength which history

states to have been in the possession of the Norwegians
in 1249 ; and as part of it which remains is a wall with
embrasures skirting the edge of the cliff, it most pro-

bably was mounted with ordnance. Many books and
records rescued from Iona at the time of the suppression

of iis monastery having been deposited in this fortalice,

were destroyed in the course of a siege which the place

sustained from a detachment of Cromwell's army. A
barrack on Cairnbug-beg is still tolerably entire. Fladda,

a third of the principal isles, has a uniformly flat and
uninteresting aspect ; Linga, a fourth, rises from a low

plain by a succession of terraces into a hill 300 feet high
;

and Back, the fifth, is ' distinguished by a hill which
in some positions has the appearance of a hemisphere,

from which the whole island acquires the semblance of

an ancient shield with the umbo protuberant in the

centre.' The isles are composed throughout of amyg-
daloid and basalt—the latter of perpendicular fracture

but not columnar.

Tresta. See Fetlar.
Trinafour, a place, with an inn, in Blair Athole
rish, Perthshire, on the right bank of Erichdie

ater, 6£ miles W by S of Calviue station.

Trinity, a place on the Firth of Forth, 3 furlongs

W of Newhaven, | mile E of Granton, and 3 miles

W by N of the Edinburgh Post Oilice. Consisting

largely of modern villas, it has a post office, a rail-

way station, a pretty Episcopal church (1853), sea-

baths, and a chain pier, w hich is much resorted to by
swimmers.

Trinity-Gask, a Strathearn parish of Perthshire,

whose church stands 3g miles S by E of Madderty
station, 7| ENE of Crieff, and 6 N'by E of Auchter-
arder, under which there is a post office. It is bounded
N by Madderty, E by Findo-Gask, SE by Auchterarder,

SW by Blackford, W by Muthill, and NW by the Inner-
peffray section of Monzie. Its utmost length, from E
to W, is 5& miles ; its breadth varies between 5 furlongs

and 3£ miles ; and its area is 5784J acres, of which 95£
are water. The Earn winds 6g miles eastward—for the

most part along or near to the southern border ; and its

sub-ailluent, Cowgask Burn, flows north-eastward along

part of the Madderty boundary. Sinking beside the Earn
to less than 50 feet above sea-level, the surface thence
rises northward, so as to form a gently sloping bank,
with a summit altitude of 306 feet at a point J mile E
by N of the church. This higher ground commands a

fine view of the beautiful strath and its hill-screens ; but
elsewhere the parish is nearly flat, and has but a slight

elevation above the river. The Earn, over all its con-
nection with the parish, flows in beautiful sinuosities

between pleasant banks, iielily adorned in many places

with natural and planted wood. A spring called Trinity
Well, a little to the S of the manse, had great celebrity

in pre-Reformation times for performing cures, and for

affording protection against plague and witchcraft. A
mineral spring was discovered about 1850 in a marshy
place near Cowgask Burn. Its waters possess properties

similar in many respects to those of Airthrey at Bridge
of Allan. A trap dike runs from E to W, parallel with
tlie northern boundary, and occasionally rises into rugged
ridges. A soft red argillaceous rock forms a sort of chasm
or ravine for the Earn in the W, but, becoming mingled
with mica, passes into sandstone in the centre and E

—

the Old Red which prevails throughout the strath. The
soil is very various. Nearly 1 000 acres are under wood

;

and the rest of the area is mostly in tillage. The old
Roman road from the Stormont to Ardoch runs from E
to VV through the N of the parish, near whose highest

point long stood the curiously-sculptured 'Borestone,'

bh feet high, which in 1884 was removed to Moncreitia.

Gascon Hall and St Bean's church of Ki.vkjsll
are noticed separately, as also are the mansions of

Colquhalzie and Millearne. Four proprietors hold
each an annual value of £500 and upwards, and five of
between £100 and £500. Trinity-Gask is in the pres-

bytery of Auchterarder and the synod of Perth and
Stirling ; the living is worth £266. The present parish
comprises the ancient parishes of Kinkell and Easter
Gask, the latter of which had a second place of worship
at a spot still known as Chapelhill ; and the union of

the three churches into one parish is said to have given
rise to the name of Trinity-Gask. The local pronuncia-
tion, however, is 'Tarnty.' The parish cl urch, built

in 1770, contains 195 sittings. Kinkell J. P. church,
containing 800 sittings, was built about 1790 ; and the
public school, with accommodation for 54 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 38, and a grant ot

£47, 2s. Valuation (1866) £6469, (1S85) £6838, 8s. 7d.

Pop. (1801) 796, (1831) 620, (1861) 488, (1871) 415,

(1881) 396.—Ord. Sur., sh. 47, 1869.
Trochrie. See Dunkeld, Little.
Tromie. See Glentromie.
Tronach Castle. See Rathven.
Trondra, an island of Tingwall parish, Shetland, $

mile S of Scalloway. It extends 2^ miles south-by-
westward, and has an utmost breadth of £ mile. Pop.
(1871) 126, (1881) 133.

Trool, Loch, a beautiful lake of Minnigaff parish,

W Kirkcudbrightshire, 14 miles N of Newton-Stewart.
Lying 250 feet above sea-level, it extends 1 j mile south-
westward, has a maximum width of 1| furlong, and
sends off the Water of Trool 1J mile west-south- west-
ward to the Water of Minnoch.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 8,

1863.

Troon (Cymric trv:yn, ' a nose or promontory '), a sea-

port town and watering-place in Dundonald parish,

Ayrshire, at the terminus of the Troon and Kilmarnock
branch (1812) of the Glasgow and South-Western
Railway, and J mile W of its Ayr and Irvine section

(1837). By road it is 6 miles S of Irvine, 6 N by W of
Ayr, and 31 SW by S of Glasgow, whilst by rail it is

9£ miles SW of Kilmarnock, 73£ NNE of Portpatrick,
and 8 S by E of Kilwinning Junction. It takes its

name from a low rocky promontory, curving 1£ mile
westward and north-westward at the middle of the Buy
of Ayr, and measuring J mile in mean breadth. In iis

natural state this headland was covered with rich pasture
towards the land, but became naked rock towards the
extreme narrowing point. A continuation of it extends
a short distance beneath the sea, so as to be concealed
even at low water. The embayed marine space embraced
by it is by far the best natural harbour in Ayrshire,
affording safe anchorage-ground from every quarter
except the NW

;
and, at half a cable's length from the

rock, it has, at half-flood, a depth of 3 fathoms. The
Glasgow merchants, aware of its advantages, made a
vain effort to purchase the circumjacent property for

the erection of a seaport
;

and, in consequence of the
repulse they met, were obliged to select the very inferior

site of Port-Glasgow (1668). After the lapse of 140
years, the third l)uke of Portland, who had purchased
the Fullarton estate in 1805, commenced in 1808 a
series of vigorous operations to render the place fully

available for commerce. He first built a pier 500 feet

long, nearly at right angles with tho rock, where the
depth is 19 feet at low water, and he afterwards con-
structed a line wet dock with floodgates, two graving-
docks, a lighthouse, and large storehouses. Due
encouragements were offered to render Troon a resort of
trade and a seat of population, and they were rapidly
followed by success, so that a town arose w here before-

had been only some saltpans and an old smuggling inn.

After the disastrous storm of Jan. 1839, when 22 ships
wen' driven from their moorings, aud some of them
totally wrecked, a breakwater was erected, 3000 feet

long. The total length of quayage is now 5300 feet

;

and the cost of the harbour works, from first to last, has
451
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O0M4k) hilt a million. Troon ranked as a crook of

Irvine nil IMS, when It mi oonatttated bud port
Tho total toiiim^p of Vessels belonging In it lms dwindled
from :.3n> iu 1S73 to '2>7k> in 1878, and 2589 in 1884,

VOL. 9 wiling ships of -j;im» tons, mid 2 steamers of lf>0.

And • docreaeo U likowiso ahown in the following table,

«hi>h fjiv.- the ! uuag ..| x.ssids tlmt entered and
cleared (roa ud t" foreign countries ind coastwise,

with OUgOM and in ballast :

—

Inn Cl.KAIIKl).

Yoar. UrlUah. iBWtgB,| ToUl. BrIMih. Foreign. Total,

isrs
isn>
loss

:i:.m,-J(K)

:;:«>.<«.:•

u>\:.(i7

2sr.,ttss

.".ii..t.':i

iu;>,i»s6

67,714
u», si-j

2,016

:utt,702

BU 168

108,000

Shipbuilding is carried on to tome extent, C vessels, of
If- ••• s.. . . ii on .ii. average, liaviug been built liero

during the fivo years 1870-83.

Ing in a graceful curve from tho central height
of the ]» nuiMil.i a. loss tlie isthmus, and stretching for

* oonnaanbla extent along the South Beach, tho town
i- I scattered and healthy place, with dry soil and
bm ing atmosphere, and with beautiful views of Allan,
A:i i I'r.iig. and all tho Ayrshire coast from Tu rn berry
CoNtlo to Ardrossan. It has a post office, with money
Order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,
bnoi bei of tho British Linen Co. and Union Banks,
13 insuranco agencies, 2 hotels, a gas company, a
custom bouse, a reading room, a hospital, a lifeboat

(1871), etc Places of worship are a quoad sacra
il church (1838; 900 sittings), a handsome

Qothii I i- church (1867 ; 600), a U.P. church (1843;
60i0, ami St Patrick's Roman Catholic chapel-school

-
. Troon Academy (1840) is rented by the School

Board ; and the Fullarton and Portland public schools
have respective accommodation for 180 and 160 children.
Tho former was built iu 1867 as a Free Church school,
and the latter in 1873 at a cost of £2700. Troon is a
favourite resort of summer visitors, having good sea-

bathing, and a splendid reach of sands on both its

northern and its southern shore. In 1878 part of its

links, here known as ' knowes,' was laid oir as a golfing-
gTonnd, and a golf club started. The quoad sacra
parish is in the presbytery of Ayr and the synod of
Glasgow and Ayr j the living is worth £340. Pop. of

q. s. pariah (1881) 2587 ; of town (1836) 1088, (1841)
1409, (1851) 2404, (1861) 2427, (1871) 2790, (1881)
2383, of whom 1278 were females. Houses (1881) 409
inhabited, 37 vacant—Ord. Swr., sh. 22, 1865. See
the Rev. J. Kirkwood's Troon and JJundonald (Kilmar-
nock, 1875 ; 3d ed. 1881).

Troqueer, a parish of E Kirkcudbrightshire, con-
taining the burgh of Maxwelltown. It is bounded
N by Terregles, E by Dumfries and Caerlaverock,
8W by Newabbey, and W by Lochrutton. Its
utmost length, from NNW to SSE, is 8£ miles; its

ntmost breadth is 4J miles ; and its area is 19 J square
miles or 12,448 acres, of which 567J are foreshore and
112 water. The Nith, here broadening to a tidal
estuary, curves 8g miles south-by-eastward along or
n»ar to all the Dumfriesshire border ; Cakgen Water
and Crooks Pow run across the interior to the Nith

;

•nd March Burn, with continuation to the Nith by
NCWABBBI Pow, traces most of the south-western
boundary. The surface, generally level throughout tho
N and E, has yet some agreeable though gentle

-, and from S to N attains 191 feet near Airds,
639 near Auchenfad House, 817 at Marthrown Hill, and
125 at Corbelly Hill. The last of these in particular,
rising at the S end of Maxwelltown, and opposite the
I a ] art of Dumfries, is a lovely eminence, crowned
by the fine convent and church (1881-84) of the Im-
maculate Conception, and commanding a delightful pro-
si*:ct. The congregation of burghal buildings spreads
away from the hill's base, sectioned off into two bodies
by the river, yet united by three bridges. The steeples,

loms churshon, ono or two civic buildings, Burns's
maUBOleUm, and ibe gorgeous assembly of elegant
monuments in the cemetery , look out from among the

noral mass, and challenge individual attention, Tho
Criohton Institution stands on an undulating declivity

below tho town ; and a profusion of mansions, villas,

and cottatjss om&s are seat lured over the face of all tho
burgh's environs on either sido of tho river. A broad
and Luxuriant valley stretches away on the N till it

beoomes narrowed and shut in by cultivated hills, and
<>\< lining al Hie extremity by' the conical form of

Queensberry, The same valley, flattened down over
much of its area into dead level, and cut into a sort of

tesselated work of brown and green by Loohar Moss, is

Boreened al i miles' distance on tho K by a range of

bills over which the plough passes yearly. The shining,
silver-sheened Nith directs the cyo southward among
grounds rich as a garden, and points onward to the
sombre, cloud-capped Criffel, the far oxpanso of the
Solway Firth, and the blue dim outlines of Skiddaw
and other Cumberland untains. In all this there is

nothing sublime, or even strikingly picturesque
;

yeti

i here are a calm beauty and a certain rich fulness which
•Miiipl.-lcly win He' heart and live most, soothingly in

the imagination. The general surface of tho parish is

naturally sectioned into three parts by three ranges of

elevations, which extend parallel one to another, and
at almost equal distances, like waves of tho sea. Tho
first range rises with a gradual acclivity from the Nith,
lies all within the burgh-roods of Maxwelltown, and,
in so far as not occupied by tho streets of the burgh,
presents a richly cultivated aspect. Tho tract between
this range and the second is traversed from end to end
by sluggish Cargen Water, and is all in a state of high
culture. Tho second range rises to a greater height
than the first, extends considerably farther to tho S,

and is likewise all under cultivation. A largo portion

oi the tract between the second range and tho third is

cither moss or meadow, in an unsightly state, but
largely capable of reclamation. The third range is

much higher than the second, extends from end to end
of the parish, and is mainly under tillage, but partly

occupied by extensive plantations. The predominant
rock of all tho ranges is mica slate, running into

syenite, with occasional protrusions of granite ; and
the soil of both the slopes and level grounds is mostly
fertile, but ranges in character from reclaimed moss to

rich loam. The chief antiquity is a moat, or circular

artificial mound, supposed to have been anciently a seat

of courts of justice. Besides numerous villas of com-
modious and elegant character, the principal estates and
mansions—all noticed separately—are Cargen, Car-

ruchan, Dalskairth, Goldielea, Kirkconnell, Mabie,

Mavis Grove, and Terraughtie. The present parish of

Troqueer comprises the ancient parish of Troqueer
and the northern part of the ancient parish of Kirk-

connell. The ancient church of Troqueer belonged to

tho abbey of Tonglaud, and passed in 1588 to William
Melville, the commendator of that monastery, but was
annexed in 1605 to the see of Galloway. The parish of

Kirkconnell was suppressed in tho reign of Charles I.,

and divided between Troqueer and Newabbey. Its

church stood in the Troqueer section, 1£ mile NE of

Newabbey village. The Rev. John Blackadder (1615-

85), who figured conspicuously among the ministers

ejected at tho introduction of prelacy, was minister of

Troqueer from 1652 till 1662. Giving off the quoad

sacra parish of Maxwelltown, Troqueer is in the

presbytery and synod of Dumfries ; the living is worth
£475. Its parish church, near the right bank of the

Nith, 7 furlongs SSE of the centre of Maxwelltown,

contains 840 sittings. Four public schools—Drumsleei

Lauricknowe, Maxwelltown, and Whinnyhill—with re-

spective accommodation for 127, 300, 359, and 78 chil-

dren, had (1884) an average attendance of 57, 284,

245, and 24, and grants of £54, lis. 6d., £277, 4s.,

£238, 19s. Id., and £22, 18s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£17,509, (1885) £32,095, 12s. 8d. Pop. (1801) 2774,

(1831) 4GC5, (1861) 4743, (1871) 5402, (1881) 5524, of
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whom 3454 were in Troqueer ecclesiastical parish.

—

Orel, Sur., shs. 9, 10, 5, 6, 1857-64.

Trossachs (Gael. ' bristled territory '), a romantic
mountain defile of SW Perthshire, on the southern
border of Callander parish, extending 1 mile westward
from the. head of Loch Achray to the foot of Loch
Katrine, and forming a portal of the Western High-
lands. Flanked to the N by Ben A'an (1851 feet), and
to the SW by huge Ben Venue (2393), the Trossachs
are a contracted vale, whose sides are soaring eminences
wildly and irregularly feathered all over with hazels,

oaks, birches, hawthorns, and mountain-ashes, and
whose central space is ' a tumultuous confusion of little

rocky eminences, all of the most fantastic and extra-

ordinary forms, everywhere shagged with trees and
shrubs,' and presenting 'an aspect of roughness and
wildness, of tangled and inextricable boskiness, totally

unexampled, it is supposed, in the world.' Thus the
discoverer of the Trossachs' beauties, the Rev. Dr
Robertson, who was presented to the parish of Callander
in 1768, and who winds up six closely printed pages
with the remarks that ' In a word, the Trossachs beggar
all description.' Many since him have here tried their

hands at 'word-painting,' among them Dorothy Words-
worth, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Alexander Smith

;

but the finest description is always Sir Walter Scott's

in the Lady of the Lake (1810)

:

' The western waves of ebbing day
Roll'd o'er the glen their level way;
Eaeh purple peak, each flinty spire.

Was bathed in floods of living lire.

But not a setting beam could glow
Within the dark ravine below,
Where twined the path in shadow hid,
Round many a rocky pyramid.
Shooting abruptly from the dell

Its thunder-splinter'd pinnacle

;

Round many an insulated mass,
The native bulwarks of the pass,

Huge as the tower which builders vain
Presumptuous piled on Shinar's plain.
The rocky summits, split and rent,
Form'd turret, dome, or battlement,
Or seem'd fantastically set

With cupola or minaret,
Wild crest* as pagod ever deck'd.
Or mos«|ue of Eastern architect.

Nor were these earth-born castles bare,
Nor lack'd they many a banner fair;
For, from their shiver'd brows display 'd.

Far o'er the unfathomable glade,
All twinkling with the dewdmps sheen.
The briar-rose fell in streamers green,
And creeping shrubs, of thousand dyes.
Waved in the west wind s summer sighs.

' Boon Nature scatter'd, free and wild,
Each plant or flower, the mountain's child.

Here eglantine embuhn'd the air,

Hawthorn and hazel mingled there ;

The primrose pale, and violet flower,
Found in eaeh cliff a narrow bower;
Foxglove and nightshade, side by side,
Emblems of punishment and pride,
Group'd their dark hues with every stain
The weather-beaten crags retain.
With boughs that quaked at every breath
Grey birch and aspen wept beneath;
Aloft, the ash and warrior oak
Cast anchor in the rifted rock

;

And, higher yet, the pine-tree hung
His sbatter'd trunk, and frequent Hung,
Where seem'd the cliffs to meet on high.
His boughs athwart the narrow'd sky.
Highest of all, where white peaks glanced.
Where glist'ning streamers waved and danced,
The wanderer's eye could barely view
The summer heaven's delicious blue :

So wondrous wild, the whole might seem
The scenery of a fairy dream.'

The castellated Trossachs Hotel, 8 miles W by S of
Callander, stands at the entrance of the defile, near the
northern shore of Loch Achray, and was built by Lady
Willoughby de Eresby in 1852, in place- of a humble
wayside inn, which bore the euphonious name of Ard-
cheanochrochan. A little to the SE are the pretty littlo

church and the manse of the quoad sacra parish of the
Trossachs, which is in the presbytery of Dunblane and
the synod of Perth and Stirling. Top. of parish (1881)

302, of whom 56 were in Aberfovle, 227 in Callander,
and 19 in Port of Monteith.— Ord~. Sur., sh. 38, 1871.

Trotternish. See Skye.
Troup House, a mansion in Gamrie parish, BanflT-

shire, near the coast, and 3 miles ENE of Gardenstown.
Built about 1772, it is the seat of Francis William
Garden-Campbell, Esq. (b. 1840 ; sue. 1848), who holda
9546 acres in the shire, valued at £5794 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 97, 1876.

Truim. See Glentruim.
Trumisgarry. See Uisr, North.
Trumland House. See Rou.say.

Tuadh, Loch. See Mull.
Tuiteam-Tarbhach. See Kincardine, Ross-shire.

Tulchan Lodge, a handsome two-story shooting-box,
built about 1848, in Cromdale parish, Elginshire, 2|
miles WNW of Advie station.

Tulla, Loch. See Glenorchy.
Tulliallan (Gael, tulach-aluinn, 'beautiful knoll),

a parish of SE Perthshire (detached), containing the
small port of Kincardine, on the NE shore of the river

Forth, 3 miles S by W of Kincardine station (in Clack-
mannan parish), this being 3J miles E of Alloa and 10^
WNW of Dunfermline. The ancient parish comprised
only the barony of Tulliallan ; but the present parish,

since 1673, has included also the barony of Kincardine
and the lands of Lurg, Sands, and Kellywood, which
previously belonged to Culross parish. It is bounded
W and N by Clackmannan, E by Culross, and S and
SW by the river Forth. Its utmost length, from N to

S, is 3J miles ; its utmost breadth is 3 miles ; and its

area is 4176£ acres, of which 484 are foreshore and
106 J water. The surface slopes gently southward to

the Forth. It comprises part of a gentle broad-based
hill (324 feet), which has declinations to the N and
NE, but is itself well sheltered in these directions by
rising-ground and extensive plantations. The hill

looks beautiful in both form and shelter, and is sup-
posed to have given name to the parish. The coast,

inclusive of curvatures, has an extent of 3J miles.

From the western boundary to the New Pans the shore
is level ; and thence to the extreme E, it abounds in
rocks which are either bare or covered witli the tide.

In 1823-39 a considerable extent of valuable land, as
noticed in our article on Kincardine, was reclaimed
from the tide by means of two extensive embankments.
Nearly 500 acres are under wood ; and almost all the
rest of the area is either regularly or occasionally in
tillage. The soil is variously reclaimed peat, moorish
mould, coarse clay, fine loam, and rich alluvium. The
rocks belong to the Carboniferous formation ; and
sandstone of excellent quality has long been worked in

the vicinity of Longannet. Coal and ironstone also

abound. Of the ancient castle of Tulliallan, 1 mile
N by W of Kincardine, nothing remains but the ground
story. It seems to have been a place of considerable
strength, engirt by a moat, which communicated with
the Forth. The lands of Tulliallan, long possessed by
the Blackadders, in 1798 were purchased by the distin-

guished admiral, the Hon. Sir George Keith-Elphinstone,

K.B. (1747-1823), who in 1814 was created Viscount
Keith, and who in 1818-20 built the noble modern
castle of Tulliallan, 5 furlongs N by E of Kincardine.
On the death of his elder daughter, the Baroness Keith
and Nairne, and Comtesso de Flahault (1788-1867 : see

Meikleour), Tulliallan passed to her half-sister, the
Hon. Mrs Villiers, who in 1870 formed a second
marriage with Lord William Godolphin Osborne, uncia
of the Duke of Leeds. Another mansion, Sands, is

noticed separately. Tulliallan is in the presbytery of
Dunblane and the synod of Perth and Stirling ; tho
living is worth £327. Tho churches are described

under Kincardine. Tulliallan public and Kincardine
schools, with respective accommodation for 357 and
167 children, had (1884) an average attendance of 190
and 171, and grants of £177, 19s. and £149, 12s. 6d.

Valuation (1866) £7847, (1885) £8969. Pop. (1801)

2800, (1831) 3550, (1861) 2410, (1871) 2184, (1881)
2207.—Ord. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.
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fULUBABDZHE
TuKihaxdlne. H.-r DLACKronn.
Tullibody. a tfflby i« Allot pariah, OlukmaniiMt-

* ;rr,
-.'J uule* X \s o! t'n. t.>vn. It chums to have

i"o louuilini fan Kruur<th MaeAlplna about the rw
M4; anil ita church w.u t.uilt I , David I. in 11-19,

VulhlxKly bring a »<j«irato parish nil 1600, When it was
united to Alton, iu 1669 tin* French froopa under
D'Oyael attployrd the root of this church to icplaco a

dnaoUihtd bnago mtom the Devon; tad the building
INMiBwl dinumiitlrd till tho middle of the 18th century,
\»hm it was c.itiv. it.. I into tin- mausoleum of the Aber-
croinhv family. A neat Fr.o church dates from Dis-

rupllou times ; all. I Tullibody has also a post oflico

bdjmi Skirling ami n public tehooL Tullibody Bouse
in a plain oi.i mansion, n. ,ir t he h it hank ol the winding
Forth, and 1J mile \V hv N ol Alloa. (See At lU'HKHY,

Alloa, and alaxaTHix) Pop. of village (isoi) 002,

(1871) 694, (1881) 694.—Oh/. Sur., sh. 39, 1809.

Tulllch. See til l NMI'ICK.

Tulliobeltou. S. e An h i kiwaven.
Tulllebole. See P088OWAT.
Tulloch Caatlc, a line mansion in Dingwall parish,

K •-. shit.-. 1 mile N ol the town. Its owner, Duncan
II. nrv C.tithii.Hs K. ay Davidson, Esq. (1). 1843 ; sue.

1881), hohla 36,180 acres in tho shire, valued at £6094
|wr annum. The great improvements which hove been

iii the estate in the courso of the last 40 years
are deecrihed on pp. 124, 125, of Trans. UUjhl. and Ag.
Soe. (1877).— Ord. Stir., sh. 83, 1881.

Tullocbgorum, the native scat of a branch of the
Clan Grant, in the Inverness-shire portion of Cromdale
pariah, near tho left bank of the Spey, 6^ miles SW of

Grantown, and 3 XE of Boat of Garten. See Longsidk
and Gordon Castle.

Tullybeagles. See MeTHVBN.
Tullybelton. See Aucmtergaven.
Tullymet, a mansion in Logierait parish, Perthshire,

:\ mi'.. 4 NE of Ballinluig Junction. Its owner, William
Dick, Esq. (b. 1822 ; sue. 1846), holds 1000 acres in tho
shire, valued at £1322 per annum. There are a post
oflico of Tullymet under Ballinluig, a Baptist chapel

(1806), and a Roman Catholic church (1855).—Ord. Sur.,
sh. 66, 1869.

Tullynessle and Forbes, a parish in Alford district,

Aberdeenshire. It comprehends the ancient parishes
of Tullynessle and Forbes, united in 1808; and contains
the hamlets of Tullynessle and Forbes, the former 1\
miles KXW of Alford station, the latter l a mile WNW
of that station, and possessing a post oflice under
Aberdeen. The united parish is bounded N by Clatt

and Leslie, E by Keig, 8 by Alford, and W by Kil-

dmmmy and Auchindoir. Its utmost length, from E
to W, is 6 miles ; its utmost breadth is 4 miles ; and
its area is 1 1,329 J acres, of which 50£ are water. The
river Don has here an easterly course of miles—for

the first % mile along the Auchindoir border, for the
next j mile across a south-western wing (cutting off the
farm of Bithnie, on its southern shore), and then along
all the southern boundary. From the interior it is fed

by the Burn of Esset and two or three lesser rivulets.

In the extreme SE the surface sinks beside the Don to

306 feet above sea-level ; and thence it rises to 1042
feet at Cranniecat Hill, 1376 at Manabattock Hill, 1747
at Callievar on the Kildniinmy boundary, 1649 at Lord
Arthur's Cairn on the Auchindoir boundary, and 1362
at Suie Hill on the northern boundary, the two last

being summits of the Correen Hills. Granite, gneiss,

and mica slate are the predominant rocks. Excellent
granite has been quarried for building purposes, and
strongly stratified mica slate for pavement slabs; whilst

- b limestone was at one time worked. The soil

on the low tracts adjacent to the Don and to parts of
the burns is alluvium ; on the skirts or lower slopes of

the hills is mostly a good loam ; and on the higher
ground is much of it stony. Fully one-third of the
entire area is in tillage

; nearly one-eighth is under
wood

; and most of the rest is hill pasture. The small
old castellated mansion of Terpergie or Dalporsie, a
farmhouse now, but till 1745 the seat of a brarch of the
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TUMMEL
QordonS, stands 1 milo NW of Tullynessle church.
Sew-ral am-ienl Caledonian stono-cireles have almost all

been removed ; but tho site of General Baillie's on-
Ciinipnieiil on tin- eve ol the Battle of Alford (16 15) is

(till pointed out near Mountgarrio. Mansions, noticed
separately, are Whithhauoh and LiTTLEWOOD ; and
the property ia mostly divided among three. Tully-
Dossle is in the presbytery of Alford and the synod of

Aberdeen; the living is worth £3J4. The parish
church al Tullynessle hamlet was built in 1876 at a
cost of £2000, and contains 500 sittings. A belfry,

which ia preserved, bears date 1604, and has done
duty for at least, two previous churches. Two public
schools, Scots' Mill and Tullynessle, with respective

accommodation for 61 and 127 children, had (1884)
an average attendance of 55 and 55, and grants of

£51, 2s, 6a, and £55, 5s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £4260,
(1885) £6126, lis. 6d. Pop. (1801) 536, (1831) 778,

(1861) 957, (1871) 970, (1881) 981.—GW. Sur., sh. 76,
1874.

Tummol, a lake and a river in the N of Perthshire.
Loch Tunimel, on the mutual border of Dull and Blair

Atholo parishes, 8i miles W by N of l'itlochry, is

formed by expansion of the, river; and, lying 480 f'oet

above sea-level, extends 2 3 miles eastward, with a
maximum breadth of ft mile. Its banks are beautifully
diversified with little bays and headlands, with rocks

I w Is, with dwellings and cultivated fields; and
its flanks rise grandly up into masses of rugged moun-
tain 1318 to 2559 feet high. A wooded artificial islet

lies near its foot; and on this are the vestiges of a castle,

which is said lo have been ol f the many fastnesses

ol Robertson of Struan, the chief of the clan Donachie.
Pike are numerous; and tho trout, ranging between 1

and 10 lbs, in weight, are superior in both shape and
flavour to those of Loch Leven. A highish point on
111, lake's X side, on the line of the public road from
l'itlochry to Kinloch-Rannoch, had received the name
of the ' tjuecn's View ' some time prior to 3 Oct. 1866,
when the Queen first visited it, and hero took tea. It

commands a prospect of almost tho entire basin of the

river, from the mountains in the vicinity of Glencoe to
those southwaid from Ben Vraekie—one of tho grandest
glen views in tho United Kingdom.
Tho river Tummel, issuing from the foot of Loch

Rannooh, runs 19g miles eastward and south-south-

eastward, till, near Ballinluig Junction, it forms a con-

fluence with the Tay, of whose main stream it is really

a head-stream. It bounds or traverses the parishes of

Forlingall, Blair Atholo, Dull, Moulin, and Logierait.

At a point 4§ miles below the lake, it receives the very

large tribute of the Garry, below and above whose
confluence the Tummel, as to both its current and its

hanks, possesses widely different characters. Below, it

is a stately stream, grave and majestic in motion,

gemmed along its bosom with many pretty islets, and
wending among numerous cornfields and enclosed pas-

tures, screened with mountainous heights less wild in

character, and much softer in dress, than by far the

greater part of those in tho Highlands. But above
where it receives tho Garry it is almost constantly im-

petuous, tumbles along in rapids, cataracts, and cas-

cades, tears up and rolls before it considerable masses

of rock, and runs through a close and wooded mountain
glen, so narrow that, with very little exception, the

alpine acclivities rise immediately from the water,

leaving no flat land or space of any kind on its margin.

The narrowness and prolongation of this upper glen,

the sudden rise and the loftiness of its boundaries, tho

great variety and the wonderful intricacy of their out-

line and surface, the profusion of forost and the inter-

section and clouding of it with rocks and ravines

—

these, and the exquisite forms and arrangements of the

forested and scattered birches which here form the

only wood, render this upper glen of the Tummel
decidedly richer in the beauties of a grand and romantic

style of landscape than any other space of equal extent

in Scotland. Near the junction of the Garry stands

Faskally House, amid a scene which is magnificently
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pretty—strongly pleasing but soon exhausted. A con-

siderable space below this, and towards Pitlochry, makes
a remote approach to the character of the upper glen,

and exhibits continuous alternations of picture and
romance.
But the grand attraction of the Tummel is its cele-

brated fall, near the foot of the upper glen. Though
by no means so high as the Falls of Foyers and of Bruar,

it is almost as grand, on account of the greater volume
of its water ; but its beauties are not likely to be en-

tranced by the salmon ladder proposed in the summer
of 1884. In the face of a tremendous rock NW of the

fall is a cave, to which there is only one and a very
difficult passage. A party of the Macgregors are said

to have been surprised in this cave during the period of

their proscription, and some of tliem slain on the spot,

while a remnant climbed a tree which grew on the face

of the rock, and were precipitated to the bottom by
their pursuers cutting away the tree from its root.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 55, 1869.

Tummel Bridge, a place in the NW of Dull parish,

Perthshire, on the S bank of the Tummel, 7 miles E of

Kinloch-Rannoch, 14 W by N of Pitlochry, 8 N by W
of Coshieville, and 5 SE of Trinafour. It has a post

office under Pitlochry, an inn, a Free church, a public

school, and a fair on the Monday before the last Tuesday
of October.

Tundergarth, a parish of Annandale, Dumfriesshire,
containing Bankshill village, 4 miles E of the post-

town, Lockerbie. A long narrow strip of country, de-

scending south-westward from the watershed with Esk-
dale to within 2f miles of the river Annan, it is bounded
NW by Dryfesdale and Hutton, NE by Westerkirk and
Langholm, SE by Middlebie and Hoddom, and SW by
St Mungo. Its utmost length, from NE to SW, is 9|
miles ; its breadth varies between 5$ furlongs and 3|
miles ; and its area is 16 J square miles or 10,513| acres,

of which 32 are water. From a point f mile below its

source (780 feet above sea-level), the Water of Milk
runs 12J miles south-westward along all the Hutton
and Dryfesdale and most of the St Mungo boundary,
receiving by the way a dozen indigenous rivulets with
an average length of about 1£ mile. The general sur-

face of the parish is, in consequence, a declination to the
Milk ; but it is singularly broken into steep-sided vales

and glens, and abounds in picturesque scenes. In the
extreme SW it sinks to 295 feet above sea-level ; and
thence it rises north-eastward to 869 feet at a *northern
spur of Bkunswark Hill, 859 at *Risp Fell, 1045 at

Grange Fell, 992 at Blackston Hill, 1460 at *Hen
Hill, and 1089 at Friar Edge, where asterisks mark
those summits that culminate on or near to the south-
eastern and north-eastern boundaries. Greenstone,
clay slate, mica slate, and greywacke are the predomi-
nant rocks ; and antimony has been found in small
quantities. The soil of the lower grounds is partly thin
and stony, but mostly fertile ; of the higher grounds,
is of cold character, resting on a retentive sub-soil.

Not much more than one-fourth of the entire area is in
tillage ; about 150 acres are under wood ; and the rest

of the land is either pastoral or waste. Antiquities are
remains of a Caledonian stone circle, the ' Seven
Brethren,' on Whiteholm farm ; a reach of the Roman
road from Brunswark to Upper Nithsdale ; small en-
trenched camps of the kind provincially called birrens
on a number of elevated spots ; and the site of an
ancient baronial fortalice called Tundergarth Castle.

Some visitors admire Linhead Linn more than Haw-
thornden. Five proprietors hold each an annual value
of £500 and upwards, 4 of between £100 and £500.
Tundergarth is in the presbytery of Loehmaben and the
synod of Dumfries ; the living is worth £214. The
parish church, 1J mile SW of Bankshill, was built
in 1771, and is sufficiently commodious. The public
school, with accommodation for 93 children, had (1884)
an average attendance of 73, and a grant of £76, 18s.
Valuation (1860) £4893, (1885) £8133, 4s. 7d. Pop.
(1801) 485, (1831) 530, (1861) 570, (1871) 510, (1881)
406.—Ord. Sur., sh. 10, 1864.

Turing's Tower. See Foveran.
Turin Hill. See Rescobie.
Turk. See Glenfinglas.
Turnberry Castle, a fragmentary ruin on the coast of

Kirkoswald parish, Ayrshire, 6| miles N of Girvan.
When or by whom it was built is quite uncertain, but
it seems to have been a stronghold of the old Celtic

Lords of Galloway, and afterwards of the Earls of

Carrick—a title bestowed in 1186 by William the

Lyon on Duncan, the grandson of Fergus of Galloway.

Duncan's grand-daughter, Margaret, by her romantic
second marriage with Robert de Brus in 1271, conveyed
to him both the castle and earldom ; and Turnberry
disputes with Lochmaben the honour of being the

birthplace of Robert Bruce (1274-1329), the greatest of

Scotland's kings. On 20 Sept. 1286 it was the meeting-

place of the great Scottish barons who supported the

title of Bruce the ' Competitor ' to the Crown ; and in

the spring of 1307 it was recaptured from the English

by King Robert Bruce. So at least says the tradition

which Scott has so finely versified in Canto Filth of his

Lord of the Isles ; but, according to Dr Hill Burton,

Bruce 'found the castle so well garrisoned by Percy

that attack was useless. Fortune favoured his adventure,

however, in another shape, for in a night attack on
Percy's army, close at hand, he caused havoc and panic,

and, what was of some moment, gained a valuable

booty.' The ruin has suffered so severely from the

action of sea and weather, and the ruthless hand of

man, as to have little more remaining than its lower

vaults and cellars ; but from indications which are

furnished by these, by some vestiges of a drawbridge,

and by the extent of rock which seems to have been

included in the site, the castle appears to have been a

fortress of great size and strength. It occupies a small

low promontory, so as to be washed on three sides by
the sea ; and, on the land side, it overlooks a rich plain

of upwards of 600 acres. Its site commands a full pro-

spect of all the lower Firth of Clyde. A lighthouse,

built on part of the castle's site in 1874, rises to a

height of 60 feet, and exhibits a light flashing once

every 12 seconds, and visible at a distauce of 15 nautical

miles.—Ord. Sur., sh. 13, 1870.

Turner Hall, an old mansion in Ellon parish, Aber-

deenshire, 3 miles N by W of Ellon village.

Turret Burn. See Glenturret.
Turriff, a town and a parish of NW Aberdeenshire.

The town stands, 166 feet above sea-level, near the right

bank of Idoch Water or the Burn of Turriff, and f mile

ESE of Eastside Bridge across the river Deveron, a three-

arch sandstone structure, erected in 1826 at a cost of

more than £2500. It has a station on the Turriff and
Macduff branch (1857-60) of the Great North of Scotland

railway, 11| miles S by E of Macduff, 18 N of Inveram-

say Junction, and 38^ NNW of Aberdeen. With a
central square, from which a number of streets diverge,

the town is mainly built of red Delgaty sandstone, some-

what dingy in hue ; but the general aspect is neat and
clean, the shops are good, and Turriff on the whole is

one of the most flourishing smaller towns in the N of

Aberdeenshire. It has a post office, with money order,

savings' bank, insurance, and railway telegraph depart-

ments, branches of the Commercial, North of Scotland,

Union, and Town and County Banks, a local savings'

bank (1817), 8 insurance agencies, 2 hotels, a gas com-
pany (1839), a slaughter-house (1876)

?

agricultural and
horticultural societies, a Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation, with a reading-room, etc. The new North of

Scotland Bank, erected in 1875, is the most striking

edifice, Scottish Baronial in style, with a square clock-

tower, 63 feet high. The ancient market-cross, 20 feet

high, was repaired in 1841, and re-erected in 1865.

The old parish church ' is supposed to have been built

by Malcolm Ceannmor ' (1058-93); but its dedication

to St Comgan or St Congan inclines one to refer its

foundation to the latter halt of the 7th century. Marjory,

Countess of Buohan, gave it in 1214 to Arbroath Abbey
;

and in 1272 Aloxandor Comyn, Earl of Buchan, attached

it to an almshouse or hospital for thirteen poor husband-
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m 1 1 1 Bv !••>'> This. MtebUahmanl hid i warden and
nv chaplain-, who >niiv t ho dross of secular monks;
an. I It posM-v.r.1, Willi milllK limitations, tlio light of

MiiMuary f, r criminals, king Kohut Brine appears to

liavr further IttdoWad it for the maintenance 01 » chap-

lain to mv iuav.cs I . .1 his brother Nigel Bruce, slain by
tlir Kngluh after their capturu of t ho Cu-stlo of Kil-

druiiiuiv. In 1412 tho i-hurolt wh.h erected into a

|". 1 . ii. I of AIkt.Ih ii, ainl its parsons ..r ptcln-mliirii's of

UM Jsiush imsmii to have always boon tho wardens of tho

hotpiul ; at loaat, from that date till tho Reformation,

than htla tht lands with whioh the Bar] of Buohan had
aaOOWtd it. In 1611, tho whole kirklunds, villii^o,

and glebe woe* by n charter under tho great soul,

scooted lata •> tm bargh "i barony, in favour of Thomas
M kaoa, pn bendary u Turriff. Tho church is said to

have Ut ii a si.it. Iv "structure, 120 foot long un.l 18 wido;

i nt only tho ohoir and belfry remain, Tho belfry con-

tain* a "tin.- ton. .1 Loll, hearing <luto 15T.7, w hich, having

for thirty four wars been tninsfciToil to tho now parish

. hiir. h, was ri'ston.1 to its lurmor position in 1828,

when n eloek was purchased by public subscription

;

un.l iii the choir has boon discovered a curious wall-

pfaWwg of St Ninian. A monument on the N wall

• date 1886, and aiz Latin elegiacs on one of the
1 - of Tollio. In the churchyard arc severul other

Interesting monuments, belonging to tho 16th and the

I7th Century
J
ami here, too, is buried Bishop Alex-

ander Jolly, D.D. (1765-1888), the first ten yeurs of

whose ministry were spent at Turriir. (See. FBA6BR-
| ii i Tlir present parish church was built in 1794,

nnd enlarged in 1830. A plain but commodious edifice, it

was adorned in 1875 with a stained-glass window to the

. ol tlir late Cardeii William Dull', Esq. of llatton.

] • Free church, built soon after tho Disruption, is a

somewhat more ambitious structure. St Oongan's Epis-

copal church (1867) is a good Early English building,
' ing of porch, nave, a SW tower and spire 80 feet

high, and chancel—the last erected as a memorial of

Bishop .lolly. It has an organ and several liue-stained

windows.
Bleaching dyeing, and the manufacture of carpets

(started in 17C0), of linen yarn (1767), and of woollen

cloth, belong wholly or almost wholly to tho past

;

and the pickled pork trade is now the staple industry,

Turrilf in this respect having earned the title of the

•Chicago of Scotland.' At the station are coal, lime,

and manure stores, a steam-mill, and a large granary.

Cattle markets are held on the second and fourth

Wednesdays of every month ; and feeing markets on

the Saturday before 27 May, the fourth Wednesday of

July, and the Saturday before 23 Nov. A burgh of

barony since 1511, the town adopted certain provisions

of the Police Improvement (Scotland) Act of 1850 in

1858, and in 1874 nearly all the provisions of the

Lindsay Act ; so that, as a police burgh, it is now
governed by a senior and two junior magistrates and 6

police conimiasioncrs. There are burgh police and
justice of jieace courts ; and sheriff small debt courts

sit four times a year, in March, June, Sept., and Dec.

The municipal voters numbered 370 in 1883-84, when
the annual value of real property amounted to £4882,
whilst the revenue, including assessments, was £379.

1 trf town (1821) 922, (1841) 1309, (1861) 1843,

(1871) 2277, (1881) 2304, of whom 1281 were females.

Houses (1881) 564 inhabited, 18 vacant, 2 building.

Turriff or Turra, as the name is vulgarly pronounced,

has been variously derived from the Gaelic torr, ' a

mound or round hill,' and lur, 'a tower.' In support

of the latter etymology, the writer in the New Malistico.l

(1842) observes that 'in the memory of persons alive

till lately the remains of towers were to be seen ; and
those of one of them still exist in the gateway and
vaults of an old and now almost ruinous building

known by the name of "Castle Rainy."' The
Knights-Templars appear to have had an establishment

at Turriff or property in its vicinity ; and a spot of

ground on the S still bears the name of Temple Brae.

On 22 April 1589 James VI. passed a night in Turriff,

456

which fifty years later made its firsl and last prominent
figure in history, Barlyin 1689 the Marquis oi lluntly
.i i milled his forces lir.sl at Turrill', and afterwards at

Klntore, whonoe he inarched upon Aberdeen, which he
took possoi ion of in name of the King. The Marquis,
being Informed shortly alter his arrival in Aberdeen
tli it a meeting of Covenantors, who resided within his

district, was to be held at Turriff on 14 Feb., resolved

I., disperse them, He therefore wrote letters to his

chief dependants, requiring them to meet him at

Turriff the sami day, and bring with t hem mi arms but
SWOrds and 'Sohottis' Or pistols, One of these letters

fell into the hands of the Earl of Montrose, thon one of

the ohief Covenanting lords, who determined at all

lii /aids to protect the meeting of his friends, tho

Covenanters. In pursuance of this resolution ho
collected with great alacrity some of his best friends in

AngUS, and with his own and t heir dependants, to the

number of about 800 men, he crossed the mountain
range between Angus and Aberdeenshire, and took pos-
sess >f Turrill' on the morning of 14 Feb. When
Huntly's party arrived during tho course of the day,

thej were surprised at seeing tho little churchyard of

the village filled with armed men ; and they were still

re surprised to observe them levelling their hagbuts
al them across the walls of the churchyard. Not
knowing how to act in the absence of tho Marquis,
they retired to a place called the Broad Ford of Towie,
about 2 miles S of the village, where they were soon
joined by lluntly and his suite. After some consulta-

tion the Marquis paraded his men in order of battle

along tho NW side of tho village in sight of Montrose,
and dispersed his party, which amounted to 2000 men,
without offering to attack Montrose, on the pretence

that his commission of lieutenancy only authorised him
to act on the defensive. This bloodless affair is known
as the 'First liaid of Turray.' Three months later a

body of the Covenantors, to the number of about 2000,

having assembled at Turriff, tho Gordons resolved

instantly to attack them before they should be joined

by other forces, which were expected to arrive before tho

20th of May. Taking along with them four brass field-

pieces from Strathbogie, the Gordons, to the number of
.S00 horse and foot, commenced their march on 13 May
at ten o'clock at night, and reached Turriff next morning
by daybreak by a road unknown to tho sentinels of the

Covenanting army. As soon as they approached the

town the commander of the Gordons ordered the

trumpets to be sounded and the drums to bo beat, the

noise of which was the first indication the Covenanters
had of their arrival. Being thus surprised the latter

hod no time to make any preparations for defending

themselves. They made, indeed, a brief resistance, but
were soon dispersed by the fire from the field-pieces,

leaving behind them the lairds of Edit and Skene, and
a few others, who were taken prisoners. The loss on
either side in killed and wounded was very trilling.

The skirmish, which is called by writers of the period
' the Trott of Turray,' has ' some claim to commemora-
tion, since in this distant village,' says Dr Hill Burton,
' the first blood was spilt in the great civil war. it

was remembered, too, in the North, though the many
turns in the mighty conflict drove it out of memory
elsewhere, that it was on the side of the Cavaliers that

the sword was first drawn.'
The parish contains also Auchtcrless station at its

southern, and Plaidy station at its northern, extremity,

the former being 4 miles SSE, and the latter 4$ N by
E, nl Turriff station. It is bounded N by King- Edward,
E by Monquhitl t, SE by Fyvie, S by Auehterless, and
SW, W, and NW by In verkeithny, Marnoch, and
Forglen, in Banffshire. Its utmost length, from N by
W to S by E, is 7'g miles ; its breadth varies between 2j|

and 6J miles; and its area is 28| square miles or

18,488£ acres, of which 102J are water. The beautiful

river Devekon curves 1$ mile northward, 3^ miles

east-north-eastward, and 2| north-north-westward along

all the Marnoeh and Forglen boundary ; and IriOCH

Water, its affluent, after roughly tracing lg mile of
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the Monquliitter boundary, flows 3f miles west-south-

westward and north -westward through the interior.

This stream is subject to freshets, and in the great flood

of 1829 rose 11 feet above its ordinary level. The
drainage thus mainly belongs to the basin of the

Deveron, but is partly carried south-eastward by some
little head-streams of the river Ythan, which rise and
run on the southern border. Perennial springs of

excellent water are numerous ; mineral springs of

different qualities are in several places ; a medicinal

spring of some local note, called the Physic Well, is in

the immediate vicinity of the town ; and saints' or holy

wells, long regarded with superstitious veneration, are

iu two or three places. Beside the Deveron the surface

declines to less than 100 feet above sea-level ; and N of

Idoch Water it rises to 330 feet near Delgaty West
Lodge, 450 at Hill of Wrae, and 614 at the Hill of

Brackens, S to 392 at Hospital Wood and 537 at Hill-

head of Ardmiddle. Thus, Turriff, as compared with

most other Aberdeenshire parishes, may be called hilly,

and presents, on the whole, a beautiful appearance.

Silurian rocks, chiefly greywacke, greywacke slate, and
clay slate in numerous alternations, predominate, in

about three-fourths of the entire area, all inward from
the Deveron ; the greywacke has been largely worked
for buildings, drains, pavement flags, and road metal,

and partially for roofing. Devonian rocks, partly con-

glomerates, partly dull red sandstones, often micaceous,

predominate throughout the eastern district, and are

quarried for the uses of house-masonry. The soil, on the

low grounds adjacent to the streams, is argillaceous

alluvium, and elsewhere is much of it sharp, light, and
gravelly—fertile, and very early. Nearly two-thirds of

the entire area are in tillage ; one-seventh is under wood
;

and most of the rest of the parish is either pastoral or

waste. Antiquities, other than those noticed under
Balqcholly and Towie-Barclay, are cairns, tumuli,

and standing-stones, supposed to have been memorials
of ancient battles with the Danes, the alleged site of

the residence of a prince celebrated by Ossian, and the

site of two pre- Reformation chapels. Mansions are

Aiimiddle, Balquholly, Delgaty Castle, Gleuesk,

Hatton Castle, Laithers, and Muiresic ; and 9 pro-

prietors hold each an annual value of £500 and upwards.
Turriff is the seat of a presbytery in the synod of Aber-
deen ; the living is worth A'393. Five public schools

—

Ardmiddle, Biikenhills, Fintray, Turriff, and Turriff

female—with respective accommodation for 100, 80,

115, 380, and 185 children, had (1883) an average

attendance of 71, 69, 77, 289, and 129, and grants of

£67, 9s. 6d., £66, 14s. 6d., £63, 7s., £261, 3s., and
£112, 17s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £12,323, (1885)

£21,814, 12s., plus £9674 for railway. Pop. (1801)

2090, (1831) 2807, (1861) 3693, (1871) 4348, (1881)
4343.— Orel. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

The presbytery of Turriff comprises the quoad civilia

parishes of Alvah, Auchterless, Drumblade, Forglen,
Forgue, Fyvie, Gamrie, Inverkeithny, King-Edward,
Monquliitter, and Turriff, the quoad sacra parishes of
Macdufr, Millbrex, Newbyth, Ythan-Wells, and Gar-
denstown, and the ehapelry of Fyvie St Mary's. Pop.

(1871)30,446, (1881) 29,659, of whom 9840 wen-commu-
nicants of the Church of Scotland in 1883.—The Free
Church also has a presbytery of Turriff, with churches
at Auchterless, Drumblade, Forglen, Forgue, Fyvie,
Gamrie, Macduff, Monquliitter, and Turriff, which nine
churches together had 2262 communicants in 1883.

Tushielaw, a place, with an inn, in Ettrick parish,

Selkirkshire, on the left bank of Ettrick Water, which
here receives Tushielaw Burn, 15 miles SW of Selkirk.

Its ruined tower was the stronghold of Adam Scott, the
'King of Thieves' or 'King of the Border,' who was
beheaded by James V. on 27 July 1529, his head being
set up over the prison at Edinburgh. Tradition, how-
ever, asserts that ho was flanged on his own ' gallows
tree,' an ancient as) —Orel. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Twatt, a post ofin,^ in Birsay and Harray parish,
Orkney, 12 miles N by E of Stroniness.

Twechar, a village of reccut growth in Kirkintilloch

parish, Dumbartonshire, on the Forth and Clyde Canal,
2 miles SW of Kilsyth. Pop. (1881) 671.

Tweed, a large river in the SE of Scotland, drain-
ing also part of the N of Northumberland, aud form-
ing, for 16 miles of its course downward from a point
midway between the mouth of Eden Water and Birgham,
the boundary between England and Scotland. The
remaining 2 miles of its course is entirely in England.
It rises near the centre of the Southern Uplands, in

the extreme S of the county of Peebles, at a small
spring called Tweed's Well, 1500 feet above sea-level

;

and has from this a course first north-easterly, then
northerly, and again north-easterly, till it reaches the
North Sea at Berwick, a distance, in a straight line from
source to mouth, of 64 miles, or, following the windings
of the river, of about 97 miles. The drainage basin
covers an area of about 1870 square miles, and in this

respect is surpassed in Scotland only by the Tay. The
boundary of this basin commences close to Berwick,
and passes north-westward along the heights between
the hollows of Eye Water and Whiteadder Water, till it

reaches the Lammermuir Hills ; follows this line of

heights to a point E of Borthwick Castle ; crosses

thence to the Moorfoot Hills ; strikes off north-west-
ward between Leadburn and Lamancba, and round the
hollow of the Lyne in the Pentland Hills, NW of West
Linton ;

passes southward to the W of Dolphinton and
Biggar ; then along the line of heights between Lanark-
shire and Peeblesshire

;
along the hills between Peebles-

shire, Selkirkshire, and Roxburghshire on the N, and
Dumfriesshire on the S ; strikes through Roxburghshire
round the head of Liddesdale, and gaining the Cheviot
Hills at Peel Fell (1964 feet), follows their summits to

Cheviot Hill (2676), and thence curves through England
round the valley of the Till, and so back to the coast a short
distance S of Tweedmouth. The basin thus comprehends
five-sixths of Berwickshire, a small portion of Hadding-
tonshire, a sixth of Edinburghshire, almost the whole
of Peeblesshire, the whole of Selkirkshire, the whole of

Roxburghshire except a portion in the S along Liddes-
dale, and a considerable portion of the N of Northum-
berland. Of the whole course of the river itself, the first

36 miles are through Peeblesshire alone, and hence that
county received its old name of Tweeddale. During this

portion the stream traverses or bounds the parishes of
Tweedsmuir, Drummelzier, Broughton, Stobo, Manor,
Peebles, Innerleithen, and Traquair. The next 9 miles
are through Selkirkshire, the next 2^ along the boun-
dary between Selkirkshire and Roxburghshire, the next
5 through Roxburghshire, the next 10 J along the
boundary between Berwickshire and Roxburgh-shire,
and the next 11J through Roxburghshire. During
this portion the course is through or along the borders
of the parishes of Yarrow, Stow, Selkirk, Galashiels,

Melrose, St Boswells, Maxton, Merlon, Makerstoun, Rox-
burgh, Kelso, Sprouston, Ednam, and Eccles. Except
for 2 miles at the mouth, where it is entirely in Noi thuin-

berland, the rest of the course is along the boundary be-

tween England and Scotland, and between the counties
of Berwick and Northumberland. On the Scottish

side the parishes are Eccles, Coldstream, Ladykirk, and
Hutton.
The solitary spring of Tweed's Well, with its hill

border to the E, S, and W, has its claim to bo the
true source of the river disputed by some of the other
head-streams, in particular by the Corse or Cross Burn,
which rises $ mile higher up, and joins the streamlet
from the Well about 30 yards below the spring. It

takes its name from a cross which stood on Corse Dod
(1670 feet) on the E, by the side of the old road over
the shoulder of the hill from Tweeddale to Annandale.
In the Peeblesshire portion of the course the principal

tributaries from the W, NW, and N are Old, Glenbreck,
Glenwhappen, Hallow, and Kingledoora Burns, Biggar
Water (with Kilbucho Burn and Holms Water), Weston
Burn, Lyno Water, Eddleston Water, Horsburgh Burn,
Leithcn Water, Walker Burn, and Glenhopeknowe Burn
—the last on in,' boundary with Selkirkshire. From the
E, SE, and S come Cor Water, Gleucraigio Burn, Fing-
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tad Hum, HawkthawBorn, ItaidWiuw, Ifanrfon Burn,
Talla Water. WmiIioik. Hum, Ileal 1 hstane limn, Pol.
maai Baza, Bteahope Bam, Drammaliiu Hum, Manor
water.Haadlaab.oM Bora, and Kirk Bum. [n the course
ttir>.u^li Selkirk, Berwick, ami Itoxlmrgh, it receives
from tl..- N Cmod Wite CaU Water, Allan Water,
U -

1
s Wat. r. and Bdan Wat« ; and from the s Quaii

w»trr. Bttrki Water (with tii«' xarrew), Bowden Bora,
and tl.r Trviut (witli Alo Water, J11I Water, Oxniiin
Water, an. I Kale Water). Atlcr tho river finally quits
Hoxhurglmhire, from tho Berwickshire side como tho
l^et Wut. r ami the eoinhiiieil at 1 cam of the BLaCkoddei
an.l the Whitea.hlrr ; an. I on the English side tho prin-
i i]>al stream in tho Till. All along tho course there are

1 hio immUr .'t .sin. ill. 1 streams. l>'roni the
influx of Biggar Water there is a continuous series of
railway lines to the mouth of the river at Tweeihnouth,
MMtUMt on tho oue side of tho stream and sometimes
on the other, hut mostly, especially in tho lower portion,
on the S 1..ml.. I 1, .in 11, it Biggar to lVehlos the lino is a
jmrtioti of the Caledonian s\ s ; from lVehlcs to Mux-
« li near Kelso, liillen nt .sections of the North
British system ; ami from tfazwellheagh to Tweed-
mouth, a section of tho Nortb-Eastorn, an English
I'onij.inv. A good lino of road also follows tho course
of the otrc.un, generally at no great distance, all tho
w.i\ lr..m Berwick to tho source at Twcedshaws, whence
it passes over the ridge into Dumfriesshire, and down
Annondalo. There are very old bridges at Peebles and
Berwick, but till a comparatively recent period there
was not a bridge anywhere between. Now there are
within this distance a private suspension-bridge at Kings-
msadow, a timber bridge near Innerleithen, a stone
bridge at Yair, a stone bridge and a railway viaduct
near the mouth of the Ettrick, a good stone bridge and
a railway viaduct near Darnick, a suspension-bridge for
foot-passengers uear Melrose, a stone bridge and a rail-
way viaduct near the mouth of the Leader, a privato
suspension-bridge near Dryburgh, an iron suspension-
bridge and a good stone bridge at the lower end of
Kelso, a stone bridge near Coldstream, a suspension-
bridge for carriage traffic near Tweedhill, and a very
large railway viaduct at Berwick.
Some of the head-streams of the Tweed, Annan, and

Clyde rise within j mile of one another ; and hence the
old rhyme that says

—

* Annan, Tweed, anil Clyde
Ki»e a' out o' ae hill side

;'

and the Tweed and Clyde flow in parallel courses, and
within about 7 miles of each other, till near Biggar they
finally take their separate ways E and W. They are
much on the same level, and it would not be a very
difficult matter to divert the upper Clyde waters into
the Tweed by the cutting of a very short channel ; and
even were good care not taken of the banks of the
Clyde, it is possible that the river might perforin the
work for itself. Tradition says that before Glasgow had
«qoired commercial importance, a project was con-
ceived of actually making this cutting, in order so to
increase the volume of the Tweed as to make it navigable
for a considerable distance upwards from the mouth.
Farther down, near Dolphinton, a small stream divides
so as to send a portion of its waters to Medwin Water
and so to the Clyde; while the other portion passes
to Tarth Water, and so by Lyne Water to the Tweed.
At some parts of the river's own course there are reaches
where lakes of considerable size seem to have at one time
existed, and there are also traces of old courses, which
were occupied probably in pre-glacial times. One
well-marked example is above Neidpath Castle near
Peebles, where there is the basin of an old lake extend-
ing upwards from the narrow glen at Neidpath. It had
existed before the narrow neck of rock there was cut
through, and at this time the course of the river had
been tirrt southward by the line of Manor Water to
Cademmr, and thence eastward through the narrow
hollow NW of Hundleshope, and then south-eastward
by the line of the lower part of Hundleshope Burn to the

present course of the river near Whitehangli. Of the
!.'..(> I. el ..I I. ill along the course of the Tweed, from tho
source lo I he .sea, over 700 are accomplished in tho 26
miles between Tweed's Well mid Peebles; and as only

500 remain to be distributed over the other 70 miles of

How, there are, us might lie expected, deop still pools

and long reaohea of water, with hardly any perceptible
current, with rapids of no great length or steopnoss
coming between. In consequence of tho gravel-bods at

these rapids, it is, however, navigable—ami that, for

1 1.1I1 ol very small size lor only a short distance from
the mouth, there being sufficient, depth of Water at high
tide lo lloal, u vessel lo New W ain- ford, G miles above
Berwick : while the tide Hows 10 miles up, to about
STorham Castle.

Though ol lu rwi.se of little commercial importance, the
Tweed ami its tributaries afford tho best salmon, grilse,

an.l .sea-trout fishing in Scotland, 'and although it is

beyond a doubt that salmon were more numerous in its

wall 1 : e fiU or (>0 years ago than now, a large stock

ol lish generally find their way each season into tho

respective casts, and excellent sport is tho rule.' There
arc no lower than ISlo" named salmon casts, of which tho

55from the Inch 3 milos abovo Peebles to Kame-knowe-
end m ar Elibank are open to the public. Tho others

are preserved, lull fishing may sometimes be had by

arrangement with the tenants. The excellence of tho

paw ning ground, both in the Tweed itself and in all its

tributaries, makes the river very piolilic ; but to such
an extent did over-iishing prevail in tho first half of

the present century, that between 1808 and 1856, tho

number of lish captured in one year had fallen off

very considerably. Special Acts of Parliament were

obtained in 1857 and 1859 for tho prohibition of fixed

nets for 9 miles along the coast on both sides of the

mouth, 1 the regulation of the fishing on the river

itself, and the result is that tho number of salmon
captured yearly is in excess of the annual returns of tho

beginning of the century. The upland districts are

now so well drained that in dry summers the river is

always low and angling poor, and of late years tho

fungus, mi/mil J 11 in J
1rax, has made severe ravages among

the fish, and although a large amount of scientific

attention has been directed to the investigation of the

disease, all efforts to discover its cause or find a cute

have hitherto been in vain. The harm that is being

done may be estimated from the fact that in the years

1880, 1881, 1882, no fewer than 22,756 diseased salmon,

grilse, and sea-trout were removed from the river. The
rental is about £13,000 a year. The rod season extends

from 1 Feb. to 30 Nov. Trout-fishing is excellent all

along the river, which for this purpose is open to the

public from the source to the junction of Leader Water,

from Kelso to Carbarn, and nearly the whole way from

Wark to Tweedmouth. The fish vary from 3 pounds
downwards, but the majority of them are under one

pound.
All along the vale there are a number of towns and

thriving villages, of which the chief are Peebles, Inner-

leithen, Walkerburn, Galashiels, Darnick, Melrose,

Newton, Lessudden, Maxton, Rutherford, Roxburgh,
K'.-l .,, Sprouston, liirgham, and Coldstream; and on

the English side Carham, Wark, Cornhill, and Norham :

while at the mouth are Berwick and Tweedmouth.
Then! are also a large number of old castles and modern
mansions, of which the chief are Oliver Castle, Tennis

or Thane's Castle, Dalwick House, Stobo Castle, Easter

Dalwick, Easter Haprew, Lyne, Neidpath Castle,

Rosetta, Venlaw House, Kerlield, Haystoun, Horsburgh

Tower, Kailzie House, Cardrona, Glenormiston, Grier-

ston Tower, Traquair, Elibank, Ashiesteel, Fernielee,

Sunderland Hall, Abbotsford, Pavilion, Darnick Tower,

Littledean Tower, Gattonside House, Allerly House,

Dr rage, Bemersyde, Merton House, Smailholm

Tower, Makerstoun House, Floors Castle, Hendersyde

Park, Ednam Eouse, Pinnacle Hill, Lennel House,

Tilhnouth Castle, Twisel Castle, Milnegraden, Ladykirk

Hon e, Norham Castle, Swinton House, Tweedhill, and

Paxtou House. Nor do these exhaust tho old keeps—
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many of them with historic names—that studded the

whole valley 'from Berwick to the Bield,' and frowned
detiance across the border at the line of strengths on the

English side. These peels are a peculiar feature of the

whole line of the river as well as of the courses of

its tributaries, marking ' barbarous times when Border
raids were in continual activity, and when no one on
either side of the marches, or debateable land, could lay

down his head to sleep at night without the chance of

having to stand to his defence, or perhaps to mount and
ride ere morning. Intended for the general advantage
and preservation of all the inhabitants of the valley,

they were built alternately on both sides of the river,

and in a continued series, one in view of another ; so

that a fire, kindled on the top of any one of them,
was immediately responded to, in the same way, by all

the others in succession ; the smoke giving the signal

by day and the flame by night—thus spreading the

alarm through a whole country of seventy miles in extent,

in the provincial phrase, from " Berwick to the Bield,"

—and to a breadth of not less than fifty miles, carrying
alarm into the uppermost parts of every tributary glen.

Would that we could be inspired with the fancy of our
own immortal Sir Walter, that we might, for only one
moment, imagine the sudden upstirring in this way of

the wild and warlike population of so great an extent of

country, during the days of Border contest ! What a
shouting of men and neighing of horses—what a hurried

donning of back and breast-pieces and morions—what
a jingling of bridles and saddling of steeds—what a

buckling on of swords and grasping of lances, and how
the woods and the steep faces of the hills must have re-

echoed to the gallop of the various little parties, hasten-

ing to unite themselves together. Then came the
assault of the invading foe—the crash of combat—the

shouts of triumph and the shrieks of dying men—all

full of the most romantic and picturesque suggestions.

Nay, if we could only fancy the laird of any one of

these little fortalices, after having been warned by his

provident dame, by the usual hint of a covered dish full

of steel spurs set before him, that there was no more
meat in the larder—if we could only imagiue him and
his followers getting hurriedly to boot and saddle, to

ride across the Border on a foray into England to harry
some district of its beeves, we should conjure up a
picture full of the most romantic circumstances and
stirring interest.' The whole district is full of historic

associations. Berwick, Norham, Coldstream, Birgham,
Kelso, Dryburgh, Melrose—the names need but to be
mentioned ; and more, they have had their poet in the
great magician of the north, whose ambition was to be a
Border laird, and to found a new branch of the great
Border family, and whose name and genius must ever
be associated with Ashiesteel and Abbotsford ; and
for much of whose most congenial work this Borderland
provided both scene and material. But while, looking
back upon the course of the Tweed, 'no one who has
seen it, and who knows the land through which the
stream flows, can be indifferent to the memories of
ancient towers and olden names famous in Scottish
story, which it bears along, of holy though broken
shrines which keep sacred for us the illustrious dead,
Bruce, and Douglas, and Walter Scott, or fail to feel the
soothing power of that pathetic peace which broods over
ancient battlefields ;

' yet ' that which most attracts the
stranger, which unites the natives of the Borders them-
selves most closely, most deeply, which binds in one
the people of Teviot and Ettrick, of Yarrow and of
Tweed, is the poetry, both old and new, the ballad and
bong of the Minstrelsy and such strains as " The Flowers
of the Forest" and " Lucy's Flittin'." This touches the
old heroic life that was once loved in the Border Land, our
sympathy with the grief's, the loves, the sorrows, the
fates, and the fortunes of the men and the women who
dwelt long ago in the ancient Border homesteads, whose
ruins now speak to us on many a Lowland brae with a
weird old-world suggestion and an inexpressible pathos.
For true it is that no poetry is less indebted to foreign
inspiration than that of the Borders. It is purely

autochthonal. It has sprung from the soil, from native
deeds and story, from the very heart of the people
through successive generations. Border men did the
deeds and Border maidens felt the love which the
Border minstrels sung. The ballad and the song truly

reflect the whole character of the people in its freshness,

vigour, old roughness, its dark shades and its bright
sides, its heroism and its tenderness. In the early dawn
of Border story, in the thirteenth century, there are two
dim personages who seem to prefigure the two main
lines of subsequent Border activity—intellectual and
imaginative.' The one is 'the wondrous wizard,'

Michael Scott, whose scientific bent was but the proto-

type of that which animated Muugo Park, Sir David
Brewster, and Mrs Somerville ; the other Thomas the

Rhymer of Ercildoune, forerunner of those who sang of

the Bowie Dens o Yarrow, The Bush aboon Traquair,
and The Broom o' the Cowdc/tknowcs, and on to the

mightier minstrelsy of Thomson, Hogg, Leyden, and
Scott. The older bards, according to Professor Veitch,

have caught and reproduced in their verse the pure charac-

teristics of Tweedside. Their poetry ' breathes a sweet
pastoral melody. There is a passionate fondness dashed
with sweetness and regret—a mingling of love and
sorrow, hopefulness and despair. This curious blending
of opposite feelings flows all through the songs of the
Tweed, and seems to reflect the familiar contrast in the
scenery—the sparkling gleam of the morning and noon
gradually passing into the pathetic shade of the gloamin'
on the river itself.' From Tweedside Thomson must
have drawn the then daring idea that scenery was an
object of poetic interest in itself. From the 'mysterious
belt of grey clear light—the weather gleam—that runs
at nightfall across the wavy lines of the Border hills,'

Hogg drew that charm and inspiration of faerie and
fairyland that enabled him in Kilmeny to reproduce the
best and purest part of the old rude belief in the con-

stant presence of the invisible and supernatural around
us ; while Leyden first

'Saw with strange clcliu'lit t lie snow-clouds form,
When Ruberslaw conceives the mountain storm,'

and then by showing us 'the beauty, the gentle beauty
and not less the power, the grandeur, to be found in the

Border scenery,' opened 'the eyes of dwellers on the

Border to the glory that is at their own doors.' And
Professor Veitch himself is a proof that the song-com-
pelling power of the river is by no means exhausted.

In picturesqueness of scenery the Tweed is inferior to

the Tay, or any of its great tributaries, as well as to the

Clyde. For the first 15 miles of its course down nearly

to the junction of Biggar Water the valley is narrow,

bare, and solitary, but the soft green pastoral heights

by which it is bounded give it a distinct character of

its own. The river flows 'down over the bluish grey-

wacke rock, and for miles amid broken, isolated, half-

smoothed blocks, severed from its bed. Here and there

its banks have an abrupt picturesqueness, but as a rule

its flow is a rippling rapid movement spreading out ia

silvery sheen, by the foot of the confining hill, or amid
the narrow haughs by the way

;
occasionally a knowe

of rock juts out from the bank, and then the river

swings round the obstruction into a restful pool, again

to pass into the rapid ripple of its falling soft-sounding

stream ; still bare of tree and bush until at Polmood it

becomes scantily* fringed with alders and birches, re-

mains of the old forest. The haughs here widen con-

siderably, ami soothe the cyo with soft green pasture.

Ever and anon a burn from its mountain glen joins and
enriches the river ; and thus is suggested the reserve of

beauty and solitude in the valley of tho Tweed, for the

glen leads the eye upwards, between hills meeting hills

from the opposite sides in a wonderful harmony and
symmetry of fold, far away to tho half-seen, dim,
massive heights which form the broad and lofty back-

ground of the valley and feed the springs of the tribu-

tary waters. . . . Those long, rounded, far-spreading

heights seldom visited, spaces of dreamy solitude and
soul-subduing pathos, are never at any season of tho
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rear without their charm. Early June decks them
with a tni.lrr grvon, in which arc net the yellow violet

ad tlir rook rose, ud even the cloudberry lifts its

» whitr bhuvsotn from tlic heart of the black poat-
11 < « Midsummer ilee|H'iis ami enriches the bloom,
and brings the bracken in the lush green of the year.

in early ugw the braes ind moon in touohed and
brigfataaod with the two km. is of the heatherbeU ere

tht] |l ...lually Hush deep in large breaks of the commonWm hetther. Autumn, km autumn, throws tho
euty of tcn.lei colour over the heather bloom

;

•ml the Ihih „f the Moorland, "the bent sue. brown " of
tho old ballads, that knew and felt many a blood stain

in long (joiir toi.iy and h ud,— that bent iimid which, in

I
| dawnol Border legend and ]>oelry, the Queen

l'.i.n to..k he i have ol Thomas of Errildoune—
• i

1

i .i i\ 1: In - live to the wind
with a win-oiiie glare, touching the heart as with tho
hushed life of tho old story. And in winter tho snow
wraps those hills in a robo so meet, that their statuesque
• .'.:!.. .11 .in. I lollowcd n> their cut ireliess and
in their minute details, as at no other time; Btanditlg
•gainst the heavens in the clear relief of forms, now, as

H em Prom the sculptor's hand.' From Broughton
nownw mis the valley is much wider, tho bottom being

spied by largo tracts of fertile haughland, and
though the bounding lines of heights continue, they
an- farther from the river. Owing to the windings of
tho stream, the heights seem at many points as if

almost meeting and enclosing rich and fertile vales, as at

Melrose, where the whole hollow seems from some points
01 ril w to l)o entirely shut in by hills. Many of the
hauglis hero and elsewhere have rich orchards. 'After
tho first mile or two,' says Dorothy Wordsworth, in

describing the course of the river from Peebles to Mel-
rose in tho beginning of tho present century, 'our
road was seldom far from tho river which flowed in

gentleness, though perhaps never silent; the hills on
either side high and sometimes stony, but excellent
]>astnrago for sheep. In some parts the vale was
wholly of this pastoral character ; in others wo saw
extensive tracts of corn ground, even spreading along
whole hill sides and without visible fences, which is

dreary in a flat country ; but there is no dreariness on
the banks of the Tweed—the hills, whether smooth or
stony, uncultivated or covered with ripe corn, had tho
same pensive softness. In one very sweet part of the
vale a gate crossed the road, which was opened by an
old woman who lived in a cottage close to it ; 1 said to

her, "You live in a very pretty place." "Yes," she
r< plied, " the water of Tweed is a bonny water." The
lines of the hills are flowing and beautiful, the reaches
of the vale long ; in some places appear the remains of
a forest ; in others you will see as lovely a combination
of forms as any traveller who goes in search of the
picturesque need desire, and yet perhaps without a
single tree ; or at least if trees there are they shall be
very few, and he shall not care whether they are there
or not.' The constant character of the gently varying
scenes 'was that of tender pensiveness ; no bursting
torrents when we were there, but the murmuring of the
river was heard distinctly, often blended with the
bleating of sheep. . . . The transitions of this vale

were all gentle except one, a scene of which a gentle-

man's house was the centre, standing low in the vale,

the hills above it covered with gloomy fir plantations,

and the appearance of the house itself was gloomy.
There was an allegorical air—a person fond of Spenser
will understand me—in this uncheerful spot single in
such a country,

"The house was hearsed about with a black wood."

'

The absence of wood and the constantly pastoral ap-
pearance of the hills is not now so marked, for, from
the point where the valley widens out, downwards, the
skirting hills are fringed or covered with thriving
plantations, mostly formed since the beginning of the
present century. At some points, particularly about
Fcidpath and Floors Castle, these woods have been
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laid out with taste, bill at other places the sconory has
often sufl'ored from the too regular and methodical
nature ol tho planting, The bed of the river is almost
everywhere oomposea of basaltio and sandstone rooks,

oi ol pebbles of these imbedded in clear sharp sand,

and the water Is generally bright and olear.

See also Sir Thomas' Dirk Lauder's Scottish Elvers
(Kilmli. IX7-I); .1. Kiissrlls llahpof /temnw/de (Kdinb.
issi); Professor Voitch's Border Hidon/ and Poetry
(Glasg. 1878); the Bame author's River Tweed in
volume issued to subscribers to tho Royal Association
for tho Promotion of Kino Arts in Scotland (Edinb.
18S-1); Hoi iow's I.avi nijro ; and, for sketches of tho
scenery along the upper part of the river, Black's Strawje
Adventures of a Phaeton.

Tweeddale. See Twkhd, PEEni.KssmRE, and Yester.
Twoedsmuir, a.lnrgo parish of SVV Peeblesshire, con-

taining, close to its northern extremity, tho Crook
I »i miles S of llnniKliti.il station, luj N by E of
Moffat, 86 SSW of Edinburgh, and 12 SSE of Biggar,
under whirl, there is a post office of Radian Mill. It
is bounded N\V and NE by Drummolzier, E by tho
Megget section of Lyne, SE and S by Moll'at in Dum-
friesshire, and SW and W by Crawford in Lanarkshire.
Its utmost length, from N to S, is 8 J miles ; its utmost
breadth, from E to W, is 8g miles ; and its area is 51
squaro miles or 32,6123 acres, of which 144 are water.
Tin- Twkhd, hero a mountain stream, rises in Tweed's
Well at an altitude of 1500 feet above sea-lovol, and
runs miles north-north-eastward, until, 3 furlongs
N by E of the Crook Inn, it passes olf into Drummel-
zier. It thus divides Tweedsmuir into two unequal
portions, that to the E being very much larger than
that to the W. During this course it is joined by
twenty-three rivulets, which all have their source in

Tweedsmuir, and the largest of which are Fruid
Watkk, rising at 2500 feet, and running 8 miles north-
north-westward ; Talla Water, rising at 2300 feet,

running 6£ miles north-westward, and itself receiving

Game.shope Burn ; and Hearthstane or Harestank
Burn, rising at 2000 feet, and running 4£ miles north-
westward. Another tributary, Pohnood Burn, rises in
Drummelzier at 2250 feet, and over the last 2f miles of

its 4 miles' west-north-westerly course traces the Drum-
melzier boundary. The high road from Edinburgh to

Moffat and Dumfries runs 9,^ miles up tho parish close

to the W bank of the Tweed, and just at the Lanark-
shire boundary crosses from Tweeddale into Annandale
by a 'col' 1334 feet high. In the extreme N, whero
the Tweed passes off into Drummelzier, the surface

declines to 743 feet above the sea: and chief elevations

to the W of the river, as one goes up the valley, are

"Nether Oliver Dod (1673 feet), *White Knowe Head
(1707), "Cultcr Cleuch Shank (1801), *Blaek Dod (1797),
and *Clydk Law (1789); to the E, Great Knock (2267),

•Broad Law (2754), Middle Dod (2179), Garlavin Hill

(2383), Molls Cleuch Dod (2571), *Lochcraig Hill

(2625), and *Hartfell (2651), where asterisks mark
those summits that culminate on the confines of the
parish. ' It will be seen from your list of our moun-
tains,' writes the Rev. John Dick, M.A., who has been
minister from 1858, ' that Tweedsmuir embraces some of

the highest summits in the Southern Highlands, and
these are pierced by numerous deep glens of various

scenery, some wildly moorland, some quietly pastoral,

some ruggedly broken, and all bearing their contribution

to the "siller Tweed." The whole parish is mountainous,
but the upper vale of the Tweed toward Tweedshaws is

comparatively bare and featureless, though even here

there are often, especially up the tributary burns, close

scenes of simple beauty which charm and surprise the

solitary angler or pedestrian. Lower down the land-

scape is much more impressive in outline and more
picturesquely diversified in detail. Near the village,

which consists of only a few detached cottages, the

road to St Mary's Loch crosses the old stono bridge of

one arch, under which the confined Tweed, tumbling
through a rocky chasm, plunges into a deep linn

well known to angler and artist. To tho left of the
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river, high up on the hill, Oliver House, the seat of

'J'. T. Stodart, Esq., the only resident landowner, looks

out from its ancestral trees upon one of the finest views

in Peeblesshire. Right below, on its prominent knoll

between Tweed and Talla, stands the parish church, em-

bowered in birch and elm and Scotch fir, up through

which rises the taper spire, whose red freestone tints con-

trast harmoniously with the dark hues of the pine.

Beyond the church, and flanking the right bank of the

Talla, is the rounded form of Cockland, with its gentle

slopes and green pastures ; behind and above which
towers the huge bulk of Broadlaw, one of the highest

ridges in the south of Scotland. Between Cockland and
Quarter Hill the beautiful vale of Talla stretches away up
south-south-eastward until lost to the eye in the recesses

of the lofty mountain ranges which form the horizon in

that direction. The head of Talla Glen is a deep hollow

or den, hemmed in on the one side by the steep spurs of

the Broadlaw (otherwise called "Talla Banks"), and on

the other by the beetling precipices and cleft chasms of

the Gairlet, the immemorial haunt of the hunting

falcon ; while from the heights behind the shepherd's

house, through a formidable fissure, Old Talla foams

from linn to linn in a succession of striking falls (hence

the name of the spot, Talla Linnsfoot), 4 miles SE of the

church. From the little handrail bridge above the

linns the scene is grand and impressive, resembling in

its general features the Devil's Beef-tub, the head of

Black's Hope, and the gorge of the Grey Mare's Tail.

Here the Talla is joined by Gameshope Burn, a

thoroughly Highland stream, which issues from a little

black lochan in the wilds above, churns its way among
opposing rocks down the steep descent of a dark and
narrow gorge, whose sides "ascend like lofty wa's,"

and in whose clefts and corries the snow often lies till

well on into the summer. This is Gameshope, associated

with Covenanting memories, famous for ferns and trout,

but most notable for its scenery, which, for stern and
rugged grandeur, is not surpassed by any similar scene

south of the Forth and Clyde, and may bear comparison
with the more widely celebrated Glenogle in Perth-

shire.' The predominant rocks are greywacke and grey-

wacke slate. The soil of the arable tracts is mostly a
light loam, and that on many parts of the hills is a

strong thick mould, formed of earth and moss. Less
than 300 acres are in tillage

; but, except for the cost

of reclamation, much of the lower slopes of the hills

might easily be brought under the plough. Large
flocks of sheep, most of them Cheviots, are pastured

;

and hay-meadows and peat fuel are plentiful. Hawk-
shaw Castle, an ancient seat of the Porteous family,

stood on the left side of Hawkshaw Burn, 5 miles SSW
of the Crook Inn ; and at the source of the Tweed is a
spot called Tweeds Cross, from its having been the site

of a pre-Reformation cross. Here in Feb. 1831 the
guard and the driver of the Edinburgh mail coach
perished in a gallant attempt to carry the letter bags
through the drifted snow—an episode woven by Dr
John Brown into his essay on The Enterkin. Other
antiquities are noticed separately under Fruid, Giant's
Stone, and Oliver Castle. Three proprietors hold
each an annual value of more, and 6 of less, than £500.
Tweedsmuir is in the presbytery of Peebles and the
synod of Lothian and Twecddale ; the living is worth
£275. The parish church, 1| mile SSW of the Crook
Inn, on the peninsula between Talla Water and the

Tweed, crowns a knoll, called Quarter Knowe, by some
supposed to be a tumulus, but really of alluvial forma-

tion. The present building, successor to one of 1648,
was erected in 1874-75 at a cost of £1930, and contains

180 sittings. A Romanesque structure, it is in beautiful

keeping with the surrounding scenery, and forms a
commanding object from every point of approach. An
old headstone in the graveyard bears the inscription

—

' Here lyes John Hunter, martyr, who was cruely
murdered at Corehead by Col. James Douglas and his

Party for his adheranco to the word of God and Scot-

land's covenanted work of Reformation, 1685.' An
excellent parish school, with accommodation for 45

103

pupils, has an average attendance of 35 ; and another
little school for the children in the remote district of
Tweedshaw, at the head of the parish, has a present
attendance of 9. Valuation (1860) £5121, (1885)
£7645, 18s. 6d. Pop. (1801) 277, (1831) 288, (1861)
196, (1871) 190, (1881) 215.—Ord. Sur., sh. 16, 1864.

Twynholm, a post-office village and a parish of S
Kirkcudbrightshire. The village is pleasantly situated

in a little glen, 3 miles NNW of Kirkcudbright and 2
SSW of Tarff station, this being 6| miles SW of the
post-town, Castle-Douglas.

The parish, which comprises the ancient parishes of

Twynholm and Kirkchrist, united about 1654, is

bounded N by Balmaghie, E by Tongland, SE by tho

broadening Dee and Kirkcudbright Hay (dividing it from
Kirkcudbright), S by Borgue, and W by Borgue and
Girthon. Its utmost length, from N by W to S by E,

is 9 miles ; its utmost width is 2| miles ; and its area

is 16^ square miles or 10,816^ acres, of which 95| are

water and 103| foreshore. Culcaigrie Loch (2xl£
furl. ; 375 feet) lies on the boundary with Tongland,
Loch Whinyeon (4J x 4J furl. ; 725 feet) on that with
Girthon ; and the latter sends off Glengap Burn, a head-
stream of Tarff Water, which, lower down, winds 2 miles

south-south-eastward along the Tongland border, till it

falls, near Compstone House, into the Dee. The Dee
itself, here broadening into its tidal estuary, Kirkcud-
bright Bay, curves 3| miles south-south-westward
along all the south-eastern border, past Kirkcudbright
town, to a point nearly opposite the southern extremity
of St Mary's Isle. Chief elevations, from S to N, are

Kirkeoch Hill (292 feet), Fuffock Hill (1050), and
Bengray (1203) on the Girthon boundary. The general
surface of the parish lies so comparatively high, that,

if regarded in the aggregate, or as seen from a distance,

it might be pronounced a tableland or elevated plain.

But the parts of it fringing the Dee and Tarff Water
comprise some haugh -ground ; the southern and central

parts are rolled into knolls and hillocks, with interven-

ing vales and hollows ; and only the northern parts rise

into high hills, of pastoral character, and incapable of

cultivation. Silurian rocks, comprising greywacke,
greywacke-slate, and clay slate, predominate ; and
large granite boulders have now been nearly all removed.
The soil of the arable lands is variously clay, sand,

gravel, and moss—mostly light, dry, friable, and fertile.

Nearly two-thirds of the entire area are capable of tillage;

rather more than 300 acres are under wood ; and the
rest of the land is chiefly hill pasture. Antiquities are

a number of Caledonian forts, the ruins of Compstone
Castle, the site of an old castle, and probably of a
nunnery at Nunton, and a circular mote near the parish

church. Mansions, noticed separately, are Barwhin-
nock and Compstone ; and the Earl of Selkirk owns
nearly a third of the entire parish, 5 other proprietors

holding each an annual value of £500 and upwards, and
5 of between £100 and £500. Twynholm is in the
presbytery of Kirkcudbright and the synod of Galloway

;

the living is 18 chalders (half meal and half barley),

with a glebe valued at £62 per annum. The parish

church, at the village, is a neat Gothic edifice of 1818,
with aisle, bell-cote, and 410 sittings. In the church-
yard, which is surrounded by trees, is the grave of

Andreu M'Robert, who, with four other Covenanters,
was shot by Grierson of Lag on Kirkconnell Moor in

Tongland parish. The public school, built in 1876-77,

with accommodation for 184 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 76, and a grant of £73, 5s.

Valuation (1864) £7563, 15s., (1885) £9783, 9s. 9d.

Pop. (1801) 683, (1831) 871, (1861) 815, (.871) 717,

(1881) 681.—Ord. Sur., sh. 5, 1857.

Tynabruaich. See Tighnarruaich.
Tyndrum (Gael. tiqh-an-drom,a, ' house of the ridge '),

a small post-office village in Killin parish, W Perthshire,

at the head of Strathfillan, within 7 furlongs of the
Argyllshire border and 35 miles SE of Ballachulish,

whilst its station on the Callander and Oban railway
(1873-80) is 364 miles E by N of Oban and 17£ W by N
of Killin station. Standing 700 feet above sea-level, it
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TYNE TYNINGHAME
U deafribed by the Queon, under date 22 Sept 1873, as

• * wild. |.n-iuu«s,|iit\ and desolate phuo in a suit of
wild gl<m with given liilN rising around. . . . Thoro

• : « -
- - i -

'

1 1
1 _- lioit^-s and it nice hotel at the

M itioii." Sc.- Ci n ins mnl Damiv.—(W. Si/;-., sh. 40,
i-:-:

Tyne, » Htw of Lotbtu, origlnitina In Edinburgh -

i Iro. i ut btloagtng klmotl wholly t<> SaddtngtonaMre,
and draining the larger |>art of it* area. The stream

—

with the MMMtuwk nniottlodneM of tho nomen-
rUtiin< ol Haddingtonshire Itroami — gathers many
h< id «.iters, tad runs « bum part of Its oouras before
it- on eases to lie capricious and disputed. Ono
e n |y rivulet railed the Tyne issues from a loclllot ill

• ttn me I of Borthwiok parish, and has a run of 7
milai northward before it enters Haadingtonehire. Over
this distance it divides Borthwiek on tho W from
t n. lit. m on the K, sweeps past the villago of Ford, and

ston into nearly filial parts ; and after entering
II addiugtoiiihitv it describes tho segment of a circle
i en i northerly to in easterly direction, over a distance
oi between 4 end '•> miles," through tho parishes of
i Irmlaton and Pencaitland, to a confluence J milo E of
I i~;.i IVncaitland, whence all debate ceases respecting
the application of the name. Another rivulet, which
el.urns to be the Infant Tyne, is itself a collection of
lour or live head-streams, which rise in Borthwick, in
I . i. m Soutra, and in the extreme S of Humbie, and,
all i . .mrses of from 4 to 6J miles, attain a general con-
flnenee i milo below Humbie church ; and after this
confluence the stream proceeds 3 miles northward to
I in the competing heaa-rivulet of the Tyne—less than
it in length of run, but considerably greater in volume
01 water. The Tyne, now of quite a fixed name, flows
north-eastward, nearly across the centre of the lowlands
of the county, to tho sea at Tyninghame, 2J miles
NW of Dunbar, performing a run of 16 miles, or 28 if

n 1 from its remotest source. Till it enters
Haddington parish it moves alternately on and near the
boundaries between Pencaitland and Gladsmuir on the
left and Haddington on the right ; and it afterwards
moves principally in the interior of Haddington,
I'restonkirk, and Whitekirk. Its banks are studded
with numerous and beautiful mansions, with the capital
of tho county, and with the villages of Pencaitland,
Nisbet, Samuelston, Abbey, East Linton, Prestonkirk,
and Tyninghame. Its current is placid, in many
places dull and sluggish ; but near East Linton it forms
n kind of rapid, ami tumbles over some broken rocks.
Its whole course is through a rich agricultural country,
abounding in all the embellishments of culture, but quite
devoid of bold or striking features. Proportionately to
its length of run it is a small stream, and viewed intrin-
sically it scarcely claims to be more than a rivulet; but
it is subject to inundations of such suddenness and
magnitude, as, if not restrained by embankments, would
work enormous havoc. (See Haddinotok.) The tide
affects it over a distance of 2 miles, and expands at
high-water into an extensive lake on what are called
the Salt-Greens, in front of Tyninghame House. The
Greens form a very fine feature in the grounds around
that magnificent residence, and are now a glittering
sheet of water, and now an expanse of verdant sward
dotted over with sheep, and, in summer, thickly
powdered with sea-pink. The river is of much value
fur driving corn-mills. Its trout fishing is often very
good

; and salmon and sea-trout also ascend it.

—

Ord.
Sur., shs. 32, 33, 1857-63. See Sir T. Dick Lauder's
Scottish Rivers (Edinb. 1874).

Tyne, an important English river, two of whose head-
streams rise in the S of Roxburghshire, on the eastern
slope of Carlin-Tooth, near the source of Jed Water,
and run 5£ furlongs eastward through Southdean parish I

to the Border.
Tynecaatle, an Edinburgh district, on the road from

the Hayrnarket to Gorgie, near the Dairy Cemetery, and
2 miles 8W of the General Post Office. It is the seat of
the Albert Works, directed by Mr Wm. Scott Morton,
an architect ol special skill in decorative work. Here.
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besides stained glass, painted tiles, art. furniture, otc,
is manufactured the beautiful 'Tynecaatle tapestry,

which Mr Sc.tt Morton invented, and which consists' of
coarse paper backed canvas, dyed and decorated iu a
great vai iely of ways to suit, for walls, ceilings, or frieze:-:.

Tynohoad, a post office and a station in Criehton
palish, Edinburghshire, on tho Waverley route of the
North British railway, 16 miles SE of Edinburgh.
Tyninghame, an ancient parish of Haddingtonshire,

81 Sed to yVhITEKIRK si 1761, and containing
Tyninghame village, 2 miles N E of Prestonkirk or East
Linton, under which it has a post office. The name,
which means 'the hamlet on the Tyne,' graphically
describes tho position of the villago, 300 yards from tho

hern margin of the Tyne, on a beautiful piece of
ground which gently slopes to the rivers edge. Tho
original Hunch was founded by Bathere the anchorite,

better Known as 81 I in hired of the Bass, who died ill

7:'.(i, when, at riling to Bellenden, 'the parishioners

of Auldham, TyningEam, and Preston contended whillc

of them .should have his body to deeoro their kirk ; but
on the morrow they land, by miracle of God, three beirs

with liner bodies, na thing discrepant frao others in

quantity, colour, nor raiment. And so the body of this

haly man lies be miracle in all the three kirks.' In
il l 1, according to llovcdcn and tho Chronica dc Mailros,

Anlaffhe Dane spoiled the church of St Baldred, and
hum. -.1 the villago of Tyninghame; and in 1094 a

charter of Duncan granted to St Cuthbort, i.e., to the
church of Durham, Tyninghame and five other places

in Haddingtonshire, three of which—Aldham, Scougal,

and Knowes—are in tho present united parish. Tho
church of Tyninghame enjoyed of old the privilege of

sanctuary. Patrick do Leuchars, who was rector of

it in the reign of David II., rose to be Bishop of

Brechin and chancellor of Scotland ; and George
Hi own, who was rector in tho reign of James III.,

was raised by the party who overthrew that monarch
to be Bishop of Dunkeld, and joined them in hunting
the king to death on the field of Sauchieburn. The
manor of Tyninghame, with the patronage of tho

church, anciently belonged to the Bishops of St

Andrews, and was included in their regality lying on
the S side of the Forth. In 1553, it appears to havo
been conferred by Archbishop Hamilton on St Mary's
College in St Andrews ; but in 1565 a complaint was
made by the parishioners to the General Assembly, that

though t in y paid their tithes to the college, they had
a y. I received from it the benefit neither of preaching

nor of administration of sacraments. Tho manor, held

for a time under the archbishop by the Earl of Hadding-
ton, in 1628 was obtained by him in chartered right

under the Great Seal ; and it thence hecamo the home-
domain, the beautiful seat, gradually the richly embel-

lished forest and park-ground of the noble family. The
estate is famed in the E of Scotland for the extent and
singular beauty of its woods and its holly-hedges.

More than 800 acres wave with trees, chiefly of tho

various hardwood species, and arranged in the most

ta teful forms of forest. In 1705, Thomas, sixth Earl

of Haddington, instigated by his countess, the sister of

Hi. !n i Earl of llopetoun, commenced planting opera-

tions on a great scale ; and he must, in reference to

their date and their influence, and to the efforts which
he used to provoke imitations of his example, be re-

garded as the originator of the thousands of fine expanses

of modern plantation which now so generally beautify

Scotland. His first exploit was to plant Binning Wood,
a forest of 400 acres, over the whole face of what was
then a moorish common called Tyninghame Moor. Tho
trees were arranged in thirteen rides or avenues, con-

verging at four different points in an open glade. The
Earl next drew sheltering belts along the enclosures of

fields ; and then—boldly putting to the test a received

opinion, that no trees would grow near the shore—he

planted some expanses of sandy ground upon tho beach.

Finding that his trees grew and wore thriving, he

determined to ' fight no more with the cultivation of

bad land, but to plant it all.' Thus arose a forest which
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while the earliest modern one in Scotland, is excelled

by none in the lowlands for tho beauty of either its

trees or its arrangements. The holly-hedges were

planted by the same earl, and they more than rival the

forest in fame. Aggregately extending to about 9000

feet, they have a breadth of 10 to 13 feet at the base,

and a height of from 15 to 25 feet
;
they are arranged

in double rows, flanking very spacious walks or avenues

;

and they are kept with great care, and in constant

conservation. Numerous single hollies, each about 50

feet high, and of proportionate circumference, are inter-

spersed with the forest, and enliven its aspect. Vast
damage was done by the gale of 14 Oct. 1881, which
felled no fewer than 30,000 trees on the estate, includ-

ing nearly all the beeches surrounding the bowling-

green, the * Trysting Tree ' (a beech 2li feet in girth,

and bearing date 1623), etc. On 26 Aug. 1878 the
Queen drove through the park, which she describes as
' really beautiful, reminding one of Windsor and Windsor
Forest.

'

Ty'ninghame House stands \ mile from the N bank of

the Tyne and 2f miles NE of East Linton. Though a

patchwork of pieces added by successive Earls, it was so

altered and enlarged about 1829 by Mr Burn, who re-

faced the whole with native red sandstone, as to present

the appearance of a large and handsome mansion, semi-

Elizabethan, with small Scotch towers, and a beautiful

terrace garden. The interior retains, with little altera-

tions, its original form, and is adorned with portraits

of Queen Mary and James VI., of the second Earl by
Vandyke, of the eighth Earl and Countess and of Gen.
Lord Rothes by Sir Joshua Reynolds, of Canning by
Lawrence, etc. Between the mansion and the river,

embosomed in a clump of wood, are two fine Norman
arches, the only remains of the ancient church, and
now the family cemetery of the Earls. Near the house,

too, is a fine obelisk to the sixth Earl and Countess.

George-Arden-Baillie-Hamilton, eleventh Earl since

1619 (b. 1827 ; sue. 1870), holds 27,790 acres, valued
at £34,445 per annum, viz., 8302 in Haddingtonshire

(£13,678, 10s.), 14,279 in Berwickshire (£15,099, 6s.),

4708 in Roxburghshire (£5079, 4s.), and 501 in Lanark-
shire (£588).— Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See Meller-
stain, Lennel House, Jerviswood ; the Rev. A. I.

Ritchie's Churches of St Baldred (Edinb. 1881) ; and
Jn. Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians (Edinb.

1883).

Tynron, a hamlet and a parish of Upper Nithsdale,

W Dumfriesshire. The hamlet stands, 360 feet above
sea-level, 2£ miles NE of Moniaive and 5 WSW of

Thornhill, under which it has a post office.

The parish is bounded N and NE by Penpont, SE by
Keir, S and SW by Glencairn, and NW by Dairy in

Kirkcudbrightshire. Its utmost length, from WNW to

ESE, is 9J miles ; its breadth varies between 9 furlongs

and 4 miles ; and its land area is 24£ square miles or

15,683 acres. Shinnel Water, rising in the north-west-
ern extremity at an altitude of 1500 feet, runs 10J miles

east-south-eastward through all the length of the parish,

then 2 miles north-north-eastward along the Keir border,

till it falls near Scar Bridge into Scar Water, which
itself flows 3£ miles south-eastward along the boundary
with Penpont. In the extreme E, at the confluence of

Shinnel and Scar Waters, the surface declines to 225
feet above the sea ; and chief elevations to tho N of
Shinnel Water, as one goes up the valley, are Tynron
Doon (945 feet), Auchengibbert Hill (1221), Bonnan
(1105), Lamb Craigs (1367), *Hard Knowe (1502), and
*Ox Hill (1655) ; to tho S, Ma(|iieston Hill (1063),
Thistlemark Hill (1079), *Glenskelly Hill (1493), *Ball
Hill (1778), Lamgarrooh (1878), and *Colt Hill (1961),
where asterisks mark those summits that culminate on
the confines of the parish. Tho surfaco mainly consists

of the glen or strath of the Shinnel, and of two ranges
of hills which form its screens. The hills for the most
part are green, and constitute capital sheep-pasture.
Very much land which, in other circumstances, would
have remained pastoral and unenclosed, has, in conse-

quence of the vicinity of lime at Barjarg and Closeburn,

been reclaimed and subjected to the plough. Very
few acres are flat or strictly low ground, and less

than one-twentieth of the entire area is in tillage. The
soil is rather thin and sandy ; and the crops are neither

early nor luxuriant. Upwards of 400 acres are under
wood, chiefly natural. Greywacke is the prevailing

rock
;
clay slate occurs in one small bed at Corfardine,

and was at one time worked ; and flinty slate occurs in

a small bed at Shinnelhead. The most interesting

object in the parish is the Dun or Doon of Tynron.
This is a beautiful steep and conical hill, which,
rising up on the peninsula of Scar and Shinnel Waters,
terminates the northern hill range of the parish, and
commands an extensive and delightful prospect. Its

summit, a small piece of table-land, bears marks of

having been the site of a fortified castle, and, during
last century, supplied from the ruins many building

stones which must have been procured at 4 or 5 miles'

distance, and laboriously carried up the difficult acclivity.

Ditches round the top are still partially traceable ; and
dense woods anciently covered its sides, and stretched

away from its base. Robert Bruce was conducted to

the fortalice on the hill by Kirkpatrick of Closeburn,
and probably made it his retreat for some time alter

killing the Red Comyn at Dumfries (1306). James
Hogg, the ' Ettrick Shepherd,' was for a short time
tenant of the Duke of Buccleuch's farm of Corfardine

—a very unfortunate tenancy. A Roman road leads

from the Doon along the face of the range to near
the head of the parish, and is, in many places, quite

bare of grass. The road from Moniaive to Thornhill
crosses the SE end of the parish ; and two roads go
up the Scar and the Shinnel. The principal land-

owner is the Duke of Buccleuch. Tynron is in

the presbytery of Penpont and the synod of Dumfries
;

the living is worth £425, having been augmented in

1881. The parish church is a neat edifice, built in

1837, and containing 314 sittings. The ancient church
was a vicarage of the monks of Holywood. A public and
an endowed school, with respective accommodation for

36 and 63 children, had (1884) an average attendance
of 18 and 42, and grants of £29, 7s. and £48, 17s.

Valuation (1860) £4498, (1885) £5999, lis. Pop. (1801)

563, (1831) 493, (1861) 446, (1871) 381, (1881) 416.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 9, 15, 1863-64.

Tyree (Gael, tirith, ' land of corn '), an island of the
Argyllshire Hebrides, 2 miles SW of Coll, 13£ W of

Treshinish Point in Mull, 19 NW of Iona, and 37| SE
of Barra. Its length is 14 miles; and its breadth varies

between f mile and 6 miles. It appears to have been,

in Columban times, part of the patrimony of the Church,
and to have supplied Iona with considerable quantities

of grain ; and hence it is supposed to have acquired its

name. Another ancient name, still applied to it in

romantic tales, is liioghaclul bar fo thuin, ' The kingdom
whose summits are lower than the waves;' and this

aptly describes it as the lowest and the flattest of the
Hebrides, and as so curiously washed by the sea, that

from one side the waves may often be seen on the other

rising several feet above the level of the rocks. The
shores have frequent though not deep indentations, and
consist of sandy bays, separated by ridges of rock. The
Bay of Gett, on the E side, measures about 2J miles

round the head, and has so firm a sandy beach that a
horse at full gallop makes an impression not above J
inch deep. Upwards of 20 fresh-water lakes together

cover some 600 acres. From one of tho larger lakes

flows the only stream, which, however, is powerful
enough to drivo a mill. At the northern extremity of

tho island are considerable accumulations of blown sand.

In the S the rocks look so rarely up from the surfaco

as to form only a few scattered elevations ; but towards
tho N they become numerous, and at length occupy tho

greater part of the surface, preventing the cultivation of

the soil, and condemning it to perpetual pasturage, A
few low heights are formed on the rocky ground, ranging

from 30 to 60 feet in altitude ; and three separate hills

rise near the southern extremity to a maximum height
of 400 feet. All the rest of the island has a mean eleva-
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tion »k>vr high-water mark of scarcely 20 foot ; and, ns

It hu no irvr, an. I scarcely mi OIliloHlllO, it is swept with
i : .n::. >i \i,.'.,-n.• I \ IK,- w i si , i ] v winds, niul often

».< ixourgnd by galea that sown sml mnl loose ilry Hull

* !•'. ->' i inilui. \ . i.'ps ot nun mnl potatoes

liokm .lown. A remarkable plain, called tlu> Reef,

lirar t he telitlc of island, mnl lfiO'2 lllTl'H in IllVIl, is

Iftl »> UU m:>, and has m m.ely swell or even a

item . mi l, from dread ol theoflootof the w inds should

the surface U' onrc broken, it is kept iii a state of per-

petual jxLstnre, mnl oilers a singular speetaelo of rich

vrrxlur*. 'Hie soil is in general light, consisting of sand,

,. iio.m tNirth, mid mo s. The Mind very greatly

predomlnatee j but, la its general diffusion, it iH of a

oalcareooi ii iinre, consisting, together with buartz, of a

large pro|-ortioii of pulverised sea-sliolls. '1 hu island,

in . oiim'ouoiicc, is one of the most fertile tracts of land
•

. II. In i, M,li:\ is r i, atly aided, too, by

a regular and constant moisture, occasioned partly by its

flatBM mid partly by its peculiar climate and exposure.

The rcgularityof the moisture is every where proved by the

nourishing growth in the corn-fields of the yellow iris,

the ftolytfonuvi virijmrum, and other aquatic plants.

Booh natural pastures as, from their soil and position,

have least humidity are surprisingly rich, and produce

1 lute clover in such abundance, as almost to exclude the

p M .11 -1,, - ale ii ii know n ; and bogs arc so limited

th.it the inhabitants are under the necessity of importing

their fad bom Mull, and in some instances have been
driven to the ruinous resource of paring the soil down
occasionally to the subjacent rock. So wondrously
d,*tituto is the island of wood, that, excepting one

species of willow, it may be said not to possess a ligneous

libro. Yet the total want of shelter, while in many
respects injurious to agriculture, combines with the level

nature of the surface to occasion so equable a distribu-

tion of sand-drift by the winds, that, instead of low lands

Wing overwhelmed as in many places throughout the

Other Hebrides and the Shetland Islands, the drift

brings a perpetual renewal of calcareous manure, and
scarcely anywhere accumulates to such a degree as to

ehoke vegetation. At the northern extremity, how-

etn r, ai in the S end of Coll, protuberating rocks afford

local shelter, and occasion the sand to accumulate.

Agricultural practice has undergone some improve-
ments, bat is still in a comparatively rude condition.

About 5850 ocres arc in tillage; and about 10,725

are pastoral or waste. The produce of all kinds of

cruris is comparatively small. The rearing of black

(attic is a chief employment; and the exportation of

them a principal means of support. Poultry and eggs

also are largely exported. Fishing, contrary to the

prevailing practice in the Hebrides, engages compara-
tively little attention. Owing to a rapidity of increase

in the population, and to the ruin of the kelp manufac-

ture on which a large proportion of them depended
mainly for subsistence, Tyree has shared to a grievous

extent in the distress with which so many of the

Hebridean islands have of late years been visited. The
Duke of Argyll is the sole proprietor. The predomi-

nant rock of the island is gneiss ; but this abounds
with veins of granite, and imbeds masses of primitive

limestone. One of the limestone masses, long and
favourably known for the flesh-coloured marble into

which it ha* been cut for ornamental architecture, is

an irregular rock, 100 feet in diameter, lying among the

gneiss without stratification or continuity. In conse-

quence of its hardness, even though cheaper, in spite

of that inconvenience, than many foreign marbles of far

inferior beauty, it has lost the patronage of public

caprice, and ceased to be in request. Its very tint is

finely relieved by the dark green crystals of augite and
hornblende which are imbedded in it. The deposit is

quite unstratified. Another mass, ten times the size of

the former, and equally irregular, resembles the marble
of Iona in whiteness, texture, and fracture, yet is gene-

rally impure, and seems to have been quarried only for

building dikes. The Hill of Oeanmharra, situated
at the KVY point of the island, and presenting a
mural tare to the sea, is perforated with a great number
ol eaves, some of which are large and scoured by til

o

RUrgO, while all arc frequented by Mocks of sea-fowls.

I.', mains of no fewer than 89 watch-towers or forts,

within viiw of one another, enoircle the coast of Tyree
and Coll ; and there are g or 10 standing-stones, besides
minor antiquities. The inhabitants relate many Pin-
galian and other bales of battles and chieftains, and
even alfect to point mil |he graves of the heroes of their

legi tlds, On an islet, now converted into a peninsula,
anciently stood a square turreted castle, accessible only
by B drawbridge ; and on its ruins was erected, ill 1748,
a lions,. Ibr the faotor of the Duke of Argyll. Fairs are
held on the Wednesday in May before Mull, on the
Mom lav in August before Mull, and on the Wednesday
in October before Mull. The island has a post oflico

under Oban, will ney order and savings' bank depart-
ments, and communicates weekly by steamer with the

Olyde, Tyree, to which Con was annexed from 1618 to

1800, is now a separate parish, in the presbytery of Mull
and the sy I of Argyll ; the living is worth £817. The
church was built in 1776, and enlarged in 1786, and
contains 476 sittings. There are Free and Congrega-
tional churches in Tyree ; and four new public schools

—

Cornaigniore, I lillipol, liuaig,and Scarnish—with respec-

tive accommodation for 130, 120, 105, and 70 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 88, 73, 63, and 48,

and grants of £93, 17s. 5d., £27, 12s. 5d., £58, Is. 4d.,

and £31, 14s. Valuation (1885) £6177, 16s. Pop.
(1831) 4453, (1861) 3201, (1871) 2834, (1881) 2730.

Tyrie, a parish of Buchan, N Aberdeenshire, whose
church stands close to the northern border, 3£ miles S
of Rosehearty and 5 SW of Fraserburgh, under which
there is a post office. Containing also the town of New
PlTSHOO, the parish is bounded N by Aberdour and Pit-

sligo, E and SE by Rathen, Fraserburgh (detached),

Aberdour (detached), and Strichen, S by New Deer,

and W and NW by Aberdour. It utmost length, from
NE to SW, is 7| miles ; its breadth varies between 1£
and 3)J miles ; and its area is 17J square miles or

II. 193J acres, of which llf are water. Streams there

are none of any size ; but the drainage of the northern
Ii trict goes to the Water of Philorth, and of the rest

of the parish to either North or South U'jie Water.
The surface is somewhat hilly, declining near the parish

church to 148 feet above sea-level, and rising thence
to 411 feet near Blackrigg, 454 near Monkswell, and
651 at the Hill of Turlundio. Granite is the predomi-
nant, rock ; and the soil on the hills is comparatively
shallow, in the valleys is generally deep, and, except
where mossy or moorish, is mostly a fertile reddish-

coloured loam. Great improvements have been effected

during the last sixty years in the way of draining, re-

claiming, fencing, and building. Several tumuli, cairns,

and Picts' houses have been demolished, as well as a
in. ile hill near the parish church, in whose porch is the
' Haven Stone,' which formed the foundation stone of

the ancient church. That church, St Andrew's or the

White Kirk of Buchan, is said to have been founded
about the year 1004, when a Mormaer of Buchan had
routed a Danish host on the neighbouring hills. Boynd-
lik, noticed separately, is the only mansion ; and the

property is mostly divided among three. Giving off its

: mil 1 1 western portion to the quoad sacra parish of New
Pitsligo, Tyrie is in the presbytery of Deer and the

synod of Aberdeen ; the living is worth £203. The
present, church, built in 1800, contains 400 sittings.

Tyrie public and Boyndlie Episcopalian schools, with
ri pective accommodation for 156 and 129 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 89 and 68, and
grants of £87, 7s. 6d. and £58, 4s. Valuation (I860)

61 506, (1885) £10,300, lis. 2d. Pop. (1801) 1044,

(1831) 1613, (1861) 3043, (1871) 3446, (1881) 3391, of

whom 871 were in the eeclcsiaitical parish.

—

Ord. Sur.,

I shs. 97, 87, 1876.
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u
UAMH MHOR or UAMVAR. See Kilmadock.

Uddingston, a thriving town of recent growth
in Bothwell parish, Lanarkshire, near the

right bank of the Clyde, 3| miles NNW of

Hamilton, and 7£ ESE of Glasgow. Standing amid
pleasant environs, and commanding a brilliant view
down the valley of the Clyde, it chiefly consists of

modern, well-built houses, occupied by Glasgow mer-
chants, carries on an extensive manufacture of agricul-

tural implements (the ' Wilkie's plough ' dating from
1800), and has a post office, with money order, savings'

bank, and telegraph departments, a branch of the Bank
of Scotland, stations on the Caledonian and North
British railways, gasworks, a public hall, a sessional

school, etc. The Established church, built as a chapel

of ease in 1873 at a cost of over £4000, was raised to

quoad sacra parochial status in 1874. It is an Early
English structure, with 850 sittings, and a tower and
spire 100 feet high. The Free church, built in 1876 at

a cost of £3300, contains 500 sittings ; and there are also

a U.P. church (450 sittings), a handsome Early Gothic
Evangelical Union church (1880 ; cost over £1500

;

400), and St John the Baptist's Roman Catholic chapel-

school (1883 ; 600). Two early British urns were dug
up in 1885. Pop. of q. s. parish (1881) 4086 ; of town
(1841) 703, (1861) 1256, (1871) 1997, (1881) 3542, ofwhom
1818 were females. Houses in town (1881) 673 inha-

bited, 53 vacant, 19 building.— Oral. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Uddington. See Douglas.
Udny, a village and a parish of Aberdeenshire.

The vilhige stands 283 feet above sea-level and 2J
miles NW of Udny station on the Formartine and
Buclian section (1861) of the Great North of Scot-

land railway, this being 5 miles SSW of Ellon, 8J
N by E of Dyce Junction, and 14£ NNW of Aber-
deen, under which there is a post and railway telegraph

office. There is also a branch (1875) of the Aberdeen
Town and County Bank ; the Formartine Agricultural

Association (1829) holds an annual show of live-stock

at the Green of Udny ; and horse, cattle, and sheep
markets are held at Uduy station on the last Thursday
of every month.
The parish, formed in 1597 out of portions of Ellon,

Tarves, Logie-Buchan, and Foveran, is bounded N by
Tarves, E by Ellon, Logie-Buchan, Foveran, and Bel-

he] vie, S by New Machar, SW by Fintray, the Banff-

shire (detached) section of New Machar and Keithhall,

and NW by Bourtie and Tarves. Its utmost length,

from N by E to S by W, is 6| miles ; its breadth varies

between 14, and Ojj miles ; and its area is 18 square
miles or 11,554£ acres, of which only 6| are water.

Streams there are none of any size ; but the drainage is

carried eastward and north-eastward to the Ythan by
f our or five little rivulets. In the N, at the Mill of

Dumbreck, the surface declines to 83 feet above sea-

level ; and thence it rises very gently to 309 feet at

Newseat, 310 at West Coullie, and 620 at the Change-
hill on the south-western border. Granite, of a pale

greyish hue, has been largely quarried ; and an inferior

limestone was at one time worked. The soil, in most
parts a deep loam incumbent on granite or clay, is here
and there naturally marshy, but has been greatly im-
proved by draining. About one-fifteenth is either

pastoral or waste
;
nearly one-thirtieth is under wood

;

ami almost all the remainder is in tillage. Udny Castle,

8 furlongs NNE of the village, is a massive three-storied

tower, 46 feet long, 35 broad, and 71 high, with walls

9 feet in thickness. It is supposed to have been
founded about the beginning of the 14th century ; but
a large and handsome addition has been made by the
present proprietor, John Henry Fullarton Udny, Esq.
(b. 1853; sue. 1861), the descendant of a long line of
lairds, who holds 9225 acres in the shire, valued at

£9041, 7s. per annum. The mansions of PlTMEDDBN
and Pittrichie are noticed separately

;
and, in all,

10 proprietors hold each an annual value of £500 and

upwards, 6 of between £100 and £500. Udny is in the
presbytery of Ellon and the synod of Aberdeen ; the
living is worth £360. The parish church, built in

1821, contains 750 sittings. There is also a Free
church ; and two public schools, Pitmedden and Udny
Green, with respective accommodation for 125 and 185
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 110 and
81, and grants of £102, 19s. and £67, 18s. Valuation
(1860) £10,063, (1885) £13,840, 16s. lld.,.pZws £998 for

railway. Pop. (1801) 1242, (1831) 1309, (1S61) 1668,

(1871) 1663, (1881) 1638.—Ord. Sur., shs. 77, 87, 1873-76.

Ugie, a river of NE Aberdeenshire, issuing from a
lochlet near Windyheads, in Aberdour parish, within 3
miles of the N coast, and running 21 miles, generally

in a south-easterly direction, to the sea, 1J mile NW of
the town of Peterhead, on the E coast. It runs, in its

upper stretches, through Aberdour, Tyrie, the detached
district of Aberdour, and Strichen ; it next divides
Strichen and Lonmay, on its left bank, from New Deer
and Longside on its right ; and it finally passes through
Longside, and between St Fergus and Peterhead, to the
sea. Its chief tributary, the Water of Deer or South
Ugie Water, which joins it in Longside, has a course of

16J miles, and almost contests the palm of being the
parent stream. The Ugie is navigable for about 1£
mile from its mouth

;
and, as its lower course is slow

and smooth, it might easily, and at a small expense, be
rendered navigable for 6 or 8 miles.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 87,

97, 1876.

Uie or Eye. See Knock.
Uig, a Hebridean parish of Ross-shire, whose church

stands near the W coast of Lewis, 34 miles W by S of

the post-town, Stornoway. The parish comprehends
the Flannan Isles, the islands of Bernera, Mealista,
and Paba, with some smaller islands, but consists

mainly of the district of Uig proper and part of the
district of Carloway or Callernish on the mainland
of Lewis. The district of Uig-proper is bounded N by
the ocean and Carloway, E by Stornoway, SE by Lochs,
S by Harris and Loch Resart, and W by the ocean. Its

utmost length, from NE to SW, is 22£ miles ; its utmost
breadth is 17i miles ; and its area is 211| square miles
or 135,471-113 acres, of which 10,107 -312 are water
and 2568 -965 foreshore. The north-western division of
Uig proper is cut into a labyrinth of islands and penin-
sulas by the numerous and intricate ramifications of
Loch Roag. A large and comparatively little indented
peninsula between that sea-loch and Loch Resart forms
the south-western division, and sends out two prominent
headlands, the most westerly ground in the island.

Between these promontories, the more northerly of

which bears the name of Gallon. Head, and which are 3
miles asunder, occurs the Bay of Uig, the most import-
ant bay in the parish. This bay penetrates the interior

to the extent of 3J miles, and has a mean breadth of
about 1 mile ; and while quite exposed, over 2 miles of

its extent, to the tremendous westerly gales and "surges

of the Atlantic, it afterwards suddenly contracts, and
then shoots out into a series of sheltered creeks. Fresh-
water lakes are very numerous in most parts of the
interior, and reflect from their surface the brown, bleak
features of dismal moors. The only noticeable one is

Loch Langabhat (8J miles x 7 furlongs), chiefly on the
boundary with the aptly-named conterminous parish of

Lochs. The lakes, excepting this one, rarely attain 6
miles in circumference

;
they abound with small trout

;

and, owing to the moorishness of the grounds which
their feeders drain, their water has a brownish colour.

There are four rivulets in which a few salmon are

caught. The seas and bays on the coast abound with
cod, ling, dog-fish, coal-fish, and most kinds of shell-

fish, and are frequented by English vessels for supplies

of lobsters. Mealasbhal (1750 feet) is the highest of
several hills that exceed 1500 feet above sea-level; but
the parish generally, though loftier, as a whole, than
any other iu Lewis, exhibits, throughout the interior,
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I
• nam assemblage of low hills and flat moors. Its

w*U«»t\l i*. for tlio m»Kt part, low, luis it sandy soil,

ami WtrtlH nearly nil (lie cultivated land. Tln< soil

.I the interior is first tliin, li>;ht, and mixed with fe-

ll! I lr rlay, ami, farther hack, almost wholly moss
;
yet

\
-

. i« Urgrly capable of improvement, and with the iiiil

.1 *•.«•«. o. vl lor manure, product* forced crops. Tho pro-

IMtrtbli which arable grounds and good pasture In-ur to

the moors is little, il any, more than us 1 to 20. Not-
withstanding thr remoteness of its situation, the parish

li.ii U . :i ..irxitigly affected by the change ol pronrictor-

rdiipaud thr in w nyslcmol improvement noticed in our
irtulr on l.i wis;' but, all tho sumo, it has figured

pruiuiuriitlv in the recent crofter limitation. Uig is

in tho prvsVytrrj ..f l/ wis mid tin- synod of Glcnolg
;

Hit* living is worth £l;'f>. Tim parish church was built

in 1819, and contains 1000 sittings. Thcro aro two
Krtv churches the one of Uig, tho other of Carlowny ;

and hi \i ii public schools of recent election, with total

ne. oiiii Uaon lor 690 children, had (1 S84 ) an average

aid n.l.ite i o| 4'JI, and giants anioniitiiig to £307, 9s.

Valuation (18001 £9741, 1 1 B85) £5324, 17s. Pop. (1801)

8086, (1841) 3316, (1861) 2878, (1871) 8143, (1881)
SIM', of whom :t:j«'8 were tJaolic-spcaking.

—

Ord. Hur.,

»lui. 104, 105, 98, 99, 18.18.

Uig, a village in Snizort parish, Islcof Skye, Inverness-

shire, at the head of Uig Hay, 14 miles KNW of Portree,

under which it has a post office, with monoy order,

i ivinjp' bank, and telegraph departments, Hero also

oro a steamboat pier ami a good hotel. Great damage
was done to tho place by tho * big Hood' of Oct. 1877.

THiagnlar Uig Bay measures 1 mile across the entrance,

and 14 mile thence to its inmost recess.

Uist, North, an island and parish of the Outer
Hebrides, Inverness-shire. The island is bounded on
the W and NW by tho Atlantic Ocean, on the NE by
the Sound of Harris, on the E by the Little Minch, on
the S, separating it from Benbecula, by a narrow, com-
plicated, shallow strait, densely packed with isles and
u eta, end ]>artly fordable between low water and half

tide. Its greatest length, from E by N to W by S, is

18 miles ; its greatest breadth, in the opposite direction,

is 13J miles ; its breadth, over great part, does not
average more than 6J miles ; and its land area appears

to be considerably less than 80 square miles. The
entire eastern half is a labyrinth of land and water cut
into innumerable peninsulas and islands of every

imaginable form, partly by the ramifications of Lochs
Evokt and Maddy, inlets of the sea, and partly by the

existence of ragged and many armed fresh-water lakes
;

and, looked at from almost every vantage ground, it

seems to defy description or exploration, so intricate

and broken is the outline. The whole of the territory

thus cut into fragments is a dreary, flat, marshy moor-
land—'a brown, peaty, and boggy tract,' says L)r Mac-
culloch, ' so interspersed with lakes and rocks as to be
nearly impassable, and producing a scanty and wretched
herbage for a lew animals during the driest months of
summer, while in the winter it is resigned to wild
geese,' ducks, anil swans, who divide its waste and
Watery region with the sea-gulls which the ocean can

no longer protect or feed.' Yet the tract i3 not all so

low as its general character would seem to indicate
;

but presents, in a frequently broken belt of 2£ miles

mean breadth along the coast, a range of hills, which
gradually rise from the N to the S, reaching at one
point, Ben Eval, to an altitude of 1133 feet. The western

portion of the island is, comparatively speaking, con-

tinuous land ; arid sends up, in lines from SE to NW,
three distinct groups or ranges of heights. One of these

ranges bounds the Sound of Harris
;

and, though
lifting its chief summits of Ben Breach and Ben More
to nearly 1000 feet of altitude, is of tame appearance.

The second range extends almost from end to end of the

district along very nearly its middle, and sends up its

principal eminence, Ben Croghan, to a height of 1500
feet. The third range is a prolonged and irregular

gronp of much less elevation than the others, of a

smooth and undulating surface, and with declivities

466

which fall off in gentle slopes to tho SW. A bolt of

uneven low land between this last group and tho soa is

8x01 1 dingly beautiful in Bummer ami autumn, produces
luxuriant crops of oats and bai ley, ami forms both the
• in.

1 and the most profitable area of arable ground in

the island. Its soil is naturally a mixture of clay and
neat, and, jointly by culture ami by tho admixture of
'li ill sand from tho coast, it lias hi no a rich and fertile

11 Id, All lis seaboard, with the exception of a few
bold rooky headlands, consists chiefly of various
pulverised shells, which aro wafted over all tho tract by
the powerful western winds, and fertilise it with all the
power of rich lime manure. Yet beautiful and pro-
'in' tive as this district generally is, it often in winter
suffers such denudation of its more tender and valuable
grasses, by tho action of rain, frost, and storms, that
the cattle which feed upon it. can find no sustenance,
and must, be sustained by the stores of the corn-yards
or lefi to perish. A curious cave called Sloch-a-choire

1
ai Tighary Poinl m ar the parish church, and 3 miles

distant, at Scolpeg is a larger, but less curious one.
', monuments and ruins, probably
to which various traditions are

attached. Gneiss lorn s tho great bulk of the island ;

argillaceous schist is tl e chief constituent of the range
of heights on the eastei

ina-sus v:ms. fh: ski f useful
mineral, apart from th building material of the rocks,
is a species of hug-iroi accompanied by pyrites which,
with tho assistance of tormentil, galium, lichens, and
other native plants, i 3 employed by the natives for

dyeing. Tho sea-lochs and bays abound with marine
h li ; and tho fresh-water lakes contain plenty of trout,

and are frequented by flocks of wild geese, ducks, and
swans. The inhabitants have shared very largely in

the miseries so common throughout the Hebrides and
the Highland shores of the mainland, resulting from
bad husbandry, defective harvests, precariousness of the
li Ih-i 11 s, and dc: I rm I ion of t he kelp I rade. Hence
North and South Uist have figured prominently in tho

The parish comprehends 'the island of North Uist, a

number of inhabited islands lying adjacent to North
1 list, or m ar il , and a great many neighbouring isles and
islets, some of them covered with verdure and suitable

for pasture, others bare rocks, valuable only for the seals

which frequent them. The principal islands, additional
to North Uist itself, are Kirkebost, llleray, Baleshare,

Grimisay, Vallay, and Orinsay, all connected with the

island of North Uist by dry sands at low water
;
Bona,

less than 1 mile to the SE
;
Boreray, about 2 miles to

the N; and Heisker, about 10 miles to the W. It

contains the post office stations of Lochmaddy and
Carinish. It IS in the presbytery of Uist and synod of

Glenelg ; the living is worth £185. The parish church
was built in 1704, and contains 400 sittings. There are

a quoad sacra parish church at Trumisgarry, an Estab-
li bed mission church at Carinish, and Free churches at

PaibL and Carinish. Twelve board schools, all of recent

erection, with total accommodation for 655 scholars, had
(1884) an average attendance of 350, and grants amount-
ing to £366, 4s. 3d. Valuation (1860) £4135, (1884)

£5483. Pop. of island (1841) 3788, (1861) 3034, (1871)

3222, (1881) 3371 ; of parish (1801) 3010, (1831) 4603,

(1861) 3959, (1871) 4107, (1881) 4264, of whom 4134
wen- •ia'lic. speaking, and 3383 were in North Uist

Uist, South, an island and a parish of the Outer
Hebrides, Inverness-shire. The island is bounded 011

the N by a strait which separates it from Benbecula,

and is shallow, packed with rocks and flat islets, sur-

passingly intricate, and nearly dry in one part at low
"ii the E by the Little Minch ; on the S by a

sound from 5 to 7J miles broad, which separates it from
Barra, contains several considerable isles, and is inter-

spersed with sunk rocks ; and on the W by the Atlantic

O. can. Its greatest length, from N to S, is 22 miles ;

its greatest breadth is 7| miles; and its area, including

interior and intersecting waters, is about 110 square
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miles. The northern district, measuring about 14

square miles, bears the separate name of Iachdar
;

forms practically a separate island, divided from the

rest of South Uist by the sea-lochs Skiport and Gamas-
lechan, entering from respectively the E and the W
and uniting in the middle ; and is a low flat tract, cut

into fragments and shreads by slender, long, and
forking bays. The eastern district, all southward
from Loch Skiport, is predominantly mountainous,
hilly, and mossy ; it is divided into three sections by
the sea-lochs Eynort and Boisdale cutting completely

across it at distances of respectively about 7£ and 12

miles S of Loch Skiport ; and is further divided into

peninsulas by their many and intricate ramifications.

The section between Loch Skiport and Loch Eynort
comprises between a third and a fourth of the entire

land area of the island, and possesses the two highest

summits in the island, namely Mount Hecla and Ben
More (2035 feet). The section between Loch Eynort
and Loch Boisdale comprises an aisa of about 10

square miles, and is comparatively flat, the hills with
a few exceptions not rising much above 500 feet. The
section S of Loch Boisdale comprises a land area of

about 10 square miles, and consists largely of three or

four rounded eminences, rising to altitudes of less than
1000 feet. The principal headland on the E coast is

Ru-Ushinish, projecting from the skirt of Mount
Hecla. Loch Skiport, Loch Eynort, and five or six

smaller sea-lochs in the E form practicable natural

harbours ; and Loch Boisdale is one of the safest and
most capacious harbours in the Hebrides, and offers a

favourite retreat to storm-tossed passing vessels. The
western district, allsouthward from Loch Gamoslechan, is

low, flat, and sandy
;
has, near the middle of its coast, the

headland of Ru-Ardvula ; is skirted along its shore with
a fine white sand consisting chielly of pulverised sea-

shells ; and contains numerous fresh- water lakes. These,
with a few to be found on the western side, are dis-

tinguished for either the quantity or the quality of their

fish, and are generally shallow and impregnated with
peat, and appear to be the mere repositories of a general

drainage which has few outlets to the sea. With in-

considerable exceptions, perennial streams are unknown.
The universal prevalence of hard gneiss rock, passing
in some places into coarse granite, presents neither
subterranean receptacles for water nor fissures to

transmit it, and occasions throughout the island an
almost total absence of springs. The climate, however,
for an Hebridean one, is far from being moist, and the
air is generally mild and pure.

The only cave is at Corodale, on the E coast, between
Loch Skiport and Loch Eynort. It gave refuge for

some days in 1746 to Prince Charles Edward, and is

called the Prince's cave. The soil on the uplands is so

barren as mostly to afford but poor pasturage ; on the

tracts between the uplands and the lakes is partly
black loam and partly moss ; on the western seaboard,
from end to end of that tract, over a breadth varying
between \ mile and 1 mile, is all sand ; on the most
productive arable grounds is an artificial mixture of
sand, black earth, and manure. The uplands, are

devoted chiefly to the rearing of black cattle, to the
improvement of which by the introduction of new
breeds, great attention has for some time been paid.

The middle tract or belt of low country along the W
base of the uplands is partly firm ground, naturally
drained by runnels into the lake, and under cultiva-

tion, and partly black peaty moss undergoing gradual
amelioration from diffusion on it of drift calcareous

sand. The low sandy belt along the W shore is all

arable, and produces, with aid of ordinary manures, good
crops of oats, barley, and potatoes. Agriculture as a
rule is conducted on thriftless principles. Some little

advantage has been gained by the introduction of the
Cheviot sheep. The inhabitants have shared largely

in the distress in the Highlands from poor harvests and
over population, and the district figured in the Crofters'

agitation of 1883-84. South Uist has regular steamer
communication with Glasgow and with Loch Maddy,

and has a post and telegraph office under Lochmaddy at

Howmore.
The parish comprehends the inhabited islands of

South Uist, Benbecula, Eriska, Fladda, Grimisay,
and WlAT, and some uninhabited islets. Its greatest

length, from N to S, is 38 miles ; its greatest breadth
is 8 miles ; and its area is 90,099 acres. About 19,700
acres are arable, and the rest of the land is variously
mountain, hill, moor, and moss. This parish is in the
presbytery of Uist and synod of Glenelg ; the living is

worth £278. The parochial church stands near the

centre of the parish, was built in 1833, and contains 439
sittings. An Established mission church is at Boisdale,

built in 1836, with 230 sittings ; and another in Ben-
becula, built in 1824, with about 270 sittings. There
is a Free church within the parish. One Roman
Catholic chapel is at Ardkenneth, was built in 1829,

and contains 400 sittings
;
another, in Benbecula, was

built in 1881, and contains also 400 sittings ; a third is

in Eriska, was built in 1S52, and contains 300 sittings.

There are 8 public schools, with total accommodation
for 977 children, an average attendance of 581, and
grants amounting to £563, 0s. 8d. Valuation of parish

(1860) £5678, (1884) £6740. Pop. of island (1841)

5093, (1861) 3406, (1871) 3669, (1881) 3825 ; of parish

(1801) 4597, (1831) 6S90, (1861) 5358, (1S71) 5749,

(1881) 6078, of whom 5842 were Gaelic-speaking.

Ulbster, a post office in Wick parish, Caithness, 7£
miles SSW of Wick town.

Ullapool, a village and a quoad sacra parish in Loch-
broom parish, NW Ross and Cromarty. Backed to the

E by a hill 900 feet high, the village stands on the NK
shore of salt-water Loch Broom, 50 miles by water ESE
of Stornoway, and 32 by road NW of Garve station on
the Dingwall and Skye railway, this being llf miles W
by N of Dingwall. With Stornoway it communicates
by steamer, and with Garve and Dingwall by coach. It

was founded in 1788 by the British Fishery Society, and
was intended to be a beautiful and spacious town on a
regular plan. But, in consequence of the great declen-

sion which took place in the herring fisheries, its pro-

gress was arrested until, having passed from the pro-

prietorship of the Fishery Society to that of the late

Sir James Matheson, Bart., of Lewis, it underwent
great improvement alike in its physical condition and
in its appliances for traffic and communications. It

exhibits, over the face of its terraced promontory, several

lines of houses, most of them whitewashed, and either

slated or tiled. In the foreground are a neat harbour
and a breakwater—the harbour safe, spacious, and well

kept. The principal buildings, both public and private,

are all arranged along the beach facing the loch, and
extending from end to end of the village. Three streets

of houses behind, parallel, spacious, and provided with
garden-plots, were lined off for the poorer fishermen,

but have never been finished. Still the village is well

suited to be a noble watering-place, its beach being
capital bathing ground, its climate pleasant and
salubrious, and its mountain scenery highly picturesque.

There are a post olfice, with money order, savings' bank,

and telegraph departments, a branch of the National
Bank, a good hotel, an Established church (1829 ; 600
sittings), a Free church, dating from Disruption times,

and a large public school (1877). The quoad sacra

parish, constituted by the General Assembly in 1833,

and reconstituted by the Court of Teinds in 1859, is in

the presbytery of Lochcarron and the synod of Glenelg.

The minister's stipend in £150. Pop. of village (1836)

730, (1861) 908, (1871) 752, (1881) 897 ; of q. s. parish

(1871) 2624, (1881) 2573, of whom 2240 were Gaelic-

speaking.— Ord. Sur., sh. 101, 1882.

Ulston. See .1 EDBTJRGH.

Ulva, one of the Argyllshire Hebrides, in Kilninian

and Kilmore parish, on the W coast of Mull, lying

between Loch Tuadh and the entrance of Loch-na-Keal,

10J miles WSW of Aros, under which there is a post

office of Ulva Ferry. Of eight houses here, all but the

grocer's were destroyed by fire in Juno 1S80. The
island is separated on the W from Gomotra by so narrow

467
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• «tr»it that, except a» seen on its vow shores, they
»Cc<v>r t.. ba our buand ; on the N nnd N B| bom BCor>
i in Mull by I«h-Ii Ttiiulli. which decreases eastward
Bran » breadth of 1 j mile to a shellon and rare narrow
at i :

.
. i!.,. sw, (mm XtoMU in Mull bj LooImuv

h«>l. 1J mil.- broad ; mid on tin- Strom Little t'olonsuy
by » Muiinl 1 nil* broad. Its length, from K to W, is

inih-
, nnd lit maximum breadth is 2^ miles. Tlio

i»Und in di-tingiii-hed for grand basaltic colonnades mid
pidurr-quc combination* .if these with amorphous
>' •«••>• > t trap. It- surface rises from the .shorn in

• ivMif range- ot ti inrivs to nn extreme altitude of

•

1 !. . t. It- rocks ;i i it .lurk Muisli trap, now
DolniUBir, nnd now amorphous ; and an amygdaloid,
•bounding in nnnloiuui and nicsotypo, now nhovo the
tr.ip, B01 h. low it, and now interposed between two
1 IB| I of It* columns. Some low but well-formed

nolomwdM MOW along the shores. The tipper ranges
m Ldom exceed 20 feet in height, but are very numerous;
and they preserve little or no cont inuity, but exist in de-

t.i h<dpart.-nlii<di iii numerous places resemble fragments
of walls and mined towers. ' Tlio ranges,' says Dr Mac-
rullo.li, 'arc often ns regular as those of St all a, although
on a much less scaIc ; and pass gradually from that

regularity ol fonn into the most shapeless masses. In
many places they afford elegant and picturesque com-
positions, whieh, although passed every day by the

irho vi-it Stalla. appear to have been unnoticed.
If either their numbers, extent, or picturesque appear-
II 1 bt COnaidered, they are more deserving of admira-
tion than even those of the Giant's Causeway ; and had

• ii the only basaltic columns on this coast, they
might have acquired the fame which they merit. But
I i 1 1 eclipsed by the superior lustre of Staffa

;
and,

while the mass of mankind is content to follow the
individual who first led the way, its beauties will pro-
bably Ik! still consigned to neglect.' From 1473 and
earlier the island was possessed by the Macquarrios,
whose last and sixteenth chief was visited here by Dr
Johnson in 1773. Near his old mansion stands Ulva
House, a large modern building, the seat of Francis
William Clark, Esq., who owns 8000 acres in Argyll-
shire, valued at £1525 per annum. The quoad sacra

• I Ulva was disjoined, as a parliamentary church
•. from the Muli parish of Kilninian and Kilmore

in 1828, and was made a parochial erection by the
General Assembly in 1833. Comprehending the islands

of Ulva, Gometra, Colonsay, and Staffa, with a portion
of the mainland of Mull, it is in the presbytery of Mull
and the synod of Argyll. The minister's stipend is

£153. The church, built in 1827, contains 320 sittings.

Pop. of q. $. parish (1871) 222, (1881) 166 ; of island

(1837) 168, (1851) 204, (1871) 71, (1881) 53.

UnapooL See Kylesku.
Underwood, a commodious mansion of about 1702, in

Craigie parish, Ayrshire, 3 miles WNW of Tarbolton.

Union Bridge. See Hutton.
Union Canal, a canal in Edinburgh. Linlithgow, and

Stirling shires, going 31£ miles westward from Port-

Hopetoun, in the W of the city of Edinburgh, to

a junction with the Forth and Clyde Canal at Port-

Downie, 14 mile W by S of Falkirk. Authorised in

1817, and begun to be cut in 1818, it was completed
in the early part of 1822, the estimated cost being

£235,167, but the actual cost nearly £400,000 up to

the time of opening, and £600,000 within four years of

that date. It was designed entirely for inland traffic,

principally between Edinburgh and Glasgow, and for a

long time was often called the Edinburgh and Glasgow
Canal. It runs a total distance of only 25 miles

measured in a direct line ; and it expends the additional

6J miles of its actual length mainly in sinuosities,

designed to maintain the dead level, and to avoid the

Cost and delays of lockage. It traverses the parishes of

St Cuthberts, Colinton, Currie, Katho, Kirkliston,

Uphall, Dalmeny, Abercorn, Linlithgow, Muiravonside,
Polmont, and Falkirk ; and is flanked, over most of its

".urae, by productive and populous country. It pro-

ceeds on a level for 30 miles lrom Port-Hopetoun
;
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descends 110 feci by 11 locks in the last 1J mile to
I'oil Downio; and is -10 feci, wide at flic water-surface,
20 wide at the bottom, and 5 deep throughout. An
aqueduct Ci.

r
i feet high nnd 500 long takes it across

the Water of Leith ; a .still grander aqueduct, with 23
arches, takes it across the river Avon ; a tunnel 700

ong 1 ikes il through a hill in the neighbourhood
oi Falkirk

; and important cuttings, embankments, and
"oiks „f 111:1 y occur in many other parts of its
course. The traffic on it, from the vory commencement,
proved uncompensating; was estimated, in the project
tot lis formation, to yield a gross return of £55 000 a-
year; yielded a natural return, during the first seven

j Bars, of less than £17,000 a-year
\ suffered vast decrease

from the opening of the Edinburgh and Glasgow rail-

way; ami. a short time afterwards, lost, all its passenger
department, and diminished greatly in its mercantile
and mineral departments. The canal was sold in 18-18
to the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway company, and
passed, in L865, along with the Edinburgh and Glasgow
railway, to the North British railway, company.
Unst (anc. Otujst, Onisl, and Ornist — orncn-ny.it,

• eagle's nest '), an island in tho extreme N of Shetland,
U furlongs E of the nearest point of Yell, 2g miles N
of Fetlar, and :i7J> N by K of Lerwick, under which
there is a | t and telegraph office of Uvea Sound. Its

Utmost length, from N by E to S by W, is 121 miles ;

its breadth, from E to W, varies between 2j£ and 5g
miles ; and its land area, inclusive of Uyea, Haaf-
01 1 •11 i, BALTA, and some smaller islets, is 46? square
miles, or 29,856 acres. The coast, over much the
larger part of its extent, is a constant alternation of

headlands, and of indenting hays and creeks. The
headlands, especially in the W and N, are precipitous,

rocky, and high—tho loftiest attaining a height of over
400 feet. The bays, on the contrary, are, for the most
part, fringed with low, shelving, and sandy shores.

The chief are Hurra Firth on the N, Nor Wick, Harolds
Wick, Balta Sound, and Sand Wick on the E, Uyea
Sound on the S, and Lunda Wick on the W : but
though most may often protect a vessel for a tide or
1 wo, none of them are safe harbours. Purra Firth and
Nor Wick have a picturesque aspect, and are environed
with much good hind. Haifa Sound on the E, and Uyea
Sound on the S, are so covered by isles of their own
name, and screened by projecting headlands at their

entrances, as to afford good shelter to shipping. The
tides on I he coast flow nearly southward, and ebb north-
ward, but are often flung from their direction, and
whirled into eddies, by tho projections and recesses of

the coast
;
they run at spring, with a velocity of 6 miles

an hour
; and off Lamba Ness, the NE extremity of the

island, they form a tumbling and spouting sea, inferior

in its dangers only to that of Sumburgh Roost, and
SO impetuous and heaving, even in calm weather, as

to prove dangerous to fishermen. Of numerous caves

upon I he coasts, one at Sha displays a roof supported by
natural octagonal pillars ; several in Hurra Firth have
the sea for their pavement, and run backward under the
hills; one at the hill of Saxa-Vord, 300 feet long and
of considerable height, is entered by a grand natural

arch ; and one a little E of the last resembles it in

character, but is inferior to it in magnificence.

The surface of Unst, compared with that of the other

Shetland Islands, is reckoned level
;
yet it has several

extensive and moderately high hills. Valla Field, ex-

tending from the N end of the island to within 1J mile
it it 8 end, and attaining a maximum altitude of 703
feet, runs along the western coast, presenting a powerful

rampart against tho tremendous onsets of the Atlantic,

yet often wa lied over its summit and down to the skirts

of its interior declivities by clouds of foam and spray.

Saxa-Vord, 934 feet high, and the loftiest ground on

the i land, rises boldly up from the sea, in the centre of

the N coast, and forms a landmark to mariners within

a range of 14 leagues. Crossfield, at right angles with

Valla Field, but rising apart from it, extends nearly

across the middle of the island, and terminates on the

E coast in two conical peaks. Vordhill extends 3J
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miles along the E coast S of Crossfield. Several other

heights occur, but are inconsiderable in magnitude.
The loftier hills are covered, to the depth of some feet,

by such moss as forms good fuel ; and the lower heights,

once similarly covered, but now denuded of their moss,
frequently show the bare rock, yet largely possess a

green dry sward which yields excellent pasturage. A
valley, immediately E of Valla Field, extends the whole
length of the island, and has, from end to end, a chain
of fresh-water lakes— the largest of which, the Loch
of Cliff, is 2| miles long, and of pleasant appearance.

Much of the soil of the island is excellent, and, in spite

of bad husbandry, produces good crops. About 2000
acres are arable, and nearly an equal number of acres

are excellent meadow and grass-lands, which might
easily be brought into tillage. Five-sixths of the
whole area are in commonage ; and might, to a con-
siderable extent, be improved. Gneiss, serpentine, chlo-

rite, slate, and diallage are the principal rocks of the
island ; and talcose and micaceous schists, primitive

limestone, quartz, and hornblende also occur. Amian-
thus, asbestos, hydrate of magnesia, and chromate of

iron, are the most noticeable minerals. The last occurs

in considerable quantity, and is an object of much com-
mercial value, on account of its yielding a fine yellow

pigment, used in the dyeing of silk, wool, linen, and
cotton. Limestone is quarried and burnt as a manure.
Fishing here, as throughout Shetland, forms the prime
employment of the inhabitants. Shetland hosiery forms
the staple of manufacture. A chain of the Scandinavian
towers, called brochs and Picts' houses, extends round
the island ; stone circles and barrows are numerous

;

and on one of the cones of Crossfield were held the great

courts of Shetland, previous to their removal to the
vale of Tingwall. Though Unst has, from time imme-
morial, formed only one charge, the island is naturally

divided into three districts, which are known as the
North, Middle, and South parishes. Ruins or vestiges

exist of upwards of 20 pre-Eeformation places of worship

;

and three of these were, during part of last century,

occupied, in regular rotation, as parish churches, whilst
six are still surrounded by graveyards. The Rev. James
Ingram, D.D. (1776-1879), discharged parochial duty
in Unst, first as Established and then as Free Church
minister, from 1821 till within a few years of his death.

Biot's and Eater's experiments at Buness have been
noticed in our article on Shetland. Two proprietors

hold each an annual value of more than £500 (one
owning nearly one-half of the entire island), and 4 of

between £100 and £500. The parish of Unst, compris-
ing the island of Unst and the above-named islands, is

in the presbytery of Burravoe and the synod of Shetland
;

the living is worth £309. The church, near the head
of Balta Sound, is a neat edifice, built in 1827 at a cost

of £2000, and containing 1224 sittings. There are also

two Free churches and a Wesleyan Methodist chapel
;

and five public schools—Balta Sound, Burra Firth,

Harolds Wick, Uvea Sound, and Westing—with respec-
t ive accommodation for 100, 50, 102, 70, and 73 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 55, 33, 28, 27, and
28, and grants of £62, 5s. 6d., £41, 2s., £35, 6s., £35,
7s., and £30, 9s. 4d. Valuation of parish (I860) £2677,
(1884) £4173, 4s. 6d. Pop. of parish (1801) 2259, (1831)
2909, (1861) 3060, (1871) 2780, (1881) 2181, of whom
2173 were in Unst island.

Uphall, a village and a parish of S Linlithgowshire.
The village stands on the left bank of the Erox Burn,
1£ mile W by S of the town of Broxburn, and 7
furlongs N by W of Uphall station on the North
British railway, this being 13| miles WSW of Edin-
burgh, and 5| E by N of Bathgate. It has a post
office, with money order, savings' bank, and railway
telegraph departments, a public hall, and an inn, once
a well-known coaching stage. Pop. (1871) 360, (1881)
691.

The parish, containing also the town of Broxburn,
originally was known as Strathbroke ('valley of the
brock or badger ') ; and it took that name from the
Burn of Brocks or Blocks' Burn, corrupted now into

|

Brox Burn. It is bounded NE and E by Kirkliston,

SE and S by Kirknewton and Midcalder in Edinburgh-
shire, W by Livingston and Ecclesmachan (detached),

and NW by Linlithgow and the main body of Eccles-

machan. Its utmost length, from ENE to WSW, is

4J miles ; its utmost width is 3^ miles ; and its area is

4561J acres, of which 20^ are water. The Almond,
near Amondell, flows £ mile north -north-eastward along
all the Kirknewton border ; and Brox Burn, which
joins it some way lower down, takes an east-north-

easterly course of 4^ miles, partly along the boundaries
with Ecclesmachan (detached) and Kirkliston, but
mainly across the interior. The Union Canal, too,

traverses the E of the parish for 2§ miles, here making
a westerly bend round the town of Broxburn. The
surface is gently undulating, and at no point sinks

much below 200, or much exceeds 400, feet above sea-

level. The higher grounds, however, command mag-
nificent views of the Lothians, to North Berwick Law
and the Lammermuirs. The rocks are carboniferous,

belonging to the calciferous sandstone series, with
intrusive patches of basalt. They include oleaginous

shales, coal, many seams of valuable ironstone, excellent

sandstone, limestone, marl, reddish coloured chalk,

clay fit for the uses of the brickmaker and the potter,

and some coarse fuller's earth. The manufacture of

paraffin oil from the shales is a recent and important
industry ; and hither must be ascribed the rapid in-

crease in the population. There are three extensive
paraffin works in the parish—Broxburn

;
Uphall, re-

cently amalgamated with Young's ; and Holmes, lately

established. The soil on the lower grounds is a fine

black loam, and elsewhere is mainly a fertile clay.

Fully seven-eighths of the entire area are in tillage
;

and much of the remainder is under coppice or planta-

tion. Mansions, noticed separately, are Amondell,
Hotjstoun, Kirkhill, and Middleton Hall ; and
the Earl of Buchan owns more than half of the whole
parish, 4 lesser proprietors holding each an annual value
of £500 and upwards, 1 of between £100 and £500,
and 2 of less than £100. Uphall is in the presby-

tery of Linlithgow and the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale ; the living is worth £450. The parish
church, containing 400 sittings, is partly of pre-

Reformation date, and partly appears to have been
built in the middle of the 17th century. The bell still

in use is inscribed ' Campana Sancti Nicholai de Strath-

broke, 1441 ;' and in the Buchan vault are buried the
Hon. Harry Erskine (1746-1817) and his brother,

Thomas, Lord Chancellor Erskine (1750-1823). Other
places of worship are Broxburn Established chapel of

ease (1884), Uphall or Broxburn Free church, Broxburn
U.P. church (1880), and Broxburn Roman Catholic
church of SS. John Cantius and Nicholas (18S1). Brox-
burn public, Uphall public, and Broxburn R. C. schools,

with respective accommodation for 348, 225, and 171
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 620, 168,

and 136, and grants of £470, 13s., £116, 12s., and
£61, 6s. 8d. Valuation (1860) £7878, (1885) £39,428,
15s. 2d., plus £3652 for railway. Pop. (1801) 786,

(1831) 1254, (1861) 1507, (1871) 2772, (1881) 4812.—
Crd. Sur., sh. 32, 1757. See the Earl of Buchan's
' Account of the Parish of Uphall ' in Trans. Soc. Ants.

Scotl. (1796).

Uplawmoor or Ouplaymoor, a village in Ncilston

parish, Renfrewshire, at the foot of Loch Libo, 3| miles

SW of Neilston town. It has a post office under
Glasgow.
Upper Keith. See Humme.
Upper Largo, etc. See Laroo, etc.

Upsetlington. See Ladykirk.
Urchay. See Okoiiy.

Urie, a mansion in Fetteresso parish, Kincardineshire,

on the left bank of Cowio Water, 2 miles NNW of

Stonehaven. It is an Elizabethan edifice of 1855 ; and
the addition of a wing in 1883-84 at a cost of over
£10,000 has made it the largest mansion in tho county.

The grounds are very extensive, including 700 acres

within the walls in permanent pasture and 5 miles of
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|d<-tureaqu<> drive* within tho gate*. On tho principal

|| ,i lnj.li -level nidgt OVM tlu> Cowio,

Mwh ootl npwudi <>i £2000. The Bnt known poa-
r. v.or> of the eM ito were ilio Krasors, it family of renown

B ottUh btatorj, irboM ohief was designated
Tn»no of I'owio. Through tho iniirriiiRo of Margaret
I i.t-or witli Sir Williittn Keith, it passed to tlio

M*rt«clin) family. The barony of Una, which than
Inolodad t i»o Undaot ELtldk mm Muohalla. wa* sold in

HI:;, a!. mil: with other |>omm ssions, to William do Hay,
of Krrol. It rvniainod in tln> possession of the

II iv family till It? 40, when tin- estate of Urio was
i by William, Bar! tlaiiaohaL. Elsick and

Ma. lull* having in tin- interval passed into other
1 in Iv About 10t? it ma Hid to Col. David Barclay,

third mii of Barclay of Mathers, the representative of

the ancient Do Berkeley*. Col. nnrc-lny, 'having reli-

giously abdicated the world in 1666 and joined the
i.'iiak. r>." at his death in 1(!S0 was succeoded by his

I n. Btobarl BanUy (1048-90), the famous Quaker

BpOlOffiat Mis great grandson and namesake (1751-97)
in IT/" married the heiress of Allardico (see ARBUTH-
n<>tt). and improved the estate, granting feus, from
which the New Town of Stonehaven has arisen. His

.
i'i • B; Mil lay. Allardiee (1779-185-1), was famous

n- in igrtcnltnriati and still more for his pedestrian

R its, baring In 18C3 walked 1000 miles in 1000 con-

hours. At his death the estate was purchased
by the late Alex. Baird, Esq., ironmaster at Gartsherric,

who was .succeeded in 1802 by his brother, John Baird,

the fatlier of the present laird, Alex. Baird, Esq. (b.

1n|9
; sue. 1870). With the adjacent estate of RlOKAB-

ti>n, purchased in 1875, the lands extend to about
10,000 acres, and yield a rental of about £7500. Other

owned by Mr Baird are Drumkilbo in Perth and
Forfar shires (1400 acres; rental £2000), and Inshes in

lnrarneaa-abJre(2000; £3u00).—Ord. Sur., sh. 67, 1871.

B e W. li. Frascr's Ilislorv of Laurencekirk (Edinb.
1>80).

Urie. The. Sec Ury.
Urigill, Loch, a troutful lake of Assynt parish,

Butherland, lj mile SW of Altnakealgach Inn. Lying
615 feet above sea-level, it extends 1J mile north-
eastward, varies in breadth between 2| and 5A furlongs,

contains four islets, and sends off a stream 1$ mile
north -north-westward to Cam Loch,

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

101, 1882.

Urquhart Coldest known form Urqwlmrd ; present
form dating from the early part of 16th century ; Gaelic

form Urchadain, but the derivation is uncertain), a

coast parish, containing a village of the same name, in

the NE of the county of Elgin. It is bounded NNE by
the Spey Bay portion of the Moray Firth ; at the NE
corner it is separated from Banffshire for If mile, partly

by the present and partly by the former course of the
river .Spey ;

* and it is bounded SE by the parish of Spey-
mouth, and SW by the parishes of St Andrews- Lhanbryd
and Drainie. Except for 1\ miles at the NW corner,

where the river Lossie forms the whole boundary, from
Arthur's Bridge at Inchbroom to the sea, along the NNE
side, and at the mouth of the Spey, the boundary line is

almost entirely artificial. In shape the parish is tri-

angular—one side lying along the coast from the mouth
of the Lossie to the mouth of the Spey ; another from
the mouth of the Lossie in an irregular line south-east-

ward to the point on the extreme S where the parishes

of Urquhart and St Andrews meet; and the shortest

aide from this point in an irregular line north-eastward
to near the present mouth of the Spey. The first side

I 7^, the second 8£, and the third 5£ miles, all in

straight lines ; and the area is 13,660765 acres, of which
70 98S are water, 501-810 foreshore, and 22 174 tidal

water. The coast is low and sandy, and rising from the

sand are a series of bent-covered hillocks and pebble
beaches, the peculiar features of which have been already
noticed under Elginshire. Part of these to the NW,
extending over an area of from 2 to 3 square miles, and

* 8«vme authorities hold that the line ought to follow the pre-
sent channel of the Spey entirely.
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covered with heathy scrub, forms a flat tract very
little above sea level, and known us the Links of limes.

The rest of the Burface ia undulating, but nowhere
roaches any great height, the highest point being
the Bin Bill or Blaok Hill of Moray (223 feet), close

to the sea-coast W of t iarniouth. The small Loch of

Cotta (IO()\200 yards) was at one time much larger,

but has been reduood by drainage, [n the N w the drain-

o •<• la carried off to the Lossie by means of the limes

Canal, and elsewhere by small streamlets to the Spoy or

the boo, Much of the surface is well wooded, but more
than hair is under cultivation, though towards the N W
there is a mioil deal waste. Tho soil is light and sandy,

bul kindly, and the climate is early and warm. The
underlying rooka are Old Red Sandstone, but the bods
are deeply covered by alluvial deposits, and mixed with
the soil and elay there are in many parts large numbers
of small fragments of rocks belonging to different beds

of .1 uraasic age. There, is a well-preserved though small
si circle on the farm of Viewlield, N of tho village,

and on the side of the road Leading from it to the E gate

of limes House; and at many points cists and flint

and si implements of neolithic age have been found,

as well as some line gold armlets. A particularly large

and interesting find of these was made in 1870 on the
farm of Melt near tho SW border. Tho place soemed
to be an abandoned manufactory of flint implements.
All the! best of the specimens found are now in the
Antiquarian Museum in Edinburgh, and an interesting

account of some of them and of all the prehistoric

antiquil ies of the parish will be found in a paper by tho

Rev. James Morrison in the Proceedings of the Society

if Antii/iiarics of Scolliiini for 1871. It seems to have
been in this parish that Malcolm IV. defeated the

Mormaer of Moray and his followers in 1160, when tho
lands of I lines between Lossie and Spey were granted
to Bereowald of Flanders, and large settlements of

'peaceful' Flemings introduced. Prior to this David I.

had attempted to introduce civilisation among tho Celtic

natives of the district, by tho foundation of a priory,

which stood on low ground to the ENE of the village.

No remains of the buildings have existed since 1651,

when the material was carried off and used for the con-

struction of a granary at Garmouth and the repair of

the manse and churchyard wall. The site can still be
traced. Founded in 1125, the priory was a cell of

Dunfermline Abbey, the Benedictines who were its first

inmates coming from Canterbury. It was united to

Pluscarden by a bull of Pope Nicholas V. in 1453, and
the buildings seem thereafter to have fallen into decay.

In 1800 some oak beams and a curious bronze vessel were
found on the site. The former are in tho Elgin Museum,
and the latter is at Duff House. The possessions of the

priory wen- extensive, and included the lordship of

L'lquhart, Fochabers, lands in Durris, Auldearn, and
Dalcross, and fishings on tho Spey. The S and E
parts of the parish were in 1591 erected into a temporal
lordship in favour of Alexander Seton, Commendator of

Plu icarden, Baron Urquhart, afterwards Earl of Dun-
fermline. They were purchased by the Duke of Gordon
in 17-10, and in 1777 passed by excambion to the Earl

of Fife, who had acquired the estate of Innesin 1767.

An old ruined church, dedicated to St Margaret, wife

of Malcolm Coannrnor, which stood at the village, is

said to have been pulled down and the materials used

in the construction of the present Free and Established

churches in 1844. The village of Urquhart, in the SW,
- E of Lhanbryd station, is a small place, occupied

mostly by crofters and labourers. The parish, which con-

tains also the villages of Kingston and Garmouth at

the mouth of the Spey, is traversed for \% mile on the

S by the Forres and Keith section of the Highland rail-

way, and for 4 miles near the centre by the Elgin and
Bui kie section of the Great North of Scotland railway,

with stations at Urquhart village and Garmouth, the

former 5 and the latter 8 miles E by N of Elgin ; and
there are a number of good district roads. The parish

is in the presbytery of Elgin and the synod of Moray,
and the living is worth £'J50 a year. The. villages of
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Garmouth and Kingston, though in the civil parish, are

quoad sacra in the parish of Speymouth. The parish

church, on high ground to the N of the village, is a

good building, with a high square tower, erected in

1844 and reseated in 1878. There are Free churches at

the village and at Garmouth. Under the school board,

the Urquhart public school, with accommodation for 195
pupils, had in 1884 an attendance of 151, and a grant of

£158, 5s. 2d. The school at Garmouth is under the
Speymouth school board. The largest proprietor is the
Earl of Fife, and the Duke of Richmond and Gordon
holds an annual value of more than £1100, 2 other
proprietors hold each between £500 and £100, 6 hold
each between £100 and £50, and 10 hold each between
£50 and £20. Mansions are Innes House and Leuchars
House. Valuation (1860) £6970, (1883) £8052, 14s.

Pop. (1801) 1023, (1831) 1019, (1861) 2532, (1871) 2368,

(1881) 2139, of whom 1187 were in the ecclesiastical

parish.—Ore?. Sur., sh. 95, 1876.

Urquhart and Glenmoriston, a large parish of Inver-

ness-shire. It is bounded N by the parishes of Kil-

morack, Kiltarlity, and Inverness, SK along the centre
of Loch Ness by the parishes of Dores and Boleskine, S
by Boleskine and Kilmonivaig, W by Ross-shire and
the parish of Kilmorack, and NW by the parish of
Kilmorack. The boundary is largely natural. From the
NE corner, 2 miles NE of Temple Fier on Urquhart Bay
on Loch Ness, the boundary line passes south-westward
along the centre of Loch Ness to the mouth of the river

Moriston, and, after following up the course of that
river for 4j miles, it strikes up a small stream south
and south-eastward to the watershed, first between the
river Moriston and the river Oich, and then between
Glen Moriston andGlen Garry. The chief heights here are

Ceann a Mliaira (2203 feet), Meall Dubh (2581), Clach
Crioche (2211), and Meall Leac Ulaidh (1760). From
the latter hill the line follows the Riabhach Burn to

Loch Loyne (760 feet), passes up the centre of Loch
Loyne till near the upper end, and thence follows
the county boundary across Loch Clunie (606), and on
as far as Sgurr nan Conbhairean (3632). From this
hill it strikes first northward and then E by N along
the line of watershed between Glen Affric and Glen
Moriston by Tigh More (3222 feet), Aonach Shasuinn
(2901), Carn a Choire Bhuidhe (2778), Cam a Chao-
chain (2314), and Cam a Choire Leith (2118), from
the last of which it strikes down across the centre
of Loch na Beinne Baine, up a small burn entering it

on the E side, and thence round the high ground E of
Loch nan Eun to the Allt nam Faogach near Loch nam
Faogach, follows this stream downwards for \\ mile,
and then strikes northward to the burn that rises be-
tween Carn Bingally (1273) and Meal a' Choire (1000).
It follows this burn downward to its junction with the
Enrick near Corriemony, and then the Enrick for a
short distance to a point 1 mile W of Loch Meiklie
(372 feet), where it again turns off first to the N up to
the watershed between the basin of the river Beauly and
that of Loch Ness, and then along this watershed by
Meall nan Caorich (1401) and Meall Gorm (1355),
whence it winds first N, then S, and finally E back to

the starting point on Loch Ness. The greatest length
of the parish, from this point south-westward to Sgurr
nan Conbhairean, is a little over 28 miles ; the average
breadth at right angles to this is about 8 miles ; and tiic

area is 129,204 673 acres, of which 6500 092 are water.
The whole parish may be said to consist of the two
glens, Glen Urquhart and Glen Moriston, of which the
latter is separately noticed. From the SE border along
Loch Ness the ground rises steeply, and attains its

greatest height at the well-known Meall Fuar-mhonaidh
(Meal Fuarvounie ; 2284 feet) midway between Glen
Urquhart and Glen Moriston, with Glasbheinn Mhor
(2000), Cam na Fiacail (1913), Cam Tarsuinn (2000),
and Meall na Criohe (2224) stretching away to theW from it. The heights on the outside of the glens
have been already given in describing the boundary line.

Scattered all over the parish, especially N of the middle
and lower parts of Gleii Moriston, are a large number of

lakes and lochans, of which the chief, besides those
already mentioned, are Loch nam Deirisdean (1750 feet

;

3x1 furl.), Loch na Ruighe Duibhe (1600) about twice

the size, and Loch nam Meur (1580), also about twice

the size, all on the Allt Seanahhaile, a tributary of the
Enrick; another Loch nam Meur (1573; 4x3 furl.)

and Loch Aslaich (1360 ; 3 x 1 furl.), both on the upper
waters of the Coiltie ; Loch nam Breac Dearga (1500 ;

5xl£ furl.) W of Meall Fuar-mhonaidh, and a large

chain of lakes to the W, all draining to the Allt Sigh
flowing to Loch Ness ; and Loch na Criche (1667 ;I| x}
mile), Loch an Staca (1604 ; 8 x 3 furl. ), and Loch Liath

(1500; 3x2 furl.), all on two tributaries of the river

Moriston. The drainage is carried off by the Enrick,

the Coiltie, and the Moriston, with their tributaries,

as well as by a number of smaller burns flowing direct

to Loch Ness. There is good fishing in almost all the

streams and lakes. The heights are rocky and bold,

and some of the scenery is remarkably pretty and
picturesque. The falls of Divach on a tributary of the

Coiltie are well known. The bank of Loch Ness, Glen
Urquhart, with the lesser hollow of the Coiltie, and
Glen Moriston are all well-wooded, but the rest of the

parish is rock and bleak moor. The arable land is

confined to some narrow slopes along Loch Ness and the

two glens. The soil along Glen Urquhart is a good
loam, which, though somewhat stony and not very

deep, is fertile ; that in Glen Moriston is much lighter

aud sandier, and not very productive, being mostly
given up to pasture. The underlying rocks are meta-
morphosed Lower Silurian beds of mica schist, gneiss,

crystalline limestones, and serpentine, except along the

shore of Loch Ness from the NE corner of the parish

to beyond Meal Fuar-mhonaidh, where a patch of Old
Red Conglomerate conies in. In the lower part of Glen
Urquhart a large number of minerals are to be found.

(See Inverness-shire.) To what has been said of Glen
Moriston in the separate notice it remains here but to

add that it afforded shelter to Prince Charles Edward
Stewart on 23 and 24 July 1746, and again on 11 and
12 August. On 24 July he was joined in the cave in

which he was concealed by six faithful men of Glen
Moriston, who continued with him as guides and guards
till the 19th of the following month, when they were
dismissed at Loch Arkaig a few days before the Prince

set out for Badenoch to meet Lochiel. Glen Urquhart
spreads out round Urquhart Bay in a fine semicircular

flat well-wooded and cultivated, and both above and
below Drumnadrochit—1 mile up the river Enrick from
the Bay—but especially above, is a considerable amount
of excellent haughland. Above this is a narrow rocky
glen, beyond which there is good soil round Loch
Meiklie, and again farther up the Glen at Corrie-

mony. The whole length of the Glen, from Urquhart
Bay to Corriemony, is 9 miles. In the moorland
districts there is excellent shooting, and of the whole
area over 90,000 acres are set apart as deer forests, the

chief being Balmacaan S of the upper part of Glen
Urquhart, Ceannacroc at the head of Glen Moriston on
the N side, Invermoriston at the mouth of the Glen on
the N side, and Portclair at the mouth of Glen Moriston
on the S side. The principal prehistoric antiquities are

cairns, stone circles, and cup-marked stones and rocks.

Culdee times are marked by a number of old burying,

grounds associated with the names of various saints,

while near Temple Pier on the N side of Urquhart Bay
was a small religious house belonging to the Knights
Templars. The principal object of antiquarian interest

now, however, is Urquhart Castle on the point called

Strone on the S side of Urquhart Bay. The ruins of

the castle occupy a boss of sandstone rock measuring
about 600 feet from N to S, and 200 feet from
E to W, the irregular rectangular form of which is

followed by the walls. This is separated from the

rising ground behind by a moat some 16 feet wide
and 30 feet deep, but probably at one time much
deeper. Whether this was ever filled with water is

doubtful, as it is a considerable distance above the level

of Loch Ness, and there is no appearance of any spring
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or s'r> 1111 (hut could have supplied (!i<> water, l! (M»,
. «r\cr, »|«iitied by n drawbridge lending to the

; entrance, consisting of nn archway lorn port-

mkrd l»v projecting lowers. Within this is t ho
iur\lr\>om, aiul beyond 1.1 the courtyard. The oldest

| Oltioa ot llie enatle Seems to be to tllO N mid K, lllld nt

utruM N and ti thtuoal prominonl put ol the
v hole— tho great keep f>0 foet high, iiiid 84 by 29 font

. ii the outside, with walls S leet t link. It c. insisted of

vaulted eh.'itnliers, three stories which seem
t . ham ind wooda joists, ind » Fourth ton story which
finis to have Urn vaulted. In the wnll is a wheel
sl.itrvase, mid at each corner of the building was a
M|uaiv turret. Till* portion of the structure, seems to

. ill from the middle of the Kith century. There is

traditional account, no doubt true, of a much earlier

!. but there must certainly have been hero ono
strengths ol tiilhs|iie Macscoulane, who was

it. d and put to death daring a rebellion in the north
in 1J after which the hinds of Urquharl and Holeskinn,

which DMl bOOa churned by him, were granted to Sir

Thomas Dorward, who was succeeded by his son, Sir

Allan Mostiariua. Shortly after tiie death of the latter,

»• Ii. us wrie tin. -e daughters, the castle passed into

tl . p ii ii nl the Cuiiiiiis nt Hadi'lincli, who seem to

hive held it till thu beginning of the great War of

Indepindenoe, when a detachment of Edward's army
occupied it, Sir John Fitzwarrcnno being appointed
governor. During the first struggle against English

Usurpation, under Sir William Wallace, it was besieged
•uied by Sir Andrew Moray, younger of Petty,

and remained in the hands of the national party till

1304, when it again passed into possession of the
liter a long siege, in which the additions to the

fomfii itioni ordered by Edward in 1297 were the chief

means of its prolonged resistance. These additions pro-

Kibly included tho Hanking towers at the gateway and
the l>astioncd curtain walls. The castle was one of the
few Scottish strengths that successfully resisted Edward
Kaliol's party after the death of Robert Bruce. In 1336
we find it in charge of Richard Cumin, but it was a
' •; . i . and as such was granted in 1359 to William,
1 "-irl of Sutherland, and again in 1371 to David, Earl of

Strathearn, son of Robert II., whom failing, to Alex-
ander, Wolf of Badcnoch. The castle was, however, in

1398, placed by parliament under charge of a governor
appointed by them, and in the Chamberlains Polls for

1 428-29 arc records of sums expended on repairs, and
from entries in 1448-50 wo learn that the fabric and
garrison seem to have been under the charge of the
Thane of Cawdor. It was seized by the Earl of Ross
during the rebellion of 1451 ; but notwithstanding an
Act of Parliament of date 1455, annexing the castle and
barony 'to the Crowne perpetually to rernane, the quhilk
may not be giffyn away,' it was again granted by the

king to the Earl of Koss, on whose forfeiture it once
more returned to the crown. In 1475 it was granted
to Hugh Rose of Kilravock, but towards the close of

the century it was given to the Grants who had dis-

tinguished themselves on the royal side against Donald
Dubh, Lord of the Isles. This clan had to fight for

their hold, but they prevailed, and in 1509 a charter

in favour of Grant of Ereuchie was signed by the king,
and in the possession of the Seafield Grants the barony
and castle still remain. The destruction of the roof

and woodwork seems to have taken place early in the

tttnry. One vault is said to contain the plague
which was somehow buried there, and another a con-

cealed treasure, See a long article in the Builder for

17 Feb. 1872.

The parish is traversed by a good road along the shore

of Loch Ness
;
by another up Glen Urquhart and across

to Strath Glass, which is reached at Glenaffric Hotel at

the mouth of the river Cannich ; and by another up
Glen Moriston, which continues by Glen Clunie to

Invershiel and Kintail at the head of Loch Duich. The
village* are Lewiston at the Established church and
Millton farther NW at the Free church. The parish

it made up ol the old parishes of Urquhart and Glen-
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inoristnn, which were united at or shortly after the
llclorniiition. The latter was formerly joined to Abor-
ting. Urquharl and Qlenmoriston is in the presbytery
ol Abert.nlf and synod of Glehelg, and the living is

worth £81 7 a year. The parish church is near the mout h
of Glen Urqunart, ahoul a mile from Urquhart Hay. It

was built in 18.'!ii in place of a previous church of 1630,

and contains 860 sittings; and there is a mission station

at t ; N n Moriston. There are Free churches at Glen
Urquharl and at Glen Moriston, and there is also an
Episcopal mission station (St Ninians). Under the school
board are llalnain, liunloit, Dalchrcichard, and Glen
Urquharl schools and joint schools at Corriemony and
[nvermoriston, which, with accommodation for 97, 60,

68, 238, 60, and 55 pupils respectively, had in 1884
alien. lances of 41, 27, .'SO, 111, 15, and '25, and grants
of £29, 6s. 8d., £12, 15s. 4d., £42, 5s., £82, lis. 10d.,

£20, 2s., and .L'oli, (is. (id. Tho chief proprietors are the
lioivager-t'ounless of Seafield, tho trustees of Grant of

[nvermoriston, Ogilvie of Corriemony, and Grant of

Lakefield; and there are a few smaller landowners. The
mair ions aro Palinacaan, Corriemony, Invornioriston
House, Lakefield House, and Loch letter House. Valua-
tion (ISliO) .(.Mist, (1884) f 13, 802. Pop. (1801) 2633,

(1881) 2942, (1861) 2911, (1871) 2780, (1881) 2438.—
Urd. Swr., shs. 73, 72, 83, 1878-81.

Urqunart and Logie Wester, a parish partly in Ross-

shirc, mil comprehending also in its centre the whole of

the detached section of Nairnshire forming the barony
..I I' i BINTOSH. It, is bounded for \ mile at the N corner
by Cromartyshire ; NE by the parish of Resolis, and for

\ mile by Cromartyshire again; SE by the parishes of

Avoch, Kilmuir Wester, Unlearnan (detached), Kilmuir
Wester, and Killearnan ; SW and W by the parish of

Urray ; and NW by the parish of Fodderty and the
Cromarty Firth. All along the NW side the boundary
follows the course of the river Conan and tho Cromarty
Firth, but elsewhere it is almost entirely artificial. The
extreme lengt h, from NE toSW, parallel to the Cromarty
Firth, is a little over 8f miles ; the average breadth at

right angles is about 2J miles; and the total area is

14,999-722 acres, of which 125 -429 are water and 1293-511

foreshore. Tho Ross-shire portion contains 861 3 977
acres, of which 49 279 aro water and 986-738 foreshore,

and the rest forms the detached portion of Nairnshire.

The surface rises pretty regularly from the Conan and
the Cromarty Firth south-eastward to the boundary lino,

w hich runs partly along Ardmkanach or the Mullbuio

ridge of the Black Isle, along which it reaches a height

of 627 feet. The higher grounds command magni-
ficent views of the upper reaches of the Cromarty Firth.

The slope is cut across by ravines formed by a number
of small burns, which carry off the drainage to the river

Conan or direct to the Cromarty Firth. The soil of the

lower grounds is good but light loam, but in the higher

portions it is poorer, though all districts produce excel-

lent crops of barley and oats. Along the coast there are

large farms, but the higher ground is given up to small

holdings and crofts, the tenants of these having within

the last fifty years reclaimed and improved a largo

extent of land formerly waste. There is still some
moorland, but more than half the area is under the

plough, and the great proportion of tho rest pasture,

there being very little under wood. The underlying

rocks are Old Red Sandstone. Tho Nairnshire portion,

which constitutes the barony of Ferintosh, belonging

to the family of Forbes of Culloden, and Kinkell

Castle have both been separately noticed. The parish

is traversed along the centre and NW by main
roads from Cromarty to Dingwall, with a branch
running up the valley of the Conan. The extreme

W corner is crossed for 2if miles by the Inverness and
Dingwall section of the Hiohland Railway, on which
is Conan station, 16J miles NW of Inverness and 2 S
of Dingwall. The only village is Conan Bridge, but there

are hamlets at Culbockie, Duncanston, and Newton of

I i ni o h. The mansions are Conan House and Rye-
field. This parish, formed by the union of the parishes

of Urquhart (NE) and Logie-Wester (SW) as early as
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1490, is in tlie presbytery of Dingwall and synod of

Poss, and the living is worth £446 a year. The parish

church, near the centre, on the coast side, was built in

1795, and contains over 1000 sittings ; and there is also

a Free church. Under the school board Conan, Cul-

bockie, Ferintosh, and Mullbuie schools, with accom-
modation for 110, 134, 155, and 95 pupils respectively,

had in 1884 attendances of 62, 56, 53, and 78, and
grants of £40, 7s. 7d., £34, 7s. 6d., £62, 0s. 8d., and
£48, 8s. 8d. The principal proprietors are D. Forbes,

Esq. of Culloden, Sir K. S. Mackenzie, Bart, of Gair-

loch, and Sir J. D. Mackenzie of Findon ; 1 other

holds an annual value of between £500 and £100, and
3 hold each between £50 and £20. Valuation (1860)

£7245, (1885) £10,566, 8s. 6d., plus £813 for the rail-

way. Pop. (1801) 2820, (1831) 2864, (1861) 3147,

(1871) 2863, (1881) 2525, of whom 1133 were males,

while 1639 were in the Ross-shire section.

—

Ord. Sur.,

shs. 83, 93, 1881.

Urr, a Kirkcudbrightshire parish, towards the S con-

taining the town and station of Dalbeattie, 14^ miles

SW of Dumfries and 5J ESE of Castle-Douglas." It is

bounded NE by Kirkpatrick-Irongray and Lochrutton,

E by Kirkgunzeon, SE by Colvend, SW by Buittle and
Crossmichael, and N\V by Kirkpatrick-Durham. Its

utmost length, from N by W to S by E, is 12| miles;

its breadth varies between 4J furlongs and 3 miles ; and
its area is 24J square miles or 15,750J acres, of which
414; are foreshore and 263| water. Urr Water winds

10§ miles south-south-eastward along all the Cross-

michael and Buittle boundary, though the point where
it first touches and that where it quits the parish are

only 7^ miles distant as the crow flies. Kirkgunzeon
Lane or Dalbeattie Burn, alter flowing 2\ miles south-

ward along the Kirkgunzeon border, winds 2 miles

westward and south-south-westward across the interior,

till it falls into the Urr at a point f mile SSW of

Dalbeattie. Three lakes are Edingham Loch (14. x £
furl.), 1| mile N by E of Dalbeattie; Milton Loch
(6 x 3| furl. ; 420 feet), in the northern interior ; and
Achenueooh Loch (9 x If furl. ; 340 feet), on the
Kirkpatrick-Durham boundary. In the S the surface

declines to less than 50 feet above the sea, and thence

it rises northward to 408 feet at Little Firth-head, 500

at Barr Hill, 668 near Meikle Auchenreoch, and 900
at Larganlee Hill, so that Urr, compared with other

Kirkcudbrightshire parishes, is pretty low and level.

Granite, in places protruding at the surface, is the

predominant rock ; and limestone occurs, but is very
hard, and little suited for economical purposes. Coal
is supposed to exist in the hills to the N, but only in

small quantity ; iron ore is plentiful, but cannot be

worked for want of cheap fuel ; and shell-marl abounds,
but has long ceased to be used as a manure. The soil,

except on some mossy land in the S, and in some
moorish land in the N, and at the protrusions of granite,

is generally light and fertile. The proportion of arable

land to that which cannot be ploughed is 12 to 1 ; and
about 800 acres are under wood. A remarkable artificial

mound, the Moat of Urr, stands on the right bank of

Urr Water, 2g miles NNW of Dalbeattie. It rises in

successive concentric terraces, with a diameter and a

height unexcelled by those of any other ancient moat in

Scotland ; was formerly surrounded by outworks of

different construction from its own, and by Dr Skene is

regarded as marking the sight of Carbantorigum, a town
of the Selgov;e mentioned by Ptolemy. A standing-

stone, consisting of a rude block of granite, is in a field

1 mile to the E of the moat ; and bronze vessels and
Roman coins have been found at various times and in

diirerent places. Pre-Reformation chapels were in

several places, and one of them has left to its site the
namo of Chapelton. In the extreme N is a tombstone
over the grave of four Covenanters ; and the fanatical

sect of Buchanites, after their flight from Ayrshire,
resided for a timo at Auchengiboert, from whence
they removed to Crocketford. SPOTTBS, noticed sepa-
rately, is the chief mansion, and 10 proprietors hold
each an annual value of more than £500. Giving off

the quoad sacra parish of Dalbeattie, Urr is in the
presbytery and synod of Dumfries ; the living is worth
£395. The parish church, near Haugh of Urr, and 3^
miles NNW of Dalbeattie, was built in 1815, and
contains 815 sittings. Besides those noticed under
Dalbeattie, three public schools—Hardgate, Milton, and
Springholm—with respective accommodation for 162,

72, and 70 children, had (1884) an average attendance
of 89, 30, and 42, and grants of £34, 12s., £28, 6s.,

and £71, 10s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £14,674, (1885)
£28,162, 5s. Pop. (1801) 1719, (1831) 3098, (1861)

3585, (1871) 4606, (1881) 5490, of whom 1350 were
in Urr ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 5, 9,

1857-63.

Urrard House, a mansion in Moulin parish, Perth-

shire, near the left bank of the Garry, 2£ miles SE of

Blair Athole.

Urray, a parish, containing a hamlet of the same
name, lying mostly in Ross-shire, but with a small
portion also in Inverness-shire. It consists of a main
portion along the lower reaches of the Conan and its

tributary the Orrin, and a detached section about 18
miles farther up Strath Conan. The main portion, which
is bounded N by the parish of Contin, NE by the parish

of Urquhart and Logie-Wester, E by the parish of
Killearnan, S and SW by the parish of Kilmorack, and
W by Contin, measures 7 miles from N to S, and
the breadth at the N end is 6 miles and at the S end 3

miles. The detached section, which consists of ' a davoch
of land,' is entirely surrounded by the parish of Contin.

The total area of the parish is 74,172794 acres, of which
1396-259 are water, 84-4 are foreshore, and 52'92 are

tidal water. Of this total there are in Inverness-shire
382-530 acres, of which 25-297 are foreshore and 7 720
tidal water, while all the rest is in Ross-shire. The area

of the detached portion is 40, 126 'S03 acres. The portion
of the surface to the E is low, and over the rest of the
main part it is undulating, and the straths of the Conan,
Orrin, and Beauly are well wooded, and in some places

well cultivated, and the views along the first and last

are in many places very picturesque. The detached
section is very hilly. The soil in some parts of the
straths is a good carse clay, and elsewhere stony sand,

passing to gravel ; but on the lower slopes it is warm
and dry, and under good management produces fair

crops. The underlying rocks are chiefly metamorphosed
Lower Silurian beds, but on the E they are Old Red
Sandstone. The drainage is carried off on the N by the
Conan, which forms part of the northern boundary ; in

the centre by the Orrin ; and in the S by the Beauly,
which forms part of the southern boundary ; and by
smaller burns flowing to these rivers. A tract of good
land at the junction of the Orrin and the Conan was
greatly improved by drainage operations carried out in

1869. A reach of the Highland railway passes through
the E side of the parish for 2 miles northward from Muir
of Ord station ; and access to the eastern part of the
parish may be had from that point, or from Conan
station in the parish of Urquhart. The great road from
Inverness by Dingwall to the N runs alongside the rail-

way
; good roads branch off it up all the straths ; and

there are also a number of good cross and district roads.

Besides farming and sheep-farming, the only industries

are the salmon-fishing in the Conan and a distillery at

Ord. The mansions are Brahan Castle, High field

House, Muirton House, Ord House, and Tarradale
House—the wooded policies round the first being so

fine and extensive as to form a prominent feature in

the scenery along the lower part of Strath Conan. The
only object of antiquarian interest is the ruined square
tower of Faiiihurn. Tarradale was the birthplace of
the great geologist, Sir Roderick Impey Murehison,
Bart. (1792-1871). The parish is composed of the old
parishes of Urray and Kilchrist, of which the latter is

separately noticed. In the presbytery of Dingwall and
synod of Ross, it gives off part of its civil territory to

the quoad sacra parishes of CARNOCH and Kinloch-
luichart ; and the living is worth £410 a year. The
parish church, near the mouth of the Orrin, is old; anu
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there it a Frro .-hutch M Muir of Ord, ninl n snmll
i Uehni h at Bigfafield. Under the nhool board
tlir Muvh.-tnk mid Tttrrn.lnlc Nchools, with nceoiniitodii-

MOB fbf 1S7 mid ISO pupils t. sp<
, nv. ly, hnd in 18S4

Mtmdmi.es ol 95 mul ldS. mul grunts of £57, (Is. 9d.

ml x" i o 4 . Be, Tin- ohief landowner is John Stirling,

Ew). of Vnlrbnrn, mul 3 othen ii»»Ki eeoh km ennui
vMun of more, of I.--, than X'JUOO. Viilimlioii (18ti0)

1--:, x 1 ;.. 4 4 7. «>l w hi. Ii £14,097 was for the

I - shire tuition. Pop. (180D 2083. (1831) 2768,

<lv;i. : '-':!0\ (If^n -J4-J7, of whom 1175
w> rv ma'.. - hi. I I'i.'.J I. in ilc whil.' HI (17 males nnd 17

f. i i'. w.i. ui llir Inverness. shiic portion, nml thu

rvst in l!ov. shire. Houses (1S81) 4!>.
r
> inhabited, 9 un-

ii. A [ted, an. I i being built, of which o— nil Inhabited
mi. in ltiYirtH'SH-ghire.—Ord. Sur., shs. 81, 82,

1SSLS2
Urr, Bridge of, n hamlet in Kirknatriak-Durham

parish, Kirkcudbrightshire, on tho lelt bouk of Urr
V t mi!. - N l.y K ol rustle- Douglas.

Urr, Haugh of. Bee H moB ow Unit
Urr Water, a river of Kirkcudbrightshire, issuing from

bleak 1-ooh Urr (6x4 furl.; 680 foct), at tho meeting-
l«iint ..I 4 • 1 1

- ii < aim, Dunscre, and Bnlmaclcllan parishes,

nn.l flowing 271 miles eonth-by-eaatwud along tho

boondariee of Dunscore, Balmaclellan, Kirkpatrick-
Durli.ini, Barton, rrossmiehael, Urr, Buittle, and Col-

• ll it falls into the Sohvay Firth near tho little

island of Heatan, midway between the Nitb and the Dee.

Itati Ibntariee are nomeroua, but, excepting Kirkgnnzeon

Lane or Dalbeattie Born, they arc all individually in-

eonaidl rable, About 44, miles before losing itself in tho

Bolway, it begins to expand into an estuary, which,
with a maximum breadth of 1J mile, embosoms Rough

[aland. The Urr is naturally navigable for considerable
orafl :t miles above its iiieipient expansion, or 7$ above
ttl . tnboUOhure, and could easily, at small oxpense, bo

deepened over ibis diatance, and rendered navigable
higher up. It nll'oi. Is good sen-trout and fairish river-

trout Railing; whilst salmon are caught in considerable
quantities in wei summers; but in dry seasons sea-fish

i> •
• i but little higher than the now of the tide.

I'W a number of miles nfler issuing from Loch Urr, it

holds its c ie through a wild country and over an
irregular channel; but it. eventually begins to show
s strips ol level and fertile ground upon its banks

;

and from the point where it. begins to run along tho

m ii "in of the parish of Urr, it pursues its way among
increasingly level and cultivated grounds.

—

Ord. Sur.,
shs. 9, 5, 1868-57.

Ury, a I mul lul st ream of Aberdeenshire, rising 4

J

miles SSE of Bluntly, and winding 19.J south-eastward
II gh or along the boundaries of Uartly, Drumblado,
Insch, l''orgue, Culsiilmoiid, Oyno, Rayne, Chapol-of-

Garioch, Keithhall, and Inverurie parishes, till it falls

into the Don a little below tho town of Inverurie.

—

Urd. Sur., shs. 86, 76, 1876-74.

Ury. See Urih.

Uahenieh, b headland on the E coast of South Uist

island, Outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire. A lighthouse,

buill on it in 1857 at a cost of £8809, shows a lixed red

light, visible at a distance of 18 nautical miles.

Ussie, Loch. See Foiidhkty.

Uyea, an island of Unst parish, Shetland, \ mile S of

Unst island, from which it is separated by Uyea and
Sk uda Sounds. With an utmost length and breadth of

If and 1 mile, it rises to a height of 183 feet. Pop.

(1841) 23,(1871) 9,(1881) 5.

V
VAILA. an island of Walls parish, Shetland, in the

mouth of Vaila Sound, within | mile of the near-

est point of the Mainland. It has an utmost
length and breadth of 1J and 1J mile. Vaila

Sound, running un to the vicinity of Walls church, is

well sheltered, anil forms an excellent natural harbour.

Pop. of island (1841) 29, (1881) 9.

Vallay, an island of North Uist parish, Outer
Hebrides, Inverness-shire, separated from the NW side

of North Uist island only by a narrow sound, dry at

low water. It measures 2J miles in length from ENE
t" WSW, and 3 furlongs in mean breadth ; and has a

light, sandv, fertile soil. Pop. (1841) 59, (1861) 56,

(1871) 48, (1881) 29.

Valleyfield. See Pen-icuik.

Valleyfield House, a handsome and commodious man-
sion, with beautiful grounds, in Culross parish, Perth-

shire (detached), 1J mile ENE of Culross town. Its

owner, Kt. Wm. P. C. Campbell-Preston, Esq. of Valley-

field and Ardchottan (b. 1865; sue. 1870-78), holds 674

BOM in Perth and 8000 in Argyll shire, valued at

£1118 and £1342 per annum.—Ord Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Valt08, a village on the E coast of Kilmuir parish,

Isle of Skye, Inverness-shire, 13J miles N by E of

Portree. It may be called the home of the crofter

aintation, and was the scene of a great disturbance on
80 Jan. 1885.

Valtos, a village in Uig parish, Lewis, Ross-shire, on
the 3W shore of salt-water Loch Roag, 34 miles W of

Stornoway. Pop. (1871) 310, (1881) 332.

Varrich Castle. See Tonoue.
Vat, a cave and a burn in Glenmuick parish, Aber-

deenshire. The cave, opening vertically, and shaped
somewhat like a vat, was a retreat of the famous free-

Qflderoy. The burn traverses the cave, augment-
ing ita romantic appearance, and passes icto the W end
of Loch Kinord.
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Vaternisb or Waternish. See Duikinish.
Vatersay or Watersay, an island of Barra parish,

Outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire, immediately S of Barra

island, and 11 miles N by W of Barra Head. It is

separated from Barra island by Vatersay Sound, studded

Wil Ii islets, and so narrow in one part as to afford passage

to only .small boats; and from Fladda and Sanderay
islands, on tho S, it is separated by the Sound of

Sanderay, f mile broad. It measures, at extreme
points, 3 miles from E to W and 2£ from N to S, but is

so deeply indented by tho sea as to possess an area

of not more than 3 '9 square miles, being almost bisected

near the middle by two bays on opposite sides, one of

them forming an excellent natural harbour. It chiefly

consists of two hills and a low sandy intervening

isthmus ; commands from its hills a comprehensive and
picturesque view of the entire southern group of the

Outer Hebrides ; rests on a basis of gneiss rock ; and
undergoes constant change of surface, from shiftings,

accumulations, and dispersions of drift sand. Pop.

(1841) 84, (18(31) 32, (1871) 23, (1881) 19.

Vatsker, a village in Stornoway parish, OuterHebrides,

Koss-shire, on the W coast of Broad Bay, 7 miles NNE
of Stornoway town. Pop. (1861) 316, (1871) 376, (1881)

896.

Veatie, Loch. See Veyatie.
Vementry, an island of Sandsting parish, Shetland,

on the S side of St Magnus Bay, within 1 furlong of tho

nearest point of the Mainland, and 3£ miles E of Papa
Stour. It has an utmost length and breadth of 1\ and
\1 miles ; is deeply indented by the sea ; contains five

little fresh-water lakes ; attains a height of 297 feet ; and
is heathy on the W, verdant on the E, affording good
pasture for slice]) and black cattle.

Venlaw, a mansion in Peebles parish, Peeblesshire, \
mile N of the town. Built about 1782, it occupies the

bit.; of the castle of Smithlield, which, appearing on
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record as early as the middle of the 14th century,

belonged successively to the Dikesones and the Hays.

The present proprietor, Capt. Jas. Elphinstone Erskine,

R.N. (b. 1838 ; sue. 1877), holds 950 acres in the

shire, valued at £649 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 24,

1864.

Vennachar, Loch, a lake on the mutual border of

Callander, Aberfoyle, and Port of Monteith parishes,

Perthshire. Formed by expansion of the southern

head-stream of the Teith, and lying 270 feet above sea-

level, it extends 3f miles east-by-northward to within

2J miles of the town of Callander ; and has a maximum
breadth of 54. furlongs. The picturesque valley in

which it lies has been rendered famous as the main
scene of Scott's Lady of tlic Lake; and it takes its name,
signifying 'the lake of the fair valley,' from the loveli-

ness of its environments, having a beautiful sinuous

cincture, charmingly wooded shores, and finely gradu-

ated flanks, overlooked in the distance by grandly

imposing mountains. Its upper reaches are very tine
;

but the lower are somewhat tame, and are by no means
improved by some storage embankments connected with
the Glasgow waterworks. (See Coilantogle. ) A
wooded bank on the N shore bears the name of Coille-

bhroine ('wood of lamentation'), from a legend of a

malignant water-kelpie ; and on the S shore stands the

mansion of Invertrossachs, which was occupied by
the Queen in 1869. Its waters contain some salmon,

very fine trout, perch, and large pike.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

38, 1871.

Veyatie, Loch, a lake on the mutual border of Assynt
parish, Sutherland, and Lochbroom parish, Cromarty-
shire, 4| miles WNW of Altnakealgach inn. Lying
366 feet above sea-level, it extends 4 miles north-west-
ward, varies in breadth between 1 and 3J furlongs, con-
tains salmo-ferox and plenty of fine trout, at its head
receives a stream flowing £ mile from Cama Loch, and
sends off another 9 furlongs west-north-westward to
Fewin or Fionn Loch.—Ord. Sur., sh. 101, 1882.

Vigeans, St. See St Vigeans.
Vogrie, a plain mansion of recent erection in Borth-

wick parish, Edinburghshire, near the left bank of Tyne
Water, 5 miles SE of Dalkeith. Its owner, James
dimming Dewar, Esq. (b. 1856 ; sue. 1880), holds 1936
acres in the shire, valued at £2898 per annum, the
estate having been acquired by the family about the
beginning of the 18th century.—Ord. Sur., sh. 32, 1857.

Voil, Loch, a beautiful lake in Balquhidder parish,

Perthshire, 3| miles W by S of Lochearnhead station.

An expansion of the river Balvag, and lying 414 feet

above sea-level, it extends 3J miles east-north-eastward,
has a maximum breadth of 3 furlongs, at its head
communicates with small Loch Doine, is flanked by
mountains 2156 to 2467 feet high, and contains
salmon, bull-trout, and loch-trout.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 46,
1872.

w
WADBISTER, a village in Tingwall parish, Shet-

land, on Wadbister Voe, 11 miles NNW of

Lerwick.

Walkerburn, a modern manufacturing vil-

lage in Innerleithen parish, Peeblesshire, on the right

hank of the Tweed, £ mile NNW of Walkerburn station

(across the river) on the North British railway, this

being If mile E by N of Innerleithen station and 10J
miles W of Galashiels. The first of its two large woollen
factories was founded in 1855 ; and there are a post
office, with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph

departments, a public school, a public library, and an
Established church. The last, a plain Early English
structure, containing 500 sittings, was built in 1876 at

a cost of £1500, and in 1883 was raised to quoad sacra

parochial status. Pop. of village (1861) 316, (1871)

802, (1881) 1026.— Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Wallace Hall. See Closeburn.
Wallace Monument. See Abbey Craig.
Wallacestone and Standrig, a conjoint village in

Polmont and Muiravonside parishes, Stirlingshire, 1£
mile SW of Polmont Junction. It has a Wesleyau
chapel. Pop. (1871) 492, (1881) 334.

Wallacetown. See Ayr and St Quivox.
Wallhouse (originally Well-house), a modern castel-

lated mansion, with wings and a lofty square tower, in

Torphichen parish, Linlithgowshire, 3 miles NNW of

Bathgate. Its owner, Andrew Gillon, Esq. (b. 1823
;

sue. 1846), holds 1465 acres in the shire, valued at £1521
per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867. See Jn. Small's

Gastles and Mansions of the LotMcms (Edinb. 1883).

Walls, a parish in the W of the Mainland of

Shetland, whose church stands at the head of Vaila
Sound, 24 miles WNW of Lerwick, under which
there is a post office. The parish, containing also

the post office of Sandness, 31 miles WNW of

Lerwick, comprehends the ancient parishes of Walls,
Sandness, Papa-Stour, andFoula; comprises the main-
land districts of Walls and Sandness, and the in-

habited islands of Papa-Stour, Vaila, Linga, and
Foula ; and is bounded on the E by Sandsting, and
on all other sides by the sea. Its utmost mainland
length, from N to S, is 6g miles ; its utmost mainland

breadth is 5 miles ; and its total land area is 383 square
miles or 24,499 acres. The islands are separately
noticed. The maiuland district extends southward
from St Magnus Bay to the S end of Vaila Sound

;

includes the most westerly ground on the mainland
;

is indented, but not to any considerable length,

by several creeks and bays ; and has mostly a rocky
coast, often rising to a height of over 100 feet. The
interior is hillv, attaining 817 feet at Sandness Hill,

536 at Dale Hill, and 549 at Stoubrough Hill ; to the
E are more than thirty small fresh-water lochs. The
rocks are gneiss, quartzite, granitic porphyry, and Old
Red Sandstone. The soil is mostly moorish or mossy,
but forms some good arable tracts. Upwards of 1000
acres are in tillage ; a great extent is meadow or pasture

;

and abundance of peat is on the hills. R. T. C. Scott,

Esq. of Melby, is chief proprietor, 2 others holding
each an annual value of between £100 and £500, 2 of
from £50 to £100, and 3 of from £20 to £50. Walls is

in the presbytery of Olnalirth and the synod of Shetland
;

the living is worth £185. The parish church was built

in 1743, and contains 500 sittings. The sub-parochial
churches of Sandness and Papa-Stour were built in 1749
and 1806, and contain 278 and 190 sittings. There are

also Free, Congregational, and Wesleyan churches ; and
six sctiools, with total accommodation for 311 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 259, and grants
amounting to £215, 18s. 3d. Valuation (1860) £1651,
(1884) £2187, 7s. Pop. (1801) 1817, (1831) 2143,

(1861) 2570, (1871) 2579, (1881) 2262.

Walls and Flotta. See Hoy and Flotta.
Wallyford, a collier village in Inveresk parish,

Edinburghshire, 1J mile E by S of Musselburgh.
Walston, a parish in the Upper Ward, E Lanarkshire,

whose church stands towards the centre, 2| miles SSW
of Dunsyro station, and 5g NNE of the post-town,
Biggar. Containing also tho village of ElSRIOKLE, i

is bounded E by Dolphinton, SE by Biggar, W by
Libberton, and NW by Carnwath and Dunsyro ; and at

its SE corner it just touches the Peeblesshire parishes

o

Kirkurd and Skirling. Its utmost length, from ENE
to WSW, is 3| miles ; its utmost width is 3 miles ; and
its area is 4360 j acres, of which nearly (J are water.
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Th* ditch liko South Mkkwin creeps 3J miles south-
weahnidtJooj ail the Dunsyreand dtrawtth boundary,
and the Hid Ditch n Biooab Buratt miles west-toutn-
« cot ward along most »t the south eastern border, so that
the (Initial goo* (tartly to 1 1 » «• t'lvdo and partly to the

• tin South Medvwii the Mirlaco declines

la otto. aK<iik Biggar Hunt to S20, feet above sea level ;

and th. ii>.' it rises, to 1010 hot uu Hyndshillond, US*
ii. it Kmg-Wiii>we\ \»~-> near Holland, ami KISS) at

lu \. k Mot m- on tho Dolphinton border. The pre-

dominant rocks are eruptive, chiefly hlspathio porphyry,
olinketone, ami greenstone ; ba1 Mndetoneud limestone
nUo incur. Tho soil in tho valleys is partly sandy,
! . a brownish earthy loam ; w InlM t hat of tho hill

i . -,\. ,:,.»,,! ,. :.i, an. I pail ly extremely
lortilo. Nearly 63 acre* aro iimlor wood; '2806 aro
arable ; and tho rost is either rough pasture or moorland.
1 'ii llins, and a hronzo tripod havo boon dis-

00VST I in ths peiilh; and mi the high ground of
Corklaw farm aro v. .tig. a .

t an ancient circular camp.
of Wn n anciently holonged to tho lordship

of BothmQ, and followed for throo centuries the fortunes
of that lordship ; and it constituted a barony, consisting
of tho two lands or designations of Walston and Klgirig
or Blariokle. Tho name Walston is supposed to have

rived either from Waldef, a brother of tho first

Karl of Dunbar, or from ono or moro of soino copious
wells in the neighbourhood, one of which bears the

ion of Siller Well, while another was anciently
in somo repute for its medicinal properties. The pro-

perty is mostly divided between the Lockharts of Lee
and Mr Woddrop of Garvald House. Walston is in tho
presbytery of Biggar and the synod of Lothian and
l'«. . -Male

; the living is worth £195. The parish
church, built in 1789, and renovated in 1881, contains
146 sittings. There is a Free church at Elsrickle ; and
Walston Dublin and Klsricklo schools, with respective
accommodation for 60 and 64 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 36 and 35, and grants of £32, 2s.

and £30, 9s. 6d. Valuation (1860) £2597, (1885) £3363,
3-. Pop. (1801) 383, (1841) 493, (1861) 480, (1871) 425,

(1881) 310.—Ord. Sur., sh. 24, 1864.

Wampherflat, a small estate, with a mansion, in the
parish and near the town of Lanark.
Wamphray, a parish of Upper Annandale, Dumfries-

shire, containing Wamphray station on the main line

ol the ' ale, Ionian railway, 8J miles N by W of Lockerbie,

6J BSE of Bcattock, and 6| S by E of Moffat, under
which there is a post office of Wamphray. It is bounded
N by Moflat, E by Mutton, S by Applegarth, and W by
Johnstone and Kirkpatrick-Juxta. Its utmost length,
from N by E to S by W, is 8jf miles ; its utmost width
is 3g miles ; and its area is 20J square miles or 13,189|f
acres, of which 56 are water. The river Annan flows

6$ miles south-by-castward along or close to all the
western boundary; and Wamphray Water, rising in the
northern extremity of the parish at an altitude of 1480
feet, runs 8J miles south-south-westward through the
interior till, after a total descent of 1210 feet, it falls

near Wamphray station into the Annan, another of
whose affluents, Dalmakcddar Burn, rising at 630 feet,

runs 4 miles south -by-westward and westward, for the
^ast 1 j mile along the southern boundary. On Bellcraig-

linn Hum, which runs to the Annan along the Moffat
boundary, the linn, whence it takes its name, has much
mimic sublimity and some fine accompaniments of land-
scape, and draws numerous visitors from among the
' wellers ' at MofTat ; while three cascades upon Wam-
phray Water, not far distant from one another, and bear-

ing the names of the Pot, the Washing Pan, and Dubb's
Caldron, are justly admired for their mingled pictur-

eequeneee and grandeur. In the south-western corner
of the parish, at the influx of Dalmakeddar Burn to the
Annan, the surface declines to 228 feet above sea-level,

and thence it rises to 846 feet at Blaze Hill, 1272 at
Fingland Fell, 975 at Dundoran, 1587 at Laverhay
Height, 1561 at Craig Fell, and 2256 at Loch Fell,
which culminates on the rneeting-point of Wamphray,
lioHat, Eskdaleinuir, and Hutton parishes. All the
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,
i tern border la the watershed of a mountain-range,

whose Bummits possess elevations of from upwards of

2200 1

1

1 about 800 feet above sea, level, mid almost regU-

Ittrl) diminisb in altitude as the ridge recedes from tho
n Another ridge, no1 very much inferior in mean
h. Ight, and very similar in progressive diminution, runs
parallel to I lie former along Hie centre of the parish;

but, a little S of the middle, is cloven quite through by
the vale of Womphray Water, debouching to tho W.
The low groundt are principally a considerable band
al ; the Annan, and some small belts along tho minor
streams; and over most of their breadth they riso at

differenl gradients to the skirls of the hills, so as to form
hanging plains. The heights aro variously conical,

elongated, and t abular ; those in the N are partly green
and partly heathy; and those ill the S oithor aro in

tillage, or produce rich and plentiful pasturage, The
valleys have a pleasant appearance, and aro in some
places picturesque Tho predominant rocks are grey-

wacke and Old Hod Sandstone. The soil along tho
Annan is a deep alluvium, and that in othor districts is

for the most part either a light-coloured clay or a light

loi >f dill'eronl shades. About one-fourth of the entire

area is in tillage
; 270 acres aro under wood ; and tho rest

is chiefly hill-pasture, but partly heath and moss. Near
I'oldeaii i 'c a lainous hostelry) a large grey monolith
marks the spot where Charles II. halted with his army
on tho march to Worcester (1651) ; and the highway
here follows tho lino of a Roman road. Not far from
tho parish church some fine Scotch firs adorn tho site of

the strong old tower of Wamphray, which in the latter

half of the 10th century was held by William Johnstone,
the ' (iallianl.' His horse-stealing raid and his death,

with Willie o' the Kirkhill's revenge for the same,
form tho theme of a well-known ballad, The Lads of
Wa/mph/rwy. Other antiquities aro the site of a stone

circle and traces of Roman and Caledonian camps.

Robert Jardine, Esq., M.P., whoso scat, Castlemilk, is

in St Mungo parish, is tho chief proprietor ; 2 others hold-

ing each an annual value of more, and 6 of less, than
£500. Wamphray is in the presbytery of Lochmaben
and the synod of Dumfries ; tho living is worth £305.

The parish church, 1| mile NE of Wamphray station,

is prettily situated on the left bank of Wamphray Water,

but itself is a plain structure of 1834, containing 248

sittings. Over the W door is a curious sculptured

stone from the pre-Reformation chapel of Barnygill, 3

miles higher ii]i the glen. Near the station is Wam-
phray U.P. church; and Johnstone and Wamphray
Free church stands just across tho Annan in Johnstone

parish. Wamphray public and Newton girls' schools,

with respective accommodation for 88 and 53 children,

had (1884) an average attendance of 62 and 23, and
grants of £41, 4s. and £20, 15s. 6d. Valuation (1860)

£4204, (1885) £6759, 9s. 3d. Pop. (1801) 423, (1831)

580, (1861) 559, (1871) 505, (1881) 455.—Ord. Sur.,

shs. 10, 16, 1864.

Wandell. See Lamington.
Wanlockhead, a mining village in the NE corner of

Sanquhar parish, NW Dumfriesshire, 1£ mile SSW of

Lead hills, 6£ miles WSW of Elvanfoot station, 8£ SSW
of Abington, and 8$ ENE of the town of Sanquhar. It

lies, 1350 feet above sea-level, at the head of the

lonely glen of Wanlock Water, in ono of the bleakest

scenes of the Southern Highlands, the chief of the big,

smooth bills that rise around it being Wanlock Dod
(1808 feet), Green Lowthku (2403), Lowther Hill (2377),

and Stood Hill (1925). The mines, which alone could

people so cheerless and elevated a region, are continuous

with those of Lkadhills on the Lanarkshire side of tho

frontier ; and jointly with them, they extend to a cir-

cumference fully 4 miles in diameter. The Wanlock-
head mines were worked as early as 1512. Gold was

the primary object of search, and has not yet ceased to

be found. Sir .lames Stainpfield opened tho lead mines

about the year 1680, and worked them on a small scale

till the Revolution. Matthew Wilson obtained in 1691

a 19 years' lease, and successfully worked the vein called

Margaret's ; whilst a mining company, having procured
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in 1710 a 31 years' lease, commenced to smelt the ore

with pit-coal, and partially worked the three veins of

Old Glencrieff, Belton, and New Glencrieff, the last of

which only proved compensating. The new and large

Friendly Mining Society formed in 1721 a copartner-

ship with the smelting company, and got 15 years added

to the 20 which had yet to run of the lease. The two
companies jointly worked all the then known four veins

for 6 years, when they separated and pursued their object

in different localities. But in 1734 both companies
resigned their lease ; and Alexander Telfer became
lessee for the next 21 years. He worked the mines
vigorously, and made a richly compensating discovery

of a large knot of lead. In 1755, a new company, with

Mr Ronald Crawford at its head, became lessees of the

whole mines. Their first lease was only for 19 years
;

but they afterwards obtained an act of parliament ex-

tending it to 1812, and, previous to that year, they

were granted a new lease to expire in 1842. The new
company were enterprising and eminently successful

;

they discovered new and rich ramifications of the veins;

and, when workable ore could no longer be found, they

erected a series of steam engiues, some on the surface,

and some under ground, to carry off water from their

borings beneath level. So successful were the operations

that during 50 years 47,420 tons of lead were raised.

From 1842 the Duke of Buccleuch retained the mines
under his own management ; and they are now
worked by means of four powerful hydraulic engines

and one steam engine. All the most recent mining im-

provements have been introduced ; and the process of

refining the bars for the separating of the silver from
the lead is carried on simultaneously with the sinelting.

The present yearly average of the output is 1000 tons

of lead and 5750 ounces of silver. Along with the

lead ore or lead glance are small quantities of man-
ganese, ochre, blende, brown hematite, copper pyrites,

green lead ore, white lead ore, and lead vitriol. A
chapel, built in 1755 by the mining company at a cost

of not more than £70 or £80, in 1848 was superseded
by a new church with 325 sittings, built and endowed
by the Duke of Buccleuch, and raised to quoad sacra

parochial status in 1861. It was long ere a site could

be got for a Free church, and meanwhile Drs Chalmers,
Guthrie, Candlish, etc., preached on the hill-side; but
at length a church, with 400 sittings, was opened in

1859. Wanlockhead has also a post office, a reading

society (1756), friendly and co-operative societies, an
Oddfellows' lodge, a young men's association, a school,

etc. Pop. of village "(1831) 675, (1861) 743, (1871) 772,

(1881) 788 ; of q. s. parish (1881) 854.—Ord. Sur., sh.

15, 1864. See the Rev. J. Moir Porteous, D.D., God's

Treasure-House in Scotlawl (Lond. 1876).

Wanlock Water, a stream of Sanquhar parish, Dum-
friesshire, running 5f miles north-westward till, after a

descent of 820 feet, it unites with Spango Water to

form Cuawick Water.
Wardhouse. See Kennethmont.
Wardlaw. See Kirkhill.
Ward Law. See Ettrick.
Ward-of-Cruden. See Port Erkol.
Warmanbie. See Annan.
Warthill, a modern Elizabethan mansion in Rayne

parish, Aberdeenshire, l\ mile NNWof Warthill station

on the Turriff and Macduff branch of the Great North
of Scotland railway, this station being 3£ miles NNW
of Inveramsay Junction and 24.} NW of Aberdeen. Its

late owner, William Leslie, Esq. (1814-80), was Con-
servative member for Aberdeenshire 1861-66, and held
3960 acres in the county, valued at £4487 per annum.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 86, 1876.

Warwickhill House, a mansion in Dreghorn parish,

Ayrshire, 4 miles E by N of Irvine.

Washington, a village at the mutual boundary of
Coupar Angus parish, Perthshire, and Kettins parish,

Forfarshire, 3£ miles NE of Coupar Angus town.
Waterbeck. See Middleme.
Waterloo, a village in Cambusnethan parish, Lanark-

shire, 1
i
mile SE of Wishaw. Pop. (1871) 633, (1881) 855.
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Waterloo. See Auchtehgaven.
Watersay. See Vatersay.
Waterside, a village in Dalmellingtoc parish, Ayr-

shire, on the right bank of the Doon, 3£ miles NW of
Dalmellington town. It has a railwav station, a public
school, and ironworks (1847). Pop. (1871) 1681, (1881)
1473.—Ord. Sur., sh. 14, 1863.

Waterside, a hamlet in Fenwick parish, Ayrshire, 6
miles NE of Kilmarnock, undti which it has a post office.

Waterside, a village in Kirkintilloch parish, Dum-
bartonshire, 2 miles ESE of the town. Pop. (1871) 420,
(1881) 420.

Waterside, a mansion in Keir parish, Dumfriesshire,
near the influx of Scar Water to the Nith, 2\ miles
SSE of Penpont.
Watling Street, a Roman road from Yorkshire in

England to the E end of Antoninus' Wall in Scotland.
After crossing the walls of Hadrian and Severus, and
passing the stations of Risingham and Roechester, it

arrives through a rugged country, by way of the Golden
Pots on Thirlmoor, at Chewgreen, the Roman post
nearest the Border. Approaching Scotland in a north-
north-westerly direction, it first touches it at Brownhani
Law, near the sources of Coquet Water

;
and, after

having divided the kingdoms for \\ mile, enters Scot-
land at Blackball Hill, on the boundary between Oxnam
and Hounani in Roxburghshire. From this point it

runs 12 miles north-westward to the Teviot, near the
mouth of the Jed; forming for a long way the boundary
between Oxnam and Hounam

;
traversing small wings

of Oxnam, Jedburgh, and Crailing—passing some
vestiges of a station, just before reaching the Teviot—
and crossing the Kail at Towford, the Oxnam a little

below Capehope, and the Jed a little below Bonjedward.
Near the points respectively of its passage beyond the
Oxnam and beyond the Teviot, it seems to have sent off

one branch northward into Roxburgh, and another
deviatingly round the N side of Penielheugh. The
main line, however, leads through the enclosures of

Mount Teviot
;
passes along the S side of Penielheugh

;

forms for 3| miles the NE boundary of Ancrum
;
passes

over St Boswell's Green, and crosses Bowden Burn above
Newton, where its remains are very distinct ; and thence
moves forward to the eastern base of the Eildon Hills,

and to the Tweed above Melrose and near Gattonside,
amidst an unusually large number of Roman and British

camps and fortifications. After passing the Tweed, the
road bends from its hitherto north-westerly to a northerly
direction

;
proceeds up Melrose parish and the detached

and projecting section of Lauder, on a line nearly parallel

with the Leader, but inward from its vale
;
passes Roman

stations at Chesterlee above Clackmae, and at Walls
near New Blainslee ; becomes very distinct throughout

1J mile ; and then, about £ mile ENE of Chieldhelles

chapel, enters Lauderdale. The road appears to have
passed on the W side of Lauder town and E of Old
Lauder, where there are remains of a military station ;

and about 1^ mile onward it again becomes visible,

takes for a brief way the name of the Ox-road, and leads

up to a strong station, called Black Chester. From
this post it passes on by the W of Oxfcn, crosses the
western head-stream of the Leader, and leads on in a
distinctly marked line to the Roman station at Channel-
kirk ; thence it proceeds forward to far-seeing Soutra
Hill, in the small projecting district of Haddingtonshire

;

and descending thence it turns to the left, pursues a
north-westerly direction, and traverses the parishes of
Midlothian onward to Currie, which stands in a bend
of the Water of Leith, 6 miles SW of Edinburgh.
Between Soutra Hill and Currie, it crossed the South
Esk near Dalhousie Castle, and the North Esk near
Mavisbank, where many Roman antiquities have been
found ; and thence it pursued its course by Loanhead
and Straiton, which probably owe their names to its

neighbourhood, to Bow Bridge, at the E end of the
Pentland Hills. Beyond Currie it proceeded to the
naval station on the Forth at Cramond ; and thence it

crossed the Almond into Linlithgowshire, and passing

Barnbougle Hill, went along Ecklin Moor to Carriden.
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Tho Rrr.it western B.»min road, or tluit which oa-ne

up AuMUtdala, oro«Mil into Crawford, and wont down
tSa vallry Of tin? Clyde, is also in aoiuo localities called

Wailing 8txaet
Waf.rn. .1

} u: -h, .'.'III. lining a hamlet of tin' sunn'

I .'it tlin ivntrc .>t tli.. eastern portion of Caith-

lir>^ It it hounded N I'V tli*" parishes of Bower and
Wifk, r by the |«iridn-« of Wick nn.l Uthi-ron, S by

Um pariahaaof Letheron and Halkirk, W by the parish

of Halkirk, nn.l Nw by the pariah of Bower. The
»lm]*< is r\u irregular oblong, meaMiring about 7 by 04

HllltO. with a projection about B miles long tad 1 4 mile

wide pawiim; from the S Hide, mid another small foot-

»hapod projection Standing out for 1J milo ut the SW
r.'riier. The Immolaty line on the N is artificial, but

el-. wh.-rc it is largely natural, following from Wick
\V v.. i northward the high ground between the Acbairn

and Strath Hums -two tributaries of the, Wick—to the

.M.-s of I.. where it cuts acmss the Canister Hum,
: nod the high ground at Hill of Blgoua (828) and

B •

i BiU (816)--thia portion forming the southern

proji don nd thsnoe N by W to Spjtal Hill (f>77)

between Bpital Quarries and Banniskirk Quarries, ami
il.irl vnorth eastwnrd back to the northern

boundarv W of Looh Watten. Tho extreme length of

h. from North Watten Moss on tho N, 2 miles

N of Loch Watten, southward to Hill of Bigcus, is ll}

miles ; tho average breadth of the greater part of it is

miles; and the total area is 81,761*649 acres, of which
1178*134 are water. The height of Loch Watten is 55

teet above seadevel, and from this tho surface undulates

upward in all directions except due E, reaching a height

of 300 foot or over along tho greater part of tho western,

south-eastern, and eastern borders, and of from 70 to

on the NE. One-fourth part of tho parish to

the N is mostly under cultivation, but the rest is moor
and rough grazing land. There are, what is rare in

Caithness, a few acres of woodland. The soil varies from
stiff friable clay and loam to moorish earth, the latter

being most abundant. The underlying rock is Old Red
Sandstone, but in the form of flagstone, which is worked
on the NW at Spital Quarries. Near the N end of the

parish ia the large Loch Watten (2J miles x J milo ; 55

net) ; near the centre of the W side, 2§ miles SW of

Loch Watten, is Loch of Toftingale (jf x I mile; 235
feet) ; and in the SW and S are the small lochans called

the Dubh I<ochs of Shiclton and the Dubh Lochs of

Munsary. The drainage of the northern part of the

parish is carried off by tho streams flowing to Loch
Watten and the upper lfj mile of Wick Water, which
issues from the E end of the loch ; in the SW the

drainage is carried off by the streams flowing to Loch of

Toftinirnle, by the Burn of Acharole issuing from it,

and smaller streams flowing to the latter ; and in the S
and E by the Strath Burn and the smaller streams flow-

ing to it. The Strath and Acharole Burns unite 4 mile

8 of the hamlet of Watten, and the joint stream enters

Wick Water immediately after it has left Loch Watten.
There is good fishing both in Loch Watten and in Loch of

Toftingale, the trout in the former being from 4 lb. to 3

lbs., and in the latter about 4 lb. Loch Watten is pre-

served, but the other is open to the public. There are

traces of stone circles at Halsary and Moss of Wester
Watten, and of Picts' houses or weems ; and NW of the

church at Stonehone is a standing-stone, said to mark
the burial place of Skuli, Jarl of ORKNET, who, accord-

ing to Torfaeus, was buried at Ilofn, though Hofn is

more probably rather to be identified with Huna. Back-

lass, 2 miles W by S of the village, was in the end of

last century the dwelling-place of a noted robber, David
Marshall, who seems to have been a northern Bob Roy.
To the N of Loch Watten the parish is traversed for 44
miles by the Georgemas and Wick portion of the High-
land Railwav, with a station at the E end of the loch,

153' miles NE of Inverness, and 74 WNW of Wick.
Bower station also is close to the NW border of the parish.

To the 8 of the loch is one of the main lines of road from
Wick to Thurso, which passes through the parish for 54
luiles; and the road from Thurso to Latheron runs for 1

4.78

mile aoross the SW oorner, There are also in the N a

number Of good district roads. The hamlet, the old

name of which was Aohingale, is near the E end of tho

looh, and li.is a post office, There are fairs at tho church
mi t lie last Tuesday "I October o. .1. , and tho first Tuesday
oi November, ana at Stonehone on the fourth Tuesday
of December, Watten is in the presbytery of Caithness
nod synod Of Sutherland and Caithness, and the living

is worth £811 a year. The parish ohuroh, a vory old
building with 750 sittings, is near tho station, a short
.1

1 tanoe NE of the loch ; and 1 here is a Free church at the

village. Under the school board Gersa, Lanergill, and
WeBl Watten schools, with accommodation lor 70, 110,
and 103 pupils respectively, had in 1884 attendances of

39, 19, and 67, and grants of £44, 6s. 9d., £41, 2s. 9d.,

and £74, lis. 6d. The chief proprietors are Sir Robert
Anstrullier of lialcaskio, Bart., and Thomas Adam, Esq.

of Lynegar, and the rest of tho land is almost entirely

in the hands of tho Duko of Portland, E. W. Home,
Esq. of Stirkoke, and W. S. T. Sinclair of Freswick.
Valuation (1860) £5947, (1885) £8611, 14s., including

£608 for railway. Pop. (1801) 1246, (1831) 1234, (1861)

1491, (1871) 1453, (1881) 1406.—Ord. Sur., sh. 116,

1878.

Wattston, a village in Now Monkland parish, Lanark-
slur.-, 3 1 miles N by E of Airdrie. Pop. (1881) 324.

Wauchope. See Langholm.
Wauchope, a mansion in Hobkirk parish, Roxburgh-

shire, 10 miles SE of Hawick. Its owner, Walter Mae-
Millan Scott, Esq. (b. 1848; sue. 1862), holds 3488
acres in the shire, valued at £2352 per annum.

—

Ord.

Sur., sh. 17, 1864.

Waulkmills, a village in St Vigeans parish, Forfar-

shire, 2 miles N by W of Arbroath.
Wedale. See Siow.
Wedderburn Castle, a Grecian mansion in Dur.s

parish, Berwickshire, 2 miles ESE of the town.
Weem (Gael, uaimh, ' a cave '), a village and a parish

of Perthshire Tho village, on the N side of the Tay,

1 milo NW of Abcrfcldy, has a good hotel and a public

school.

The parish lies dispersed in separato and far distant

portions, over well-nigh a fourth of Perthshire, from
m ar the head of Glenlochy on tho W, to the vicinity of

Loch Freuchie on the E, and from 3 miles S of Loch
Tmninel on the N, to within 3J miles of Loch Earn on
the S. It claims, at 22 miles distance from its parish

church, the very nearest farm to the church of Killin
;

and it has other farms at a still greater distance, some
of them upwards of 30 miles, both in Glenlochy and
Glenlyon. With a total area of 674 square miles, its

districts are eleven in number, all mutually detached,

all intermixed with wings and detachments of Logierait,

Dull, Fortingall, Kenmore, Killin, Comrie, and Little

Dunkeld, and several of them possessing a very irregular

outline ; so that any brief attempt at a topographical

description of them would either be abortive, or would
involve a miniature picture of nearly one-fourth of the

county. Enough that its principal features are noticed

in our articles on Achmore, Castle-Munzies, Comrie,
GlASSIE, etc. The rocks are mainly metamorphic

;

and the soil is very various in the different districts,

and even in different parts of each of several of the

districts, but may be described, in general, as wet and
marshy in a few places, as light and gravelly in the

highest parts, and as a strong fertile loam through-
out much of Weem proper. The principal landowners
are Sir Robert Menzies, Bart, and the Earl of Breadal-

bane. Giving off portions to Innerwick and Amulree
quoad sacra parishes, Weem is the seat of a presbytery
in the synod of Perth and Stirling. The living is worth
£215. The parish church was built in 1835, and con-

tains 561 sittings. In the E end of the old church,
which is still standing, is a curiously sculptured

monument, with a Latin inscription, to Sir Alexander
Menzies, who died in 1624. The private Episcopal

chapel of St David was consecrated in 1878. Tho
public school, with accommodation for 67 children, had
(1884) an average attendance of 63, and a grant of
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£51, 16s. Valuation (1866) £5615, Os. 3d, (1885)

£6287, 17s. 9d. Pop. (1801) 1337, (1831) 1209, (1861)

692, (1871) 520, (1881) 474, of whom 397 were in

the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 55, 47, 46,

1869-72.

Weir or Viera, a triangular island of Rousay parish,

Orkney, separated from the SE side of Rousay island

by Weir Sound, which is 4^ furlongs to 1 mile broad,

and approaching at its western apex to within 1£ mile

of Pomona. Its length, from ENE to WSW, is 2&
miles; its utmost breadth is 7 h furlongs; and its surface

is low, its soil very fertile. There are on it the ruins of

a church and vestiges of a fortification. Pop. (1831) 93,

(1851) 62, (1871) 78, (1881) 80.

Weir, Bridge of, a village in Kilbarchan and Houston
parishes, Renlrewshire, on the river Gryfe, 3J miles

of Johnstone and 7 W by N of Paisley. Owing its

existence to the establishment of two large cotton mills

in its vicinity in 1792 and 1793, it has a post office

under Johnstone, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, a railway station, a branch of

the Clydesdale Bank, a good hotel, a water-supply of

1881, a bowling-green, a public school, an Established

chapel of ease (1879), and a Free church (1826, formerly

Original Burgher). Pop. (1861) 1443, (1871) 1315,

(1881) 1267, of whom 715 were in Kilbarchan.—Ord.
Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Weisdale. See Tingwall.
Wellbank, a post office under Dundee, in Monifieth

parish, Forfarshire, 6 miles N of Broughty Ferry.

Wellfield, a mansion on the northern outskirt of

Duns, Berwickshire.

Wellfield, a mansion in Strathmiglo parish, Fife, 1£
mile W by S of the town.

Wellhall, a mansion in Hamilton parish, Lanark-
shire, \\ mile W of the town. Purchased by him in

1874, it was the death-place of the miners' advocate,

Alex. Macdonald, M.P. (1823-81).—Ord Sur., sh. 23,

1865.

Wells House, a mansion in the N of Hobkirk parish,

lioxburghshire, near the left bank of Rule Water, 3

miles ESE of Denholm. See Stobs Castle.
Wellwood, an estate of 17,566 acres in Muirkirk

parish, Ayrshire, on the river Ayr, 2£ miles WSW of

Muirkirk town. It was purchased in 1863 for £135,000
by James Baird, Esq. of Knoydart and Cambusdoon
(1803-76) ; and his nephew and successor, John Baird,

Esq. (b. 1852), has built on it a good mansion.

—

Ord.
Sur., sh. 15, 1864. See A. H. Millar's Castles and
Ma unions of Ayrshire (Edinb. 1885).

Wemyss, a parish on the S coast of Fife, is bounded
NW by Markinch, N by Markineh and Scoonie, E by
a detached section of Markinch, SE by the Firth of
Forth, and SW by Dysart. Its greatest length, from
NE to SW, is 6 J miles ; its greatest breadth is 2\ miles

;

and its total area is 4891 j acres, of which 154^ are

foreshore, and 4f water. The coast-line of about 6 miles

is bold and very rocky, though not bounded by any very
lofty clilfs. On the coast, between the villages of West
Wemyss and Buckhaven, there are eight or ten rock
caves, some of them of large extent, and all above high-
water mark. One of the largest, the Glass Cave, was
used as one of the earliest glass-works in this country,
while the Court Cave, to the E of East Wemyss, derives

its name from an encounter said to have occurred in it

between James V. and some Gipsies. In several of the
caves there are a number of curious inscriptions, which
have been fully described in a pamphlet by the late Sir

James Y. Simpson. The name of the parish is derived
from the Gaelic uaimh, 'a cave.' Between the villages

of East and West Wemyss, close to the shore, there
is a narrow stretch of links, which is used as a golfing

ground.
The surface of the parish in some places immediately

above the shore is considerably elevated, and rises in a
general slopo towards the N and W, attaining 215 feet

at Bowhouse, 260 at Earl's Seat, 147 at Perceval, and
121 at Muiredge. The river Leven runs along its N
boundary for 1£ mile. The rocks belong chiefly to the

Carboniferous formation ; those in the NE and centre
are mainly dark red sandstone. The beach between
East and West Wemyss is covered with blue whinstone
ice-borne boulders ; in the SW and E a large quantity
of coal and some sandstone are found. The coal is

worked in about 13 mines. The soil is in some places

sandy and shallow, but in others of a strong, dark-
coloured, clayey character, and of great depth. Fishing
is an important industry along the coast, especially at

Buckhaven ; and the linen manufacture employs a good
number of hands, chiefly at East Wemyss, where there

is a factory. The coal and mineral trade formerly

centred in " West Wemyss ; but a wet dock with a
draught of 32 feet at low water is at present being con-

structed at Methil by Mr R. G. Erskiue Wemyss, at an
estimated cost of over £100,000, which will attract much
of the shipping, especially since most of the coal is now
raised in pits in the E of the parish. The chief land-

owner in the parish is Mr R. G. Erskine Wemyss of

Wemyss and Torrie, who is superior of all lands in the

parish.

The parish contains the towns of Buckhaven (2952)
and West Wemyss (1178), the villages of East Wemyss
(895), Coaltown of Wemyss (422), Methil (819), Kirk-
land of Methil (331), and Methilhill (483). The prin-

cipal mansion is Wemyss Castle, the seat of R. G.
Erskine Wemyss, Esq. , situated on a cliff about 35 feet

above the level of the sea, a little to the E of the village

of West Wemyss. It is a large and weather-beaten
building— part of it of considerable antiquity—and
forms a fine feature in the landscape as seen from the
sea. Mary Queen of Scots met Darnley for the first

time within its walls in 1565. Charles II. spent
a day in it in July 1650, and slept a night there in

July 1657. There is preserved in it a large silver

basin, which was given in 1290 by the King of

Norway to Sir Michael Wemyss of Wemyss, on occa-

sion of that knight and Sir Michael Scott of Balweario
appearing at the Norwegian court as ambassadors
from Scotland to bring home the Princess Margaret.

More accounts than one are given of the origin of the
family of Wemyss ; but all agree as to their being
derived from the family of Macduff, Mormaer of Fife

in the reign of Malcolm Ceannmor. The family of

Wemyss, therefore, is one of the very few Lowland
families which, through the male line, can claim kindred
with Celtic blood. The lands now forming the parish

of Wemyss are said to have been part of the estate of

Macduff, Shakespeare's well-known thane of Fife, during
the reign of Malcolm Ceannmor ; and a little to the E of

East Wemyss, immediately above the Well Cave, there

is an extensive ruin, of red sandstone, known as Mac-
duff's Castle, which, according to tradition, was a
stronghold of the great thane. The present proprietor

of the Wemyss estate, Robert Gordon Erskine Wemyss,
Esq. (b. 1858 ; sue. 1864), is said to be the 27th in

direct descent from Hugo, the second son of Gilli-

michael, who was third in descent from Macduff. The
Fife estates of the family comprise 8925 acres, valued at

£17,806 per annum. Wemyss gives the title of Earl of

Wemyss to a scion of the noble family of Douglas. (See

Gosford.)
The Rev. George Gillespie, who figured in the eccle-

siastical affairs of the 17th century, was minister of

Wemyss for about 4 years. Besides Macduff's Castle

the antiquities in the parish include the ruins of an
ancient chapel within the grounds known as Chapel-

Garden, i mile W of West Wemyss.
A branch railway from Thornton Junction of the

North British railway traverses the parish to Buck-
haven, with intermediate stations called West Wemyss
and Wemyss Castle. This branch line, 4J miles long,

was opened in 1881, and cost about £20,000. A short

reach of the North British railway (about 6 furlongs),

between Dysart and Thornton, also falls within the

boundaries of the parish in the extreme W.
Wemyss parish is in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy and

synod of Fife ; the living is worth £480. The parish

church is at East Wemyss; and there are quoad sacra

479
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chutvho* «t Mrthil and W«ri Wrmysd. Then are Vm
churvliM at Km! WtnjH H>d I'm, Ui.ivcu, and two 1,1'.

i-hurvhr* tl Boeklmvpii. Tho accommodation, average
• ((rtolaii.-f, an, I go\ eminent grunts of the schools ill

tlm iMiiuli iii dir rear i > > i mn »s follows! Bnokhaven
• ln«lflnina(r.l ]. iii. lie h. IokiI, MM), I'.'O, jCl-f> ; Croon

I . |.ul.|io h. Ioh.1, .tuO, 'JOT, x'JC.o ; KuM Wemyss
hbIm ud junior departments, 400, 192, £178. Conl-

(.,«ii •n.i went Wenajsi nhooli (both mib property of
Mi \Vriu\wil together ii.voiiinio.Ute H'.KJ.

A w«(rr hti |.|>1 v was introduced nil over tlio parish,

im.lrr tlu> Public Health Act, about 1 S77, nt a cost of

il i pi work midway between Buckhavcn
i.i. l I ,>t WViiiyk.1 supplies both places with gas. Valua-

tion 0>-'<;) £14.484, 18s., (1885) £8:1,727, 16s. 6d.,

rx.hiMve of £1767 for railway!. Top. (1801 > 8264,

(1831) 6001, (1861) [,070, (1871) 6400, (1881) 7307, of

v :.»« » ». i. iii \\ . na ss r, 1 1. .-ia.si ual parish.

—

Ord.

Sur., IB, 40. 1X67.

Wsmyaa Bay, a small watering-place in Innorkip
t^iiisi,, l;. nfn wahire, on tho Firth of Clyde, immediately
S , l BE! i KOBJ ii mi Large parish, Ayrshire, ami at tlio

trrniiniw of the (ireenock ami Wemyss Hay railway

h8e8 . B mil- SW of Upper Greenock ami 304 w of

QlaagOW. It has a post oflico, with money order,

Mm,;'.' Lank, and telegraph departments, a branch of

the Clydesdale Hank, an hotel, a steamboat pier, nnd an

English Bpiecopal church (1879)—a pretty Gothic red

sandstone edifice, with a line chime of 8 bells.

—

Ord.

Sur., sb. 29, 1873.

WienrjM, Baat, > village in Wemyss parish, in theS
of Kile, is situated on the shore, about 1 mile SSW of

Buckhavcn, and 14 NE of West Wemyss. It has a

tation, called Wemyss Castle, on tho branch railway,

opened in 1881, between Thornton and Buckhavcn.
Its houses are well built and comfortable ; and its whole
appearance is above tho average of villages on tho E
coast. The red-tiled roofs give it an exceedingly pictur-

esque appearance, as seen from a little distance. The
pretty cemetery occupies the summit of a well-wooded
elevation, a little to the NE. Tho parish church, an

old cruciform building, estimated to hold about 1000
persons, stands near the centre of the village ; and the

Free church, an unassuming edifice, seated for 380, at

the W end. There are two public schools at East
Wemyss, already noted under the parish. An orna-

mental cottage hospital was erected by Mr R. G. Erskino

"Wcmyss in 1883 at a cost of £1200. It contains a

Wirgiwil and two medical wards, with 24 beds in all,

besides accommodation for nurses. There is a reading-

room in the village, with a library attached. There is

a small brewery at East Vv'cmyss, but the chief industry

of the place is the manufacture of ducks, dowlas, sheet-

ings, and dyed linens, carried on in an old-established

factory employing 200 hands, and capable of turning

out 2,*500,000 yards of cloth annually. Pop. (1831 ) 753,

(1861) 799, (1871) 777, (1881) 846.

WemysB Hall, a mansion in Cupar parish, Fife,

mile S of the town. Its owner, James Balfour Wemyss,
Esq. (b. 1828 ; sue. 1871), holds 1490 acres in the shire,

valued at £2852 per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1867.

Wemyss, West, a small town in Wemyss parish in the

S of Fife, is situated on the coast, 2 miles NE of Dysart.

The nearest station, though bearing the name of the

village, is very inconveniently situated about a mile

away, on the branch line referred to under East
Wemyss. Consisting mainly of one street, West
Wemyss has a less prosperous and comfortable air than
East Wemyss, although its population is considerably

greater. About the centre of the village is the town-

hall, with a curious foreign-looking tower. The only

church is the quoad satra. parish church. There is a

post and telegraph office under Kirkcaldy. West
Wemyss formerly carried on a brisk manufacture of

salt ; and so maintained a good harbour. Although
the manufactnre has now ceased, the harbour is still

kept up on account of the considerable coal traffic which
panes through it. In 1872-73 a wet dock was con-

structed at a cost of about £10,000, covering about an

480

acre, with a depth of water ofm feet, and a bcrihngo
"I l.-O I' l l. As a burgh of barony West Wemyss 'is

governed by 2 bailies, a treasurer, and 4 councillors.
Pop, which is almost entirely mining—(1831) 858,
(1861) 1128, (1871) 1281, (1881) 1206.
West Arthurlee, etc. See Ain iuilti.KK, Wkht, etc.

Weatcraigs, a .station on the North British railway,
r.j miles W by s of Bathgate.

Wostcrdalo, a place With a post offico, Frco church,
and public School, ill Halkirk parish, Caithness, on tho
right bank ol the river Thurso, IIS miles S of Thurso.

Wostorhall. See WESTERKIRK.
Westorkirk, a parish of Eskdale, NK Dumfries-

shire, whoso church, centrally situated, stands on tho
left bank of the Esk, 6 miles NW of tho post-town,
Langholm. The parish is bounded NE by Roberton
in Roxburghshire, K by Ewes, SE and S by Lang-
holm, SW Iiv Tunderga'rlh and Mutton, nnd W ami
NW by Eskdalemuir. Its utmost length, from N
I" S. r 10! miles; its utmost breadth, from E to
W, is <;v ,„iles; and its area is 422 square miles
or 27,152 acres, of which 160 are water. Tho river

EsK, formed at tho western verge of tho parish by
the confluence (190 feet above sea-level) of tho Black
and White Esks, winds 9g miles east-south-eastward,
lor the last 9 furlongs along tho Langholm boundary.
Nearly midway in this course it is joined by Meggat
W ITER, which, rising at an altitude of 1200 feet in the
northern extremity of tho parish, runs "t\ miles south-
by-westwnrd, and itself receives Stonnies Water, rising

1 I Ml feet, and flowing 54 miles south-south-westward.
Thirteen smaller rills fall into Mcggat Water, and
twenty into tho Esk. In the E, where the Esk leaves

the parish, tho surface sinks to 395 feet above the sea ;

and chief elevations to the S of tho river are Bombie Hill

(1136 feet) and Cauldkino Big (1478) ; to tho N, Great
Mill (1484), Westerker Big (1102), Uod Fell (1519),
and Faw Side (1722), the last near the meeting point

of Westerkirk, Ewes, and Roberton parishes. Thus,
though hilly, this parish is nowhere mountainous ; and
ils hills are mostly verdant and finely pastoral. Grey-
wacke nnd greywacke slate are the predominant rocks

;

and secondary trap, generally in the form of caps, occurs

on the summit of some of tho hills. At Jamestown
upon Glendinning farm, on the left bank of Meggat
Water, 5 miles NNW of the church, an antimony
mine was worked from 1793 to 1798, and yielded
during that period 100 tons of regulus of antimony,
worth £8400. A mass of iron, rudely resembling two
4-inch cubes placed together, was discovered on Hopsrig
farm in March 1881, and gave rise to discussion as to

win tlo r it was meteoric or an ancient artificial British

'bloom.' The soil on the low grounds along the Esk
is a light and fertile loam ; on the rising ground is a
deep strong loam ; and on the tops of many of the hills

degenerates into moss. Rather less than one-seven-

teenth of the entire area is either arable or meadow
hind ; some 200 acres are under wood ; and nearly all

the rest is hill-pasture. Antiquities are vestiges of

hill-top earn
I
is, supposed to have been outposts of the

Roman station of Castle-O'er in Eskdalemuir; traces

along the vale of the Esk of a supposed chain of com-
munication between Castle-O'er and Netherbie ; and a

triangular and seemingly very ancient fortification on tho

farmol Enzieholm ;
whilst till lately there existed the re-

mains of a stone circle on the peninsula of the Esk and
Meggat Water. The road from Langholm to Ettrick and
Yarrow passes up the vale of the Esk. The Duke of

Bnccleuch, though a large proprietor, has no seat in tho

[
in 1 1. Craigcleuch, a very handsome mansion, 1\

miles NNW of Langholm, was erected by the late Alex.

Reid, a wealthy manufacturer of that town. Burnfoot,

a beautifully situated house, 34 miles NNW of Lang-
holm, is the seat of William Elphinstone Malcolm, Esq.

(b. 1817 ; sue. 1838), who holds property in the parish

ol £700 annual value. His father, Admiral Sir

Pulteney Malcolm (1768-1838), was born at Douglan,

and his uncle, Gen. Sir John Malcolm (1769-1833), at

Burnfoot. (See Langholm.) Westerhall, 5 miles W
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WESTER, LOCH OF WESTRUTHER

of Langholm, is beautifully situated near the Esk's left

bank, backed by steep hills, and embosomed in wood. It

suffered great damage by fire in Feb. 1873, but has been
restored. Held by his ancestors for 400 years, the

estate belongs now to Sir Frederick John William John-
stone, eighth Hart, since 1700 (b. and sue. 1841), Conser-

vative member for Weymouth since 1874, and owner of

lands in the parish valued at £3600 per annum. His
great-great-uncle, Sir William Johnstone, who died in

1805, was a member of seven successive parliaments,

and acquired a large property in America, besides the

borough of Weymouth. Other illustrious natives were
William Pulteney, Earl of Bath (1682-1764), Sir Robert
Walpole's opponent ; and Thomas Telford (1757-1834),

the celebrated engineer. He was the posthumous son

of a shepherd, and was brought up with difficulty by
his poor and widowed mother. After receiving an
elementary education at the parish school, he was
apprenticed at an early age to a builder, and worked
for some years as a stonemason. A stone to his father's

memory in the churchyard is said to have been chiselled

by him. He afterwards rose to great fame as an
architect, and amassed an enormous fortune. There is

a monument to his memory in Westminster Abbey.
He bequeathed a considerable sum of money ' to the

minister of Westerkirk in trust for the parish library.'

The bequest yields a handsome annual interest for the

purchase of books, which now number nearly 6000
volumes. Probably no rural parish in the kingdom can

boast of such a collection. In 1860 it was found
necessary to provide increased accommodation for the
library, and a very neat and commodious building was
erected, by public subscription, at Old Bentpath.
Westerkirk is in the presbytery of Langholm and the

synod of Dumfries ; the living is worth £400. The parish

church, a handsome Gothic building, with a massive
square tower and 350 sittings, was opened in Dec. 1881.

The Johnstone family mausoleum, in the churchyard,
presents a handsome circular colonnade of fluted Doric
pillars surmounted by a beautifully carved frieze and
an elegant dome. The ancient church and half of the
barony of Westerkirk were given in 1321 by Robert I.

to the monks of Melrose ; and the church thence till

the Reformation was a vicarage. A chapel subordi-

nate to the church, and dedicated to St Martin, stood

at Boykin, and was in 1391 endowed with some lands

by Adam de Glendonyng or Glendinning of Hawick.
Another chapel subordinate to the church stood at

Watcarrick, now in Eskdalemuir. In 1703 the upper
part of Westerkirk was erected into the separate

parish of Eskdalemuir, whilst part of Staplegorton was
annexed to Westerkirk, the other part being added
to Langholm. The public school, with accommodation
for 106 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

48, and a grant of £54, 19s. Valuation (1860) £5802,
(1885) £8132, 0s. 5d. Pop. (1801) 638, (1831) 642,

(1861) 537, (1871) 540, (1881) 478.— Orel. Sur., shs.

10, 16, 1864.

Wester, Loch of. See Wick.
Westerton, a mansion in Logie parish, Stirlingshire,

in the northern vicinity of Bridge of Allan. Its late

owner, Gen. Sir Jas. Edw. Alexander, C. B., F.R.S. E.

(1803-85), held 181 acres in the shire, valued at £1102
per annum.— Orel. Sur., sh. 39, 1869.

Wastertown House, a modem castellated two-story
mansion, with wings and a massive square central

tower, in Elgin parish, near the right bank of the Black
Burn, 7 miles SW of Elgin town. It belongs to the
Earl of Fife. —Ord. Sur., sh. 85, 1876.

Westfield, a village in Clackmannan parish; 2A miles
ESK of Alloa.

Westfield, a village in Rattray parish, Perthshire, on
the left bank of the Ericht, 2 miles N of Blairgowrie,
under which it has a post office.

Westfield, a Nin th British station between Bathgate
and Blackston Junction.

Westfield, a plain two-story mansion in Spynie parish,
Elginshire, 3J miles WNW of Elgin.

West Hall, an ancient mansion, with modern additions,

in Oyne parish, Aberdeenshire, \\ mile ENE of Oyno
station, and 32 miles ESE of Insch. Long a seat of the
Horns, and then of the Dalrymple-Horn-Elphinstones,
it now belongs to Lady Leith.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.
Westhaven. See Newton of Panbiude.
Westquarter, a village in Glassford parish, Lanark-

shire, 2 miles NE of Strathaven. Westquarter House
is the seat of Jn. Miller Wilson Jackson, Esq. of Hall-
hill (b. 1861 ; sue. 1865), who holds ">63 acres in the shire,

valued at £434 per annum.

—

Ord. Jur., sh. 23, 1865.
Westraw House. See Pettinain.
Westray, an island at the NW extremity of the North

Isles of Orkney. It lies 10£ miles NNE of Costa Head,
the nearest point of Pomona ; and 4 NNE of the
nearest point of Rousay, from which it is separated by
Westray Firth. Within 2 miles of its E and SE
coasts lie Papa-Westray, Eilay, Pharay, and Pharay
Holm. Its length, from NW to SE, is 10£ miles ; and
its breadth varies between \ mile and 6J miles. The
only safe harbour is that of Pierowall, on the E coast,

nearly opposite the S end of Papa-Westray. The chief

headlands are Noup Head on the NW, Aiker Ness on
the N, Spo Ness on the E, Weather Ness on the SE,
Rap Ness on the S, and Berst Ness on the SW. The
coast is, in general, rocky

; and, over part of the W,
consists of magnificent precipices, frequented by vast
flocks of sea-fowl. A ridge of hills extends along the W
of the broader part of the island, and attains 343 feet at

Couters Hill, 369 at Knucker Hill, 355 at Gallo Hill,

556 at Fitly Hill, and 256 at Skea Hill ; but the rest

of the surface is pretty level. The soil of the arable
lands, which probably do not amount to one-fifth of the
area, is variably pure sand, a mixture of sand and clay,

a black mossy mould, a rich loamy black mould, and a
mixture of black mould and sand. At the head of the
Bay of Pierowall is a village of the same name with an
inn. In a small cavern, called the 'Gentleman's Cave,'
in the bluff rocky coast of Rap Ness, several Orkney
Jacobites lay concealed for several months in 1746.
They were eagerly but vainly searched for throughout
Orkney by a party of royal troops

;
and, while in the

cave, they depended for their daily food upon the pre-

carious means of a single person's stealthy visits to

their retreat. Their houses were destroyed by tho
baffled military ; but afterwards, when the excitement
occasioned by the rebellion passed away, these were
replaced, at the expense of Government, by others of
better structure. In several places along the shores are
graves or tombs of a very ancient date ; and in one place
is a high monumental stone. Noltland Castle,
noticed separately, is the chief antiquity ; and Brough
is the principal mansion. The island was anciently
divided into the parishes of East Westray, West
Westray, and North Westray or Ladykirk ; but all

these, together with the island of Papa-Westray, now
form only one parish.

The parish is in the presbytery of North Isles and
the synod of Orkney ; the living is worth £233. The
parish church, in the centre of Westray island, was
built in 1845, and contains upwards of 800 sittings.

Other places of worship are Rap Ness chapel of ease,

Papa-Westray Free church, Westray Free church station,

Westray U. P. church (1823 ; 440 sittings), and Westray
Baptist chapel (1807 ; 450 sittings). Four public schools

—East Side, Papa-Westray, Pierowall, and West Side

—

with respective accommodation for 90, 80, 180, and 94
children, had (1884) an average attendance of 80, 44,

149, and 77, and grants of £70, lis., £50, 2s., £101, Is.,

and £57, 0s. 6d. Valuation of parish (1860) £2S08,
(1884) £5406. Pop. of Westray island (1831) 1702,

(1861) 2151, (1871) 2090, (1881) 2200 ; of parish (1801)

1624, (1831) 2032, (1861) 2545, (1871) 2460, (1881)2545.
Westruther, a village and a parish of Berwickshire.

The village stands 705 feet above sea-level, 5J miles N
by W of Gordon station, 6£ WNW of Greenlaw, and 7£
ENE of Lauder, under which it has a post office.

The parish, containing also Houmlslow village, 1£
mile S by W, formed part of Hume till the Reformation

,

and then of Cordon till 1647. It is bounded N and NE
481
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t>v ihf ilftarhi.l section of Cr.insli:i\vi, K bv Greenlaw,

SK In Gordon. S\V by l.e-ci wood, uii.l W and N W by

Lauder, lia utmost l«*u><th. from N to S, is 0$ miles ;

its gbMt It. .i.lth, Irmu | to W, in f> miles ; Mid iln

txrett it JJ'.'J square niili s or 14,MS| acres, of which 18|
atv Water. Kl'KN WaTKK Hows 2 miles oast-llorthoast-

ward alongtheGordon boundary ; i>i sokaddib Vyatbb,
(ormed l.y aevoral bend-streams tlmt rise in the N of the

winds 2J miles south smith eastward along tli«

Unwulaw boundary
j
and BoOBDBBtOB or Brunta Bum

runs f>4 miles south-south-westward along or closo to

nearly all tho Lauder boundary. Lying dobatably

brinrt-ii the 1 . iiiimeniiiiir nml Lauderdale districts of

L.rw i. kshire, the siirlaoo sinks in till) SE to 590 foot

.i
1

», s..i 1, v. 1. and th. nre to ~Sf> foot near 11 yiul-

Nrrv. BM m ar VV.dd.ilic, 1248 lit Flass Hill, 1255 at

RMeuogh Hill, tad hoo at Twialav Oairna near the

I m border— bleak, cheerless uplands tlioso last,

but OOaUDIOding brilliant and extensive prospects of

the M. rse and T. viotdale. Grey wacko, often passing

into \ u i. ... slate, is the predominant rook in tho N,
i lstone in the s. 'iho latter has been largely

worked for building material ; and slato was quarried

at Brantaburn about the beginning of the present cen-

tury. Tho Mil of the arable lands varies much both in

depth and iii quality, and comprises clay, loam, gravel,

and moorish mould, being mostly light nml incumbent
<m • rocky or gravelly subsoil. Nearly 1000 acre9 are

Undet wood ; about 180 are in a state of moss ; and the

rest is either nrablo or pastoral. Antiquities, other

than those noticed under Evei.aw and Gum's Cross,

nro the huge Twinlaw Cairns, faint vestiges of two
camps on Raocleugh farm and Harolaw Muir, and sites

or remains of three pre-Keformation chapels and several

peel-towera, The two cairns are said to commemorate
the death, by each other's hands, of the twin-brothers

Edgar, who, ignorant of their kinship, resolved to settle

by single combat the battle impending between the

Scots and the Saxon invaders. A ballad, entitled the

IiaUU of Twinlaw, the worst perhaps that was ever

composed, is quoted in the New Statistical Account

(1834) as having 'been known here for at least a century

and a half." John Voitch, tho brother of that William
Veitch, whose Life was written by M'Crie, and himself

a preacher of great eminence, was a heritor in West-
nither, and its first minister. He died in 1703. Estates,

noticed separately, are BPOXTHWOODB, Basshndhan,
and WBDDBBMB ; and the first includes more than the

half of the parish, 5 lesser ones having a value of from
£350 to £1350 per annum. Westruther is in the

presbytery of Earlston and the synod of Merso and
Teviotdale ; the living is worth £158, 6s. 8d. The parish

church, built in 1840, contains 380 sittings. A Free

church contains 270 sittings ; and the public school,

with accommodation for 128 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 66, and a grant of £51, 12s.

Valuation (1865) £7212, 16s. lid., (1885) £8761, 7s. 8d.

Pop. (1801) 779, (1831) 830, (1861) 786, (1871) 784,

(1881) 671.—Ord. Sur., sh. 25, 1865.

West Water, a troutful stream of Lethnot, Edzell,

and Stracathro parishes, Forfarshire, rising at an

altitude of 2680 feet on the N side of Hen Tirran, and
winding 23 miles east-south-eastward, till, after a

descent of 2560 feet, it falls into the North Esk near

Stracathro House.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 65, 66, 57, 1868-71.

Weydale, a place, with a post office and a public school,

in Thurso parish, Caithness, Z\ miles SSE of the town.

Whale Firth, a sea-inlet on the W coast of Yell island,

Shetland, striking 4| miles west-south -westward, and
having an average breadth of only J mile.

Whalsey, an island of Nesting parish, Shetland, 12
mile E of the nearest point of the Mainland, and 13J
miles NXE of Lerwick, under which it has a post office.

With a rocky coast, it measures 5| miles from NE to

SW, has a maximum breadth of 2J miles, consists

almost entirely of gneiss, is studded with ten little

fresh-water lochs, rises to 303 feet at the Ward of Clett,

contains one sheep farm, and has a free light soil,

capable of considerable cultivation, but in many places

severely ' scalped.' Symbistor House, a stately mansion
..i Uioi-dcenshiro granite, built half a century since at a

I
I 10,000, in the property of William Arthur

Bruce. Esq, (b. 1868; suo. 1873), who holds 25, 180 aores,

valued al X'.;.">.
r
if per annum. The Established church

u i raised to quoad sacra status in 1869, its minister's

stipend being £185, and the parish including tho Out
Skerries, eto.

;
and there are public, schools of Brough

and Llvister. Pop. of island (18-11) 628, (1801) 728,
(l.V, I) S.r

,l, (1.SS1) S70
;

off/, s. parish (1.SSI) 1027.

Whauphill, a railway station, with a post and tele-

graph office, m Kirkinner parish, Wigtownshire, 3J miles

S by W of Wigtown.
Whifflet. See CoATnnirKiE.
Whim House, a plain three-story mansion in New-

Ian. Is parish, N Peeblesshire, 7 furlongs NNE of La-
man. ha station, and 5 miles S byW of Penicuik. Itwas
buill by the third Duke of Argyll, and, two years after

In . death in 1701, was purchased and enlarged by James
Montgomery, afterwards Lord Chiof Baron of Exchequer,
win. made it his country residence, Soo Stoiio.—Ord.

Sur., sh. 24, 1800.

Whinneyleggat, a place, with a post office and a public

school, in Kirkcudbright parish, 8 miles NE of the town.

Whinyeon, Loch. Seo Tvvyniioi.m.

Whistlefield, an inn near tho E shore of Lock Eck,
Argyllshire, 7 miles SSE of Strachur.

Whistlefield, an inn in blow parish, Dumbartonshire,

1J milo N by W of Garclochhoad. It commands a

Si riking view of Loch Long and the Gare Loch.
Whitadder Water, a stream whose source is in East

Lothian, but most of whose course is in Berwickshire.

It. rises, at an altitude of 1100 feet, near the middle of

the hilly parish of Whittinghamc, close on the water-

shed or summit-range of the broad-based Lammermuirs ;

and has a course of 6£ miles, chiefly south-south-east-

ward, and partly eastward to St Agues, where it receives

Bothwell Water on its left bank, and enters Berwick-

shire. During this brief connection with Haddington-
shire, it is a cold, moorland streamlet, and flows partly

through Whittinghame, and partly between that parish

.and Berwickshire on its right bank, and a detached

section of Stenton on its left. After entering Berwick-

shire it achieves a distance of 12 miles in five bold

sweeps in very various and even opposite directions;

and it then runs prevailingly eastward, over a distance

of 15 miles, to the Tweed at a point 1\ miles above
Berwick. Its principal tributaries are Dye Water,

which enters it on the right side near the middle of

Lniigl'onuaens, and the Black-adder, which enters it at

the village of Allanton in Edrom. Its entire length

of course is nearly 34 miles. From the point of its

debouching into the Mer e, or over about four-fifths of

its course, in Berwickshire, it is a stream of much gentle

beauty. It traverses a country which is cultivated like

a garden ; it is overlooked and highly adorned at

frequent intervals by fine mansions and parks ; it runs

almo I constantly in the curving, the ever-sinuous line

ol beauty; it very generally has a deeply excavated

pal h through earth or soft rock, so as to form a lowland
dell, ii gig.i ii tic and sometimes precipitous furrow, tufted

up the sides with wood; and, though prevailingly

destitute of decided picturesqueness or romance, it has

a fair :v<<iv*"<:\\v. amount of landscape. It achieves little

of its fall in races and none in leaps, but is nearly

everywhere a rapid stream, brisk and cheery in its

movement. In Berwickshire it bounds or traverses the

pari the - ofCranshaws, Longformacus, Abbey St Bathans,
I ium

,

Bunkle, Edrom, Chirnside, Fouldcn, and Hutton.

Like most of the streams which descend from either side

of the Lammermuirs, it is subject to sudden freshets;

and it rises in ordinary maximum about 9 feet above its

usual level, and, in extraordinary or rare floods, as high

as 15 feet. It is still an excellent trouting-stream,

though not what it was in former years.

—

Ord. Sur.,

I, 84, 26, 1863-64. See Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's

Scottish Rivers (Edinb. 1874).

Whitburgh, a mansion of 1811 in Hurabie parish,

Haddingtonshire, 2£ miles ESE of Ford.



WHITBURN WHITEKIRK AND TYNINGHAME

Whitburn, a village and a parish of SW Linlithgow-

shire. The village stands, 620 feet above sea-level, near

the northern verge of the parish, 3J miles SSW of

Bathgate, 9 furlongs W by S of Whitburn station on
the Morningside section of the North British, and 3J
miles N by W of Breieh station on the Caledonian, this

being 21| miles WSW of Edinburgh and 27| E by S of

Glasgow. A burgh under the General Police and
Improvement Act of 1862, it presents a well-built regular

appearance, and has a post otlice, with money order,

savings' bank, and telegraph departments, a branch of

the Commercial Bank, gasworks, and a public library.

Places of worship are the parish church, the Free church,
and the U. P. church. The first was erected and partly

endowed by public subscription in 1718, and was raised

fromachapelofeasetoparochialstatusin 1730. Astrong
Secession congregation early arose, in consequence of

the parish church being subjected to the law of patronage,

although the parishioners had subscribed for it on the con-

dition of their having a vote ; and here as elsewhere the
Secession soon divided into Burghers and Anti-burghers.
The first parish minister was the Rev. Alex. Wardrope,
an eminent preacher, who took an active share in the
' Marrow Controversy. ' Among his successors were
William Porteous, D.D. (1735-1812), from 1760 to 1770,
who planned the Glasgow Society of the Sons of the
Clergv, and published several works ; and the Rev. Mr
Baron (1735-1803), from 1770 to 1779, author, and
afterwards professor of moral philosophy at St Andrews.
John Brown (1754-1832) was Burgher minister from
1777 ; and here was born his son, Professor John
Brown, D.D. (1784-1858), the well-known Biblical

expositor. Professor Archibald Bruce (1746-1816) was
Anti-burgher minister from 1768 till 1806. He was
author of Free Thoughts on the Toleration of Popery, and
many other works, and at Whitburn received a visit

about 1783 from Lord George Gordon. Pop. of village

(1841) 798, (1861) 1362, (1871) 1432, (1881) 1200, of

whom 620 were males. Houses (1881) 279 inhabited,
22 vacant, 3 building.

The parish, containing also the town of Fauldhouse,
the villages of Longridge and East Benhar, with part
of Blackburn, and the stations of Bents, Crofthead,
and Fauldhou.se, was disjoined from Livingston in 1730,
but has formed a separate preaching station so early as

1628. It is bounded N by Bathgate and Livingston, E
by Livingston, SE by West Calder in Edinburghshire,
and W and NW by Shotts in Lanarkshire. Its utmost
length, from E by N to W by S, is 6J miles ; its breadth
increases westward to 3g miles ; and its area is 15J
square miles or 98072 acres, of which 334; are water.

The river Almond, coming in from Shotts, flows 7§
miles east-by-northward—for 2J miles across the north-
western, and for 1 mile (near Whitburn station) across

the northern interior, elsewhere along the northern
boundary. How or Blairrnuchole Burn flows 2| miles
cast-north-eastward along all the north-western and
part of the northern boundary to the Almond, another
of whose affluents, Breich Water, flows 5J miles east-

north -eastward along all the Midlothian border ; whilst
the interior is drained by Cultrig or White Burn, Latch
Burn, Biekerton Burn, and other rivulets. Along the
Almond the surface declines to 500 feet above sea-level ;

and thence it rises to 695 near Bents station, 785 near
Turnhigh, 852 near Benhar Colliery, and 951 near
Fauldhousehills. It thus presents no conspicuous
eminence ; but much of the western district is high,
bleak, mossy upland— Polkemmet and Fauldhouse
Moors. The rest of the parish is comparatively low and
level, has mostly been worked into a state of high
cultivation, and exhibits a fair degree of artificial

embellishment. Trap rock, occurring in veins, bcd-
like masses, and isolated protrusions, forms numerous
small knolls, and caps some of the higher grounds.
The other rocks belong to the Carboniferous formation,
and possessing great economical value, are so extensively
and variously worked as to give a distinctive character
to the industry of a large proportion of the population.
Sandstone of several qualities is largely quarried

; coal,

in thick seams, has been worked since the early part of

last century ; and black-band ironstone, which yields

from 27 to 33 per cent, of pig-iron, and which began to

be mined about the year 1835, has since been worked
with such increasing vigour as to occasion a large

tract in the south-west to pass from a state of bleak
solitude to one of busy industry and thronging popula-

tion. The soil in some parts is a mixture of earth and
moss, incumbent on strong clay or till ; and in others

is so stiff a clay as to derive little benefit from draining,

but generally is a clayey loam, which well repays the

labour of the husbandmen. Donald Cargill is said

to have preached at Whitburn, on the Sabbath
before his excommunication of Charles II. in the Tor-

wood, Sept. 1680. A bog at Cowhill has yielded two
Roman coins. Polkemmet, noticed separately, is the
principal mansion ; and 8 proprietors hold each an
annual value of more than £500. In the presbytery of

Linlithgow and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale,
this parish, since 1872, has been ecclesiastically divided

in Whitburn and Fauldhouse, the former a living

worth £300. Six schools, with total accommodation
for 1365 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

971, and grants amounting to £860, 19s. 7d. Valuation

(1860) £9546, (1885) £17,415, 3s. 9d., plus £6421 for

railways. Pop. (1801) 1537, (1831) 2075, (1861) 5511,

(1871) 6911, (1881) 6326, of whom 2393 were in Whit-
burn ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 31, 1867.

Whitebridge, a post office under Inverness, on the
left bank of the Foyers, 10 miles NE of Fort Augustus.

Whitecairns, a place in Belhelvie parish, Aberdeen-
shire, 3 miles SE of New Machar station. It has an inn
and a post office under Aberdeen.
White Cart. Sec Cart.
White Coomb. See Skene, Loch.
White Esk. See Esk.
Whitehaugh, an old mansion, enlarged by two wings

in 1838, in Tullynessle and Forbes parish, Aberdeen-
shire, near the left bank of the Don, 44 miles NE of

Alford. Its owner, the Rev. Wm. Forbes- Leith, M.A.
(b. 1833 ; sue. 1875), holds 3864 acres in the shire,

valued at £2853 per annum.—Ord. Sur., sh. 76, 1874.

Whitehill, a large Jacobean mansion in Carrington
parish, Edinburghshire, near the right bank of Dal-
housie Burn, 1 mile SSE of Hawthornden station.

Built in 1844 from designs by W. Burn, it is the seat

of Rt. Geo. Wardlaw-Bamsay, Esq. (b. 1852 ; sue. 1882).—Ord. Sur., sh. 57, 1857. See Tillicoultry and Jn.

Small's Castles and Mansions of the Lothians (Ediub.

1883).

Whitehill. See Deer, New.
Whitehills, a fishing village in Boyndie parish, Banff-

shire, 3 miles WNW of Banff, under which it has a

post office. Pop. (1871) 823, (1881) 920.— Ore?. Sur.,

sh. 96, 1876.

Whitehouse. See Tough.
Whitehouse, a post office in Kilcalmonell parish,

Argyllshire, on the SE shore of West Loch Tarbert, 6

miles SSW of Tarbert.

Whitekirk and Tyninghame, a coast parish of NE
Haddingtonshire, whose church stands 4J miles SE
of North Berwick, 7J WNW of Dunbar, and 4 N
by E of the post-town, Prestonkirk (East Linton).

Comprising the ancient parishes of Tyninghame,
ALDHAM, and Hamer or Whitekirk, it is bounded NW
by North Berwick, NE by the German Ocean, SE by
Tyninghame Bay and Dunbar, and SW and W by
Prestonkirk. Its utmost length, from NNW to SSE,
is 5 miles ; its utmost breadth is 4| miles ; and its

area is 7153J acres, of which 822J are foreshore and
434, water. The river Tyne, entering from Prestonkirk,

first goes 2J miles north-eastward across tho southern
district, and then meanders 2g miles north-north-cast-

ward through Tyninghame Bay to its mouth in tho

German Ocean ; whilst the East Puffer Burn, after

tracing 44 furlongs of tho Prestonkirk boundary, flows

3 miles north -eastward through tho northern interior,

ami falls into tho sea at a point 1§ mile NW of

Tyne Mouth. Tho coast, from the mouth of the Tyne
483
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to that of the lVffcr, is a MHU tTtOt, diversified

obIj i s the. imtl] headland of muttony and Etavene-

hejngnQrti| ; bnl from tha month of tha Pefler to t ho

UmiuUry with N>'Hli Berwick, it is u scries of rocky

lrdp-a and rugged cliffs, rising in soma places to a height

<>l loo (..t
' W hit. \ u K Hill (1S2 feet) on tli« north-

wrstrrn border, and l.awhead (100) l
a mile to tho HSU,

•.!. highest ground In tha Interior, and oommand
mi r\,|ui-it.- proapaet orei tha Lothiana, tha German

, the Firth of Forth, and the count of Fife. A
i*U of il«t rich hangfa extendi B of Lawhaad from

lirarlv the western Uiundarv to the coast ; the rest of

. ntlicr declines slowly through Whitokirk

Hill and Lawhaad, and is otherwise so gently Featured

H M poaaaaa all the softness, without any of the mono-

tony, ..f a luvurmiit plain. Tha entire parish, as

oon From Lmwhead. szhiblta surpassing opulence of

natural beauty and artificial embellishment. The

nxks aw partly eruptive, but chiefly rod sandstone,

ml clav, ironstone, and red and green slaty clays.

Tha SOU, "ii tha haugh lands, is alluvium; on the

gsntli Hopes adjacent to the hangha is mostly a dark-

OOloored loam; and on the highest grounds, is thin

ami shallow but good. About two-thirds of the entire

una are in tillage; and tho other third, with slight

. v • :
• n, is i ll i.. i hi -i.i-v under wood. The trees

on the T\mm:iiamk estate nro especially fine, and
,,, v ,r a \.\\ large area; but thousands of them were

t. Ili d by tha tremendous gale of 14 Oct. 1881. Of the

thna MM [i nt churches of Tyninoiiamk, Aldham, nnd

Hamer, the two first have been noticed separately.

Homer, or 'the greater ham,' in contradistinction to

Aldham, or 'Auhlhani, ' took its present nanio of White-

kirk from the whiteness of its kirk. The parish forms

the OBBtnl part of the united district, and lay, of

course, between Aldham and Tyninghame. The

church, whose interior was beautifully restored in

1885, was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and from the

12th century till the Reformation belonged to the

monks of Holyrood. It early became a resort of

pilgrims ; and on pretext of a pilgrimage to it, with

the alleged purpose of performing a vow for the safety

of her son, the dowager-queen of James I. outwitted

Chancellor Crichton, and carried off James II. in a

chest to Stirling (1438). Prior to this, in 1356, when
Kdward III. invaded East Lothian, some sailors of his

Bee! entered the church. One of them rudely plucking

a ring from the Virgin's image, a crucifix fell from

above, and dashed out his brains ; and the ship, we are

told, which waa stored with the spoils of this and of

other shrines, was wrecked off Tynemouth by a vehe-

ment storm. It was probably on this account that the

famous JJneas Silvius, known to history as Pope Pius

II., made a pilgrimage hither, just eighty years later,

on landing in Scotland after a perilous voyage. He
walked ten miles barefoot over the frozen ground, and

caught thereby a chronic rheumatism, which lasted

to the end of his days. The present church, which

certainly dates from pre- Reformation times, Jias a

square tower ; and in the churchyard is a large stone

slab, removed from the chancel some years ago in the

course of repairing, and bearing the life-size effigy of an

ecclesiastic Behind the church is—what is rare in

Scotland—the ancient barn in which the monks stored

thetl grain, and which is absurdly affirmed to have

given a two-nights' lodging to Queen Mary. Aldham

waa united to Whitekirk in the 17th century, and

Tyninghame in 1761. At Seacliff, overlooking the

sea, stood a chapel, whose ruins are still extant. Man-

sions, separately described, are Nbwbyth, Seacliff,

and Tvnisoiiame. This parish is in the presbytery of

Imnbar and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale ;
the

living is worth £410. Two public schools, Tyning-

hame and Whitekirk, with respective accommodation

for 122 and 100 children, had (1884) an average attend-

ant of 82 and 54, and grants of £70 and £43, 8s.

Valnation (1860) £11,084, (1885) £11,705, Is. Pop.

(1801) 925, (1841) 1170, (1861) 1113, (1871) 1073, (1881)

1051.—Ord. Sur., shs. 33, 41, 1863 57.
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Whlteknow, an estate, with
pariah, Dumfriesshire.
Whitomiro, a village

miles S <il liroilie st:il ion

Whiteness. See TlNQ
Whiten Head (Gael,

white headland on the K
in s and Tongue palish

Tongue Bay. Rising ste

«i0.-I
' and <i:i5 feet, it a;

(1840) ; and its lm.se hi

waves into a multitude

Sw., sh. 114, 1880.

Wliitei a:. lies, :i plaee wil li a post ollicc under Aberdeen,
a public BOhool, ami an Episcopal church (1850), near
the mutual border of New lUachar and Udny parishes,

Aberdeenshire, 8j miles NW of New Maohar station.

Whiterigg, a railway station in New Monkland parish,

Lanarkshire, 2| miles NK of Airdrie, under which there

is a post ollicc.

Whithorn, a town and a parish of SH Wigtownshire.

mansion, in 1 1 ut ton

Dyke parish, Elginshire, 3J

leal Mor), a towering

of Sutherland, in Dur-
leen Loch Eriboll and
iii the sea to heights of

nland to Hun Huxiq
hollowed OUt by the

ukabhi caverns.

—

Ord.

A royal,
]

stands neai

and 220 fc

N W of [81

11 S by E
the Wigtcn
the county
longs north
extremity,

rivulet—in

off two tr;

old thatched hovels have
houses; the 'wee dunghills

and tho streets are no Ion

a post office, with money
telegraph departments, bra

National Ban

itary, and police burgh, the town
centre of the parish, 2 miles inland,

sea level. By road it is 3£ miles

HITHOKN, 82 ESE of Stranraer, and
wn ; and its station, tho terminus of

ailway (1875-77), is 1 2J miles from

The main street, extending 5| fur-

yard, is narrow at the foot or northern

broad towards the middle, where a

d over—crosses it, and where it sends

streets—tho Pond, leading to the

he Free Church (or Rotten) Row. At
nows again into the ' Port Mouth,'

Jlasserton Row and Isle Row, running

'ely. Great improvements have been
ginning of the present century. The
Is have made way for good slated

ry door' are departed
;

ass-grown. There are

•, savings' bank, and
of the Clydesdale and

insurance agencies, 2 hotels, a gas

ill (1814), a bowling green, and a

e Thursday alter the first Friday of

it January, February, and March,

hurch, built in 1822, contains 800

a later square tower ; the Free

oon after the Disruption. Other

are a U.P. church, a Reformed

1, and the Roman Catholic iron

Martin, and John (1882 ; 120

Seal of Whit

sittings). The burgh is governed by a provost, 2 bailies

a treasurer, a town clerk, and 5 councillors ;
and

prior to the Redistribution Act of 1885 it united with

Wigtown, New Galloway, and Stranraer in returning

a member to parliament. As a royal burgh, it claiuis
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to have got its earliest charter from Robert Bruco ; and
it rests its appeal on a confirmatory charter granted by
James IV. in 1511. Corporation revenue (1833) £153,
8s., (1840) £230, lis., (1874) £228, (1884) £80. Muni-
cipal constituency (1885) 253. Valuation (1866) £2779,
(1885) £3817, plus £150 for railway. Pop. (1831) 1305,

(1851) 1652, (1861) 1623, (1871) 1577, (1881) 1653, of

whom 904 were females, and 1643 were in the royal

burgh. Houses (1885) 308 inhabited.

Whithorn is mentioned by Ptolemy, the Alexandrian
geographer, in the first half of the second century, A.D.,

as ' Leukopibia,' a town of the Novantse. Leukopibia is

probably a corruption of the Greek Lcuk' oikidia, and
so synonymous with the Latin Candida Casa, and the
old English Hwit-acrn— all of them signifying the
'White house.' It thus is a place of hoar antiquity,

and moreover is memorable as the home—perhaps, too,

the birthplace—of St Ninian, the first known apostle of

Scotland. The ' St Ringan ' of Lowland Scotch, he was
born of royal parentage on the shores of the Solway
Firth about the middle of the 4th century. Of studious

and ascetic habits, he was fired by the Holy Spirit to

make a pilgrimage to Rome, which he reached by way
of the Gallican Alps, and where he was consecrated
bishop by the Supreme Pontiff. On his homeward
journey he paid a visit to St Martin at Tours, and after

his arrival in Scotland founded the 'Candida Casa,' or
church of Whithorn, dedicating it to St Martin, who
had just died (397). Later, he laboured successfully

for the evangelisation of the Southern Picts, and in 432
(according to the Bollandists) died, ' perfect in life and
fall of years,' and was buried in his cathedral church at

Whithorn. His festival falls on 16 Sept. Though the
facts of his life, as well as independent testimonies,
show that Christianity existed in Scotland prior to St
Ninian, yet his apostolate is the first distinct fact in
the history of the Scottish Church. Even of Ninian
himself we can gather little that is definite from the
Latin life by St Ailred (b. 1109 ; d. 1166), which, while
good in style, is almost worthless as an historical record.

(See Bishop.Forbes' ' Life of St Ninian ' in vol. v. of The
Historians of Scotland, Edinb. 1874.) Under the name
of the 'great monastery of Rosnat,' St Ninian's church
became known as a great seminary of religious and
secular instruction ; and to Cairnech, one of its bishops
and abbots, is ascribed the introduction of monachism
to Ireland. A bishopric of Whithorn was founded by
the Angles in 727, but came to an end about 796, the
see having been filled by five bishops ; nor was it till the
reign of David I. (1124-53) that Fergus, lord of Gallo-
way, re-established the see of Galloway, and founded
here a Premonstratensian priory, whose church became
the cathedral, and contained the shrine of St Ninian.

This bishopric comprehended the whole of Wigtown-
shire, and by far the greater part of Kirkcudbrightshire,
or all of it lying W of the river Urr ; and it was divided
into the three deaneries of the Ethinns, Farines, and
Desnes, lying westward respectively of Luce Bay, of the
Cree, and of the Urr, and corresponding proximately,
though not quite, to the limits of the respective existing
presbyteries of Stranraer, AVigtown, and Kirkcudbright.
Gilla Aldan, the first bishop, was consecrated by the Arch-
bishop of York ; and his successors looked to that arch-
prelato as their proper metropolitan till at least the 14th
century. The bishops of Galloway afterwards, like all

their Scottish brethren, became suffragans of StAndrews

;

but on the erection of Glasgow, in 1491, into an arch-
bishopric, they, along with the bishops of Argyll, Dun-
keld, and Dunblane, passed under the surveillance of
that arch see, and on account of their being the chief
suffragans, they were appointed vicars-general of it

during vacancies. The canons of Whithorn priory
formed the chapter of the see of Galloway, their prior
ranking next to the bishop ; but they appear to have
been sometimes thwarted in their elections, and counter-
worked in their power, by the secular clergy and the
people of the country. The revenues of the bishopric,
which had previously been small, in the beginning of
the 16th century, were greatly augmented by the an-

nexation to them of the deanery of the chapel-royal of

Stirling, and some years later, by that of the abbey of

Tonglaud. In a rental of the bishopric, reported in

1566 to Sir William Murray, the Queen's comptroller,

the annual value, including both the temporality and
the spirituality, was stated to be £1357, 4s. 2d. Though
the revenues were in a great measure dispersed between

the date of the Reformation and that of James VI. 's

revival of Episcopacy, and though they again suffered

diminution in 1619 by the disseverment of the deanery of

the chapel-royal
;
yet they were augmented in 1606 by

the annexation of the priory of Whithorn, and after-

wards by that of the abbey of Glenluce
;
and, in 1637,

by the accession of the patronage and tithes of five

parishes in Dumfriesshire, which had belonged to the

monks of Kelso. At the Revolution, the net rental

amounted to £5634, 15s. Scots ; and exceeded that of

any other see in Scotland, except the archbishoprics of

St Andrews and Glasgow.

Excepting that of Maurice, who swore fealty to

Edward I. in 1296, the names of none of the early

priors of Whithorn have survived. James Beaton,

who was prior in 1503, and uncle of Cardinal Beaton,

acted a conspicuous, and, in some particulars, an in-

glorious part in the history of his country, and rose to

the highest offices in both Church and State—becoming
successively, in the one, bishop of Galloway, archbishop

of Glasgow, and archbishop of St Andrews ; and in the

other, Lord Treasurer and Lord Chancellor of the

kingdom. Gavin Dunbar, the next prior of Whithorn,
was tutor to James V. , and rose to be archbishop of

Glasgow, Lord Chancellor of the kingdom, and, during

one period of the King's absence in France, one of the

Lords of the Regency. At the Reformation the rental

of the priory, as reported to Government, amounted to

£1016, 3s. 4d. Scots, besides upwards of 15 chalders

of bere and 51 chalders of meal. The property, as we
have seen, was given by James VI. to the bishops of

Galloway, and it afterwards followed the same fates as

that of the parish church of Whithorn.
Pilgrimages, at all times and by all classes of persons,

were made from every part of Scotland to the shrine of

St Ninian at Whithorn. In 1425 James I. granted a

protection to all strangers coming into Scotland as

pilgrims to the shrine ; and in 1506 the Regent Albany
granted a general safe-conduct to all pilgrims hither

from England, Ireland, and the Isle of Man. Many of

the most distinguished personages of the kingdom,
including kings, queens, and the highest nobles, visited

Whithorn on pilgrimage. In 1473, Margaret, the queen
of James III., made a pilgrimage hither, accompanied
by six ladies of her chamber, who were furnished on the

nonce with new livery gowns. Among other charges in

the treasurer's account, for articles preparatory to her

journey, are 8 shillings for ' panzell crelis, ' or panniers,

10 shillings for 'a pair of Bulgis,' and 12 shillings for

'a cover to the queen's cop.' James IV. made pil-

grimages to Whithorn, generally once and frequently

twice a year, through the whole period of his reign.

He appears to have been accompanied by his minstrels

and a numerous retinue ; he gave donations to priests,

to minstrels, and to pilgrims, and, through his almoner,

to the poor ;
and, in his journey both hither and back,

he, in addition, made offerings at various churches on

his way. In 1507, after his queen had recovered from

a menacing illness, he and she made a joint pilgrimage,

and occupied 31 days from leaving Stirling till they

returned. They were accompanied by a large retinue,

and progressed in a style of regal pomp. In 1513, the

old Earl of Angus, ' Bell-the-Cat,' retired to tho priory,

where ho died in the following year. In 1532 and 1533

James V. appears from the treasurer's accounts to have
made several pilgrimages. So popular, in fact, was tho

practice of travelling to the shrine of St Ninian in quest

of both physical and spiritual good, that, for all that,

the preachers could preach or Sir David Lyndsay could

write, it continued for sometime after the Reformation,

and was not effectually put down till an act of parlia-

ment, passed in 1581, rendered it illegal. Tho ruinous,
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roonVas mrttflnl now OWgtUVO ntth ivy. and mea-
suring 7* by J4 fret, in in tlu< liomnnciique, Pint
Pointed, an ! Second I'oiiiUnl stylo* of uuhitoctuio, and
rvhibit* aculptur.d nnnoinil bearing*. It has lost

the line S\V stocplo, which wus standing wlii-ii Synison
wiv.tr in H>M> , and tin' chief vestige ol its former uiagni-

t; uur l> a h. .kill 1 1 11 1 ihiiikI headed lllchwiiy, With 10-

111*1 iu of vault* ami other buildings in connection with
tin- imImiI priory, a mod ipeolman of a Runic itona
. i .1 tovi i.il . iK. t am it nt stones have been lately sot up
within the old church ; ami on tho roiul to IhIo of

Wbtthon, J milo s of tin- bnrgh, stands a raaywaoka
pillar, 3J foot high, with an oiiciiihd cross sculptured on

»t, and a mutilated Latin inscription, in which only tho

word*, 'of 1'. 1. 1 the Apostle, are now clearly decipherable.

It prul.al.lv marked tho site of a pre- Reformation ohupol.

i i.. pariah "i rThithorn is bounded N and NK hy
S .tbio, K ami S hy tin- -< a. anil S\V and W hy Glassor-

t- n It> Btaoat length, from N to S, is 7fl milos; its

utmost breadth is f«j milee; nml its area is 12,061}
acre*, of which 10'i are foroshoro and 3 water. Tho
bold rooky coast, 7 mil01 in extent, rises rapidly in

ml |
'

<
-.

- i Ion above M-a-li-i ol, ami is

i : \.;'h ' loop oavos. (Sco BOBOUOH HbJlD.)
The interior nowhere much exceeds 300 feet of altitude,

but ho* the broken, knolly, tumulatcd aspect which

o] notarise* so iiiiioh ol Wigtownshire—an assemblage

Ol hillocks and littlo hollows. Wood stretches out to

some extent round tho mansion of Castlewigg, and
elsewhere a few plantations adorn the surface ; but they

arc far from relieving the parish from a comparatively

naked aspect. Yet much of the ground, which at a
small distance seems barren or moorish, is carpeted

with fertile soil, and produces excellent herbage or

crops of grain. Excepting the summits and occasionally

the sides of a considerable number of the knolls, and
> I • plans the planted area and a small aggregate extent
of little bogs, the entire parish is in tillage. Some of

the bogs produce turf-fuel, and others contain beds of

shell -marl. Copper has been found in some large

pieces, and in a small disturbed vein ; but competent
opinion is against the likelihood of its existing in

•Ol li <pi mtity as to repay the cost of regular mining
operations. The predominant rocks are transition or

Silurian ; and large granite boulders lie on some parte

of the surface. Much of the soil is a vegetable mould,
of (rrcat depth and high fertility. An ancient fortifi-

cation, called Carghidoiin, and enclosing about half an
acre, crowns a precipice on the coast of the estate of

Tondcrghie
;
another, called Castle Feather, and en-

closing nearly an acre, crowns another precipice some
distauce to the SE ; a third, less traceable, but
seemingly about the same size as the second, occurs

on a cliff still further SE ; and a fourth, whose
vestiges lie dispersed over three crowns, surmounts the

bold brow of Borough Head. All these look out to the

Isle of Man, and probably were erected to defend the

country from the descents of the Scandinavian vikings

who possessed that island. Remains of a camp existed

3 mile W by Sof the town
;
and, though greatly defaced,

are distinct enough to leave no doubt of its having been

I'.oman. Mansions, noticed separately, are Castle-
wioo and Tondekghte ; and 6 proprietors hold each

an annual value of £500 and upwards. Whithorn is in

the presbytery of Wigtown and the synod of Galloway
;

the living is worth £-350. Three public schools—Glas-

> I- • . I !-. -ivl J " j i i j '
-

i j -al—with respective accom-

modation for 200, 85, and 178 children, had (1885) an
average attendance of 161, 50, and 131, and grants of

£130, £32, 2s., and £115, 15s. 3d Valuation (1860)

£14,422, (1885) £15,553, 5s. 9d. Pop. (1801) 1904,

(1881) 2415, (1861) 2034, (1871) 2906,(1881) 2929.—
Ord. Sur., shs. 2, 4, 1856-57.

Whithorn, Isle of. See Isle of Whithorn.
Whiting Bay, a hay in the SE of Arran island, Bute-

shire, 4 miles SSE of Lamlasb. It measures 3 miles

across the entrance, but less than § mile thence to its

inmost recess ; and it gives name to a Free church (1875),

an hotel, a public school, and a post office, with money
486

ordor, lavinga' bank, and telegraph departments.

—

Ord.
Sur., ah. 18, 1S70.

Whitlotts, a village in St Quivox parish, Ayrshiro,
1

'I
milo NB of Ayr, under which it has a post oflico.

Pop, (1871) 506, (1881) 588.

Whltalaid, a ruined peel tower of the Lauder family
in Legerwood parish, i;,-i wickshire, on the left bank of
Leader Wain, 3 miles SSE of Lauder town.
Whitsome, a post-office hamlel and a parish in the

Mci'so district , SK I'.crwiokshirc. The hamlet, a. decayed
plaoe, is 8 miles N by E of Coldstream, 8 ESEofDune,
and i 9 of the post-town, Chirnside. In July 1482 it

was lan nt by the English under the Duko of Gloucester,
an. rwarda Richard III.

Tin- parish, sinco 1735 comprehending the ancient
parish of Hilton, is bounded Wand N by Edrom, B
by Unit, ,n, BE by Ladybank, and SW bySwinton. Its

utmoal length, from E by N to S by W, is 4£ miles
;

its width varies between j mile and 2g miles; audits
area is 4896J acres, of which 1 J is water. Leet Water,
rising near tho northern border, Hows 3 miles south

-

SOUth-westward through tho interior until it passes off

intoSwinton parish on its way to tho Tweed at Cold-
stream. Hands of flat ground, at no point sinking

much below 150 feet above sea-level, extend along tho

course of the stream and along the north-eastern and
ca tern borders ; but over the rest of tho area they give
place tu undulations of .surface, whoso highest ground
attains 294 feet. The parish everywhere has tho finely

enclosed and richly cultivated aspect which so generally

distinguishes the Mcrso. The predominant rock is New
Red Sandstone, which, forming a bed about 40 feet

thick immediately beneath the soil, has been largely

quarried. Coal was bored for in 1824-25, but without
success. The soil of much of the low grounds is a deep
alluvium, abounding in vegetable remains. Nearly 200
acres an- underwood; ami almost all the remainder is

in tillage. In the field of Battleknowes on Leetside

farm was an ancient camp
;
many querns, stone coffins,

and a bronze caldron have from time to time been dis-

covered in various parts ; the memory of the Knights-

Templars' possessions at Myreside long survived in the

names Temple-lands, Temple Hall, Temple Well ; and
down to the middle of last century tho ' Birlic-Knowo

'

or primitive mote-hill of the village could bo seen to the

E of the present schoolhouse. The Rev. Henry Erskine

(1624-96), whilst residing at Ravelaw after his ejection

from Cornhill, frequently preached at Old Newton.
Among his hearers was the youthful Thomas Boston

(1676-1732), author of the Four/old Slate, who himself
one,- preached in Whitsome church to so eager a multi-
tude, that many, who could not gain access, climbed to

the roof and tore away part of the thatch, so as to hear

and see him from above. The Laws is the only
mansion ; but 6 proprietors hold each an annual value

of more, and 5 of less, than £500. Whitsome is in the

presbytery of Chirnside and the synod of Merse and
Teviotdale ; the living is worth £415. The present

parish church, at the W end of the hamlet, was built in

1803, and contains 245 sittings. The public school,

with accommodation for 151 children, had (1884) an
average attendance of 84, and a grant of £77, 6s.

Valuation (1865) £8976, lis. lid., (1885) £8228, 4s.

Pop. (1801) 560, (1831) 664, (1861) 640, (1871) 608,

(1881)i
560.—Ord. Sur., sh. 26, 1864.

Whittadder. See Whitadder.
Whitten Head. Sec Whiten Head.
Whittinghame, a parish of Haddingtonshire, whose

church .stands within 1£ mile of the northern border of

lie pari-.li, 3 miles SSE of East Linton station, 6 E of

Haddington, and 7 J
2 WSW of Dunbar. At Luggatebuin

village, still nearer the N end of the parish, are the

public school and a post office under Prestonkirk. The
baronial courts of the Earls of March formerly had their

seat in Whittinghame.
Tho parish, comprehending the ancient chapclrics of

Whittinghame and Penshiel, long subordinate to Dun-
bar, is bounded N by Prestonkirk and the main body
of Stenton, E by the main body of Stenton, by Spott,
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and by Stenton (detached), SE and S by Cranshaws and
Longformacus in Berwickshire, ami W by Garvald and
Morham. Its utmost length, from NNVV to SSE, is 11

miles ; its breadth varies between 1| mile and 5| miles ;

and its area is 15,595 acres. Whittinghame or the

Papana Burn, formed by the confluence of two head-

streams near Garvald church, runs 4| miles north-north-

eastward on its way to the sea at Belhaven—for 3 miles

across the northern interior, and elsewhere along the

western and northern boundaries. It winds here through
a beautiful sylvan dell

;
and, at the point where it quits

the parish, is joined by Souchet Water, running 2§
miles north-by-eastward along the eastern boundary.
Whitadder Water, rising near the middle of the

parish at an altitude of 1100 feet, runs 4| miles south-

south-eastward, for 2J through the southern interior,

and then along the boundary with the detached section

of Stenton; and, together with Kingside, Kelt, Faseny,

and other tributary burns, drains all the southern

portion of the parish. In the extreme NE the surface

declines to 190, in the extreme SE to 700, feet above
the sea ; and chief elevations, from N to S, are White-
law Hill (534 feet), Glints Dod (1307), and Redstone
Rig (1382). The northern district is gently undulating,

and presents that richness of aspect which so eminently
characterises the Haddingtonshire lowlands ; the middle
district, up to a line a little N of the source of Whit-
adder Water, rises slowly and gradually, with alternating

elevations and depressions, and commands from its

higher grounds a magnificent view of much of the

Lothians, the Firth of Forth, the German Ocean, and
the East Neuk of Fife ; and the southern district con-

sists entirely of a portion of the Lammermuir Hills.
Greywacke and red sandstone are the predominant
rocks, and the latter has been largely quarried. The
soil of the arable lands on the left side of Whittinghame
Water is generally of superior quality—some of it a

deep rich loam, equal to the best in any other parts of

the county ; that of the arable lands on the right side

of the stream is partly a poor clay, partly a good light

loam, and mostly light and sandy. About 200 acres

are under wood, and little more than one-fifth of the

entire area is in tillage, nearly all the remainder being

hill-pasture. The massive, square, battlemented keep
of Whittinghame Castle, where the Earl of Morton
and Bothwell are said to have plotted the murder of

Darnley, beneath a yew tree (probably 600 years old,

and now 11 feet in girth), is still in good repair, though
showing marks of great antiquity. It stands on
elevated ground overlooking Whittinghame Water,
surrounded by many natural beauties, improved by
the embellishments of art. Ruins of the baronial

strongholds of Stoneypath and Penshiel still exist

;

and an oval camp, in a state of tolerable preservation,

is on Priest's Law, one of the Lammermuir Hills. It

is strongly and regularly fortified, having four ditches

on the N side and three on each of the other sides,

measuring about 2000 feet in circumference. A pre-

Reformation chapel stood below Penshiel Tower, in a
glen still called from it Chapelhaugh ; and an ancient
religious house has left some traces on the estate of

Papple. Perhaps the most interesting antiquity is an
ancient burying-ground, traceable only as a black mark
in a field, where a few years ago 200 stone cists wore
accidentally turned up. The field is called Kirklands,

and probably contained a kirk of the Celtic Church 1000
years ago. Whittinghame House, on the right bank of

Whittinghame Water, 3| miles SSE of East Linton, is

a large Grecian edifice of light-coloured sandstone, erected

after the purchase of the estate by James Balfour, Esq.,
in 1817. It has a broad W terrace (1871), three mag-
nificent approaches, fine views, and beautifully wooded
grounds, which contain the castle and yew mentioned
above. A blue gum from Australia, planted in 1810,

is 53 feet high, and 8J in girth at 1 foot from the
ground. The present owner, Arthur James Balfour,

Esq., M.P., LL.D. (b. 1848 ; sue. 1856), holds 10,564
acres in the shire, valued at £10,611 per annum (Jn.

Small's CasLlcs and Mansions of the Lothians, 1883).

Ruchlaw, a mansion of some antiquity, 3| miles SSW
of East Linton, is tho seat of Thomas Buchan Sydserff,

Esq. (b. 1822; sue. 1839), owner of 2200 acres of £1701
value per annum. In all, 5 proprietors hold each an
annual value of more, and 2 of less, than £500. Whit-
tinghame is in the presbytery of Dunbar and the synod
of Lothian and Tweeddale ; the living consists of 21
chalders of grain, with a manse and glebe valued at £51.
The parish church, near the village, was built in 1722,
and, as greatly improved in 1822, and again (internally)

in 1876, contains 260 sittings. The public school, with
accommodation for 93 children, had (1884) an average

attendance of 49, and a grant of £51, 0s. 6d. Valuation

(1860) £7491, (1885) £8252, 4s. Pop. (1801) 658, (1831)

715, (1861) 710, (1871) 657, (1881) 639.—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 33, 1863.

Whitton Tower. See Morebattle.
Wiay, an island (1£ mile x 7 furl. ; 190 feet high) of

Bracadale parish, Isle of Skye, Inverness-shire, in Loch
Bracadale. Pop. (1881) 4.

Wiay, an island (2J x 1| mile ; 1 6 sq. mile) of South
Uist parish, Outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire, off the
SE coast of Benbecula. Pop. (1881) 5.

Wick (Scand. vik, ' a bay '), a large coast parish

containing a royal burgh of the same name, and also a
river in the NE of the county of Caithness. It is

bounded N by the parishes of Bower and Canisbay, E
by the outer Moray Firth, S by the parish of Latheron,
and W by the parishes of Latheron, Watten, and Bower.
The boundary line for 5J miles along the N and W
sides at the NW corner is formed by the Kirk Burn and
its continuation the Burn of Lyth, and for J mile near
the centre of the W side by Wick Water ; elsewhere
it is artificial, except along the sea coast, and at one
or two points where, for short distances, it follows the
courses of small burns. The extreme length of the
parish, from the point on the N where the boundary
reaches the sea £ mile N of Brough Head, S by W to

the point where the boundary again reaches the sea at

Bruan, is 15J miles; the breadth varies from 2£ miles
from E to W, across the centre of the Loch of Wester,
to 7§ miles measuring straight W from the projecting

land S of Staxigoe ; and the area is 48, 627 '696 acres, of

which 715 213 are water, 570 189 are foreshore, and
78

-073 are tidal water. Following windings the length
of the coast-line is about 27 miles, and includes in its

northern portion the large sweep of Sinclair or Acker-
gill Bay, and near the centre Wick Bay, § mile wide in a
straight line across the mouth, and f mile deep from
this line to the town of Wick. Immediately N of Wick
Bay is the smaller bay of Broad Haven, and all along
the coast from Noss Head—on the SE of Sinclair Bay-
southward are a number of narrow creeks with steep

rocky sides, and locally known as goes. The northern
portion of the coast has a low sloping shore line, while
round the greater part of Sinclair B;iy there is a low
sandy beach ; but from the S side of this, round Noss
Head and all the way southwards, there is a line of

dill's which are at many places very lofty and picturesque,

rising at some points sheer from tho sea to a height of

over 200 feet. Close inshore, but detached, there are a
number of stacks, one of which, called The Brough, 1^
mile S of Wick, is perforated by a long narrow cave
which passes right through the mass of rock. Near the

centre the roof of the cave has fallen in, so that an oval

opening runs from the top to the sea below. A quarter

of a mile N of The Brough is the Brig o' Trains

—

the name given to a narrow natural bridge of rock
which connects an outlying stack with tho mainland.
There is another natural arch called the Needle E'o

near Ires Goe, 1J mile farther S, and near the South
Head of Wick on the S side of the bay are several

caves. The whole of the rock scenery is good, and
on the S side of the South Head there is a heap
of stones called the Grey Stones, which illustrate

in a noteworthy manner tho immense power of tho
waves on this exposed coast. ' To tho S of tho town of

Wick,' says Dr Archibald Geikie, 'the waves have
quarried out masses of Old Bed Saud^tono, and piled

487
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thrtn up iii lingo heaps on tlio top of tho cliff, sixty or
» ltuii.lt r.l fr. t «t.„vi< high water iimrk. Some of tho
blo In >! itone, trhloJi Ekft been moved from their
i.i .-uiil (K.Mtn.ii nt tho base or on tho lodges of tlio

1

.
v, ,1 gt, ,t m.v. My lliolid, Mr ('. W. Poach,

ho l .ru so kind u.i to send nio sumo notes regarding
thnn "Tlio largest disturbed mtM," he says, "con.
tun- more tli.ni 600 ton*, mid is known as Charlie's

Others, varying in hulk from 100 to 6 tons or
loss, lio by hundreds piled up in all positions in Ugh
mid long ii -iges, \s hi. li, before tho inarch of improve-
inrtit began in tho diitnot, extended far into tho Held
kbOTI tho cliff Near the oht HmnHln

, South Head,
Mimlar large Mocks of sandstone have hoon moved hy
the gales nl the last t hire years

|
1MV.M54 ]. The caves

ahead) mentioned era generally Inhabited by tinkers,
an interesting description of whose ways as modern

givi n by l)r Arthur Mitchell in The
FAM in the Pmm (Elinb. 1880). Tho surface of tho
jurish is gently undulating, and nowhere rises to any
KTtvit height. In tho divi-em to the N of the vallev of

Wl k Water the highest point is Hill of Quintfall (190
• be N W ; while S of the river no portion of tho
i. !• • lhan !'0 leet ahove sea-level ; and towards
th western hordcr aro Blingory Hill (1310), Tan-

naeh Hill (457), Hill of 01ic)ett(462), Hill of Yarehouse
..r Yarrows (6HG)—which is tho highest point—White-

Hill (-It'.l), and Hill of Warehouse (.013). Along
the shore the highest point is Hill of Toftcarl (229 feet).

About one. fourth of the parish, mostly near the coast
and along the valley of Wick Water in the centre, is

cultivated ; hut the rest of the surfaco is a bleak bare
moorland, with extensive tracts of moss in the N and
W .if the northern district and in the centre and SW of
the southern district. Across the centre of the northern

Hon (a a hollow occupied by Wester Water, Loch of
Wester, and—extending along tho NW corner—Burn of
Lyth ; another strath, occupied by the deep and exten-
sive moss of Kilminstcr, stretches southward along tho
middle part of the western border ; and a third strath,
traversed by Wick Water, extends across the centre of
the parish. The soil varies from light sand to good
loam, but is mostly a stiff bard clay or pe"aty earth.
The underlying rocks are flaggy beds belonging to the
Old Red Sandstone, and are quarried for building pur-
poses. Near the centre of the northern division is Loch
of Wester (g x J mile), 2J miles SSW is Loch of Kil-
imrSTBB, and 1J mile farther SSW Loch of WiDless (1

mile x 160 yards). In the southern division are Loch
ol Hkmi'kk;o8, 2 miles S by W of the town of Wick

;

Loch of Yarehouse (JxJ mile ; 301 feet), 5 miles S byW of the town ; Loch Sarclet (J x J mile ; 130 feet),

6 miles S of the town ; and the email Loch Watenan and
Groats Loch, 6J miles S by W at Ulbster. The drainage
is carried ofT in the N by Burn of Lytb flowing to, and
Wester Water flowing from, Loch of Wester—the latter

stream reaching the sea near the centre of Sinclair Bay
—and by smaller streams flowing to these or direct to
the loch ; in the centre by Wick Water, in the W and
SW of the southern division by the Achairn Burn, and
in the NE of it by a burn carrying off the surplus water
of Loch of Yarehouse and Loch of Hempriggs, both
streams flowing to Wick Water. Loch Sarclet and
Loch Watenan both drain direct to the sea. There is

good Ashing on the lochs and streams, but the trout are
small. WlUS Water has its principal source in Loch
Wattes (55 feet), and has thence a course of a little

OVM 4 miles E by S to the sea, which it reaches at the
r.<ad of Wick Bay. Immediately after leaving Loch
Watten it receives from the S the stream formed by the
joint waters of the Burn of Acharole from Loch of
Toftingale and Strath Burn from the southern part of
the pariah of Watten ; and farther down on the same
side are the Achairn Burn and a burn from Hempriggs
Loch. On the N side the principal tributary is a small
stream from Loch of Winless. It is a sluggish stream,
end thongh little over 30 feet in mean breadth it is

subject to such heavy floods during rainy weather that
it then lays a large part ol its strath under water. The
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Dshing is poor and tho trout small. Tho principal

antiquities are remainB of Pictish towers at soveral

places a very well preserved out) being on tho shoro

of Looh of Yarehouse—and there aro also cairns and
trace: of si • circles and weetns. There arc a number
"i ancionl burial mounds along the nun-gin of Sinclair
Hay. On a hondland 1J mile SSW of the town is the
CSStlo "I Old Wick, Known locally as 'The Auld Man
I Wok.' 11. is a mined square tower, and is of unknown
antiquityj bul Lt must be older than the 14th century,

when it was the residence of Sir Reginald, de Cheyne,
the hi t ol' II, e male line ol' a once, powerful Norman
I ly w h.i held hi

i ;

;<
• possessions in tho N of Scotland.

Alt' i lus .leal h it. passed to the husband of his second
daughter, Nicholas, second son of Kenneth, Earl of

SutHl i land, and was afterwards ill tho possession of the
Oliphants, from whom it passed to Lord Duffus, and so
to Dunbar of Hempriggs. Ackergill and Girnigoe and
Sinclair Castles are separately noticed. There were a

number of chapels in the district, one at Ulbster being
dedicated to Si Martin, one at HaustertoSt Cuthbert,
one at Head ol W ick to St Ninian, one at Sibster to St
Mary, ono at Kirk of Moss to St Duthac ; and St Tears,
on the S shore of Sinclair l!ay, was associated with the

Holy In -cuts. Curious observances connected with
in nts' Day and Christinas Day are noticed in tho
:, n ; 'iiiisl.inil, Account. The M of Tannach was in

1464 the scene of a clan battle between the Gunns on
tho one hand and the Keiths of Ackergill and tho
Maekays of Strathnaver on the other; and Allt-na-

marlach, to the W of tho town, was in 1678 the scene

of the defeat of tho Sindairs by Lord Glenorchy and a

body of Highlanders he had mustered to enforce his

claims to the earldom of Caithness. The parish is

traversed for 6 miles by the Georgemas Junction and
Wick section of the Highland liailway, with stations at

Bilbster—9 miles ESK of Georgemas and 5 WNW of

Wick and at the town of Wick. It is also traversed by
two main roads to Thurso, by one northward along the
coast to II una and Duiinet, and by one along the coast

southward by Lybster to Sutherland ; and there are a

number of excellent district roads. The industries other
than farming are connected with the town of Wick,
under which they are noticed. Besides the town of

Wick the parish contains also the villages of Broad-
haven, Keiss, Newton, Reiss, and Staxigoe. The prin-

cipal mansions are Ackergill, Bilbster, Hempriggs, Keiss,

Keiss, Stirkoke, Thrumster, and Thuster.

Wick is in the presbytery of Caithness and synod of

Sutherland and Caithness, and the living is worth £445
a year. The church is noticed in connection with the
town. Ecclesiastically the parish is divided into Wick,
Bulteneytown, and Keiss, and besides the churches

noticed under the town there are Free churches at Keiss

and Bruan, and a Baptist church at Keith. Under the
nl school board Bilbster, Kilminstcr, Staxigoe,

Tannach, Thrumster, West Banks, Whaligoe, and Wick
bools, with accommodation for 80, 160, 120, 80, 200,

350, 80, and 110 pupils respectively, had, in 1883,
.it; ttdances of 27, 69, 69, 45, 55, 190, 40, and 90, and
grants of £28, 19s. 4d., £56, 9s., £38, 15s., £31, 17s.

Bd., £42, 2s. Id., £161, 16s., £29, 4s. 10d., and £77,
lis. Wick unites with Latheron to form the Latheron
combination which has a poorhouse, with accommoda-
t ion for 50, but the number of inmates seldom exceeds

10. The chief proprietor is Garden Dull'-Dunbar, Esq. of

Hempriggs ; and 7 others hold each an annual value of

£500 or upwards, 17 hold each between £500 and £100,

and 116 hold each between £50 and £20. The land

i.-nt;i] i I, - 1
1
:f < <l lie) ween tin- middle of last century and

the middle of the present century nearly twelve-fold, but

during that time large outlays were made by the pro-

prietors for improvements. Valuation (1885) £24,561,

7s., exclusive of the town, but inclusive of £604
for the railway. Pop. (1801) 3986, (1831) 9850, (1861)

12,841, (1871) 13,291, (1881) 12,822, of whom 6079

were males and 6743 females, of whom 4769 (2269

males and 2500 females) were in the landward portion,

while 6820 were in the ecclesiastical parish. Houses in
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the landward part (1881) 991 inhabited, 29 uninhabited,

and 1 being built—Ord. Sur., shs. 116, 110, 1878-77.

Wick, a rc-3'al burgh, seaport, seat of trade, and the

county town of Caithness, at the head of Wick Bay,
near the middle of the E coast of the parish just

described. It is the eastern terminus of the Sutherland
and Caithness section (1874) of the Highland railway, and
by rail is 161J miles NNE of Inverness. By road it is 18 J
miles S of Huna and John o' Groat's House, and 14f NNE
of Lybster. By sea it is about 50 miles S of Kirkwall,

and 110 NNW of Aberdeen. The town may be said

to consist of. three portions, Wick proper to the N of

Wick Water, Louisburgh still farther N, and Pulteney-

town to the SE on the S side of Wick Water. The
burgh was formerly confined within narrow limits, but
in 1883 the sheriff granted a petition praying for the
inclusion within the boundary of both Louisburgh and
the high ground on the opposite side of the river from
Wick about the railway station. In the time of the

Vikings, from whom it received its name, it seems to

have been a resort of some importance, and mention of

it occurs in the Sagas as early as 1140, when 'Earl
Rognvald went over to Caithness and was entertained

at Vik by a man named Harold ;
' but its modern

history may be said to date from 1589, when Wick
proper was constituted a royal burgh by charter of

James VI. So little idea, however, had the citizens as

to their rights and privileges thus obtained, that the
burgh practically remained under superiors—first the

Earls of Caithness and thereafter the families of Ulbster
and Sutherland—like a mere burgh of barony till the
Municipal Reform Act of 1833. There are no burgage
lands, and the Duke of Sutherland is still feudal

superior. Wick itself consists of a narrow crooked
street called High Street, running in a general line

N and S along the N bank of the river, and with
closes and lanes running off on both sides. It is

poorly edificed. Louisburgh, which dates from the
latter part of last century, lies to the N and N\V.
Opening off High Street southward is the only well-

built street of the town, the short Bridge Street, which
crosses the river by a fine stone bridge of three arches
erected in 1874. This leads to Pulteneytown, which is

divided into Lower Pulteneytown, situated on low ground
adjoining the bank of the stream, and Upper Pulteney-
town, situated on the high ground overlooking the bay.

The greater portion of both lies along streets regularly

laid out at right angles, Upper Pulteneytown having in

addition a large but somewhat neglected central square.

This suburb, which is the seat of all the trade, and con-

tains more than half the whole population, was laid

out by the British Fisheries Society in 1808, shortly
before they commenced operations at the harbour, and
was designed to be a model fishing-town. Wick town-
hall, in Bridge Street, is a somewhat dingy building
with a sandstone front and a cupola-shaped belfry over

the doorway. The county buildings, erected in 1866
at a cost of £6000, are also in Bridge Street, and con-

tain a good court-room with retiring rooms and accom-
modation for the various county offices. The prison

behind the town-house has been disused since 1882.

The parish church, at the W end of the town, was erected

in 1830 at a cost of £5000, and is a poor Gothic build-

ing with a spire. It contains 1900 sittings. The pre-

Reformation parish church, dedicated to St Fergus, is

supposed to have stood at Mount Halie, near the E end
of tlie town, but a more recent structure—the predecessor

of that removed to make way for the present building

—

occupied a site close to the existing church. The only
traces of it now remaining are the structures called the
Sinclair Aisle and the Dunbar Tomb. At Pulteneytown
there is a quoad sacra church erected in 1842, and con-
taining 550 sittings. The Free church in Bridge Street
is a good building, erected in 1862. Of two Freo
churches in Pulteneytown the one dates from the Dis-

ruption, and has a spire added in 1862. The other

—

Reformed Presbyterian till 1876—was built in 1839,
and contains 380 sittings. The United Presbyterian
church in Pulteneytown, built iu 1878-79 at a cost of

£4000, and containing 700 sittings, replaced an older

church erected in 1815. The original Congregational
church in Wick, built in 1799, was replaced by the
present building on a different site in 1882. It contains
500 sittings. The Evangelical Union church, with 520
sittings, was erected in 1845. St John's Episcopal

church, in Pulteneytown, a building of 1870. Decorated
Gothic in style, has 150 sittings, and there are also a

small Baptist church (1809), with 150 sittings, and
St Joachim's Roman Catholic church in Pulteney-
town, erected in 1837, and containing 250 sittings.

The Temperance Hall, erected in 1842, has accommoda-
tion for about 1000 persons. Two of the bank offices

are very good buildings, and there is a fine hotel close

to the bridge erected at the time of the opening of the

railway. Besides the stone bridge at Bridge Street,

there is a wooden bridge farther down the river near

the harbour. The old burying ground was round the

church, but owing to its crowded condition, a new
cemetery was formed in 1872 to the S of Pulteneytown.

Under the burgh school board the Pulteneytown
Academy, North Wick and South Wick schools, with
accommodation for 519, 300, and 280 pupils respec-

tively, had, in 1884, attendances of 334, 234, and 259,

and grants of £323, 15s., £204, 15s., and £226, 8s. 6d.

The jurisdiction of the port of Wick extends from
Bonar-Bridge round all the E, N, and W coast as far as

Rhu Stoer on the W coast of Sutherland, and takes in

also the island of Stroma in the Pentland Firth. It

thus includes the harbours of Little Ferry, Helmsdale,

Lybster, Broadhaven, Scrabster, and Portskerry, besides

numerous creeks. Except as regards fishing-boats, the

shipping trade is mostly confined to Wick. In 1850 the

number of vessels belonging to the port was 54, with an
aggregate tonnage of 3445 ; in 1875 there were 65 sail-

ing vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 6412, and 1

steam vessel, with a tonnage of 108 ; and in 1884 there

were 56 sailing vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of

5085. The following table shows the tonnage of vessels

that entered from and to foreign and colonial ports and
coastwise with cargoes and ballast, in various years :

—

Entered. Cleared.

Year. British. Foreign Total. British. 1 Foreign. Total.

18G0
1867
1874
1883

1ii:;.tih;

79,358
92,s40

108,714

4,770

5,271
5,310

13,651

HK,47t;

S4.G29
98,150

122,305

98,547
7S,S:.:i

s2,7::i

87,195

8,648
5,146

4,778
13,496

107,19:.

80,999
!S7,r.0!l

100,560

The exports are chiefly fish, but grain, cattle, and
country produce generally are also sent away. The
imports are principally coal, wood, and goods suited for

a general country trade. There is regular steam com-
munication with Aberdeen and Granton twice a week

in summer and once in winter, and with Kirkwall and
Lerwick once a week.

The commerce of early times seems to have found

accommodation in the mouth of the river, and at small

jetties on the N side ; and no attempt to form a regular

harbour was made till 1810, when the first one was con-

structed, partly from Government funds, and partly

with money furnished by the British Fisheries Society,

originally founded in 1786 for the purpose of developing

the fisheries round the British coasts. The works then

executed cost £14,000 ; but as they proved inadequate

for their purpose, improvements were carried out be-

tween 1825 and 1831 at a cost of £40,000, and the

works brought into the state in which they remained

down to 1882. From the increased size of vessels and
boats employed in connection with the fishing, this new
harbour was, within a few years, again found too small,

and in 1844 the Fisheries Society obtained an Act of

Parliament empowering them to enlarge it. Nothing
was, however, done, and in consequence of the insuffi-

cient nature of the accommodation, and the harbour's

being a tidal one, and having its mouth so placed to

shelter it from the sea that boats entering it had to
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1 ratsh DfOtdatde to tho *-i> before running in, great loss

ol hlr (xvimtvt in ISi.'i, ami again in 1848. In 1857 n

(rr»K Act was obtained, but m the scheme proposed
nnilcr it rrquirrxl tin- MBOtlOD of the Admiralty, unil

that body wished lor the formation of a harbour of

n k'<
which tin' Society <->>nl<l not ulford to carry out,

nothing was iloiip till 1MS2, wlion it was agreed that a

modified liarUmr of refuge should be formed. Tliis was

t,. be looompUahod bj tlx oonitruotton <>f a bnakwater
running out from the B »«ii' r t < <>i the bay MO yards to

thr SK of the Old woiks, and extending 1150 feet out-

ward at right angles to tin- hlmre, terminating in 30 feot

ot water, and fl.t- 1 1 «-i ing an urea of about 25 acres, of

win DON thill M had a depth of over 2 fathoms at

...» mtor. Ihi Ibros of themm in tho bay seems,
iinrvr

,
to have I.e. ii llli lei e.st ilnated, if, indeed, the

principle of const met ion was not wholly wrong; and
: war portions of the great pier were thrown

it. wrn At 1 i '. after the Society had expended £62,000
..! i G rtramSBt loan, £54,000 of their own funds,

mid £4i>,000 of surplus harbour rates, in terrific gales

doling the years 1871 and 1872—when tho force of

« i
such iis to break iron bars measuring

8 by 3 inches—tho whole structuro was completely

exoepta fragment of the shore end, and opera-

r. a ban limed ill 1 s 7 1 , from which time till 1880

tb. --onnso! eaeb winter swept away portion after portion

of whal n mained. In 1879 a fresh Act was obtained by
the Fisheries Society, empowering them to hand over

the whole works to a body of trustees elected by public

Imdica in the town, while nil sums against the harbour
|..r r.

]

aymen t of the sums expended on it by the Society

were abandoned. Tho old works were injured by the

storms of 1880; and the trustees obtained from the

Treasury, first a remission of interest, and ultimately in

1882 a suspension of the present repayment of the

£00,000 due to the Public Works Loan Commissioners
;

and under a provisional order obtained in 1883, they

have proceeded with new works which are estimated to

cost £90,000, of which £50,000 is to be obtained on loan

from the Public Works Commissioners. These opera-

tions contemplate the lengthening of the south quay
300 feet, the erection of a new north quay outside the

present one, so as to enlarge the existing harbour by

2J acres, and the deepening of the whole area by 8 feet,

the extreme depth of the entrance at low water being

thus about 17 feet.

The great industry of Wick is fishing, particularly

herring fishing. Prior to 1768 the only herring caught

were by band lines for bait ; but then, under the

encouragement of a parliamentary bounty, boats were

fitted out for systematic prosecution of the trade. In that

year, probably from inexperience, operations failed, but

in 1782, 363 barrels were caught, and in 1790, 13,000

barrels ; and ever since the formation of the harbour it

has been frequented by large numbers of boats from all

quarters. During the season, in July and August, this

gives the place a somewhat ' ancient and fish like smell,'

and herring and herring barrels are everywhere to be

found along the shore, sometimes occupying consider-

able spaces along the sides of the streets in the portion

of the town nearest the harbour. The fishermen come
from all parts of Scotland, the greater number being

'hired men' from the Western Highlands and Islands.

The fishery district of Wick extends from Whale Goe or

Whaligoe," 7 miles N by W of the town of Wick, round

the rest of the Moray Firth and N and W coasts as far

as Cape Wrath. It embraces the fishing towns and

villages of Whaligoe, Sarclet, Wick, Ramsgoe, Broad-

haven, Greenigoe, Uttergoe, Ekie, Staxigoe, Ackergill,

Keiss, Nybster and Auekingill, Freswick, Duncansbay,
Stroma, Huna, Gills, Mey, Scarfskerry, Ham, Brough,

Uunnet, Murkle, Thurso and Scrabster, Crosskirk and

Brims, Sandside, Portskerry, Strathyhead, Armadale,

Kirktomy, Farr, Torrisdale, Scullomy, Talmine, Eri-

boll, and Smoo. Half of the boats and men employed,

and about two-thirds of the first-class boats, belong to

Wick itself and the neighbouring places. Belonging to

the district there were, in 1883, 388 first-class, 49 second-
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class, and :13(5 third-class boat

men and boys and 8776 other
valued at £51,507, tho nets o

at A.TI5S. The number of

disi riot, most of i hen from
m Ighbouring Broadhaven, in

I Ins time it. gradually inoreast

1021, fell off again iii 1838 t(

to 1100 and in 1802 to 1122, (

to the insufficient harbour a<

very largely. The number in

total eateb 1 'III,,'ill I elans, the

3, employing 2842 fishor

t £ :j ;il tnd fct: i:- :

boats Ashing within the

with Hi

other pi

was 155

( Ion! tne

banks Ii

town.

Tho burgh is governed
dean of guild, a treasun
under the General Police

and Improvement Act of

1802, which was adopted
in 1874, tho councillors

are also police commis-
sioners, but tho police

force is united with that

of the county. Tho
||

British Fisheries Society-

are superiors of Pulteney-

town, but there are 12 im-
provement commissioners
who exercise local power,

and who also, under the

Public Health Act, form

1 82 1 was 595, and from
1 till 1831 when it was

588, increased in 1857
nd has since then, owing
lommodation, fallen off

1883 was 518, and the
best, average fishing per

) employed in connection
men and boys and 2186
number of barrels cured

342 wore exported to tho
n miles of Wick, and other
it. white fishing, tho town
me of the great centres of

of cod, ling, and hake
nd over £25,000 worth of

d lobsters, were captured,

mufacturo of ropes, sails,

is a large, steam sawmill

nd brewery in Pulteney-

r ft provost, 3 bailies, a
and 9 councillors : and

Seal of Wick.

is a separate police force of 3 men (one to every 1C91 ot

the population), under a superintendent with a salary of

£50 a year. Gas is supplied by a private company con-

stituted in 1846. Pulteneytown is supplied with water
from Loch Hempriggs, and a supply was introduced

into the other districts in 1882 from Loch of Yarehouse
at a cost of £6000. The town has a head post office,

with money order, savings' bank, insurance, and tele-

graph departments, branch offices of the Bank of Scot-

land, British Linen Company, Commercial, North of

Scotland, and Town and County Banks. There is also

a branch of the National Security Savings' Bank,
agencies of 39 insurance companies, and several good
hotels. The newspapers are the Liberal John o' Groat

Jowrnal (1836), published on Thursday, and the Inde-
pendent Northern Ensi.yn (1850), published on Wednes-
day evening. Among the miscellaneous institutions

i d a custom-house, a station of the Naval
th buildings erected in 1876 on the South

Head, beyond Pulteneytown ; a Freemasons' hall, a life-

boat station, two public newsrooms, a chamber of com-
merce, artillery and rifle volunteers, a branch of the
: Ii;.: reeked AI a riners' Society, and the usual benevolent

and philanthropic associations. Sheriff ordinary and
commissary courts for the county are held every Tuesday
and Friday during session, and small debt courts for the

parishes of Wick, Watten, Bower, and Canisbay every

Tuesday during session. Down till 1828 these courts

were held at Thurso. (See Thurso.) Quarter sessions

arc held at both Wick and Thurso, and justice of peace

small debt courts on the first and third Mondays of

each month. There is a weekly market on Friday, and
there are fairs on the second last Tuesday of July, on

17 November o. s., or the Tuesday thereafter, and on

the last Friday of every other mouth. There is a coach

may
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to Castletown and Thurso, and another to Lybster and
Dunbeath every day.

The parliamentary burgh, which includes Pulteney-

town, Louisburgh, Broadhaven, and a small district

round, as well as Wick proper, unites with Dingwall,

Tain, Cromarty, Dornoch, and Kirkwall in returning a

member to parliament. Parliamentary constituency

(1885) 941
;
municipal 448. Valuation, royal burgh,

(1875) £4691, (1885) £5585, including £478 for the

railway; parliamentary burgh (1875) £21,892, (1885)

£24,218. Pop. of extended royal burgh, 2954 ; inhabited

houses. 527. Pop. of parliamentary burgh (1841) 5522,

(1861)' 7475, (1871) 8131, (1881) 8053, of whom 3810
were males and 4243 were females. Houses (1881)

1258 inhabited, 32 uninhabited, and 10 being built.

Of the whole population 5253 were in Pulteneytown,
1860 in Wick proper, and 940 in Louisburgh ; and of

the inhabited houses 791 were in Pulteneytown, 293 in

Wick proper, and 174 in Louisburgh.

—

Ord. Sur., sh.

116, 1878.

Wigtown or Wigton, a town and a parish on the E
border of Wigtownshire, and on the W shore of Wigtown
Bay. The name is derived either from wic, ' a village,'

and ton, 'a hill ;' or from wic, 'a bay,' and ton, 'a

town'—derivations which are both supported by the

actual position of the town. The form Wigtown is

generally used so as to distinguish the Scottish burgh
from the Cumberland town of Wigton.
The town is a royal and parliamentary burgh, a sea-

port and seat of trade, and ranks as the county town
of Wigtownshire. It is situated on a tabular hill of

about 200 acres in area, rising to a height of over 100
feet above sea-level, and commanding an extensive view.

It has a station on the Wigtownshire railway, and
stands about 3 furlongs NNW of the mouth of the
Bladenoch, 7| miles S by E of Newton-Stewart, 11

N of Whithorn, 26 E of Stranraer, and by road 129
SSW of Edinburgh. As seen from a distance the town
presents a very picturesque appearance ; and its neat-

ness, cleanliness, and general air of comfort and good
taste favourably impress those who enter it. The houses
are built in a great diversity of styles, which lends an air

of quaint variety to the principal streets ; while some
of the more recent edifices attain a very considerable
degree of elegance. The principal locality in the town
is the central rectangle, about 250 yards long, and cover-
ing fully an acre of ground. The centre of this space is

occupied by a public bowling-green, surrounded by
gravelled walks, shaded by trees and shrubs, the whole
being divided by a railing from the roadway, which
runs all round. The site of this public square, which
adds very much to the beauty of the town, was in the
old days used as a common dunghill ; and it is one of
the stories of the town that on one occasion during an
election, a public banquet was given on a temporary
platform of boards, hastily erected on this unsavoury
site. The other main thoroughfares of the town are
more or less directly connected with this central square.
Within its bounds stand the old and new burgh cross.

The former consists of a column 10 feet high, and 18
inches in diameter, resting on a square base, and crowned
by a square stone on which dials are sculptured. The
new cross was erected to commemorate the battle of
Waterloo, although it bears the date 1816, the year
after that event. It is an elegantly sculptured stone
monument, on an octagonal base, and is about 20 feet

high. It is surrounded by a railing. The town-hall
stands at the lower extremity of the square, on the site of
an older building of the same nature, erected about 1756.
Th^ present fine Tudor edifice was built in 1862-63,
anemias a lofty tower. It contains a court-room and the
vartpYs county offices, besides a largo assembly-room.
On'Vl e two sides of the entrance aro carved the burgh
an -^V. /f Stranraer and Whithorn ; and above the arched
wij Yam, the initial letters of the names of the principal
places in the county. The burgh arms of Wigtown
appear on the tower, near a slab bearing the royal arms,
which was taken from tho former court-house, and is

Bow placed over the side-entrance. A bell, weighing

over 7 cwt., was presented by Provost Murray in 1881,
in place of one dated 1633. The prison for the Lower
District of the county was legalised in 1848, but was
closed in 1878. Other noteworthy buildings, besides
the churches, are the board school and the bank offices.

The ancient church of Wigtown stood on a retired

spot about 100 yards from the E end of the town, and
was dedicated to St Machute, who died in 554. Given
by Edward Bruce, brother of King Robert, to the monks
of Whithorn, it became afterwards a free rectory under
the patronage of the crown

;
though about 1650 the

patronage was acquired by the Earl of Galloway. The
original church was rebuilt in 1730, repaired in 1770,
and re-roofed in 1831, but is now in a state of ruin.

The present parochial church, erected in 1853, adjoins
the ruin. It is an ornamental structure with a hand-
some spire, and contains 660 sittings. The Free church is

in the Quay Road, in the SW of the town, and contains
400 sittings. The U.P. church, built in 1845, with
700 sittings, is an unpretentious building near the town-
head. The only other church in Wigtown is the Roman
Catholic church of the Sacred Heart, built in 1879 to
hold 250. It has a school connected with it with an
average of 60 pupils. The other schools in the town are
the burgh and parochial board school, the Normal
school, and the Charity school. The accommodation,
average attendance, and government grant for these in
1883-84 were respectively 165, 156, £154

; 116, 48, £24;
154, 48, £38. The cemetery surrounds the parochial
church ; and contains the tombstones of the Martyrs of
Wigtown, whose fate is described below. That of
Margaret Wilson is a horizontal slab supported by four
short pillars, and bears the following inscription in
addition to her name :

—

' Let earth and stone still witness beare,
Their lys a virtue martyr here,
Murthcr'(l for mviiiii!,' Christ supivame
Head of His church, and no more crime.
But not abjuring Presbytury,
And her not ouning Prelacy.
They her condem'd hy unjust law
Of Heaven nor Hell they stood no aw;
Within the sea ty'd to a stake,
She suffered for Christ Jesus sake.
The actors of this cruel crime
Was Lager. Strachan. Winram. and Grhame.
Neither young years nor yet old age
Could stop the fury of there rage.'

A small upright stone commemorates her fellow sufferer,

Margaret MacLachlan ; and a plain upright-slab records
that

' Here lyse William Johnston
John Milroy George Walker who was with
out sentence of law hanged hy .Major
Winram for their adherence to Scot
lands Reformation covenants nation
at and solam leagwe

1685.'

Wigtown has a post office with money order, sav-
ings' bank, and telegraph departments, branches of the
British Linen, Clydesdale, and National Banks, and
18 insurance agencies. The chief hotels are the Gallo-
way Arms and the Commercial Inn. Among the
other institutions are a mechanics' institute, the Wig-
townshire agricultural society, a gas company, a
masonic lodge, the Wigtownshire railway company
(incorporated 1872), and various religious and benevolent
associations. A cattle market is held on the fourth
Friday of every month ; but various other periodical
markets have been given up.

The old harbour of Wigtown was a creek at the mouth
of the Bladenoch, but became blocked about 1818 in
consequence of a change in the river's current. The
new harbour, about J mile S of the town, was formed at
a considerable cost by tho corporation ; and has quays
and a breast-work. Ships of 300 tons burden can
approach tho quay. Tho little trade that is carried on
consists in the export of agricultural produce and tho
import of coal, lime, and manures. The tonnage be-
longing to the port in tho annual average of 1845-49
was 3892; in 1856, 2080 in 54 vessels; in 1875, 1931
in 40 vessels ; and in 1884, HOG tons in 35 vessels, nouo

491
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ff them st<>.tniers. There « nloro«l in 1SS3 vosstds of nn
.t.vi.-j.ilr touting* of 57.10; anil oleiuvd vessel* of all

. . ol Ml'J. Wigtown is the sent of n

. i 't.iiu li niv which comprehends in its district the

crwks of Wigtownshire mill Kirkcudbright, from the

Mull «•( t:.>ll»w«y to tlio mouth of tho river Fleet.

Wigtown, dtMrtbad on its let) U nn ' itntiqiiissimum

bur-uin.' I\;is U-. u a cited to have boon it royal burgh
ts ••hi tlio reign »•( lUvid II lint tin- original grants

lilting ban I"--! or destroyed, James II. granted t new
charter in 1457, which wna confirmed hy tho Scottish

|..u 1 uncut in 1(161. In li '.'- Charles 11. confirmed and

Mb adtd tho burghal rights ill new charter. The burgh
is governed hy n ]irovost,

^^omiiw^^ •)
|, ; ,i|i,. S| n treasurer,

>'''n^
S

' V:S'N ' ' ''nn ucillors. The

jRjS^^r^js&&$k municipal revenue in
'' A 1 >s 1 w:,s a' 77

'<

1111,1

f >'
/ \/W\<\y1\ <^\ tho financial aflairs were

/jv/f r) ^Aj/'/ts^S lll"»'islli,lK' Landed

I.^Y""*' I • s[ lit "I the 1 ' 1 1
1

1

1

i
"

. J\ 1 ^Jr 4 |*-»S al "lie lime extended to

V '> ' 7 -

\ [ .
',/r *J^BVm acrea, but has

Y'T . f
"J^jSpS^'a hecn much diminished

^^^?> "I'e'iation
;

hut it

"/'""^"StSJi^^
is still considerable, and

-~AQl\S$ji^r includes tho farms of
^^aatxaf*^ Maidland and Kirkland-

Scal of Wigtown. hill. The municipal
constituency in 1885

w* 1 1 C^Tp, of whom 03 wore females. Wigtown unites

with Whithorn (230), Stranraer (788), and New Gallo-

way (60) in sending a member to parliament) and is the
!• turning burgh ; but under the Redistribution Bill of

it :- pr :
' • •! I" nn rge it in the county. In the

l>cginning of 1885 ita parliamentary constituency was
219. Sheriff

1

,
ordinary, and commissary courts, and a

sheriff small debt court are held every Tuesday during
session

; a justice of peace court is held on the first

Friday of every month ; and quarter sessions on the first

v of March and May, and the last Tuesday of

October. Valuation (1875) £5479, (1885) £5573, plus
£156 for railway. Pop. of parliamentary burgh (1841

)

1870, (1861) 20-27, (1871) 1780, (1881) 1722, ofwhom 967
were females. Houses (1881) inhabited 395, vacant 23.

ULilory and Antiquities.—A grassy mound between
the town and the harbour marks the site of Wigtown
Castle, which stood on the banks of the former course of
the Bladcnoch. Although the outline of the structure

was traced in 1830, the materials had long previously
been removed for building purposes. Whether or not
it was originally founded by early Saxon invaders, it

to have existed in the time of Edward I. of

England, for whom it was held by Walter de Currie in

1291, and by Richard Siward in 1292. Sir William
Wallace is said to have captured it in 1297, and to have
entrusted it to Adam Gordon. Subsequently it was
delivered to John Baliol, as King of Scotland, and
served for a time as a royal residence. Its place in

history is insignificant, and its progress through gradual
decay to eventual destruction has not been traced. A
Dominican priory was founded near the castle in 1267
by De»orgille, mother of John Baliol, and though never
very i.nportant, received privileges from various kings.

Alexander III. granted to the monks a large share of

the rents of the town of Wigtown, and they also held
royal grants of fisheries on both sides of the river.

James IV. used to lodge within its walls on occasion of

bis frequent pilgrimages to St Ninian's shrine at Whit-
horn, and repaid its hospitality by various gifts and
gTants. The priory was surrounded by an extensive
cemetery ; but it never attained much eminence, and
passed into ruin before 1684. Though a portion of its

walls was to be seen in 1818, they cannot now be traced.

Wigtown gave the title of Earl from 1606 till 1747 to

the family of Fleming. See Biggar.
The most striking incident in the history of the burgh

is the execution of the ' Drowned Women of Wigtown,'
whose graves are mentioned above. Margaret Wilson.
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i girl of i Ighteen years, and Margaret MacLachlan, aged
sixty-three, together with Agnes Wilson, a younger
sister of the first named, arrested on a charge of non-
conformity fc6 Episcopal Church government, rebellion,

ami preBenoe at Hold conventicles, were brought before
the judges whoso names appear in the epitaph already

quoted. All three refused the Abjuration Oath when
n was put to them, and all were brought in guilty.

The sentence was at oneo pronounced, that tho three
should be tied to stakes fixed within tho Hood-mark in

the Water ol Bladenoch, whore the sea (lowed at high
wator, so that they should be drowned by the incoming
tido. Agnos Wilson was got out by her father (who had
oonformed) upon a bond Ol XlOO, which was duly oxacted
on her non appearance, but on the other two tho sen-

tence was performed 11 May 1685. 'Tho two women,'
writes Wodrow, ' wei'o brought from Wigtown, with a

numerous crowd of spectators, to so extraordinary an
execution. Ma jor Windram, with some soldiers, guarded
them to the place of execution. The old woman's stake
was :i <;ood way in beyond the other, and she was tho

first di patched, in order to terrify tho other to a com-
pliance with such oaths and conditions as they required.

Bui in vain, for she adhered to her principles with an
unshaken steadfastness.' After the water had covered

Margaret Wilson, but before she was quite dead, she was
pulled up ; and when she had recovered, another chance
of taking the Abjuration Oath was given to her. ' Most
deliberately,' continues the account, 'she refused, and
said, "1 will not; I am one of Christ's children ; letme
go I

" Upon w hich she was thrust dow n again into tho

water, when' she finished her course with joy.' Elforts

have been made to prove that tho sentence was never
really executed, but that a recommendation to pardon,
made by the Lords of the Privy Council, which appears

in the Council registers, was carried into effect. Abun-
dant evidence has, however, been brought to prove the

fatal issue of events—probably before tho notice of

remit iOn had time to be conveyed from Edinburgh to

Wigtown. Tho Bladenoch has altered its course since

that tragic event, but its former channel is still to be

traced, a little to tho N of its present course. On Windy
Hill, which is the highest point of the eminence on
which the town stands, a monumental obelisk has been
raised, at a cost of £200, to the memory of the martyrs.

See Mark Napier's Case for tlm Crown, (1863), and the

Rev. Dr Arch. Stewart's History Vindicated^ ed. 1869).

The parish of Wigtown is bounded on the N and W by
Penninghatne, S by Kirkinner, and E by Wigtown Bay.

Its greatest length, from E to W, is 4J miles; its great-

est breadth is nearly 4 miles ; and its area is 9033 acres,

of which are foreshore and 31 [{ water. The north-

ern boundary is traced for 3£ miles by the exceedingly

zig-zag course of the Bishop Burn, and the Bladenoch
winds G j* miles east-by-southward along all the Kirk-

inner boundary. The E frontier of the parish is fringed

by a broad expanse of flat sand and salt marsh, 2£ miles

long by 2 broad, covered by the sea at high tide, but dry
at low water, across which the streams force their way,
to fall into the estuary of the Cree. The surface of the

parish in no place much exceeds 200 feet above sea-level.

Wood Fell, in tho NE, attains that height, together with
several points close by, as does also a height in tho W
at Balmeg on Torhousemoor. The S district is tumu-
lated and hillocky, but nowhere attains a much higher

level than 100 feet. A district to the NE, about 2J miles

by 1J mile in extent, and forming the S extremity of tho

Mosses of Cree, which stretch into Penninghame, is an
almost uninterrupted level, bearing evidence of having
been at successive epochs covered by the sea, by forest,

and by bogs. Though much of it has been reclai ed

for the plough, Barrow or Burgh Moss and Carsejg. m
Moss still cover a considerable part of its surface. ho

centre and SW of the parish are occupied partly iy

Claughrie and Torhouse Moors. The soil of the pa. di

is chiefly a dry light hazel mould, lying on till ir

gravel. The prevailing rocks are greywacke or gre;-

wacke slate. Besides the streams on the boundaries

the only other is the Barrowmoss Bum, which flows frou
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the skirts of Wood Fell E through the centre of the

parish to the estuary of the Cree.

Besides the royal burgh of Wigtown, the parish con-

tains the village of Bladenoch. The S is traversed by the

high road to Portpatrick, and the E by two roads to

Newton-Stewart. The Wigtownshire railway runs from

N to S through the E of the parish for about 4 miles.

The chief mansion in the parish is Torhouse. The chief

industry is agriculture. There are some small manufac-

tures in Wigtown, and there is a distillery at Bladenoch.

The parish is the seat of a presbytery in the synod
of Galloway ; the living is worth £455. The parochial

church and the schools have already been noted above.

The Free Church also has a presbytery of Wigtown.
Valuation of parish (1884-85) £6305, 13s. 9d. Pop.

(1755) 1032, (1801) 1475, (1831) 2337, (1861) 2637,

(1871) 2306, (1881) 2198, of whom only 395 were

landward. Houses (1881) inhabited 481, vacant 25.

The chief antiquities are the Standing Stones of Tor-

house, and Torhouskie Fort or Cairn. The former are

of unpolished granite, from 2 to 5 feet long, from 4 to 9

in girth, and from 5 to 12 asunder. They form a circle

of 218 feet, and number 19 on the circumference and
3 in the centre. Some antiquaries regard them as

Druidical remains
;

others, among whom are Sibbald,

Timothy Pont, and Symson, prefer to regard them as

monuments to the Scottish King Galdus, who conquered

the province from the Romans. Torhousekie Fort is

situated on a rising-ground in the W, and shows remains

of two circular stone walls. There is a well dedicated

to St Ninian near the intersection of Barrowmoss Burn
and the Newton-Stewart road.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 4, 1857.

Wigtownshire, a maritime county in the SW extremity

of Scotland, forms the W division of Galloway, and
contains the most southerly land in Scotland. It is

bounded on the N partly by the mouth of the Firth of

Clyde, but chiefly by Ayrshire, E by Kirkcudbright-

shire, S by the Irish Sea, and W by the Irish Channel.

It lies between 54° 36' 45" and 55° 3' 40" N lat., and
between 4° 15' 50* and 5° 7' 10" W long. The boundary,
beginning at Galloway Burn on the E bank and near

the entrance of Loch Ryan, passes tolerably due E in an
irregular line along the courses of the Main Water and
Cross Water of Luce and other smaller streams, past

Lochs Maberry and Dornal, till it strikes the river Cree

at Carrickburnfoot, whose course it follows at first east-

wards and then southwards, so that the entire boundary
with Kirkcudbrightshire is formed by the river Cree

and its estuary Wigtown Bay. The S boundary, from
Burrow Head, follows the huge curve of Luce Bay,
which, opening with a width of 18J miles, strikes

inland for 16J miles to within 6^ of the head of Loch
Ryan, and covers an area of 160 square miles. From
the Mull of Galloway, forming the western horn of Luce
Bay, the coast runs N to Corsewall Point, where it

bends to the W for a short distance to Milleur Point,

on the W of the entrance to Loch Ryan. Thence it

follows the long narrow indentation of Loch Ryan,
which stretches 10 miles S by E into the interior, until

the point whence we began to trace the boundary is

reached. But for the indentations of Luce Bay and
Loch Ryan the outline of the county would be proxi-

mately a square of about 29 miles on each side ; but
these two arms of the sea cut off from the main body a

long narrow peninsula, tapering towards its S end, and
connected with the rest of the shire by a narrow neck
about 6J miles broad. Its greatest length, from E to

W, is about 30J miles ; its greatest breadth, from N to

S, is 28 J miles; and its area is 51 2 J square miles or

327,906 acres, of which 14,330 are foreshore and 28284.

water. Wigtownshire is the seventeenth among Scottish

counties in point of size, and the twenty-second in

point of population.

The coast, inclusive of the great and small inlets, has
an extent of about 120 miles, for tho most part bold
and rocky, and in very many places pierced with
caverns. There are but few recesses in which a large

ship could safely ride at anchor or attempt to land a
cargo, and not very many that afford fair landing-places
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for even small boats. Loch Ryan, indeed, may be
regarded as one fine harbour, and two or three of the
creeks of Wigtown Bay are decidedly hospitable ; but
most of Luce Bay, and the great majority of the small
bays and other openings, are flanked or beset with rocky
and fissured clifl's, often rising sheer from the water.
The head of Luce Bay is, however, bounded by a stretch
of sandy beach. The small bays are exceedingly
numerous, and with the small headlands form a slightly
waving or serrated coast-line. The chief headlands are
Burrow Head, at the dividing point between Wigtown
Bay and Luce Bay ; the Mull of Galloway, the most
southerly land in Scotland, at the dividing point
between Luce Bay and the Irish Channel ; and Corse-
wall Point in the extreme NW of the couuty at the
meeting of the Irish Channel and the Firth of Clyde.
The most important harbours are Stranraer at the head
and Cairnryan on the E side of Loch Ryan

;
Carty on

the river Cree, 2£ miles SSE of Newton-Stewart
;
Wig-

town, on the upper part of Wigtown Bay
;

Garlieston,

near the middle of the W side of Wigtown Bay ; Isle

of Whithorn, 2 miles NNE of Burrow Head ; Port-
William, near the middle of the E side of Luce Bay

;

Port-Logan, on the Irish Channel, 7i miles NNW of

the Mull of Galloway ; and Portpatrick, on the Irish

Channel, lOi miles NNW of Port-Logan.
The interior is divided into three great districts. The

peninsula, or rather double peninsula, W of Loch Ryan
and Luce Bay, is known as the Rhinns of Galloway ; the
district which forms the broad-based triangular penin-
sula between Luce Bay and Wigtown Bay is called the
Machers ; while the rest of the county, N of the Machers
and E of Loch Ryan, bears the loose general name of

the Moors. The physical aspect of Wigtownshire is not
strikingly varied, and presents few imposing landscapes.

The surface, though partly low and level, otters in most
parts the appearance of a continuous sea of knolls, and
hills, and hillocks ; but probably it aggregately rises

less above sea-level than any other equally large district

in Scotland. A considerable area of low level ground,
bearing marks of having at a comparatively recent

period been submerged by the sea, lies along the lower
reach of the river Cree and the upper part of Wigtown
Bay ; and the isthmus between the head of Loch Ryan
and Luce Bay bears similar traces. The heights, as the
county recedes northwards, become bolder and of a
more decidedly hilly character than near the coast

;

and along the Ayrshire border the loftiest average is

reached on the skirts of the broad range of the southern
highlands, which extends across Scotland to the coast of

Berwickshire. Heathy hills, high mosses, and bleak
fells thus occupy a large portion of the Moors. The
Rhinns district is traversed from N to S by a watershed,

which sends its drainage off on both sides. The
Machers has mostly, like the Moors, a southern ex-

posure, and both these districts send their waters chiefly

to Wigtown and Luce Bays.
The chief heights in the Rhinns are, from N to S,

Tor of Craigoch (409 feet), in Kirkcolm parish
;
Craig-

head of Lochnaw (484) and several points of 500 feet,

in Leswalt ; Broad Moor (500), a summit near Craigenlee

(592), and Cairn Pat or Piat (593), the highest point of

the Rhinns, in Portpatrick ; Bannore Hill (463), in

Stoneykirk ; Barncorkrie Moor (507), West Muntloch
(525), and Dunman (522), in Kirkmaiden. The Mull of

Galloway, the most southerly point in Scotland, rises

228 feet above sea-level. In the Moors the chief heights

are Cairnarzean Fell (735 feet), Cairnscarrow (761),

Braid Fell (769), Brockloch Fell (769), and Mid Moilo

(844), in Inch parish ; Bucht Fell (607), Balmurrie Fell

(807), Quarter Fell (834), Stab Hill (725), Murdonochee
(900), and Miltonish (970), in New Luce ; Knock Fell

(513) and Craig Fell (538), in Old Luce ; Barskeoch Fell

(579), Culvennan Fell (702), Eldrig Fell (742), Urrall

Fell (604), and Craigairie Fell (1000), in Kirkcowan
;

Glassoch Fell (493) and an unnamed point near Loch
Ochiltree (604), in Penninghame. In the Machers the

chief heights are Craigoach Fell (426 feet), the Doon of

May (457), Moehruin Fell (646), Bennan Hill (500), and
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1 " • 150), ta Moehram ntriih | Onrleton Fell (476)
•ml the Ki ll .il lWhullion in (ihisserton.

The »lt..nun ol Wigtownshire uro very liinucisnis, Init

for the in«->t p.-itl of short course, ami unimportant size.

'I hp i hli'l is t tlP IV<\ which fur IllilcS I'orillN till"

bonsdin between Uncoodblight ana Wigtown shires,

JU-.1 tx-iviv k is Wigtown Buy nt Crcctown. It is

navigable up to (.^iirty, hut receives no noteworthy
tributary from Willow nshire. The Bhidenoch, issuing

from I.0.I1 Mnhciiv on tin- Ayrshire bonier, has u course
s. SSK. m.'d K to \\ igtown Hay. It

i. rintthi i >n W iter, to* Blaok Burn, and the MaMe
w»ter on the right The Luoe Water iH formed by
the junction, nt New Luce village, of the Main Water of

Loot and the Croai Watai of Luce, Its entire course

within the county i* nbout lf> miles. All theso rivers

roiil.im s.ilnn'ii an. I trout. There are numerous other

mailer streams that are frequented hy millers for tho

*»ke of trout fishing'. Anions these may he mcntionod
tho Black Barn, Biahop Mum, Connie, Colinty,

CraRoch, Cruise, Ponnan, Gleiihum, Kirklachio, Lang-
Moiieypool, I'cnwhirn, l'iltanton, l'olnure,

Pullnryon, and Sole Burns. The lakes aro also

QUmerOOl hut .small. In the Hhinns are Loch Connal
in Kiikeoliu parish ami Soulseat, and Castle- Kennedy in

In- h. In the Moors are Lochs Maborry and Domai on

the Ayrshire boundary ; Loch Ochiltree, and Loch Crco

on the l i i . iii I Ynninghamo ; and Loch Ronald in

Kirkoowan. In the Mathers are Castle Loch, the four

: bl I M "liium, Kldrig Loch, and White Loch, in

Mochrum. Other small lochs in various parts of tho
roimty are Loi hs Derry, Heron, Barwhapplo, Dernaglar,

Clugston, Whitafield, and Black Loch. L)owalton Loch,
at one timo the second largest lake in the shire, was
drained in 1802. At Logan there is an artificial fish-

pond, built among the rocks on the shore, in which cod
and other sea-fish are kept. Springs and wells of

reputed miraculous or medicinal qualities are met with
all over the county.

Geology.—There is little variety in the geological for-

mations of Wigtownshire. If we except a narrow strip of

ground on the W shore of Loch Ryan, which is occupied
by Carboniferous and Permian rocks, the rest of the

aonntj is composed of Silurian strata. Roth the lower
and upper divisions of the Silurian system are repre-

sented ; the latter occupying the promontory of Burrow
Bead and extending along the shore in the direction of

the Isle of Whithorn. Magnificent sections of the
members of this system are exposed on the rocky coast-

line facing the Irish Channel, where the innumerable
flexures of the strata may be studied to advantage. The
prevalent strike of the strata throughout the county is

k"E and SW, and owing to constant folding certain

subdivisions of the system arc made to cover a great

breadth of country. From the memoirs published by
the Geological Survey, it would appear that the Lower
Silurian rocks are divisible into certain groups in which
there arc two zones of black shale, the lower occupying
the horizon of the Moffat series, the upper occupying
the position of the Lead Hills black shales. These are

separated by a considerable thickness of massive grits,

greywackes, flagstones, and shales. The lower zone is

exposed in Clanyard Bay, N of the Mull of Galloway,
in Drurnbreddan Bay, and again near Money Head,
while the upper zone is admirably seen on the cliff about
2 miles 8 of I'ortpatrick. Some of the bands in these

black shale zones are crowded with graptolites, and
similar fossils occur in the Cairn Ryan slates, where
they were discovered long ago by Mr Carrick Moore.
One of the prominent subdivisions of the Lower Silurian

formation in this county consists of a series of massive
gTey and reddish grits, which cover a belt of ground
about 8 miles broad from Mochrum Loch to the higli

grounds N of Glenluce.

The Upper Silurian rocks, occurring on the shore
between the Isle of Whithorn and Burrow Head, consist

of brown crusted greywackes, flags, and cleaved shales,

with which are associated numerous thin bands of dark
shale yielding OraplolUUus Flemingii, 0. priodon,

4'Ji

Ci/rtw<i)>lus Murchisoni, with fragments of Ci'ratioraris

mill OrthooeratiUi.
'I'ln- Silurian atrata are pierced by various igneous

masses Of small extent ; all the largo granite areas in

1
1 dlowaj being Included in the county of Kirkcudbright.
a fe\i lull. -, tu the N of the Mull of Oallowayat Lag-
gantullocb Bead there is a mass of granite covering an
area of about 2 square miles. A mass of diorito, con-

Bistingof triclinic felspar, hornblende, with quartz and
ii-u pyrites, occurs mi the hills about :t miles N of
Kill.' owen, while another patch is to bo found near

Glenluce. Dykes of tho same rook are also met, with near
i In Bhore to llu> I''. of Mochrum Loch, There are

numerous Lnl rusive dj kes of different varieties of quartz-

Pel id- (scattered throughout the county; the most in-

trn'liu" |i,.j|,.r certain falenso I'elsloues in- mica traps
.in urring al Innerwell Point ami on Culvennan Fell.

The narrow band of Carboniferous strata has been
traced for a ilistaneo of about 8 miles along tho W side
nt Loch h'van, where they form a fringe about J mile
in breadth between the Permian ami Silurian rocks.

From the fad that they are covered unconformably by
the Permian strata, ami from the nature of the organic

remains and the characters of (he beds, they have been
provisionallyclassed with the Calciferous Sandstone series

by the officers of tho Geological Survey. The strata

consist of red, grey, and t tied sandstones with purple
clays. All the fossils with one exception consist of

plant remains, comprising titiymaria, Ualamitcs, Alcth-

optcris lonchitidis, etc.

Between the belt of Carboniferous strata just referred

to and tho W shore of Loch Ryan there is a strip of

Permian strata about 9 miles in length and about 1

mile in breadth, consisting throughout of coarse

breccia with thin seams of sandstone. Lithologically the

rock closely resembles the Permian breccias of Ayrshire.

It presents a tumultuous appearance, tho blocks being

angular or sub-angular, and measuring, in many cases,

a foot across. From tho nature of the included blocks

it is evident that they have been derived from the

denudation of the Silurian strata. On the Geological

Survey map a basalt dyke is marked as penetrating this

breccia, from which it may be inferred that it belongs

to tho later series of Tertiary dykes so common in the

W of Scotland.

In the W portion of tho county the general trend of

the ice-marking is S ami SSW, and the same direction

is observable in the undulating ground between Stran-

raer and Whithorn. Along the banks of the Cree, how-
ever, the ice-markings run more or less parallel with
the valley. These markings were evidently produced
by the great ice-sheet which radiated from the tract of

high ground on the borders of Kirkcudbrightshire and
Ayrshire. A remarkable feature connected with tho

boulder-clay in this county is the arrangement of this

deposit in oval-shaped mounds or 'drums,' usually

coinciding in trend with that of the ice-markings. The
peculiar appearance presented by these ridges is admir-
ably seen on both sides of the Wigtownshire railway,

between Newton-Stewart and Glenluce, and again be-

tween Wigtown and Whithorn. In this county there

are certain sections where the boulder-clay yields broken
fragments of shells, as for example at Port Logan and
in 1 lanyard Bay on the W shore of the Mull of Gallo-

way, in the tough laminated clays used as brick clays

at i llashmahew near Stranraer, organic remains have been

met with, but these brick clays do not occur at much
higher levels than 60 feet. Shelly boulder-clay has

al been noted in the course of the Geological Survey
of the district at various localities on the shores of Loch
Ryan. There can be little doubt that this deposit is

more recent than the typical lower boulder-clay of inland

districts, which is invariably unfossiliferous. Tho
numerous boulders scattered over the low grounds of

Wigtownshire is another characteristic feature of the

glaciation of this county. Conspicuous amongst these

erratics are the blocks of grey granite derived from the

great mass of Cairnsmore of Fleet, and tho mass lying

between the Kells and Merrick ranges.
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Along the shores of Loch Ryan and Luce Bay, and
again along the estuary of the Cree, there are strips of

flat land representing the 25-feet and 50-feet beaches.

Sometimes these are partly overgrown, and more fre-

quently the lower raised beach is obscured by great

accumulations of blown sand. The largest development
of sand dunes occurs in Luce Bay, between Balgreggan
and the mouth of Piltanton Burn.

Economic Minerals.—Galena has been worked at the

Knockibae mines, N of New Luce, and a vein of copper

pyrites has been explored at Wauk Mill, near Kirkcowan.
At Tonderghie, S of Whithorn, there is a vein of barytes

associated with iron and copper pyrites. At Cairn Ryan
the grey shales and flaggy bands have been extensively

wrought for roofing slates, and also for pavement stones.

The grey shales, yielding graptolites at Grennan, N of

the Mull of Galloway, have also been quarried for roof-

ing-slates. Excellent building stone is obtained from
the Carboniferous sandstones on the W side of Loch
Ryan, and from the greywacke bands and massive grits

of the Silurian formation. The more flaggy bands in the

grit series supply excellent lintels. The harder bands
in the Silurian rocks are extensively used for road metal.

The stratified clays have been used for the manufacture
of bricks. Another noteworthy feature is the great

development of peat mosses in the low grounds of the

county, which have yielded an abundant supply of fuel.

The extent of these peat mosses is somewhat remarkable,

as may be seen by referring to the published survey

maps of that region. (See Geological Survey Maps, 1,

2, 3, 4, and the explanations accompanying these

sheets.)

Soil.—The soil of the low flat lands near the Cree

and at the head of Wigtown Bay is all alluvial ; and
the Carse of Baldoon, which includes the larger part of

these lands, is a strong clay, not unlike the rich soil of

the carses on the Forth. The valley between Loch
Ryan and Luce Bay has a deposit of sea-sand, inter-

spersed with tracts of reclaimed shallow flow moss ; and
the low belt on the W side of Loch Ryan is also sandy.

The soil of most of the Machers and much of the Moors
is a dry hazel-coloured loam, often inclined to gravel,

and generally incumbent upon rock. The Rhinns have
a diversified and excellent soil, to a large extent arable.

The central and northern districts of the Moors have
extensive tracts covered with a soil of peat earth ; and
the large and deep ' flows ' (as these peat mosses are

called)—some from 8 to 10 miles long—while they chill

the air with humid exhalations, prevent vegetation, and
are quite useless for grazing purposes.

Climate.—The climate corresponds with the position

of the county, the configuration of its surface, and the

character of its shores. Rain falls often, and in large

aggregate quantity, yet seldom without intermission

during an entire day. The south-westerly winds usually

bring rain
;

yet, except where artificial drainage has

been neglected, it rarely injures the fruits of the soil.

Snow seldom lies long ; and frost is not often severe or

protracted. The prevailing winds are from the S and
the SW, and the severest storms of wind and the

heaviest falls of rain and snow are from some point

between the SW and the SE. A heavy gale sometimes
blows from the NW, but generally subsides in the
evening of the same day ; and hence has arisen a local

proverb that 'an honest man and the north-west wind
go to sleep together.' The climate on the whole is

favourable to health and longevity.

Wigtownshire is almost exclusively an agricultural

and grazing county, its manufactures, commerce, and
mining being but of little importance. According to

the returns of 1881, 6323 of the entire population were
engaged in agricultural, and 4960 in industrial, pursuits.

Commerce employed 760, other occupations 3068, leaving

23,343 unoccupied and unproductive. Agriculture seems
to have attained a considerable degree of excellence in

this district in comparatively early times ; and under
the Baliols, before the 14th century, was flourishing.

In the succeeding troublous times, however, the art

relapsed, and lor four centuries mado but slow and

feeble progress. In the first half of the 18th century
improvements began, at first under Marshal Lord Stair,

who devoted his retirement after 1728 to the encourage-
ment of enlightened agriculture on his lands in Wigtown-
shire and in West Lothian. His example was gradually
followed. In 1760 considerable improvements were
introduced on the Earl of Selkirk's estate of Baldoon ;

and the Earl of Galloway also soon entered the same
field. A better rotation of crops, the use of modern
implements, the enclosing of fields, and other improve-
ments took good effect ; and these, seconded by the
etlbrts of intelligent agriculturists and of the Agricul-
tural Society of Dumfriesshire, brought about a consider-

able advance in farming by the beginning of the present
century. At present the best districts offer as fine

specimens of high-farming as are to be seen anywhere in

the country ; and the farmers of the other regions are

only hindered by the difficulties of the soil from giving
to the general face of the country as cultivated an aspect

as that of more favoured localities. The farms are mostly
of a medium size, and are usually let on leases of nineteen
years. According to the returns of 1881, there were in

this county 30 farms of 1000 acres and upwards, 64 from
500 to 1000, 423 from 100 to 500, 237 from 10 to 100,

and 27 below 10. In 1884 there were 147,202 acres

under crops, bare fallow, or pasture. The following
table exhibits the acreage under the chief crops in
various years:

—

In 1884, 6 acres were under orchard, 73 in nursery

grounds, and 8009 in coppice and plantations, excluding
garden shrubberies.

The live stock falls entirely under the description

already given under Kirkcudbrightshire, and the

authority there referred to. The following table shows
the number of the various kinds of stock in different

years :

—

1878. 1880. 1882. 1884.

Horses, ....
Sheep
Pigs, ....

6,792
40,401

131,030
9,491

5,585
40,144
120,907

7,412

5,595
40.008

12a, 14(1

10,386

5,800
43,881

Its,!)! 10

10,323

Wigtownshire is not a very well wooded county,

although a good deal has been done in the way of

planting since the time of Marshal Stair, already

alluded to. It is said that he and his father planted

annually, for a considerable number of years, as many
as 20,000 trees. The policies of many of the private

mansions are finely adorned with timber. The grounds

of Castle-Kennedy in particular may bo mentioned in

this connection.

Manufactures and Trade.—The absence of coal effec-

tually restrains tho manufactures of the county, so that

no really important manufacturing industry has been
established in it. There are isolated establishments, as

for instance, the distillery at Bladenoch, and the woollen

mills in Kirkcowan parish, but these do little more than

supply part of the local demand. The commerce con-

sists almost wholly in the exchange of the produce of

the soil, cattle, and sheep, for manufactured and other

articles for homo consumption. At one time timber
495

1S55. 1874. 1880. 1882. 1884.

Wheat, .... 7,343 4,9(19 2,196 2,191 1,194
Barley or Bere, 1,589 1.304 2,612 2,346 1,021
Oats, .... 34,W2 31,431 33,:.la 34,003 i:,;.79

150 100 1M 118 124

408 378 590 318
Potatoes, 3,x43 2,116 2,710 2,615 2,227
Turnips and Swedes, 16,093 15,227 16,070 16.23S

Cabbages, Rape, etc., .
' 44 75 61 154 74

Other Green Crops, 247 162 168 182

% i Bare Fallow, .
'845 614 487 470 372

g I Grass in Rotation, . 61,658 45.574 59,0.22 62.993 67.0.V2

a [ Permanent Pasture, 39,760 24,480 21,894
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was imports! from Aiiu ri. and Umber and IrOB from
the lUltic. hut th< -o trades have now dwindled, ultliou-li

»omr timtx-r is »t ill itn|Hntiil from Norway. At one

time • Urge tr.niMt trade wan maintained through the

rouiitv between tin- nortli of Iroluinl on the olio side,

and the south of Scotland and north of Pllghllld on
the ollirr. Tin- parage of huge herds of Irish cattle

and of much Unlisli merchandise, together with tlio

jirmem-e of numerous travellers, conferred a considerable

total benefit, which, howmr, has now almost entirety

ban diverted by thi development ol itMin navigation.

Stranraer, however, has aoino littlo shipping trade ; and
thrre is a daily steamer passenger and goods servico

lialsmu this port and Luna and Belfast, The various

mailer port* carry on s more or less brisk coasting-

trade. Tho extension of railways into tho county has
•Ko tend.. I m some degroo to bring back a proportion

of the former tran-.it trade. There are thrco lines of

: ... la Wigtownshire, The Portpatriok railway,

o^io.l in ImU, and leaving tho Glasgow and South-

\ . ijatain al Domfnea, enters tho county at

N. «:,.ii St.'uart. and runs westwards to Stranraer, and
t HM BW tO Portpatriok. The Wigtownshire stations

an dawton-fltewert, Kirkcowan, Glenluce, Dunragit,

Csstle Kennedy, Stranraer Harhour, Stranraer, Colfin,

and PortpetrioK. The Wigtownshire railway, branch-

in,- from the Port patrick line at Newton-Stewart, was
authorised in 1S72, and opened as far as Garlieston in

1-7.''. and methenoe continued S to Whithorn in 1877, a

total distance of 19$ miles. It has stations at Ncwton-
Btewart) Wigtown, Kirkinner, Whaupbill, Sorbie, Mill-

Qarlli ton, end Whithorn. Coaches run in con-

i
i tioD with this line between Whauphill and Port

William. The third line is the southern part of the

Gikvvn ash POBTPATBIOK Railway, opened in 1876,

avbiofa antera the county from Ayrshire at the N of tho

parish of New Luce, and thence runs nearly due S to

j in the Portpatrick railway at East Challoch near

I Mm r.iixit. It has Wigtownshire stations at Glenwhilly

and New Luce. The roads of the county are numerous,

convenient, and good. For many years the only

p: i I lor wheeled vehicles was the old

military road, constructed in the latter half of last

century, which led from Newton -Stewart to Portpatrick.

,\ newel and more level road now connects these points.

Other main routes are the road from Glasgow to Stran-

m r. .-.long the E side of Loch Ryan ; the road running

It hward/from Newton -Stewart to Wigtown and Whit-
horn ; and the road north-westward from Whithorn to

U r, by the shore of Luce Ray and through Glen

Luce.

The royal burghs in the county are Wigtown, Stran-

r at r, and Whithorn ; the burghs of barony are Newton-
Stewart, Glenluce, and Portpatrick ; the chief villages

are Aird, Bladenoch, Cairnryan, Drumore, Eldrig,

' on, Jnnermessan, Isle of Whithorn, Kirkcolm

or Stcwarton, Kirkcowan, Kirkinner, Lochans, March-

farm, Merton, Monreith, Myreton, New Luce, Port-

Logan, Port-William, Sandhead, Slohabert, Sorbie, and
Stoneykirk. The chief seats are Galloway House (Earl

of Galloway), Culhorn House (Earl of Stair), Ardwell,

Baraharrocn, Castlewigg, Corsewall House, Craighlaw

House, Craigenveoch, Dunragit, Dunskey, Freugh,

Oenoch, Glasscrton House, Glengyre, Isle of Whithorn
''astle, I/Ochinch Castle, Lochnaw House, Lochryan
1

. I,ogan House, Monreith House, Penninghame
House, Park-Place, Physgill, Tonderghie, and Tor

House, most of which have been separately noticed.

According to the Miscellaneous Statistics of the

United Kinylt/m for 1879, 309,087 acres, with a gross

estimated rental of £239,589, were divided among 1820

proprietors, 1 holding 79,174 acres (rental, £40,425) ;

3 holding 80,628 (£36,837); 3 holding 46,129 (£36,304);

8 holding 53,915 (£42,614), etc. The county is governed

by a lord-lieutenant, a vice-lieutenant, 18 deputy-lieu-

tenants, a sheriff (who is also sheriff of Kirkcudbright-

shire ar.l Dumfriesshire), a sheriff-substitute, and
about 60 justices of the peace. Sheriff and other

courts are held at Wigtown and Stranraer as detailed
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in the articles On those towns; the quarter. sos-
o moeta al stated intervals at Glenluce. Tho

police force of tho county numbered, in 1884-85, 22
men, with a ohief oonBtable receiving a salary of £175.
The oounty returns one member bo parliament ; and its

oonatituenoj in L886 was 1694. Wigtown (constituency
210), Stranraer (788), and Whithorn (280) unite with
Not Gallowaj (60)in returning a member to parliament

the group is known as the Wigtown burghs. Tho value
of property in Wigtownshire has boon suhjoct to some
fluctuation. In the time of Charles II. lands were
offered to whoever would pay tho public bunions on
them. With agricultural improvements and settled

government, however, the value has risen pretty
ti adily. Valued rout in 1074, £5634

; 1815, £143,425
;

L866 (exclusive of royal burghs), £155,850; 1876,
66; 1884-85 (landward), £223,846; railways,

£11,968 ; (in laughs), £80,891 ;
railways, £1455. Wig-

townshire ranks twenty-first among Scottish counties
in point of densit y of population, having 79 inhabitants
10 the square mile the average for tho cntiro country
being 126. Pop. (1801) 22,918, (1811) 26,891,(1821)
33,210, (1831) 30,258, (1841) 39,195, (1851) 43,389,
11 Mil) 42,095, (1871) 38,830, and (1881) 38,011, of
whom 20,408 were females, and only 28 Gaelic-speaking,

though there is a strong Celtic olomcnt in tho popula-
tion, and Celtic names are common. Houses (1881)
occupied 7440, vacant 886, building 56.

The civil county includes tho 17 parishes of Glasscr-

ton, Inch, Kirkcolm, Kirkcowan, Kirkinner, Kirk-
maiden, Leswalt, Mochrum, New Luce, Old Luce,
l'eiininghanio, Portpatrick, Sorbio, Stoneykirk, Stran-
raer, Whithorn, and Wigtown. For administrative

purposes the county is divided into tho Lower District,

embracing tho Machers and the Moors ; and tho Upper
hi diet, containing the Rhinns. In this sense tho
Rhinns are held to include tho parishes of Old and New
Luco, Inch, and Stranraer, besides the 5 parishes in the
peninsula proper. All the parishes are assessed for the
poor ; and, together with Ballantrae in Ayrshire, form
Wigtownshire poor-law combination, with a poorhonse
at Stranraer. The Kirkcudbright and Wigtown Rifle

Volunteers have their headquarters at Newton-Stewart;
the Ayr, Wigtown, and Kirkcudbright Artillery Volun-
teei in Ayrshire. The registration county gives part

of Penninghame to Kirkcudbrightshire ; and in 1881
its population was 38,448.

The civil county is divided among nineteen quoad
sacra parishes and part of another, viz., those already

mentioned, with Rargrennan, Lochryan, and Sheuchan.
Eleven of these are in tho presbytery of Stranraer, the

remainder in that of Wigtown, and all in the synod of

Galloway. In 1883 there were 55 schools (49 of them
public), with aggregate accommodation for 7554 chil-

dren, 6262 on the registers, and an average attendance

of 4537.

History.—The history of this county has already been

rapidly sketched in the article on Galloway, and various

points in it are also touched upon under Kirkctjd-

BRIOHT. To these articles the reader is referred for

further in formation. Attempts to erect western Galloway
into a shrievalty seem to have been made as early as the

12th century ; and in the 13th century, at the death of

Alexander III., while the Raliols were lords of Gallo-

way, it was certainly a sheriffdom. In 1341 David II.

formed the county into an earldom, and conferred it

upon Sir Malcolm Fleming, with a regality jurisdiction

which greatly curtailed the power of the sheriff; and in

18721 his earldom, with its accompanying powers, passed

into the hands of the Douglases, who were then lords of

Galloway. In 1451 Andrew Agnew was confirmed as

8h( nil of Wigtownshire, and for 230 years his descen-

dants held that office without interruption. In 1681,

however, it was virtually transferred to Graham of

Claverhouse, for the purpose of crushing the Cove-

nanters ; but the Revolution again restored it to the

family of Agnew, who held it until the abolition of

hereditary jurisdictions in 1747, when £4000 was paid

as compensation for its surrender. The first sheriff-
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depute under the new regime was Alexander Boswoll of

Auchinleck, who afterwards rose to the bench with the

title of Lord Auchinleck. Jurisdictions of regality also

existed prior to 1747 over the lands respectively of the

Prior of Whithorn, the Abbot of Glenluce, the Abbot of

Soulseat, and the Bishop of Galloway ; which passed

into the hands respectively of the Earl of Galloway,

Dalryniple of Stair, Agnew of Lochnaw, and the Earl

of Cassillis. In 1747 compensations of £166 and £450
were paid for the two first, while nothing was paid for

the others. A baronial jurisdiction over the lands of

Inch, held by Dalryniple, was also abolished without
compensation. Several other baronial jurisdictions had
become extinct or merged in larger jurisdictions before

the general abolition.

Antiquities.—Allusion has already been made under
Galloway to the two towns of the Novantoe—Leuco-
pibia and Rerigonium—which existed in this district.

The early races have left a considerable number of

traces of their existence in local names, as well as in the

shape of sepulchral cairns, tumuli, and mounds. Stand-

ing-stones occur in several localities, as at Torhouse and
Drumtroddan ; and traces of forts are frequent, as for

instance on the summit of Cairnpiat. Mote-hills of

different dates are still extant ; and many of the caves,

especially in the parishes of Inch, Portpatrick, Kirk-

maiden, and Glasserton, are popularly associated with
early events and men in the history of the county. The
chief trace of the Roman appearance in the district in

80 a.d. is the camp at Bispain near Whithorn. The
Deil's Dyke, a great defensive work of the Eomanised
Caledonians, extended from Loch Eyan to the upper
part of the Solway Firth, and has left some vestiges in

the county. Castles, fortalices, and other fortifications

of various dates—from that of the Eomanised Cale-

donians to the close of the feudal period—were very
numerous ; and their remains are still found in all stages

of decay, though many, like Wigtown Castle, have com-
pletely vanished. Among those that still linger may be

mentioned Auchness, Baldoon, Carscreugh, Claynurd,
Corsewall, Crosswell, Cruggleton, Dornal, Dunskey,
Eggerness, Feather, Galdenoch, Garthland, Kennedy,
Killessar, Lochmaberry, Lochnaw, Long, Mochrum,
Myrtoun, Physgill, Sorbie, Stewart, and Synniness.
Several of these are separately noticed. The castles on
the sea-coast have mostly crumbled very much into

decay. Different accounts of their origin are given,

some authorities being of opinion that they were de-

fences against the Scandinavian descents, others holding
that they were erected by the Scandinavian rovers them-
selves. The chief monastic institutions in the county
in Roman Catholic times were Whithorn Priory, Glen-
luce Abbey, Soulseat Abbey, and Wigtown Priory.

There are several ruined chapels of interest in the shire,

as for example those of Kirkniadrine in Sorbie, and
at Kirkmaiden.

In addition to the authorities under Galloway and
Kirkcudbrightshire, see W. M'llwraith's The Visitor's

Guide to Wigtownshire (2d ed., Dumfries, 1877).
Wilkiestown, a post-office hamlet in Kiiknewton

parish, Edinburghshire, 3 miles E by N of Midcalder.
William, Fort, a small town in Eilmallie parish,

Inverness-shire, near the head of salt-water Loch Linnhe
and the southern end of the Caledonian Canal, in the
mouth of Glen Nevis, 66 miles SSW of Inverness, 35
NNE of Oban, 50 WSW of Kingussie, and 134 NW of
Edinburgh. A fortress, built here by General Monk
in 1655, during Cromwell's protectorate, from a neigh-
bouring castle took the name of the Garrison of Inver-
lochy, and had accommodation for 2000 men. But it

was chiefly earth-built, and altogether of a temporary
character, so that General Mackay in July 1690 replaced
it with the present smaller stone structure, and renamed
it Port William, after William III. An irregular work
of a triangular form, with ditch, glacis, and ravelin, a
bomb-proof magazine, two bastions mounting 15 twelve-
pounders, and accommodation for 104 men, this fort was
sold by Government about 1860 to Mrs Cameron Camp-
bell of Monzic, and is now dismantled. At it the Glcncoe

I

murderers divided their spoil ; and in the spring of 1746
it was vainly bombarded by the Jacobites under Brigadier
Stapleton. The town itself bore the namefirst of Gordons-
burgh, from being built on the property of the Gordons,
and then of Maryburgh, alter King William's consort.
It chiefly consists of three parallel lines of buildings,
forming two streets, and containing several good hotels
and shops, whilst in the suburbs are a number of hand-
some villas. A favourite tourist resort, and the head-
quarters of one of the twenty-six Scottish fishery districts,

Fort William has a post office, with money order, savings'
bank, and telegraph departments, branches of the Bank
of Scotland and the British Linen Company and National
Banks, 9 insurance agencies, 6 hotels, a gas company, a
public hall, a new courthouse, a police station, a sub-
stantial stone quay (1834), a masonic lodge, a volunteer
corps, a hospital founded by Andrew Belford, Esq. of
Glenfintaig, for the poor of KUmallie and Kilmonivaig
parishes, and fairs on the fourth Wednesday of March,
the second Wednesday of June and November, the Tues-
day after the second Thursday of July, and the Tuesday
fortnight before Falkirk October Tryst. A newchurch and
manse for Duneansburgh quoad sacra parish were built at
Fort William in 1881 at a cost of £5000 ; but the great
ornament of the place is St Andrew's Episcopal church
(1880-81), an Early French Gothic structure, with tower
and spire, a chime of three bells, stained windows through-
out, and all its fittings of the most sumptuous descrip-
tion. The Eoman Catholic church of the Iminacuhao
Conception was built in 1868, and there is also a Free
church. The public school, accommodating 306 pupils,
and built at a cost of £3000, was opened in 1876 ; and
the Episcopal and Eoman Catholic schools are likewise
handsome and recent erections. In or near the town
are monuments to Wm. Kennedy, M.D., Capt. Peter
Cameron, and Ewen Maclaehlan, the Gaelic poet and
scholar. Fort William was made into a police burgh in
1874, and is the seat of a sheriff court every Thursday
during session. Pop. (1841) 1026,(1861) 1104, (1871)
1212, (1881) 1594, of whom 829 were females. Houses
(1881) 333 inhabited, 9 vacant, 3 building.—Ord. Sur ,

sh. 53, 1877.

William, Port. See Port-William.
Wilsontown, a mining village iii Carnwath parish, E

Lanarkshire, on Mouse Water, 2 miles below its source,
and on the road from Lanark to West Calder. By road
it is 8| miles NNE of Lanark, 6 SE of Sliotts Ironworks,
and 6 NNE of Carnwath village ; whilst by a branch
line of the Caledonian, formed under an act of 1859, it

is 2'i miles WNW of Auchengray Junction and 8£ N of
Carstairs. Founded in 1779 by two brothers of the
name of Wilson for the manufacture of pig-iron, it

throve for a time so well that in 1807 its works sup-
ported upwards of 2000 persons, with aggregate wages
of fully £3000 per month. They were closed, however,
from 1812 to 1821, when they were for some years
resumed, but on a very diminished scale, by Mr Dixon
of Calder Ironworks ; and coal mining is now the staple
industry. The sculptor, James Fillans (1808-52), was
a native. Pop. (1841) 113, (1871) 585, (1881) 808.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Wilton, a parish of Upper Teviotdale, Roxburghshire,
containing, on the left bank of the river Teviot, the
thriving Wilton or north-western suburb of the parlia-

mentary burgh of Hawick. It is bounded NW by
Ashkirk and Lilliesleaf, NK by Minto, SE by Cavers
and Hawick, and SW by Hawick and Koberton. Its
utmost length, from NE to SW, is 5 J miles ; its utmost
breadth is 3J miles

;
and its area is 8820 acres, of which

59§ are water. BORTHWICK Water runs 1J mile cast-

by-southward along the south-western boundary to the
Teviot, which itself Hows 5J miles north-eastward along
or close to all the south-eastern boundary. Where it

quits this parish, near Hassendeanburn, the surface
declines to 380 feet above sea-level, and thence it rises

to 586 feet near Burnhead, 840 at Heip Hill, 880 at
Borthaugh Hill, 926 at Wiltonhurn Hill, and 1043 at
Drinkston Hill. The haughs and hill-screens which
recede from the Teviot arc everywhere beartiful j and

497
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pirt of them. » little B of the middle forms the larger

m Hon ui tbi tiiio lull locked landscape of Sawiolc'i
>»>it Though the Interior imiii lull v. tha heights
«:<• Luud Imm .I, and ^t ntlo in ascent

; nml t hoy generally
a limt tlm iloininioii of the plough, ami become pastoral
milt toward* tho north wokIoi 11 boundary. About two-
thii.li ol tin- eutiio tire* «n> in tillage ; and most of tho
olhrr third, th.iuj.-li now in permanent putUN, has bSAO

OBI 1 1 ni<- ciiltnaled. Ahoiit 100 acres aro covered
with plantation. Silurian rocks predominate; and the
i'il, which ranges from alluvium to shallow earth, is

inoitlv fertile. Principal residences are Briery Yards,
BuckUii.U, Sillerbithall, Stirches, and Wilton Lodge;
and propritton hold each U annual value of £500
nnd DDWtUUIh Wilton is in ihc presbytery of Jedburgh
an.) tin- iwiod of Merse and Tcviotdale ; the living is

north £700. A very handsome now parish church,

hdj BngUeh In itjlo. and containing i».
r
i0 sittings,

\>is o|»'iu'l hi Im'iJ, Its predecessor, built in 1702,
after extensive repairs and alterations, is now used ns a
miision hall. Some years before 1736 one of the earliest

SuikUv s hools in Si Mil.md was stalled by the minister,

Mr William Omwford (1674-1742), who was author of

7'yi'ntf Thoughts. Three public schools—Clarilaw, Dean,
and Stoiisl;,- wiili respective accommodation lor 05, 00,

ad 67 children, had ( 1 S8 1) an average attendance of

.1. iQ, and 28, and grants of A'44, £'28, 7s., and £35.
Lmdward valuation (1SS-I) £!Mil3, 18s. 7d. Pop. of

. ntire parish (1801) 1307, (1831) 1870, (1801) 3357,

(1871) 3930, (1881) 6782; of portion in parliamentary

burgh (1801) 1102, (1871) 2980, (1881) 4848.—Ord.
Air., sh. 17, 1804.

Winchburgh, a village in Kirkliston parish, Linlith-
gowshire, 11 j miles W of Edinburgh. It has a station

on tho North British railway and a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments.
Windygates, a village in Markineh parish, Fife, J

mile N of Cameron Bridge station. It has a post
office, with money order, savings' bank, and telegraph

department*. Pop., with Cameron Bridge, (1871) 420,
(1S81) 410.— Ord. Sur., sh. 40, 1807.
Winton Castle, a mansion in Pencaitland parish,

Haddingtonshire, on the left bank of Tync Water, in

a large and finely-wooded park, near Winton station on
'•'

> 'ii' in Li in li n| the North British railway, and
3 miles SB of Tranent. Built by the third Earl of
Winton in 1620, it is a striking architectural structure,

'in many respects a work of original genius,' and,
though following the Tudor style in its stacks of

columned chimneys and in the decorated architraves of
its windows, is quite distinguishable from that era.

Additions made about 1805 in the English Baronial
style were destroyed by fire on 7 Slay 1881, the damage
being estimated at over £7000. In the interior the

fretted ceilings of the drawing-room and ' King Charles's

room' are worthy of special notice. The Winton estates,

forfeited by the fifth Earl of Winton in 1716, were sold

to the York Buildings Company, and on its failure part

of the property, including Winton Castle, was acquired
by James Hamilton, Lord Pencaitland, whose great-

(:r<-at-granddaughter, Mary Campbell, in 1813 married
James, sixth Lord Ruthven (1777-1853), and died in

1 f-65. She held 2875 acres iu the shire, valued at £4603
per annum.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 33, 1863. See Seton ;

vol. iv. of Billings' Baronial Antiquities (1852) ; and
vol. ii. of John Small's Castles and Mansions of tfie

L>jlhianj> (1883).

Wiahaw, a town in Cambusnethan and Dalziel par-

ishes, Lanarkshire, constituted a police burgh in 1855,
and extended in 1874 so as to comprise Wishaw proper,

Cambusnethan* village, and Craigneuk village.

Wishaw, standing 420 feet above sea-level, within 2

miles of the Clyde's right bank, and \ mile S of South
Calder Water, has a station on a section (1880) of the
Caledonian, constructed at a cost of £150,000, and
extending 6 miles north-westward from Law Junction
to Carfin. It is Z\ miles ESE of Motherwell, 5 E of

Hamilton, 15 ESE of Glasgow, and 32 WSVV of Edin-
burgh. Laid out in 1794, and pleasantly situated on

WISTON AND ROBERTON

11. e SW race of a hill, il was so Into as 1840 merely a
1 irge i illage, but since has grown rapidly to tho dimen-
sion-, of ii considerable though struggling town, nnd is

the c. ni re of a vast mineral trade. It basil post office,

with money order, savings' hank, and 1.1. .graph depart-
on ni-.. branches ol' the lirilish Linen Co., Clydesdale,
Commercial, and Royal Banks, 24 insurance agencies,

; hotels, g mworks, b town hall, a publio library, a
public pari., a Saturday Liberal newspaper, the Wishaw

I
1870), lairs on The second Thursday of May and

the fourth Thursday of October, etc. The Established
Church has lour places of worship, the Free Church
two, the United Presbyterian two; and there are also

Rol ted Presbyterian, Primitive Methodist, Evan-
gelical Union, Baptist, and Roman Catholic churches,
"i scl Is there are nine, six of them under the school
board, Few Scottish towns have grown more rapidly

than Wishaw, such growth being duo to the great
extension of ils mineral industries. These, at 1 ho

nail debt. )urt

i hi Id very third Thursday, and a police court on
every Monday, or as occasion requires. Municipal
voters (1885) 1714. Valuation (1858) £8740, (1882)

£23,800, (1885) £26,500. Pop. of Wishaw proper (1841)

2149, (1851) 3271, (1861) 0112, (1871) 8812, (1881)

1958 : of extended police burgh (1881) 13,112, of whom
6929 were males, and 1829 were in Cambusnethan, 2330
in Craigneuk. Houses in burgh (1881) 2532 inhabited,

309 vacant, 12 building.—Ord. Sur., sh. 23, 1865.

Wishaw House, a mansion in Cambusnethan parish,

Lanarkshire, near the left bank of South Calder Water,
] \ mile NNW of Wishaw. It is a castellated edifice,

enlarged and improved, from designs by Gillespie

Graham, not long before 1839. Its owner, James
Hamilton (b. 1822), in 1875 established his claim to the

title of ninth Lord Belhaven (ere. 1647).

Wisp Hill. Sec Ewes.
Wiston and Roberton, a united parish of the Upper

Ward of Lanarkshire, in the E containing Lamington
station, on the Caledonian railway, and near the left

banh of the Clyde, 3J miles SSW of Symington Junction,

10} S by Ii of Carstairs Junction, and 37j SW by S of

Edinburgh. Formed in 1772 by the union of the two
ancient parishes of Wiston to the N and Roberton to

the S, it is bounded NW and N by Carmichael, NE by
Symington, E and SE by Lamington, S and SW by
Crawfordjohn, and W by Douglas. Its utmost length,

from N to S, is 5J miles ; its breadth increases north-

ward from 1J to 5i miles; and its area is 13,209781
acres, of which 70-005 are water. The Clyde flows

5,? miles north - north - eastward along or close to

all the Lamington border, and Duneaton Water 1J
mile eastward along all the southern boundary. Other

affluents of the Clyde here are Roberton Burn, running
through the middle of Roberton, and Gauf Water,
through the middle of Wiston. Along the Clyde the

irfaci inks to 090 feet above sea-level ; and thence it

rises to 1109 at Hartcn Hill, 1237 at Roberton Law,

1675 at Dungavei, Hill, and 2335 at Tinto, which cul-

minates on the meeting-point of Wiston, Carmichael,
1 ton, and Symington parishes. The rocks are

variously eruptive, Silurian, Devonian, and carboni-

ferous. The eruptive rocks occur partly in dikes through

the stratified rocks, partly in vast amorphous masses, of

'

i

1

1

1 1 variety of character, in the uplands. Limestone

has been largely quarried ; but workable coal has been

sought for in vain. Much of the soil is very marshy ;

great part is either black loam or gravelly earth ; and

the rest is very diversified. According to the Ordnance

Survey, 4606 acres are arable, 317 underwood, and 7976

heathy pasture. The township of Roberton was founded

by Robert, the brother of Lambin, in the early part,

and the township of Wiston by Wice about the middle,

of the 12th century. Hardington House, noticed

separately, is the chief residence ; and 5 proprietors
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hold each an annual value of more, 3 of less, than £500.

The parish is in the presbytery of Lanark and the synod
of Glasgow and Ayr ; the living is worth £280. The
parish church stands near the left hank of Garf Water,

\ mile E of Wiston hamlet, 1 J mile NW of Lamington
station, and 7 miles SSW of the post-town, Biggar. It

is an old building, enlarged alter the union of the two
parishes, and containing 355 sittings. At Roberton
village, 24 miles SSW, is a U.P. church, dating from
1801, and rebuilt in 1873 ; whilst two public schools,

Wiston and Roberton, with respective accommodation
for 70 and 50 children, had (1884) an average attendance

of 18 and 28, and grants of £27 and £43, 14s. Valua-
tion (1859) £4964, 14s. lid., (1885) £8656, 18s. Pop.

(1801) 757, (1831) 940, (1861) 786, (1871) 680, (1881)
562.— Ord. Sur., shs. 23, 15, 1865-64.

Wolfelee, a mansion in Southdean parish, Roxburgh-
shire, on the right bank of Rule Water, 10 miles ESE
of Hawick. Its owner, Sir Walter Elliot, K.C.S.I.,

F.R.S. (b. 1803; sue. 1855; ere. 1866), holds 3030 acres

in the shire, valued at £2284 per annum. See Hobkirk.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 17, 1864.

Wolfhill, a village at the mutual border of Cargill

and St Martins parishes, Perthshire, 6 miles NNE of

Perth.

Woodburn, a modern mansion in the N of Newbattle
parish, Edinburghshire, near the South Esk's right

bank, 1 mile E of Dalkeith. It was recently purchased
hy the Marquess of Lothian.

Woodcot. See Fala and Sotttra.

Woodend, a village in Newhills parish, Aberdeenshire,
near the right bank of the Don, 1 mile N by W of Auch-
mull. Pop. (1871) 486, (1881) 529. See Stoney-
WOOD.
Woodend, a village in Torphichen parish, Linlithgow-

shire, 1& mile WNW of Armadale.
Woodend, a mansion in MaJderty parish, Perthshire,

1J mile W by S of Madderty station.

Wooden House, a mansion in Kelso parish, Rox-
burghshire, If mile E by S of the town.

Woodhall, a mansion in Colinton parish, Edinburgh-
shire, on the right bank of the Water of Leith, opposite

Juniper Green. The estate was possessed by the Cun-
ninghams for more than three centuries prior to 1701,
when it was purchased by Sir John Foulis. See Mill-
burn Tower.

Woodhall. See Balmagiiie.
Woodhaven, a village in Forgan parish, Fife, on the

Firth of Tay, opposite Dundee, and 1 mile SW of

Newport.
Woodhead. See Fyvie and Carsphairn.
Woodhill, a mansion in Kirkmichael parish, Perth-

shire, near the right bank of the Ardle, 10 miles NNW
of Blairgowrie.

Woodhill House, a mansion in Barry parish, Forfar-

shire, 4 miles W of Carnoustie.

Woodhouse. See Kirkpatrick-Fleming.
Woodhouselee, a mansion in Glencorse parish, Edin-

burghshire, 6£ miles S of Edinburgh and 4 N of Peni-
cuik. Romantically seated on the eastern slope of the
Pentland Hills, it is an irregular pile of different dates,

and partly occupies the site of the 14th-century fortalice

of Fulford or Foulfourde, at whose demolition in 1755
only a stone vaulted room was suffered to remain as

the lower story of part of the new building. Its

square corner tower was built in 1796, and its S
wing in 1843, the latter from plans by Kemp, the
architect of the Scott Monument at Edinburgh. There
is a good collection of family portraits and other
paintings, and the grounds contain some line old trees.

The estate was purchased in 1748 by William Tytler,

W.S. (1711-92), l^ueen Mary's vindicator, and passed to

his son, Alexander Fraser-Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee
(1747-181 3), nnthor of Elements of History, etc. , and father

of the Scottish historian, Patrick Fraser-Tytler (1791-
1849). The present proprietor, James Stuart Fraser-

Tytler, Esq. (b. 1820 ; sue. 1862), holds 556 acres in the
shire, valued at £955 per annum. Old Woodhouselee—
the ' haunted Woodhouselee ' of Scott's Grey Brother—
stood at the SE verge of the parish, on the North Esk's

left bank, near Auchindinny. It belonged to the wife of

James Hamilton or ' Bothwellhaugh,' but, according to

tradition, was forfeited to enrich a greedy minion of the

Regent Murray, who drove her forth on a winter's

night, with her new-born babe, to die on the bleak hill-

side. Hence Bothwellhaugh's murder of Murray at

Linlithgow (1570) has been popularly regarded as a

deed of retribution ; but Dr Hill Burton has shown that

the so-called ' victim of the Pentland Hills obtained
restitution of Woodhouselee as late as 1609. A con-

siderable portion of the present mansion was built with
the stones of Old Woodhouselee.

—

Ord. Sur., sh. 32,

1857. See Jn. Small's Castles and Mansions of the

Lothians (Edinb. 1883).

Woodielee. See Lenzie.
Woodside, a police burgh in Old Machar parish,

Aberdeenshire, near the right bank of the Don, 2 miles
NNW of the centre of Aberdeen, and included within
its parliamentary boundary. It has a post office, with
money order, savings' bank, and telegraph departments,
a station on the Great North of Scotland railway, a
branch of the Aberdeen Town and County Bank (1880),

extensive paper works, a valuable free library (1881),

the gift of Sir John Anderson, a large public school, an
Established church (1846 ; made quoad sacra 1862), a
Free church, a U.P. church (1879), a Congregational
church, and St Joseph's Roman Catholic church (1842).

Pop. (1871) 4290, (1881) 5452; of q. s. parish (1881)
5928.—Ord. Sur., sh. 77, 1873.

Woodside. See Burrelton.
Woodside, a mansion in the parish and near the town

of Beith, Ayrshire. An old edifice, enlarged and
modernised in the latter half of the 18th century, and
again in 1848, it was a seat of the Ralstons from 1551
till 1772, and in 1834 was purchased by Wm. Patrick,

Esq. See Ladyland.— Ord. Sur., sh. 22, 1865. See
A. H. Millar's Castles and Mansions of Ayrshire (Edinb.

1885).

Woodside, a hamlet in Largo parish, Fife, 3| miles N
of the town.

Woodville, a mansion in Colinton parish, Edinburgh-
shire, £ mile SW of Colinton village. It was the home,
from 1831, of the Rev. Arch. Alison (1757-1831), author
of Essays on Taste ; and at it died his eldest son, Pro-

fessor Wm. Pulteney Alison (1790-1859).—Ord. Sur.,

sh. 32, 1857.

Woodville, a mansion in St Vigeans parish, Forfar-

shire, 2J miles NW of Arbroath.
Woolmet. See Newton.
Wooplaw, an estate, with a modern mansion and fine

plantations, in Melrose parish, Roxburghshire, on tho

W side of Allan Water, 5£ miles SSW of Lauder.
Wormistone House, a fine old mansion in Crail

parish, East Neuk of Fife, 1£ mile N of the town.
Acquired by his ancestor about the beginning of the
17th century, it is the seat of David Clark Lindsay,
Esq. (b. 1832 ; sue. 1872), who holds 501 acres in the
shire, valued at £1542 per annum, and who is heir

present to the earldom of Lindsay. See Kiluonquuau.
—Ord. Sur., sh. 41, 1857.

Wrath, Cape. See Cape WRATH.
Wyseby, a mansion in Kirkpatrick-Fleming parish,

Dumfriesshire, near the left bank of Kirtlo Water,

li mile SE of Kirtlebridge station.
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Y
YAin. a mansion, with beautiful grounds, in

s. kirk i
u i-ii, Btlkirkshire, on the right bank

ot the tweed, B miles NNWof the town of

S. Ik it k. It was built towards tho close of tlio

ISA maty by Alex. I'linglo of Wliytbank, Scott's

u at A-hi, st,-, i [ntrod, ti> Onto II. of

Jfamfm), Hi* grandson, Alex. Pringle, Em. (b.

lv;;
. -on- 1«».'.7>. is. male representative of tlio original

liingle atik-k, nn. I holds :s;i;"7 acres, valued ut £1792
permm-Orel A*., ah. 26, 1865.

Yarrow, j .irish «.f Selkii k-hire, whoso church
taudi on the left bank of Yarrow Water, miles

\\ I \ S of Selkirk, under which there is a post ollicu

li i s hounded N hy I'eehlos, Traouair,

Innerleithen, nn<l Btow, B by Selkirk, BE by Kirknope,

B b] Bttriofc, and W hy Megget and Manor. Its

utmost length, from NK to S\V, is 10 miles ; its utmost
bwdlll i-- 7 J

miles; au<l its area, is 65jf square miles

or 11,856 MOW, "I which 818 are water, and 2HJ15J

bt long I" a dobieht d portion (4 J x 1 \ mile), surrounded

hmqntir, end Innerleithen. St Mary's
Lot n (8 K 4 mile ; M4 feet above sea-level) lies to tho

BW, on the Ettrick ami Megget boundary ;
and, issuing

from it-, foot, Yauhow Water flows 11J miles cast-

north-eaatward (for the last 2J along tho Selkirk

)oum!:irv\ till it posses off, near Broad meadows, into

Selkirk pariah. At Old Howfbrd the Tweed flown i
mfla e.ist -south-eastward along all tho Innerleithen
|.< undary of the detached section

;
and, lower down, it

I miles east-south -eastward, past Elihank and
Ajhieeteel, along all the Innerleithen and Stow boun-
dary of tho main body. Beside Yarrow Water tho

surface declines to 585, beside the Tweed to 397, feet

above the sea ; and chief elevations to the N of the

Y.u row, as one rocs up the vale, arc Elihank Craig (969),

Ashiesteel Hill (1314), *Elibank Law (1715), Brown
Knowe (1718), I'lora Craig (1212), "Minchmuir (1856),

I tin Rig (1652), Snouthcad (1483), Mounthenger
I! 1784), Ward Law (1377), 'Dun Big (2433),

•Bl \r/KH'.t I Ih 'lit- .2213,', and 'Black Law (2285),

v '
1

1 -l. 1
- mail; tho.-c summits that culminate on

the confines of the parish. To the S of the Yarrow rise

*< rook Hill(1580feet),
#SundhopeHeight(1684), "Black

KlTOWl Hf.ad (1806), "Turner Cleuch Law(1809), Peat
Law (1737), Bowerhoi'K Law (1570), and the Wiss
(1932) ; whilst in the detached section the highest point

is 'Birkscairn Hill (2169). Except along the Tweed
and the lower reaches of Yarrow Water the parish is

almost treeless, though once it was aU included in

Ettrkk Forest. Now far the greater part of it is

ilka Its endless memories, richer than those

of any other parish, arc recorded under Ai.trive,

AeHIKSTZKL, Bi.ackhouhe, Douglas, Dbyhopb, Eli-
i.\nk, H angingsiiaw, Mount Benger, St Mary's
Lm B, and Yarrow Water. Here, however, may be

noticed the ' Yarrow Doctor,' John Butherford, M.D.
(1695-1779), whose father was parish minister, and who
held the professorship of medicine in Edinburgh Uni-
versity from 1726 till 1765. Five proprietors hold each

an annnal value of more, and three of less, than £500.

Coving off a portion to Caddonfoot quoad sacra parish,

Yairow is in the presbytery of Selkirk and the synod of

Mi r-e and Teviot<lalc ; the living is worth £418. Its

ancient name was St Mary's or St Mary's of the Lowes
/,•••

.
' 1 '' pr— Reformation chapel stood at

Denchar or Duchoire, a little way NE of the present

church. Kirkhope was disjoined from it in 1851.

The parish church, built in 1640, contains 430 sittings,

and in 1884 was adorned with two beautiful stained-

glass windows, one on each side of the pulpit, in memory
of the late Kev. Dr Russell and his father, both ministers

of Yarrow. The subjects are ' Christ blessing little

children ' and the ' Resurrection.' Two public schools,

Yarrow and Yarrowford, with respective accommodation
for 91 and 45 children, had (1884; an average attendance

of 60 and 16, and grants of £77, 16s. and £26, 15s.

500

Valuation (1885) £9964, 6s. fid., (1885) £13,140, 10s.
Top- (1861) 648, (1871) 662, (1881) 689, of whom 562
were in the ecclesiastical parish.

—

Ord. Sur., shs. 24,
16, 25, 17, 1864-65.

Yarrow Wator, a stream or Selkirkshire, issuing
from the Tool of Sr Mary's Loi n, and (lowing 14$
miles eaBt-north-eastward, through Yarrow and Selkirk
pari lies, till, after a descent of 405 feet, it, rails into
Ettrick Water at a point, 2 miles SW of Selkirk town.
II is a capital I routing stream, the fish weighing from
1 k Hi. downwards; and its waters above Broadnieadows
are open to the public.

' What's Yarrow hut, a river baro,
Thai glides the dark hills under?

There are a thousand such elsewhere
As worthy of your wonder.'

So Wordsworth lightly sang in the first of his ' Thrco
Yarrows' Yarrow I'nrixilM (181)3), Yarrow Visited
(1M4), ami Yarrow /IrnSil,,/ (1831). On the first occa-

sion, ho and his sister Dorothy had just left Scott, and
were to meet him again next day at, Melro.su ; on tho

second, the 'Ettrick Shepherd ' guided him over tho
lulls from Traquair to St Mary's Loch, and thence down
the whole course of Yarrow to its union with the Ettrick ;

on the third, he drove with Scott from Abbotslbrd to

Newark Castle—they were both over sixty years old,

and Scott was in two days to leave for Italy. Then
there is FOTJLSHIELS, the birthplace of Mungo Park,

and the Yarrow's deep pool where Scott found him
plunging one stone alter another into the water, and
anxiously watching the bubbles that rose to the surface.

'This appears,' said Scott, 'but an idle amusement for

one who has seen so much adventure.' 'Not so idle,

perhaps, as you suppose,' answered Mungo, 'this was
the way I used to ascertain the depth of a river in

Africa.' He was then meditating his second and last

journey, but had told no one. Caktisiuiaugh, scene

of the ballad of Young Tamlane, 'sweet Bowhill' and
Newark Castle, Phiuphaugh, whero Leslie routed

Montrose, and Hangingsjiaw, erst a stronghold of tho
' OutlawMurray '—these all are set amid the lower vale's

' Rich trroves of lofty stature,

With Yarrow wiiiilinjf through the pomp
Of cultivated nature.'

But the very Yarrow, the Yarrow of mournful song, is

that of the upper valley, where the 'deep, swirling

stream, fabulosus as ever Hydaspes,' laves ' the inner

sanctuary of the whole Scottish Border, of that moun-
tain tract which sweeps from sea to sea, from St Abbs
Head and the Lammcrmuir westward to the hills of

Galloway. It concentrates in itself all that is most
characteristic of that scenery—the soft green rounded

bill with their (lowing outlines, overlapping and
melting into each other ; the clear streams winding

down between them from side to side, margined with

green slips of holm ; the steep brae-sides with the

splendour of mountain grass, interlaced here and there

with darker ferns, or purple heather ; the hundred side-

burns that feed the main Dale river, coming from hidden

Hopes where the grey peel-tower still moulders ; the

pen ,ive a per-l ol tin whole region so .solitary and deso-

late. Then Yarrow is the centre of the once famous

but now vanished Forest of Ettrick, with its memories

of proud huntings and chivalry, of glamourie and the

land of Faery. Again, it is the home of some "old
unhappy far-off thing," some immemorial romantic

sorrow, so remote that tradition has forgotten its inci-

dents, yet cannot forget the impression of its sadness.

Ballad after ballad comes down loaded with a dirge-like

wail lor some sad event, made still sadder for that it

befell in Yarrow.' The oldest surviving ballad, The

Dowie Dens o' Yarrow, is supposed to refer to a com-

bat at Deuchar Swire, near Yarrow kirk, in which
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Walter Scott;, third son of Robert of Thirlcstane, was

treacherously slain by his brother-in-law, John Scott of

Tuahielaw:

—

' As he gaed up the Tinnies Bank,

Till, down in a den, he spied nine armed men.
On the dowie bourns of Yarrow.

' Four has he hurt, and five has slain,

On the bludie braes of Yarrow,
Till that stubborn knight fame him behind,
And ran his body thorough.'

Then comes his Sarah's exquisite lament

:

' " Yestreen I dreamed a dolefu' dream ;

I fear there will be sorrow

!

I dreamed I pu'd the heather green,
Wi' my true love on Yarrow.

' " O gentle wind that bloweth south,
From where my Love repaireth,

Convey a kiss frae his dear mouth,
And tell me how he fareth !

' " Oh ! tell sweet Willie to come down,
And hear the mavis singing,

And see the birds on ilka bush,
And leaves around them hinging.

' " But in the glen strove arm<5d men ;

They've wrought me dule and sorrow;
They've slain—the comeliest knight they've slain—
He bleeding lies on Yarrow."

* She kissed his cheek, she kaimed his hair,

She searched his wounds all thorough ;

She kissed them, till her lips grew red,
On the dowie houms of Yarrow.'

We hear the same sad burden of a lover lost, by
drowning in Yarrow or by a rival's sword, in Willie's

rare, and Williesfair {circa 1525 ; first printed 1724),
in Hamilton of Hangout's Busk ye, busk ye, my bonny,
bonny bride (1748), and in John Logan's Braes of Yarrow
(1770), two of whose verses Scott deemed the perfection

of poetry :

' His mother from the window looked,
With all the longing of a mother;

His little sister weeping walked
The green-wood path to meet her brother ;

* They sought him east, they sought him west.
They sought him all the forest thorough

;

They only saw the cloud of night,
They only heard the roar of Yarrow !

'

Scott himself and the ' Ettrick Shepherd,' ' Christopher
"North ' and Henry Scott Riddell, the 'Surfaceman Poet'
and ' J. B. Selkirk,' have added each a spray to Yarrow's
garland of song ; but we will end with Wordsworth's
closing stanza :

' Flow on for ever, Yarrow Stream !

Fulfil thy pensive duty.
Well pleased that future Hards should chant
For simple hearts thy beauty ;

To dream-light dear while yet'unseen.
Dear to the common sunshine,

And dearer still, as now I feel,

To memory's shadowy moonshine.'

See Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's Scottish Rivers (Edinb.
1874); Dr John Brown's Minchrnoor (Edinb. 1864);
Prof. Jn. Veitch's History and Poetry of tlie Scottish
Border (Glasg. 1878) ; and Principal J. C. Shairp's
'Three Yarrows' in Aspects of Poetry (Oxf. 1881).—
Ord. Sur., shs. 16, 24, 25, 1864-65.

Yeildshields. See RoADMEETINGS.
Yell (anc. Jalla, Jala; Icel. gelid, gall, 'barren'),

the second largest of the Shetland Islands, and, except
Unst, the most northerly of the group, lies 25 to 40
miles N of Lerwick, under which it lias post and tele-
graph offices of Ulsta (in the SW), Mid Yell (E), and
Culhvoe (NE). It is separated, on tho W and 9 W

,

from Mainland by Yell Sound, ]j to 6 miles broad;
ou the E, from Fetlar by Colgrave Sound, 12 to 4h

106

miles broad ; and on the NE, from Unst by Blncmmi
Sound, 4^ furlongs broad at tho narrowest. Its utmost

length, from N to S, is 17| miles ; its breadth varies

between ' mile and 6J miles ; and its area is 81 '69 square

miles or 52,923 acres. The tides on both sides of the

island are very impetuous
;
and, both in Yell and

Bluemull Sounds, where they meet with obstructions,

and often run at the rate of 9 or 10 miles, they for con-

tinuous hours defy boat navigation, and toss the sea,

even during a calm, into foam and tumult. The chief

bays which indent tho coast are Glonp Voe on the N ;

Basta Voe, Mid Yell Voe, and Otters Wick on the E ;

Burra Voe and Hamna Voe on the S ; and Whale Firth

on the W. All these, and some smaller bays or creeks,

form natural harbours, several of which are capacious

and sheltered. Mid Yell Voe and Whale Firth are

opposite each other, a little N of the centre of the

island, and leave between them only a low boggy
isthmus £ mile across, which could be cut into a canal

communication. A landing can be effected at almost

any point on the E coast ; but even in calm weather it

can nowhere be effected on the W except in Whale
Firth and one smaller creek. The coast, along the E,

is generally low and often sandy ; but along the W it

is to a considerable extent rocky, bold, and even pre-

cipitous, rising rapidly in places to over 200 and 300
feet. The surface of the island presents a heavy and
cheerless aspect. Two nearly parallel ridges of gneiss

rocks, of almost uniform outline, and only from 200 to

600 feet in height, traverse it nearly from end to end,

sloping gradually toward the shores, and, in some
places, connected by transverse ridges running from E
to W. The northern division of the island at no point

exceeds 382 feet above sea-level ; but S of Whale Firth

and Mid Yell Sound rise the South Ward of Reahrth

(615 feet), the Kame of Sandwick (531), and the Ward
of Otterswick (672). Of sixty-six little fresh-water

lochs or lochlets, most of them yielding good trout-

fishing, the largest are Kettlester Loch, Lumbister
Loch, Colvister Loch, and Gossa Water. The rocks are

principally gneiss and mica slate, with veins of granite

and nodules or masses of quartz and trap ; and almost
all the soil is a deep moss, occasionally but seldom
mixed with clay or sand. Yell is described in

Buchanan's History (1582) as 'so uncouth a place that

no creature can live therein except such as are born
there.' But now there are a number of good sheep
farms, with thriving flocks of Cheviot and blackfaced

sheep. Eggs, cattle, and ponies are also exported ;

fishing in the surrounding seas is a leading but perilous

employment ; and the pursuit and capture of the ' caa'in

whale ' (delphinus deductor) occasionally produces vast

excitement. The antiquities are some Picts' houses or

circular burghs, and nearly a score of shapeless ruins or

faint vestiges of pre-Reformation chapels. The island

was anciently distributed into the three parishes of

North Yell, Mid Yell, and South Yell. North Yell is

now united to Fetlau ; whilst Mid and South Yell

form one civil parish, which, including the islets of

Hascussay and Bigga, has a land area of 35,365 acres.

In 1880 this parish was ecclesiastically redivided into

Mid Yell and South Yell quoad sacra parish. Both are

in the presbytery of Bunavoe and the synod of Shet-

land ; and the stipend of the former is £196, of the
latter £129. Mid Yell church, with 500 sittings, was
built in 1832; and South Yell church, with 384, in

1841. There are also a Free church of Yell and an
Episcopal mission church of Burravoe ; and six public

schools— Burravoe, East Yell, Mid Yell, Ulsta, West
Sandwick, and West Yell—with total accommodation
for 296 children, had (1884) an average attendance of

157, and grants amounting to £191, 4s. Valuation of

Mid and South Yell (186U) £1434, (1881) £2457, 10s. 9d.

Pop. of entire island (1831) 2649, (1861) 2716, (1871)

2732, (U 1) 2529, of whom 1514 were females, whilst

821 were in North Yell, 984 in Mid Yell, and 724 in

South Yell.

Yester, a parish in the S of Haddingtonshire, con-

taining GlFFOAD village, within \ mile of the northern
501
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t-.nn l vrv, tnu «) mill-* SSK of Haddington, under

vrhloh then i»nj»»i offloaof Gifford, with money order.

: .It |ui tin. nls. ll is hounded

S i- 11m Mington, NK. K, mi.l SK hv Gnrvold, S l>y

l^u.lrr tad DhanneQnrh In Berwiolcehlre, Sw by

lliinit.ii', and W Ud NW by BoltOU, lit utmost

length, from N toS, i« 61 miloa; ita utmost breadth,

Irviii K L> W, is miles ; nml it* arou is 8S47J

i rat Qivroio WaiUi entering ftom Garvald, winds

4 miles weal aoitb<irMtw«id aornaa flu norflfcaaaterrj

and along the Haddington boundary, and
i lives ban 1 1 1 <• tribnta of Qaniuolaton, NewhaU,
•nd other rivulets arhioli rise in 1 s of the parish.

BiaUai nt tha northern border to 846 feet above

m !fnl, tho Mirf:i.-.. tin in .• rises southward to 700

fret no*r Long>Teatar, 921 mar Long-Newton, and

1733 at L&UXSl Law, the loftieat of the Lammkkmimk
Un ix The roofcaof the northern dietrict, belonging

to the Carboniferous formation, include limcstono ami

hard ml MmUtonc, but no coal ; those of the southern

ih-.tri.-t .it.- Silurian. The toil, in most parts clayey, in

n.-iiir jinttH a light loam, on the uplands is moorish, and
\ i ry whore is m or less incumbent on clay.

Agricultural Improvements in the way of reclamation,

draining, fencing, etc., havo been remarkably successful

Aboal throe lilt hs of the entire area are in tillage ; some

an under wood, and the rest of the land is

r.il or waste The manor of Yester or

Y.-st rod (Cymric ystrad, 'strath or dale') was granted

u William the Lyon (1166-1214) to Hugh Gilford,

Gather, an Englishman, had settled in Lothian

Under David I. From that early age till the present

day Yester has remained with his descendants. Sir

David Dalrymple relates in his Annals, that his grand-

eon, Hugh Gilford do Yester, died in 1267, and that in

I i-tlc, which stood on tho eastern verge of the

pariah, neat the left hank of Gilford Water, 'there was

a spacious cavern formed hy magical art, and called in

the country Bo'ball, i.e., Hobgoblin Hall.' This cave,

arhii h ia alluded to in Canto Third of Marmion, is very

spacious, and has an arched roof. It is reached by a
• '>f 24 steps ; and though it has stood for so

many centuries, and has bean exposed to the external

air for between 100 and 200 years, it is still in a state

of good preservation. From the floor, another stair of

36 steps leads down to a pit, which communicates with

one of the neighbouring rivulets. A great part of the

walls superincumbent on the cavernous apartment are

still standing. Tradition reports that the Castle of

Yester was the last fortification in this country which

BUlTendered to the English general, sent into Scotland

by the Protector Somerset. Another Hugh Gilford,

who died before 11 March 1409, had not a son to inherit

his large estates ; and Johanna, the eldest of his

daughters, marrying Sir William Hay of Locherwart,

transferred the manor, with the patronage of the church,

to him and their conjoint posterity. Thus arose the

family of Yester and Locherwart, who obtained the

titles of Lord Yester in 1488, Earl of Tweeddale in 1640,

Marquis of Tweeddale and Earl of Gilford in 1694, and

Baton Tweeddale (in the peerage of the United Kingdom)
in 1881. William Montagu Hay, present and tenth

Marquis (b. 1828 ; sue. 1878), holds 43,027 acres, valued

at £25,832, 6s. per annum, viz., 20,486 in Haddington-
shire (£11,485, 4s.), 18,116 in Berwickshire (£9572,

3s.), and 4425 in Roxburghshire (£4774, 19s.). His
s«at, Yester House, stands among finely wooded
grounds, near the left bank of Gifmrd Water, 1 mile

HE of Gifford village, and is a large classical edifice,

built from designs by W. Adam towards the close of

last century, but greatly altered and improved since then

(J. Small's Castles ami Mansions of Hut Lothians, 1883).

Another mansion, noticed separately, is Newton Hall.
Robert Fleming (1630-94), a much esteemed divine, and
Charles Nisbet.D.D. (1736-1804), president of Dickenson

College, Pennsylvania, were natives, as also were James
Craig and John Witherspoon, D.D. The two last are

l*>th noticed under Giffoci), where, too, is discussed the

question of John Knox's birthplace. In the southern
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or Larnmormulr portion of the pariah nre the sites or

remains of Rvo hill huts, .moor thorn at a spot called

tho Witches' Knowe. tester is in the presbytery of

I [addington and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale ;

tho living is worth £466. The church was originally

Called SI Bothan's or Bathan's, alter liaithenc, Colitmba's

cousin nml BUCOessor at Iona. Afterwards known
as Yoster B, in 1461 it was restored to its former name,
and at the Borne time converted by Sir William Hay
into a collocate establishment for a provost, 6 preben-

daries, and 2 singing boys. The Reformation upset the
collegiate establishment, and placed the church in a
sini|ily parochial position under the revived name of

\ e tor. A chapel, dedicated to St Nicholas, and sub-
ordinate to the paiish church, anciently stood nt
I luneanlaw. The present parish church and tho new
Free church are both described under Gifford. There
mo two public schools, ono at Long-Yester, and tho

other, of recent erection, at Gilford. Valuation (1860)

£7668, (1885) £8844, 5s. Pop. (1801) 929, (1841)

1069, (1861) 1033, (1871) 1034, (1881) 924.— Orel. Sur.,

sh. 33, 1863.

Yetholm (12th c. Yclham or Jctham, ' hamlet at tho
gate or passage' between England and Scotland), a
Border village and parish of NE Roxburghshire. The
village, lying 378 feet above sea-level, consists of two
purls -Town-Yetholm, on the left, and Kirk-Yetholm,
3 Inrlongs In I ho 10, on the right, bank of Bowmont
Water, which here is spanned by a stono three-arch

bridge, built in 1834. Town-Yetholm is 7£ miles SK
Of Kelso, and Kirk-Yetholm lg milo SW of the English
Border; and each is a burgh of barony, the. for r

under Wauchope of Niddrie-Marischall, and the latter

under the Marquess of Tweeddale. Of Kirk-Yetholm's
two sheep-fairs (27 June and 24 Oct.), and Town-
Yetholm's lamb fair (second Wednesday of July), only
the first retains any impoitanco ; and a weekly market,
formerly held at Town-Yetholm, has long been dis-

continued. Tho football match, too, and games on
Eastern E'en (Shrove Tuesday) have lost much of their

ancient celebrity ; and the smuggling of whisky across

the Border was almost extinct so long ago as 1835.

Once it engaged a fifth of the villagers, and tho whisky
sold from Yetholm into England had a value of from
£10,000 to £20,000 a year. There are a post office

under Kelso, with money order, savings' bank, and
telegraph departments, a water supply of 1858, a curl-

ing club, and a horticultural society. Pop. of entire

village (1841) 944, (1861) 902, (1871) 796, (1881) 746.

Edward I. spent two days at Yetholm in 1304 on his

way back to England; and Douglas is said to havo made
the kirk his rendezvous before the battle of Otterburn
(1388) ; whilst many of tho Scottish nobles who fell at

Flodden (1513) are believed to have been brought 6

miles for burial in the kirkyard, as tho nearest con-
secrated ground in Scotland. A later tradition tells

how in 1745 a small party of Highlanders, adherents of

Bonny Prince Charlie, marched through the parish and
village, up Bowmont Water, to Earl in Northumber-
land. But Kirk-Yetholm's chief interest is that from
l nil 1, immemorial it has been tho headquarters of the

Scottish Gipsies. The date of their settlement hero is

as hard to lix as that of the first arrival of Gipsies in

Si otland. The earliest certain mention of them within

the realm is an entry in the books of the Lord High
Treasurer: 'Apr. 22, 1505.—Item to the Egyptianis,

be the kingis command, vij lib. ;
' and on 5 July of that

same year James IV. gave Anthonius Gagino, Count of

Little Egypt, a letter of commendation to the King of

Denmark. But the 'overliers and masterful beggars,'

described in an Act of 1449 as going about the country

with 'horses, hundes, and uther gudes,' were probably

Gip iea ; and we find an early tradition of Gipsies or

'Saracens' infesting Galloway prior to 1460. (See KlRK-
i i DBRIGHT.) In 1540 James V. subscribed a writ in

favour of ' oure louit Johnne Faw, lord and erle of

Litill Egipt
;

' and the Faws or Faas would seem to havo

been the first Gipsy settlers here, some longish time

I
before 1669, if the Falls of Di'NBAU were really a branch
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of the Faas of Kirk-Yetholm. Jean Gordon, again, tlie

prototype of Scott's ' Meg Merrilees,' appears to have
been a native of the place ; and as she was quite an old

woman when, at Carlisle, soon after the year 1746, she

was ducked to death in the Eden, there must have been

Gipsies in Yetholm earlier than 1695 or 1715—the dates

of their first settlement, according to different autho-

rities. Old "Will Faa, the first Gipsy King that we hear

of, died at Coldingham in 1783 or 1784 ; and 'his corpse

was escorted to Yetholm by more than 300 asses.' He
was succeeded by his eldest son, William

;
he, in 1847,

by his sister's son, Charles Blythe ; and he, in 1861, by
his daughter, Esther Faa Blythe, who, dying at Kelso

in July 1883, was buried at Yetholm in presence of a

large multitude. A canny old body, but with little of

the Komani in face or language, she described Kirk-

Yetholm as ' sae mingle-mangle that ane micht think it

was either built on a dark nicht or sawn on a windy ane

—the inhabitants maistly Irish, and nane o' her seed,

breed, and generation.' And she was right, for to-day

in the ' Gipsy toun ' there are no true Gipsies.

The parish is bounded NW, for 2§ miles, by Linton
;

NE and E, for 6g miles, by Northumberland ; SW and
"W, for 52 miles, by Morebattle. Its utmost length,

from NNW to SSE, is 5§ miles ; its utmost breadth,

from E to W, is 3g miles; and its area is 6036 220 acres,

of which 76-678 are water and 38-101 roads. Bow-
mont "Water, coming in from Morebattle, flows 3 miles

north-north-eastward through Yetholm parish, till, If
mile below the bridge, it passes into Northumberland,
to fall into the Till at the field of Flodden. Yetholm
or Prirnside Loch (3£ x 1| furl. ; 41 "786 acres) lies on
the Morebattle boundary, 1 mile W of Town-Yetholm,
and sends off the ditch-like Stank If mile east-north-

eastward to Bowmont "Water, another of whose little

affluents, Halter or Shotton Burn, rises in the SE ex-

tremity of the parish, and runs 4g miles north-by-west-
ward, for the last f mile along the English Border. The
Bowmont is a capital trout-stream, and Yetholm Loch
contains pike and plenty of perch. Beside the Bow-
mont the surface declines to from 400 to 295 feet above
sea-level, and thence it rises westward to 760 feet on
Yetholm Law and 881 on Venchen Hill, south-eastward
and eastward to 1086 on Staerough Hill, 1629 on Steerrig

Knowe at the SE extremity of the parish, 1407 on
"White Law, and 937 on Green Humbleton. New red
sandstone is the predominant rock of the lower grounds,
felspar-porphyry of the hills; and the latter contains
nodules of agate and common jasper. Quartz and com-
pact felspar also occur ; and a fine sharp sand, suitable

lor the purposes of the mason, forms much of the bed
of the Bowmont. The soil of the arable lands is

generally good, in places of considerable depth, and
largely incumbent on gravel. 'The parish of Yetholm,'
says Dr Baird, 'is prettily situated at the foot of the
smooth green Cheviots. It comprises part of the hill-

locked and lovely vale of the Bowmont, "alike inaccess-

ible from without, and not to be left from within,"—

a

little sunny world of its own. In summer the Bowmont
meanders quietly through its channelly bed, at times
and in places lost altogether among the gravel ; but in

the winter season, and in times of flood, it runs with a
very rapid stream, and occasionally bursts its barriers

and overflows the whole haugh, carrying everything
before it. Yetholm in many respects was long neglected.

It possesses natural beauties of its own ; but little had
been done by the proprietors, most of whom were non-
resident, to improve the appearance of their estates.

The farms wero well cultivated ; but the hills were bare
of wood, and no attempts had been made to diversify the
scenery or improve the ground by ornamental planta-
tion. About 1830, however, better taste began to bo
shown. Mr Wauchope commenced planting trees on
the hill-sides on liia property ; the Marquess of Tweed-

dale was not altogether wanting on his part ; while the
gardens and plantations about' Cherry trees showed that
that estate had fallen into the hands of a man of good
taste and skill in ornamental landscape gardening. A
casual visitor to Yetholm at the present day cannot fail

to observe that there are few parishes in the S of Scot-
land superior to it in richness of cultivation and taste

in planting, as well as in sweetness of scenery and
freshness and invigorating healthfulness of air.' There
are remains of three or four ancient hill-forts ; but Thirl-

stane Tower has been many years pulled down. Its

'warlock's room' was probably the laboratory of Dr
Scott, a chemist of some celebrity, and physician to
Charles II. Cherrytrees, 1 J mile NW of the village, is

the seat of John Brack Boyd, Esq. (b. 1818 ; sue. 1862),
the only resident heritor, who holds property in the
parish of £900 value per annum. The other proprietors

are "Wauchope of Niddrie- Marischall (£3200), the
Marquess of Tweeddale (£1500), Rea of Halterburnhead
(£460), etc. Yetholm is in the presbytery of Kelso ami
the synod of Merse and Teviotdale ; the living is worth
£440. The parish church was built in 1836 on the site

of its long, low, reed-thatched predecessor. It is a
plain structure of dark-coloured stone, with 700 sittings

and a square tower. At Town-Yetholm are a U.P.
church (450 sittings) and a handsome new Gothic Free
church (1882). The public school (1833), with accom-
modation for 205 children, had in 1884 an average attend-
ance of 163, and a grant of £109, 4s. 6d. Valuation
(1864) £8080, 12s. 3d., (18S4) £7550, 10s. lid. Pop.

(1801) 1011, (1831) 1289, (1861) 1207, (1871) 1100,
(1881) 1045.— Orel. Sur., shs. 26, 18, 1864-63.

See Dr "W. Baird's Memoir of the late Rev. Jn. Baird,
Minister of Yetholm from 1829 to 1861 (Lond. 1862);
the Rev. J. Baird's Scottish Gipsies' Advocate (Edinb.

1839) ; W. Simson's History of the Gipsies (New York,
1865 ; 2d ed. 1878) ; R. Murray's Gipsies of the Border
(Galashiels, 1875); G. Borrows Romano Lavo Lil (Lond.
1874) ; C. G. Leland's English Gipsies and their Lan-
guage (Lond. 1874) ; J. Lucas' Yetholm Gipsies (Kelso,

1882) ; Dr C. Stuart's David Blijtlie (Kelso, 1883)

;

Ancient and Modern Britons (2 vols., Lond. 18S4);
and W. Brockie's Gipsies of Yetholm (Kelso, 1884).

Yieldshields. See Roadmeetings.
Yoker, a village in Old Kilpatrick parish, Dumbarton-

shire, and Renfrew parish, Renfrewshire, on the right
bank of the Clyde, 1 mile N of Renfrew. It has a
post and telegraph office under Glasgow, a great ship-
building yard, and a large distillery. Pop. (1871) 535,
(1881) 1256, of whom 953 were in Old Kilpatrick.—
Ord. Sur., sh. 30, 1866.

Yoolfield, a village in Kemback parish, Fife, 3 miles
E by N of Cupar.
Ythan, a smooth, slow river of Aberdeenshire, rising

at the Wells of Ythan, 768 feet above sea-level, and
winding 35£ miles east-south -eastward, through or along
the borders of Forgue, Auchterlcss, Fyvie, Methlick,
Tarves, Ellon, Logie-Buchan, Slains, and Foveran
parishes, till it falls into the German Ocean near the
seaport village of Newburgh. It is a capital stream for

salmon, sea-trout, and yellow trout ; and pearl-mussels
are still found in it when the water is low. The great
pearl in the crown of Scotland is said to have been
found here; and about 1750 Mr Tower, an Aberdeen
merchant, got £100 sterling from a London jeweller for

a lot of pearls from the Ythan. The price he had
named was only £100 Scots, or £8, 6s. 8d.— Ord. Sur.,
shs. 86, 87, 77, 1876-73.

Ythan Wells, a quoad sacra parish in Forgue and
Auchterlcss parishes, Aberdeenshire, whoso church
stands 9 miles E by S of Huntly. Pop. (1871) 1494,
(1881) 1315, of whom 1119 were in Forgue.— Ord. Sur.,
sh. 86, 1876.

Zetland. See Siiktla-nd and Kklss Uotrss.
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GENERAL SURVEY.

A SURVEY of Scotland appended to a copious gazetteer must of necessity be very general.

Every natural, administrative, and ecclesiastical division ot the country, every striking

feature of its physical structure, each great cluster of islands, every range of heights, and remark-

able mountain or hill, each lake and river and arm of the sea, every city, town, village, hamlet,

and conspicuous mansion, every point of interest, be it what it may, a ruined castle or abbey,

a prehistoric antiquity, a monument or a battlefield, has been so fully noticed in its alphabetical

place or under some heading that naturally suggests itself, that a summary like the present has

little scope for description, and need not even be studded with references. Yet such a rapid

sketch as shall indicate the mutual relations of the parts, some facts which refer strictly to the

country as a whole, and a few particulars which, while referring only to certain localities, or to

classes of objects, could not, without frequent repetition, be inserted in the body of the work,

will, it is believed, prove acceptable and serviceable to the reader.

I. POSITION, BOUNDARIES, EXTENT, AND AREA.

By H. A. WEBSTER, of the Encyclopedia Britannica, and Honorary Editor of the Scottish Geographical Magazine.

Scotland is the northern part of the island of Great Britain, which was, at no distant

geological date, a north-westward prolongation of the continent of Europe, but is now separated

from it southward by the English Channel (from 22 to 150 miles broad and not 50 fathoms deep),

and eastward by the comparatively shallow basin of the North Sea or German Ocean. The
country is consequently bounded on all sides except one by the sea ; and on the south side,

owing to the inward sweep of the Solway Firth, it is connected with England only by an
isthmus 60 miles across. There is, however, no natural break or limit, and the political

boundary follows so capricious and irregular a line, there would be nothing surprising it more
than one place could claim to be the prototype of that Evan Cottage in England with its garden
in Scotland which plays so important a part in Mr Gilbert's Engaged. To cross the border
without knowing it is as easy as to cross the imaginary line drawn round the globe and termed
the equator. Popular language is quite at fault in using 'north of the Tweed' as a synonym tor

Scotland. The liberties of Berwick, which since 1482 have been attached to, though not fully

incorporated with, England, cut away a very considerable cantle of the country on that side of

the river ; and the town of Berwick, it may be added parenthetically, is consequently not the

county town of Berwickshire. We have to ascend the Tweed for about 5 miles before we
reach the spot, a little above Gainslaw, where it begins to form the limit between the two
kingdoms. The line thence continues upwards along the main channel, leaving a river island

now to Scotland and now to England, and in the neighbourhood of Coldstream deflecting for

half a mile to seize for Scotland a little strip of southern soil. From about 2° 19' 40" West
longitt'de, it abruptly strikes south-east from the Tweed (whose course has hitherto been carry-

ing it south-west), and holds on quite regardless of physical features, and with frequent bendings
and indentings, till it reaches its eastmost point at Auchopecairn (2422 feet) in 2° 9' 40" West
longitude, and as abruptly resumes a south-west direction. For upwards of 25 miles the

water-parting and the political boundary generally coincide more or less completely, and we
advance along the Cheviots from summit to summit—King's Seat, Windy Gate Hill, Beefstand
Hill, Lamb Hill, Hungry Law, Leap Hill, etc. The boundary again becomes quite erratic in its
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coone, till meeting ihe Kershope Burn, it follows that for 8f miles to its junction with Liddel
Water. Instead ot keeping l.y tin- lv.k, into wlikh the Liddel Water Hows, it strikes almost
due iretl t>> the livei Saik, and with it returns to die channel of the Esk in the upper reaches
ot the Solwa\ huh. In rouse. pienre ot the irregularities thus rapidly indicated, Scotland
jiiau lu s with England along a line of no less than 100 miles.

It would probably now be quite impossible to discover in detail the historical reason for

each peculiarity Ol this hue. The southern iionlier of Scotland was substantially what it now
is die Solway, the Cheviots, and the Tweed—as early as the death of Malcolm Ceannmor.
In the reign Ol Alexander EI. an attempt was made to fix the exact line of demarcation by
a perambulation Ol the eastern man lies by English and Scottish knights. These commissioners
tailed to come to teinis, but the task was partly accomplished by their successors in 1246, and
t Laws ol the Man lu s, settled in iu.jo by twelve Knglish and Scottish knights respectively,

with the Sheiifl ol Northumberland and the Sheriff of Berwick, assume the line of the border to be
fixed, though they only incidently refer to one or two points of it. In subsequent legislation,

and notably in the treaty of Northampton, which, in 1325, closed the War of Independence,
the deman atum as it existed in the reign of Alexander 111. is accepted as authoritative.

All Scotland lies to the west of the prime meridian of Greenwich, which, indeed, runs

through the North Sea at a distance of from 70 to 160 miles from the Scottish coast. As the

east and west relation which this implies between the towns of Scotland and those of England
is not so clearly present to popular apprehension as the north and south relation which the

general direction of the main lines of traffic helps to emphasise, it may be well to give the

longitudes from Greenwich of some of the more important places in Scotland, along with the

English towns which most nearly agree with them in this respect.

Portree, 6° 10' W. Thismeridian striking south through Dublin
Bay is altogether west of England.

Oban, 5° 28' Penzance, 5 32

5 &
,

4° 42
4" 37'

4° 21'

Inveraray, .
5°

4°

5' Penrhyn, . . .

Greenock, . 45'

38'

30

Bodmin,
Ayr, 4° Cardigan,
Kilmarnock, 4° Launceston,
Glasgow, .

4° '5' Caermarthen,EddystoneLighthou
Menai Bridge, .

se, 4 17'

Inverness, .
4° <3'

4'
4 12'

Kirkcudbright, 4° Bangor, 4° 6'

3° 54'

3° 37'

3° 20'

3° 13'

2 59'
2° 59'

Stirling, 3
o

°
55' Swansea,

Linlithgow, 3 36'
18'

Whitehaven,
Elgin, 3° Merthyr Tydvil,
Edinburgh, 3°

3°

2°

'5' Sidmouth,
Wick (East Coast), 4' Liverpool (West Coast),

Dundee, 58' Newport (Monmouthshire),
.Selkirk, .

2° 5o'

48'
Axbridge, 2 49'

St Andrews, 2° Shrewsbury, 2° 44'

2° 34'

2° 31'

Arbroath, .
2° 32' Bristol,

Dunbar, 2° 3'' Sherbourne,
Montrose, .

2° 26' Dorchester, 2° 26'

Stonehaven, 2° 13' Worcester, 2° 13'

Aberdeen, 2° 6' Malmesbury, 2° 6'

[Berwick], 2° 0' Cheltenham, 2° 3'

Peterhead, 47' Salisbury, . . .
1° 47'

Broadly stated, the result of this comparison is, that the east of Scotland is as far west as

the west of England, and from this it follows, even if no allowance be made for the narrowing

of the inter-meridian spaces as we advance northwards, that the west of Scotland is considerably

nearer than the west of England to the coast of America. The advantage of such a position is

partly counterbalanced through the fact that the portion of America which lies due west is the

inhospitable coast of Labrador. As regards the relation of the east of Scotland to the European
continent it is enough to note that a ship sailing due east from Lerwick would reach the

Norwegian coast near Bergen, that from the Moray Firth it would make the Skager Rack or

rnouth of the Baltic, and that from Aberdeen or any of the more southern ports it would strike

the coasts of Denmark.
The greatest length of the mainland of Scotland, in a line nearly due north and south from

the Mull of Galloway to Cape Wrath, is 274 miles. The greatest length in any possible direc-

tion is 280 miles from the Mull of Galloway to Dunnet Head. The breadth varies greatly

:

from St Abbs Head in Berwickshire to the Point of Knapp in Argyllshire, 139 miles; from the

mouth of the South Esk in Forfarshire to Ardnamurchan Point in Argyllshire, 144 miles; and
from Buchan Ness in Aberdeenshire to the extremity of Applecross in Ross-shire, 146 miles.

North of the Moray Firth the greatest breadth, from Duncansbay Head to Cape Wrath, is only

70 miles ; and the least, from Dornoch Firth to Loch Broom, is 24. The whole country is so
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penetrated by inlets of the sea that few points are more than 40 miles inland. From Grange-

mouth on the Firth of Forth to Glasgow on the Clyde the air line is not quite 25 miles.

According to the final results of the Ordnance Survey the total area of Scotland is

19,777,490 statute acres or 30,902.32 square miles, of which 19,063,231 acres or 29,786.29 square

miles are land, 403,840 acres or 631 square miles are water, and 310,413 acres or 485.01 square

miles are foreshore. Looking back it is curious to observe the several approximations made
from time to time. While Major Dawson in 185 1 estimated the total area at 20,047,462 acres,

the Registrars in 1855 allowed no more than 19,656,315 acres, of which 17,199,081 were on
the mainland and 2,457,234 on 386 islands (155 inhabited).

II. LEADING PHYSICAL FEATURES.

By James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Geology in the University of Edinburgh.

Scotland, like 'all Gaul,' is divided into three parts, namely, the Highlands, the Central Low-
lands, and the Southern Uplands. These, as a correctly drawn map will show, are natural

divisions, for they are in accordance not only with the actual configuration of the surface, but

with the geological structure of the country. The boundaries of these principal districts are

well defined. Thus, an approximately straight or gently undulating line taken from Stonehaven,

in a south-west direction, along the northern outskirts of Strathmore to Glen Artney, and
thence through the lower reaches of Loch Lomond to the Firth of Clyde at Kilcreggan, marks

out with precision the southern limits of the Highland area and the northern boundary of the

Central Lowlands. The line that separates the Central Lowlands from the Southern Uplands
is hardly so prominently marked throughout its entire course, but it follows precisely the same
north-east and south-west trend, and may be traced from Dunbar along the base of the Lammer
muir and Moorfoot Hills, the Lowthers, and the hills of Galloway and Carrick to Girvan. In

each of the two mountain tracts—the Highlands and the Southern Uplands—areas of low-

lying land occur, while in the intermediate Central Lowlands isolated prominences and certain

well-defined belts of hilly ground make their appearance. The statement, so frequently

repeated in class-books and manuals of geography, that the mountains of Scotland consist of

three (some writers say five) 'ranges,' is erroneous and misleading. The original author of

this strange statement probably derived his ignorance of the physical features of the country

from a study of those antiquated maps upon which the mountains of poor Scotland are

represented as sprawling and wriggling about like so many inebriated centipedes and convulsed

caterpillars. Properly speaking, there is not a true mountain-range in the country. If we take

this term, which has been very loosely used, to signify a linear belt of mountains—that is, an

elevated ridge notched by cols or ' passes ' and traversed by transverse valleys—then in place

of 'three' or 'five' such ranges we might just as well enumerate fifty or sixty, or more, in the

Highlands and Southern Uplands. Or, should any number of such dominant ridges be

included under the term ' mountain-range,' there seems no reason why all the mountains of the

country should not be massed under one head and styled the 'Scottish Range.' When the

geologist sees such a motley assemblage of heights as Goat Fell, the Lowthers, the Cheviots,

the Pentlands, and the Lammermuirs grouped together as a 'range,' as they are in some school-

books, he may be excused for protesting warmly against such a preposterous travesty of nature.

A mountain-range, properly so called, is a belt of high ground which has been ridged up by
earth-movements. It is a fold, pucker, or wrinkle in the earth's crust, and its general external

form coincides more or less closely with the structure or arrangement of the rock-masses of

which it is composed. A mountain-range of this characteristic type, however, seldom occurs

singly, but is usually associated with other parallel ranges of the same kind—the whole forming

together what is called a 'mountain-chain,' of which the Alps maybe taken as an example.

That chain consists of a vast succession of various kinds of rocks which at one time were dis-

posed in horizontal layers or strata. But during subsequent earth-movements those horizontal

beds were compressed laterally, squeezed, crumpled, contorted, and thrown, as it were, into

gigantic undulations and sharper folds and plications. And, notwithstanding the enormous
erosion or denudation to which the long parallel ridges or ranges have been subjected, we can
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vet see tint the general contour of these corresponds in large measure to the plications or

>>t the mi.u.i. The Ions; parallel ranges ami intermediate hollows of the Jura, for

example, are formed by undulations of the folded strata—the tops of the long hills coinciding

more 01 leSS Clotely with the an hes, and the intervening hollows with the troughs. Now folded,

i itinipled, :ind contorted rot k m isses ;ire common enough in the mountainous parts of Scotland,

but the configuration ol the sutlace r.uely or never coincides with the inclination of the under-

strat.i. The mountain crests, so fai from being formed by the tops of great folds of the

str.u.i, very often show precisely the opposite kind of structure. In other words, the rocks,

. <<i being inclined au.i\ iiom the lull lo|is like the roof of a house from its central ridge,

frequently dip into the mountains. That is to say, the mountains are often built up of a series

ol str.u.i arranged like a pile of saucers, one within another.

There is yet another feature which brings out clearly the fact that the slopes of the surface

have not been determined by the inclination of the strata. The main water-parting that sepa-

| tem ol th« we i from that of the east of Scotland does not coincide with

any axis Ol elevation. It is not formed by an anticlinal fold or 'saddleback.' In point of fact,

il inverses the strata at all angles to their inclination. But this would not have been the case

had the Scottish mountains consisted of a chain of true mountain-ranges. Our mountains,

theietoie, .tie merely monuments of denudation
;
they are the relics of elevated plateaux which

i dei ply furrowed and trenched by running water and other agents of erosion. A
short sketch of the leading features presented by the three divisions of the country will serve

to make this plain.

'I in HIGHLANDS.—The southern boundary of this, the most extensive of the three

divisions, h.is already been defined. The straightness of that boundary is due to the fact that

it coincides with a great line of fracture of the earth's crust—on the north or Highland side

of which occur slates, schists, and various other hard and tough rocks, while on the south side

the prevailing strata are sandstones, etc., which are not of so durable a character. The latter,

in consequence of the comparative ease with which they yield to the attacks of the eroding

agents—rain and rivers, frost and ice—have been worn away to a greater extent than the

former, and hence the Highlands, along their southern margin, abut more or less abruptly

upon the Lowlands. Looking across Strathmore from the Sidlaws or the Ochils, the mountains
seem to spring suddenly from the low grounds at their base, and to extend north-east and
south-west, as a great wall-like rampart. The whole area north and west of this line may
Tie said to be mountainous, its average elevation being probably not less than 1500 feet

above the sea.

A glance at the accompanying orographical map of Scotland, reduced by Mr Bartholomew
from the contoured sheets of the Ordnance Survey, and therefore affording a correct view
of the physical relief of the country, will show better than any verbal description the manner
in which our Highland mountains are grouped. It will be at once seen that to apply the

term ' range ' to any particular area of those high grounds is simply a misuse of terms. Not
only are the mountains not formed by plications and folds, but they do not even trend in linear

directions. It is true that a well-trained eye can detect certain differences in the form and
often in the colouring of the mountains when these are traversed from south-east to north-west.

Such differences correspond to changes in the composition and structure of the rock-masses,

which are disposed or arranged in a series of broad belts and narrower bands, running from

south-west to north-east across the whole breadth of the Highlands. Each particular kind of

rock gives rise to a special configuration or to certain characteristic features. Thus, the

mountains that occur within a belt of slate often show a sharply cut outline, with more or

less pointed peaks and somewhat serrated ridges—the Aberuchill Hills, near Comrie, are an
example. In the regions of gneiss and granite the mountains are usually rounded and lumpy
in form. Among the schists, again, the outlines are generally more angular. Quartz-rock often

shows peaked and jagged outlines ; while each variety of rock has its own particular colour,

and this in certain states of the atmosphere is very marked. The mode in which the various

rocks yield to the ' weather '—the forms of their cliffs and corries—these and many other

features strike a geologist at once ; and therefore, if we are to subdivide the Highland moun-
tains into ' ranges,' a geological classification seems the only natural arrangement that can be
followed. Unfortunately, however, our geological lines, separating one belt or 'range' from

another, often run across the very heart of great mountain-masses. Our 'ranges' are dis-

tinguished from each other simply by superficial differences of feature and structure. No long

parallel hollows separate a ' range ' of schist mountains from the succeeding ' ranges ' of quartz-

rock, gneiss, or granite. And no degree of careful contouring could succeed in expressing the

niceties of configuration just referred to, unless the maps were on a very large scale, indeed.

A geological classification or grouping of the mountains into linear belts cannot, therefore, bo

shown upon any ordinary orographical map. Such a map can present only the relative heights
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and disposition of the mountain-masses, and these last, in the case of the Highlands, as we
have seen, cannot be called ' ranges ' without straining the use of that term. Any wide tract

of the Highlands, when viewed from a commanding position, looks like a tumbled ocean in

which the waves appear to be moving in all directions. One is also impressed with the fact

that the undulations of the surface, however interrupted they may be, are broad—the mountains,

however they may vary in detail according to the character of the rocks, are massive, and
generally round-shouldered and often somewhat flat-topped, while there is no great disparity

of height among the dominant points of any individual group. Let us take, for example, the

knot of mountains between Loch Maree and Loch Torridon. There we have a cluster of eight

pyramidal mountain-masses, the summits of which do not differ much in elevation. Thus,

in Llathach, two points reach 3358 and 3486 feet ; in Beinn Alligin there are also two points

reaching 3021 and 3232 feet respectively; in Beinn Dearg we have a height of 2995 feet; in

Beinn Eighe are three dominant points—3188, 3217, and 3309 feet. The four pyramids to the

north are somewhat lower—their elevations being 2860, 2801, 2370, and 2892 feet. The moun-
tains of Lochaber and the Monadhliath Mountains exhibit similar relationships ; and the same
holds good with all the mountain-masses of the Highlands. No geologist can doubt that such

relationship is the result of denudation. The mountains are monuments of erosion—they

are the wreck of an old table-land—the upper surface and original inclination of which are

approximately indicated by the summits of the various mountain-masses and the direc-

tions of the principal water-flows. If we, in imagination, fill up the valleys with the rock-

material which formerly occupied their place, we shall, in some measure, restore the general

aspect of the Highland area before its mountains began to be shaped out by Nature's saws and
chisels.

It will be observed that while streams descend from the various mountains to every point

of the compass, their courses having often been determined by geological structure, etc., their

waters yet tend eventually to collect and flow as large rivers in certain definite directions.

These larger rivers flow in the direction of the average slope of the ancient table-land, while

the main water-partings that separate the more extensive drainage-areas of the country mark
out, in like manner, the dominant portions of the same old land-surface. The water-parting

of the North-West Highlands runs nearly north and south, keeping quite close to the western

shore, so that nearly all the drainage of that region flows inland. The general inclination of
the North-West Highlands is therefore easterly towards Glenmore and the Moray Firth. In
the region lying east of Glenmore the average slopes of the land are indicated by the directions

of the rivers Spey, Don, and Tay. These two regions—the North-West and South-East High-
lands—are clearly separated by the remarkable depression of Glenmore, which extends through
Loch Linnhe, Loch Lochy, and Loch Ness, and the further extension of which towards the

north-east is indicated by the straight coast-line of the Moray Firth as far as Tarbat Ness.

Now this long depression marks a line of fracture and displacement of very great geological

antiquity. The old plateau of the Highlands was fissured and split in two—that portion which
lay to the north-west sinking along the line of fissure to a great but at present unascertained
depth. Thus the waters that flowed down the slopes of the north-west portion of the broken
plateau were dammed by the long wall of rock on the 'up-cast,' or south-east side of the fissure,

and compelled to flow off to north-east and south-west along the line of breakage. The erosion

thus induced sufficed in the course of time to hollow out Glenmore and all the mountain valleys

that open upon it from the west.

The inclination of that portion of the fissured plateau which lay to the south-east is

indicated, as already remarked, by the trend of the principal rivers. It was north-east in the

Spey district, nearly due east in the area drained by the Don, east and south-east in that

traversed by the Tay and its affluents, westerly and south-westerly in the district lying east

of Loch Linnhe.* Thus, a line drawn from Ben Nevis through the Cairngorm and Ben
Muich Dhui Mountains to Kinnaird Point passes through the highest land in the South-East
Highlands, and probably indicates approximately the dominant portion of the ancient
plateau. North of that line the drainage is towards the Moray Firth ; east of it the rivers

discharge to the North Sea ; while an irregular winding line, drawn from Ben Nevis east-

ward through the Moor of Rannoch and southward to Ben Lomond, forms the water-parting

between the North Sea and Atlantic, and doubtless marks another dominant area of the old
table-land.

That the valleys which discharge their water-flow north and east to the Moray Firth and
the North Sea have been excavated by rivers and the allied agents of erosion, is sufficiently

* The geological reader hardly requires to be reminded that many of the minor streams would have their

courses determined, or greatly modified, by the geological structure of the ground. Thus, such streams often flow
along the ' strike' and other ' lines ol weakness,' and similar causes, doubtless, influenced the main rivers dining
the gradual excavation of their valleys.
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i\i'unt. All tlu- l.uyii;\.i ol that wide region are typical. They show the orthodox three

imi '.\. .1 torrential or mountain track, a middle or valley track, and a lower or plain

track. The tame is the case with some of die rivers that flow east from the great north and
south water-parting of die North West Highlands, as, for example, those that enter the heads ot

Beauty Firth, Cromarty Firth, ami Dornoch Firth. Those, however, which descend to Loch
Lochy ami Loch Limine, ami die sea lochs of Argyllshire, have no lower or plain track. When

tin- noiih and souih water parting of the North-West Highlands, we find that many of

the Streams are destitute Of even a middle or valley track. The majority are mere mountain
when the] real li the sea. Again, on the eastern watershed of the same region a large

number of the valleys contain lakes in their upper and middle reaches, and this is the case also
with not a lew of the valleys that open upon the Atlantic. More frequently, however, the

waters flowing west pass through no lakes, but enter the sea at the heads of long sea-lochs or
iu>rds. This sinking contrast between the east and west is not due to any difference in the

origin of the valleys. The western valleys are as much the result of erosion as those of the
east. The present contrast, in fact, is more apparent than real, and arises from the fact that

the land area on the Atlantic side has been greatly reduced in extent by subsidence. The
western fiords are merely submerged land-valleys. Formerly the Inner and Outer Hebrides
were united to themselves and the mainland, the country of which they formed a part stretching

west into the Atlantic, as far probably as the present ioo-fathoms line. Were that drowned
land to be re-elevated, each of the great sea-lochs would appear as a deep mountain valley con-
t lining one or more lake basins of precisely the same character as those that occur in so many
valleys on the eastern watershed. Thus we must consider all the islands lying off the west
coast of the Hi-hlands, including the major portions of Arran and Bute, as forming part and
parcel of the Highland division of Scotland. The presence of the sea is a mere accident; the

old lands now submerged were above its level during a very recent geological period—a period
well within the lifetime of the existing fauna and flora.

The old table-land, of which the Highlands and Islands are the denuded and unsubmerged
relics, is of vast geological antiquity. It was certainly in existence, and had even undergone
very considerable erosion, before the Old Red Sandstone period, as is proved by the fact that

large tracts of the Old Red Sandstone formation are found occupying hollows in its surface.

Glenmore had already been excavated when the conglomerates of the Old Red Sandstone began
to be laid down. Some of the low-lying maritime tracts of the Highland area in Caithness, and
the borders of the Moray Firth, are covered with the sandstones of that age ; and there is

evidence to show that these strata formerly extended over wide regions, from which they have
since been removed by erosion. The fact that the Old Red Sandstone deposits still occupy
such extensive areas in the north-east of the mainland, and in Orkney, shows that the old

table-land shelved away gradually to north and east, and the same conclusion may be drawn,

as we have seen, from the direction followed by the main lines of the existing drainage-system.

We see, in short, in the table-land of the Highlands one of the oldest elevated regions of

Europe— a region which has been again and again submerged either in whole or in part, and
covered with the deposits of ancient seas and lakes, only to be re-elevated, time after time, and
thus to have those deposits in large measure swept away from its surface by the long-continued

action of running-water and other agents of denudation.

The Central Lowlands.—The belt of low-lying ground that separates the Highlands
from the Southern Uplands is, as we have seen, very well defined. In many places the Uplands
rise along its southern margin as abruptly as the Highlands in the north. The southern margin
coincides, in fact, for a considerable distance (from Girvan to the base of the Moorfoots) with

a great fracture that runs in the same direction as the bounding fracture or fault of the High-

lands. The Central Lowlands may be described, in a word, as a broad depression between
two table-lands. A glance at the map will show that the principal features of the Lowlands
have a north-easterly trend—the same trend, in fact, as the bounding lines of the division. To
this arrangement there are some exceptions, the principal being the belt of hilly ground that

extends from the neighbourhood of Paisley south-east through the borders of Renfrewshire

and Ayrshire, to the vicinity of Muirkirk. The major part of the Lowlands is under 500 feet

in height, but some considerable portions exceed an elevation of 1000 feet, while here and
there the hills approach a height of 2000 feet—the two highest points (2352 and 2335 feet)

being attained in Ben Cleugh, one of the Ochils, and in Tinto. Probably the average eleva-

tion of the Lowland division does not exceed 350 or 400 feet. Speaking generally, the belts

of hilly ground, and the more or less isolated prominences, are formed of more durable rocks

than are met with in the adjacent lower-lying tracts. Thus the Sidlaws, the Ochil Hills, and
the heights in Renfrewshire and Ayrshire, are composed chiefly of more or less hard and tough

volcanic rocks; and when sandstones enter into the formation of a line of hills, as in the

Sidlaws, they generally owe their preservation to the presence of the volcanic rocks with which
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they are associated. This is well illustrated by the Lomond Hills in Fifeshire, the basal and
larger portion of which consists chiefly of somewhat soft sandstones, which have been protected

from erosion by an overlying sheet of hard basalt-rock. All the isolated hills in the basin of

the Forth are formed of knobs, bosses, and sheets of various kinds of igneous rock, which are

more durable than the sandstones, shales, and other sedimentary strata by which they are

surrounded. Hence it is very evident that the configuration of the Lowland tracts of Central

Scotland is due to denudation. The softer and more readily disintegrated rocks have been
worn away to a greater extent than the harder and less yielding masses.

Only in a few cases do the slopes of the hill-belts coincide with folds of the strata. Thus,
the northern flanks of the Sidlaws and the Ochils slope towards the north-west, and this also is

the general inclination of the old lavas and other rocks of which those hills are composed.
The southern flanks of the same hill-belt slope in Fifeshire towards the south-east—this being

also the dip or inclination of the rocks. The crest of the Ochils coincides, therefore, more or

less closely, with an anticlinal arch or fold of the strata. But when we follow the axis of this

arch towards the north-east into the Sidlaws, we find it broken through by the Tay valley

—

the axial line running down through the Carse of Gowrie to the north of Dundee. From
the fact that many similar anticlinal axes occur throughout the Lowlands which yet give

rise to no corresponding features at the surface, we may conclude that the partial preser-

vation of the anticline of the Ochils and Sidlaws is simply owing to the greater durability of

the materials of which those hills consist. Had the arch been composed of sandstones

and shales it would most probably have given rise to no such prominent features as are now
visible.

Another hilly belt, which at first sight appears to correspond roughly to an anticlinal axis,

is that broad tract of igneous rocks which separates the Kilmarnock coal-field from the coal-

fields of the Clyde basin. But although the old lavas of that hilly tract slope north-east and
south-west, with the same general inclination as the surface, yet examination shows that the

hills do not form a true anticline. They are built up of a great variety of ancient lavas and
fragmental tuffs or ' ashes,' which are inclined in many different directions. In short, we have
in those hills the degraded and sorely denuded fragments of an ancient volcanic bank formed
by eruptions that began upon the bottom of a shallow sea in early Carboniferous times, and
subsequently became sub-aerial. And there is evidence to show that after the eruptions ceased the

volcanic bank was slowly submerged, and eventually buried underneath the accumulating sediments

of later Carboniferous times. The exposure of the ancient volcanic bank at the surface has

been accomplished by the denudation of the stratified masses which formerly covered it, and
its existence as a dominant elevation at the present day is solely due to the fact that it is

built up of more persistent materials than occur in the adjacent low-lying areas. The Ochils

and the Sidlaws are of greater antiquity, but have a somewhat similar history. Into this, how-
ever, it is not necessary to go.

The principal hills of the Lowlands form two interrupted belts, extending north-east and
south-west, one of them, which we may call the Northern Heights, facing the Highlands,

and the other, which may in like manner be termed the Southern Heights, flanking the great

Uplands of the south. The former of these two belts is represented by the Garvock Hills, lying

between Stonehaven and the valley of the North Esk ; the Sidlaws, extending from the neigh-

bourhood of Montrose to the valley of the Tay at Perth ; the Ochil Hills, stretching along the

south side of the Firth of Tay to the valley of the Forth at Bridge of Allan ; the Lennox Hills,

ranging from the neighbourhood of Stirling to Dumbarton ; the Kilbarchan Hills, lying between
Greenock and Ardrossan, the Cumbrae Islands and the southern half of Arran ; and the same
line of heights reappears in the south end of Kintyre. A well-marked hollow, trough, or

undulating plain of variable width, separates these Northern Heights from the Highlands, and
may be followed all the way from near Stonehaven, through Strathmore, to Crieff and Auchtcr-

arder. Between the valleys of the Earn and Teith this plain attains an abnormal height (the

Braes of Doune) ; but from the Teith, south-west by Flanders Moss and the lower end of Loch
Lomond to the Clyde at Helensburgh, it resumes its characteristic features. It will be observed

also that a hollow separates the southern portion of Arran from the much loftier northern or

Highland area. The Braes of Doune, extending from Glen Artney south-cast to Strath Allan,

although abutting upon the Highlands, is clearly marked off from that great division by
geological composition and structure, by elevation and configuration. It is simply a less

deeply eroded portion of the long trough or hollow.

Passing now to the Southern Heights of the Lowlands, we find that these form a still more
interrupted belt than the Northern Heights, and that they are less clearly separated by an
intermediate depression from the great Uplands which they (lank. They begin in the north-

east with the isolated Garleton Hills, between which and the Lammermuirs a narrow low-lying

trough or hollow appears. A considerable width of low ground now intervenes before we
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retch the Pentland 1 lilts, which are ii> like manner separated from the Southern Uplands by a

broad low Lying tract At their southern extremity, however, the Pentlands merge more or less

gradually into • somewhat broken and interrupted group of hills which abut abruptly on the

Southern Uplands, in the same manner as the Braes of Doune abut upon the slate hills of the

Highland holders, hi tins region the greatest heights reached are in Tinto (2335 feet) and
dilutable (iS.j.j), and, .it the same tune, the hills broaden out towards the north-west, where

t:u\ are Continued bj the bell Ol volcanic rocks already described as extending between the

. ,1 tin- t'U.ic and Kilmarnock. Although the Southern Heights abut so closely upon
the Uplands lying to the south, there is no difficulty in drawing a firm line of demarcation

1 iwccn the two ana. geologically and physically they are readily distinguished. No one

with any eye for form, no matter how ignorant he may be of geology, can fail to see how
, contrasted are such lulls as Tinto and Cairntable with those of the Uplands, which

The Southern Heights are again interrupted towards the south-east by the valleys

Di on, bul the) reappear in the hills that extend from the Heads of Ayr to the

valley of the Cirvan.

c| 1 Noithcrn and Southern 1 1 eights spread the broad Lowland tracts that drain

towards the forth, together with the lower reaches of the Clyde valley, and the wide moors

thai form the water-parting between that river and the estuary of the Forth. The hills that

occur within this inner region of the Central Lowlands are usually more or less isolated, and

are invariably formed by outcrops of igneous rock. Their outline and general aspect vary

according to the geological character of the rocks of which the hills are composed—some form-

ing more or less prominent escarpments like those of the Bathgate Hills and the hills behind

Burntisland and Kinghorn, others showing a soft rounded contour like the Saline Hills in the

west of Fifeshire. Of the same general character as this inner Lowland region is the similar

tract watered by the Irvine, the Ayr, and the Uoon. This tract, as we have seen, is separated

from the 1 inner region lying to the east by the volcanic hills that extend from the

Southern Heights north-west into Renfrewshire.

The largest rivers that intersect the Central Lowlands take their rise, as might be expected,

nous table-lands to the north and south. Of these the principal are the North

ith Ksks, the Tay and the Isla, the Earn and the Forth, all of which, with numerous

tributaries, descend from the Highlands. And it will be observed that they have breached the

line of the Northern Heights in three places—namely, in the neighbourhood of Montrose,

Berth, and Stirling. The only streams of any importance coming north from the Southern

Uplands are the Clyde and Boon, both of which in like manner have broken through the

Southern Heights. Now, just as the main water-flows of the Highlands indicate the average

slope of the ancient land-surface before it was trenched and furrowed by the innumerable

valleys that now intersect it, so the direction followed by the greater rivers that traverse the

Lowlands marks out the primeval slopes of that area. One sees at a glance, then, that the

present configuration of this latter division has been brought about by the erosive action of the

principal rivers and their countless affluents, aided by the sub-aerial agents generally—rain,

frost, ice, etc The hills rise above the average level of the ground, not because they have

been ridged up from below, but simply owing to the more durable nature of their component

rocks. That the Northern and Southern Heights are breached only shows that the low

grounds now separating those heights from the adjacent Highlands and Southern Uplands

formerly stood at a higher level, and so allowed the rivers to make their way more or less

directly to the sea Thus, for example, the long trough of Strathmore has been excavated out

of sandstones, the upper surface of which once reached a much greater height, and sloped out-

wards from the Highlands across what is now the ridge of the Sidlaw Hills. Here, then, in the

Central Lowlands, as in the Highlands, true mountain- or hill-ranges are absent. But if we are

permitted to term any well-marked line or belt of high ground a 'range,' then the Northern and

Southern Heights of the Lowlands are better entitled to be so designated than any series of

mountains in the Highlands.

The Southern Uplands.—The northern margin of this wide division having already

been defined, we may now proceed to examine the distribution of its mountain-masses. Before

doing so, however, it may be as well to point out that considerable tracts in Tweeddale,

Teviotdale, and Liddesdale, together with the Cheviot Hills, do not properly belong to the

Southern Uplands. In fact, the Cheviots bear the same relation to those Uplands as the

Northern Heights do to the Highlands. Like them they are separated by a broad hollow from

the Uplands, which they face—a hollow that reaches its greatest extent in Tweeddale, and

rapidly wedges out to the south-west, where the Cheviots abut abruptly upon the Uplands. Even

where this abrupt contact takes place, however, the different configuration of the two regions

would enable any geologist to separate the one set of mountains from the other. But for

geographical purposes we may conveniently disregard these geological contrasts, and include
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within the Southern Uplands all the area lying between the Central Lowlands and the English

Border.

If there are no mountains in the Highlands so grouped and arranged as to be properly

termed ' ranges,' this is not less true of the Southern Uplands. Perhaps it is the appearance
which those Uplands present when viewed from the Central Lowlands that first suggested the

notion that they were ranges. They seem to rise like a wall out of the low grounds at their base,

and extend far as eye can reach in an approximately straight line. It seems more probable,

however, that our earlier cartographers merely meant, by their conventional hill-shading, to

mark out definitely the water-partings. But to do so in this manner now, when the large

contour maps of the Ordnance Survey may be in any one's hands, is inexcusable. A study of

those maps, or, better still, a visit to the tops of a few of the dominant points in the area under
review, will effectually dispel the idea that the Southern Uplands consist of a series of ridges

zigzagging across the country. Like the Highlands, the area of the Southern Uplands is

simply an old table-land, furrowed into ravine and valley by the operation of the various agents

of erosion.

Beginning our survey of these Uplands in the east, we encounter first the Lammermuir
Hills—a broad undulating plateau—the highest elevations of which do not reach 2000 feet.

West of this come the Moorfoot Hills and the high grounds lying between the Gala and the

Tweed—a tract which averages a somewhat higher elevation—two points exceeding 2000 feet

in height. The next group of mountains we meet is that of the Moffat Hills, in which head a

number of important rivers—the Tweed, the Yarrow, the Ettrick, and the Annan. Many
points in this region exceed 2000 feet; others approach 2500; and some reach nearly 3000 feet,

such as Broad Law (2754) and Dollar Law (2680). In the south-west comes the group of the

Lowthers, with dominant elevations of more than 2000 feet. Then follow the mountain-masses

in which the Nith, the Ken, the Cree, the Doon, and the Girvan take their rise, many of the

heights exceeding 2000 feet, and a number reaching and even passing 2500, the dominant
point being reached in the noble mountain-mass of the Merrick (2764). In the extreme south-

west the Uplands terminate in a broad undulating plateau, of which the highest point is but

little over 1000 feet. All the mountain groups now referred to are massed along the northern

borders of the Southern Uplands. In the south-west the general surface falls more or less

gradually away towards the Solway—the 500-feet contour line being reached at fifteen miles,

upon an average, from the sea-coast. In the extreme north-east the high grounds descend in

like manner into the rich low grounds of the Merse. Between these low grounds and Annan-
dale, however, the Uplands merge, as it were, into the broad elevated moory tract that extends

south-east, to unite with the Cheviots—a belt of hills rising along the English Border to heights

of 1964 feet (Peel Fell) and 2676 (the Cheviot).

The general configuration of the main mass of the Southern Uplands—that is to say, the

mountain groups that extend along the northern portion of the area under review, from Loch
Ryan to the coast between Dunbar and St Abbs Head— is somewhat tame and monotonous.
The mountains are flat-topped elevations, with broad rounded shoulders and smooth grassy

slopes. Standing on the summit of some of the high points, one seems to be in the midst of

a wide, gently undulating plain, the surface of which is not broken by the appearance of any
isolated peaks or eminences. Struggling across the bogs and peat-mosses that cover so many
of those flat-topped mountains, the wanderer ever and anon suddenly finds himself on the

brink of a deep green dale. He discovers, in short, that he is traversing an elevated undulat-

ing table-land, intersected by narrow and broad trench-like valleys that radiate outwards in all

directions from the dominant bosses and swellings of the plateau. The mountains, therefore,

are merely broad ridges and banks separating contiguous valleys ; in a word, they are, like the

mountains of the Highlands, monuments of erosion, which do not run in linear directions, but

form irregular groups and masses.

The rocks that enter into the formation of this portion of the Southern Uplands have much
the same character throughout. Consequently there is less variety of contour and colour than

in the Highlands. The hills are not only flatter atop, but are generally much smoother in

outline, there being a general absence of those beetling crags and precipices which are so

common in the Highland regions. Now and again, however, the mountains assume a rougher

aspect. This is especially the case with those of Carrick and Galloway, amongst which we
encounter a wildness and grandeur which are in striking contrast to the gentle pastoral

character of the Lowthers and similar tracts extending along the northern and higher parts of

the Southern Uplands. Descending to details, the geologist can observe also modifications of

contour even among those monotonous rounded hills. Such modifications are due to differences

in the character of the component rocks, but they are rarely so striking as the modifications

that arise from the same cause in the Highlands. To the trained eye, however, they are

sufficiently manifest, and upon a geologically coloured map, which shows the various belts of
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rock tint ti ivcisc tin- uplands from south west to north-east, it will be found that the mountain!
occurring within kuIi ol'those separate belts have certain distinctive features. Such features,

however, cannot be depu ted upon a small orographical map. The separation of those

mountains into distinct i.tngcs, In reference to their physical aspect, is even less possible here

than in the Highlands. NOW and again b onis of certain rocks, which arc of a more durable

character than the other strata in their neighbourhood, give rise to pronounced ridges and
P inks, while hollows and valleys occasionally coincide more or less closely with the outcrop of

the m. ne readily eroded sti.ua
; but such features are mere minor details in the general con-

tinuation of the country. The courses of brooks and streams may have been frequently

determined by the nature and arrangement of the rocks, but the general slope of the Uplands
and the direction Of the main lines of water- (low are at right angles to the trend of the strata,

and cannot therefore nave bu n determined in that way. The strata generally are inclined at

high angles— they occur, in short, as a series of great anticlinal arches and synclinal curves,

but the tops ..1 the . i.iiid folds have been planed off, and the axes of the synclinal troughs, so

far from coinciding with valleys, very often run along the tops of the highest hills. The fold-

ings and plications do not, in a word, produce any corresponding undulations of the surface.

don has been made of the elevated moory tracts that serve to connect the Cheviots

with the loftier uplands lying to north-west. The configuration of these moors is tamer even
than that ol the regions just dcs< ribed, but the same general form prevails from the neighbour-

hood of the Moffat Hills to the head-waters of the Teviot. There, however, other varieties of

iock appear, and produce corresponding changes in the aspect of the high grounds. Not a

fen "i the hills in this district stand out prominently. They are more or less pyramidal and
conical in shape, being built up of sandstones often crowned atop with a capping of some
crystalline igneous rock, such as basalt. The Maiden Paps, Leap Hill, Needs Law, and others

are examples. The heights draining towards Liddesdale and the lower reaches of Eskdale,

< i imposed < hiefly of sandstones, with here and there intercalated sheets of harder igneous rock,

frequently show escarpments and terraced outlines, but have a general undulating contour; and
similar features are characteristic of the sandstone mountains that form the south-west portion

of the Cheviots. Towards the north-cast, however, the sandstones give place to various igneous

rocks, so that the hills in the north-east section of the Cheviots differ very much in aspect and
configuration from those at the other extremity of the belt. They have a more varied and

broken outline, closely resembling many parts of the Ochils and other portions of the northern

and southern heights of the Central Lowlands.

The low-lying tracts of Roxburghshire and the Merse, in like manner, present features

which are common to the inner region of the Central Lowlands. Occasional ridges of hills rise

above the general level of the land, as at Smailholm and Stitchel to the north of Kelso, while

isolated knolls and prominences—some bald and abrupt, others smooth and rounded—help to

diversify the surface. Bonchester Hill, Rubers Law, the Dunian, Penielheugh, Minto Hills,

and the Eildons may be mentioned as examples. All of these are of igneous origin, some
being mere caps of basalt resting upon a foundation of sandstone, while others are the stumps

of isolated volcanoes.

In the maritime tracts of Galloway the low grounds repeat, on a smaller scale, the con-

figuration of the lofty uplands behind, for they are composed of the same kinds of rock. Their

most remarkable feature is the heavy mountain-mass of Criffel, rising near the mouth of the

Nith to a height of 1800 feet.

Everywhere, therefore, throughout the region of the Southern Uplands, in hilly and low-

lying tracts alike, we see that the land has been modelled and contoured by the agents of

erosion. We are dealing, as in the Highlands, with an old table-land, in which valleys have

been excavated by running water and its helpmates. Nowhere do we encounter any linear

banks, ridges, or ranges as we find described in the class-books, and represented upon many
general maps of the country. In one of those manuals we read that in the southern district

' the principal range of mountains is that known as the Lowther Hills, which springs off from

the Cheviots, and, running in a zigzag direction to the south-west, terminates on the west coast

near Ix>ch Ryan.' This is quite true, according to many common maps, but unfortunately the
' range ' exists upon those maps and nowhere else. The zigzag line described is not a range

of mountains, but a water-parting, which is quite another matter.

The table-land of the Southern Uplands, like that of the Highlands, is of immense antiquity.

Long before the Old Red Sandstone period, it had been furrowed and trenched by running

water. Of the original contour of its surface, all we can say is, that it formed an undulating

plateau, the general slope of which was towards south-east. This is shown by the trend of the

more important rivers, such as the Nith and the Annan, the Gala and the Leader ; and by the

distribution of the various strata pertaining to the Old Red Sandstone and later geological

periods. Thus, strata of Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous age occupy the Merse
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and the lower reaches of Teviotdale, and extend up the valley of the Whitadder and the

Leader into the heart of the Silurian Uplands. In like manner Permian sandstones are well

developed in the ancient hollows of Annandale and Nithsdale. Along the northern borders

of the Southern Uplands we meet with similar evidence to show that even as early as Old Red
Sandstone times the ancient plateau, along what is now its northern margin, was penetrated by
valleys that drained towards the north. The main drainage, however, then as now, was directly

towards south-east.

Many geological facts conspire to show that the Silurian table-land of these Uplands has

been submerged, like the Highlands, in whole or in part. This happened at various periods,

and each time the land went down it received a covering of newer accumulations—patches of

which still remain to testify to the former extent of the submergences. From the higher

portions of the Uplands those accumulations have been almost wholly swept away, but they

have not been entirely cleared out of the ancient valleys. They still mantle the borders of the

Silurian area, particularly in the north-east, where they attain a great thickness in the moors
of Liddesdale and the Cheviot Hills. The details of the evolution of the whole area of the

Southern Uplands form an interesting study, but this pertains rather to Geology than to Physical

Geography. It is enough, from our present point of view, to be assured that the main features

of the country were chalked out, as it were, at a very distant geological period, and that all the

infinite variety in the relief of our land has been brought about directly, not by titanic con-

vulsions and earth-movements, but by the long-continued working of rain and rivers—of frost

and snow and ice, supplemented from time to time by the action of the sea.

The physical features more particularly referred to in this description are of course only

the bolder and more prominent contours—those, namely, which can be expressed with sufficient

accuracy upon sheets of such a size as the accompanying orographical map of Scotland. With
larger maps considerably more detail can be added, and many characteristic and distinguishing

features will appear according to the care with which such maps are drawn. In the case of the

Ordnance Survey Map, on the scale of i inch to a mile, the varying forms of the surface are so

faithfully delineated as frequently to indicate to a trained observer the nature of the rocks and
the geological structure of the ground. The artists who sketched the hills must indeed have
had good eyes for form. So carefully has their work been done, that it is often not difficult to

distinguish upon their maps hills formed of such rocks as sandstone from those that are com-
posed of more durable kinds. The individual characteristics of mountains of schist, of granite,

of quartz-rock, of slate, are often well depicted : nay, even the varieties of igneous rock which
enter into the formation of the numerous hills and knolls of the Lowlands can frequently be
detected by the features which the artists have so intelligently caught. Another set of features

which their maps display are those due to glaciation. These are admirably brought out, even
down to the smallest details. A glance at such maps as those of Teviotdale and the Merse, for

example, shows at once the direction taken by the old mer de glace. The long parallel flutings

of the hill-slopes, roches moutonnies, projecting knolls and hills with their 'tails,' the great series

of banks and ridges of stony clay which trend down the valley of the Tweed—these, and many
more details of interest to specialists, are shown upon the maps. All over Scotland similar

phenomena are common, and have been reproduced with marvellous skill on the shaded sheets

issued by the Ordnance Survey. And yet the artists were not geologists. The present writer

is glad of this opportunity of recording his obligations to those gentlemen. Their faithful

delineations of physical features have given him many valuable suggestions, and have led up to

certain observations which might otherwise not have been made.

III. MOUNTAINS, LAKES, RIVERS, AND ISLANDS.

By H. A. Webster, of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

MOUNTAINS.

The following table of the Scottish Mountains contains the names and altitudes of all those

that rise upwards of 3900 feet above the sea, of the greater number of those which exceed 3000

feet, and of a small number of less elevation which happen to be familiarly known. In the

difficult matter of orthography the commoner names, like Ben Ledi and Ben Lawers, are given

in their current Anglicised form ; for those which are of rarer occurrence in speech and writing,

the Ordnance Survey's Gaelic spelling is usually retained. In a few cases the more popular

form and the more accurate are placed side by side. Further information in regard to many of

the more important mountains will be found either under their own names, in the articles on

the several counties, or in those which treat of the Grampians, the Ochils, etc.
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3M"

3500

3443
3437
3433
3423

34 *4

34^7
34°«

3335

Ahridrrn Invornc

nun Fhadni^

c W of' Stob

I

Stob Coire an Easain, .

Ben Oreachu,
Hen Heasgarnich, .

Ben Doran or Doiieann,

Sgurr Fhuaran (Scour Ouran)
j

Sgurr nan Clach Gcala,

.

Stob Coire an Lochan, .

Cairn na Gla»hd, .

IBideinn a' Ghla* Thi.il! (Teal-)

I

lach or Tallich), . . .J

Sr>ideana'ChoireLeilh(Hiathach)

Mullah Coire lubhair, .

Bcinn a' Chaoruinn (South), .

Cnoc Dcarg
Ben WyvU (Beinn-UabhaU),
Bcinn futham Mhor, .

Mcall nan Tarmachan, .

Cam Mairg, . #

r.£.,Bcn Attow,

aich Dhcirg, .

Buachaille'Ktive, .

Aonach air Chrith.
Mcall Tiona.l,

Argyll.

Inverness.

Perth & Argyll.

Perth.
Inverness.
Inverness.
Inverness & Aberdeen.
Ross & Inverness.

Inverness.

Ross.
Ross & Inverness.
Aberdeen.
Inverness.

Inverness.
Inverness.

Inverness.
Inverness.

Aberdeen.
Inverness S Ross.
Aberdeen.
Ross.
Perth.

Inverness.

Perth ft Argyll.
Perth.

Argyll.

The highest part of Ben
more, Ross.

Ross.
Perth.
Forfar & Aberdeen.

Ross.

Ross.
Ross.
Inverness.

Ross.
Perth.

Inverness.
Inverness.
Inverness.

Ross.
Aberdeen & Perth.
Perth.
Perth.
Inverness.

Perth.
Inverness.

Perth.
Inverness.
Inverness.

Ross & Inverness.
Inverness.
Ross & Inverness.
Perth.

Perth.
Inverness.

Argyll.
Perth.

Ross.
Argyll.
Inverness & Ross.
Inverness.
Inverness.
Inverness & Ross.
Forfar.
Ross.
Perth.

Perth.
Perth.
Perth & Aberdeen.
Inverness.

Nnme.

Haolla Li laldh,

Belnn Fiona Laidh,
Sgor Mhor,
Sgurr tn Lochain, .

AVh.iill.Mch,.
stob Bin,
B .Will, .

Lurg Mhor, .

Con.veall (Coinnco.nl
Culvain,

.

lien Vorlich, .

Tigh Mor, .

Ci He Ohttbh, .

l'.. ll 1. » ll (Hi ir li.iMim M
Benchochailor Beinn a'Chc
Maol Cheann dearg,
llcinii Dubh Chraige,
Cam Ocoidh, .

Car,. Liath, . .

Hen Lomond,

.

Sgurr Ban, . .

lIiMimore,
^

.

Driesh, .

Crcag a' Mhaim,
Bcn-a'-Chroin, .

Hen Tulachan,
Sgurr na Sginc,
Hen Vorlich, .

Cam na Caim,
Cam Mairg, .

Cam Dcarg, .

Binnein Bean,
Sgurr na Creigc,

Scour Gairoch,
Ucnalligin, .

CarnSgulain,.
Cam Bhac, .

Crcag nan Damh,
Hen a' Chlaibh,
A'Ghlas Bheinn,
Cam Bhinnein,
Gcalcharn, .

lien Vane,
Sgurr Breac, .

Si.ic Mcall na Cus
Foinaven,
Ben Arthur or Th
Ben I.edi,

Goat Fell, .

Canisp, .

Merrick,

.

County.

Ross.

Ross.
Inverness.

Ross.
Inverness.

Sutherland'! highest
|

Forfar.
Inverness.
Ross.
Inverness.
Ross.
Argyll.

Ross ft Inverness.
Perth.

Inverness.
Ross.
Sutherland.
Argyll.

Perth.
Inverness.
Ross & Inverness.

Ross.
Argyll.
Knss & Inverness.
Perth.
Perth.

Argyll (Muirsliigh.pl;).

i'orfar.

Ross.

Perth.

Inverness.

Perth.

Inverness.

Argyll & Perth.
Ross.
Perth.
Invcmess(E of L.Ericht)
Dumbarton.
Ross.
Inverness.
Sutherland.
Argyll.
Perth.

Bute (Arran).

Sutherland.
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LAKES.

It would be tedious to enumerate that marvellous multitude of lakes which constitutes one
of the striking features of Scotland, especially in its northern divisions. They vary in size

from Loch Lomond, with its area of 28 square miles, down to the nameless and pool-like

tarn on the mountain-top. While several are world-famous for the beauty of their scenery,

and year by year attract a growing crowd of tourists, hundreds lie silent and unseen save

by the adventurous sportsman, and are chronicled by no laborious topographer. A glance at

some of the sheets of the Ordnance Survey, such as No. 5, will show how in some parts the

country is studded with them. The principal lakes, for extent or scenic attractions, are

Ken, drained by a stream of the same name, the chief affluent of the southern Dee; Skene,

1300 feet above sea-level, drained by a remote affluent of the Annan, forming the magnificent

waterfall called the Grey Mare's Tail ; St Mary's Loch, and the Loch of the Lows, drained by the

classic Yarrow, a subtributa'ry of the Tweed
;
Doon, drained by the stream of the same name

;

Lomond, drained by the western Leven, a tributary of the Clyde
;
Leven, drained by the eastern

Leven ; Conn and Ard, drained by the Forth
;
Katrine, Achray, Vennachoir, VoiL and Lub-

naig, drained by the Teith, the chief affluent of the Forth
;
Tay, Earn, Lydoch, Ericht, Rannoch,

Tummel, Garry, Lows, Clunie, and Quiech, drained by the Tay and its affluents ; Loch Lee,

drained by the North Esk
;

Awe, Avick, Shiel, and Eck, south of the central mountain range,

and near the west coast
;
Laggan, Ouchan (or Ossian), and Treag, drained by the Spean

;
Lochy

and Archaig, drained by the Lochy into Loch Eil Garry, Oich, Ness, and Ruthven, drained by the

Ness into the Beauly Firth
;
Duntalliak, drained by the Nairn

;
Affrick, drained by the Beauly

;

Maree. Fionn, Shallag, Fannich, Rusk, Luichart, Monar, Glas, Moir, and Slin, in Ross-shire
;
Shin,

Naver, Furan, Baden, Loyal, and More, in Sutherland ; and Stenness, in the Mainland of Orkney.
The following table gives details in regard to a few of the larger lakes :

Lake. County.
River System

(if any).
Breadth.

Area.
Acres.

Max. Depth.
Height above

the Sea.

Lomond, Stirling & Dumbarton. < '!yil> & Leven. S m. max. I7:4 2° 630 ft. 23 ft.

Ness, . Inverness. Ness.

SE;
1 m. 12.355 780 ft. 50 ft.

Awe, Argyll. Awe. 3 furl to 3 i m. 9.995 102 ft.

Shin, . Sutherland. Shin. i?| jn. i to ij m. 270 ft.

Maree, . Ross. Ewe. 3 furl, to m. 7,090 360 ft. av. 32 ft.

Tay, . . Perth. Tay. 1 J m. max. 6,550 553 ft.

Archaig,

.

Inverness. Lochy. 12 m. f m. 3,976 140 ft.

Shiel, . Inverness & Argyll. i7i m. 4,880
Lochy, . 1 to qj furl. 93 'ft.

Monar, . Inverness & Ross. Beauly. 3} m. 663 ft.

Fannich, Ross. Conan. [Ericht. 3 to 7 furl.

.

822 ft.

Ericht, . Perth & Inverness. Tay, Tummel, ijm. J m. to 9 furl. "53 ft-

Naver, . Sutherland. Naver. 6| m. 1.444 98 ft. 247 ft.

Earn,
^.

Perth. Tay & Earn. 6| m.
9§m.

6 furl.

'

2,118 600 ft. 306 ft.

Perth. Tay & Tummel. 2 to 9 furl. 50-60 ft. av. 668 ft.

Stenness, Orkney. 4! m.
Leven, . Fife. 3,406 go ft. 353 ft.

Ken, . . Kirkcudbright. Ken!"' 4I m 200 to 800 yds. 145 ft.

Lydoch, . Perth & Argyll. Tay. i m. max. 924 ft.

Fionn or Fuir, Ross. Greinord. si m- 1 furl, to ij m. a|a38 559 ft-

Loyal (Laoghal) Sutherland. Borgie. 48 <n. 7 furl. 1,623 369 ft.

Katrine,

.

Stirling & Perth. Forth & Teith. 7J furl. 3."9 468 ft. 364 ft.

RIVERS.

As the prevailing rocks throughout a large part of Scotland are of the more impervious sort,

most of the abundant rainfall of the country finds its way to the sea by sub-aerial or surface

channels ; and it is only during a brief portion of the year that evaporation is powerfully at

work. The running waters are consequently almost countless, every little Highland glen and
every little Lowland valley having its burn or brooklet. If we divide the country into an
eastern and western versant according as it discharges eastward into the so-called North Sea, or

northward and westward into the Atlantic and its inlets, we find that the former is generally

very much more extensive in all the northern division, and that for reasons already explained.

The watershed or water-parting, which may be said to begin at Duncansbay, follows an extremely

tortuous course through Caithness and Sutherland, till, between Loch an Urchoill, discharging

into Glencoul, and Loch nan Breac Mora, belonging to the Oikell system, it is only 3 or 4
miles from the sea on the west side of the island. In its course southward through Ross-shire

it lies somewhat nearer the centre of the county (Dirrie Muir, 900 feet), but in Inverness-shire

it again approaches very near the west coast, till turning eastwards it crosses the Great Glen
between Lochs Lochy and Oich, and running between the basins of the Spey and the Spean
again proceeds southward near the borders of Perthshire and Argyll. In the division south of

the grent estuaries of the Clyde and Forth the partition between East and West is much more
even. The following table shows the names and sizes of the principal rivers and streams:
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Heigh] above Sen o( Source. Area of Biuin. t jiiunlics partly including
11,-, 1 of N ivii; it

tad Tidtl Rett i>.

r L r
1 .cngtti 01

'
"msl

'-

Tweed. . 1 tray
id../

,
IV.-l.l.-s, Selkirk, K.dinl...

|

K.-xl.-i li.H.iwi. 1,, H.,,1

\ .[>n 1..11, Noi'lhuiiib'laiid. J
Selkirk.

( Iler\vick,ioto )

97 m.
V Fuc,l.i

1 1 Ml ... io,k> ft., Capri Pen.

69$ ft., St Mtry'i Loch.Yarrow, Selkirk. m| m.
Roxburgh. 37i m.

Vcj,
T

'
! 1 lyjo ft., Catlin Tooth. Roxburgh. lt| in.

j
\ 1 1 1 . 1 1 !. . ontlllrllt IT-

\
Till. . . . 1 th Si thr Bowmoni > 4° m -

20 m.Itowmont,
I li.'in >», >,|land, J

l\.>.\huigli(Noitliuinh'lanil).

i»so ft. PetbletT iSJ m.
Emu raton, . 880 ft. Peebles.

Uaia Watx, 1100 ft., Moorfoot Hills. F.dinl.., S.-lkiik, Roxburgh.
I .arum o» L«AL>tt, 137) ft., Lanunei Lew,

1 ... ! t 1 >n. ti r .1 v Water

Berwick, Roxburgh. 21I n',.

WiiiTAUuan, . Haddington, lierwick.
/ Stirling Perth ('I n kinan-"i

34

Forth. •! (Ben Lonond), / 645 sq. m. Stirling, 52! m. n6i m.
i. 11., Avondhu. J l„„,h, K.n.oss, File. )

IIaNK.H'K Bl'KN, SuilinV
louo ft., Carron Hog.

1350.1400 ft., Penllands.
Stirling.

Ljuth, Watu or, Edinburgh. 24 m.

Soi'TIf ElK, • »
f 1700 ft., Blackhope Scar )

\ (PcntlandsV ]
Edinburgh. 23 m.

North Etk, . M if...! 1 1 ill-.. Edinburgh, 17 m.
T«m '75° ft - ...» Perth. 34 m.
Allan, . Little Corum (Orhils). Perth, Stirling.

(Perth, Kinioss, Clack-)
33! m.

16 m.

UaVON, .

LkvkN, .

{

,8

(Ochilo.
C

'
'JL"clcllC,,

j-

353 ft., Loch Lcven. «S3 sq.

"( tnertntn, Stirling. J

Kinross, Fife.

Ore, . Fife.

Eden, 300 ft. Fife. 29i m.
Tay 3980 ft., Benbuy. 2400 sq. m. Perth, Forfar. Perth!"

Bran, Perth.
( igm.(i'ncl.

)

j t>a,,h). }
Perth.

Earn, '. '.
'.

306 ft., Loch Earn. Perth. I'm 1,1,',: 11I K.'ini. ASJm.
I.VON, Perth. 34i m.
TlMMKL. 480 ft., Loch Tummel. Perth. 29 m.

Perth.

• • • 1650 ft.', Loch Tilt.
>

'

Perth! 158 m.
IsLA. 3100 ft., near Loclinagar. Forlar, Perth.

South Kek. . 31 Soft. Forfar. 29 m.
North Eaic, 820 ft. 483 m.
Dee, .... 4060 ft., Cairngorm. 700 sq. m. Aberdeen, Kincardine. 874 m.

Don ( 1980ft., near MciklcGcal)
\ Charn. J

53° sq. m. Aberdeen.

Urv, East of Strathbogie. 18 m.
Ythan. . 768 ft., Ythan Wells. Aberdeen. 35* m.
Deveron, . 1847 ft., Cabrach. Aberdeen, Banff. 6ig m.

Bogie, . Aberdeen, Banff.

Spey, 1142 ft., Loch Spey.

J 2250 ft., Loch Avon ^
( (Cairngorm). )

2600 ft., Monadhliath.

1 190 sq. Inverness, Elgin, Banff. 96 m!

Avon,

Dilnain, . .

Banff.

Inverness.

27} m.

28 m.
Flndhorn, 2800 ft., Monadhliath. Inverness, Nairn, Elgin. 6*1 m.
Nairn. . 2500 ft., Cam Griohgair.

Affric Drumalban.
Inverness, Nairn. 38 m.

Beauly, . 324 sq. m. N.W. Inverness. 40 m.
Cassich, Loch Moylcy. Inverness.
Far her, . 27i"m.

Conan, Ross and Cromarty.
Olkell, . 1500 ft. 300 sq. m. Sutherland, Ross. Rosehail. 35im.'

SlIlN
' '.

'.

'.

270 ft., Loch Shin. Sutherland. 78"™.

Helmsdale or ille, ( 770 ft , I*of"h Lcum a' )

\ Chlam Lain. /
Sutherland. 27jm.

Thurso, . Loch More. Caithness. 27 m.
Naver. 247 ft., Loch Naver. Sutherland. i8J m.

Clyde (Dacr Water), 2000ft., Gana Hill. 1480 sq. m. J Lanark, Renfrew, Stirling, )

1 Dumbarton. 1
Glasgow, 14 m. 106 m.

Medwin, 1230 ft.

1000 ft., Elrig Moss.
Lanark. 15 m.

Caldkr, . Lanark.
Kelvin, . 160 ft. Stirling, Diimb'rton, Lan'rk. 21 m!
Leveh, . 23 ft., Loch Lomond. Dumbarton. , m ji m.
Douglas, 1500 ft., near Cairntable. Lanark.
Avon, . Distinkhorn Hill. Lanark.
Cart, .

Irvine, . . .

Annick,
Garnock,

810 ft., near Drumclog. Ayr. 2'i m.
Renfrew, Ayr. .6 m.

1600 ft., Mistylaw Hills. 2ijm.
Cessnock, 980ft. , Air tirn;mri',' h Muir Ayr! 14 m.

Ayr, .... 38 m.
LuGAR, . . . 1600 ft., Glenmore Water. Ayr.

Boon, ll\ m!
Dee Kirkcudbright. Tongland, 8 m. M m.

Kirkcudbright. ll\ „i.

Nlth,.... f 1400 ft., Enoch Hill and)
( Priokcny Hill. /

1 Dumfries, Ayr, Kirkcud-

)

'( bright. f
7of m.

Scab, . . . 1600 ft. Dumfries.
Cl.UDSW,

.

Annan, .

Cairn. Kirkcudbright, Dumfries.
Dumfries.

23 m.

EvAN, . 1000 ft. Lanark, Dumfries. i6j
m
m.

Ae, . Dumfries. 16 m.
Moffat Water 1800 ft. 14 m.
Milk Water, ' '.

7eoft. Dumfries. i 7 | m.

Eak < 2000 ft., Ettrick Pen >

< (White Etk), /
Dumfries. 36} m.

Ewej, . Tudhope Hill. Dumfries. 1.} m.

1748 ft., Hartsgarth Fell.

650 ft., Dead Water Bog.

Dumfries.
Liddel! !

'.

Roxburgh, Dumfries. 263^.
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ISLANDS.

The islands of Scotland were at the census of 1861 ascertained to number 787, by the

word island being understood any piece of solid land surrounded by water, which affords

sufficient vegetation to support one or more sheep, or which is inhabited by man. Some of the

uninhabited islands have pasturage for 300 or 400 sheep ; others again only admit of one sheep
being left at one time. The Hebrides extend for 205 miles along the west coast, and consist

of about 160 islands and islets, of which 100 are inhabited. Another archipelago, the Orkneys,
numbering 52 considerable islands, though only 28 are permanently inhabited, is separated from
the north-western extremity of Caithness by the Pentland Firth, 6 miles broad ; and a third

archipelago, that of Shetland—100 islands, 29 permanently inhabited— is 48 miles north-north-

east of Orkney. Islands not belonging strictly to any group are Mugdrum (32 acres), in the

Firth of Tay; the Isle of May (146I), Inchkeith, Cramond, Inchcolm, Inchgarvie, Inchmickery,

Craigleith, Lamb, Fidra, and the Bass Rock, in the Firth of Forth ; and Arran, Bute, Great
Cumbrae and Little Cumbrae, Sanda, Devar, Pladda, Holy Isle, and Ailsa Craig, in the Firth

of Clyde. Of seaward rocks, the chief are Carr, a reef 1 mile north-north-east of Fife Ness
;

the Bell Rock or Inchcape, a reef nf miles south-east of Arbroath.

The following table gives the areas and population of the more important islands

:

Area.
Pop.

Area
my

Name. Name.
Square

1
Miles.

Acres. Mde Acres.

Long Island, i.e., Lewis & Harris

Lewis (Ross)
!
859

_
549,887 28,339 Egilsay (Orkney), .

Muck (Argyll),.... 2.5; 1,636 155

;

683 437,"i 24,876

Skye (Inverness), 643.28 411,703.652 Mingalay (Inverness),
Ronay (North Uist, Inverness),

2.44 ''jOs't'oo 150
Mull (Argyll) 347.21 222,214. 568 5,229 6

Mainland (Shetland), 2 ;82, Monach Island (Inverness), . 2.3 i'49s'966
Islay (Argyll) 157,851.449 7,559 Kirkibost (Inverness), 1450 061 12

Pomona (Oikney), Ite'.g J32 .477 17,165 Gometra (Argyll), 2 j'
2 jj, nQ, 30

Harris (Inverness), .
!

176-7 113,142.177 3,463 St Kilda (Inverness), '•9

Arran (Bute) 107,572.774 10,998 Shuna (Inverness), . . . 1.83 1,173.560 118

Jura (Argyll) 142.9 91,516.772 773 Graemsay (Orkney),

.

1.8 236
North Uist (Inverness), . 135-7 86,858.333 3,371 Wiay (Inverness), 1.6 l'os7 500
Veil (Shetland) 82.69 52,923 2,529 Sanderay (Inverness), 1.6

Hoy (Orkney), .... 52-8 33,8i9 1,380 Vementry (Shetland),
i'.ic

'960

Bute (Bute),
' '.

48.68 31,161.421 10,998 Isle of Noss (Shetland), .

'

j
Unst (Shetland), 46.76 29,929 2

>
x73 Fuday (Inverness), . 760 170 6

Rum (Argyll), .... 41.85 26,785.790 89
1,661

Hascosay (Shetland), ''

Benbecula (Inverness), 35-7 22,873.783 Little Cumbrae (Bute), 722 QI4
Tiree (Argyll), .... 33-54 21,471.896 2,730 Trondra (Shetland), . 1. 12 722 X

A
Coll (Argyll) 30.6 19,596.508 643 Boreray (North Uist, Inverness), 717 51" 137
Sanday (Orkney), 25-77 16,498 Lunga (Jura, Argyll), 6qq'ss8 17

Barra (Inverness), 25-1 16,117.688 i'86q Holy Island (Arran, Bute), 1.08

Westray (Orkney), . 24.24 I5,5'6 2,000 Inchmarnock (Bute), 1.05 675 054 i3

Raasay (Inverness), . 24-5 15,704.384 478 Erraid (Argyll), 642.481
South Ronaldsay (Orkney), 20.43 13,080

«,938
2,557 Killegray (Inverness), . .

Pabbay (Barra, Inverness),
626.090 6

18.65 873 26

Colo^say^rgyn), '.
'.

'.

Fetlar (Shetland),

16.00 to, 78.915 Calf of Eday (Orkney), . 599
4

16-77 io,734 Uyea (Shetland),

Stronsay (Orkney), . 15-3 9,840 I
>
274 Sanday (Argyll), 577-7«2 16

Eigg (Inverness), . . . 12 7,803.717 291 Pabay (Strath, Inverness), 559- 29°
Eday (Orkney), 11.

5

7.372 73o Oronsay (Morven, Argyll), 539-157
Shapinsay (Orkney), 7,172 974 537.080 6
Bressay (Shetland), . 10;8i 6,919 847 Berneray (Barra, Inverness), . 72
Scalpay (Strath, Inverness), 6,489.830

ell
Wiay (Inverness), . . . 451.060 4

Lismore (Argyll), . 9-39 6,014.579 Helhsav (Inverness), . . 384.240 9
Ulva (Argyll) 7i 4,924.546 „ 53

Sanda (Argyll) 381.500 14
Whalsey (Shetland),

.

7.62 4,88, 870 Garbh Eileach (Argyll), .

Baleshare (Inverness), . 7.2 4,631.321 266 Stromay (Inverness), 348.090
Grimsay (Inverness), 7 4,505.223 Eilean Fladday (Inverness), . 336.910 S7

Muckle Roe (Shetland), . 6.81 4>362 230 Torsay (Argyll), 275.060
Seil (Argyll) 5-96 3,820.344 661 Gighay (Argyll), . 264.930 378
LuiDg (Argyll) 5-93 3,797.560 527 Gunna (Argyll),

Gigha (Argyll) 5-79 3,7o9-47i 382 Eorsa (Argyll),.... 259.228
Scarba (Argyll), 5-74 3,675-493 19 Inch Kenneth (Argyll), . 248.864
Taransay (Inverness), 5-69 3,601.770 55 Isay (Inverness.), 234.320
Eernerafy) (Harris), . . . 5-27 3,376.777 452 Hemetray (Inverness), 233.480

5-15

4-9

3.3°°
3,140.570

267
103

Fuiay (Inverness), . . . 217.300

Great Cumlfrae (Bute), !
'.

4.87 3,126.397 1,856 203.875 4
Burra, East and West (Shetland) 4.72 642 Muldoanich (Inverness), . 203.530

4* 2,908.046 57 Cliasay Mor and Beg, 201.790
South

3
WalMOrkncy), '.

'.

4.46 Little Colonsay (Argyll), .

4.19 2,683 685 Lunga (Argyll), 195.268 7
4.15 2,661 425 Ascrib Islands (Inverness),

4-'5 2,634.660 102 Eilean an Iasgaich (Inverness), 183.121
Rona (Po'treerinver'ness)',

'.

2,564.905 176 Tahay (Inverness), . . . 171.600
Vatersay (Inverness), 3-9 19 Eileach an Naoimh, . 169.270
North Ronaldsay (Orkney), . 547 Longay (Inverness), .

Stockinish (Inverness),
164.950

2,299.970 466 I55-970
lona (Argyll), .

^

'.
3i 2,264.285 243 Vaccasay (Inverness), 154-400

3-37 2,168.840 2 Texa (Islay, Argyll), 151.992
Oronsay (Colonsay, Inverness), 3-°75 1,968.532 47 Nave (Argvll)

Hodday More (Inverness),
150.531

Fair Isle (Shetland), 3.02 ».939 214 i49-58o
Scalpa(y) (Harris, Inverness), . 3 1,917.240 540 Flodday (North Uist, Inverness), 149.050
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of the Geological Survey of Scotland.

TUOS1 who have studied the geological history of Scotland will readily admit that there

re ample materials in the records of the successive formations to arrest the attention and to

stimulate research. During the present century, numerous investigators have ransacked these

ancient archives with remarkable success, and though there are certain questions requiring

further elucidation! it is possible, now, to construct a tolerably complete account of the geo-

logical history of the country.

In presenting such a review, it is interesting to remember that the story of our hills and
valleys, as well as of the strata of which they are composed, suggested to Hutton those prin-

ciples which Led to the true interpretation of the past changes of the globe. He is justly

regarded, not only as the founder of the distinguished Scottish School of Geology which

flourished towards tliu beginning of this century, but also as the real founder of physical

i eulogy. The views promulgated by Mutton and advocated with so much force and eloquence

by Playfair, regarding the physical history of the rocks in the earth's crust, are now universally

admitted With the aid of the brilliant light which they cast on this branch of the science,

we are able to follow and explain those geographical revolutions which our country witnessed

ere it assumed its present features. It is no doubt true that Hutton did not take cognisance

of the grand series of organic remains embedded in the successive formations, by means of

which we are able to realise, in some measure, the climatic conditions of the successive periods,

. nd the gradual development of plant and animal life. The first step in this inquiry was
reserved for his great English contemporary, William Smith. His researches among the

Secondary rocks of England enabled him to establish a regular order of succession in the

strata, and that particular zones were characterised by fossils peculiar to them. But notwith-

standing the great achievements in different branches of the science since the time of Hutton,

it is impossible to avoid expressing admiration for the services which he rendered to geological

h and speculation. Recognising that the present is the key to the past, and that the

geological agencies now in operation have been instrumental in bringing about changes during

t inner periods, he placed geological reasoning on a sound scientific basis. He boldly

suggested that the great bulk of the sedimentary rocks in the crust of the earth were formed of

sand, clay and gravel, which had been deposited on the sea-floor, and that by subsequent

pressure and subterranean heat, they had been converted into sandstones, shales and con-

glomerates. By means of the subterranean agencies they were elevated above the sea-level

and had frequently been thrown into a series of great folds. He was also the first to show that

granite and other crystalline rocks must originally have existed in a molten condition due to

the action of heat, and that the molten material must have been injected in some cases in the

form of veins into the surrounding sedimentary strata. He further contended that, under the

influence of heat and pressure, sedimentary strata had been altered into various schistose rocks.

By his brilliant researches, it may be said, that he advanced an explanation of the origin of the

igneous, the sedimentary, and the metamorphic rocks of the earth's crust. But his observations

led him to further important deductions. In his rambles through Scotland he found that gently

inclined strata rested on the upturned edges of an older series, from which he inferred that the

members of the older series had been upheaved, contorted, and denuded prior to the deposi-

tion of the younger group. In this way he was led to contemplate former revolutions in the

earth's surface, and to see that the history of these changes could only be deciphered by a study

of the rocks in the field and their relations to each other. Finally, he maintained that the

various physical features of the country— the hills and valleys, crags and ravines—had been
<< ulptured by the action of rain, running water, frost, and other simple agencies of denudation,

and that this decay was part of the economy of nature. He declared that the materials worn
off the land were being transported to the sea by running water, where they accumulated, till

at some future time they were consolidated into hard rocks and elevated above the sea-level,

only to pass anew through the same series of changes.

It is perhaps not to be wondered at that views so startling and original met with keen

opposition. Like many men of genius, Hutton was far in advance of his time. His principles,

I
ljt Sfere adopted, with certain modifications, and expounded by Sir Charles Lyell, and

i . _ ii. ore recently been eloquently entorced by Dr Archibald Geikie. They are now the

ccjaifliop st'jck of geologists over the world. They have been briefly referred to here, in order
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that the general reader, who may have no special knowledge of the science, may follow more
easily the remarkable history unfolded by the rocks of Scotland.

No better testimony could be advanced in support of Hutton's views regarding the

powerful influence of denuding agencies in modifying the scenery of a country, than the

preceding article by Professor James Geikie, on the ' Leading Physical Features' of Scotland.

It is clearly shown that the three great belts into which Scotland may be divided—namely, the

Highlands, the Central Lowlands, and the Southern Uplands—coincide with the geological

structure of the country, and that the features which they present have been moulded by agents

of erosion. The mountains of the Highlands and the hills of the Southern Uplands have been

carved out of table-lands of vast geological antiquity, their characteristic contours being due
to the manner in which the respective rock formations have been influenced by denudation.

It is apparent, therefore, that some knowledge of the geological structure of the country and
the rock formations is essential before one can fully appreciate the evolution of its physical

features.

A striking feature connected with the geological history of Scotland is the remarkable

development of Palseozoic rocks, compared with the relics of the Secondary formations. With
the exception of certain limited areas of younger Palaeozoic strata, the Southern Uplands,

extending from St Abbs Head to Portpatrick, are formed of rocks of Silurian age. The
Central Lowlands are occupied by Old Red Sandstone, Carboniferous, and Permian strata

;

while the Highlands are composed mainly of crystalline schists, gneiss, and quartzites, the age

of which it is impossible to define with certainty, in the present state of our knowledge. It will

be shown presently that they probably comprise rocks of Archaean age, along with strata

belonging to the Cambrian and Silurian periods. The representatives of the Secondary
formations occurring on the north-east coast, and also along the western seaboard of the

Highlands, are mere fragments which have escaped denudation. They have been preserved

to us partly by means of great dislocations which have brought them into conjunction with

older strata, and partly by vast accumulations of Tertiary volcanic rocks which have over-

spread them and saved them from complete demolition. Notwithstanding these aids to their

preservation, the record of the Secondary formations is by no means complete. Still, the

deposits are of great interest and importance, as they enable the geologist to correlate them
with the splendid development of Secondary formations in England, and to trace the variations

in the order of succession of the strata, as well as in the included fauna and flora. The
Tertiary Period is represented mainly by an extraordinary development of volcanic rocks
associated with certain leaf-beds, the whole series forming one of the most interesting

chapters in the geological history of the country. The following table will enable the reader
to grasp the chronological order of the rock formations, and to see wherein the record is

defective.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS IN SCOTLAND.

f Rfpfa'T and

Post- I Glacial,

Tertiary, 1 Pleisxocene or

Quaternary,

Alluvium, peat, estuarine beds, raised beaches, torrential gravels,

moraines of local glaciers.

Glacial, inter-glacial, and pre-glacial deposits, consisting of boulder

clays, moraines, sands, gravel and clays, etc.

Tertiary
or

Cainozoic,

Secondary
or

Mesozoic,

f Pliocene,

Eocene, . .

Cretaceous, .

Jurassic,

/ Great development of contemporaneous and intrusive volcanic rocks,

\ with associated leaf-beds.

Absent.

r White chalk, with flints.

I
Upper Greensand.

j Gault—absent.

I
Lower Greensand—absent.

I Wealden Beds—absent.

r Upper Oolite.

Middle Oolite.

J
Lower Oolite.

Upper Lias.

! Middle Lias.

I Lower Lias.

Sandstones, cli

C

rty limestones, etc.
V..-
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I'm; MUN, Ith contemporaneous volcanic rocks.

Cam .'Mil koi s, .

PtM iM
Ot t> Ui i> Samimom-, \ (Jppei I livision.

j Low ei I >>\ i .iuii.

or

!

i

I udlow,

Wenlock.I'M .1 i^.R-,

SlLUUAN—
Llandovery.

I 0W1 K,

( 'aradoc.

UandeilOa

Cammuan, . Conglomerates and sandstones.

I At. 111
I Gnei .

>i) talline schists, limestones with pegmatite and granite

i
veins.

In the C»r north-wesl of the counties of Sutherland and Ross, the oldest rocks of Scotland belonging to the

Archiron scries arc characteristically developed. They occupy a belt of ground along the coast, stretching from
Ca]>e Wrath to Loch Torridon, aiui are to be met with in Kona, the north part of Kaasay, Coll, Tiree, and in the

Outer Hebrides. Throughout these areas their lithological characters are remarkably uniform. The dominant
i mber ol the Series consists of massive hornblendic gneiss, with zones of pink and grey granitoid gneiss,

Intersected in all directions with veins of pegmatite. Bands of hornblende-schist and hornblende-rock are associated

with the O .
and in tin- neighbourhood of Scourie these hornblende-rocks are abundantly charged

with garnets. According to the researches of Dr A. Geikie, it appears that these strata are succeeded by a series

of flaggy or thin-bedded gneisses, with mica-schists and sericite-schists, which are further distinguished by a
remarkable diminution in the number of pegmatite veins. The prevalent strike of this Archxan series is north-

west and south-east, but this direction is by no means universal. As the strata are repeated by numerous folds,

it frequently happens that the strike of the beds, as they curve round the low arches, is north-east and south-west

—a feature which has been noted in Suthcrlandshire and in the Outer Hebrides. Partly on account of their

and partly because they were succeeded by Cambrian and Lower Silurian strata, these

rded by Sit Roderick Murchison as the equivalents of the Lawrentian formation of

Canada. No trace of organic remains has been found in these rocks in the north-west of Scotland, nor, indeed,

can it be said that they present any traces of a sedimentary origin. If it be true—as suggested by Hutton, and
. Ivocated by Murchison and others—that they are merely the altered representatives of ancient sedimentary

deposits, it must be admitted that, as a whole, they are now highly crystalline.

Following the view strenuously maintained by Murchison, geologists generally believed that these Archxan
rocks were confined to the maritime districts of the west of Suthcrlandshire and Ross-shire and the outlying islands.

The crystalline schists of the Highlands were considered to be younger than the Silurian limestones of Durness

ad Assynt, because the latter appear to pass conformably upwards into the former. Murchison contended that

the eastern schists, which overlie the fossiliferous limestones, possess different lithological characters from the

Archxan series along the western seaboard, and, further, that their prevalent strike is north-east and south-west,

or nearly at right angles to that of the Archxan gneiss. On the other hand, the late Professor Nicol of Aberdeen
maintained that there is no conformable passage from the Silurian limestones into the overlying schists, and that

the latter, as well as the schists of the Central Highlands, are of Archxan age. Since these conflicting views

were first announced about thirty years ago, the order of succession of the strata in the north-west of Scotland has

l.ccn the most keenly-controverted question in British geology. Again and again eager investigators have

attacked the relations of the rocks, and within the last few years the controversy has been re-opened with renewed
vigour by Dr Hicks, Dr Callaway, Professor Lapworth, and others, who, while opposing Murchison's views,

advance different solutions of the problem. When it is borne in mind that the crystalline schists of the Highlands

and the associated igneous rocks cover an area of about 15, COO square miles, it will be seen that the solution of

the question is of far-reaching importance.

1 rom the researches of the Geological Survey in the region of Durness and Eriboll during 1883 and 1884, it

is now frankly admitted that there is no evidence in favour of a conformable upward succession from the Silurian

limestones into the overlying crystalline schists. The detailed examination of that region clearly shows that the

rock^ have been affected by one grand series of terrestrial movements, which have produced enormous displace-

ments of the strata. These mechanical movements likewise superinduced new structures in the strata lying to the

east of the Silurian rocks of Eriboll. It will be more convenient, therefore, to refer to the characters and order

of succession of the eastern schists after the Cambrian and Silurian rocks of the North-West Highlands have been

described.
• with a violent unconformability on the Archxan gneiss of the west coast, there is a great development

of red grits and sandstones, forming some of the most picturesque mountains in Scotland. Few observers who
have seen these mountains will fail to recall the graphic descriptions by Hugh Miller (TAe Old Red Sandstone,

1879, pp. 53 and 329), who included them in the domain of the Old Red Sandstone. That this view was

erroneous, was clearly proved by the independent observations of Professor Nicol and Sir Henry James. They
s-howed that the red sandstones were unconformably overlain by the quarlzites and fossiliferous limestones, and

that if the latter were of Silurian age, then the former must clearly be of an older date. No fossils have as yet

been found in these red sandstones. Murchison, however, regarded them as the equivalents of the Cambrian

rocks of Wales,—partly on lithological grounds, and partly because they were demonstrably older than the Lower

Silurian rocks of Sutherland—a view which has been generally adopted by geologists. These deposits are

traceable from the wild headlands near Cape Wrath to the mountains of Applecross, and onwards to Skye, and

throughout that region they give one a vivid impression of the vast denudation which they have undergone.

Over wide areas the strata are nearly flat ; in the mountains of Applecross and near Cape Wrath they have a

gentle inclination to the west ; but where they are overlain by the Silurian rocks, they generally dip in a south-

easterly direction.

I bese Cambrian sanditoncs are succeeded by an important group of strata, comprising quarlzites and lime-
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stones, which have become widely known ever since the discovery of Lower Silurian fossils in the latter by Mr
C. W. Peach in 1854. They extend continuously from Eriboll on the north coast of Sutherland to Skye—

a

distance of 90 miles. Sometimes they rest on the denuded edges of the Cambrian sandstones, sometimes on a

platform of Archsean gneiss. Hence it is evident that, prior to the deposition of the Silurian sediments, there

must have been considerable erosion of the Cambrian strata. In the neighbourhood of Durness and Eriboll the

Silurian rocks are typically developed ; indeed, the rich assemblage of fossils found in the limestones have only

been found in the Durness basin. The following table gives the order of succession and the various subdivisions

of the strata as recently worked out by us in the course of the Geological Survey of that district (see Nature,

Nov. 13, 1884). They consist of (A.) an arenaceous series at the base; (B.) a middle series, partly calcareous

and partly arenaceous ; and (C.) a calcareous series at the top.

Table of Silurian Strata in the Durness-Eriboll Region.

C. Calcareous
Series, . .

VII. Durine Group,

VI. Croisaphuill GROur.

V. Balnakeil Group,

IV. Sangomore Group,

III. Sailmhor Group,

II. Eilean Dubii Group,

Giirudaidii Group,

B. Middle Series
(partly calcare-

ous and partly

arenaceous),

Middle Zone,

Lower Zone,

A. Arenaceous
Series, . .

Lower Zone,

Fine-grained, light grey limestones, with an occasional

dark fossiliferous band.

c. Fine-grained, cleaved, lilac-coloured limestones, full of

flattened worm-casts ; fossils distorted by cleavage.

b. Alternations of black, dark grey, and white limestone,

with an occasional fossiliferous band, like zone (a) of

this group.

a. Massive, dark grey limestone, chiefly composed of worm-
casts which project above the matrix on weathered
surfaces. Near the base are several lines of small

chert nodules. This is one of the most highly fossili-

ferous zones in the Durness Basin.

Alternations of dark and light grey limestone, highly
fossiliferous, with occasional impure, argillaceous, un-

fossiliferous bands. Most of the beds are distinctly

cleaved, and contain few worm-casts.

Fine granular dolomites, alternating near the top with
cream-coloured or pink limestone. Near the base are

two or more bands of white chert, one of which is

about 5 feet thick.

r Massive, crystalline-granular, dolomitic limestones, occa-

sionally fossiliferous, charged with dark worm-castings

\ set in a grey matrix ; large spheroidal masses of chert

near the base. This limestone is locally known as

L ' the Leopard Stone.'

Fine-grained, white, flaggy, argillaceous limestones and
calcareous shales. As yet no fossils have been found
in this division.

t Dark, leaden-coloured limestones, occasionally mottled,

]

alternating near the top with white limestone. About
J 30 feet from the base there is a thin band of limestone

charged with Serpulites Maccullochii, and a similar

^ band occurs at the base.

At the base lies a massive band of quartzite and grit, passing
upwards into carious dolomitic grit, crowded in patches

with Serpulites Maccullochii, more especially in the

decomposed portions (Serpulite Grit).

Alternations of brown, flaggy, calcareous, false-bedded grits

and quartzites with cleaved shales.

Calcareous mudstones and dolomitic bands, weathering
with a rusty brown colour, traversed by numerous
worm-casts, usually flattened, and resembling fucoidal

impressions. These beds are often highly cleaved.

This and the overlying zone form the ' Fucoid beds

'

of previous authors.

Fine-grained quartzites, perforated by vertical worm-casts
and burrows, becoming more numerous towards the

top of the zone ('pipe-rock' of previous authors).

These beds pass downwards into massive white quartz-

ites.

False-bedded flaggy grits and quartzites, composed of grains

of quartz and felspar. At the base there is a thin

brecciated conglomerate, varying from a few inches to

a few feet in thickness, containing pebbles of the

underlying rocks, chiefly of quartz and orthoclase, the

largest measuring about I inch across.

In the neighbourhood of Durness the Silurian strata form a basin, the greater part of which is occupied by
the limestone series. It is bounded on the east side by a powerful fault that brings them in contact with the
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' mil • •> prominent ridge ol high ground extending from Rispond, at the mouth of Loch

ErlboU, WOth bj Ban Suionnu. Ken AiUc, and lieu Stack. On the west side of the basin, the basal quartzites

row "i • to the rt mi ival of the Cambrian sandstones in pre-Silurian time
I'v denudation. As thr ul> cm, i . ... s the lu.in hum west to east, he meets with an ascending series from the

btal nurtritM through the
1 Fuooid bedl ' and • Serpulite grit ' to the limestones, which are overlain in Sango-

Mlln b) CT) l i >•-. I occupying a limited area in this bay and at Farrid Head,
theeo i are found igain fai totneeasl on the ridge between Eriboll and Tongue. A remarkable feature

OOOnOCtod with the DunOM limestones is the abundance of fossils in certain bands, comprising Annelids, Cepha-
lopoda LtmolUbranchs, Itiachiopods, Trilohilcs, Corals, etc., the most celebrated localities being the Garbh
Itland, I'oit Odhair, BalnakeU Bayi and the ridge north of Keoldale. It is important to remember that, from an
examination ol thr lossiU found l \ Mi ( \\ i'eacli many years ago, the late Mr Salter inferred that they were

S lutmn, and sii. ii: 1\ resembled a seiies of Lower Silurian fossils from North America.
The Silurian -u na at Dumeaa were originally continuous with those at Eriboll, but by means of dislocations

the foimci khpprd downwaids loi m vci.i1 thousand feet, and were disi onnecled from the latter. The geological

Structure i>f llic Fuboll icgion is so interesting and so extraordinary that it is certain to become one of the classic

Scottish geology <>n ac count ol the light which it throws on metamorphism. On the west side of the loch
t c An 1 crlain tin formably by the basal grits and the quartzites pierced with annelid burrows
known U the 'pipe rock ;' whilst >>n the east shore, near Eriboll House, they are followed by the ' Fucoid beds,'
' Scrpuhtr gut, and the lowest limestone zones. Advancing eastwards it is observable that the strata are repeated
I'V a remarkable seiies ol folds and reversed faull ., the effect of which is to bring lower over higher beds. The
admirable sections along the coast from Whiten Head to Heilim furnish excellent opportunities for studying the

< i, ,1 o| thil
|

uliai system of faulting. The Silurian strata, ranging from the quartzites to the lowest limestone
/one, aic repeated again and again, till at the base of Ben Arnaboll the Archxan gneiss is brought up by a great

reversed Guilt, and is seen resting on the quartzites and limestones. In other words the Silurian strata have been
dl ranted, and | slice ..f the old platform of gneiss on which they lay has been thrust upwards and driven hori-

BOntaJ v forward! so as to lie like a cake on the fossiliferous rocks. It is obvious that this structure cannot be
accounted for 1 y a simple inversion as if we were to fold a pile of carpets back on themselves. It is no doubt
true that the initial stage w as characterised by the development of folds, but this movement gave place to reversed
faults, ;u , itlmin&ted in great horizontal displacements, which, for the sake of convenience, have been
termed Thrust-plants.

Thi e mechanical movements exercised a powerful influence on the Silurian strata and on the Archxan
rocks. The quartzites and other fine-grained Silurian beds have been cleaved, the strike of the cleavage planes
being parallel with that of the thrust-plane. In certain places the quartzites assume the character of quartz-

schists owing to the development of mica along the cleaved surfaces. Near the thrust-plane the Archxan gneiss
has been converted into a green slaty schistose rock, and, wdiat is still more remarkable, new divisional planes have
l>ccn developed parallel with that of the thrust-plane. At various localities, patches of the lowest zone of Silurian

quartzites rest unconformably on this mass of Archxan gneiss, which, however, are traceable for no great distance
as they are abruptly truncated by reversed faults. Further east, another thrust-plane supervenes and ushers in a
scries of strata presenting striking proofs of having been affected by these mechanical movements. Gently
inclined to the cast-south-east, and with a prevalent north-north-east strike, the following order of succession has
Wen established in these beds:—(i.) striped fissile schist, with occasional wedges of Silurian quartzite next the
thrust-plane

; (2.) green schist with intercalations of Archxan gneiss, containing patches of Silurian quartzites and
limestone

; (3.) frilled schists with calcareous bands ; (4.) siliceous schists; (5.) hornblendic and micaceous gneiss,

probably Archxan
; (6.) grey flaggy micaceous gneiss, with occasional bands of garnetiferous mica-schist, horn-

blende-schist, and actinolite-schist. Of these various subdivisions, the last seems to cover wide areas in the

counties of Koss and Sutherland. The foregoing order of succession is also traceable in Sangomore Bay and at

Farrid Head in the Durness area, though the relations of the beds have been disturbed by normal faults. The
inference is obvious, therefore, that this schistose series has been pushed westwards for a distance of 10 miles along
the surface of the upper thrust-plane. This conclusion is so startling at first that one almost refuses to believe

the evidence, but similar extraordinary displacements of the strata have recently been demonstrated by Heim in

the Alps. A careful examination of the strata overlying this upper thrust-plane reveals certain peculiar features due
to these mechanical movements. The original north-west strike of the Archxan gneiss has been almost wholly
obliterated, and new planes of schistosity have been superinduced parallel with that of the thrust-plane. The
quartz and felspar of the pegmatites have been elongated in a north-north-east and south-south-west direction, so

that the rock, in its most highly altered form, presents a marked fluxion structure indistinguishable from that of
certain lavas. Gneiss has been converted into schist, and even the quartzites merge into quartz-schists. The
surfaces of the striped schist, quartz-schist, and flaggy gneiss alike possess a peculiar lineation like slikensides

trending in one common direction, namely cast-south-east to west-north-west. Additional evidence might be
adduced of the effects of these terrestrial displacements, but it will be sufficient for our present purpose to refer to

another striking instance described by Dr Archibald Geikie {Nature, Nov. 13, 1884, p. 31). On the east side

of the thrust-plane in Ross-shire, between Auchnashellach and Loch Alsh, the Cambrian sandstones rest on
different zones of the Silurian rocks, and present the same streaked appearance as the Sutherland schists, due to

the elongation of the quartz and felspar. Passing upwards from the thrust-plane they gradually assume a more
schistose character, accompanied by the development of mica on the planes of foliation, till, in fact, it is well
nigh impossible to distinguish them from the Sutherland schists. Now it ought to be clearly borne in mind
that the Cambrian sandstones, lying to the west of the Silurian rocks in Applecross, possess none of those

schistose features. They are ordinary grits and sandstones, but where they have been subjected to mechanical
movement, on the east side, the characters are wholly different.

From these observations it is apparent that, in the north-west of Scotland, the Archaean rocks, Cambrian
sandstones, and Silurian quartzites have undergone an extraordinary amount of mechanical movement, resulting

in the formation of new planes of schistosity which are usually parallel with the planes of thrust. There has
been a rearrangement of the constituents accompanied by the development of new minerals, and as we pass east-

wards from the great thrust-planes this recrystallisation becomes so marked that it is difficult to tell, from
examination in the field, what the origin of the rocks may have been. All these new structures are more recent

than the Lower Silurian rocks of Sutherland, because the latter have shared in them, and they are older than
Old Red Sandstone time, since the basal conglomerates of this age contain pebbles of the Sutherland schists. The
conclusion is therefore forced upon us that it is quite erroneous to maintain that the eastern schists of Suther-
landshire and Ross-shire arc merely altered Silurian sediments, and it is equally incorrect to say that they are
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wholly Archrean. So far as the evidence yet goes it is clear, that they consist of Archaan, Cambrian, ami
Silurian rocks which assumed their present structures after early Silurian times. It is a question to be decided by
future investigation how far the metamorphic rocks of the central and eastern Highlands have been affected by
these movements. Comparatively little is known of the geological structure and lithological characters of the

strata in these wide areas, and it is not possible to pronounce a definite opinion regarding their age. This much
is certain, however, that along the Highland border, from Stonehaven to the Firth of Clyde, the rocks, con-
sisting of greywackes, grits, slates, and black shales, are hardly, if at all, more altered than the Silurian rocks of

the south of Scotland. No fossils have as yet been found in these rocks, but from the researches of the Geological

Survey it appears that they graduate upwards into the limestone series of Perthshire and the mica-schists of Ben
Lawers (see Geology of Perthshire, Orel. Gaz., vol. iii., p. 193). Again, in the far north-east of Banffshire

and Aberdeenshire, similar unaltered slates, grits, and conglomerates are met with, and at various localities the

slates pass into knotted schists, and these again into andalusite-schists. These facts seem to point to the develop-

ment of schistose structures in sedimentary rocks by mechanical movements—a view which is confirmed by the

occurrence of foliation in some of the igneous rocks to be referred to presently.

Various references have been made to the chief mineralogical localities among these crystalline rocks in the

articles on the geology of the northern counties (see Ord. Gaz., vols, iv., v., vi.). It is therefore unnecessary

to call further attention to them beyond the statement that the prolonged researches of Dr Heddle clearly show
that the localities where crystalline limestones, hydro-mica schists, serpentines, and diorites occur are usually

the best for yielding minerals. Among these localities, Portsoy, Glen Urquhart, and Grantown are justly

celebrated.

The crystalline schists of the Highlands are pierced by two distinct types of igneous rocks, namely, an
acidic series and a basic series. Of these, the former, consisting mainly of granite, covers extensive areas

chiefly along the line of the Grampians from Aberdeenshire to Argyllshire, while a few isolated masses are to

be found in Sutherlandshire. It is possible that all these granite masses may not be of the same age. There
can be no doubt, however, that some of them must be older than the Old Red Sandstone, because the basal

conglomerates of the latter formation, at certain localities, are mainly composed of granite pebbles and granitic

detritus. Indeed, in the counties of Inverness and Nairn, where a mass of granite occurs close to the uncon-
formable junction at the base of the Old Red Sandstone, this feature is well marked. Further, in Sutherland-
shire, conglomerates of Old Red Sandstone age actually rest on the granite mass of Ben Stomino. On the other

hand it is not improbable that some of the granitic rocks may have been erupted during the period of volcanic

activity in Lower Old Red Sandstone times. The suggestion thrown out by Professor Judd that the granite

mass of Ben Nevis, capped with dark grey and pink felsite, is connected with this era of volcanicity may
prove to be correct. It is not far distant from the lavas of Lome belonging to this period. The basic intrusive

rocks of the Highlands are no less interesting than the granite masses. They are prominently developed
in the counties of Banff, Aberdeen, and Perth, and various isolated though smaller areas occur further to the

north-west. Consisting mainly of diorite and hornblende-rock, they at the same time present a wonderful
variety of lithological characters, including examples of mica-diorite, kersantite, augite-diorite, gabbro, olivine-

gabbro, and picrite. Indeed, the assemblage of minerals in this series of rocks is of special interest when
viewed in connection with the basic intrusive rocks of later Palaeozoic age. One of their characteristic features in

some areas is the presence of large though impure garnets. An examination of the diorite masses, in the course
of the Geological Survey of Banffshire and Aberdeenshire, clearly proved that the coarsely crystalline rocks merge
into hornblende schists ; the lines of foliation being parallel with the foliation of the mica-schists and the strike of
the slates and grits. That the gabbros and diorites are intrusive is evident from the fact, that they pass trans-

gressively across the edges of the slates and schists and send veins into the latter. But even these massive
intrusive rocks have been subjected to such intense compression that schistose planes have been superinduced in

them, running generally in a north-east and south-west direction.

Silurian Rocks of the South of Scotland.—Throughout the Southern Uplands there is an immense develop-
ment of strata belonging to this formation. Arranged in a series of parallel folds, the axes of which run in a
north-east and south-west direction, the same zones are repeated again and again, and are made to cover wide
areas. This Silurian tableland is about 40 miles wide between the northern border and the shores of the Solway,
and it stretches from sea to sea. Bounded on the north by a great fault or fracture in the earth's crust, it is

covered along the east and south-east margins by Old Red Sandstone, Carboniferous, and Permian strata. Over
this large tract of country there is a striking uniformity in the character of the beds, and a remarkable absence of
fossils, save on a few horizons. The greater part of the area is occupied by Lower Silurian rocks ; the members
of the upper division being confined to a narrow belt along the southern margin of the tableland, and to certain
limited areas in the Pentland Hills and in Lanarkshire. In south Ayrshire there are representatives of the
Llandovery rocks evidently occupying an intermediate position between the lower and upper divisions. According
to the recent researches of the Geological Survey, the Lower Silurian rocks are divisible into the following groups,
in descending order :

Caradoc-Llandovery, Fossiliferous conglomerates, grits, greywackes, and shales (Lead Hills).

f Carsphairn Group, Coarse grits and conglomerates with shaly partings.

Llandeilo-Caradoc,

I

Black shales with graptolites and chert ban-.
Upper Black Si

Group, . .

I Grey and blue shales and greywackes, with fossiliferous lime-
Lowther Group, . \ stones (Wrae and Glencotho) and calcareous conglome-

( rates (Winkstonc).

Dalveen Group, . \
Greywackes and shales with a prominent band of fine conglome-

I
rate, the latter occasionally yielding fossils.

QuEENSHERRY I Massive grits and greywackes, occasionally conglomeratic, with
Group, . . . . \ a zone of fossiliferous shales at the base (Grieston shales).

Moi'FAT Black f Black shales crowded with graptolites, shaly mudstones, and
Shale Group, . ( greywackes.

^Ardwell Group, . Brown greywackes, flags, and shales.
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\ U) perhaps the most Interesting are the tones of black shales which are wonder*
I I] ptrtfatWl Ul thai Characters, having I nn ti.ue.l at intervals across the country. They are typically

developed In tt>r Moffkl area, where, through ih<- exhaustive researches of Professor Lapworth, they have been
^ioujvpJ 111 the following divisions, according to the giaptolite fauna :

i Ckv Ii.iL", with dark seams yielding Paslrites maximus,
Monograptus turriculatus, M. llccki, etc.

mil, \ Black and grey shales, with clays and mudstoncs, containing

Monograptus spinigtrus, M. tenuis, M. Clingani, Diplo-
I grapttu eomtta, etc.HlRKIUI I.

DIVISION,

Hartfei I.

Division,

Gl ENKILIf,
Division,

clays with Monograptus gregarius,Ulack shales with lines

M. tohi/crus, etc.

1 1.ud black flags and shivery shales yielding Diplograptu
vesiculosa*. D. acuminatus, etc.

[ Sofl green shales with seams of black and white mudstones

j [Dieellograptus anceps, Climacograptus buortiis, Diplo-

J
graptus iruncatus).

I Barren mudstones with no fossils.

Hard black shi

linearis, /

1 1. ml black il.

Lower,

with scams of white mudstone, ricurograptus

ags and slaty shales, DicranograptUi Clingani,

"I Siphonotrcta micula, Dicellograplus moffatensis, etc.

I

Flaky shales and mudstones, Climacograptus Wilsoni, C.

(. bicornis, etc.

( Pyiitous slaty black shales and shivery mudstones, Didy-
I vto«raptus supr.rstcs, Cacnoqraptus gracilis, Diplograptus

(
dentatus, Thatnnograptus typus.

Ribbed mudstones and flags.

The Mack shale series, in the Moffat area, occurs along anticlinal folds in the overlying Queensberry grits, the

tops of the arches having been removed by denudation. It is somewhat remarkable that, though the foregoing

subdivisions can be clearly established in that region, some of the zones gradually disappear when followed

towards (he north-west or the south-east. In the Hartfell anticline, for example, the highest zone of the Birkhill

peared, and when traced still further towards the north-west, the representatives of this division

) at/e thinned away to a few feet of strata, containing the Diplograplus vesiculosus and Monograptus gregarius

bands. Again, when the observer crosses the arches and troughs in a south-east direction, he finds a gradual

in the sedimentary strata associated with the black shales, till, near Ettrick Pen, the Glenkiln and
Hartfell divisions have vanished altogether, and only the uppermost zones of the Birkhill division are represented.

No less remarkable is the variation in the distribution of the graptolites, where the Moffat zones are traced far to

the south-west into Galloway. In the latter region there appears to be a curious association of species in one
and the same zone, which, in the Moffat area, are confined to the Glenkiln and Hartfell divisions. These facts

evidently point to considerable variations in the distribution of the graptolites on the sea-floor, and the conclusion

seems obvious that it will be impossible to establish the triple classification of the Moffat black shales wherever
they reach the surface in the south of Scotland. Again, in the Upper Black Shale Group, so typically developed
in the l>cad Hills, which is separated from the Moffat series by several thousand feet of greywackes, grits, and
shales, there is a great abundance of double graptolites peculiar to the lower divisions in the Moffat area, and a
remarkable absence of simple graptolites. This interesting fact evidently points to the conclusion that, towards
the close of the deposition of the Moffat black shales, most of the graptolites migrated to more congenial habitats,

and, after a long interval, only the double graptolites returned in profusion, when the black carbonaceous mud of

the upper group was being laid down on the sea-floor.

The great succession of shales, greywackes, grits, and conglomerates forming the Queensberry, Dalveen,

and Lowthcr Groups, are singularly barren of fossils. In Dumfriesshire, two trilobites have been obtained from

the shales at the base of the Queensberry grits, while at Grieston, Peeblesshire, some graptolites and the

crustacean Peltocaris aplicoides have been found in shales occupying the same horizon. Higher up in the order

of succession, a band of fine conglomerate in the Dalveen Group has yielded casts of encrinites and corals, such

as Petraia. By far the most important fossiliferous zone, however, occurs in the heart of the mass of shales in

Peeblesshire on the horizon of the Lowther Group. This zone consists of lenticular bands and nodules of lime-

stone, occurring at Wrae and Glencotho, and has been well known to geologists ever since the discovery of

fossils in the Wrae quarry, by Sir James Hall, in 1792. A considerable number of fossils has been obtained

from this limestone, comprising Brachiopods, Cephalopods, and Trilobites (see Geology of Peeblesshire, Ord. Gaz.,

vol. v., p. 168), which undoubtedly present a Caradoc facies. It was formerly supposed that the limestone

rested unconformably on the shales with which it is associated, and that the latter were of Upper Llandeilo age ;

but from the recent researches of the Geological Survey, it appears that the limestone and the shales are parts of

one conformable series. It follows, therefore, that this shaly series, as well as the underlying groups, are of

Llandeilo-Caradoc age—a correlation which has an important bearing on the classification of the Silurian rocks

in the south of Scotland.

Lying in a trough of the Llandeilo-Caradoc rocks of the Lead Hills, there is an important group of strata,

consisting of sandstones, greywackes, pebbly grits, and conglomerates, which yielded a considerable assemblage
< :' fossils to the officers of the Geological Survey. The area occupied by these beds extends from VVedder Dod,

4 miles north-east of Sanquhar, to the hills on the right bank of the Clyde below Abington. It is doubtful

whether this fossiliferous series rests unconformably on the Llandeilo-Caradoc rocks. There are some indications

pointing to this conclusion, such as the gradual overlapping of the former on the north-west side of the trough.

Be this as it may, this much is certain, that the fossils found in the conglomerates indicate a curious association

of lorms, which in typical Silurian regions are confined to different divisions of the system. This palaxmtological
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feature is observable in other Silurian areas in the south of Scotland, and forms one of the chief difficulties in

correlating the strata with their equivalents elsewhere. Of the 41 species determined by Mr R. Etheridge, F. R.S.,

23 are referable to the Caradoc formation, 19 to the Lower Llandovery, and 18 to the Upper Llandovery. There
is apparently only a slight preponderance of typical Caradoc forms in these rocks, and it might be more correct

to regard them as of Caradoc-Llandovery age. The following fossils were obtained from these beds (see Explana-
tions to Geological Survey \-inch Maps, 15, 9) : Favosites fibrosa, F. aspera, Petraia bina, P. elongata, Glyptocrinus

basalis, Trinucleus fimbriatus, Phacops caudatus, Leptana sericea, L. transversalis, Orthis calligramma, O.

Bouchardii, Strophomena corrugata, S. fiecten, Atrypa hemispharica, Rhynchonella, Pentamerus oblongus, Clenodonta,

Raphistoma lenticularis, Euomphalus, Murchisonia, Bellerophon aculus, Orthoceras.

In the neighbourhood of Girvan there is an extensive area of Silurian rocks, differing in one important
particular from those of the Southern Uplands, namely, in the profusion of fossils throughout several zones. Many
of the forms are new to science ; and when we consider the great variety of organic remains obtained from that area,

comprising Graptolites, Corals, Triiobites, Brachiopods, and Cephalopods, there is little wonder that the strata have
received a large amount of attention. Large collections of fossils have been made, which have been described by
Salter, M'Coy, Davidson, Etheridge, sen., Nicolson, Etheridge, jun., and other paleontologists; while the rela-

tions of the rocks have been studied by Murchison, Sedgwick, Nicol, A. Geikie, Carrick Moore, Lapworth, and
others. Notwithstanding such detailed investigations, the strata of the Girvan area still present several puzzling

features, owing to the difficulty of harmonising the apparent stratigraphical order with the palasontological

evidence. The rocks have been subjected to considerable folding and faulting, and they have also undergone
much local metamorphism. These causes have, in a great measure, prevented geologists from arriving at a satis-

factory solution of the order of succession of the beds. The area occupied by these strata extends along the coast

for several miles south from Girvan, as far as Pinbain Hill, while it runs inland to the valley of the Stinchar.

There is also an isolated tract on the north side of the Girvan valley, in the midst of Old Red Sandstone and
Carboniferous strata, extending from Craighead north-east to Newlands, a distance of about 6 miles. It is obvious
that it would be unsuitable to discuss here the various interpretations of this complicated region. Suffice it to say
that, according to Murchison, the strata form three great flexures in the course of a few miles, and on each of the

anticlinal folds Lower Silurian Limestones are brought to the surface, the axes of the folds coinciding with the

Stinchar, Assel, and Girvan valleys. The schists and limestones are overlain in one of the troughs by coarse

conglomerates, and in another by shelly sandstones of Caradoc age ; while certain sandy and calcareous flagstones

are regarded as the equivalents of the Llandovery rocks. The limestone series is well seen on the north side of

the Stinchar valley, and also at Craighead about 3 miles north of Girvan, where it has yielded the following forms :

Lyopora favosa, Favosites Girvanensis, Heliolites Grayi, Streptelasma Craigense, S. aggregatum, Calymene
Bhwienbachii, Cheirurus gelasinosus, Planus Bowmani, Lichas Hibernicus, Leptana sericea, Orthis biforata, O.

calligramma, Orthoceras politum, Diplograptus foliaceus, etc. The geological structure of the small tract of

Silurian rocks north of Girvan is comparatively simple. The strata form a dome-shaped arch, truncated on
the south-east side by a powerful fault throwing down the Carboniferous strata of the Girvan valley ; while on the

north they are unconformably overlain by the Lower Old Red Sandstone. Occupying the centre of the arch, we
find a zone of comparatively barren flagstones, mudstones, and shales, succeeded by a remarkable band of mud-
stones (Drummuck), yielding Calymene Blumenbachii, Trinucleus seticornis, Ampyx rostratus, Cheirurus bimucro-
naltts, Planus Boivmani, Bellerophon aculus, etc. From these mudstones no fewer than sixteen species of triiobites

have been obtained, which, according to Messrs Nicolson and Etheridge, chiefly occur in the Caradoc and Llan-

dovery rocks. Next in order conies a well-marked band of conglomerate of variable thickness, separating the

underlying Caradoc strata from an overlying series of Llandovery age. The latter consist of shelly sandstones,

grits, and flagstones (Mulloch Hill), graduating upwards into grits and shales, containing, among other forms,

Petraia elongata, Nidulites favus, Plemithyris hemispharica, Orthis calligramma, Murchisonia cancellata.

Along the southern margin of the Silurian area of the Southern Uplands, a belt of Upper Silurian rocks is trace-

able from the Cheviots to Kirkcudbright and Burrow Head. As yet no marked unconformability has been detected

between them and the Llandeilo-Caradoc rocks on which they rest. There are some bands of coarse grit at the

base of the upper division throughout a considerable part of the area, but none of the sections, even where the

grits intervene, proves a decided break in the order of succession. Though there is a general inclination of the

strata to the south-east, they are much folded along the line of junction, and there is also a remarkable uniformity

in the dip and strike of the beds on both sides of the boundary. Consisting in the lower part of the series of

brown crusted greywackes, grits, flags, and shales that present certain features not unlike the Llandeilo-Caradoc
rocks on which they rest, there are some characteristics, however, by means of which they can be distinguished.

In the upper division the greywackes and shales do not alternate so rapidly, and it is a common occurrence to

find broad zones of shale without any greywacke bands, while the pebbly grits are more massive with hardly any
intercalations of shale. But the most conspicuous feature is the presence of dark, fissile shales charged witli such

graptolites as Monograplus Flcmingii, JIP. Sedgwickii, M. colonus, Cyi tograptus Murchisonia, Ritiolites Geinitzi-

anus. Sometimes they occur in thin leaves associated with the grey shales and flags, sometimes in prominent
bands 20 to 30 yards broad. Lithologically, there is a clear distinction between them and the well-known black

shales of the Moffat series already described. Along with the graptolites, fragments of crustaceans and ortho-

ceratites are found in considerable abundance in the dark shales, comprising the following species, Orthoceras

imbricatum, O. tenuicinctum, O. annulatum. Yet another distinguishing feature is the occurrence of zones of

pebbly grit or conglomerate conspicuously developed on the headlands near Balmae, Kirkcudbrightshire, where
they are associated with fissile, olive-coloured shales and mudstones, with limestone nodules. Both the grits and
limestones are highly fossiliferous (see Ord. Gaz., vol. iv., p. 422), and it is evident from the nature of the organic
remains that the strata belong to the horizon of the Wenlock shales ; indeed they resemble lithologically the mud-
stones of this age in Shropshire, while the lower and more sandy portion of the series is not unlike the Coniston

flags and grits of Westmoreland. A small inlier of these rocks occurs on the north side of the Southern
Uplands near Straiton, in Ayrshire.

Though it is probable that, in the south of Scotland, most of the Upper Silurian strata belong to the Wen-
lock formation, we have, elsewhere, a splendid development of the Ludlow rocks passing conformably upwards
into the Lower Old Red Sandstone. These representatives of the highest division of the Silurian system in Scot-

land form isolated patches in the heart of the Old Red Sandstone, and occur at a distance of several miles from
the northern margin of the Silurian area in the counties of Edinburgh, Peebles, and Lanark. In the two former
counties the Upper Silurian rocks occupy several small tracts confined to the Pentland Hills, where they reach a
thickness of 4000 feet, while in Lanarkshire they arc brought to the surface by two arches in the Old Red Sand-
stone. In the latter county the anticlinal folds occupy two parallel strips of ground not far removed from each
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other, and rraduate on the north side into the Lower Old Red Sandstone, while along die

soothe in abruptly trun< .» i i-tl l>y a reversed fault bringing them in contact with different members of
the latter HannatloD (vrr (><,/. </.i.\, vol. iv.,

i>. 450; vol. v., |>. i OS). Unfortunately, owing to these reversed
li.'lt-s llinr iv no evidence bearing on tin- n l.iiu.n-. ol the Upper Silurian rocks to the lower division of the Silurian

M-lnn, bat from the fact lli;it the member! of the Upper division arc inclined at gentle angles to the north-west,

while (he oliln Strata ol ilic Silurian tableland not far to the south are much folded, it is highly probable that

, marked unconformability. The distance between the anticlinal fold of Upper
S rian Strata OK the nagthaw Hills in 1 anarkshlre and the northern border of the Silurian tableland is about

S miles but OB tlir South slope of TlntO the Upper and lower divisions occur within 2 miles of each other. At
the l.itln locality the lowest bids of the I.owei (Mil Ued Sandstone are exposed with a general inclination to the

i . itli \<rM, .in,| wc-ie it not loi tin- ovcilap ol certain volcanic rocks the same conformable passage would be found
t etvreen the ( lid Red Sandstone and Silurian strata. The total thickness of the Lanarkshire scries is about 3500

l>
1

1, I able thai the lowest members, both in Lanarkshire and Midlothian, represent part of the

Wenloct in addition to the Ludlow rocks, A Luge suite of fossils has been obtained from the Lesmahagow area

usd from the anticlinal fold In the Hagshaw Hills, comprising Ceratiocaris papilio, Jh'ctyocaris Slimoni, Pterygotits

. .-.
. Un minima, StropAomtna rhomboidalis, Modiolopsis complcmata, Uithonota impressa, Platyschisma

( IVockm) MtlifilfS, Orthtxrras grncilt. Among the organic remains from these beds the most remarkable are

ilic laigc Bnrypterids firsl discovered by the late Dr Slimon of Lesmahagow, which have generally been regarded
as cnistaoeans, but reoenl research has shown that it would be nine correct to refer them to the Arachnida. A
liuc SOOrplon RSI Bin disinterred from these beds in 1SS3 by Dr Hunter of Carluke.

The Silurian KM k ol the SOUth of Scotland are pierced by several large masses of granite and quartz-felsite,

chiefly In Galloway, where they form oval-shaped bosses in the midst of both divisions of the system. In many
i SMS the Strike of the sedimentary beds has not been affected by the intrusion of these coarsely crystalline masses,

while in others, a very marked deflection is observable. They are surrounded by a belt of altered strata, varying

in extent in proportion to the size of the granite mass. It is probable that the dykes and veins of quartz-felsite, so

abundantly developed in the Southern Uplands, are associated with the granitic intrusions, or at least are mainly

ol the same age. From the relations which the granite masses bear to the Silurian and Old Red Sandstone strata,

11 is possible to fix approximately the date of their eruption. On the one hand, they must be more recent than

the Upper Silurian rocks in the south of Scotland, since they pierce the latter in Galloway
;
while, on the other

hand, they are probably older than the Upper Old Red Sandstone, since granite and felsite pebbles derived from
ai, in i with in the conglomerates of the latter formation and in the Cement-stone series. At the

Mine time, it should be remembered, that some of the bosses and veins of quartz-felsite undoubtedly belong to the

epoch of volcanic activity which followed the deposition of the Upper Old Red Sandstone, in the counties of

1 rwii Ic, Roxburgh, and Dumfries, to be referred to presently. Again, in south Ayrshire, in the neighbourhood

of Ballantrae, there arc various masses of crystalline rocks, consisting of diorite, amygdaloidal porphyrite, felsite,

serpentine, and agglomerates, which have generally been regarded by geologists as exhibiting certain arrested

stages of metamorphic action. Beginning with unaltered sedimentary deposits, there appears to be a gradual

from them into truly crystalline rocks of various types, but it is highly probable that the latter may, in

part, represent contemporaneous volcanic rocks that have undergone much alteration, and may be of the same age

as some of the Lower Silurian lavas and ashes of the Lake district. This conclusion is strengthened by the

occurrence of a zone of volcanic tuff in the midst of the Moffat Black Shale series in Galloway.
Having now briefly indicated the general characters and the nature of the organic remains of the Silurian

rocks in the North-West Highlands and the Southern Uplands, we may allude to the remarkable geographical

i hanges thai characterised the close of the Silurian period. From the foregoing data, it is evident that we have
I a great succession of marine deposits, which accumulated in the Silurian sea, probably of no great

depth. At that remote time the land seems to have lain chiefly in the north-west of the European area, as

suggested by Godwin Austen, a fragment of which is still preserved to us in the far north-west of the counties of

Sutherland and Ross. Whether there may have been an extensive range of Archaean land in the tract now
occupied by the central Highlands, we do not at present presume to say. This at least is certain, that the ancient

A'lantis, wherever it lay, must have undergone enormous denudation, judging from the vast thickness of the

Silurian sediments. During their accumulation there must have been a gradual subsidence of the oceanic basin,

save towards the close of Lower Silurian time. The unconformability between the upper and lower divisions cf

the system points to the elevation of the sea-floor, and to the consolidation, folding, and denudation of the strata of

Lower Silurian age in the south part of the kingdom. After a lapse of time, subsidence again ensued, which
continued till towards the close of the period when the Silurian sea-floor was elevated, in part, so as to enclose a

Series of inland basins. In these vast inland lakes an interesting series of deposits, now forming the Old Red
Sandstone, were accumulated, which are easily distinguished from the older Silurian strata and from the younger

deposits of the Carboniferous formation with their abundant marine fauna. In Scotland they attain an enormous
development.

7he Uld Red Sandstone.—The valuable researches of Dr A. Geikie enable us in some measure to grasp the

leading features of the physical geography of the country at the beginning of the Old Red Sandstone period. To
the ancient basins, in which the sediments of this formation were laid down, he has assigned specific names, indicat-

ing the geographical areas which they occupied : I. Lake Orcadie, embracing all the Old Red Sandstone to the north

of the Grampian range : 2. Lake Caledonia, representing the great midland valley, from the slopes of the Highlands

to the Southern Uplands : 3. Lake Cheviot, covering a portion of the south-east of Scotland and the north of

England, from St Abbs Head, along the base of the Silurian Hills, to the head of Liddesdale, and including the

Cheviots : 4. Lake of Lome, occupying a district in the north of Argyllshire from the south-east of Mull to Loch Awe.
The two great tablelands of the country—the Highlands and the Southern Uplands—at that time, formed prominent

land barriers separating vast inland sheets of water. From an examination of the relations between the Lower
Old Red Sandstone and those ancient tablelands, it is evident that the latter must have undergone considerable

erosion before the beginning of the Old Red Sandstone period. On both sides of the Grampians there are

numerous examples of ancient hollows now filled with deposits belonging to the lower division of this formation.

But notwithstanding these important geographical changes, it ought to be borne in mind that, in certain areas of

the midland basin, sedimentation must have advanced continuously from Upper Silurian to Lower Old Red Sand-

stone time, as is proved by the gradual passage from the one formation to the other.

In Scotland the representatives of this formation may be grouped in two divisions, a lower and an upper,

which are separated from each other by a marked unconformability, indicating a vast lapse of time and important

physical changes. A prominent feature in both divisions is the occurrence of massive conglomerates, breccias,
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red sandstones, and shales ; the whole series presenting very different lithological characters from the Silurian and
Carboniferous rocks. The contrast becomes still more marked, when we consider the nature of the organic
remains. Instead of a profusion of marine forms, we find abundant remains of land plants, ganoid fishes whose
living representatives are now found in rivers and lakes, Eurypterids, bivalve Crustaceans, and Myriapods.
Indeed, there can be little doubt that the evidence derived from the fossils is decidedly in favour of the view that
these deposits accumulated in vast inland lakes. They are regarded as the equivalents of the Devonian rocks,

which are also intercalated between the Silurian and Carboniferous formations. The latter, however, are oceanic
deposits, charged with undoubted marine organisms, and are typically developed in Devonshire, from which
county the formation received its name. The lower division of the Old Red Sandstone is further characterised
by an extraordinary development of volcanic rocks, indicating prolonged volcanic activity in several of the gteat
basins. These ancient lavas and ashes were so thickly piled on each other, that, notwithstanding the excessive
denudation which they have undergone, they still form prominent ranges of hills.

Leaver Division.—Beginning with the representatives of the lower division which were laid down in the great
midland basin, we find that they form two parallel belts—the one extending from the coast of Kincardineshire and
Forfarshire to the mouth of Loch Lomond and the Firth of Clyde ; the other, from the Pentlands south-west by Tinto
to Ayrshire. The centre of this basin is covered with Carboniferous and Permian rocks, and hence the Lower Old
Red Sandstone now exposed to view can only be regarded as a portion of a still more extensive series of deposits
Yet the evidence clearly shows that it attains a vast thickness in the Central Lowlands. Disregarding minor*
differences, these deposits may be arranged in three groups : (i.) a lower, consisting of conglomerates, sandstones
and flags, with no volcanic rocks; (2.) a middle, composed almost wholly of lavas, tuffs and agglomerates ; (3.) an
upper, consisting of conglomerates, sandstones, flags and red clays. In the northern belt these subdivisions reach
a maximum thickness of 20,000 feet, while in Lanarkshire and Dumfriesshire the total average thickness is about
15,000 feet. Such a vast accumulation of deposits clearly points to the long continued subsidence of the midland
basin, but there is, at the same time, sufficient evidence for maintaining that the downward movement was inter-

rupted by local elevations of considerable importance. The members of the upper group are splendidly developed
in the centre of a great trough or synclinal fold, extending from Stonehaven by the Braes of Doune to near
Drymen—a distance of 100 miles, while the ancient lavas and ashes rise from underneath these, and form a pro-
minent arch in the Sidlaws and the Ochils. In the latter range the volcanic series is well-nigh 6000 feet thick,

which gives one a vivid impression of the activity of these ancient volcanoes, but in Forfarshire and Kincardine-
shire, the lavas and ashes are associated with sandstones and flags in such a way as to prove that the eruptions
must have been intermittent. At that far off time there must have been a long line of submarine cones extending
from Perthshire into Kincardineshire, nearly parallel with the margin of the inland lake ; but it is highly probable
that some of them may have ultimately raised their peaks above the surface of the lake, and may have become
subaerial. Reference has already been made to the geological horizon of the two famous fish beds in Forfarshire,

and a list of the fishes, the eurypterids, and the myriapods has been given (see Ord. Gaz., vol. iii., p. 40). We
must now proceed to state one or two important points bearing on the subsidence of the tableland of the High-
lands. The representatives of the lower group, underlying the volcanic series, are exposed on the coast at Stone-
haven, where they reach a thickness of 5000 feet, and at their northern limit they are abruptly truncated by a
powerful fault or fracture that brings them into conjunction with the metamorphic rocks of the Flighlands. This
great fracture has been traced from the Kincardineshire coast-line to the Firth of Clyde, and, throughout a con-
siderable part of its course, as first pointed out by Dr Archibald Geikie, it traverses the Old Red Sandstone, thus
bringing different members of this formation against each other. On the north side of the fault between Crieff
and Cortachy there is a considerable development of coarse trappean conglomerates with thin beds of lava,

occupying the horizon of the volcanic series (Group 2), and resting unconformably on the metamorphic rocks,
while the underlying beds (Group 1) are absent. It is apparent, therefore, from this overlapping of the strata,

that there must have been a gradual depression of the Highland barrier, and that as the waters of the lake crept
northwards the metamorphic rocks of the Highlands were buried under the accumulating sediments of the higher
groups. This conclusion receives further support from the fact, that the Uam Var conglomerates forming the highest
member of the Lower Old Red Sandstone in Perthshire contain pebbles of various metamorphic rocks derived from
areas lying far to the north of the great line of fracture. It is probable, therefore, that only the loftiest heights
of that ancient tableland projected above the water towards the close of the Lower Old Red Sandstone period.

The foregoing subdivisions are no less conspicuously developed in the belt that borders the northern margin
of the Southern Uplands. In this case also the Old Red Sandstone is bounded by a great fracture extending from
Midlothian to Ayrshire, which allowed this formation to slip downwards on the north side against the Silurian
rocks. As already indicated, the flagstones of the lowest division (Group I) graduate downwards into the
Upper Silurian beds in the Pentlands and in Lanarkshire. In the latter area their thickness is quite as great as
in Kincardineshire, and in this region too they are invested with special interest from the fact that, in a thin
band of shale about 5000 feet above the base of the series, the relics of an Upper Silurian fauna have been
obtained. The presence of Graptoliles and Orthoceratites in this shale may readily be accounted for on the
supposition that Upper Silurian forms survived in the open sea even in Lower Old Red Sandstone time, and
that on the partial removal of the intervening barrier they migrated into the Old Red Lake. There can be no
doubt that the beds containing these Upper Silurian forms really belong to the lower division of this formation,
because Dr Hunter of Carluke has recently obtained a specimen of the typical Lower Old Red Sandstone
fish (Cephalaspis) in the sandstones of Lesmahagow, which occupy a similar geological horizon. Equally
interesting are the proofs of local elevation during this period in the southern portion of the basin. In the
Pentlands, the great succession of lavas and tuffs forming Group 2 rests with a violent unconformability on the
members of the underlying division (Group 1), and this same discordance has been traced far to the south-west
to the slopes of Tinto. But when we advance still farther to the west, to the Kennox and Duneaton Waters,
the two lower groups are found to be quite conformable. Here, then, is convincing evidence that in the south-
west part of the basin the subsidence was slow and continuous, while in the south-east the downward movement
was interrupted by a local elevation during which the members of the lower group were upheaved, folded, and
denuded. After a time, they were again submerged and buried underneath volcanic accumulations and the con-
glomerates, sandstones, and flags of the upper group. Crossing the Silurian tableland to Lake Cheviot, we
find, as already described (see Geology of Roxburghshire, Ord. Gaz., vol. vi.), that the deposits consist almost
wholly of a great succession of volcanic rocks resting on the denuded edges of Silurian strata. On the Cheviots
they are splendidly developed, but it is observable that the volcanic series rests directly on the old tableland
without the intervention of any sedimentary deposits ; in short, the representatives of Group I found in the
midland basin are absent in the Cheviots. But in the neighbourhood of Eyemouth, red sandstones and con-

D
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Carboniferous System.—The records of this formation are of great interest and importance. The succes-

sion of sandstones, shales, limestones, coals, and ironstones composing this system have long received a vast

amount of attention, partly on account of their great economic value, and partly owing to the abundant flora and
fauna embedded in the rocks. Scotland is singularly fortunate in possessing a rich development ot the members
of this formation, though owing to subsequent folding and denudation, they have been confined mainly to the

Central Lowlands and the Border territory. There is the clearest evidence for maintaining that, originally, they

must have covered a much wider extent of country ;
indeed, from the relics now found in the Southern Uplands

there can be no doubt that as the period advanced the old Silurian tableland was gradually submerged and buried

underneath these deposits. In this instance we have only another striking example of the story which has been
so often repeated in the geological history of the country, namely, of the accumulation of thick deposits on these

ancient tablelands and their removal by denudation.

Before describing the various subdivisions of the system as they are represented in Scotland, brief reference

may be made to the nature of the flora and fauna which characterised the period. The origin of the various coal-

seams is now well understood. Coal is simply mineralised vegetable matter which was not drifted seawards as for-

merly supposed, but which accumulated on an old land surface. The presence of beds of fire-clay underneath most
of the seams of coal, in which occur numerous roots {Stigmaria:) of large trees, suggested to Sir William Logan the

explanation that the fire-clay represents the soil on which the Carboniferous vegetation grew. This discovery was
further confirmed by the occurrence of huge trees known as Sigillaria:, the stems of which were about 12 feet ill

circumference, standing vertically on a bed of coal, while the roots penetrated the fire-clay underlying it. Further,

a careful examination of the seams of coal plainly shows that they consist of leaves, branches, stems, and roots of

this ancient vegetation, and, in particular, of the spores which were shed in myriads from the trees. Again the

'roof of the coal-seams is composed either of sandstone or limestone, indicating, in the former case, a gradual

submergence of the old land surface and the deposition of sediment over the decaying vegetable matter, and in

the latter, a sudden submergence so as to allow marine organisms to invade the area. The plants of the

Carboniferous period belong mainly to the flowerless division of the vegetable kingdom, the conspicuous groups

being Ferns, Calamites represented by the existing Horsetails {Equisetaceie), and the Lepidodendroids, which are

gigantic members of the Club-moss Family. Amongst the genera of ferns, the following may be mentioned :

Neuroptcris, Sphcnopteris, Pecopteris, Odontopteris, Cyciopieris, Aletkopteris, Adiantiles. No less abundant are

those peculiar striated fossils named Calamites, which grew on the sandy and muddy flats, often reaching a height

of 20 feet or more, differing in this respect from their existing representatives. The Lepidodendroids, which
attained their greatest development in the Carboniferous period, are mainly represented by the genus Lepidodcn-

dron. They formed huge trees upwards of 50 feet high, and were indeed the giants of the Carboniferous forests.

The bark covering the long slender stems was marked with diamond-shaped scars, and from the ends of the

branches hung innumerable cones, termed Lepidostrobi. Next in importance are the Sigillarioids, which were
probably but modified Lycopods, so named from the seal-like impressions on the bark. The stem is traversed by
vertical ridges and furrows, which serve to distinguish it readily from that of the Lepidodendroids, and the roots

forming long compressed masses, with branching rootlets, are known as Stigmaria. The Conifers were repre-

sented by the genera Araucarioxylon and Dadoxylon, while the fruit of the latter is supposed to be indicated by
the fossil Trigonocarpon.

The fauna of the Carboniferous period is no less interesting and abundant. From the marine limestones a
rich variety of marine organisms has been obtained, though it must be admitted, that in Scotland the mollusca are

dwarfed in size compared with those from the Carboniferous Limestone of England,—a difference which will be
satisfactorily accounted for, when we come to consider the physical conditions which prevailed in the two areas.

Further, the strata associated with the coal-seams yield organisms, implying terrestrial, fresh or brackish water con-
ditions. Among the Protozoa, both sponges and Foraminifera are represented

;
sponge spicules occasionally occur, as

in the limestones at Dairy, Ayrshire ; while the latter group are particularly abundant, and compiise the following

genera : Archadiscus, Saccamina, Textidaria, Trochammina, Valvulina. Of these Saccamina Carteri is perhaps
best developed, as several beds of limestone and limestone shales are almost wholly made up of this organism. A
large number of Corals has been obtained, including the following genera : Alveolites, Aulophyllum, Clisiophyllum,

Cyathophylhcm, Favosites, Lithostrotion, Lonsdaleia, Syringppora, Zaphrcnlis. Of the Echinodermata, the Sea-
lilies or Crinoids are the most abundant ; indeed several of the limestones might fitly be designated Crinoidal

from the fact that they consist mainly of the broken columns and plates of these forms. There are also several

species of the sea-urchin A rc/iirocidaris. Amongst the Annelids, Spirorbis carbonariits occurs in the limestones,

Serpuliles in the shales, and Arenicolites in the sandstones. The Crustaceans are numerously represented, partic-

ularly the Ostracods which include the following genera: Bairdia, Beyrichia, Cypridina, Cythere, Kirkbya, Leperdilia.

During tills period Trilobites seem to have become extinct, though they occur in the lower divisions of the system.

Phyllopods are represented by the genera Dithyrocaris, Estheria, etc. ; the Alerostomala by Beliuurus and Picst-

wichia; the genus Eurypterus, formerly grouped with the latter order, being now regarded as a huge arachnid. The air-

breathing crustaceans are represented by Arachnids, Myriapods, and Insects. Quite a valuable addition has recently

been made to our knowledge of these Arachnids by the discovery of several species of scorpions in the Lower Car-
boniferous rocks in Dumfriesshire (see Geology of that county, Ord. Gaz., vol. ii., p. 398). The Myriapods include
the genera Etiphoberia and Xylobius, while insects are represented by a cockroach and the larva of a dragon-fly
recently found in the prolific zones of the Calciferous Sandstone near Langholm. The shales associated with the
limestones are frequently crowded with Polyzoa, comprising the genera Arclucopora, Ceriopora, Fenestella, Clan-
conome, Polypora. The Brachiopods are represented by the genera Lingula, Orthis, Productus, Rhynchonella,
Spin/era, Strophomena, and Terebratida ; the Lamellibranchs \>y\Aviaila, Aviculopeden, Posidonomya, Anthracosia,
Modiola, Niicula, Sanguinolites ; the Gasteropods by Denlalium, Euomphalus, Murchisonia, Plcurotomaria ; the

Cephalopods by Gonialitcs, Nautilus, and Orthoccras. The remains of fishes are comparatively numerous in the

Scottish Carboniferous rocks, representing the two Orders, the Placoids and the Ganoids ; the former, occurring in

the limestone and limestone shales, indicate salt-water conditions, and the latter, estuarine or fresh-water conditions.

The following genera may be instanced : Cochliodus, Ctenacanthtis, Petalodus, Pacilodus, Acanthodes, Ctenodus,

Megalichthys, Palaoniscus. Finally we have to chronicle the occurrence of several genera of Amphibians, whose
remains are found in the fresh or brackish water strata, belonging to an extinct order, namely, the Labyrinth-
odonts. These remains are usually met with in a fragmentary condition, but in the western portion of the mid-
land basin good specimens of the skull and lower jaws have been dug out of the Carboniferous rocks, from which
it would appear that even the larger forms were of no great size. The following genera arc represented in Scotland :

Megalerpeton, Pholaderpelon, Antliracosaurtts, Pteroplax.
The detailed examination of the Carboniferous areas by the members of the Geological Survey clearly shows
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tmta OCCOr in a • much intersected by faults; llic crests of the anticlinal folds being occupied

DJ tlir Iowa Subdivisions C4 I ho formation! or l>y strain even of older date. Perhaps the best example of this

disposition of the Carboniferous sti.ua is the mat Lanarkshire basin, bounded on the north by the Campsie
I r'.U, on thr »r-i b\ tlir Renfrewshire an, I Bagleshsm Hills, on the south by the Old Red Sandstone of Lcsma-
! « and l mark i and on the east by ti"' Lowei Carboniferous rocks of Linlithgowshire. The highest sub-

dlvUaM »f thr lystftffl occupy the centre ol the basin, while the lower members crop out round the margin in

n rmal order, tare where the regular lueceasion has been disturbed by faults. The Midlothian and Ayrshire
I utM >ir also excellent cases m point. Tin- following generalised section, taken from the official publications

» i iiu Geological Surrey, will show In descending order the succession throughout the various basins
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The close of the Upper Old Red Sandstone period was characterised by a remarkable outburst of volcanic

acti\ity, rivalling in importance the volcanic phase of the lower division of that formation. Indeed, when we
consider the extensive areas over which the lavas and tuffs can be now traced, and the prominent hill ranges

which they constitute, there can be little doubt that they form by far the most important development of volcanic

rocks in the Carboniferous formation. In Haddingtonshire they form the Garleton Mills ; in Midlothian they are

to be found in the lower part of Arthur's Seat, Calton Hill, and at Craiglockhart ; in Fife they are splendidly

developed near Burntisland, where they extend from the horizon of the Grange Limestone to the base of the
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the village of Kirkbcan. In general, this important
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the Campsie Fells, the ancient lavas rest on sandstor

fish scales, which arc admirably seen in the Ballagan Glen near Strathblane. They are grouped with the Ce
stones, and, indeed, form the lowest members of the series, so that there can be no doubt that the volcanic

rocks really belong to the Lower Carboniferous period. This conclusion receives further support from the fact

that where the volcanoes remained active for a long course of time, the Cement-stone Group is either entirely

absent or sparingly developed. Perhaps the most remarkable instance of this phenomenon is to be found in

Renfrewshire, where the great volcanic bank already referred to, separating the Lanarkshire and Ayrshire coal-

fields, is composed throughout of lavas and ashes, with hardly any intercalations of sedimentary deposits. Occa-
sionally among the beds of tuff there are calcareous bands, charged with Productus giganteus, clearly indicating

that when the volcanoes became quiescent, marine organisms invaded the area. These intercalations are, how-
ever, quite exceptional. The base of the volcanic series is not far above the position of the red sandstone group ;

w hile at the top the lavas and tuffs graduate upwards through ashy strata into the Carboniferous Limestone series.

It is evident, therefore, that the ancient volcanoes in that region must have poured forth sheets of lava and showers
of ashes with little cessation, while the members of the Cement-stone Group were being laid down in other parts of

Inn! d'rvelothe midland valley. An interesting feature connected with this i

of orifices still to be found, representing the sites from wh:

published maps of the Geological Survey will show the disposition of these volcanic cones, and the

the erupted materials. They are usually arranged in a linear manner, and are now filled with

rocks, such as basalt, porphyrite, felstone, or with volcanic agglomerates.

There is perhaps no more variable group of strata in the Carboniferous formation of Scotland than the Cement-
s' series. Not only does the character of the strata change in different areas, bul there is also a great difference

irj the relative thickness of the beds. But from the researches of the Geological Survey it would appear that, if

lent of volcanic rocks is the numbi
discharged. A glance at the

elations to

crystalline
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we exclude minor changes, tliere are two well-marked types : the one, specially developed in the basin of the

Clyde and in Ayrshire ; the other, in the Forth basin. The strata of the former series are singularly unfossili-

ferous, and consist of grey, blue, and red shales and clays, white or yellow sandstones with cement-stones.

Fragments of plants and fish scales are occasionally met with in the flaggy sandstones, but from the absence of the

Carboniferous Limestone fauna it is evident that the conditions were not favourable for the existence of marine

organisms. Quite a different facies is presented by this group in the basin of the Forth, where it ranges from

the middle of Linlithgowshire on the west, through Mid and East Lothian to the north of Berwickshire, and it

also prevails throughout Fife. The prominent members in these areas are massive, white and yellow sandstones,

dark blue and black shales, oil shales, thin bands and nodules of clay ironstone, limestones, and occasionally an
important seam of coal. Fossils occur plentifully throughout the series, and throw considerable light on the

physical conditions which prevailed during the deposition of the strata. Land plants, comprising Ferns, Catamites,

and Lepidodendroids, are extremely abundant in some of the beds, and there is also a profusion of Ostracod crus-

taceans along with the scales and teeth of various ganoid fishes. Such an assemblage of forms evidently points to

the prevalence of estuarine or fresh water conditions, but, on the other hand, there is ample evidence to show that

these must have alternated with marine conditions both in Fife and the Lothians. In the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh upwards of 17 well-defined species of marine forms have been obtained from the Woodhall shales, and in

Fife their occurrence is still more marked. In the latter area the marine bands are characterised chiefly by the

presence of Myalina modioliformis and Schizodus Salteri, but though this is the case, it is important to note that

nearly all the fossils in the marine bands are also found in the Carboniferous Limestone series. The order of succession

of the strata with the characteristic fossils has already been given in the articles descriptive of the Geology of Fife

and the Lothians, and there is, therefore, no necessity to recapitulate these descriptions here. But there is one point

of special interest relating to the presence of small barriers in the midland basin giving rise to a difference in the

nature of the deposits. On the north side of the Ochils, close to the Bridge of Earn, there is a small outlier of the

Cement-stone series, consisting of blue clays, sandstones, and cement-stones, yielding plant remains and Estheria,

which belong to the type occurring in the west of Scotland. Both on lithological and palaeontological grounds there

is an essential difference between them and the Cement-stone series in the east of Fife. It is evident, therefore,

that during the early part of the Carboniferous period the Ochils must have formed a barrier between the Tay and
the Howe of Fife, which, however, was submerged during the deposition of the higher divisions of the system.

From the curious alternation of strata in the Cement-stone series of the Forth basin it is clear that there

must have been a considerable variation in the physical conditions of the period. The marine limestones

indicate the presence of the sea and the incursion of marine forms ; the shales and the sandstones point to the

silting up of the sea-floor, and the deposition of fresh or brackish water limestones in shallow lagoons ; while

the coal-seams show that there must have been thick growths of vegetation on the swampy grounds. The
accumulation of these deposits was marked by a slow and gradual subsidence which carried downwards several

long promontories of land that projected from the tableland to the south. The Pentland Hills, composed of

Lower Old Red Sandstone and Silurian rocks, protruded far to the north-east, and another irregular tongue of

land extended from the Silurian Uplands in the direction of the sources of the river Irvine. The submergence of

these promontories is amply proved by the gradual overlapping of the strata as they are traced towards the south-

west. For example, the red sandstone group (Upper Old Red Sandstone), which reaches a thickness ofabout 1000
feet at the south end of the Pentlands, gradually disappears about 3 miles to the south, and the Carboniferous Limestone
rests directly on the Lower Old Red Sandstone. This slow subsidence was further characterised by sporadic out-

bursts of volcanic activity when lavas and tuffs were ejected from isolated cones and buried underneath the sediments.

When we pass to the Border territory, we find a splendid development of the Cement-stone group extending from
the Cheviots, down Liddesdale, to the vale of the Nith, and along the shores of the Solway to near the mouth of the

Dee. In that region the strata resemble those of the basin of the Forth in the presence of marine bands and coal-

seams, indicating the same striking alternation of physical conditions. These features are perhaps even more
strikingly displayed in Liddesdale than in the Lothians, as important beds of limestone charged with Carboniferous

limestone forms occur at Penton, and a small though valuable group of coals is also intercalated with the series at

Canonbie near Langholm. But, notwithstanding this general resemblance, we find a remarkable difference in the

fish fauna and even in the plants on opposite sides of the Silurian tableland. The extraordinary number of organisms

new to science obtained from the beds in Eskdale in the course of the Geological Survey (see Geology of
Dumfriesshire, Ord. Gaz., vol. ii.), and the fact that few of the species of ganoid fishes are common to the Car-
boniferous rocks of the Lothians, plainly show that the Silurian tableland must have formed a prominent barrier

between the two areas. The presence of these marine limestones and the coal-seams are readily accounted for

when we compare the Carboniferous Limestone series of England with the lower divisions of this formation in

Scotland. From the recent researches of the Geological Survey, it appears that the Calciferous Sandstones of
Scotland are the equivalents of the greater part, if not the whole, of the Carboniferous Limestone of England,
while the Scottish Carboniferous Limestone represents the Yoredale series of the north of England. Now, in the

centre of England where the Carboniferous Limestone is typically developed, there is nearly 4000 feet of limestone

charged with corals, foraminifers, and molluscs, thus plainly showing that the calcareous deposits must;have accumu-
lated in the open sea, at some distance from the land. Indeed, such a vast thickness of solid limestone without
any intercalation of sandstones or coals indicates a wonderful uniformity in physical conditions. The sea-floor must
have gradually subsided, and as the subsidence advanced, the marine organisms continued to build up the

calcareous deposits without being disturbed by the deposition of sediment derived from the land. On the other
hand, in the north of England and in Scotland, we find that this unbroken succession of limestone disappears, and
is represented by sandstones, shales, limestones, and coals. In short, it is evident that a large extent of land lay

to the north, and that the sea became shallower in that direction. The presence of thick sandstones, with abun-
dant land plants and trunks of trees derived from the ancient forests, as well as the cement-stones, points to

estuarine conditions ; while the limestones show that the shelving shores must have been submerged at repeated
intervals so as to permit of the migration of organisms from deeper water.

There are several interesting facts tending to the conclusion that the Calciferous Sandstone series must
have extended far beyond their present limits in the south of Scotland. In the belt of Upper Silurian rocks

bordering the Upper Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous formations in Dumfriesshire there are several volcanic

cones from which the Lower Carboniferous lavas and tuffs were ejected. These are now filled with coarse agglo-

merate, in which blocks of Upper Old Red Sandstone and fragments of clays and cement-stones frequently occur.

This fact may appear strange at first, when we consider that these formations are now situated to the south oi these

old vents, but when we reflect that during the discharge of the volcanic materials, the 1 Silurian rocks were
covered by the red sandstones and cement-stones, the difficulty at once disappears. The blocks torn irom the
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• !> . ol the vent. Ml l>.ick into the orifices, nnd though the overlying formations have been removed by
«' :il'W- ti > tell, li.>m tin- mau-rials lound in the agglomerate, the nature of the strata pierced

bf the valoiBOHi BqatlW Interesting nnd suggestive is the occurrence of blocks of cement-stone with characteristic
i I irbonlfaou fbanla, In the breccias ol Permian age Dear Moffat, We shall presently call attention to
the ilur uter* and piolul'le iti
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n . that are found along the bottoms of the Annandale valleys.

It hi enough for our pretenl purpOM to state that there are no Lower Carboniferous rocks in situ anywhere in
t'l.i: region at the present day. but it is manifest that these old valleys must have been filled with deposits of
lint ago, which were n-moved by denudation save a few isolated blocks, before Permian times. Insignificant

I
are ol great Importance, as indicating the previous extension of the Carboniferous

formation an I the enormous denudation which it has undergone
In the succeeding I 'ai honilei ous Limestone Croup, there is not the same marked variation in the character

of the strata as tint just described. Throughout the various basins from Ayrshire to Fife and Midlothian, there

h i wonderful uniformity In the ordci ol succession as given in the foregoing table. The triple classification can
' m isUi ettabll hod, and even some of the particular tones of limestone can be traced over extensive areas, In the

\\ishiu-, though tins seiies is poorly developed, the three subdivisions can be identified, and when traced

B north, the Inm itonei gradually swell out till in some instances they attain a greater thickness than in any
(land. I ii particular, the lowest limestone, exposed in numerous quarries near Beith and divided in

planes 111 two massive beds With intercalated shales, reaches a thickness of too feel, and yields the following

characteristic Ibtsili i Lithostrotion irrtgulare, Clisiophyllum turbinatwn, Potcriocrinus crassus, Athyris ambigua,
/.m sn.\i tftutmiffrmis, Vrthis resupiuata, Productus gigantcus, P. longispinus, P. scmirctiadatus, Spirifera

:. AvicufopfcteH Sowerbii, Myalina crassa, Bellerophon apcrtus, Orthoccras giganteum, Holoptychius
/fit-Srrti, etc. Above this massive limestone there arc two important seams of Clayband and Blackband Iron-
stone, the latter being sometimes intcrslratilicd with and replaced by volcanic ash. It would appear that, during

the deposition of the ironstone, volcanic cones must have been discharging showers of tuff in that region, which
tually entombed by the later deposits of the Carboniferous Limestone. There are three workable coal-

scam- in tin- middle group, overlain by the ripper limestones, some of which are of considerable thickness. In
Ayrshire the upper group of limestones is followed by beds of basaltic lavas and tuffs—the last indications
ol volcanic activity in the Carboniferous formation in that county. Again in '.he great central basin stretching

from tin- Kilpatrick Hills to Linlithgowshire, these groups are equally persistent, and are typically developed.
The prominent limestones and coal-seams have already been indicated in the articles descriptive of the Ceology of
the midland counties, to which the reader is referred for details. It will be sufficient to refer to some of the
special horizons which are well-known throughout that region. The lowest limestone is represented by the

llurlet or Main Seam, underlain by a bed of coal; the two forming capital horizons for determining the
geological structure of the tract. With these are associated smaller and less important beds of limestone, with
occasional coals and clayband ironstones. The middle group comprises a number of valuable seams of coal

including the well-known Lesmahagow Gas Coal, chiefly in the upper part of the section, alternating with sand-
stones and shales, while in the lower portion there are valuable scams of clayband and blackband ironstone.

The base of the upper limestone group is marked by the Index Limestone—so named because it overlies the valu-

able minerals of tire coal-bearing group, while the highest limestone is represented by the Castlecary and Leven-
seat seams. No contemporaneous volcanic rocks are associated with the Carboniferous Limestone series in the

western part of the midland basin, but in Linlithgowshire they are prominently developed. Beginning towards
the close of the deposition of the Cement-stones, the volcanic eruptions must have continued till towards the

close of the Carboniferous Limestone period, but occasionally there were quiescent intervals, when the corals,

crinoids, and molluscs migrated to those volcanic banks, and built up thick seams of limestone and calcareous

shales. Reference ought to be made also to the great intrusive sheets occurring so abundantly in the Carboni-

ferous Limestone scries in Fife and Stirlingshire, and occupying a tolerably constant horizon, namely, about the

position of the lowest limestone zones. These great wedges of igneous material frequently give rise to prominent
physical features

;
they form a well-marked escarpment on the crest of Benarty and the Lomonds, and the same

feature is observable at Abbey Craig and Stirling Castle (see Geology of Fife, Ord. Gaz., vol. iii. ; also Geology
of Stirlingshire, vol. vi.).

From the foregoing description, it is apparent that there must have been a remarkable uniformity in the

physical conditions of the period. Where the series is typically developed, the following is the arrangement of the

strata in descending order: (a) coal, (6) sandy fire-clay, (c) sandstone, (d) shale, (e) limestone—the latter forming
the ' roof of another bed of coal underlain by the same succession of strata. The limestones indicate a prevalence

of marine conditions when the sea-lloor was tenanted by corals, crinoids, and other organisms ; the shales and
sandstones point to the accumulation of sediment and the silting up of the sea bottom. By degrees shallow lagoons

and mud flats were formed, which were overspread with that peculiar grey mud suitable for the growth of luxuriant

vegetation now stored up in the valuable seams of coal. The fact that a coal-seam is usually overlain by a bed of

limestone, shows that a sudden submergence must have ensued, which carried the old land surface down to such a
depth as to allow the marine organisms to overspread the decaying vegetation. Of course, it is obvious that during

the deposition of the middle coal-bearing group, in which no limestones occur, the land could only have been
depressed to a limited extent after the accumulation of the vegetable matter ; in fact, the submergence was never

great enough to permit the incursion of marine organisms. In the latter case, the roof of the coal is formed of

sandstone or shale. Finally, it may be observed that, as the deposition of the ironstones was associated with

decaying animal and vegetable matter, which precipitated the salts of iron present in the sea-water, we may justly

infer that they accumulated in pools or lagoons. It is evident, therefore, that during the Carboniferous Limestone
period, the land was steadily subsiding, with long intervals of repose. There are certain facts which may now be
adduced, tending to show that this irregular subsidence of the land produced violent overlaps of the strata. In
the basin of the Clyde, as we advance westwards, the Calciferous Sandstones are overlapped by the Carboniferous

Limestone, till the latter rests directly on the Lower Old Red Sandstone to the south of Lesmahagow. Still more
remarkable is the occurrence of representatives of the Carboniferous Limestone on the crest of the Old Red Sand-
stone ridge to the south of Tinto, and still farther to the south-west, on the Silurian tableland in the Duneaton
Water. In the former case, they rest unconformably on the Old Red Sandstone ; and in the latter, they have
been preserved by powerful faults, which have brought them into conjunction with the Lower Silurian strata. The
significance of these facts, as bearing on the previous extension of the Carboniferous formation over the Southern

Uplands, needs no demonstration.
Overlying the preceding group, we find a succession of white, yellow or red sandstones, which attain a very

limited development in Scotland. Where no faults intervene, this formation can be traced as a belt of variable
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width round the margin of the true Coal-measures, a feature which is conspicuously developed on the eastern

border of the great Lanarkshire Coal-field. Sometimes the sandstones merge into grits and even into fine con-

glomerates, indicating that land must have been not far distant during their accumulation ; sometimes they are

associated with fire-clays of considerable economic value, thin limestones, bands of ironstone and even a few thin

coal-seams. These are, however, of exceptional occurrence ; the dominant member being coarse sandstone, and
hence the term Millstone Grit has been applied to this division of the Carboniferous System. According to the

researches of the Geological Survey it would appear to be absent in some parts of the Ayrshire basin, as the

Coal-measures rest directly on the Carboniferous Limestone, even where the interbedded volcanic rocks at the

top of the latter series are not present. Fossils are by no means plentiful, but the following forms have been
obtained from the shales and impure limestones : Serpulites carbonarius, Discina nitida, Orthis, Lingula mytiloides,

Bellerophon decussatus, etc. From the lithological characters of the formation it is apparent that the land must
have been subsiding at intervals, and that the depth of the sea never could have been sufficient to allow many
true marine organisms to enter the area. The intercalation of some thin coal-seams with the fire-clays points to

the recurrence of old land surfaces during the period.

Finally, we have at the top of the Carboniferous system what is unquestionably the most valuable of all the

great divisions, namely, the true Coal-measures. It is divisible into two members : the upper, consisting of red

sandstones resting unconformably on the lower, composed of numerous valuable coal-seams, clay-band and black-

band ironstones, bituminous shales, sandy shales, fire-clays, and sandstones. If we take the Clyde coal-field as

a typical example, there are no fewer than eleven beds of coal and seven seams of ironstone of more or less value

in the central portion of the basin. Though it is true that the coal-seams generally rest on a bed of fire-clay

representing the old land surface on which the vegetation grew, it is observable that some of the seams have no
underclay at all. In this case, the coal varies in quality, and is frequently intercalated with sandy shales or

sandstones. It is probable that in such instances, the coal-seams may be due to the drifting of vegetable matter,

and their formation may be an exception to that already described. From an examination of the fossils it is

evident that during the deposition of the true Coal-measures, fresh or brackish water conditions must have pre-

vailed throughout the Scottish basins. Indeed, the occurrence of Carboniferous Limestone forms is extremely
rare, so rare in fact, as to show that they were almost wholly excluded from the basins of deposit. The constant

repetition of coal-seams with sandstones, shales, and ironstones, shows that land conditions must have been in

the ascendant, followed at intervals by slight submergence. It is not necessary to invoke movements of elevation

to enable the vegetation to overspread the sandy sediment. This result might have been successfully accomplished
by the gradual silting up of the old sea-bottoms or estuaries, which would convert the shallow seas into muddy
flats and swamps. It will be readily perceived that the coal-seams represent an enormous amount of compressed
vegetation, and when we reflect that many of the coals are composed, to a large extent, of spores shed from the

lycopodiaceous trees, we may form a vivid impression of the long lapse of time represented by each coal-growth.

The characteristic fossils of the Coal-measures consist of plants, crustaceans, molluscs, fishes, and labyrinthodonts.

The following fossils have been obtained from different horizons in this series : Sphenoplcris, Neuropkris, Alethop-
teris lonchitica, Catamites, Lepidodendron, Lepidostrobus, Leperdilia Scotoburdigalensis, Beyrichia arcuata, Lin-
gnla mytiloides, Anthracomya, Anthracosia acuta, Acantbodes Wardi, Coelacanthus Upturns, Ctenodus, Megalichthys
Ilibberti, Pleuracanlhus gibbosus, Platysomus, etc.

The marked unconformability at the base of the red sandstones, forming the upper subdivision of the Coal-
measures, shows that the prolonged subsidence which had prevailed throughout the Carboniferous period at length

gave place to a movement of elevation. The coal-bearing strata were elevated so as to form a land surface, and
considerably denuded before the red sandstones were laid down above them. During this interval the Coal-
measures must have undergone no small amount of erosion in several of the basins, and we have, therefore, no
continuous sequence of deposits at the close of the Carboniferous period. Further, there is evidence to show that

during this interval the coal-bearing strata were faulted to some extent before they were covered by the red sand-
stones. In the course of the Geological Survey of the Sanquhar Coalfield it was observed that the red sandstones
actually overspread a fault in the Coal-measures with a downthrow of 90 fathoms without being themselves
disturbed. But as the red sandstones contain two thin coal-seams and a band of ironstone there is no doubt as to
their true geological horizon. In the Clyde basin the unconformity is very gentle. The strata of both subdivisions
are inclined in the same direction, and the discordance can only be determined by observing their relations over
a considerable area.

Within the Silurian tableland of the Southern Uplands, there is an important basin of Carboniferous strata

resting unconformably on the Silurian rocks, and forming the Sanquhar Coalfield. The strata claim special

attention on account of the interesting story which they tell regarding the excavation of valleys in that ancient
tableland and the extension of the true Coal-measures. From the relations of the younger Palreozoic rocks to the
older series, it is clear that long before the Coal-measures were laid down, the old tableland must have been
carved into hills and valleys : in short, the valley of the Nith must have been a valley in Carboniferous time.

At the south end of the basin there are some isolated patches of strata probably belonging to the Carboniferous
Limestone, which in the adjoining basin of Thornhill are much more largely developed. In the latter district

beds of limestone with marine organisms are associated with the sandstones and shales, but as we ascend the valley
these representatives of the Carboniferous Limestone gradually disappear, till in the Sanquhar basin the Coal-
measures rest directly on the Silurian rocks. These facts are highly suggestive, because when they are viewed in
connection with the evidence given in the foregoing pages regarding the violent overlaps in the Carboniferous
formation, they point to the conclusion that the most elevated portion of the Silurian tableland must have lain to

the south-west. We have no means of ascertaining the original extension of the Coal-measures across the old
tableland, but it is safe to infer that the prolonged subsidence ultimately carried down beneath the waters a con-
siderable part, at least, of the old land barrier. Quite recently, in a series of reefs at the Innimore of Ardtornish,
Morvern, Professor Judd discovered a group of coarse white sandstones and shales charged with plant remains,
along with thin and imperfect seams of coal. Among the plants, the following have been identified : Lepidodendron
acuhatum, Calamites Suckowii, Sigillaria, and Stigmaria. The total thickness of strata does not exceed 50 feet,

and on one side they are truncated by a fault, while on the other they are overlapped by the Poikilitic beds
at the base of the Secondary Series. On the strength of the palceontological evidence, he regards this patch of
strata as a fragment of the Carboniferous formation which has escaped denudation, and suggests that, originally,
deposits of the same age may have had a great extension throughout the Highlands.

Permian System.—At the close of the Carboniferous period, povverlul subterranean movements again
ensued, which were eventually accompanied with striking manifestations of volcanic activity. The various deposits
which had accumulated during the prolonged subsidence in Carboniferous time, were upheaved and subjected to
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> lerablt erosion Indeed, In Fife there ti clear evidence for maintaining that the Carboniferous strata must
lan • m folded, faulted, ami extensively denuded before some of the Permian volcanic cones began to discharge
> »ns ol ashes Partly Iron the lithological cliaracters >>t the strata, and partly from the nature of the organic
n nalns, Mi Andrew Ramsay has Inferred that these subterranean movements resulted in the formation of inland
lakes >'t enclosed basins, In which the Permian rocks were laid down. In short, the physical conditions must
hare resembled to some extent those which characterised the old Red Sandstone period, That his ingenious

i is pi il Ij correct, will bi bettei understood after a brief description of the nature of the deposits. In
nutation is not so < \

!

( 1 1 ively developeil as in England, neither is there the same variety in the
: rm i olated basins at various localities in the south of Scotland, which were in all

I hood 01 finally . onne< ted with each oihei : (I.) in the centre of the Ayrshire Coalfield
; (2.) at Thornhill

;

(3 ' .u Dumfries; (4.) al Loch Ryan; (S.)at Lockerbie; (6.) at Moffat; while still another important area border-
1 [the Solwaj extends from the vale Ol Annan to the Canonbie Coalfield. Not the least interesting of the rocks
in th an as are the lavas and tuffs forming the base <>f the formation in Ayrshire. At this locality they form the
tun ol the basin, ili a ntre ol which is occupied by brick-red sandstones, exposed in the picturesque ravine in the
riva Am Bl Ballochmyle, Similar lavas occur at the base of the series in the Thornhill basin, and patches of the

• \ mil rot k Demi Sanauhar have been referred to this horizon. Beyond the limits of the Permian basin of
there is an inti eries "f necks, representing the roots of the Permian volcanoes. A glance

at the Geological Survey I -inch Map (sheet 14) shows how a group of them is arranged in a linear manner along
tin- banks ol the 1 toon i" the north of Dalmellington ; and other examples are scattered over the Ayrshire basin.

ill the subdivisions of the Carboniferous system, and even the red sandstones resting unconformably
OH the Coml-mcasures. They are now filled with coarse agglomerate, composed chiefly of blocks of diabasc-

porphyrite. Thai these undoubtedly represent the pipes of old volcanoes has been amply proved in the course of
1 minin

|
operations <>f the district, for, according to the researches of Professor James Geikie, the seams of

1 J ive been worked close to the necks, and in the immediate neighbourhood of the latter they display that

III ration produced by contact with igneous materials. Other examples of volcanic cones probably belonging to

this peria I are to be found in Midlothian and Fife. In the former region the ancient volcano of Arthur's Seat is

Ul admirable instance, w here a vast mass of coarse agglomerate was ejected, and now rests on the denuded edges
of the Lower Carboniferous lavas, tuffs, and sandstones. After the eruption of these fragmentary materials, a
column of basaltic lava forced its way up the vent, now represented by the basalt of the Lion's Haunch. In Fife

the remains of nearly fifty of these old volcanoes occur between Leven and St Andrews, which are admirably
displayed in many natural sections. The wide area over which these orifices have been traced enables us to

realise the remarkable activity of volcanic agencies at the beginning of the Permian period (see Ord. Gaz.,

vol. ii., p. 471 ; vol. iii., p. 20).

The red sandstones overlying the diabase lavas in the Permian basin of Ayrshire have not yielded any
Organic remains, but they arc distinguishable from the sandstones of the Carboniferous system by their brick-red

colour. It is important to note also that these Permian rocks rest unconformably on the red sandstones forming
the youngest member of the Carboniferous formation ; hence there can be no doubt that they form an independent
series, distinguished by peculiar lithological characters and by the absence of the Carboniferous fauna. In the
oihcr basins where the lavas and tuffs are absent, there is a peculiar brecciated conglomerate usually lying at the

1 the series, and resting unconformably on the old Silurian platform, which deserves more than a mere
passing allusion, because it indicates, beyond doubt, that glacial action must have had something to do with its

accumulation. Many years ago, when studying the brecciated conglomerates of this age in England, Ramsay showed
that they contained blocks, striated in the same manner as stones in ordinary boulder clay, and from the appearances
presented by the deposits and the assemblage of stones he inferred that they were of glacial origin, resembling modern
glacial drifts. Recently the breccias of Moffatdale have yielded several excellent examples of striated stones analogous
to those in the adjacent boulder clay. The blocks have been derived from the Silurian hills, and consist mainly of

grits, grcywackes, shales, and felstones, but along with these there are fragments of the Cement-stone Group with

Lower Carboniferous fossils, to which reference has already been made. The breccias in the Dumfries basin have
also yielded casts of fossils, indeterminable owing to their imperfect preservation, but which have evidently been
obtained from Palaeozoic deposits previously removed by denudation. Overlying these basement beds we find a

Considerable thickness of red sandstones, largely in request for building purposes in the South of Scotland,

which have yielded, near Dumfries and on Corncockle Moor, an interesting series of footprints, produced by
animals moving along the sandy shores of the Permian lakes. No remains of the animals which frequented the

shores of these old lakes have as yet been met with in Scotland, but in England the Labyrinthodont Amphibian,
Dzsyceps Biuklandi, has been unearthed at Kenilworth, and the true land reptiles, Proterosaurus Speneri and
P. Huxlcyi, have been obtained from the marl slate. In the sandstones of the vale of Eden pseudomorphous
crystals of rock salt and deposits of gypsum occur, evidently indicating, as Ramsay suggested, the concentration

of saline waters in inland lakes. We have no means of determining the original development of these deposits in

the South of Scotland, but there can be little doubt that the old valleys must have been in great part filled with

them, and that the various basins are merely isolated relics of widespread deposits. Various interesting facts tend

to substantiate this conclusion. For example, the members of the Cement-stone Group along the shores of the

Solway between the Dee and the Nith and also in the neighbourhood of Canonbie have been reddened by in-

filtration of iron oxide at the time when they lay buried under Permian strata. The same feature is observable in

the Silurian strata near Dumfries, at Lockerbie, and in Eskdalemuir. But perhaps a still more remarkable proof

is the occurrence of a small outlier of breccia on the Silurian tableland between the village of Crawfordjohn and
Leadhills. Composed of subangular blocks of Lower Silurian rocks, embedded in a red gritty paste, with little

apparent stratification, the deposit recalls the peculiar breccias of the Moffat valley, and has been grouped with

this formation by the officers of the Geological Survey. Though the evidence on which this correlation is based

is comparatively slight, it is probably correct, and if so, then it points to a remarkable development of the Permian
deposits.

Triastic System.—The strata which now fall to be described form the base of the great succession of

Secondary formations which are distinguished from the Paleozoic rocks, alike by their lithological characters

and by their organic remains. The flora and fauna of the Secondary formations indicate a wide divergence

from the types which flourished in such profusion in Palxozoic time. Unfortunately, in Scotland these

deposits now occupy very limited areas compared with their original extension, and the geologist labours

under considerable disadvantages in attempting to unravel the physical conditions that prevailed during their

deposition as well as their life history. But these very obstacles have only imparted an additional charm to the

study of the Secondary rocks. Restricted as they are to the north-east coast of Scotland, the western seaboard
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of the Highlands, and the Inner Hebrides, they are closely linked with the geological history of the Highlands.
No trace of any of the Secondary formations is now to be found in the Central Lowlands or in the Southern
Uplands, not, indeed, till we reach the neighbourhood of Carlisle ; but their absence in these areas does not by
any means negative the supposition that they may formerly have existed there.

Lithologically the Triassic strata bear a close resemblance to the Permian, and it has therefore been con-
jectured by Ramsay that similar Continental conditions prevailed during this period. Indeed, from the great
deposits of rock-salt associated with the Triassic sandstones of England, there are good grounds for accepting
his suggestion that they were accumulated in vast inland basins. But, though it is apparent that similar physical
conditions prevailed during Triassic time, there is clear evidence to show that in England the Permian strata had
been upheaved and extensively denuded before the Triassic sediments were laid down above them. In Scotland,
however, the Permian rocks are nowhere overlain by later formations save the Pleistocene, and we have, therefore,

no indication of the terrestrial movements which then ensued. To add still further to the difficulties of the
stratigraphist, the age of the so-called Triassic sandstones of Elginshire has long been a disputed question.
Allusion has been made in a previous volume (Ord. Gaz., vol. iii., p. 566) to the nature of this controversy, and to

the series of deposits which have given rise to it. There would have been no necessity for any further reference

to the subject had not additional light been thrown on it by a discovery which has been made since that article

was written. The strata now referred to consist of grey and yellow sandstones, yielding a remarkable series of
reptilian remains, which have been investigated by Professor Huxley, and along with these sandstones there is

to be found at various localities a cherty and calcareous band, well developed at Stotfield. These reptilian

remains belong to a crocodile which must have been about 18 feet long, and to two lizards, one about 10 inches
and the other about 6 feet in length. The discovery of the remains of one of the lizards, namely, Hyperodapedon,
in strata of Triassic age, in Devonshire, Warwickshire, and in Central India, led Professor Huxley to the con-
clusion that the reptiliferous sandstones of Elgin are of the same age—a correlation which has latterly been
generally accepted. On the other hand, there are some geologists who contend that the reptiliferous strata may
probably be a further development of the Upper Old Red Sandstone in the neighbourhood of Elgin. The latter

yields scales and plates of the fishes characteristic of that period together with footprints but no reptilian remains.
The lithological distinctions between the Upper Old Red Sandstone and the reptiliferous sandstone are not very
marked, and in the absence of any evidence of an unconformability between the two, it was argued that they
might probably belong to one formation. The evidence is obscured by a vast accumulation of glacial and post-

glacial deposits, and hence the difficulty hitherto felt in determining the stratigraphical relations of the beds.
Recently, however, an interesting discovery has been made in the course of excavations for building purposes in

a sandstone quarry on the Bishopmill ridge to the south of Newspynie church. The depth of this quarry is about
60 feet. In the upper part of the section about 15 feet of sandstone occurs, resembling the ordinary reptiliferous

strata of that region, and yielding bones and other remains of reptiles. These beds rest on a pebbly grit or fine

conglomerate about 6 feet thick. Underneath this band lie beds of sandstone containing the remains of the
typical Upper Old Red Sandstone fish (Holoptychius nobilissimus), but as far as the excavations have gone, no
trace of the reptilian remains have been found associated with the ichthyolites. This section is of special interest,

because it shows what geologists were long anxiously in search of, namely, the reptiliferous beds and the Upper
Old Red Sandstone in contact with each other. From this section it is evident that the former are not brought
into conjunction with the latter by means of a dislocation, as some have contended ; the one series rests on the
top of the other, and the junction must therefore be conformable or unconformable. If conformable, then
both groups of strata must belong to the Upper Old Red Sandstone ; if unconformable, then the reptiliferous

sandstones are in all likelihood of Triassic age. It cannot be said that this question is satisfactorily determined
by this section, owing to the jointed character of the strata. Still the presence of a band of pebbly grit or fine

conglomerate at the base of the reptiliferous sandstones naturally suggests a probable unconformability between
them and the underlying Upper Old Red Sandstone. This conclusion receives further support from the occurrence
of Upper Old Red fish scales in flagstones far to the north, near Lossiemouth. Indeed the exposure of these
flagstones suggests the idea that they may probably form a portion of the Upper Old Red Sandstone platform,

protruding through a thin cake of the reptiliferous sandstones. At the base of the Secondary formations on the
east coast of Sutherlandshire, between Dunrobin and Golspie, sandstones associated with a peculiar cherty
calcareous rock are to be found, which are regarded by Professor Judd as the equivalents of the reptiliferous series

of Moray, but this correlation has not been confirmed by the discovery of any reptilian remains in the beds at

Golspie.

On the western seaboard of the Highlands various patches of conglomerates, breccias, and red sandstones are

to be found, occupying a similar horizon. Of these, perhaps the most interesting is the outlier at Gruinard Bay,
first detected by Macculloch, whose researches in the geology of the West Highlands at the beginning of this

century have earned for him an enduring reputation. At this locality they consist of brecciated conglomerates,
argillaceous sandstones, variegated clays and marls overlain by red argillaceous and sandy beds, which have been
thrown down by great dislocations against the Cambrian sandstones. None of the later Secondary formations

overlie these Triassic sandstones, but the representatives of this formation in Raasay, Sleat, and Ardnamurchan,
appear to graduate upwards into the Lias. This conformable succession is admirably seen at Ru-na-Leac, in the

island of Raasay, where the strata occur in the following ascending order : (a.) at the base, conglomerates with
pebbles of quartzite, Cambrian sandstone and limestone associated with micaceous sandstone

; (b.) red clays and
marls merging into sandstones and conglomerates

;
(c.) mottled sandstones, calcareous in places, and containing

fragments of limestone, graduating upwards into the Lias. Elsewhere, as, for example, at Inch Kenneth,
Gribun, Loch Aline, and Morvern, they are covered unconformably by Upper Cretaceous strata or by contem-
poraneous volcanic rocks of Tertiary age. No fossils have been found in the Triassic strata of the West High-
lands save some casts of bivalve shells in a quarry at Ardtornish Towers. From the lithological characters of
these rocks, from the presence of peroxide of iron and veins of gypsum in the sandstones, as well as the conspicuous
dearth of fossils, it is evident that, like their English equivalents, they were deposited in inland lakes, and not in

the open sea.

Jurassic System.—The Jurassic rocks of Scotland occur in areas far apart from each other, on the east coast
of Sutherland, in the basin of the Moray Firth, along the western seaboard of the Highlands, and in the Inner
Hebrides. A careful examination ot the distribution and physical relations of the members of this system, within
recent years, has amply proved that they are relics of deposits once extensively developed throughout the northern
part of the kingdom, and that they have been preserved from complete demolition by remarkable geological
phenomena. In the north-east of Scotland the largest and most important development of this formation occupies
a narrow belt of ground, about 16 miles in length, on the coast of Sutherland, from Golspie to near the Ord of

E
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Caithness, Along their Inlud margin the strata :uc bounded by hull or dislocation of great magnitude, which
r l ilirni to slip down, ns it were, on the south i :isl side Against the hard crystalline gneiss and schists

« >th tliru associated igneous ioe ks. 1 he vciy sumc relationship is observable in the case of the small patches of

Jurassic rocka occurring al the bate of the Eton ihire cliffs, to the north and south of the Sutors of Cromarty.
Ileic Ihcy havr Ik-cii tluown down to the southeast against granitoid gneiss and highly inclined beds of Lower
Old Red .

v
.

' ' in t \ a |...«.iiul lault, which is probably a continuation of the dislocation traversing the Great
I As io tlic

|
i it dislocations, we have no definite knowledge ; all that we know for certain

is, tint they iini-t l>c nioic rcoenl than the (Jppei Oolite, inasmuch as these rocks have been affected by the
movements, and have been brought into conjunction with the older strata. The direction of these two great
Units, which iuii parallel with each other, is noilh cast and south-west, and it is probable, if not certain, that
they belong to the same pcnod. lint it ou

;
;ht to be borne in mind that the fracture traversing the Great Glen is

of much more ancient d ue, reaching back ai K .ist to old Red Sandstone time, if not to an older period. The
KcoIo^r'aI itnicture of the north east portion of the (Hen proves thai the Lower Old Red Sandstone rocks have
slip|>cd downwaid .'ii the south east side, the downthrow, in this instance, being in the same direction as at the
base of the K,.ss sluie cllfl on the west side of the Moray Firth. It is evident, therefore, that this ancient line of

fracture must have l>cen affected by subterranean movements at different geological periods, and that the last

movement of wine h We have certain knowledge must have been post -Jurassic. After a moment's reflection it will

l>c manifest that before the Jurassic rocks were affected by these dislocations, they must have extended far to the
west of their picscnt hunts, but owing to the prolonged denudation of the northern Highlands at different

geological periods, not n trace of the se deposits is now to be found on the west side of the lines of fracture. Their

i
therefore, on the Ross-shire and Sutherlandshire coast, is directly due to those faults, by means of

whkh they have slipped downwards against harder rocks, and have been better able to resist the agents of
denudation. No less remarkable is the method of preservation of the Jurassic and other secondary strata of the
W e -ii in 1 liidilands, where they occur at intervals, over an area measuring about 120 miles from north to south,

and alx>ut 50 miles from east to west. Long after their formation they were buried under vast accumulations of
sheets of lava, eiupted during the Tertiary period, which now form grand terraced escarpments in Mull, Skye,
and other islands. Round the edges of the volcanic plateaux, especially where the combined action of the sea
and subacrial agencies have removed the overlying volcanic materials, or where the streams have cut deep trenches
through the sheets of lava, the Secondary strata are exposed anew. In some cases, too, we find portions of the

v itMta enclosed in great sheets of basalt, or it may be in the agglomerates and tuffs ejected from the

volcanic orifices of the period. By the study of these isolated and fragmentary sections, it is possible to follow

the geological history of our country through long cycles of time, and to correlate the deposits with the much
more perfect series in Kngland. From the time of Macculloch, whose geological map of the West Highlands is

a monument of laborious research, these rocks have been studied by various investigators, including Murchison,
I I y Cunningham, Edward Forbes, A. Geikie, Wright, Bryce, Tate, Judd, and others. By far the most
exhaustive contributions to the literature of the subject which have recently appeared, have been made by Pro-
fessor Judd, who has shown that, on the east coast of Sutherlandshire and Ross-shire, all the main subdivisions of the

Jurassic system from the Lower Lias to the Upper Oolite, with the exception of the Upper Lias, are represented ;

while in the West Highlands and Islands the sequence can be traced only from the Lower Lias to the Oxford
Clay.* In the articles descriptive of the geology of Ross-shire, Sutherlandshire, and Skye, the lithological

characters of the various zones of the Jurassic system with their most characteristic fossils have been given (see

Ord. Giiz., vol. vi. ), and we shall therefore now point out certain striking features which distinguish the Scottish

Jurassic rocks from their representatives in the south of England. In the latter region the lithological characters

of the strata and the organic remains alike testify to the prevalence of marine conditions during the deposition of
the various zones from the Lower Lias till at least about the middle of the Upper Oolite. The Portland and
Purbeck l>eds indicate that the marine gradually gave place to estuarine conditions, and that a great change must
have taken place in the physical geography of that region. But when the Jurassic rocks are traced north-

wards into Yorkshire, it is observable that the Lower Oolite is represented by sandstones, shales, thin coals,

and ironstones, indicating, unquestionably, that these deposits must have been laid down in estuaries, thus

contrasting with the marine conditions which existed during the deposition of the other members of this system
in that area.

Still more conspicuously is this feature developed in Scotland, where there is a constant alternation of

estuarine and marine strata, the former frequently predominating, and presenting considerable variations at

different localities. This remarkable alternation is strikingly displayed in the north-east of Scotland in the zones
ranging from the Lower Lias to the Upper Oolite, as shown by Professor Judd. Prominent among the estuarine

strata are to be found conglomerates, sandstones, and shales ; the sandstones exhibiting ripple marks and worm
tracks, and containing abundant remains of plants and drifted wood. Associated with these are finely-laminated

clays and bands of limestone charged with fresh-water shells, and occasionally with dwarfed marine forms; while

scams of lignite and coal, sometimes of considerable thickness, are interbedded with the sandstones and clays.

On the other hand, certain zones occur with the characteristic marine forms, showing that marine conditions must
have prevailed at intervals. For example, the estuarine sandstones, conglomerates, and shales at the base of the

Lower Lias in Sutherland are overlain by micaceous clays and shelly limestones, with characteristic marine forms;

while the Lower Oolite is composed mainly of estuarine strata, consisting of sandstones, shales, and coals. On
this latter horizon the well-known coal-seams are met with, one of them actually reaching a thickness of about

4 feet. Again, in the Middle Oolite there are several important marine zones alternating with estuarine strata
;

of the former, the ' roofbed ' of the Main Coal seam is an excellent example, consisting of sandstone passing into

a limestone, charged with Ammonites and Beleinnites, belonging to the horizon of the 'Kelloway Rock' in

Yorkshire (see Ord. Gaz., vol. vi.). Finally, the Upper Oolites are represented in Sutherland by a splendid

development of sandstones, shales, grits, and brecciated conglomerates, indicating estuarine conditions, and
probably the transportation seawards by ice-rafts of large masses of rock with trunks of trees. Indeed, from these

observations it will be apparent that the sequence of physical conditions during Jurassic time in the Northern
Highlands must have resembled to some extent those which prevailed during part of the Carboniferous period in

Scotland.

When we compare the Jurassic strata of the West Highlands with their representatives on the east coast, the

same recurrence of estuarine and marine conditions is observable, though in a less prominent form. At certain

localities, sandstones and thin coal-seams are to be found at the base of the Lias, while between the Lower
Oolite and the Oxford Clay a great estuarine series is intercalated, consisting of sandstones, shales with much

• See Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. xxix., p. 97 ; also vol. xxxiv., p. 660.
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carbonaceous matter, and limestones made up of comminuted shells. According to Professor Judd there are

nearly 3000 feet of Jurassic rocks exposed in the West Highlands from the base of the Lias to the Oxford Clay,

and if to this amount we add 1000 feet for the thickness of the Upper Oolite in Sutherlandshire, then the total

thickness will be not far short of 4000 feet. The reader is referred to the papers communicated to the Quarterly

Journal of the Geological Society of London by the authors already mentioned for detailed lists of the fossils obtained

from the Jurassic rocks of Scotland. It will be sufficient for our present purpose if we indicate generally the

nature of the flora and fauna, and some of the fossils characteristic of the prominent zones. The plants are

represented by Ferns, Equisetites, Cycads, and Conifers. A graphic description of the Jurassic flora of Sutherland-

shire is given in the last chapter of the Testimony of the Rocks, by Hugh Miller, in which he shows that Scotland

in Oolitic times must have had its mighty forests of pine. The plant which seems to bulk most largely in the

coal-seams, as pointed out by Sir Roderick Murchison, is Equisetites columnaris. The fauna of the period is both

rich and varied. The Corals are represented by the genus Isastraa ; the Echinoderms comprised Sea-urchins

and Crinoids, the former being represented by the genus Cidaris, and the latter by Pentacrinus. The Brachiopods
are represented by the genera Rhynchonella, Lingula, Spiriferina, Waldheimia ; the Lamellibranchs, which are

particularly abundant, by Avicula, Gryphcea, Inoceramus, Lima, Ostrea, Pecten, Plicatula, Area, Cardinia,

Cyrena, Nucula, Lcda, Pholadomya, Unicantium, Trigonia, Unio ; the Gasteropods by the genera Chemnitzia,

Natica, Pleurotomaria, Tectaria, Melania, Paludina ; and the Cephalopods by Ammonites and Belemnites. The
last order—namely, the Cephalopods— attained a great development, and from the classification of the Scottish

Jurassic rocks adopted by Professor Judd it would appear that some of the prominent zones are characterised by
the same species of Ammonites and Belemnites as their English equivalents. For example, in the West High-
lands the Lower Lias is defined by the presence of Ammonites Bucklandi, A. Conybeari, A. semicostatus ; the

Middle Lias by Ammonites armatus, A. Jamesoni, A. margaritatus, Belemnites elongatus : the Upper Lias by
Ammonites communis, A. serpentinus. The Lower Oolite is characterised by Ammonites Murchisona, A.
Humpkriesianus, Belemnites gigauteus ; while the Oxford Clay yields Belemnites sulcatus, B. gracilis, and
Ammonites cordatus.

Cretaceous System.—Between the Jurassic and Cretaceous strata of the West Highlands there is a great uncon-
formability, indicating striking changes in the physical geography of the region, and extensive denudation of the

deposits which had accumulated during previous periods. During this interval there must have been an elevation

of the floor of the sea in the northern areas, and the various subaerial agencies must have removed in part the older

Secondary strata which had been laid down on the tableland of the Highlands. When this elevation took place,

we have no precise means of ascertaining, but if we take the evidence supplied by the Sutherland sections in

connection with that of the West Highlands, then we have a connected story up to the horizon of the Upper
Oolite. As already stated, this latter group is not represented on the west coast, at least it has not as yet been
detected in that region. The continuity of the geological record in the West Highlands is further interrupted by
the absence of the representatives of the Weald and the Lower Greensand (Neocomian) ; for, according to

Professor Judd, the lowest beds of the Cretaceous strata belong to the Upper Greensand, yielding Nautilus
Deslongchampsianus, Exogyra conica, Pecten asper, P. orbicularis. These are overlain by estuarine sandstones,

followed by beds of white chalk, with flints containing Belemnitella mucronata, and numerous fragments of

Inoceramus ; while at the top of the series occur sandstones and marls, with plant remains and thin seams of
coal. From the character of the strata in this brief succession, it is evident that there must have been an alterna-

tion of estuarine and marine conditions similar to that which characterised the deposition of the Jurassic

rocks. In the north-east of Scotland no Cretaceous strata have been found in situ, but there can be little doubt
that they must have been deposited in that area, from the number of smooth blocks of chalk and chalk
flints, containing numerous fragments of Inoceramus, which are found in the drifts of Banffshire, Aberdeenshire,
and other counties; indeed, it is not improbable that Cretaceous strata may occupy a portion of the bed of the
Moray Firth.

Tertiary Volcanic Rocks.—At the close of the great series of Secondary formations there is a further blank in

the geological history of Scotland. The records which we have now to consider reveal to us an era of extra-

ordinary volcanic activity, when great sheets of lava were piled on each other to an enormous depth, and were
spread over an extensive territory reaching from Antrim, by the Inner Hebrides, to the Faroe Isles and onwards to

Iceland, where volcanoes are active at the present day. Visitors to the West of Scotland are familiar with the
striking scenery associated with this volcanic episode, as displayed in the terraced basaltic plateaux of Mull and
Skye, and the far-famed Fingal's Cave in the island of Staffa. Associated with this phase of volcanism, there is

a remarkable series of ' dykes ' or fissures filled with basalt, which are traced from Yorkshire to Orkney, and
from the north of Ireland to the east coast of Scotland—an area which is probably not much less than 100,000
square miles. A glance at the Geological Survey maps of the country will show how these dykes, on the whole,
maintain a wonderfully straight course, how they pierce all older geological formations, including the chalk, and
how they increase in number as we approach the edge of the basaltic plateaux. After a visit to the great lava
fields of Idaho in Western America, where an extensive plain is covered with a succession of parallel sheets of
basalt several hundred feet thick, with no apparent cones or craters from which the molten material could
have been discharged and hence believed to be due to fissure eruptions, Dr A. Geikie suggested that

the volcanic plateaux in the West of Scotland were due to fissure eruptions, and that the dykes represent
the fissures, from which the basaltic lavas were ejected. On the other hand, according to Professor Judd,
there are, in Mull, Skye, Rum, St Kilda, and Ardnamurchan, the relics of great extinct volcanoes and several

minor cones, belonging to three distinct periods of igneous activity. The first period was characterised by the
discharge of acidic lavas and ashes, the molten material consolidating into granite and syenite in the deeper
portions of the craters ; the second by the ejection of basaltic lavas, which, on reaching the surface, spread out in

great horizontal sheets, but at the roots of the craters the igneous material crystallised into coarse dolerite and
gabbro like the rocks of the Coolin Hills ; the third period was marked by the appearance of small sporadic cones
in the neighbourhood of the extinct volcanoes, from which issued minor streams of lava. He contends that each
of these phases of volcanic activity was separated by intervals of long duration, when the igneous materials were
extensively denuded, and suggests that they may be correlated with the three divisions of the Tertiary period.
The only organic evidence bearing on the age of the great basaltic plateaux is the occurrence of leaf beds, dis-

covered by the Duke of Argyll between the old lava streams at Ardtun in Mull—a discovery of great interest and
importance, as it revealed the nature of the vegetation of the period, and proved that the lavas must have been
subaerial and not submarine. The plants grew in pond-like hollows on the surface of the lava during one of the
pauses in the volcanic eruptions, and were eventually buried underneath successive streams of igneous material.

Such is the origin of the beds of lignite, occurring in the basaltic plateaux of the West Highlands and Antrim.
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i a ah HUBinatioa of the plants, round [n Mull, comprising Stouoia Langsdorffii, Rhamnitet major, Equisetum
.. {'iiDi.im. rtium, r:,iUnitts IhbrUicut, etc., Professor E. Forbes and Professor

Men coiwludcd thai ihr) wric ol Mi.unir .i:;r. Ouiic icccnlly, however, llie suggestion li;is been tlirown out by
Mi Staikir G.itdnrr, thill the lloi.i may be of Eocene aye; but the former classification has been generally

accepted by geologists.

A remaik.iHr Ic.ituic conueeled with tin- Miocene volcanic rocks is the striking evidence which they afford

ot the denudation ol ihr i .uintiy Min e th.it period. On the crests of Heinn-y-1 Ialtan (230S feel) and Beinn-y-Hun
in Morreni their .ne Mit.il I out Nun; | ..itches ol these basaltic lavas resting on Upper Cretaceous strata, while the

uncmiforiiiably on the ui.-i .11111 11 phic rocks ol the Highlands. Originally these outlying patches were
OOllttnnotU with e.i. Ii othei, and «ith the sheets lying further to the west; but since that time deep valleys

h ivr I ern rvc.iv.tted 111 llie old tableland by the simple agents of denudation. In short, the evidence points to

the suiting; HOClualM tli.it tin- valley system of the Highlands has been excavated since Miocene time. It is

also apparent lh.it the valley system ol tin- Southern Uplands has been sculptured since that period, from the fact

that the b.i .ill .l\k< s era I hill and dale without the slightest indication of their having formed any lava flows in

the botJMU ot the valleys. 1 1. id ihe latter been in existence at that time, the molten lava would assuredly have
ivsucd In. in llie lissincs and (lowed down the glens.

Thou I
o us do not occur in Scotland, still several typical Crag shells, such as Astarte mutabilis,

Itrarius, etc., have ben found by Mr Jamieson of Ellon in the glacial deposits of

Aberdeenshire, thill Indicating that originally they were laid down in that area, though they have been since

tcuiove.l by denudation.
/'.".'•/.' rtiat 1 DtposiiS.—The great series of glacial and post-glacial deposits, so typically developed in

Scotland, fotnis one oi the mo I fa 1 mating chapters in the geological history of the country. Indeed, this branch
ol llie s, ience h is proved so attractive, that quite a small army of observers have within recent years added largely

10 ihr literature of the subject. However desirous we might be to indicate the valuable researches of many well-

kaown investigators of glacial geology, our space forbids us to do more than call attention to the publication of

two Important woiks* by Professor James Geikie, in which the history of these deposits is admirably told. To
these the reader is referred for a clear and forcible statement of the evidence bearing on the subject, and the

strange story which it unfolds. The limits of this article preclude us from giving in detail the succession of the

glacial and post-glacial deposits, and we shall therefore merely describe some of the geological changes which
Ihcy indicate. From an examination of the glacial deposits, geologists are generally agreed that Scotland then

experienced an Arctic climate, similar to that in Greenland at the present flay. From the Highlands and the

Senthen) Uplands, glaciers descended, till eventually they coalesced and formed one continuous sheet of ice,

which united with the ice-fields of England, Ireland, and Scandinavia. It was during this vast extension ot

the ice that the rounded outline of our hills was developed, rock-basins were excavated, and an extensive

covering of boulder clay with striated stones was formed. The presence of stratified sands, gravels, clays, and
peat with mammalian remains, in the boulder clay, proves that milder conditions must have prevailed at long

intervals, when the ice retired or disappeared from the surface of the country. Few, indeed, are the fossils found

in these stratified deposits, but such as they are, they give us a glimpse of the climatic conditions which prevailed

during inter-glacial periods. Then the mammoth, the reindeer, the horse, the great ox, and the Irish elk

wandered along the valleys, and vegetation, characteristic of cold temperate climes, sprang up vigorously on the

moors and hill slopes ; the streams were busily at work in excavating hollows in the underlying boulder clay and
laying down alluvial deposits of sand, gravel, and loam. But though it is certain that many of these accumulations

arc of fresh water origin, yet we have conclusive evidence that during the last inter-glacial period Scotland was
submerged to a depth of 526 feet, as is clearly proved by the occurrence of arctic shells in stratified brick -clay

l>ctwecn two deposits of boulder clay at Airdrie—a submergence which is confirmed by similar evidence in the

counties of Aberdeen, Banff, and Inverness. Once more the glaciers advanced and ploughed out to some extent

the marine deposits which were commingled with the stony clay underneath the ice, thus giving rise to a shelly

boulder clay. The latter is chiefly confined to maritime districts, and when compared with the development of

unto - >il i fcrous boulder clay, it may truly be said that it occupies very limited areas. There are certain exceptions,

however, where it is traceable over a wide extent of country, as for instance in Caithness and Orkney ; but the

detailed examination of the glacial phenomena of these counties leads to the conclusion that the shelly boulder

clay was accumulated during the climax of glacial cold when the Scottish and Scandinavian ice-sheets coalesced on
the floor of the North Sea and moved north-westwards to the Atlantic. The arctic shells were derived from the

bed of the German Ocean and the Northern Firths, while the various blocks of Secondary rocks, which are

foreign to Caithness and Orkney, were obtained from areas in the north-east of Scotland lying in the path

of the ice. During the recession of the last ice-sheet vast quantities of sand, gravel, and boulders were

accumulated in the valleys and plains, now represented by the high-level terraces and torrential gravels.

Many of the great moraines at the mouths of the Highland glens, and many of the tortuous kames in the low

grounds, were formed during this retreat of the ice. After the glaciers had shrunk back to the mountain glens

it would appear that the sea stood at a level of about 100 feet higher than at present, when the stratified clays

and sands containing arctic shells were slowly deposited. The boulders occasionally met with in this ancient

beach, which have travelled far from their parent source, suggest the presence of masses of floating ice ; while the

curious crumpling of the finely laminated clays probably indicates that coast ice may have been driven along the

shore by the prevailing winds. At length a movement of elevation supervened, when Britain was united to the

Continent of Europe and the North Sea became dry land. Across this land passage the fauna and flora of

Central Europe migrated to our hills and valleys ; it was then that the new stone men took possession

of the soil ; it was during this Continental period that Scotland witnessed the great growth of forests.

Geographical changes again ensued, the land was submerged, and Britain was fortunately severed from the Con-
tinent, Finally, the submergence gave place to a slow movement of upheaval when the 50-feet and 25-feet beaches

were eroded at successive stages in the elevation of the land. Such are some of the marvellous revolutions of

climate which marked the close of the geological history of Scotland.

• " Great Ice Age," and " Prehistoric Europe."
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V. METEOROLOGY.

By Alexander Buchan, M.A., Secretary of the Meteorological Society of Scotland.

Climate is that peculiar state of the atmosphere in regard to temperature and moisture which
prevails in any given place, together with its other meteorological conditions generally in so far

as they exert an influence on animal and vegetable life. The three principal elements which
give their character to the various local climatologies of the country are height above the sea,

the temperature, and the rainfall ; the two latter of these elements being more specially considered

with reference to the way in which they are distributed through the seasons.

In describing climate, the first place must unquestionably be given to the temperature of

the district during the different months of the year, it being this which portrays the main
features of the climate, and not the mean temperature of the whole year. Thus, while the

annual temperature of the east and west coasts are nearly equal, the winter and summer tem-

peratures are widely different. At Oban the winter and summer temperatures are 39°-4 and
57°.2, whereas at Barry, in Forfarshire, they are 37°.2 and 59°.o, the annual range of tempera-

ture being thus respectively i7°.8 and 2i°.8. In this brief notice of our Scottish climate the

remarks on temperature will be confined to January and July, inasmuch as they are representa-

tive of the two extreme seasons of the year. The accompanying two small charts show the

isothermal, or line of equal temperature, for these months, which thus offer in a handy form
the climatic phases of the temperature.

The Winter Temperature.—The outstanding feature of the lines of winter temperature is

their general north and south direction ; and hence they are approximately parallel to the
meridians and at right angles to the parallels of latitude. From this direction of the isother-

mals it is plain that the peculiar geographical distribution of the winter temperature is not
determined by the sun, but is ruled by the ocean, which imparts its greater warmth to the
climate by the prevailing westerly winds. The Atlantic may be regarded as a vast repository of
heat, in which the higher temperature of the summer months, and in some degree that of more
southern latitudes also, is treasured up in reserve against the rigours of winter. Further, during
exceptionally cold seasons, the ocean effectually protects all places in its more immediate
neighbourhood against such severe frosts as occur in inland situations.

Owing to the prevailing south-westerly winds, and the oceanic current to north-eastward
resulting therefrom, the temperature of Scotland is in all seasons much higher than is due to its

position on the globe. It is in the winter months that this beneficial influence of the ocean is

most strikingly apparent in maintaining a temperature very greatly in excess of what is due to
mere latitude and season ; and this influence is the more decided just in proportion as the
locality is surrounded or enveloped by the warm waters of the Atlantic. Thus in Shetland the
temperature is 32°.5, and at Edinburgh 2 7°.o, higher than would otherwise be the case. In
other words, but for the ameliorating influence of the Atlantic, which the prevailing south-west-
erly winds spread over the country, the mean temperature of Edinburgh in mid-winter would
be 1 2°. 5, and of Shetland 7°.5, or such winters as characterise the climates of Greenland and
Iceland.
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Leaving the question of height out of consideration in the meantime, it will be seen from
the ISOthermlis that the lowest temperature occurs in the strictly inland parts of the country,

the temperature being lowest at all places situated w ithin the region marked off by the isothermal
.

; jfi ,o Along the whole ol the eastern seaboard, bom John o' Groat's southward, the tem-

perature is highei than what is found a little way inland to westward. But it will be seen that

the ameliorating influence ol the North Sea is very much less potent than that of the Atlantic,

rhe < Ktreme lowest temperature which has hitherto been observed to occur in Scotland, and,

indeed, anywhere in the British Islands, was - i(V'.o, that is, 1 6" below zero, or 48°.o below freezing,

at Spnngwood P.nk, neai Kelso, during the great frost of December 1879.

SkUUHit Temperature.—Very different is the distribution of temperature in July from

what obtains in January. Everywhere throughout the west temperature is lower than in the

interior and in eastern districts. In winter the coldest climates are in inland situations; in

Bummer, on the contrary, the warmest climates are in the central districts. The course taken

by the isothermal ol 59°.o over Scotland is extremely interesting. In the south-west the

depressing influence Ol the Atlantic in lowering the temperature is very strongly marked, and
this mthu n< < is leli a very long way into the interior of the country; and the influence of the

land, particularly of the highlands in the west, in depriving the south-westerly winds of their

moi ture, and thus clearing the skies of eastern districts, is marked in a manner equally striking,

but in an opposite direction, in raising the temperature. From the head of the Solway Firth

to Aberdeen northward temperature falls only i°.o, whereas for the same distance further to the

northward the summer temperature falls 3°.o. Over eastern districts there is comparatively little

difference of temperature from the Solway to the Moray Firth; whereas from the Mull of

Calloway to Cape Wrath the difference is great. The summer isothermal of s6°.o, as marking

the northern limit of the successful cultivation of barley, deserves particular attention. To the

north of this line the coarser varieties of barley and oats are cultivated, but the climate is

I
bettei suitt d for the rearing of stock. The isothermal of 59°.o marks off that portion

of Scotland where, owing to the higher temperature, diarrhoea and other bowel complaints

raise the death-rate among infants higher than elsewhere during the warmest months of the

year.

The Rainfall.—The rainfall is determined by those causes which tend to lower the tem-

perature of the air below the point of saturation, the chief of these being the march of

temperature through the year, the character of the winds as regards moisture or dryness, and
the physical configuration of the earth's surface over which they blow. Since with a rising

temperature the capacity of the air to retain its moisture is increased, and with a falling tem-

perature diminished, the smallest amount of rain might be expected in spring, and the heaviest

and most frequent rains in autumn. Though observation confirms this expectation in a general

way, yet in respect of particular months the rainfall by no means follows the annual variations

of temperature owing to the interference of the seasonal changes of the prevailing winds.

Our prevailing south-westerly winds come laden with the moisture they have licked up
from the Atlantic on their way ; and losing heat as they proceed into higher latitudes, have

consequently to part with some of the moisture with which they are charged. They are there-

fore, generally speaking, rainy winds. On the other hand, the north-easterly winds are very

often dry and rainless winds, since being dry at the outset, and getting warmer as they proceed

southward, their dryness is still further increased.

Taking the year as a whole, there is nearly twice as much wind from the south-west as from

the north-east, but the proportions vary markedly with the different months. The south-west

wind prevails most during July, August, September, and October, and again during December,

January, and February. It is accordingly in these months that the rainfall is heaviest. It is here

to be noted that these two periods are the summer and winter portions of the year, and one

important consequence of the prevalence of the moist winds and accompanying rains which mark
the annual extremes of temperature is to imprint a more strictly insular character on our Scottish

climate by moderating the heat of summer and the cold of winter. In March, April, May, and

June, and again in November, the north-east winds acquire their greatest frequency. These,

accordingly, are the driest portions of the year.

If the physical configuration of Scotland was approximately level, the rainfall would

everywhere on an average of years follow the temperature and prevailing winds, increasing with

south-westerly winds and a falling temperature, and diminishing with north-easterly winds and a

rising temperature. But the surface of Scotland is most mountainous, the principal mountain

systems approaching the west, from which the more important valleys and plains spread out

eastward to the North Sea, whilst on the other hand, to the westward, the valleys are steeper

and much less extensive, and the course of the streams and rivers rapid and short.

When the south-westerly winds arrive on our coasts they are turned out of their horizontal

course by the hills in the west, and being forced into the higher regions of the atmosphere their
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temperature is lowered, and the vapour is formed into clouds, and deposits in rains the water which

they can no longer hold in suspension. It is thus that the climate of the western districts of Scot-

land is essentially wet. On the other hand, the climate of eastern districts is dry, because the

land there is more level and less elevated, and the clouds borne thither by the south-westerly

winds have been already robbed of most of their superabundant moisture in crossing the western

hills. It is evident that the driest climates in the east are those that have between them and
the Atlantic to south-westwards the greatest extent of high mountainous ground; and the

wettest eastern climates those regions which are least protected by high lands to westwards.

Thus the breakdown in the watershed between the Firths of Clyde and Forth exposes the whole

of western Perthshire, the counties of Clackmannan and Kinross, and a large portion of Fife

to the rains and clouds of the west, and their climates are in consequence considerably wetter

than those of any other of the eastern slopes of the country. On the other hand, the driest

climates of the east are on the Tweed, about Kelso and Jedburgh, the low grounds of East

Lothian, and those surrounding the Moray Firth from Elgin to Dornoch.
The rain-bringing winds from the south-west extend to a great height in the atmosphere,

so that in the west the rainfall in similar situations closely follows the height. In the east, on
the contrary, the rain-bringing easterly winds do not extend far inland, and they do not appear

to reach any great height in the atmosphere. These easterly winds on certain occasions pour
down over a comparatively narrow belt along the east coast deluges of rain such as occur

nowhere in the west, except at places where the annual rainfall amounts to or exceeds 80
inches. In the west a fall of 2 inches in one day is a very rare occurrence at places whose
annual rainfall is only 60 inches or under ; whereas in the east, even in the driest districts, a
daily fall of 2 inches not unfrequently occurs. A fall of 3 inches in one day has repeatedly been
noted, and even 4 inches has been nearly reached, as in Edinburgh in August 1877. The greatest

falls with easterly winds take place in comparatively narrow valleys looking eastwards at no
great distance from the coast, and in flat low-lying districts. It is during the times of these

heavy easterly rains that the clearest, finest weather is experienced in the West Highlands.

There is another class of very heavy rains often peculiarly disastrous to agriculture yet

falling to be considered. These are the rains attendant on thunderstorms. In peculiarly

western districts they seldom occur, and never in any excessive degree. In western climates

thunder is a rare phenomenon in summer. It is in wide, extended, level straths and plains, at

no great height, where thunderstorms most frequently occur in summer, and accordingly it is

in such districts where the summer rains are heaviest, raising, indeed, the rainfall of the

summer months to the maximum of the year. By these rains much damage is often done to

growing crops.

As regards the health of the people, the greatest scourges of our Scottish climate are

bronchitis, pneumonia, and other diseases of the air passages, which attain their maximum
fatality in the winter; diarrhoea and other bowel complaints which are most fatal, mainly among
infants and the very aged, during the hottest season ; and nervous complaints, including con-

sumption, which go to swell the death-rate during the dry parching weather of spring when
east winds prevail. The statistics of the Registrar-General show that when the temperature

rises towards and above 6o°, the mortality rapidly rises from the prevalence of bowel com-
plaints ; and that when it falls below 50 , the death-rate is largely augmented by an increasing

fatality from throat complaints. The healthiest temperatures being thus from 50 to 6o°, Scot-

land is climatically a healthy country, since for six months the temperature ranges between
these degrees, and in summer seldom rises much above 6o°, and in winter does not fall to any
very great degree below 50 .

The mildest climates for winter residences for invalids are to be found down the Clyde at

Helensburgh, in Bute, parts of Arran, and the seaboard of Ayrshire, where the rainfall is not
excessive, and where the temperature is as high as it is anywhere in Great Britain, except
the south-western counties of England and Wales. In spring the most desirable residences are,

generally speaking, those situated at the greatest distances from the Continent, where the east

winds are least severely felt, unless as in the case of the Bridge of Allan, which is sheltered by
hills and wooded rising-grounds from the penetrating and enervating east winds.

The most enjoyable and bracing summer residences are in those districts where the height

above the sea is 500 feet and upwards, and the rainfall moderate in amount. The best of these

are to be found on Upper Decside, Upper Speyside, large portions of the east of Perthshire, and
in the highlands of the south-eastern counties. To many, despite the heavy rainfall, the Western
Highlands offer strong attractions in the total change of climate they afford, with its marvellous
atmospheric effects of light, shade, and colour. Special reference may be made to the western
regions of the counties of Ross and Sutherland, which, being sheltered by Skye and Lewis to

westward, have a greatly diminished rainfall, and abound in the most striking and diversified

scenery, ranging from stern grandeur to the softest and richest beauty.
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VI. AGRICULTURE.

B] I un 1 UH>1 1 1 B, late Sub-Editor of the North Rritish Agriculturist,

\ riculture of Scotland is closely bound up with the prosperity of the country. Here,
I .cr p.iris of the United Kingdom, it forms the staple industry, absorbs the greatest

amount i»l capital, and makes the largest demands on the energy, skill, and perseverance
ol its workers ;

while il is dependent more than any other trade on the character of the
seasons and other lluctuating circumstances beyond human control. As showing the relative

importance ol agriculture to the other great industries of the country, Professor Leone Levi,

Calculating the 47,000.000 acres ol laud under cultivation in the United Kingdom at an average

of jCs> IOS - per acre, brings out the astonishing total of ^258,000,000 of capital invested in

gnculture, as compared with /~8o,ooo,ooo for the cotton manufacture, /j4o,ooo,ooo for the
woollen, ^30,000,000 for the iron industry, and 7^70,000,000 for the mercantile marine.

Yet agriculture has been left almost entirely to its own resources, and its present high

condition, compared with what it was a century ago, is due more to the intelligence, skill,

energy, and enterprise of farmers themselves, than to the fostering care of the Legislature.

At no previous time was the British agriculturist so well equipped as at present with all neces-
sary appliances for extracting the utmost that the soil can yield, and never before has he been
in a wnr.se plight. The farmer is undoubtedly heavily handicapped in his profession, and what
with high rents, stringent clauses in his lease, somewhat harsh Land Laws, high and unequal
railway tariffs, and bad seasons, he has not been able to hold his own with the foreign

< impetitor. With an unkindly soil and an ungenial climate, Scotland is less favourably situated

; lan the southern part of the kingdom, but Scotch farmers, though pursuing their occupation

1 difhcultii . have distinguished themselves more than those of any other country
in the successful cultivation of the land ; and to their native shrewdness, clear judgment, and
resolute determination, may be traced the great progress that has been made by agriculture in

Scotland during the last hundred years.

Prior to the Union, the agriculture of Scotland was hardly worthy of the name, as compared
with the enlightened and skilful modes of cultivation now practised. Farms were small in

size; pastures were poor, no artificial grasses being sown; there was little encouragement for

the rearing of stock, owing to the low prices realised ; the greater part of the country was
unenclosed

;
plantations were almost unknown ; roads and bridges had not come into

existence, and the means of conveyance were of the most primitive character; artificial

drainage had not been introduced ; and tillage was restricted to the naturally dry land, the

low-lying portions being for the most part bogs and marshes, which had an injurious effect

alike on the people and their stock. In the second half of the eighteenth century, agriculture

began to advance; stock-breeding received more attention; and a large cattle trade was done
with England, to which the young Scottish animals were driven to be fattened on the richer

pastures of the south, and there was in consequence a great increase in prices. The land,

which had been split up into small farms, cultivated by the occupiers without the aid of hired

labour, began to be consolidated, and was let on lease in larger holdings to the tenants who
possessed most capital. The ruinous practice of exhausting the soil by taking successive crops

of corn was abandoned
;

green crops alternated with grain, and the improved system of

husbandry soon became manifest in the character of the land. A great revolution was,

however, effected by the introduction of turnip husbandry, which, followed by the use of

artificial manures, and the application of steam power both by land and water, opening up fresh

outlets for stock, gave a new phase to Scottish farming. It was about 1764 that Mr Dawson
of Frogden, a young Berwickshire farmer, hired himself for a few months to the celebrated Mr
Bakewell of Dishley, Leicestershire, and having mastered the details of turnip culture, returned

and put them into practice on his own farm. Thus was introduced to Scotland the most
valuable root grown on the farm, and one which has ever since had a powerful influence on the

agriculture of the country, about 490,000 acres being now grown annually.
Shortly before the close of the eighteenth century the farms were enclosed by fences and divided into fields of

convenient size for carrying on a regular rotation of cropping
;
good roads began to be formed ; the land was

improved by the application of lime ; the swing-plough took the place of the old-fashioned Scottish implement,
drawn by oxen ; the thrashing-mill was brought in to supplant the flail, though it was some years later before it

was in general use ; new field crops, notably the Swedish turnip, were being introduced, together with improved
breeds of stock from England ; and Scottish agriculture was progressing steadily and satisfactorily, when a
great impetus was given to it by the outbreak of the wars of the French Revolution. In 1795, with a deficient

harvest and the stoppage of foreign supplies of grain, the price of wheat, which for the twenty preceding years
had been under 50s. per quarter, rose to Bis. 6d., and in 1796 to 96s. With the high prices then given for farm
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produce, farms were improved and large tracts of waste land reclaimed. A sufficient indication of the great

strides that had been made during the twenty years of the Continental wars, lies in the fact that the agricultural

rental of Scotland had been nearly trebled, having increased from £2,000,000 in 1795 to £5,250,000
in 1815. A period of disaster and depression followed the termination of the war. Wheat, which in

1812 brought 126s. 6d. per quarter, fell to 109s. 9d. in 1813, and to 74s. 4d. in 1S14, when farmers were
somewhat startled, but they were thrown into quite a panic when it declined to 44s. 7d. in 1822. It can be
easily imagined what would have been their state of mind if they could have looked forward, sixty-two years

afterwards, to getting only 26s. per quarter, without Protective Corn Laws, and with immense importations of

grain from abroad, greatly increased rents, and the cost of labour doubled. At the end of the first quarter of the

present century a revival of trade set in, and with good crops and enhanced prices, agriculture began once more
to look up. Ground bones were first introduced as a manure to Scotland in 1825, and the great stimulus thus

given to turnip-growing had the effect of bringing many acres of poor, neglected land under cultivation. Steam
was being more largely applied to the operations of husbandry

;
thorough draining and deep ploughing com-

pletely transformed the face of the land ; a network of railways was spreading over the country and affording easy

facilities for the conveyance of manures, feeding stuffs, and farm produce ; science came to the aid of the farmer,

and instructed him in the ingredients necessary for plant growth ; and the agricultural engineer provided him with

machinery in every branch of his industry, which expedited his work and placed him in a greater measure
independent of the weather in securing his crops. All these contributed to advance the value of land and greatly

increase rents. A scientific education is now forming part of the training of most young farmers in Scotland, and
a knowledge of chemistry is being more generally recognised as essential to good farming. The farmer depends
rib longer on farmyard manure alone, but has recourse to the various artificial fertilisers now manufactured in

such large quantities throughout the country ; and chemistry will teach him the value and enable him to under-

stand the application of nitrogen, phosphates, and potash, in the growth of cereals, roots, and grasses.

It is not always, however, the scientific or practical man that takes to farming, and the great depression

which at present prevails in agriculture is due in some degree to the embarking in farming of many whose only

experience was gained behind the counter, or in some trade that was but remotely connected with agriculture,

and who were accepted as tenants because the landlord had his rent secured by the Law of Hypothec. In
the prosperous times of about 1873, when "there were good seasons and bountiful harvests, there was a
great inclination to possess farms. It seemed as if a new El Dorado had been found ; and the reckless com-
petition which then took place forced rents up to an unnaturally high level, and gave a fictitious value to the

land. Such an unhealthy inflation of rents was opposed to all the laws of economical science, and the inevitable

reaction came, sooner perhaps than was expected, and with a severity that has been keenly felt throughout the

length and breadth of the land. It has brought many farmers to ruin, and no doubt many more are destined to

suffer before they can get quit of their harassing engagements, but it has had one good effect, in that it has brought
about a reform of the Land Laws, and an interference with freedom of contract, which would have been looked
upon as revolutionary twenty years ago. Between 1852 and 1S79, rents had increased 50 per cent., and the farmer's

labour bill had gone up in a corresponding degree. Since then things have gone from bad to worse, and the year

1S85 finds the farming interest in the midst of the deepest gloom. On most Scottish estates abatements of rent,

varying from 10 to 50 per cent., have been granted, but these have not been effectual in terminating the distress.

In the large number of farms that have of late been thrown into the market, rents have suffered a great reduction,

and have come back to something like their normal standard, but a good many holdings have been left in the

proprietors' hands, in different districts of the country.

The year 1879 was the fifth bad season in succession for the farmer, the losses at that time being reckoned in

some districts as about equivalent to two rents. In addition to this, rents were high, there was great commercial
and manufacturing prostration, and the imports of agricultural produce were unprecedentedly large. Some idea of

the great losses sustained during the present depression may be gathered from an estimate made in 18S1 by a
prominent East Lothian farmer. There had been seven bad seasons between 1872 and 1SS1, five of which were
of the very worst description. In 1872 he placed the loss to the farmers of Haddingtonshire at 100 per cent, on
the rental, the whole of the rents of that year being paid out of capital ; in 1S73 he put the loss at 50 per cent.

;

in 1877 at 100 per cent. ; in 1878 at 40 per cent. ; in 1879 at 100 per cent. ; in 1S80 at 30 per cent. ; and in 1881
the whole rent was again lost. So that in those nine years a farmer paying £icoo of rent had lost £4300.
During the same period it was stated that five farmers, within a radius of twenty miles from Edinburgh, had lost

£41, 000. Prices for farm produce, particularly cereals, have greatly decreased during the last four years. For
the ten years from 1871 to 18S0, the average prices per bushel were:—wheat, 6s. 4fd. ;

oats, 3s. i£d. ; and
barley, 4s. 8§d. : total, 14s. 3d. The average price in December 1884 was :—wheat, 3s. 3^d.

; oats, 2s. 8fd. ;

barley, 3s. 54d. : total, 9s. 5^d. ; or a decreased return per bushel of 4s. 9^d., which represents a serious reduc-
tion from the farmer's calculations when he entered upon his lease. In the period that elapsed between the
abolition of the Corn Laws and 1880, the agricultural rental of Scotland had increased 49-5 per cent., amounting
in 1880 to £"], 776,910 ; but there will now be a considerable reduction on that figure. Affairs had become so
desperate in 1879 that the Beaconsfield Government appointed a Royal Commission of Inquiry into the prevailing

agricultural distress. After sitting for three years, the Commission, over which the Duke of Richmond and
Gordon presided, gave in its report in 1882. They found that the two most prominent causes which were
assigned for the distress were bad seasons and foreign competition, aggravated by the increased cost of production
and heavy losses of live stock from disease. They recommended an amicable readjustment of rent ; compulsory
compensation for improvements where these had increased the letting value of the holding ; the abolition of the
Act of Sederunt, under which Hypothec still exists in Scotland; and that local taxes should be borne in equal
proportions by landlord and tenant, the support of indoor poor, however, falling on the Imperial Exchequer.
On the relations between the different classes interested in agriculture the Commissioners observed that ' no
interference between classes, between owners and occupiers, or between employers and labourers, can render any
one of them independent of the other. We cannot recall a period in our history in which the relations of these
classes have been more severely tried than during the existing depression. Owners have as a rule borne their

share of a common calamity, and they, as well as occupiers, have done much to avert the distress from the class

who are least able to bear it. It is satisfactory that upon the labourer it has fallen more lightly than upon either

owner or occupier. The best hope for the prosperity of agriculture lies in the mutual confidence and friendly

relations of the three classes directly engaged in it, and in the common conviction that their interests are
inseparable.' Since the report was written, matters have grown decidedly worse. Trade is more depressed,
foreign competition is keener, prices for stock and farm produce have gone down, and the old restrictive

clauses in leases remain. The Agricultural Holdings Act, which was the outcome of the Royal Commissioners'

F
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• < •» «r!l directed measure, under which (uturo tenants will Wncfit ; but the farmer who had entered
I to .. trutl before the abolition ,.| ll\|. (1|luv. the passing of the Ground Came Act, and the Holdings Act,

nl m' iv v oinpciis.u ion loi iinpinwniciits, and who lias yd some years of his lease to run, does not derive
ihr (till ItiicIiI ot ill. . mi i an s, and Ik- it is v> lio is sultciing most severely from the existing depression, and who
is DOablc to ^ct ud ol obligations entered into under a much different order of things from what now prevails.

.1 agreement thtl the causes of (he depression which at present hangs over the agricultural
. ,i ; :r i.. bad se.is,.ns, want ol'capital, decrease in the price of produce and of wool, and the large foreign

Importation! ol grain and mutton. With wheal al a6s. per quarter, potatoes at 30s. per ton, wool at gd. per lb.,

a da line ol K pei cent, In the price ol beel and mutton during the year 1884, the prospect is not encountg-
I I he land und. i punil conditions refuses to yield its three profits to those who are expected to live by it

—

the owner, die fanner, and the labourer. Several nostrums have been put forward to solve the difficulty. Mr
i il.ulstonc at one time nd> i

- d the I ultivation of Strawberries ; another legislator suggested the rearing of poultry
;

and a third hee-kcepm.; ; while a small section have a hankering alter Protection. Spade-culture is not likely to

Dfl reverted to, and only an insignificant body of agriculturists in Scotland would entertain any proposal for an
import duly on coin ; hut gmatei attention might he devoled, with profit, to poultry and pig breeding, which

'
Ij ni {li I !. d i n Scottish farms. C attle may be expected to be more hugely bred in this country in

the future, stock having been the only paying article on the farm of late. The acreage under green crops is

diminish 1 lueadth of land is being hud down to permanent pasture, and with the probability that

wheal will go more largely out of cultivation in Scotland, there is a likelihood of farmers being benefited by
increasing their head ol stock.

Pannei -. however, are crying out for something more definite in the way of remedial measures, and some of
thrir demands will probably be conceded in the near future. As their views are formulated by the organisations
which represent them, they desire the abolition of the Laws of Entail and Primogeniture, the Game Laws, and
the Ad 1 Sederunt, under which Hypothec continues; a simple form of land transfer, a County Land Court,
fn lorn ol cropping and free sale, so far as consistent with the rules of good husbandry ; and a readjustment of
rents to tenants sitting under agreements made prior to the passing of the Agricultural Holdings Act, or leave to

<pni the farm. There can be no doubt that the Law of Entail, which for two hundred years has curbed the agri-

cultural industry of Scotland, is doomed, and with the land thus set free from the fetters which have bound it so
long, proprietors will be in a better position than at present to meet their tenants in a fair and equitable spirit.

The land in Scotland is owned by comparatively few proprietors, and the great bulk of their extensive territories is

lul l in stric t entail. With the abolition of that obnoxious statute, and a simple, economical, and expeditious
mode of land transfer, there would be a sub-division of large estates, which would be attended with advantage to

the proprietors as well as to the nation at large. The long-lease system has done good service in its day to

Scottish agriculture, but there is a feeling that the time of its usefulness is now past, and the tendency is towards
the English mode of tenure. A good proportion of farmers attribute the prevailing depression in large measure
to the nineteen years' lease, which ties up the tenant to engagements which in bad times he is unable to imple-
ment ; and with short tenancies the rotation of cropping could be better regulated to suit the changing conditions
of the times without neglecting the proper cleaning and manuring of the land.

It has not always been recognised in this country that the labourer is worthy of his hire, and although a good
deal has been done in recent years to improve his position and provide him with better house accommodation,
much more might be accomplished in this respect, for it is a deplorable fact that a fourth of the people of Scotland
live in houses of one room. The favourable opportunities which offer for farming in the West have been largely
embraced by the best class of Scottish agricultural servants, both male and female, and as a result workers during
the past few years became scarce, and the farmer found a difficulty in obtaining the requisite number of hands
even at the high wages current. Up till 1876 farm labourers' wages had risen about 30 per cent, during a period
of fifteen years, and although there has since been some slight reduction, the labour bill still forms a heavy item
of the farmer's expenditure. The passing of the Franchise Bill in 1884 has placed a powerful weapon in the
hands of the agricultural labourer, and has rendered him an important factor, and one that must be reckoned with,

in all future legislation. Farmers no longer form a majority of the electorate in rural districts, and candidates for

Parliamentary honours, to be successful, will now have to shape their conduct quite as much according to the
views of the hind as the master. It remains to be seen whether there will be found that identity of interest

between tenant and labourer that has always been said to exist between landlord and tenant. In any case there
can be little doubt that the newly enfranchised farm-servant will aim at having a more direct interest in the land
than he at present possesses. The abolition of entail and the establishing of short tenancies may in turn lead to

a sub-di vision of the larger holdings, and such a result would not be without its advantages. There is much
of opinion as to what should be the size of arable farms, but from ioo to 360 acres will probably be found

the most convenient and economical to work. A regular gradation in the size of farms is, however, best adapted
for meeting the requirements of all classes. Small crofts, the evils of which are seen in the Highlands, are not
desirable on any ground, but holdings that could be worked with a pair of horses are not so numerous as to hold
out an encouraging prospect to the labourer that he may himself rise to the position of a farmer and reap the fruits

of his own industry without having to go abroad.
The various agricultural societies that exist in every district of the country have done much to foster and

improve the agriculture of Scotland, and it is to their influence that the present high character of our live stock is

largely due. The Highland and Agricultural Society is the oldest in Scotland, having been established in 1784.

Its centenary was celebrated in Edinburgh in 1884 by an exhibition of live stock, the like of which, both in point

of numbers and quality, had never before been seen in a Scottish showyard. The society holds its annual show
in the eight principal centres of the country, visiting in turn Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Dumfries, Kelso, Stirling,

Perth, Glasgow, and Inverness. This action on the part of the parent society stimulated farmers in the different

districts to greater exertions in stock-breeding, and as a result a large number of local societies have sprung up,

under the influence of which great good has been done to agriculture generally. The Highland and Agricultural

Society has a membership of 5384, and a reserve capital of over £70,000. During the hundred years of its

existence it has been the pioneer of every movement having for its object the welfare of the agricultural interests,

and the record ol the society is the history of the progress that has been made by Scottish agriculture.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

The Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland began in 1853 the collection of statistics relating to the

agriculture of the country, and this work they carried on for four years, till, in 1857, it was dropped in conse-
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quence of a misunderstanding with the Government. In 1866, however, the matter was taken up by the

Government themselves, and since then the statistics have been published annually by the Board of Trade. The
latest official returns were made on 4th June 1884, and these show that at that date there were in Scotland

4,811,813 acres under crops, bare fallow, and grass
; 4326 acres used by market gardeners for growing vegetables

and other garden produce
; 1715 acres in nursery grounds ; and 829,476 acres under woods. In 1857, when the

statistics were first collected, the acreage under crop was 3,556,572 ; in 1S67 there were 4,379,552 acres ; and in

1877 there were 4,668,221 acres, so that there has been a steady increase in the acreage of land brought under

cultivation. The following table shows the acreage under the principal crops :

—

1S57. 1S67. 1877. 1884.

Wheat, .... 223,152 111,118 81,185 6S,7i6

Barley or Bere, 219,994 218,486 269,845 230,554
Oats, ..... 938,613 997,120 1,024,882 1,045,895
Rye, ..... S-989 7,066 10,087 7,334
Beans and Pease, 42,873 30,239 26,680 23,441
Turnips, .... 476,691 484,800 5o6,757 484,998
Potatoes, .... I39,8i9 I57>529 165,565 163,847
Mangold, .... 2,803 844 2,053 1,296
Carrots, .... 1,401 855 1,132 1,094
Cabbage, Kohl-Rabi, and Rape, 3,736 4,150 5,187 5,4i8

Vetches, etc., .... 18,418 19,864 15,443 18,164
Clover and Grasses under rotation, . )

1,459.805
1,211,101 1,404,032 1,526,442

Permanent Pasture, . . . ( 1,053,285 1,138,056 1,207,019

The total acreage of cereals in 1884 was 1,375,940, as compared with 1,412,679 in 1877 ; and of green crops,

674,817 acres, as against 696,137 seven years previous. There were, in 1884, 55 acres under flax and 27,540
acres of bare fallow, as compared with 243 acres of flax and 17,074 acres of bare fallow in 1S77. The total

head of live stock in Scotland at the different periods was as follows :

—

Year. Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Pigs. Total.

1857
1867

1877
1884

185,409

i88,' 736
187,803

881,053

979,470
1,102,074

1,136,604

5,683,168

6,893,603

6,968,774
6,9S3,293

140,354
188,307

153,257
159,560

6,889,984

8,412,841

8,467,260

There were also, in 1884, a total of 2,307,092 poultry, made up of 64,551 turkeys, 36,598 geese, 263,872
ducks, and 1,942,071 fowls.

LIVE STOCK.

In no department of agriculture has Scotland made greater progress than in that of stock-breeding. In-
creased attention has within the last dozen years been paid to the improvement of the live stock of the country,
and by careful mating of well-bred animals, and with special care in the selection of sires—using only those which
possess, in a pronounced degree, the most valuable qualities of the breed, and therefore most likely to transmit
them to their progeny—a remarkable change has been effected in the character of the stock now to be seen on
the farms of Scotland, as compared with the stunted, ill-bred animals with which agriculturists were satisfied a
generation ago. Much goud has been done in this respect by the numerous agricultural societies which exist in
every county and almost every district of Scotland, and which, by creating a healthy rivalry among neighbouring
tenants, have proved an effective stimulus to high-class stock-breeding. Of the 187,803 horses in Scotland in
1884, 142,898 were used solely for the purposes of agriculture, and these were chiefly animals of the Clydesdale
type, which belongs peculiarly to this country. The characteristics of the Clydesdale are well defined, and stamp
it as the most serviceable and valuable breed of the equine species that has yet been produced. There is no
authoritative record of the origin of the Clydesdale, but there is a pretty general agreement that its now almost
perfect development is traceable to the introduction of foreign sires and the crossing of them with native mares.
In several important features there is a great similarity between the Clydesdale and the English or ' Shire ' horse,
both of which are said to be descendants of Flemish stallions, brought over by King John, and mated with
English mares ; the produce finding their way to Scotland, and, by a further cross, resulting in the present type of
agricultural horses. The English breed is larger, and possesses more substance than the Clydodale, but the
latter has a decided superiority in bone and muscle, with a compact and firmly-knit body, symmetrical head, and
strong feet and pasterns, that render its strength more durable, and admirably fit it for heavy draught work. As
the name implies, the home of the breed was originally in the valley of the Clyde, but as agriculture developed,
a greater demand sprang up for horse-flesh, increased attention was paid to breeding, and as the Lanarkshire
breeders produced the best quality, they received the highest prices. As a result the stock was introduced to every
district, and became the recognised breed of the country. The west of Scotland no longer possesses a monopoly
of high-class Clydesdales, for in recent years many of the most successful animals in the principal showyards have
come out of Galloway, and not a few splendid breeding Clydesdales are to be found in the east of Scotland. But
it is not only in its native land that the Clydesdale is valued. Every year large numbers leave our shores for the
United States, Canada, Australia, and other foreign parts. Of late this export trade has become a regular
business, to which some of the principal horse-breeders devote considerable attention, and their stock, which, as
a rule, comprises the best blood that can be picked up, only changes hands at very handsome prices. This
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n abroad bat had the efTeet of greatly enhancing the value of agricultural horses in this country, and

w kthin lh< | I i" lew fci well-bred stock have Been .il • >ni doubled. Good young serviceable animals

fo< the (arm bring from £60 t<> jfBo, tad tecond-rate horses realise from ^40 to /50 ; while heavy draught horses,

suitable foi COOtracluis,' puipi>»e\ mc not in he li.nl uinUi the 'three figures.' Willi the view of maintaining the

rxccllc ice ol the breed considerable efforts have been put forth by the various agricultural societies, which

annually oiler premiums ranging from /50 to ^100, nt the Glasgow Stallion Show in the spring, to induce

owner* M travel ihcii si.illu>n% m pailuul.ii districts, so that the farmers may have the benefit of good sires. The
n |,.| i!u-e pummi^ is annually iiuicasing, iheie having been 225 stallions shown in 1885. To this

u ,luc, 1:1 the Immense Improvement that has taken place in the agricultural horses of Scotland,

and the extraordinary prices which In many cases they bring. The C lydesdale Horse Society, formed in 1878

1,1 the pui iiii,.; the
1
miiy "l iln- l'lyd« dale breed of horses, has now a membership of about 800,

and the tilth volume ol the -V".'' Book, issued in 1884, registered the pedigrees of 1287 mares, 818 stallions, and
• i lydi dale none Society,' whose Stud JJook is not confined, like that of the other

ry, to pi !•• animal ,
w.is Itartl d in 1SS4, and numbers about 400 members, while about 500 entries were

made in the liiM volume of the Stud Hook.

1 1 ,, ut |i m native breeds <>i cattle in Scotland—namely, the Ayrshire, the Tolled Aberdeen or Angus, the

I
\\ . t Highland. All of them have distinctive characteristics, and each is peculiarly adapted to

I
:,. which 11 belongs. The Ayrshire has a congenial home in the mild, moist Climate of that county ;

the Polled Angus is well suited to the character of the north-eastern district ; the more hardy Galloway thrives

admirably on it
1
- Dative pastures in the south-west ; and no better breed than the West Highland could be found

to harmonise with the rugged grandeur of our rough mountain land. The Ayrshires are the principal dairy cattle

, ontry, and they are much valued for that purpose. Taking their name from the county of Ayr, where

they wen first found in anything like their present form, they are believed to be descended from the wild cattle

nf Scotland, but their development has been so great that it would be impossible to trace in them a resemblance

t.. the an bai ely annuals that existed in the district a hundred years ago. Within that period the improvement
, 1 tob brei I hu been very marked, not only in their general characteristics, but especially in regard to their

milking properties ; and they have now been brought to a point as near perfection as it seems possible to imagine.

With beautiful Becked coat, chiefly brown and white, symmetrical and well-proportioned body, small and sweet

with gracefully curved horns, and carrying a capacious udder that betokens her rich milking

qualities, the Ayrshire cow is as neat and pretty a specimen of the bovine race as could be desired, and the breed

is continuing to increase in popular favour as a type in every way peculiarly fitted for the requirements of the

m dern dairy tanner. Iking more hardy, she requires less pampering than the little Jersey cow, and she

irpasses all other milking breeds in the quantity of milk she yields in proportion to the amount of food con-

sumed. The average yield per cow is from 480 to 500 gallons annually, which is a very remunerative return.

The milk is rich in quality, and contains the essential ingredients for good butter and cheese. Though
originally confined to Ayrshire—where, with the exception of a few shorthorn crosses bought for fattening

purposes, they still form the only breed of cattle—they have now spread to Renfrewshire, Lanarkshire, Stirling-

shire, Galloway, and Dumfriesshire; but they are found in largest numbers in the three south-western counties,

which form the centre of the dairying district of Scotland. About a score of cows is considered a fair-sized dairy

in Ayrshire, but in Galloway the dairies are much larger, and comprise from 50 to 100 cows. Fanners who wish

to be relieved of the management of their dairies, let the cows to a bower, who either pays a fixed price in money,

at so much per cow, or gives a certain quantity of cheese at the end of the year. This system of ' bowing

'

I
n rails somewhat extensively in Galloway, the bower taking all the necessary labour connected with the feeding

of the cattle and the manufacture of the cheese. The pedigrees of 2534 cows and 676 bulls had, up till 1883,

been recorded in the Ayrshire Had Hook, the membership of the Society being about 250.

The gTcat becf-producing district of Scotland is in the north-cast, where the Polled Aberdeen or Angus cattle

have their home. Originating in Aberdeen and Forfar shires, this breed has spread so widely that it is now
predominant in the counties of Aberdeen, Forfar, Banff, Kincardine, and Moray. These five counties contain

nearly 300,000 cattle, or about one-third of the whole head in Scotland, and of these, 209,500 are young animals,

two years old and under, the remaining 90,500 being cows. The cows are fair milkers, but their merit in this

respect is not so high as to constitute them a breed specially suited for dairying purposes. It is as beef-producers

that they have attained to eminence, and it is largely owing to the high character of the black Polls of the north-

east that Scotland is assigned the premier place in the great English meat markets. ' Prime Scots,' as the beef

is termed in the market reports, invariably tops the quotations, and the bulk of the consignments proceeds from

the district in which the Polled Angus cattle are located. The animals are very pleasing to the eye, have a nice

mellow skin, a symmetrical shape, and a carriage of much gaiety, with a splendid constitution fitting them for a

varied climate. They take on beef very rapidly, and are brought to maturity earlier than any other Scottish

breed. This gives them a considerable advantage, and their favour with the public being more than maintained,

farmers arc annually becoming more extensive stock-raisers. The shrewd breeders of the north-east have shown
gTcat skill in the management of their cattle, and in no other district of the country are there to be found so many
tine herds of these beautiful black Polls, brought out in the very best condition. The breed owes much of its

development to Mr W. Watson, Keillor, since whom the late Mr William M'Combie of Tillyfour—a name that

was almost a household word among agriculturists—did perhaps most for its improvement,—his achievement at

Exhibition of 1878, when with a group of his native Polls he defeated the exhibits of cattle from all

other countries, doing more than anything else to bring the high qualities of the Polled Angus before the agricul-

tural world. Since his death, however, there has been no falling off in the energy with which northern farmers

have striven to promote their favourite breed, and at no former period of its history did it stand so high in the

estimation of breeders in this country and on the other side of the Atlantic as in 1882 and 1883, when some

remarkable prices were paid at public sales. During 1883-84 a very large number of breeding animals

were exported to the United States and Canada, where their beef-making qualities commended them ; and in

consequence of this increased demand and the drain thus made on native stocks, prices went up by 'leaps and

bounds,' and animals of good pedigree were only to be had for something like a ransom. The cream of some of

the best herds weTe drafted away to fresh pastures, and it was with a pang of regret that many lovers of

the 'blackskins' in their native district saw some of the most valuable animals of the breed picked up by the

foreigner, but in these days of depression and want of capital the influence of the dollar easily prevails. At some

recent dispersion sales in the north the prices were of such a fancy character that a few of them are worth

recording as an indication of the favour with which the breed was then regarded. The Montbletton sale, near

Banff, in September 1882, saw the beginning of the high prices, a seven-year-old cow bringing 325 guineas, and
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hor three-year-old daughter 295 guineas ; the average of 40 animals being nearly £0$. At Mains of Advie,
Elgin, during the same autumn, 234, 210, 200, and 176 guineas were paid for cows, while a yearling heifer

brought 225 guineas. A few days later the splendid herd belonging to the Earl of Airlie was dispersed at

Cortachy Castle, when some extraordinary figures were recorded, the sale causing quite a sensation among
breeders. The cows averaged 119 guineas ;

two-year-old heifers, 204 guineas ; and yearling heifers, 132 guineas
—the highest average ever obtained in the annals of Polled cattle. For a cow of the ' Erica ' tribe, 500 guineas
was paid, and 400 and 300 guineas for two other cows; two-year-old heifers brought 360 and 310 guineas;
yearling heifers, 3S0 and 280 guineas ; and even a heifer calf realised 300 guineas. The autumn of 1883 saw
another sale that will be memorable in polled circles, when the Bridgend herd, belonging to Mr R. C. Auld—

a

nephew of the late Mr M'Combie of Tillyfour—was disposed of. Five cows of the ' Pride ' tribe averaged no
less than ^310, 16s. each. Mr Auld bought a Polled cow—one of Mr M'Combie's famous Paris group—at the
Tillyfour sale in 18S0 for 270 guineas, a price that was looked upon at the time as the height of extravagance.

The cow had a heifer calf in each of the three succeeding seasons, and when all four were brought to the hammer
in 1883 they realised the handsome total of 1365 guineas. The dam brought 385 guineas ; her two-year-old
heifer, 220 guineas ; the yearling heifer, 510 guineas ; and the calf, 250 guineas. Allowing an ample margin for

keep, there was a clear profit on the transaction of over ^1000, which is a sufficient indication of the extent to

which prices for Polled cattle have advanced. The Polled Cattle Society, established in 1879 to promote the

interests of the breed, is in a very flourishing condition. Up till 1884 the pedigrees of 3408 bulls and 8044 cows
had been registered in the Herd Book.

The Galloway is in many respects similar to the Polled Angus, but it has some characteristics which stamp it

as a totally distinct breed. The colour is the same, but their coats are rougher and their constitution hardier,

enabling them to withstand the rigours to which they are exposed on their native pastures. They do not reach
maturity quite so early as the Polled Angus, but they thrive well on high-lying and exposed situations, to
which the cattle in the north-east are unaccustomed. Of late years a demand has sprung up for them in America,
and their value has in consequence been much enhanced. They have been found an excellent breed for ' roughing
it' on the prairie ranches of the Far West, and numerous consignments are now shipped annually. One valuable
characteristic which they possess for ranching purposes is the suitability of the bulls for crossing with horned cows,
with the almost certainty of the produce being hornless. It is this impressiveness on the part of Galloway sires,

together with their hardiness of constitution, that has brought them into so much prominence. A favourite cross

with butchers is that between a Galloway cow and a Shorthorn bull—the progeny being generally of a bluish-grey

colour ; but the pure Galloway is also deservedly held in esteem on some of the best low country farms in the
district as a fairly good milker. An impetus was given to cattle-breeding in Galloway during the eighteenth
century, when large droves were taken to England, chiefly to the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. That trade
went on increasing during a great part of the present century, but with the development of railways the droving
business began to die out, and it has now altogether ceased, although large numbers of black cattle still continue
to be despatched to the best grazing districts of the South, where they are finished for the fat markets. A greater

number are, however, now fattened at home, but with the extension of turnip husbandry the head of native cattle

in the province has been much reduced, and sheep have gradually taken their place on many arable farms,

while they have also been largely supplanted during the last thirty years by the Ayrshire breed. The best of the
young Galloway bulls are disposed of, when a year old, at a sale held at Castle-Douglas in the spring, under
the auspices of the Galloway Agricultural Society. There is always a large entry from the principal herds, and
there is an unusually keen competition for what is known as the ' blue ribbon ' of the breed. Prices for ordinary
bull stirks range from £\z, to £2$ ; but the choicest of the pedigree animals realise £$0, ,£40, £zp, £bo, and £70.
The store cattle are generally sold as two and three-year-olds to low-country graziers or dealers. The Galloway
Cattle Society, established in 1877, has done much to bring the breed forward, and to emphasise its good points

;

and the latest volume of the Galloway Herd Book shows that 3321 bulls and 8087 cows and heifers have been
registered. An American Galloway Cattle Society has also been started recently, and promises to be attended with
success in promoting the breed in that country, where it has now firmly established itself. In the beginning of
this year, at the New Orleans Exhibition, an imported Galloway bull gained the champion prize, in competition
with all other breeds, for the best killed carcase.

It is universally conceded that the most picturesque breed of cattle is that now known as the West Highland.
Many a landscape and animal painter has found them of invaluable service in turning out a pleasing picture, and
in innumerable instances they have been thrust on to the canvas to heighten the effect of scenes with which they
have little or nothing in common. Valuable as they have been to the artist, however, they fulfil a more useful
function in the agriculture of Scotland, and continue to justify their existence as a breed whose place could not
be effectively supplied by any other. Whether on their native heath-clad slopes or browsing in a nobleman's
policies, there can be no finer sight of animal life than a herd of these noble-looking 'Kyloes,' whose presence
adorns alike the bleak mountain-side, the busy market-place, and the luxuriant park. The West Highland ox
reaches the height of his beauty at the age of four years. His shaggy coat has then its best covering of hair

; his
magnificent head and horns have attained all the perfection of maturity ; his long, level back, well-filled quarters,
and finely arched ribs, are fully developed ; and his quick, fearless eye is alive with brightness and fire. At this

age, when in the best of bloom, their prices range from .£18 to ^24. Argyllshire is the greatest cattle-breeding
county in the Highlands, the number it contained in 1884 being 60,500. With comparatively few exceptions^
these were all of the pure West Highland breed ; and they also extend, on the mainland, into the counties of Ross,
Inverness, Perth, and Dumbarton. They are admirably adapted to the peculiarities of the soil and climate of the
Highlands, and although they have had in some measure to give way before the inroads of sheep, the purity of the
breed has been well preserved. Their fine constitution has rendered them utterly regardless of wind and weather ;

in many parts of the west country they are never housed, and artificial food is only supplied during the severest
winters. Their sustenance is therefore picked up almost entirely from the natural herbage on their mountain
home. The colour of the West Highlander varies from black to white, dun, red, and brindled. The best cross
from this breed is with the shorthorn, and it is believed that this intermixture might with advantage be much more
largely developed, so as to produce a breed of cattle that would embody the most valuable cliaractciistics of the
hardy Highlander with the early-maturing, fat-forming, and rich milking properties of the shorthorn.

Shorthorns, though not a Scottish breed of cattle, have yet many admirers in this country, and some very
fine herds of the 'red, white, and roans,' as they are popularly termed, exist in the northern and eastern districts.

They are valued not only for their milking qualities, but in a larger degree as beef-producers, and they are
extensively used for crossing with the Polled Aberdeen or Angus, which gives a very satisfactory result. Young
shorthorn crosses are imported pretty extensively, for fattening purposes, from Ireland and the North of England
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to il.r easten ami Nathan counties of Scotland, where they make rapid progress towards maturity. Several of
the d print al the leading English Christmas Shows are annually won by Scottish-bred Shorthorn or
i led cattle t attli reeding In Scotland is very skilfully managed, and no part of farm husbandry receive*

Btkn from the fanner. The animals arc led under cover, either tied up or in loose-boxes, ami with
a hi. liii. >us rappll ol roots, cake, and straw, they take on beef remarkably fast, and are ready for the butcher

vrl) c.ub The advantage .'I emend omits for callle-lccding—both with a view to the comfort and
i

i the nfiwla. and to the Improvement oi the manure— is now being generally recognised, and in very
lew districts :uc cattle fed in the open.

Scotland ha» more than one-loin ;li i f the slice]) in (beat l'.iitain, the number returned for the northern part
,.t the kingdom In i

i f
6 1,1 which 2,393,82(1 were lambs. between 1877 and 18S1 very heavy

i \ Bockma ten throughout the country by the ravages of disease and the severity of the

weatha dunng the land. in- < .1 .nh, and to sin li an extent were sheep stocks being reduced that Iler Majesty the

Qoeeo, in the spring ol 1883, Issued an order prohibiting the use of lamb at the Royal table during that season.
I iie Batten thai takes the form of imitation was ollcicd by all fashionable circles, with the result that lamb
becaOM dm;.; in the market, and pric es in a short time fell as much as 10s. per head. The outlook for the hill

1. iiner wi wfj sriou . una something like a panic prevailed among flockmastcrs. Her Majesty's resolution

of I II Bj taken nitfa the view ol preventing the slaughter of large numbers of lambs, so as to increase

heep, but the demand lor lamb for home consumption having almost ceased, prices had
fallen SO low thai the fanner could not sell, at anything like a remunerative rate, his usual crop for the hogging
kciNon. The outcrj reached the Queen's ears, the Royal 'edict' against lamb was explained away, the aristocracy

leturned to JM nd mini sauce, pi h i s resumed their normal position, and the temporary panic passed
\ I he well-meanl intentions of Her Majesty were perhaps not without effect in checking the premature

slaughter of VOUng sheep, so as to procure 'early
1 lamb for the table, for since then the Hocks of Great Britain

nan increased by about 2,000,000, while the number of lambs has risen from 8,745,884111 1882 109,683,491
in 1 S*>.(. I he two purely Scottish breeds of sheep are the Cheviot and the Blackfaced, both with characteristics

i t adapt them to the varied conditions of the country
; but there are also the Border Leicester, the Half-bred,

nd the Blackfaced C ross, all of which enter largely into the sheep-farming of Scotland ; while the Shropshire
I lowi are also spreading north of the Tweed, where they are becoming increasingly popular on account of their

in h forming qualities and the high character of their mutton. The mountain breeds are the Cheviots and
Bl fai I S, « ittl « hu h the pastoral farms in the north and south of Scotland are stocked. On the lower grazings

of hill farms Cheviots have been largely supplanted by half-breds, whose money value is greater, and on the

higher grounds they arc being displaced by the more hardy blackfaces, so that the once popular whitefaces have
no* disappeared from many grazings which a quarter of a century ago carried no other kind of stock, both
breeds are very active, but the blackfaced is much better suited for the higher ranges of the Highlands ; the

I b riotl preferring better pastures than the heath that is to be found on the hillsides. The wool of the black-

[ i coal 1 111 quality than that of the Cheviot, but the staple is longer, and it is specially adapted for the

manufacture of strong cloths. The higher price paid for Cheviot wool, however, gives it an advantage in this

rc-pect. The blackfaced does not make the same progress in fattening as the Cheviot, but the mutton of the

former cannot be surpassed for sweetness. That the hardiness of the Cheviot has been impaired is perhaps largely

due to the introduction, about thirty-five years ago, of a cross of Leicester blood, which, while it increased the

size and appearance of the sheep, weakened their constitution and rendered them unable to withstand the blasts

of winter in exposed situations. This falling-off in the popularity of the pure Cheviot is to be regretted, for it has

been largely identified with the success of Scottish farming, and taken altogether there is probably no breed so

serviceable to the fanners of this country, or that can be better relied upon to pay its way. The wool is fine,

close, and short, the fleece generally weighing from 3 lbs. to 5 lbs. ; and the carcase is wealthy, varying from
|8 lbs, to 26 bis. per quarter. There has been no attempt made to improve the blackfaced breed out of existence

by crossing. Its present high state of development is due to careful and judicious selection, which is every year

being more closely attended to, with the result that the improvement is more marked than ever. It would be
impossible by any infusion of southron blood to add to the value of the blackfaces for the function they are called

upon to fulfil. Their home is on the mountain side, their fare is of the scantiest, and they are exposed to priva-

tions under which every other breed would succumb
;
yet they thrive admirably in their ill-favoured circumstances,

and by most hill farmers are regarded as the only safe sheep with which to face a severe winter. The blackfaced

is the most picturesque of all the breeds of sheep. His whole appearance betokens a boldness and love of

freedom in harmony with the life he leads on his native pastures ; and there is an air of defiance about him that

well befits the mountaineer. His horns are beautifully curved, and with his shaggy coat impart a wildness not

unsuitcd to his character ; while his strong muscular body indicates the natural hardiness of constitution that

renders him invaluable to the stock farmer of Scotland. The wool of the blackface is long and coarse, and the

fleece weighs about 4 lbs. The average carcase of the sheep when brought to the scales is 60 lbs. ; but the best

of the rams are retained for breeding purposes, and when sold bring very high prices if drawn from high-class

flocks, as much as 71 guineas having been paid for a ram at the Lothian sales. A good cross for fattening

purposes is that between the blackfaced ewe and Leicester ram. The produce is chiefly raised at a moderate
elevation, and their weight is much greater than the blackfaced, while the quality of their mutton is very little

inferior. Some splendid flocks of border Leicester sheep are kept in the south-eastern district of Scotland, chiefly

in Roxburghshire, for the purpose of supplying the demand for breeding rams to cross with Cheviot ewes, so as

to provide the necessary stock of half-bred sheep. These Border Leicesters were originally introduced to Scot-

land from the celebrated stocks of the founder of the breed, Mr Robert Bakewell, Dishley, Leicestershire ; but

in their new home they have been transformed into a much superior type to the English Leicesters from which

they are descended, and for the purpose to which they are applied no better breed could be found. Between two
and three thousand of these rams are sold annually at the Edinburgh and Kelso sales, and prices for well-bred

animals range as high as £60 and even up to ^125, which was paid for a ram in 1883. They take on fat with

remarkable rapidity, but their mutton is somewhat coarse, and is not much in demand. Their chief value lies in

the adaptability of the rams for crossing purposes; and the half-bred, which is the result of the Border Leicester

ram and the Cheviot ewe, is the principal stock on lowland arable farms. It has for nearly forty yeats been

growing in the estimation of farmers as perhaps the most profitable sheep that can be reared, and it is to be found

in the extreme north as well as in the Border counties. Another Scottish breed of sheep is the small but hardy type

which is peculiar to Orkney and Shetland, and the principal characteristic of which is its soft silky wool. The
prices of sheep during season 1884 ranged as follows :—Cheviot wedder lambs, 10s. to 14s. 3d. ; Cheviot ewe
lambs, 165. to 17s. ; half-bred ewe lambs, 28s. to 29s. ; half-bred wedder lambs, 24s. ; Cheviot ewes, 29s. 6d. to
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31s. ; Cheviot wedders, 46s. ; blacl<faced wedders, three years old, 32s. to 41s. ; blackfaced wedders, two years

old, 22s. to 26s. ; blackfaced cast ewes, 16s. to 22s.

The breeding of pigs has not received so much attention in Scotland as in England, but the improvement,

compared with the general run of farmers' pigs a quarter of a century ago, is very marked, there being an absence

of the long-snouted, long-legged, and lanky animal which was formerly too common. Its place has been taken

by a better-proportioned and more quickly-maturing type
;

but, as we have said, there is room for further im-

provement before Scottish farmers can reach that high degree of perfection which has been attained by many
English breeders. In 1884 there were 159,560 pigs in Scotland, or 3000 more than in the previous year. The
four south-western counties contribute 44,500, or nearly one-third of the whole stock. These being the principal

dairy counties, the whey from the cheese is largely used in the feeding of pigs, and forms an excellent diet

when mixed with Indian meal or some similar substance. About ten years ago the custom which most prevailed

in the south-west was to feed the pigs till maturity, then slaughter them on the farm and sell the pork by the

carcase to local bacon-curers ; but with the institution of auction marts, and the immense importations of foreign

ham, this trade has greatly fallen off, and a more ready and convenient market is found to exist in the public

auction sales, where the swine are exposed in a live state and sold as a rule to the pork butcher. Notwithstanding

the huge supplies received from Chicago, the piggery is still found a profitable auxiliary to the small farmer of

this country, and it might with advantage be further developed.

ENSILAGE.

The term ' ensilage ' may be comparatively new in the agricultural world, but the system it denotes belongs
to the ancients. The preservation of fodder in pits has long been practised in other countries, but it is only in

recent years that it has been brought into practical use in Britain. Introduced into England from America in

1882, it found its way to Scotland in the following year, when several experiments, generally attended with
success, were made in the new method of preserving grain and grasses independent of the weather. The Legis-

lature so far recognised the system, that in the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1883 silos were made an improvement
for which, having been erected with the landlord's consent, compensation can be claimed at the end of the lease.

The latest returns of the Board of Trade show that sixty silos had been erected in Scotland up to June 1884, but
since then many more have been opened, there being scarcely a county in which they do not exist. The experi-

ments have almost invariably been made by the landlords, the depressed times and the scarcity of capital preventing
tenants from entering on any new field of enterprise that might possibly increase their financial difficulties. The
hay crop has always been a precarious one, and with such a fickle climate as that of Scotland anything that would
in a manner place the farmer independent of the weather in securing nutritious fodder for his stock during winter
would be heartily welcomed ; but successful as ensilage has hitherto proved, so far as subjected to a practical test,

it is doubtful if it will ever altogether take the place of root crops, although it may, in a season when turnips are

a failure, prove a valuable auxiliary. Cattle, as a rule, take very readily to it
;
sheep, particularly lambing ewes,

are said to be very partial to it ; and its effect on the milk is also considered beneficial ; but horses do not take to

it kindly, and the old, dry, hard, and somewhat coarse rye grass is still regarded as essential to maintaining the

bone and muscle in equine stock. The grain crop which it is intended to place in the silo is cut when green and
moist, and the grass which usually forms the alternate layers is placed in the receptacle whether wet or dry, so
that there is no need to observe the old maxim of 'making hay while the sun shines.' On the silo being filled

the contents are covered with planks, and weighted with earth or other material or levers, so as to compress the

whole mass as much as possible, a continuous pressure of 150 lbs. to the square foot being desirable, and the place
is then closed—being practically hermetically sealed—for four or five months. When the silo has been opened,
the 'silage,' as the preserved fodder is called, emits an odour resembling brewers' malt, but the fodder itself is

generally found sweet, fresh, and enticing for stock. Ensilage is believed to be specially applicable to Scotland
in view of the rigorous winters to which our hill sheep stocks are exposed. Hay at that period of the year, even
when a good crop has been secured in the summer, is not often available lor the flocks frozen out from their

natural food, and the preserved fodder can be conveniently conveyed to them at a cost much less than that

entailed by the use of hay or turnips, while a succulent bite is also provided. Experiments have shown that the
quality of the milk from dairy stock fed on silage is much richer than that from cows getting roots or hay ; and
other practical tests have proved that silage-led animals take on more flesh than those getting turnips.

DAIRY FARMING.

A too much neglected branch of Scottish farming is that of dairying, which has been left entirely to the
south-western counties, where the Ayrshire cattle have their home ; but even in that district there was not for

some considerable time great energy shown. Cheese makers, although they might satisfy the Scottish palate,

had to produce an article that would meet the English taste and could compete in the London market with the
English Cheddar. There is now a good prospect of this being realised, for the improvement in last season's
make of Scottish cheese was most pronounced. Dairying in Scotland has, in the midst of these adverse seasons,
been found a paying concern, and it may be expected to extend to other districts. A Scottish Dairy Association
was formed in 1884, with branches in all the south-western counties ; the Highland and Agricultural Society has
instituted a Dairy Department; and local interest is showing itself fully alive to the importance of this branch of
farming. Permanent pastures are recommended for other districts which have grown grain and root crops at a
loss, and there is a probability that before long dairy farming will have been recognised elsewhere than in Ayr-
shire and Galloway. Thirty years ago the cheese manufactured in Scotland was known as Dunlop, and it was
generally of an inferior character. The Ayrshire Agricultural Association—which in point of enterprise is hardly
second to the Highland Society—took up a question that so materially affected its own district, and sent two of
its members to obtain information in England as to the best modes of checsemaking. A Somerset farmer and his

wife were in 1855 introduced to Ayrshire for the purpose of imparting instruction as to the making of Cheddar
cheese, and the new mode was adopted with such good results that the English makers have been entirely
eclipsed at their own trade. The change in the system of manufacture is estimated to have added 10s. per cwt.
to the value of the Scottish cheese, which indicates a rise of over ^120,000 per annum in the returns from the
dairies of the south-western counties. Dairying has paid well—the profits from this department having been
more satisfactory than from any other—and farmers are not disposed to neglect a good thing. Even more
remunerative than the manufacture of cheese last year was the sale of milk, which, with good facilities for trans-
port to the large centres of population, yields a very profitable return. Dairy farming has indeed been found to
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\* \hr lv»t rent paver of htc, and it is growing in popular favour. A travelling dairy, with the view of improving
ihe character «t butter-making, was at work in Ayrshire and Renfrewshire in the autumn of 18S4; and an
c\|>cii 111 ihecse manufacture from Canada gave practical instruction in all the south-western counties during the
I rewdini! summer. Thai dairymen had profited by what tie taught was evident at the Kilmarnock Cheese Show
bold in Octobet last, where the prim Ipal prizes w< re awarded to makers who had followed the Canadian method,
one ol the chiei features ol which Is ihat, Instead of adding sour whey to bring up the acid, the milk is ripened
mid a more natural and produced. The Kilmarnock Cheese Show, held under the auspices of the Ayrshire
Agricultural Association, is the largest in the world, the pitch amounting annually to about 500 tons, while buyers
attend the mil from the Continent, America, and Australia. Cheese is now regarded more as a substantial article

ng classes I an a toothsome dainty for the rich, and there is consequently a greater demand
fw thr cheaper km. Is impoited liom America. Notwithstanding this foreign competition, however, prices for

w< up, ranging in 1SS4 from 57s. to 70s. per cwt. ; Ctunlops brought 58s. to 65s.
j

and WUtshirUj OS*, to 72s.

DRAINING.

Tl • rh dl dnage is at the very root of good farming, and to the improved system introduced during the
vc.it> is pmnaril) due the present high condition of most of the arable land in Scotland. James Smith

ol Di mston WU Ibremosl in this as in many other matters which aimed at benefiting his brother agriculturists.

1
1 the parish oi Kilmadock, Perthshire, he brought into practice his system of parallel or 'thorough'

dreil age, which wns to change the appearance and character of whole districts throughout the country. Smith's
views were thai there should be frequent drains at intervals of from 10 to 24 fect ; and that the depth should not
exa i 30 Inches, his sole object being to free that depth of soil from stagnant and injurious water. Josiah
Parkes, an eminent authority of his time, differed from Smith in his views of undcr-drainage. lie preferred
that the ibanis should be- less frequent, being from 21 to 50 feet apart, and that the minimum depth should be
4 Ret Smith's system was the most popular in the country at the time, on account of its simplicity and

ess j bul the Inclosurc Commissioners adopted deep drainage as the rule when disposing of the loans
under their control.

Stones were at first used to form the conduits for discharging the water from the drained soil, but soon
afterwards machines were devised for making tiles and pipes of clay, the first of these, the invention of the
Marquis of Twccddale, being exhibited at the Highland Society's Perth Show in 1836. Other machines quickly
t lowed, and the cost of making the tiles being much reduced, a great stimulus was given to thorough under-
gr and drainage, the merits of which were at once recognised as interfering less than surface draining with the
nutritive ingredients of the soil. So extensively has it been carried out that the old plan of forming the surface
soil into ridges, with open cross-cuts in the hollows to carry off the water, has been almost entirely abandoned,
and the land is now laid as flat as possible, which conduces greatly to tillage operations and the working of the
reaper during harvest. The Drainage Act of 1846, authorising loans from the public funds to promote the
improvement of land by works of drainage, was more largely taken advantage of by proprietors and tenants in

Scotland than in either England or Ireland, and the country has benefited in a corresponding degree. With the
introduction of tile pipes the old stone drains fell into desuetude, and the new system largely promoted the
draining of land for turnip cultivation. The horse-shoe was the first form of tile pipe, but that has been super-
seded by the cylindrical pipe, of about 2 inches diameter, which takes up little room, is strong and light, and
forms an efficient channel for the water. If the work is well done, the pipes should last for about fifty years.

No great practical success has been achieved in the way of draining by machinery. On favoured soils the
mole-draining plough might perform good work at a moderate depth. Its mode of working is to leave an open
channel in its progress through the soil, and the water is carried from that channel to the main drains. Messrs
Fowler introduced a draining plough which was able to make a complete pipe-drain at a single operation, the
pipes being strung on a rope and drawn through the soil behind the mole fixed on the point of the coulter. It

could be worked to a depth of 3^ feet in suitable soils, and when shown at the Royal Society's Show at Lincoln in

1S54 it seemed to give satisfaction ; but it could not be practised to any great extent in this country. The
most ingenious of the various draining machines was the invention of Messrs Robson & Herdman, which was
exhibited at the Derby Show of the Royal Agricultural Society of England in 1881. By means of this implement
the drain was excavated by a series of revolving buckets cutting to the required depth and fall, the drain pipes
being laid and the soil returned to its position by shoots. The machine was driven by a wire-rope, like a steam
plough or cultivator, the whole process being accomplished automatically. The price, however, was so high

—

being nearly ^400—as to be practically prohibitive, and no more simple or less expensive draining machine has
since been brought out.

FARM MACHINERY.

The agricultural engineer has done more than keep pace with the advance in agriculture. He has antici-

pated the wants of the farmer, and has provided him with a complete set of farm machinery, equipped with which
he is placed in a much more advantageous position for prosecuting his business than were the farmers of the

preceding generation. Mechanical ingenuity has shown itself prominently in every branch of the farmer's

industry, and something like a revolution has been effected in the methods and appliances of husbandry. Steam
and machinery have largely taken the place of manual labour ; self-delivery reapers and binders have ousted
the primitive sickle from the field ; the thrashing machine has been substituted for the slow and laborious flail

;

and the work of harvesting has in consequence been lightened and cheapened, while the period necessary to secure

the crops has been much shortened.
The most essential implement of tillage is the plough, which plays such an important part in the cultivation

of the soil, the thorough stirring of the land being necessary to secure a proper ' tilth ' and destroy vegetable
and animal pests. The swing-plough has met with general acceptance throughout Scotland, and it is the one
in use on most farms. Its utility has been thoroughly tried, and it has been found to answer best the con-

ditions of Scottish agriculture. Introduced by James Small in 1760, it speedily supplanted the rude and
cumbrous Scottish plough, drawn by oxen. It has undergone considerable improvements, but its main features

are unaltered. Wheel-ploughs are not popular in the northern part of the kingdom, and they have never

made way to any extent on this side of the Tweed. In 1866, Mr Pirie of Kinmundy invented a double-furrow
plough set on a frame w;th three wheels, and it has been attended with considerable success, although the single-
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furrow swing-plough, drawn by a pair of horses, still retains the favour of farmers. The importance of stirring

the soil to as great a depth as possible led Mr Smith of Deanston to follow up his system of thorough drainage

by introducing a subsoil plough, which has since been improved so as to lessen the draught and friction. Drill-

ploughs, with double mould-boards, are used for laying up the furrows of green crops, this implement having

been brought into requisition with the system of growing green crops in parallel rows.

The farmers of Scotland, while they have been quick to avail themselves of modern improvements in the

appliances for successful husbandry, have not shown any eagerness for the application of steam to the cultivation

of the soil, and accordingly horse-power is still the recognised means of draught, except in one or two localities

where special circumstances favour the working of the steam-plough. Although first introduced to Scotland
nearly half a century ago, the steam-plough has not made much progress, there being probably not more than

fifty sets of the tackle in the country. This may be partly clue to the elaborate and costly apparatus necessary,

but it is also owing in great measure to the satisfaction given by the swing-plough as a means of cultivation.

Where deep ploughing is desirable, there can be no question as to the advantages possessed by the steam culti-

vator, but for its successful working, large square fields, with a comparatively flat surface and an absence of

stones and boulders, are almost essential, and these conditions are not always obtainable without a deal of extra

labour, for which the celerity of the steam-plough would hardly compensate. The steam-plough was first brought

under the notice of Scottish agriculturists by the eighth Marquis of Tweeddale ; and encouraged by the success

attending the application of steam-power to thrashing and other operations of the farm, the Highland and
Agricultural Society, in 1 837, offered a premium of ,£500 for the successful cultivation of the soil by steam, the

operations to be judged of in relation to the cost of animal power. Although the premium was continued

till 1843, no one competed for it, and it was then withdrawn. A practical demonstration of the working of the

steam-plough—although attended with unfortunate results—was, however, given for the first time in Scotland in

1837, when an implement brought out by Mr Heathcote, M.P., and which had been seen at work in Lancashire,

was tried on Lochar Moss, near Dumfries, in connection with the Highland and Agricultural Society's Show.
The pJough was in operation for three days, and seemed to work with a fair degree of success, but during the

following evening it disappeared in the moss, where it still lies buried. Nothing daunted by this untoward
circumstance, the National Agricultural Society, urged on principally by the then Marquis of Tweeddale, con-

tinued its efforts for steam cultivation, and they were ultimately to some extent successful. Experiments were
carried on by the Marquis on his home farm at Yester, but on his Lordship's appointment to the Governorship
of Madras they were abandoned, just when the result promised to be satisfactory. The Highland and Agricul-

tural Society renewed its offer of a premium, and in 1S52 Mr James Usher, Edinburgh, was awarded a sum of

money for an invention, the principal features of which were two large cylinders, the first carrying a locomotive

engine, and the other bearing a series of ploughs arranged in spiral form, which turned over the soil as the

engine advanced. This, however, did not meet the requirements of agriculturists, and it was not till 1857, when
Mr John Fowler of Leeds brought forward his steam tillage apparatus, that anything approaching a satisfactory

solution .of the difficulty of applying steam to the cultivation of the soil was arrived at. Mr Fowler was at the

time awarded a premium of ^200 by the Highland Society. Several sets of steam-ploughs were afterwards

brought into practical use in Scotland, companies being formed in some districts for the purpose of buying the

machinery and hiring it out to individual farmers, but the system has not been extensively adopted. In most of

the north-eastern counties cultivation by steam-power is more or less carried on, but there are several obstacles

yet to be overcome before the steam-plough will rank as an ordinary implement of the farm. It was, however,
along with other specially constructed machinery, successfully used at Lairg and Kildonan in Sutherland in the

reclamation of large tracts of waste land, a purpose for which it seems admirably suited ; and it may yet be got to

perform good work on the heavy clay soils which are so difficult of cultivation.

Grubbers, harrows, and scarifiers have all been improved in keeping with the advance of agriculture, and
have been brought into harmony with other modern implements of tillage, while the old wooden field-roller

has been reformed out of existence, and its place taken by implements of easy draught and superior design. The
latest improvement is the cylindrical roller, filled with sand or water, which seems to serve its purpose better

than any previously introduced. Broadcast and drill sowing-machines have likewise been the objects of the

engineer's attention, and at seed-time effect a considerable saving of time and money, while the seed is deposited

in its bed with a regularity and evenness that were not obtained under former methods of sowing. The
uncertainty of the seasons apart, the farmer now approaches the period of harvest with a greater degree of
confidence, begot of the knowledge that he has done all in his power, by improved methods oi tillage and culti-

vation, to deserve, if he cannot command, a good yield of the fruits of the earth.

In no other implement of the farm, perhaps, has there been so much improvement within the last twenty
years as in the reaping-machine, the familiar click of which is now to be heard on every holding. Almost every

year has seen some alteration for the better in its details, and it has now been brought as near perfection as it

seems possible to imagine. In 1805, a millwright at Castle-Douglas obtained a premium from the Highland
and Agricultural Society for a reaping-machine, which also delivered the grain in small sheaves; and in 181 1,

Alexander Kerr, Edinburgh, and James Smith of Deanston, each produced a new reaper, having large circular

rotating cutting frames. Although reported upon favourably at the time, none of these machines had a permanent
success. The first reaping-machine of real practical value was invented by the Rev. Patrick Bell of Carmyllie,

Forfarshire, in 1827, who then received a premium of £50 from the Highland and Agricultural Society, and who
forty years afterwards was presented with £\0<x> by the agriculturists of Scotland, in recognition of his eminent
services in producing an implement which had done so much to lighten the labours of the harvester. Most of the

improvements in the reaper have, however, been effected by English and American engineers, and it was to the

reaping-machines shown by American makers at the Great International Exhibition of 1851, that we owe the

recognition of this implement as one of the chief mechanical forces of the farm. From the somewhat crude
implement arranged by Mr Bell to the manual-delivery reaper of thirty years ago was a decided step in

advance, and from the latter have been developed the elegant self-delivery machines, of which so many are now
manufactured by the principal implement-makers in the country, and the still more serviceable combined reaper
and binder, which, however, has not yet been brought into such general requisition in Scotland. Its efficacy has
been thoroughly demonstrated at public trials, and the only drawback to its more extensive use is its price, £bo
for a single implement being a serious consideration for farmers in these times of depression. The success of the

machine is, however, ensured, and with better times it may be expected to occupy a place on all large arable

farms where time is of the greatest value during harvest. The self-binding reaper is indeed the most complete
machine that has yet been placed at the service of the farmer, and it aims at accomplishing a greater amount of
work than any other. It is of easy draught for a pair of horses, and requires only one man in attendance, whilst

G
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the grain is regularly delivered in compact sheaves, securely tied willi string, and of a unifo
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to work with their hands, and get through it much more rapidly than workers with the hoe, while the thinning is

more regularly performed, and there is less damage to healthy plants. The turnip topping and tailing machine is

another of the set of implements that were designed to facilitate the raising of the root crops, but its success has
only been partial as yet, though it embraces features in its construction that seem to render it worthy of more
general adoption for the work which it aims at accomplishing. Turnip-cutters on the most approved principle, by
which the roots are at once cut into convenient sizes for the different classes of stock ; chaff-cutters, which embody
many improvements on the old implement; new corn-crushers, grist-mills, and pulping machines,—these are only

a few examples of what has been done in the way of providing the stock-breeder with appliances that lighten his

labour, economise his time, and produce better results in the feeding of his animals. As showing the great strides

that have l>een made in the manufacture of agricultural implements, and the increased attention that is paid to

that industry, it may be mentioned that fifty years ago only nine implements were shown at the Highland
and Agricultural Society's Show, while at the Centenary Exhibition of the Society, held in Edinburgh in 18S4,

the implements forward numbered 2300.

WOOL.

\Vhi!e suffering in common with arable farmers from the agricultural depression, the flockmaster has not been

so seriously affected by the low rates current for farm produce. His calculations on taking his farm have, how-

ever, been much upset by the great reduction that has of late years taken place in the price of wool, a fall that has

not l>cen compensated for by the increased value of mutton as compared with what it was twenty years ago. An
explanation of the present low rates for wool is to be found in the enormous and increasing quantities of cross-bred

wools now imported from Australia and New Zealand: They are of all qualities, and are largely used in the

manufacture of various classes of goods for which our home wools were at one time alone considered suitable.

As showing the magnitude and rate of increase in these imports, it may be stated that the weight of wool from

Australasia, which in i860 amounted to 59,000,000 lbs., had risen in 1870 to 175,000,000 lbs., to 300,000,000 in

1880, and to nearly 400,000,000 in 1884. The estimated quantity of wool grown in Scotland in 1884 was about

34,500,000 lbs. '1 he average value of Scotch wool for twenty years previous to 1883 (although the present low

range dates from the period of the Bank failures in 1878) may be stated roughly as at double the prices now
obtainable. Smearing of sheep, for the prevention of scab, was for long the prevailing practice on Highland

farms, but as it reduced the value of the wool, it is being gradually abandoned, and is now only continued on

a small scale on very few farms. Its function is effectirsly performed by the non-poisonous sheep dips, which

have made great headway among hill farmers of late years ; and as a result, the fine north country clips are now,

for the most part, sent to market as white wool. A considerable quantity of blackfaced wool has in recent years

been sent to America for the carpet trade. The following may be taken as the current quotations for washed
v, ,1 per lb. :—Half-bred hoggs, 9»d. to li£d. ; ewes, 8£d. to 9$d. ; Cheviot hoggs, lod. to 12& ; ewes, gd. to

ioid. ; unwashed black-faced, 5£d.
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AGRICULTURAL LEGISLATION.

It cannot be said that agriculturists as a class have received too much attention at the hands of the Legisla-

ture. Prior to the extension of the Franchise, tenant-farmers formed the bulk of the electorate, yet no industry

was so meagrely represented as theirs. They were rather averse to proclaiming their grievances and supplicating

Parliament to interfere in their behalf, but a long period of adverse seasons, together with the losses entailed by
the one-sided contracts into which they had entered, compelled them to make their case known. That there was
depression in its acutest form was too patent to admit of question, and the Beaconsfield Government in 1879
required little persuasion to appoint a Royal Commission to inquire into the condition of agriculture in the

country. Following on their report, Mr Gladstone's Government, in 1883, passed the Agricultural Holdings
Act, which for the first time secured to tenants compensation for their unexhausted improvements, while

power was also given to the tenant to bequeath his lease. One great drawback in the measure is that com-
pensation is only given to a 'quitting' tenant, so that a man must leave his holding before he can receive any
pecuniary consideration for his improvements ; and there is no provision to prevent his rent being raised on his

own improvements. Farmers are far from satisfied with the Act, and those who belong to the Farmers' Alliance

are heading an agitation in which they clamour for nothing short of the ' three F's '— fair rents, fixity of tenure,

and free sale of produce. The same body also urge the establishment of a Land Court for Scotland, with powers
similar to those possessed under the Irish Land Act, and the abolition of the lease system, substituting therefor a

two years' notice. Their programme is so far advanced as to include, in addition to the objects already mentioned,

the total abolition of the Game Laws, the restriction of deer forests, the abolition of the Law of Entail and
Primogeniture, and a revaluation of farms. Among other recent legislation affecting agriculture was the abolition

of Hypothec in 1S79, but the Act of Sederunt was left, and it has proved exceedingly irksome. The Ground Game
Act of 1880 was supposed to be a liberal concession to farmers, whose crops had been eaten up by hares and
rabbits which they dared not destroy, but the interpretation which the Law Courts have put on its terms has

rendered it almost nugatory, the powers of the tenant to snare being confined to the rabbit-hole, where it is

practically impossible to set traps. The Malt Tax was abolished by Mr Gladstone, but the imposition of a

Peer Duty in its stead left the incidence of the tax very much as it was, and little satisfaction was expressed

at the change. The Cattle Diseases Act of 1SS4 was a much-needed measure, yielded by the Government most
reluctantly, and only after numerous deputations of agriculturists had waited upon them to point out the disastrous

effects that were following upon the policy of allowing live animals to land in Britain from countries where con-

tagious diseases existed.

THE HIGHLAND CROFTERS.

No account of the agriculture of Scotland would be complete without some reference to the peculiar condition

of the smaller tenants of the Highlands and Islands. The system of agriculture pursued by the crofters, or the

smaller tenants, is of the most wretched description. In many districts, particularly in the Long Island of the

Outer Hebrides, the plough is unknown, and the people turn over their half-exhausted soil with a peculiar

wooden instrument which goes by the name of the Cos Ckrom. What may be termed the higher agriculture of
the Highlands, as distinguished from that pursued by the mass of the people, or the crofters, has undergone
various changes since the Rebellion of the '45. Prior to that period the Chiefs let out the land to ' tacksmen '

—

frequently men of gentle blood, cadets of the Chief's family—who in turn sub-let it to the common people. But
after the Rebellion, when feudal power and homage were swept away, the tacksmen were deprived of this privilege,

the proprietor finding that, if the people held directly under himself, he could obtain more rent, more security,

and more authority as a landlord. This led to discontent on the part of the tacksmen, a number of whom, on
Lord Macdonald's estates, bound themselves not to offer for any farm that might become vacant. This combina-
tion failed, and the new system gradually extended ; but it only led up to another and a most important change.

The Chiefs began to be sorely tried by their new tenants, who became so numerous that estate regulation, as

well as collection of rent, became matters of difficulty. 'The men of Kintail,' says one writer, 'held a large

tract of land in Glengarry as a summer shieling, or grazing for their cattle, for which they paid only ^15 of annual
rent. The ground was examined by a sagacious sheep-farmer from the dales in the south. He offered no less

than ^350 of rent—about half the value of the whole estate—and, having obtained possession, stocked it with
Cheviot sheep, and died a richer man than his laird.' It was impossible for proprietors to resist temptations like

this. The patriarchal system was forgotten ; the stranger was preferred. In the course of time in several

Highland counties great sheep farms were formed, the people having been removed nearer to the sea-coast, where
they might unite fishing with agriculture. Many emigrated. A new system—that of extensive sheep-runs

occupied by men of skill and capital—was introduced. Sheep-farming extended, roads were made, a higher class

of tenants was in course of time obtained, and the large farms were so managed as to yield, during many years,

high profits and corresponding augmentation of the rent-rolls.

The chronic state of the crofter population during the past generation has been one necessarily of poverty and
discontent. They complain that through past evictions—evictions to make room, in the first place, for the large

sheep-farmers, and, latterly, to make room for deer—they are confined within narrow limits of inferior and
exhausted soil. Their contention was that they were always subject to arbitrary increase of rents, to arbitrary

removal without compensation for improvements, and to harassing estate regulations. A crisis was brought
about by the great land agitation, which has troubled the Highlands and Islands during the past ten years.

It broke out in Valtos, a wild and distant township in the north of Skye, where, on the alleged ground of

arbitrary and unjust augmentation of rent, the people refused to pay any rent at all, and stoned the officers who
came among them to serve the Queen's writs. From Valtos it spread throughout the whole of the Islands,

and to the Clyth estate in Caithness-shire, to many districts of Sutherlandshirc, and to the west of Ross. The
flame kindled in Skye has spread throughout every crofter district in the Highlands and Islands.

A riot at the Braes of Portree, when a force of seventy policemen arrested a number of crofters guilty of

having deforced a sheriff-officer ; a similar riot in Glendale ; the despatch of II. M. gunboat Jackal, with a special

Government Commissioner on board to remonstrate with crofters guilty of a breach of interdict pronounced by
the Court of Session against putting their stock on hill grazings that did not belong to them ; a spirit of tur-

bulence generally throughout Skye and the Lews ; and the legal proceedings taken by an extensive holder of
deer forests for the eviction of a whole township of cottars from the estate of Kintail,—roused the feeling of the
country, attracted the attention of Parliament and led the Government, in March 18S3. to take the imoortant
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iln of ipj okiHn •> Royal C mm) OB to Inquire Into the condition of Ihe crofters and cottars nf die Highland*
au.l Islands >! Scotland. The Commission, over which Lord Napier and Ettrick presided, found that the crofter

i pulaJ d rafl red from undue contraction of the ami ol holdings, undue extension of the area of holdings,
Insecurity >•! tenure, want ol compensation for Improvements, high rents, defective communications, and with-
.li.i« A ot the sod in connc< linn « nli ihe purp ise> "I sport. Defects in education and in the machinery of justice,

tad wanl "i facilities foi emigration, also contributed to depress the condition of the people j while the fishing

population, who i' with the farming class, were in want of harbours and piers, boats and tackle for

< fishin •. ai i .».•
i ' s 1

1 1 the great markets <>i consumption. At the Martinmas of 1SS4 a 'no rent' policy

was tdopte i throughoul the greatei p ut "i Skye, the Lews, and more notably in the Long Island, where the tenants

ol one very extensive propnetoi absolutely refused to pay any rent whatever—not alleging poverty, but stating
ih.u they would Withhold lent iiniil the land was fairly divided among them. Accordingly, attempts to serve

summonses «( removal in the Lews and in Skye were defeated by the mobbing and deforcement of the officers.

It 1 ocame necessary to send a military expedition, with four ships of war and 500 marines to Skye in November
rved ordei ; and the marines were subsequently used to support the police in

apprehending crofters in Skye and the Lews, accused of acts of deforcement.

VII. ZOOLOGY.

By JOHN GIBSON, F.R.P.S., Natural History Department of the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art.

Si mii.wm belongs to that great zoological region known as the Pakuarctic, which, extending

from Ireland to Japan, comprehends all the temperate regions of the Eastern Hemisphere.
Over this vast area the fauna, while exhibiting much specific diversity, shows such a generic

similarity as sufficiently marks it off from the other zoological regions of the globe. Still greater

similarity prevails in the fauna of each of the Palaearctic sub-regions, so that few of the animals

found in any one of the countries contained in a sub-region are peculiar to it. The Scottish, or

what is very much the same thing, the British fauna, is found to be practically identical with

that of the neighbouring continent, inasmuch as it possesses exceedingly few species that are not

found there. It differs, however, from that of the continental area of the European sub-region

in the absence of many specific forms. The comparative poverty of Britain in species, and the

similarity of such as are with those of the Continent, can be most readily explained by a refer-

ence to the recent geological history of our island. Its existence as an island is comparatively

recent. Prior to the glacial period it formed part of the European mainland, and its fauna then

was similar to, and as rich in species as, that of contiguous France and Germany. During the

latter part of the glacial period there is evidence that Britain sank until only its highest peaks
remained above water—a submergence which must have extinguished most of its fauna. It

rose again from the waters as the glacial period passed away, until once more it became part of

the Continent. The animals of the latter then migrated into Britain and gave origin to its

existing fauna. How long this latest connection of Britain with the mainland lasted is not

known. It did not endure long enough, however, to allow of the migration of all the species of

continental animals into the new area. The similarity of the British and European faunas is

thus regarded by such competent authorities as Mr A. R. Wallace to be due to the existence at

one time of a land connection between the two, while the absence of so many Continental

species from the British fauna is attributed to the removal of this land-bridge before all the

animal migrants had time to cross. This poverty is most marked in the case of mammals and
reptiles

;
these, with the exception of the bats, not possessing the power of flight. Thus while

Germany has about 90 species of land mammals, and Scandinavia 60, Britain has only 40.

The latter also has only 13 species of reptiles and amphibia, while the nearest continental

land has 22. Each of these British species occurs also on the Continent, and it is the opinion

of competent authorities that our island does not contain even a single variety of mammal,
reptile, or amphibian that is peculiar to it. It is somewhat remarkable that it is among birds,

fish, and insects—creatures to whose migration the narrow sea separating Britain from the

Continent might be supposed to form no effectual barrier—that species and varieties peculiar

to Britain occur. It is difficult to deal with the fauna of Scotland as distinct from that of the

rest of the island. There are many species, however, especially among the invertebrata, which
are exceedingly local in their distribution, and which, occurring in England or Scotland, have
not yet been found in both. There are some also which, occurring abundantly in the one
division of the island, are found but rarely in the other ; nor is this surprising in view of the

very considerable physical differences between the two—the mountainous character, for example,

of the one, and the level nature of the other. There are others, again, which have obtained

a place in the British fauna through an occurrence so rare in any part of the island as to

justify their classification as ' accidental visitors.' Attention will be specially directed in the
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following account to such species as are either peculiar to or have their British headquarters in

Scotland.

Mammalia.—In a country so thickly peopled as the United Kingdom it is impossible for

the larger mammals to continue to exist in a wild state unless protected by man. The wolf
and the bear have thus been exterminated in Britain during the historic period, and the various

species of deer, the fox, and probably also the hare, would have shared the same fate had they

not been protected by game-laws and otherwise. It is the smaller mammals—rats, mice, and
rabbits, for example—that are best able to hold their own against civilised man. Seventy-three

species of mammals have been found in the British Isles and their surrounding waters
;
many

of these, however, must be regarded as accidental visitors, having only been observed on one
or two occasions. Of the 14 species of British bats only 3 are known to be Scottish—namely,

the Common Bat (Scotophilia pipistrellus), Daubenton's Bat
(
Vespertilio Daubentonii), and tire

Long-eared Bat (Plecotus auritus). The milder climate and more abundant insect life of

England as compared with Scotland render the former country more favourable to bat life ; but

the disparity in the number of species found in the two countries is probably due in some
measure to the fact that the Cheiroptera have not been so thoroughly studied in Scotland. Of
the s species of British Insectivora 4 occur in Scotland—viz., the hedgehog, mole, common
shrew, and water-shrew. The hedgehog is not found in the north of Scotland nor in the islands,

while the mole is also absent from the north of Scotland and from the Orkney and Shetland

Islands. The latter is one of the farmers' foes, doing great injury by its subterranean burrows
to growing crops ; it has consequently been the object of the most untiring persecution. There
is no evidence, however, that the agriculturist is doing more than keeping the numbers of the

mole in check. There are 15 species of British Carnivora, 13 of which are Scottish. The
badger, as might be expected from its comparatively large size, is becoming a rare animal in

Scotland. The otter is also decreasing in numbers, although its aquatic habits give it a greater

chance of survival. In the north of Scotland and in the Shetland Islands it is said to frequent

the sea, and to proceed a considerable distance from the shore. The common weasel, the

ermine, polecat, common and pine martens, are all found in considerable numbers in Scotland.

The ermine in the Highlands assumes in winter the pure white fur—always excepting the tip of
the tail—which in lowland districts it only partially acquires. The pine marten is the common
species in Scotland, as the common marten is in England. The wild cat, which is quite a
distinct species from the domestic form, is now found in greatest abundance in the Highlands
of Scotland, especially in the counties of Inverness, Ross, and Sutherland. They are frequently

caught in rabbit-traps, to which and to gamekeepers they are fast falling a prey. The fox

survives in Scotland owing chiefly to the protection afforded it in the interests of sport. Of
marine Carnivora the two Scottish species are the common seal and the grey seal, neither of
which occurs in such abundance as to render its pursuit an object of commerce. The common
seal is very abundant among the Scottish isles, especially in the Orkneys and Shetlands, and
great numbers of them are annually killed. They frequent shores and estuaries, and the

salmon and sea trout possess no greater enemies than these voracious creatures. Of the 13
British species of Rodeniia 12 are common to Scotland. The squirrel, according to Mr
Harvie-Brown, had become almost extinct in Scotland owing to curtailment of forest ground.

In comparatively recent years it has again spread from England northward, until now it is

probably as widespread and as injurious to forest trees as at any former period. The black
rat is interesting as being the indigenous British species. It is still found in a few localities in

Scotland, but is fast dying out before the brown rat. The latter species is believed to have
been introduced into this country from the East so late as the middle of the eighteenth century.

Now it is as widespread as man himself, and wherever it goes it drives out the black rat. The
hare probably owes its survival in the midst of a dense and civilised population to the protec-

tion of English game-laws. The rabbit has also benefited somewhat by the same, but it is

doubtful whether, having regard to its burrowing habits and its extraordinary prolificness, it

could be exterminated did we wish. The Australian and New Zealand colonists, at all events,

have failed to destroy it after the most strenuous efforts. The rabbit is not indigenous to

Britain, it having been introduced at an early period from the south of Europe. An interesting

species is the mountain hare, which in Britain only occurs in Scotland. As found in the
Highlands, it is of a fulvous grey colour in summer, but becomes perfectly white in winter. It

has of late years been introduced into the Lowlands, and there it has been observed that the

change to white in winter is only partial. There are 4 species of British Ruminantia, all of
which occur in Scotland. The white cattle of Cadzow Forest are regarded by some naturalists

as the unsubdued descendants of the ancient Urus ; by others merely as an ancient fancy breed
of domesticated cattle preserved for their beauty in the parks of the nobility. That the Urus
abounded at one time in Britain is proved by the numerous remains of it that have been fouud
especially in Scotland, and Professor Rutimeyer regards the semi-wild form of Cadzow Forest
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as making the nearest approach of .ill the breeds of oxen to the true Urns type. True, it is

much smaller, but tins may be :w > ounted for by less favourable conditions of existence and too

dose interbreeding. They are of a pure white colour with the exception of the muzzle, the
tips ol tin- horns, the ears, and the hoofs, which are black. This uniformity of colour, however,
is only obtained by the destruction of all the calves that deviate from it. Scotland is par

the home of the British deer. The fallow deer is no doubt more common in England,
but it is a semi domesticated species, and is not a native of Britain. It came originally from
Southern Kuiopc, and is supposed to have been introduced into England by the Romans. The

n Pennant's tune restiicted \o the highlands of Scotland north of Perthshire. It

has since, owin ' to the increase of plantations, extended its range through the south of Scotland

and north ol Kngland. The red deer is likewise confined chiefly to the Scottish Highlands,
where large tracts of land have been turned into deer forests. It is not now found in the

Orkney and Shetland Islands, although the numerous antlers dug out of their bogs show that it

formerly abounded there. The antlers preserved in ancient Scottish castles, and still more
those found buried in mosses and submerged forests, show that in early times the stag attained

n greater si/e and developed heavier and more branching antlers than it does now. This
degeneration is probably due to the restriction of its feeding grounds, to the barren mountainous
character of much of the deer-forest land, and to excessive interbreeding. To the latter cause
also is attributed the frequent occurrence of mal-formed horns. Of the remaining order of

Mammalia—the Cetacea, or whales and dolphins—no fewer than 22 species are chronicled as

having been found in British waters, 16 of these being Scottish. Many of them, however, are

the merest stragglers driven on our shores by stress of weather or by sickness. A Hump-
bai ked Whale [Megaptera longimand)—the first recorded Scottish example—was taken off the

[883. The Rorqual occurs not unfrequently off the Orkney and Shetland

Islands, and occasionally on the Scottish coast. Less frequently occur Sibbald's Rorqual, the

Lesser Rorqual, the sperm whale, Cuvier's and Sowerby's whales, and the Narwhal. The pilot

whale, the porpoise, the dolphin, the grampus, and the bottlcnose whale are the cetaceans

which occur in greatest abundance on the Scottish coast. Several of these occur in schools,

and when noticed they are chased and captured in large numbers by the fishermen. The value

of the blubber thus obtained, however, is trifling compared with the damage done by these

cetaceans to the fisheries. Whales of various species may thus be seen encircling herring

shoals and eating their way into the compact mass. Cromarty Bay has been seen alive for

days with the spouting of hundreds of large-sized whales.

Aves.—The birds of the British Isles are, with a single exception, all found on the Con-
tinent of Europe. The one exclusively British species is the Red Grouse (Lagopus Scoticus),

found in greatest abundance on Scottish moors. The Willow Grouse (Lagopus a/bus) of

Northern Europe, its nearest continental ally, differs from it chiefly in assuming white plumage
in winter. It is not improbable, as Professor Newton suggests, that at a time, geologically

speaking, not very remote, these two species of grouse had a common ancestor, and that the

severe winters to which the willow grouse has since been subjected, has led to its assumption
of a snow-white garb in winter. Some ornithologists regard the British Cole Tit (Parus
britaiuiica) as distinct from the continental form, from which it can be readily distinguished

by its darker colour. Gradations of shade connecting the two forms have, however, been
obtained,—thus proving that the British is but an insular variety of the continental form.

Probably the same thing may be said of the wren brought from St Kilda by Mr C. Dixon in

1884, which has since been described and figured by Seebohm (Ibis, 1885) as a new species

—

Troglodytes hirtensis. A skilled ornithologist can usually tell by looking at the skin of a

European bird whether it is a British or continental specimen, the plumage in the former

case being, as a rule, darker and duller than in the latter. This curious difference is, no
doubt, connected in some mysterious way with our insular climate. The study of British

ornithology has long been zealously pursued with the result that more is known regarding the

haunts and habits of our birds than of any other group of 'home' animals. The list of British

birds contains altogether about 382 species; 160 of these, however, can only be regarded as

accidental visitors, many of them having only been observed on one or two occasions in

Britain. Of these wanderers, Mr Seebohm calculates that 97 of the species have visited us

from Europe, 45 from America, and 18 from Asia. The remaining 222 species are resident in

Britain, but not more than a half of these remain with us all the year round. Many species

are merely winter visitors, which, having their summer haunts and breeding quarters in Arctic

regions, migrate southward in the autumn and fly homeward again in spring. Some, like the

swallows, are summer visitants, which, after rearing their brood in Britain, retire towards the

equator on the approach of winter. Others again are merely ' birds of passage,' which twice

a-year—in spring and autumn—may be observed passing across our land, but not residing in

it The number of species of birds that have been noticed in Scotland, whether resident,
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birds of passage, or stragglers, is about 310. Mr Gray, in his admirable work on the Birds of
the West of Scotland, enumerates 302 species, and since the publication of that work in 187

1

several species have been added. These include the stock dove, dusky shearwater, Pallas's

shrike, squacco heron, and desert chat.

The greatest difficulty has been experienced by naturalists in devising a natural classifi-

cation of birds, so far, at least, as the Orders are concerned; and the variety of systems at

present seeking the acceptance of zoologists shows that the difficulty is not yet surmounted.

In the absence of any generally adopted natural system, it will be most convenient to arrange

the Scottish birds under the well-known, if somewhat artificial, Orders originally proposed by
Kirby. These are—

Raptores, or birds of prey,

Insessores, or perchers, .

Scansores, or climbers,

Rasores, or scratchers,

Grallatores, or waders,

Natatores, or swimmers, .

Of Scottish ' birds of prey ' there are 31 species, 9 of these being owls. They are the enemies

of 'game,' and as such have been subjected to the most relentless persecution at the hands of

game-keepers. The result is, that almost all our birds of prey are becoming scarcer, while

most of the larger species are fast approaching extinction in Britain. The eyries of the golden

eagle are now for the most part confined to the Outer Hebrides and to the northern counties

of Scotland. Of late years, however, owing to the general outcry against the extirpation of

this noble bird, it has been taken to some extent under the protection of Highland lairds, and
seems to be again on the increase in Scotland. The white-tailed eagle, which, a few years

ago, was much commoner than the golden eagle, is now probably the rarer form. The
goshawk, osprey, and kite, all formerly common in Scotland, are now exceedingly rare, although

smaller species, as the sparrow-hawk, kestrel, and peregrine, seem to be holding their ground.

The owls, of which the commonest Scottish species are the barn owl, the tawny owl, and the

short-eared owl, are less liable to attack than their day-flying neighbours, owing to their

nocturnal habits. They are also useful as vermin killers, mice and 'such small deer' forming

their favourite food. Two of the largest of known owls occur in Scotland—viz., the eagle

owl and the snowy owl, both of which are found occasionally in the Orkney and Shetland

Islands, the former being a rare, and the latter a regular, visitant. The snowy owl is also

a regular visitant to the Outer Hebrides, but there is reason to believe that specimens taken

on the west side of Scotland are migrants from Canada, while such as are found on the

east side have probably crossed from Scandinavia, where the snowy owl is known to breed.

The Insessores are the typical birds, and include the thrushes, warblers, tits, crows, shrikes,

starlings, finches, swallows, wagtails, and larks. They are almost all small birds, the largest

being the raven. The raven is fast ceasing to be an English bird, but is still fairly common
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. The chough, another member of the crow family,

was once common on many parts of the mainland of Scotland, but is now confined to the

western isles, where it builds its nest on precipitous cliffs. The jackdaw, on the other

hand, is said to be increasing. The same may also be said of the starling. Thirty years ago,

according to Mr Gray, it was comparatively a scarce bird throughout the mainland of Scotland
;

now it is found, like the sparrow, abundant in the neighbourhood of every town. One of the

most interesting of the irregular visitors to Scotland belonging to this Order is the Bohemian
waxwing. Not a season passes without its occurrence being noted

;
but, occasionally, it appears

in extraordinary numbers, as it did, for example, in the winter of 1866-67. It breeds in Lap-
land, and its visits to this country in large flocks are supposed to be due to scarcity of food in

its usual winter quarters owing to exceptionally heavy falls of snow. Of the Scansores there

are only 4 Scottish species, none of which are very common. The best known and most
generally distributed is the cuckoo—a summer visitant most common in the west of Scotland.

The nest of the meadow pipit is the one most commonly chosen by this bird as the receptacle

for its eggs. The green and great spotted woodpeckers are both rare in Scotland, although
the latter breeds in Banff, Aberdeen, and Inverness. The fourth species is that curious bird

the wryneck, which has been known to breed in Scotland—in the district of Nether Lochaber,
—but is rare in any part of the country. The Rasores include pigeons, grouse, pheasants, and
partridges. The rock dove, regarded as the original wild form of all the domesticated varieties

of pigeon, is specially abundant on the west coast and islands of Scotland, breeding in vast

numbers in the sea-washed caves of that rocky coast. It even occurs so far from the mainland
as St Kilda, from which it is said to make daily excursions to the Hebrides for food. The
stock dove has only been noticed of late years in Scotland, but as it was found breeding in

Berwickshire in 1878, it will probably become more widely spread. The capercailzie in the

31 Scottish species.
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British islands is confined to Scotland, and is chiefly found in the counties of Perth and
Porfar, from which, however, as a centre, it is gradually spreading into the wooded districts

Of neighbouring counties. Tins bird, there is reason to believe, became altogether extinct in

Hnt.im towards the < lose ol the last eentury. and the existing capercailzies are the descendants
Ol birds introduced limn Noiwav bv Sn T. bowell Buxton in 1837. The ptarmigan is another

Bl lh spot ies > onfined to S> otland. It is only found on the higher grounds in the Highlands,
and doea not extend further BOUth than the island of Arran. In winter its plumage changes
from I greyish lichen-like colour to puce white, its garb both in summer and winter being

eminently protective through its resemblance to surrounding objects. The red grouse is, as

already state.!, the national bird of Britain, being the only species not found elsewhere. While
ii remains so highly priced and protected for sporting purposes, there is not much danger of

Bnt.iin losing its one ornithic treasure. The common pheasant is a semi-domesticated species

introduced into this country probably by the Romans, its true home being the region about
the Caspian and Black Seas. Of late a still showier species has been introduced—viz.,

Reeves's pheasant, remarkable for the enormous length and beauty of two of its tail feathers,

i.u h ol these being nearly 4 feet in length. Pallas's sand grouse is one of Scotland's acci-

dental visitors. This bird has its home in Central Asia, but occasionally, whether by an error,

as Mr Sccbohm suggests, in the direction of migration, or through unusually severe weather in

its Usui haunts, it reaches Europe in spring-time in vast numbers. The greatest visitation

of these birds on record occurred in 1863, when, in Scotland alone, flocks of 20 at a time were

W en, .md they continued to be noticed in various parts of the country from May till October.

The Order Grallatorcs includes bustards, plovers, herons, bitterns, storks, sandpipers, curlews,

phal iropes, and coots. At one time the great bustard bred in Britain, now it is a rare visitant,

le example having been chronicled since the winter of 1879-80. The last of the

l that have occurred in Scotland was shot a few years before in one of the Orkney
Islands. In Mr Seebohm's valuable work on 'British Birds,' it is stated that there is no
record of the occurrence of the squacco heron in Scotland. He has, however, overlooked the

notice of its occurrence at Dalmahoy, near Ratho, where a specimen (now in the Edinburgh
Museum of Science and Art) was shot in or about 1877. The heron is still a comparatively

common bird throughout Scotland, but more especially on the west coast, where, according to

Mr Gray, heronries occur at intervals from the north-west of Sutherland to Wigtownshire. The
bittern, on the other hand, is becoming very rare, and is not known now to breed in any part

of Scotland. The 88 species of Scottish Natatores include geese, swans, ducks, divers, grebes,

auks, gulls, and terns. The west coast of Scotland, with its numerous islands, deep sheltered

inlets, precipitous cliffs, abundance of fish life, and paucity of population, is the chosen home
of British wild-fowl. The wild goose, which formerly bred in marshy tracts throughout the

mainland of Britain, is now almost confined during the breeding season to the islands of the

Outer Hebrides. The white-fronted goose has its headquarters in Islay, and the eider duck
is found in greatest abundance in Colonsay. The puffin is said by Mr Gray to be probably

the most abundant species of sea-fowl to be met with in the west of Scotland. A bird which

formerly occurred, possibly in large numbers, on the west coast, was the great auk, which, it

is to be feared, must now be removed from the lists of birds existing in this or any other

country. The last living Scottish specimen was obtained near St Kilda in 1822, and was

handed over alive to Professor Fleming, at that time yachting among the Hebrides. With a rope

attached to one of its legs, it was allowed a daily bath in its own element ; but on one of these

occasions, it got loose and escaped. Remains of the great auk have been found in Caithness

and Oronsay. Many of the gulls breed some distance inland, and the extensive moors of the

Highlands, with their lochs and tarns, and numerous marshy islets, form splendid nurseries for

these and other kinds of wild-fowl. The great skua is occasionally obtained during its

migration on all parts of the coast, but its only breeding-places in Scotland are in the Shetland

Islands, and chiefly in Unst and Foula. Of the terns, the Arctic tern is now found to be the

most abundant in Scotland, and not the so-called common tern, which, however, occurs most

commonly in England and Ireland. One of the most characteristic of Scottish birds is the solan

goose. It has five breeding stations in Scotland—viz., Ailsa Craig, St Kilda, North Barra, Stack

of Suleskerry, 40 miles west of Stromness, and the Bass Rock. It exists on these stations in

immense hosts during the breeding season, and as the gannets feed entirely on fish, such as

haddock, whiting, and herring, they are no mean competitors with man in securing the harvest

of the sea.

Reptilia and Amphibia.—As already stated, the vertebrate fauna of Great Britain offers

the greatest contrast to that of the European continent in the comparatively small number of

its reptiles and amphibians. Belgium, for example, has 22 species, while Britain has only 13

and Ireland 4. This poverty of species in Britain is most probably due to the removal of its

land connection with the Continent, which prevented any further migration of those undesirable
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members of the European fauna. It must be presumed, in explanation of the still greater

poverty of Ireland in this matter, that only 4 of the British species of reptiles and amphibians
had reached so far west as Ireland when the latter became detached from the mainland of

Britain. Scotland possesses most of the British species. Among incidental visitors belonging

to this class is the hawk's-bill turtle, a specimen of which is stated by Dr Fleming to have been
taken at Papa Stour, in Shetland. Of Scottish lizards there are only two species, the viviparous

lizard and the slowworm. The former may be found on heaths in most parts of the lowlands,

and the writer has taken it as far north as the island oi Colonsay. It is an exceedingly active

and agile creature, and if caught by the tail does not hesitate to part with that organ in order

to get free. This brittleness oi tail is common to all lizards. The slowworm is not a snake, as

many suppose, but a lizard without legs. It is found in most parts of Scotland, and is, like the

lizard, a timid, inoffensive creature, disinclined to bite, and perfectly innocuous if it did. It

owes its specific name fragilis to its extreme brittleness. It so stiffens itseli through fear, when
caught, that it readily breaks in two if any attempt be made to bend it. Of Scottish snakes

there are two—the viper and the ringed snake. The latter is of extremely rare occurrence in

Scotland, although very common in England. It is without poison fangs, and is therefore

perfectly innocuous. It is an excellent vermin-killer, and is often kept as a pet. The viper

is par excellence the Scottish snake, and is the only venomous reptile in Britain. It is readily

distinguished from the ringed snake by the greater breadth and the V-shaped marking of its

head, and the confluent series of lozenge-shaped black spots running along its back. It is

possessed of fangs, the poison from which, when injected into the human blood system,

produces serious results. In the case of healthy adults the bite of the British adder rarely, if

ever, proves fatal. With the young and the infirm, however, death has been known in several

instances to have resulted from this cause. They occur in dry heaths and waste places

throughout the Highlands, but are by no means common anywhere in Britain. They avoid

man whenever it is possible, and the only danger of getting bitten is by treading on them
unawares. Of Amphibia there are 6 species found in Scotland—viz., 1 frog, 2 toads, and
3 newts. The common frog is an inhabitant of marshy grounds throughout Britain. Its

eggs are deposited at the bottom of water, and the young when they leave the egg are purely

aquatic animals. These tadpoles, as they are called, breathe by gills, and being without limbs

swim like fishes. As they grow older limbs begin to appear and the tail to disappear, while

the gills give place to air-breathing lungs. When these changes are completed the young frog

leaves the water and spends thereafter an amphibious existence. Frogs live chiefly on worms
and insects, and in winter time, when these are not to be had, they congregate in great

numbers in the muddy bottoms of pools, and burying themselves in the mud, they hibernate.

A large frog occurs in many parts of Scotland, being specially abundant in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh. This at one time was described as identical with the edible frog of the

Continent. Bell, the author of a work on British Reptiles, examined specimens of it, and
declared it to be a new species, which he named Rana Scotica. Further examination, however,

of a large number of specimens obtained from the Braid Hills, near Edinburgh, convinced him
that after all it was merely a large variety of the common frog. The true edible frog does not

occur in Scotland, although it is found in England. The toad, like the frog, is generally distri-

buted over the country. Its form is not prepossessing, and this has led to the attributing of

poisonous qualities to it. Than the toad, however, there is no more inoffensive animal ; and
any one who cares to make a pet of it, as the writer has done, will find much to interest in the

study of its habits. Stories that have been told regarding the finding of frogs and toads enclosed

in solid rock—that rock being frequently of Carboniferous age—will not bear the slightest

scientific scrutiny. No one with any intelligent appreciation of the time that has elapsed since

even the newest rocks were formed can entertain the possibility of such an occurrence. The
Natter Jack toad is a more active creature than the common species. In Scotland it occurs

only in marshes on the shores of the Solway Firth, where, however, according to Sir Wm.
Jardine, it is very abundant. The newts differ from frogs and toads in retaining the tail

throughout life. They are also much more aquatic, only leaving the water in autumn when
their period of hibernation is approaching. The warty newt, the smooth newt, and the

palmated smooth newt are the three Scottish species. They are more or less common in ponds
and ditches throughout Britain, where they feed chiefly on aquatic insects and worms. The
warty newt also devours the tadpoles of the frog, whose numbers it thus helps to keep down.

Pisces.—There are no fewer than 15 species of fishes altogether peculiar to the British

Islands. As might be expected, however, these are all fresh-water forms, and most of them
inhabit lakes, to which, owing to the barriers to migration, they are frequently confined. They
belong exclusively to the family Salmonidcc, and while Dr Gunther regards them all as good
and distinct species, many of them are regarded by Dr Day in his new work on British

fishes (1884) as mere varieties chiefly of the salmon and the trout. Three at least of the

H
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i dei may be regarded as specially Scottish—viz., the Loch Stennis Trout (Salmo
'. loe.nd only m the small lakes on the mainland of Orkney. The Loch Leven

touts), formerly confined to Loch Leven, but now spread all over the
kingdom by inc.ins ol c. :\-> artificially bred at llowictoun, Stirlingshire. It is regarded by
many as a land locked variet) ol the sea nout, Loch Leven having had at one time a connec-
tion with the sea stitti. u nt to allow of the passage to and from it of the salmon and sea trout.

Such connection no longei exists, and the l.och Leven trout may, it is conjectured, be the
<: cendanl Ol Bea trout altered to suit <heir land locked condition. A still more remarkable

ii itanot < i restricted distribution is to be found in the Vendace, which occurs in two small

I a in Dumfriesshire, li is a fish about o inches in length, and is con-
•<•': a k I d( . icy in the locality. Oilier forms of Salmonida found in Scottish and

En sh lak« a are the powen ol Lot h Lomond, the black-finned trout, and the great lake trout.

1 r 25 spei ies ol fresh water fishes found in Scotland, exclusive of such forms
. tl e lm< D and Bea trout, w hich pass a portion of their lives in the sea. There are many

\< i. more 01 less tolerant of salt or brackish water, as the minnow, eel,

and riv< r lamprey. On the other hand, many of the British marine fishes, as the flounder and
the Si , can tolerate brat kish and even fresh water. The grayling is an English river

fish that has been introduced of late years into Scotland. It is now thriving exceedingly in the

Clj ,
1 and Teviot Of marine fishes no fewer than 165 species have been taken off

St : many of these, however, are to be regarded as merely accidental visitors.

They belong to the following Orders :

—

Acanthoptcrygii, . . 72 species. Ganoidei, ... I species.

An.\canlliiiii, . . . 38 ,, Elasmobianchii, . . 26 „
Physostomi, . . . 15 ,,

Cyclostomata, ... 2 „
Lophobranchii, . . . 6 ,, Leptocardii, ... I „
Plectognathi, . . . 4 ,,

nthopterygians, or spiny-rayed fishes, although the most numerous in species, contain

few that are of importance to man. The most important economically is the mackerel, which
appears off die Scottish coast late in summer. Other food fishes of this Order found in our
waters are die mullets, gurnards, sea-bream, and John Dory. The latter is a rare fish in Scot-

land, not more than one or two being caught in the Firth of Forth in the course of a year.

The flesh of the wolf-fish is usually sold in Scottish markets as John Dory, and in the west of

I the sea-bream is also known by that name. The only Scottish fresh-water fish belong-

ing to this Order is the perch, found plentifully in lakes, ponds, and rivers south of the Forth.

The Anacanihini, or spineless fishes, are par excellence the food fishes of the world, and Scotland

possesses the most important species. These include the cod, haddock, whiting, ling, hake,

coalfish, and torsk among the Gadidce, and the turbot, sole, halibut, plaice, and flounder

among the PleuronecHdee, or flat fishes. The latter are generally found on sandy bottoms, and
in Scotland they are especially abundant in the estuaries of the east coast. The sole is not a

plentiful species in Scottish waters. The Physostomi include the salmon and herring families.

In the Tweed and Tay Scotland possesses the two finest salmon rivers in Britain ; while its

herring fishery is the most valuable industry of the kind in the world. The herring visits the

Scottish coast twice in the year for spawning purposes—namely, in spring and autumn. That

they are never wholly absent is proved by the fact that the herring is found at all seasons in

the stomach of the cod. It is during the autumn spawning that the chief herring harvest is

gathered ; but in early spring, when the herring is spawning on the Ballantrae Bank, off Girvan,

an important fishery is carried on. Other species of Clupcidce found in Scotland are the sprat,

pilchard, and shad. The Lophobranchs comprise the pipe-fishes, of which there are five

S< ottish species, and the Hippocampus, or sea-horse. The latter has obtained a place in our

fauna through the finding of a dead specimen in the Orkneys, and of two cast ashore at Banff

after a storm. The pipe-fishes are remarkable from the fact that the males have a pouch in

which the eggs of the female are placed, and in which they remain until hatched. The
Fledognathi include such stray visitors from warm seas as the file-fish and globe-fish ; also two

species of sunfish, which are more at home in Scottish waters. These are occasionally captured

as they lie basking in the sun on the surface of the water, and on such occasions they permit a

boat to approach close to them without showing any fear. The sturgeon is our only Ganoid

fish, and it occurs at intervals on every part of the Scottish coast Of sharks and rays

(Elasmobranchii) no fewer than 26 species occur, many of them, as the picked dogfish, in

incredible numbers. The basking shark—the largest of known fishes—is somewhat common
in the Orkney and Shetland Islands, but it is a comparatively harmless species. The Green-

land shark, the thresher, and the blue shark also occur. Among the most interesting of recent

additions to the Scottish fauna was that made by the capture off Wick in 1884 of a specimen
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of the Torpedo Ray {Torpedo nobiliand). Of the other rays the commonest species in Scottish

waters are the skate and thomback, both used as food. There is no special fishery for these,

but they are caught in large numbers by trawlers on the east coast, and sold at a low price.

The hag-fish, which bores into and devours the bodies of other fishes, and the sea lamprey, are

the Scottish species belonging to the order Cyclostomata ; while the lancelet—the lowest of all

vertebrate animals—represents the Leptocardii.

Mollusca.—Passing from the vertebrata or back-boned animals, the invertebrate division

of the animal kingdom remains to be dealt with. This includes a vast assemblage of species,

but unfortunately only a few of its sub-divisions have been thoroughly worked out by naturalists.

One of these is the Mollusca, regarding the British species of which fairly complete histories

have been furnished by Forbes and Hanley, and more recently by Gvvyn Jeffreys. According

to the latter, the total number of species of undoubted British mollusca is 686. These consist

of 124 land and fresh-water shells, of which 15 are bivalves (Lamellibraiichiatd) and 109
univalves {Gastropoda) ; and 562 marine species. The latter are thus classified : Brachiopoda,

6; Lamellibranchiata, 171; Gastropoda, 366; Pteropoda, 2; and Cephalopoda, 12. Of the

marine species, no fewer than 72 have not as yet been found beyond the British isles and
seas. The shells of several species are occasionally dredged in British waters, and included

in lists of British shells which have never been found living in our area, although they still

exist in high northern latitudes. A marked feature in the molluscan fauna of Britain is its

antiquity; thus, of the 124 land and fresh-water shells at present existing in Britain, no fewer

than 80 species were living in Tertiary times. Although there are many species exceedingly

local in their distribution, yet the great majority of British shells occur in Scotland. The land

molluscs belong for the most part to the family Helicidce or snails. They are found chiefly in

connection with the vegetation upon which they feed, but certain species affect particular

situations
; thus, Helix aculeata is usually found among dead leaves and moss in woods. The

commonest Scottish species is Helix nemoralis, remarkable for the endless variety of colour

and pattern in its shell. Helix pot?iatia—the snail most commonly eaten on the Continent

—

does not occur in Scotland. Some species, as Achatina acicula, are subterranean
;
others, as

the slugs, have no external shell. They can all be found most readily during moist weather.

Of fresh-water bivalves, the most important Scottish species is the pearl mussel. It is found
in most of the mountain streams, but the Scottish pearl fishery has been chiefly prosecuted in

the rivers Forth, Tay, Earn, and Doon. The largest of Scottish fresh-water shells is the

Anodonta cygnea, found in lakes, canals, and slow-flowing rivers. It attains a length of 3
inches with a breadth of 5 -5 inches. Another curious form is Dreissena polymorpha, somewhat
resembling the common mussel, which, in Scotland, seems to be confined to the canal at

Edinburgh. It was first observed in Britain in 1824, and is believed by some naturalists to

have been originally a marine form, as it occurs fossil in marine strata.

The sea bed has been divided by naturalists into four zones, each characterised more or less

distinctly by its molluscan fauna. The Littoral zone lies between tide marks, and is usually clothed
with an abundant crop of seaweed. The molluscs of this zone are familiar to every walker by
the seashore, as they are uncovered at intervals by the receding tide. They comprise the peri-

winkles, dog whelks, limpets, and chitons ; and several of them are largely used in Scotland for

food and bait. Where the Littoral zone is sandy and, consequently, bare of vegetation, a different

set of molluscs are found, as cockles, mussels, razor shells, myas, etc. These are for the most
part boring molluscs that bury themselves in the sand, and they are also largely used as food
and bait. Other borers found in this zone are the different species of Pholas, which drill their

way into sandstone, limestone, and shale ; and the Teredines, or ship worms, which bore their

way into wood. The Laminarian zone extends from low-water mark to a depth of 10 fathoms,

and its seaweed nourishes a large number of phytophagous molluscs, including species of
Patella, Trochus, and Rissoa. It is the zone also of the sea-slugs {Nudibrancliiata), The
Coralline zone has a vertical range extending from 10 to 50 fathoms. Marine vegetation is

scarce in this area, and consequently the molluscs are for the most part animal feeders. They
include whelks, spindle shells, and oysters on stony ground, and many species of Cardium,
Cyprina, etc., on sandy or muddy bottoms. Beyond the Coralline lies the Deep Sea zone,
which includes all depths beyond 50 fathoms. So far as British seas are concerned, this zone
is rich in molluscan life. This is especially the case on the great fishing ' banks,' to which
fish are said to be largely attracted by the abundance of molluscan food.

Of the six species of British Brachiopoda—those curious shells which are found so abun-
dantly as fossils in the older formations—4 are found in Scottish waters. Terebratula caput-

serpcntis, the commonest form with us, is not found in English waters. It occurs on the west
coast of Scotland throughout all the zones of vertical depth. Of the highest group of molluscs
—the Cephalopoda—Scotland possesses 7 out of the 12 recorded species. These include the

common squid, the cuttlefish or sepia, and the octopus. Many years ago one of the so-called
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nit cuttlefishes was found stranded in the Shetlands. it measured altogether 23 feet in

length, the body ilone measuring 7 feet
I • 1 \ Tin- > UuM "I inset is includes a larger assemblage of species than any other similar

division of die animal kingdom. They most abound in tropical regions, but are also largely

represented in temperate countries. The insects of the British Islands differ but little from

those «>! the Continent and so many of the species that were at one time supposed to be
peculiar tO our island hive since turn discovered on the Continent, that 'our best entomolo-

.' says Mr A. K. Wallace, 'have coi'ne to take it lor granted that all our supposed British

1 1 >- natives ot the Continent, and will one day be found there.' That all our
have h. il .1 ( ontincntal origin, is extremely probable ; but having regard to the different

climatic and other conditions thai prevail in Britain, now that it is an island, it is possible that

British species, whit h at one tune were also continental, have now become peculiar to Britain

. ( >f Lite years the entomology of Scotland has been studied
I much, however, remains to be done before all the Orders of

insect! found in Scotland have been exhaustively worked out. Much of this recent work
will lie found in the pages of the Scottish Naturalist, an excellent biological magazine
edited by l>r Buchanan W hite. The Orders that have received most attention are the

Ltpidopttra, or butterflies and moths; and the Coleoptera, or beetles. Of Lcpidoptcra there

are about 2000 British species, 66 of which are butterflies and the rest moths. Of the

butterflies, 38 occur in Scotland. The most common forms are the cabbage butterflies

(Pieris); the largest and most gaudy are the red admiral and the small tortoiseshell.

Ll the large copper (Polyomniatus dispar), once common in the fens of England, is

ihc only Ilritish butterfly sufficiently distinct from the Continental
form as to constitute an undoubted variety. This is Lycccna astrarche var. artaxerxes,

a species which long had its headquarters on the slopes of Arthur's Seat. The best

Lo< lities there were, however, destroyed by the construction of the carriage road between
Edinburgh and Duddingston. There are a few localities still known for it in the neigh-

bourhood of Edinburgh, and, according to Stainton, it is to be found on the slopes ot

several Scottish hills. Erebia is a peculiarly northern genus, its species occurring in the

mountainous districts of Scotland and the north of England. Of the 2000 British moths,

d to bi
1

i culiar to Scotland. The Shetland Islands have a peculiar variety of the

>th, in which the usual white is replaced by yellow and buff. The largest of Scottish

moths is the death's-head, not common anywhere, but found occasionally in considerable

: imb( rs in the larval state on the leaves of the potato. Most of the moths are nocturnal, and
these, as a rule, are of a dingy colour ; but there are many day-flying and crepuscular species,

as the burnet and hawk moths, that rival the butterflies in the brightness of their colouring.

Many of the Scottish Lepidoptera are classed among the foes of the farmer, the gardener, and the

e include such forms as the cabbage butterfly, the turnip moth, the goat moth,
and the codling moth. The Colcoptera or beetles are a still more numerous order of insects,

the British Islands alone possessing nearly 4000 species
; 72 of these have not as yet been

found outside the British area, but many of these, there is little doubt, will yet be recognised

on the Continent. Of those which, in the opinion of so competent an authority as the late Mr
Rye, are likely to be peculiar to the localities in which they occur, seven belong exclusively to

Scotland. One of these

—

Apion Ryei—has as yet only been found in the Shetland Islands

;

another

—

Anthicus Scoticus—is from Loch Leven ; while a third

—

Agathidiwn rhinoceros—is, so

far as known, confined to old fir woods in Perthshire. The other three are Oxypoda Edinensis,

Anisloma clavicornis, and Telephorus Darwinianus—the last a sea-coast species described as a
stunted form of abnormal habits. The Coleoptera of Scotland have been collected and studied

by such well-known entomologists as Duncan, Wilson, Murray, and Sharp. So long ago as

1834 the Coleoptera Edinensis of Duncan and Wilson was published, in which fully 700 species

of beetles from the neighbourhood of Edinburgh were described. A greatly extended list

appeared in Mr Andrew Murray's Coleoptera of Scotland, published some time after. The fullest

list, however, is that which has appeared during recent years in the Scottish Naturalist, by Dr
Sharp, the greatest living authority on the Coleoptera. The other Orders of insects have not
received the attention bestowed upon the two already noticed ; certain families, however,
belonging to these Orders have been worked with comparative fulness by specialists. Among
these may be mentioned the researches of Mr Cameron and Professor Traill on gall flies

(Cynipida), Buckton's Monograph of British Aphides, and Lubbock's Collembola and
77iysanura.

Crustacea.—The seas and estuaries around the Scottish coast abound in a great variety

of Crustaceans. There is hardly a rock between tide marks that is not encrusted with the

f.ornrnon barnacle, and every bit of sandy shore is alive with sandhoppers. The Littoral zone
everywhere abounds in shore crabs, shrimps, and sea-slaters, while at greater depths occur the
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edible crab, the lobster, and many others. In addition to the larger forms, Scottish waters

abound in Entomostraca and Copepoda, which make up for their almost microscopic minuteness

by the vastness of their numbers. So numerous, indeed, are they as sometimes to colour the sea

over considerable tracts. The Crustacea are pre-eminently the scavengers of the sea, devouring

indiscriminately both dead and living prey, while many are parasitic on fishes. In turn they

are preyed upon, chiefly by fishes, in whose bill of fare they form a most important item. The
mackerel, the herring, and other shoal fish are often found gorged with minute crustaceans, and
what is known as ' herring food ' is an immense aggregation of minute copepods, which some-
times forms a scum on the sea for miles. The larger species, as crabs, shrimps, and Norway
lobsters, are a favourite food of the cod and other members of the family Gadidce. Several

members of this class are also used as food by man, and Scotland possesses considerable crab

and lobster fisheries. Of the latter the most important are on the west coast and adjacent

islands. There the lobsters are collected in perforated wooden boxes, which are kept floating

in the sea at the various points, where steamers call at intervals to convey such marine produce

to the English markets. The common shrimp is found abundantly on sandy bottoms around

the coast, but it is in less request as an article of food in Scotland than it is in England. Hermit
crabs are common everywhere on the coast. They are alone among Crustacea in their habit of

dwelling within the dead shells of molluscs. Land and fresh-water crustaceans are common
in Scotland, small ostracods being abundant in stagnant water, and ' slaters ' {Porcellio) common
everywhere under stones and decaying wood. Lists of the Crustacea of particular areas of

Scottish seas have been published ; thus the student will find a list of the Crustacea of the Firth

of Forth in Leslie and Herdman's Invertebrate Fauna of the Firth of Forth (1881). The com-
pletest catalogue of Scottish Crustacea, however, is probably that contained in an appendix to

Smiles' Life of a Scottish Naturalist, in which no less than 295 species are given as found by
Edward in the Moray Firth.

Echinodermata.—Starfishes, sea-urchins, and sea-cucumbers are tolerably common in the

seas around Scotland, 77 of the 84 species given by Edward Forbes being Scottish. The most
abundant starfish on our coast is the common Crossfish (Asterias rubens), usually with 5 rays,

and common at low water, although it occurs at all depths up to 30 fathoms. Another
common form is the Brittle Star (Ophiothrix rosuld), which owes its trivial name to the facility

with which it throws off its arms when touched. One of the most remarkable of Scottish

species is the Feather Star {Antcdon rosacea). It has been recorded at Peterhead, but nowhere
else on the east coast, whereas it is tolerably common on the west, especially in Lamlash Bay.

This starfish is of special interest from the fact that at an early stage of its growth it is fixed on
a long jointed stalk, and is thus a connecting link between the starfishes proper and the

crinoids, which are chiefly now a fossil group. One of the handsomest of Scottish species is

the Sunstar {Solaster papposd), of a red or purple colour above, and having from 12 to 15 rays.

One of the rarest and most striking forms is the Cushion Star {Hippasteria plana). No one
who has scanned the bottom of the sea, at a depth of two or three fathoms, on the west coast

of Scotland, can have failed to observe the numerous sea-urchins that lie dotted here and there

over its surface. Of these there are comparatively few Scottish species, the most common
being the Egg Urchin {Echinus sphozra). Seven species are noted by Leslie and Herdman as

occurring in the Firth of Forth. The Sea-Cucumbers (Holothuria) have not the elegant or

symmetrical forms of the starfishes or sea-urchins, nor do they occur in our waters in such
abundance. One of the largest known species—the Great Sea-Cucumber—was first taken in

British waters off the Shetland coast, where it is tolerably common, the Shetlanders naming it

'sea-pudding.'

Ccelenterata.— This division of the animal kingdom includes the so-called zoophytes,

jelly-fishes, sea-anemones, and corals. The hydroid zoophytes are plant-like structures, often

mistaken for sea-weeds, but which in reality are immense aggregations of minute polyps con-
nected together by the chitinous substance which forms the stalks and branches. Nowhere in

Britain have these zoophytes been more fully investigated than in the basin of the Firth of
Forth, and its species include most of those known to occur in Scottish waters. In Leslie and
Herdman's list no fewer than 85 Firth of Forth species are recorded. Jelly-fishes are common
on the Scottish coast, and often after storms they cover large tracts of the seashore. In calm,
summer weather, especially on the west coast, they may often be seen in thousands, displaying

their shapely forms and most delicate colours, and moving gracefully about by the alternate

expansion and contraction of their swimming bells. The species of these delicate organisms
are not yet fully worked out. Sea-anemones are a well-known group that occur in abundance
on all the rocky parts of the British coast. They are most numerous, both in species and
individually, on the south coast of England, but of the 75 British species described by Gosse
in his History of British Sea- Anemones more than a half occur in the Scottish area.

The most abundant species is the Beadlet {Actinia tnescmbryanthc/num), readily distinguished
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bj red <>i Liver-brown colour) ami its marginal ring of azure blue dots. It can be
i i kept '.n confinement, ami a specimen removed Irom die Firth of Forth by Sir John
Dalyel) m l8a8 is still alive. This unique s]iecimen is well-known to naturalists as

'Granny.' Another common and much more showy species is the Dahlia wartlet (Tealia

erassitomit). Although much larger than the beadlet, it is more liable to be overlooked, as

\ tontines ioeonif.il itsell under a coating of gravel and broken shells. Another
i the < avc anemone (Sagarlia troglodytes), which usually inhabits the

, i roeks. The mottled grey tolour of its disk gives it a general resemblance to the

n ck on which it is fixed, and so helps to conceal it. The finest of the British species—the

Plumose anemone {Actinoloba dianthus)—occurs on both the east and west coasts of Scotland.

1 1 is BOmetuxu a found between tide marks, but more usually at the depth of a few fathoms. Mr
c . \\ . \\ gu h tat( 9 thai he has found hundreds, some white and others brilliant red, side by side

. ! d tide marks, at Peterhead; and the writer has taken it in the Firth of

I atl < bed to the back of a crab (//yds araneus). The student will find ample informa-

il the Scottish species in Gosse's work already referred to. Corals are usually

In ions, but there is one group of British Actinia, in which a coralline

op & 1 h< se are the Cup-Corals {Caryophyllia), the tissues of which secrete

tter. They occur sparingly in the Shetland Islands, Moray Firth, and Oban Bay.

Allied to the Anemones are the Alcyonarians and Pennatulids, several species of which occur in

rs, The most remarkable of these is Funiculina quadrangularis, which, after hav-
1 upon the Norwegian coast by Professor Malm, was afterwards obtained in the

il n. Ii attains a length of about 5 feet. A considerable number of species of sponges

to the Calcarea and Fibrosa are found off the Scottish coast. Some of these form

ini rustauons on stones about low-water mark ; others, found in deeper water, give off branches,

a shrub like appearance. Twelve species of sponges have been noted from the

Firth of Forth. There are other groups of Marine Invertebrata, such as Polyzoa, Tunicata,

d ] or minifera, which there is not space to notice further, but the reader will find

lists of Scottish species belonging to these and other groups in Dr MTntosh's Marine Fauna
, Leslie and Herdman's work already referred to, the Scottish Naturalist, and the

Proceedings 0/ the Royal Physical Society.

VIII. BOTANY.

By Symington Grieve, Member of Council of Botanical Society of Edinburgh.

INTRODUCTION.

BOTANY is the science that treats of plants, and as the plant life of every country is ever a

I

: minent feature of the landscape, except where such peculiar conditions exist that the larger

forms of vegetation cannot grow—as in deserts—it follows that Botany is a science that, in one
or other of its more simple departments, forces itself upon the observation of all.

Each portion of the world has its own peculiar forms of plant life, varying from the giant

tree—the chieftain of the forest—down to the minutest vegetable cell that requires a powerful

microscope to bring it within the reach of vision. In the equatorial region with its intense heat,

you have the dense jungle and forest, one of the most striking features of which is rapid

growth. But as you proceed northwards or southwards towards either of the Poles, you get

into more temperate regions where the vegetation generally makes slower progress, until at the

extreme northern or southern limits almost the only forms of plant life to be found are a few

mosses and lichens.

The various zones of elevation also give similar results, the high mountains that exist

nearest to the equator yielding the best illustration for our purpose. The base of a mountain, we
shall suppose, is situated on the equatorial line, and around that base are the dense jungle and
forest of the tropics ; as we ascend we discover the forms of vegetation gradually changing

to those that occur in the more temperate regions of the north and south, many of the exact

forms of plant life that grow in those regions being met with ; and at last, at the line of

perpetual snow, we find similar forms to those that exist at the Arctic or Antarctic Poles.

The law of perihelion and aphelion must be kept in mind; and if its operation brought with

it the conditions that enabled a flora similar to that of Southern Europe to migrate to Scot-

land, as proved by the Coal Measures and fossil remains in other strata, it would also account
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for the glacial periods which have left their traces in the striation of the rocks. The latest

researches seem to prove that the dicotyledonous vegetation of the world originated in the ex-

treme northern portions of its surface, or, perhaps it would be more correct to say, that the oldest

known dicotyledon has there been found. It is a species of poplar (Populus primevd), which
was discovered at Kom6, in North-West Greenland, in beds of Middle Neocomian Age.* We
leave this question for the geologist to discuss, and shall only consider the later steps in the

probable history of the Scottish Flora that led up to its present state of existence.

THE GEOLOGICAL PERIOD.

At first sight it may seem unnecessary to premise an article on the Botany of Scotland with

geological remarks. But if the facts we have just mentioned are borne in mind, such remarks

will be seen to aid greatly in forming true opinions, not only on the present plant life of

Caledonia, but on the geological period or periods when equisetums, marsh grasses, reeds, club

mosses, tree ferns, and coniferous trees flourished on our shores, and a luxuriant vegetation

prevailed such as is found in warm, temperate, or sub-tropical regions. As the Geology of Scot-

land is considered elsewhere in these pages, we shall only mention it briefly from a botanical

point of view ; but new thoughts must surely suggest themselves to the reader when he ponders

the immense period of time that has elapsed since the formation of the first deposits of the

Coal Measures began.

The mind must stretch back to the time when our Scotch mountains greatly exceeded their

present height, while the country at their base was covered with a dense vegetation. The
broad valley that crosses Scotland between the Firths of Clyde and Forth expanded out

at each end in the geological periods to a greater extent than at present, and formed a
vast plain near the sea-level, which at the western side of the country comprised most of

Ayrshire, Renfrewshire, and the Lower Ward of Lanarkshire ; and at the eastern side of the

country the greater part of West and Mid Lothian, with a portion of East Lothian, along with the

county of Fife. There can also be little doubt that this tract of low-lying ground stretched out

into what is now the German Ocean, the whole of this country receiving the waters of one
or more rivers that probably fell into either the Irish Sea or the German Ocean, or perhaps into

both. However this may have been, we find that the deposits of vegetation formed here

must have been frequently submerged, and were afterwards covered with the detritus that was
carried down from the high mountain ranges on the north and south. In all probability

the greatest covering-in of such deposits occurred at the time of great floods caused by a
heavy rainfall or a sudden thaw. That this process was often repeated, we have the best

evidence in the coal-fields of the district, which show a period of vegetation, then the cover-

ing-up process in the deposits of stone found above each seam of coal ; and the number of

repetitions of the process may be counted by the number of seams. In the neighbourhood of

Dalkeith, according to the Geological Survey of Scotland, from the top of the Coal Measures to

the base of the Carboniferous Limestone series, there are no less than sixty-three seams of coal.

The uppermost of these seams is met with about 250 feet from the surface, and the lowest at

a depth of about 3140 feet. Above, between, and below the coal are numerous beds of shale,

sandstone and shale, or shale with ironballs intermixed. The first bed below the surface is

found at a depth of about 90 feet, and the lowest at 3153 feet. It fills the mind with wonder
when we try to contemplate what the lapse of time must have been to enable these formations

to be built up. As each seam varies in thickness, so probably by the thin seams is denoted a
short period of rank vegetation, and by the thicker a longer period of the same kind in pro-

portion to their thickness; though in the hotter periods, as when the Northern Hemisphere was in

perihelion, if Dr Croll's theory is correct, possibly a more rapid growth took place. During
those geological periods the level of the land changed from time to time considerably, and there

are evidences that there were sinkings as well as upheavals. The action of the streams in

cutting out courses for themselves from the upheaved portions must not be forgotten.

The time when the Coal Measures were formed was characterised by the quantity and
the variety of the ferns. At the present we may reckon that we have about 50 different

species in Britain ; but when the Coal Measures were formed, we have evidonce in the remains
that there were upwards of 140 varieties. A warm and moist climate is what we believe

prevailed in Scotland at that time, much like the climate which we try to imitate artificially

in our hot-houses, and which prevails naturally in New Zealand and the surrounding islands

at the present. If we accept the results of recent researches, we may reasonably infer that

the temperature of summer and winter at that period did not differ much, and that there

was a much more equable climate than that which now exists in Scotland. The researches of

* Frofessor Nordcnskjold in a lecture to the Royal Swedish Academy, given in the Gcologital Magwdtte,
November 1875, p, 529.
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I |] Dawson and others have conclusively established that the coal trees grew near broad
cstu.iru-s .ui.l on immense tl.it plains near the mm level, but not in swamps and shallow water
as was at one time supposed. Such trees as the Si;Allaria- and Lepidodendra, of which our Coal
Mcasur<

, , omposed, would grow lor many generations of trees upon such sites; and
then ( .une a period when the plain was submerged under the sea, the whole of the forest being

with thick deposits OI Sand and gravel ami other sediment carried down by streams
liom the adjoining land.

THE POST-CI.ACIAL PERIOD AND THE REINTRODUCTION OF PLANT LIFE TO SCOTLAND.

hi considering the botany of an insular country, the first thoughts that naturally occur to

die inquiring mind are W here did its plant life come from? Is it peculiar to the country
i found on the nearest continent? and, if the same, How came it

t.> be distributed? or does it represent only some of the continental plants? These are questions
i ition. As far as Britain is concerned, we may conclude that we owe

nearl) the whole oi our present flora to the European continent, as there is good evidence that

at more than one period Britain was not insular, but formed part of the continent itself.

Besides, the flora of both corresponds in so many respects, that, allowing for variations in

i lunate, soil, and elevation, we can account for all, or most all, the differences that occur.

Within the limits ol Britain it might be thought that we should find the same plants

:i. in l ands End to John o' Groat's House; but this is not so, and the botanist from

the south "i England will find in Scotland from the Tweed to the Pentland Firth many plants

does QOt find in his southern home, and also numbers awanting which are to him
familiar friends. He will find some peculiar anomalies in the botany of Scotland which require

careful consideration, and which shed considerable light on the changes of climate under-

: i e by the country, and also on the way in which the vegetation was killed out during the

1 period,' anil again redistributed when a time of higher temperature returned.

If the botanist proceeds along our coasts, he will find such plants as Armeria maritima,

ria officinalis^ Sedutn Rlwdiola, Plantago maritima, and some others in great abundance,

goes inland he will find very few stations for those plants until he ascends to near the

summits of our highest mountains. The questions must naturally occur to him—Why are those

plants not found in the intermediate zone as plentifully as at the sea coast or near the

mountain summits? and how came they to be distributed either from the sea coast to the

elevations, or from the highest elevations to the sea coast, without being equally

distributed over the intermediate zone?
W e may premise that during the ' glacial periods ' the plant life of Britain was almost, if

not altogether, destroyed ; and that, in any case, the only forms of vegetation were such as

are found at the present time near the level of the sea along the shores of Greenland or in

the Arctic zone in Scotland, where similar forms occur, and which is at an elevation of over

3000 feet above seadevel—in other words, the summits of our highest mountains. At the

time of the ' glacial periods ' this zone in Scotland, instead of being at the mountain summits,

was at the seadevel, and it is from this point that these plants must have been redistributed,

and not only these plants but many others. The peculiarity of such plants as Armeria maritima,

Cochlearia officinalis, Scdum Rlwdiola, and Planiago maritima is, that they are not confined to

one zone, but exist wherever congenial climatic conditions are met with, at various elevations

from the seadevel to the mountain tops. The first necessity for their growth is abundance of

moisture, and the second a situation free from other forms of vegetation ; and it is this latter

cause that accounts for their not appearing frequently in the intermediate zone, as there are so

few suitable stations within its limits where there are wet rocks, or where the soil is so poor

that other forms of vegetation do not grow so strongly as to choke these plants. There are,

however, one or two stations in the intermediate zone where we know Cochlearia officiiialis ('the
1

; grows, such as the upper part of Borthwick Water in Roxburghshire, where it is

found abundantly from 700 up to 1200 feet above seadevel, with straggling plants at lower

elevations. It is found also at Roberts Linn at the head of the Slitrig, another tributary of the

deviot There is also a station near Innerleithen in Peeblesshire, at an elevation of about 450
feet ; and it grows on the ruins and also the ground at Melrose Abbey, but here it was probably

cultivated by the monks. Armeria maritima (' the Sea Pink') is found as a border-edging in

many gardens in the intermediate zone ; but if other forms of vegetation are not carefully kept

under by weeding, it quickly dies out, and it has no greater enemy than grass. Sedum Rlwdiola

(' Roseroot Sedum ') is found growing abundantly in gardens, and frequently spreads on borders

and flower-plots so much that it becomes a weed. It is occasionally found growing on the

ledges of wet cliffs in the intermediate zone. It appears to be more abundant on the west

. the east of Scotland. Plantago maritima ('the Sea Plantain') is found abundantly
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in Glenlyon near Innerwick, at an elevation of from about 800 to 950 feet, growing on the hill-

sides ; but it does not appear to be so luxuriant in growth as the specimens usually found near

the sea coast
The conclusion we therefore naturally come to is, that these plants, having greater powers

of accommodation to climatic circumstances than many others, grow at any suitable stations

where they have not been killed out by forms of vegetation of ranker growth ; and that they are

found at all elevations, but thrive best on the cliffs and beaches around our coasts, and also on
the summits of our mountains, where they have plenty of moisture and few other plants to

compete with in the struggle for existence. In Norway many plants that are found in Scotland

growing only near the summits of the mountains, are met with by the wayside or in the fields ;

while in Greenland many of what are considered our rarest alpines are found growing near the

sea-level.

There are some apparent contradictions to the theory that the Scottish flora has ascended
from our sea coasts, but these, on investigation, will be found to be more apparent than real.

For instance, we frequently find that stray plants from the Arctic zone, or the summits of our

mountains, are found growing in or near the beds of streams that flow from some of our higher

peaks, but these generally do not flourish luxuriantly, and soon die out, to be replaced by
plants that are better suited for the situation. We have observed in the Highlands that the

rugged beds of some of the mountain burns are fringed with the Alchemila alpina ('Alpine

Alchemil
')
growing in the crevices between the granite boulders down to the point where the

burn joins a larger and more slowly-running stream with grassy banks, and there this plant

disappears because it finds no more congenial situations for its growth. But if, as has been
urged, this is a proof that our alpine plants found at various elevations above our sea shores

must all have been distributed by our streams from higher levels, how did the parent plants

from which those plants have sprung originally become located at our mountain tops, unless

they gradually ascended there with a receding Arctic climate ? We therefore are led to the

conclusion that the plants we have referred to, along with the other alpines that form our

Scottish flora, first reached our shores as the ice of the last great glacial period receded and
removed its iron grasp from our land. As the ice melted on the lower ground, and receded up
to the higher elevations, it was followed in its ascent by the Arctic vegetation, to which in

Scotland we give the name of ' Arctic-alpine,' owing to the high altitudes it occupies, in our
country.

WHENCE DID THE PRESENT PLANT LIFE OF SCOTLAND COME?

Having now informed our readers of the mode by which, in all probability, the flora of

Scotland that succeeded each glacial period was distributed, it comes for us to consider,

Whence came the present plant life of Scotland, and how did it reach our shores? During
the last glacial period we believe that the bed of the German Ocean was filled with immense
masses of ice, that extended for a great distance southwards over the European continent ; and
at this time, which was towards the end of the glacial epoch, Britain is believed to have been
submerged to the extent of 1300 feet, for beds of gravel containing sea-shells have been found
at that height on some of our hills. Some believe that this great depression was caused by a
displacement of the earth's centre of gravity, owing to the weight of the tremendous ice-cap

that covered the Northern Hemisphere. There is evidence to show that since the last glacial

epoch there have been at least two periods when Britain was not insular, but formed an integral

part of the European continent. During the first of those, which we shall call ' the first post-

glacial period of upheaval,' it is supposed that the bed of what is now the German Ocean was
dry land, and that it was across this wide tract of country that the first of the present flora and
fauna came to Britain to fill up the void caused by the ice age, which had killed out all, or

almost all, things living. It is probable that this period of upheaval was of considerable
duration, as it must have been at this time that our Arctic-alpine, and possibly also our sub-
alpine, flora reached Scotland, and also got as far west as Ireland, with which there was a land
attachment. We can easily picture to ourselves the advancing migration of plant life making
its ways westwards as soon as the conditions existed that enabled each class of plants to live.

In the vanguard would be the Arctic-alpines, with a few lichens and mosses, followed by the
alpine, sub-alpine, Lowland, and Littoral forms of vegetation, all pressing and jostling each
other in their advance westwards. The Arctic-alpines would take possession of a tract of
suitable soil, and would willingly rest in their travels; but through the gradual withdrawal
of the ice and the consequent higher temperature, soil and climate soon became unsuitable,
and these plants required to advance to where they would have more cold and moisture.
Their place is soon taken by the alpine vegetation, which is again succeeded by the sub-
alpine, Lowland, and Littoral forms of plant life, as each presses towards the region of the
setting sun.
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< alpines were forced up our mountain sides, they were completely
cut ofi from the Arctic-alpine flora of the Continent, and their ranks could not be recruited

owing to the intervening land not offering die conditions under which the Arctic vegetation

could live.

It therefore follows th.it the Arctic-alpines must have been the first plants that entered

Britain after the last glacial period, and must have remained separated by an impassable gulf

trout am other Arctn forms ol vegetation ever since. The whole of Britain became stocked
with | new supply of plant life winch had got thoroughly established, each plant having

selected those sites which best suited the conditions under which it had to live; and in those

situations it grew with such an amount of vitality that it was able to compete with success

against all other forms of vegetation ; but we must not suppose that this result was attained

without many a haul struggle for existence in which the fittest survived. This settlement

of the British flora had hardly been satisfactorily accomplished, when there came a con-

vulsion ol nature which we may call 'the first post-glacial period of depression,' as it resulted

in the trad of land which connected Britain with the Continent disappearing beneath the

waves, and the submersion of the British Isles to a height of probably 150 feet above the

I
resent sea-h vel. It thus drowned out to a great extent the Littoral and Lowland flora, and

at the same tune altered the conditions under which the Arctic-alpine, alpine, and sub-alpine

Bon had to live. For, the climate becoming more humid from the surrounding sea, a

Dumber of plants which required a dryer climate with greater extremes of heat and cold

mast either have been killed off, or must at least have been modified to suit the altered

conditions. There being more moisture in the air, the extremes of both heat and cold

were so moderated, that our climate became belter suited for herbaceous perennials than for

annuals.

This period of depression was followed by 'the second post-glacial period of upheaval,'

which is not supposed to have elevated the land to such a high point as ' the first post-glacial

period of upheaval,' but which was sufficiently great to connect Britain to the Continent by a

land attachment somewhere in the neighbourhood of the present Straits of Dover, and also to

give to Ireland a land attachment with Great Britain. This afforded an opportunity for another

in of Littoral and Lowland plants into Britain, which gradually spread west and north

from the point where they reached our country. As far as we can judge from our present

knowledge, this period of upheaval was not of long duration, and was succeeded by ' the second

post-glacial period of land depression,' which ended by Scotland and other parts of the British

Lies attaining the levels at which they have since remained. The existing British flora may
be described in the main as Germanic, since it mostly came during 'the first post-glacial

period of upheaval,' when we had a land attachment with Germany. Though insular, the

British flora resembles too strikingly that of the Continent to mistake the source from which
our islands derived then plant life, as we want the endemic or peculiar types which characterise

' Oceanic' islands.

THE PRESENT FLORA OF SCOTLAND.

The ultimate result of this struggle in which the fittest survived, some of them in a
modified form so as to suit changed conditions, was, that we have now in Britain 1425 species,

or, including sub-species, about 1680.

Of these we have in England 1 357 species and 103 sub-species ; and in Scotland

1055 species, or, including sub-species, 1259. The totals for Scotland are made up as

follows

:

Native Species undoubted, .... 937
Native Species doubtful, ..... 29
Alien Species introduced by man, ... 89
Native Sub-species, ..... 204

Total, . . 1259

The native species and sub-species combined include 409 genera, and the introduced or

alien species 38 genera, not included in the above. The whole of these plants belong to 86
natural orders—80 of them including native plants, and the remaining 6 being entirely repre-

sented by a few of the plants which man introduced, and which have become wild. The
following is an enumeration of the natural orders referred to :
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Natural Orders found in Scotland.

23-

24.

25-

26.

27.

28.

29.

12

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

2.

1. Ranunculacere.

Kerberideae.

Nymphaeaceae.
Papaveraceae.

Fumariaceae.

Cruciferae.

Resedaceae.

Cistineae.

Violariese.

Polygalacese.

Caryophyllaceae.

Portulaceae.

Elatinaceae.

Hypericinaceae.

Linaceae.

Malvaceae.

Tiliaceae (introduced).

Geraniaceae.

Aceraceae (introduced).

Celastraceae.

Rhamnaceae.
Papilionaceae.

Roseaceae.

Onagraceae.

Lythrarieae.

Cucurbitaceae.

Crassulaceae.

Ribesiaceae.

Saxifragaceae.

30. Umbelliferae.

31. Araliaceae.

32. Loranthacete.

33. Cornus.

34. Caprifoliaceae.

35. Stellatse.

36. Valerianeae.

37. Dipsaceae.

38. Compositae.

39. Campanulaceaa.

40. Ericaceae.

41. Primulaceae.

42. Lentibulaceae.

43. Aquifoliaceae.

44. Jasminaceae.

45. Apocynaceoe.

46. Gentianaceas.

47. Polemoniaceae.

48. Convolvulaceae.

49. Boraginaceae.

50. Solanaceae.

51. Orobanchaceae.

52. Scrophulaiineae.

53. Labiatae.

54. Verbenaceae.

55. Plumbagineae.

56. Plantagineas.

57. Paronychiaceae.

58. Chenopodiaceae.

59- Polygonaceae.

60. Thymeleacese (introduced).

61. Elaeagnaceae (introduced).

62. Aristolochiaceae (introduced).

63. Euphorbiaceae.

64. Empetraceae.

65. Ceratophylluin.

66. Urticaceas.

67. Ulmaceae.
68. Amentaceae.
60. Goniferae.

70. Typhaceae.

71. Aroidece.

72. Lemnaceae.

73. Naiadeae.

74. Alismaceae.

75. Hydrocharideas.

76. Orchidaceae.

77. Irideas.

78. Amaryllideas (introduced).

79. Liliaceae.

So. Juncaceae.

81. Restiaceae.

82. Cyperaceae.

83. Gramineae.

84. Lycopodiaceae.

85. Equisetaceas.

86. Fibces.

THE SCOTTISH ALPINE FLORA.

In Scotland, owing to the altitude of our mountains being greater than those of England,

Wales, and Ireland, we have a much more extensive Arctic-alpine flora. The combined flora

of the United Kingdom comprises only 91 species of Arctic-alpine plants, and of these 88 are

natives of Scotland ; so that of the whole British flora of Arctic-alpines, only three species are

absent. The first, Gentiana vema, is found among the mountains of West Yorkshire, Durham,
Westmoreland, and Cumberland, and the hills of Galway, Mayo, and Clare in Ireland. The
centre from which this plant has been distributed is the European Alps. The second, Lloydia

Serotina, is found on the mountains of Carnarvonshire in Wales. A small bulbous plant with

white flowers, it has an extensive distribution, being found on rocky mountains in Northern

and Arctic Europe, Asia, and America, as also on the high mountain ranges of Europe, the

Caucasus, and Altai. The third, Saxifraga umbrosa, or London Pride, has the south-western

Irish hills as its only British station. It is one of those plants designated by the late Mr
Hewett Cottrell Watson, the author of Topographical Botany, as Asturian, from its nearest

native habitat to Britain being the mountains of Asturia.

Of the 91 British Arctic-alpine plants, 45 are natives of England and Wales, while only

25 are natives of Ireland. If we examine the lists of the flora of Arctic Europe, we find that,

with the exception of about half a dozen species, all these 91 plants are found there; and if

we travel further north to the Polar regions, we find nearly 50 of these species, or more than

half the British Arctic-alpine flora, growing near the sea-level.

In Scotland the Grampian range may be considered the centre of the distribution of our
Scottish Arctic-alpine flora, and there are two principal localities in that range at which we
find a very large representation of species, namely, the Breadalbane mountains in Perthshire,

and the Caenlochan and Clova mountains in Forfarshire. We find 73 out of the 88 species

that are met with in Scotland in each of these counties. We also meet with a fair representa-

tion of species on the mountains of the Braemar district ; but as we go to the south-west we
find a gradually decreasing number of varieties of Arctic-alpines, the primary cause, in all

probability, being that the plants do not find suitable soil. In chains of mountains, such as

those we have mentioned, where so many high peaks are so closely contiguous, there appears

to be no satisfactory reason why our Arctic-alpine flora should not spread westwards to the

mountains that exist on the coast of our western mainland ; but it is worthy of remark that

those mountains where the rock consists of mica schist are the stations where we find the

largest representation of Arctic-alpine species, while on those mountains where the rocks are

granitic, only a few species seem able to find a home. When we bear in mind the effects of

the weather in disintegrating the rocks, it is easy to understand how the laminations of the

mica schist are split open by the frost and rapidly reduced to a rich soil, while the granitic



rockl, from their structure, are rompnrntivt-ly liltlo affected by such changes of temperature.

With lUCh .1 large rainfall as our mountains are subjected to, it takes a large supply of the

rated material to supply the place of the large quantities of detritus that are being
continually washed down into the valleys.

The So h \i< !:. alpine Bora is specially interesting, for, in proportion to the number
>>t ft] e< iea represented, it contains a fat greater number of our rarest British plants than either

I e lb-alpine OI Lowland tones. It may not be uninteresting to enumerate the names of

plants, and the loc alities in which they exist. Lyclmis alpina is only found in

Britain on the top of Little Culrannoch in Clova, but a variety of this plant is also found at one
St : n in 1 D| '.m.!, namely, Eiobcarten Crag in Cumberland. Oxytropis campestris has only
one Untish station, which is on a hillside in Clova, at an elevation of 2000 feet. It does not

Spread, and appears to confine itselt to a limited area. Astragalus alpi/ais is found growing on
the summit ol a cliff on Craig Mad in Clova, and in the Braemar district on Little Craigendall

;

these aic its only British localities. Millgalinm alpinum is met with in ravines in Caenlochan
and Clova, and on Lochnagar. Most Arctic-alpincs are dwarf plants, but this one is an
an maly to the general rule, as it grows from 2 to 3 feet high. Gcntiana nivalis grows in

Britain only in Caenlochan, on Camcreag, and Ben Lawers. Menzicsia cccrulca has the Sow
ol Athole as us only British station. Alyosotis alpcslris, Alpine Forget-me-not, has Ben Lawers

and Micklefell in Teesdale as its only localities in Scotland and England.

wa is found growing near the summit of Ben Lawers, which is its most southerly

station in Europe.

1 here arc numbers more of very rare British plants among our Arctic-al pines, but the above
will enable the reader to realise to some extent their rarity. Every plant must be surrounded
with the conditions that are congenial to it to enable it to live, and if these are withdrawn, it

will soon die. There are so many distributive agencies constantly at work that there can be no
doubt that the seeds of those plants are spread over a wide area, but the stations where the

seed finds the necessary conditions to enable it to grow and to develop into the mature plants

so f< a and far between, that some Arctic-alpine plants have only one, two, or three stations

in the whole of Britain. What we have said regarding the distribution of the seed in suitable

localities for growth, applies to the sub-alpine and Lowland vegetation as well as the Arctic-

alpine, though the latter, perhaps, affords for our purpose the best illustration, as it is much
more restricted with regard to the area over which the conditions suitable for the growth and
development of its plant life occur. In the sub-alpine and Lowland zones suitable stations

for the depositing of the seed with a likelihood of its coming to maturity are much more
numerous, and the modes of dispersion are also increased, but even in these zones some plants

are found that are exceedingly rare and local in their distribution.

THE DISPERSION OF PLANT LIFE IN SCOTLAND.

The agents in the dispersion of seeds are various, but perhaps the most important is the

wind, which, as it sweeps across Scotland, must carry with it inland and scatter broadcast over

the country the seeds of many plants from the seashore. At the same time the seeds of

many inland plants are conveyed to new stations, where, unless the surroundings among
which they are deposited are suitable for their growth, they soon lose vitality and die.

The agency that comes next in order of importance is that of animals and birds. These
convey seeds in one-seeded fruits, which have become attached to their hair or feathers by
means of hooks or prickles, or sticky surfaces. They also swallow fruits, the seeds of which

pass through their intestines uninjured, and are almost always evacuated at some distance from

where the fruit was procured. Wading birds, it has been remarked by Darwin, carry on their

feet to considerable distances the seeds of plants growing in shallow water, which have been

di
I

ited in the mud. Water is another agency, but, except in the case of the seeds of aquatic

plants, its dispersive power is limited almost entirely to the carrying down to lower levels of

the seeds of plants that happen to fall into streams.

Another dispersive force is the elastic dehiscence of the seed-vessel or of the seed-coat,

by the former of which the seeds of the broom are thrown some distance, by the latter those

of the wood-sorrel. Awns, too, attached to the glumes or bracts that cover the ovaries of some
grasses, are so acted upon by wet or dry weather that they propel themselves forward. They
can only move in one direction j but still in this way seeds may be pretty widely dispersed.

THE INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN PLANTS.

There are numerous agencies at work continually introducing alien plants into our country,

and some of these plants, from their great power of adapting themselves to altered circum-
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stances of climate and soil, have become thoroughly established, such as Anacharis Canadensis

and Mimulus luteus. With our large imports of raw materials for manufacture, it could hardly

be otherwise. Wool, jute, Esparto grass, and other similar products bring their quota of

foreign seeds ; and to our exports we are also indebted for a portion of our flora. This may
seem rather extraordinary, but to procure a cargo many a ship has to come to our ports in

ballast, and in ballast there are generally many seeds of plants unknown in our island. If such
ballast be delivered during genial summer weather, it generally happens that ere long strange

plants begin to make their appearance at the places where it is deposited. Ballast is often

used to level up new streets and public pathways, and wherever it has been laid down rare

plants may be looked for. Numerous instances of foreign plants being discovered under such
circumstances might be mentioned, but one will suffice. A few years ago there was deposited,

at various places in and around Edinburgh, ballast obtained from a vessel that had arrived at

Leith from the Mediterranean, and the following autumn, at each of these places, there flowered

a plant which was a stranger to our flora, and excited much interest among some local botanists,

as it was understood to be confined to the south of Europe and Northern Africa. Inquiry led

to the discovery of how it had been introduced, but it only came up the one season, being

unable to live through our winter months.

EFFECTS OF OCEAN CURRENTS.

Ocean currents bring to our coasts the seeds of foreign plants, and some of these come
from distant countries. On the West of Scotland, where the warm waters of the Gulf Stream
lave our shores, American seeds and vegetable products are continually being cast up, and it

is probably to the same current we owe the presence of a small number of American plants

that have become established in the West of Scotland and Ireland, such as Eriocaulon

septangulare, and that rare moss Myurum hebridarUm. It is somewhat remarkable that the

seeds of plants that must have been floating in the sea for a considerable length of time should

retain their vitality, and this has apparently led such an eminent authority as Dr Stirton to

suggest {Notes on the Fauna and Flora of the West of Scotland, p. xxix.) that possibly there

may have been at one time a land connection ' along the great mid-Atlantic ridge,' by which
may have come the American plants we find growing on the West of Scotland. We doubt if

there are good grounds for this supposition, as without our humid climate these plants would
not thrive or even live, and without the Gulf Stream there would not be this humidity ; and if

our country ever was attached to America since the last glacial period by ' the great mid-
Atlantic ridge,' it is almost certain that the Gulf Stream would not then have broken upon our
shores, and that our climate would have been much colder than it is at present.

WHAT WE KNOW OF THE PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF PLANT LIFE IN SCOTLAND.

Let us now endeavour to ascertain what is the existing knowledge regarding the distribution

of the plant life of Scotland. Perhaps this may serve a double purpose, as, besides giving

information, it may lead botanical workers to note the flora of their own districts, and to

send their lists of plants to the keeper of the Kew Herbarium, who will put their observa-

tions on record.

It is to the late Mr H. C. Watson that we owe the scientific treatment of this study,

and it is from the latest and posthumous edition of his Topographical Botany (1883), diat we
have obtained the following information. The statistics have taken some trouble to prepare,

as it has necessitated an examination of lists that give between 20,000 and 30,000 different

localities for Scottish plants. Mr Watson divides Scotland into six provinces (numbered XIII.
to XVIII.), thirteen sub-provinces (numbered XXVI. to XXXVIIL), and forty counties and
vice-counties (numbered 72 to 112). These districts are mostly counties, but large counties

have been sometimes subdivided, and small counties are in several instances incorporated with
adjoining Watsonian districts. In subdividing the counties, the natural features of the country
were considered, and lines that were well defined on maps, or could be easily discovered on
the ground, were, as far as possible, chosen—such as watersheds, roads, rivers, canals, etc., but
for accurate work the student will require to consult a Watsonian map, such as is found in

most of Mr Watson's works.

In considering the counties and vice-counties, we begin at the south of Scotland, and
gradually proceed northwards until we reach the Shetland Isles, attaching to each district the

Watsonian number. The following calculations include both species and sub-species. Where
our information has enabled us, we have sometimes added a plant to the lists as certain where
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Mr WattOD lias put it dOWll as doubtful

;

possible. It, however, may be belter U
c \.u t, but as near tlie correct in

>th( rwise we have adhered to the lists as closely as
considei that the number oi plants given is not
mb< i as wc have been able to determine.

v. • afau

Numt)cr.

7J. Pumfrie*. county of,

dbrlght, county of,

I
1 I "I ('"I'M II AM) VH-K-COUNTIKS.

98.

99-

100.

101.

102.

105.

106.

107.

109.

no.
in.

These two counties form this Watsonian vice-county,

Kirk
Wigtown
Ayr,

Renfrew,
1 .111.11 lv,

tables,
Selkirk,

Roxbomi|
Mnrick,
Haddington,

Edinburgh,
Linlithgow,

I Lfe and Kinross.

Stirling, county of,

with Clackmannan. This vice-county includes the southern portion of the

county of Perth, and the whole of the county of Clackmannan, .

Mid Perth. This vice-county comprises Central Perthshire, . . .

East Perth. This vice-county comprises Northern Perthshire, . . .

Forfar, county of, ........ .

Kincardine, county of, .......
South Aberdeen, a vice-county, which comprises the southern half of Aberdeenshire,
V rth Aberdeen, a vice-county, which comprises the northern half of Aberdeenshire,
Banff, county of, ........
Elgin, „
Easter-Ness, There is comprised in this vice-county the north-eastern half of Inverness

shire, and the whole of the county of Nairn

West) r-Ness, 1 bis vice-county is the western portion of the county of Inverness on the

mainland, • . . . . . . . . . ,

Argyll. This vice-county is the central portion of the county of Argyll on the mainland
Dumbarton, county of. ........
Clyde Isles. This vice-county comprises Bute, Arran, Cumbrae, and other Isles in the

Firth of Clyde between Cantyre and the coast of Ayr,

Cantyre, the peninsula of the same name,
I be islands comprised in this vice-county are Islay, Jura, Gigha, Scarba,

Colonsay, Oronsay, and the smaller isles adjoining,

1 s. This vice-county comprises the islands of Mull, Coll, Tiree, with the islands

that adjoin them,

North Ebudcs. The islands that form this vice-county are Skye, South Rona, Raasay,

Scalpa, Canna, Rum, Eigg, Muck, and the smaller isles in their vicinity

West Ross. This extensive vice-county comprises the western portions of Ross and Cromarty
East Ross, a vice-county formed by the eastern part of Ross and Cromarty,

East Sutherland, as its name denotes, a vice-county formed by the eastern part of Suther

landshire,........
West Sutherland, the western portion of Suthcrlandshire, .

Caithness, county of, ......
Hebrides. This vice-county is the Long Island or Outer Hebrides,

Orkney, the group of islands of the same name,
Shetland, the group of islands of the same name,

No. of Plants

recorded.

471
491
ICO

645

597
648
321

447
607
716
58i

766
466
785

543

These statistics will enable the reader to form an idea of the districts of Scotland that

still offer the best fields for botanists, and it cannot fail to strike attention that in several

localities much remains to be done. However, the work that has been accomplished during

the last ten years gives encouragement to hope that during the next decade such districts as

Wigtownshire, East Sutherland, and Peeblesshire will have their floras much better recorded,

and also that our general knowledge of Scottish Botany will be greatly advanced. It is,

r. gratifying to know that, from a botanical point of view, Great Britain has been better

worked than any other part of the world—a fact that should only incite British botanists to

fresh effort, as we are nearest that point when accurate general conclusions can be arrived at

with regard to many phytological problems.
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IX. FISHERIES.

By James G. Bertram, author of the Harvest of the Sea, etc.

When it is stated that fish of the value of more than ^3,250,000 are annually captured in

what may be termed the seas and rivers of Scotland, or are obtained by boats and crews sailing

from Scottish ports to other waters, the great importance of the Scottish fisheries at once
becomes apparent, not only because of their vast contribution to the national commissariat,

but also because of the money expended in the construction of harbours, the building of boats,

the manufacture of sail-cloth, the weaving of nets, the making of barrels, and the transmission

of the fish caught to the various centres of consumption. Scotland, from an early period in

its history, has made its mark on the waters, and has during late years been foremost in its

endeavours to secure a large share of the ' harvest of the sea.'

THE HERRING FISHERY.

The chief food-yielding fishes are plentifully found off the Scottish coasts, on many
points of which important fishery centres have long been established ; but the particular

fish which from time immemorial has been most eagerly sought for, and most plentifully found,

in Scottish waters, is the herring—the capture of which throughout Scotland has during many
years been a well-organised industry, and is at present yielding a sum of over ^2,000,000
sterling per annum to Scottish fishermen.

Although the natural history of the herring has at all times attracted attention, it is only

within the last few years that definite knowledge has been obtained of its growth and habits. It

is a fish which breeds and lives in our immediate seas in vast numbers, the herrings of different

localities being easily distinguishable from each other. Pennant's story of the annual migration

of the herring to and from the Arctic seas has long since been proved a myth, founded pro-

bably on the speculations of ignorant fishermen. The herring is not migratory farther than
that it approaches the land in search of suitable spawning ground ; and it is then that it

becomes the prey of the fishermen. It is very prolific, the female yielding from 25,000 to

35,000 roe or eggs, so that Buffon observed that, if one pair were suffered to breed and
multiply for a period of twenty years without interruption, their progeny would in that time
bulk as large as the globe itself.

From official statistics annually collected by the Scottish Fishery Board since 1st June
1809, we are able to ascertain with some precision the quantities of herring which are annually
cured or salted. For the season ending on 5th April 18 10, the number of barrels entered as

cured was 90,185^, of which 35,848 were exported to Ireland and to places out of Europe.
No note was apparently taken of the number of barrels exported to the Continent in 1810
and 1811; but since then the figures have been regularly published. The export of cured
herrings to the Continent has increased from 4730 barrels for the year ending 5th April 1812,

to 863,644^ barrels in the year ending 31st December 1883. The following tables show the
growth of the herring fishery in Scotland during the present century, the statistics of every
tenth year being selected for that purpose :—

Year ending 5th April 1812, . . , 111,519^ barrels cured. 62,820 barrels exported.

» 1822, . . . 316,524^ „ 214,956
,, „ 1832, . . . 362,660! „ 217,499! ,,

»» » 1842, . . . 667,245! ,, 284,736
„ 5th Jan. 1852, . . . 594,031 „ 264,204

„ 31st Dec. 1862, . . . 830,904 ,, 494,910 „
1872, . . . 773,8S9i ,, 549,631
1882, . . . 1,282,973! „ 825,982}

[Note.—The following are the places to which herrings caught and cured in Scotland are exported in the
greatest numbers :—Libau, Konigsberg, Danzig, Stettin, and Hamburg.]

The total number of barrels of herring cured in Scotland during the ten years ending in

1883 has been as follows:

—

1874, . . . 1,000,561 barrels.

1875, • . . 942,980 „
18 76, . . . 598, 197* „
1877, • . • 847,718! „
'878, . . . 905,768

1879, . . . 841,796 barrels.

18S0, . . . 1,473,600^ ,,

1881, . . . 1,111,155! »,

1882, . . . 1,282,973! „
1883, . . . 1,269,4124 „

Most of the herrings cured in Scotland are exported to the Continent, as is shown by the
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I lowii table, whit h gives the total numbei oi barrels exported to Ireland, the Continent and
pl.ucs out ul Kurope:

—

Ireland. Continent. Out of Europe. Total.

1874, - . . 2S,i;,7i 7°6.9°7J 2209$ 737,314?
1875, . . . 33,434 624,1374 3399 660,9704
1S70, . . . 20,333 37s-7-»o I35°i 400.423I
1S77. • • • I«."SS4 543.9o8J 1992 561,9854
1878, • • • >7>44Si 608,969.1 2519 628,934

• • • -VS S74 S36,38o4 7.S54 545.993
iSSo, . . . 32,.jS-4 976,3004 10284 1,009,8114
i^ s

'. • • • 33,459* 711,488 9724 745,8791
lK8j, • • 40,377 782,576.1 30294 825,982^
I8831 . . . 25,870 863,6444 1246 890,7604

No ol denoting the quantities of herrings sold fresh were formerly collected;

bal in 1833 an attempt was fur the fu st time made to ascertain the extent of trade carried on in

hi rring fishery. The statistics have been taken at each of the twenty-six
1 of which is given on p. 73) superintended by officers of the Scottish

II ' sale of herrings, as taken from the water, is placed at 114,887 crans

ire whw h holds forty-five gallons of ungutted herrings), and the value of the

catch is set down as ,£149,433. The cured herrings of 1883 are valued at ,£1,904,1 18, 15s.,

making ti t both a grand total of ,£2,053,551, 15s. Counting the cran as a barrel, and estimat-

1 ont< llts oi each barrel at 800 individual fish, the total number of herrings captured

I d irin the year 1883 would be 1,107,439,200. At the price of ^d. each, the sum
which that number offish should realise would be ^2,307,1^5.

The ' curer ' has always been more or less the moving spirit of the herring fishery in

Scotland, and is so still, although commerce in salted herrings is evidently on the eve of a
: , in consequence, probably, of the growing demand for the newly-caught fish, which

more easily conveyed to towns and cities than was the case sixty years since. The
curer contracts with the owners of boats to fish for him, at one or other of his curing places,

II he possess more than one; he usually stipulates that the owner of the vessel shall supply
him with 200 crans offish. One curer may have any number of boats fishing for him, at a
sun agreed upon for each cran of fish; he also, in some instances, provides the boat with

several requisites of the fishery, as, for instance, dye stuff for the nets, probably also the nets

as well. He likewise, as a rule, provides ground upon which the nets may be hung up to

dry at each return from the fishery. In addition to a given sum to be paid for every cran of

herrings, the curer is called upon to pay, on the making of the engagement, a sum of ready

money by way of ' bounty,' as also a trifle in the way of ' arles,' or hiring money. The engage-

ments for the fishing are usually made many months in advance of the period at which the fish

can be caught ; at the close of one season, indeed, the engagements for the next begin to be
made—long before it can be known that there will be any herrings to capture.

The entire fabric of herring commerce, as at present conducted, rests on the shoulders of

the curer. He engages a staff of coopers to make his barrels ; he imports his barrel wood, and
the salt; he engages and pays a large number of herring-gutters and packers; he

obtains the ' brand ' for his fish, and enters into relations with the ' buyers,' some of whom
come from gTeat distances to purchase at the Scottish curing ports ; and, after all his cal-

culations and never-ceasing industry, he has no certainty of making a profit. One of many
circumstances may occur to mar his efforts. The season's fishery may prove a failure, and his

outlays in bounties may thus be unprofitable; his barrels and salt may be left on his hands
;

or it may prove too productive, so that markets become glutted, and prices fall below the point

of remuneration. Taken throughout, the venture partakes greatly of the character of a lottery

as well to the curer as the fishermen.

The Scottish fishermen are mostly hereditary 'toilers of the sea,' some families having

followed the calling through many generations. Many of the boats are ' concerns,' owned by
several relatives, all of whom share in the venture ; in other instances the boat belongs entirely

to one person, who may act himself as skipper, hiring as many ' hands ' to assist him as he

may require, paying them either by share, or at a rate agreed on. Some boat-owners do not

now contract with any particular curer, but prefer to sell their fish as they capture them
;
by

doing so they frequently obtain a better return for their labour. The 1
craft ' engaged in this

branch of the Scottish fisheries have of late years been enlarged and improved. Formerly

open boats were the rule, and a number of these are still used ; but the new vessels are

generally of a larger build, most of them decked or half-decked. The boats of the period, with

all necessary fittings, cost from .£150 to £300, whilst a large sum of money requires to be

expended in providing nets, which cost about ,£3 each. The larger vessels have proved
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most successful, the superiority of big boats over small ones having been demonstrated day by
day. There is, however, one drawback to these larger vessels : many of the harbours cannot

take them in, and when becalmed they are too heavy to be propelled. by oars, so that there

is great danger of the cargo of herrings not reaching the port in time to be cured. In such
cases steam tugs are sometimes sent out by the curer to aid his boats, and the time is not

distant, probably, when steam-driven boats will become a feature of the herring fishery.

The herring, it may be said, can only be captured when it comes in search of its captors.

In other words, the shoals are only accessible to man at those periods when the fish assemble

in countless numbers to spawn; and it is a feature of the fishery that the official 'brand' or

mark of quality is only allotted to
4
full ' fish, that is, those herrings which are full of their

spawning material, although at that time the food qualities of the fish are at their poorest, all

the fat-forming products having been drained away to aid in the development of the milt and
roe. The herring fishery in Scotland is chiefly a shore fishery, the boats putting off to sea in

the afternoon, and returning with their cargoes of fish as early next day as possible, so that

the cure of the herrings may at once be proceeded with. Some vessels have always, however,
carried on the cure on board in the Dutch style, and others have recently been fitted out to

carry on fishing in a similar fashion. The mode of catching the herring common to the fisher-

folks of Scotland is known as drift-net fishing. A series of nets are joined together on a long

rope, each net being marked by a floating bladder, and the united fabrics are let down into

the water, into which they are sunk by a leaden weight. Thus the nets stand, so to speak,

across the path of the fish like a great perforated wall ; and the herrings, should they strike

against it, are enmeshed by their gills. When all the nets carried by a boat have been placed

in the water, the men go to rest for a few hours, and leave the nets to drift with the tide, in the

hope that when it is time to pull them on board they will be filled with fish. Herring fishing

while it lasts is a laborious occupation, as on some evenings the nets have to be shot more
than once. There is another mode of fishing for herrings in Scotland which is chiefly practised

in Loch Fyne
;
locally it is known as ' trawling,' but in reality it is ' seining '—a plan of capture

which is peculiar to pilchard fishing off the coast of Cornwall. By it the fish are surrounded
with nets, and landed at leisure.

The following is a list of the Scottish fishery districts, as arranged by the Fishery Board

:

Aberdeen.
Anstruthcr.

Ballantrae.

Banff.

Buckie.

Campbeltown.
Cromarty.
Eyemouth.
Findhorn.
Fort William.

Fraserburgh.

Greenock.
Helmsdale.
Inveraray.

Leith.

Lochbroom.
Lochcarron.
Lybster.

Montrose.
Orkney.
Peterhead.

Rothesay.

Shetland.

Stonehaven.
Stornoway.
Wick.

The herring fishery, however, is carried on from numerous places other than the above-named
towns—wherever a curer may set up business, or at any little port which is near a railway

station. Wick was at one time the Scottish headquarters of the fishery, but of late years

Fraserburgh and Peterhead have become important centres, the aggregate number of boats

fishing from the three Aberdeenshire districts of Aberdeen, Fraserburgh, and Peterhead during

the season of 1883 being 2056. It has been calculated by R. W. Duff, Esq., M.P., that the

herrings taken every year off the Aberdeenshire coast are of greater value than the annual

rental of that county. A very great number of herrings are now obtained at Shetland. In 1874
the inspector wrote of the Shetland herring fishery that it had become so small in mark as

scarcely to call for notice, and during that year the fishing throughout the whole of the

Shetland Islands yielded only a total of 1100 barrels; but in 1883 the catch of herrings for

Shetland had increased to 256,487 barrels, or nearly a fourth of all the herrings (1,047,905!
barrels) taken on the East coast of Scotland. The number of boats which fished for herrings

at Shetland in 1883 was 792, being 420 more than in the preceding year. In 1883 the four

herring fishery districts which produced the largest number of barrels of fish cured on shore

were Shetland, 256,487; Fraserburgh, 192,827^; Peterhead, 181,434; and Wick, 155,668
barrels. The number of barrels cured on board vessels fitted out for the purpose was 41,8991.

As regards the number of boats taking part in the herring fishery of Scotland, it cannot
be given with accuracy ; but the fishery officers during a selected week for each district count
the vessels at work, and in that week in 1883 it was found that 8272 were engaged. On some
evenings a very small number only of the fleet venture to sea, and it is only on rare occasions

that the total number of vessels taking part in the fishery in any one year is to be found at

work. The netting employed in the capture of the herring has of late been largely extended,

and is now made of finer materials than thirty or forty years since. From an official Report
on the herring fisheries of Scotland, published in 1878, we ascertain that 'Twenty years ago
a boat carried 24 nets made ot hemp, each net 40 yards long, with 28 or 29 meshes to the
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yard, 10 to 12 score meshes deep, and weighing 25 lbs. Each boat carries now 50 to 60
nets m ule of cotton, c.u h net 60 yards Ion;;, with 35 meshes to the yard, 18 score meshes
deep, and weighing II to i\ lbs. A boat, in other words, used to carry 960 yards of netting;

it now carries 3300 yards. The nets used to be about 6 or 7 yards, they are now about
10 yards, deep. They used to present a catching surface of 3000 square yards; they now
present a catching surface of 33,000 square yards. The 6000 square yards of hemp netting

nsed i' 1 weigh about 000 lbs. ; the 33.000 square yards of netting now weigh little more than

600 lbs. Without increasing the weight of nets to be worked, each boat has increased its

catching power fivefold There arc more than 7000 boats in Scotland fishing for herrings.

These boats must, in the aggregate, have nets 23,000,000 yards long, and certainly, in the

aggregate, 230,000,000 square yards of netting. The Scotch herring nets would, in other

: Is, reach in a continuous line for nearly 12,000 miles, and cover a superficial area of

70 square miles; they would go more than three times across the Atlantic from Liverpool to

New York.'

The "brand' or mark, which denotes, on the authority of the fishery board, the various

qualities of the herring < ured, was never at any time compulsory, but its being conferred at all

gave rise to SO much discussion in Parliament and in other places that a compromise was
efrei ted ; and since the year 1859 a fee of fourpence per barrel has been charged on all herrings

distinguished as cured to the satisfaction of the board. The revenue resulting from the brand
is considerable, and amounted in 1883 to a sum of ^7850, 12s. 6d., thus showing that the

brand is greatly valued as a certificate of quality. The number of barrels so certified during the

seven years ending in 1S83 may be here tabulated, along with the total number of barrels

cured.

Total Cured. Number Branded.

1S77 847,71^ 397,795
1S78 905,768 456,708

1879 841,796 342,323
1880, 1,473,600.^ 689,286
iSSi, 1, ui, 155! 494,182$
1882 1,282,9734 462,612$
1883 1,269,412^ 47o,995i

I 3 the fishermen who capture the herrings, a numerous body of persons is required to

carry on the business of curing, which, as has been indicated, requires to be effected with great

celerity. In the Aberdeen district 6876 gutters and packers are employed, most of them
1 . in addition to 957 coopers, 81 1 labourers, and 13,017 fisher men and boys, making a

total of 21,661 persons who obtain remunerative wages for the few weeks of the fishing.

The herring fishery in Scotland was originally of slow growth, and no date can be fixed

upon to indicate its origin ; but that the herring was in Scotland an article of commerce
at a very early date is proved by David I.'s Charter to the Abbey of Hob/rood

( 1 138), in which leave is given to fish for herrings at Renfrew on the Clyde. In the year

1240, herrings are mentioned in the Parliamentary Records of Scotland in connection

with the burgh tallies. The Scotch, says Mitchell in his History of the Herring, seem at a

very early period (1410) to have asserted their claims to the exclusive rights of fishing on their

own coasts
;
by the year 1424 herrings were regularly salted and barrelled in Scotland as well as

smoked. Five years later, we are told, the fishing was carried on to a large extent, and that

Scottish fishermen caught great quantities at the mouths of the Dee, Tay, Forth, Tweed, etc.,

which they principally sold to the Dutch and other foreigners. In the reigns of James III.,

IV., V., and VI., various laws were enacted for the regulation of the herring fishery, some of

which were rather objectionable. The aid of Parliament, from those times to the present day,

has often been extended to the herring fisheries, which were at one time encouraged by
bounties. These, however, have long since been abolished, the only remnant of Govern-

mental aid which now exists being the ' brand.' It may be said of the Scottish herring fishery

that it prospers best when those engaged in it are undisturbed by vexatious rules and
regulations.

The Sprat Harvest, which may be held to be a branch of the herring fishery, would prove

very remunerative to the Scottish fishermen if they were able to get their takes conveyed to

market at a reasonable rate of carriage, but in consequence of the heavy charges of the

railway companies, it has not been found profitable to send these toothsome fish to distant

seats of population, where they would be gladly welcomed as a palatable addition to the

commissariat The taking of sprats in Scotland used to be largely carried on in the Firths

of Forth and Tay and in the Beauly Firth at Inverness. In 1883 the gross catch is

stated to have reached 43,428 crans, of which about equal quantities were got in the Firth of

Forth, the Firth of Tay, and the Moray Firth. A very large quantity of the sprats taken, more
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especially in the Tay, could not unfortunately be utilised for food, and was therefore disposed

of for manure, whilst a small quantity was utilised for bait. Mr R. W. Duff, M.P., in

his lecture on ' The Farther Development of Our Sea Fisheries,' gave the following figures

illustrative of the sprat trade :—53 barrels consigned to London realised a sum of ^19, 18s. 6d.
;

the railway charged ^15, 13s. 3d. for carriage
;
porterage cost £1, 6s. 6d.; whilst the salesman's

commission amounted to 19s. 9d., so that the nett proceeds of the 53 barrels only came to

jQi, 19s. Seven crans of sprats weigh a ton, and a ton contains 73,000 fish, which is at the

! rate of about 32 to the pound. There are thousands of persons who would be glad to buy

j

sprats if they could obtain them, but, as has been stated, the heavy freight charged prevents their

being utilised for food.

THE COD, LING, AND HADDOCK FISHERY.

In addition to the herring and the sprat, the chief fishes captured in Scotland belong to

the cod and turbot families—the Gadidce and Pleuronectidm. These yield some of their

members in positively enormous numbers, the haddock, in particular, being annually captured

in millions, whilst the whiting is also a most abundant fish. The cod and its congeners—the

ling, tusk, and hake—are also plentifully caught ; whilst the toothsome ' flukes ' reach the

frying-pans of the people in countless numbers—the turbot and sole being taken also on many

j

parts of the coast. No formal organisation exists in Scotland for carrying on the white-fish

fisheries, and, with an exception afterwards noted, no statistics of the capture of cod, ling,

haddock, whiting, turbot, or other flat fish are collected. As has been indicated, the herring

fishery occupies the larger portion of the time of the Scottish fishermen, a very great number of

the fishing population preferring to devote the largest share of their attention to that particular

fish, following the different shoals in their season, many of them fishing both in Irish and
English waters. In the winter time, when some of the most coveted table fishes are in their

best condition for food, the herring-boats at many of the Scottish fishing ports are laid up (there

is, however, at several places a winter herring fishery), and the line-fishing boats are brought into

use. Bait being obtained, the voyaging in search of cod and haddock is commenced. It is a
laborious occupation ; the first baiting of the lines is, however, usually accomplished by the

females before the boat leaves port. At one period the family of the fishermen used to collect

mussels for bait on the immediate shore where these mollusks were plentiful, but these

local supplies have long since become exhausted, in consequence of the great quantities used,

and now mussels have to be purchased from private beds at a considerable expenditure,

the men having to proceed on many occasions to distant places in order to obtain the

necessary supply, or otherwise have them brought by railway, which is somewhat costly, the

rates of carriage being heavy. As indicative of the quantities of bait required in line-fishing,

it maybe stated that on the Berwickshire coast as many as 12,000,000 limpets are annually

used for bait when such a number can be obtained. For the winter haddock fishery carried on
from the port of Eyemouth, from 700 to 1000 tons of mussels are required, and these have to

be brought from Boston in Lincolnshire at a cost, in all, of 40s. per ton. In a period extending

over nine months, haddocks of the value of ^13,000 were taken by the Eyemouth boats, and
the cost of the bait used was ^1800. A very considerable portion of the haddocks brought
to Eyemouth are cured for distant markets, where they find a ready sale, although it can
scarcely be said they are in the same favour as the ' Finnan Haddies ' of the Aberdeen and
Banff shire coasts. At Nevvhaven, too, on the Firth of Forth, the number of mussels required

for the deep-sea boats is at the rate of 3,500,000 per annum.
In all probability fishing by means of the beam trawl-net will, in a short time, supersede

line-fishing, which is both laborious and expensive. Already there is a small fleet of steam
trawlers working from off the coast of Fife to the coast of Caithness, and landing their catches
of fish at various of the Scottish fishing ports, chiefly Aberdeen, Ayr, Berwick, Eyemouth,
Granton, Montrose, Newhaven, Stranraer, and Wick. The fish taken are of the same kinds as

are caught by the line fishermen, with the addition of some that, as a rule, can only be captured
by means of the beam trawl-net, which is made in the shape of an immense purse or pocket,
many feet in length, and with a huge gaping mouth that affords ready entrance to the fish.

From information published by the Scottish Plshery Board, we have been able to ascertain

that the line fishermen, in spite of the large captures made by the trawlers, were successful

during the year 1883 in obtaining large numbers of cod, ling, halibut, skate, turbot, etc.

—

haddocks, in particular, being caught in vast quantities. ' There were landed in the Eyemouth
district alone no less than 95,332 cwts. of haddocks, the value of which was estimated to be
^£58,004.' The total value of all the haddocks caught in Scotland during the year 1883 was
estimated at .£340,693 sterling

; and, taking the value of each haddock at one penny, the

number caught would be 81,766,320. In a Report on the Scottish Herring Fisheries, a
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calculation w.rs given of the number <>i cod, ling, and hake supposed to inhabit the seas

round Scotland and its islands. The estimate was 70,000,000, and of these it is thought

thai 3,500,000 would be caught for food purposes—a number, however, representing only the

. ,:u-d lis!). As h.is I >(.-«. n unli. .ili-.l. the line fishers nearly all fish, as it is called, on 4 their own
1.

' A ft u. however, capture by agreement with dealers ; and others fish on the chance of

I sale on ariiving in port, where buyers are always in waiting ready to bid and send

00 the produce to the In e i.ii. dI'consumption. The old Scottish system of ' creel-hawking'

n ol the fishetmcn'up and down the country and in Edinburgh, is now greatly out

01 fashion.

Si ' tics of the cod and ling fish captured by open boats, and cured in Scotland under the

supervision ol the officers ol the Fishery Board, are given in the annual Report, from which
we find that the number cured in 18S3 was 3,021,910, more than a third of them (1,190,991)

. aught off the Shetland Isles. In addition to that number, 598,297 cod, ling, and
h ike were < med on board of the fifty-two vessels which are able to carry on the work at sea, so

thai the grand total was 3,620,207. The weight of the fish cured dry was 120,335! cwts.,

whilst 7310 barrels were cured in pickle. Of the total lot cured, 56,525 ^ cwts. cured dry

[ported, chiefly to Ireland. In addition to the quantities of these fish which were

captured to be cured, statistics are given in the Fishery Report for 1883 of the quantities

• aught for the daily markets, viz., 184,430 cwts. of cod and 28,643 cwts. of ling, the united

value of these being .£97,297. The estimated money value of the produce of the white-fish

fisheries of Scotland to the fishermen in 1883 amounted to ,£757,710, but to the consumers
the sum charged would probably be three times that amount. In 1883 the number of fishing

boats in Scotland was 15,294; of fisher men and boys, 49,722; and the estimated value of

boats, nets, lines, and other fishing materials used in the herring and cod and ling fisheries

amounted to .£1,654,160, being an increase on the preceding year of 321 boats and 1426

fisher men and buys, and of ,£181,960 in the estimated value of boats and fishing material.

THE SHELL-FISH FISHERIES OF SCOTLAND.

The value of the Scottish shcll-fish gathered in 1883 has been estimated at the sum of

,£82,945, which is distributed as follows: Lobsters, .£32,966; crabs, ,£19,716; mussels,

,£16,548; oysters and other kinds of shell-fish, ,£13,715. The supplies of that favourite,

the oyster, have greatly fallen off, in consequence of the persistent over-dredging which at

one time took place on the Firth of Forth scalps, when many hogsheads of immature oysters

were sold to fatteners and other traders in Holland and Belgium, as well as to the owners of

private oyster-beds in England. The quantity of oysters sold in 1883 was only 6456 hundreds
—a very small number, we are led to believe, as compared with the quantities sold in former

years, when the produce of the Firth of Forth oyster-beds (they are all natural scalps of great

extent) would probably amount to three times the sum named, although prices would not

twenty-five years ago be a third of what they are to-day. Shell-fish—oysters excepted—are found

on nearly every part of the Scottish coast, and in 1883 the largest quantities of mussels and other

shcll-fish were obtained from the Leith, Anstruther, Montrose, Cromarty, and Greenock districts.

There are mussel-beds in the Clyde and at Montrose which are private property. Enormous
quantities of periwinkles are gathered at many places on the Scottish shores in order to be
forwarded to London and other large seats of population. Cockles are also collected and sold

in considerable quantities throughout Scotland ; but it may be said with truth that shell-fish of

every kind, so far as they are free to the people, are annually becoming less plentiful.

THE SCOTTISH SALMON FISHERIES.

The salmon once, it is said, was so plentiful in Scotland, that farm servants bargained not

to be forced to eat it more than twice a week ; but such statements must be taken only for

what they are worth, and salmon are probably just as plentiful in Scotland to-day as they ever

were—so far, at any rate, as the yield of the fisheries is concerned. The rivers are now watched
with greater care than they were in the olden time, and although poaching prevails on the

Tweed and some other streams to an extent which is not generally known, the number offish

of the salmon kind which are captured during the season in each year is probably greater, on
the average, than it was forty or fifty years since. The value of the salmon captured in 18S3,

which was an exceptionally productive year, was estimated by the Scottish Fishery Board as

,£350,000. The number of fish taken is not stated, but if the figures given are compared
with the average weight of the salmon as ascertained at Loch Tay and elsewhere during recent

years, namely, a little over 20 lbs., and the price be estimated overhead at the wholesale rate of

a shilling per pound, or at the rate of .£1 sterling per fish, we arrive at 350,000 salmon as the
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take in the rivers of Scotland in the year 1883. Twenty pounds in weight, we feel sure, is a fair

average per fish, ranging from grilse weighing 3 or 4 lbs. to the monster captured in the river

Tay (November 1883), which turned the scale at 80 lbs. Salmon of late years, it is gratifying

to know, have all over increased in size ; fish of from 40 to 50 lbs. having become tolerably

numerous, and others of from 25 to 35 lbs. being now quite plentiful. Until 1884 no
official note of the value of the salmon caught in the rivers of Scotland has ever been given,

but now that an active inspector of the Scottish salmon fisheries has been appointed, the facts

and figures of the salmon trade will no longer be a sealed book. The greater number of the

salmon caught in the rivers of Scotland are sent to London, and in 1883 the consignment

reached 34,506 boxes of (we presume, for the weight per box is not given) a hundredweight

each. The consignment sent to Billingsgate in 1883 is, with two exceptions, the largest during

the past fifty years ; in 1835, 42,330 boxes were sent ; and in 1842 the London consignment was

39,417 boxes. Of late years the consumption of salmon has largely increased throughout

Scotland, and, in seasons when it is plentiful and consequently cheap, an immense number
are sold. In Glasgow, on some days of July, over 300 salmon and grilse are exposed for sale.

Every river in Scotland contains, or might contain, ' fish of the salmon kind.' The chief

salmon-yielding streams are the Tay, the Tweed, the Spey, the Don, and the Dee, all with

very productive net fisheries. The rental of the Tay, which may be held to be the ' repre-

sentative,' as it is the most valuable salmon river in Scotland, has been as follows during the

eight years ending in 1883 :

1876, . . £19,93° I 1879, . . £21,697 I 1882, . . £19,221

1877, . . 21,126 18S0, . . 22,518
1

18S3, . . 17,773
1878, . . 21,187 1881, . . 19,579

The chief commercial fisheries of the Tay are situated below the Bridge of Perth, mostly near

Newburgh in the throat of the river ; these are worked by means of net and coble by the lessees

of the various fishing stations. A large number of persons are employed in working the different

' shots,' as the places are called where the netting of the water takes place, and a very consider-

able sum in wages is thereby earned on the Tay and other salmon streams. The times fur

fishing are regulated by Act of Parliament, angling being permitted on most rivers after net-

fishing has ceased for the season. As a fact of fishery economy, it may be stated that, to

admit of a rent of ,£20,000 per annum, fish to the value of ^60,000 would require to be taken

in order to meet the payment of wages and the wear and tear of the fishing gear employed, as

well as to ensure the necessary profit to the lessees of the various fisheries, which, in the case of

the Tay, belong to many different proprietors. Those gentlemen who own the ' upper waters,'

and who afford the fish their breeding grounds, do not share in the proceeds of the commercial

fisheries, but have to content themselves with an occasional day's sport with the rod. Various

estimates have been made from time to time of the number of fish which ought to be captured

in the Tay in any one season; these range from 75,000 to 100,000 salmon and grilse. For a

period of over a quarter of a century, the river Tay has been fed with young fish from the

Sj;ormontfield salmon nursery. These fry—par and smolts—are reared on the ' piscicultural

system '—the eggs of the female being exuded from the gravid salmon by pressure, and im-

pregnated by the milt of the male fish. The fructified ova are then laid down in boxes filled

with gravel, and over which a stream of water is caused to percolate. In the course of from
three to four months the eggs are hatched, and twelve months later half of the number are

ready to place in the Tay, the other half of the hatching, curiously enough, not being ready
to migrate from the nursery till another year has elapsed. Stormontfield is now in process

of being superseded by a new fish hatchery, which has been erected at Dupplin on the Earn,

from which the fry will be sent into the river in about a fortnight after they have been
hatched.

Great mortality has taken place in almost all the Scottish salmon streams during the years

1 878- 1 884, in consequence of the fish being attacked by a fungoid growth {Saprolegnia ferax),

for the cure of which no remedy has yet been discovered. It is somewhat remarkable, as has
been pointed out by Professor Huxley, that, despite the enormous numbers of salmon and
grilse that have fallen a sacrifice to the epidemic, the supply of these fish has not decreased,

the number captured in 1883 being greater than that of many former years.

The number of boxes of salmon forwarded from Scotland and Berwitk-on-Tweed to

Billingsgate during the last eight years has been as follows

:

Scotland. Berwick. Scotland. Berwick.

1876, . . 25,645 990
1877, . . 29,366 1

1 74
1878, . . 27,660 1 195
1879, • • 15-374 i6j5

1880, . . 17,457 1293
1881, . . 2^,905 1819
1882, . 22,968 1412
iSSj, . . 34,506 227S
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SPORTING FISHERIES.

In addition to the 1 Ugling waters' on the river Tay and other salmon rivers, there are a
l.ir^c nuinhci ol lochs .mil mi c-.ims in every county of Scotland on which the sport of rod-fishing

maj be pUISUed with pleasure and profit. Many of them are free to all who choose to fish;

Ot] v :s an Open to those persons who desire to enjoy their pastime more privately, on payment
n 1. c i i t! i i; r ,.i boats and boatmen ; and in this category we may place Loch Tay

tor salmon, Lochleven lor li out. The rental derived from what may be described as the

'inland fisheries ' ot Scotland is not, we believe, less than £\ 00,000 per annum. In connec-

tion with tins branch of the Scottish fisheries, we may mention that at Howietoun, near

Sliding. ultiiral establishment has been opened for the supply of the impregnated

eggs ot trout and salmon ; also for the sale of 'fry' and fish of all ages. This 'fishery' has
;• .'.:>' ici and has given an impetus to the Study of Pisciculture in Scotland,

which will probably result in the restocking of over-fished rivers and lochs, and in the establish-

ment of new lish ponds.

X. DEER FORESTS AND GROUSE MOORS.

By James G. Bertram.

Of the 19,777,490 acres of land and water which constitute the area of Scotland—and of

which only 4,81 1,813 acres are arable—about 2,000,000 are denizened by the red deer and roe

and some other wild animals. How much additional ground is occupied by grouse, which

are found in every county of Scotland, we are unable to determine, but, in all likelihood, the

area occupied by these and other wild birds, is not less than that given over to the stag and
roebuck. Deer-stalking and grouse-shooting are par excellence the sports of Scotland, and
annually attract to the 'land of the mountain and the flood' a large body of persons in search

of recreation, and willing to pay for it at a rate that forbids all hope of profit. It has been

calculated that every stag killed costs, on the average, 50 guineas, whilst the cost of grouse

is reckoned at jQi per brace. It is not, we believe, possible to give absolutely reliable figures

of the number of deer bred and fed in Scotland, or the actual number killed in each year, nor

are official statistics published of the grouse harvest, or of the rental of the various shootings.

According to a list given in an Appendix to the Report of the Commissioners who recently

inquired into the condition of the crofters and cottars in the Highlands and Islands of

Scotland, there are no deer forests in Scotland, occupying an area of 1,975,209 statute acres.

Of these 36 are in the county of Inverness and 42 in Ross and Cromarty, the remaining 32
being situated in the counties of Aberdeen (6), Argyll (6), Banff (2), Caithness (1), Forfar (4),

Perth (6), and Sutherland (4), besides 3 forests which are partially situated in two different

counties. As will be seen from the following list, some of the Scottish deer forests are of

great extent :

—

Forest. Proprietor.

Mar, Earl of Fife,

Blackmount, Earl of Breadalbane,

Reay, Duke of Sutherland,

Glenstrathfarrar, etc., Lord Lovat,

Auchnashellach, etc., Lord Wimborne,
Kinlochewe, Sir Kenneth M'Kenzie,
Amhuirmsnidh, Sir E. H. Scott's Trustees,

Glenavon, Duke of Richmond,
Langwell, Duke of Portland,

Ben Arim, etc., Duke of Sutherland,

Athole, Duke of Athole,

Glcncanisp, Duke of Sutherland,

Glenquoich, E. Ellice's Trustees,

Ceanacroc, J. M. Grant's Trustees,

Sir Geo. M'P. Grant,

andGlenfeshie,

Craskie, etc.,

Applecross,

The Mackintosh,
The Chisholm,
Lord Middleton,

County. Acreage.

Aberdeen, 8o,IOO
Argyll, 70,33O
Sutherland, 64,600
Inverness,

Ross and Cromarty,
S'.^o
49,580

Ross and Cromarty, 42,750
Inverness, 40, IOO
Banff, 37.ISO
Caithness, 36,030
Sutherland, 35>S4o
Perth, 35.540
Sutherland, 34.490
Inverness, 34,400
Inverness, 32,760

Inverness, 31.830

Inverness and Ross,

Ross and Cromarty,
30,810
30,420

In addition to this list there are 18 forests, each containing an area exceeding 20,000 but below

30,000 acres. The largest holder appears to be the Duke of Sutherland with 147,010 acres, in
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addition to which the Duchess of Sutherland appears in the list as the owner of 34,730 acres in

the conjoint counties of Ross and Cromarty. The Duke of Richmond's forests cover 59,750
acres of the county of Banff. Sir George M'Pherson Grant is proprietor of 61,090 acres in

Inverness-shire. The united forests of Her Majesty the Queen extend over an area of 22,070
acres.

A considerable number of the Scottish deer forests are let on leases to tenants ; and
according to the assessments or rental, more than sixty are in the occupation of persons other

than their owners, at rents which vary from ^1000 to ,£4500 per annum. One gentleman
is understood to pay over ^8000 a year for the extensive range of ground of which he is the

tenant. It is not possible to set down with accuracy the actual rents of the various forests,

but from a list made up and published by Mr George Malcolm, factor of Invergarry, the follow-

ing figures denote the actual or estimated annual payment made for some of the highest

rented areas, including grazing and fishing:—Ballochbuie (Balmoral), ^2393; Invercauld,

^2000; Mar, ^4000; Blackmount, ^4500; Invermark, ^2700; Ardverikie, ^3000;
Balmacaan, ^3000 ; Ben Alder, ^"3000

;
Ceanacroc, ^2470 ; Glenfeshie and Invereshie,

^3800; Glenstrathfarrar, ^5750; Glen Quaich, ^3022; Kinloch and Beneveich, ^2150;
Athole, ^3500 ;

Auchnashellach, Coulin, etc., ^2250; Applecross, ^2200; Kinlochluichart,

^3000 ; Letterewe and Fisherfield, ^"2370 ; and Strathconan, ^2000. Estimating these sums
of rent by the extent of acreage, it will be seen that the forest of Mar is valued at is. per acre

;

Blackmount at about is. 3d. ; Glenstrathfarrar at a little over 2s. ; Ceanacroc at nearly is. 6d.,

—

which shows an average of about is. 6d. At this rate the rental of the deer forests in Scotland

would be a little over ,£148,000, for which nothing is obtained but the privilege of shooting

so many deer. The following estimate has been made of the number of stags which it is

calculated the forests in the counties named will yield :

—

Aberdeen, .

Argyll,

Banff,

Caithness, .

Dumbarton,

400
250
65

Forfar, .

Inverness,

Perth,

Ross and Cromarty,
Sutherland,

200
1500

[300

250

making, in'all, 4377 stags, which, if estimated at the regulation price of fifty guineas, would mean
a rental of very nearly ,£230,000 a year. But the price quoted includes various other items of

expenditure than the rent, large sums being expended in wages and in the exercise of hospitality,

so that, in all likelihood, a sum equal to the rent is spent every season by the tenant of a deer
forest. Various reliable figures bearing on this point were stated during the inquiry into the

condition of the crofters and cottars in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. One gentleman
who was examined mentioned that his expenditure in a period of eighteen years amounted
to ,£105,000, or more than .£5000 per annum. Sir John Ramsden had expended a total

sum of ,£180,000. 'Mr Malcolm,' says the Report, p. 92, 'gives four instances which have
come under his own observation, and which, we have reason to believe, occurred in his own
parish, where the ordinary expenditure during a period ranging from three to seventeen years

amounted in the aggregate to ,£121,209, and for the same periods there was a special

expenditure of .£65,876.' Large sums are constantly being expended in repairs and improve-
ments, greatly to the benefit of the resident population

;
planting, building, and earthwork are

always being executed ; whilst there is a constant demand for ghillies and labourers, all of
whom are drawn from the crofter class, who greatly prefer such employment. ' The number of
persons permanently employed in connection with deer forests as compared with sheep farms is

about the same, the persons employed all the year round being foresters in the one case and
shepherds in the other ; and in regard to temporary or occasional employment the advantage is

in favour of deer forests ' {Report, p. 85).
With reference to the contention that the ground occupied by deer would be more

profitably devoted to the grazing of sheep, seeing that the weight of meat derived from venison
only amounts to one-fifth of the mutton displaced, it has been argued that the whole matter
resolves itself into one of rental, and that if the land brings is. 6d. per acre as a deer forest,

no proprietor could be expected to accept only half of that amount for it as a sheep walk.

This has been made a sentimental question, but as a matter of fact, it takes on an average five

acres of land in the deer-forest regions of the Highlands to graze one sheep. The sheep fed in

the four Highland counties during 1884 was as follows :

Argyll, .

Inverness,
987,425
709,471

Ross and Cromarty,
Sutherland, .

-;or,,S.SS

218,852

cr a total number of 2,225,536. 'The loss to the community [from the non-feeding of more
sheep] is not only insignificant, but almost inappreciable; while, owing to the large proportion
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from abroad, tlu- additional supply of homo grown wool would be altogether unimportant
il ihc mca now occupied by doer wore devoted to sheep' (A'?/>ort, p. 87).

G .'.re most plentiful in the northern counties, and particularly in Perthshire, which is

I lined lot the abundance and fine quality of its birds. We are unable to state the precise
number of grouse moors in Scotland, as in some instances two or more are occupied by one
tenant, whilst in some cases a large area may be divided into two or more shootings; but in
all probability there are not less than 2.\oo shootings, in addition to the 1 10 deer forests. In
tin- county of Perth there are at least 400 sporting estates, and the game-rental of that county
exceeds today the sum ol the whole game-rental of Scotland as it was assessed half a century
m e, aboul which period an extensive area of moorland could be had for about one-fifth of the

money it costs to -day. The grouse harvest lasts from the 12th of August to the 10th of
D r inclusive, in the course of which time it has been estimated that during a plentiful

season as many as from Soo.ooo to 900,000 single birds will be shot. That this estimate is

i "t .it .'
:

. may be judged from some of the individual bags. In one year—the

productive season of 1 S7 ^—as many as 7000 brace were shot on the Moors of Delnadamph
M Aberdeenshire. In Perthshire ten brace of grouse to each hundred acres may be calculated
upon ; on the Moor ofTulchan the kill in sixteen or seventeen days was 2000 birds. If each
of the 2 100 grouse moors of Scotland were to yield on an average only 200 brace of birds,

the total Dumber would, of course, be 480,000 brace, or 960,000 single grouse.

It is somewhat curious that, notwithstanding the prodigious annual slaughter of these
birds, the number to be killed seems constantly to increase, till some kind of check takes
place, such as the mysterious disease, which thins down the birds. The number of breeding
buds required to provide such a supply of grouse as has been indicated, must of necessity be
large, considering the constant mortality which is incident to the life of all wild animals. The
breeding power of this bird of the heather is considerable. Each nest yields probably seven
young ones, and as the parent grouse take great care of their young, most of the birds arrive at

maturity. The exact number of moorfowl that a given expanse of heather will feed and breed
1 S Dot well understood; some shootings are much more populous than others, the conditions of
life being more favourable, food and shelter abundant, and enemies fewer. To all appearance
the number of grouse which now reach the markets is very largely in excess of the quantity
shot twenty-five years ago. During the first few days of every season the markets become
glutted by the arrival of birds in tens of thousands, consigned to the big dealers of London,
Liverpool, and Manchester, for immediate sale to the retail poulterers. Gentlemen who lease

grouse moors have no alternative but to sell their birds, as they cannot possibly dispose of
them in any other way. But no profit can be obtained by such sales. As already mentioned,
it is calculated that each brace shot costs the lessee of a moor j£i, but it is open to question

if for all he sends to market he will receive more than 2s. each
;

whilst, in the case of a glut,

half a crown a brace only has been returned for consignments of two or three hundred, the

prices ranging from 6d. to 4s. each bird, according to quality and condition. The economy of

a grouse moor is not so well understood as it ought to be; it should have been ascertained,

long ere this, how many birds should be shot, and how many left, in order to keep up
a proper breeding stock. A large number of parent birds is of course required to admit of the

annual slaughter of 500,000 brace of grouse. The rents derived from grouse moors range from

about 9d. to double that sum per acre, and the laird receives a rental for sheep fed as well

—

sheep and grouse being possible on the same stretches of heather, though deer and sheep

cannot exist together.

A grouse when prepared for the spit will weigh 1 lb. on an average, so that the moors
provide a considerable amount of food-stuff. Red deer or roe venison is not greatly

appreciated for food, the best venison for the table being that derived from fallow or park-fed

deer. In Scotland there fall to the guns of the deer stalkers in the course of the season, and
from the slaughter of hinds which occurs later on, as many, perhaps, as 10,000 head of red

deer and roebuck, weighing on the average 12 stone (14 lb. each) per carcase, thus yielding

a food supply of 140,000 stone of venison, most of which is distributed among the servants of

the forests, or in gifts to friends. It is thought that in all Scotland there are not, perhaps, more
than from 50,000 to 60,000 head of deer of all kinds, which gives (at 50,000) some 40 to every

thousand acres of forest. There are not more, as the ground occupied is in many places

utterly barren, and scarcely able to provide herbage for a few mountain goats. If the persons

who contend that men and sheep should take the place of the deer were to visit the vast

solitudes of rock and moorland, they would at once see that human habitation is an
impossibility. Large sums of money are annually expended in the Scottish Highlands by
the lessees of deer forests and grouse moors, which, were it not for the sport these afford,

would be spent in other countries.
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XI. INDUSTRIES, SHIPPING, TRADE, AND COMMERCE.
By H. A. Webster, of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

INDUSTRY.

The linen manufacture is of great antiquity in Scotland, and by the close of the 16th

century linen goods formed the principal article of export to foreign countries. But the flax

continued to be spun upon the hand-wheel down to the last years of the 18th century, and in

many districts well on into the present century. People now living are still using napery and
sheeting every thread of which was spun by their grandmothers, or even their mothers, and their

maidens, to whom the whirr of the wheel was as familiar as the sound of their own fireside

gossip. In 1822 the quantity of linen stamped in Scotland was 36,268,530 yards, valued at

396,295. By 1837 the flax factories employed 15,462 hands, and by 1856, 31,722. In the

latter year there were 168 factories, with 278,304 spindles and 401 1 power-looms driven by

6346 horse-power, of which 5529 was steam. In 1878 (the latest year for which general

statistics have been published by Her Majesty's inspectors) the number of factories was 155, with

265,263 spinning spindles, 18,495 doubling spindles, and 16,756 power-looms; and the number
of hands employed was 9987 males and 27,489 females. Of the factories 67 were for spinning

only (194,299 spinning spindles, 16,368 doubling spindles; 4568 male and 9758 female

employees), 70. for weaving only (13,233 power-looms
; 2726 male and 10,547 female employees),

and 14 for both weaving and spinning (70,964 spinning spindles, 2137 doubling spindles, and

3523 power-looms; 2314 male and 7054 female employees). The district in which the flax

manufacture is most extensively carried on is the east midland, including Forfar, Perth, Kinross,

and Clackmannan. Dundee \g.v.) and Dunfermline are the great centres of the industry, the

former for the coarser fabrics such as sailcloth (for the British Royal Navy and that of the United
States), sacking, and sheeting ; the latter for table linen, in the production of which it hardly

has a rival in the world. Kirkcaldy, Arbroath, Forfar, Kirriemuir, Blairgowrie, Montrose, and
Aberdeen are also largely engaged in different departments of this manufacture. Paisley is

the great seat of the sewing thread manufacture. Hemp forms the material of a closely

associated industry, to which, however, only three factories are devoted in the east midland
district (3630 spinning spindles in 1878, 988 doubling spindles; 176 males and 289 female

employees). 'There can be no question,' according to Mr Henderson's report in 1883, that
' the flax spinning trade has been harder hit by foreign competition than any other branch of

our textile industries. The importations of flax yarns from the Continent, particularly from
Belgium, have increased enormously of late years, and the market for flax goods is being con-

stantly encroached upon by the manufacturers of jute and cotton. The rise of the jute industry

has been remarkably rapid : this silky fibre of the Ccrckorus, scarcely known in the country
about 1835, has since that year, and especially since i860, gradually become in place of flax

the great staple on which the prosperity of Dundee depends. The single factory of the Messrs
Cox in Dundee turns out jute fabrics to the extent of nearly 16,000 miles per annum. Jute is

also manufactured at Aberdeen. See Alexander J. Warden, The linen Trade, Ancient and
Modern (London, 1864).

In several towns where the linen was once of importance, such as Glasgow and Paisley,

the cotton manufacture has taken its place. The first steam-engine for a cotton factory in

Scotland was built in 1792. By 1837 the number of cotton mills in the country ' was 177,
nearly all those of considerable size being situated in Glasgow or within a radius of 20 or 30
miles' from that city, where the raw material was mainly imported. In 1857 the cotton factories

numbered 152, with 2,041,129 spindles and 2 1,624 power-looms, driven by 9971 horse-power

(7641 steam), employing 7609 males and 27,089 females. The following are the figures for

the cotton factories in 1878 :

—

Factories.
Spinning
Spindles.

Double
Spindles.

Power-looms. Males. Females.
Total

Employed.

Spinning only, . 37. 587,699 5i2>974 2,338 11,172 I3,5IO
Weaving only, . 3<* 13,649 96l 6,942 7,903
Spinning and weaving, 14 373.560 13,620 8,6l6 i» 10 3 7,021 8,124
Others, .... 8 82 156 238

Total, .... 89 961,259 526,594 22,265 4,484 25,291 29-775

Of the 37 spinning factories 32 were in the south-western district. Cotton spinning has con-
siderably declined of late years, especially in Glasgow and its vicinity; but the weaving branch
of the trade still retains a firm hold on the district. The industry as a whole is becoming in

L
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Scotland more and more exclusively a woman's industry. In Glasgow, for instance, the

Dumber ol" men employed lias diminished by one-half* between 1871 and 1881.

The woollen m.inui.u lure is more generally distributed throughout the country than either

the flax or the cotton manufactures. Thus in 1S7S there were 2 wool spinning factories in

the northern distmt, ; m tin iu>iih western, 13 in the north-eastern, 26 in the east midland, 12
in the west midland, 7 in the SOUth-western, 10 in the south-eastern, and 12 in the southern

;

and a somewhat less extrusive distribution was reported in the case of the weaving factories.

\ ol 1 entialisation has« of course been going on in this as in other departments, and
there are many towns and villages where the wool-spinner and fuller arc forgotten craftsmen,

t ;.il.ishiels, ll.iwu k, Selkirk, 1 himfries, and Innerleithen are great seats of the woollen manu-
l.ieture in the south o! Scotland ; Galashiels producing yarns, blankets, plaids, shawls, tartans,

crumhcloths, and notably tweeds; Hawick, tweeds and hosiery; Innerleithen, blankets,

tartan--, etc. In the northern districts, Elgin is famous for its tweeds and plaids; Inverness
has .1 similar industry, dating from 1798; and Aberdeen produces large quantities of tweeds,

winceys, etc. There are large wool-spinning mills at Kinross and Alloa, the latter town having
long had great reputation for its knitting worsteds. In 1878 the total number of woollen

factori n 1 1 16, with 559,021 spinning spindles, 62,013 doubling spindles, and 6284 power-looms,

employing 10,083 males and 12,584 females. Silk has never been very largely manufactured
in St oil and. In 1856 there were 6 factories, with 30,244 spindles, and employing 837 persons

(677 females); and in 1878 there were 5 factories, with 9790 spindles, and employing 617
pel »ns (5.1S females). The chief seats are Glasgow and Paisley. Lace-making is repre-

sented only by a single factory, with 45 hands employed in 1878; while in England there were
;S2 factories, with upwards of 10,000 employed. Hosiery-weaving gave occupation to 646
males and 456 females. Carpet-making is carried on in Kilmarnock, Paisley, Glasgow, and Ayr;
and Kilmarnock is the special seat of the Scottish ' braid bannet ' and the night-cap. The floor-

cloth and linoleum manufacture is most developed in Kirkcaldy, where it employs fully i3oohands.
India-rubber articles are produced in Edinburgh (where the North British Rubber Company was
established in 1855, and the Scottish Vulcanite Company in 1861), and in Glasgow and Aberdeen.

Paper-making in Scotland dates from about 1695, hut 1 '1C oldest of the paper-mills still in

operation is that of Valleyfield, Penicuik, originally erected in 1709 by Mr Anderson, printer to

Queen Anne. The industry is represented in fifteen or sixteen separate counties, but on a large

scale only in Midlothian (which may be considered the principal seat), Aberdeen, Lanark, Fife,

Perth, Stirling, and Berwick. In 1881,3363 males and 4612 females were engaged in the

manufacture. In 1842 the number of paper-mills was 48; in i860, 52 ; and in 1884, 65 (5

devoted to millboard), belonging to 57 firms and containing 96 machines. Paper was subjected

to a duty as early as 1712; and this continued to be levied till 1861, when Mr Gladstone's

Bill was carried by a majority of 15 in the House of Commons, and became law on June 15.

The quantity of paper made in Scotland in 1842 was 17,065,666 lbs., and in i860, 47,520,910 ;

at present there is no means of forming a satisfactory estimate. At Glasgow, Leith, and
Greenock the exported quantity was in 1882 valued at ,£119,452.

Paper-hangings began to be produced in Scotland only about the middle of the century,

the development of the industry being largely due to Messrs Wylie & Lochhead, of Glasgow.

It is still confined to that city, and there were only 131 persons who returned themselves as

paper-stainers in 1881. A new departure in this method of decoration has been made by Mr
Scott Morton, and is noticed in our article Tynecastle.

In the exploitation of her mineral wealth, Scotland has advanced with extraordinary

rapidity within the present century. The output of coal, which was 7,448,000 tons from 368
collieries in 1854, was 20,515,134 tons from 470 collieries in 1882. The coal-miners numbered

32,971 in 185 1, and 53,340 in 1881. Iron ores, mainly found in the district extending from

North Ayrshire to Clackmannan and Fife, are the material of an extensive industry, which

employed, in 1881, 10,473 miners and 38,309 manufacturing hands (the corresponding figures for

1851 being 7648 and 13,296). In 1800 the production of pig iron was only 8000 tons; between

1825 and 1845 it increased from 30,000 to 476,000 tons ; and in 1882 it amounted to no less

than 1,126,000 tons, in the production of which 2,552,245 tons of coal were used. The Carron

Ironworks (q.v.), established in 1760, still remains one of the great seats of the manufacture,

but have worthy rivals in Gartsherrie, Govan, Summerlee, Coltness, etc. In 1882 there were in

Scotland 149 blast-furnaces in 23 works, 22 iron-mills and forges with 380 puddling-furnaces, and

74 rolling-mills. Steel was manufactured by the open-hearth method in 57 furnaces (Glasgow,

Motherwell, Holytown, and Wishaw), and by Siemens's gas furnaces in Glasgow and Coatbridge.

Lead, and, to a small extent, silver, are obtained in Lanarkshire (4401 tons of dressed ore

in 1882, valued at ,£41,134) ; alum-shale is worked in Stirlingshire, and zinc ore in Kirk-

cudbrightshire.

Since the establishment in 1850 of Mr Young's works at Bathgate for the distillation of
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Boghead coal, the manufacture of mineral oils has become one of the leading industries of the

country, and in 1881 gave employment to 1524 shale miners and a large body of workmen.
Besides Bathgate, the principal seats are Addiewell, Broxburn, and recently Burntisland ; the

shale extending from Renfrew and Lanarkshire, through Midlothian and West-Lothian, to Fife.

About ,£2,000,000 of capital is invested in the industry, and the works in operation can distil

4170 tons of shale per day. The total quantity of shale raised in 1882 was 994,487 tons,

valued at ,£298,346.
The manufacture of explosives is of considerable extent, there being 3 factories in Argyll,

2 in Ayr, 2 in Midlothian, 1 in Linlithgow, 1 in Renfrew, and 2 in Stirling. Perhaps the best

known is Nobel's works at Ardeer.

Working in gold, silver, and precious stones is largely carried on in Edinburgh and
Glasgow ; the former city, especially, being famous for its lapidaries. But though in the census

of 1881 no fewer than 2552 are returned as watchmakers, hardly a single watch is really made
in the country, which imports from England, Switzerland, and to a less extent from America.

Clock-making, however, still exists to a limited extent.

A pottery was established at Glasgow in 1748, and that city is still the great seat of the

manufacture in Scotland, though there are establishments of considerable importance also at

Greenock, Sinclairtovvn (Kirkcaldy), Portobello, and Dunmore (near Stirling). The persons

employed in 1871 were 2062; and in 1881, 3171. A cave at Wemyss on the coast of Fife

still bears the name of ' the Glass Cave,' from the works erected there by George Hay, under a

patent from James VI. The glass-making industry then introduced is now of great extent. Fine

cut glass or ' crystal ' is produced on a large scale and in the highest possible style by Mr Ford
of Edinburgh. In 1871 there were 19 glass-works in Scotland, and in 1884 about 30, inclu-

sive of bottle works. While in 1871, 759 persons were employed in the manufacture, the

number in 1881 was 1665. The clay brought up from the coal mines in some places, as at

Prestonpans, is used for making drains and water-pipes.

After the reduction of the duty, in 1823, from 6s. 2d. to 2s. 4|d. per imperial gallon, the

legal production of whisky, which had previously to compete with an enormous illicit com-
petition (200 illicit stills known to exist in Glenlivet), made a very rapid advance ; and in

1824, even the precincts of Glenlivet itself were invaded by George Smith, who defended his

distillery against the hostility of the smugglers by ' two or three stout fellows armed with

pistols.' The quantity charged duty for home consumption in Scotland was, in 1822, only

2,225,124 gallons, and in 1825 it was 5,981,549. The quantity produced in 1840 was 9,032,353
gallons; in 1850, 11,638,429; and in 1865, 13,445,752. By 1878 the amount was 17,670,460
gallons, and by 1884, 20,164,962. In this last year the number of distilleries at work was
122, only two more than the number in 1824, though between 1830 and 1840 there were
upwards of 200. The places where the larger distilleries are situated are Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Campbeltown, and Linlithgow. The quantity of spirits consumed as beverage in 1883 was

6,708,303 gallons, or at the rate of 1.753 gallons per head of the population.

The Scottish people, though generally considered drinkers of whisky rather than beer,

were, in 1725, so incensed at the proposal to tax their malt, as to resort to very violent pro-

ceedings against the imposition. At Glasgow the riots were so serious that General Wade had
to take possession of the city with a large force. In 1835 there were 640 persons licensed to

brew beer in Scotland, in 1866 the number was 217 (98 wholesale brewers). This decrease is

due to the gradual centralising of the industry in large establishments, the most important of

which are situated in Edinburgh and Leith. On the abolition of the malt-tax a very large

number of licences for domestic brewing were taken out, but they have since gradually decreased.

In 1836 the Scottish brewers consumed 1,137,176 bushels of malt ; in 1866, 2,499,019 bushels;

and in 1880, the last year of the malt tax, 2,613,823. In 1882 the number of barrels of beer
brewed was 1,088,000 ; in 1831, 1,122,360 ; and in 1884, 1,216,319. In 1883, 128,099 barrels

were exported in drawback.

Sugar-refining, commenced at Greenock in 1765, has still its chief seat in that town, though
it is also prosecuted to some extent in Leith, Glasgow, Dundee, etc. The manufacture of con-

fectionery and fruit preserves is carried on in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee (marmalade), and
Forfar ; and food preserving is an important industry in Aberdeen, Leith, and Edinburgh. The
census of 1881 shows 1334 persons engaged in sugar-refining; but no distinction has been
made between ordinary confectioners and pastrycooks, and those really worthy of the name of

manufacturers.

Space forbids any attempt to give details in regard to the multitude of miscellaneous trades

which exist in Scotland
;
some, like the leather and the soap manufacture of old standing and

wide distribution, and others, like the making of velocipedes and sewing machines, of modern
introduction and limited localisation. But we must not omit the great printing and publishing
trade, which, with its headquarters in Edinburgh, has secondary centres in most of the prin-
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dpt] town-:. BUCh as Aberdeen. Paisley, and Perth. The Kdinburgh printing establishments do
a lai^c amount oi work tor the London publishers. 1 n ma]) making Kdinburgh may claim to

be the leading city in the United Kingdom. In 1885, 192 newspapers were published in

tin- country. No recent history ol Scottish manufactures can be referred to. Brcnmer's
.S •

(
iS(iij) is .111 cm client compendium, but requires to be recast and brought

down to date. Much interesting matter will be found in Notices of some of the Principal Manu-
fachtrtS if the Wtst of Scotl<mdt by Day, Mayer, Paton, and Ferguson (Glasgow, 1876).

SHIPPING AND TRADE.

Though as far back as i ;.\<), a magnificent vessel (Navis miranda) was, according to

Mathcw Pari*, specially built at Inverness for the Karl of St Pol and Blois to carry him, with
I ilia 1\. ot France, to the Holy Land, the number of ships in Scotland continued to be very

inconsiderable till quite a recent period. In 1656 we had only 137 vessels, none of more than

300 tons burden, and making an aggregate of 5736 tons. By 1707 the number of vessels was
Mill only 215. and the ..•••ic m!c lonua-e i

.{ ,. j S 5. Hut alter the Union rapid advance was
made. By 1S00 the tonnage was 171,728 tons, and by 1840, 429,204 tons. Since the middle

Ol the present century, when steam navigation (practically introduced in 1811 by Glasgow enter-

prise) had already become of great importance, the progress has been still more striking, as is

shown by the following table of registered shipping:

—

Ykar.
Sailing Vbsscls. Steam Vessels.

Total Sailing and Steam
Vessels.

Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

1S50
1S60
1870
1S80
1881

1883
1884

3432
3172
2715
2358
22S0
2212
2118
2065

491.395
552,212

727.942
849,089
830,447
833.374
820,269

827,295

169

3H
582
1095
H53
121

1

i3'7

1403

30,827

71,579
209,142

598,951
662,833
741,572
824,988
866,780

360I

3486
3297
3453
3433
3423
3435
3468

522,222

623,791

937,084
1,448,040

1,493,280

1,574,946
1,645,257

1,694,075

The following table exhibits the growth of the registered shipping at each of the leading

ports between 1857 and 1884:

—

Sailing Vbssels. Steam Vessels.

Tonnage. Number. Tonnage. Total Tonnage.
1857. 1883. >8S7- 1883. 1857- 1857. 1883. »857- 1883.

Glasgow, . 458 607 ""'2,355 4'i,4i3 153 772 56,591 568,251 218,946 979,864
Greenock, . . 386 323 83,304 153,575 3° 93 5,739 61, 172 89,043 214,747
Aberdeen, 252 Il6 65,814 67,308 *5 90 4,347 40,820 70,161 108,128
Dundee, . . . 269 123 5o,477 64,790 9 69 1,852 43,740 52,329 108,530
Leith, 150 53 21,370 12,718 39 146 6,809 83,973 28,179 96,691

Turning from the shipping owned in Scotland to the extent of tonnage employed in

Scottish trade, we find the expansion no less remarkable :

—

Year.
Coasting Tkade. Colonial and Foreign. Totau

Inwards. Outwards. Inwards. Outwards. Inwards. Outwards.

1851

1856
1S80
1882
l884

2,010,988

2,049,390
6,628,853

6,918,655
7,167,230

2,105,224

2,056,090
5,691,136
5,832,271

6,098,938

663,321

793,193
2,700,915

2,968,299
3,073,561

753,312

965,447
3,001,897

3,490,742
3.638,423

2,674,309
2,842,583

9,329,768
9,886,954
10,240,791

2,858,536
3,021,537

8,693,033
9,323,013

9,737,361

The enormous commerce which this represents has been nearly all developed since the

Union, shortly after which attention began to be given to the trade with the American and the

West Indian Colonies. In 1755 tne exports amounted in value to .£535,576, and the imports
to ^4°5>4 I i- By 1801 the corresponding figures were ^"2,844,502 and ^2,579,914; by 1851
they had increased to no less than ,£5,016,116 for exports, and ^8,921, 108 for imports. And
if the increase in the first half of the century is great, much greater and more rapid has been the

increase in more recent years. The following are the figures for the decade from 1874 to 1883 :
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Year.
Imports of Foreign and
Colonial Merchandise.

Exports of the Produce
of the United Kingdom.|

Year.
Imports of Foreign and
Colonial Merchandise.

Exports of the Produce
of the United Kingdom.

187/110/4 ^31,012,750 £i7>9 12,932 1870

^18^43.078I87S 29.743,978 16,295,450 1880 34,997,652
1876 30,801,722 14,623,682 1881 34,116,826 18,896,878

1877 36,830,457 15,165,607 1882 34,308,613 20,878,705

1878 32,367,513 14,968,395 1883 37,854,613 20,952,830

As showing how these later totals are distributed among the different ports, the following tables

are of interest :

—

VALUE OF THE TOTAL EXPORTS OF THE PRODUCE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AT EACH PORT.

1878. 1S79. 1S80. 1S81. 1882. 18S3.

Aberdeen, . £94,321 £77,824 £ii3,oS8 £151,183 £140,732 £73,321
Alloa, 43,336 57,067 53,747 41,589 45,062 46,367
Arbroath, . 4,214 i,934 3,7o6 257 4,309 4,3io
Ardrossan, . 49,439 95,543 137,890 70,006 92,884 125,963

I3,38iAyr, .... 3,796 3,406 5,403 14,979
Banff, 19,111 43,142 45,840 49,304 46,542 39,559
Borrowstounness, 94,535 96,689 105,912 93,060 i75,o85 197,384
Campbeltown, . 305 647 754
Dundee, 881,406 916,442 839,084 956,308 873,863 769,185
Glasgow, . 9,197,572 8,930,556 11,828,729 12,448,500 14,099,121 14,342,214
Grangemouth, 322,939 344,277 342,758 354,657 389,566 457,963
Granton, . 138,462 122,788 130,908 166,328 177,957 123,352
Greenock, . 349,731 422,835 423,092 386,973 462,796 421,222
Inverness, . 1,252 14,786 I5,3i8 18,824 I4,9S3 6,298
Kirkcaldy, . I59,H9 200,693 191,379 247,706 253,588 303,754
Kirkwall, . 9,882 9,772 14,594 10,857 19,809 47,930
Leith, 2,804,912 3,036,780 2,Si9,iu 3,OI 9,i47 3,076,891 2,859,796
Lerwick, . 40,405 38,066 85,653 97,974 173,099 328,263
Montrose, . 10,621 24,838 29,739 44,390 42,280 20,087
Perth, 8 80 122 32 194
Peterhead, . 48i,375 386,391

87,323
642,593 489,917 513,674 419,303

Stornoway, 62,723 134,594 44,022 63,643 72,591
Troon, 65,386 87,603 128,846 59,231 79,740 67,023

213,564Wick, 133,515 167,672 150,218 140,054 116,908

VALUE OF THE TOTAL IMPORTS OF FOREIGN AND COLONIAL MERCHANDISE.

1878. 1879. 1880. 1SS1. 1882. 1883.

Aberdeen, . £902,908 £692,749 £780,865 £644,518 £583,259 £853,078
Alloa, 133,976 112,260 175,288 220,101

296,664
252,570 195,733

Arbroath, . . 356,222 194,793 325,999 348,036 180,324
Ardrossan, . . 52,512 53,671 53,o87 86,364 103,675 79,775

B
yV ' '

' 66,311 36,835
19,804

57,709 99,891 59,707 88,131

29,087 36,293 23,291

164,314
28,794 27,055

Borrowstounness, 147,687 126,334
78, 200

226,572 264,473 300,81

1

Campbeltown, . 74,699 65,609 92,888 65,620 113,863
Dumfries, . 4,840 744 5,704

4,095,623
3,551 646

Dundee, 3,307,131 3,150,059 3,800,927 3,813,205 3,951,893
Glasgow, . 11,365,604 11,205,017 12,564,978 11,669,546 11,418,172 13,972,464
Grangemouth, 874,888 818,232 i,255,94S- 1,087,308 1,334,266 2, 120,482
Granton, . .

Greenock, .

218,431 156,143 252,251 204,530 256,908 244,942
5,402,131 5,097,602 5, "3,259 5,349,n5 5,576,615 5,102,802

Inverness, .

Kirkcaldy, .

143,409 127,058 149,825 185,450 106,006 148,994
265,565 171,155 190,802 186,023 250,209 197,002

Kirkwall, . 7,332 3,663 5,ioo 4,428 11,857 10,638

9,854,263Leith, 8,514,889 7,35',548 9,475,o3o 9,245,109 9,355,056
Lerwick, 4,401 3,624 6,247 5,i8i 8,469 11,981
Montrose, . 279,807 186,743 264,056 275,442 259,661 200,230
Perth, 19,014 17,962 27,978 16,819 17,204
Peterhead, . 85,711 51,848 66.478 74,951 62,526 86,219
Stornoway, 7,116 2,318 3,886 3,229 9,214 4,33o

3,286Stranraer, . 6,932 3,o8l 3,o79 4,069 500
Troon, 35,878 21,479 73,064 50,872 81,027 46,199
Wick, 57,io8 29,310 39,741 26,490 34,3oo 53,579
Wigtown, . 3,923 4,197 4,882 4,880 3,733 5,903
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.SII11M1UILDING.

Shipbuilding has been for many years one of the most important departments of Scottish

enterprise
J the shipbuilders of Glasgow and the Clyde especially having taken a large share

in die establishment of the great international steam-ship lines. Between 1818 and 1830
Menu na\ i -at 1011 perhaps owed more to David Napier of Glasgow than to any other man ; and

. miis have not been unworthy of him. Many of the most powerful vessels of the
1 iglish navy are Clyde-buik. The following figures show the number and tonnage of vessels
l>uilt at different periods, exclusive of those built for foreigners :

—

Sailing. Sleam. Total.
Year.

Sailing Steam. Total.

Tonnage. Veucli Tonnage. Vessel-. 1'. oni.ii'.-. Vessels Tonnage. Vc-SScl.S Tonnage. Vessels Tonnage.

1SS1
3S
7a

I9.S97

4'.7'4

'71 "9.657
123,017

136
206

227

30,000

'39.554
'05.33'

1882

1883
1884

79
105

90

73.422
75, '90

72,954

192
271

190

'65,899
198,370

97,781

271

376
280

239,321
273,56o

170,735

Next to the Clyde ports (Glasgow, Port-Glasgow, Greenock), come Dundee, L-eith, and Kirk-
caldy. In 1884, 7S vessels (50,900 tons) were built for foreigners.

BANKS.

While in 1708 the development of the banking system was hampered in England by
legislative enactment, in Scotland it was left to its natural course. The result is, that while in

this country the ' Hank of Scotland,' so called, is the only bank constituted by Act of Parlia-

ment, there also exists a strong body of private banking establishments. These have shown as

a whole remarkable stability, though the terrible failure of the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878
1 led unexpected elements of weakness. Previous to that disaster, the failure of the

Western I!ank (established 1832, with a capital of £"1,500,000), and the supension of the City

of < il tsgow Bank in the crisis of 1857, had been the most alarming incidents. The following

table exhibits various details regarding the several banks :

—

Insti-

tuted.
Name.

Partners. Branches.
Paid-Up
Capital.

Price o(£ioo
Stock or Share.

1864. J884. 1864. 1884. £ Dec. )

.864. f
ar

, } Dec.
d

I1884.

1695 Bank of Scotland, 1723 60 no 1,250,000 £218 320
1727 Royal Bank, 1970 74 126 2,000,000 1 531 217
1746 British Linen Company, .... 798 1374 52 109 1,000,000 230* 3o84
l8lO Commercial Bank Limited, .... 805 1695 76 "7 1,000,000 236 54
1825 National Bank of Scotland Limited, '455 1828 72 95

126
1,000,000 220 308

1830 Union Bank of Scotland Limited,

.

I060 I520 103 1,000,000 186 2o£
1825 Town and County Bank Limited, . 529 1244 3i 53 252,000 13* '7i
1836 North of Scotland Bank Limited, . I249 2648 34 64 400,000 »i IOi7B
1838 1302 1574 60 106 1,000,000 208 20J
I838 Caledonian Banking Company Limited, 725 980 16 23 150,000 5* 44

The Perth Bank (circulation £45,515) was incorporated with the Union Bank in 1857, the

Edinburgh and Glasgow Bank (circulation .£137,104) with the Clydesdale in 1858, the Eastern

Bank (circulation £37,440) with the Clydesdale in 1863, and the Dundee Bank (circulation

£"38,616) with the Royal in 1864.

The following table shows the position of the Savings' Banks under trustees in Scotland in

1864 and in 1883 :

—

Year.
No.
of

Bks.

No. of
Accounts.

Amount Owing to

Depositors.

Invested with
National Debt
Commissioners.

Average Amt.
of Receipts from

Average Rate
of Interest Paid
to Depositors.

Total Cost of
Management.

Officers'

Salaries.

1864
1883

54

53

159,319
310,961

£2,221,OOI

£7,359,586

£2,819,201

£7>33M95
£3 I O
£3 4 6

£2 19 I

£2 14 I

£ 9,622

£22,726
£ 7,6So
£i9,3i7

An act for allowing the deposit of small savings in such post-offices as might be authorised

by the Postmaster-General was passed in 1861 ; and since then 7 private Savings' Banks in

Scotland have closed and transferred their funds in whole or in part to Post-Office Savings'

Banks.
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XII. ROADS, CANALS, RAILWAYS, STEAMERS, TELEGRAPHS, Etc.

By Mr Thomas Croall, Scottish Correspondent of Railway News.

If the civilisation of a country were to be measured by the condition of its communications,

Scotland would in her earlier history present a problem of a mixed kind. Of good roads, in

the modern sense, she has become abundantly supplied within a century and a half, but

previous to that time there were comparatively few ' made ' roads, excepting those wonderful

works of the Romans, whose remains still excite admiration. But it is urged by competent
modern writers that Scotland stood higher four hundred years before the Union in all that

indicates prosperity and order, and in particular as regards roads and bridges, than she did in

the intervening period. The two great Roman roads entered Scotland near Carlisle and
Jedburgh, the former advancing through Eskdale and crossing Birrenswark (where remains of a

strong camp exist), thence northward, till it reached the western extremity of the northern wall

;

while the latter passed by the Eildon Hills, and thence to the shores of the Forth. Other
roads of lesser importance were made, and north of the wall the road has been traced as far as

the heart of Aberdeenshire. There are in Scotland several reputed Roman bridges, examples
being at Inveresk in the east, and Innerkip in the west. The bridges spoken of in the post-

Roman period are numerous, including bridges over the Forth at Stirling, the Tay at Perth, the

Esks (North and South), the Spey, the Dee, etc. The selection of points for bridges was so

happy, that succeeding ages have in most cases simply replaced or duplicated those structures,

except where the advance of science has sought to bridge estuaries instead of rivers. Though
roads were of necessity numerous, their quality was, as a rule, poor, more especially in upland
districts and in the Highlands. The expression ' a made road ' is so well understood in

Scotland, that it is only the stranger who finds anything incongruous in the reference to Wade's
military roads ' before they were made.' Most of the roads were mere footpaths, or were at

best intended for riders or for use as drove roads. • What vexed me most of all,' says Captain
Burt in his Letters, ' they called it a road.' Yet fifty years before General Wade came to

Scotland, a visitor had expressed his opinion that ' the highways in Scotland are tolerably good

'

(Kirke's Modern Account of Scotland). Their goodness must have been relative, for we find that

about this period, when a coach was to be run between Edinburgh and Glasgow, the contractor

only undertook to perform the journey there and back in six days, employing six horses, and
the enterprise, though subsidised, proved unprofitable, and was given up. For interesting

glimpses of the state of the roads of Scotland, reference may be made to various passages in

Hill Burton's History ; to Boswell's Tour, with Dr Carruthers' notes on this point ; to Scott in

Guy Mannering and other works ; to MacCulloch's British Empire, etc. The Great North
Road between Perth and Inverness, with its less important side roads, the Parliamentary roads
and bridges, planned by Telford and carried out in the present century, and the enterprise of
the various counties, or of individual proprietors (the Duke of Sutherland, for example), have
covered Scotland with a network of good roads ; while the necessities of the modern tourist

traffic have caused many old roads to be improved, or new roads to be made. An example of
the improvement of old roads is seen in the amended gradients of the road from Auchnasheen
to Gairloch by Loch Maree ; and a new road, entirely the growth of tourist traffic, was made
in 1884 from the ' Clachan of Aberfoyle ' to the Trossachs. The earliest Turnpike Act in

Scotland dates from 1750, and under it and subsequent acts many highways and cross-roads

were made. Tolls were always a grievance in Scotland as elsewhere, and although (except in

the case of some riotous proceedings at Dunkeld Bridge) Scotland had no ' Rebecca's
Daughters ' to tear down the toll-bars, a vigorous agitation arose against them. In 1845, Mr
Pagan of Cupar-Fife took up the subject in a pamphlet, and after much discussion a Royal
Commission was appointed, which in 1859 recommended a plan for the total abolition of tolls.

Several counties led the way by separate acts, and in 1883, under a general act passed in 1878,
tolls ceased throughout Scotland, the roads being now maintained by a general assessment.
The Commission reported that in 1859 there were 5768 miles of turnpike road in Scotland,
with 1060 tolls upon them.

Canals were the second means of internal communication, and a considerable number of
such waterways were constructed in Scotland, most of them being still in use. The canal from
Aberdeen to Inverurie was partly utilised in the construction of the Great North of Scotland
Railway, the Company having acquired its ownership ; and the Glasgow and Paisley Canal has
been converted into a railway. But the Caledonian and Crinan Canals, the Forth and Clyde
Canal, the Union Canal, and the Monkland Canal are still used, and are described in detail in

other parts of this work. Owing to the increased size of vessels, those canals, made for the
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vessels, have ceased to fulfil their functions, but are largely used for

K» .il pur] - scs. I'owi ; \
. i . . n obtained to con: tiuct a ship canal between East and West

1 rbeit, on the Mull of Kintyre, to shorten the voyage to the Clyde, and save the dangers of

rounding the Mull.

The formation of Scotland, and the singular character of so much of Argyll, Inverness,

. I RoSS, in. nil- steam navigation Ol much benefit as a means of communication. The steam-

1 I had itfl birth On the Clyde in Henry Hell's ' Comet,' and at this day the Clyde shows
ry in the building ol uneis, and great enterprise in the use of them. Some of the

earliest imers in Britain were those from Leith to London, Dundee, etc. Two
I Dei ol wi ll-appointed steamers still run from Leith to London, and there are also vessels from
Dundee and Aberdeen to London sailing regularly. From Glasgow there sail vessels to

Canada and the United States, to the Mediterranean and India, and to Australia, South

, etc 1 ines of Steamers also sail regularly to Belfast, Dublin, Liverpool, Bristol,

Southampton, Cork. etc. ; and steamers to Ireland also sail from Ardrossan, Stranraer, etc.

1 tout Leith well-known lines ol steamers sail to Aberdeen, Kirkwall, and Lerwick; to Antwerp,
Rotterdam, Hamburg, the Baltic, Iceland, etc. ; and of late years a line of steamers has been
established between Leith and New York, with Dundee as a port of call. Grangemouth has

irge coal traffic by steamer to England and the Continent. The most extensive system
ol Steamer communication is that from the Clyde to Campbeltown, Inveraray, Oban, Skye, and
the Western Islands. This service was begun by Messrs Burns of the Cunard line, but it was
not fully developed until taken over from that firm in 1851 by Mr David Hutcheson. The
• Royal Route ' to Oban (so called because the Queen went by it on her west coast tour in 1847)
was originally served by the first ' Iona,' a vessel since replaced by two of the same name, and
1 m ipi rseded by the magnificent ' Columba,' the largest, most completely equipped, and most
popular pleasure steamer in the kingdom. While trading steamers of the line sail round the Mull
of Kintyre, and maintain summer and wintera most valuable connection with the Inner and Outer
Hebrides, the tourist service is conducted by the ' Columba' to Ardrishaig, thence by Crinan
Canal, and by the ' Iona' to Oban. From that port vessels sail to Inverness by the Caledonian
Canal, to Tobermory in Mull, to Staffa and Iona, to Stornoway, Lochmaddy, etc. A railway

Steamer connects Skye with Strome Ferry, the terminus of the Skye railway ; and many steamers

from Greenock, Helensburgh, Wemyss Bay, Fairlie, and Ardrossan maintain connection with

1 hinoon, Rothesay, Arran, and the many fine watering-places with which the shores of the

Clyde and its numerous sea-lochs are studded. Steamers also sail on Loch Lomond, Loch
Katrine, Loch Earn, Loch Tay, Loch Eck, and other waters in connection with the tourist

routes by coach and rail.

Railways were first used in Scotland in connection with coal-mining, and from the character

of the earliest lines they were rather tramways than railways. The line from Tranent Colliery

to Cockenzie Harbour, the embankment of which served as a military point in the battle of

Prestonpans in 1746, was really a tramway. The road still exists, but a side line from the

North British Railway has taken its place so far as regards the conveyance of coal from the

mine. The earliest railway constructed in Scotland under an act of parliament was the

Kilmarnock and Troon, the act for which was passed in r8o8, and which was completed in 1810.

This line, which is now part of the Glasgow and South-Western Railway system, was primarily

constructed for the conveyance of coal, but passenger omnibuses were run on it, and a ' trip

on the tram-car from "Auld Killie " to Troon and back was in summer among the luxuries

indulged in by " Kilmarnock Wabsters'" (M'llwraith's Glasgow and Souili-Westcrn Railway).

The railway system of Scotland has been fully described under the Caledonian, Glasgow and
South-Western, Great North of Scotland, Highland, and North British Railways, the whole

country being practically in the hands of those five companies. A few detached railways are

separately noticed.

The construction of tramways in Scotland dates from 1871, when the first portion of the

Edinburgh Tramway system was opened for traffic. As has been stated, the earlier railways

were practically tramways in their method of construction. But the modern tramway, as a

means of internal communication within towns, is of modern introduction. The system had its

origin in America, and was first introduced into Britain, though in an incomplete form, by Mr
G. F. Train, who formed the Birkenhead Tramway in 1862. The tramway system in Scotland

embraces lines in Edinburgh, traversing the city, and connecting with Leith, Newhaven, and
Portobello; in Glasgow (opened 1872), Aberdeen (1873), Dundee, and Vale of Clyde—the

last named consisting (1.) of a tramway from Glasgow to Govan, and (2.) a tramway in

Greenock, extending to Gourock. Animal power only has been used on those lines, except on
the Govan section of the Vale of Clyde Tramway, and experimentally for a time between

Edinburgh and Portobello. Powers were obtained in 1884 for the construction of the Edinburgh

Northern Tramways, worked on the Hallidie cable system, by means of which cars are moved
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on gradients where horses would not act, and where steam or other locomotives would have no
grip of the rails. The cable system has been in use in San Francisco since 1873, with great

success; also later in Chicago, and in Dunedin, New Zealand. The first cable tramway in

Britain was opened at Highgate Hill, in London, in May 1884.

Previous to the purchase of the Telegraphs by Government in 1870, Scotland was almost

wholly dependent on the railway lines for telegraph communication. The United Kingdom
Company was originated to carry out the ideas of Mr Thomas Allan of Edinburgh in favour of

a uniform charge, irrespective of distance. The railway lines being already monopolised by
the existing companies, powers were obtained to construct telegraph lines on the turnpike

roads, and by this means a few places were favoured with a telegraph connection apart from

the railway. But in Scotland telegraphy was practically limited to the railway systems. An
important exception to this was the enterprise of the Orkney and Shetland Telegraph Company,
whose line, though of defective construction, did valuable service in connecting the islands

telegraphically with the mainland ; and the purchase of this system some time after the other

telegraphs secured for the islands a share in the benefits of the post office uniform charge,

without those questions of guarantee which in more recent years have so much impeded
telegraph extension to the insular fishing stations in Scotland. The telegraph system of Scotland

embraces full and direct connection with London at Edinburgh and Glasgow ; direct London
wires to Dundee, Aberdeen, Greenock, and Leith ; wires from Edinburgh and Glasgow to

Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, and other important English towns ; and a considerable network
of local lines radiating from Edinburgh, Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, Inverness, and other centres

to the smaller towns and remote districts. The terminal point northwards is Baltasound in

Unst, and the wires are found at outlying places like Tongue in Sutherlandshire, the islands of

Skye, Lewis, Harris, Mull, Islay, etc. In 1884, after many negotiations, the wire was extended
to Castlebay in Barra, the extreme point of the ' Long Island,' where an important fishing

industry languished for want of a telegraph connection. One of the most interesting telegraph

lines in Scotland is that constructed by the post office as a ' private wire ' from Fort William to

the Scottish Meteorological Society's Observatory on the summit of Ben Nevis. A good road
having been made to the top, the Observatory is now a favourite resort for tourists, and the

opportunity of telegraphing home from ' the highest point in the British Islands ' is much
appreciated by visitors.

Internal communication by Telephone was partially begun in Scotland in 1879-80.

Competing systems were established in Edinburgh and Glasgow, but in both those cities

the business was finally merged in one ' Exchange,' that of the National Telephone Com-
pany. In 1884 the subscribers in those cities numbered over a thousand, two-thirds ot

the number being in Glasgow. Small ' exchanges ' exist in Paisley and Greenock, the main
purpose of which is to obtain the power of speaking through to Glasgow by ' trunk ' wires,

though also used to a small extent locally. A trunk wire between Edinburgh and Glasgow
gives the subscribers to this wire communication to the various members of both local

exchanges. In Dundee the Dundee and District Telephone Company established an exchange,
which still exists, with about 300 members, while the National Telephone Company has also an
exchange. The result of this rivalry is that telephone connection is cheaper in Dundee than in

any other town, the annual charge being only and ^5, 10s. There is a 'trunk' connection
between Dundee and Forfar, and the local exchange and wires extend to Broughty Ferry,

Tayport, and Newport. Aberdeen has a telephone exchange, in the hands of the National

Telephone Company, with about 300 subscribers. Owing to the heavy royalty claimed by the

post office under the legal decision that a ' telephone ' is a ' telegraph,' and the almost pro-

hibitory conditions for trunk wires between towns, the progress of telephony has been much
retarded throughout the kingdom; but in the end of 1884 certain concessions were offered bv
the post office, which rendered the extension of the system, and especially the growth of
telephone connections between distant towns, much more easy.

XIII. POPULATION.

Ey II. A. Webster, of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

At the Union, in 1707, the population of Scotland probably did not exceed 1,050,000;

and in 1755, from data furnished mainly by the clergy, it was estimated at 1,265,380. The
first Government census was taken in 1801, and the ninth in 1881. The following table

M
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I a etch of the counties and fbt Ihe whole kingdom, the returns of the whole scries,

with the nuu.iM- u\ ilciuasc per cent, during each ten years, decrease being indicated by the

sign -

:

Pbhsons. Increase Decrease per ecu

COUNTIES.
"

no 00 zS 8 00"
M i

1851. 1871.

y
8 Si

JJ

2
5. *3

133.871 155,0*0 177.657 192,387 212,032 921,569 244,603 267,990 10 16 15 8 10 4.4 10.40 9 ifi

Arty «'.»77
84.907

8b.<4l 97. 3'° 100,973 97,371 84,298 79,724 75.679 76,468 6 12 4 —

4

—9 — 12.0 -507
103,839
jB.433

"7.'99 145,055 164,356 189,858 198,971 200,809 217,519 2.i 23 14 13 15 4.8 0.92 8 l»

lUnrT. .... 37,»l6 43.663 48,337 49,67Q 54,17« 59,215 62,0.3 62,736 3 14 11 3 9 9-3 4-74 1

5

Knw.ck, . . . 30,106 30,893 33.385 34,048 34,43s 36,297 36.613 36,486
16,977

35,392 5 —

3

Caithncu, . .

11,701 •3.797 14,151 15,740 16,608 16,331 17,657 2 15 3 — 1.6 3-<j6 4

•9,609 93.4'9 99,181 34.599 36,343 38,709 39.992 38,865 4 25 18 5 6 6.2 —2.72 8a

Clackmannan, . 10,858 19,010 13.263 14.7*9 19,155 22,951 21.450 23.747 25,680 10 10 IZ 30 20 —7.0 10.71 8 M
Dumbarton, . . 90,710 94,189 97.317 33.»n 44,296 45,103 52,034 58,857 75,333 13 22 33 »5,3 13. 1

1

27
I> -mines • .

BdWmmL . .

Klein or Moray,
Kifc. ....
Forfar. . . .

Haddington,. .

5'. 597 69,960 70,878 73.770 72,830 78,123 75,878 74,808 76.140 15 13 4 7 —2.9
,

i»»,597 148,607 •9'.5M 919,345 225,454 259,435 273,997 328,379 389,164

43,788

21 29 '5 16 5.6 19.85 18

97.7»» 97.967 3«,398 34,498 35,oi2 38,959 43,322 43,123 1 12 10 I II 9'5 —0.45
93.743 101,279 »14.556 "8,839 140,140 153,546 154,770 160,735 171,931 8 13 12 9 10 0.7 3-85 e

99.053 107,187 •13,355 139,606 170,453 191,264 204,425 237,567 266,360 8 6 23 12 6.8 16.21

99,986 31,050 35. "7
89,961

36,145 35,886 36,386 37,634 37.771 38,502 3 13 3
—

1

1 3-4 0.36 "1

Inverness . . 88,261

34,466
88,015 7 16 —8.5 —0.28

Kincardine, . . 96^349 27M39 99,118 3i,43i 33^075 34i598 34,630 34.464 4 6 8 5 5 0.48
Kinroti. . . . 6.793 7.245 9,079 8,763 8,924 7,977 7,198 6,697 8 7 '7 —3 — 11.

8

—9-77
Kirkcudbright, . 389°3 15 5 64

147,699 191,291 944.^87 316,819 426,972 530,169 765,339 904,412 28 30 34 24 19.

1

2l!l8 iE 17

Linlithgow, . . 17,844 •9.451 92,685 93,291 26,872 3o,i35 38,645 40,965 43,510 9 17 3 15 28.2 6.00 6
Nairn
Orkney and )

Shetland, . f

8,399 8.496 9,268 9,354 9,217 9,956 10,065 10,455 2 9 8 1.59 25

46,894 46,153 53. "4 58,239 61,065 62.533 64,065 62,882 61,749 15 10 5 2.4 -1.83 7'i

Pcel'.es . . . 8,735

«5,S83
9.935 10,046 10,578 JO, 499 10,738 11,408 12,330

127,768
13,822 13 1 5 —

1

6.4

"34,39° 138,247 142,166 137,457 138,660 133,500 7 3 3 —3 "
3
i

—4.29 '7

?8,.ot 93, >72 112,175 133,443 155.072 161,091 216,947 263,374 18 19 16 3
Rov. & Cromarty, S6.3<8 6o,8S3 68,762 74,820 78,685 82,707

177.56^
80,955 78,547 13 9 5 5 —1.5 —o.55 J

1

Roxburgh, . . 33,1
ll

37, '30 40,892 43,663 46,025 51,642 54,H9 47,407 53,442 7 5 4-7 —8.71 £ ' 7

Selkirk, . . . 5,388 5,889 6,637 6,833 7,990 9,809
86,237

10,449 18,572 25,564 9 »3 3 17 23 6.5 77-74 37
>'-

Stirling, . . .

Sutherland, . .

50,825 58,i74 65,376 82,057 91,926 98,218 112,443 14 12 11 13 5 6.5 6.84 4 P
93. "7 23,629 23,840 25,518 24,78. 25,793 25,246 24,317 23,370 7 — 3 —3.68 —3 "9

Wigtown, . . . 92,918 26,891 33.*40 36,258 39,195 43,389 42,095 38,830 38,611 17 24 -6 8 —3-o -7.76 5''

Totals, . . 1,608,420 1,805,864 2,091,521 ',364,386 2,620,184 2,888,742 3,062,294 3,360,018 3,735,573 12 16 13 6.0 9.72 H
While in 1 87 1 a decrease of population was noted in fifteen of the counties, including both

Orkney and Shetland, this was the case in eight only in 1881. Orkney, Inverness, Elgin,

Perth, Argyll, Roxburgh, Dumfries, and Kirkcudbright, formerly decreasing, are now increasing.

According to the census returns, which allow the country 19,496,132 statute acres, the

average density of population has been raised from 110.30 persons per square mile in 1871 to

125 persons in 1881
;

or, in other words, while in 187 1 each person on the average had 5.80

acres, this space was in 1881 reduced to 5.1 acres. As the area of the country is now ascer-

tained to be 19,777,490 acres, the density for 1871 should be 108.73, and for 1881, 120.88, and
the person acreage 5.88 and 5.29. On the other hand, if, instead of the gross area, the land

area only were taken without water or foreshore, the densities would be 1128 and 125.41.

Even then Scotland does not stand high in this respect. Scarcely a fourth of her area is

capable of cultivation, and owing to special social causes her population is less evenly distri-

buted than physical conditions permit. The following table shows the disparity of population

to area in the individual counties :

—

1871. 1881.

Sutherland, ~\
( Sutherland.

Inverness, Inverness.

Koss and Cromarty, r Counties with from 12 to 40 inhabitants per square mile, \ Argyll.

Argyll, I
Ross and Cromarty.

Peebles, J I Peebles.

Kirkcudbright, ( Kirkcudbright.

Nairn, I
Perth.

Perth, !- Counties with from 40 to Go inhabitants per square mile, -j Shetland.

Selkirk, I
Caithness.

Caithness, J iNairn.

Dumfrie-,
)

Shetland and Orkney, I ( Dumfries.

Bute,
'c

Counties with from 60 to 80 inhabitants per square mile. < Berwick.

Wigtown, (
Wigtown.

Berwick, )
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1871.

Elgin,

Roxburgh,
Kincardine,

Banff,

Kinross,

Aberdeen,
Haddington,
Ayr,
Stirling,

Dumbarton,
Forfar,

Fife,

Linlithgow,

Clackmannan,
None,
Renfrew,
Lanark,
Edinburgh,

None,

\ Counties with from 80 to 100 inhabitants per square mile.

I

J

I
Counties with from 100 to 200 inhabitants per square mile.

Counties with from 200 to 300 inhabitants per square mile.

j
Counties with from 300 to 400 inhabitants per square mile.

Counties with from 400 to 500 inhabitants per square mile.

Counties with from 500 to 600 inhabitants per square mile.

( Roxburgh.
! Bute.

Orkney.
j Kincardine,

j

Elgin.

Kinross.

Banff.

LSelkirk.

Aberdeen.
Haddington.
Ayr.

Stirling.

Forfar,

i >umbarton.

Fife.

Linlithgow.

None.
Clackmannan.

Counties with from 800 to 900 inhabitants per square mile. Nc

Counties with above 1000 inhabitants per square mile.

( Lanark.

< Renfrew.

( Edinburgh 1075.

Since about the middle of the present century the islands of Scotland have been steadily

diminishing in relative population, the people being obliged, from causes which are at present

the subject of bitter and intricate controversy, to emigrate in large numbers to the mainland or

to the various British Colonies :

Census 1851.

Pop.

Percent,

to Total

Pop.

Census 1 86 1.

Pop.

Percent,

to Total
Pop.

Census 1871.

Pop.

Percent,

to Total

Pop.

Census 1881.

Pop.

Percent,

to Total
Pop.

Mainland,
Islands,

2,721,384

167,358

94.21
|

5-79

2,897,300

164,994

94.61

5-39

3,198,109
161,909

95.18
4.82

3.573,o8i

162,495
95-65

4-35

To some extent, of course, this movement is part of a general tendency of the people, in all

countries of increasing industrial activity, to gather into the larger towns. How this is

affecting Scotland is evident from the following figures :

1 Census 1 Census
1S71. ! 1881.

1

j

Births

1871-1880.

According to Census

—

Deaths.

Absolute.

By excess of

Births over

Deaths.

Principal Towns, Pop. over 25,000, .
j
1,193,940 1,411,536

Large Towns, Pop. 10,000 to 25,000, 1 327,734 388,797
Small Towns, Pop. 2000 to 10,000, . 1 696,958 1 790,796
Mainland Rural, .... 1,009,382 1,014,056
Insular Rural, . . . . : 132,004 I 130,388

j
1

429,679
150,095
293,220
327,663

33,694

296,285

94,498
171,485
182,134
21,066

+ 217,596
+ 61,063

j

+ 93,838
+ 4,674

|

- 1,616

+ 133.394
+ 55,597
+ 121,735

+ 145,529
+ 12,628

1 3,360,018
j

3,735,573 1,234,35! 765,468 375.555 468,883

If the proportion of the urban population had not altered during the decade, we should have
had in our 'principal towns' only 1,327,388 inhabitants instead of 1,411,536, in our ' large

towns' 364,365 instead of 388,797, and in our small towns 774,858 instead of 790,796. Thus
the principal towns have been growing at the expense of the rural districts and the smaller

towns. In various parts of Scotland, besides the deer-forest and sheep-pasture districts of

the Highlands, the returning emigrant who visits the scenes of his childhood finds the little

house which used to stand with its patch of garden at the corner of the croft reduced to a

roofless ruin, or so completely swept away that he hesitates whether this be the spot after all.

And perhaps the sole memento he can recover is a spray of honeysuckle or a sprig of rosemary
still flourishing in the hedgerow or on the dyke side. But it is only in certain limited portions

of the Highlands that the word depopulation can be applied. In Sutherland and Ross and
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Cromtrty nearly every parish (with some notable exceptions, such as Slornoway) shows a con-
siderable diminution in the twenty years 1861-1881. Thus:

1861. 1SS1. 1861. 1S81. 1S61. 1881.

Aln««, . . ,

Applccioji, .

Avoch, . , .

Ctmtin, .

Crminriy,
Din; wall, . .

I17S

- vll
I7SS

150.)

2300

1

l

1 -

10;,;

2239
1091

1412

2009

Edderton,

Fearn, .

Podderty, .

Gairloch,

Glenshiel, .

Kille&rnan,

836
2083
2247

5449
485
1456

789
»35
-•"•17

4594
424
1059

Kilmuir Easter,

Kiltearn,

Kincardine, .

Kintail, .

Knockbain,
Lochalsh,

1295
•634
1746
890

2485
2413

1 146
1 182

1472
688
1866

2050

The population is so sparse that in Contin, for example, each individual has 126 acres on the
a\ (. i.i e, and in Ulcnshiel 1 35.

\ : numerical representation of the sexes the most noteworthy fact is, that there
is still an excess ol females in the country at the rate of 107.6 to every 100 males, though (with
one exception) every census since 181 1 (when there were 1 18.5) has shown a progressive
diminution. Linlithgow is the only county in which at three successive censuses the males
have considerably preponderated. The counties in which female excess is greatest are Shetland

(134 Ji), Forfarshire (121.80), Bute (117.99), and Kinross (115.20). This disparity appears
onl) in the population overhead. On a division into age groups being made, it is found that

1 award to 15 years the males greatly outnumber the females, that between 15 and
20 years the sexes are most nearly equal, and that the females begin to be in excess between 20
and 25 years of age. Of the males 66.281 per cent, are returned as single, 30.441 per cent, as
in mi Land 3.278 per cent, as widowed; and the corresponding figures for the females are
62.854, 2S.957, and 8. 189 per cent. This shows a considerably greater proportion of unmarried
persons in Scotland than in England. Even if we take the population above 15 years of age,

45.214 per cent, of the males and 43.033 of the females are in this category.

The following table gives details concerning the births, deaths, and marriages for the
country at large :

Year. Estimated
Population.

ElKTHS.
Deaths. Marriages.

Excess of
Births over

Total. Illegitimate.
Deaths.

1855, . . 2,978,065 93,349 7,357 62,004 19,680 31,345
1856, . . 2,995.771 101,821 8,695 58,529 20,740 43,292
1857, . . 3,012,310 103,41s 8,869 61,906 21,369

19,655

4',5°9
1858, . . 3,027,665 104,018 9,354 63,539 4o,479

1859, . . 3,041,812 106,543 9,7i5 61,714 21,201 44,829
i860, . . 3>°54,738 105,629 9,736 68,170 21,225 37,359
1861, . .

1862, . .

3,069,404 107,009 9,929 62,341 20,896 44,668
3,097,009 107,069 10,376 67, '95 20,597 39,874

1863, . . 3. '26,879 109,34' 10,948 7i,48i 22,234 37,860
1864, . . 3.156,021 "2,333 11,197 74,416 22,725 37,917
1865, . . 3. '85,437 113,070

1 13,667

11,262 70,891 23,611 42,179
1866, . . 3,215,129

3,245,098
",673 7', 348 23,688 42,319

1867, . . "4,044 11,148 69,067 22,6l8 44,976
1868, . . 3,275,35o "5, 5'4 ",354 69,416 2',85 S 46,098
1869, . . 3,305.885 "3,354 11,066 75,875 22,144 37,479
1870, . . 3,336,707 "5,390 11,108 74,'65 23,854 41,225
1871, . . 3.368,921 116,128 11,077 74,712 24,019 41,416
1872, . . 3,404,798 "8,765 10,927 75,794 25,641 42,971
1873, •

• 3,441,056 1 19,700 10,925 76,946 26,748 42,754
1874, • • 3,477,704 123,7" 10,991 80,720 26,390 42,991
1875. • • 3, 5 '4,744 123,578 10,786 81,767 25,974 41,811
1876, . . 3,552,i83 '26,534 11,029 74,129 26,579 52,405
1877, • • 3,590,022 126,822 10,568 73,937 25,817 52,885
1878, . . 3,628,268 126,773 10,641 76,793 24,358 49,980
1879. • • 3,665,443 125,730 10,727 73,347 23,519 52,383
1880, . . 3,705.995 124,652 10,498 75,795 24,489 48,857
1881, . . 3,745,485 126,214 10,466 72,30' 25,948 53,913
1882, . . 3,785,400 126,182

124,462

io,55o 72,966 26,574 53,2i6

1883, . . 3,825,744 10,035 76,867 26,855 47,595

The marriage rate in the period 1855 to 1883 has only once (1873) reached the average

marriage rate of Europe, 0.77 per cent,, or 15.4 newly married persons to the 1000 of the

population. The birth rate is also moderate. In the ten years 1 873-1 882 it had a mean of

3 4O4 per cent ol the population, the maximum being 3.57 per cent, in 1876, and the minimum
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3.33 in 1882. In 1883 the rate was 3.25, and in 1884, 3.34. Throughout Europe the birth

rate varies from 2.58 (France) to 4.38; Scotland thus belongs to the medium group. In the
same ten years the death rate was 2.106 per cent, reaching a maximum of 2.33 in 1875, an(i

sinking to 1.93 in 1881, and 1882. In 1883 it was 2.01, and in 1884, 1.94. The ratio and
distribution of illegitimacy in Scotland will be found discussed by Mr George Seton in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, No. 113, 1882-83.

If we turn from the country at large to the places where population is most densely
massed, or in other words to the eight ' principal towns,' we find the growth in the present
century often very striking :

1

Population.

Towns.

1S01. 1811. 1821. 1831. 1841. 1851. 1861. 1871. 1S81.

Edinburgh, )

81,404 101,492 136,351 \
136,548 132,977 160, 302 221,846 271,283 328,226

Leith, \

•

( 25,855 25,984 30,919 34,488 44,721 59,485
Glasgow, . 77,058 103,224 140,432 193,030 261,004 329,097 436,432 566,577

88,189
674,095

Aberdeen, 26,992 34,640 43,82

1

56,681 63,288 7i,973 73,905 105,189
Dundee, . 27,396 31,058 32,126 48,026 64,629 78,93i 90, 568 109,141 140,239
Greenock, 17,190 18,750 21,719 27,082 36,169 36,689 42,673 57,821 66, 704
Paisley, . 25,058 29,461 38,102

18,197

46,222 48,263 47,952 47,427 4S,257 55,638
Perth, 16,388 16,564 19,238 20,407 23,835 25,293 25,606 28,980

The average per cent, of births to the population of these eight principal towns was,

between 1855 and 1864, 3.78; between 1865 and 1874, 3.85; and in the five years 1875 to

1879, 3 81. The subsequent years 1880-81-82-83 have not risen to the lowest of these averages.

The average per cent, of deaths was 2.77 in 1855-1864, 2.81 in 1865-1874, and 2.59 in 1875-

1879. The subsequent years have not risen to the lowest of these averages. The marriages

in the same three periods showed percentages of 0.86, 0.92, and 0.88. The subsequent
years have approached the first and last averages. As the death rate is an important indication

of the comparative health of the different towns, it may be well to show its percentage to the

urban population in more detail. The figures must not be taken as an absolute health-scale

:

1

!

Towns.

Percentage of Deaths to the Population.

1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1S77. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1 881. 1882.
Mean of

10 Years.
1883. 18S4.

Glasgow, . 2-93 3.18 3.08 2.74 2-74 2.79 2.46 2.61 2.52 2-53 2.76 2.82 2.69
Edinburgh,

.

2.25 2.42 2.40 2.06 2.15 2.24 1.99 2.19 2.01 1.96 2.17 1.92 1.97
Dundee, 2.61 3-27 2-55 2-33 2.26 2.32 2.29 2.46 2.07 2. 10 2-43 2-39 2.07
Aberdeen, . 2.31 2.21 2.12 2. 10 2.09 2.20 2.09 2.00 1.94 2.03 2. 1

1

1. 91 2.20
Greenock, . 3-59 2.69 3-42 2.49 2.38 2-33 2.36 2-37 2.21 2.27 2.61 2.50 2.05
Leith, 3-19 2.75 2.66 2.47 2.51 2.97 2.75 2.59 2.28 2-57 2.67 2.03 1.88
Paisley, 2. 19 2-47 2.03 2. 19 2.12 2.14 1.98 2.30 2.0S 1.86 2.14 2.42 2.59
Penh, 2-35 2-55 2.29 2.28 2.17 2.22 2.25 2.23 2.15 2-35 2.28 1. 91 1.97

As 1,145,229 persons were added to the population of Scotland by excess of births between
1856 and 1881, the total population in 1881 ought to have been 4,141,000—2,978,065 being
the figures assumed for 1855. But the census of 1881 returns only 3,735,573 persons, leaving

405,427 unaccounted for, who must consequently have removed from the country. Now, the

actual number of persons of Scottish birth who are known to have left the United Kingdom for

foreign parts during the period in question is 393,575, a strikingly near agreement, when it is

considered that on the one hand a considerable proportion of emigrants return home ; and on
the other hand, that no record is kept of those who remove to England or Ireland. The
following are the actual returns of emigration since 1856 :

Year.
Persons of

Scottish birth.

Percent, of
Total

Emigration.

Per. rut. of

Total
Population.

Year.
Persons of

Scottish liirth.

Percent, of
Total

Emigration.

Percent, of
Total

Population.

1856-60, average, 11,803 IO O.389 1878, average, 11,087 IO O.305
1861-65, „ 12,492 9 0.399 1879, „ 18,703 I I O.51O
1866-70, „ 17,124 10 0.523 1880, „ 22,056 IO 0.595
1871-75, „ 19,011 10 O.552 1881, „ 26,826 II 0.716
1876, 10,097 9 O.284 1882, „ 32,242 12 O.85I

1877. 8,653 9 O.24I 1883, ., 3M39 IO O.814
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While the numbers thus show s great in< rease in recent years, the proportion to the total of

ffltS remains llmosl unchanged. In the same period English-born have increased

is to form instead o!'30 per rout, of the whole, and Irish-born decreased from 61 per
cent, to 33 per cent

1871; iBBz.

No. IVu . nt. i.;<\ No. Percentage.

Professional Class, . , , 72,911 217 96, 103 2-57
Domestic Class, .... 159.403 474 176,565 4-73
Commercial Class, 114,694 3'4i 132,126 3-54
Agricultural Class, 270,008 8-04 269,537 7-21

Industrial Class, .... 751,281 22"!.6 932.653 24-97
Unoccupied Class, 1,991,721 59-28 2,128,589 56-98

The above table shows there lias been an increase in the professional, the commercial, the

industrial, and especially the domestic class at the expense of the agricultural; but it must be
particularly noted that the lower percentage shown by the Unoccupied Class is partly due
to the fact that paupers, who in 1 87 1 were rightly included in this category, were in 1881

returned under the occupation at which they used to work.

According to the census returns of 181 1 and 1841 the ratios of the agricultural, commercial,
and miscellaneous classes of the community were as follows: 35, 44, and 21 per cent, at the

former date, and 22, 46, and 32 at the latter.

XIV. EDUCATION.

By W. Scott Dalgleish, M.A., F.E.I.S., author of Memorials of the High School of Edinburgh, etc., etc.

3 on and has long enjoyed the reputation of being one of the best educated nations in

Europe. The claim to that character is certainly warrantable, even if it has regard to nothing

more than to the systematic provision of educational institutions of all grades—primary,

secondary, and university or higher. No other country in Europe possessed at so early a time

so complete an equipment of educational machinery.
If we view the development of education in Scotland historically, we must give the first

place to the universities, the second place to secondary schools, and the third place to the

elementary school system. This is due to the fact that education was in the first instance the

creation of the Church. Its primary object was the professional equipment of the priesthood.

By and by the training of the sons of the barons, who formed the ruling class, was conjoined

with that of the churchmen. The education of the people was a much later idea, which, in point

of fact, did not come into force until after the Reformation, in the beginning of the seventeenth

century.

University Education.—There are four universities in Scotland—those of St Andrews,
Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Edinburgh. The first three were pre-Reformation universities, and
were founded by Papal bull on the model of the schools of Italy. The University of

Edinburgh, and one of the colleges in Aberdeen, were founded after the Reformation by Royal
Charter. (See separate Articles on the University towns.)

The University of St Andrews was founded in 141 1 by the bishop of the diocese, who,

with the help of King James I., obtained, two years later, a bull from Benedict XIII. In the

sixteenth century it comprised three distinct corporations—St Salvator's College, St Leonard's

College, and the College of St Mary. Its constitution has undergone various changes, but it

now forms a single corporate body, including two colleges—the College of St Salvator and St

Leonard, united in 1747, and devoted to Arts and Medicine; and the College of St Mary,

devoted to Divinity.

The University of Glasgow was founded in 1450 by bull of Pope Nicholas V. It now
includes four faculties—Arts, Divinity, Law, and Medicine. New buildings, begun in 1868,

will cost, when completed, ,£470,000, of which £165,000 has been contributed in Glasgow
and its neighbourhood.

The University and King's College of Aberdeen was founded in 1494, and sanctioned by
Papal bull. The Marischal College and University of Aberdeen was founded in 1593 under a

charter ratified by Parliament. The two colleges and universities were united in i860.
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The University of Edinburgh was founded in 1582 by James VI. It was put on an
equality with the other universities of Scotland by an Act of the Scottish Parliament in 1621.
Extensive additional buildings have lately been erected for the accommodation of the Medical
Faculty. The Tercentenary Festival of the university was celebrated with great rejoicings in

April 1884.

University College, Dundee, was founded and endowed by Miss Baxter of Ellangowan and
Dr John Boyd Baxter of Craigton, Dundee, in 1881. There are six Professors, one of whom
is Principal. The college opened in 1883 with 300 students.

The strength of the teaching staff and the number of students and of graduates in the
universities of Scotland in 1883-84 are shown in the following table :

•0
.

Total

Teaching

Staff.

Students.

1

In

Arts.

In

Medicine.

in

Total
Graduates.

Members

of

General

Council.

t Andrews, . 15 15 195 19 IO I 30 1547
lasgow, . . 28 23 51 2212 105 190 17 7 19 338 3860
berdeen, . . 23 13 36 859 76 73 2 151 2807
dinburyh, . 39 S3 92 3371 I20 400 10 18 554 520O

undee, . . . 6 1 7 330

Total, . . 90 201 6967 320 673 n 28 39 1073 I3.4H

The constitution of the Scottish Universities was remodelled by Act of Parliament in

1858, which appointed an Executive Commission to carry out its enactments in detail. It

created in each university two bodies, in addition to the Senatus Academicus, to regulate its

affairs—the University Court, a body of from six to eight members, which is the highest

authority in the university organisation ; and the General Council, which consists of the

registered graduates in all faculties. The official head of each university is the Chancellor,

who is elected for life by the General Council. The chairman of the University Court is the

Rector, who is elected for a term of three years by the matriculated students. The administrative

body is the Senatus Academicus. In the University of Edinburgh there is also a Court of

Curators, which dispenses the patronage formerly exercised by the Town Council of the city.

The Parliamentary Reform Act of 1867 gave two Members to the Scottish Universities

—

the one to Edinburgh and St Andrews, the other to Glasgow and Aberdeen. The electors are

the members of the General Councils.

Degrees.—The degrees conferred by the Scottish Universities are those of Master of Arts

(M.A.), Bachelor of Law (B.L.), Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.), Doctor of Laws (LL.D., honorary),

Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.), Master of Surgery (M.C.), Doctor of Medicine (M.D.), Bachelor

of Science (B.Sc), Doctor of Science (D.Sc), Bachelor of Divinity (B.D.), Doctor of Divinity

(D.D., honorary).

Theological Education.—Theological education is overtaken to a large extent in denomi-
national colleges. The Chairs of Divinity in the universities are filled only by clergymen of

the Established Church. The Free Church has three colleges—in Edinburgh, in Glasgow,

and in Aberdeen. The United Presbyterian Church has a college in Edinburgh. The
Congregational Church also has a divinity hall. The Baptists have a theological institution in

Edinburgh. The Scottish Episcopal Church has a college in Edinburgh, established in 1877.

Trinity College, Glenalmond, in connection with the same body, was founded in 1841. The
Roman Catholic Church has a college at Blairs, Aberdeen, established in 1829.

Professional Licences.—Besides the university degrees in medicine, professional licences are

granted by the Royal College of Physicians and the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh,

and by the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. Schoolmasters are not required by
law to possess any academic degree or professional licence, but they derive certain advantages

from possessing the university degree of M.A. The Educational Institute of Scotland, a

chartered body, has the right to confer the title of Fellow (F.E.I. S.). Elementary schoolmasters

must hold certificates from the Education Department in order to earn grants for their schools.

The Training Colleges for teachers (male and female) in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen are

managed by the churches, and are largely subsidised by the State (see page 99).
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[*he Anderson's University in Glasgow embraces a medical school, mechanics classes, and
fol general literature. The Watt Institution and School of Arts in Edinburgh is a

colli toi m u iuc, applied science, literature, and languages. Schools of science

Ad art in connection with the South Kensington Science and Art Department have been
established in Kdinburgli, Cdasgow, and all the leading towns of Scotland.

Local examinations, Similar to those of Oxford and Cambridge, have been instituted by all

tin- foul Scottish universities. University Certificates in Arts for women are granted, after

examination, by all the lour universities. Si Andrews also confers on women the title of
Literate in Arts (I..A.).

S n :\ Education. \ftei the universities, secondary education comes next in point of

time. There can be no doubt, indeed, that there were secondary schools in Scotland before

t: eie «in universities. A school in connection with the church of St Andrews is referred to

in ecclesiastical statutes of the year 1120. Alter that date there are frequent references to

schools m connection with abbeys and cathedrals. But the earliest legislative enactment on
the subject was the statute of 1496 (James IV.), requiring all 'barons and freeholders of

ce' to send their eldest sons to school ; and to keep them at school until they were
'completely founded,' and had 'perfect Latin,' as well as a knowledge of art and 'jure,' or

law 1 1 there had not been schools in existence giving the education specified, the statute

would not have 1 . en passed. That the schools were secondary schools is implied, both in the

i n scribed, and in the social class on which the obligation was laid. It was no doubt
the primary aim of these schools to train juvenile ecclesiastics; but it was natural that the

sons of barons and freeholders who wished to learn should be received along with these. It

was the object of the statute of 1496 to enjoin this attendance on the part of secular students

destined for the public service; but it is not known how far the injunction was observed.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century there existed grammar schools, or Latin

schools, of some repute, in many of the burghs of Scotland. After the Reformation these

schools passed into the hands of the Town Councils, and were in some cases helped with an

annual grant from the 'common good' of the burgh. The establishment of a 'Latin school'

beside every several kirk ' in towns of any reputation,' and of a ' college for logic, rhetoric, and
ton 'in every 'notable town,' was part of the comprehensive scheme propounded in

the First Book of Discipline (1560). If the scheme had been carried out, Scotland would
have had a system of secondary schools as complete as her parochial school system. But it

was not carried out, being only a recommendation of the Church, and not an Act of Parliament.

The cupidity of the nobles deprived education of much of the forfeited revenues which the

reformers had destined for its support. The point in which failure was most conspicuous was

the establishment of colleges or high schools in 'notable' towns. That is the particular in which

Scottish education has always been most defective. Nevertheless, Town Councils were usually

zealous in supporting the burgh schools. They frequently guarded them by a system of
' protection ' which prohibited adventure schools, or which forbade the burghers to send their

children to any but the authorised school of the burgh. In 1867, the number of schools

returned as ' burgh schools ' to the Education Commissioners of that year was 26. When the

Act of 1872 passed, only n schools were scheduled in it as 'higher class public schools.' The
number has now been increased to 17.

The Education Act of 1872 included burgh as well as parochial schools. That is one of

the features of the Act that distinguish it most clearly from the English Act of 1870, which

related only to primary schools. But the Act of 1872 embraced burgh schools only formally

and in a left-handed way. It transferred the management of the schools, including the

appointment of teachers, to the School Boards; but it expressly forbade the participation of

these schools in the school fund, excepting for the maintenance of buildings, and for the

expenses of examinations. These provisions of the Act of 1872 were enlarged by the Act of

1878, which authorised School Boards to pay from the school fund, with the consent of the

Education Department, such expenses for the promotion of efficient education as were not

provided for in the principal Act. The amending Act also empowered School Boards to pay

for new school buildings, and authorised the Department to make provision for the examination

of higher class public schools and of secondary schools under private authorities. These
enactments, however, have not yet been taken advantage of by the school boards of Scotland,

except as regards buildings. The burgh and grammar schools under the management of school

boards provide a very small part of the secondary education of the country. In all the larger

towns there are adventure schools, generally well conducted ; and in some there are proprietary

schools and endowed schools, which provide efficiently for the higher education.

Endowed Schools.—The educational endowments of Scotland were found by the Royal

Commissioners of 1872-75 to yield an annual income of £175,000. This sum included

,£79,000 for hospitals which are mainly secondary loundations, and ^16,000 for schools
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which are purely secondary. The rest was for mixed endowments. In 1882 an Act was passed

to reorganise the educational endowments of Scotland by means of an executive commission.

The commissioners were empowered to prepare schemes remodelling governing bodies, and
rearranging the administration of revenues with the view of making the funds available, after

fairly satisfying the primary objects of the donors, for the promotion of the higher education of

boys and girls. The commission is still (1884) in the midst of its important labours, and it is

impossible yet to speak with certainty of their results, especially as a large part of the time of

the commission has necessarily been occupied with preliminary inquiries. At December 31,

1883, nineteen schemes had been published, including forty-two separate endowments, with a
gross annual revenue of ^1 7,597- The most important of these were Hutcheson's Hospital,

Glasgow ; two other schemes, embracing nearly all the other Glasgow endowments ; and Steel's

Hospital. Since December 31, 1883, seventy-five schemes have been published, the most
important of which are the Edinburgh schemes, including those for George Heriot's (^£2 5,000
a-year), Donaldson's, John Watson's, the Orphan, and the Trades Maiden Hospitals. The
Heriot scheme includes a proposal to assign ^4000 a-year for the maintenance of the Heriot-

Watt College, for the promotion of technical education—a department for which very

inadequate provision is made in Scotland. Twenty schemes have already been approved by
the Queen in Council, but these do not include any of first-rate magnitude or importance.

The schools under the management of the Merchant Company of Edinburgh were remodelled
in 1870, under the Endowed Institutions Act of 1869. They include four secondary schools

(two for boys and two for girls), and an elementary school for boys and girls. The scholars

(partly foundationers, and partly non-foundationers who pay moderate fees) number 5000.

Elementary Education.—The first great impetus given to popular education in Scotland

came from the Reformers, who saw that the strength of their movement lay in the enlightenment

of the mass of the people. Hence, the scheme of the First Book of Discipline already referred

to. One of its chief features was the recommendation to plane a school for 'the first rudiments'

of learning in every rural parish. Probably that part of the scheme would have borne as little

fruit as that relating to secondary schools, but for an Act of the Privy Council in 1616, ordain-

ing the establishment of a grammar school in every parish, and requiring the heritors to support

it. This Act was ratified by the Parliament of 1633—the year in which Charles I. visited Scotland

and established Episcopacy—which empowered the bishops, with consent of the heritors, to

exact a tax for the support of education. The ecclesiastical and political troubles of the next

half century hindered the operation of this enactment. The Revolution settlement of 1689
brought a measure of peace. Its effect was seen in the statute of 1693, which restored the

authority of the Presbyterian Church in matters educational.

Then came the famous Act of 1696, which has been justly described as 'the Charter of

Scottish education.' That Act recast the system of popular education. It required the

heritors in every parish in the land to provide a suitable schoolhouse, and a salary for the

teacher of at least 200 merks, or about £1 1 a year ; but it retained the authority of the Church
by authorising the presbytery of the bounds, in case of default, to provide the schoolhouse and
the schoolmaster's salary at the cost of the heritors. It was to this Act that Scotland owed the

system of parish schools, spread over the length and breadth of the land, which made the

Scottish peasantry famous for intelligence and enterprise, and which raised Scotland to the front

rank of educated nations. It was, of course, chiefly in the Lowlands and in the centres of in-

dustry that its beneficial effects were felt; but even in the Highlands, in spite of the disturbance

caused by successive Jacobite rebellions, it exercised a humanising influence, and bore a fair

measure of good fruit.

No further attempt to improve Scottish education was made till 1803, when an amending Act
was passed by the Imperial Parliament, increasing the salaries of the schoolmasters, and assign-

ing to them dwelling-houses and gardens. But the School was still regarded as an adjunct to

the Church, and the schoolmaster continued to be the vassal of the parish minister and the

Presbytery, and was required to sign the Confession of Faith.

The Commission of 1818 revealed a lamentable state of educational destitution, especially

in the Highlands, although the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge had been doing
good work since its institution in 1704. The Church made strenuous efforts to remove the

reproach that lay on the country. The General Assembly's. Committee on Education was
appointed in 1824, and established schools in many destitute districts. These efforts, however,
were quite inadequate to meet the needs of the country ; and the Church gladly availed itself of
the system of Grants in Aid established in 1839, which proved to be the point of the wedge of

State education in Scotland as well as in England.
The Disruption of 1843 m the Church of Scotland greatly increased the number of schools

in the country. The Free Church resolved to provide schools of its own, partly to give employ-
ment to the extruded schoolmasters, partly that its people might not require to send their

N
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children to the parochial schools, which were attached to the Established Church. The move-
ment had us origin in ecclesiastical rivalry, rather than in a desire to supply educational

h resulted, therefore, in producing educational redundancy, as well as in

increasing sectarian bitterness, The first loosening of the tie between the parochial schools
and the Church took place in 1861, when an Act was passed transferring to the Scottish

I niversiUes the examination of parochial teachers, previously entrusted to Presbyteries. The
Act also modified the ecclesiastical test, and thereby opened the office of parochial school-

I
I thi Pr< ibyterian Churches. At the same time it raised the minimum

bul.uies ol ten !u 1 . to J ,'35 a year, and the maximum to ^70.
1

1 omm oi Enquiry, published in 1867, emphasised the deficiencies

which had been previously discovered or suspected, and revealed others. One-fifth of the

were al no school, and only one-half of those at school were at inspected

Bchoola in most cas< the attendance was very irregular. The country was evidently ripe for

ol national education. Abortive attempts to deal with the question were
made in 1 85 2, 1869. and 1871. At last the great measure of 1872, with which the name of
I rd VTo ng is honourably associated, was passed, and a new era opened in the Educational

History of Scotland.

I he distinguishing feature of the Education Act of 1872 was its thoroughness. It did not

seek men ly to amend, or to supplement, the system previously in existence. With some minor
to be noted presently, it either absorbed or swept away the existing machinery, and

established a new and complete system in its place. The exceptions referred to did not

with thi 1 ential 1 haracteristics of the new organisation, which were, universal School

B irds, a universal school rate, and universal compulsory attendance. Under the Act, a School
I rd, elect 1 ev< ry three years by the ratepayers, female as well as male, is established in every

h in the country. Each Board is the responsible educational authority in its own
[t i primary duty of the Board to provide an adequate supply of school accom-

i. The bo nd manages the schools, appoints the teachers, who hold office at its

. and regulates the course of instruction; and it is answerable to its constituents, the

ratepayers, alone for the manner in which it discharges these duties. The School Board is thus

a popular and representative institution, and is a notable instance of local self-government. The
red to levy an assessment on the rental of the parish or burgh, called the

school rate. The primary sources of school revenue are the fees and the Government grant,

which is distributed on the conditions of the code of the Scottish Education Department.

Whatever deficiency is found to exist in the expenditure when these two sources of revenue are

exhausted, must be made up from the school rate. The rate is therefore a variable quantity.

It varies from 3d. and 4d. in the £ in populous and favoured burghs, to 4s. and 5s. in remote

parishes in the Highlands and Islands.

Compulsory attendance is universal in Scotland. The corner-stone of the Act of 1872 is

the requirement that ' It shall be the duty of every parent to provide elementary education in

reading, writing, and arithmetic for his children, between five and thirteen [altered by a

subsequent Act to fourteen] years of age.' The rule, however, admits of exceptions in the case

of children over ten years of age who hold an Inspector's certificate of proficiency, and of half-

timers under the Factory and Workshops Acts and the Mines Regulations Act. The School

Board ascertains, through its ' compulsory officer,' what children of school age are not at school,

and prosecutes the parents, who may be punished by fine or by imprisonment. But if a parent

is unable to pay the school fees of his children, he may apply to the parochial board, and have

them paid in whole or in part out of the poor fund.

Religious instruction is given under the check of a conscience clause, which requires that

instruction to be given at specified times, and which allows a parent to withdraw his children

from school during these hours. In this connection, notice may be taken of the exceptions to

the thoroughly national character of the system, already referred to. The Act allowed

denominational schools to be continued, and to receive the Government grant, if the Education

Department was satisfied that the character of the population in any district rendered this

necessary.

The Scotch code regulates the distribution of the annual parliamentary grant, which

amounts, for Scotland, to ^475,000 a year. Payments are made (1.) on attendance; (2.) on
individual examination in reading (which includes grammar), writing (which includes spelling

and composition), and arithmetic
; (3.) on class examination in history and geography ; (4.) on

individual examination in specific or higher subjects— mathematics, English, Latin, Greek,

French, German, mechanics, chemistry, animal physiology, light and heat, magnetism and
electricity, physical geography, botany, and domestic economy. Special grants are also made
for evening schools, for small schools in thinly peopled districts, and for pupil- teachers.

The effects of the Education Act of 1872 cannot be adequately estimated by statistics. It
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has certainly given a great impetus to education all over the country, the most satisfactory

outward sign of which is seen in the substantial and handsome new school-houses which adorn

every burgh and every parish even in remote districts. Since 1872, 970 new school-houses

have been erected, 369 old school-houses have been enlarged or improved, and 755 teachers'

residences have been built, at a cost of £2,661,740, the whole of which has been borne by the

rates, excepting £570,302 which came from Government grants. There are 982 school boards

in Scotland—923 in parishes, and 59 in burghs. The following table shows in a succinct form
the progress made in school supply, in school attendance, and in other particulars during the

years from 1874 to 1884:

—

1874. 1884.

Schools inspected, ...... 2,366 3,131
Scholars provided for, ..... 372,090 655,672
Scholars on registers, ..... 344,628 5^7,945
Scholars in average attendance, .... 263,748 448,242
Scholars examined in higher subjects, . . 4,407 61,429
Certificated teachers, ..... 3, 165 6,220
Assistant teachers, ...... 66 1,012
Pupil teachers, ...... 3,833 3,629

Inspection.—There are in Scotland twenty-six Inspectors of Schools, of whom three are

senior inspectors. There are two sub-inspectors, and twenty inspectors' assistants. The
General reports of four or five inspectors are published in each year's Blue Book.

Training of Teachers.—There are seven Training Colleges for teachers in Scotland, all con-

nected with ecclesiastical denominations—three in connection with the Established Church,

three with the Free Church, and one with the Scottish Episcopal Church. The number of

students in training at these colleges in 1883-84 was 851—302 male and 549 female; and the

amount of expenditure was ,£37,492, of which £26,635 came from Government grants, and
£10,838 from other sources.

In 1876, Chairs of the Theory, Practice, and History of Education were founded in the

Universities of Edinburgh and St Andrews by the trustees of Dr Andrew Bell, the founder of

the Madras or Monitorial system. Under the Scotch code, students in training colleges

(Queen's scholars) may attend a Scottish university during their two years of training; and the

authorities of the training college may dispense with their attendance there during such hours

as they may deem necessary. The classes of Education in Edinburgh and St Andrews are

recognised under this section of the code. The number of Queen's scholars availing them-
selves of this privilege rose from 33 in 1874, to 149 in 1883 ; and the total number in the ten

years amounted to 1 160, or a yearly average of 116.

Scholastic Organisation.—The chief body for the protection of the interests of members of
the scholastic profession is 'The Educational Institute of Scotland,' instituted in 1847, ar>d

incorporated by Royal Charter in 1851. Its membership includes teachers, both male and
female, of every grade, from teachers in elementary schools to university professors. A
' Burgh and Parochial Schoolmasters' Widows' and Children's Fund ' was established by Act
of Parliament in 1807. There is also a 'Scottish School-book Association' for the publication

of class-books, and for promoting the interests of the profession.

Authorities.—The Minutes of the Committee of the Privy Council on Education, from 1839 ; the Annual
Blue Books of the Scottish Education Department ; the Report of the Commission of Inquiry, 1867 ; the Reports of
the Board of Education for Scotland, 1874-78 ; the Report of the Universities Commission, 1837 ; the Report
and Ordinances of the Universities Commission, 1858 ; the Report of the Universities Commission, 1878 ; the
Report of the Endowed Institutions Commission, 1869 ; the First Report of the Educational Endowments Com-
mission, 1884 ; James Grant's History of the Burgh Schools of Scotland, i876 ; Sellar's Manual of the Education
Acts, 7th edit., 1879; Craik's Education and the State, 1883; Cassell's Educational Year Book, 1881-84; Sir J.
Kay Shuttleworth, On Public Education, 3 vols., 1853 ; H. Mann, Education in Great Britain, 1854 ; J. S.
Blackie, On the Advancement of Learning in Scotland, 1855 ; J. Lorimer, The Universities of Scotland, Past,
Present, and Possible, 1854 ; Voigt, Mittheilungen iiber das Uutcrrichtswcscn England* und Schottlands, 2d edit.,

1863; Sir Alexander Grant's Story of the University of Edinburgh, 1884; Harrison's Oure Tounis Colledge

:

Sketches of the History of the Old College of Edinburgh, 1 884 ; The Calendars of the Scottish Universities

;

S. S. Laurie's Primary Instruction in Relatiott to Education, 3d edit., 1883; J. M. D. Meiklejohn's Life
of Andrew Bell, 1881 ; Steven's History of the High School of Edinburgh, 1849; Steven's History of George
Heriot's Hospital, continued by F. W. Bedford, 1859 ; Dalglcish's High School of Edinburgh, 1857 ; George
Combe's Education: Its Principles and Practice, edited by W. Jolly, 1869; The Museum; a Journal 0/ Education,
i8(>2-69.
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XV. ADMINISTRATION.

liy II. A. WrnsTKK, of the Encyclopedia Britanniea.

I hi- administrative divisions of Scotland, both civil and ecclesiastical, are far from forming

.1 simple and wcll-otdcred 'System. They have come to be what they are through the

action Of very various and discordant inihiences, the origin and operation of which are

liequcntly lost bevond the re.u li even of anti(|iiarian research. Tliat the country as a whole
w is at any given peiiod regularly partitioned off like a tract of government land in a Western

State or an Australian colony into so many convenient lots, which were again divided into

suitable subsections, is an idea that must at once be discarded. According to the system

introduced into France alter the Revolution, a department is a group of arrondissements, and
. n arrondissement a group of communes, the lesser divisions fitting into the larger like so many

n a ( best But in Scotland we have had no great revolution, and we remain mediaeval

and irregular, except where some modern Act of Parliament, striking athwart all obstructions

1 ke an 'improvement' street in an old-fashioned city, has, at the expense of a few additional

imi lies, produced a certain amount of simplicity and uniformity. In Scotland the country is

p oi parishes, and the parish, whether civil or ecclesiastical, has no organic relation

to the districts under municipal authority. Though the ecclesiastical have exercised a great

on the civil divisions and subdivisions (as maybe observed on a superficial com-
parison of a 13th century ecclesiastical map with a modern representation of the counties), the

two systems seldom coincide.

The civil parish, or parish quoad omnia, is the unit area for poor-law administration and
in ol population throughout the country, and for public-health administration in rural

districts. In 1652 there were 980 of such parishes. At the census of 1871 there were 887,
1 mging in area from Kilmallie with 284,060 acres, to Queensferry with n acres; and in popu-
lation from the Barony (Lanarkshire) with 222,927 inhabitants, to Cranshaws (Berwickshire)

with 142. About 160 had more than 4000 inhabitants, and 280 less than 1000. By 1881

1 of parishes had increased to 894, mainly through changes in Glasgow and
Edinburgh ; the Barony had 264,509 inhabitants, and Cranshaws 106. The boundaries of

] parishes, except in certain modern instances, are not officially registered, and they have often

been the subject of dispute before the Court of Session. New parishes are erected under the

provisions of what is known as Graham's Act (7 and 8 Vict, c. 44). They may either be
quoad omnia, i.e., civil and ecclesiastical, or quoad sacra, i.e., ecclesiastical only. Quoad sacra

parishes leave the civil rights and liabilities of the landowners (heritors) practically the same as

before, except when, as was the case in the Education Act of 1872, they are taken as the basis

of special civil enactments. The landowners of every parish are bound to provide and main-

tain a church, a churchyard, a manse, a glebe, and minister's grass ; and by Acts passed in

1862 and 1866 they may impose an assessment for ten years for such purposes. Formerly

poor relief was jointly in the hands of the heritors and the kirk session (a mere church court)

;

but the great majority of parishes have adopted an assessment and a parochial board under the

Poor Law Amendment Act of 1845.

The larger administration districts are called cither counties or shires : the name of

Stewartry still applied to Kirkcudbright having ceased to have any practical import since the

abolition of hereditary jurisdictions in 1746-47. The institution of sheriffdoms is as old at least

as David I., and twenty-five are mentioned in an ordinance of 1305. Their number and grouping

have been frequently modified. While on the one hand, for instance, we find Caithness,

Sutherland, and Ross under the jurisdiction of the Sheriff of Inverness as late as 1641, on the

other hand, Elgin and Forres were formerly separate sheriffdoms
;
Linlithgow and Haddington

were constabularies under the sheriffdom of Edinburgh ; Stratherne formed a county palatine ; and
so on. At present, the counties are thirty-three in number, Ross and Cromarty being treated as

one, and Orkney and Shetland as two or vice versa. Ross, an ancient hereditary sheriffdom, has

still a court of lieutenancy of its own and separate commissioners of supply. The detached

districts, which look so strange on the modern map (where the two counties are usually

coloured differently), were annexed to Cromarty at the instigation of Viscount Tarbat, after-

wards Earl of Cromarty, who wished to have jurisdiction over the various parts of his estates.

By the Reform Act of 1832, those detached portions of Ross, and similar enclaves in other

counties, were for parliamentary representation made part of the county in which they are

situated ; and the County Police Act, 1857, the General Assessment Act, 1868, etc., have followed

the same rule. For purposes of registration the areas 01 all counties have been altered since

1854, and thus we have Registration Counties as distinguished from Civil Counties. Part ot a
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police burgh may be transferred from one county to another for the purposes of the Police Act

of 1862. The following table shows the area of the thirty-three civil counties :

—

Tabular Statement Showing the Areas of Land, Water, and Foreshore of the

Counties of Scotland.

Area in Statute Acres.

Total Area of County.

Shetland and Orkney,
Caithness,

Sutherland, .

Ross, . .

Cromarty,

Inverness, .

Nairn, .

Elgin,

Banff,

Aberdeen,
Kincardine, .

Forfar,

Perth,

Fife, .

Kinross,

Clackmannan,
Stirling,

Dumbarton, .

Argyll,

Bute, .

Renfrew,
Ayr, .

Lanark,
Linlithgow, .

Edinburgh, .

Haddington, .

Berwick,
Peebles,

Selkirk,

Roxburgh,
Dumfries,
Kirkcudbright,

Wigtown,

59 v 354
438,878

.297,849

,768,560

2,616,544

124,968

304,606
410,112

1,251,451

245,347
560,186

1,617,808

315,007
46,485
30,476

286,338

154,542

2,056,402

139,432
156,785
722,229

564,284

76,799
231,725

173,447
294,805
226,899

164,545
425.657
680,217

575,303
3'o, 747

19,295
7,271

49,185

65,558

8,656

91,693

950

3,76i

2,146
7,o59

1,463

3,179
38,274
1,082

3,327

945
8,947
14,321

36,056

895
3,622

6,957

4,557
456

878
190

i,557

970
1,979
2,807

5,302

7,679
2,829

25,683
2,718
12,812

27,454

7,224

58,841

3,979
L533
3,588
i,385

6,4S6
8,608

12,338

638,332
448,867

1,359,846

1,861,572

455
3,294
3,8i4

*i,8i6

3,670
2,021

6,076

27
3,858
2,323

5,505

799

20,427
27,361

!4>33

217,324

2,767,078

127,906

312,346
413,791

1,262,097

248,195
569,851

1,664,690

328,427
49,812
31,876

298,579
172,677

2,134,274

143,997
162,428

735,262
568,868
81,113

234,926
179,142
297,161
227,869
166,524
428,464
705,946
610,343
327,906

( including 440,822 acres, the

< area of the Islands of Ross-

( shire.

including 29,997 acres, the

area of the Islands of Crom-
artyshire.

including 821,579 acres, the

area of the Islands of Inver-

ness-shire.

I including 19,867 acres, the

< area of the Islands of Nairn-

( shire.

including 398,890 acres, the

area of the Islands of Argyll-

shire.

19,063,231 403,846 3'o,4i3 777,490

Subdivisions of the counties are legally recognised only in a few instances, and that some-
times only for special purposes : thus Lanark has long been divided into an Over or Upper, a

Middle, and a Nether or Lower Ward, and the Lower Ward has been subdivided into two
districts, each of the four districts thus produced being a separate assessment area, and in con-

nection with the roads a separate ' County ; ' Ayr, in like manner retains the old threefold

division into the bailiaries of Carrick, Kyle, and Cunningham. In most instances the older

subdivisions when such existed, have passed into desuetude and oblivion, or linger, as matters

of every-day convenience, in the popular speech. We are still familiar with the districts of

Lome and Cowal and Kintyre, with the Merse and Lammermuir and Lauderdale ; but even the

antiquary is not certain as to what was meant by the Quarter (or District) of the Seven Shires of

Perth.

The highest county official is the Lord-Lieutenant, appointed by the crown, and generally

selected from the local nobility or gentry. The office, first created by the Militia Act, 42,
Ceorge III. (1782), is honorary, and involves little real participation in the administration of
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tl e county, though the holder is also high sheriff, a member oi the police committee, etc. A
much more responsible ami clfuient functionary is tho salaried sheriff, appointed by the crown
t.r the ihsihai-e, either pcisoiially or by means of his legal substitutes, both of judicial and
.. IministniUve duties. He is not required to be resident in his sheriffdom, but he must hold a

Certain number of sittings m the county or counties entrusted to him. By Act 16 and 17 Vict,

Ct| 9s (1853), it was arranged that as sluiilldoms fell vacant, Sutherland should be joined

I
1 Bat I ill and Nairn, Linlithgow with Clackmannan and Kinross,

Dumbarton with Bute, Haddington with Berwick, Roxburgh with Selkirk, and Wigtown with

kukcudhri V;. Hut in iS;>\ by 33 and 3.) Vict., cap. 86, a new grouping was introduced :

—

Aberdeen, Kincardine, li.mii; Inverness, Elgin, Nairn; Orkney, Shetland, Caithness ; Suther-

Midlothian, Linlithgow, Haddington, Peebles; Wigtown, Kirkcud-

1 right, Dumfries (Sheriffdom oi Dumfries and Calloway); Stirling, Dumbarton, Clackmannan;
\ - some of the changes were to take place only when certain sheriffdoms

fell vacant, they arc still prospective.

Main oi tin- duties of the sheriff (who is the special guardian of the public peace) can

1 rj 1 rged by the Bheriff-substitutes, who must reside within the county, and must not be
in ire th. 111 a fortnight at a time. They are judges in first instance in all sheriff courts.

Among their administrative functions arc arranging for the election of members of parliament

and return of writs, summoning jurors for causes civil and criminal in the supreme courts,

stnkm. pri< es, and determining the boundaries of police and improvement burghs.

The procurator-fiscal is the public prosecutor in the inferior courts; and as in the sheriff

court he makes inquiry into cases of sudden death, he is now the nearest representative

nd of the English coroner, though Scottish coroners appear down to the time
I I. Justices of peace (J. P.), appointed by commission under the Great Seal, are

unpaid officials—elected without regard to rank or property—on whom devolves a large

. mo, mt of administrative work. They hold quarter sessions on the first Tuesday of March,

list, and the last Tuesday of October; they take affidavits (depositions) and
declarations, sign warrants, try petty criminal cases, regulate public-house licences, licence

tsfoi habitual drunkards, look after weights and measures, have the right of performing

the marriage ceremony, etc., etc

Commissioners of supply, incorporated in 1867-68 (31 and 32 Vict., cap. 82, § 8), are entitled

to levy county rates. Originally instituted to collect the national revenue, they now settle the
> of the land-tax, manage the county expenditure, and control the county police.

The sheriff-clerk, a paid official, has charge of the ballot-papers after an election, is custos

rotulorum, etc. The following scheme shows the distribution of county officials in 1885 :

The only true municipal corporations in Scotland are the royal burghs. The origin of

these is in great measure lost in the obscurity of our early history, though recent research has

considerably extended our knowledge in regard to them. Their name implies that they were
created by royal charter, but in many cases there is no evidence to show the date of the first

charter, or indeed to prove that a charter of erection ever really existed. They thus fall into

two groups—burghs by charter and burghs by prescription. The reign of David I. was a
period of rapid growth in this department, and though the charters signed by this monarch are

in many cases lost, those of his successor, William the Lyon, take the form of confirmations of the

privileges he had bestowed. Among the burghs which claim David as their founder are Edin-

burgh, Rutherglen, Perth. At present the chief characteristic of a royal burgh is that it is

1 by a special body of citizens elected for this purpose by the citizens themselves, and that

in most matters of purely local concernment it can exercise a wide discretion. But originally

a burgh, while enjoying a corporate existence, enjoyed it rather as a great trading company
which possessed a monopoly within a certain district or number of districts. To obtain the

freedom of the burgh meant in early times to obtain the freedom of carrying on one's trade or

disposing of one's goods. Thus the burgesses of Edinburgh obtained ' not only exemptions

and freedoms within their walls, but an exclusive right of trade and manufacture over a district

extending from Colbrandspath or Edgebucklin Brae on the east to the water of Avon on the

west, corresponding to what was afterwards the sheriffdom of Edinburgh Principal ' (Cosmo
Innes). A charter of confirmation by David II. under the Great Seal, dated 28th March 1364,

which is considered to summarise the general privileges of royal burghs, (1.) grants to the King's

burgesses throughout Scotland free liberty to buy and sell everywhere within the liberties of

their own burgh, expressly forbidding any of them to buy and sell within the liberties of another

without licence obtained; (2.) prohibits bishops, priors, and kirkmen, earls, barons, and others

of the temporal estate from buying wool, skins, hides, or other kind of merchandise under any

pretext or colour; (3.) prohibits all persons 01 whatsoever estate from selling anything except

to the merchants of the burgh within the liberty of which they resided, and requires them to

present every kind of merchandise at the market cross of burghs that the merchants might buy
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them and the King's customs be paid
; (4.) prohibits outland merchants or strangers arriving in

ships from selling merchandise to other than burgesses of royal burghs, and from buying
merchandise except from the hands of royal burghs, under pain of the King's unlaw. (See

Miscellany of the Scottish Burgh Records Society, p. xxv., 1881.)

As early as the reign of David the royal burghs of the North of Scotland formed a
hanse (ansa) or federation, whose meetings could be held whenever and wherever they chose.

The four burghs of Edinburgh, Berwick, Roxburgh, and Stirling already formed a conven-

tion or court in the 13th century, if not at an earlier period ; and when Berwick and Roxburgh
fell into the hands of the English their places were taken by Lanark and Linlithgow. Their

meeting-place—previously shifting, though most usually at Haddington—was in 1454 fixed at

Edinburgh. In 1487 a general Convention of Royal Burghs was constituted by Act of Parlia-

ment ' for dealing with the welfare of merchandise, the gude rule and statutes for the common
profit of burrows, and to provide for remied upon the skaith and injuries sustained within the

burrows.' In 1633 parliament confirmed the monopolies and privileges of the burghs; but in

1672 their exclusive right to buy and sell was limited to wine, wax, silks, spiceries, woad (wald),

and other materials for dyeing ; and trade in home-grown corn, ' cattell, nolt, sheip, and horse,

coall, etc.,' and all other native commodities of the kingdom were declared leisom (lawful) to

burghs of regality and barony. This infringement of their long-established pre-eminence was
not accepted by the royal burghs without many and grievous protests ; and they afterwards

managed in 1689 to get the new law somewhat modified in their favour. The contest between
the traditional and the progressive party continued through the rest of the 17th century and on
into the next. By article 21 of the Treaty of Union it was provided that 'the rights and
privileges of the royal burroughs in Scotland as they now are do remain entire after the union
and notwithstanding thereof,' and in 1835 the Commissioners on Municipal Corporations in

Scotland had still to report that ' the law in so far as it rests upon statutes continues the same
at the present day, with only very trifling modifications ; and courts of justice could not even
now refuse giving effect to it.' But the world had moved far in advance of the statute-book,

and the attempt to enforce these exclusive privileges by means of the law courts was seldom
made by any of the burghs. The recommendation of the Commissioners that the obsolete

enactments should be abrogated in their entirety, received effect by Act 9 Vict., cap. 17,

passed on May 14th, 1846.

As they at present exist to the number of 70, the Royal Burghs are a strangely incon-

gruous company, ranging in population from Glasgow and Dundee, the two largest cities in the

country, to petty villages like Culross, Earlsferry, and Kintore. There is something ludicrous

in such a community as that of Culross—380 souls all told, inhabiting 99 houses, and holding

real property to the value of ^1625, being governed by a provost and 9 councillors, who have

to administer a corporation revenue of ^"50, while Glasgow with its population of 541,150,
its real property valued at ^£3, 405, 000, and its revenue of nearly ,£50,000, is governed
by a provost and 50 councillors. At the same rate as Culross the larger city ought to have

1 42 1 councillors. As a list of the Royal Burghs can be found in such an accessible book as

Oliver &• Boyd's Almanac, it need not be repeated here.

The Government of Royal Burghs is regulated by the Municipal Acts 3 and 4 Win, IV.,

cc. 76 and 77, and 31 and 32 Vict, c. 108. The qualified burgesses—practically since 1876
all resident ratepayers—annually elect councillors by ballot, and the council by open voting

chooses the magistrates. The number of magistrates and councillors is fixed by the ' sett ' or

usage of the burgh (see the Complete Copies registered in the Books of the Convention in the

Miscellany already quoted). In certain burghs a ' Dean of Guild,' or architectural inspector, is

appointed by the council. Though the magistrates of Royal Burghs have nominally the same
civil and criminal jurisdiction within the burgh as the sheriff, they are practically confined for

the most part to the trial of police offences.

A lower class of burghs, known as Burghs of Regality and Burghs of Barony, 'were
originally erected by the crown out of territory belonging to lords of regality and barony
respectively. The Municipal Commission, 1835, enumerated 12 burghs independent of

superior
; 7 holding of a superior, but possessing charters ; and 24 holding of a superior, and

without elected magistrates. The magistrates, when such exist, are in some cases chosen by
the superior, in others by electors.

The name of Police Burgh is given to towns and places of more than 700 inhabitants,

incorporated in the General Police Acts of 1850 or 1862, or under a special local police act.

In 1879 these acts had been adopted in whole or in part by 83 burghs and places other than
Royal or Parliamentary Burghs. By 1881 this number had increased to 88, and the total, including

Royal and Parliamentary Burghs, was 157. As these acts may be adopted by Royal Burghs,

by Burghs of Regality and Barony, and as the limits for the Police Burgh may be fixed by the

sheriff so as to include more than the original burgh, and to extend into another county,
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wc li ne vcrv different areas represented by the same geographical name. An elected body of

police commissionen (not more than 12 or less than 6) attend to the watching, cleaning,

lighting, paving, watei providing, and improving of the burgh, to the extent determined by the

dc-u-c in whu h the acts have been adopted. Contiguous burghs may unite for the purposes of

those acts.

Parliamentary Burghs were up till 1885 all the Royal Burghs with the exception of

Anchtermuchty, Earlsferry, Falkland, Newburgh, Rothesay, and Peebles, and the 15 burghs

constituted for the purpose oi parliamentary representation by the Reform Acts of 1832 and
iS()S. Compare infra, p. 106.'

Foi furthei information on the administration of Scotland, see the admirable summary,

(Edinb 1880), by Henry Goudy and William C. Smith, which has been

1] put under contribution in these pages.

POOR RELIEF.

The civil parish is in all cases the unit of poor law administration, but two or more
adjoining parishes may be conjoined. The local authority is a parochial board, comprising

so many nominees of the kirk session, and so many persons elected by the ratepayers ; and
(fin is the Hoard of Supervision, consisting of the Lords Provosts of Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, the Solicitor General, the Sheriffs of Perth, Renfrew, and Ross, and three

nominees of the crown. The Parochial Board imposes and levies the poor rate, but not

according to one general system. For the year ending 14th May 1884, the total income of the

Parochial Boards of Scotland was .£927,090, of which ,£774,650 was raised by assessment, while

; was from voluntary contributions and church collections, etc., .£103,863 from the Grant

for Lunatic Poor, and from the Grant for Medical Relief. The ordinary expenditure was

.£869.996, of which .£665,993 on maintenance of poor, .£39,509 on medical relief, ,£120,248
Oil management, and .£6365 on law expenses. During the thirty-nine years since the Board of

Supervision was formed (August 1845) a large number of parishes have abandoned the method
of volunt try < ontributions for assessment. While the assessed parishes in 1845 were onty 2 3°
against 650 with voluntary contributions, the assessed in 1884 numbered 827 and the voluntary

59. 'In 623 of the assessed parishes the funds are raised by an equal rate upon owners and
occupants respectively, and in 189 there is a classification of occupants in terms of the 36th

section of the Act 8 and 9 Vict., c. 83. In 15 parishes the assessment is still levied according

to established usage.' The number of parishes that have poorhouses singly or in combination

is 450, and arrangements are in progress by which this number will be increased to 466. The
64 poorhouses in operation provide accommodation for 15,618 inmates, an increase of 2848
since 1864. The following figures show the general growth of expenditure :

—

Year. Expenditure for Relief and Valuation as Returned by Rate of Expenditure
Management of (he Poor. Inspector of Poor. per Head of Population.

£ £ s. d.

1847 433,9'5 10,053,142 3 1,1

1850 534,353 10,602,403 3 s|

1855 584,823 11,517,838 3 »i
i860 643,303 13,428,403 4 2£
1865 73«-8S5 15,598,386 4 7

1870 818,390 17,804,036 4 ioj

1875 804,916 19,571,152 4 7
1880 849,064 22,263,612 4 7
1881 853,348 22,287,670 4 6|
1882 844,781 22,689,006 4 51
1883 834,657 23,006,697 4 4i

4 3i1884 832,H5 23,388,500

While the expenditure has thus increased, the number of registered and casual poor has been

decreasing. In 1866 the former were returned as 76,229, and the latter as 3242; by 18S4

they had gradually sunk to 58,346 and 2319 respectively. If we unite the two classes and

include their dependants, we find the total for 1866 to be 126,042, and for 1884, 94,642. One
department in which the cost has been progressively increasing for many years is the mainten-

ance of lunatic poor: the sum thus expended in 1868-69 was .£124,813; in 1883-84,

,£217.942. The average annual cost of maintenance for each registered pauper in 1859 was

(including lunatics) ,£6, 10s. 7^!., in 1884, £,}1, 2s. b\<\. In 1874 there were 22,766 pauper

children and 2377 non-pauper children receiving education at the cost of parochial boards to
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the extent, respectively, of £11,662 and £560; the two classes had increased by 1884 to

26,591 pauper children and 15,545 non-pauper children, and the expenditure to .£15,969 and
£^044.

In Scotland the chief supervision of the insane is vested in the Commissioners of Lunacy,
whose action is controlled by Acts 20 and 21 Vict, c. 71, 24 and 26 Vict., c. 54, and 29 and
30 Vict, c. 51.

According to Table I. of Appendix A. in the 26th Annual Report of the Board of Com-
missioners, the number of lunatics in Scotland was as follows :

—

1858, • • 5769
1S60-65, av. . 6353
1866-70, ,, . 6975
1870-75, „ • 7787
"*7*» • • 7555

According to the census returns for 1871 and 1881, the number in lunatic asylums and
wards for those years was 6027 (2925 males and 3102 females) and 8406 (3939 males and
4467 females). The ratio to the population, according to the first authority, was, in 1859, 157
per 100,000, and in 1881, 267 ; for the latter date the census rate is 225 per 100,000. It is

pretty generally allowed that the increase is for the most part only apparent, and due to

improved systems of registration. The ratios for England and Ireland are heavier.

1872, . . 7667 i877, • . 8651 1881, . . 9,762
1873, . . 7797 1878, . . 8886 1882, . . 10,095

1874, . • 7885 1879, • . 9158
• 9384

1883, . . 10,244

1875, . • 8033 1880, . 1884, . • io,45S

1876, . . 8309

SANITARY ENACTMENTS.

The Drainage, Sewerage, and Water Supply of Burghs were provided for by the General
Police Acts of 1850 and 1862, and in 1867 a Special Public Health Act (amended 1879) pro-

vided for the erection of sanitary districts, both rural and urban, and for the appointment ot

proper officers for the inspection and removal of nuisances (including the erection of permanent
hospitals), the prevention and mitigation of diseases, the regulation of common lodging houses,

and the management of sewerage, drainage, and water supply. Since 187 1 all places contain-

ing a town or village of 2000 inhabitants are bound to have a sanitary inspector. The total

expenditure under the Public Health Act from 15th August 1867 to 14th May 1884, was

£2,042,008, of which £278,937 was expended upon drainage, £788,374 upon water supply,

and, in the last ten years, £364,174 upon hospitals. The Board of Supervision received in

that period 222 applications from local authorities for recommendations to the Public Works
Loan Commissioners, of loans to the proposed extent of £1,240,465. The loans actually

recommended amount to £1,179,536.

GOVERNMENT.

To tell by what gradual changes the different portions of Scotland were united under a

central government, and by what varying methods the mutual relations of rulers and subjects

Avere adjusted, belongs to the chapter on Scottish History. To understand the present position

of the country, it is enough to recall that after being for 105 years linked together by allegiance

to the same dynasty, the twin realms of England and Scotland were merged in the larger unity of

Great Britain by the Act of Union in 1707. The last session of the Scottish Parliament closed

on 25th March ; and the First Parliament of Great Britain with Scottish Representatives was
opened on 23d October. A bill for 'rendering the Union of the Kingdoms more complete,'

abolished in 1708 the Scottish Privy Council. Before long a Secretary of State for Scotland,

with a seat in the Cabinet, was appointed in addition to the two Secretaries for England ; but

the office, which had frequently been almost nominal, was allowed to lapse in 1746, and the

law officers of the crown, the Lord Advocate and Solicitor-General, became, along with the

Justice-Clerk, the principal advisers of the Government, which, however, down to 1827, continued
to be generally represented by a 'Scottish Manager.' The political functions of the Lord
Advocate, though he has no seat in the Cabinet, gradually increased, and at the present time he
and the Home Secretary of Great Britain are practically Ministers for Scotland. Complaints about
the neglect and mismanagement of Scottish business have been often made ; and a movement,
originating as far back as 1855, f°r tne re-institution of the office of Scottish Secretary appears
at length on the eve of attaining its object (compare two articles in The Scotsman for March 26
and 27, 1885). The officers of state for Scotland in recent times are the Keeper of the Great
Seal, the Lord Privy Seal, the Lord Clerk Register, the Lord Advocate, and the Lord Justice-

Clerk, who act as commissioners for the custody 01 the Regalia, preserved in Edinburgh Castle.

o
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nion Roll laid before tlie House of Lords, December 22d, 1707, is still with

certain amendments the document which regulates the precedence of the Peers of Scotland,

..ml is called, with < crtain omissions and additions, at all elections of Representative Peers. It

contained 154 Peers (10 Dukes, 3 Marquesses, 75 Marls, 17 Viscounts, and 49
Barons); but though 11 Peers then omitted have since been added, the number has been

gradually reduced by certainxeerages In coming extinct or dormant, and as the crown did not

receive .it the I'nion the prerogative ol creating new Scottish Peerages they are destined to

1 ecome yet tc\\<i. At pu-scni there are 88 Scottish Peers (8 Dukes, 4 Marquesses, 44 Earls,

1 Countess, t Viscounts, 25 liarons, and 1 Baroness). A Scottish Peer may also be a Peer of

Fngland, and as such h. ve .1 permanent seat in the House of Lords, where, however, he may
in virtue Ol a much lower title than that by which he is generally known. Thus the

1 of Al le is in the I touse merely Earl Strange, the Duke of Buccleuch is Earl Doncaster.

Or, on the Other hand, the title by which he sits in the House may be a higher one than that

by which he ranks in the Scottish Peerage. Thus the Marquess of Ailsa is entered in the

St Ottish Roll as Earl of Cassillis.

PARLIAMENT.

The Scottish nobility, since the Union, return from among their own number 16 peers to

represent them in the Upper House of the Imperial Parliament, and since 183 1 no attempt has

been made by the governments to influence their decisions by sending down, as was done by
Walpolc and his successors, a King's or Court List. Little political significance is now
attached to the election. Between the Union and the date of the Reform Bill, the freeholders

• unties, who amounted even at the last to only 321 1 in number, returned to the House
of Commons 30 members; the city of Edinburgh returned 1; and the other royal burghs, 65

r, and clat ified into districts, returned 14—a total of 45. The Parliamentary Reform
Act in 1832, by conferring the franchise on owners of property of j£io a year and certain

classes of leaseholders, added at the first impulse 29,904 to the aggregate constituency of

desj but it allowed them only the same number of representatives as before,

—

Kinross, Clackmannan, and some adjoining portions of Perth and Stirling, into one
electoral district, conjoining Cromarty with Ross, and Nairn with Elgin, and assigning one
member to each of the other counties. The same act erected various towns into parliamentary

burghs, and bestowed the burgh franchise on j£io householders as in England, thus increasing

the burgh constituency from a pitiful number to upwards of 31,000, giving them the election of 23

instead of 14 representatives. The total number of Members of Parliament for Scotland was

thus raised to 53. By the Scottish Reform Act of 1868, this was increased to 60, three new
members being given to the counties, two to the universities, and two to cities and burghs.

The county franchise was at the same time extended to owners of lands and heritages of £5
yearly value, and to occupiers of the rateable value of £14 (thus at once increasing the voters

from 50,882 to 76,796) ; and the burgh franchise to all occupiers of dwelling-houses paying

rates, and to tenants of lodgings of j£\o annual value, unfurnished (thus at once increasing the

voters from 59,560 to 163,453). In 1884 the county electors were 100,788 (about 1 in 20

of the population), and the burgh electors 217,457 (about 1 in i\ of the population). The
universities had 13,021 electors (Edinburgh and St Andrews, 6583 ; and Glasgow and Aberdeen,

6438). In 1884 a new measure for extending the franchise, first introduced by Mr Gladstone

on 28th February 1884, was the cause of a great struggle between the House of Lords (who
were hostile to the change) and the House of Commons and the country at large. It was

ultimately passed on Dec. 12, and, as the 'Representation of the People Act of 1884,' provides

for a uniform household franchise and a uniform lodger franchise throughout the United

Kingdom for both burgh and county, the right of voting going with the occupation of any

land or tenement of a clear yearly value of £,\o. By this act it was estimated that 200,000

persons in Scotland would be added to the register. The early part of Session 1885 was devoted

to the passing of a Redistribution Bill, urged by the House of Lords as an integral part of the

franchise-extension scheme.

As matters stood at the beginning of 1885, the counties of Argyll, Banff, Berwick, Bute,

Caithness, Clackmannan and Kinross, Dumbarton, Dumfries, Edinburgh, Elgin and Nairn,

Fife, Forfar, Haddington, Inverness, Kincardine, Kirkcudbright, Linlithgow, Orkney and
Shetland, Peebles, Perth, Renfrew, Ross and Cromarty, Roxburgh, Stirling, Sutherland, and
finally Wigtown, had each one member (26 in all) ; those of Aberdeen, Ayr, Lanark, had two

each ; the city of Aberdeen had one, Dundee and Edinburgh two, Glasgow three, Greenock one,

and Paisley one ; and one was given to each of the lollowing groups of burghs :

—

Ayr Burghs
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(Ayr, Campbeltown, Inveraray, Irvine, Oban), Dumfries Burghs (Dumfries, Annan, Kirkcudbright,

Lochmaben, Sanquhar), Elgin Burghs (Elgin, Banff, Cullen, Inverurie, Kintore, Peterhead),

Falkirk Burghs (Falkirk, Airdrie, Hamilton, Lanark, Linlithgow), Haddington Burghs (Had-
dington, North Berwick, Dunbar, Jedburgh, Lauder), Hawick Burghs (Hawick, Galashiels,

Selkirk), Inverness Burghs (Inverness, Forfar, Fortrose, Nairn), Kilmarnock Burghs (Kilmarnock,

Dumbarton, Port Glasgow, Renfrew, Rutherglen), Kirkcaldy Burghs (Kirkcaldy, Burntisland,

Dysart, Kinghorn), Leith Burghs (Leith, Musselburgh, Portobello), Montrose Burghs (Montrose,

Arbroath, Brechin, Forfar, Bervie), St Andrews Burghs (St Andrews, Anstruther—Easter and
Wester, Crail, Cupar, Kilrenny, Pittenweem), Stirling Burghs (Stirling, Culross, Dunfermline,

Inverkeithing, Queensferry), Wick Burghs (Wick, Cromarty, Dingwall, Dornoch, Kirkwall,

Tain), Wigtown Burghs (Wigtown, New Galloway, Stranraer, Whithorn).

The following changes are effected by the Redistribution Bill :—Lanarkshire is to have six

instead of two members, and Perth and Renfrew shires tivo each instead of one; the city of

Aberdeen two, Edinburgh four, and Glasgow seven; and the Haddington and Wigtown Burghs
are to be merged in their respective counties.

The supreme civil court, a court both of law and of equity, is the Court of Session. This

originated in the reign of James V., and was modelled on the Parliament of Paris, but it was
modified at the Union, and has been materially altered since the commencement of the present

century. An account of its constitution, together with notices of the other metropolitan civil

courts, has been given in our article on Edinburgh, vol. ii., pp. 531, 532. The supreme criminal

is the High Court of Justiciary, consisting of the Lord Justice-General or the Lord Justice-Clerk

and five other judges, who also are judges of the Court of Session. This court sits in full at

Edinburgh, as occasion requires, for the three Lothians and for reference-cases from the rest

of Scotland ; and it holds regular circuit courts, by distribution of its members, at Jedburgh,
Dumfries, Ayr, Glasgow, Inveraray, Stirling, Perth, Aberdeen, Dundee, and Inverness. In 1885
there were 361 members in the Faculty of Advocates, but a large proportion of this body
abstain from all professional work. The inferior courts of law are the bailie courts in burghs,

and the sheriff courts and justice of peace courts in counties. The magistrates of burghs vary in

title and number, according to the set of each burgh ; but the magistrates of counties comprise, in

every instance, lord-lieutenant, deputy-lieutenants, sheriff, sheriff-substitute, and justices of peace.

The police of Scotland is divided into county police and burgh police. The Commissioners
of Supply manage the police force in each county by means of a police committee, and the

necessary expenses are defrayed by a special assessment. The commissioners are subject to

the control of the Government ; and if the Crown inspector refuse a certificate of efficiency to

the force of any district, the Treasury subvention is refused. Burghs with a population not
exceeding 5000 are required to consolidate with the county in order to get the subvention, and
there are only three such burghs which now maintain a separate force. A new Burgh Police

and Health Bill is at present before the House of Commons.
In certain burghs the police is regulated by special local acts, but in most cases burghs

with a population of 7000 or upwards maintain their constables under the terms of the General
Police and Improvement Act of 1862. Falkirk, Helensburgh, Kirkintilloch, Peterhead, and
Thurso have been merged in their respective counties, but formed into separate police districts.

The police burghs of Broughty Ferry, Dunoon, Govanhill, Hillhead, and North Berwick are

also separate police districts. In 1879 there were thirty-three, in 1884 thirty-seven, burghs
with a separate police force. The following figures show the number and cost of this depart-

ment in county and burgh :

—

LAW COURTS.

POLICE FORCE.

Numbers. Cost.

Year.

Counties. Burghs. Total. Counties. Burghs, Total.

1322
1331

1371
1402
1480

1455

2340
2371

2377
2385
2452
2292

3662
3702
3748
3787
3932
3747

£119,015
I25,«34

125,580

13'. 372
133,206

£i85,956
191,278

199,560
200,347
208,455

£304-972
316,421

325.140
33I-719

341,661
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CRIME.

The criminal law of Scotland has gradually been assimilated to that of England, though as

Luc as 1 S55 a return obtained .11 the instance ol" J. lioyil Kinncar showed that capital punish-

ment was retained in Scotland lor twenty live crimes for which it was not inflicted in England.
An Ait l.'i the collection ol Judicial Statistics of Scotland was passed in 1869; and the first

report was presented by John Hill Burton in 1S70. The following tables show the satisfactory

progress the COUDtr} has made in the repression of crime:

—

Average
1836-40.

1869. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 1883.
Average
1879-83-

Committed for trial or bailed, .

Convicted, ....
Sentenced to death,

1'cnal .servitude,

335°
2789

3510
2922
2592

217

2945
2357
2091

182

2818
2326
2046

131

26<;o

2081

1832
I

161

2692
2198

1943

177

2719
2163
1916

3
179

2765
2225
i960

166

Offences.
Average Average Average Average 1883.
1836.40. 1846-50. 1874.78. 1879-83.

Males. Females. Total.

Agninst person, ..... 75' 835 924 800 717 Il8 835
Against property, with violence, 53o 537 492 525 428 68 496
Against property, wahout violence, 1676 18S3 "37 954 628 262 890
Against property, malicious, . 47 64 121 100 64 2 66

f orgery, etc., 120 '37 39 S
l

37 s 42
266 239 109 126 156 12 168

339° 3695 2822 2557 2030 467 2497

If we make allowance for the increase of population between 1840 and 1883, we find that,

if no improvement had taken place, 4949 cases might have been expected at the latter date.

The average daily number of criminal prisoners in the prisons was, in 184 1, 1964, and in 188 1,

2642 ; and of civil prisoners, 97 and 24.

XVI. HISTORY.

By William Melven, M.A.

Though Scotland, in its modern extent, had in reality no existence till the long war of inde-

pendence, and some parts of the realm were not firmly united to the main body till later dates,

it will be convenient to employ the name as if it had at all times signified the whole territory

meant when the word is now used. Taking it in this sense, the earliest inhabitants of the

country of which we have any trace belonged to a non-Aryan race resembling the Iberians and

the Aquitani, short in stature, with long heads—the extra length being occipital,—dark hair, and
dark skin (Dolichocephalic Mclanochroi). Latterly, at all events, they used polished stone

implements, lived in caves, and buried their dead in caves and chambered tombs. Their typical

Continental representatives are the Basques ; and in Great Britain their descendants, but

little altered in appearance, may still be found in the small, dark-haired, black-eyed natives

of Wales, of the North-West Highlands, and of Ireland west of the Shannon. Long, however,

before we have any historic notice of the country, these early inhabitants had been pushed

away to the more inaccessible and mountainous districts to the west and north by the incoming

of a Celtic Aryan race, Gaidhels (Gaels) or Goidels, from whom are descended the great mass

of the Gaelic-speaking inhabitants of Ireland, the Isle of Man, and the north of Scotland, and

these, in their turn, had been subjected to the same process of pressure to the west and north

by a fresh wave of Aryans, Britons or Brythons, Celts also, but speaking a different dialect,
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which is now represented by the language spoken in Wales. The first invaders were probably,

though it is little more than a matter of supposition, bronze users ; and the second, tribes who
had found out how to make iron. They buried their dead in round barrows. Physically,

both races would seem to have resembled one another, and to have been tall, fair-haired, blue-

eyed, with round heads and rugged features (Brachycephalic Xanthochroi).

Historically, the first mention of Great Britain seems to take place about 330 B.C., when
Pytheas, a celebrated mathematician of Marseilles, in the course of a long voyage of discovery,

undertaken at the request of some merchants of Marseilles, who wished to extend the trade

of the port, visited the north-east of Scotland as well as the south-east of England. But such

fragments of his writings as now remain deal more with the latter part of the country, so that

the first authentic written notices of Scotland must be considered to be those in Latin authors

subsequent to a.d. 70, when, part of England having, under the Emperor Claudius, twenty years

before, become a province of the Roman Empire, the territories of the Brigantes became
subject to the Roman power. Space is here wanting for a particular account of the whole of

these scattered and often very brief notices, and all that can be attempted is a very condensed
account as to the results to which they lead.

When the Romans reached Britain, they must have found the country divided only among
the three races already mentioned, for, though the Belgae held part of the south of England,

this branch of that race seems to have belonged to the purely Celtic portion of it, and not to

that in which there was an admixture of German blood. The Belgic element probably did

not extend far northwards in England, and certainly never found its way into Scotland.

Some authors, founding on the passage in Tacitus' Agricola, where he says ' Rutilas Cale-

doniam habitantium comse, magni artus, Vjermanicam originem asseverant,' have maintained

that there were also in the latter part of the first century settlements of Germans to the

north of the Forth, but it is now accepted as true that in physical characteristics the Celts

or Gauls and the Germans closely resembled one another, and the only inference that can be
drawn from the passage is that the particular tribe referred to by Tacitus in the words quoted
were men of better physique and brighter-coloured hair than those he had come in contact

with farther to the south. The Brythons occupied in Scotland the district from the Border
northward along the east coast and across the Firth of Forth to the line of the Fife Leven
and the upper waters of the Earn. Westward their boundary was the southern half of Loch
Lomond and the river Leven down to the Clyde, and then the Clyde and the Firth of Clyde
till about Ayr, where the line turned back eastward along the watershed between the Nith,

Annan, and Esk on the south, and the Clyde and Tweed on the north. Of this territory the

part along the upper waters of the Tweed seems to have belonged to the Brigantes proper,

and the portion along the east coast from about Edinburgh to the Tweed to a sub-section of
them known as the Otadini, whose possessions also crossed the Border. All the rest of the

Brythonic territory was held by a tribe known as the Damnonii or Dumnonii. The portion

of the country to the south-west of the Brythons in the modern counties of Wigtown, Kirkcud-

bright, and Dumfries belonged to the Goidels, whose possessions extended also round the head
of the Solway Firth and along the west coast of England as far as Morecambe Bay. They
were divided into the Selgovas in the north—whose name is supposed still to survive in the

name of the firth—and the Novantae in the south. The Goidels also practically held the whole
of the district from sea to sea between the northern boundary of the Damnonii and the Mounth,
while the older races who held the territory between the Mounth and the Moray Firth had
become so mixed with them as to be practically Celtic in everything but origin. To the north

of the Moray Firth and the west of the Great Glen the pre-Celtic Iberians had probably
retained more of their native customs, but they were so dominated by the power of their Celtic

neighbours, that they must have at least spoken some form of the Celtic dialect, the greater

number of place-names now remaining being undoubtedly Celtic as far north as Sutherland-

shire,—the non-Celtic names in a portion of that county and in the greater part of Caithness

being of much later date. The positions and names of the tribes, as far as can be made out

from Ptolemy and other sources, were the Epidii in Kintyre and along the west coast as far

as Ardnamurchan—the district including a considerable number of inhabitants of Iberian

descent; the Caledonii from Bute northwards to the Inverness Basin and Beauly Firth; the

Vacomagi from the upper waters of the Earn northward to the Inner Moray Firth ; the Verni-

comes along the east coast from the Firth of Tay to the river Dee ; the Taexali between the

Dee and the Deveron ; the Decantas from the west side of Loch Ness to the Dornoch Firth
;

the Lugi in the centre and east of the modern county of Sutherland ; the Smerta; along

the east coast of the modern Caithness ; the Cornavii along the north coast ot Sutherland

and Caithness, and possibly also the Orkneys, though there may have been there another

tribe whose name is unknown ; and a tribe known as the Cerones, Creones, Carnonacae or

Carini, all along the west coast from Cape Wrath to Ardnamurchan, and possibly also
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in the Inner ami Outer llehiiiles. The Seh;ovrc seem to have had a considerable admix-
lurc i»l die pre-Celtu raee among them, and they and the Novantai appear later as

Genunians, later still as the Ateeotti, and finally as the Picts of Galloway. The Verni-

comes Men to be the nine as the Meatas ;
and the Goidelic portion of the Caledonii,

Vaoomagi, and Vernicomcs south of the Mounth are probably the Caledonii of Tacitus.
Alter the construction of the so t ailed Antoninus' Wall between the Clyde and the Forth
the DamnOQli weiO GUI in tWOi and the portion of the tribe to the north as well as the in-

habitant! ol Fife were probably the body that subsequently appears as the llorestii or Borestii,

again ai the Vet turionea or Terturiones, and finally as the Men of Fortrenra.

We have already seen that the Brigantes, the greatest and most powerful tribe of the

Brythons, were finally reduced to subjection in a.d. 70, the conquest being effected by Petilius

l undei the Kmperoi Vespasian after a severe and bloody contest ; and thus part of the

south ol Si oil. ind became part of the Roman Empire, before Petilius was, however, able to

OOnaolidate the newly acquired dominion, be was succeeded by Julius Frontinus ; and as all his

attention was given to a war against the Silures in Wales no fresh action in the north was taken
nil \ D. 7>). when Agricola, who had now assumed the chief command in Britain, led his forces

northward and constructed stations in the Brigantian territory, while in the following year he
p. netiated the territory of the Selgova;, and, passing northwards by Lanarkshire, subdued the

Damnomi to the south of the Firth of Clyde, and seems to have pushed on by Stirling as far as

1 Firth of Tay ; but whether he spent the winter in advanced positions beyond the Forth, or

retired to the south side for winter quarters, seems somewhat doubtful, probably the latter. At
all events the summer of 81 seems to have been spent in constructing a chain of forts across

. ui l.m. 1 between the births of Forth and Clyde, so as to protect the greater portion of

the newly acquired territory from the incursions of the northern tribes. In 83-86 he again

advanced to the north, and though in the last year he gained a great victory at Mons Granpius,

I

robably near the junction of the Isla and the Tay, he was unable to follow up his victory, and
I . returned southward, while the fleet sailed onward round the north.

! m 87, and under his successors the district north of the Forth and Clyde

in< il independence, while during the next thirty years even the country to the south

seems to h ive become practically independent, for when Hadrian, in 120, visited Britain, he

considered that the northern limit of Roman power should be drawn back to a line between the

Solway and the English Tyne, and so formidable does he seem to have considered the attacks

likely to be made from the north, that he erected along the border a massive stone wall,

by a ditcli on its northern side, and an earthen rampart on the south, with

stations, castles, and watch-towers. In the reign of Antonine, however, in 139, Lollius Urbicus,

who had been sent for this special purpose, again reduced the tribes to the north of Hadrian's

Wall, and constructed a massive earthen rampart between the Firths of Forth and Clyde,

probably along the line of Agricola's chain of forts. Formidable as this defence was, the

northern tribes broke through it in 182, and were not finally driven back till two years later.

A fresh outbreak in 207 drew the Emperor Severus himself to the scene of contest, and in 208

he arrived in Britain, and marching north with a large army, pushed vigorously forward, clearing

and forming roads and bridging rivers, so as to render the whole territory of the hostile tribes

more accessible at all future times. He penetrated as far as the Moray Firth, and though he

fought no pitched battle, he is said to have lost an immense number of men, partly in con-

sequence of hardship, and partly through the tactics of the natives, who harassed his army

continually. His operations were so far successful that he compelled the Caledonii and Meatae

to make peace and to give up some territory north of the rampart formed by Lollius Urbicus, to

which Severus now added an immense ditch on the northern side, as well as additional posts

;

but he had hardly returned to York when a fresh outbreak took place, and a war of extermina-

tion was only prevented by his death in 211, his son Antoninus at once concluding a peace

with the rebellious tribes. Except for the brief usurpation of power by Carausius and his

follower Allectus, who seems to have been supported by the Caledonii, almost nothing is

heard of Scotland till 360, when the northern tribes began once more to make formidable

attacks on the territory within the walls, the Picts—as they arc now called—of the north being

joined by Scots from Ireland and assisted by the Ateeotti, whose territory lay within the

Roman pi md by the Saxons who had since the latter part of the third century made
frequent descents on the east coast. They were driven back by Theodosius in 369, but on

the withdrawal of the Roman troops in 387 the Scots and Picts renewed their attacks; and

though they were beaten back by a legion sent by Honorius to guard the northern wall, this

was no sooner withdrawn in 402 than their assaults were renewed. They were again driven

back by fresh Roman troops in 406, but the respite of the Romanised Britons was brief,

for the legions were finally withdrawn in the following year, and in 410 the Roman occupation

of Britain came for ever to an end, and the native tribes were left to fashion the destiny of their

land in their own way.
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The ensuing period of Scottish history is quite a blank, but the various tribes, or rather

confederations of tribes, seem to have engaged in a hard struggle for mastery, and when we
again find authentic record, somewhere about the beginning of the 7th century, Scotland was
divided into four kingdoms held by four different nations, viz., the Picts, Scots, Britons, and
Angles. The first held by far the greater portion of the country, their realm extending from

the extreme north down to a line drawn through the island of Mull, up Loch Linnhe, east-

ward from the head of Loch Leven to Drumalban, and thence along this ridge to the line of

the Forth, the river and firth of which formed its extreme southern limit. They held also the

Orkneys and the greater portion of the Hebrides, and in what may be called the debatable

tract to the south of the Firth of Forth, they had settlements about Edinburgh in what was
known as Manaw—where they have left traces of their possessions in the name of the Pentland

Hills,—and again farther to the south-west in the modern counties of Wigtown and Kirkcudbright,

where dwelt the Niduarian Picts or the Picts of Galloway, the descendants of the old Goidelic

Selgovse and Novantas. The main body of the nation to the north of the line of the Firth

of Forth was divided into the Northern Picts to the north of the Mounth, and the Southern

Picts between that and the Firth of Forth. The former must have contained, as already

noticed, a very considerable admixture of the pre-Celtic inhabitants, while the latter were

probably almost purely Goidelic in race, with in the south-west the addition of a district where

the inhabitants were of Brythonic descent, and figure prominently in Pictish history as the

Men of Fortrenn. How much the different races had, however, become blended into one
great nation is shown by the fact that in the end of the 6th century we find the central seat

of power and the residence of the king, Brude mac Mailcon, in the neighbourhood of Inver-

ness, while his successor, Gartnait, transferred it to Abernethy on the Tay, probably from

some more immediate personal connection with the southern portion of the race, for nothing

is known of any revolution. They were in Brude's time converted to Christianity by St

Columba about 563, and were then a united and powerful people. The nation seems to

have consisted of a federation of small tribal bodies united into powerful district tribes ruled

by Mormaers, these again owning allegiance to an Ard-ri, or High King. The succession to

this office ran in certain families, but in right of the mother, not of the father, and the

transmission of rule was latterly tanistic.

The kingdom of the Scots was almost coextensive with the modern county of Argyll,

and was bounded on the north by the line of heights to the north of Loch Leven and the

line of the Black Water Lochs; on the east by Drumalban, whence the line struck across

the middle of Loch Lomond, across the narrow neck between that and Loch Long, and thence

down Loch Long and the Firth of Clyde. Their territory included also a portion of Mull,

the whole of Islay and Jura, and all the islands in the Clyde. These Scots were sprung from

the Irish branch of the Goidels. How the first colony, which was led across from the district

known as Dalriada in the north of Ireland, in the end of the 5th century, by Fergus mac Ere
and his two brothers, Loarn and Angus, first obtained footing in the district is not known,
but having got it they rapidly spread their power over the whole district, which was por-

tioned out among the descendants and adherents of the three brothers, who became known as

the Cinel Gabran—that being the name of one of the grandsons of Fergus,—the Cinel Loarn,

and the Cinel Angus. The first held that portion of the Dalriadic kingdom which lies to the

south-east of the line of Crinan Bay and Loch Awe ; the second the modern district of Lome,
extending from Loch Leven to Craignish Point ; and the third Islay and Jura. These sub-

divisions were in turn split up into smaller tribes. Their power was greatly extended and
confirmed by Aidan, the great-grandson of Fergus. The seat of government was at Dunadd
near the mouth of the river Add at Crinan Bay. The kingdom of the Britons extended along

the west coast from the high ground north of the Endrick southward to the Solway Firth, and
thence into England, and seems to have stretched eastward as far as Selkirkshire, where the

Catrail may mark the boundary. This people was Brythonic ; the seat of government was at

Alclvvyd, the modern Dumbarton ; and probably the succession, based on Roman principle

—

the Strathclyde Britons being highly Romanised—was in the male line. The portion of this

tract inhabited by the Picts of Galloway has been already mentioned. To the east of the

Strathclyde Britons, extending from the Firth of Forth southward to the Border, and thence

into England, was the kingdom of the Angles of Bernicia, while the district from Edinburgh
westward along the Firth of and river Forth was a sort of debatable land between the Britons,

Angles, and Picts. The Pictish Manaw has been already noticed ; the Britons had a fitful

authority over the strip between the boundaries of the kingdom and the river Forth, and the

Angles disputed the possession of the strip of Manaw along the coast. Bands of Saxons seem
to have begun to form settlements on the east coast as early as the 4th century, and after the

Romans quitted the island their numbers and power so greatly increased that they were able

to wrest from the Britons considerable tracts of territory. One of these tracts lay along the
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Booth shore of the Firth of Forth, the Dative leader in the struggle here against the aggressors
bang prob.ibh i it' original ol the great King Arthur. However that may be, a large number of

scattered Settlements Ol Frisians ami Angles, which had been formed all along the coast between
the Tees and the Forth, were in 547 united into the kingdom of Bernicia, by Ida, son of Eobba,
and the Teutonic element thus introduced into Scotland has had a very important influence

<>n the nation. il development.

The COnte8l among these four kingdoms for the leading position and final mastery was
'. and s< vere, but B lull account of the struggle would involve too many and minute details

ti> be here given at length. ' About the middle of the 7th century a great victory of Oswy,
\ enabled him to bring both the Strathclyde Britons and the Dalriadic Scots

under his power, while the death of Talorean, King of the Picts, gave him also a pretext for

the Pictish throne, inasmuch as he claimed to be the next male heir of the

Lite king, who had mi< i i eileil to the Pictish crown in right of his mother, but whose father seems

to have been Ainfrid or Banfrid, Oswy's brother, and to have taken refuge among the Picts on
the deie.u and death of his father at the hands of Acduin, King of Deira, in 617. His claim

not being allowed, he attempted to enforce it by arms, and brought the southern Picts into

subjection, and Anglic rule over these three nations lasted till Oswy's death, and during the

t.ivt part of the reign of his successor Ecgfrid. The northern Picts attempted to recover their

1 6; . but the attempt was unsuccessful, and led to the expulsion of Drost, their

king, and the election in his room of Bredei mac Bile, whose mother was daughter of Talorean.

Aided by a rebellion of the Dalriadic Scots, who had long been in a state of complete

disorg inisation, this king and his army made such progress, that in 685 Ecgfrid awoke to the

:
j of making a strong effort to crush this threatening opponent, and accordingly led a large

army into Pictavia, where he was defeated and slain at Duin Nechtain, which is supposed to be
Dunnichen in Forfarshire, the immediate result being that the Picts, Scots, and the Scottish

portion of the Britons regained complete liberty. Bredei did not live long to enjoy his power,

and the history of the next of the prominent Pictish kings, Nectan, son of Uerili, who succeeded
in 710, and who established the capital of his kingdom at Scone, is important rather in connec-

tion with the ecclesiastical than with the civil history of the kingdom, though his expulsion of

the Columban clergy had the effect of placing the Dalriads, who supported their claims, in

m v to him, and probably of causing dissensions among his own subjects; for after

Nectan became a monk in 724, there seems to have been a feeling of opposition between his

supporters and those of his successor, Drust—a feeling that by and by resulted in civil war.

After a stubborn contest among the four claimants for power who made their appearance, victory

finally lay with Angus or Hungus mac Fergus, who firmly established his power about 730,
and in 740 extended his dominion by conquering the Dalriadic Scots, whose kingdom thus

practically a Pictish province. In company with Eadberct, King of Northumbria, he

also acquired power over the Strathclyde Britons, and the third king in succession after him,

Alpin (775-80), seems also to have ruled over some part of the Saxon district south of the

Forth, for in the Annals of Ulster he is termed King of the Saxons. Almost immediately after

this, the hitherto accepted rule of Pictish succession, which never admitted the son of any
former king as eligible for the crown, was broken through in favour of Talorgan, son of Angus,

a proceeding which raised disputes between the southern Picts, who accepted his rule, and the

northern Picts, who seem to have rejected it, and who, after having a separate king for some
time, seem to have at length broken up into large tribes, owning allegiance only to their local

rulers, and practically independent of the central authority in the south. This and other

quarrels paved the way for a temporarily successful attempt on the crown by Alpin the Scot,

sprung from the Cinel Gabran, and probably ruler of a small body of Scots established in

Galloway. Paternally descended from Fergus, and of Pictish descent by the mother's side, his

claim was supported by all the Scots and by many of the discontented Picts, but the brief promise

of power was quickly broken by his death in battle in 832. Kenneth, the son of Alpin,

succeeded to his father's claims and ambition, and as the Pictish power was greatly weakened
by frequent incursions of the Danes, and in particular by a pitched battle with these in 839, in

which the Picts were defeated with heavy slaughter and a number of their leaders slain, this

prince was in 842 able to make himself master of Dalriada, where he would doubtless be gladly

welcomed by the Scots inhabitants. Two years later, in 844, he ' encountered the Picts

seven times in one day,' according to the Chronicle of Huntingdon, * and having destroyed

many, confirmed the kingdom to himself,' and thus laid the foundation of modern Scotland, the

Scots and Pictish claims for rule being, through his descent, united in his own person. The
succession became firmly established in Kenneth's male line, and the sovereigns who had
latterly been known as Kings of Scone were now called Kings ot Alban.

The loss of Orkney and Shetland, which were about this time taken possession of by the

Norwegians, is noticed in the article on Orkney, and the seizure of the islands off the west
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coast m that on the Hebrides, so that it is unnecessary here further to deal with the

subject. From the Orkneys the Scandinavians spread to the mainland, where they possessed

themselves of Caithness and most of Sutherland, so that in the beginning of the ioth century

Scotland was divided into the kingdom of Alban proper, which extended along the east coast,

from the Moray Firth to the Firth of Forth, with its western boundary marked by the Spey
and Drumalban ; the modern counties of Sutherland and Caithness, and the islands, all in

possession of the Norwegians ; Moravia or Moray, north and north-west of the Spey
;
Argathelia,

lying to the west of the great line of watershed from Sutherland to Kintyre ; and the portions to

the south of the Clyde and Forth which were held as before. Malcolm, who was King of

Alban from 942 to 954, tried, but unsuccessfully, to extend his kingdom beyond the Spey into

Moray, but in 945 the limits of his power were substantially increased by Eadmund, King of

Wessex, who, after overcoming the Strathclyde Britons, handed the rule of the district over to

the Alban king, ' on the condition that he should be his co-operator on sea and on land.'

In one of his numerous efforts to extend or establish his power in the north, Malcolm was
slain, but where is not exactly known, some accounts placing the scene of his death in

Kincardineshire, others in Moray. In the reign of his successors the kingdom received a

further addition to its growing importance by its establishment in the debatable tract to the

south of the Firth of Forth, this being brought about through the surrender of Edinburgh and
the district to the west, by the Angles, whose hold there seems to have been always precarious.

This extension of territory to the south, led to various attempts to seize the northern part of

Bernicia, but none of them were successful till the time of Malcolm II. (1005-34), who in

1018 defeated the Northumbrian army at Carham near Coldstream, and was in consequence

enabled to add to his dominions all the district from the Tweed to the Firth of Forth, so that,

by the beginning of the nth century, we find the kingdom—now that of Scotia—extending all

along the east coast from the Spey to its modern boundary at the Tweed and Cheviots, while

Strathclyde—now Cumbria—maintained a semi-independence, Moravia was practically quite

independent, and Sutherland and Caithness, with the islands and all the district to the west of

the watershed, were under the sway of the Norwegians.

This Malcolm was the last male descendant of Kenneth mac Alpin, and on his death there

was necessarily a fresh struggle for the succession, and this, though it was full of instant trouble,

was probably on the whole beneficial for the future welfare of the country. ' Had any male
descendant existed,' says Dr Skene, ' there would have been great risk of the territories now
composing the kingdom becoming again disunited. As Malcolm had no son, but at least two
daughters, who had male issue, Cumbria and Lothian would naturally have passed to the nearest

heir in the female line ; while a male collateral who could trace his descent from the founder

of the family would, by the law of tanistic succession, have had a preferable claim to the regions

north of the Firths of Forth and Clyde, forming the kingdom of Alban proper, and would pro-

bably have received the support of the Scottish part of the population at least; but the existence

of any such male descendant cannot be traced, and the last male scion of the race appears to

have been slain by King Malcolm in the year which preceded his own death, probably to make
way for the quiet accession of Duncan, his grandson through his daughter, to the whole of the

territories which he had united under his sway. He attained his object, for Duncan appears at

first to have succeeded him in the whole of his dominions without objection. He appears,

however, to have ere long provoked aggression both in the south and in the north.' The
struggle in the north, which ended in Duncan's death, the accession of Macbeth to the supreme
government of part of the country, and the extension of the Norwegian power to the south of

the Moray Firth, and along part of the east coast, is noticed in the article on the Province of

Moray, to which reference may be made.
Duncan left a son named Malcolm, who must have been a mere child at the time of his

father's death, and who found refuge with his uncle Siward, Earl of Northumbria, who in 1054
advanced with a large army for the purpose of attacking Scotia, and placing his nephew on the

throne. A great battle was fought, probably near Scone, and though Macbeth was supported

by his subjects, and assisted by his old ally Thorfinn and his Norwegians, Siward seems to have
been victorious, but his success was so dearly bought that he was only able to establish

Malcolm in possession of the country to the south of the Firths of Forth and Clyde, where we
find him reigning over Cumbria and the Lothian s for three years, at the end of which
time the position of affairs had so greatly changed that he was able to make an independent
effort to extend his power over his paternal dominions to the north, and this time so success-

fully that he totally routed Macbeth, who was driven across the Mounth, and killed at Lum-
phanan. How this change came about in such a short time cannot now be ascertained, but it

probably depended directly on the death of Thorfinn in 1057, for immediately thereafter the

Celtic tribes along the east coast threw off the Norwegian government ; and many of them
would then be able to afford to Malcolm the substantial support which they were unable to give

P
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in thfl earlier Contest Hut they were ready to do so is highly probable, as tliis district was the

5i-.it ot power of Malcolm mac Kenneth, from whom Malcolm son of Duncan was descended.
The early p.ut of his reign the king, who obtained from his subjects the distinctive name
ol CeiADinor, spent in consolidating his power, and probably also in introducing the first of

those changes winch were by and by to revolutionise the condition of the land. Hitherto

the dominant rtce, both Picta and Scots, had been Celtic; but with Malcolm's accession the

( Itic portion of Scottish history may be said to come to an end, for just as Kenneth mac
Alpin, representing the royal lines of both PictS and Scots, was able to unite these two nations

firmly undei Ir.s >\ ei nm< ni', so now Malcolm, representing the royal lines of both Scots and
Saxons, was fated to unite all the races into one compact whole, in which, however, at this

earlier tune from tlu- km ;'s youthful Noi thumb) tail training, and thereafter through the influence

ol ins wife, the Teutonic portion ol the population was destined to take the leading place. His

t, to whom Malcolm was married in 1068, was the sister of Edgar Atheling, and
Othi 1 Saxons Oi royal and noble birth, tied to Scotland for refuge after

England had fallen under Norman rule in 1066. hair and pure-minded, she seems to have
i li 1. ised - and that for good—a very strong influence over the king; and, as a natural con-

B [er to carry out all her wishes, so that her countrymen, who crowded to

in I u e numbers after the marriage, were received with high favour, and under their

guidance the Teutonising of Scottish institutions went on apace. Malcolm's Saxon sympathies

led inni into war with England, in which he made vigorous efforts to extend his south-eastern

frontier to the Tyne, but in vain ; and during one of these expeditions in 1093 he was surprised

11 at Alnwick Castle, in Northumberland, while the queen died almost immediately

afti rwards. He left a kingdom having much the same extent as modern Scotland, except that

1 the Orkney Islands were still Norwegian, and the power of the Scottish king in

Ross, Argathclia, and the Western Islands was rather nominal than real.

e sudden deaths caused another dynastic struggle, and thus greatly retarded the

progress of the country, for the northern races, who had probably looked with no great favour

on Hi" Saxonising process that had been going on, seem to have adhered at first to Malcolm's

brother, Donald Ban, who, according to tanistic law, was his proper successor; and the Saxon
Chronicle says that they also ' drove out all the English who were before with King Malcolm.'

Donald's claims were, however, disputed by Duncan, son of Malcolm by his first wife, the Norwe-
gian princess Ingibiorg, who had long been a hostage at the English court, but who was now allowed

to come north to dispute his uncle's succession—a venture in which, aided as he was by the

Normans, and supported by the Saxon and Norse elements in the kingdom, as well as by part

of the Celtic population, he was successful. Brief as was his reign—for within six months he

was treacherously slain at Mondynes in Kincardine—it was yet long enough to show that the

feeling of independence and distinct nationality, which was afterwards to become so marked in

the end of the thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth centuries, already existed strongly

throughout the nation ; for the Saxon Clironicle says that some of the Scots 'gathered together

and slew almost all his followers, and he himself with few escaped. Afterwards they were

reconciled, on the condition that he should never again harbour in the land either English or

French '—a statement which seems to imply that they considered him as too much under

Norman influence, and interpreted by Dr Skene as a probable indication that before Duncan
had left London, he had been compelled to acknowledge himself as vassal to the English

king for the whole of Scotland—a position which the Celtic portion of his subjects, at any rate,

refused to recognise. On his death, rule over the North at once reverted to Donald Ban, who
now tried to strengthen his power and disarm the opposition of the Lothians and Cumbria, by
associating with him Eadmund, the eldest surviving son of Malcolm by Queen Margaret, who
seems to have had Lothian assigned to his rule. The dominion of both came to an end in

1097, when Edgar Atheling drove them out and seated the next of Malcolm's sons, Eadgar

( 1
) 7 1 ro7), on the throne. The power of the prince did not extend firmly over the whole

kingdom ; and almost at the commencement of his reign he had to allow the Norwegian king,

Magnus Barefoot, to take possession of the Western Islands and Kintyre. Eadgar died in 1 107,

and the kingdom was for a time once more divided, his next brother, Alexander (1107-24),

becoming king over the portion north of the Firths of Forth and Clyde, as well as of the debat-

able land up to and including Edinburgh ; while the youngest brother, David, became ruler of

the rest of Lothian and of Cumbria, with the title of Prince of Cumbria. Alexander, who was
surnamed the Fierce, seems to have enforced his power vigorously over his rebellious northern

subjects ; but otherwise, except for a quarrel with the Pope and the Archbishops of York and
Canterbury as to the consecration of a Bishop of St Andrews, in which he maintained the

independence of his kingdom against all foreign interference, his reign was uneventful.

On his death the whole realm was again united by the accession of David (1124-53), Prince

of Cumbria, and, in right of his wife, also Earl 01 Northampton and Lord of Huntingdon. He
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had spent much of his life in England at the Court of Henry I., where, under Norman influence,

he had become, as it is put by a contemporary English annalist, thoroughly ' freed from the

rust of Scottish barbarity,' and imbued with feudal ideas. He was undoubtedly the greatest

of our early kings, and, except during the brief period of his wars with England in support

of the claim of Henry's daughter, Maud, to the throne, the whole of the rest of his reign was
devoted to the carrying out of wise and well-judged measures for the further extension of the

civilisation which, introduced by Malcolm Ceannmor and Queen Margaret, had had its progress

so abruptly stopped by their death. To attain this end one of the chief instruments used by
David as well as his predecessors was the Church, which was encouraged, by those liberal

donations of land which drew from James VI. the melancholy complaint that this monarch
was 'ane sore sanct for the crown,' to spread itself over the whole country, and exercise

the great civilising influence which it undoubtedly possessed at this early time. The little

royal burghs which he established everywhere with such free hand must have also been centres

from which 'sweetness and light' passed into the surrounding districts, while in the Leges

Burgorurn drawn up by the king and his advisers for the government of these, we find the

first attempt to give Scotland written law. He seems to have brought with him from England
a number of Norman friends, and with the aid of these, to many of whom he made large

grants of land, he steadily set himself to supersede old Celtic conditions by feudal institutions

based on the Norman system. Before these the Saxon influence introduced by Malcolm III.

gradually disappeared, and the feudal Scotland thus formed, with Norman ideas as the basis

of rule, though much shaken by the results of the Reformation, practically existed till the

end of the reign of Charles I. Grievances connected with this introduction of feudalism led

in 1 130 to a rebellion in the north, headed by Angus, Earl of Moray, and Malcolm, an
illegitimate son of Alexander I., but the rebels were defeated by an army under David's cousin,

Edward, son of Siward—the king himself being in England—who, ' entering Morafia, now
deprived of its lord and protector, obtained, by God's help, possession of the whole of that

large territory. Thus, David's dominions were augmented and his power was greater than

that of any of his predecessors.' How firm, indeed, was his rule all over Scotland is well

shown by the strange combination of races which formed the army with which he invaded
England in 1130 in support of the claims of his niece Maud to the English throne, and with

which he fought the battle of the Standard. The van was formed by the Picts of Galloway
(who appear with their old name for the last time), the second line by the men of Strathclyde

and Teviotdale (Britons), the third by the men of the Lothians (Angles), the Islesmen and
the men of Lennox (both probably mixed aborigines, Celts and Norse), and the fourth by the

Scots and the men of Moray (both Celtic and mostly Pictish). The authority which he had
acquired at this early date in his reign, he maintained with a firm hand to the end, for we
hear of no further outbreaks against his power, and he was thus enabled to give his attention

to the full development of the kingdom, his success in which may be best described in the

words of the encomium of George Buchanan—no great lover of kings—who says ' that if the

most learned men should strive with all their skill to express the idea of a good king, their

minds would fail to conceive such an one as David proved himself to be during the whole
course of his life.'

His eldest son Henry having predeceased him, David was succeeded by his grandson
Malcolm IV., surnamed the Maiden (1153-65), then a boy of only 12 years of age, who was
immediately crowned at Scone. The accession of a minor was at once the signal for an out-

break by Somerled, the petty king of Argathelia, and hardly had peace been made with him
when fresh troubles, caused apparently by the idea that Malcolm was too much under control

of the English king, and so prophetic of the spirit that was to animate the whole country

during the war of independence, took place in central Scotland. Terms were, however, made,
and in 1160 the king, young as he was, showed his capacity for rule by repressing further

outbreaks in Galloway and Moray, and in 1164 by the defeat of Somerled, who had invaded
the district to the south of the Clyde, but who was met and slain at Renfrew, and his army
routed by the royal forces. Malcolm died at the early age of twenty-four, and was succeeded
by his brother William, surnamed the Lyon (1 165-12 14), who, during an invasion of England
consequent on a quarrel about the earldom of Northumberland, was taken prisoner by the

English in n 73,—an event at once followed by a revolt of the Celtic populations in Galloway
and north of the Forth against the English and Norman barons who had been placed in

their midst as their feudal superiors, and whom they now 'wickedly and ruthlessly slew.'

The release of William in the following year put an end to the strife, but he had pur-

chased his liberty at the expense of his independence, for he had agreed to do allegiance to

the English king tor the whole kingdom ot Scotland, an undertaking to which his subjects never
consented, and as to which they were indeed never consulted. Considering the temper they
had twice already shown that consent would never have been given, and the agreement, such
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u it wai, though it was thus mute invalid, was nevertheless fraught with future trouble for the
cotintiy. In 117.) the king, whose northern subjects, ever since his surrender of Scottish
independence, li.nl been in .1 state ot veiled or open rebellion and civil war, passed northwards

Luge .inny, and, alter settling the country to the south of the Moray Firth, subdued
the whole ol the uie.it province of Ross, up as far as the Dornoch Firth, this district having
hitherto maintained a quasi-independence. Me had hardly, however, again returned to the
south, when the whole country north ol the Spey united in support of a Celt named Donald
Ban, who claimed the sovereignly as being directly descended from Duncan, son of Malcolm
111

; and a lew yean afterwards outbreaks took place also in Galloway and in Stratherne. The
iattei were at once Buppres ed, but Donald ban MacWilliam was not put down till 1187, when
he was defeated and slam

;
and when, in 1189, the independence of Scotland was admitted by

Richard I . the hostility ol the northern Celts was appeased, and in 1196 William was able
to add Caithness to his territory, and establish the royal authority in what had previously been
an appanage Ol the Norwegian earldom of Orkney. An easily suppressed insurrection in Ross
in iai 1 w as the only other incident of this long reign.

W illiam was succeeded by his son Alexander II. (1214-49), a young man of seventeen.

The early part ol the reign of the new king was again disturbed by insurrections in the north,

but these were suppressed by Ferquhard Macintagart, afterwards Earl of Ross, the lay possessor

ol tin- lands of the old monastery of Saint Maelrubha at Applecross, and in reality a great
I with a powerful following. As part of Macintagart's possessions consisted

1! of Axgathelia, and as the later rebel leaders had derived a good deal of

from the southern part of the province, the king raised a large army and subdued
I pi irtion in 1222. Galloway, which was again in a state of rebellion, was subdued in

1235, and thereafter Alexander determined to wrest the Hebrides from Norway. An account
itions will be found in the article on these islands, in one of which, Kerrera, the

h died while the war was proceeding. He was succeeded by his son Alexander III.

(1249-S5), then only eight years old, and, during the first part of his reign, the war was stopped,

but no sooner had he attained his majority than it was again renewed and the islands finally

secured for Scotland, by the defeat of Hakon, at the battle of Largs.* The rest of Alexander's

reign was peaceful, and under his wise and able rule the country rapidly increased in prosperity

i,;v that w.is at once checked by the unfortunate death of the king, who was thrown
horse ami killed, as he was riding from Dunfermline to Kinghorn to visit the queen

;

and that did not resume its course till the time of James I. How great a change passed over

Scotland between the accession of Malcolm Ceannmor and the death of Alexander III. has

been thus briefly put by Dr Ross in his Early Scottish History and Literature:—'Before Malcolm
Ceannmor's time Scotland was inhabited by a rural population scattered over the face of the

country in mean hamlets and bothies and supporting itself mainly by flocks and herds and by
a rude and insignificant agriculture. Architecture was unknown ; commerce did not exist

;

religion and learning were dead. Before the death of Alexander III. had left Scotland a prey

to foreign ambition and rapacity, successive generations of landed proprietors, small and great,

had been bound to extend the area of their cultivated land ; even those who had no land were,

according to Fordun, under an obligation to dig daily seven feet square of earth. Towns had
sprung up and had originated both a home and foreign trade. Berwick, then a Scottish

possession, had become the greatest port in the Isle of Britain, "The Alexandria of the North."

The Church had arisen from its Culdee tomb with more than Columban vigour
;
by its noble

structures, its educational efforts, its elaborate ritual, its parochial organisation, the energy of its

prelates and abbots, as well as the unbroken favour of the Scottish kings, it had recovered its

spiritual authority, and was once more a power over the consciences of men. A great judiciary

system had long been in operation, which required the services of the feudal baronage. In a

word the kingdom was completely changed.'

Alexander's two sons and his daughter had all died before him, but the last, who was
married to Eric, King of Norway, had left an only child, a little daughter—the Maid of Norway
—who was now heir to the throne. Her claim had been admitted at a meeting of the whole
baronage at Scone in 1284, after the death of Alexander's second son, and now an embassy
was despatched to bring her home from Norway, and preparation was made for the government
of the country during her minority. The astute and ambitious Edward I., who then occupied

the English throne, and who was anxious to see the two countries united, deemed the chance a

favourable one for his purpose, and proposed that a marriage should take place between his

son Edward and the young Scottish Queen ; and at an assembly of the nobles held at Birgham

the proposal was agreed to, full terms being made for the independence of Scotland and its

government. Hardly, however, had the so-called Treaty of Birgham been signed, when Edward
* Details of the battles and many of the other leading historical events will be found in the separate articles

dealing with the places where they occurred.
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by various demands which were inconsistent with its terms, excited suspicions as to his real

design, which was to get the whole government at once into his own hands. The young Queen,

who was the last descendant of the royal family in a direct line from William the Lyon, died

at Orkney on her way to Scotland, and, as her death was unexpected, no provision had

been made for the succession to the throne. Ten competitors for the crown, descended on the

female side from older branches of the family, at once made their appearance. Of these the

chief were John Baliol, who was the grandson of the eldest daughter of King David, and
Robert Bruce, the son of David's second daughter, and though the claim of the former was
undoubtedly the better as regards descent, each was supported by a body of numerous and
powerful adherents. All the claimants were of Norman families, and as such were regarded

by the mass of the people as foreigners, and therefore looked on with little favour. By
dexterous diplomacy Edward prevailed on them to refer the decision of their claims to himself,

insisting, however, that before this was done, all should acknowledge his supremacy ; and this,

after some delay, they all consented to do, though the community entered a disregarded pro-

test against any such claim being recognised. In 1292 he decided in favour of Baliol, who at

once did 'homage as justly due to Edward as lord-superior of Scotland;' but no sooner was
the new vassal settled on the throne than the liege-lord he had acknowledged set himself, by a

series of studied insults, to stir him up to rebellion, and, as even the worm will turn at last, he

was finally successful just as he wished. In 1296 Edward assembled a large army, and marched
northward as far as Elgin, whence, finding that resistance had ceased, he returned to

Berwick, taking Baliol with him, and leaving all the principal castles strongly garrisoned with

English troops and all offices of power in the hands of Englishmen. Hardly, however, had he

thus seen his conquest completed, as he fancied, when Sir William Wallace, with the aid of

Sir William Douglas, raised a successful rebellion in the south-west and centre of Scotland, and
after defeating the English governor, the Earl of Surrey, at Stirling, drove Edward's garrisons

out of the country. The English King, who was in Flanders, hastened home, and, marching
north at the head of a large army, with which he defeated Wallace at Falkirk, repossessed

himself of the whole country between 1298 and 1303. Wallace himself, specially excepted from
amnesty, was captured by treachery near Glasgow, and taken to London, where, after a mock
trial, in which he was not allowed to defend himself against the false charges brought against

him, he was hanged and quartered in 1305.

Even yet Edward's usurped power did not long remain secure, for in 1306 a new outbreak

took place, headed by Robert Bruce, son of the Lord of Annandale who disputed with Baliol for

the crown. At first the rising was not very successful, for the Scottish army was surprised and
defeated at Methven, and Bruce's castle at Kildrummy, whither he had sent his wife for safety,

was captured. He himself had to take refuge in Rathlin Island, off the Irish coast, and after-

wards in Arran, whence he was able to reach the Ayrshire coast, where some of his estates

were, and surprise and capture his own castle of Turnberry. Aided by Sir James Douglas, he
again took the field, and the death of Edward I. at Burgh-on-Sands, while on his way north

in command of his army, and the inaction of his son, Edward II., gave the Scots a chance of

which their leader was not slow to avail himself; and, after defeating Comyn and an English force

in Buchan, he gradually recovered the whole land, till in 1313 the only castle still garrisoned

by the English was that of Stirling, which surrendered in the following year, after the battle

of Bannockburn. The independence of Scotland was formally recognised by England in the

treaty of Northampton in 1328, but King Robert did not live to apply his strong will to the

settlement of the kingdom, as he died at Cardross in 1329, and under his son David II.

(1329-71), who was only five years old when he succeeded, the country fell into a state

of complete anarchy, a number of disaffected nobles having joined a rebellion headed by
Edward Baliol, the son of John, whose pretensions were also supported by England. The chief

Scottish defeats were at Halidon Hill and Neville's Cross, at the latter of which battles David
himself was taken prisoner, and was not released till nine years afterwards, in 1357, when he
obtained his liberty on payment of a large ransom. He was succeeded by Robert II. (1371-90),
son of Bruce's daughter Marjory (see Paisley), and the first of the Stewart line of kings. The
early part of his reign was pretty free from trouble with the English, but many raids took place

on both sides, the chief being the one in 1388, which terminated in the famous battle of

Otterburn or Chevy Chase, after which there was peace between the rival nations for eleven

years. Robert II. was succeeded by his son Robert III. (1390-1406), who, with good intentions

but a weak will, allowed the power to fall into the hands of his brother the Duke of Albany.
Raids on both sides again commenced on the expiry of the eleven years' truce in 1399, but the

only noteworthy feature of them was the disastrous defeat sustained by the Scots at Homildon
Hill near Wooler, in Northumberland. The Duke of Albany was suspected of cherishing

designs on the throne, and the suspicion being confirmed by the mysterious death of the king's

eldest son, the Duke of Rothesay, in 1402 at Falkland Palace, where he had been confined by
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orders, Robert was in [405 induced i<> send his only other son James, then a boy of

fourteen. to Prance to he educated. Though England and Scotland were at peace at the time,

the ship in which lie set sail was captured by an English ship, and James was detained as a
prisoner by the English king. '1'liis crowning misfortune seems to have broken Robert's heart,

and he died in the following year. Though James 1. (1406-37) thus nominally succeeded in

w.is not released nil i.).'.|, the government of Scotland being carried on first by
Albany down to 1410, and then by his son Murdoch. The noteworthy event of the period
was the battle of Harlaw.

,
Though James had been detained as a captive, he had been

trained and educated as carefully as if he had been heir to the English throne instead of king
ot Scotland, and no sooner had he taken the government into his own hands, than he set

himself vigorously to the task of introducing law and order throughout the kingdom.
It is ( how far England in the early centuries had outstripped Scotland

in civilisation, that both the early reforming and law-giving kings of the latter country were
A at the English court. James's reforms, however, caused disaffection in some quarters,

and he was basely murdered at Perth in the beginning of 1437. From this time, till that of

James VI., Scottish History is almost a mere list of trouble and misgovernment arising from

quarrels and struggles for power among a set of turbulent nobles who had often no strong hand
to keep them in order, inasmuch as the next six sovereigns all succeeded to the throne while

they were minors. During the reign of James II., the Douglases, who had so increased in

power, and unfortunately also in misplaced pride, as to regard themselves as equal in authority

to the king, had their influence broken by the murder of the sixth Earl at Edinburgh Castle in

1440 ;
by the assassination of the eighth Earl by James himself at Stirling Castle in 1452 ; and
defeat of the ninth Earl and his brothers, the Earl of Moray and the Earl of Ormond,

at Arkinholm, where the town of Langholm now stands, in 1454. James II. was killed

in 1460. His son James III. (1460-88) seems to have been a man of

culture, but weak of will, and fond of entrusting the government to favourites. The first

of these were the Boyds of Kilmarnock, who fell into disgrace in 1468, and were succeeded by
a body of men who seem to have been connected with the fine arts, and whom some of the

nobles hanged at Lauder Bridge in 1482. In 1488 it was suspected that James had entered

into communication with Henry VII. of England, with views favourable to a revival of the old

claim of overlordship, and a confederation having been formed against him, the royal forces

were defeated at Sauchie, and the king murdered as he fled from the field of battle. James
was in urried in 1469 to the daughter of Christian I., King of Denmark, and received the Orkney
and Shetland Islands in pledge for part of her dowry (see Orkney), so that it was in his reign

that the kingdom finally reached its present extent. In the reign of his son and successor, James
IV. (1 488- 1

5 13), the most noteworthy events were the thorough subjection of the Lord of the

Isles ; the king's marriage with Margaret, daughter of Henry VII., which a century afterwards

opened the way for the accession of the Stewart line to the throne of England ; and the war at

the end of his reign terminating at the fatal battle of Flodden, where, through bad generalship,

James himself and 10,000 of his army, including a large number of men of note, were slain.

James V. (1513-42), who succeeded, was, in the early part of his reign, entirely in the hands of

the Earl of Angus, who conducted affairs pretty much as he pleased till 1528, when the king,

then 1 7 years of age, escaped from Falkland to Stirling, and Angus's power was broken. He
promised to make a vigorous ruler, and established order along the Borders and in the Western

Islands in 1530-32, but his unfortunate partiality for a favourite named Sinclair led to a disaster

to his army at Solway Moss in 1542, and James, already ill with vexation at the refusal of his

nobles to march with him into England, removed to Falkland, where he died in the end of the

same year. It was during his reign that the Reformed doctrines first began to make headway
in Scotland, but the tracing of their spread and results fall to be dealt with in the section 011

Ecclesiastical History.

James was succeeded by his daughter, the beautiful but unfortunate Mary Queen of Scots

(1542-67), who was at the time of her accession an infant of only a week old. Henry VIII.,

who was then King of England, wished a marriage to take place between the infant queen and
his son Edward, and the Scottish Estates agreed to this proposal ; but quarrels having arisen

between the two countries as to alleged piracy by English vessels, and Border raids, the treaty

was not confirmed. Henry tried to enforce compliance to his wishes by invasion, and in 1544
the Earl of Hertford wasted the whole of the south-east of the country, burned Edinburgh and
Leith, and spread ruin far and wide. He invaded the same district again in 1547, when he

defeated the Scottish army at Pinkie ; and in the following year the young queen, who had been

sent for safety to Inchmahome in Lake Menteith, was sent away to France, where in 1558 she

was married to the Dauphin, who succeeded to the throne in 1559. As Francis seemed inclined

to treat Scotland as a French province, fresh difficulties would clearly have arisen, but he died

in 1560, and Mary returned to Scotland. On her arrival, she found the nobles divided into
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two parties, one of them, headed by the Earl of Huntly, adhering to the Roman Catholic

Church ; the other by her half-brother, James, Earl of Murray, adhering to the Reformed doctrines.

At first she sided with the latter ; but after her marriage with Darnley the alliance was broken.

Her married life was unhappy, and having conceived a passion for the Earl of Bothwell, she

seems to have become privy to a plot for her husband's assassination, which was perpetrated

near Edinburgh in 1567, and was married to Bothwell in little more than three months after.

These proceedings having alienated the greater number of her subjects, a confederation was
formed against her ; and after a vain effort to get an army to fight on her behalf at Carberry

Hill, she surrendered, and was confined in Lochleven Castle, where shortly after she was com-
pelled to abdicate the throne in favour of her infant son, James VI. (1567-1625), and to appoint

the Earl of Murray regent. Early next year she escaped, and passing by Niddry Castle to

Hamilton, placed herself at the head of an army, and advanced towards Dumbarton. Her forces

were met and defeated by Murray's army at Langside (see Glasgow), and she herself fled to

England. Murray ruled well and wisely; but after his assassination at Linlithgow in 1570,

there were, down to 1581, a succession of regents who were quite incapable of governing their

turbulent brother nobles, and who allowed affairs to fall into great disorder. From 1581 to 1603
James may be considered as ruling himself, though in the early part of that time the power was
really exercised by the Earls of Lennox and Arran. From their hands he was rescued by the

lords engaged in the Raid of Ruthven. The only other event of the reign, prior to 1603, was
the Gowrie Conspiracy.

On the death of Elizabeth in the year just mentioned, James, as the nearest heir through his

descent from Margaret, daughter of Henry VII., and wife of James IV., succeeded to the English

throne, and from this date Scotland ceases, except in one or two instances, to have a history

separate from that of the United Kingdom. The struggle between Presbyterianism and Epis-

copacy, important as were its effects on civil as well as on religious liberty, falls properly to be
dealt with in the section on Ecclesiastical History ; but it may be noted that while the ' blue

bonnets' whom Leslie, in consequence of this quarrel, led over the Border, and who had such
an important effect on the issue of the great English civil war, were busy in the south, Montrose,

by his rapid march from Athole on Perth and Aberdeen and all over the north, with his victories

at Inverlochy, Auldearn, and Alford, and afterwards at Kilsyth, almost recovered Scotland for

Charles ere his army was dispersed at Philiphaugh. The support afforded by the Scots to

Charles II. in 1649-50 failed in its object, and the whole country fell under the power of Crom-
well ; and though the Restoration was nowhere hailed with greater joy than in Scotland, the mis-

government and religious persecution, with which Charles and James VII. repaid past exertions

on their behalf, made the greater part of the people eager to welcome the deliverance brought by
William of Orange. The exiled house still, however, retained a firm hold over the hearts of

many Scotsmen, especially in the Highlands, and the amount of discontent that prevailed so

alarmed Queen Anne's advisers in view of objections to the succession to the throne and the

chances of a civil war, that they prevailed on the Scottish Estates to pass a bill providing lor

the Union of the two kingdoms, which accordingly took place in 1707. The result of the Act,

as well as the means used to carry it through, were unsatisfactory, and caused discontent which,

partly at all events, led, on the Queen's death and the accession of George I. in 17 14, to an
armed rising of Jacobites under the Earl of Mar. A considerable army gathered at Perth, but

their advance was checked at Sheriffmuir, and the hopeless incompetence of the Chevalier, who
took command in person, soon after completed the ruin of the rebellion, and Mar and James
slipped secretly on board a French vessel at Montrose, and left their poor followers to

their fate. In 1745 the Chevalier's son, Prince Charles Edward, with only seven adherents,

crossed from France to make another but more determined effort of the same sort. Landing
on the west coast of Inverness-shire, and setting up his standard at Glenfinnan, where he was
joined by many of the Highland clans, he marched south by Perth to Edinburgh, defeated Cope
at Prestonpans, and penetrated into England as far as Derby. On the retreat he defeated

General Hawley at Falkirk, but was totally routed by the Duke of Cumberland at Culloden,

and with this last Jacobite rising the separate history of Scotland comes entirely to an end, and
the Scottish independence and steadfast effort so strongly exemplified by all the national history

becomes thereafter an important factor in the development of Great Britain.
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XVII. ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

By the Rev. John Rkith, M.A.
,

CHRISTIANITY existed in Scotland during the time of the Roman occupation. In 397,
towards the close ol thai period, St Ninian is said to have introduced it among the southern
Picta -it Whithorn, and thence to have spread it as far north as the Grampians. From 410,
when the Romans left Britain, till about the middle of the sixth century, is a legendary period
Ol Scottish Church history. This Fordun Idled up with narratives borrowed from previous

u enlarged by Hector Boece, but which are not accepted by modern

I
accurate. Thus there seems to be no historical ground for supposing

that Si Palladiuswas ever in Scotland at all. St Servanus, who is said to have been found
dius on his arrival in Scotland (430), belongs to the latter half of the seventh century,

and the Culdees are really never heard of till the beginning of the eighth century.

I wards the end of the fifth century, a colony of Scots from the north-east of Ulster

1 west of Scotland in a district whic h at least after that was called Dalriada.

Although lor a time they prospered and spread, they kept their footing with difficulty till the

of < lolumba, who, by his influence with Brude, King of the Picts, secured them from
(See Iona and Inverness.) They then extended their operations eastward, and

ol S( otland north of the Forth was christianised. South of the Forth the great mis-

s St ( luthb( it. whose abbey at Lindisfarne was to the north of England and Lothian
wh 1 Columba's monastery in Iona was to the north of Scotland—the centre of ecclesiastical

l w 1 1 mucin and religious enterprise. At this period there was no organisation that could properly

led a church. The country was christianised by a system of monastic settlements, and
although the missionaries were ordained, they were under the jurisdiction of the abbots of the

m< n sto ries, who were often laymen. See our articles Whithorn, Fordoun, Iona, Inverness,
and Melrose.

During the next period of Scottish Church history—the seventh and eighth centuries—the

important question is the controversy between the native Church and the Roman Church
r<

j
irding the observance of Easter, the shape of the tonsure, etc. When the purely Christian

festival of Easter was substituted in the early Church for the Jewish Passover, great difficulty

rien< ed in adjusting the day of the week, or solar time, to the day of the month, or

lunar time. The system adopted in the Western Church was to celebrate Easter on the

Sunday between the 14th and the 20th day of the moon first after the vernal equinox, calculated

on a cycle of eighty-four years. But a change was made in 457, and in 525 the cycle of

nineteen years was finally adopted—Easter to fall on the Sunday between the 15th and 21st

day of the moon. Now this change took place at the time when Ireland was completely

isolated, so that the Christians there held by the former system, and regarded the latter as an
unwarrantable innovation. In 710 Nectan, King of the southern Picts, issued a decree that

the Catholic mode should be observed throughout his dominions ; and as the Columban monks
refused to comply with this decree, the whole of them were expelled from his kingdom (717).

At the time when the Church in Scotland was coming into collision with the Church ot

Rome in this manner, two influences were at work modifying its constitution internally. One
of these was the introduction from the Church of Rome of a hierarchy of secular clergy, with

bishops exercising jurisdiction over the monasteries. The other was the rise of the so-called

Culdees or Anchorites (the name representing the Lat. Deico/ce, which was applied to Anchorites,

as specially God-worshippers), who are first heard of in Scotland after the expulsion of the

Columban monks. When in the ninth century they were brought under canonical rule, along

with the secular clergy, the name of Culdees came to be almost synonymous with secular

canons. An attempt was made by Kenneth mac Alpin to restore the Columban Church in his

dominions ; and for this purpose he founded an abbey at Dunkeld, and made its abbot the first

Eishop of Fortrenn (i.e., the kingdom of the Southern Picts), whose seat was transferred to

Abernethy in 865. The seat of the bishop of the Scottish Church (a title which first occurs in

the time of Girig, 878-89), or Bishop of Alban, was transferred to St Andrews about 908.

After the battle of Carham (1018), when Lothian was ceded to Malcolm II., the churches in

that district fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of St Andrews as sole Bishop of Scotland.

An important influence was exercised on the Scottish Church by Margaret, the English

princess, who wedded Malcolm Ceannmor in 1068. Her policy, which was continued by
Malcolm's successors, was (1.) to substitute a diocesan episcopacy for the old monastic

jurisdiction; (2.) to introduce religious orders ; and (3.) to absorb the Culdees into the Roman
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system by converting them from secular into regular canons. King Alexander (1107-24)

created two new bishoprics—Moray and Dunkeld ; and his brother David, while yet Earl of

Cumbria, reconstituted the bishopric of Glasgow (about 1115). When he became king

(David I.), he created three new bishoprics—Aberdeen, Ross, and Caithness ; and towards the

close of his reign other two—Dunblane and Brechin. Alexander and David also founded a

large number of monasteries for the regular canons of St Augustine and for Benedictine monks.

And even more direct measures were taken for the extermination of the Culdees. Their

revenues and rights were bestowed on the regular canons ; and such was the pressure brought

to bear upon them, that this last remnant of the old Celtic Church was absorbed into the order

of regular canons in the course of the thirteenth century. See Dunfermline, Coldingham,
Melrose, Jedburgh, Kelso, Dryburgh, Newbattle, etc.

The Church of Scotland was now completely assimilated to the Catholic Church in the

rest of Europe. And previous to the Reformation the corruptions of the Church had grown to

a greater height in Scotland than in any other nation within the pale of the Western Church.

In the second quarter of the sixteenth century, several persons were put to death for heresy,

that is, preaching against the errors of the Church—Patrick Hamilton (1528), George Wishart

(1546), Adam Wallace (1550), and Walter Mill (1558). But the death of these men, with the

exception of the last, did not produce any wide-spread excitement. The truth is, that the

causes of the Reformation were of a more practical nature than anything connected with a

corruption of doctrine or abuses in matters purely religious. First, there was the collision

between the higher ecclesiastics and the nobility. For a time the latter had seen their property

and power taken from them to enrich the clergy ; and when a set of teachers arose who taught

that the clergy had no right to the position and wealth they had assumed, the nobles were very

willing to be convinced. By the poorer classes, the tithes and other dues exacted by the

Church were felt to be a burden. In 1557 the first Covenant was signed—a document by
which the leaders of the Protestant party—the Lords of the Congregation, as they were now
called—bound themselves to co-operate with each other in maintaining and establishing the

Word of God, and in enmity to the antichrists of the time. The casus belli was the burning of

Walter Mill. The Lords of the Congregation laid a remonstrance before the Regent, who
received it in such a conciliatory manner as to allay the excitement for a time. An ecclesias-

tical council, too, met in 1559, to consider certain suggestions for reform made by a body of

gentlemen well affected to the Established Church. But such attempts at internal reform came
too slowly or too late. The Queen Regent at this time assumed an attitude of distinct hostility

to the Reformers, and her persecutions helped to produce an outbreak of popular zeal in their

favour at Perth. The symbols of idolatry were attacked by the mobs, and many of the religious

houses destroyed. The Reformers now issued manifestoes expressing defiance of the Queen
Regent, who attempted to crush the opposition to her authority by means of French troops.

Distrusting her strength, however, she made promises, on the faith of which the Congregation

dispersed from Perth, where they had organised a defence. These promises were almost

immediately broken, and the consequence was a fresh accession of strength to the Reformers,

who now took possession of St Andrews. They were not only able to hold their own there

against the royal army, but they marched on Edinburgh, and took it (June 29). They were

unable to retain this position, but a treaty with England was made (January 1560); English

assistance was sent to Scotland ; and the French army withdrawn. The Estates being convened
in August, a Confession of Faith embodying the principles of the Genevan Church was approved
of; all previous Acts on religious matters repealed; the authority of the Pope abjured; the

celebration of the Mass declared illegal ; and Calvinistic Protestantism established as the

national religion. The first General Assembly of the Protestant Church of Scotland was held

on the 20th December 1560.

But the victory of the Reformers was yet far from being complete. Under the influence

of Mary, a Catholic reaction set in, and a dispute arose among the Protestants themselves.

The clergy had adopted, besides the Confession of Faith, a Book of Discipline, which the

laymen were unwilling to subscribe, because it proposed that, while the tithes went to the

support of the ministers and the poor, the revenues of bishops, abbeys, and cathedrals should

go to the endowment of colleges and schools. This was not what Knox's coadjutors had
worked for. The deposition of Mary was favourable to the Reformation. The Regent took
a solemn oath to maintain the Reformed Faith and to abolish Popery. The General Assembly
prepared a scheme providing effectually for the security of the Protestant cause, which was
confirmed by Parliament in 1567 ; and from this time Protestantism was firmly established, and
the Reformation complete.

But after the death of Knox (1572) a new conflict began—between Presbyterianism and
Episcopacy. The Regent Morton favoured the latter, because he hoped, by means of the

bishops, to exercise a power over the Church which would contribute to the stability of the
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government j
and the nobility favoured it, because they hoped, by means of the bishops, to

Uvp p.ut «>t the plunder ol liic Church. Accordingly, by the Convention of Lcith (1572) it

was cn.u ted tint the titles of .in hhishop and bishop slioulil be retained till the king's majority.

the bishops were to In- chosen by the ministers, and subject to the General Assembly
m matters spiritual, the anoin.ily was presented for a time of Episcopacy and Presbyterianism

CO existing in the Church of Scotland The lust objections to the lawfulness of the Episcopal
>'\<.iniiH i!t weie made at the Assembly which met at Edinburgh in 1575. The ring-

00 was Andrew Melville, whose naturally vigorous mind had been imbued
I othei Reformers w ith whom lie had come in contact on the Con-

1 Dt 1 id bj him, the ruling parly in the Assembly passed successive enactments curtailing

vers of the 1 op8j and the Second Book of Discipline, which embodied his opinions,

was finally adopted by the Assembly in 1581, an act abolishing Episcopacy having been passed
I V n 1ii.1l t 'ow ii.uii of Scotland, also enacted at this time (1580), was intended

in re ird to prelacy. The outrage on the king, called the Raid of

Ruthven (1 58a), produced a great reaction, so much so that in 1584 three Acts of Parliament
1 ol Episcopacy. Yet frl 1592 the Presbyterian party had so far regained

their influence, that they carried a measure through Parliament which formally established Pres-

byterian Church government, and which has been called the Great Charter of the Church of

Lt 1 tied the Ait of 1584, giving the king power to commission bishops to

tn al matters in their dioceses j it gave to the General Assembly the right

ol meeting once every year ; and it defined the rights of patrons and church courts in regard

to vacant charges.

accession to the throne of England (1603), he virtually suppressed the

General Assembly by proroguing it repeatedly as soon as it had met. He had always preferred

I pacy as most suitable to a monarchical form of government in the State, and maintained
that without it there was no regular and duly authorised polity in the Church ; and at length

he succeeded in g< tting the Parliament which met at Perth in 1606 to reinstate the bishops in

their former dignities, erecting seventeen sees. The General Assembly which met at Perth in

ted five articles, which were very objectionable to the Presbyterians: that the

communion should be received by the people on their knees; that it might be administered in

to the sick ; that baptism might be given in private ; that the young should be confirmed
;

and that the festivals of Christmas, Easter, Ascension, and Pentecost should be observed.

Charles I. on his accession (1625) resolved to carry out his father's two great designs regarding

the Church of Scotland, viz., the restoration of Episcopacy, and the recovery of the Church
lands and tithes. A liturgy and book of canons were now prepared by the Scottish bishops.

To the former all public worship was ordered by royal proclamation to be conformed. By the

latter Presbyterianism was completely subverted, and Episcopacy put in its place. When the

attempt was made (July 23, 1637) to introduce the new services into public worship, there was
a riot in Edinburgh, and all Scotland was roused almost to insurrection. A Covenant was
prepared, based on that of 1580, which was signed by a great majority of the people. The
king wished to carry matters with a high hand, but his Commissioner, finding the Covenanters

too strong, offered to make great concessions. These concessions, however, were not thought

sufficient by the General Assembly convened at Glasgow (November 1638); and when the

Commissioner dissolved the Assembly, the members proceeded to assert their independence of

the crown, repealed all the Acts of Assembly since 1606, and deposed all the bishops.

When the Scottish army met that of Charles at Kelso, a treaty was signed (June 18, 1639),
ratifying the promises made to the Assembly of 1638. In August the General Assembly again

met and renewed the National Covenant, which was signed by the Royal Commissioner. The
result of the Civil War, begun in 1640, was that, instead of Episcopacy being imposed on the

Church of Scotland, Presbyterianism was like to have been imposed on the Church of England.

The Solemn League and Covenant was signed in 1643 by a large majority of the people of

Scotland ; and the Confession of Faith, prepared by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster,

was ratified by the General Assembly (Edinburgh, August 4, 1647), and became henceforth the

authorised standard of the Church. In July 1653, the General Assembly was dissolved by

Cromwell
; but otherwise the Church of Scotland had peace during the time of the Common-

wealth. On the restoration of Charles II., Presbyterianism was overthrown.

In the month of August 1660, the king sent a letter to the presbytery of Edinburgh

intimating his intention ' to protect and preserve the government of the Church of Scotland as

it is settled by law, without violation, and to countenance in the due exercise of their functions

all such ministers who shall behave themselves dutifully and peaceably.' But when the

Scottish Parliament met in January 1661, the Act Rescissory was passed, destroying at a blow all

the legislation of the last twenty-seven years in tavour of Presbyterianism, and restoring all

the old laws in favour ot Episcopacy. A Remonstrance was drawn up by the presbytery of
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Edinburgh and the synods of Glasgow and Galloway. A letter was received by the Privy

Council from the king, rescinding his letter of the year before, and declaring his intention to

interpose his royal authority for restoring the Church to its right government by bishops, ' as it

was by law before the late troubles.'

The Episcopal succession having died out, however, recourse was had to the English

Church, and four Scottish divines having been consecrated in England, the rest of the Scottish

bishops were consecrated by them. A further Act of Parliament for the restitution and
re-establishment of the ancient government of the Church by archbishops and bishops was
passed in 1662, by which all the laws in favour of Presbyterianism, especially the Charter Act

of 1592, were rescinded, whilst the bishops were reinstated in the position they held previous to

1638, and authorised to take upon themselves the whole government of the Church. Patronage

had been abolished by an Act of Parliament passed in 1649, and the Assembly had vested the

right of electing ministers in kirk-sessions, with power to the congregation to appeal to the

presbytery if they were dissatisfied. All ministers ordained from 1649 to 1660 had been chosen

under this system, but it was now declared that they had no right to their livings, unless they

should receive a presentation from the patron and institution from the bishop. A Privy

Council, held at Glasgow on the 1st of October, passed an act declaring that all ministers who
did not submit to the bishops before the 1st of November, would forfeit their livings and be
interdicted from preaching. Rather than submit, nearly 300 ministers, principally in the

south-western counties, abandoned their livings and homes. Some of them, however, con-

tinued to preach in their parishes, and the parishioners flocked to hear them, while the

churches, in which Episcopalian clergymen now officiated, were deserted. This was the begin-

ning of the Covenanting conventicles, whose worshippers were hunted by soldiery, and when
caught were tortured and executed. On the 13th of November 1666, a few Covenanters

overpowered some soldiers at Dairy in Galloway, marched to Dumfries, where they surprised

Sir James Turner, and then went in the direction of Edinburgh. Now increased to 900, they

were attacked (November 28) by Sir Thomas Dalyell at Rullion Green, and defeated, with a

loss of 45 slain and 100 captured. The latter were hanged in lots. To deal more
summarily with the Covenanters, the Assertory Act was passed (November 1669), declaring

the king inherently supreme over all persons and in all causes. But the only effect of

these severities was to render the Covenanters more determined, and to make conventicles

larger and more frequent. A fresh act was passed against conventicles in July 1670, by which

it was made obligatory upon all to reveal upon oath what they knew about persons attending

them ; and another act was passed to punish every one preaching at them with confiscation

and death. Other acts imposed fines, imprisonment, and exile for having a child baptized by
an ousted minister, or for being absent, without sufficient cause, for three successive Sundays
from the parish church. In 1675, Letters of Intercommuning {i.e., of civil excommunication)
were issued against about a hundred of those who had either preached or been present at con-

venticles, declaring all guilty of the same crime who should now harbour them or converse with

them, supply them with food or clothes, or extend to them any of the merest charities of life.

Notwithstanding these severe laws, conventicles still continued ; and it was resolved to

treat the country as in a state of rebellion. 'A host of ten thousand men, of whom six

thousand were Highlanders, was marched into the West Country, to seek free quarters there,

and promote Episcopacy in their own fashion.' ' It was a rabble of caterans accustomed to

plunder and theft—taught to regard plundering the Sassenach as a virtue, and having many of

the habits of savage life.' So harassing and shameless was the oppression, that even the King
felt it could not be continued, and the Highland host was dismissed to their homes laden with

the spoil of the campaign. On the 3d of May 1679, Archbishop Sharp was murdered on
Magus Muir. This desperate act was the signal for an outbreak in the West, which was
ripe for rebellion. Thither the murderers had fled, and at Rutherglen the ringleaders

affixed to the market-cross a paper in which they denounced the various Acts of Parlia-

ment by which Presbyterianism had been overthrown, Episcopacy established, and Presbyterians

ill-treated ; and then they burned copies of the acts in question. From Rutherglen they went
to Hamilton, thence to Drumceog, and thence to Glasgow, but, after a useless skirmish

with the military there, they returned to Hamilton, now increased to 4000 or 5000. At
Bothwell Bridge they were utterly routed, but, instead of being quelled, they were only

rendered more bitter in their opposition to Charles and his government. The most
extreme section now received the names of Cameronians, Society-men, Hillmen, Wild Whigs.

On the 3d of June 1680, at South Queensferry, a paper was seized on the person of Hall of

Haughhead, declaring the perjuries and oppressions of Charles to be so shameful that he could

no longer be counted a sovereign worthy of obedience, and that the throne ought to be held

as vacant. On the 22d June twenty-one men made a similar declaration at the market-cross

of Sanquhar ; but next day a party of sixty-three was surprised and routed at Airdsmoss.
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Nothing daunted, liowever, the Society-men still continued to meet; and at Tonvood in

Stuhngshire, Donald Cargill (for whose rapture dead or alive, a large reward was offered)
excommunicated the dm I persecutors of Scotland—namely, the King, the Dukes of York and

dale, Cciictal Dalxcll. and Sit Cicorge Mackenzie. In 1 68 1 the Test Act was passed,

requiring every person in public office to swear that he acknowledged the king to be supreme
in all causes and Over All persons, both civil and ecclesiastical; that he would never consult
about any matins of state without his majesty's express licence or command; and never
attempt any alteration in the government of the country. A Royal Succession Act was passed
at the same tune, to enable tile Duke of York, who was a Catholic, to succeed to the throne.

ten resigned then livings rather than sign the former, and both acts were

I

iblicl) I'. nut in Lanark b) a party of Cameronians. Multitudes were ruinously fined, sent to
W > i Indu s as slaves, or hanged; and the discovery of the Rye-house Plot in 1682 only

brought new seventies on Scottish Presbyterians. In May 1684 a new proscription-roll of

nearly 2000 names was published, in reply to which the Cameronians published an Apologetic

don, to the effect that they had resolved to take the law into their own hands, and
avenge their sufferings on their persecutors.

(»n the accession of James II. (16X5), an Act of Indemnity was passed, but the Presby-

t< rians would not take the oath of allegiance, and the persecution continued. (See Wigtown,
MuiRKIRK, and Dunnottar Castle.) In April 1686, James proposed to the Scottish Parlia-

ment a plan for giving liberties to the Presbyterians, who would have none of it, because the

same liberties were extended to the Roman Catholics. The next year the King passed the

a< t without consent of Parliament. The moderate Presbyterians took advantage of the tolera-

tion thus obtained, and even wrote a letter thanking the King; but the Cameronians continued

The last oi their number to suffer before the Revolution turned the tables in their

favour was James Rcnwick (Feb. 1688).

At the Revolution in 1688, the bishops, as a body, having declined to transfer their

allegiance to the government of the Prince of Orange, while the Presbyterians gave it their

w arm support, I'resbyterianism was re-established in room of Episcopacy. William would have
i 11 d a more liberal and comprehensive policy, but he was obliged to yield; and when
Parliament met in April 1690, its first act was to abolish the Act of Supremacy (1669) ; its

second, to restore all the ousted Presbyterian ministers. The next act ratified the

Westminster Confession of Faith, revived the Act of 1592, repealed all the laws in

1 opacy, declared the government of the Church to be vested in the restored

ministers, and appointed the General Assembly to meet. Patronage also had to be given

up. 1
It was enacted that in all vacancies the heritors and elders should nominate a

person for the approval of the congregation ; and that if the congregation disapproved of the

nominee, they were to give in their reasons of disapproval to the Presbytery, by whom the

matter was to be finally determined. In consideration of their being deprived of their right of

presentation, patrons were to receive from the parish the sum of six hundred merks, and a right

to all the teinds to which no other could show a title.' On the 16th of November the

General Assembly met, the first time for thirty-seven years. Before it rose two commissioners

were appointed ' to purge out of the ministry all who should be found to be insufficient,

supinely negligent, scandalous, or erroneous
;

' and, on charges variously classed under the above

heads, a large number of Episcopal clergy were deposed from their office, leading to the sus-

picion that Episcopacy constituted their principal crime. In short, the Presbyterians proved

the Episcopalians to have been wrong in 1662 by paying them back in their own coin in 1690.

The Episcopalians were still in a majority of ministers, notwithstanding all the evictions, and

the Presbyterians feared that, if they were admitted to a vote in the Church courts, they might

turn matters to suit themselves. But what the General Assembly would not do was done by

Parliament. 'An Act for Settling the Quiet and Peace of the Church' was passed in 1693,

by which all Episcopal ministers who took the oaths of Allegiance and Assurance, subscribed

the Confession of Faith, and acknowledged the Presbyterian Government as the only government

of the Church in Scotland, were to be admitted to a share in the government of the Church,

and all who thus qualified themselves were to be protected in their churches and livings. At
the Union, in 1707, there were 165 Episcopal ministers within the Establishment The
Toleration Act passed in 1712 was intended to discourage all persecution of the Nonjurors,

although ostensibly limited to those who took the oaths to government, making it lawful for

them to meet and worship in their own manner (that is, giving ' protection both to clergy and

laity in the free use of the Book of Common Prayer'), and exempting them from the jurisdiction

of the Presbyterian Church courts. So influential were the Episcopalians in the time of Queen
Anne and so favourable their condition, that they had sanguine hopes of a second Restoration,

and of their Church again becoming the national Establishment. But these hopes were dashed

by the death of Queen Anne (17 14), and still more by the Jacobite rising of 1715. Not only
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was there no more toleration for Nonjurors, but the distinction between them and Jurors was
lost. Episcopalians generally were dreaded by the civil authorities as Jacobites, not without

good reason ; but they were also disliked by the Established Church for using liturgical services.

On the one charge or the other, Episcopal ministers who had retained parish churches were

deprived, chapels were shut up, the congregations dispersed, and the prosperity which the

Church enjoyed came to an end.

The Moderate party gained complete ascendancy during the leadership of Dr Robertson,

the historian. After his retirement from the Assembly in 1780, the Anti-Patronage party made
an unsuccessful attempt to push their views, and the question remained comparatively quiescent

till 1825, when an Anti-Patronage Society was formed. About this time the Voluntary

Controversy began to agitate the public mind, and the Voluntaries brought the charge against

the Church that she had bartered her freedom for State protection and support. These taunts

were partly the cause of the high views about spiritual independence which now arose, and
finally led to the Disruption. In the Assembly of 1832, overtures were presented recom-

mending that steps should be taken to restore the call to its old place in the settlement of

ministers; and although these were rejected, they were only returned next year multiplied

fourfold. Once more there was a majority against them, but this was the last victory of the

Moderate party. Next year (1834) the Veto Act was passed : 'That if, at moderating in a
call to a vacant pastoral charge, the major part of the male heads of families . . . shall

disapprove of the person in whose favour the call is proposed, the power of presenting shall

pass to the presbytery at the end of six months.' This was intended to checkmate the action

of certain patrons who kept benefices in their own hands for a length of time by making a series

of presentations to men who, they knew, would not accept them, gaining six months each time.

In regard to this matter, the Church was divided into two parties, known respectively as the

Moderate and the Popular. The former went by the Act of 1690, according to which the call

to a minister was given by the heritors and elders; the latter went back to the Act of 1649,
according to which the call had to come from the congregation. In 1732 the Moderates had
succeeded in carrying an Act of Assembly 'anent the planting of churches and at the ensuing

meeting of the synod of Perth and Stirling, Ebenezer Erskine, minister of Stirling and
moderator of the synod, had preached a violent sermon against that act. Having been first

rebuked by the synod, Erskine was next rebuked by the Assembly (1733). The protest which
he read against this action was regarded as a sign of contumacy, and the Commission was
instructed to deal with him unless he withdrew it. This he refused to do, and he was
accordingly loosed from his charge at the November meeting

;
whereupon he and other three,

who had adhered to the protest, formed themselves into the Associate Presbytery. See
United Presbyterian Church infra.

This had been only the beginning of a hundred years' contest regarding patronage

and kindred matters. It culminated in 1843 in the Disruption of the Church. (See Free
Church infra.) The same year an Act of Parliament was passed (known as Lord Aberdeen's
Act), according to which the presbytery, when considering objections to a presentee,

were to have regard 'to the character and number of the objectors.' The patronage
grievance was finally removed in 1874. The General Assembly of 1869 resolved to petition

Parliament for its removal, and the Government passed an act in 1874 repealing the Act of
Queen Anne, abolishing patronage, and vesting the election of ministers entirely in the free

choice of congregations. This danger passed, the rock at present ahead is Disestablish-

ment. Since the passing of the Act of 1874, a new objection has been urged against the

Church, namely, that she is now a mere sect, and that her Establishment and Endowment are

a violation of religious equality, in respect that a privilege is thus given to one church to the

exclusion of others, and that it is given to one at the expense of many who do not use it. At
one time it was even asserted that the Established Church was in a minority, but this statement
was contradicted by Principal Tulloch in a letter to the Times (July 6, 1878), and has since

been practically abandoned. Other objections are that it violates the rights of conscience, and
that it is unscriptural and injurious to religion ; and it is further urged that Disestablishment

would be beneficial to the Church herself, since nothing else will ever make her free, and that

it would be the first step towards Presbyterian union.

At the time of the Disruption there were 924 old parishes and 42 parliamentary churches,

that is, churches which had been built and sparingly endowed by Parliament in destitute

districts of the Highlands. The first form of the movement for church extension was an
attempt to prevail on the State to build additional churches. When this failed, the Church
resolved to build them by voluntary effort, hoping to obtain endowments from the State—an
effort in which Dr Chalmers took a leading part, and by which 200 chapels were added to the

Church before the Disruption, 50 of which were retained by the Free Church. When all hope
was abandoned of obtaining even endowments from the State, while an Act of Parliament (Sir
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Junes C.r ih.inn'-. Act) had been passed (iS.|.}) legalising the erection of quoad sacra parishes,

the Church resolved to provide them also by voluntary contribution. The first Endowment
Committee was appointed in iS.j(>, with I >r Robertson as convener ; and before his death, in

iS(>o, nearly ^".joo.ooo had been raised, and more than 60 new parishes added to the Church:
while up to the present time ,;.•<> new parishes have been endowed, besides 40 parlia-

mentary c hurches ere< ted into parishes, at an outlay, over and above the cost of the buildings,

o( noit than ,,•{," 1,000.000. There are now altogether 1293 parishes, the ministers of which are
entitled to sit in the Church courts; and 295 unendowed churches and preaching and mission
stations. Communicants, ai Voiding to Parliamentary Return of 1878, 515,786.

The doctrine ol the Church ol Scotland, as settled at the Reformation, was Calvinism, and
this was lully defined in the Conlession of faith which was adopted in 1643 as the Standard of

the Church. Ann the Revolution two parties arose, subsequently known as Moderates and
Kvangelicals. The latter were distinguished by their attachment to popular interests and
liberties, and by their opposition to all the opinions identified with Arminianism; the former

by their steady and uniform support of lay patronage, and their opposition to the doctrinal

views ol the Evangelicals, on the ground that these tended to Antinomianism. There
is 1 third and growing Broad Church party, holding opinions which show a considerable

d< rl ire from the tea( hing of the Confession of Faith. It is not merely that individuals have
expressed themselves in favour of greater latitude of opinion and greater freedom in subscription

to creeds, but the moral inability of the Church to shut the mouths of such men is a practical

admission that the Church cannot now be bound by the theology of the sixteenth century.

It may safely be affirmed that the prosecution of a good man for mere heresy is now regarded

by the public conscience as an act of barbarous fanaticism, to be reprobated and denounced
by all right-thinking men. Even in the severer sects that have cut themselves off from the

Church of Scotland, this holds true ; but in a church claiming not only on historic but also

on actual -rounds to be distinctively ' National,' the assertion of the 'principle of comprehension'
(within the limits prescribed by the acceptance of Christianity as a 'Divine Revelation')

appears to be a sovereign duty no less than a logical necessity.

See W. Reeves, Adamnaris Life of St Columba (1874), and Culdecs of the British Islands

(1864); A. P. Forbes, Lives of SS. Ninian and Kentigcrn (1874), and Kalcndars of Scottish

Saints (1872) ; W. F. Skene, Celtic Scot/and, vol. ii. (1877); F. E. Warren, Liturgy and Ritual

of the Celtic Church (1881) ; J. Anderson, Scotland in Early Christian Times (2 vols., 1881)

;

J. Robertson, 'Scottish Abbeys and Cathedrals,' in Quarterly Review (1849), and Statuta

Ecclesia Scoticanoz (1866) ; Cosmo Innes, Origines Parochiales (3 vols., 1850-55); M. E. Wal-
cott, Ancient Church of Scotland (1874), with a list of 136 authorities; A. P. Stanley, Lectures

tory of the Church of Scotland (1872); D. Laing's edition of the Works of John
Knox (6 vols., 1846-64); T. M'Crie, Lives of Knox and Melville (1812-19; new ed. 1855);

J. Spottiswood, History of the Church and State ofScotland (1655 ; best ed., 3 vols., 1847-51) ; G.

Cook, History of the Reformation in Scotland (3 vols., 181 1), and History of the Church of
Scotland (3 vols., 1815) ; H. Scott, Fasti Ecclesia Scolicance (6 vols., 1866-70) ; G. Grub, Ecclesi-

astical History of Scotland (4 vols., 1861); J. Cunningham, Church History of Scotland

(1863 ; new ed. 1882); and other works cited in our articles on Melrose, Deer, May, Plus-

CARDEN, etC.

The Free Church of Scotland is the name assumed by the party which in 1843 withdrew

from the Established Church and formed themselves into a separate religious body. From the

first establishment of the Church after the Reformation there had been a constant tendency on
the part of some churchmen to claim that the Church was independent of the State, notwith-

standing—nay, as some affirmed, even in consequence of—her establishment. And although

the Revolution settlement appeared to give less ground for this claim than did the statutes of

James I., the Westminster Confession contains the assertion that ' the Lord Jesus, as

King and Head of His Church, hath therein appointed a government in the hand of church

officers distinct from the civil magistrate.' It was a dispute regarding this claim that led to the

Disruption of 1843, for the proper understanding of which it is necessary to go back to a point

ten years previous to that event. The system of patronage, after being twice abolished

by Parliament—in 1649 and 1690—was restored by the Act of 17 12. According to

this statute a presbytery was bound to ordain or induct to a vacant parish the qualified

presentee of the patron, the call of the people being regarded as a mere form. The Evangelical

party in the Church ' had always held it as a principle that the Church could not, without sin,

act under any system of patronage which was subversive of the congregational call
;

' and that

party, having now become the majority, passed in 1834 an act called the Veto Act, according

to which no minister was to be intruded on a parish contrary to the will of the people.

One famous case arising theretrom has been fully noticed in our article on Auchterarder
;

another was the Stewarton case, which arose out of the Chapel Act, passed by the same Assembly,
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and by the same party. According to that act, districts in connection with ' chapels of ease ' were

to be erected into parishes quoad sacra, and their ministers to acquire the status of members of

presbytery. Such a parish was to be disjoined from the parish of Stewarton in 1840, when
certain of the heritors applied for an interdict, which was granted, although the case was not

decided by the Court of Session till January 1843. The non-intrusion party held the action of

the civil courts in this case to be the most violent attack which had yet been made upon the

Church, the foundation principle of which was Presbyterian—that all ministers are equal—and
were prepared to accept an adverse decision as alone sufficient to drive them from the Church.

In 1842 the party passed their ' Claim, Declaration, and Protest,' which set forth their

interpretation of the Church's constitutional principles concerning the headship of Christ, the

various encroachments on her rights and liberties by the civil courts ; the impossibility, con-

sistently with her duty to Christ the Head, of submitting to the civil supremacy which had
been assumed, and the necessity she would be under, if redress were denied, of withdrawing

from her connection with the State. Matters were supposed to be made worse than ever by
the decision of the House of Lords (August 1842), confirming on appeal that of the Court of

Session in the second Auchterarder case. By this second decision it was declared that the

obligation of the presbytery to ' receive and admit ' was a civil obligation, the violation of

which was to be regarded and punished as a civil offence. The party held that the conditions

produced by this new interpretation of the relation existing between the Church and the State

(with which they always identified the civil courts, while the other party always regarded these

as merely holding the legal balance between the Church and the State, and between different

parties in the Church) were such that the Church could not fulfil them consistently with her

principles. The crisis was produced by the decision in the Stewarton case (January 1843),

and by the refusal of the Government (January) to take the Claim of Right into consideration,

and the vote of the House of Commons (March) to the same effect. When the General

Assembly met in May, the Moderator, Dr Welsh, in his own name and that of 203 other

members, read a protest, and the whole party withdrew and constituted themselves the

Assembly of the Free Church, with Dr Chalmers as moderator. In all, 451 ministers

adhered to the Protest, and resigned their livings; whilst .£232,347 was contributed for the

support of the Free Church during the sitting of its first Assembly. The maintenance of

all the existing missions of the Establishment was boldly undertaken by the Free Church,

whose organisation was finally completed by the adoption of the Sustentation Fund. Nego-
tiations for a union with the United Presbyterian Church were abandoned in 1873, on account

of the disinclination of a minority of the Free Church to modify its profession of the Estab-

lishment doctrine. The majority of the Reformed Presbyterian Church was received into the

Free Church in May 1876. The Free Church has 1104 ministers and upwards of 300,000
members and adherents. See Innes's Law of Creeds in Scotland (Edinb. 1867); Buchanan's
Ten Years' Conflict (Edinb., new ed., 1852); Brown's Annals of the Disruption (Edinb. 1876);
Hanna's Memoirs of Dr Chalmers (Edinb. 1854) : on the other side, Bryce's Ten Years of the

Church of Scotland (1850) ; The Church of Scotland and the Free Church, their Relation, etc., by
Veritas (Glasg. 1870); Memoir of Dr N. Macleod (Lond. 1876).

United Presbyterian Church.—The foundation of this Church was laid in the

Secession Church, which was formed when Ebenezer Erskine and his associates, who had been
deposed in 1733, were finally ejected from their churches in 1740. In 1745 the Secession,

which then numbered 46 congregations, formed itself into a synod ; but the prosperity of the

Church was greatly hindered by a controversy which arose regarding the lawfulness of taking

the burgess oath ; and a division took place (1747) into the Associate Synod, popularly known
as the Burghers, because they allowed their members to take the burgess oath, and the General
Associate Synod, or Anti-Burghers, who objected to it. These two sects were again subdivided
into four—the former (1799) into the Old Light (or Constitutional party) and New Light
Burghers ; the latter (1806) into the Old Light and New Light Anti-Burghers. It was the New
Light sections of the two parties which united in 1820 to form the United Secession, while the

Old Light sections united (1842) as the Original Seceders. Meantime, in 1752, another
secession had taken place from the Established Church. The presbytery of Dunfermline
had refused to induct a minister who had been presented (1749) to the parish of Inver-

keithing, and against whose settlement the majority of the parishioners had protested. The
General Assembly (1752) enjoined the presbytery to proceed with the induction, but six

ministers, including the Rev. T. Gillespie of Camock, absented themselves, whereupon Gillespie

was deposed. In 1761, he and Mr Boston of Jedburgh, and Mr Collier of Colinsburgh, formed
themselves into a presbytery for the purpose of ' giving relief from the yoke of patronage and
the tyranny of the Church courts;' hence the Church thus founded was called the Relief Church.
By its union with the United Secession in 1847 was formed the United Presbyterian Church.
Other schemes of union have since been inaugurated, with more or less of success. In 1SG3,
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stimulated by movements in the colonies, :i ureal 'union movement ' was begun, to unite the
lour clnet nonconforming boilies in Si ollaml the Free C Munch, the Reformed Presbyterians,

< ' n.d Sec< ion, and the United I'resbyterian Church. The union between the Free
Church and the Reformed Presbyterians was consummated in 1S78. That between the Free
Church and the United I'lc-Utciun ( 'luirch is at present postponed, the great obstruction
being the 'Voluntary' principle held by the latter. There are 558 congregations, 594 ministers,
and 1 78,195 members.

R.OMAM CATHOLICS.- At the Reformation the Roman Catholic form of religion was
completely crushed out except in the remote Highlands. It was long till the priests ventured
to show themselves, much less perform their office, except under the protection of some
powerful Chief The increase in the number of Roman Catholics in the country in recent

r< due to the influx of Irish immigrants. The old hierarchy ended with

James Betoun, Archbishop of Glasgow, who died at Paris in 1603. The clergy in Scotland
were first re-incorporated into a missionary body in 1653. They were governed by Prefects-

Apostolic till [694, when a Vicariate-Apostolic was established. This arrangement con-
tinued till 1S7S, when the hierarchy was re-established. At present there are 2 arch-

bishops (St Andrews and Edinburgh, and Glasgow), 4 bishops (Aberdeen, Dunkeld, Galloway,
and Argyll and the Isles), 324 priests; 305 churches, chapels, and stations; 35 convents,

. and other institutions
; 2940 schools; and a Roman Catholic population estimated at

321,000.

Thi EPISCOPAL Church.—The Jacobite rising of 1745 was a death-blow to the Episcopal
Church of the time. An Act of Parliament was passed in 1746, by which any clergyman of

thai Church exercising his functions without registering his Letters of Orders, taking the oaths

prescribed by law, and praying for King George and the royal family by name, was for the

fii : 1 : nee to be imprisoned for six months, and for the second to be transported for life.

Laymen attending Episcopal worship were to be fined five pounds for the first offence, and for

I nd to be imprisoned two years and be deprived of all political privileges. A still more
rigorous statute was passed in 1748, and although the persecution gradually abated as years

went on, especially after the accession of George III., the statutes had done their work ; and
before they were repealed, the congregations had been reduced to less than forty. The change
came on the death of Prince Charles Edward Stewart (1788), when the bishops agreed to pray

for King George and the royal family by name. The Relief Bill was passed in 1792. There
are at present 7 bishops; 267 clergy; 294 churches, private chapels, and mission stations; 91
schools ; and 84,664 members.

The Baptists have existed as a denomination in Scotland since 1750, or, according to

another authority, only since 1765, when a noted Baptist preacher, Archibald Maclean, was
labouring in Edinburgh. The two brothers Robert and James Haldane, who began to act as

lay preachers in 1796, adopted the Baptist creed in the latter part of their career, and did

much by their enthusiasm and energy to strengthen the sect. There are 89 congregations, 80
pastors, and 8643 communicants.

Congregationa lists is the proper name of the sect otherwise called Independents. The
latter name was assumed in the apology published in England in 1644, but finding that it was
also adopted by others with whose tenets they had no sympathy, they discarded it for the

name of Congregational Brethren. Their principles were first brought to Scotland by
Cromwell's soldiers, but made little headway till the time of Glass, who, in his work published

in 1729, advocated the principles of the English Congregationalists, and the old Scots Inde-

pendents were founded by Dale. The next impetus to Congregationalism was given by the

revival, under James Haldane and John Aikman, begun in 1797. Before 1807, by the zeal of

various itinerant preachers, 85 congregations had been formed and pastors ordained. There
are 86 congregations.

Evangelical Union.—This denomination had no existence till 1841. In that year

Rev. James Morrison, minister of the United Secession Church at Kilmarnock, was deposed
for heresy, chiefly for teaching the universality of the atonement, and the ability of man to

believe the Gospel. His father, Robert Morrison (Bathgate), was deposed in 1842, and A. C.

Rutherford (Falkirk) and John Guthrie (Kendal) in 1843—all for holding similar opinions.

These men, and a number of laymen, then met at Kilmarnock, and formed the Evangelical

Union. In Scotland there are 86 congregations.

The Glassites are a sect who derive their name from John Glass, a minister of the

Established Church at Tealing in Forfarshire, who, for teaching doctrine differing from that of

the Church regarding the kingdom of Christ, was deposed in 1730. They spread to England

and America, where they received the name of Sandemanians, from Robert Sandeman, Glass's

son-in-law. They hold the Voluntary principle, and the independence of each congregation.

The number of congregations and members is now extremely small.
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The Methodists are a sect which was formed by John Wesley and some of his friends at

Oxford in 1738. Wesley visited Scotland in 1751; and in 1767 there were 468 members in

the country. There are at present—ministers, 43 j
lay preachers, 99 ; members, 6000 ; com-

municants, 1000; besides about 500 Primitive Methodists.

The Catholic Apostolic Church was founded by Edward Irving (hence the popular

name of Irvingites), who was expelled from the Church of Scotland for heresy in 1833. In

1 S3 5 there were 7 congregations in London, and the sect began to exist in Scotland. There
are at present 13 churches.

XVIII. SCOTTISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

By the late John M. Ross, LL.D., Editor of the Globe Encyclopedia.

The ' Scottish language ' properly means the Gaelic dialect of Celtic used by the Scots after their

settlement in North Britain among the Picts ; and down to the 15th century the phrase lingua

Scotica never denoted anything else. During the 15th century the recognition of the Irish

origin of Gaelic led to its being also called lingua Hibernica, or, in the vernacular, Yrishe or Ersch
(mod. Erse). Long before this, however, the name ' Scottish ' had been applied to the whole
people of Scotland, Teutonic and Celtic alike; and as the Teutonic became more and more the

dominant race, the term 'Scottish' came in time to be applied to the Anglic dialect of the

Lowlands. This transference of name was all the more easily made that the lapse of years and
the effects of political strife had thoroughly alienated the Angles of Lothian from their brethren

of Durham and York. The first native writer who called the dialect of the Lowlands ' Scot-

tish' was Gawin Douglas in the year 15 16, though it had been so designated as early as 1498
by Don Pedro de Ayala, the Spanish pro-notary at the court of James IV., in a letter to his

sovereigns, Ferdinand and Isabella. Before the close of the 16th century this use or abuse of

the term had become universal in the Lowlands, and has ever since been recognised in England.
This article is strictly confined to a notice of that Anglic dialect commonly designated

' Lowland Scotch.' To understand its origin it is necessary to remember that till the

middle of the 10th century the kingdom of Scotland embraced no territory south of the

Forth. Strathclyde was a Cymric principality, and the Earldom of Lothian was part of the

English kingdom of Northumbria. This earldom, which included the whole south-east of

the present kingdom of Scotland from Liddesdale to Stirling, passed by grant to the Scottish

kings in 975, who held it on the same tenure as the Northumbrian earls; and thus the

Anglic dialect obtained a footing within the boundaries of the Scottish kingdom. In the nth
century a powerful impetus was given to the spread of English by Margaret, sister of Eadgar
yEtheling, and wife of Malcolm Ceannmor. Her own dialect would, of course, be VVessex or

Southern English, but the neighbourhood of Lothian, and the long exile of Malcolm in

Northumbria, would irresistibly determine the form of English that would be adopted in Scot-

land. The insecure and fluctuating rule of the Norsemen along the north-east coast, from
Caithness to the Firth of Tay, during the 9th and 10th centuries, is sufficient to account for

those local peculiarities of diction which lend a curious flavour to the sub-dialects of Buchan
and Forfar, but in no way diminish their right to be considered the legitimate offspring of an
English mother. In fact, the majority of these peculiarities are more attributable to Celtic than
to Scandinavian influences.

Of the earlier history of the Anglic dialect north of the Tweed we are wholly ignorant.

How it grew and spread, what obstacles it encountered, and in what ways it was modified, we
can only conjecture. This arises from the paucity, one might almost say the total absence, of
literary monuments. The inscription upon the Ruthwell Cross in Dumfriesshire (7th century),

and some words interspersed in the Latin charters and laws of David, William the Lyon, and
their successors, constitute the entire remains of this speech between the 7th and the 14th
centuries. These, however, are sufficient to prove that it approximated in its grammatical
forms to the Scandinavian and Frisian rather than to the Saxon of Wessex. The same remark
holds good of the whole Anglic dialect of Northumbria.

Between the nth and the 14th centuries the Anglic tongue steadily extended itself in

Scotland at the expense of the Celtic dialects of the south-west and the north, but it does not
appear to have become the recognised vernacular of the entire Lowland community till at least

{he reign of Alexander III. A curious and hitherto unnoticed passage in Blind Harry (Bk. vi.),

R
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in which Wallace is mockingly saluted in had Gaelic by an English soldier of the Lanark garri-
son, might almost warrant the inference that Celtic was still prevalent in Strathclyde in the days
of the hero. The great struggle for independence (1 297-1314), which created the Scottish

.. s carried on by the Scoto-Anglic and Scoto-Norman population, the Celtic clans
mainly on the English side; and this fact in all probability finally secured the supremacy

No 81 »nei was the long-deferred unity or nationality of Scotland
attained than an Anglic literature sprang into existence, which at one time promised to rival, if

not to surpass, that of the south in the splendour and strength of its poetry.
' From the 14th century onv trd,

1

says Dr J. A. \\. Murray, 'Scotland presents a full scries

of writers in the Northern dialect, which as spoken and written in this country may be
conveniently divided into Three periods. The first or Early period, during which the

literary use Ol this dialect was common to Scotland, with England north of the Humber,
of the ( arliest specimens to the middle or last quarter of the 15th century.

Dd 01 M 1 period, during which the literary use of the northern dialect was
midland dialect having supplanted it in England), extends from the

doseol the 15th century to the time of the Union. The third or Modern period, during which
the northern dialect has ceased to be the language of general literature in Scotland also, though
surviving as the speech of the people and the language of popular poetry, extends from the

union of the kingdoms to the present day.'

langi ;e oi the first of these periods differs in no essential respect from that which
at in I 11 [land as far south as the Trent. A comparison of the literary remains of both

(1.) that they used to a large extent the same words and the same forms of

words
;

e.g., mirk, lyggin, gar, stane, aid, cald, wrang, hyng, etc.
; (2.) the same grammatical

inflections, as seen {a) in irregular plurals, e.g., childer, kyc, schotie; (p) in the use of the

ind< finite articles as a numeral
;

(e) in the identity of their demonstratives, and of their verbal

forms, e.g., thow cumis, clerkes sayis, we that lyves, falland, in the use of the preposition tyl for

U), etc.
; (3.) the same orthography, e.g., in the gutteral gh (changed in later 'Scotch' into eh),

in the change of the old English hw into qw, qu, quh, and qwh. The most famous writers in

1 ular literature of this first period were Barbour, Wyntoun, King James I., Henryson,
and Blind Harry. Barbour was by far the greatest of metrical chroniclers, a class of poets who
sought to win the ear of an audience, by stirring narrative rather than by imaginative sentiment,

id » were a genuine product of the Middle Ages. In his noble rhyme, Barbour narrated

the heroic struggle of the Bruce with a vivid minuteness of detail that has engraven itself

indelibly on the national memory. Wyntoun was a humbler artist, who undertook to recite in

verse the History of Scotland, and thought it necessary to start from the creation of Adam. In

is Quhair of James the Anglic poetry of Scotland underwent its earliest literary change.

The simple unadorned semi-prosaic style of the chronicles gave place to a delicacy and refine-

ment of imaginative feeling, a richness and elegance of diction, and a certain artistic ambition

in the choice of verse. The great influence of Chaucer on the Scottish poets of the next

period was perhaps due to the prince whose long captivity in England was brightened by the

charms of love and the delights of literature. Henryson was the finest poetic genius of the 15th

century, and not even Chaucer himself has surpassed the author of the Testame?it of Cresseid in

melody of verse or tenderness of sentiment. Blind Harry is the rudest of minstrels, yet his

fierce and prejudiced verse shows us, only too well, the pernicious effect of those desperate

attempts on the part of the English kings to overthrow the liberties of a proud and obdurate

nation. The only relic of prose literature in this period is the Craft of Deyng, but for

linguistic purposes the old Scottish laws are of great value. Latin authors like Fordun and his

continuator do not come within the scope of this article.

The second period of the Anglic literature of Scotland is that in which it becomes dis-

tinctively 7iational. The genius of Chaucer had raised the East Midland dialect of English to

the rank of a classic or standard for his countrymen. As a consequence of this, the northern

dialect gradually ' ceased to be employed for literary purposes' in England, and ' sank into the

position of a local and rustic patois,' while in Scotland it grew and flourished as the language

of the court, literature, and law. The differences between it and the dialect of the first period

are chiefly these : (1.) the spelling of many words is changed, chiefly through Gaelic influence

—e.g., the diphthongs, at, ei, oi, begin to be regarded as simple long a, e, 0, and to lose their

fine diphthongal force, to which is largely due the mean accent of the modern Scotch
; (2.) the

introduction of French words which followed the French alliance

—

e.g., gigot, ashet, tasse, fuhie,

glaur, porte, gein, grosel (mod. grozet), dour, douce, caussey, dule, fascitis ; (3.) the influence of

the revival of learning which for a time flooded the written language with Latin terms

—

amene,

prcclair, eclical, humile, superne, elerne, matutinc, scmpitcrn, fructuous, meliflaate, aureate, pulchri-

tude, celsitude, etc.—terms that, not finding a reception among the people, soon died out. It is,

however, to be noted that in the latter part of this second period the natural growth of the
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Anglic dialect in Scotland received a check through the influence of the Reformation movement.
Mr Murray points out that ' there was no translation of the Scriptures into the northern dialect

;

for the first forty years of the Reformation movement these and other books used by the adherents

of the new faith had to be obtained from England.' As early as the time of Lyndsay we see

traces of southern English showing themselves ; and it becomes more and more marked in

the reign of Mary—Knox himself using, with the greatest licence, the English forms of spelling.

The literature of the second period is in some departments peculiarly rich. Dunbar,
Douglas, and Lyndsay, with whom it opens, are names that would lend lustre to any age.

When their bright lamps began to shine in the northern sky, England had not even a farthing

rushlight to make its darkness visible. The author of the Seven Deidly Synnis, the Thrissill

and the Rots, and the Goldyn Targe, well deserved to be called the ' darling of the Scottish

muses ;
' while the diffuse loveliness of Douglas bears witness to the power of the Chaucerian

charm. Lyndsay is chiefly memorable for his fierce and life-long battle with the priests, which
secured for his satiric verse a popularity that lasted far on into the 18th century. Among the

lesser lights of the time were the Earl of Glencairn, Henry Balnaves, John Davidson, Sir

Richard Maitland, Bannatyne, Alexander Scott, Alexander Hume, and Robert Semple. Prose
is powerfully represented by the Traductio?i of Bellenden, the Complaynt of Scotland, and the

History of tlie Reformatio?! in Scotland, by Knox. The names of Buchanan and Melville can
never be forgotten, though their literary genius found expression almost wholly in Latin.

With the accession of James to the English throne, the Anglic dialect of Scotland enters

upon its third and final phase. This may be described as a period of gradual but unceasing

decay. One genuine characteristic disappeared after another, till by the middle of the 18th

century the language had become, from a linguistic point of view, a mere jargon. The union
of the crowns, still more the union of the Parliaments, was fatal to its organic preservation.

During the 17th century it maintained, though with ever-diminishing tenacity, its hold upon the

law courts, the schools, and the churches, but after the Revolution its fate was sealed.

Southern English took possession of the schools, and in spite of the temporary reaction that

followed the union of the Parliaments, steadily extended its authority, till it embraced nearly

every kind of literature. As a spoken tongue ' Scotch ' was still in force, but the accessions

which it constantly received from its southern sister completely destroyed its dialectic integrity.

When we analyse the examples furnished by the literature of the 18th and 19th centuries, we
find that they present an incoherent medley of dissimilar forms from which no principle can be
extracted. Yet, strange as it may seem, in this forlorn and ruined shape the Anglic dialect of
Scotland has been the vehicle of some of the rarest literature the world has seen. Ramsay and
Ferguson are not unlikely to fade into something like oblivion, but the verse of Burns is as sure

of immortality as anything that has come from the heart of man. He and other gifted spirits,

such as the Baroness Nairne, Hogg, Tannahill, Cunningham, Motherwell, with numerous humble
but genuine lyrists, have sung so copiously and sweetly of the land which gave them birth ; its

scenery in all its aspects ; its people in all their ways, that Scotsmen may almost be forgiven if

a certain pride mingles with their patriotism.

Prose is brilliantly represented by Scott, Gait, and later writers, but in general it forms only

a part of their composition. The use of ' Scotch ' in fiction or verse may last for some time

longer, but the dialect is destined to perish as a living speech, and must therefore, in due time,

disappear from literature. It may perhaps share the fate of Latin, and be most carefully studied

after it is dead. See David Irving's History of Scottish Poetry (186 1) ; Dr James A. H. Murray's
Historical Introduction to his Essay on 'The Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland,' pub-
lished in the Transactions of the Philological Society (1873) ; Dr Ross' Early Scottish History and
Literature (1884); and the publications of the Early Scottish Text Society (1884, etc.).

XIX. GAELIC LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

By the Rev. Archibald Clerk, LL.D., Editor and Translator of Ossian.

Celtic was wholly neglected by philologists until a very recent period. A Welshman,
Edward Lhuyd (1670-1709), was the first to treat it scientifically. Sir W. Jones {c. 1780)
started the theory that it was allied to Sanscrit, and to the general family of Indo-European
tongues; and Dr Prichard (1831) fully proved the correctness of this theory. But it is from
foreign, and especially German scholars, that it has received the critical examination which

defines its position on the Aryan tree, and explains its structure on general linguistic laws.
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ForatnOBl Unong these ranks ]. K. Zeuss, who iii 1N53 published his Grammatica Celiica, a
truly Doble monument of indomitable perseverance and of profound scholarship. Ebel,

WiihIim Ii, Rhys, and \\ hitch Stoke s have thrown much additional light on the subject; but for

many yean to come the GretMMatica Ctltica will form the chief quarry from which the Celtic

student must draw Ins building materials.

Foi tin last thirty yean the language has received a degree of attention which forms a
striking contrast to the contempt with winch it had been treated during centuries. It has now
its a« tnowledged place in every able work on philology. A French periodical

—

Revue Celtiquc

has been Mine 1S71 wholly devoted to its elucidation. It forms the subject of lectures

in various German I niversities. [n Paris, Oxford, and Dublin, Celtic Chairs have been
founded ;

and Scotland has at length rolled away the reproach under which it lay for its strange

indifference to B language which had so many peculiar claims on its attention. In 1883
I \ founded in the Uhivenityol Edinburgh for the 'Study of Celtic Comparative

. 1 b -
|

•',.d work due almost wholly to the energy of Professor Blackie ; and
Ml M'Kinnon, its first occupant, is fitted by high qualifications to make amends for the

lateness of his appointment.

The I language is divided into two main branches, now termed Brythonic and

Goidelic, but formerly Cymric (or Welsh) and Gaelic: and in this article we retain the old

n l tea The Cymric was a living language in Cornwall until the middle of the last

It is still spoken in Brittany—the Armoric dialect—and also in Wales, where it

boasts of a ricli literature, both ancient and modern.

But it is ol the Gaelic branch we are to treat. It is divided into three sub-classes—the

Manx, the Irish, and the Scottish Gaelic. Of the first, little need be said. It is confined to the

M in, has no old records, has adopted the phonetic mode of spelling, uses all the letters

Ol the English alphabet, and is likely to be soon swallowed up by English.

The Irish, on the other hand, possesses a store of ancient literary treasures of which any

nation might be proud. During the sixth, seventh, eighth, and part of the ninth centuries,

1
I irope generally was in such wild turmoil after the breaking up of the great Roman

Empire, the remote island of Ireland remained in peace. At that time several truly great men
up in it—men of high scholarship, and of fervent, enlightened, Christian zeal, who did

great and glorious work in imparting the blessings of the Gospel to the heathen. From Iona in

t We -t, they Christianised the North of Scotland and of England. They travelled to the

shores of the Baltic, and even to Iceland. They founded monasteries and colleges in various

parts of Germany, Switzerland, and Italy; and many proofs of their scholarship and zeal are still

to be seen in the Libraries of Wiirtzburg, Milan, St Gall, Brussels, and other seats of Con-

learning. The laws, civil and ecclesiastical, which these men and their contemporaries

drew up for their own country—at least as early as the eighth century—are published under the

title of the ' Brehon Laws of Ireland,' and show an advanced state of civilisation far beyond

that of any neighbouring country. According to the able work of Professor Eugene O'Curry

(] 11. there are masses of unpublished MSS. in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, as well

as in other libraries, British and Continental. They treat of everything which can interest

a nation—religion, education, commerce, warfare, music, poetry, etc., etc. ; and one thing

remarkable is, that, in all the laws, the foremost honour is assigned to learning. The Ollamh, or

• Doctor of Laws,' took precedence of the highest nobility.

The Irish had an ancient mode of writing, known as the Ogham, similar to the Runic, and

consisting entirely of straight lines variously arranged. It appears to have been used in remote

Pagan times; and it was continued to some extent in Scotland and Wales, as well as in Ireland,

after the introduction of the Roman alphabet, along with Christianity, in the fifth century ; but

much diversity of opinion, both as to its age and interpretation, still prevails among scholars.

The Irish language still retains the antiquated form which belonged to the Roman letters in

the fifth century, and thus presents quite a foreign aspect to the English reader. Gaelic, both

Irish and Scottish, has limited itself to eighteen letters, rejecting/, k, q, v, w,x, y, and 2. It has

suffered much from phonetic decay. Of old it used three genders; but in modern days it

has discarded the neuter. It had many terminational inflections ; but these have, in several in-

stances, disappeared, though not so completely as in English. They have, however, left traces

of their existence unexampled in other languages, and known as eclipsis and aspiration. These

terms mean changes produced by a word on the beginning of that which immediately follows it,

so that the language is declined both by initial and terminational inflections. Another

peculiarity is, that, according as the last vowel in any syllable of a word is broad or small, the

first in the next syllable must conform ;
thus, in athair= ' father,' the second a is entirely mute,

and serves no known purpose. This rule holds good in some Turanian dialects, but is unknown

to the Aryan, except in Gaelic
;
and, while frequently condemned as useless and cumbrous,

it is still followed by the writers of the language. The Gaelic is generally denounced by English
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people as extremely harsh, and even unpronounceable. But it is strange that its aspirations of

ch, gh, etc., so strongly objected to, meet with all favour both in Greek and in German, as do its

deepest nasal sounds in French. It is to be regretted that it is rapidly casting away its

stronger and more consonantal forms, and thus becoming more vocalic day by day.

The Scottish Gaelic is said by many to be so very similar to the Irish, as to be undeserving

the name of a separate dialect. But, just as the peoples who respectively speak them, although

originally of the same race, have so widely diverged from each other in character, that no one
will deny that they now form different families, so it is in regard to their language. There are

many differences between the language of the two countries, alike in grammar and vocabulary

—

not incidental, but systematic; and the Scottish is unquestionably a dialect of the original G^lic.
Its stock of MSS. is inconsiderable, compared with that of the Irish. There are several in the

Advocates Library, Edinburgh, ranging from the twelfth to the sixteenth century, which are

interesting, but not very important. The Book of Deer (circa 1125), though written in Scotland,

is more Irish than Scottish ; but the Book of the Dean of Lismore, compiled between 15 12 and
1530, and published by the Rev. Dr MacLauchlan in 1862, is undeniably Scottish. It consists

almost entirely of historical ballads and songs, taken down by the collector from oral recitation.

Nine of these ballads are ascribed to Ossian ; and as many as forty-seven other authors are

mentioned, some of them being nobles of the land. The spelling is entirely phonetic, and
differs in all respects from the spelling of Bishop Carswell, who wrote in 1567. It has not yet

been fully explained in any respect, but it is important in proving the wide difference between
Irish and Scottish Gaelic—or, it might be said, between the ecclesiastic and vernacular. It

also proves that, 350 years ago as now, Ossian was deemed the 'King of Song,' and that

poetry was extensively cultivated in the Western Highlands ; whilst the fact that several ballads,

differing but slightly from those of the Dean, have at the present day been collected from
recitation in various parts of the Highlands, shows the remarkable fidelity of tradition among
a people destitute of books.

The first book printed in Gaelic was a translation of Knox's Liturgy by Bishop Carswell of
Argyll in 1567. Strange to say, for eighty years after, nothing further was printed, except a
translation of Calvin's Catechism. About that time translations of the Psalter began to appear,

and soon thereafter of other portions of the Scriptures ; but till the close of the eighteenth

century there was no complete version of the Gaelic Bible. From that date downwards many
works have appeared.

The Ossianic controversy, which raged so fiercely for many years, must be very briefly

sketched here. In 1760 James Macpherson published an English translation of what he
called the Gaelic poems of ' Ossian.' He was accused of forgery. He promptly advertised

that the Gaelic MSS. were to be seen at his publishers, Beckett & De Hondt, London. They
lay there for a year, but neither friend nor foe examined them. That he gathered various

MSS. in the Highlands is certain. The strong point against him, however, is, that these were
never published. The Gaelic which was published (1807) was in his own handwriting.

Various editions have since appeared, the most complete of which by far is that by the Rev.
A. Clerk, LLD., minister of Kilmallie (Edinb. 1870).

As to the genuineness, it should be known, that Mr Skene, the ablest authority on Celtic

antiquities in Britain, considers the 'Fragments'—sixteen pieces published in 1797—to be
entirely genuine; and further, that several other short portions have, by unexceptionable
testimony, been proved to have existed before Macpherson was born. The most rational

conclusion seems to be, that the poems of ' Ossian ' contain genuine remains of the old heroic

ballads of the Gael, linked together and probably modified here and there by Macpherson
;

and there is no stronger reason to object to their authenticity than to that of Homer,
the Edda, or the Nibelungenlied. Whoever the author was, these poems are Gaelic. They
undoubtedly have an air of antiquity about them in many respects, especially in the pure
objectivity with which external nature is described. They are remarkable both for sublimity

and tenderness, and they have exercised a powerful influence on the tone and style of European
literature down to the present day (vide Matthew Arnold's Celtic Studies).

One other remark must be made. Immediately after the appearance of ' Ossian,' several

other fragments of Gaelic poetry were published, chief among which are the Sean Dana, or

Ancient Lays, by Dr Smith, minister of Campbeltown. These, though destitute of the depth
and strength of Ossian, are much more beautiful in various respects ; and thus, in whatever
manner Macpherson may be disposed of, the fact that the old Gaelic bards composed poetry
of the highest order remains untouched.

During the last two hundred and fifty years a great quantity of lyric poetry has been
composed by Highland bards, which, though destitute of the Titanic strength of the Fingalian
lays, displays much beauty and varied power. Mary Macleod (1569-1674) shows true Pindaric

ardour. John Macdonald (1620-1710), Gaelic laureate to Charles II., is still a great favourite
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trymen. Alexander Macdonald (1701-80), the 'Tyrtseus of the Highlands,' while
U>0 fond ol 'the blood and iron' vein, is si ill a true child of nature, describing her alike in her

calmer and fiercer moods with remarkable truth and vividness. Duncan Ban Mac Intyre

( 1 7 1 i
181 has been < ailed the ' limns ol the Highlands,' and, though ranking far beneath the

Ayrshire b ud alike in clearness and depth, is truly a sweet singer of all that pertains to pure
.••net lion . and is. 1 believe, unrivalled in his glowing descriptions of the great Highland pastime
t i

•
. basing the deer.' He had a passionate love for mountains and slags. He ranks highest

among modem bards, and Ins works are in ever-increasing demand. One other name deserves
1 ;•• classed with hi-- thai nl W illiam Ross (1762-90), who for genuine feeling and happy

ide erves a high rank in any literature. Dugald Buchanan (1716-68) is by far the

ablest til the religious poets; ami Janu s Macgregor (1762-1830) holds the second place. Scores
t : others have been and still are 'warbling their native wood-notes wild.' There are about a
hundred thousand lines ol modern Gaelic poetry, proving that the people are 'children of music
and Bong.

1

But with Buch exuberance of poetic fruitfulness the scarcity of prose composition
is in striking contrast [n truth, almost the only name worth mentioning in this department

1 Macleod (1783-1862), minister of St Colurnba, Glasgow. He may justly

be t ailed the father of modern Gaelic culture, and his thorough mastery of the language shows
which it does not manifest in any other hands. Professor Blackie ranks

don ol his, for 'graceful simplicity and profound pathos,' among the foremost

known in any language. His collected works, Caraid nan Giiidheal ('The Highlander's

been edited by the Rev. l)r Clerk (Glasgow, 1865). An interesting collec-

l proverbs has been published by Sheriff Nicolson ; and Mr J. F. Campbell, of

Islay, in his great work, West Highland Talcs; and in his Lcabliar na F&inne ('Book of

done more for Gaelic literature, in the department of ancient tales and
.] in living. There is a grammar by Dr Stewart, and another by Mr Munro.

are dictionaries—one by Armstrong (1825), one by the Highland Society (1828), and
one by Drs Macleod and Dewar (1845)—but the best of them all is very defective; and the

r ol Celtic has needful, though weary, work before him in enlarging and correcting

both grammars and dictionaries.

The Gaelic language is rich in words expressive of all the emotions of the heart, and is

thus a language of love and devotion. It is rich, too, in terms descriptive of nature's external

aspect, discriminating between every shade and colour, and between forms which to an ordinary

eye present the appearance of sameness. Thus it is well fitted for descriptive poetry, and the

n winch it has left in many lands, where it was spoken of old, fully attest its

'

1
lower ; but it is almost wholly without terms of science, mental or physical ; nor

is ii in the least of a plastic nature, to adapt itself to the onward progress and rapid changes

of the modern world. Again, throughout the poetry, not only of Ireland and Scotland, but

also of Wales, there runs a tone of deep sorrow, of ' piercing sadness.'

These remarks on the language are a key to the character of the people who formed it,

and who in small numbers speak it still. Of these there are 950,000 in Ireland, upwards of

300,000 in Scotland, and several thousands in North America. Generally they know little of

the history of their far-off ancestors, who, before Christ was born, ruled over all South-Western

Europe, and had settlements also in Asia. But the shadow of a great and constant

decline seems to darken their spirits, so that they are ever wailing over departed glory,

instead of conquering the realities of the present, or shaping out a prosperous future. Full

of sensibility, tender in feeling, ardent in passion, and fearless in spirit—witness the records

of the British army—they yet lack the steadfast, patient, unyielding powers which alone

secure abiding success. Thus, they have been for ages driven into ever-narrowing limits

m and Saxon; and fierce as are the spasmodic efforts occasionally made by them to

reassert something of their ancient sway, the time, according to all appearance, must soon

arrive, when throughout Ireland and Scotland they will be as wholly absorbed as they have

been, long ago. in England and France.

M'Farlant t> Erskine, Printers, Edinburgh.
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